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ABSTRACT combination of plant back fittings and early and fast evacuation
plans could assure the necessary public protection in that unlikely

Emergency Plan simplification, could be achieved only if it can extreme situation.
proved, in a context of balanced national health protection
policies, that there is a reduced or no technical need for some However, even starting from the same considerations, criteria
elements of it and that public protection is assured in all for EPs were developed in different countries separately, with
considered situations regardless of protective actions outside the attention to the specific local conditions and giving different
plant. hese objectives may be technically supported if one or emphasis to plant backfittings and to extensive EPS. In general
more of the following conditions are complied with: European countries, having to deal with highly populated areas,
1. Accidents potentially releasing large aounts of fission favoured the first approach adopting for example in most cases

products can be ruled out by characteristics of the designs containment filtered venting systems to reduce the probability of
2. Plant engineered features (and the containment system in catastrophic containment failures, while in the US greater

particular) are able to drastically mitigate the radioactive importance has been given to EPs ranging up to IO miles for
releases under all conceivable scenarios. evacuation and 50 miles for ingestion pathway control. 'Me

3. A realistic approach to the consequence evaluation can different attitudes produced EPs significantly different in scope,
reduce the expected consequences to effects below any extension (in space and time) and in the periodic dflls
concern requirements, even for reactors of similar design. Therefore it

Unfortunately no one single approach is either technically feasible happened that plants in the same country with different levels of
or justified in a perspective of defense in depth and only a mix of safety had the same type of EPs and plants substantially identical
them may provide the necessary conditions. in different countries had very different EPs requirements. These

discrepancies caused in many cases also difficulties in
It appears that most or all proposed ALV*rR designs address the communicating with the public. People were inclined to consider
technical issues, whose solutions are the bases to eliminate the the largest emergency planning as the best one and as the only
need for a number of protective actions (evacuation, relocation, acceptable one.
sheltering, iodine tablets administration, etc.) even in the case of a
severe accident. Some designs are mainly oriented to prevent the Several years ago in the middle Eighties, when the de-facto
need for short term protective actions; they credit simplified moratorium for new reactors began in many countries, several
Emergency Plans or the capabilities of existing civil protection organizations (in particular interested utilities) started to discuss
organizations for public relocation in the long term, if needed. the requirements to be applied to a new generation of reactors yet
Others take also into account the overall releases to exclude or to be designed, mainly Advanced Light Water Reactors
minimize public relocation and land contamination. Design targets (ALWRs). At that time the hiatus in the construction of new
for population individual doses and for land contan-dnation plants appeared as a golden oppommity to optimize and
proposed in Italy are discussed in the paper. It is also shown that rationalize the design objectives and criteria, taking into account
these limits, while challenging, appear to bevithin the reach of the operating experience, the results of years of research, the
the next generation proposed designs currently studied in Italy. natural evolution and maturing of the technology and the higher

sensitivity of the public for the environmental issues together with
INTRODUCTION the non secondary aim of maintaining the economic

competitiveness of nuclear power. Goals such as design
Emergency Plans (EP) have been increasingly part of the simplification, improved man-machine interface, easier

defense in depth strategy for public protection in the nuclear maintenance and operation, design standardization and
industry, particularly after the TMI accident in 1979, when it certification were among the most important ones.
appeared clear to most people that severe accidents, involving
core melt and possible large releases, could not be ruled out When the Chernobyl accident happened in 1986, public
completely from "credible events". For operating reactors only a concerns about nuclear energy increased by a significant step, at
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least in Europe. In particular the most striking aspects were the are perfectly acceptable from the safety point of view as
abandonment of towns for a very long period and banning of recognized in all international forums; in general they have
common foods, such as milk or green leaf vegetables even at long sophisticated emergency procedures and they rely on public
distances (e.g. Italy). The additional difficulties for nuclear power evacuation to protect the people in the extremely unlikely situation
contributed to a more proactive attitude of many organizations of a large release from the plant. This strategy is perfectly sound
involved in these new designs in supporting more aggressive goals if the population has matured to the point of understanding and
in terms of safety. he main aim was to improve both prevention accepting it. Technological evolution should not in general make
and mitigation and to disconnect, as much as possible, the events, obsolete previous vintage equipment. For example today's more
even those very unlikely, which may happen inside the plants from economic and more computer controlled two-engine panes can
the effects on the external environment and the population. cross the Atlantic, while in the past four engines were required.

This did not make obsolete 747s, and this is perfectly accepted by
A key objective of this revised approach to safety was that the public. The same is with now car models with added safety

extensive and complex EPs, and, in particular rapid public features. Therefore we do not support any extrapolation of what
evacuation, should not be considered an important part of the we are saying in this paper to currently operating plants.
protection strategy of the public, in the assumption that this would
not be considered as acceptable by the population as it was
considered before. Both individual doses and land contamination THE GROWING CONSENSUS
would have to be limited by the plant characteristics.only for all
credible events. In this section we would like to quote a few references as a

clear indication of the growing consensus worldwide on the issue
In general not only the risk of being evacuated was concerning of EP simplification.

the public, but the simple existence of a complex and specific EP
was in some cases interpreted by the public as the proof of the First of all we mention the conclusions and recommendations
special danger produced by NPPs, compared with the much more about issue paper IV "The next generation of nuclear power
limited (or even not-existing) plans for other hazardous industries. plants" of the 1991 L4,EA Conference on reactor safetyl: "The
A simplification in the emergency planning requirements to levels consensus was achieved that emergency plansfor the next
comparable to those applied to other industries would be also a generation ofnuclearpowerplants should be simplified. Some
concrete, visible proof that nuclear technology has matured in the partecipants wished to reach the condition that emergencyplans
last 50 years and nuclear plants can be treated accordingly. could be limited to the plant site. Others expressed the opinion

that general emergencyplanning must be retained as a part of
All the previous considerations assume that EPs for ALVV`R the defense in depth principle in the framework ofa national

designs would have to be tailored to the characteristics of reactor P-lam for all Noes of emergencies" (emphasis added).
performance from a perspective of public protection optimization.
In particular, it is assumed that, when it is demonstrated that there At the same conference Mr. K. Topfer, German Minister for
is no need for short term protective actions, all elements of the Environment, Nature Conservation and Nuclear Safety, acting as
plans related to public evacuation (e.g. sirens, emergency drills, Conference President, in his closing statement saidl: "A consensus
etc.) could be eminated. Any actions which could be decided by has been achievedthat(nextgeneration nuclearpowerplants)
the authorities will occur in the long term (at least after one day or will have a strenghtened containment due to the inclusion of the
more from the start of releases) and could be handled (both for consideration ofsevere accidents in the design. Thefinal
extension and complexity) by the provisions already existing in objective is to limit damage to within the boundary ofthe site".
the civil protection national organization; the latter already have to
consider both conventional industry accidents, natural disasters With reference to the utility side we could mention the latest
and radiological emergencies caused by sources different from updates to EPRI URD (Utility Requirements Document)2
power plants and atmospheric fallout from different sources. We requiring that: "The passive AWR shall be designed to provide a
are confident that this approach would make the plants completely technical basisfor simplification ofplume exposure pathway-
"forgettable" by the public. related off-site emergencyplanning. The intent is to retain the

on-site emergencyplan and certain off-site planning elements,
From the utility viewpoint EP is implying also a substantial but demonstrate that doses are low enough that existing

cost; it has also been often a source of arguments with local hazardous materialfacility emergency response plans, required
authorities, and in some cases the reason for a project failure. by State and Federal laws, are sufficient ..... Dose at the site
Therefore EP simplification would also be a major economic boundary.. shall be shown not to exceed I remfor a period
incentive for introducing more advanced (and probably more consisting oftimefor accident detection, notfication, and ad hoc
costly) safety features. evacuation. A period ofapproximately 24 hoursfrom the start of

release offission products is considered sufficient.
Later in this paper we will specify, in our opinion, which

elements of Emergency Plans are expected to remain valid and in Going to the European scene we could mention that Pierre
some cases even a limited (in space and time) relocation of small Bacher, EdF Director and Chairman of the Program Committe of
segments of the population after the first day or so from the start Topnux 93 in its closing remarks at the conferences said: there
of releases ould be considered in an optimization strategy. seems today to be a convergence towards the practical

elimination through design measures ofaccidents leading to an
Before starting the discussion on ALWR designs, I would like earlyfailure ofthe containment, and a limitation ofoff-site

to spend a few words on currently operating plants. Most of them radioactive releases both as regards exposures (no mcessittyfor
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evacuation of the people leaving near the plant) andfood adopting to the extent possible proven technology. However it is
contamination (destruction of the crops limited to one season). of foremost importance for ALWRs to iprove accident

prevention to the extent possible.
Also the European Utility Requirements, in preparation by

seven leading European utilities, are currently incorporating the Condition 2 would be very difficult to comply with in case of
same objectives4, which are currently expressed in the following extremely energetic severe accident phenomena (such as hydrogen
terms: "Forfaults and accidents within the design basis, the detonation or direct containment heating (DCH) by expelled core
objective is that there be no off-site consequences in terms of debris), while it is certainly possible to drastically limit
evacuation or sheltering.. radioactive releases in a large number of less energetic severe
Probabilistic targets include... a target of less than 10-6per accident sequences. In our view the improvements to the
year ofexceeding a radiological discharge corresponding to containment system design in respect to severe accident challenges
about 0 I Yo ofthe volatiles ..... These targets.. are aimed at will be one of the real steps forward in safety8.
achieving .. [imitation of the extent ofoff-site measures in case of
severe accidents" Condition 3 is another important contribution to the reduction

of environmental consequences, since the current rethinking of
From the Vendors point of view we could mention the AP600 new designs is a golden opportunity for incorporating the results

goals5: "A goal ofthe AP600 program is to limit the whole body of several important research activities in the field of severe
dose to less than I rem (0. 01 Sv) limit at the site boundary. This accidents, in particular after the TMI accident. Most of these
will support the technicaljustification to reduce the emergency research have proven the existence of very large margins in the
planning zone to the 0. 5 mile (800 m) site boundary.". current assessements.
and from NP16 for EPR
"...the -PR releasesfor the mostprobable severe accidents shall Figure I gives a qualitative indication of the modifications in
be limited tofigures which enable limitation ofoff-site the design approaches between current plants and proposed
emergency response actions to an acceptable level. More designs for future plants.
specifically, the containment retention shall be such, that off-site
emergency response actions like evacuation or relocation shall

APPROAM TO ACMEM "PROAMTOSEVERgAOCOMM
be restricted to small and defined exclusion areas. FOR �=Js FORNEXT UR-4MAM ON PLArM

E� w .,Wd..d
And finally the recent agreement between the French and

German Safety Authorities7 not only confirms these objectives,
but includes also the limitation of the onsite contamination.

&�.p.d
DESIGN EVOLUTION FOR ALWRS .h.d�-

.pd pbl.

A review of the new design approaches to support the claim for E-0 b.

better prevention and better mitigation in ALWR designs would -d-di�th. dg

require a much longer paper. In the following we will try to briefly - t.
summarize some iportant elements of the strategy to cope with I-Pid

severe accident challenges and, in particular, with the containment ddg. b.- C.-

design.

Emergency Plan smplification could be achieved only if it can
be proved, in a context of balanced national health protection
policies, that there is a reduced or no technical need for at least Figure 
some elements of it and that public protection is assured in all Approaches to severe accidents

considered situations regardless of protective actions outside the Figure 1, of course, cannot reflect all aspects of safety
plant. These objectives may be technically supported if one or
more of the following conditions are complied with: improvements. There are other aspects which are extremely
1 . Accidents potentially releasing large amounts of fission relevant for the subject of this paper, for example:

products can be ruled out by characteristics of the designs. 0 the extension of the so-called "grace period", i.e. the period in
2. Plant engineered features (and the containment system in which no credit is given to operator actions to assure the

particular) are able to drastically mitigate the radioactive safety objectives, and
releases. * the ample opportunities for accident management and

3 A realistic approach to the consequence evaluation can recovery, through design margins and better man-machine
reduce the expected consequences to effects below any interfaces.
concern. As shown in figure I in the severe accident mitigation area,

Unfortunately no one single approach is either technically practically all ALWR designs include explicit and systematic
feasible or justified in a perspective of defense in depth and only a provisions to mitigate credible severe accident related phenomena.
rnix of them may provide the necessary conditions. In the following a brief summary of the current established or

emerging positions are outlined and commented.

Condition I cannot be reached in the proposed designs of the
ALWRs, since it does not appear compatible with the goal of
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One of the bases of the new approach is factoring in the design fully considered in the PRA evaluations) which can prevent large
the results of the last decade of research on severe accidents, both releases before they happen. The reliability of human
on the phenomenology side and specifically in the source term interventions, severe accident management actions and internal
domain. In our view available information may be already emergency plans iprove dramatically with the available tme;
sufficient to support the ALWR design process for severe therefore, since the available time for most actions is greatly
accidents. Remaining uncertainties will require some extra- extended in ALWR designs, so is the additional safety margin
margins in design, but these seem to be compatible with an provided, not shown in Table .
adequate demonstration of safety and, at the same time,
compatible with the economical goals. Research activities shall go Table I
on anyway in a continuous strive for better understanding and Probabilities (events/year) of various containment failure
modelling of the severe accident phenomena and for a further modes
reduction of these design extra-margins WASH-1400 German NURFG AP-600

(Surry) risk study - 1150 PRA
With reference to ALWR designs we will try to summarize Phase 1 (Surry)

some common approaches to cope with severe accidents. 1975 (Biblis)
The high pressure scenario and the loads associated with the In-vessel 1981 1990 1992
DCH may be considered quite negligible since most steam 4E-7 2E-6 IE-7 negligible
proposed safety strategies are depressurization-based. explosion
Reliability and redundancy in the depressurization systems, (a) I I
and the large time window available for their initiation Containmentvessel basernat 3E-5 SE-9
ensures that depressurization will be achieved in any penetration
conditions. (6)
The in-vessel steam explosion does not provide a credible Hydrogen 9E_5 4E-6
containment failure mode; this is a case where the combustion 7E-7
conclusions of WASH-1400 have been considerably (,Y)
changed. Additional research may be useful to improve Overpressure 4E-6

(8)
knowledge on potential vessel head or vessel bottom failure Containment 5E-8 IE-8
mode, but containment consequential failure could be ruled leakage
out. (0) 4E-6
Ex-vessel steam explosions will not endanger a large dry Containment 4E-6 4E-6 1E-8
containment such as the AP600 one. However the most bypass
promising strategy is to assure the in-vessel coolability of I (V sequence) I I

the coriurn, provided that the reactor cavity flooding POSSIBLE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT GOALS FOR
reliability might be slightly improved. ALWRS

• Hydrogen combustion may be considered a resolved issue,
since, for example, the dry containment free volunte is large The most challenging design objective would be, of course, to
enough to accomodate large amounts of hydrogen without limit the releases in case of severe accidents at levels so low that
reaching the detonation threshold (75% of the active fuel there is no need of any relocation of the public both in the short
cladding without exceeding 13% of hydrogen concentration and in the long term and to eliminate any need for restrictions of
at dry conditions in the case of AP600). In addition the land uses. 'Me problem is to define the individual doses and land
presence of igniters and catalytic recombiners can control contamination levels that would not require protective actions and
even larger amounts of hydrogen keeping the average would allow the meeting of these goals; at the same time it is very
concentration in dry conditions below 10%. important to define the methodology to be used to prove the

• With reference to debris coolability, while die ex-vessel compliance with the limits,
coolability appears to be achievable by coriurn spreading in
reactor cavity and flooding it on the top (while several With reference to the methodology it is generally agreed that
proposals are under discussion also for adoption of various realistic evaluations are to be used for these very unlikely events.
options of core-catchers), probably the most promising This implies in general the use of best estimate pararneters: and
approach (at least for low power density cores) is again the probabilistic treatment of the meteorological conditions; several
possibility of keeping the corium. in-vessel by externally computer codes are available to estimate the fission product
flooding the vessel. dispersion in the envirorunent and the resulting impacts. All the

The improvements both in technology and in the assessment of evaluations that will be presented hereafter have been carried out
the severe accident phenomena are reflected in Table 1, where a with the code MACCS 1.5 (MELCOR Accident Consequence
very schematic indication is given about the evolution of the Code System). MACCS code uses a straightline Gaussian model
probabilities of containment failures as assessed in various PRA for calculation of transport and dispersion of the plume. These
studies (figures are all related to internal events only) calculations use the sequence of successive hourly meteorological

data statistically treated. Meteorological data are based on EPRI

It should be noted that, in the case of AP600, the practical URD reference site, which has been proved to encompass more
than 80% of the existing US nuclear sites both for meteorological

elimination of the a mode implies a further reduced importance of conditions and for population density9.
other containment failure modes. In all other cases there are ample
margins for operator recovery and emergency procedures (not
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In order to give some data on the meteorological characteristics in the absence of any protective action could be that
of the EPRI site and to put in a better perspective the additional corresponding to the upper PAG, above which protective actions
evaluations we present later, we report in figure 2 the mean X/Q are required to prevent unacceptable consequences. ENEL has
values for 24 hours ground and elevated releases. been using as proposed design goal the US EPA upper PAG of

50 mSv. In addition the design criteria require that the 10 mSv
With reference to individual dose design goals, it is generally isodose line shall be as close as possible to the plant, so that the

agreed that for EP simplification the calculated individual doses area in which this limit is exceeded in the entire accident period is
should be less than the lowest intervention levels for protection of very limited and so are the problems associated with possible
the public in a radiological emergency, but there is no general unplanned limited public relocation for dose optimization actions.
agreement on the quantitative values to be adopted. Intervention According to a series of calculations carried out with MACCS 15
levels vary from country to country: the lowest intervention levels and an isotope mix typical of a severe accident and intact
for evacuation are in the range of 10 to 100 mSv committed containment, if the goal of 5 rem is complied with at the site
efflective dose equivalent, and the ighest ones about 500 mSv. boundary, the individual doses would stay below I rem beyond
The most restrictive values are those adopted by US about 1.5 mi. 2400 m). A typical curve of dose reduction with
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), whose limits are distance for ground release is reported in fig. 3.
respectively IO and 50 mSv. It was decided by ENEL, as well as
by EPRI, that for design purposes individual dose comparison had 5
to be made with the EPA Protective Action Guidelines (PAGs). 4,5 T

4

1,00E-04 5� 3,53
2,5

go 2
1,OOE-05 1,5E

1
� Ground 015

1,OOE-06 release 0
Elevated 00 10000 15000 20000
(50m) rel I IIILH Distances ftom the reactor (m)

1,00E-07
100 1.000 10.000 100.000 Figure 3

Distance from the reactor (m) Dose reduction with distance from the reactor

Figure 2 In order to give an impression of how the involved population
X/Q values would increase with the distance in figure 4 we have reported the

total population increase with distance for the EPRI reference site
Environmental impact design objectives proposed by ENEL are (EPRl-URD are not reporting currently population data for
articulated in the following way: reference site; data used only for illustration purposes are derived
I from time (start of large release) to 24 or 36 hours (exact from the previous revision of the document). It shall be realized

time not relevant for the discussion) that in Europe most sites will present a much steeper rise with
2. from time to the termination of all releases from the plant distance. Even in the long term, planned or unplanned relocation is

(containment completely and stably depressurized) realistically conceivable only if the affected population is very
3 dose integrated for 5 0 years after the accident limited and, therefore, it is important the sharp decrease of dose
4. integrated release Of CS137 during the entire accident with distance.

The reason why ENEL decided to have a separate goal for the The third goal is the one related to the dose to an individual
first period is that this period could be sufficient to organize with living and working 50 years exactly at the plant fence after the
the existing resources of the civil protection organization an ad- accident. The ENEL's proposed design goal is I 0 mSv, which
hoc relocation of affected people in the assumption that, if any, it means less than 2 mSv/year average (about the oscillation of the
would be needed in a very limited area The goal is aintain the background radiation in Italy). It is very iportant to underline

'individual doses at the site fence below the lower PAG, e.g. IO that the calculated values are for all pathways, except ingestion,
msv. and are absolutely unrealistic, since people will never stay 0

years constantly at the site fence. However this approximation
The requirements for the rest of the accident have been may be considered acceptable for design purposes.

discussed internationally with much less detail and some
discrepancies still exist. ENEL feels that the releases should be The issue of land contamination has also to be addressed.
terminated as soon as possible as a requirement, even if the source However there are no consolidated limit of ground contamination,
term (at least in terms of suspended aerosols) would rapidly which would allow continuation of land use (industrial,
decrease, because this could probably avoid the need also of a agricultural, etc.) and, therefore, ENEL found difficult to express
delayed relocation and would limit land contamination. A possible the limits in terms of B/m2 for each isotope. At the same time it
design goal for the committed effective dose equivalent for an should be clarified that the effects of the land contamination on
individual standing at the site fence for the entire accident duration the individual doses are considered in the dose calculations and the
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scope of this separate limit is to maintain the use of the territory even in a passive plant; there are several proposed passive
surrounding the plant. A limit expressed in terms of releases of ventilation systems, able to credit a slight depressurization in the
Cs 1 37 integrated by the entire accident duration has been secondary building acting as a secondary containment.
considered as a provisional practical requirement for the
designers. In order to give some perspective to these values we could

mention that the highest ground concentrations of total Cesium
after the Chernobyl accident were in the order of 1016 Bq/m2 in

1000000. SwedenandintheorderoflO'5Bq/m2innorthemltaly This

100000 means that at the site boundary we would have the Swedish
contamination and at 4 Ian the Italian contairdnation. For the case

10000 of elevated release of 10 TBq of Cs137, we would have already at

1000 the site boundary the contamination we had in northern Italy. Both
contamination levels, while implying some considerations of

100 foodstuff control for dose optimization, did not cause long term
damages or measurable effects.

10

I .... It is worth noting that all these calculations are conservative,
0 5000 10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 particularly regarding the assumptions for individual doses. To

calculate doses for individuals staying indefinitely at the site
Distance from reactor n) boundary is certainly a conservative assumption difficult to

Figure 4 support in reality, but it is a prudent simplification for the scope
Total population increase with distance of these calculations. It is also iportant to note that all results

previously presented are mean values in accordance with the PRA

Assuirdng realistic hypotheses and calculations, the limit of 10 commonly used point estimates.
T`Bq Of CS 137, or about 5 * I 0-5 core inventory ftaction for the
AP600 appears to be adequate to the scope and feasible. It could CONCLUSIONS
be just mentioned that, according to the figures reported in the
AP600 Standard Safety Analygis Report10 the CsI MAAP group EP simplification is a strategic fundamental goal in the design
-ore inventory release fraction ftom the plant in the first 24 hours of next generation plants. In particular the objective of avoiding
isbelow 6*10-7 inthecaseofthebasesevereaccident any consequences to the population and the environment beyond
sequence with the intact containment. the utility properties for at least one day in all credible events is a

goal generally shared by nuclear industry. But avoiding possibly
In figure the ground concentrations are reported for a total any population relocation beyond one day is important as well.

release of 10 TBq Of Cs137; concentrations are calculated with a Other associated goals, such as a limitation of land contamination
modified version of MACCS 1.5 using the EPRI URD reference and also the plant site contamination, are discusssed and
site. Also Sr90 (the other marker of long term contamination) consensus on them is growing.

concentrations are reported, maintaining the same release ratio to It has been shown that this objective, while challenging, is
Cs 137 (about I to 25 in Bq) as in the AP600 PRA severe accident
base sequence with intact containment. within the reach of new designs, which factoring the extensive

operating experience of LWRs and results of important research
CsI37-ground activities.in the last years, will include explicitly in the design

,;Z 1,00E+06 release protection against severe accidents.
S60-ground
release It is however necessary that this connection between plant

1,OOE+05 design enhanced characteristics and EP smplification is
release recognized in a context of optimization of public protection.

. . . Sr9O-90 rn me I
Currently operating plants, which have been licensed with El's1,00E+04
responding to current criteria, are providing in general a
population protection level comparable with ALWRs and, from

1,00E+03 this point of view, they are perfectly acceptable. Their presence,
J-6 1 however, should not justify refusing the inherent safety potentials

of new designs.
1,00E+02 1 -

0 5.000 10.000 15.000 20.000 Finally it shall be recognized that, it is certainly necessary to
Distance from reactor (in) discuss more in detail the quantitative objectives for

Figure 5 environmental impact and the associated methodologies for their

Ground concentrations calculation, also in a quest for international consensus, in
particular for the land contamination limits, but it appears that a

First of all it can be shown, as expected, that if it is possible to reasonable agreement is possible.

credit an elevated release (niffiiinizirng also containment bypass

pathways) the corresponding ground concentration is reduced by

one order ofmagnitude or more. Elevated releases are possible
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ABSTRACT PARS perform their function passively, sucking
atmospheric gases containing hydrogen and oxygen at the

A key aspect of the worldwide effort to develop advanced bottom of a steel box-like device and blowing out water
nuclear power plants is designing to address severe vapor from recombination at the top. Inside the device,
accident phenomena, including the generation of hydro- recombination occurs at the surface of porous palladium-
gen during core melt progression (metal-water and core- coated ceramic pellets used as a catalyst. PARs are self-
concrete reactions). This design work not only resolves starting and self-feeding, even under cold and wet
safety concerns with hydrogen, but also supports the conditions. Buoyancy of the hot gases they create sets up
development of a technical basis for simplification of off- strong convective flow currents that promote mixing of
site emergency planning. combustible gases in a containment. Hydrogen in PWRs

(or oxygen in inerted BWRs) begins to be recombined as
The dominant challenge to any emergency planning soon as it is introduced. The recombination rate of a
approach is a large, early containment failure due to number of PARS distributed throughout a containment
pressure excursions. Among the potential contributors volume keeps the average concentration of hydrogen (or
to large and rapid increases in containment pressure is oxygen) below regulatory limits based on representative
hydrogen combustion. The more improbable a release rates. Since PARS have no moving parts and
containment-threatening combustion becomes, the more require no external energization, they require no opera -
appropriate the argument for significant emergency tional procedures and are easily maintained. This is
planning simplification. As discussed in this paper, projected to lead to greater life-cycle cost-effectiveness,
catalytic recombiners provide a means to passively and which is also a goal of passive ALWRs.
reliably limit hydrogen combustion to a continuous
oxidation process with virtually no potential for This paper gives a brief description of the design and
containment failure in passive advanced light water qualification of PARs and how they would be imple-
reactors (ALWRs). mented in passive ALWRs. (If this application appears

sufficiently cost-effective, PARS could be considered for
INTRODUCTION nonpassive ALWRs or operating plants.) The paper then

contrasts the PAR approach with conventional hydrogen
Passive ALWRs are under development by General control systems based on igniters.

Electric, Westinghouse, U.S. and international utilities, the
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), and the Although the PAR concept is applicable to control of
Department of Energy.1 Basic design principles include (in combustible gases released during both design basis
addition to safety) design smplicity, maintainability, and accidents and severe accidents in both PWRs and BWRs,
preference for passive components that do not have this paper concentrates on the PAR system design for
moving parts and do not rely on active power sources or mitigation of severe accidents in PWRs. (A PAR system
support systems. These principles have led to adoption of designed to meet combustible gas control requirements for
the passive autocatalytic recombiner (PAR) as the severe accidents will assure that combustible gas concen-
preferred approach required by U.S.-utility and inter- trations for design basis accidents will remain well below
national ALWR participants for controlling combustible flammability limits at all times. The Appendix gives a
gases in ALWRs.2 brief description of PAR application in a BWR.)
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DESIGN AND QUALIFICATION OF PARs A best fit to the model and prototype test data gave the
empirical curves of PAR depletion rate as a function of

The candidate design of a PAR system used for the hydrogen concentration of the gas entering the device in
ALWR feasibility study discussed in this paper is the Figure 2 These values of depletion rate were used for the
pelletized design developed and qualified in Germany by benchmarking mixing and distribution code calculations
the NIS Company in cooperation with Degussa (catalyst and the simplified depletion analysis of a containment
supplier), the Battelle Institute (test laboratory), and the discussed in the next section. Note that on the basis of test
Technical University, Munich (analysis). Its development results designed to examine the effect of poisons, such as
has been sponsored by the German utility RWE Energie, iodine and carbon monoxide, on the performance of the
which is a participant in the ALWR Program.3 (Note that PAR catalyst system it is ustified to conclude that they do
there are other catalytic recombiner designs that could not significantly reduce the performance of PARs given by
perform the functions; these other designs are also the curves in Figure 22,3
candidates for selection by ALWR plant designers.)

The NIS /RWE PAR device shown in Figure is a Depletion Rate (kg1h)
molecular diffusion filter" (not the more conventional 40

fixed-bed particle filter, in which gases are forced through 3,5 I bar
the interstitial spaces between catalyst particles). The 2 bar ----30
device consists of 88 flat, rectangular cartridges containing
a total of about 30 kg of spherical catalyst pellets having 25
1 -cm-wide open flow channels between the cartridges. 20
The immense surface area of the palladium-coated outer 1 5
layer of the porous ceramic pellets acts upon diffused gas
molecules, while heavier particles or aerosols in the 10
atmosphere flow through the open channels with little 5
plugging of the pellet surfaces. The gas flow is sucked in at 0
the bottom of the device, recombined while passing 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
through the flow channels, and funneled into a chimney Hydrogen Concentration (percent)
blowing the heated gas through a square hole at the top.

5W.*S.PP" Figure 2 - Experimentally Determined PAR Depletion Rate
as a Function of Hydrogen Concentration
(1 bar = no steam, 2 bar = 50% steam)

C. i. 88 C.�tmg.
40.200.10

APPLICATION OF PARS IN ALWR CONTAINMENTS

A simplified, conservative analysis has been used to
investigate the feasibility of applying the PAR concept to
plants. The analysis assumes a uniform gas distribution
averaged throughout the containment volume and,
therefore, treats only the global aspect of hydrogen control
(i.e., ensuring that global concentrations do not exceed
regulatory limits, thereby ensuring that the containmentIL can perform its function even during severe accidents).

low More sophisticated thermal-hydraulic computer codes
(such as the COBRA-NC/GOTHIC code) will eventually
be used by designers to perform detailed analyses of

Figure I - Drawing of the Prototype PAR Device specific plant applications. These analyses will treat both
(Dimensions are in cm.) global and local aspects of hydrogen control. Regarding

local aspects, the overall approach must prevent any
situation producing a local detonation (or flame accelera-

Design optimization, extensive determination of tion near detonation) that compromises the safety
performance characteristics, and qualification of the PAR functions of structures or equipment in a local region or
device has been realized through a three-phase test compartment. In the following paragraphs, we
program performed by NIS and BatteW that included (1) describe the simplified analysis and results of a PAR
screening tests of various catalysts, model tests to charac- plant application, 2) discuss the factors that justify use of
terize perfon-nance, and full-size prototype tests in a the simplified analysis for this feasibility study of global
multicompartment model containment. performance, and 3) discuss the factors and measures that
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the PAR concept relies upon to address the possibility of release in accordance with the release assumption
local detonations. described above without any hydrogen depletion. The

conservative assumption of no steam content is made. The

Conservative SimpIffied Analysis lower curves give the calculated hydrogen concentration
for different numbers of PAR devices installed in the

The first step in the analysis is to specify the total containment. For the first 10 minutes, the simplified
amount and rate of hydrogen release into the containment. analysis assumes there is no depletion. This is a conser-
The Code of Federal Regulations5,6 gives clear guidance vative treatment of the startup time during which hydro-

gen may have not reached some PARs and other PARs
concerning generated/released quantities of hydrogen to may be heating up, not yet working at full efficiency.
be considered. In accordance with 10CFR50.34(f), which Recombination is assumed to begin only after 10 minutes.
addresses the concern of global detonation, the total From this time on, the depletion is calculated using a time-
hydrogen quantity generated/ released during a severe step-average hydrogen depletion rate (from Figure 2
accident must be calculated from a reaction of 100% of the assuming no steam content and ambient pressure) deter-
active fuel clad material. Also, the average uniform mined iteratively. The number of PAR devices determines
concentration in the containment building shall never the peak hydrogen concentration. This peak concentration
exceed 10% hydrogen. (which is allowed to be as high as 10% in a best-estimate

An envelope of the hydrogen release rates as analysis) occurs between about one half and one and a half
determined in PRA best-estimate severe accident analysis hours. With one PAR per 3000 M3 of containment volume,
for a variety of scenarios was estimated to perform the hydrogen recombination prevents the volume average
simplified design analySis.2 it was assumed that all concentration from exceeding 10%. Following termination
hydrogen is released within one hour and twenty-five of hydrogen release, the step calculation is continued.
minutes (50% of total hydrogen quantity in the first Several hours after the start of the accident, the atmosphere
10 minutes, 25% in the next 35 minutes, and the rest in the is inerted by the action of the PARs. Within 24 hours, only
next 50 minutes). smal amounts of hydrogen would remain.

The analysis shows that with just enough PARs
To illustrate the approach used for the simplified deployed to keep global concentrations below 10 vol%, the

analysis, a sketch of the assumed hydrogen release and atmosphere could be flammable at most only for a few
calculated hydrogen depletion for a severe accident hours. During this relatively short period, inadvertent
scenario in a typical ALWR PWR containment is shown in igrdtion is acceptable because important systems, struc-
Figure 3 The upper curve shows the hydrogen concen- tures, and components are designed for the loads resulting
tration in the AP600 containment that would result from
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Figure 3 - Sketch of a Typical Assumed Hydrogen Release and Calculated HydrogenO
Depletion for a Severe Accident Scenario in a PWR Containment.
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from a hydrogen bum of such a gas mixture. However, it maximum distance of the nearest device to any potential
is important to recognize that, in view of the several release location is less than about 10 to 15 ml and the
sources of conservatism in this smplified analysis, it is release velocity is expected to be well above 10 m/sec.
likely that hydrogen concentration will remain below even (For AP600, the gas exit velocity would reach 60 m/sec
the flammability limit at a times for many severe accident for a hydrogen release rate of 0.5 kg/sec, even assuming a
scenarios. The following reasons are the basis for this fairly large release area of ft2.)
expectation:

After starting, the PAR device also acts as a "passive
• It is conservative to assume that the total hydrogen fan" strongly supporting gas mixing in the containment

would be generated in less than two hours 0% in atmosphere. For example, twenty PAR devices exposed to
only 10 ndnutes)- Any stretching of the generation air containing 4 hydrogen create a gas flow of about
over longer times would reduce maximum 18,000 m3/hr. For 10% hydrogen, twenty PAR devices
concentrations. This statement is valid even for a less create a circulation of about 30,000 m3/hr. This is the same
probable scenario in which fuel would exit the vessel order of magnitude as the capacity of one of the two
and have a chance to react with concrete leading to circulation fans used to ventilate the A600 during normal
additional generation of hydrogen. Such generation operation-about 50,000 m3/hr (31,000 scfm). Even at %
would occur later when most of the original release is hydrogen concentration, the twenty devices create a flow
already recombined. of 6700 M /hr. Thanks to this strong self-mixing of PARs,

• It is conservative to assume zero steam content, in addition to the strong thermal currents present in an
because (1 a large fraction of the water inventory accident scenario, the distribution of gases in the contain-
will be released in the form of steam prior to any ment can be considered to stay practically uniforin starting
hydrogen generation; for each 10% of steam the shortly after the release of hydrogen and for as long as
maximum hydrogen concentration reduces by =1% a hydrogen and oxygen continue to be present in the atmo-
steam content 50% inerts the atmosphere for any sphere. Once established, the strong mixing also mini-
concentration of combustible gases, and 2 it is mizes the extent of the local region at the point of reactor
virtually impossible (especially with the high release coolant system leak or break that by definition will have
rates assumed) for the molten core to fnction as a high concentrations of hydrogen.

100% effective hydrogen generator, chemically The feature of good mixing to produce a reasonably
reacting with all steam before the steam has a chance uniform distribution of hydrogen has been demonstrated
to leave the zone of the molten core. experimentally in the Battelle multicompartment test

The simplified analysis of hydrogen depletion was facility and theoretically using the validated COBRA-NC/
applied to the containment of the Westinghouse AP600 GOTHIC code. Since al analysis is based on conserva-
PWR. For a containment volume of 48,144 3 and a total tively considering noncondensable gases only, steam
hydrogen release of 635 kg, 20 PAR devices were found to condensation could not lead to any situation that is not
control the peak volume average hydrogen concentration covered by the design and needs no further consideration.
to no greater than 8.5%.a Note also that the overall depletion rate of PARs

distributed fairly uniformly throughout the containment
Uniform Global Concentrations free volume has little dependence on actual hydrogen

distribution because regions of lower concentrations with
Here, we review features of hydrogen release and slower depletion are balanced by regions of higher

mixing in the presence of PARs to justify the assumption of concentration with faster depletion. This gives us
uniform global concentrations inherent in the simplified confidence that the simplified analysis is an adequate
analysis. means for estimating the required number of PARs.

The momentum of released gases together with the Local Concentrations
prevailing natural circulation produced by large tem- Although the simplified analysis described above
perature gradients will initiate gas n-dxing (these global made the conservative assumption that there is no
temperaure gradients result from high temperatures depletion during a 10-minute startup stage for the PARs,
associated with the accident and passive cooling of the the assumption would be over conservative if applied for
containment dome in the AP600). Hydrogen will reach estimating concentrations in an individual compartment,
the nearest PAR devices within a few seconds following since a PAR near the break location would see hydrogen
release. This can be recognized by noting that the immediately and begin depletion. On the other hand, the

fact that there are regions of the open volume of the
a The larger-volume containment 90,200 m3) of a nonpassive containment and its compartments with higher concen-
PWR, the ABB-CE System 80+, as found to need 40 PARs to tration of hydrogen is inherent in the simplified analysis
keep the peak concentration to 8.1% with a total hydrogen assumption of a uniform average concentration. That is, the
release of 1126 kg. Note that neither this result nor the result for simplified analysis does not address potentially high local
the A600 correlates with the curves in Figure 4 because slightly concentrations of hydrogen. Here, we review actors and
different parameters were used in the calculations for the figure.
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measures used by the PAR approach to resolve the concern sources of inadvertent ignition in the compartment, with
for the possibility of local detonations. special attention to avoid the high-energy ignition sources

needed to initiate detonation.
Hydrogen release into the free volume of the

containment building will occur at the location of the The above factors and measures, supported by the
primary system break which originally caused the accident results from detailed thermal-hydraulic analyses of PAR
and/or at a location such as a relief valve where the effectiveness, will probably lead to the conclusion that the
primary system was opened for depressurization. Since probability of a local detonation is acceptably low. If there
such a release could contain pure hydrogen produced by are still local regions where such a conclusion cannot be
the metal/water reaction, it is not possible during dilution made with sufficient certainty the following two
to avoid either a local region with hydrogen concentrations alternative measures can be explored.
well above 10 vol% or a standing flame in the vicinity of
hydrogen entry, The first alternative would be to design such regions

[e.g., the condensation pool (IRWST) gas space in a PWRI
In such locations, a stream of hydrogen and steam to have what we will call "PAR venting." This involves

will be released and will dilute into the free volume of the closing the compartment to the open containment volume
containment building driven by the momentum of the except for a vent or vents with PAR devices installed in
release with support from natural and PAR-enhanced them. In this design approach, combustible gases in the
convection. For many accident scenarios, the release compartment are controlled in the following way. The
stream would contain 50% or more of steam, so it would vents require all gas transfer (out or in) to pass through the
not be flammable. If the steam fraction of the release is less PARs. An additional PAR installed within the compart-
than 50%, flammable gas concentrations may exist in local ment is sufficient to control the hydrogen concentration for
areas for the short time it takes dilution into the free small release rates. For intermediate and large hydrogen
volume to take place. Effective mixing and minimization release rates, rapid inerting of the compartment would
of the size of regions of high concentrations at entry occur mainly from oxygen purging through the vent as
locations will be promoted by designing compartments pressure buildup in the compartment is relieved. This
with boundaries having a large percentage of their surface would be assisted to some extent by recombination in the
open. PAR device within the compartment. After achievement

of inerting, hydrogen would be released through the vent
Although the iitial release of steam-rich mixtures of and dilute into the open containment volume. Following

hydrogen into air may lead to an inert atmosphere, steam termination of hydrogen generation, the hydrogen content
condensation may eventually produce a flammable mix- of the compartment would recombine slowly with oxygen
ture in a compartment. The likelihood of tis is reduced entering through the PAR in the vent.
by the reduction of hydrogen both by mixing and dfusion
to adjacent free volumes and by PAR recombination The second alternative can be applied whether or not
during the inert period. PAR venting is used. Tis alternative relies on the ability

of structures and components in and around a region or
Although, as discussed above, it is highly uUely compartment to withstand a local detonation. Analysis

that pure hydrogen with no steam is released, let us and/or test data would be used to predict the short-
examine such a case. For small release rates, the arrange- duration pressure spike from a local detonation and
ments of PAR units within individual compartments will evaluate its effects to ensure that it would not produce an
keep the average local hydrogen concentration below 10%. unacceptable level of structure or equipment damage or
For large release rates, the compartment would be quickly failure. The successful outcome of such an evaluation will
inerted due to oxygen purging by the irushing hydrogen. be enhanced by (1) the limited energy available in a
Oxygen that would enter later due to dfusion or mixing detonation in a localized region, 2) the acceptability of
would be recombined by the PAR unit or units, avoiding large deformations so long as the function of affected
conditions that would allow local detonation. It is only structures in an accident situation is not compromised, and
relatively unlikely intermediate release rates of uninerted (3) the small number of equipment items that (a) are
hydrogen that could both locally overload PARs and aow needed to perform a safety function during a severe
oxygen to be present. accident, (b) are not rugged enough to survive a local

detonation, or W cannot be relocated to a region with an
Thus, although detonable local regions (average local acceptably low probability of local detonation.

hydrogen concentration greater than 0%) caano be
totally excluded, they are extremely unlikely to occur. If COMPARISON OF COMBUSTIBLE GAS CONTROL
analysis shows that they could occur during a significantly SYSTEMS
great time interval, two ALWR design measures minimize
the probability of ocal detonations. First, designs will As a result of lessons from the Three Mile Island
avoid compartment configurations (e.g., long, narrow accident, operating nuclear power plants with relatively
regions with obstacles and sall jet openings) that could small containments have been backfitted with additional
support flame acceleration sufficiently to forrn a local systems to control combustible gases produced during and
detonation. Second, designs wl minimize possible after design basis and severe accidents. In contrast with
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the PAR approach, conventional AC-powered igniter In conclusion, the PAR approach is viewed as
systems in existing U.S. power plant applications rely on meeting regulatory requirements for hydrogen control
deliberate local or global deflagration to limit global while being simpler, easier to maintain, and more cost-
hydrogen concentration below detonable limits for severe effective than conventional igniter/ thermal recombiner
accident scenarios. As a noninerted mixture of hydrogen systems. Thus, the PAR approach is more in keeping with
is released into the containment, igniters burn hydrogen the design philosophy of the ALWR program. Upon
as soon as flammable mixtures reach an igniter location. acceptance of the PAR approach by the U.S. Nuclear
If the released mixture is inerted with more than a 50-vol% Regulatory Commission and proper application (including
concentration of steam, an igniter can begin to bum hydro- detailed thermal-hydraulic and, if needed, structural
gen only after steam condensation produces a noninerted analysis by designers), the issue of hydrogen control
mixture. during severe accident scenarios in ALWRs will have a

cost-effective resolution. This resolution is a key element
Most of these systems employ electrical igniters of the technical basis for simplification of off-site planning.

inside the containment and then-nal recombiners inside or
outside the containment. Because of their imited capacity, REFERENCES
the thermal recombiners are used only to prevent hydro-
gen produced by radiolysis during a design basis accident 1. Advanced Light Water Reactor Utility Requirements
from reaching flammable concentrations (about vol%) Document, Executive Summary, EPRI 1990).

and to assist in the removal of unburned hydrogen after an 2. "Qualification of Passive Autocatalytic Recombiners for
accident. Igniters are needed for noninerted containments Combustible Gas Control in ALWR Containments," EPRI
in the event that the hydrogen produced by metal/water ALWR Program (1993).
reaction in a degraded core accident would exceed the
flammability limit. Controlled burning at or above this 3. U. WOLFF, "Control of Hydrogen Concentration in
limit aims at preventing global concentrations from Reactor Containment Buildings by Using Passive Catalytic
exceeding detonable limits (a volume average >10 vol%). Recombiners," 2nd ASME/JSME International Conference
Such detonations could compromise the integrity of the on Nuclear Engineering (ICONE), San Francisco,
reactor containment structure. California (1993).

PARs function even for hydrogen concentrations 4. U.BEHRENSM.SEIDLERandU.WOLFF,
below the flammability limit or in hydrogen-rich steam- "Hydrogen Mitigation using Catalyst Modules,"
inerted mixtures. This attribute reduces the probability of Proceedings of a Workshop on Hydrogen Behavior and
producing flammable concentrations of hydrogen. How- Mitigation in Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactors,
ever, if flammable concentrations are reached, inadvertent Brussels, March 1991, 286 1992).
ignition from electrical devices or hot surfaces may lead to
local or global deflagration. Therefore, the containment 5. 10CFR50.34(f) "Additional TMI-Related
and other important equipment are designed for resulting Requirements," Subparagraph 50.34.(f)(1)(xii).

mechanical and thermal loads from cleflagrations of 6. 10CFR50.44, "Standards for Combustible Gas Control
hydrogen concentrations as great as 10 vo1%. System in Light-Water Power Reactors."

PARs limit global hydrogen concentrations below APPENDIX-APPLICATION OF PAR CONCEPT IN
detonable limits during severe accidents (and below INERTED CONTAINMENTS
flammable limits during design basis accidents), entirely
eliminating the need for AC- or DC-powered igniters and For preinerted containments as in BWRs the time
AC powered thermal recombiners. PARs remove residual dependence of hydrogen release during severe accidents as
hydrogen after an accident. They are less expensive to well as the total quantity released are not of interest for the
purchase and maintain than systems relying on two types design of combustible gas control systems. Any massive
of devices. hydrogen release will only further reduce the relative

oxygen concentration well below flammability limits. The
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS only task for PAR devices is to consume the slowly

The PAR approach relies mainly on distributed generated radiolytic oxygen (or oxygen from other sources,
if any) to assure that flammability conditions will never be

recombination to prevent global detonation. PARs remove reached.
almost all hydrogen after the accident. Local detonation is
addressed by (1) demonstrating its acceptably low Application of the conservative simplified analysis
probability (steam inerting, strong mixing, compartment for the passive ALWR BWIZ (General Electric SBWR)
design, and minimization of ignition sources), showed that 2 standard size plus 8 quarter size PAR
(2) redesigning potentially problematic compartments to devices would assure that following the release of hydro-
be isolated from the open containment volume with PAR gen, the oxygen concentration will be well below 4 vol%.
vents, or (3) by assuring survivability (i.e., that compart- The PARs can also be employed to remove residual post-
ment structures and equipment can accommodate a local accident hydrogen by the controlled gradual injection of
detonation). oxygen into the containment.
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ABSTRACT generation of power plants which can provide these
functions, although they are not safety grade systems.

A reduction of the requirements for the The SBWR core damage frequency iialso on the order of
emergency planning zone (EPZ) is a goal of advanced LE-7.
light water reactors. The technical basis for reducing the
EPZ requirements is based on a very low frequency of a To address defense in depth, features were also
severe accident and high confidence that the offsite dose included in the plant designs to ensure that the offsite
would be low even if a severe accident was to occur. consequences of a severe accident would be benign. Each
Design features have been included in both the ABWR severe accident challenge identified was addressed by
and SBWR to ensure that both of these goals are consideration of appropriate design features which
achieved. Probabilistic Risk Assessments (PRAs) have prevent or mitigate the challenge. For example, both
been performed for both plants. The PRAs indicate a designs use an inerted pressure suppression
core damage frequency on the order of IE-7 for both containment, precluding te possibility of hydrogen
plants. The PRAs also show that the containments will detonation.
not fail even if a severe accident should occur. The
potential offsite is extremely low. The ABWR design incorporates an

AC-independent water addition system and a passive
INTRODUCTION lower drywell flooder, either of which can ensure that any

debris which might exit the vessel is covered with water.
The Advanced Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) is a The large floor area of the lower drywell allows for the

1350 MWe boiling water reactor (BWR) classified as an spreading of debris to enhance coolability. Containment
evolutionary reactor by the Electric Power Research free volumes and the suppression pool volume are
Institute (EPRI) Utility Requirements Document. The designed such that there is no fission product release
Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (SBWR) is a 600 MWe from the fuel for approximately one day, even if all
BWR is classified as a passive reactor. Probabilistic risk containment heat removal fails. The presence of a
assessment (PRA) has been used extensively as a design containment overpressure protection system ensures that
tool in the development of both designs. Mitigation of there is no significant release of volatile fission products.
severe accident challenges has also been considered
during the design process. The features incorporated The SBWR design has systems similar to those of
both the designs lead to very low offshe risk and should the ABWR to ensure lower drywell flooding and to
allow for a reduction in emergency planning. enhance coolability. Operation of the lower drywell

flooding system will flood the containment and the vessel
The ABWR has three divisions of emergency core to the top of active fuel. This allows for the cooling of any

cooling and decay heat removal. This configuration leads debris which remains in the vessel after vessel failure. The
to a very low probability of severe core damage, on the passive containment cooling system uses condensers to
order of LE-7 for internal events. External events were remove decay heat from the containment, even in the
also considered using probabilistic methods. The risk event of a severe accident. Therefore, long term steam
from external events was also found to be very low. The generation will not lead to fission product release.
SBWR design uses gravity driven injection systenls and
isolation condensers for emergency core cooling and The features of the ABWR and SBVrR designs
decay heat removal. Additionally, the SBWR has active ensure that the frequency of a core damage event is very
injection systems similar to those used in the current low. Further, even in the unlikely event of such an
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accident, the release from the containment will be very acceptably low, a combustion turbine generator (CTG)
small. Most sequences will only have leakage as allowed was incorporated into the design. The CTG is a standby
by the technical specifications. Therefore, the offifte non-safety power source which feeds the plant
dose is expected to be very low even if a severe accident investment loads during loss-of-offsite power events. The
occurs. This will allow the ulity to establish a technical unit also provides an alternate source of AC power in case
basis for a reduction in emergency planning. of a station blackout event. The CTG can provide

emergency backup power through manually-actuated
CORE DAMAGE PREVENTION Class 1E breakers in the same manner as the offshe power

sources. Incorporation of the CTG resulted in an order
During the development of the ABWR and SBWR of magnitude reduction in the frequency of core damage

designs, GE performed many probabilistic studies to give events initiated by station blackout.
insights into the optimization of design features and
operating procedures. The PRAswere used extensively in GE took advantage of the ABWR design studies in
the early design effort to make design decisions. This has developing the SBWR. Many of the design features
resulted in millions of dollars of cost savings without developed for the ABVVR were included or adapted for
compromising the plant safety. use in the SBWR. The design of the multiplexing systems

and other instrumentations systems and the reactivity
For example, in an early ABWR analysis, a core control systems are very similar in the two plants. The

cooing system optimization study was performed. This fundamental difference between the two plants is the use
study enable the core cooling and heat removal of passive safety features in the SBWR versus the use of
functions to be combined and the total number of ECCS active systems in the ABWR. Transients in the SBWR are
divisions to be reduced from four to three. Each of the accommodated by isolation condensers. The isolation
divisions contains both high and low pressure emergency condensers operate by de-energize solenoids to open the
core injection and decay heat removal systems. When condensate return valves, initiating heat removal driven
combined with the Automatic Depressurization System, by natural circulation. Since the valves de-energize to
this provides a highly reliable means of preventing core open, the isolation condenser can operate without any
damage and preventing high pressure core melt AC or DC power.
sequences.

Cooling of the reactor during accidents which
An ABWR instrument reliability assessment was threaten the reactor coolant inventory, such as LOCA is

performed which led to the selection of multiplexing accomplished by a gravity driven cooling system (GDCS).
systems and other instrumentation systems. In later Water is delivered into the reactor pressure vessel
studies, selected features were provided with "hard through lines which take suction from pools in the upper
wired" control which bypasses the multiplexing system to drywell In order to allow GDCS injection at low pressure,
preclude core damage due to a presumed common the Automatic Depressurization System (ADS) used in
mode failure of the safety system logic and control the ABWR has been supplemented by squib actuated
system. depressurization valves.The squib valves use logic which

The reactivity control system was also examined is diverse from that provided for the safety relief valves,
and a cost effective ATWS itigation system was which further reduces the likelihood of high pressure
incorporated instead of a more expensive system core melt accidents.

proposed for an earlier design.The fine motion control The PRAs performed for ABWR and SBWR
rod drives (FMCRD) adopted in the ABWR provide indicate that each has a core damage frequency for
improved scram reliability by elimination of the scram internal events on the order of I.E-7, almost three orders
discharge volume, which is a potential common mode of magnitude below the requirements specified in the
failure point for current BWRs using the locking piston- USNRC severe accident policy statement. This very low
type RDs. The scram reliability goals were met without frequency of core damage indicates that the plant
the use of Alternate Rod Insertion (ARI). However, designs have achieved a high level of safety.
subsequent PRA studies showed that the adoption of the
ARI valves in the design would provide a further CONTAINMENT PERFORMANCE
substantial reduction in the probability of ATWS. Since
the cost of adding the ARI vlves to the design is small, it Notwithstanding the very low frequency of core
was decided that their incorporation into the design was damage, the ABWR and SBWR have been designed to
appropriate. provide severe accident mitigation capabilities. In

developing these capabilities, GE has paid particular
In early studies performed for the ABWR attention to uncertainties in severe accident

certification effort, the core damage frequency was phenomenology which could have an impact on offshe
dominated by events initiated by station blackout. Even dose or risk. The potential challenges of the containment
though the total core damage frequency and risk was which could lead to either early or late containment
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release were examined, and means for the prevention or Energetic fuel coolant interactions are precluded
mitigation of the potential of containment failure were in the ABWR by the basic containment design. These
identified. events, often called steam explosions, could occur if the

reactor pressure vessel failed and molten core debris fell
A. Early Containment Challenges into a pool of water. However, there are very few sources

of water in the ABWR containment. Water introduced
The most critical areas of concern in addressing into the upper drywell would flow through the wetwell/

severe accident containment challenges are those which drywell connecting vents into the wetwell. These vents
could lead to early failure of the containment. The have been designed such that dynamic loading in the
design of both plants have addressed these items suppression pool would not lead to a significant amount
carefully in order to reduce the potential for early fission of water being introduced into the wetwell. Therefore,
product release. Four potential challenges were only a small fraction of LOCAs, which is itself a small
identified as being important in accommodating a severe contributor to the core damage frequency, could lead to
accident: containment isolation, hydrogen combustion, water in the lower drywell prior to the time of vessel
direct containment heating, and fuel coolant failure. This effectively precludes the potential for an
interactions. Hydrogen combustion is precluded by the energetic fuel coolant interaction in the ABMrR.
use of an inerted containment. Direct containment
heating has been made highly improbable by the use of The SBWR design cannot guarantee a low
very reliable depressurization systems. probability of water being present in the lower drywell at

the time of vessel failure. Therefore, a corium shield has
Containment isolation is important to ensure that been adopted in the design to prevent severe oading of

fission products which could be released to the the containment boundary due to an energetic fuel
containment do not escape to the environment. coolant interaction. This shield is designed to
Potential sources of containment bypass can be divided accommodate the loading which could occur from a
into two groups. There are a few containment credible fuel coolant interaction in the lower drywell In
penetrations which are open during normal reactor addition, both the ABWR and SBWR designs have
operation, the most obvious of these are the feedwater considered the potential for rapid pressurization due to
and mainsteam lines. Other potential sources are non-energetic fuel coolant interactions to ensure
penetrations which are normally closed. Examples of adequate venting area between the upper and lower
these penetrations are equipment and personnel access drywelIs.
hatches, instrument lines, electrical penetrations, and
exhaust lines to the standby gas treatment system B. Late Containment Challenges
(SGTS). Inerted containments have an inherent
advantage over non-inerted containments because the Having discussed the prevention of fission product
containment gas pressure and composition are release via early containment failure, attention is now
monitored to maintain oxygen limits below the turned to long term containment challenges. The
flammability regime. This provides an effective means of primary challenges to the containment in the long term
identifying gross containment leakage. Therefore, the are high containment temperature, structural
probability of a containment penetration being degradation and non-condensable gas generation due to
inadvertently left open is very small. core concrete interaction and steam generation due to

decay heat production. These challenges have been
A LOCA outside of containment could also lead to mitigated in the ABWR and SBWR designs through a set

a failure of containment isolation. This has been of interconnected design features.
addressed in both the ABWR and the SBWR by designing
the low pressure piping connected to the vessel to High containment temperature can cause
withstand higher pressure. Therefore, there is less degradation of the organic material used to seal
chance of a failure in one system to cause a failure in containment penetrations. If the seal material is
another system, which reduces the probability of an degraded, then containment pressurization can cause
interfacing system LOCA. Additionally, special attention the seating surf-aces to separate, and leakage can occur
has been given to ensuring that containment isolation through the penetrations. The material used for the seals
valves can operate under the full range of pressure, in both plants has been shown to maintain its flexibility at
temperature and flow conditions which the valve might temperatures less than 533 K. In order to ensure that the
experience during LGA. Finally, the power containment remains below this temperature, systems to
requirements to ensure isolation of all containment flood the lower drywell have been adopted in both
pathways was examined to maximize the probability of designs.
successful containment isolation. This collection of
features ensures thatfailure of containment isolation has The ABWR lower drywell flooder has thermally
no significant impact on offshe dose or risk. activated flooder valves which open by the melting of a

fusible plug. When the temperature in the lower drywell
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begins to rise, the fusible material melts and water flows The wetwell vapor space in both plants has been
from the suppression pool into the lower drywell. Since sized such that the gas generation which results from
the passive flooder will not open until after vessel failure, oxidation of 100% of the active fuel cladding can be
the potential challenge from energetic fuel coolant accommodated without exceeding Service Level C
events is not exacerbated. The valves, located around the capability of the containment.This provides ample
periphery of the lower drywell are sized to ensure that margin to the gas generation from metal-water reaction
the debris in the lower drywell can be covered and as well as any non-condensabIe gas generation which may
quenched quickly. Thus, the core debris will be cooled result from core concrete interaction.
and fission products released from the debris will be
scrubbed. The final challenge to the containment is the

pressurization due to steam generated by decay heat. In
In the SBWR lower drywell flooding is provided by the ABWR, steam generated in the reactor pressure vessel

a mode of the GDCS system. After reactor pressure vessel or in the dryweIl is passed into the suppression pool via
failure, the system is actuated on high lower drywell floor the SRVs or the wetwell/drywell connecting vents. The
temperature. The system consists of three lines which steam is then quenched causing an increase in
connect the GDCS water pools to the drywell connecting suppression pool temperature. The Residual Heat
vents. The volume of water in the GDCS pools floods the Removal System (RHR) is then used to remove heat from
RPV and lower drywell to the top of active fuel. This not the suppression pool. If the RHR system fails, the partial
only precludes radiative and convective heating of the pressure of steam in the wetwell slowly increases,
containment by debris in the lower drywell, but also remaining in equilibrium with the temperature of the
prevents superheating of the drywell atmosphere by core suppression pool. The initial water mass of the
material which may remain in the vessel. suppression pool is capable of absorbing almost 24 hours

of decay heat while maintaining the containment
The lower dryweIl flooding systems also reduce the pressure below service level C.

containment challenges due to core concrete
interaction. Core concrete interaction, the erosion of The heat absorption capability of the pool can be
concrete by high temperature core debris, is terminated supplemented by the use of the AC Independent Water
when the debris is solidified and cooled to a temperature Addition System (ACIWA). This system uses a cross-tie
below the melting point of concrete. The floor areas of between the fire protection system to supply water to the
the lower drywell in both designs have been maximized RHR header. Pumping may be provided by either a direct
to improve the potential for debris cooling. In both drive diesel, or by a fire pumper truck which can be
plants, the floor area meets the US ALWR Utility connected at ground level outside the reactor building.
Requirements Document criterion of 0.02 square meters The ACIWA can be used to inject into vessel or into the
of floor area in the lower drywell for each megawatt of drywell spray system. In either case, the system adds to the
rated core thermal power. mass of the suppression pool and slows the rate of

containment pressurization. If the ACIWA system is used,
The floors of the lower drywells are protected by a the containment pressure will remain below service level

layer of sacrificial concrete at least one meter thick to C for more than one day with no containment heat
prevent containment failure due to thermal attack of the removal.
containment liner. Basaltic concrete is used for this
sacrificial layer to minimize the gas generation from core The final system for containment heat removal in
concrete interaction. This ensures that the containment the ABWR is the Containment Overpressure Protection
is not significantly pressurized if the core debris is not System (COPS). This system consists of a piping from the
quenched quickly. wetwell to the plant stack which is opened by the bur-sting

of a rupture disk as the containment approaches service
The potential impact of core concrete interaction level C. This ensures that if fission product release occurs,

on the lower drywell walls which form the reactor it will be directed through the suppression pool. For the
pedestal has also been examined. The SBVvFR pedestal is ABWR this leads to a reduction in fission product release
a part of the containment boundary and is protected by by a factor of more than 1000 for species other than
a layer of sacrificial concrete ike the floor. The ABWR noble gasses. After control of the containment pressure
pedestal is formed of two concentric steel shells with has been regained, the COPS pathway may be reclosed by
webbing between them. The gap between the shells is closing either of two valves.
filled with concrete. A study of core concrete interaction
was performed which concluded that there is averysmall The safety grade containment heat removal system
potential for pedestal failure even if core concrete for the SBWR is the Passive Containment Cooling System
interaction continues because only the outer shell and a (PCCS). The PCCS receives a steam-gas mixture from the
few centimeters of the webbing are required to ensure upper drywell atmosphere, condenses the steam and
the structural integrity of the pedestal. returns the condensate to the GDCS pool. The heat is
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removed by a boiling pool on the outside of the PCCS boundary.
tubes. The non-condensible gas is drawn to the
suppression pool through a submerged vent line by the SUMMARY

pressure differential between the drywell and wetwell. The ABWR and SBWR designs have included a
Unlike the isolation condensers, there are no valves in
the PCCS system. The PCCS tends to self-regulate, variety of design features which make the occurrence of
effectively condensing all of the steam generated in the a severe accident very unlikely. The core damage
drywell. Thus, the PCCS provides containment heat frequency associated with both designs is on the order of
removal and prevents containment overpressurization IE-7. Design features which are diverse from those which
due to decay heat in the event of a core melt accident prevent core damage have been incorporated in the
with vessel breach. design to ensure that the containment will remain intact

even if a severe accident should occur. Thus, the
The design features important to containment potential offshe dose and risk associated with either plant

performance in a severe accident are independent and is extremely low. This will allow the utility to establish a
diverse from the systems are inrluded to prevent core technical basis for emergency planning simplification.
damage. In the ABWR, the critical features are
containment inerting, the ACTWA or the lower drywell
flooder, the suppression pool, and the COPS system. In
the SBWR, the primary features important for the
containment performance are the deluge mode of the
gravity driven cooling system and the passive
containment heat removal system. In both plants no
breach of containment or significant fission product
release is expected for at least 24 hours following the
initiation of an accident.

OFFSITE DOSE EVALUATIONS

Minimizing fission product release from the
containment is essential in developing the basis for
emergency planning simplification. In both the ABWR
and the SBWR designs the containment is entirely
surrounded by the reactor building. Thus, it highly
probable that the only fission product release to the
environment will be the result of leakage from the
containment through the reactor building. Both
containment designs are specified to allowless than 0.5%
per day leakage when at the design pressure of the
containment. Although the leakage during a severe
accident might be somewhat higher due the a higher
containment pressure, the volumetric flow into the
reactor building will be very low.

The ABWR reactor building design incorporates a
standby gas treatment system which could effectively
reduce the fission product leakage from the reactor
building to the environment. The SBWR does not have
an active standby gas treatment system. Instead, the
reactor building has been arranged such that the
containment leakage would flow into a region called the
safety envelope which is itself surrounded by the reactor
building. Since the safety envelope will be designed as a
low leakage region, this will result in a substantial holdup
and retention of fission products. Therefore, in both
designs, it is anticipated that only a small fraction of the
fission products which might leave the containment
would be transported to the environment. The expected
dose from an accident is less than rem at the site
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I. INTRODUCTION practical at every stage of core degradation. This includes
design provisions to maximize the chances of success for

The Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALVTR) Program in reflooding the reactor by depressurizing the primary system,
the U. S. is a cooperative, cost-sharing undertaking between provisions to ensure retention of core debris in the reactor
the U.S. government, industry, and a number of international vessel by cooling the outside of the reactor vessel, and
participants, with the objective of developing the next provisions for a more favorable geometry for core debris
generation of nuclear power plants. The ALV*rR designs cooling in the reactor cavity in order to slow and then
emphasize improvements in safety and operational reliability terminate a core-concrete interaction. For all risk-significant
through simplification, improved safety margins, innovative branches of the containment event tree, it must be demon-
passive safety systems, enhanced man-machine interfaces, and strated that early containment failure is avoided.
incorporation of the lessons learned from the operation of
existing VvR plants. An important component of the This paper addresses the severe accident issue resolution
improved safety characteristics of ALWRs is the consideration tasks which were undertaken by the U.S. ALWR Program and
of severe accidents in the plant design. The U.S. Department ARSAP to ensure that the capability of passive ALWRs to
of Energy (DOE) initiated the Advanced Reactor Severe arrest, mitigate and contain severe accidents would be
Accident Program (ARSAP) to assist in the transfer of severe sufficient to justify a significant change in the appropriate
accident technology from the U.S. national laboratories to the emergency planning requirements. The next section summa-
industry to implement this approach. rizes all of the issue resolution activities that will culminate in

the issuance by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
The basic design requirements for this new generation of (NRC) of a Final Safety Evaluation Report for the passive

nuclear power plants were developed, under the management ALWR URD, scheduled for January 1994. The following
of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) by the utilities section addresses more recent activities undertaken by
and documented in the Utility Requirements Document ARSAP to enhance the issue resolution basis and to provide
(URD).' The URD safety policy is based on the traditional additional confirmatory evidence supporting the URD criteria.
"defense-in-depth" approach, which emphasizes prevention Included are the ongoing activities to establish a technical
through safety systems which prevent accidents from case, if possible, for in-vessel retention for the passive PWR
progressing to core damage, and mitigation to ensure that and for the accommodation of ex-vessel steam explosions in
accidents are mitigated and contained. In a major departure the passive BV*rR. Finally, conclusions regarding the
from previous practice, severe accidents, including postulated significance of these efforts for ALWR emergency planning
core melt events, are specifically included in the defense-in- are provided.
depth design considerations for ALWRs. H. UTILITY REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT CON-

As a result of this approach, the emergency planning TAINMENT PERFORMANCE DESIGN CRITERION FOR
assumptions and criteria warrant a review and reevaluation for EMERGENCY PLANNING
ALWR designs. ALWRs present a risk profile that is
significantly different than that which served as the basis for As noted above, the basic design requirements for the new
the emergency planning requirements for operating plants. generation of plants are contained in the ALWR URD. The
The determination of this profile necessarily requires the requirements include technical design criteria, and associated
characterization of the severe accident response of ALWRs. methodology, for ALWR emergency planning in the areas of

containment performance and offifte dose. This paper focuses
The severe accident risk characteristics of the ALWRs on containment performance. A summary of the emergency

reflect an emphasis on accident prevention, which is quantified planning containment performance design criterion is as
in the URD as a maximum permissible core damage frequency follows:
of less than one occurrence in 100,000 reactor years. For
severe accident sequences of a frequency lower than this Plant design characteristics and features shall be
criterion, the URD safety policy requires provisions to arrest, provided to preclude core damage sequences which
mitigate, and contain the accident and, accordingly, opportuni- could bypass containment and to establish capability
ties to terminate a core melt sequence are provided whenever for withstanding core damage sequence loads. Con-
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tainment loads representing those associated with low NUREG 1420' limit for insignificant risks and with previous
pressure core damage sequences shall not exceed regulatory guidance (e.g., Standard Review Plan guidance to
ASNE Service Level CUnity Factored Load limits. evaluate potential accidents from hazards in the vicinity of the
Accident sequences will be shown not to result in plant site which exceed approximately IO-' per year). Also,
loads exceeding those limits for about 24 hours or consideration of functional sequence types greater than
longer; beyond about 24 hours, there shall be no approximately 10" per year helps provide assurance that the
uncontrolled release. cumulative effects of such sequence types will not exceed the

10-6, 1 rem PRA goal for offsite consequences.
The URD severe accident requirements in support of the
containment performance design criterion were developed The probabilistic evaluation serves an overview or
from a deterministic perspective. First, a set of design checking role in part because the frequencies of interest are
characteristics and features was defined to address severe near the practical limits of reliable quantification. The '
accident containment challenges. A comprehensive set of criterion is applied as a screening tool to focus particular
twenty-three potential severe accident challenges was attention on those sequence types whose best estimate
identified based on systematic consideration of past PRAs, frequency is higher, but sequence types below the threshold
operating experience, severe accident research, and unique are also subject to review to ensure that the reasons why they
design aspects of the ALWR. The first 13 challenges were predicted to be of low frequency are identified and
represented events which could w=r independent of or confirmed to be consistent with both the capabilities of the
precede core damage, such as bypass accidents. The design and the current understanding of severe accident
remaining 10 challenges could occur as a result of a severe phenomenology and the relevant uncertainties.
accident, such as containment pressure loads from a core
damage event. Preliminary PRA results indicate that the only sequence

types, if any, with frequency greater than approximately IO-'
A systematic evaluation of the URD was performed to per year are low pressure core melts into an intact contain-

assess the degree to which each of the 23 potential challenges ment with containment systems functioning as designed,
was addressed in the requirementS.2 This systematic similar to the sequence type defined from the deterministic
evaluation included a challenge by challenge assessment of the evaluation above.
requirements for both the passive PWR and the passive BWR.
The adequacy of the integrated set of URD requirements to The preceding discussion focussed on the utility require-
prevent and mitigate each containment challenge was reviewed ments for ALWRs which were developed in collaboration with
in the context of the risk posed by the challenge (considering the reactor vendors, architect engineers, and international
experience with current plants and its applicability to passive participants. The NRC has formally reviewed the passive
ALWRs) and those passive plant features which were being URD and has developed their own policy positions' on ALWR
provided to ensure improved performance in addressing the severe accident requirements for both evolutionary and
challenge. The overall adequacy of the URD requirements in passive plants. These positions provide a basis for resolution
each instance was confirmed by engineering judgment based of all issues for the passive plants and, in our judgment, these
on available isk studies, the nature of the systems available to resolutions should suffice to support ALVVR emergency
address the challenge (e.g., redundance, independence, passive planning in the following way: while the NRC has yet to take
nature), and the time available for possible backup operator any position on emergency planning, ALWR designs which
response. This evaluation concluded that potential challenges, satisfy the NRC policy positions should qualify for consider-
regardless of the low likelihood of severe accidents for these ation as members of the class of reactor designs eligible to
designs, have been explicitly and effectively addressed in the utilize updated emergency planning requirements.
URD.

The NRC criteria most pertinent to emergency planning
Second, the results of this systematic evaluation were require assurance of containment integrity for about 24 hours,

applied to establish the types of severe accident sequences for given credible severe accident challenges, and no uncontrolled
which containment response should be evaluated against the release thereafter. As this example illustrates the emphasis is
Service Level C/Unity Factored Load limits as specified in the placed on preventing early containment failure and, accord-
containment performance design criterion. This is necessary ingly, substantial time would be available for any necessary
since a number of accident sequence types (i.e., major classes offsite protective actions. To illustrate further, the NRC
of sequences) are potentially precluded or otherwise impacted criterion allows for the possibility that ex-vessel core debris
by design. The conclusion from this work is that the one might accumulate in an uncoolable configuration, but that
sequence type most worthy of evaluation for these designs is design features would nevertheless prevent containment failure
a low RCS pressure core melt into an intact containment witb for about 24 hours and mitigate the impacts of any subsequent
containment systems functioning as designed.' releases. This approach is consistent with the results to date

from the MACE testing program,' which is continuing in order
To supplement this deterministic perspective, the URD to further reduce the uncertainty regarding the prospects for

also requires application of PRA to confirm that te appropri- core debris cooling, assuming relocation of debris to the floor
ate severe accident sequence characteristics are being of the reactor cavity/lower drywell and flooding per ALWR
considered in the evaluation of containment response against requirements.
the Service Level C/Unity Factored Load limits. From a
probabilistic perspective, the URD requires that functional Evolutionary ALV[Rs are proceeding with design
seluence types with frequency greater than approximately certification utilizing these NTRC policy positions. The
IO' -per year be evaluated for containment response. This I - evolutionary plant designers have supplied the NRC-required
per year frequency threshold for sequence types to be analyses to demonstrate containment integrity for approxi-
evaluated for containment response is consistent with the mately 24 hours and, further, that there will be no uncon-
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trolled releases beyond this time. The U.S. Department of the reactor cavity.
Energy's Advanced Reactor Severe Accident Program
(ARSAP) has evaluated both the uncertainties affecting the The ROAAM effort for these design features requires an
ALWR containment challenge conclusions and the potential assessment of the heat transfer characteristics of the sub-
for enhancing the issue resolutions proffered by the NRC for merged reactor pressure vessel lower head in core damage
passive ALWRs and has concluded that incremental efforts on events to determine whether failure of the reactor vessel and
issue resolution are warranted. release of the core debris into the reactor cavity can be

prevented. A ROAAM framework was constructed for the
ARSAP has elected to employ the Risk-Oriented Accident principal, quasi-steady evaluation which emphasizes the

Analysis Methodology (ROAAM) to probe the effectiveness determination of local heat fluxes imposed on the lower head,
of design features that are now seen to afford the greatest comparison with the heat flux that can be accommodated by
prornise for terminating severe accidents safely (but earlier in the surrounding water, prediction of possible wall thinning
the accident progression) and to strengthen the deterministic considering material interactions and melting, and demonstra-
basis for concluding that specific related challenges to tion that the residual wall thickness wl accommodate all
containment integrity have been effectively addressed by imposed loads. The framework quantification is in process
passive ALWR designs. The ROAAM methodology provides and is drawing upon available information'0,11 and new
a framework to discriminate between significant and unimpor- supporting experimental and analytical investigations.
tant uncertainties and guides the design of supplementary
investigations which were seen to be needed to complete or The ARSAP activities in support of IVR begin with
support enhanced issue resolution on a sound basis. The analyses being performed by Argonne National Laboratory to
strength of the technique in promoting issue resolution is establish and document conditions for melt relocation within
evident in the record of its prior applications.',' The emphasis the reactor vessel, including masses, flow rates, composition,
on decomposing the issue and identifying the controlling and superheat. These evaluations provide the boundary
physics was seen to afford the appropriate elements in the conditions for in-vessel retention and for evaluation of the
right sequence to guide the process of creating a new magnitude of potential in-vessel explosions (discussed further
resolution strategy effectively. below) wich might jeopardize the integrity of the lower head

during early, transient conditions. Much larger debris quanti-
The ongoing efforts employing the ROAAM methodology ties, up to 100%, are evaluated under later, quasi-steady

focus on the capability of the passive ALWRs to retain a conditions.
damaged core within the reactor vessel, to accommodate
potential ex-vessel steam explosion loads, and to ensure ARSAP is also conducting and interpreting experiments in
effective cooling of ex-vessel debris. These tasks were two facilities to establish the capability to transfer heat from a
selected based on their significance to the assured severe reactor vessel lower head to surrounding water. The
accident capability of passive ALWR designs. Cylindrical Boiling (CYBL) facility at Sandia National

Laboratory affords a unique capability to demonstrate and
M. SUMMARY OF CURRENT ISSUE RESOLU- directly observe external boiling at heat flux levels above
TION ACTIVITIES expected values, but below CHF on the lowermost region of

the lower head in 3-D at nearly full scale. The LJLPU-2000
A. Application of ROAAM for Passive experimental loop at UCSB is also unique in affording the
ALWR In-Vessel Retention capability to achieve CHF and observe the mechanism leading

to CBF in an approximately full-scale 2-D slice of a passive
While the AL"R Requirements had been developed with PWR lower head and vessel wall.

an emphasis on promoting ex-vessel debris coolability,
evidence has begun to accumulate that retention of core debris The CYBL facility had been designed and constructed to
in the reactor vessel may be expected given the particularly support the New Production Reactor program and thus the
favorable features of the passive PWR design, in particular. vessel is torispherical while the passive PWR uses a hemi-
The concept of in-vessel retention has been advanced for the spherical shape. Given the aailability of the facility, however,
Loviisa plant in Finland' and, more generally, as an accident tests were run to observe the tree dimensional boiling process
management strategic objective to be considered in Individual near the bottom of the lower head where the lesser degree of
Plant Examinations for existing reactors in the US.' The curvature in CYBL was judged to represent the hemispherical
capability for demonstrating in-vessel retention (IVR) in the lower head in a passive PWR in a conservative manner. Two
passive PWR is based on the following particularly favorable CYBL tests have been run to demonstrate heat removal from
design features of the one available design, the AP600: a the bottom of the lower head at heat flux levels somewhat
comparatively low power density which limits the local heat above the heat fluxes predicted to be imposed there for a
flux in a debris pool; a captive, large inventory of coolant in passive ALWR. CYBL tests were run with a uniform and an
the containment which passively initiates flooding of the edge-skewed power distribution with the average heat flux as
reactor lower head for any sequence in which core damage high as 200 kw/m' on the downward facing surface. The
might occur; provision to operate manual valves ensuring observed boiling in CYBL is particularly dramatic when
complete cavity flooding for all sequences; stand-off insulation viewed from directly below the vessel as symmetric waves of
supported from the cavity wall ensuring an ample flow channel vapor spread from the center and condense with a fast, regular
for vessel cooling; no penetrations in the lower head which period. The boiling process in CYBL appears to be both
would otherwise raise additional issues in demonstrating lower axisymmetric with intermittent bubble formation and collapse
head integrity; internal design features which govern the and fully consistent with the boiling process observed in
mechanism for debris relocation to the lower head and thereby ULPU.
help to ensure no dynamic overloading; and a passive
containment cooling system with reflux of the condensate to ULPU tests performed to date with a hemispherical lower
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head hav6'provided CF data for a range of reactor condi- can include a separated metal layer atop the molten pool and
tions and insights into the mechanisms involved. The two only with a metal layer are material interactions (i.e. eutectics
dimensional facility is designed to represent the vapor flow affecting effective wall melting temperature) important. The
path along the lower head at full scale and to pern-dt power model is suitable for conducting sensitivity studies to assess
shaping to reproduce local conditions at any location of the relative importance of the various parameters.
interest on the three dimensional lower head. A thick copper
block is used to represent the steel lower head; the heat flux Preliminary evaluations with the model predicted no wall
in the block can be as high as 2000 kw/m'; the facility height thinning at most locations. Thinning was predicted to be
of -7 in can represent any degree of gravity-induced subcool- possible near the top of the debris pool or along the edge of a
ing; and both pool boiling and natural circulation can be metal layer. The extent of possible thinning was bounded
modeled with variable inlet and exit flow restrictions. Typical based on a minimum eutectic temperature of -1335'C at about
values of measured CBF include 450 kw/m' at the bottom half of the initial wall thickness (initial thickness -1 5 cm or 6
center of the lower head and -1 MW/m' along the upper 30' in.) even when parameters were varied over broad ranges.
angle of the lower head even under pool boiling conditions This residual thickness would ensure a substantial thickness at
(thus prototypic reactor values would be higher). The flow temperatures below the creep range and thereby preclude
regimes and apparent mechanism of critical heat flux have vessel failure for the low pressure conditions that will exist in
been observed to change from the lowermost region where the a passive PWR at this stage of an accident sequence. While
buoyancy forces are nearly perpendicular to the flow path and the preliminary evaluation indicated large margins to failure,
the upper edge of the lower head where they are nearly efforts are underway to develop applicable structural response
aligned. Even a small amount of subcooling was found distributions that would represent best-estimate failure
to dramatically increase CBF wile a polished surface appears frequencies as a function of applied load and residual wall
to be detrimental. thickness.

While the preceding experiments focus on the heat Finally, ARSAP is analyzing in-vessel steam explosions to
removal capability from the outside of the lower head, other confirm that the expected relocation of debris to the lower
efforts focus on predicting the heat flux that may be imposed head can not trigger an explosion of sufficient magnitude to
from the debris pool on the inside. ARSAP and the Electric cause lower head failure and thereby defeat the retention
Power Research Institute are jointly sponsoring ongoing strategy. For the debris relocation conditions presently
experiments at UCLA to characterize corium pool behavior at estimated, there are large margins to failure in the initial
high Rayleigh numbers usin�osimulant materials at small scale calculations. Overall, the planned effort on in-vessel retention
in hemispherical geometry These tests employ Freon-1 13 is more than 50% complete and the results to date are
as the debris simulant in Pyrex bell jars at increasing scales to encouraging, indicating that lower head failure would not
achieve the target Rayleigh numbers. Freon-1 13 was selected occur in the passive PWR.
considering appropriate similarity laws and because early tests
demonstrated that microwave heating produced uniform With in-vessel retention and passive containment cooling,
volumetric power deposition in this particular fluid. containment integrity would be maintained indefinitely,
Experiments iitially used water cooling and an adiabatic pool notwithstanding a severe accident, and the need for even long
top surface, but the first top crust simulation was run recently term emergency planning protective actions is correspondingly
and liquid nitrogen cooling experiments are also planned. The reduced. With tis effort, ARSAP is focusing on key technical
UCLA experimental results have been represented in terms of issues of generic interest to the industry in the context of the
the relative heat flux imposed on the inside surface as a specific application to a passive PWR a particularly favorable
function of the angular deviation along the hemispherical design.
bottom. These results have been compared with available
results from the two-dimensional COPO experiments B. Application of ROAAM for Passive
conducted in Finland" and were found to be quite consistent ALV*TR Ex-Vessel Explosions
when the weighing of the COPO data is recalculated for the
hemispherical shape. Further data are being collected in both Assuming that a severe accident could progress to vessel
experiments and will be evaluated as they become available. failure and debris discharge, the aspect of ex-vessel debris-
Meanwhile, the consistency observed to date affords water interactions must be considered since at least partial
reasonable confidence that the relationships which are being preflooding of the lower drywell/reactor cavity can occur for
used for the current evaluation, are reasonable. current passive ALWR designs. ARSAP elected to focus the

evaluation of ex-vessel explosions on the passive BWR design,
To evaluate the implications of the heat flux data collected since tis design is less ideally suited for in-vessel retention of

both for the inside corium pool and the outside water, an core debris as there is a substantial volume below the reactor
integral thermal hydraulic model was constructed. The model that makes assured deep flooding more difficult. Assuming
represents the interior corium pool based on its total heat failure of the lower head caused by core debris that relocated
generation and the heat flux distribution from the within the vessel, hot, possibly superheated, debris exiting the
UCLA/COPO experiments. The local thickness of the oxidic vessel may fall unimpeded for sufficient distance to acquire a
material crust is calculated in the model, including its heat significant velocity and fragment as it mixes with the water
generation and thermal resistance. Conductivity through the which may be somewhat subcooled. For these conditions
lower head is modelled as is the heat removal capability of the steam explosions are not precluded and thus may challenge the
surrounding water based on the ULPU data. Wall thinning is adjacent structures. Recognizing this potential hazard, the
modeled if the predicted inside surface temperature would current passive BV*rR design, the Simplified BWR or SBWR,
otherwise exceed either the steel melting temperature or the affords a substantial corium shield structure to absorb any
effective melting temperature of the steel considering possible loads and protect the containment boundary.
internal eutectic formations, whichever is lower. The model
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The evaluation of ex-vessel steam explosions was sional explosion analytical model, with the "m" standing for
undertaken to determine whether the available technological microinteractions. This model was initiated to capture the
base was or could be made sufficient to permit reasonable observed partial coupling of debris and water and succeeded
quantification with the ROAAM methodology. If such a in doing so in a manner which appeared to hold great promise
quantification could be performed, it was expected to confirm for establishing a more phenomenologically correct calcula-
the shield design (and thus demonstrate tat early containment tional capability for explosive behavior than had ever been
failure had been prevented as it must be to support ALVrR available before. The partial coupling was captured by using
emergency planning). The ROAAM framework developed to three fields in the model: the fuel debris particles; the water;
guide the evaluation of ex-vessel steam explosions requires and the microinteraction zone which is specified to permit fuel
evaluation of the range of initial conditions for both the core and water to interact in the proper proportions within the
melt and the water in the lower drywell. The causal relation- node. The two dimensional capability of ESPROSE.m was
ships are then to be quantified and linked for the premixed also judged to be important for ex-vessel steam explosions
melt mass (and corresponding void fractions) versus time as where the geometry involved, particularly for shallow water
a function of the pour area, the explosion peak pressure and pools, is unambiguously two dimensional. This two-
structural impulse as a function of the prernixed mass, and the dimensional behavior was seen to afford a new fundamental
fragility of the surrounding structures in terms of failure limitation on the explosive damage potential as discussed
frequency as a function of impulse magnitude. Uncertainty further below.
regarding trigger magnitude may be incorporated as splinter
(parallel) scenario for later evaluation. Further, there is some In the final pre-ARSAP task, UCSB had performed
evidence that the debris-water impact will control the system experiments for the New Production Reactor program" in
response under those conditions least favorable for void which they succeeded in getting single drops of aluminum to
formation and this hypothesis will be explored and incorpo- react vigorously in the shock tube apparatus, SIGMA. These
rated as appropriate, This effort is drawing upon ongoing vigorous reactions included substantial oxidation occurring at
experimental and analytical investigations. a threshold of 200-300 bar shock pressure and 1500-1600T

drop temperature. The extension of the shock tube tempera-
The ARSAP activities in support of the evaluation of ex- ture range above the previous -1000'C limit and the evidence

vessel explosions build on work performed previously at the of exothermic oxidation as a contributor to the drop response
University of California in Santa Barbara (UCSB). First, the were viewed for our purposes as constructive steps toward
NRC had sponsored work to enhance the demonstration that establishing the capability to confirm drop behavior at
alpha mode failure of reactor containments was not a conditions closer to those of prototypic fuel debris.
significant safety concern." That effort included experiments
and related analyses to demonstrate that premixing consider- ARSAP planned its activities to build on each of these
ations placed a fundamental limit on the potential in-vessel developments. Early ARSAP efforts focussed on develop-
explosion magnitude. This was true because the experiments ment and validation of the analytical tools to be used for ex-
had been designed to demonstrate that more extensive vessel explosions. The preliminary ESPROSE.m model from
prernixing of fuel debris and saturated coolant in the reactor the OECD FCI meeting" was reviewed, tested, and revised
lower plenum necessarily entailed the creation of additional until the first operational version was established in October
voids in the mixture. Thus, as the quantity of potential 1993. The model is representing the microinteractions with an
reactants (i.e. premixed fragmented debris and water) entraininent factor of 34, values which are conservative based
increased with the potential to increase explosion magnitude, on the SIGMA experiments. Demonstration calculations
the accompanying formation of voids served to limit the work verified that this version discriminated reasonably between
potential and became dominant. The net effect was that a KROTOS-21 (with 1000-C tin), which was at most mildly
bound could be placed on the effective work potential thus explosive, and KROTOS-28 (with -2400'C aluminum oxide)
making alpha-mode failure too improbable to warrant further which yielded a supercritical detonation.
consideration based on known limitations in the controlling
phenomenology. Our interest in the ESPROSE.m calculations, however,

focussed on the effects of two-dimensional behavior and of the
Premixing phenomena were important for our purposes free surface. These effects, which are termed "explosion

also since premixing would be a consideration in ex-vessel venting", are a newly identified key behavior and the next
explosions. More importantly, however, the effort demon- fundamentallinlitationontheexplosionpotential." Explosion
strated an approach in which effects that had been hypothe- venting applies to open pool geometries with a large aspect
sized were investigated experimentally and incorporated into ratio. Calculations were performed for pools of one and three
validated models in sufficient detail to provide a fundamental meter depths, assuming subcooled water, that illustrated
limitation on the potential explosion effects. substantial relieving of explosive energy at the pool free

surface resulting in significant reductions in the impulse
Prior to initiating ARSAP work, UCSB reported" on loading on the surrounding structures. The explosion venting

another significant development, the preliminary demon- refers to both the direct venting in the explosion zone of the
stration of the ESPROSE.m analytical model whic ihincorpo- driving component of the load and the reflections of pressure
rated for the first time a representation of the actual debris- waves off the free surface of the pool which mitigate the
water interactions in a propagating explosion. The mecha- transmitted component of the load. Note that the possibility
nism, termed "microinteractions", had been observed during of water subcooling is a factor which increases the potential
the alpha-mode research in single drop shock tube experi- ex-vessel explosion loads because it reduces the rapid void
ments. The shock tube facility, SIGMA, had been explicitly formation di�fin& premixing that was credited in the alpha-
designed to aow observation of the kinetics of fragmentation mode evaluation". The increased initial pressure that occurs
in a valid simulation of the steam explosion environment, near the center with lessened void formation can be offset by
including the pressure level. ESPROSE.m is a two-dimen- the free surface effects for shallow pools, however.
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The continuing ARSAP effort is planned to include an While previous efforts on explosions have characterized
evaluation of debris pour conditions by Argonne National the impact on structures in terms of integral work potential,
Laboratory extending through vessel failure and discharge. A the present effort yields time dependent pressure loadings
separate evaluation will establish the possible water level and (impulses) amenable to dynamic structural analysis.
water temperature range in the lower drywell prior to vessel Corresponding criteria for structural capability are being
failure. The evaluations are just beginning, however. developed.

Two experimental efforts have been planned, pincipally to The results are expected to confirm that the corium shield
confirm the present models. The first is an upgrade of the in the SBV*TR lower drywell effectively protects the contain-
SIGMA shock tube facility which has been designated as ment boundary from failure due to ex-vessel steam explosions
"SIGMA-2000". These tests, as discussed above, are which may occur if hot debris is discharged from th� reactor
designed to determine how an individual droplet of premixed vessel and the lower drywell is partially flooded. This
debris would respond to an arriving shock wave in a simulated evidence, if obtained as expected, will confirm that the passive
explosion environment. The way that the droplet fragments BWR containment ill withstand credible early challenges and
and intermixes with the surrounding coolant is the key to thus also confirm the case for ALWR emergency planning.
determining the explosive propagation potential. The With this effort, ARSAP is focusing on key technical issues of
qbserved interaction during these tests can be used to calibrate generic interest to the industry in the context of the specific
the microinteractions model which is then able to predict the application to the passive BWR where the potential interaction
rapid heat transfer needed to develop a true explosion. The of hot debris and water under depressurized conditions must
upgrade to the SIGMA facility involves a new droplet heater be addressed in the design certification review underway.
and release mechanism capable of raising the initial droplet
temperature to 2000T. Improvements have also been made C. Application of ROAAM for Passive
in the imaging of the fragmenting droplet following aival ol ALWR Ex-Vessel Cooling
the imposed shock pressure. Planned tests will be conducted
for a range of coolant conditions ranging from subcooling to Notwithstanding the above described effort on in-vessel
partial voiding. An initial test has been performed using tin at retention, ARSAP remains interested in developing a better
1800'C and a much greater degree of fragmentation was ob- understanding of the potential for effective ex-vessel debris
served after the test than had been seen in earlier tests at lower cooling. An analysis of ex-vessel debris cooling in the current
temperatures. passive BWR (SBWR) was recently performed and reported

by the vendor and ARSAP.` That evaluation drew upon
The second planned experiment involves an upgrade to the available evidence and included judgments necessary to

MAGICO premixing facility which has been designated as complete preliminary quantification of a decomposition event
"MAGICO-2000". These tests involve the release of tree which captured the importance of multiple stages of
preheated spheres into a water pool to observe their dispersion debris release on the cooling phenomenology. The analysis
in the water (pren:iixing) and the accompanying void forma- illustrates the expectation that the MACE testing configura-
tion. The upgrade of this facility involves a new heater and tion, involving a liquid debris layer with water on top, applies
release design affording sphere temperatures up to 2000'C to only a fraction of the core debris in any realistic evaluation
and release of the spheres at greater heights above the water (a "high" initial discharge of 20-60% of the core debris was
pool than in previous experiments. Planned tests with assigned only a 0% probability). The planned next MACE
aluminum oxide and zirconium oxide spheres are being prepre- test (designated MY) will involve 20 cm of debris at much
dicted with the PM-ALPHA premixing model and the results larger scale than previous tests (1 20x 1 20 cm vs. prior x5O
are expected to confirm its extrapolation to higher tempera- cm) and may reveal the phenomenology which controls the
tures from prior experiments performed at -1000T. coolability of such a layer for prototypic reactor conditions.
Predicted displacement of water at the point of pool entry, Without such evidence, any strategy for assuring debris
given greater initial velocity due to increased drop height, will cooling that could involve such a debris layer cannot be
also be verified. evaluated with sufficient certainty to draw firm conclusions

about debris cooling. Thus, ARSAP's effort directly
A recent hypothesis" involves the final fundamental addressing ex-vessel debris cooling has focussed on support-

mechanism that may be important in bounding the explosion ing this test, to be conducted in 1994. Some effort is being
potential for debris entering subcooled pools at relatively high expended on alternative concepts for ensuring that debris
velocity. The hypothesis focusses on the effect of the impact would be coolable.
of the debris at the free surface on the formation of a vapor
blanket around individual debris particles. The coherent IV. CONCLUSIONS
collapse of such blankets is generally understood to be the key
mechanism driving an explosion. The current hypothesis is Prior efforts, which have been previously reported,
that impact velocity and subcooling can combine to limit the establish the severe accident containment performance
formation of these vapor blankets, leading to small scale but capabilities in ALWRs that ensure mitigation and thus
intense interactions which serve to fragment and quench the sufficient time for any emergency planning response during an
debris without permitting the formation of the larger coarse event. This capability is the foundation for significant changes
debris premixtures necessary for a significant explosion. Tests in emergency planning requirements. Recently issued NRC
in MAGICO-2000 will be designed to provide evidence policy documents establish their criteria for evaluating the
Feeded to further evaluate this hypothesis. Its possible effect containment performance of these designs on a consistent
n limiting explosion magnitudes has been termed the basis. These criteria, to be shown to be satisfied by ALWRs
penetration cutoff' since debris-water interaction during the during the design certification process, should in our judgment

initial pool penetration is expected to limit ("cutoff') the qualify these designs for inclusion in a class of reactors eligible
explosive potential.
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to utilize simplified emergency planning, commensurate with 8. H. Tuomisto and T. G. Theofanous, "A Consistent
the demonstrated reduction in severe accident risk. Approach to Severe Accident Management", Proceedings,

Specialists Meeting on Severe Accident_��emet
In key areas, the ALWR Program, the reactor vendors, Programme Development ENEA/DISP, Rome, Italy,

and the DOE-sponsored Advanced Reactor Severe Accident September 23-25, 1991.
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loads without failure (the investigation is based on a passive Severe Accidents, ASME HTD, Vol, 192, pp. 69-76.
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facilitate the case for ALWR emergency planning and reduce 1 1. 0. Kyrnalainen, 0. Hongisto, J. Antman, H. Tuomisto,
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ABSTRACT cases, the design now conforms more accurately to the
conditions expected for an unlikely event involving any degree

System 80+rm is an evolutionary Advanced Light Water of damage to the core; the artificial distinction between the
Reactor (ALWR) being designed by ABB-Combustion character of design basis accidents and severe accidents has
Engineering (ABB-CE) in accordance with Volume 11 of the been eliminated. This not only increases the opportunity for a
Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) ALWR Program cost-effective design; it also increases the mitigation capability
Utility Requirements Document (URD) and certified in the for a severe accident by increasing the designed4n capability
United States by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission under of the plant in specific areas where the revised design basis
10CFR52. Ts design is using new accident source term encourages more margin.
specifications in the licensing process which differ
considerably, and which are considerably more realistic, tan INTRODUCTION
the specifications of I0CFRl00 used in the licensing of
previous U.S. designs. Te System 80' Standard Plant will be In order to comply with I 0CFRI00,' U.S. nuclear power
the first design to be certified using new source term plant siting and containment design requires the definition of a
information. design basis accident (DBA) radioactive source term. The

development of a new DBA source term to replace the current
The development of new accident source terms is an outgrowth TID-1484,f has been ongoing for several years, arising out of
of nearly 20 years of more realistic accident studies beginning the interaction between the Electric Power Research Istitute
with the Reactor Safety Study (WASH-1400) of 1975 Ts (EPRI) Advanced Light Water Reactor (ALWR) Program and
work has been international and has involved both the nuclear the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (USNRC). In late
power industries of several nations and their regulatory 1992 the USNRC sent a letter to ABB-Combustion
agencies. In the U.S., the work has included the post-TMI-2 Engineering3 inviting ABB-CE to make use of new design
accident studies, the IDCOR program, studies of the basis accident source term information for System 8G' and
Chemobyl-4 accident, and the publication of NUREGs 0956 asking what impact new source term information would have
and -1 150. on the System 80' design and design certification. s letter

was based on SECY-92-1274 in wch the USNRC Staff
The new source term is described in the EPRI URD and in proposed that the application of revised reactor accident source
Draft NUREG-1465. Minor differences exist in the new term to evolutionary plants would be on a case-by-case basis,
source term as specified in these two documents; but the
differences are small compared to the similarities, and the The technical basis for changing the current TID-14844
differences have been reconciled in a practical sense for source term began to be established nearly 20 years ago with

5System 80'� There are several major features of this new the pioneering work on the Reactor Safety Study, but it was
source ter wch are enumerated and discussed in tis paper. really the accident at Tree Mile Island W ) Unit 2 that
Also discussed in this paper are the design concepts and details accelerated this work over the past 10- 15 years. Numerous
which are affected by the new source term. important studies have culminated in the publication of

NUREG-11506 which may be viewed as the successor to the
The differences between the old TID-14844 source term and Reactor Safety Study. The distillation of accident source term
the new design basis accident (DBA) source term are knowledge by the USNRC Staff (as gathered together in
significant. Safety-related charcoal filters have been eminated NUREG-1 150) led to the publication of Draft NUREG-1465,'
from the design except for the small control room units; the the USNRC proposal for a revised source term.
allowable containment leak rate has been increased; and
equipment qualification requirements have changed (some In like manner the EPRI ALWR Program has also been
demands having increased and others having decreased). In all working on a new design basis accident source term. A
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preliminary report waspublished in 199Cis for the evolutionary Protection Agency (PA) Protective Abtion Guides (PAGs) 12

ALWR plants, followed by a more extensive study for the would not be exceeded at the site boundary. This second
passive ALWR plants.9 EPRI and the NRC have continued to analysis has important implications for emergency planning.
discuss differences in their respective views of the new source
term, particularly EPRI's contention that recent experimental SOURCE TERM SPECIRCATION
information justifies a significant reduction in low-volatile
releases; but these differences do not greatly affect the "Source term" (in the context of this paper) is the
application to System 80+ since their major impact occurs after radionuclide release from the nuclear steam supply system to
vessel failure. the containment (or to the environment if the containment is

bypassed). As the containment design basis, 10CFRIOO
Application of this information to the design and design requires consideration of an accident resulting in "potential

certification of the System 8' was undertaken when AB-CE hazards not exceeded by any accident considered credible,"
elected to respond favorably to the USNRC October 1992 generally involving "substantial meltdown of the core" and the
letter. s paper deals with the post-October 1992 effort: the release of "appreciable quantities of fission products." The
application of this new design basis accident source term containment is assumed to leak at "the expected demonstrable
information to what is expected to be the first successfully leak rate." The dose limits are 300 rem thyroid and 25 rem
certified standardized plant design to use this information, the whole body. The dose calculation methodology referenced by
ABB-CE System W. 10CFRI00 is that presented in IID-14844 which includes the

source term.
ABB, as a nuclear plant designer and equipment

manufacturer, has considerable experience in the The TID-14844 source term differs from the new source
implementation of design requirements associated with accident term presented in Draft NUREG-1465 in the following ways:
design bases. In applying the new design basis accident source
term information, ABB-CE contracted the services of Stone Old (TID-14844) New (Draft NUREG-1465)
Webster Engineering Corporation (SWEC). SWEC has been
involved with all of these efforts, discussed above, and is a 0 Timing: Instantaneous Release over -1.8 hours
leader in severe accident research, the development of release
associated accident source terms, containment performance, * Form: Principally gaseous Principally particulate
and in the application of meteorological data to the dispersion 0 Make-up: Iodine and noble Nine radionuclide groups
of radiological releases outside containment. Moreover, since gases
May 1993 an agreement has existed between ABB-CE and
SWEC to jointly develop and market the System 80' plant This qualitative description of the new source term also
worldwide. applies to the EPRI views,' With the exception of the low-

volatile species (barium, strontium, cerium and lanthanum
'Mere were four key steps in the implementation process for groups) and for TID-14844, the cesium and tellurium, the
the System 8W new source term: release magnitudes are similar for all of the source terms, as

shown in the following comparison of release percentages (of
• Analyze plant accidents leading to core damage and core inventory) for the four source terms (presented in

define the source term(s) to be used (i.e., release to the chronological order, left to right):
containment).

EPRI EPRI NUREG-
• Determine the in-plant radionuclide transport TID-14844 EVOL PASSIVE 1465

characteristics and the release to the evironment.
- Noble gas 100% 80% 80% 100%

• Develop and apply a control room and offsite dose & Iodine 50% 22.5% 38% 40%
calculation methodology that can be utilized to show & Cesium 1% 22.5% 30% 30%
compliance with 1CFRIOO and GDC-19'0 while being - Tellurium I Ck 12% 8% 15%
capable of using the new source term specification. e Strontium 1% 0.3% 0.4% 3%

a Barium 1% 0.3% 0.4% 4%
* Ruthenium 1% 0.3% 0.4% 0.8%

• Evaluate other impacts on the plant such as equipment * Cerium 1% 0.003% 0.004% 1%
qualification. * Lanthanum 1% 0.003% O.OD4% 0.2%

Each of these steps is discussed below in terms of the new The remainder of the core inventory is in the fuel matrix
source term application to System W. A more general or trapped in the reactor coolant system (RCS). RCS retention,
discussion is also available." then, is an important determinant of the source term

magnitude.
In addition to the design basis accident analysis performed

for System Kr% this paper also presents a second, more An important assumption that applies to the usage of the
realistic analysis. Ms second analysis shows that even for a old source term is that the release of a components other than
bounding severe accident (one which would bound most severe iodine and noble gas is to the recirculating sump water; that is,
accidents for the System 80% the U.S. Environmental these components are not available for airborne release. For
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the new source term all releases are considered to be entirely This SRP 65.2 formulation is prepared with the old source
initially airborne. term in mind; that is, assuming an instantaneous release.

Therefore, it is feasible (in SRP 65.2) to speak of a reduction
For the new source term (EPRI and Draft NUREG-1465), in EID from 10 m-1 to I ff' when the airborne particulate mass

only the fuel rod gap release and the early in-vessel releases is reduced from its initial value by a factor of 50 which, for
from Draft NUREG 1465 and the EPRI passive plant source example, will occur at t = 0.15 hour for the calculated
term report are included (i.e., vessel failure is not assumed; above. With a sustained release corresponding to the new
and, therefore, the consequent ex-vessel and late in-vessel source term, this reduction in efficiency based on arborne
releases are not included). The EPRI evolutionary plant source mass ratio has no meaning. To obtain particulate lambda
term did not consider post-vessel failure contributions at all. values for System 80', the SRP 65.2 expression for efficiency
Assuming that no vessel failure occurs is consistent with the was replaced by a more rigorous and realistic analysis using
IOCFR100 prescription that the de-sign basis accident be a SWNAUA," SWEC's fully qualified version of the NAUA
credible event. For a plant with a qualified emergency core code developed by VfK15 and included in the USNRC Source
cooling CC) system it is very unlikely that core damage Term Code Package (STUP). 16 The results of this analysis are
would occur at all, but even if some core damage were to given in Figure 1. Note the significant decrease in the spray
occur under accident conditions, restoration of ECC prior to lambda at approximately 1.8 hours when the radionuclide
vessel failure (as at TMI) could well prevent vessel failure and source is terminated (i.e., when the core damage event is

an ex-vessel release. Therefore, post-vessel fOure arrested in-vessel).

contributions to the accident source term have not been

included for the System 80' design basis. Such events,

however, are treated in the System 80+ Probabilistic Risk System 80+ Spray Lambda
Analysis (PRA) as severe accidents and also in the PAG

analysis discussed later in this paper.

CONTAINMENT TRANSPORT

Once the radionuclide release has reached the containment,

there are processes which occur that affect the transport and

release to the environment. The most important ones for te

System 80' are as follows:

Effectiveness of containment sprays for fission product
removal

Mxing between sprayed and unsprayed regions of the nno fmm 8ft" d DMA LOCA, Hmm
containment

Effectiveness of the containment annulus and subsphere Figure - System 8W Spray Lambda

ventilation system filters

A significant conservatism in the spray lambda values
The effectiveness of containment sprays for fission product calculated using SWNAUA is the neglecting of the affinity for

removal has typically been calculated using the USNRC water of cesium hydroxide, one of the major chemical

Standard Review Plan (SRP) Section 65.2" methods. SRP constituents of the release from the primary system (i.e., the

6.5.2 provides methods for calculating spray removal constants hygroscopicity of CsOH). CsOH hygroscopicity as been

for both elemental (gaseous) and particulate iodine, as well as included in other versions of SWNAUA17 which SWEC has

for the treatment of containment mixing. The calculation of used over the years in numerous severe accident studies not

removal coefficients in SRP 65.2 is conservative, but not included in plant design bases. Figure 2 shows a comparison

excessively so for elemental iodine because it is the dominant of two cases; the DBA case discussed above (CsOH

chemical form of the old source term. The treatment of hygroscopicity turned off) and another case with

particulate iodine, however, is quite conservative in SRP 65.2; hygroscopicity turned on. The impact of CsOH

it is a minor constituent in the old source term, and a simple, hygroscopicity, neglected for conservatism in the DBA

very conservative treatment is acceptable. For System 80' the calculation for System 80+, is self-evident.
SRP 65.2 spray removal coefficient for particulate would be

initially: The next topic to be covered in the area of containment

transport is containment rr"ng. 'Me method used to quantify
X = 3FE/2VD containment mixing for System 80+ is that proposed by EPRI.8

This method recognizes that a sustained cooldown of the
where: h = fall height of spray = 25.9 in sprayed region of the contairiment will increase the density of

F = spray flow = 1140 elfir the sprayed rgion atmosphere and will force mixing by natural

E/D = spray efficiency = 10 url convection with the unsprayed region. s is shown on

V = containment volume = 9.46xlW m' Figure 3 where the subscript "s" denotes the sprayed region,

11 u" the unsprayed region, and V, T, t, Q, and h are volume,
4.7 hr-1
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Spray Lambda Comparison System 80+ Miring Rate

I

Figure 2 - Spray Lambda Comparison Figure 4 - System 8W Mxing Rate

CONTAINMENT SPRAY MIXING 'Me last point to be covered under containment transport is
the modeling of filters in the annulus building and subsphere

.0 - Vs ventilation systems. The annulus ventilation system is used to
Ts maintain a negative pressure in the annulus between te
dTs
7-- primary containment and the shield structure surrounding the

primary containment; the subsphere ventilation system is used

to maintain a negative pressure in the safety-related equipment

spaces below the primary containment (subsphere). Together,

these two systems actively collect, filter, and exhaust post-

QU accident leakage from the primary containment and operating

Tu engineered safety feature (ESF) equipment.
VP

h With the introduction of the new source term it became

possible to eminate the safety-related designation of the

charcoal adsorber sections of these filters and to conservatively

neglect gaseous iodine removal by these filters in the analysis.

'Me new source term contains too little elemental and organic
Figure 3 - Contajiiinent Spray Nfixing iodine to be of concern. However, the large tellurium release

of the new source term necessitates consideration of the decay
temperature,time, volumetric flow, and height respectively. of tellurium trapped on the particulate filters to iodine and the

By writingan energy balance i the unsprayed region and by release of that iodine in gaseous form. Ms has been taken

treating the flow between the sprayed and unsprayed regions as into account in both the offsite and control room dose
flow trough an orifice under a difference in hydrostatic head, calculations.

the following expression is obtained for the mixing rate in

terms of unsprayed volumes per unit time: DOSE CALCULATION METHODOLOGY

Nfixing rate = (AfVU)211 [2gh(dTjdt)/T.Kj111 The dose calculation methodology is new. To the extent

possible, the dose conversion methodology is identical to that
where A is the limiting effective flow area and K is the from TID-14844, thereby maintaining consistency with past

effective loss coefficient (typically 3 for an orifice). The practice in the terms of 10CFRI00 compliance in all ways

mixing rate for the System 8W calculated using tis approach except the source term itself.

is shown on Figure 4 The default minimurn value of two per

hour from SRP 65.2 is used any time the heat removal f1rom The new methodology is incorporated into PERC2, the

the containment is not predominantly by spray or any time the Passive/Evolutionary Regulatory Consequence Code.'s This
cooldown rate (dTjdt) is less than 56' K/hr. The large code permits:

increase in mixing rate at about 21 hours after the start of the

DBA LOCA is due to the in-vessel core debris quench and the 0 A time-dependent treatment of radionuclide removal in a

associated increase in cooldown rate imediately thereafter. In two-volume containment with a time-dependent mixing

this analysis the containment thermal-hydraulic behavior rate between the two volumes.

coincides with the release timing specified in Draft

NUREG-1465. e Utilization of one or more secondary containment

volumes to receive contairiment leakage.
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• Consideration of all important radionuclides and decay 100% release of gap activity only (no fuel melting). The
chains in the nine Draft NUREG-1465 radionuclide gap release would include 5% of the core inventory of
groups (current library is approximately 150 decay noble gases, iodines, cesiums and rubidiums!
chains).

For the containment and containment systems the DBA is
• Calculation of in-plant equipment qualification (EQ), the "substantial meltdown" event required to satisfy

personnel (control room), and offsite doses. IOCFR100; that is, the new source term described above.
This source term includes only the in-vessel contributions

• Modeling of retention on filters as well as decay of to radionuclide release; and therefore, recovery of core
radionuclides on filters and subsequent release of cooling (and prevention of vessel failure) is implied in its
daughter products. development. It is not suggested that given a degree of

core damage corresponding to this source term that ECCS
The code is PC-based. recovery would guarantee cooling of the debris and no

vessel failure, it is only suggested that recovery is
IMPACT ON THE PLANT feasible with extensive core damage (e.g., TMI-2), that

this source term is conservative for such a recovered core
While a significant amount of new analysis effort has been damage event and, therefore, that a recovered case is

required, the impact of the new source term on System 8W has appropriate as a "substantial meltdown" design basis.
been positive. These impacts are as follows:

A comparison of integrated gamma dose for the gap
A DBA source term wch is much closer to what would release oly to the new 10CFRI00 DBA source ter is
be expected for a core damage accident has been presented on Figure 5. The old 10CFRI00 source term
incorporated. This impact is difficult to quantify, but it (TID-14844) is also shown. This figure is for the coolant
enables the plant designer to perform both conservative in the System 80* In-Containment Refueling Water
DBA analyses and realistic performance assessments Storage Tank (IRWSl) which is analogous to the
using a single common technology, thereby avoiding containment sump in a current plant. It is representative
conflicting design bases. of the EQ radiation dose for equipment located outside

containment exposed to recirculating sump water. Note
The mitigation capability of the plant for severe accidents that the integrated gmma dose for the gap release at six
is enhanced by increasing the designed-in capability for a months 4320 hours) is equal to that for the new
core damage accident at the DBA level. Questions of l0CFRI00 DBA source term at a point in time somewhat
equipment survivability and plant access analysis for greater than one day. In other words, ECCS equipment
accident management are examples. qualified for the gap release would not see its

qualification dose level exceeded for at least one day after
The requirement for safety-related charcoal filtration has the 10CFRIOO DBA, even given the new 10CFRIOO
been eminated from the plant except for the control DBA source term. This is ample time for the spray
room. system to complete its radiological control function in the

contairiment atmosphere and for the system to be
The allowable containment leak rate has been increased realigned for in-vessel core debris cooling should the
by more than 40% to 0.5 day using the new source ECCS subsequently fail. However, for conservatism the
term. DBA doses are decreased by a factor of two or EQ radiation level for the ECCS has been increased to
three if other parameters such as fraction of failed fuel permit operation for 100 days.
rods is held constant.

Use of the new source term has created the opportunity to Integrated IR WST Gamma Dose
revisit EQ requirements. In tis area there are both
upsides and downsides, but in general, the situation is IE41 -

improved. Iva$ - - - - - - - - - - - - -

This last point regarding EQ requires elaboration. ABB- 4WWW"

CE and SWEC have jointly developed a position for EQ that is
consistent with what is now known of reactor accident
progression. The key points are as follows:

System 80+ is equipped wit a safety-grade, four-train
IE-t - PUP"ECCS. For any credible accident initiator, this system

has ample capability, given a single failure and in many
cases even for multiple or unlikely common-mode IE�0 15� IE;11 ISM IBM

failures, to adequately cool the core and to prevent ftiel
damage. Therefore, for tis system the conservative
design basis for radiation exposure should be an assumed Figure - Integrated IRWST Gamma Dose
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• As shown on Figure 5, the current I0CFRl00 DBA flood the reactor cavity in the event of a severe accident, the
source term (TID-14844) exhibits an integrated six-month ex-vessel release to the containment atmosphere is reduced by
sump water gmma dose about a factor of two to three a factor of 10 to account for scrubbing. The release to the
lower Om that for the new 10CFRIOO DBA source term containment atmosphere, as compared to the new 10CFRI00
and about a factor of four higher Om the gap release DBA source term, is as follows:
only. Therefore, for System 8W the containment and
containment ESF equipment which must remain operable PAG DBA
during long-term exposure to containment sump water
will be qualified to a somewhat more stringent radiation & Noble gas 100% 100%
dose level than current practice would require, wile * Iodine 50% 40%
ECCS equipment could be qualified to a somewhat less * Cesium 40% 30%
stringent radiation dose level if the option to do so were * Tellurium 20% 15%
exercised. * Strontium 4.2% 3%

9 Barium 5% 4%
• With respect to safety-related equipment which functions * Ruthenium 0.84% 0.8%

only early in the event or wich is exposed only to - Cerium 1.2% 1%
containment atmosphere radiation, the new source term * Lanthanum. 0.35% 0.2%
results yield less stringent radiation exposure requirements
for equipment qualification. In-containment transport is based on EPRI spray

effectiveness and containment mixing informations adjusted
PROTECTIVE AMON GUIDE ANALYSIS parametrically for System '. Since these spray lambda

values include the effects of CsOH hygroscopicity, the values
One of the important assertions made in NUREG-0396'9 are somewhat greater than tose for the DBA. However, the

(in justification of the current U.S. I 0-mile radius for the parametric adjustment was done conservatively, and indeed, the
plume exposure emergency planning zone for commercial spray lambda values used for the PAG dose calculation are
power reactors) is that most severe core melt accidents would considerably less (by a factor of three to four during the i-
not exceed the EPA PAGs at the limit of the emergency vessel release) than those values calculated uniquely for
planning zone (EPZ). This conclusion was reached (with System 80+ (considering hygroscopicity) using the "hygro"
respect to the 10-mile EPZ) using a best-estimate analysis and version of SWNAUA (Figure 2.
source terms and conditional probabilities of containment
failure from the then-recent Reactor Safety Study. Looking Particulate released during the post-vessel failure core
back, the following is now known: debris-concrete, interaction process would not be hygroscopic.

However, since these releases are subject to scrubbing as
• NUREG-1 150 has demonstrated that both source terms previously stated, their contribution to the containment source

and the conditional probabilities of containment failure term is small and hygroscopicity remains important. This
were overestimated in the Reactor Safety Study.20 would be true for all ALWRs.

• The Utility Requirements Document (URD�1 a design Primary containment leakage and anulus building
guide prepared in the U.S., but with participation by filtration are treated in the same way as was the case for the
utilities world-wide, has been used for designing the l0CFRl00 DBA. The resulting release to the evironment is
ALWRs such as System ' Ts document, as well as then analyzed using PRA dose calculation methods to obtain a
USNRC requirements for M PRAs, has resulted in median dose. The median doses calculated for System 80' for
decreased likelihood and increased capability to purposes of PAG comparison are 033 rem CEDE and 27 rem
accommodate severe accidents in ALWRs as compared to thyroid 33% and 54% of the PAGs, respectively). These
the current generation of operating plants addressed by median doses are greater than what would be calculated for
NUREG-1150 and the Reactor Safety Study. most severe core melt accidents because: (1) the release to

containment is bounding for most severe core melt accidents,
Given these two facts, it is reasonable to revisit the (2) for most severe core melt accidents the containment would

question of PAG exceedance for the ALWRs. This has been be expected to remain intact lealdng no more than its design
done for System 80', and indeed, it has been found (via the leak rate, and 3) for most core melts sprays would be
PAG analysis) that most core melts would not even exceed the operating. These points are supported by the findings of the
PAGs at the site bounLaM let alone at a point 10 miles System 80+ pRA.22

distant
CONCLUSIONS

To demonstrate this a more severe variation of the new
IOCFR100 DBA source term was used, one that would bound The conclusions to be drawn based on the information
the release to containment for most severe core melt accidents. presented in tis paper are as follows:
This is the source term from Draft NUREG-1465 including the
ex-vessel and late in-vessel contributions. These are the Application of the new source term to System 80' has led
contributions that would result from event progression through to a better understanding of both DBA analysis and
vessel failure. Since System 80+ employs a design feature to severe accident doses.
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ABSTRACT 1. INTRODUCTION

U.S. utilities, with substantial support from international utilities, A. Background
are developing a comprehensive set of design requirements in the
form of a Utility Requirements Document (URD) as part of an U.S. utilities, with substantial support from international
industry wide effort to establish a technical foundation for the next utilities, are leading an industry wide effort to establish a techni-
generation of light water reactors. A key aspect of the URD is a set cal foundation for the next generation of light water reactors.
of severe accident-related design requirements wich have been The initial phase of tis effort, the Advanced Light Water Reac-
developed to provide a technical basis for updated emergency plan- tor (ALWR) Program, is under the management of the Electric
ning for the ALWR. Power Research Institute (EPRI) and has resulted in develop-

ment of a comprehensive set of design requirements in the form
The technical basis includes design criteria for containment per- of a Utility Requirements Document (URD) I The URD defines
formance and offsite dose during severe accident conditions. An the technical basis for improved and standardized future WR
ALWR emergency planning concept is being developed which re- designs. This URD effort is part of a broader initiative under the
flects this severe accident capability. auspices of the Nuclear Power Oversight Committee (NPOC to

create conditions under which U.S. utilities could order new
The main conclusion from this work is that the likelihood and nuclear power plants during the 1990s.2
consequences of a severe accident for an ALWR are fundamen-
tally different from that assumed in the technical basis for U.S. plant designers are working on ALWR designs for
existing emergency planning requirements, at least in the U.S. design certification under I OCFR52.3 The designers have been
The current technical understanding of severe accident risk is active participants in the URD development process and intend
greatly improved compared to that available when the existing that their respective plant designs fully comply with the URD.
U.S. emergency planning requirements were established nearly
15 years ago, and the emerging ALWR designs have superior A key aspect of the URD is a set of severe accident-
core damage prevention and severe accident mitigation capabil- related design requirements which, with the support of the U.S.
ity. Thus, it is reasonable and prudent to reflect this design Department of Energy Advanced Reactor Severe Accident
capability in the emergency planning requirements for the Program (ARSAP), have been developed to provide an updated
ALWR. technical basis for emergency planning for the ALWR. The

purpose of this paper is to present the technical basis and design
criteria for ALWR emergency planning, along with some pre-
liniinary thinking regarding new emergency planning concepts
consistent with the technical basis and design criteria.

To date, the focus of the URD effort on emergency
Polestar Applied Technology, Inc. planning is the Passive ALWR. However, the technical basis for
(Contractor to Electric Power Research Institute) updated emergency planning could apply to any ALWR standard
Four Main Street, Los Altos CA 94022 USA plant design. On that basis, the conclusions herein should not be
Tel 415 948 842, Fax 415 948 8244 considered as being limited to passive plants, since they could be

adopted for Evolutionary ALWRs as well.
Electric Power Research Institute
Manager, Advanced Reactor Development B. Reasons to Consider Updated Emergency Planning
3412 Hillview Avenue, Palo Alto CA 94304 USA
Tel 415 855 2000, Fax 415 855 7945 'Me primary reason for updating the technical basis for
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ALWR eergency planning is that the likelihood and conse- gency planning requirements in the U.S. has provided insights
quences of a severe accident for an ALWR are fundamentally into strengths and areas for improvement which should be taken
different from that assumed in the basis for existing emergency into account in emergency planning for ALWRs. Also, there is
planning requirements, at least in the United States. The current significant interest on the part of ALWR sponsors, both U.S. and
technical understanding of severe accident risk is greatly im- international, in updated emergency planning requirements. U.S.
proved compared to that available when the existing U.S. utilities are concerned about the licensing risk resulting from
emergency planning requirements were established nearly existing emergency planning requirements. European utilities
15 years ago, and the emerging ALWR designs have superior believe that future plants must be designed to eliminate the need
core damage prevention and severe accident mitigation capabil- for evacuation planning.

ity.
C. ALWR Safety Policy

1. Greatly improved severe accident technology.
Since the time of NRC's promulgation of the emergency plan- The ALWR safety policy is that there will be excellence
ning guidance in NUREG 03964 and NUREG 06545 a great in safety both to protect the general public and to assure plant[10)
deal has been learned about severe accident phenomenology and personnel safety and plant investment protection . Implemen
how LWRs respond to severe accidents. Worldwide severe tation of Us policy of excellence in safety is accomplished
accident research programs have been completed in recent years, through an integrated design approach to safety which includes
with significant advances in understanding of severe accident three overlapping levels of safety protection: accident resistance,
phenomena. This work has significantly increased the capability core damage prevention, and mitigation. he approach utilizes
to predict LWR severe accident effects, and supports the ability deterministic engineering methods supplemented by PRA.
of I_WRs to withstand severe accidents to a much greater extent These levels of safety incorporate the philosophy of defense-in-
than believed in the 1960s and 1970s. depth. This paper focuses on mitigation, in particular on design-

ing to assure containment integrity and low off-site dose even in
A comparison of the 1975 WASH 14006 probabilistic the event of a severe accident, in support of the updated emer-

risk assessment (PRA) study results (on which NUREG 0396 gency planning requirements.
was based) with NUREG 11507 shows that the accident frequen-
cies and source terms for current plants were originally over- 11. TECHNICAL DESIGN CRITERIA FOR EMER-
stated by one to two orders of magnitudes. It is also recognized GENCY PLANNING
by the authors of WASH 1400 that the source term was quite
conservatives. As a result, the risk posed by nuclear plants, even The ALWR Program effort to update emergency planning
of conventional design, is now understood to be much less than requirements is directed at utilizing the substantial body of
thought when today's emergency planning requirements were severe accident, containment performance, and source term
formulated. It is appropriate to incorporate an updated technical information developed since the Three Mile Island Unit 2
basis into emergency planning requirements for the next genera- (TMI-2) accident to support explicit consideration of severe
tion of plants in order to avoid perpetuating this overstatement of accidents in the design process. Ts is being accomplished with
the technical factors of risk. an ALWR design basis consisting of two parts: the licensing

design basis (LDB), and the safety margin basis (SMB). The
2. Superior ALWR design capabilities. All of the LDB is the set of design features and analyses necessary to

above severe accident experience is being brought to bear on the satisfy regulatory requirements. The SMB contains requirements
ALWR design. The U.S. NRC requirement that future reactors which prOide margin beyond the LDB, and provides a means
address severe accidents as an integral part of the design process for incorporating severe accident features and realistic, bst-
is being implemented by the ALWR designers, resulting in a igh estimate evaluations into the design while maintaining a distinc-
degree of severe accident protection. This assured severe tion between these features and evaluations, and the LDB.
accident performance capability of ALWR designs is fundamen- Reference [ 1 01 provides further details on the LDB and SB.
tally different from the limited capability which was assumed in
promulgating the existing emergency planning requirements. The foundation of the updated emergency planning technical
The key differences involve greatly improved core damage basis is two emergency planning design criteria, and associated
prevention, design features to preclude early containment failure, methodology, wich address containment performance and off-
the adoption of a newly validated source term methodology, and site dose and are specified in Chapter I of the URD. A summary
the regulatory assurance of containment performance during of these design criteria is as follows:
severe accidents. These elements combine to provide an ex-
tremely low likelihood of core damage and effective mitigation Plant design characteristics and features shall be pro-
of potential releases even if core damage should occur; greatly vided, as specified in the URD, to preclude core damage
reducing the need for off-site protective action. Thus, it is sequences which could bypass containment and to
reasonable and prudent to reflect this design capability in the withstand core damage sequence loads. Containment
emergency planning requirements for the ALWR. loads representing those associated with low pressure

core damage sequences shall not exceed ASME Service
3. Additional considerations. In addition to the above Level ClUnity Factored Load limits for a period of

technical factors, experience in implementing existing erner- approximately 24 hours or longer; beyond 24 hours,
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there shall be no uncontrolled release. IV. SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR DOSE
CRITERION

The dose from the ALWR physically based source term
at 0.5 mile from the reactor shall not exceed I rem As part of the technical design criteria for eergency
committed effective dose equivalent for approximately planning in ALWRs a dose limit is required. A maximum dose
24 hours or longer for median meteorology. of I rem at 0.5 ile from the reactor for a period of approxi-

mately 24 hours after the beginning of fission- product release
A supplemental PRA evaluation is also required by the URD to containment has been specified. The I -rem limit is based on

in support of the two criteria. The PRA is required to demon- U.S. Evironmental Protection Agency (EPA) guidancel:5 on the
strate that core damage frequency is less than -5 per year and projected dose at which actions should be taken to protect the
that the cumulative frequency for sequences that result in greater public in the early phase of a nuclear incident. The 24-hour
than I rem for 24 hours at the site boundary is less than 10-6 per period is considered to provide significant margin for accident
year. The supplemental PRA evaluation requirement also detection, notification of the public in the community around the
includes a demonstration that the quantitative health objective site, and, if necessary off-site protection measures such as
for risk to an average individual in the U.S. NRC Safety Goal ad hoc evacuation.
Policy I is met with no credit for off-site evacuation prior to
24 hours. The methodology for demonstrating that the -rem dose

limit is met is based on deterministic analyses. 'Me source term
III. SUPPORTING REQUIREMENTS FOR CONTAIN- to be utilized by the design certification applicant as part of the

MENT PERFORMANCE demonstration is a physically based source term. A physically
based source term is proposed for design basis applications for

The supporting requirements for the containment perfor- the ALWR as well as for emergency planning use. It specifies
mance criterion were presented in references 12] and 13] and fission-product release tin-ling and magnitude to containment,
are discussed further in reference 141, and wl not be discussed chemical form of the fission products, fission-product removal
in detail here. The URD specifies design characteristics and from containment, and fission-product holdup in the secondary
features which systematically and explicitly address a compre- building. The physically based source term is based on fission-
hensive set of severe accident containment challenges, including product release and removal phenomena from actual ALWR core
core damage sequences, wich could bypass or otherwise damage sequences which, although extremely low in probability,
compromise containment integrity. Preliminary conclusions are are being considered for purposes of defining the source term It
that well-engineered containment systems have been provided in has been defined so as to envelope potential source terms from
the ALWR designs such that containment challenges which such sequences, i.e., sequences having the characteristics defined
could cause early containment failure are not credible in these above in Section 111. Thus, the physically based source term
plants. The remaining challenges (i.e., hydrogen plus LOCA provides significant margin beyond the actual fission-product
loads, pressurization from debris-water interactions, the potential release which would be expected if a core melt accident were
for core concrete interaction, and decay heat loads) have been assumed to occur at an ALWR.
considered in establishing the loads for which containment
response must be evaluated against the Service Level C/Unity Physically based source terms were developed by the ALWR
Factored Load limits. The characteristics of the severe accident Program in 1991 and 1992 for the passive PWR and BWR and
sequences for which containment response must be evaluated are discussed in detail in references 16] and 171. Additional
include rapid, large scale core melt and associated gas and ALWR Program work, mainly on fission-product removal,
aerosol release, consideration of in-vessel core damage and the continued in 1993. This includes the following:
potential for ex-vessel core damage a vapor pathway from the
core to the containment atmosphere, reactor oolant system Development and application of a methodology for
depressurized to about 100 psig or less, containment isolated and evaluating natural removal of containment aerosols. 8
otherwise intact at the time of core damage (i.e., no containment Application of this methodology to the Westinghouse
bypass has occurred), and containment systems are functioning AP600 plant indicates that the main aerosol removal
as designed (e.g., hydrogen control, water flood of cavity/lower mechanisms are diffusiophoresis (steam condensation-
drywell, heat removal from containment). driven flow) and thermophoresis (temperature gradient-

driven flow), with somewhat less removal from sedi-
Evaluations of containment response for ALWRs indicates mentation. Preliminary calculations indicate that aerosol

that the Service Level C limits are et with significant margin. removal is rapid enough tat, with credit for secondary
For example, for accident sequences having the above character- building holdup as noted below, the I -rem dose limit can
istics in the SBWR, peak containment pressure and temperature bemetwithmargin.19 IOCFR1001icensingdoseliniits
are 056 MPa and 530 K respectively, which is well under the can also be met with natural aerosol removal (i.e., no
concrete, steel lined containment ASME limit of 0. 81 MPa at credit for containment spray).
533 K.

A similar study is ongoing for the General Electric
SBWR wich also indicates significant natural aerosol
removal (due in part to the smaller containment volume)
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and comparable dose results. The main aerosol removal Table 

mechanisms here are sedimentation ad steam condensa- Comparison Between WASH-1400 and ALWR Requirements

tion removal in the primary containment cooling system
Mean Frequency of Mean Frequency ofheat exchanger. Mean Core Exceeding Exceeding

Damage Emguency L&M Promin Effects Dose

A study was performed wich demonstrates the feasibil- WASH-1400

ity of designing the secondary building for passive (doses at 10 miles 10-41yr
holdup (i.e., no active filtration system) of fission from reactor) -1.5 x -4 x 10'5iyr(l) _4 . 10-6,yr(2)

product leakage from accidents with the characteristics ALWR
Requirements

described above in order to reduce short-term (i.e., 24- (doses at 0.5 iles <10-1/yr <10-6/yr (3)

hour or less) off-site dose.20 The AP600 is crediting the from reactor)

middle annulus of the auxiliary building for emergency Passive Plant
planning dose evaluations, and the SBWR is being (doses at 0.5 miles -6/yr 4 <10-7 r(4) (4)

from reactor) -10 /Y <10-8/yr
designed to credit the reactor building safety envelope

for the emergency planning dose as well as for licens-

ing. Notes:

(1) Based on mean core damage frequency of .5 x 104/yr (i e. 3 x the WASH-14005 median

NRC is presently working on an updated design basis source value of x 10'5) and, from Figure 1- I of NUREG-0396.4 -0 3 conditional probability of

term2l which is similar to the ALWR physically based source exceeding rem at 10 miles.

term and is considering the above described fission product (2) Based on mean core damage frequency of-1.5xlO-4/yr and, from Figure 1- I of

removal processes. he source term to be used by design NUREG-0396, 0-03 conditional probability of exceeding prompt effects dose a 10 miles.

certification applicants will reflect the resolution of differences (3) Functional sequence types which could threaten containment must be less than - o-/yr.

between te NRC ad ALWR Program, which are being ad- (4) Preliminary estimates based on initial AP600 and SBWR PRA work.

dressed as of this writing.

The methodology specified for the dose evaluation is similar VI. FIRST STEPS IN DEVELOPING A NEW EMER-

in concept to what is typically done in Level 3 PRA evaluations, GENCY PLANNING CONCEPT

e.g., a CRAC2 or MACCS calculation. Median meteorological A. General Principles

conditions are specified on the basis that the ALWR physically

based source term has significant margin to that expected from The ALWR Program has established four general

any credible ALWR core damage sequence source term as noted principles to guide the development of a new emergency plan-

above. Thus, the combination of median meteorology and the ning concept. These principles are being used to evaluate the

physically based source term bounds most core melt sequences. emergency planning parameters which are being reexamined as

The site meteorology which has been specified for design part ofthis initiative. The general principles and the resulting

certification applicant dose calculations is that which is in the emergency planning concept are primarily intended for consider-

URD Key Assumptions and Groundrales for PRA. This site was ation in the Uited States. Other countries may arrive at a

selected to have a Chi/Q greater than 80% to 90% of U.S. different concept depending upon past practice and current

operating nuclear plant sites to provide siting flexibility for the policy considerations. The general principles are summarized as

ALWR. The committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) is to follows:

be used (as opposed to the older whole body concept) on the

basis of the recent EPA report15 and revised 10CFR20.22 Emergency planning is an important part of the

V. COMPARISONBETWEENWASH1400ANDALWR defense-in-depth philosophy of nuclear safety and
should be provided for power reactors.

To better understand the impact of the greatly improved The concept ad details of the emergency plan

severe accident technology available today compared to that should be commensurate with the facility design,

available when the existing emergency planning requirements that is, with the risk associated with the specific

were established nearly 15 years ago, 'liable I provides a com- design. As described earlier in this

parison of the WASH 1400 risk characterization with the ALWR paper, ALWRs offer fndamental improvements in

risk characterization developed from the supplemental PRA severe accident prevention and mitigation design.

evaluation required by the URD in support of the two criteria. These fundamental improvements in design should

The comparison clearly iustrates the difference in risk charac- be reflected in the degree and details of ALWR

terization. It is the ALWR risk characterization, which reflects emergency planning.

the ALWR design characteristics and features and the improved

phenomenological understanding of severe accidents, that should ALWR emergency panning should reflect the

be used in formulating ALWR emergency planning requirements. experience from existing emergency planning

regulations and implementation at operating plants.

Lessons learned include the need for a plan which

addresses the project investment risk wich results

from existing emergency planning.
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Figure 
Illustration of a Two-Area Emergency Planning Concept,

A common off-site emergency planning framework
should be considered for nork-nuclear industrial
hazards and nuclear power plants. This is desirable
to avoid the complexity and confusion of overlap- Response Area

ping emergency response systems ad procedures, Determined on techn co oraho.s

and to provide a consistent level of protection for Reacto Rapid response

comparable risks. Licensee responsiblll�:

B. Parameters To Be Considered in Developing a New Awareness Area
Determined on technical and other considerations at siting/COL

Concept onse over longer time frame

Of responsibility wth limited licensee help
'Me ALWR Program identified five parameters which

were used to characterize an emergency planning concept and
-- W--, HY �ftwhich have been considered in developing the ALWR concept to by II--- U S -0- N. -- h

this point. Various values or realizations of these parameters are
possible, leading to different emergency planning options.
'Mese parameters are: the timing of response actions (e.g., rapid
response or response over a longer duration); the type of . Capability for rapid (-few hours) response, includ-
protective action (e.g., actions wich are part of a relatively ing prompt notification.
prescriptive emergency plan and involve rapid response for a
large number of people, or are more limited in scope depending . A relatively complete set of planning actions,
on the accident risk and siting considerations); the size and including evacuation exercises, similar to what is
shape of the area over which timely action must be planned; the required in existing U.S. emergency planning
number of planning zones (areas) and the organizations regulations.
responsible for timely actions and plans in the planning area(s).

. Licensee responsible for planning and implementa-
C. Preliminary Concept Under Consideration tion actions.

By applying the above general principles to evaluate the For the awareness area, the requirements would include
five parameters, it is possible to construct emergency planning the following:
concepts wich are better suited for the ALWR than existing
emergency planning practice. One such concept has been The size and shape of the awareness area would
formulated by the ALWR Program and is currently being involve factors in addition to the plant design such
evaluated by U.S. utilities. In tis new concept, two planning as siting considerations (e.g., egress limitations,
areas would be established, each providing the appropriate level meteorological conditions) and the ability of the
of protection for people potentially aected by reactor accidents area to serve as a base for expansion of response.
in those areas. The "response area" would be that area closest to
the reactor, within wich a serious accident could possibly cause Planning would involve protective actions for which
radiological consequences of some concern and for which rapid a considerably longer time frame (I day or longer) is
response is appropriate. The "awareness area" would be an area available to perform the action.
outside the response area, within which the radiological effects,
even for a serious reactor accident, would be small and would Planning and implementation actions would be the
occur over a longer time frame. In the awareness area, emer- responsibility of the offsite agencies, with supple-
gency planning is appropriate and there should be an awareness mentary support by the licensee. 'Me extent of
of the status of the plant, but protective actions are unlikely to be supplementary support by the licensee would
necessary and in any case would not need to be rapid. Figure I depend upon the existing State and local govern-
illustrates the two-area plume exposure pathway emergency mental agency capability for responding to industrial
planning concept. emergencies, but generally would be in aspects

requiring radiological expertise such as dose assess-
Key requirements for the response area would be as ment, field monitoring, and radiological training.

follows:
With respect to the sizes of the planning areas, a re-

• Size based on plant design and severe accident sponse area radius of -0.5 mile is technically supportable for
capability, and determined at the time of design ALWRs which meet the design criteria for containinent perfor-
certification. mance and median dose less than rem for approximately

24 hours at 0.5 ile from the reactor.
• Dose at the boundary of the response area for the

maximum credible accident less than I rem for The size (and shape) of the awareness area is not pro-
approximately I day or longer. jected at this stage because, as conceptualized, it would depend
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to some extent on factors other than plant design. while not explicitly addressed in the context of the
URD, evolutionary plant studies indicate that the

D. U.S. NRC Position on Updated Emergency Planning 1 -rem limit can be met.24,25

updated emergency planning technical basis has been 'The implication of the ALWR containment perfor-
submitted to (but as of this writing had not yet been reviewed by) mance and off-site dose capability on emergency
the U.S. NRC. The updated emergency planning concept is still planning is that there is essentially no need for rapid
under development by the ALWR community in the U.S. and has emergency response beyond 0.5 mile from the
not yet been submitted for regulatory acceptance. Thus, it is too reactor.
early to forecast the outcome of the emergency planning initia- A two-planning area emergency planning concept
tive. However, the Commissioners have stated that the U.S. has been formulated which appears to be effective
NRC staff should remain .open to suggestions to simplify the in providing defense-in-depth protection to public
emergency planning requirements for reactors that are designed health and safety while reflecting ALWR design
with greater safety margins.23 `Ihe Commission also requested capability and experience from existing emergency
the staff to recommend proposed technical criteria and methods planning.
to use to justify simplification of existing emergency planning
requirements. This request applies to both evolutionary and While it has not yet acted on the industry ALWR
passive reactors.23 emergency planning initiative, the U.S. NRC has

indicated an openness to emergency planning
VII. CONCLUSIONS simplification for evolutionary and passive ALWRs.
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ABSTRACT assessed and licensed at YAEC and is independent
with NSSS/fuel vendor, Taipower decided to ac-

One lesson learned from the Three Mile Island quire this code package as a base code for LOCA
(TMI) accident was the analysis methods used by analysis.
Nuclear Steam Supply System(NSSS) vendors and/or
nuclear fuel suppliers for small break Loss Of TRANSFER PROGRAM
Coolant Accident(LOCA) analysis for compliance
with appendix K to 10CFR50 should be revisedi, The LOCA computer code package for this
so, a technology transfer program and a training transfer program includes RELAP5YA,4 FROSSTEY-25
program of a new LOCA analysis methodology for and FIBWR, they were converted from Yankee's CDC
Taipower's engineers is briefly described in this version to IBM version so that they could be
paper. Also, an other lesson learned from the TMI executed on a host IBM computer and operating
accident was the plant-specific calculations system that is compatible with the Taipower IBM
using NRC-approved models for small-break LOCA to 3090 computer and MVS operating system. They were
show compliance with 10CFR50.46 should be submit- also converted into UNIX versions latter for
ted for NRC approval,' so, a study by Taiwan Taipower future purpose. Taipower installed and
Power Company(TPC) under the guidance of Yankee tested those LOCA computer codes successfully in
Atomic Electric Company(YAEC) has been undertaken 1991.
to perform this analysis for Maanshan nuclear
power plant.2 The results of the 4 inch line RELAP5YA Version 18V has been developed from
break LOCA analysis is described in this paper. the RELAP5 Modl Cycle 18 code that was originally

developed by EG&G Idaho, Inc., under USNRC spon-
INTRODUCTION sorship, and publicly released. Substantial

modifications have been made to RELAP5 MD in
Since 1979, Taipower has performed our own order to:

safety analysis to effectively support plant
operation, reload application, design change, a. Extend and improve upon the code simulation
technical specification amendments and to build capabilities.
up our in-house licensing capability. We intro- b. Provide options that conform to 10CFR50,
duced the transient analysis code package, small Appendix K requirements.
break LOCA fast calculation code and the reload c. Correct certain errors identified by YAEC and
licensing code package including core perfor- by G&G Idaho, Inc., in their updates for
mance, transient and accident analysis computer Cycle 19 to Cycle 29.
codes from different facilities. All of our
management and engineering people are enthusias- The improvements include the new hydrodyna-
tic supporters and promoters of a competent in- mic models(e.g. New interphase drag routines for
house analytical staff. The advantages to those the vertical flow regime map, the Moody two-phase
plant we have supported have been numerous.3 critical flow model for ECCS evaluation model

analyses, a new jet pump model for BWR analyses,
In 1990, Taipower embarked upon a new LOCA and a new accumulator model for PWR analyses),

methods transfer program. Our objective was to the new heat transfer models and options(e.g A
remove extra conservatism inherent in older codes modification of the forced convective boiling
and methods to provide additional operational algorithm, a new critical heat flux option, a new
flexibility for our existing plants and also we rewet and quench model for reflooding and spray
needed a code which could be used to satisfy the cooling periods, a new multiple surface radiation
requirements of the action plan of TMI accident. heat transfer model and new heat transfer logic
Since RELAP5YA computer code was developed, options for ECCS evaluation model analyses), and
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the new fuel rod behavior models(e.g. Fuel rod eters for the initial steady state operating
fission gas model, fuel rod deformation and conditions are summarized in table 1. The initial
rupture models, gap conductance model and zirea- conditions and accident assumptions used in this
loy-water reaction model). small break LOCA model are conservative as those

reported for the FSAR LOCA analysis.7 The major
RELAP5YA also has an extensive assessment of accident assumptions are that a small break(4

the calculations compared to many separate effect inches diameter), located at the cold leg ECCS
and integral test results(include FRIGG Loop injection location, occurs at 1E-5 seconds with
Test, GE Level Swell Test, Marviken Critical Flow a coincident loss of offsite power. The reactor
Test, TLTA, Semiscale Test and LOFT Test etc.), had been operating at 102 percent of the licensed
this assessment establishes the viability of the power level((2785-10(pump heat)) 1.02=2830.5
RELAP5YA code to predict complex thermal-hydrau- Mwt). Table 2 summarizes the timing of signifi-
lic phenomena encountered in LWR system analyses cant events. The small break LOCA case was run
of LOCA events and other transients. from to 1440 seconds of accident time.

Figure 2 presents the total reactor power
Classroom training program on Yankee's during the first 100 seconds of the accident.

RELAP5YA-based LOCA analysis methods started at During the first 23.06 seconds, the loss of
the end of 1991. On-the-job training for applica- forced flow and reactor coolant pump coast down
tion of the analysis methods to Taipower's three (due to loss of offsite power) causes coolant and
nuclear power plants started after the classroom fuel heatup leading to a small negative reactivi-
training completed. The training programs fin- ty insertion from their negative moderator and
ished as scheduled at the end of June 1992. doppler reactivity coefficients. This causes the

initial core power to decline. A reactor scram
APPLICATION PROGRAM signal, from low pressurizer pressure, occurs at

23.06 seconds that initiates control rod inser-
After the transfer program completed, Tai- tion. The control rods are fully inserted by

power began to perform the LOCA analysis for the 27-56 seconds. This action causes the core power
three nuclear power plants Two Taipower en- to decline more rapidly and remain at decay power
gineers worked full time on a base case model levels thereafter during the accident.
for each plant. Taipower engineers use their best
effort to setup and run the base case model. YAEC Figure 3 presents the pressurizer pressure
help Taipower in reviewing base case models and history that characterizes the primary system
supporting documentation prepared by Taipower en- pressure response. The primary system depressuri-
gineers, recommending changes that may be neces- zation is determined by the net fluid mass and
sary for Taipower to achieve model, and assisting energy leaving the reactor coolant system. The
Taipower staff with error diagnostics from unsuc- dominant effects are the mass flowrate and void
cessful computations. fraction exiting the break. During the first 47

seconds, the primary system pressure rapidly de-
Yankee also provided LOCA methods and li- clines due to subcooled critical flow of liquid

censing consultation to Taipower staff in re- out the break. The pressure falls to the satura-
sponse to written requests from Taipower. This tion pressure 1250 psia) that corresponds to the
consultation allows Yankees to help Taipower core outlet and the hot leg fluid temperature
response questions about the LOCA technology and that evolve as the core power and flow decay due
its application to Taipower nuclear power plants, to the reactor scram and loss of offsite power.
or for meeting with ROCAEC concerning the LOCA The primary system pressure declines gradually
computer codes, code assessment information, between 47 seconds and 360 seconds due to low
and/or code application to Taipower's nuclear quality fluid that exits the break. Subsequently,
power plants. the primary system pressure reaches a minimum

value of 200 psia late in the accident at 1440
The LOCA analysis of the base case model for seconds.

Kuosheng and Maanshan nuclear power plant com-
pleted at the end of June 1993, the final reports Figure 4 present the break flowrate his-
will submit to ROCAEC for approval. The results tory. This figure shows three distinct character-
of the 4 inches line break LOCA analysis for istics. Subcooled critical flow of liquid occurs
Maanshan nuclear power plant is briefly described from to 47 seconds. This is followed by low
in the next section. quality (and void fraction) two-phase critical

flow from 47 to about 360 seconds, using the
EXAMPLE OF APPLICATIONS Moody Two-Phase Critical Flow odel required by

Appendix K to FR50.46. Finally, the critical
Maanshan nuclear power plant is a Westing- flow rate rapidly decreases to high quality (and

house typical 3 loop-2785 Mwt PWR A detailed void fraction) two-phase and single-phase (vapor)
model of the Maanshan nuclear power plant is critical flow beyond 360 seconds when the break
shown in figure 1. This model consists of 159 location uncovers due to primary system inventory
control volumes, 175 flow junctions, 18 active depletion. During this latter period, occasional
and 129 passive heat structures. Principal param- slugs of low quality fluid flow toward the break
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location as the primary system inventory is Figure 7 presents the void fraction histo-
replenished by ECC injection. This causes the ries for the upper plenum, the 139 and 85 inch
occasional increases in break flowrate and the elevations in the core. The solid curve for the
corresponding decreases in break void fraction. 139 inch elevation shows periods of complete

voiding between 300 and 450 seconds.
Figure presents the loop seal void frac-

tions for the broken and intact loops. The void Figure presents the outer cladding surface
fraction for the broken loop never substantially temperatures calculated for the hot fuel rod in
clears before 1050.0 seconds during this accident the upper half of the core. Initially, all clad
case. This results from two effects. First, the temperatures cooldown as the core flow and power
vapor flows out the break are not sufficiently decay after the accident initiated. Thereafter,
high to clear out the residual liquid fraction at the cladding remain well cooled by single and
that location. Second, some of the ECC injected two-phase natural circulation within the first
into the broken loop backflows into the broken 220 seconds. A rapid heatup occurs as the bundles
loop seal after it tries to clear by flashing and dry out. The maximum clad temperature during this
boil off during the depressurization process. The event is 1118.9 degree F. All elevations rewet by
void fraction for the intact loop seal shows a 500 seconds. Thereafter, all hot rod cladding
rapid increase at 360 seconds, and remains steam elevations remain-well-cooled. During this accid-
filled until late in the accident. This allows ent, the cladding temperatures calculated for the
high quality steam and enthalpy to stick around hot rod were greater than any of the core average
that location, and allows the secondary side of fuel rod temperatures at corresponding times and
the intact loop to vaporize slowly. This, in elevations. The calculated Peak Cladding Tempera-
turn, allows the safety injection systems to ture was 1118.9 degree F which is well below the
restore coolant to the primary system more readi- 2200 degree F limit in 10CFR50.46.
ly.

Figure 9 presents the intact and broken loop
Figure 6 presents the history of the col- steam generator wide range water level histories

lapsed liquid level inside the core barrel during in each downcomer. These two parameters show very
the accident. This parameter represents the similar behavior throughout the accident except
equivalent height of liquid from the bottom of the time periods when the secondary side of the
the lower plenum (at 0.0 inches), through the intact loop vaporize slowly(see discussion of
core, and extending up to the top of the upper Figure 5). The wide range levels initially de-
plenum (at 361.36 inches) if the vapor were cline from 500 inches to minimum levels of about
separated from it. The active fuel region extends 10 inches at 35 seconds. This rapid decline is
from 114.16 inches to 258.16 inches on this primarily caused by the main feedwater coastdown
scale. The actual "two-phase mixture level" can during the first seconds while main steam flow
be substantially above the collapsed liquid level continues until the MSIVs isolate at 34-07 sec-
due to the presence of vapor which tends to swell onds. The decline is arrested at 48 seconds while
the elevation at which liquid can reside. This the Auxiliary Feedwater System is starting up.
distinction is important since the collapsed The wide range levels generally increase to about
liquid level can drop below the top of the fuel 350 inches by 800 seconds, and increase again at
when the two-phase mixture level is still above 900 seconds thereafter, and finally reach values
the top of the fuel. The fuel remains well-cooled of about 470 inches by 1440 seconds.
for this condition. The dip area on this Figure
indicate the time periods when the core is not CONCLUSIONS
well-cooled.

The 4 inches line break analysis results of
The collapsed liquid level (CLL) generally the Maanshan plant specific small break LOCA

declines early in the accident as primary system licensing analysis, by using the new small break
mass is lost out the break, and remains below the LOCA analysis methodology, has been described.
top of the fuel beyond 158 seconds. The CLL The input model uses licensing assumptions and
undergoes a deep depressions between about 316 computational options within the RELAP5YA code
and 378 seconds. These are caused by excess that comply with 10CFR50.46 and Appendix K re-
liquid fractions in the upside compared to the quirements, the calculated results meet the
downside of the steam generator tubes. The CLL requirement of 10CFR50.46. Alsobased on the
then increases when the combined safety injection results of this analysis, it can be concluded
from the ECC pumps and the accumulators have that the LOCA PCT margin to the 2200 degree F
established sufficient flow to the core-barrel (1205 degree C) limit of 10CFR50.46 is more than
region to restore the CLL at 500 seconds. After that produced during the FSAR stage, the maximum
the steam generator tubes and the broken loop PCT for Maanshan plant specific small break LOCA
seal clear at 1050 seconds (see discussion of analysis calculated by Westinghouse during FSAR
Figure 5), the CLL oscillates about the 180 inch stage is 1967.0 degree F. It appeared to be
level until 1300 seconds when the inventory conservatively high, and this is due to extra
increases. conservatism inherent in Westinghouse older codes

which are WLASH and LOCTA codes.
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After the introduction of RELAP5YA, Taipow- Licensing Capability," Proceeding of the 2nd
er's attitude in development of in-house licens- International Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power
ing analysis capability will extend to the LOCA Plant Thermal Hydraulics and Operations,
licensing analysis in supporting operation of our TokyoJapan(1986).
nuclear power plant. In addition, we will in
large part involve in plant design and safety 4. R. T. FERNANDEZ etc., "RELAP5YA-A Computer
analysis of our new nuclear power project in Program for Light Water Reactor System Ther-
the next few years. mal-Hydraulic Analysis," YAEC-1300P, Yankee

Atomic Electric Company, October 1982.
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Table 
Initial Steady State Operating Conditions

RELAP5YA FSAR
Reactor Power(Mwt) 2830.5 2830.5
Pressurizer Pressure(psia) 2280. 2280.
Total Loop Flow, 3 Loops(lbm/sec) 29402.5 29478.
Cold Leg Temperature(F) 557.0 554.1
Hot Leg Temperature(F) 622.7 620.3
Steam Generator Pressure(psia) 951.5 943.
Feedwater Temperature(F) 440. NA
Total Feedwater Flowrate(lbm/sec) 3495.4 NA
Total Steamline Flowrate(lbm/sec) 3495.4 NA
Steam Generator Level(7) 50� NA
Steam Generator Tubes Plugged(%) 1.0% 0.0%
Accumulator Gas Pressure(psia) 600 615
ECC Injection Temperature(F) 200 NA

Table 2
Summary of Maanshan SBLOCA(4" break) Sequence of Events

Event Time(sec) Setpoints
Break opens. and loss of offsite power occurs 1.OE-5
Maximum break flowrate of 2020.5 lbm/sec occurs 2.OE-4
Main feedwater coasts down to 0.0 lbm/sec 5.0
Reactor scram on low pressurizer pressure occurs 23.06 1960psig
SI signal on low-low pressurizer pressure occurs 24.82 1860psig
All control rods are fully inserted 27-56 4.5sec delay
MSIVs start closing due to reactor trip 29-07
All MSIVs are fully closed 34-07 5sec closure
Pumped ECC injection begins for intact loops 37.0 -
Aux. Feedwater pumps start 48.0 -
Minimum water level occurs in all SGs 60.0 -
Aux. feedwater reaches design flow 6o.o -
Two-phase flow begins at the break 129.0 -
First core uncovery/heatup period 260 to 270 -
Second core uncovery/heatup period 290 to 500 -
Broken loop seal clears; break void fraction395% 371.0 -
Peak clad temperature of 1118.9 degrees F 410.0 -
Accumulator injection begins 491.0 -
Long term cooling begins as primary system stabilizes 1075.0 -
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ABSTRACT capabilities.

b. Provide options that conform to 10CFR50,

One lesson learned from the Three Mile Island Appendix K requirements.

(TMI) accident was the analysis methods used by C. Correct certain errors identified by YABC

Nuclear Steam Supply System(NSSS) vendors and/or and by EG&G Idaho, Inc., in their updates

nuclear fuel suppliers for small break Loss Of for Cycle 19 to Cycle 29.

Coolant Accident(LOCA) analysis for compliance

with appendix K to IOCFR50 should be revised, The improvements include the new hydrodyna-

documented and submitted for USNRC approval and mic models(e.g. New interphase drag routines for

the plant-specific calculations using NRC-ap- the vertical flow regime map, the Moody two-phase

proved models for small-break LOCA to show com- critical flow model for Emergency Core Cooling

pliance with 10CFR50.46 should be submitted for System(ECCS) evaluation model analyses, a new jet

NRC approval.1 A study by Taiwan Power Company pump model for BWR analyses, and a new accumula-

(TPC) under the guidance of Yankee Atomic Elec- tor model for PWR analyses), the new heat trans-

tric Company(YAEC) has been undertaken to perform fer models and options(e.g A modification of the

this analysis for Kuosheng nuclear power plant. forced convective boiling algorithm, a new criti-

This paper presents the results of the analysis cal heat flux option, a new rewet and quench

that are useful in satisfying the 'same require- model for reflooding and spray cooling periods, a

ments of the Republic Of China Atomic Energy new multiple surface radiation heat transfer

Commission(ROCAEC). model and new heat transfer logic options for

ECCS evaluation model analyses), and the new fuel

INTRODUCTION rod behavior models(e.g. Fuel rod fission gas

model, fuel rod deformation and rupture models,

Since 1990, TPC has conducted a Light Water gap conductance model and zircaloy-water reaction

Reactor(LWR) LOCA technology transfer program on model).

RELAP5YA computer code from YAEC. One objective

of this program is to acquire the RELAP5YA com- RELAP5YA also has an extensive assessment of

puter code from YAEC for TPC in-house licensing the calculations compared to many separate effect

analysis. The RELAP5YA is a computer program and integral test results(include FRIGG Loop

developed at YAEC for analyzing the dynamic Test, General Electric(GE) Level Swell Test,

behavior of thermal-hydraulic systems.2 This Marviken Critical Flow Test, Two Loop Test Appar-

program has been developed primarily for analyz- atus, Semiscale Test and Loss Of Fluid Test

ing postulated accidents and transients in LWR etc.), this assessment establishes the viability

system. Since RELAP5YA computer code was licensed of the RELAP5YA code to predict complex thermal-

at YAEC and is independent with NSSS/fuel vendor, hydraulic phenomena encountered in LWR system

TPC decided to acquire this code package as a analyses of LOCA events and other transients.

base code for LOCA analysis.

RELAP5YA PLANT MODEL

RELAP5YA PROGRAM SUMMARY

Kuosheng Nuclear Power Plant is a GE typical

RELAP5YA Version 18V has been developed from 2894 Mwt BWR-6. The Kuosheng RELAP5YA model used

the RELAP5 Modl Cycle 18 code that was originally in this analysis is shown in figure 1. This model

developed by EG&G Idaho, Inc., under USNRC spon- contains 148 control volumes, 159 flow junctions,

sorship, and publicly released. Substantial 27 active and 117 passive heat structures. This

modifications have been made to RELAP5 MODI in model contains a relatively detailed representa-

order to: tion of the following:

a. Extend and improve upon the code simulation a. Reactor vessel, internals, and core.
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b. Each independent recirculation loop includ- present four important system or reactor core
ing the associated bank of ten jet pumps. response for the 05 f2 area break case. Figure

C. Feedwater lines from the check valves just 6 through 9 present four important srtem or
outside the drywell wall to the reactor reactor core response for the 0.1 ft area break
vessel. case.

d. Main steam lines and valves from the vessel
to the turbine and the condenser. For the 05 ft 2 area case, figure 2 shows

e. Emergency core cooling systems. the steam dome pressure history throughout this
f. Control systems and trip logic. accident. Prior to the automatic depressurize
9- Core power. system(ADS) actuation, the main steam isolation

valve closure maintain the dome pressure above
The input model is set up for a small break 1040 psia within the first 30 seconds. The vessel

in the discharge pipe of recirculation loop just subsequently depressurizes to 379.7 psia (LPCS
upstream of the header pipe. Important accident and LPCI injection valve open permissive pres-
assumptions include the following: sure) at 145.0 seconds The vessel pressure is

45.0 psia at 300 seconds and decreasing very
a. Coincident loss of normal auxiliary power. slowly.
b. Failure of High Pressure Cooling System

(HPCS) due to the requirement of the single Figure 3 shows the break flow rates. Prior
failure criterion. to ADS actuation at 128.65 seconds, the break

flowrate decreases due to the flashing and the
The Kuosheng NSSS model results from a subsequent depressurization. Following ADS actua-

considerable amount of engineering insight, sound tion, the break flow is oscillatory. This be-
judgments, and experience gained over the past havior is believed attributed to the combined
ten years. It includes incorporation of the actuation of the ADS valve, LPCS and LPCI injec-
current information for the Kuosheng NSSS such as tion.
drawings, technical specifications, plant perfor-
mance data, and guidance from YAEC. Figure 4 presents the NSSS mass inventory.

The minimum value occurs shortly after LPCS
INITIAL CONDITIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS injection begin at 145 seconds. The anomalous

break flow rates beyond 152.0 seconds have an
Principal parameters for the initial steady insignificant impact on the NSSS fluid inventory.

state operating conditions are summarized in The curve shows that by 350 seconds the primary
table 1. The initial conditions and accident system has regained the pre-accident actuation
assumptions used in this small break LOCA model level.
are more conservative than those reported for the
final safety analysis report LOCA analysis.3 Figure present the outer clad surface

temperatures in the high power assembly at four
The major accident assumptions are that a elevations. The high power assembly remain well

small break located at the discharge pipe of one cooled during the first 40 seconds due to posi-
recirculation loop, occurs at 5.OE-4 seconds with tive core flow induced by rundown of the intact
a coincident loss of offsite ower.4 The method loop recirculation pump and lower plenum fluid
used complies with 10CFR50.46 and Appendix K flashing. A rapid heatup occurs as the bundles
thereto. The reactor had been operating at 102 dry out. The conservative heat transfer assump-
percent of the desired licensed power tions per Appendix K did not allow the rods to
level(2894mwt*1.042(licened power) 1.02 quench. Subsequently, these assemblies dry out
=3076.OMwt). Table 2 summarizes the accident and heat up to a maximum of 1570.5 degree outer
assumptions. HPCS is postulated to fail in com- peak clad temperatures at both of the 81 and 99-
pliance with the single failure criterion. Fur- inch elevation at 178 seconds. Liquid from LPCS
thermore, reactor core isolation cooling system and LPCI enter the upper plenum essentially
is also postulated to fail. Therefore, the ECCS quenched and cool down these assemblies by 200
available to mitigate the accident are: (a) two seconds. The average core and high power region
low pressure core injection systems(LPCI), and are well cooled by 236 seconds.

(b) three low pressure core spray systems (LPCS). For the 0.1 ft2 area case, figure 6 shows

TRANSIENT AND RESULTS the steam dome pressure history throughout this
accident. The low-low water level signal 46.88

Two cases are presented. The first case is seconds) initiate the countdown for the actuation
the licensing analysis for a 05 ft2 area break of the ADS. In the meantime, following MSIV
in the discharge pipe of one recirculation loop. closure (also initiated by low-low water level
The other case is the licensing analysis for a signal) and prior to ADS actuation, one bank of
0.1 ft2 area break in the discharge pipe of one the safety/ relief(S/R)valve is open and close to
recirculation loop. Table 3 summarizes the timing maintain the pressure between its lower 1047.6
of significant events for both of the 05 ft2 and psia and upper 1165.0 psia setpoints. The valve
0.1 f2 area break cases. Figure 2 through cycling and the corresponding pressure behavior
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are shown in pressure history. Finally, following analyzed by using RELAP5YA it includes: 0.1,
the normal delay 116.2 seconds), the ADS valves 0.25, 05 075 and 1.0 f0 break areas. The
operates as designed. This causes the ADS valves break spectrum cases were performed using the
to open completely at 163.08 seconds. The attend- same assumptions. The maximum of 1570.5 degree F
ant sharp depressurization is clearly visible in outer PCT occurs at the 05 ft 2 break area case
figure 6 as expected. The 05 ft2 break area is big

enough, comparing with the small break area, to
Figure 7 shows the break flow. Prior to ADS deplete the vessel inventory and uncover the core

actuation at 163.08 seconds, the flow is usually rapidly, while, it is not big enough, comparing
choked and fairly constant at around 1000.0 with the large break area, to depressurize rapid-
lbm/sec. During this period, the break is dis- ly to allow the low pressure core injection and
charging liquid water. Following ADS actuation, makeup vessel inventory.
the break flow declines due to voidance. The
break flowrate decreases further due to the CONCLUSIONS
subsequent depressurization and then increase
slowly due to the actuation of the ECCS injection The Kuosheng plant specific small break LOCA
by 350 seconds. licensing analysis method has been described. The

input model uses licensing assumptions and compu-
Figure presents the NSSS mass inventory. tational options within the RELAP5YA code that

The key points are: (a) the rapid mass depletion comply with 10CFR50.46 and Appendix K require-
due to the ADS actuation at 163.08 seconds, and nients. Five LOCA problems have been presented to
(b) the minimum inventory and turnaround due to demonstrate the application of this method for
ECCS injection at the time of zero net inflow, the Kuosheng nuclear power station. For each
and finally, (c) the recovery of inventory to the case, the calculated results show that the calcu-
pre-ADS actuation level at 400 seconds. lated PCT for these small break cases are below

the 2200 degree F 1205 degree C) PCT limit
Figure 9 presents the outer clad surface specified in 10CFR50.46.

temperatures in the high power assembly at four
elevations. In spite of the failure of HPCS, the Based on the results of this analysis, it
outer clad remains well cooled prior to the can be concluded that the new small break LOCA
safety relief valve open at 101.0 seconds. A analysis methodology for the Kuosheng nuclear
rapid heatup occurs as the bundles dry out. The power station can produce significant LOCA PCT
early heatup is temporarily arrest between 163.08 margin to the 2200 degree F 1205 degree C) PCT
seconds and 200 seconds by the fluid surge and limit of 10CFR50.46.
lower vessel voiding caused by ADS actuation.
This cooldown, however, is not sustained and a REFERENCES
new heatup begins: The maximum of 1229.9 degree F
outer peak clad temperature at the 81 inch eleva- 1. "Clarification of TMI Action Plan Require-
tion occurs shortly after the ECCS injection ments," NUREG-0737, II.K.3-30 and II.K.3-31.
begins. Shortly after that, the temperatures drop
sharply to the saturation temperature also shown 2. R.T.FERNANDEZ etc., "RELAP5YA A Computer
in figure 9. Program for Light Water Reactor System Ther-

mal-Hydraulic Analysis," YAEC-1300PYankee
COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION Atomic Electric Company, October 1982.

A generic analysis for BWR/6 small break 3. Final Safety Analysis Report, Chapter 15,
LOCA was done using SAFE model by GE in 198o,5 Kuosheng Nuclear Power Plant, Taiwan Power
the calculated PCT for 0.1 ft2 break area is Company.
about 800.0 degree F, comparing with the PCT
calculated by RELAP5YA, which is conservatively 4. L.C.WANG, S.C.JENG and N. M. CHUNG, "Results
low. The difference between the results may be of Small Break LOCA Analysis for Kuosheng
contributed to the following factors in the Nuclear Power Plant Using the RELAP5YA Comput-
generic analysis: (1) The simulation capabilities er Code," Taiwan Power Company's Technical
of the SAFE code, (2)Use mean value of 1978 ANS Report, TaipeiTaiwan (1993).
standard decay heat instead of 1971 ANS standard
+ 20% decay heat, 3 Off-site power and RCIC are 5. "Gessar Assessments Report Review of BR/6
assumed available,(4) Feedwater controller is Protection In-Depth for Transient and Accident
modeled instead of ramping to zero in seconds. Events,"NEDO-25224, General Electric, April

1980.
A spectrum of break size cases were also
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Table 

Initial Steady State Operating Conditions

Reactor Power (Mwt) 3076.0
Vessel Dome Pressure (psia) 1067.0
Vessel Water Level(above TAF) (inches) 194-07
Feedwater Temperature (F) 41o.
Feedwater Flowrate (lbm/sec) 3417.0
Core Flow (lbm/sec) 21689.0
Bypass Flow Ubm/sec) 28ol.o
Core Average Void Fraction 0.40062
Total Main Steam Line Flow Ubm/sec) 3418.1

Table 2

Summary of the Kuosheng Small Break Accident Assumptions

1. Small recirculation discharge break and loss of auxiliary power occurs at 5.OE-4 seconds.
2. Reactor scrams after 05 second delay from first RPS signal. Scram curve 67B-EOC is

used.
3. Feedwater coasts down to 0.0 lbm/sec at 50 seconds.
4. MSIVs close in 30 seconds after isolation signal plus 05 second delay.
5. Recirculation pumps in A and loops coast down with decreasing power from loss of MG

sets.
6. ADS may actuate if appropriate signals exist.
7. HPCS fails to start(this is the single failure.) and no credit for RCIC operation.
8. Two LPCS and three LPCI Systems inject on demand.
9. Drywell pressure and quality are assumed constant. High drywell pressure is conserva-

tively estimated to occur when Level signal occurs.
10. Evaluation Model point reactor kinetics initially at 3076.0 Mwt.
11. Evaluation model core heat transfer and passive heat structures are included.
12. Moody two-phase critical flow model used at the break location.
13. 1971 ANS Decay Heat Standard plus 20%.

Table 3

Sequence of Events
Event Time(sec)

0.5 ft2 0.1 ft2
1. Break opens. 5.OE-4 5.OE-4
2. Loss of auxiliary power and power to the recirculation pump motors. 5.OE-4 5.OE-4
3. Low level signal occurs (Level 3 and reactor trip. 1.080 0.889
4. Control rod insertion initiated 05 second beyond low water level 1.582 1.39

(Level 3 signal.
5. Feedwater flow coasts down to zero. 5.0 5.0
6. Low-low level signal occurs (Level 2 at 129.84 in 5.125 4.21
7. Low-low level signal occurs (Level 1) at 18 in above TAF 12.445 46.88
8. High drywell pressure at 25 psig was assumed 12.445 46.88
9. MSIVs begin to close 12-950 47-385
10. MSIVs completely closed. 17.0 51.0
11. S/R valves open at 1165 psid - 101.0
12. S/R valves close at 1047 psid - 134.0
13. ADS valves open at Level with 116.6 seconds delay 128.65 163.08
14. LPCS begins to inject at shutoff pressure 145.0 272.0
15. Minimum primary system inventory occurs 152.0 277.0
16. LPCI begins to inject at shutoff pressure 165.0 323.0
17. Peak clad temperature occurs 178.0 317.0

(1570-5F) (1229.9F)
18. Average core and high power regions are well cooled. 236.0 388.0
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ABSTRACT studied. The possibility to take into

account both the partial pressure effect
This paper presents recent advances in nd the mass diffusion at the interface is
thermalhydraulic modelling for the CATHARE
code. It is focussed on three main topics, investigated.
the oscillatory reflooding, the CCFL A. REFLOOD MODELLING
prediction, and the effect of a
noncondensable gas on condensation. For all The physical models used in CATHAR 2
these topics, the phenomena are described,
the modelling shortcomings are pointed out V1.3e Revision were presented 1. They were
and the new developments are briefly able to predict globally very well forced
presented with the associated experimental reflood tests particularly from the ERSEC
data base. Calculations of analytical or and PERICLES experiments. Nevertheless,
system tests are also compared to previous significant drawbacks existed in predicting
predictions. both forced and gravity driven oscillatory

reflood experiments. Several types of
INTRODUCTION reflood modelling improvements were found

necessary to address the problems related
CATHARE is a french system code for to oscillatory reflood conditions which

nuclear reactor thermal-hydraulics were observed in system effect tests
developed by CEA, EDF, and FRAMATOME. The performed in the 33ETHSY loop. Violent

.code being now extensively assessed, some oscillations occur at the onset of reflood.
shortcomings were clearly identified. This They are damped after some tens of seconds.
paper presents some physical developments The maximum amplitude of these oscillations
of the code posterior to the Version 13 controls the amount of water lost at the
Rev 5. break, the maximum cladding temperature and

Concerning the Large Break LOCA the turnaround time. Therefore, the correct
predictions, it appears that the refill prediction of the duration of this phase is
phase and the beginning of the reflooding a critical feature for large break LOCA
phase, which are critical for the analysis. CATHARE calculations of these
transient, are a very difficult challenge tests using Revision overpredicted the
for the physical and numerical modelling. duration of the oscillatory phase2 A
The reflood models - which predicted similar trend was found by the TRAC PF1 Mod
constant flowrate forced feed analytical I simulation of BETHSY test 6.7a4 . many
tests quite well - could not control sensitivity calculations were carried out
properly oscillations observed in system. to investigate the most important physical
test facilities, such as BETHSY, at the processes which control the excitation or
beginning of the reflooding. The core damping of the oscillations. It was found
thermalhydraulic models are examined and that the entrainment and the heat flux
discussed here about their capacity to models downstream of the quench front were
excite or damp oscillations. not adapted for high flowrate and high

Concerning Small Break LOCAs and other subcooling conditions. The inverted slug
transients, the most frequent source of and/or inverted annular flows are likely to
errors was associated to the CCFL occur in these conditions but were not
prediction in complex geometries. Then, a described in the Revision 5. Too much water
new method has been implemented in the code was entrained resulting in a too high heat
to control the flooding limit at some nodes release to the dispersed flow. The vapour
of a circuit. generation downstream the quench front

The condensation models required also increases the pressure above the core,
some improvements particularly in case of creating a force which is added to the
film condensation with a high steam gravity force and increases the reverse
quality. A new model is proposed and the flow. It was also observed that the time
effect of non condensable gases is delay between the liquid insurge into the
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core and the downstream pressure increase B. CCFL PREDICTION
was a sensitive parameter for stopping or
continuing the oscillations. So the The use of any 2fluid model in a D
conditions for the entrainment of the code with either one or two momentum
liquid up to the steam generators where it equations makes it possible to predict the
is vaporized after a certain transit time CCFL phenomenon and a flooding limit. The
have an effect on the damping of the result is mainly dependent on the validity
oscillations. of the drift flux model or of the

interfacial friction. Looking at the
As a first step in the development, validation of the CATHARE code on system

the mechanical and thermal modelling used tests, it was observed that a frequent
downstream of the quench front was source of errors was associated to the CCFL
modif ied. The experimental data base prediction in complex geometries such as
includes: the upper tie plate of the core, the hot

leg bend, the entrance of the steam
- PERICLES tests: rod bundle, constant generator channel head or the inlet of the

flowrate, inlet velocity Vo < 20 cm/s steam generator tubes. Calculating with
- Winfrith post CHF heat transfer CATHARE tests of an analytical experiment

tests: tube geometry, constant flowrate, Vo performed at the Hannover University6, three
up to m/S main difficulties were pointed Ut7 :

- ERSEC tests: rod bundle, oscillating - The interfacial f r i c t i o n
flowrate, maximum Vo < 20 cm/s correlations are generally obtained from

quasi established flows and are no more
The main aspects of the new model are valid in complex geometries.

the following: - At the location where the limitation
occurs, there is a high void fraction

-Implementation of an interfacial gradient due to the liquid accumulation
friction for the inverted slug flows Tis. above. Then the code prediction is very

-Definition of the criterion for sensitive to the local discretization used
droplet entrainement, of the rate of for the two momentum equations.
entrainment E, of the droplet size and of - The liquid acceleration term of the
the interfacial friction or dispersed momentum equation cannot be correctly
flows df estimated due to the local 3-D effects; but

-The resulting interfacial friction this term plays an important role in the
correlation used downstream the quench prediction and induces a high sensitivity
front is simply: to the mesh size. Fig 4 shows predictions

with three different mesh sizes of flooding
T = (1-E) 'ris + E Cdf data obtained at the HANNOVER University

for a rod assembly with its top nozzle and

-Implementation of a film boiling tie plate.
It is then proposed to use a specific

correlation derived from the Berenson local modelling of the momentum equations
correlation with a multiplier taking into in such complex geometries. The principles
account the effect of the liquid Reynolds are the following:
number. - The mixture momentum equation is

-Implementation of an interfacial heat written and remains unchanged. The cross
transfer modelling consistent with the momentum equation' I obtained by
inverse slug flow pattern. elimination of the pressure gradient from

the two phasic equations, is written in a
These modifications are presented by simplified form. Only the buoyancy force

Kelly, Bartak and JaniCot4 and will be and a singular interfacial friction, are
finalized after qualification on the more kept with the time acceleration terms.
representative data provided by the ROSCO - This simplified equation controlls
tests. ROSCO tests are being performed at the flooding limit. general method is
CEN Grenoble with a rod bundle, an used to translate any flooding correlation
oscillatory flowrate and a maximum Vo > in terms of a singular interfacial
lm/s. friction, and a limit void fraction�.

Wallis type or Kutateladze type
correlations can be written in the

However, these developments have following general form:
already shown their much better
capabilities in controlling oscillations in
the BETHSY system test conditions. Figures J 12 Be/4 + Mn J 12 B* E/4 Cn
1 2 and 3 compare the predictions of the G 0 L 0
core pressure difference, the quench front
evolution and the clad temperatures with
standard and new models for BETHSY test
6.7a4. The new models predict the rapid with B.= I g AP
damping of the oscillations and both quench Cr
front and clad temperature are now well
calculated.
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It can be shown that it corresponds to the with qjj � Hl (Ti - TO (2)
following singular interfacial friction,
'ris:

a( C and q,, = H (Ti TO (3)"is f-pG- +K (I -a) �-L-]2 [ VG _ V 2]

Q4 d being respectively the liquid to interface

when the following 'limit void fraction, a and gas to interface heat fluxes per unit
volume. Ti is the interface temperature. As

RV a first approximation, Ti was assumed to be
is used: ap JG the saturation temperature of the partial

(R - ) V-J I pressure of vapour Tsat(Pv). Compared to the
case without non condensable gas, where Ti =

with IG = G C2 g Apd Tsat(P), gli is reduced, vi is increased,
Jo j0 n - resulting generally in a decrease of r. But

'j predictions with this assumption of some
PG BFO test data showed that it minimized the

and R n (PLI"2 effect of the non condensable gas. More
�PGJ precisely the noncondensable gas mass

fraction XNc and the corresponding partial
This was demonstrated by FreitaS7 pressure is higher at the interface PNC I

According to the enveloppe theory, aF gives than in the bulk PNC,13. Then Ti should e
the highest liquid downflow for a given gas taken equal to Tsat(Pvi) which is lower
upflow. CATHARE writes the momentum than Tsat(Pv). This implies that the gas
equations on a vector node surrounded by mixture thermodynamic state at the interface
two scalar nodes. The modified momentum must be calculated by modelling the mass
equation is used on option at a given diffusion from gas bulk to interface. The
vector node and is calculated using the following form
limit void fraction except in two cases:

- The void fraction calculated at the r= 4 Sh D XNCI-XNCB (4)
scalar node below is used when it is lower AB Pr, 
than ap. D� XNC,1

- The void fraction calculated above
is used when it is higher than .
These two cases correspond to can be used with Sh being the Sherwood
countercurrent f lows below the f looding number which can be correlated as a function
line. of the Reynolds number and the Schmidt

The data of the Hannover tests are number using a heat and mass transfer
quite well correlated with a Kutateladze analogy, This procedure was tested in
type correlation with = 1, Mn = I and Cn = CATHARE but was found too much CPU time
1.44 Using these constants in Tis and aF, consuming since it adds one principal
CATHARE can follow exactly the flooding variable Ti and one non linear equation
correlation (Fig 5) and the solution is no (eq 4. An alternative procedure is proposed
more sensitive to the meshing. where a correcting factor is multiplied to

The singular interfacial friction, H7j in e 2 to take the mass diffusion
can be considered as the result of all the effect into account. A form for this factor
local mechanical interactions between is obtained through some simplifying
phases and the 'limit void fraction, is the assumptions:
value of the void fraction at the very - The qve term is neglected in eq 1
location of the limitation. - The difference between Pv and Pvi

is considered to be mainly due to the
difference in XNC and to be also

C. CONDENSATION WITH A NON CONDENSABLE GAS sufficiently small so that a first order

The condensation in stratified flows development can be written:

is correlated from the analysis of the COSI

tests9. The film condensation was described PV,1 =- P + (XNCl XNCB) (5)
by the Shah10 correlation and a recent work DXNC T, P
has shown that the Chen et al correlational
was more appropriate at: least wh saturated which yields:
steam and without noncondensable gas. when a
noncondensable gas is present the vapour
condensation is reduced. The interfacial
mass transfer per unit volume r' is expressed T =Tsat(PVj)= Tsat(Pv)
as follows: DTsat(PV) a

d (6)
qv - qjj + V (XNCI-XNCB)ap (�XNC TP

H -HI
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eliminating Ti and (XNCI-XNC) from eq 2 4 7. D. BESTION, Analysis of experiments of
the University of Hannover with the CATHARE

and 6 gives: code on fluid dynamic effects in the fuel
elements top nozzle area during refilling

H and reflooding, Report EUR 12528 EN. 1989
q1i (Tsat(P,)-TL)

I+HliF 8. R. FREITAS, D. BESTION , On the
prediction of the flooding phenomenon with

DTsat(P,) the CATHARE code, NURETH-6:Sixth Topical
D2 X, d Meeting On Nuclear Reactor Thermal-

H ap (aXNC P, T Hydraulics (Grenoble 1993)
F= 9. A. JANICOT and D. BESTION , Condensation

with 4 (Hv - HO Sh DAB Pr, modelling for ECC injection, Special issue

of Nuclear Engineering and Design devoted to
This simplified relation eliminates the new the CSN.T Aix en Povence meeting held in
variable Ti but is deduced from a 1991 (to appear)
linearization (eq 5) which is no ore valid
when (Xnci-Xnc) is not small. So it is 10. M. M. SHAH, A general correlation for
replaced by the following semi empirical heat transfer during film condensation
formula: inside pipes, Int Journal of Heat Mass

Transfer, Vol 22, pp 547-555, 1979

q1i Hli (Tsat(P,)-TL) 11. S. L. CHEN, F. M. GERNER and C. L. TIEN,
I+cX" Hl F General film condensation correlations Int

Comm. Heat Mass Transfer, Vol 20, pp 265-
where c and n must be fitted on 277, 1993
experimental data. Applying this method to
the COSI stratified flow data with nitrogen
could provide very good predictions (see Fig
6) . Nevertheless the obtained constants NOMENCLATURE
and n should be verif ied in a much larger
data base including film condensation and Bo Bond number
other noncondensable gases. d length scale (m)

DAB Mass diffusivity (M2/S)
DH Hydraulic diameter (m)

REFERENCES E Rate of entrainment
9 Gravitational acceleration M/S2)

1. D. BESTION, The Physical Closure Laws in Hk phase k enthalpy J/kg)
the CATHARE code, Nucl. Engrg. Des. 124 Hki Interfacial heat transfer
(1990) 229-245 coefficient (W/K/M3)

J Superficial velocity (m/s)
2. G. FORNACIARI and P. BAZIN, Large Break J* Wallis type dimensionless
Refill/Reflood: Experimental and CATHAR 2 superficial velocity
Calculations, CATHARE and BETHSY 4th Int. P Pressure (Pa)
Seminar, Grenoble (March 1991) PJ Partial pressure of component J

qki phase k to interface heat flux
3. J. Y. SAUVAGE, P. ATTAL and S. LORIN, (W/ml)
Qualification of the MEFRA2 Large reak Sh Sherwood number
Evaluation model on BETHSY tests, NURETH-5: T Temperature (K)
Fifth Topical Meeting On Nuclear Reactor Tsat Saturation temperature K)
Thermal-Hydraulics 1992) Proceedings Vol IV Vk Phase k velocity (m/s)
pp. 1021-1031 XJ Mass fraction of gas component J

4. J. M. KELLYJ. BARTAK and A. JANICOT, Greek letters
Ref lood modelling under oscillatory (X void fraction
conditions with CATHARE, NURET.H-6:Sixth Interfacial mass transfer
Topical Meeting On Nuclear Reactor Thermal- (kg/m3/S)

Hydraulics (Grenoble 1993) Pk density of phase k (kg/M3)

5. J. BARTAK, D. BESTION and T. HAPALEHTO, AP = - C3 density difference (kg/M3)
The top-down reflood modelling in the a superficial tension (kg/s2)
CATHARE code, NRETH-6:Sixth Topical Meeting 'Ti Interfacial friction (N/M3)
on Nuclear Reactor Thermal-Hydraulics
(Grenoble 1993) Subscripts

v vapour
6. A.HAWIGHORST, H. KRONING, D. MEWES, R. L liquid
SPATZ, F. MAYINGER, Fluiddynamic effects in I interface
the Fuel Element Top Nozzle Area during B bulk
Refilling and Reflooding, Report EUR 10165 NC noncondensable gas
EN, UniversitAt Hannover, 1985
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AB91RACT 1979, as well as a large experimental program to support
its development and assessment. T erimentsImprovements achieved in thermal-hydraulics with �e set of exp

development of Best Estimate computer codes, have led provides a comprehensive database covering the entire
number of Safety Authorities to preconize realistic range of thermal-hydraulic and thermornechanic
analyses instead of conservative calculations. The phenomena of importance in accident transients.
potentiality of a Best Estimate approach for the analysis Regarding regulatory requirements, French Safety
of LOCAs urged FRAMATOME to early enter into the Authorities consider as acceptable the use of BE
development with CEA and EDF of the 2nd generation approaches insofar uncertainty is evaluated by means of
code CATHARE, then of a LBLOCA BE methodology an appropriate methodology which guarantees that
with BWNT following the Code Scaling Applicability margins are accurately quantified.
and Uncertainty (CSAU) proceeding. CATHARE and FRAMATOME also pursues an internal R&D program
TRAC are the basic tools for LOCA studies which will for improving LOCA methodology in coherence with
be performed by FRAMATOME according to either a state of art evolutions of knowledge, computing models,
deterministic better estimate (dbe) methodology or a and regulation. It addresses three axes of development 
Statistical Best Estimate (SBE) methodology. * improvement of the Appendix-K -type Evaluation

Model by including up-graded BE codes and models;
INTRODUCTION * development of a deterministic better estimate (dbe)

Significant improvements were made in thermal methodology;
hydraulics during the last two decades, and the * development of a Statistical Best Estimate (SBE)
understanding of the phenomena involved in the Design methodology following the NRC Code Scaling
Basis Accidents is now well established. It is the Applicability and Uncertainty (CSAU) proceeding 
consequence of considerable efforts undertaken world- In 1974, as physical knowledges in thermal-
wide to carry out comprehensive experimental research hydraulics were rather linifted, the USNRC published the
programs and to develop realistic codes enabling Best Appendix K of the 10 Federal Register 50.46 which
Estimate calculations of accident scenarios such as prescribed the rules to be applied in order to calculate
LOCAs. Thereupon, it is widely acknowledged that large conservatively the consequences of a LOCA. The goal
safety margins exist in current reactor design and pursued was to ensure that the imposed penalties would
operation due to the very conservative approach on ' compensate eventual code deficiency or lack of adequate
which design was based. A realistic analysis of the models. Appendix K requirements allowed to guarantee
reactor response following postulated breaks provides the the conservatism of computed results without the need
best means to confirm and quantify these margins giving for an evaluation of uncertainties. Nevertheless, their
the possibility of relaxing unnecessary limitations on main drawback was to introduce undesirable distortions
reactor operation without impairing plant safety in any within the calculations leading to unrealistic simulations.
way. Such realistic analyses can be achieved using Such drawbacks do not exist with the dbe approach,
advanced two-fluid thermal-hydraulic computer codes since unrealistic correlations are replaced by BE models.
such as CATHARE1 or TRAC2, with methodologies The overall conservatism of computed results is ensured
complying with revised rules (for instance revised by the choice of penalising initial and boundary
Appendix K to 10CFR50 in USA) which imply to conditions rather than by biases in the t/h models. In that
associate Best Estimate calculations with an evaluation of way it is possible to modulate the overall resulting
the related uncertainty quantified through a statistical conservatism by tuning the individual conservatisms
analysis with a high confidence level. affected to the code inputs. This "conservatism-adjusted"

In France, the joint development between EDF, CEA method provides an alternate approach to a SBE
and FRAmATomF of the CATHARE code started in methodology. FRAMATOME advanced ECCS methods
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correspond to these three axes Appendix K approach is order to produce two-phase performance data as input for
addressed by the MEFRA2 methodology3 the dbe and the -D pump model to be next used in a system
the SBE approaches rely on the use of CATHARE and calculation. While its qualification is based on tests
TRAC codes. The choice of these codes has been set to relevant to pump designs typical of PWR Coolant
cover all potential needs that FRAMATOME could face in Pumps, fairly good results were obtained for a multistage
the different countries world-wide. In a first stage pump used for petroleum/gas two-phase flows.
CATHARE is used according to a dbe approach, while 2-D Downcomer Module This module is a key
an improved version of TRAC-PFl/MOD.2 (so-called element of CATHARE2 which allows to calculate the
FMOD) is the tool retained for the SBE methodology two-dimensional flow patterns within the downcomer
developed with BWNT. during the blowdown phase of a large cold leg break

LOCA preferential penetration of ECCS water on the
CATHARE CODE DEVELOPNONT opposite side of the break and reverse core steam flow in

the upward direction near the break (Fig. 1).
Purpose of the CATHARE code

CATHARE is an advanced, two-fluid, thermal-
hydraulic code designed for use in realistic studies of
accident thermal-hydraulics in Pressurised Water
Reactors (PWRs). The transients of interest are all those �_CLI' C2- BL
leading to two-phase flows in which core degradation is
limited to fuel cladding deformation and bursting. k- F-1

Main Characteristics of CATHARE

Axial Module The basic CATHARE module
consists of a 1-D module with six field equations for
separate processing of liquid and steam. In addition two

_Jmass equations can be added to account for two non
condensable gases assumed to be transferred within the
steam phase. AZB4UTHAL SEMRS

Volume Module The volume module is designed to Figure I - Void Fraction Field within the Downcomer
describe fluid behaviour in large volume regions where it of a 4-loop Plant - LBLOCA (t = 25 s - Cathare2

is not channelled in a preferential direction of flow. In

this module are defined a bottom subvolume, which has a Fuel rod model It simulates the thermornechanical

liquid dominant and a top subvolume, with a steam behaviour of the rod for clad oxidation and consequent

dominant, It uses nine internal conservation equations 4 heat and hydrogen production, dynamic gap conductance

mass, 4 energy, and I hydrostatic balance equations). involving clad swelling and burst strain in case of clad

They are connected with other modules by specialised. rupture. The clad deformation process accounts for the

junctions in which dedicated correlations can be internal gap pressure variations. Creep rate and burst

introduced to account for specific phenomena (for stress are'calculated with respect to the kinetics of phase

instance lower plenum voiding during blowdown). transformation of Zircaloy (oc, x+p, P) by mean of a

TEE junction module it is a point, three-junction mechanistic model developed in the frame of the EDGAR

model enabling representation of currents at connections program5.

between two pipes. It uses 4 internal mass and energy

equations in each phase and 2 momentum equations at

the 3 junctions. Phase separation correlations were

developed for a stratified flow in the main piping and for 1 - AVERAGE 2--- AZI. HOT POTI

a flow leaving the connected pipe, in accordance with its 350 -
position (horizontal, vertical top or bottom). STRAIN /1_J -- - - - -2-

Pump Model In two-phase conditions, the -D 280 -

pump model uses the same approach as in the TRAC

code with definition of totally degraded performance and 210 -

degradation function depending upon the void fraction at

the purrip inlet. Also available in CATHARE2, the 1-D 140 -

axial pump module is based on a mechanistic modelling

of two-phase degradation phenomena condensation, 70 -

flashing, phase slip and stratifications. Starting from the

accurate geometry description of the pump, this module 0 -

which does not require the knowledge of experimental 0 -50 100 150 200

results on two-phase pump performance, can be used Figure 2 Hot Spot and Average Cladding Strain

either directly in a system calculation or separately in versus Time at the burst location - Cathare2
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A new fuel thermal model applicable to U02 and
MOX fuel for a wide range of bum-up, and an analytical (M) 1 - CATHARE EXP
pseudo 2-13 rod model are implemented in the 3.50
FRAmATOME version of CATHARE. The 2-D rod model HEIGHT
allows to account for effects of cladding azimuthal 2.80
temperature gradients on clad ballooning and rupture
processes during LOCA transients caused by the pellet
eccentricity. The instability criterion and the rupture 2.10
stress derived from EDGAR single rod burst tests are
applied locally to the azimuthal hot spot of the clad, 1.40 13
leading to an average clad strain lower than the hot spot
local strain (Fig. 2. ,700

Code Versions Since 1979 six versions of TIME (S)
CATHARE and five versions of the set of constitutive 0.000 0 100 200 300
laws (known as a Revision) have been released up to
now. The current version is CATHARE2-VI.3E. The Figure 3 - FLECHT SEASET test n'31302 - Quench
next version, CATHARE2-VI.4 preliminary released in Front Elevation versus Time - Cathare

December 93, will be characterised by generalised 3-D
modelling capabilities and the possibility to account for
four non condensable gases. USE OF TRAC BY FRAMATOME

CATHARE Assessment Purpose of the TRAC Code

The assessment process of CATHARE is a prominent The Transient Reactor Analysis Code (TRAC) is an
argument of its credibility which has been the subject of
many publications6,7. Therefore the following will only advanced two-fluid thermal-hydraulic code developed by
highlight some specific contributions of FRAMATOME. Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) which, as

Developmental Assessment CATHARE validation CATHARE, is devoted to calculate realistically the
response of PWRs to LOCAs. Until the release of

is based on a widespread qualification by Separate Effect CATHARE VlA, TRAC was the only t/h system code
Tests (some 300 SETs corresponding to nearly thirty having 3-D modelling capabilities.
different test facilities support the qualification of the
current Revision 5) and by a verification on a large TRAC Assessment
matrix of Integral Effect Tests, equivalent in scope to TRAC qualification took place in two phases. The
ICAP or OECD matrixes. first phase of qualification (developmental assessment)

Independent Assessment A significant work in the was carried out during development of the code in order
frame of the assessment of CATHARE is performed to evaluate the limits of validity of the method, models,
independently of the CATHARE Team (CT) by French and equations used in the version being developed. The
and foreign Organisations, contributing widely to its second phase of qualification (independent assessment)
reliability. FRAMATOME also supplements this validation involves approval of final versions of TRAC available to
program with an independent evaluation to provide users by independent organisations. This phase consists
specific validation of phenomena not studied by the CT: in evaluating the predictive capabilities of the code when
for instance, validation of an economiser-type SG applied to simulation of tests not used in its
secondary system model based on MEGEVE tests, development. TRAC-PF1 also benefited from much
qualification of interfacial friction in rod geometry via additional independent assessment within the scope of the
sixteen slow uncovering-type transient PERICLES tests. International Code Assessment Program (ICAP) grouping
Regarding LBLOCA FRAMATOME performed an fifteen countries (including France via CEA).
independent qualification of the reflooding module of
CATHARE on FLECHT-SEASET tests which had never FkcwATow experience with TRAC

been calculated by CATHARE previously thus Successive versions of TRAC have been used by
preventing from tuning effect. It allowed to point out that FRAMATOME from PD2 to PFl1MOD.2, covering both
calculated results showed fairly good agreement with experimental tests and reactor calculations. TRAC-PF1 is
most of the experiments' (Fig. 3 presently used for calculating the system thermal-

Conclusion hydraulic transient during the reflood phase of a LB
LOCA as part of the MEFRA2 Evaluation Model.

CATHARE proved to be a realistic and reliable tool Miscellaneous PERICLES and FLECHT reflood tests
in the domain of accident thermal-hydraulics and it is the were simulated with MOD. 1 V14.3 and MOD.2 V-5.3
FRAMATOME privileged tool for performing safety using different modelling in order to derive an optimal
studies on PWRs of various designs such as the input model for the SBE CSAU application. They
European Pressurised Reactor PR) or VVER reactors. confirmed that MOD.2 highly improves the reflood test

predictions compared to MOD. 1. It predicts fairly well
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quench front propagation and clad temperature profiles + Grid rewetting is based on a thermal process in
(Fig. 5) except for low flooding rate for which MOD.2 which quench front propagates as the Leidenfrost
overpredicts quench times everywhere and turnaround temperatures. Grid to liquid HT downstream of the
temperatures in the upper part of the core (Fig. 6 The quench front involving thermal-hydraulic mechanisms is
reason for the moderate agreement obtained in the latter neglected. The GRM is activated within a domain of
cases is attributed to an incorrect coding of the Unal two-phase flow conditions up to a void fraction threshold
correlation for dispersed flow film boiling, and to an in which it can be iplicitly considered that liquid
inadequate adjustment of the transition boiling length in deposition is sufficient for developing a liquid film if the
the Reflood model9. After introducing appropriate local wall temperature of the grid is lower than the
corrections, predictions become pretty good for all the Leidenfrost temperature. Consequently no mass balance
domain of reflood test conditions. calculation is performed for the liquid film;

TRAC-FMOD version # Direct liquid/vapor interfacial HT enhancement
due to additional liquid surface is neglected in the current

Taking benefits of a large experience with TRAC, version of FMOD;
FRAMATomE has brought several improvements in its * Radiative HT between the rod, the fluid and the
personal (so-called FMOD) version of MOD2: grid, and convective HT between the fluid and the grid

* Implementation on HP work-station; are solely considered. The grid acts as to convey heat
* Correction of the Reflood model; from the rod and the vapor to the liquid phase,
* Development of decoupling capabilities enabling increasing vaporisation which desuperheats the vapor.

to perform fuel assembly thennal-hydraulics or fuel rod Quenching of the grid is mainly determined by
thermoinechanics post-calculations using a same TRAC- conduction within the grid structure and radiation with
computed RCS thermal-hydraulics transient; the rod and the vapor. The energy balance on each mesh

+ Implementation of a grid model simulating grid of the grid is written as follows

effects on cooling of fuel rods during reflood; -PT
AA o + �Prad - pconv p.cp.A. aT

Implementation of a thermomechanical rod model &2 at
accounting for dynamic gap conductance, clad swelling where ad is the net linear radiative heat flux
and rupture, and for alteration of the fuel pellet physical (Pr
properties with bum-up, consistently with CATHARE. received by the grid, conv is the grid-to-fluid convec-

Grid Model The effects of ftiel assembly grid tive heat flux, A, and pp are respectively the grid

spacers and mixing vanes on heat transfer mechanism cross section, the thermal conductivity and the heat

during reflood have been thoroughly studied in France capacity of the grid aterial. The grid-to-fluid heat flux

(ERSEC'O and PERICLES11 tests). It was pointed out is calculated assuming radiation with liquid and vapor,

that the grids interact with the fluid and the rods, ausing and convection with vapor only for the dry part of the

an enhancement of heat transfers (HT) at the location and grid, or with liquid only for the fully rewetted part of the

downstream of the grid, according to three mechanisms grid (Fig. 4 In transition boiling HT is calculated

# Convective Enhancement (CE); according to a parabolic interpolation between fully-dry
and fully-wet conditions. Radiative heat fluxes are

+ Grid Rewet (GR); obtained By the Sun-Gonzalez model 14 for two-phase

* Droplet Break-up (1311). flow conditions where the fluid can be considered as

The two first effects only are presently modelled in optically thin (dispersed flow). An evaluation of the

FMOD. The correlation for local Nusselt numbers at impact of the grid models has been made by mean of

downstream of the grids proposed by Yao, Hochreiter simulations of the PERICLES reflood tests. An example

and Leech 12 is retained for convective enhancement, is given on Figure 7 for the PERICLES test n'l.

0.13z
Nu(z) Dh_ Ocond

1 + 5,55.b.e
Nu-

where Nu, Dh_ and b are the Nusselt number, hydraulic (I rad <
diameter, and blockage ratio of the grid respectively, and - - < vapor

z is the distance from the grid leading edge. grid rod

Because grids are unpowered, they can quench before (Dcorr,:

the rods. PERICLES tests were especially instrumented Fui
with thermocouples brazed onto the grid, measuring the Occ�d\-
temperature and quenching time of the grid. The GR E
model (GRM) implemented in FMOD account for the

kinetics of grid quenching and for thermal effects of a

rewetted grid on rod cooling according to the following
Figure 4 - Schematic of the Grid Rewet Model of

assumptions TRAC/FMOD.
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ABSTRACT In addition to performing several assessments on
separate-effect tests to validate the submodels and

This paper presents S-RELAP5 computer code correlations in S-RELAP5, SPC focused on an
predictions of important phenomena observed in six assessment matrix consisting of six tests rom four
PWR LBLOCA experiments conducted in four test facilities. The tests selected cover the entire spectrum of
facilities. Code-data comparisons are presented to PWR LBLOCA phenomena. The facilities are the most
illustrate the applicability and capability of the code to prototype in terms of geometric scale and include two
realistically analyze PWR LBLOCA events. facilities, CCTF and UPTF from the recently completed

2D/3D program. The phenomena involved are also
1. INTRODUCTION prototypic, with one major exception. The LBLOCA

conditions present in the experiments selected in some
Siemens Power Corporation (SPC) has developed cases are more severe than would be expected in a

a realistic methodology for performing large break plant. The more severe situation has been found more
loss-of-coolant accident (LBLOCA) analysis or difficult to simulate and therefore represents a good
pressurized water reactors (PWRs). The methodology testing base for the code. The facilities/tests selected
was developed in accordance with the revised LOCA include:
Emergency Core Cooling System ECCS) rule as
issued by the U.S iNuclear Regulatory Commission (1) FLECHT SEASET Test 31504, 2) LOFT Tests 1-2-5
(USNRC) in 1988. and 1-2-6, 3) CCTF Test Run 54 and 4) UPTF Tests 6

and 7 This paper presents a summary of the
The main computer code for the SPC realistic PWR assessment results.

LBLOCA evaluation model is S-RELAP5, which is
based primarily on the RELAP5/MOD2 code. The 11. INPUT MODEL NODALIZATION
S-RELAP5 code incorporates features of
RELAP5/IVIOD2 and RELAP5/MOD3, and SPC Descriptions of thefourtestfacilities can befound in
improvements. The computer portability aspects of Appendix A of the Compendium. 2 The facilities are
RELAP5/MOD3 were implemented in -RELAP5. The modeled with consistent nodalization schemes. Some
constitutive package of RELAP5/MOD2 was modified. major features of nodalization are described in the
In general the modifications included those required to following:
provide congruency with the unmodified literature
correlations, or those required to obtain adequate 1. Each coolant loop is modeled separately to
simulation of key LBLOCA experiments. The field allow simulation of possible asymmetrical behavior.
equations are basically in the same form as
RELAP5/MOD2 with the addition of full 2. The downcomer is nodalized as a
two-dimensional (2D) momentum equations. The 2D two-dimensional (z, ) component. The axial level which
capability can accommodate the Cartesian and the contains the hot legs has a length larger than but close
cylindrical (zr) and zO) coordinate systems and can to the outside diameters of the cold and hot legs. The
be applied anywhere in the reactor vessel. Also, the hot leg centerlines align with the azimuthal sector
SPC best-estimate RODEX3 fuel model was boundaries. The latter results in base downcomer
incorporated in S-RELAP5 for the computation of the nodalization schemes of 6 azimuthal sectors for 4-loop
initial fuel state at power for a given burnup and the facilities (CCTF and UPTF) and 2 azimuthal sectors for
transient fuel behavior. 2-loop LOFT. There are 6 axial levels in the downcomer

for all facilities except FLECHT SEASET.
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3. The core region is modeled with a exceeds the broken loop mass flow rate at about 3 sec
two-dimensional z, r) component. The number of for L2-6, as indicated in Figure 3 by the difference
radial rings is the same as the number of radial power between pump flow and break flow. Thus, there is a net
zones. Thus, there are two radial rings for LOFT flowintothevesseltocausebottom-upquench. ForL2-
representing the central hot assembly and the 5, the pump flow hardly exceeds the break flow (Figure )
peripheral average core assemblies and three radial due to lower initial loop flow rate; therefore, bottom-up
rings for CCTF representing high power, medium cooling during the early blowdown period is not possible.
power and low power region. FLECHT SEASET has a
uniform radial power distribution, therefore the core The 2-6 data show that the blowdown quench
nodalization is represented bya one-dimensional pipe. extends up to about 099 m 39 in.) elevation, while the
Also, a pipe component is sufficient for the UPTF core calculation shows that the quench elevation is about
simulator. 0.38 rn (1 5 in.) for the regular central fuel rods (Figure 4,

HTTEMP-550100214 and TE-51-105-0115 are at the 15 in.
4. The lower plenum, upper plenum (above the elevation). For 1-2-5, the experiment shows the top-down

upper tie plate) and upper head are modeled with quench reaches down to about 099 m 39 in.) elevation
one-dimensional pipe components. while only weak top-down cooling is seen in the

calculation (Figure 10).

111. CODE-DATA COMPARISONS As the primary system depressurizes, any liquid
re-entering the core during blowdown is either rapidly

A large break LOCA scenario is divided into three vaporized (due to flashing and heat transfer from the
phases: blowdown, ECC bypass/refill and reflood. core), or is expelled (due to changing pressure balances
The LOFT 2-5 and 2-6 tests encompassed all across the core or via entrainment by steam). With the
phases of the LBLOCA and all of the important core voided for the second time, the cladding again
phenomena were observed in the experiments. begins to heat up (Figures 45,9 1 0). The magnitude
FLECHT SEASET Test 31504 is a forced reflood test. of the second heat up and the time period over which it
CCTF Test Run 54 is a gravity reflood test simulating occurs depends on four main factors. These are: (1) the
the overall thermal-hydraulic response of the primary fuel pellet stored energy at the end of the early blowdown
system during the reflood phase of a four-loop PWR quench or rapid cooling period, 2) the decay heat,
cold leg LBLOCA. UPTIF Tests 6 and 7 are ECC (3) the amount of the accumulator injection liquid that is
bypass/refill experiments dealing with ECC water bypassed to the break, and 4) characteristics of the low
delivery to the lower plenum against upflow steam in pressure safety injection system. The magnitudes of
the downcomer. cladding temperature rise in the second heat up period

are calculated to be higher than the data due to the
A. LBLOCA Scenario and Key Phenomena calculated weaker core cooling during the early

blowdown quench/cooling period (Figures 4 5 10).
Selected LOFT test code-data comparisons are

displayed in Figures 1-5 for 2-6 and Figures 610 for Once the ECC liquid begins to reach the bottom of
L2-5 to demonstrate the important phenomena and the core, following blowdown, the rate of cladding
the capability of S-RELAP5 to calculate them. temperature rise begins to decrease. As the core liquid

inventory builds'stearn and liquid cooling of the cladding
After the initiation of the break, voidage in the core becomes enhanced, and the cladding temperature/time

due to depressurization of the primary system (Figures response flattens and begins to fall. Finally, the
1 6 leads to core dry out, or CHF. At each local combination of cladding temperature and local fluid
fuel location within the core, cladding heats up as it conditionsissufficienttoreturnthecladdingfromastate
attempts to achieve equilibrium with the local pellet of post-CHF boiling to nucleate boiling, and quenching of
temperature. During the blowdown, liquid re-enters the clad to saturation temperature occurs. Again, the
the core for a short period of time leading to rapid propagation of calculated poorer early blowdown cooling
cooling or, in some cases, quenching of the cladding causes the final quench time to be late (Figures 4 
(Figures 4 5 9 10). & 10).

Test data show that the early blowdown core The early blowdown rapid coolinglquench of the
cooling is bottom-up for 2-6 (Figures 4 5) and is cladding and the final quench of the cladding are also
top-down for 2-5 (Figures 9 & 1 0). This difference is evidenced in the calculated and measured pellet
attributable to different fluid conditions. The temperatures for 2-6 (Figure 5). Note that both the
vessel-side break flow rates for 2-6 (Figure 2 and for pellet temperature and the cladding temperature were
L2-5 (Figure 7 re about the same. The initial (or measured at the ame elevation of a special fuel rod with
steady-state) loop flow rate is 249 kg/s for 2-6 and is an annular pellet. The consistency among the cladding
192 kg/s for L2-5. As the break flow decreases temperature, the pellet temperature and the fluid
rapidly, the intact loop cold leg mass flow rate conditions in both the calculation and data provides an
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indication that the LFT external surface and 0.001 25 sec (the two largertime step sizes were not
thermocouples were reliable and the code has the used for the case of 40 volume core). The results are
capability to capture the major events occurring in a summarized in Figure 13, comparing the calculated and
PWR LBILOCA transient. measured peak cladding temperatures at different

elevations. At a given elevation, the data points are
B. Reflood Phenomena obtained from the measurements at different rod

3 locations and the calculation points cover all node and
The test conditions of CCTF Test Run 54 were time stop sizes. The figure shows that the spread of

based on the Appendix K basis pre-reflood calculations is much smallerthan the spread of the data
assumptions and low ECC water injection rate and the calculation points are distributed in the outer
according to the single failure criteria. The test was envelope of the data points.
initiated with an adiabatic heat up of electrically-
heated rods in a steam environment, followed by a C. ECC Bypass/Downcomer Penetration
period of simulated accumulator injection and then by
low pressure coolant injection (LPCI). Two important UPTF Tests 6 and 7 focused on the downcomer
phenomena, steam condensation in the cold legs and steam-water counter-current flow phenomenon, which
steam generation in the core, are well calculated by determines the delivery to the lower plenum and the
the code. The calculated cladding temperatures and bypass to the break of the accumulator ECC injection
overall system responses, such as loop mass flow water. In both the UPTF and 4-loop PWR plants, the four
rates, upper plenum pressure, loop delta-p, cold legs are spaced about 450xl 35P intervals. This
downcomer defta-p, and core delta-p are in good configuration makes one of the intact cold legs closer to
agreement with the data. Examples of code-data the broken cold leg than the other two intact cold legs.
comparisons are shown in Figure I for the Consequently, the steam velocity profile and the liquid
downcomer delta-p and Figure 12 for the cladding downflow depend on the distances between the intact
temperatures of the high power bundles at 1.1 m and cold legs and the broken cold leg, as pointed out by
2.4 m elevations. Glaesei5. The usual one-dimensional CCFL

(countercurrent flow limiting) correlations and models are
The Appendix K assumptions led to a high initial not applicable to this situation. S-RELAP5 employs the

cladding temperature of 1600 OF ( 144 K) and a low (z, ) two-dimensional component and the interphase
injection rate of 097 in./sec: 24.6 mm/s) for FLECHT friction package to simulate this nonsymmetric ECC water
SEASET Test 315044. The assessment calculations downflow in the downcomer. The results for the cases of
were performed with three different core nodalization simultaneous injection from all three accumulators in the
schemes: 10, 20 and 40 uniformly spaced volumes intact loop cold legs are summarized below:
and four different time step sizes: 0.01, 0.005 00025

Test Steam Flow Total ECC Downcomer q. Mass Flow Rate (kg/s)
(kg/s) Injection

(kg/s) Data (KWU) Data (SPC) S-RELAP5

135 436 1441 548 434 ± 113 368 ± 4

131 396 1451 570 461 ± 62 457 ± 5

132 295 1472 898 1024 ± 1 55 ± 7

133 202 1478 975 956 ± 21 923 ± 25

136 102 1471 875 796 ± 1 1013 ± 23

,L�203/IV� 1 51 1465 1 1031 1031 ± 19 1122 ±

The differences between the KWU reported data data for high steam flow rates, perhaps due to high
and SPC evaluated data are due to different data interphase friction calculated, and in good agreement
reduction methods. The uncertainties are associated with the data for low steam flow rates.
with sampling time periods for the data collection and
reductions, as the downcomer liquid downflow rates
were obtained from the lower plenum mass
accumulation histories, which in turn were reduced
from the lower plenum level measurements. The
calculated liquid downflow rates are lower than the
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Ill. CONCLUSIONS

The assessment calculations presented show that LOFT 1.2-6 S-RELAP5 ANALYSIS

the realistic input models and the S-RELAP5 code 800.0
adequately simulate all important phenomena Col. MF -"4010000

observed in several key LBLOCA experiments. LOFT 60.0
Tests 1-2-5 and 1-2-6 cover all major aspects of PWR low,LBLOCA and are well calculated by the code. The .e) "0.0 -
code's capability to calculate reflood phenomena is 2
further assessed against the CCTF Test Run 54 and 2 50.0

X 200.0
FLECHT SEASET Test 31504 experiments. The
code's capability to calculate the multidimensional N .0

effects of ECC bypass/downcomer penetration is
demonstrated in the assessment of full-scale UPTF
Tests 6 and 7. ..................-10.0 10.0 20.0 30.0 40.0 50.0 40.0 70.0 $0.0 90.0

Time s)
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Figure 11 - Downcomer Differential Pressure for CCTF Run 54.
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improvements in both boiling water reactor and were demonstrated to be realistic or slightly conservative
pressurized water reactor fuel designs and changes in with respect to the data, and uncertainties were
licensing regulations require that those models and quantified.
computer codes which comprise analytical
methodologies used to simulate hypothetical loss-of- BWR LOCA METHODOLOGY
coolant accident events be of an adequate technical
quality. These methodologies are benchmarked against SPC's methodology for the analysis of LOCAs in jet
available, appropriate separate effects and/or integral pump BWRs was developed to be in compliance with
effects experiments to assure that the methodologies are Title 1 0 of the Code of Federal Regulations Part 50.46
capable of predicting relevant thermal-hydraulic and Appendix K. This methodology has inherent
phenomena. conservatism imposed by the regulations.

INTRODUCTION The BWR LOCA methodology comprises the RODEX2
(fuel performance), RELAX (blowdown), FLEX

Siemens Power Corporation - Nuclear Division (SPC) (refill/reflood), and HUXY (planar radiation heat transfer)
as a supplier of commercial nuclear fuel for boiling water codes. Only the RELAX and FLEX codes were affected by
reactors (BWRs) and pressurized water reactors (PWRs) the recent updates to the methodology. This paper deals
has supplied fuel to 30 reactors in the U.S.A. and a with the updates to the RELAX code which included
combined total of 24 reactors in Belgium, France, modification of the liquid fraction model in the annular-
Germany, Sweden and Taiwan. As such, SPC has had to mist region of the drift flux to improve convergence and
develop and modify computer codes to perform loss-of- consistency with the Kutateladze flooding correlation,
coolant-accident (LOCA) analyses in support of many improved iterative solution method, and the replacement
BWR and PWR reactor and fuel designs. Due to changes of Dougall-Rosenhow heat transfer correlation with a
in reactor designs, reactor operations, fuel designs, and modified Dougall-Rosenhow correlation.
licensing regulations, SPC continually updates and
improves its BWR and PWR LOCA analyses codes. This Two Loop Test Assembly experimental reSU1tS(1,2,3.)

paper addresses SPC's BWR LOCA methodology that film boiling heat transfer data from tests(4) performed at
was updated and accepted by the United States Nuclear the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL), and
Regulatory Commission (USNRC) in November 1992 and simulations of in three BWR reactor types were used to
SPC's Realistic PWR LBLOCA methodology which was assess the updates to the RELAX and FLEX codes.
submitted to the USNRC in July 1993. The methodologies
are developed from different bases - the BWR Drift Flux Model
methodology is a conservative model and the PWR
methodology is a realistic model. Despite the different The previous version of the RELAX code used the
bases, each LOCA Methodology supports the desired Kutateladze flooding correlation(51 and an annular flow
limits for power uprate and degraded conditions for the drift flux model adapted from a model proposed by
applicable reactor types. Ishii.(6) The full Ishii model was implemented in the

updated version of the code. Additionally, the Ohkawa-
Both methodologies were benchmarked against Lahey drift velocity formulation(7) was implemented in the

experimental data from separate effects and integral code for the Post-CHF regime. Ohkawa-Lahey had noted
effects tests. The BWR methodology results compared that "for cases in which volumetric flux is expected to be
with data were demonstrated to be conservative. The small or counter-current flow is expected, Ishii's
results from the PWR methodology compared with data correlation is inconsistent with the Kutateladze flooding
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correlation. Moreover at <> = 83 ... has a singularity." change of energy resulting from the solution of the

The Ishii, et. al., modeP) for entrainment fraction as a linearized energy equation.

function of phasic flows was implemented as a part of a The error in the energy equation is measured by:
simultaneous solution of the entrainment fraction with the
slip velocity in the slug-annular and annular-mist flow
regions. This modification to the drift flux model and at at
those modifications mentioned above significantly Uerr= Un
improved the convergence of the code.

Improved Iterative Solution Method where:

The Porsching numerical solution method,(9) Uerr = energy error per second.

previously used in the RELAX code, was limited by its aui n+11at = derivative of energy with respect to time
use of previous time step values for the junction evaluated with the end of time step
enthalpies and by not requiring the achievement of a junction enthalpies.
specified degree of convergence before advancing to the
next time. Both of these limitations have been eliminated This measures the difference between the linearized
in the RELAX upgrade by extending the Porsching pressure and the equation of state pressure at the end of
technique to represent a Newton's Method type of the time step.
iterative solution in the form: per,=Ipln-i or,(Min,, (Un,,

_Mn)_ Uln) _ pn

Yk+1 - Yn k J (y k)(yk+l - y k) am, au, I
tno - = F(Y ) ,_t n where:

where Y1 = kth iterate of Y at time tn+1. Perr = difference between linearized and equation of
p.n+l state pressure

= new pressure from the equation of state
In this form the latest iterate values of the junction = ressure at beginning of time step

enthalpies are included in F(yk). Iteration continues for = fluid mass at end of time step
each time advancement until the convergence measure = fluid mass at beginning of time step
described below is satisfied. fluid energy at end of time step

Convergence Measure fluid energy at beginning of time step

The maximum value of pressure and energy errors for
Logic has been added to RELAX to measure the all volumes is taken as the measure of convergence for

degree of convergence at the end of each time step. The the time step.
term "convergence" is used here in the sense that for the
given time step size the nodal pressure, mass and energy Due to the discontinuous nature of the state
terms in the finite difference form of the mass, energy and derivatives at a phase boundary, a phase change can
momentum equations satisfy these equations to within a result in a step change in pressure even though the
specified maximum error. There are two aspects that above mass and pressure tests are satisfied. Therefore,
need to be tested. The first is the error introduced by the an additional check is made when a phase change is
use of previous iterate junction enthalpies in the energy detected. If the pressure changes by more than 1.0 psi,
conservation equation. The second is the determination the time step is reduced and recalculated. If convergence
of the degree to which the pressure linearization is not obtained after a fixed number of iterations, the time
assumptions used in the RELAX solution method agree step is halved and the calculation is repeated with the
with the actual non-linear pressure as determined from new time step.
the equation of state.

Modified Dougall-Rohsenow Heat Transfer
The mass, energy and momentum equations are Correlation

approximated in finite difference form as linear functions
of junction flows. The accuracy of this approximation is The Dougall-Rohsenow correlation,(10) though known
determined by comparing the linearized pressure used in to be non-conservative, was "grandtathered" by the
the flow solution matrix with the equation of state USNIFIC for use in previously approved LOCA Evaluation
pressure obtained from the nodal mass and energy Model codes like the RELAX code. However, if those
resulting from these flows. code's prediction of peak cladding temperature changed

by a A50'F due to error corrections or modifications to
The measure of convergence of the energy equation the code, the Dougall-Rohsenow correlation had to be

is obtained by substituting updated values of junction replaced with another film boiling correlation. Since the
enthalpies and flows into the non-linear form of the changes to the updated version of the RELAX code
energy equation and comparing this with the rate of would potentially change the peak cladding temperatures
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by more than 500F, SPC implemented a modified form of BWR4 RELAX Pedictions

the Dougall-Rohsenow flow film boiling correlation into
the RELAX code.

The Dougall-Rohsenow heat transfer flow film boiling
correlation was modified by multiplying the correlation by
a McEligot type of wall temperature correction factor('
and is given by: Ohio

04 0.8
'(GD. Pg 0. T -0,

IrIMDR�0.023 k X+ 0 _X) W
D. k Pf T

wo Wb

where:
De = equivalent diameter, ft. 0 20 W M 120 10 Go

G = total mass flow rate, lb/hr-ft2 Ti�e (sec)

hMDR heat transfer coefficient calculated by modified Figure I Cladding Temperatures for Blowdown (RELAX)
Dougall-Rohsenow correlation, Btu/hr-ft2-OF for BWR4

k = saturated steam thermal conductivity, Btu/hr-ft-
OF

X = steam quality at location of interest, PWR LOCA METHODOLOGY
dimensionless

Ts = saturation temperature, OF Siemens Power Corporation has developed a
Tw = rod surface (wall) temperature, F methodology for performing realistic large break LOCA
V = saturated steam viscosity, lb/hr-ft analysis for PWRs. This methodology was developed to
Pf = saturated water density, lb/ft3 be applied in accordance with the revised LOCA
P9 = saturated steam density, lb/0 Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) rule as issued

by the USNRC in 988 and USNRC Regulatory Guide
This modified form of the Dougall-Rohsenow 1.1 57. The revised rule and guide allow the use of

correlation has been generally found to provide realistic LOCA evaluation models in place of the
agreement or slightly conservative predictions relative to prescribed conservative evaluation models as previously
pertinent experimental data. The range over which this specified by 1 0 CFR 50 Appendix K, provided that it can
correlation is appropriate for use is: be established with a high probability that the criteria of

1 0 CFR 50.46 are not exceeded.
Pressure: 1380 to 8275x103Pa (200 - 1200 psia)
Quality: 0.2 to 1.0 SPC's realistic LOCA methodology is based primarily
Wall Temp: 783 to 1255'K 3 g/M2 (950 to 18001F) on S-RELAP5 a Siemens-modified version of the
Mass Flux: 5.6 to 81.41 0 k _S RELAP5/MOD2 code. The RELAP5/MOD2 code was

(0.04 to 0.60xl 06 Ibm/hr-ft2) chosen largely because of SPC's experience with using
RELAP5 for other applications and the in-house expertise

A conservative 0.8 multiplier is applied at high and experience available to modify, maintain, and
pressure and high qualities. properly use this code.

RELAX Calculated Results This paper addresses the uncertainty analyses and
simulations of postulated LOCA conditions performed for

Figure shows a comparison of the predictions of 3-Loop and 4-Loop PWRs. The PWR simulations
cladding temperatures for the original version and detail demonstrate the reduction in peak cladding temperatures
version of the RELAX code. The updated version of the (PCT) resultant to realistic modeling.
RELAX code provided higher temperatures than
previously calculated. Uncertainties Methodology

The latest RELAX code results for typical BWR LOCA The SPC uncertainties methodology essentially
analyses of a double-ended guillotine break of the follows the structured code scaling, applicability, and
recirculation suction line for the SPC BWR LOCA uncertainty (CSAU)(121 approach. SPC groups
methodology, as a whole, produces peak cladding uncertainties into three basic categories: code
temperatures of 1742 OF (BWR3), 1547 OF (BWR4), and uncertainties, fuel uncertainties, and plant uncertainties.
150 F BWR6). These predicted peak cladding Code uncertainties relate to the capabilities to predict
temperatures should provide margin for plant uprate or basic key PWR LOCA phenomenology. These
certain degraded operating conditions. uncertainties are included in the determination of

uncertainties from assessment calculations against LOCA
experiments and apply for PWRs which are predicted to
exhibit this basic LOCA phenomenology.
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Much of the uncertainty in fuel-related parameters is Selection of Assessment Matrix
due to the prediction of power during the irradiation
histories for the fuel rods from which the data are S-RELAP5 and RODEX3 were assessed over a range
derived. Thus, separation of the fuel related uncertainties of separate and/or integral effects tests in order to
from the power uncertainties was not possible. To avoid demonstrate that the codes could realistically predict the
redundant accounting for uncertainties, an alternate dominant phenomena associated with a PWR LBLOCA.
approach of determining combined uncertainties from The assessment matrix providing the experimental data
integral effects experimental data was used. The LOFT base used in SPC LBLOCA application is summarized in
large break LOCA experiments are unique in that they Table 1. This table shows the various IETs and SETs from
were performed with a nuclear reactor using fuel typical a wide variety of test facilities which were used for
of current SPC designs. Therefore, quantifying assessing the SPC realistic codes for LBLOCA
uncertainties based on the LOFT integral test data applications. Comparison of code and measured results
includes the effects of fuel related uncertainties combined for arious parameters from a wde range of tests
with the code uncertainties and test uncertainties. demonstrate the accuracy of the SPC realistic LOCA

codes.
Plant uncertainties relat6 to uncertainties in predicting

PCT due to the design and operational characteristics of Table - Experimental Data Base Used For
a specific PWR. Sensitivity studies were performed to LBLOCA Assessment
determine which parameters were significant and needed
to be addressed with regard to uncertainties. Nominal or Facility/ (a) (b) (c) (d)
boundary operating conditions are to be input for plant Test No.
parameters which were found to be not significant. Plant LOFT 2-5/-6
related uncertainties may be plant specific or associated
with the class or type of PWR; hence, applicability of the CCTF RUN 54
plant related uncertainties must be determined on a plant
specific basis. FLECHT-SEASET 9 0 0

31504/33056

Some additional parameters related to uncertainties UPTR TEST 67 0 0 0
exist, which typically have been required by regulation to
be run at combined worst case conditions. Examples UPTF TEST 1 1 0
include: (1) LOCA break spectrum, 2 worst single failure ORNL THTF 0
assumption, and 3 loss of offsite power. Preliminary (3.09,10)
indications are that these factors may have to be
considered in combination and may be plant specific. For CE/EPRI PUMP
the SPC methodology submittal, a representative 3-Loop TESTS
PWR LOCA case was assumed. The uncertainties are
quantified for the largest double-ended guillotine break in GE LEVEL
the cold leg pipe between the reactor coolant pump SWELL 1004 3
outlet and the reactor vessel. Loss of osite power and a MARViKEN TEST
current licensing analysis worst single failure were 22/24
assumed. These assumptions must be confirmed for a
specific application of the SPC methodology, BENNETT TESTS

3358 5379
The following sections describe the SPC uncertainty

methodology and its application to a PWR following the ZORITA 0
CSAU stepwise procedure. RISO 0

Application of CSAU Stepwise Procedure HALDEN 0

The USNRC developed the CSAU methodology, to (a) Range of Parameter Uncertainty
provide a formal structure for selecting a computer code (b) Nodalization
to evaluate an event, establishing the adequacy of the (c) Scale Effect
performance of this code when analyzing the event, and (d) Overall Uncertainty
quantifying the uncertainties in the calculated results.
SPC has used this methodology to establish the S-RELAP5 simulations of LBLOCAs for 3-loop and 4-
procedure for the determination of total uncertainty in loop PWRs are also part of the assessment of S-HELAP5
PWRs. The procedure was demonstrated by quantifying because they demonstrate S-RELAP5's ability to model
the total uncertainty for the Westinghouse 3-loop type the prevalent PWR LBLOCA phenomena. These types of
plant. simulations have been performed by national laboratories

with other realistic LOCA computer codes; thus, allowing
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S-RELAP5 results to be compared with other independent Monte Carlo calculations.
calculations.

Table 2 - Monte Carlo PCT Calculation Results
3-Loop PWR Prediction For a 3-Loop PWR

The 3-Loop PWR was modeled and a nominal base Blowdown Reflood
case calculation was performed. The base case was a Mean 1 1 02OK/1 524OF 1021OK/1378'F
double-ended guillotine break in the cold leg pipe of Std. Deviation 76.67'K/I 38.0'F 153.67OK/276.60F
coolant loop 3 Loss of offsite power was assumed to 95% Prob PCT 1228OK/1 751 OF 1274OK/1 834OF
occur, and the core was assumed to be operating at 95%/95% PCT 1229OK/1 753'F 1277OK/1 839OF
100% power and at the Technical specification Fq and
FAH limits. This base case formed the basis for sensitivity 4-Loop Prediction
study and uncertainty matrix calculations. Figure 2
shows calculated cladding temperature transients for the An analysis of a typical 3250 MWt Westinghouse 4-
3-Loop PWR base case. Loop PWR with dry containment was performed to

3 LOOP PWR ANALYSIS demonstrate SPC's realistic LBLOCA methodology for a
13... C.8J... 1993

4-Loop PWR. No uncertainty analyses were performed for
the 4-Loop LOCA simulations. Figure 3 shows the

A MO
IOWP calculated peak cladding temperature history for a 4-Loop

PWR. As shown, the nominal PCT without uncertainties is
Iwo less than 1600'F for double-ended cold-leg break.

1�0 4 LOOP PWR DEMONSTRATION AALYSIS

200% Cold Leg Large Break LOCA

RTTEW-550100612

5W.

MP

M l . . . . . .
0 2&0 50 0 751D 100.0 125.0 150P 1754 200 0

T- MP 10M.0

Figure 2 - Hot Rod Surface Temperatures at 0.55m, 1.28m,
1.65m, and 2.74m

Uncertainties on this base case calculation were 0
quantified. Integral test data were used to quantify MO .............

combined uncertainties in the tests including code and 2&0 500 15D 100.0 MP 15010 17" moo

data uncertainties. Combined power and power Tirne (-e.)

distribution uncertainties were determined using a Figure 3 - Hot Rod Surface Temperature at 201 Meters,
statistical methodology, and plant and operating Node 6
uncertaitnies were determined from the results of SUMMARY
sensitivity study calculations. These uncertainites were
combined in response surface fits for both blowdown
PCT and reflood PCT in terms of the significant Though developed from different bases, SPC's BWR
uncertainty parameters. The response surfaces are then and PWR LOCA Methodologies produce calculated PCTs
used in a Monte Carlo approach in which blowdown and which allow safe plant operation for power uprate and for
reflood PCTs were computed for a large number of trials reduced demand conditions for emergency core coolant

varying the uncertanty parameters. Results of the Monte systems.
Carlo trials allow determination of combined uncertainties REFERENCES
for known probability and confidence levels.

Determination of 95% Bounding PCTs for Blowdown 1. Blowdown/Emergency Core Cooling Preliminary
and Reflood Facility Description Report for the I3D/ECC1 A Test

Phase," GEAP-23592, December 1979.

Results of the Monte Carlo PCT Uncertainty 2. "BWR Blowdown/Emergency Core Cooling
calculations for blowdown and reflood for a 3-Loop PWR Fifteenth Quarterly Progress Report, July -
are summarized in Table 2 The 95% probability PCT September 30, 1979," NUREGICR- 1 154 Vol. 1, No.
values listed in Table 2 are upper 95% probability PT 3, GEAP-21304, February, 1980.
bounds obtained from the output cumulative distributions.
The 950/o/95% PCT values in Table 2 are 95% confidence 3. Electric Power Research Institute, `BWR Large
bounds on the 95% probability PCTs. The confidence Break Simulation Tests - BWR
level accounts for the number of trials performed in the
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ABSTRACT conducted at the PMK integral test facility, located at the
KFKI Atomic Energy Research Institute in Budapest,

A smaIl-break loss-of-coolant accident (SBLOCA) Hungary. The PMK-2 (previously PMK-NVH) test facility
experiment conducted at the PMK-2 integral test facility in is a scaled-down model of the VVER-440 Paks nuclear
Hungary is analyzed using RELAP5/MOD3. 1. 'Me power plant in Hungary, with scaling factors of 12070 in
experiment simulated a 74% break in the cold leg of a power and volume and 1: 1 in elevation. It is used primarily
VVER-440/213-type nuclear power plant as pan of the to study SBLOCAs and the natural circulation behavior of
International Atomic Energy Agency's Fourth Standard VVER reactors. The VVER design differs from pressurized
Problem Exercise (SPE-4). Blind calculations of the water reactors (PWRs) of western oigin, primarily in its use
exercise are presented, and the timing of various events of horizontal steam generators, hot and cold leg loop seals,
throughout the transient is discussed. and safety injection tanks. Because of these differences, it

will exhibit somewhat different transient behavior than most

The measured break mass flow rate was provided to PWRs.
participants as part of the initial conditions and is compared
to that predicted by the RELAP5 model. Preliminary test The first Standard Problem Exercise, SPE- 1, was
results show that RELAP5 failed to predict the rise in heater conducted during the time period 1984-1986.2 It simulated
rod temperature seen in the experimental data, possibly a 74% break in the cold leg from full power with one high-
indicating a need to renodalize the core. Once all the post- pressure injection system (HPIS) active and without
test data is provided, a more detailed analysis of the injection from the safety in ection tanks SITS). SPE-2 was
predicted data will be performed. conducted in 1987-19883,v and simulated a 74% cold-leg

break under conditions similar to SPE- 1, but with injection
INTRODUCTION from the SITS. SPE-3 was completed in 1989-19905,6 and

represented an 11.9% primary-to-secondary leak in the
The ever-increasing power of computer hardware and steam generator hot collector.

availability of newer, more sophisticated codes have resulted
in an increased reliance on these codes in the area of nuclear The subject of this paper is SPE-4, which again
reactor safety analysis. Along with their utilization comes simulates a 74% break in the cold leg of a VVER reactor.
the need to ensure their accuracy. Without proper The transient is initiated from full power with injection from
benchmarking against experimental data, a computer code SITS, but without the availability of the HPIS.
cannot be used with any degree of confidence. Only by RELAP5/MOD3.1 is used to make blind calculations of the
comparing calculated results with data from a wide variety of event. RELAP57 is a best-estimate transient analysis code
transient scenarios and plant configurations can the user be sponsored by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. It
assured of the accuracy of the code predictions. is a one-dimensional code which accounts for thermal and

mechanical non-equilibrium between phases in a two-phase
Realizing the need for code assessment, the International flow.

Atomic Energy Agency JAEA) organized a series of four
Standard Problem Exercises beginning in 1984. Their goals DESCRIPTION OF TE PMK-2 TEST FACILITY
were to enhance international cooperation in the area of
reactor safety, offer the opportunity to validate the thermal- A schematic illustrating the layout of the test facility is
hydraulic codes in use around the world, and to expand the shown in Fig. 1. The Paks VVER-440 nuclear power plant
database available for VVER-440/230-type nuclear power has six primary loops, which are modelled here by a single
plants. The events were met with widespread international loop named the PMK. The reactor model is composed of a
interest, and the first three exercises drew participants from downcorner region, a heated core region, and an upper
26 organizations in 18 countries. plenum connected to the core via bypass channels. Core

power output is simulated by a directly-heated 19-rod bundle
All of these exercises involve SBLOCA experiments which produces approximately 665 kW.
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Fig. 2 RELAP5 nodalization scheme for IAEA SPE-4

Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the PMK-2 facility
valve connected to a time-dependent volume at atmospheric
conditions of 101 kPa and 293 K.

Primary coolant from the hot leg enters the steam The RELAP5 input deck was first run in the steady-state
generator through a vertical section of piping called the hot mode to establish iitial conditions prior to opening the break
collector, where it is diverted to 82 rows of horizontal valve. Table I shows the steady-state conditions measured at
tubing, and then exits through the vertical cold collector. the test facility and compares them to those calculated by the
Feed water enters the steam generator via valve PV21, and computer model. The largest discrepancy involves the steam
steam exits through PV`22. PV23 acts as an overpressure generator, where the calculated water level differs from the
relief valve and is also used to bleed steam during the feed measured value by less than 4%. A steam generator liquid
and bleed process. level controller was used during the steady-state calculations

in order to drive the solution toward the correct initial
The pump in the PMK-2 facility serves only to establish conditions, and it was deactivated for the transient

steady-state flow conditions and is not meant to represent the calculations. Calculation of the steady-state conditions
pumps at the Paks power plant. During steady-state required 598 seconds of CPU time on a Hewlett Packard
conditions, valve MVl I is closed and water flows through 720 workstation.
MV 12 and PV I 1. Pump trip is simulated during accident

scenarios by throttling PV I 1 until a prescribed flow rate is
established. MV I I is opened and PV I I is shut TABLE I
simultaneously, allowing natural circulation to be established Conditions Prior to Break Initiation
through the cold leg loop seal. The pump is then turned off Measured RELAP5
and MV12 is shut, isolating the bypass line. Primary:

Pressure in upper plenum 12.33 MPa 12.33 MPa
Safety systems include two hydroaccu .rn.ulators (SIT-1 Loop flow rate 4.91 kg1s 4.91 kg/s

and SIT-2), the HPIS, and a low-pressure injection system Core inlet temperature 540.1 K 546.8 K
(LPIS), which delivers a constant flow of 0.042 kg/s once it Core power 666.4 kW 666.0 kW
is initiated. HPIS was deactivated for the SPE-4 accident Secondary:
scenario. Steam generator pressure 4.56 MPa 4.56 MPa

Steam generator liquid 2.88 m 2.77 m
The cold-leg break is simulated to occur at the point level

where the cold leg and reactor downcomer meet. Valve Feed water flow rate 0.35 kg/s 0.35 kg/s
MV31 is opened to initiate a 3.2 mm leak, which represents Feed water inlet 494.2 K 493.7 K
a 7.4% break at the Paks nuclear power plant. temperature

RELAP5 MODEL AND STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS

Fig. 2 shows the nodalization scheme used for SPE-4. TRANSIENT SIMULATION
It is based on a model obtained from the Technical Research
Center of Finland and is being used after some revisions due The transient is initiated at time zero by opening the
to its successful application at Texas A&M for SPE-3. 'Me break valve, at which time PV21 and PV22 close, isolating
RELAP5 model includes 99 control volumes, 104 junctions, the steam generator. A reactor power transient, which
and 66 heat structures. The break was simulated using a simulates the reactor decay heat curve following a scram, is
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initiated at a primary pressure of 1 1. 15 MPa. Modelling of 15.0

the primary pump coastdown begins at a pressure of 921
MPa, and the two SITs are actuated at 590 MPa. 'Me LPIS
initiates when the primary pressure falls to 104 MPa. a, 10.0 REL-AP5/MOD3.1

Z Expedment
Steam generator overpressure relief is provided by 9D

PV23, which opens at 53 MPa and shuts as pressure falls
below 49 MPa. Flow through PV23 is limited by a 6 mm 5.0a.
orifice downstream of the valve. PV23 is also used to bleed
steam and is opened after the primary pump coastdown time
of 150 seconds. Emergency feed is initiated when steam 0.0
generator pressure drops to 093 MPa. Boundary conditions 0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 2000.0

assumed for the transient include ambient conditions of 101 Time (s)

kPa and 293 K and a constant heat transfer coefficient of Fig. 3 Calculated and actual primary

W/m2K on the pipe walls. The calculated timing of various pressures at upper plenum
events during the transient is presented in Table II.

The transient was terminated after 1800 seconds. The

calculations required to simulate the problem were extensive, 10.0

and 23.0 hours of CPU time on the HP 720 workstation

were required to complete the simulation. 8.0

6.0

TABLEH Z
4.0

Chronology of Key Events Calculated by RELAP

Time (s) 2.0
Break opens 0

Reactor trip 5 0.0 0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 2000.0
Pump trip 9 Time (s)
Pressurizer empties 10

SIT initiation 34 Fig. 4 Calculated reactor vessel water level
Secondary bleed begins 159

Break flow becomes two phase 162

SIT-1 empty 280 6.0
SIT-2 empty 280

Emergency feed initiated 936
LPIS initiation 925 4.0

Ca
ir 2.0

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 9
LL

variation of some of the key parameters calculated 0.0

by RELAP5 is shown in the following figures. All figures

show blind, or pre-test data, although Figures 3 8, and 9 -2.01

also show preliminary test results for comparison. The post- 0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 2000.0

test analysis will compare a total of 34 different parameters Time (s)

to the actual test data. Fig. 5. Calculated cold leg flow rate

Primary pressure (Fig. 3 drops rapidly when the break
is opened, and the pressurizer is emptied after 10 s. This is

followed by falling water levels in the reactor vessel (Fig. 4 Coolant temperature at the top of the downcomer is

and steam generator hot collector. Simulation of reactor shown in Fig. 7 and indicates several key occurances. The
scram begins at s, with the primary pump trip occuring sharp drop in temperature at 34 s indicates initiation of the

soon after at 9 s. Variation of primary flow rate in the cold SITs SIT I injects into the top of the downcomer). The rate

leg is shown in Fig. 5. of injection from the SITs is relatively low until the cold-leg

loop seal clears at 162 s due to the low differential pressure
Pressure in the steam generator (Fig. 6 rises initially between the primary and the STs. After the loop seal clears

and then begins to drop due to the pressure relief valve the primary pressure drops rapidly, increasing the SIT
(PV23) opening. PV23 is shut from 33 s to 159 s at which injection rate and causing the large downward spike in the

time bleeding of steam is initiated, and the pressure figure. SIT I empties 280 s into the transient, and the
continues to fall throughout the rest of the smulation, downcomer temperature begins a slow decline. The
eventually falling to approximately 04 MPa. Secondary temperature drop at 925 s is an indicator of LPIS actuation,
feed is initiated at 936 s as pressure falls below 093 MPa. which occurs when primary pressure falls to 104 MPa.
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6.0 900.0

5.0 800.0
RELAP5/MOD3.1

4.0 Experiment
700.0

P3.0

600.0
2.0 ECL

1.0 500.0

0.0 400.0
D.0 500.0 1 000.0 1500.0 20W.0 0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 2W0.0

Time (s) Time (s)

Fig. 6 Calculated steam generator pressure Fig, 8. Calculated and actual heater temperatures
at core outlet

550.0
1.0

500.0 0.8 RELAP51MOD3.1----- Experiment

0.6
MD_
E 450.0 0.4
FT FL

M0.2

400.01
0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 2000.0 0.0

Time (s) 0.0 500.0 1000.0 1500.0 2000.0

Fig. 7. Calculated coolant temperature at Time (s)

top of downcomer Fig. 9. Calculated and actual break
mass flow rates

Fig. 8 shows the actual and calculated heater CONCLUSIONS
temperatures at the top of the core. The calculated
temperature falls throughout the problem following the These results represent pre-test calculations and by
reactor trip and closely follows the coolant saturation themselves do not constitute a rigorous test of the RELAP
temperature. Note that RELAP failed to predict the rapid model's accuracy. However, the inclusion of some
increase in temperature seen at 1127 s when the top of the preliminary test data, namely rod temperature and primary
core becomes uncovered, although it did calculate core pressure, points out some deficiencies in the calculations.
uncovery.

Most noticeably, RELAP failed to predict the large rise
The calculated and actual mass flow rates through the in heater rod temperature shown in Figure 8. The calculated

break valve are shown in Fig. 9 The measured flow rate reactor water level shown in Figure 4 does show a dip below
was provided to participants as part of the initial conditions the heater level of 2.4 m at the 800s point, but the calculated
and is shown for comparison. In RELAP the actual break temperature does not rise. This is apparently due to a
flow rate as a function of time cannot be directly used as a limitation in RELAP's countercurrent flow capabilities and
boundary condition, but the break discharge coefficients can may indicate a need to renodalize the core region.
be adjusted until the calculated flow rate compares well with
the test data. This had to be done because discharge Differences in calculated and actual primary pressures
coefficients from previous 7.4% Standard Problem are also significant. Figure 3 shows the same general trends
Exercises are not suited for use in this model due to in pressure, but the gradual decline in pressure seen after
differences in RELAP5/MOD2 (used in SPE-2) and this 500 s presents a calculational. problem. Because pressure
version, MOD3. 1. The graph indicates single-phase flow drops slowly over most of this transient, minor errors in
until the loop seal clearance at 162 s, after which the flow calculated pressure will probably result in large errors in
becomes two phase. The flow rate levels off after about 370 predicted times for events which are triggered by primary
s as the flow becomes superheated steam. pressure. For instance, the initiation of the LPIS will
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actually occur about 400 s later than predicted by RELAP 4. S. SLOAN and Y. A. HASSAN, "A Comparison of
due to the lower calculated pressure. RELAP5/MOD2 Results to the Data of a Small-Break Loss-

of-Coolant Accident Experiment of an LAEA Standard
A much more extensive analysis will be perfon-ned Problem Exercise," Nucl. Technol. 89, 177 1990).

when all the test data is released, allowing a comparison of
34 calculated parameters to experimental data. That analysis 5. "Simulation of a Loss of Coolant Accident with Rupture
will better show the adequacy of this particular model and of in the Steam Generator Hot Collector: Results of the Third
RELAP51MOD3.1 itself for predicting SBLOCA scenarios Standard Problem Exercise on the Simulation of Loss of
such as this one. Coolant Accidents," IAEA-TECDOC-586, International

Atomic Energy Agency (I 99 1).
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INTRODUCTION
2) Extending fuel cycles. Aside from the obvious

In 1988 the USNRC revised the ECCS rule contained in Appen- long term saving in fuel costs, extended cycles
I reduce the number of outages. The total annual

dix K and Section 50.46 of 10 CFR Part 50 ,which governs the

analysis of the Loss Of Coolant Accident (LOCA). The revised savings resulting from extending fuel cycles

regulation allows the use of realistic computer models to calcu- from 12 to 18 months has been estimated at sev-

late the loss of coolant accident. In addition, the new regulation eral million dollars per plant. Similar savings

allows theuseofhighprobabilityestimatesofpeakcladding should result from extending cycles to 24
months, as long as maintenance and surveillance

temperature PCT), rather than upper bound estimates. issues associated with these cycle lengths can be

Prior to this modification, the regulations were a prescriptive set solved.

of rules which defined what assumptions must be made about the 3) Reduced surveillance and simplified Technical
plant initial conditions and how various physical processes

should be modeled. The resulting analyses were highly conserva- Specifications. Best estimate methods are

tive in their prediction of the performance of the ECCS, and expected to show that several technical specifica-

placed tight constraints on core power distributions, ECCS set tions can be relaxed or even eliminated without

points and functional requirements, and surveillance and testing. compromising plant safety. For example, the fre-

quent surveillance of accumulator water levels

These restrictions, if relaxed, will allow for additional economy, and pressures may not be necessary if it can be

flexibility, and in some cases, improved reliability and safety as shown that wide variations in these parameters

well. For example, additional economy and operating flexibility do not significantly affect PCT.

can be achieved by implementing several available core and fuel 4) Reduced fluence on the reactor vessel. Early

rod designs to increase fuel discharge burnup and reduce neutron implementation of low leakage loading patterns,

flux on the reactor vessel. which are made possible by the margin generated

The benefits of application of best estimate methods to LOCA from best estimate methods, can save significant

analyses have typically been associated with reductions in fuel costs as plants approach the end of their current

costs, resulting from optimized fuel designs, or increased revenue I icense, or if license extensions are sought, when

from power upratings. Fuel cost savings are relatively easy to assurance will be required that vessel integrity

quantify, and have been estimated at several millions of dollars can be maintained.

per cycle for an individual plant. Best estimate methods are also 5) Best estimate methods rovide a wealth of infor-
likely to contribute significantly to reductions in &M costs, p

although these reductions are more difficult to quantify. Exam- mation of the response of the plant to changes in

ples of &M cost reductions are: plant conditions (sensitivity studies are a basic

part of a best estimate methodology). This infor-

1) Delaying equipment replacement. With best esti- mation can be used by the utility to perform

mate methods, LOCA is no longer a factor in timely, high quality safety evaluations to deter-

] imiting power levels for plants with high tube mine whether a plant change affects the margin

plugging levels or degraded safety ijection sys- of safety of the plant.

tems. If other requirements for plant operation The benefits outlined above have prompted significant industry

can be met, replacement of pumps and steam activity to develop methods which comply with the revised rule.

generators can be delayed several cycles, or per- Some recent work is described in the next section.
manently in some cases.
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RECENT WORK IN REALISTIC LOCA ANALYSIS LOCA. These minimum required features are well known to the
industry (a good summary is contained in the Reg Guide2) A key
requirement is a full treatment of nonequilibrium two phase flow.Short after the rule change, the USNRC issued a regulatory 5

3 - Westinghouse selected the COBRA/TRAC code as the base
guide and a ECCS research compendium and sponsored a pro source code for best estimate LOCA, and added additional mod-
gram to develop a structured method for evaluating the uncertain- els. WCOBRA/TRAC combines two-fluid, three-field, multidi-
ties affecting the PCT for large break LOCA. The Code Scaling mensional fluid equations used in the vessel with one-
Applicability, and Uncertainty (CSAU) methodology was
developed4, and has been used by industry developers as a guide dimensional, drift-flux equations used in the loops to allow a
for their own applications. The structured method basically complete and detailed simulation of a PWR. Westinghouse
involves the following steps: selected COBRA/TRAC for the following reasons:

1) Select the LOCA transient (i.e. large or small a) The use of three-fields (vapor, continuous liquid,
break LOCA) and the computer code. and entrained iquid) in the vessel allows realis-

tic modeling of entrainment, de-entrainment,
2) Assess the code, demonstrate its applicability, droplet flow, and liquid pooling.

and estimate its bias and uncertainty relative to b) The code is capable of modeling two and three
appropriate tests and relative to scaling. dimensional flows in the vessel.

3) Evaluate the overall PCT uncertainty, taking into c) The channel noding approach in the vessel is
account code uncertainty, reactor initial condi- extremely flexible and useful in differentiating
tions, and accident boundary conditions. between fuel assemblies under different upper

The CSAU program developed methods for each of these steps. plenum structures and in examining the thermal-
However the methodology was intended as a demonstration hydraulic behavior in the highest power assem-
rather than a practical licensing application. Therefore, despite bly.
the extensive guidance provided by the USNRC, the application d) Westin house had gained considerable experi-
of the revised rule to operating PWR's remains a complex task. In 9
practical terms, the following elements must be part of any best ence in using and developing COBRA/TRAC
estimate evaluation model: duringtheFLECHT-SEASETprogram. Results

of this program indicated that WCOBRA/TRAC
- Develop a best estimate computer code. could accurately predict reflood thermal-hydrau-
- Prepare a models and correlations document which lics.

describes the computer code in detail, and dem- e) In its review of state-of-the-art computer codes in
onstrates its applicability. 3

- Perform "frozen" code verification and quantify the ECCS research compendium the COBRA/
code uncertainty. TRAC code was found to satisfy the basic

- Develop an uncertainty methodology for use with requirements of a best estimate thermal-hydrau-
the best estimate computer code. I c code.

- Estimate the 95 percent probability PCT with al
uncertainties accounted for.

- Submit necessary documentation for USNRC WCOBRA/TRAC is particularly appropriate for this application
review and approval. because of its resolution of the liquid field into continuous and

dispersed fields. Three mass and momentum equations are solved
Westinghouse and the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) in the vessel in each of up to three dimensions, allowing the liq-
have recently completed the development of a methodology to uid and entrained liquid fields to flow with different velocities rel-
implement the revised Appendix K rule which incorporates the ative to the vapor field. This permits more mechanistic modeling
elements outlined above, and submitted this methodology to the of several LOCA related phenomena occurring inside the vessel,
NRC for review. Some basic results, lessons learned, and issues such as:
encountered during the implementation are the main topics of this - Multidimensi
paper and are discussed below. onal how phenomena

- Countercurrent flow of liquid films and drops
- Entrainment and de-entrainment

WESTINGHOUSE /EPRI METHODOLOGY: - Droplet flow

CODE ASSESSMENT
SELECTION OF THE COMPUTER CODE

Computer programs that are used to realistically simulate the
Several codes are available today which contain most, if not all of thermal-hydraulic response of a PWR to a postulated large break
the essential features required for a realistic analysis of the LOCA must be evaluated to demonstrate the adequacy of the
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two-phase models and to quantify the degree of uncertainty for
the computational techniques. An important part of this evalua- Table 1. Blowdown LOCA Phenomena Assessment
tion is the computer code assessment that compares the results of
simulations of relevant experiments to the measured data from

LOCA PROCESS:experiments.

In order to obtain a meaningful estimate of the code uncertainty, r_0
the assessment must be comprehensive, simulating a wide variety
of experimental facilities and test conditions. The assessment test TEST
matrix used for WCOBRA/TRAC is shown in Tables I to 3 The �4
tables show the important LOCA phenomena, as identified by the SIMULATION U

>4 kCSAU study and which tests were simulated to demonstrate the 0 U

code'sabilitytopredietthosephenomena. Formostphenomena,
both a separate effects test and an integral effects test were simu- E 0

Z 0 0
lated, in order to investigate if a dependence on scale existed in Z U U g� P. M -1

the calculations. In all, over 90 separate simulations were car- Expert Ranking 9 7 8 7 9 9 7
ried out on 15 experimental facilities. Fifty-four of the simula- Separate Effects Tests:
tions were for tests which generated a peak cladding temperature G-1 Blowdown 6
that could be used to determine the code overall bias and uncer- G-2 Blowdown 6
tainty. Figure I shows the comparison of predicted and mea- ORNL Blowdown 3
sured PCTs for the reflood tests. Rod locations with temperatures
within two standard deviations of the test peak temperature are Marviken 16 V/
shown, resulting in 24 points on the figure per simulation. Integral Effects Tests:

A fundamental requirement of the assessment under the CSAU LOFF 4 V v v/
guidelines is that the code version be "frozen" during implemen-
tation of the entire matrix. If, during the assessment, code perfor-
mance is found to be unsatisfactory, improvements can be made,
but the entire assessment matrix must be repeated. Tables I to 3
represent simulations performed with the same version of WCO- Table 2 Refill LOCA Phenomena Assessment
BRA/TRAC, and do not include any of the earlier assessment
studies performed on earlier versions.

The code uncertainty, which is derived from experiments, must LOCA PROCESS
7)be shown to be applicable to PWR simulations. To achieve this, 0
0 r_strict one-to-one correspondence between the noding used in the U

experiment simulations and that used in the PWR simulation 2 P
must be maintained. In the Westinghouse methodology, corre- 0
spondence with axial cell lengths is maintained wherever possi- Z 5

0 0ble between tests and PWR's. Z
V)

SIMULATION 4.Y
Although the PCT is the key LOCA parameter, other parameters 0v _6b0 0 0 0
must be compared to assess the code predictive capability, and P� P4 CJ Q CJ 00 Z = U

must be part of the code qualification document. Typical compar- Cd0 0 0 0 0 0
isons made were: Z.U U. U Q 0 0

Quench time Expeti Ranking 8 7 9, 8 9 9 7 7 7 7

Mass inventories in the system Separate Effects Tests:
Vapor temperatures G-1 Blowdown 6
Loop flows and pressure drops G-2 Blowdown 6
Void fractions G-2 Refill 4
Counter-current flow limits (CCFL) 1/3 Scale S/W Mix. 11 V/

Marviken 16
Finally, a scaling analysis must be performed. The objective of
this analysis is to establish whether the code exhibits a bias with Creare 4
increasing scale in any of several key LOCA parameters. This Integral Effects Tests:

6scaling analysis was performed with WCOBRA/TRAC and LOFT 4 V
demonstrated that a scaling bias and uncertainty did not have to UPTF Test 6 6 V v .7
be applied for WCOBRAJTRAC. UPTF Test 1
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Table 3 Reflood LOCA Phenomena Assessment

LOCA PROCESS: 0

0
z

Cd C1
0 0 Cd Cd Cd

0 V) 00 >1 0 Q c) Eicd u C1
TEST -'y w = CKS

SIMULATION 0 12� 0 00 o -0 -0 = a) 0 0 -,31)" 0 0 0 Q �: r�. 0 P. WQ> 04 0 0 0
cld� 0

z [J. IV. V� c) fn uo 8)

Expert Ranking 8 8 8 9 9 9 9 9 8 9 7 7 9

Separate Effects Tests:

FLECHT-SEASET 5

FLECHT-LFR 3

FLECHT-Skewed 5 V/

FEBA 4

NRU 2

G-2 Reflood 3

1/3 Scale S/W Mix. 11 V/

Integral Effects Tests:

LOF17 4

SCTF 5

CCTF 5

UPTF 8 1

UPTF 0b I

UPTF 25

UP`rF 29
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PROCESS IDENTIFICATION AND RANKING
4. Hot assembly location: The assembly receives different

The developers of the CSAU methodology recognized the need amounts of water directly from the upper head and upper plenum
for an assessment of the uncertainty in all LOCA phenomena and depending upon its location relative to the control rod guide
the degree to which the individual uncertainties affect the PCT. tubes. It was been found that there is a variety of upper plenum
In principle, this would require a complete assessment of all mod- configurations above the assemblies. Each configuration must be
els and correlations used in a realistic computer code. In practice, evaluated to assess its impact on assembly flow during blow-
a less complex approach was needed. In the CSAU methodology, down.
an expert panel was used to rank LOCA processes, and the high- B.REFLOOD:
est ranked processes were included in the uncertainty assessment.

A similar approach was followed by Westinghouse, but this was 1. ECCS flow rates and temperatures: While in some cases varia-
augmented by extensive plant sensitivity studies with the code, tions in these parameters did not have a significant effect on PCT,
to confinn the predicted effect. In some instances, parameters not it was clear from the calculated results that the vessel mass inven-
originally thought to be important were found to have a substan-
tial effect on PCT. In general, it was found that expert opinion is tory during reflood was strongly affected by the SI flow rate and
effective in identifying potential important contributors; however, temperature, and the accumulator temperature. In addition, ECCS
predictions of the impact of such contributors was less reliable, temperature affected the mixture level in the downcomer which
especially when previous experience with other computer calcu- in turn affected how much ECCS was entrained from the vessel
lations was not available. during reflood. in general, higher ECCS water flow and/or lower

temperature resulted in increased vessel mass inventory and
improved core cooling during reflood.

SENSITIVITY CALCULATIONS
2. Containment pressure: A higher containment pressure was
found to significantly improve the vessel mass inventory and sub-

A large number of sensitivity studies were performed for several sequent reflood transient.
PWR designs. Typical results for a three loop plant are presented
in Figures 2 to 5. Figure 2 shows the maximum PCT at all eleva- 3. Fuel residual power distribution: It was observed that the PCT
tions during the transient, while Figure 3 shows selected eleva- location during reflood was typically high in the core. Conse-
tions. Figures 4 and illustrate the core and downcomer quently, the core power distribution as well as the hot assembly
collapsed liquid levels. The oscHlatory early reflood period is power affected the reflood PCT.
clearly evident. Based on sensitivity studies performed to date,
there are a relatively small number of parameters which affect the
LOCA transient significantly. The effects can be summarized as UNCERTAINTY EVALUATION
follows:

A. BLOWDOWN As a result of the code validation, LOCA process ranking, and
sensitivity studies, the overall uncertainty was concluded to arise

1. Broken loop resistance: Variations in relative resistance of the from four major sources:

path from the core to the break on the loop side, and from the core 1. Code bias and uncertainty
to the break on the vessel side were found to affect the PCT 2. Power distribution bias and uncertainty
significantly for all plants. The relative resistance was affected, in 3. Break flow bias and uncertainty
turn, by the following: 4. Initial condition uncertainty

break discharge coefficient These elements are considered to affect the base case PCT as:
break type
break location PCT = pCTjB + APCT�j + APCT2j + APCT3j + APCT4j
vessel inlet nozzle resistance on broken loop
pump resistance on broken loop where:

2. Intact loop 12ump performance: On the intact loops, the most pCTjB = Base case PCT: The base case PCT is calculated using
significant parameter was found to be whether the RCS pump WCOBRA/TRAC at nominal conditions for blowdown
was powered. It was found that for most plants, maintaining 1) and reflood 2)
power to the pumps resulted in a higher PCT, because it inhibited

downward flow through the core as the system de-pressurized. APCTj Code bias and uncertainty: the code bias accounts for

differences between the computer code prediction of
3. Fuel stored energy and ower: During blowdown, the most sig- tests which simulate the PWR LOCA tansient, and
nificant core power distribution parameter is the maximum aver- the measured data, and is independent of the plant
age fuel temperature. This establishes the first peak cladding type. Different values are used for the blowdown and
temperature, and generally affects the second and third peaks as reflood PCI"s.
well. The initial fuel temperature is affected primarily by the
time in cycle and by the peak linear heat rate.
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APCT2 = Power distribution bias and uncertainty: This bias is References
the difference between the base case PCT, which 1. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Emergency Core
assumes a nominal power distribution, and the aver- Cooling Systems; Revisions to Acceptance Criteria," Federal
age CT taking into account all possible power distri- Register, 52 4 , March 1988.
butions during normal plant operation. Elements
which contribute to the uncertainty of this bias, are 2. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Best Estimate Calcu-
calculational uncertainties, decay heat uncertainties, lations of Emergency Core Cooling System Performance", Reg-
and variations due to transient operation of the reac- ulatory Guide 1 157, May 1989
tor.

3. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Compendium oF
APCT3j Break flow bias and uncertainty: this bias is the differ- ECCS Research For Realistic LOCA Analysis", 1988, NUREG-

ence between the base case PCT, which assumes best 1230.
estimate break flow parameters, and the average PCT
taking into account all possible values of the break 4. WILSON, et, al., "Quantifying Reactor Safety Margins",
flow parameters. The uncertainty of this bias takes NUREG/CR-5249,1989.
into account the effects of break discharge coefficient
and broken loop resistance. 5. M. J. THURGOOD, J. M. KELLY, T. E. GUIDOTTI, R. J.

APCT4j Initial condition bias and uncertainty: this bias is the KOHRT, and K. R. CROWELL, COBRA/TRAC - A Thermal-
difference between the base case PCT, which assumes Hydraulics Code for Transient Analysis of Nuclear Reactor Ves-
several nominal or average initial conditions, an t sels and Primary Coolant Systems, Equations and Constitutive
average PCT taking into account all possible values Models," NUREG/CR-3046, March 1985.

the initial conditions. This bias takes into account 6. CHOW, S. K. et al., "Assessment of Scaling Uncertainties for
plant variations which have a relatively small effect on PWR Large-Break LOCA Analysis", EPRI NP-6602, 1989.
PCT.

Each element includes a correction or bias, which is added to the
base case PCT to move it closer to the expected, or average PCT.
The bias from each element has an uncertainty associated with
the data used to derive the bias. Each element of uncertainty is
assumed independent. Demonstration of this independence must Peak Cladding Temperatures
be provided, of course, and requires additional sensitivity studies. 2400-
With the exception of the code uncertainty, the uncertainty com-
ponents are typically plant specific. 2200 ALLPCf2.SPF Fg., I

TYPICAL RESULTS (31 2000-
%lb

There are plant specific differences which must be accounted for Q) 1800
in the uncertainty evaluation. However, in general, it was found 00
that the code uncertainty, the power distribution uncertainty, and 0Q)
the break flow uncertainty all contributed approximately equally 0- 1600- 0 0

Eto the overall uncertainty. The difference between the average, or Q) - 0
50% percent probability PCT (the PCT below which 50% of all -o 1400- 0

'T's fall) and the 95% probability value ranged from -S
sampled PC 0
350 to 400 OF. This estimate is consistent with the estimates made U

a) 7 1200-in the CSAU methodology Estimates of the PCT at the 95% 0
probability level ranged from 1800 OF to 2000 OF, after taking n 0
advantage of available margin to increase peaking factors, core 1000-
power, and operating bands. -0 0 IET

0 a SET
300 - -- ----- ---

CONCLUSION 800 1 200 1600 2000 2400
Peak Cladding Temperature - Data, deg F

While the LOCA is a complex transient to simulate, the state of
the art in thermal hydraulics has advanced sufficiently to allow its Maximum Claddiint, Temperature Comparison
realistic prediction, and the application of advanced methods to at PCT Loc 'a n - All Reflood Tests

day to day reactor design, as demonstrated by the methodology
described here. Figure 1. Maximum Cladding Temperature Comparison.
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ABSTRACT GEIEMS BACKGROUND

A nuclear power plant equipment monitoring system monitors General Electric (GE) Integrated Equipment Monitoring
plant equipment and reports deteriorating equipment condi- System (GEIEMS) is one of the installed GE's plant monitor-
tions. The more advanced equipment monitoring systems can ing applications (Table 1). GIEMS currently provides con-
also provide information for understanding the symptoms and tinuous on-line monitoring of BWR recirculation pumps and
diagnosing the root cause of a problem. Maximizing the Reactor Pressure Vessel (RPV) feedwater nozzles. The recir-
equipment availability and minimizing or eliminating conse- culation pump monitor is an application of condition monitor-
quential damages are the ultimate goals of equipment moni- ing that not only checks and reports signal and data
toring systems. GE Integrated Equipment Monitoring System abnormality but also diagnoses the problem through an on-
(GEIEMS) is designed as an integrated intelligent monitoring line expert system. An on-line rotating machinery vibration
and analysis system for plant-wide application for BWR analysis tool is also incorporated into tis system for use by
plants. This approach reduces system maintenance efforts and the maintenance engineer to further examine the various data
equipment monitoring costs and provides information for in- in detail. The feedwater nozzle thermal cycle fatigue monitor
tegrated planning. This paper describes GEIEMS and how the is an application of predictive maintenance monitoring, which
current system is being upgraded to meet General Electric's performs the required calculations automatically, predicting
vision for plant-wide decision support. the remaining time before the component must be serviced.

INTRODUCTION Table GE Plant Monitoring Applications

The benefits and basic designs of a plant-wide integrated
system for monitoring the plant operations and equipment 3D Monicore Core Monitoring
conditions was presented at the EPRI Conference (Reference BOP Balance of Plant Performance Monitor
1). A plant-wide integrated system provides (1 fexible inte- EOPT Emergency Operating Procedure Tracking
gration of variety of products for monitoring multiple ma- GEIEMS Equipment Condition Predictive Maintenance
chines of different types, 2) consistent user interface uniting Monitoring
various state-of-the-art application hardware/software, and 3) GEPAC+ Plant-wide Data Acquisition and Monitoring
availability of data for plant-wide maintenance planning. In SPDS Safety Parameter Display System
addition to specific benefits resulting from individual moni- TRA Transient Recording and Analysis
toring products, these advantages lead to minimizing the costs
associated with functionality expansion and incorporation of A typical use of GETEMS for meeting condition monitor-
evolving technology in plant monitoring. The basic data pro- ing and predictive maintenance needs can be illustrated with
cessing designs include (1) latest ntworking and digital com- its Recirculation Pump Monitor. GEIEMS uses plant sensors
munications, 2) open standards, 3) graphical user interfaces (over ten vibration sensors per pump and additional plant pro-
supporting multi-national languages, and 4) intelligent dis- cess signals) to acquire non-safety related data in real time.
tributed signal processing. The essence of this design is cur- This data is converted into processed signal data representing
rently being implemented through the next generation of plant and vibration parameters in both the time and frequency
GEIEMS. Efforts are being made to achieve the architectural domain. A single vibration sensor may yield more than twen-
and performance goals of the plant-wide monitoring system ty processed data items. The On-Line Monitor portion of the
vision so that the result becomes a standard baseline. system checks for data abnormality by comparing against the

signal and processed data's high and low limits. Its expert sys-
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tem further correlates and evaluates these data by applying the that are needed to derive quality information on plant equip-
expert rules for diagnosing the condition of various compo- ment condition is required. It should be followed by solid val-
nents in recirculation pumps. A diagnostic message indicates idation of data and conversion of raw data into much more
which pump has a problem, the category of the problem, and readily analyzable processed data. The processed data will be
the degree of concern. The condition of individual compo- analyzed on-line and presented to the user. Quality Decision
nents and the status of al implemented problems (e.g., unbal- Support can be achieved in a timely fashion through proper
ance, cracked shaft, bearing problems) are continuously implementation of an expert system, neural network, and var-
updated and displayed. On-line vibration analysis and dy- ious modeling such as predictive and deterministic models for
namic graphs are an integral part of the system for investigat- diagnosing the current conditions and predicting component
ing the condition in detail. remaining life. Good sets of data analysis tools can be used to

further investigate the quality information in detail to analyze
To meet our plant-wide application objectives, GEIEMS root causes. Such quality decision supports timely actions,

is undergoing modification of its computer system architec- which lead to maximizing performance and reducing the over-
ture and other integration support such that the system will be all operation and maintenance costs. These decision making
easily expandable to include additional applications and be in- processes should not be limited to individual plant equipment
stallable on a variety of computer hardware platforms (e.g., in an independent manner but should consider plant-wide in-
HP, Sun, DEC, IBM workstations, etc.) depending on the formation through all phases of plant operation (e.g., startup,
plant configuration and preferences. operation, maintenance, and shutdown).

QUALITY DECISION SUPPORT For a successful decision support, a system requires, in

GE's plant monitoring system vision is to provide moni- addition to the sound engineering knowledge, easy access to
toring systems that increases plant reliability while lowering integrated quality data which can be analyzed rapidly. The
operations and maintenance costs through the use of ad- core computer technology advances that enable this concept

vanced technology and on-line decision support. To attain include:

these objectives, the system must meet the concept of Quality - Digital information storage technology which enables on-
Decision Support. The data processing to support this concept line access to large amounts of data.
for equipment condition monitoring will require the on-line
processing illustrated in Figure 1. Access to all sensor data - Artificial intelligence technology, including expert sys-

tems, neural networks, and belief logic, which enables

Collect Data on-line diagnosis and recommended action.
- Network communication technology which enables high

Validate and performance information distribution and sharing.
Process Data - Digital signal processing technology which enables intel-

ligent data processing at the smart front-end processors.
rocesse . Native language character technology which enables

localization of the user interface to the user's language.

Diagnose Component - Open standards which enable integration, expendability,
Fault or Problem compatibility, and multi-platform availability.

i I
Diagnose OverallCondition and Predict on rm v a Manual The integrated system architecture is being built to incorpo-
Remaining Life Analy rate all these advances.

TEGRATED SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Provide Timely Decision

The system architecture centers around a distributed pro-
cessing model, using the latest network technology. This dis-

instmmentaton een tributed system uses hardware and software modules
M.n.t.r C..dft., connected by an Ethernet network. Fiber Distributed Data In-

W terface (FDDI) or emerging Asynchronous Transfer Mode

Figure On-Line Equipment Condition (ATM) will expand overall system performance when high
data transfer bandwidth is required. A distributed relational

Decision Support Process data base allows standardized data accesses from any process
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on the network, allowing for the processing modules to be res- which are unique hardware/software that process sig-
ident on different processing units, depending on specific nals and transmit the processed data to applications on
plant configuration requirements. The system's open architec- the network. Industry standard communication sup-
ture approach allows accommodation of new technology and ports the communication among distributed processes.
incorporation of existing systems that follow standards. The
application can be installable on different platforms by using Localization of User Interface
application development tools, available on multiple plat- Support for European languages on workstations and
forms from various vendors. The user interface supports win- personal computers has been available for many years.
dow applications and graphic display capabilities. For Recently, X11 and especially Motif 12 support on
worldwide application, graphical user interfaces that allow many workstation platforms has ade available the
multi-language screen displays are utilized. Data acquisition multi-byte character processing, which is needed for
is provided through a set of networked smart data concentra- languages with thousands of characters. By conforming
tors under the control of a central data server computer. Func- to Motif 12 and the use of COTS software tools, the
tions such as signal conditioning, data processing, alarm system can incorporate user displays in the user's native
triggering, and monitoring are performed by these smart data language and in a standard manner across all applica-
concentrators. In addition, expert systems and neural network tions.
applications can be incorporated. If a plant-wide system is not
required, the minimum configuration consisting of local smart This architecture is designed to accommodate system
data concentrators with a display terminal can provide the ba- expansion and future technology advances. The full configu-
sic limit checking and alarm capabilities. ration, as depicted in Figure 2 consists of SDCs a high-speed

network, and high performance workstations. The actual in-
Hardware/Software Architecture Characteristics stallation can be scalable to adapt to particular plant require-

ments such that if a pant-wide implementation is not needed,
Multiple Platform Availabili1y a single workstation-SDC pair may be installed, or eve a
The architecture follows OPEN and COMMON stan- smaller configuration of a portable computer connected at the
dards so that the system can accommodate new technol- SDC.
ogy as well as work with other available systems which
follow this standard. The operating systems and sup-
porting software that comply with the standards will be
used. The standards that are currently pplicable are: HQh Nf.,-. W.ftta-�

-- POSIX 1003.1, - 1
-Operating Systems FD
-Windowing Environment X 1 1 and 0SF/Motif, %-d.Rh-.t

-Network Communication Internet protocols in- r4l .1eluding TCPAP or SI, (P".t."
d,�k. �m)

-Network Computing -- OSF/DCE with NFS and 3E
RPC.

P�.bl. Dt
C--t.,., gh S..d Nt-k

Additionally, usage of available commercial off-the- D,�Pl.y
Dwfttd

shelf (COTS) tools on multiple platforms provides add- S-.n D.t.F0-ed freedom in implementing the monitoring software on
different platforms.

Mks

System Expandabilily F,.m -- F- -m F- S-,s

The design approach will use Object Oriented method-
ology and a distributed processing system. Object Ori-
ented methodology allows a design that can be
modularized for distributed processing and production PWt Eq.,P.-t

of reusable modules, which can then be utilized effi-
ciently for system expansion and for reduction in soft-

ware maintenance cost. The core of this distributed Figure 2 Plant-Wide Equipment Monitoring
system is the use of smart data concentrators (SDC).

System Configuration
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Smart Data Concentrator the DAS and the user interface enables easier adaptation of
different applications to different platforms. Some of

Much of the monitoring, signal processing, and alarm GEIEMS product offerings for diverse predictive mainte-
checking is moved down to SDCs, which include an analog- nance applications are fisted in Table 2 which shows those al-
to-digital (AID) converter, digital signal processor, signal fil- ready installed at plants and those at various development
ter and conditioners, multiplexers, and controllers in its local stages.
bus. At this level, SDC ay be specific to the type of the sig-

nals being tapped and its processing speed and complexity Table 2 Equipment Monitoring Applications
may vary depending on the signal processing needs of a par-

ticular monitoring application. Due to this localized process- Condition Recirculation Pump
ing power, the computation burden on the workstation is freed Monitoring Recirculation Piping
up from the usual data acquisition functions. However, raw Turbine Driven Feedwater
data can still be requested by the workstation unit for snap- Control Rod Drive Hydraulic
shots and archiving data for off-line analyses. The current Reactor Water Clean Up Pump
prototype will perform limit checking and FT at the SDC
level, but future applications can utilize digital signal proces- Predictive RPV Feedwater Nozzle Thermal Cycle)
sors to perform functions such as spectral analysis, local ex- Maintenance Main Steam Turbine/Generator
pert system, curve fitting, etc. to increase the front-end Diesel Generator

Motor Operated Valves Operability
intelligence. The SDC will normally be placed close to the Air Operated Valves Operability
signal sources so that the length of signal cables from the sen- Solenoid Operated Valves Operability
sors is minimized. The SDC will communicate data continu-
ously to the workstation via digital communication network. Performance Plant Thermal Efficiency

Monitoring RPV Pressure and Temperature Limits
Communication

The data transmission between SDC and workstation will

depend on the bandwidth of the network technology. The cur- User Interface
rent prototype of the recirculation pump vibration monitor

uses Ethernet. However, the volume of data required to be The common look-and-feel of the user interface across
transferred over the network determines the type of network
technology. FDDI is an established network standard that different environments in the monitoring applications and on
provides rates up to 100 Mbps. Other emerging technologies various workstations is the aim of the new architecture. X11
such as ATM is said to be capable of data transfer rate close to and OSF/Motif have been selected for the UNIX worksta-
2 Gbps. The communication design uses high level Internet tion's window environment, where high performance graphic
Protocols to allow changes in underlying physical layers from user interfaces (GUI) can be supported on different platforms.
Ethernet to FDDI to ATM without requiring software modifi- The use of COTS GUI tools enables the implementation of the
cations. The high bandwidth allows periodic and on-demand same GUI'on different platforms. In this environment, local-
transfer of raw data to the workstation from the smart data ization of displayed text becomes natural through Motifs
Concentrator and removes many restrictions on the location of multi-byte text character processing.

various modules to allow distribution of programs and data PROTOTYPING
storage.

As a practical step after the plan/design of the "integrated"
Applications plant-wide monitoring system that incorporates the current

state of technology, the development of a prototype system
In modularized distributed software architecture, applica- has been initiated. The prototype is being built using the

tion modules will perform the monitoring functions and inter- GEIEMS technology that is already in use (i.e., the Recircula-
face with distributed Smart Data Concentrators to receive data tion Pump Vibration Monitoring system). This prototype
and communicate with user interface modules, such as screen does not simply mimic a user interface which must be discard-
display programs. These are specific application programs ed once the concept has been demonstrated. Instead, the pro-
that are platform independent. In contrast, Data Acquisition totype is targeted for a development into a fully functional
System (DAS) software will be specific to the DAS hardware system. The current generation of the GEIEMS system archi-
and the user interface will be specific to the display platform tecture has been analyzed using object oriented analysis and
and software tools. The separation of applications layer from design techniques and converted to a new architecture that
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conforms to the plant-wide monitoring system architecture, centrator. The prototype unit is not a run-time unit for dem-
such that it can be expandable to the plant-wide monitoring onstration but is a full development platform, where software
system. modification can be effected to meet rapid prototyping needs

in a self-contained environment. To develop the better user
The initial phase of the prototype is a small system that interface, the prototype will be enhanced through user-feed-

contains all the data processing capabilities required to dem- back. One of the duplicate units will be located at a customer
onstrate the significant system features. The system diagram site to facilitate the user involvement in the rapid prototyping.
is illustrated in Figure 3 It incorporates a localized user inter- Although the architecture allows easy updates for prototyping
face using multi-byte text character processing that allows different ideas, a video recording capability is provided for
world-wide adaptability, a "must" for Asian language dis- capturing the workstation monitor images in real time to ex-
plays. change user interface information quickly and effectively be-

tween the customer site and development site. Thorough
The second phase of the prototype will result in the fully specification and implementation of system functionality and

functional engineering model that can be installed in a plant user interface are the purposes of the prototyping effort.
for close observation and fine tuning. The prototype will in-
clude expert system diagnosis and report generation. The user CONCLUSION
interface for on-line monitoring is targeted for the plant oper-
ator with simple and easy-to-use display screens, while the vi- The system architecture, which is based upon industry
bration analysis function is targeted for experienced standard interfaces, distributed processing, and user interface
engineers. With full analyzer capability, it can be used to an- localization, permits maximum flexibility for site configura-
alyze on-line signal data as well as archived and retrieved off- tion requirements, system expansion, and incorporation of
line data. technology advances. The GEIEMS prototype is being used

to ensure that new architecture is practical and monitoring per-
The initial prototype is to be operated as an independent formance and functions are what the utilities needs to auto-

platform with data signals being input from recorded tape. mate monitoring tasks to reduce plant operation and
The recorded sensor signal data can be played back through maintenance costs.
cables and directly input in real time to the smart data concen-
trator, which performs most of the signal processing and data REFERENCE

conversion in a VXIbus based controller. The UNIX wbrksta- 1. T.A HUNTER and C.H. SATHRUM, Sathrum, "Integrat-
tion provides an operator interface with data processing being ed Plant-Wide Monitoring", EPRI Conference (I 992).
distributed between the workstation and the smart data con-
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VICNIS A NEW SAFETY-RELATED RADIATION MONITORING CHANNEL
FOR CHECKING VESSEL BOUNDARY INTEGRITY

by Gilles CHAMPION EDF/SEPTEN
Luc CHAUVEL EDF/CIG

Ma'f VUONG MERLIN GERIN PROVENCE

1 MAIN TOPICS This is too high according to the two
following parameters:

BUGEY-3 feedback and mechanical
analyses have both shown the possibility - fission product activities in the primary
of occurence of leaks through alloy 600 coolant can widely vary and are typicall
penetration cracks. below or in the range of x 109 Bq/5

(for the total noble gases),
At the beginning of 1993, at least 4 of
the 1,000 inspected penetrations - the air flow inside the casing is greater
demonstrated evidence of purely than e ected, typically in the range of
longitudinal cracks at various stages of 1500 mly/h and dilution is very important.
evolution.

This device was installed at the BUGEY-2
This relatively new problem is a major plant in December 1991, but its use was
problem for EDF since about 4 points of given up a couple of months later.
PWR availability were lost in 1992.

2.2 - Airborne particulates
Although cracking is not considered by
EDF as presenting nearterm risks for The corresponding sensor sensitivity is
Safety, EDF's strategy heavily relies on higher than these of the Beta gas.
efficient leak-detection devices.

But the monitoring principle cannot be
A couple of days after the BUGEY-3 leak considered as "Safe" because it is
discovery, in October 1991, EDF started impossible to assess properly the transfer
testing or at least carrying out of Rubidium and Cesium particulates from
investigations on a number of various the primary coolant to the sensor filter. No
devices to set up an industrial device for experimental data are available for an
reliable and efficient leak detection accurate and safe estimation of this
systems. transfer function.

Nevertheless, EDF has installed one
2 - FORMER TESTED DEVICES experimental device which is supplied and

installed by WESTINGHOUSE at the
2.1 - Fission products beta decay BUGEY-2 plant.

The first idea was to detect beta rays from Clearly EDF does not intend to maintain it
the noble gases decay. beyond the end of the present BLIGEY-2

cycle.
Differential Beta ionization chambers are
routinely used for the primary system In addition, its routine maintenance
boundary integrity surveillance. requires, at least, to remove the filter once

a month (inside the containment).
But the lowest volumic activity that can be
detected is in the range of 4 x 104 Bq/m3.
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2.3 - Hydrometric method proton oxygen 16 ==> Nitrogen 13 Helium 4

This equipment has been developed and Recoil protons are linked to neutron
installed by FRAMATOME on three PWR interaction on hydrogen nuclei of primary
units only. coolant. The proton flux, and therefore the

nitrogen 13 generation rate, is directly
The basic principle is to measure the proportional to the nuclear power level:
clewpoint with a hydrometric cell and to nitrogen 13 activity can be predicted as a
compare the readings of two cells, one of function of the nuclear power level. The
which being mounted in the air casing leak rate can be thus deduced through
sampling system and the other one being measuring air activity in nitrogen 13.
placed in the air containment.

Its 10 minute half-lifetime is long enough
When the difference exceeds a given to be detected, and at the same time short
threshold, an alarm is triggered. enough not to accumulate in the reactor

containment.
The main problems relate to the following
points: Any leak from the primary system

contaminates the containment air with
- it is not a ratemeter system, which N1 3 The count rate over the energy range
means that if the casing airtightness is too of N13 decay (0.511 MeV) is a function of
low, the counting time cannot be the leak rate.
increased to correct this fact,

3.2 - DESCRIPTION OF THE CHANNEL
- steam behaviour inside the containment
is rather difficult to predict (lack of The DETECTOR is a Nal scintillator
homogeneity). coupled with a photomultiplier, and

includes a built-in radioactive source and a
For these reasons, it is difficult to ensure temperature sensor. The technology is the
the detection of a one liter/hour threshold same as for the well-known previous
in one hour, given the wide range of VAMCIS sensor (for steam generator leak
casing airtightness values (some are lower monitoring). The detector is shielded to be
than 1 000 m/h, but a lot are above). protected from background radiation

disturbances.

3 - VICNIS EQUIPMENT (EDF PATENT) The PROCESSING UNIT provides
spectral. analysis through energy channel

Fifty units have been ordered to the over a 02-2.5 MeV range. These
manufacturer MERLIN GERIN channels are grouped into adjustable
PROVENCE and a number of such energy windows. The energy spectrum
devices will be implemented by the end of stability is improved by taking the
1993. reference peak's temperature drift into

account.
This concerns the former CPO units
(BUGEY and FESSENHEIM), the 4 loop The COMPUTER displays count rates
units and some of the CP1-CP2 3-loop (pulses per second) which can be
units (criteria have been discussed with transformed into leak rates (liter/hour or
French Safety Authority). GPD) according to:

3.1 - VICNIS PRINCIPLE - proper measuring channel calibration
factors,

This monitoring channel is based on the - the nuclear power level,
detection of Nitrogen 13. - an optimized calculation algorithm for

statistical treatment of radiation
It is obtained in the reactor core through background and leak signals.
the following reaction
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3.3 - IMPLEMENTATION Noise reduction consists in reducing to a
maximum spurious gamma rays at the

The containment air flows through a sensitive element level.
special container. It receives "reactor head
atmosphere" through pumps controlled by To achieve such an aim, two actions must
an electrotechnical unit at normal pressure be performed:
and temperature of the building.

- search for a containment annulus area
A second guard detection unit measures which is the less possible exposed to
the containment background. This aims at spurious rays,
avoiding any leak from other locations in
the primary system to mask any leak from - optimizing the shielding properties and
the reactor cover head. The two detection thickness around the measurement
units are properly located inside the chamber while complying with the size and
reactor containment to reduce background maximum weight requirements.
disturbances and provide the appropriate
environment. Cartographies of dose rates in the

containment annulus allow such a search
The piping length is determined as a without major difficulties. At the very most
function of plant requirements, it will be required not to place the sensor

close to pipes that could be contaminated
- from casing nozzle to the reactor cavity under operating conditions.
edge,
- from the operating floor to a level of the The second point is much more tricky to
containment annulus that can be easily reach: the characteristics of spurious rays
accessed to install the sensors. and their interaction with the sensitive

material should be carefully identified.
Considering flowrate, diameter and length
values, transit time is far less than one After a series of difficult tests in the
minute. reactor building at a 100% rated power, an

optimized shielding has been developed.
Thus, there is only a very low decrease in
activity of Nitrogen 13, sampled above the At present, industrial sensors are provided
cover, owing to its half-lifetime value. with a shielding which allows the best

possible background reduction.
Conversely, the time of containment air
recycling being two or three times more
significant than Nitrogen 13 half-lifetime, SENSOR CALIBRATION
sampled air can be released to the
containment with no risk of contaminated Calibration (ratio of the number of pulses
air accumulation under the casing. delivered to a nitrogen 13 volume activity)

was performed using a Krypton 79 source,
3.4 - MEASURING PRINCIPLE a Beta+ emitter, perfectly simulating the

tracer. Knowing the amount of injected
OPTIMIZING THE SIGNAL/NOISE RATIO activity, it has been easy to deduce the

calibration coeff icient to a few per cent.
Increasing the signal corresponds to
optimizing the detection volume so as a Sensor calibration (ratio of the Nitrogen 13
maximum of emitted gamma rays pass pulse number to leak rate) depends on a
through the sensitive element. This number of parameters:
original alternative has been developed so
as to reconcile this optimization procedure - Nitrogen 13 primary activity, linearly
with the limited volume of measurement varying with reactor power level,
chamber to be met.

- Air sweeping rate above the casing.
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These can vary according to reactor types measured with high reliability) will depend
and power levels. Consequently, they are on:
taken into account channel by channel in
the computer. The power value is - the background vakye: the lowest and
processed as an analog data from the the more steady the background value is,
instrumentation and control system. the lowest is the threshold value,

An algorithm specifically developed for the - the counting time: if the algorithm is set
Nitrogen 13 application is used to for example for a 4-hour recording period
automatically transform the signal value instead of one hour, the sensitivity
recorded into a leak rate value. threshold value can be divided by 2.

SENSITIVITY THRESHOLDS Feedback obtained over the operating
channels installed showed that the

The aim was to determine the capacity of sensitivity criterion of litre/hour detected
the channel to detect a one liter/hour leak within a less than a one-hour period with
rate with high reliability, taking account of high reliability was complied with.
various operating parameters.

3.5 - VICNIS CHARACTERISTICS
This channel is an important element of
the Defense in Depth and therefore the - Continuous leak rate rnonitgrft
recommendations of Safety Authorities led
to adopt a probabilistic approach for For a one liter/hour leak rate, the
threshold determination: corresponding response time remains

within an hour.
- a Faulty Alarm Probability (AP) not
exceeding error per year. The threshold - High sensitivity
value must be high enough so as any
background fluctuation leads to less than According to the EDF BUGEY PWR
one inadvertent alarm per year and per operating feedback, a threshold as low as
counting cycle, 0.2 liter/hour can be achieved for

monitoring leaks in the vessel head cover.
- an Alarm Ignoring Probability (AIP) not Otherwise, a leak rate in the range of one
exceeding 0.01. It is considered as liter/hour can be easily detected within one
realistic to reach one chance in a hundred hour, provided the irradiation background
to remain below the threshold defined for is reasonably low.
FAP<l/year when the leak-related activity
increases and exceeds the AIP threshold Quick reisponse
value. In case of rapid leak increase, a leak level

On the basis of these two criteria and as a alarm is triggered in a few tenths of
function of the counting time prescribed second.
(for example to obtain a reliable Reliability
measurement in a one-hour period as a
maximum), minimum corresponding Results are not affected by temperature
activities in the measurement chamber are variations and sensor location. The
calculated. equipment is designed to withstand

earthquakes and it meets mild
Checking that these values are lower than environment qualification standards.
the activity value expected in the
measurement chamber for a prescribed Convenience
leak rate is thus sufficient. Primary system boundary integrity and

In practice, the theoretical sensitivity especially vessel top and bottom
threshold (minimum leak rate that can be penetrations can be continuously

monitored.
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4 - CONCLUSION

VICNIS has been granted French Safety
Authority approval.

A series of tests, conducted on EDF plants
in 1992 to confirm VICNIS' vesel integrity
monitoring capabilities led to such an
agreement.

EDF is able to define the best solution for
a proper implementation of VICNIS
equipment supplied by MERLIN GERIN
PROVENCE and the associated sampling
system.
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ABSTRACT time testing and calibration performed once every fuel
cycle is adequate for management of aging of the

Resistance Temperature Detectors (RTDs) and safety-related RTDs and pressure transmitters in nuclear
pressure, level, and flow transmitters provide almost all power plants.
the vital signals that are used for the control and safety
of nuclear power plants. Therefore, it is crucial to II. AGING CHARACTERISTICS OF RTDs
ensure that the performance of these sensors remain
acceptable as they age in the process under normal A. Definition of Performance
operating conditions.

The performance of an RTD is characterized by its
Four comprehensive research projects were conducted accuracy and response time. Accuracy is a measure of
for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to how well the RTD may indicate a static temperature and
evaluate the effects of normal aging on calibration response time defines how quickly the RTD may detect
stability and response time of RTI)s and pressure a temperature change. The accuracy and response
transmitters of the types used for safety-related time of RTQs are generally independent.
measurements in nuclear power plants. Each project
was conducted over a three year period. The projects The deterioration of accuracy is called calibration
involved laboratory testing of representative RTDs and drift or calibration shift and the deterioration of
pressure transmitters aged in simulated reactor response time is called response time degradation.
conditions. The main purpose of these projects was to Accuracy can be restored by recalibration if the RTD is
establish the degradation rate of the sensors and use stable, but response time is an intrinsic characteristic
the information to determine if the current testing that cannot be altered once the RTD is manufactured.
intervals practiced by the nuclear power industry are In the case of thermowell-mounted RTDs, however,
adequate for management of aging of the sensors. The response time degradation due to movements of the
results have indicated that the current nuclear industry RTD in its thermowell can sometimes be reversed.
practice of testing the response time and calibration of
the sensors once every fuel cycle is adequate. B. Definition of Aging

1. INTRODUCTION The term "aging" used in this paper refers to
decalibration or response time degradation of RTDs

This paper presents the key results of four with time in normal environments and under normal
experimental research projects conducted for the NRC operating conditions in the primary coolant system of
on aging of safety system RTDs and pressure Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs).
transmitters in nuclear power plants. Each project was
conducted in two phases; a Phase I feasibility study The definition of aging mentioned above is based
followed by a comprehensive research and on the NRC's definition of aging, which is the
development effort in Phase 11. The results of these cumulative degradation that occurs with the passage of
projects have been published in four NRC time in a component, system, or structure which can, if
reports. (1,2,3,4) unchecked, lead to loss of function and impairment of

safety." Since the performance of RTDs is tested
The overall purpose of these projects has been to periodically, the degradation does not accumulate.

determine if the current nuclear practice of response Therefore, the word cumulative was deleted in our
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definition. Furthermore, we concentrated on the aging insulation resistance is normally high compared to that
that occurs in an 18 month period, the length of a of the sensing element and has a negligible effect on
typical PWR fuel cycle and the period of time between resistance measurement. However, with moisture, the
periodic response time and cross calibration tests insulation resistance decreases and causes the RTD to
currently performed in nuclear power plants. indicate a lower temperature than normal.

C. Effects of Aging on Performance 2. Effects of Aging on Response Time.
Response time degradation results from changes in the

Normal aging of RTDs occurs from long-term heat transfer properties of the insulation material. Gaps
exposure to any combination of heat, humidity, and cracks which may develop in the insulation
vibration, temperature cycling, and mechanical shock. materials from long-term exposure to high temperature,
Nuclear radiation can also affect RTID performance, but vibration, and temperature cycling are detrimental to
this was not studied to limit the project scope and dynamic performance. If moisture enters the RTID, the
concentrate on aging effects that are believed to be response time may decrease at the cost of a calibration
more important. Since primary coolant RTIDs are shift. Although improvement in response time with age
remote from the reactor ore, they are normally is possible, an RTID whose response time continues to
unaffected by nuclear radiation except for gamma decrease with age could be suffering from degradation
which may cause degradation in the insulation and of insulation resistance.
other RTID materials.

Another major cause of response time degradation
1. Effects of Aging on Calibration. A significant in nuclear plant RTDs is changes that can occur in the

calibration shift should not occur in an RTID as long as RTID/thermowell interface in thermowell-mounted RTIDs.
the sensing element is not stressed or contaminated Experience has shown that air gaps in the
after calibration and the insulation material is kept in RTD/thermowell interface play a major role in controlling
place and dry. Any new stress, contamination, or the overall response time of the RTID. Changes of as
metallurgical changes in the sensing element, or little as a few hundredths of a millimeter in the size of
moisture in the insulation material can cause a the air gap caused by vibration, shock, and other
calibration shift. mechanical effects during plant operation, installation,

handling, or dimensional tolerances will change the
Stress results from any combination of heat, response time significantly.

vibration, temperature cycling, and mechanical shock.
The effect of temperature is the most important. This is D. Aging Test Results
because the RTD materials have different thermal
expansion coefficients causing the element to The first step in performing the RTD aging project
experience stress whenever the temperature changes. was to construct a laboratory with calibration and aging
The resistance of the sensing element increases with equipment and to obtain nuclear grade RTDs. The
tension stresses and decreases with compression project was started with W-one nuclear grade and
stresses. For small temperature variations, the stress seventeen commercial grade RTDs. The commercial
reverses itself but for large ones, the effect is not grade RTDs were included for comparison purposes.
reversible except by annealing. Chemical Of the fifty-one nuclear grade RTDs, twenty-one were
contamination and oxidation of the sensing element dual element providing a total of seventy-two
results from long-term exposure to high temperatures. independent RTD elements. These RTDs were used in
To avoid oxidation, RTDs may be built with a reducing one or more of the five aging categories: thermal aging,
atmosphere in the sheath. However, this leads to vibration aging, humidity aging, thermal cycling, and
contamination due to migration of metal ions from the high temperature testing. The project focussed on the
sheath to the sensing element at temperatures above effects of aging on RTID calibration more so than RTD
5000C. response time. As such, the results presented here

concentrate on the effects of aging on calibration.
Metallurgical changes such as grain growth occur

at temperatures above 4200C. Cold working (or work Next, a computer-based automatic calibration and
hardening) results from vibration and mechanical shock monitoring system and procedure were developed. The
and can be eliminated by annealing, which requires RTDs were calibrated and placed in two furnaces at
heating the RTD above 4000C. approximately 3200C, the primary coolant temperature

in most PWRs. The RTDs were monitored in the
The insulation resistance of an RTD decreases as furnaces using a computer scanning system which

moisture enters the sheath. The electrical resistance of measured and stored their loop resistance, insulation
an RTID is a parallel combination of two resistances: the resistance, open circuit voltage, and lead wire
sensing element and the insulation resistance. The resistance. These measurements helped identify and
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characterize the failures when they occurred. Once results are summarized in Figure 2 along with the
every one or two months, the RTI)s were removed from duration of each test.
the furnaces and calibrated to quantify any drift. The
thermal aging process was continued for 18 months,
equivalent to a typical PWR fuel cycle. Of thirty RTID 0.12-

elements tested for thermal aging, two failed, six
showed drift in the range of 06 to 3.OOC, but the 0.10-
remaining twenty-two drifted less than 0.20C over the
entire thermal aging period. The average positive and 3 U8-
negative drift of the unfailed RTDs as a function of )CD
calibration interval is given in Figure 1. Each calibration 2C? 0.06-

interval corresponds to one to two months. The results :9
show that after an apparent burn-in period which lasted
until the fifth calibration or approximately nine months 0.04-

into the aging process, the RTDs stabilized in a drift 0;02-

band of 0.20C. Note that the results are presented in
terms of an average drift band rather than a drift rate
because the calibration changes as a function of time 000- THERMAL VIBRATION HUMIDITY HIGH TEMP CYCLING

were random and not systematic and therefore, a drift 181vionths 2 Months 2 Months 3 Days 100 Cycles

rate could not be calculated.

Figure 2 Summary of Aging Test esults for RTDs

In addition, a number of RTDs removed from
CL4- operating nuclear power plants after 2 to years of

3 0.3. service were tested to determine the drift of naturallyY)
a) 02- aged RTDs. The drift results for these RTDs were2C' 0.1
Q - mostly within : 0.211C which is consistent with the
Z9

0- laboratory aging test results.

E. Testing Intervals and Replacement_0Z

Schedules
_03-

-0.4- The current industry practice for verifying

-0.5 i; i it ii io it 12 adequate RTD accuracy and response time is to
Calibration Interval perform on-line cross calibration and response time

- Positive Drift Negative Drift testing at least once every fuel cycle. In light of the
results generated in the aging project discussed here
and elsewhere, this practice is reasonable unless there
are plant'specific problems requiring more frequent

Figure 1. Average Drift of the Test RTDs as a Function testing or the RTDs are suspected of deficiencies in
of Time in the Aging Furnace design, fabrication, or installation. For example, in one

plant, a small margin between the required response
time and the nominal response time of primary coolant

The RTDs were then stored at room temperature, RTDs, in addition to a history of response time
pressure, and humidity, and periodically tested for shelf- problems due to degradation of a thermal compound
life drift. The results showed that the RTDs are not used in the thermowell, required periodic response time
immune to degradation during storage. This problem testing to be performed once every one or two months.
can be resolved by recalibrating the RTDs shortly
before they are installed in the plant. F. Conclusions on Aging of RTDs

The aging of the RTDs; was continued to identify The calibration and response time of RTDs are
the effects of vibration and mechanical shock, humidity, adversely affected by aging even at normal operating
high temperature, and thermal cycling. These effects conditions. However, the aging is manageable by
could not be combined and were performed individually periodic tests performed once every fuel cycle.
on a group of RTDs at a time. These tests resulted in
three more failures, but did not increase the average If an RTD has been in storage for more than two
drift of the RTDs beyond that of thermal aging. The years, it should be recalibrated before it is installed in
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the plant. The same argument applies to RTDs that 0 Friction in mechanical linkages due to corrosion
have been inactive such as those installed in a non- can cause response time degradation and may
operating plant for a period of more than two years. also affect the transmitter calibration.
The stability of these RTDs may be improved if they are
first annealed and then calibrated. 0 Failure of seals: Seals can harden or crack

allowing moisture to leak Into the transmitters.
The drift of nuclear grade RTDs was found to

generally lie in a 0.20C band. A drift band is used 0 Loosening of mechanical components in
instead of a drift rate because the drift of RTDs does force-balance transmitters due to pressure
not occur in a monotonic fashion to provide a unique fluctuations, surges, and mechanical vibration can
value for calibration changes as a function of time. result in calibration and response time problems.

Ill. AGING CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESSURE 0 Blockages in capillary tubes and other
TRANSMITTERS passageways restricting the flow of fill fluid in oil

filled systems.
Aging degradation may occur in a pressure

transmitter when the material in the transmitter is 2. Aging Effects on Electronics. The electronic
exposed to a stress for a period of time. Typical aging components of pressure transmitters include numerous
mechanisms that can cause a material's mechanical resistors, capacitors, diodes, and integrated circuits that
strength or physical properties to degrade include are used for signal conversion, signal conditioning, and
thermal, mechanical, or electrical fatigue, wear, linearization of the transmitter's output. In some
corrosion, erosion, embrittlernent, diffusion, chemical transmitters, 0 to 20 resistors are used to maintain the
reaction, cracking or fracture, surface contamination, linearity of the transmitter output in addition to resistors
etc. These degradations may result from exposure to and capacitors to control the transmitter "zero" and
any combination of the following stressors: heat, "span." Almost all of these components are affected by
humidity, vibration, radiation, mechanical shock, thermal long-term exposure to temperature, humidity and
shock, temperature cycling, pressure cycling, testing, radiation. Any significant change in the value of the
electromagnetic interferences, etc. electronic components can cause calibration shifts and

A. Effects of Aging on Calibration and in some cases response time changes.

Response Time B. Aging Test Results

The stresses experienced by nuclear plant The eff ects of normal aging on the performance of
pressure transmitters during a long period of normal representative nuclear plant pressure transmitters were
plant operation can cause performance degradation in studied in a series of laboratory measurements. The
the mechanical and electronic components of the transmitters were first calibrated and response time
transmitter and result in steady-state (calibration) and tested, then aged in simulated plant conditions for up
dynamic (response time) performance problems. to one year. Following this aging, the calibration and
Examples of potential effects of some of the most response time tests were repeated and the results were
dominant stressors are discussed below. compared with the original unaged test results to

1. Aging Effects on Mechanical Components. determine if significant changes or failures had
Some examples of the mechanical components of occurred due to the aging. The results of the aging
pressure transmitters susceptible to aging degradation tests are presented here in terms of aging effects on
during normal operation include the following: complete transmitter assemblies.

• Permanent deformation of sensing elements due The project involved fifty-seven pressure
to pressure surges during reactor trips and transmitters representing five manufacturers. The aging
maintenance. processes included heat and humidity levels

corresponding to normal operating conditions of
• Failure of the bellows. nuclear power plants, heat and humidity simulating the

extremes of normal conditions, normal vibration,
• Degradation or leakage of fill fluid: The fill fluid pressure cycling, and overpressurization. The aging

(usually oil) in pressure transmitters can suffer tests conducted in this project were focused on
degradation due to radiation and heat or may leak determining gross malfunctions more so than identifying
out. small changes or verifying manufacturer's

specifications. The goal was to determine if pressure
• Degradation of diaphragm due to work hardening. transmitters are resilient enough to justify the testing
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frequencies of once every fuel cycle or every 18 to 24 The aging test results are summarized in Table 
months that are currently practiced by the nuclear in terms of the aging conditions, the aging periods and
power industry. percentages of transmitters that were affected, not

affected, or failed due to aging. The results in the last
Since the project focused on determining gross six columns in Table were averaged as shown in the

and unusual transmitter behavior, instead of presenting results section at the bottom of the table. The results
the results in terms of numerical changes in zero, span, from the weighted average calculations of Table are
and response time of the transmitters, the following shown in Figure 3.

qualitative criteria were used to present the results. C. Conclusions on Aging of Pressure

• For the steady-state results, the transmitter Transmifters
instabilities or their deviations from a reference
transmitter or a normal value were categorized as The aging test results have shown that the
"High", "Medium" and "Low" corresponding calibration and response time of pressure sensing
respectively to gross malfunction or failure, systems in nuclear power plants are subject to
degraded but acceptable performance, and readily degradation from normal aging, and must therefore be
acceptable performance. tested periodically to ensure acceptable performance.

The question is how often the transmitters should be
• For the response time results, the degradations tested or replaced. This question is addressed below.

were categorized again as "High", "Medium", and
"Low"corresponding respectively to more than 50 Testing Intervals. Typical nuclear industry
percent increase in response time, 20 to 50 practices for the management of aging degradation of
percent increase, or less than 20 percent pressure sensing systems are as follows:

increase. The response times of nuclear plant 0 Calibrate all safety-related transmitters once every
pressure transmitters are usually very small 30 to fuel cycle.
300 milliseconds). Therefore, increases of up to
50 percent may correspond to a very small 0 Response time test the transmitters in one or
change in actual response time. In addition, the more safety-related channels once every fuel
inherent repeatability problems with response time cycle.
testing of pressure transmitters usually make it
impractical to distinguish differences of less than 0 Blow down or purge the sensing lines as needed
20 percent for those transmitters which have a if there is any reason to believe that blockages are
small response time. present.

Table 

Summary of Aging Test Results for Pressure Transmitters

Number of Aging Test Results
Duration Aging Transmitters 

Aging Stressor (Month) CondItIons Involved Effect on Calibration Effect on Response Time

Not Moderately Not Moderately
Affected Affected Failed Affected Affected Failed

1 . Normal Heat 6-12 1 1 O-F, 65% H 23 61% 35% 41/6 87% 4% 9%
& Humidity

2. Extremes of 3 150oF, 90% RH 1 1 73% 18% 9% 64% 27% 9%
Normal Heat 
Humidity

3. Vibration 2 3 mils at 20 Hz 7 0 100% 0 57% 43% 0

4. Pressure Cycling 2 50% of Span: 8 63% 37% 0 100% 0 0
1 OOK to 500K

Cycles

5. Overpressurization 0.5 1 000 psi 8 75% 25/6 0 100% 0 0

6. Phase I Results see Reference 3 1 7 59% 2a% 18% 88% 12% 0 I

Average Results of All Laboratory Aging Tests Performed In This Project

Straight Average 55 40 4 3

Weighted Average 58 35 7 1 84 2 4
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9D pressure, level, and flow transmitters experience some
drift, less than percent actually drift out of tolerance
requiring a new calibration. t4) With this information, it
is reasonable to conclude that the current calibration

611 interval of once every fuel cycle is adequate for the
management of the effects of aging on calibration of
pressure transmitters.

16

30- Response Time Testing Intervals, According to
the results presented in Table 1, aging produced less

- degradation in the response times of pressure
CL transmilifters than in their alibrations. The response

0- ra times of 84 percent of the transmitters tested in this
study were unaffected by aging. Of the remaining 16

Calibration Changes percent that suffered response time degradation, only
90- about 4 percent failed from a response time standpoint

Furthermore, the search of the LER and NPRDS
- databases showed only a few cases of response time

.E degradation except for the oil loss problem in some
C(0 60- models of Rosemount transmitters. The results of the

survey of the nuclear power industry indicated that
0 response time problems are not prevalent and pressure

30 transmitters are only rarely replaced due to response
time failures. Based on this information, response time

2 testing intervals of once every fuel cycle are adequate,
4)
a.
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ABSTRACT of Electrical Power and Protection System".

An on-line automatic sensor response time analysis - ISA S67.06, "Response Time Testing of Nuclear
i Taipower's Maanshan PWR nuclear Safety Related Instrument Channels Nuclearsystem in Power Plant".

power plant is presented. The algorithm applied in - IEEE std. 338-1977, "Criteria for Periodic
the system is the noise analysis technique wich is Testing of Nuclear Power Generating Station
an indirect method of determining sensor response
time. This technique includes the power spectral Safety Systems".
density analysis and the autoregressive analysis
methods. The system can also be used for long- For the time being, the sensor response time
term surveillance of sensor performance trends and tests in Taipower's Maanshan nuclear power plant
cross-companson of redundant sensors for is according to the Surveillance Test Procedures
predictive maintenance purposes. 600-1-SB-1004 There are 52 safety-related sensors

needed to be tested which include pressure, flow,
INTRODUCTION level and temperature transmitters listed as follows

- Hot Leg Temperature 13
The definition of the reactor trip system - Cold Leg Temperature 13

response time is the time interval from when the - Steam Generator 13 Water Level 14
monitored parameter exceeds its trip setpoint at the - Secondary Coolant Loop 13 Stearn Pressure 14
sensor channel until loss of stationary gripper coil - Primary Coolant Loop 13 Coolant Flow 13
voltage. It is a regulatory requirement to periodically - Pressurizer Pressure 13
test the response times of reactor protection - Pressurizer Level 13
systems in nuclear power plants in order to assure - Turbine First Stage Pressure 12
that te reactor trip systems can be activated in safe - Containment Pressure 14
time -limits specified in Technical Specification. The - Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST) Level 14
test period is that at least one channel per trip unit The surveillance tests are performed when the
should be tested within one cycle. The response reactor power is greater than 75% before outage.
time of a trip channel includes the responses of The equipment used for the tests is Westinghouse's
sensor, associated electronic circuits, and actuator. Sensor Response and Automatic Rod Drop Test
The tests can be performed section by section on Set which adopts signals from 7300 electronic
the logic train, and ten suinmed up to get the total cabinets. The algorithm implemented in the test
response time of the channel. Tis paper discusses equipment is noise analysis method which should
only the tests of the sensor part. The associated be carefully used for getting meaningful response
regulatory guide and standards are listed as follows: time data. In this paper, the noise analysis method
- NRC Regulatory Guide 1. 1 18, "Periodic Testing applied for sensor response time aalysis is
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reviewed by analyzing the signal data recorded in According to Figure 1, the transfer function
the Maanshan's Transient Recorder and Analyzer relationship of the measurement channel can be
(TRA) system. Moreover, we also demonstrate that expressed as
the quality of the TRA data is good enough for
noise analysis applications. And then, an automatic O(f)=I(f)H(f)+n(f)
sensor response time and performance monitoring
system is designed based on these algorithms. If n(f) is negligible, the above relationship

expressed in power spectral density as
RESPONS TME TESTING METHODS

(PSD)0=jHj2(PSD)j
The response time testing methods for pressure

transmitters include ramp or step input perturbation If the process noise has a wide-range constant
tests and power interrupt (PI) tests for orce- spectrum (PSDI=constant) relative to channel
balance type sensors. For temperature sensors, they response, i.e. it is white noise with large enough
are loop current step response CSR), self heating frequency bandwidth, the dynamic characteristics
and plunge tests. The noise analysis method is an of the output signal can be identical to that of the
in_situ method for determining response times of instrumentation (sensor). From above discussions,
various types of sensors with advantages that it we can fit an appropriate model to the power
could be performed remotely from control room spectral density of the output signal to get the
and doesn't interfere with plant operation. The relative transfer function of the sensor. And then,
schematic diagram of process parameters measur- the response time can be calculated by performing
ing in nuclear power plant is shown in Figure 1. step response calculation of the fitted transfer
During normal operation, the process signals always function. The response time (time constant) is
have a small fluctuating part which is customarily defined to be the time the step response reaches
called 'noise' in nuclear industry. The noise comes 63% of its final steady state value.
from the normal fluctuations in the process. The

dynamic characteristics of the process and Based on the same assumptions mentioned
measurement instrumentation can be obtained by above, the output signal can be expressed with
analyzing these signals. The noise analysis method time-series autoregressive (AR) model as:
applied for determining sensor response time
includes two techniques which are power spectral
density (PSD) analysis and autoregressive analysis n
methods. O(t)=1 ai * 0(t-i*dt) + n(t)

i=1

Instrumentation Noise where O(t) is the output signal in time domain, i is
n(O the order of the AR model, ai is the fitted model

parameters, and n(t) is random residual. Once the

AR model of the output signal is established, the
Process Signal step response and time constant of the sensor can

Noise I(f) trumen tion Output 0(f) > be calculated'.
H(f)

DATA ANALYSIS IN MAANSHAN PLANT

Figure 1. Block Diagram of Process From the above discussions, the applications
Parameter Measurement of noise analysis technique for sensor response time

tests have qualitative meanings only when the
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various assumptions are valid. In this section, safety is a process dynamics and is conflict to the basic
-related sensors in Maanshan plant are analyzed to assumption of white noise so that the calculated
assess this method. The digitized data is recorded response time isnot valid. This example
from TRA system which is part of the Emergency demonstrates tat the noise analysis technique
Response Facility (ERF). It is an on-line data applied for sensor response time tests should be
acquisition system which acquires signal data of carefully validated for its physical meaning. It also
almost all the sensors in plant with sampling rate up indicates that although the resolution of tis signal
to I 0 Hz and is mainly used for post-trip or is very bad as shown in time-domain plot, useful
transient analysis. Both of the PSD analysis and AR informations can also be obtained if the number of
methods are used to calculate sensor response analyzed data points is large enough due to that the
times. Figure 2 shows the analysis plots of one of noise analysis technique is basically a statistical
the flow sensors in Maanshan's uit I reactor method.
coolant system (RCS LOOP FLOW 1). Table I
lists the response time analysis results of this sensor ANALYSIS SYSTEM FUNCTIONS
for several data bases by both methods, and also,
different analysis parameters such as fitted Based on the noise analysis algorithms
frequency ranges and added with band-pass filters described and tested as above, we have developed
in PSD curve fitting analysis. It shows that different an user-friendly automatic sensor response time and
results are obtained for different analysis parameters, performance analysis system based on the personal
and little variations of the results are obtained when computer. The hardware structure of the system is
these parameters are fixed. It will depend on the shown in Figure 4 wich adopts sensor signals from
comparisons with direct test methods to decide Maanshan!s TRA system based on PIME 2755
which analysis condition will get te best results. As computer. The software finictions of the system
we can see from the analyzed results, te noise include 
analysis technique can only be used to detect the - Sensor response time analysis with PSD fitting
sensor degradation with fixed input parameters for and AR modelling methods.
analysis, rather than for getting quantitative values - Cross-comparison of redundant sensors 
of the response times. - Performance trends of sensors which can be PSD

trends or sensor response trends.
Another example of analysis is the pressurizer

pressure sensor (PZR PRESS 1) which is shown in
Figure 3 The resonance peak of 065 Hz as shown
in PSD plot is due to the effect of surge line2 which

Table 1. Response Time Calculation of RCS LOOP I FLOW Sensor

Fit Range ate 4/12/1991 10/8/1991 _T8/2 6 9 92
0.020 - 0 Hz 0.60 sec 0.43 sec 0.45 sec
0 125 - Hz 0.50 sec 0.47 sec 0.44 sec
0.125 - Hz 0.36 sec 0.35 sec 0 3 sec
0.125- 5Hz* 0.30 sec 0.28 sec 0.28 sec

AR Model 0.42 sec 0.34 sec 0.35 sec
Added 0.4s/(1+0.4s) High-Pass Filter
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ABSTRACT tors. This was not its original role but exten-
sive modifications have been carried out since

• major decision was made for Pickering NGS the early 1980s to achieve the present high
• Annulus Gas System (AGS) that detection of level of leak detection capability. The most
a pressure tube (PT) leak should be achieved by recent extensive modification for Pickering
using only moisture beetles and that dew point NGS A Unit 4 is redesign of the moisture
monitors would provide "early warning" with- beetles to ensure that they are capable of
out status to shut down the reactor. Experience deciding reactor shut down for a FT leak
with Uit 3 has shown that dew point monitor- without reference to dew point monitors.
ing of pressure tube leaks was particularly
subject to gas leaks and surface adsorption The AGS provides a dry thermal barrier
effects. Unit 4 was the first one to be converted between the Primary Heat Transport (PHT)
during the ull scale pressure tube replacement System and the Moderator System. Its most
programme. Because of the fundamental important function is to provide adequate
change in design philosophy, moisture injection leak detection capability in the event of a PT
tests were carried out during commissioning to leak. There are 196 parallel gas flow paths
demonstrate that performance matched design. with two channels connected in series to
In particular it was necessary to show that leak provide each leak detection path. 64 mm
before break (LBB) would be achieved if a leak (1/4 in.) diameter tubing connects the chan-
occurred in the limiting string. nels in series and connects the strings to the

supply and return manifolds-Each length of
Units and 3 have since been converted. No tubing on the west reactor face is coiled and
decision has been taken to convert Pickering referred to as a "pigtail". The corresponding
units as gas leaks are small and no significant tubing on the east reactor ace is shorter with
adsorption effects are anticipated. Hence dew bends and termed a "jumper". These tubing
point monitoring will not be impaired. runs are the most restrictive part of the string

flow path and most subject to some degree
1.0 INTRODUCTION of blockage. They were originally designed

to provide high resistance paths to minimize
The AGS is used for detecting and quantify- overpressurizing the remainder of the AGS.
ing PT leaks in Ontario Hydro CANDU reac-

Principal Author ** Tech Work Manpower Services, Toronto,
Canada
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monitoring for Pickering NGS A was further
reduced by moisture adsorption effects
identified during the commissioning of Unit
3 AGS. Moisture was adsorbed on iron
oxide and graphite dust particles accumulat-

7 1 ed over the years. Dew point monitoring
was retained at the time by using a modi-

R. -nz fied dew point criterion.

Moisture beetles alarm at much higher leak
rates and are not so sensitive to gas leaks.

"n" They are also more robust and easier for the
station to maintain in good working order.
Dew point monitors require more careful
calibration for accuracy and reliability.

When Unit 4 was shut down for retubing in
C3 1991, it was decided that the AGS would be

redesigned to ensure that moisture beetles
only would provide adequate leak detection
to meet Leak before Break (LBB) require-

... ments. Previously, both dew point monitors
and moisture beetles combined provided
adequate leak detection capability. The

The AGS is normally a recirculating system modified design has to meet the following
which can also be operated in purge mode. two main design conditions:
It is filled with dry C02 with pressure regu-
lation. There is continuous moisture detec- (1) The Unavailability target of 0.01 for a
tion by means of both on-line dew point safety related system.
monitors and moisture beetles.The former
monitor moisture leaks ranging from 5 g1h (2) The leak detection system will alarm for
to 20 g/h but are sufficiently sensitive to leaks which are large enough to locate but
detect moisture leaks as low as g/h. not large-enough to allow the critical crack

length for the leaking PT to be reached. This
The reason for designing the moisture ensures that LBB wl be met both econon-ii-
beetles as the primary leak detectors and the cally and safely.
dew point monitors as the secondary leak
detectors with reference to activating reac- 2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
tor shut down is as follows. During the
extended outage for retubing. Unit 3 the There is a diagrammatic sketch of the AGS
pigtails of the AGS were tested for block- flowsheet given in Figure 1. The modifica-
ages. Those which were unacceptably tions for Unit 4 were carried out in
blocked, in terms of PT leaks, were by- November 1992 and Units and 3 have
passed (reference 1). The ensuing connec- recently been converted to an AGS with
tions icreased the potential for gas leaks in moisture beetles as the primary source of
channel strings which would invalidate dew leak detection.
point monitoring as a reliable means of leak
detection. The suitability of dew point
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The 390 channel annuli which constitute vault penetration to Room 112. The south
the internal circuit of the AGS are connected side supply header extension communicates
in a series-parallel arrangement. The gas with sight glass SG4 and moisture beetle
supply and return for the annuli are provid- M523. The north side supply header exten-
ed by two U-shaped 5.1 cm 2 in.) diameter sion communicates with the beetle M524
headers across the west reactor face.The via sight glass SGI. The return header
headers communicate with the annuli via provides moist gas to cooling coil CLC1 and
2.5 cm (1 in.) diameter manifolds. Figure 2 the subsequent separator SP1 directs
shows the arrangement of connections condensate to parallel beetles M521 and
between headers, manifolds and annuli for M522 via sight glasses SG2 and SG3 respec-
Unit 3 It can be seen that there is a modi- tively. CLC1 is cooled by forced circulation
Red arrangement showing by-pass pigtails from a fan with one on standby. A flow
and supplementary headers and manifolds switch assures a minimum air velocity of 2
to connect into the pigtail by-passes. The m/s across the coil. CLC1 is a serpentine
arrangement for Unit 4 is identical except cooler in five sections with external inning.
that there are no by-pass pigtails or supple- Carrier gas is returned to the external circuit
mentary headers and manifolds. from the top of the separator.

The modifications referred to in tis paper 3.0 SYSTEM ANALYSIS
are as follows:

In die original design the moisture beetles
Both the supply and return headers on the were located in a normally inaccessible area
south side of the reactor have been capped allowing testing every two years. The new
and T- connections extend through the west design requires their siting in an accessible
reactor vault via Room 112 to Room 104. area to provide frequent testing. Also a
The return header from the calandria section moisture leak will be carried as vapour in
on the north side of the reactor joins its the carrier gas initially rather than drain as
counterpart from the south side prior to the liquid From the headers based on the ther-

S pple entary
Heads, Insulation Cbinet

Supplementary

COE>= Headers

Return-

-Supply

-Re

Supply_ supply

E.181mg Su He Emsting Supply H.

E.isimg Rturn Heads, EAsting Rtur He

FIGU E 2
MODIFIED INTERNAL CIRCUIT OF UNIT 3 AGS
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mathydraulics of the AGS. Consequently a flow paths. All the resistances are in the
cooling coil was designed to remove suffi- pigtails including the level of pigtail block-
cient condensate early in the scenario to age. All the pigtail blockages have been
ensure the redundant moisture beetles modelled as equivalent sharp edged orifices.
M521 and M522 alarmed. It was also neces- An orifice diameter has been calculated to
sary to efficiently separate the condensate give te same pressure drop for a given
from the return gas flow using a separator. flowrate. The percentage blockage is the

closed area as a percentage of the total.
The two moisture beetles connected to the Moisture is assumed to condense in each
supply header rely on direct liquid moisture end fitting in sequence until full. As succes-
flow. This is usually associated with larger sive end fittings are filled the resistances of
leaks and are not credited in the analysis. upstream pigtails are included until all the

pigtails in the string are credited.
Liquid Bow to the collection tank is moni-
tored continuously at 30 s time intervals to 3.2 Condensation Efficiency
alarm as soon as the instantaneous collec-
tion rate reaches 2 kg/h. This alarm target is The flow stream to the cooling coil consists
based on previous experience which of the gas flow to the return header at 340
showed this collection rate could continue I/min (STP) 12 SCFM) and the downstream
for an extended period of time without moisture flow from the leaking string. This is
danger of the PT reaching the critical crack a prime input parameter to the cooling coil
length (CCL) at zero power hot operation. programme, PIPEHEAT. This programme
The design analyses which have been calculates the condensation of moisture from
carried out are as follows: the C02 carrier gas along the cooling coil.

The first section of the coil has unsaturated
3.1 Hydraulic Analyses gas which then reaches saturation when

condensation initiates. The analysis is stan-
An hydraulic network analysis programme dard treatment of condensation of a vapour
entitled KYGAS is used to model the flow from a noncondensable gas. This involves
of carrier gas around the AGS and specifi- simultaneous heat and mass transfer in
cally through each string. Superimposed on successive increments along the coil.
this carrier gas flow is the moisture flow
along the leaking string from the rolled joint
location. A separate programme has been

A) RqW. K20-M

written to model moisture vapour flow both
upstream and downstream from the rolled

D�ljoint leak location. This is entitled MOIST- L.N` No H21 NV

FLO. It is based on the limiting case of H.-
purge flow through the string and assumes
that moisture condenses in each end fittin-
which is cooled to about 6oC.

WWI 'J' -1

The flow scenario is illustrated in Figure 3.
11GUIE 

UOIMRE FLOW PATHS U.IN A PT LEAK

The programme considers the relative resis- ... STRING 2.420

tances of both upstream and downstream
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3.3 Dew Point Programme 30 seconds. It is alarmed if the rate reaches
2 ka/h which is the signal for the station to

A dew point programme entitled SAHARA shut down the unit from zero power hot
models the early response o the dew point operation to the cold depressurized state.
monitors prior to initial condensation of
moisture in the end fittings. Information on 3.5 Leak before Break (LBB)
this programme has been previously
published (reference 3 The ultimate purpose of the redesign was to

achieve LBB with improved operating relia-
3.4 Sequence of Events Spreadsheet bility. This ensures that a PT leak wil be

detected and quantified so that the reactor
The analyses described above provide input can be shut down safely and expeditiously.
data to a sequence of events spreadsheet It is also important that it is done economi-
which lists the events following a PT leak cally so that the leak is large enough to
whereby the reactor with operator interven- locate prior to the cold shut down state.
tion is successively shut down safely to the
final cold depressurized state. The sequence 3.6 Reliability
of events for Pickering NGS A AGS beetle
relocation desian is shown in table 1. Another major design requirement is that

the AGS meet an Inavailability tar-et of
The input data involves metallurgical crack 0.01. This ensures high reliability in moni-
velocities and critical crack velocities for PTs toring PT leaks and achieving safe reactor
as well as process data relating leak rate to shut down. An Unavailability analysis has
crack length. This is further supplemented been carried out for the beetles only design
by the beetle response time and target to show that it meets the above target.
collection rate time to achieve 2 kg/h. This
data is obtained from the design analyses
above as follows:

3.4.1 Beetle Response -une

The beetle response time is calculated [Tom
the liquid collection rate and the hold up.
The total liquid hold up includes the
volumes of both beetle wells the connecting
"balance" line and te old up in the cool-
ing coil and upstream piping. The beetle
alarm is the signal for the station to shut
down the unit from full power to zero
power hot operation.

4.0 MOISTURE 04JECTION TESTS
3.4.2 oection Rate

As the modified design makes a greater
Following the beetle alarm the collection demand on the moisture beetles to detect
tank will begin to fill with liquid. This is pressure tube leaks it was decided to carry
monitored by a level transmitter and a out moisture injection tests to simulate
microprocessor is used to calculate the actual PT leaks to confirm that the response
instantaneous collection rate updating every times were within design. These
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Commissioning tests were carried out on Moisture injection tests were carried out
unit 4 AGS in January 1993 ollowing full during Commissioning to show that the
scale channel replacement. AGS performed according to design and

confirmed the sequence o events which
Two channel strings were chosen, N20-020 showed there was a suitable margin
and V15-W15N16-W15, both o which are between the final crack length and critical
limiting in terms of moisture response. The crack length in the cold depressurized state.
moisture Bow path for the former is shown This demonstrated that LBB was achieved -
in Figure 3 It was not possible to inject an AGS prerequisite.
moisture directly into a channel because of
the subsequent liquid hold up which would 6.0 REFERENCES
require vacuum drying. Analyses were carried
out to calculate the resulting moisture low at (1) Kenchington, J.M., 'Pickering NGS A
the return header so that moisture injection Unit 3 Annulus Gas System Pigtail Blockage
could be carried out here. The system was Programme", Annual CNS Conference,
operated in purge mode to ensure all the Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, June 1991.
moisture was continuously removed from
the AGS. The AGS was fully instrumented (2) Kenchington, J.M. et al., 'An Overview
with data logging to ensure the performance of the Development of Leak Detection
of each of the main items of equipment could Monitoring for Ontario Hydro Nuclear
be measured and compared with theory. Stations", Annual CNS Conference, St.

John, NB, June 1987.
A comparison of the measured and predicted
results for string N20-020 is given in Figure
4 Tis shows collection rate as a function of M.PW L-k Bk Id.0
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be credited for leak detection. 'NaM-
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Redesigning the Pickering NGS A AGS to rely TAKE 

on moisture beetles as the only means o leak I �EWMCK OF VW" FOLLOW- NJ MAC. PM�TIM

detection initiating reactor shut down has
been successful. It overcomes the problems
of gas leaks and moisture adsorption which
have significant effects on leak detection
capability.
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ABSTRACT It has been proposed that an on-line monitoring
system can be implemented in a nuclear power plant to

Process instrumentation channels in nuclear power record the output of the instrument channels while the
plants are calibrated at every refueling outage and plant is operating, and use simple averaging and
surveillance tested once every month or once every intercomparison techniques to identify those channels
quarter depending on the plant. These activities usually that are drifting. This will help limit the hands-on
involve extensive manpower and personnel radiation calibration activity to those channels that have drifted,
exposure, and have the potential of producing and thereby reduce as much as 90 percent of the effort
maintenance-induced errors, reactor trips, and wear currently spent in calibration of process instrumentation
and tear of the plant equipment. A search of the channels in nuclear power plants.
Licensee Event Report (LER) database has shown that
a notable number of instrumentation problems and This paper presents the results of a research and
plant trips have been caused by hands-on maintenance development effort being conducted for the U.S.
and testing activities. Furthermore, a review of Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to evaluate the
historical calibration and surveillance data from nuclear adequacy of on-line monitoring techniques for
power plants has revealed that less than ton percent of instrumentcalibration reduction in nuclearpower plants.
instrument channels are normally found to drift out of The project includes both laboratory and field tests.
tolerance over a typical fuel cycle of eighteen months. The laboratory tests are performed in a water test loop
That is, a majority of the effort currently spent on consisting of numerous sensors and signal conditioning
calibration of instrument channels can be saved if a equipment. The field tests are performed at the
means is established to identify ahead of time those McGuire Nuclear Power Station. This is a four loop
instrument channels which drift, and must therefore be Westinghouse Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) that is
calibrated. operated by the Duke Power Company who is serving

as the host utility for the project. Approximately 70 live
signals from the primary and secondary circuits of the

1. INTRODUCTION plant are being monitored at McGuire for drift. To date,
the laboratory and field tests have shown that the

The process instrumentation channels in nuclear on-line monitoring technique is a viable approach for
power plants are calibrated periodically to ensure a safe testing the calibration stability of process
and efficient operation. In most cases, these instrumentation channels.
calibrations involve hands-on procedures which require
physical access to the process sensors and 11. TECHNJCAL BACKGROUND
involve extensive manpower and radiation exposure to
the test personnel as well as maintenance-induced Following the 1979 accident at the Three Mile
wear and tear of the plant equipment. Furthermore, a Island Nuclear Power Station Unit 2 the NFIC
review of historical calibration data from nuclear power implemented a number of new requirements to ensure
plants has shown that less than ten percent of the that the reactor operators are provided with accurate,
instrument channels in nuclear power plants are found timely, and reliable information about the status of the
out of calibration. plant under normal and accident conditions.
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To ensure that reliable signals are used in of each channel from the average of all channels
operator aids, the Electric Power Research Institute (excluding the outliers). This method is popular in
(EPRI) initiated research and development activities in PWRs for on-line testing of calibration of temperature
the early W Os in an area that is now known as "signal sensors at isothermal conditions. In this application,
validation.' Signal validation techniques have been the method is referred to as cross calibration (Figure 1).
used previously in the aerospace and aviation
industries for flight control and space vehicle A problem with the like signal comparison
applications. technique is that it may not account for common mode

drift unless a newly calibrated sensor is included in the
Signal validation consists of a variety of signal comparison and/or a method such as analytical

processing techniques implemented in nuclear power redundancy, as defined below, is used to provide an
plants to ensure that sensor drift, response time independent estimate of the process parameter.
degradation, bias, noise, and other sensor or system
anomalies do not mislead the reactor operators. Signal B. Analytical Redundancy
validation depends on the redundancy of sensors in
nuclear power plants and the physical relationships This method is used when an adequate number of
between the process parameters to check the physically redundant channels is not available for
consistency of the measurements, predict the expected intercomparison and when an independent measure of
values of process variables, and detect, isolate, and a process parameter is needed to account for common
characterize any significant anomaly in the instrument mode drift. Analytical redundancy depends on theory
channel. to produce fictitious sensors or instrument channels to

increase the redundancy. More specifically, it uses a
EPRI's efforts in the signal validation area have not group of diverse signals as the input to a physical or

only produced improvements in operator aids, but also empirical model to produce a new signal that has a
have laid the foundation for the development of on-line relationship with the group. Figure 2 illustrates the
methods for testing the calibration of instrument principle of analytical redundancy.
channels. In addition to EPRI a number of research
and development organizations, universities, national C. Parity Space
laboratories, and utilities have worked in the signal
validation area. As a result, numerous techniques have This method is used to determine the consistency
been researched or developed and documented under between a group of redundant signals. The common
a variety of names. Three examples of these components of the signals are subtracted out and the
techniques are described below. remaining components are compared, two at a time.

Based on the differences between the residual
A. Like Signal Comparison components in each pair, an inconsistency index is

(Cross Calibration) generated and used for diagnostics. This index is also
used as a weighting factor in weighted averaging of

This method involves scanning the output of a redundant signals. - Signals with low inconsistency
number of instrument channels that are measuring the indices are weighted more than signals with high
same process parameter and determining the deviation inconsistency indices.

MS-D� RLK06�

Deviations

T, From Average

T2 T - T = AT1

T3 Averagin T2 - T = AT2
T No-

Tj + T2+ +Tn
T Best Estimate of

Process Parameter Tn - = ATn

Tin

Figure 1. Illustration of Principle of Cross Calibration
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Figure 2 Principle of Analytical Redundancy

111. VALIDATION OF ON-LINE MONITORING An empirical model of the laboratory loop was
TECHNIQUES developed and validated with data from the sensors in

the loop. Representative results are shown in Figure 3
The nuclear power industry has been interested in in terms of time history plots for a temperature signal.

implementing on-line monitoring techniques to extend It is apparent that the model prediction agrees
the frequency of calibration of rocess instrumentation reasonably well with the measured data indicating thep
channels in nuclear power plants. Although a lot of validity of the model.
effort has been spent on development of on-line
monitoring equipment and techniques in the last ten
years, a systematic effort is yet to be completed on 100
validation of these equipment and techniques. The
research and development effort reported in this paper

U. 95
is the first systematic aempt in determining the
feasibility and accuracy of on-line monitoring
techniques for instrument calibration reduction in 90
nuclear power plants. To date, a Phase I project has Wbeen completed and a Phase 11 effort is underway. The 2

= 85
Phase 11 effort is a two year R & D project to be E - Actual

completed by October 1994. CL
E

80 Model
The results of the Phase I effort have been

documented in the NUREG/CR-5903, which h been
written by AMS under a contract with the NRC. ?$ This 75

report documents the initial efforts involving both 11:02 12:00 12:57 13:55 14:52 15:50

laboratory and in-plant validation research conducted Time

under a joint R & D effort between AMS, the NRC, and

Duke Power Company.

Figure 3 Agreement Between Results of Empirical

A. Laboratory Test Results Model and Actual Temperature Data

The feasibility of on-line monitoring techniques are

being studied through a series of experiments An example oftransient temperature data is shown

performed on representative temperature and pressure in Figure 4 for four thermocouples tested in the loop

sensors and associated signal conditioning equipment from start up through steady-state conditions. The

installed in a laboratory test loop.
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model prediction is not shown in this figure but the change in the deviation plot.
actual loop temperature as measured with a calibrated
RTD is shown. Following the initial transients during The delta and plots of the types discussed above
the loop start up, the thermocouples track the actual serve to provide a database of information to be used
process temperature to within about F as shown in as a learning tool in developing the experience that is
the deviation plot of Figure 4 The deviation plot necessary to interpret the drift behavior of various
represents the difference between each signal and the combinations of signals.
average of all signals in the group. The significance of
these plots is that they provide confirmation that the WKROWA-01A

tests, data acquisition, and data analysis algorithms 2.6
developed for the project are performing as expected. Transmitter Cali
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Figure 4 Agreement Between Five Temperature

Sensors Monitoring the Loop Temperature Figure 5. Bias and Drift in Transmitter Signals

from Startup to Steady-State

B. In-Plant Test Results

Figure shows time history traces for three flow
transmitters installed in the laboratory test loop, with a The in-plant validation of on-line monitoring

drift intentionally induced in T-1-1 to show how the techniques is being performed at the McGuire Nuclear

drift manifests itself in the deviation plot. Note that the Power Station. The monitoring began in March 1992 at

drift in T-1-1 causes all three signals to exhibit drift the beginning of the plant's eighth fuel cycle and wl

behavior in the deviation plot at the beginning of the continue for two complete fuel cycles, Approximately

data. Also, note the sudden shift in the deviation traces 170 signals from both safety and non-safety related

at about 600 minutes into the data. This occurs instrument channels are being monitored.

because T-1 -1 is excluded from the average at this

point in time when its deviation exceeds a preset The main purpose of the in-plant validation effort

criteria. This causes all three signals to exhibit a step is to determine if the on-line monitoring system is able
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to identify the channel drifts that are normally identified In addition to simple drift analysis, empirical
by hands-on calibrations. An example of results of this modeling techniques were used in the processing of
validation work is given in Figure 6 which shows a the McGuire data for detection of calibration drift.
comparison between the hands-on calibration results Several process conditions at McGuire have been
and on-line monitoring results for three pressurizer level modeled using the empirical techniques. Figures and
transmitters. The close agreement between the two 9 illustrate the results of this modeling for feedwater
results for each of the three transmitters aests to the flow and steam generator level transmitters during a
validity of the on-line monitoring method. In a similar reactor power ascension transient. In each of these
manner, Figure 7 shows on-line monitoring results for figures, the model prediction and the actual measured
a redundant group of steam generator level values for the process conditions are shown. The close
transmitters. As seen in this figure, one of the agreement between the model prediction and the
transmitters was successfully identified by on-line measured data indicates the validity of the empirical
monitoring as a faulty transmitter and subsequently models.
replaced.

0.8 Validation Results 100 Feedwater Flow Loop JDH103A-01A
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80 I
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Figure 6 Hands-On Versus On-Line Calibration Testing Figure 8. Empirical Modeling Results for a Feedwater
Results for Three Pressurizer Level Transmitters Flow Transmitter at McGuire
at the McGuire Nuclear Plant
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Figure 7 On-Line Detection of Calibration Deviations Figure 9 Empirical Modeling Results for a Steam
of a Faulty Pressure Transmitter Generator Level Transmitter at McGuire
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ABSTRACT different designs or manufacturers to determine which
design or manufacturer provides a better response

A review of modern techniques for in-situ response time time.
testing of resistance temperature detectors (RTDs), and
pressure, level and flow transmitters is presented. The plunge test results have very little bearing on
These techniques have been developed and validated the response time of an RTD after it is installed in an
for use in pressurized and boiling water reactors. The operating process. Due to the effect of installation and
significance of the modern techniques is that they process conditions, the response time of an installed
permit testing of installed sensors at process operating RTD can only be identified by in-situ testing using the
conditions and thereby provide the actual in-service LCSR method.
response times of the sensors.

The CSR test is performed by connecting the RTD
1. INTRODUCTION to one arm of a Wheatstone bridge and changing the

bridge current from a few milliamperes to a level of
Response time testing is performed on RTDs and about 40 to 80 milliamperes (mA). The step change in

pressure transmitters in nuclear power plants to satisfy current produces Joule heating in the RTD element and
the plant technical specification requirements and causes its resistance to increase in proportion to the
comply with regulatory regulations. The tests are RTD's ability to dissipate the heat to the environment.
performed once every fuel cycle in most plants in the The transient change in RTD resistance produces a
U.S. and some plants in Europe and other countries. transient voltage signal at the output of the Wheatstone
In almost all of these plants, the response time bridge which is referred to as the LCSR transient or the
measurements are performed using a method called LCSR data for the RTD (Figure 1). This transient is then
the Loop Current Step Response CSR) test for RTDs analyzed to provide the response time of the RTD
and a method called the Noise Analysis technique for under the conditions tested. The analysis involves
pressure, level, and flow transmitters. fitting the ILCSR transient to a heat transfer model to

transform the internal heating data to yield the transient
response time of the RTD as if it was exposed to a

This paper presents the details of the LCSR and sudden change in the surrounding temperature.
Noise Analysis techniques. The advantage of these
techniques is that they permit remote testing of sensors
from outside the reactor containment and account for
all installation and process condition effects on R1

response time.

II. RESPONSE TIME TESTING OF RTDs LU

The response time of an RTD can be measured in
a laboratory using a method called the plunge test.
The plunge test provides a baseline res onse time
value which is useful for comparing a group of RTDs or co
thermowells to ensure that they provide comparable RS

and consistent response times. The plunge test is also
useful for testing the response times of RTDs of Figure 1. Illustration of Principle of LCSR Method for RTDs
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The validity of the LCSR test depends on two and determine the accuracy of the LCSR method for the
assumptions about the physical location of the sensing sensor design being validated.
element in the sensing tip of the sensor. The two
assumptions are: Table presents typical validation results for

representative RTDs tested in the laboratory in room
• The heat transfer between the sensor and its temperature water at a flow rate of 3 feet per second

surrounding fluid must be one dimensional (-1 meter/second). The reasonable agreement
(radial). between the plunge and the LCSR test results shown in

this table indicates that the sensors shown are in-situ
testable by the LCSR method. To date, the LCSR

• The sensing element of the sensor must be method has been validated for RTDs from a majority of
located at the center of the sensor assembly or manufacturers of nuclear-grade RTDs including Conax,
there must be little heat capacity between the Degussa, RdF, Rosemount, and Weed. Based on the
sensing element and the centerline of the sensor results of these validations, the accuracy of the CSR
assembly. method has been established as ±10 percent.

These assumptions must be satisfied for the heat The LCSR method can also be used for in-situ
transfer to and from the sensing element to be response time testing of installed thermocouples. The
unidirectional and for the LCSR transient to be details of the LCSR method for thermocouples are
transformable to the plunge test transient. The only presented in reference 2 Figure 2 shows the
reliable and practical method to ensure that these equipment setup for LCSR testing of a thermocouple.
assumptions are adequately satisfied and that the LCSR Unlike RTIDs, the resistance of thermocouples is
test is valid for the RTD is to perform experimental distributed along the hermocouple wire as opposed to
measurements. The validation should involve a plunge being concentrated at the sensing junction. As such,
test followed by an LCSR test performed under the the CSR test of thermocouples requires a few amperes
same test conditions on each RTD design to be of heating current in contrast with RTDs that are tested
validated. The LCSR data is then analyzed, and the with less than 1 00 mA. Furthermore, in CSR testing of
response time result is compared with that of the thermocouples, the sensor is first heated and its output
corresponding plunge test result to establish the validity is recorded after the heating is stopped (Figure 3).

Table 
LCSR Validation Results

RTID Response Time (sec) Percent
Number Plunge LCSR Difference

1 7.1 7.2 1.4
2 6.3 6.6 4.8
3 4.9 4.9 0.0

4 5.2 5.3 1.9
5 2.8 2.6 -7.1
6 3.1 3.1 0.0

7 0.38 0.42 10.5
8 4.8 4.5 -6.3
9 4.6 4.2 -8.7

10 2.0 2.1 5.0
11 3.5 3.4 -2.9
12 2.7 2.9 7.4

13 11.7 12.3 5.1
14 2.0 2.1 5.0
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Figure 3 A Typical LCSR Transient for a Thermocouple

Figure 4 shows the schematic of a hydraulic pressure
generator. The pressure test signal, as generated by this
equipment. is applied to the transmitter under test and
simultaneously to a high speed reference transmitter. The
outputs of the two transmitter's are recorded on a dual
channel strip chart recorder or a similar device and used to
identify the response time of the transmitter (Figure 5).

- - - - - - - - - - - Since the test8 using the hydraulic pressure generator
require physical access to each transmitter, and many
transmitters are located in radiation environments of the
plant, the noise analysis technique as described below was
developed to allow us to perform the tests remotely.

The noise analysis technique is based on analyzing
Figure 2 CSR Test Setup for Thermocouples the natural fluctuations that exist at the output of

pressure transmitters while the plant is operating.
Ill. RESPONSE TIME TESTING OF PRESSURE These pressure fluctuations (noise) are usually due to

TRANSMITTERS turbulence induced by the flow of water in the system,
random heat transfer in the core, and other naturally

The conventional methods for response time occurring phenomena. The noise is superimposed on
testing of pressure transmitters usually involve a the DC output of the transmitter. It is extracted from the
hydraulic pressure generator to produce a test signal in transmitter output by removing the DO component of
the form of a step or ramp. The ramp test is more the signal, and amplifying the AC component. The DC
commonly used than the step test because design component is removed by passing the sensor output
basis accidents in nuclear power plants usually assume through ahigh-pass filter, or adding a negative bias to
pressure transients which approximate a ramp. the output. This leaves the AC component which is

Gas W.M
Supply

Signal
Rate Reference
Adjust Transmitter

Gas (validyne)
water

gnall
initiate

Solenoid

Figure 4 Hydraulic Ramp Generator
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Figure 5. Illustration of Principle of Ramp Test

amplified and then passed through a low-pass filter for three PSDs of the shapes usually seen in nuclear power
anti-aliasing and removal of high frequency electrical plants.
noise and interferences. The signal is then digitized by
an analog to digital converter and 'subsequently In the time domain analysis, the raw noise data is
analyzed (Figure 6 processed with a univariate autoregressive (AR)

modeling program to obtain the impulse response (i.e.,
The analysis of noise data is performed in the response to a narrow pressure pulse) and then the step

frequency domain and/or time domain, and is based on response of the transmitter from which the transmitter
the assumption that the dynamic characteristics of the response time is calculated.
transmitter are linear. The frequency domain and time
domain analyses are independent methods for The validity of the noise analysis technique has
response time determination of pressure transmitters, been examined by laboratory testing of representative
and it is usually helpful to analyze the data with both Barton, Foxboro, Rosemount, Tobar Veritrak), Fischer
methods and average the results. & Porter, Schlumberger (Bailey), and Statham (Gould)

pressure transmitters of the types used in nuclear
For frequency domain analysis, the Power power plants. 3) Based on the results of the laboratory

Spectral Density (PSD) of the noise signal is obtained validation tests, the noise analysis technique has been
through a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. An found to be successful in providing the response times
appropriate mathematical function is then fit to the PSD of pressure transmitters to within better than ±0.10
from which the response time of the transmitter is seconds of the results that are obtained by the

calculated. The PSDs of nuclear plant pressure conventional ramp or step tests. Table 2 shows
transmitters have various shapes depending on the representative validation results for Barton and
plant, the transmitter installation and service, the Rosemount transmitters. Similar results for several
process conditions, and other effects. Figure 7 shows other transmitters are given in reference 3.

"_�C MON

V V V V

t t t t

ass Lo Ss Data SamplingTransmith 'a)r i er Ait` and Sto ageOutput '1� - tFitear #s-or Bia DeviceLI-, 
Figure 6 Noise Data Acquisition System for Pressure Transmitters
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Figure 7 Typical PSDs of Nuclear Plant Transmitters

Table 2

Results of Laboratory Validation of Noise Analysis
Technique for Pressure Transmitters

Response Time (sec)
Transmitter

Tag No. Ramp Noise Difference

ONEW MM

19 0.05 0.09 0.04

20 0.17 0.20 0.03

23 0.17 0.25 0.08

29 0.12 0.15 0.03

30 0.12 0.20 0.08

34 0.11 0.15 0.04

36 0.11 0.15 0.04

38 0.12 0.18 0.06

40 0.11 0.18 0.07

41 0.11 0.16 0.05

7 0.05 0.06 0.01

12 0.32 0.28 -0.04

21 0.07 0.08 0.01

21A 0.08 0.04 -0.04

61 0.07 0.05 -0.02

61A 0.11 0.04 -0.07

61 B 0.10 0.07 -0.03

61C 0.11 0.08 -0.03

61D 0.09 0.08 -0.01

61 E 0.09 0.08 -0.01

61 F 0.10 0.09 -0.01

61G 0.09 0.09 0.00
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A significant advantage of the noise analysis IV. CONCLUSION
technique is that it can be used to test several
transmitters at a time. To date, up to 15 transmitters The response times of temperature and pressure
have been tested at a time in nuclear power plants. sensors in nuclear power plants can be measured
This reduces the test time significantly and results in remotely from the control room area while the plant is
added cost savings. Figure shows the equipment operating. The test methods which can be used for
setup for in-plant acquisition of noise data for each these measurements were described in this paper.
transmitter. These methods have been validated and commercial

equipment and services have been developed for
routine testing in nuclear power plants.

Field Control Room
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ABSTRACT of safety in PWRs during design basis large-break
LOCAs.

The SPC fuel thermal-mechanical analysis code
RODEX3 was applied to analyze the temperature The LOFT fuel centerline temperatures were
response of fuel rods with standard solid pellets and measured bythermocouples inside annular pelletfuel at
fuel rods with annular pellets which contain an internal the hot spot location in selected fuel rods. The intrusive
thermocouple, for the LOFT 2-5 and 2-6 large-break effect of the internal thermocouple on the response of
loss-of-coolant experiments. The analysis was measured fuel cnterline temperatures has been
performed to investigate the intrusive effect of an neglected in previous LOFT assessment calculations.
internal thermocouple on the response of LOFT fuel Results from nuclear fuel research'.2 showed a profound
centerline temperatures by comparing measured data effect on the fuel temperature profile and the centerline
with the calculated temperatures of two fuel rods temperature due to radial power distribution and non-
modeled as solid and annular pellets. The analysis uniform build up of plutonium. It has been shown that
results demonstrated that the intrusive effect of the the radial power distribution has a dramatic effect, on the
internal thermocouple on the measured fuel centerline order of 180-45(rF depending on bumup onditions. The
temperature is significant. Since the difference existence of an internal thermocouple significantly distorts
between the calculated solid and annular pellet the radial power profile and hence the radial temperature
centerline temperatures is large, the measured distribution within the pellet. The results of calculated
centerline temperature is actually an indication of the PCTs biased to the internal thermocouple measurement
temperature of the inner surface temperature of the may be inappropriate due to the distortion of radial power
annular pellet. The solid pellet centerline temperature profile by a hole drilled through the center of a solid fuel
calculated to be is significantly greater than the pellet.
temperature measured by an internal thermocouple.

The RODEX3 code was used to analyze the response
NOMENCLATURE of fuel ds with solid pellet and annular pellet fuel rods

The analysis was performed to account for the effect of
INEL Idaho National Engineering Laboratory an internal thermocouple on the response of fuel
LHGR Linear heat generation rate centerline temperatures. RODEX3 models the fuel rod
LOCA Loss-of-coolant-accident coolant channel, the active fuel column, the gap, the
LOFT Loss-of-fluid-test facility cladding, upper fuel rod plenum free volume, and the fill
PCT Peak cladding temperature and released fission gases, The radial flux depression
PWR Pressurized water reactor power distribution was also calculated by the RODEX3
RODEX3 SPC fuel rod thermal-mechanical two-group radial power distribution prediction model.3

behavior analysis code The effects of an internal thermocouple on the fuel
SPC Siemens Power Corporation temperature was evaluated by comparing the measured

temperature with the calculated temperatures of the two
1. INTRODUCTION fuel rods modeled with solid pellets and annular pellets.

The LFT Program conducted at the INEL 1111. LOFT LARGE-BREAK LOCA TESTS AND
provided a large amount of data needed to CLADDING TKERMOCOUPLE ISSUES
understand behavior of the PWRs during the
postulated LOCA. Results from LOFT large-break Questions arose concerning the validity of the
LOCA tests have widely been used to validate the cladding temperature measurements due to the apparent
thermal-hydraulic computer codes used to analyze fuel rod cladding quench phenomena observed during
PWR LOCA phenomena and to quantify the margins the early blowdown phase in the LOFT 2-2 and 2-3
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tests. Since LOFT used externally mounted cladding pellets resulting the annular pellets with a 0.073-in inner
thermocouples and no centerline temperature diameter. The centerline temperature response dfference
measurements were available in the LFT tests 2-2 due to the removed fuel is the subject of this study.
and L2-3. Because LOFT data have a critical role in
reactor safety, it is important to understand the early IV. LOFT RODEX3 FUEL MODEL
blowdown quench behavior and the possibility of
undue errors of the measured cladding temperature The LOFT fuel rods modeled by RODEX3 includes the
data. Fuel centerline thermocouples were installed coolant channel, the active fuel column, the gap, the
inside a small annular pellet region at the 27 inch cladding, upper fuel rod plenum free volume, and the fill
elevation in selected hot rods of the central fuel and released fission gases. Figure 2 shows the diagram
assembly used for LOFT tests L2-5, 2-6 and LB-1, of the RODEX3 axial and radial nodalization of the fuel
and also at 43.8 inch elevation used for test LB-1 to rods. Two fuel rod types differing by power level and
measure the fuel centerline temperatures. The major initial fill gas pressure are used to model the atve length
research results of these nuclear large-break LOCA of the nuclear fuel rods. They are: (1 a hot rod models
tests and the cladding thermocouple measurement the six hottestfuell rods with solid pellets, 2) another hot

4issue were reviewed by Modro, et. al., and other rod models the remaining two hottest fuel rods which
analytical or experimental efforts,,5,6 including the latest contain internal thermocouples as annular pellets. The

7study from INEL. All of them attempted to determine hot rods are modeled as pressurized rods. The rod
the temperature measurement uncertainty by directly powers are modeled in accordance with the core axial
addressing the cladding surface thermocouple issue. and radial power distributions.
The validity of internal centerline thermocouple
measurement appears to have been ignored with a The active fuel and cladding are divided into six equal
exception of a LFT internal study. This study axial nodes. Each axial node is further subdivided into
indicated that the effect of the removed fuel was to radial nodes. The cladding is modeled by one node, the
substantially decrease the maximum temperature and pellet gap by one node, and the fuel region by ten nodes
the stored nergy7 without quantifying its significance. for a standard solid pellet rod or nine nodes for an

annularpelletrod. Withinthefuelregion,thedishrogion
Ill. LOFT CORE AND FUEL ASSEMBLY is represented by six (five for the annual pellet) equal

width nodes, and the shoulder region is modeled by four
The LOFT core contained 1300 fuel rods arranged equallyspacednodes. The radialfluxdepression power

in five square (I 5 x 1 5) and four triangular (corner) distribution for each fuel rod is calculated by RODEX3.
assemblies with an average LHGR of about 70 kW/ft RODEX3 alculations provide exposure dependent initial
at full power. The LOFT fuel rods and pitch are typical fuel rod conditions and stored energy prior to the
of a PWR 15 x 15 rod array except that the active initiation of LOFT LOCA tests. For the analysis presented
length is 168 m 66 inch) while that of a PWR is here, fuel rod conditions for 50 hr of operation as
typically 366 rn (1 2 ft). For tests 2-5 and 2-6 (LP- calculated by RODEX3 was used to compare with
02-6), all the fuel rods in the central assembly LOFT- measured data.
F-1 fuel bundle) except the outside row were
pressurized with helium to 251 MPa 350 psig). All V. ANALYSIS RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
fuel rods in the peripheral assemblies were not
pressurized. For test LP-LB-1 (LB-1), all the fuel rods The initial fuel stored energy is one of the important
in the LOFT core fuel assemblies were not contributorstothecalculated PCTforlarge-breakLOCA
pressurized. The LOFT core had a bottom skewed analyses. The fuel centerline and cladding surface
beginning of life axial power distribution that was temperatures were measured during the LOFT tests
peaked 24 to 26 inch elevation above the bottom of rather than the average fuel temperature or stored
the active fuel. The LOFT fuel rods were built with energy. The RODEX3results-datacomparisons of initial
0.3734-in and 0.422-in inner and outer diameters, a fuel centerline and cladding surface temperatures are
diametrical gap of 00075 in, and a 0.663-in rod-to-rod depicted in Figure 3 for 1-5 and Figure 4 for 2-6 to
pitch. demonstrate the dfference between the solid and annular

pellet response and the capability of RODEX to
Figure I depicts the LOFT standard fuel rods with accurately calculate them.

solid pellets and fuel rods containing internal
thermocouples with annular pellets. Both fuel pellets The calculated quantities are plotted with left-y and
have a 0.3659-in outside diameter, a 0.6-in length, a bottom-x axes and identified by a solid line for the solid
0.269-in shoulder diameter, a total cladding plus pellet fuel rod and a dashed line for the annular pellet fuel rod
surface roughness of 95 mils, and a 93% theoretical The measured quantities are plotted with right-y and top-x
density. The main differences between solid-pellet axes and denoted by discrete symbols. The RODEX3
and annular-pellet rods are (1 a shortened fuel pellet calculated annular fuel inner pellet surface temperatures
stack in the instrumented rods, and 2) the removal of (Figures 3 and 4 at 50 hr of operation accurately match
approximately 4 of the fuel in the center of the solid the measured data at the initiation of the LOFT tests. The
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calculated solid centerline temperatures at 50 hr of tests 2-5 and L2-6, to show differences between the
operation are approximately 400 to 450OF higher than response of the solid pellet fuel temperature and annular
the measured test data and the RODEX3 calculated pellet fuel temperatures with different LHGRs, The
annular fuel pellet inner temperatures. The calculated comparisons show the effect of the reduced HGR due to
solid and annular fuel rod cladding surface removed fuel is less than the effect of annular region
temperatures (Figures 3 and 4 at 50 hr of operation itself. The annular pellet inner temperatures are
agree well ith the initial measured temperatures. The calculated to increase about I OOOF due to the increase
excellent and consistent agreement between the LHGR; however centerline temperatures are still
measured cnterline (rigorously speaking, the annular approximately 300 and 350OF lower than those calculated
pellet inner surface) and cladding temperatures in for the solid pellet. Even though the two pellets have the
both calculation and data provide a confidence that same HGR a significantly higher enterline temperature
the LOFT centerline hermocouple was reliable to was calculated for the solid pellet than that for the -
measure the annular pellet inner temperature and the annular pellet. Therefore, the annular fuel pellet geometry
RODEX3 code has the capability to accurately and due to the installed thermocouple is a significant
realistically predict the initial fuel state or stored contributor to reduced measured centerline temperature.
energy prior to LOCA initiation. The large difference
noted between the calculated solid pellet centerline The analysis results have shown that thermocouple
and the annular pellet inner temperatures indicates bias for the measured centerline temperatures are large.
that the intrusive effect of an internal thermocouple The total amount of fuel removed from a few hot rods is
and removed fuel on the measured fuel centerline negligible compared with the fuel in the eentire core.
temperature cannot be neglected. In other words, the LOFT fuels have typically been modeled as solid pellets.
LOFT centerline thermocouple data are not a reliable The annular pellet fuel rods have never been analyzed, at
measurement of the fuel pellet centerline temperature least in the published LOFT large-break LOCA
for a solid fuel pellet. assessments. The higher calculated centerline

temperature of the solid pellet was usually compared with
The RODEX3 calculated response of uel rods with the lower measured centerline temperature oi the annular

solid and annular fuel pellet was analyzed and pellet. Effects of the annular pellet geometry and the
discussed here. Figure shows differences between removed fuel should be accounted for in the analysis and
the solid and annular pellet LGHR for test 1-2-5, and comparison with measured data. Otherwise, the
1 -6 due to the removed fuel. Test 2-5 was conservatism of predicting fuel entedine temperature or
performed at power of 36 MVVt and test 2-6 at 46 stored energy and the results of calculated PCTs biased
MWL The comparisons of calculated average fuel and to the LOFT measured centerline temperature may be in
pellet outer temperatures are shown in Figure 6 for L2- error due to neglecting the effects of differences in the
5 and Figure 7 for 2-6 to show the difference radial power profile for the annular pellet fuel.
between the solid and annular pellet response.

VI. CONCLUSIONS
Comparisons of average fuel and pellet outer

temperatures as shown in Figures 6 and 7 clearly The RODEX3 analysis results and the excellent
show a difference of average fuel temperature agreement with LOFT measured temperature data lead to
between the solid and annular pellet rods while the the following conclusions:
outer pellet temperatures are the same. The
sensitivity of average fuel temperature to the different (1) The FT measured centedine temperature
pellet geometry and slightly different LHGRs cannot be is not an accurate measurement of a solid pellet
ignored. centerline temperature. It is a measured temperature in

the annulus of an annular pellet. Actual solid pellet
The large difference observed between the centerlinetemperatures are significantly greaterthanthe

calculated solid pellet centerline temperature and the measured LOFT centerline temperatures.
measured data and calculated annular pellet inner
temperature are attributed to (1) the reduced rod (2) The RODEX3 calculation results agree very
power due to the removed fuel and 2) fuel geometry well with the measured data. This gives confidence in
differences due to the drilled annular region for the ability of RODEX3 to accurately and realistically
installing the thermocouple. It has been hypothesized predict the initial fuel state or stored energy prior to
that reduced power due to the removed fuel is a major LOCA initiation.
cause of lowering the measured temperature reading.
To identify the reduced power effect on the measured (3) To compare wh LOFT measured
centerline temperature response, a sensitivity centerlinetemperaturedata,theanalyticaI modelshould
calculation was performed wh the RODEX3 annular account for the effects of reduced power and the annular
pellet model running at the higher LHGR of the solid pellet geometry which existed for the LFT fuel rods
pellet. The comparisons of pellet fuel temperatures containing the centerline temperature thermocouple.
versus radial location are displayed in Figure for
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ABSTRACT
alternatives can be utilized-5 , but the Monte Carlo method

This paper provides an overview of an alternate method has advantages not the least of which is the simplicity of
for the performance of instrument uncertainty calculation the calculation which lends itself to intuitive application of
and instrument setpoint determination, when a setpoint the method 
analysis requires application of techniques beyond that
provided by the widely used "Root Sum Squares" BASIC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE MC
approach'.2. The paper will address when the application METHODOLOGY
of the Monte Carlo(MC) method should be considered,
application of the MC method when independent and/or Now let us address an example of the underlying
dependent uncertaint!eS3,4 are involved, and finally principles which is easy to visualize. There are two new
interpretation of results obtained. Both single module as instrument suppliers in the market that claim to have
well as instrument string sample applications will be extremely accurate products Supplier "A" supplies
presented. temperature sensors and Supplier "B" supplies

transmitters. Both suppliers have produced large
BACKGROUND quantities of their respective products in the past An

instrumentation and control engineer would like to use the
Regulatory requirements for nuclear power plant new temperature sensor and the new transmitter in an

setpoint methodology in the United States originate in instrument string but he doesn't have access to the data
10CFR50 Appendix A, General Design Cteria 13, which from the respective suppliers to support their accuracy
requires ".. instrumentation shall be provided to monitor claims.
variables and systems.. Appropriate controls shall be
provided to maintain these variables within prescribed The engineer is concerned about using the new
operating ranges". Furthermore, Design Cteria 20 -in instruments without some type of test of the suppliers
the same document requires, Protection systems shall claims, and would also like an assessment of how the
be designed to initiate operation of appropriate systems to instruments will work together in an instrument string - so
ensure that specified acceptable fuel design limits are not that a setpoint uncertainty analysis can be carried out.
exceeded". It should be noted that the origin of the 95% Now let us assume that he has access to hundreds of
probability 95% confidence limits frequently applied to each type of instrument and time to experiment with them
setpoint calculation tp limits, originate in the statistical on a test bench- this is definitely a theoretical example!
limits required for nuclear fuel safety. The evaluation of With the availability of time and the access to the
the uncertainty in the output signal of an instrument instruments the engineer can do a simple experiment. The
channel in a Nuclear Power Plant having a number of engineer can first randomly chose one sensor and one
components usually called an instrument string" is transmitter from the large supplies of each make the
normally evaluated by the Root- Sum- Square method. appropriate electrical connections and measure the output
This uncertainty is used in the determination of the trip signal- given that each sensor is put in a constant
setpoint for the channel. This method is perfectly temperature bath. The measurement of the indicated
adequate when it is used properly, yet there are some temperature can then be compared with the actual
configurations and/or instrument string component temperature of the bath to generate a difference
operations where the use of this ubiquitous method can be measurement. If this process is repeated for hundreds of
applied inappropriately. These conditions are discussed in sets of instruments chosen in a similar manner the
relation to the requirements for the proper use of Root- resulting difference measurements can be plotted in
Sum-Square method (RSS) A number of classical histogram form The plot might look like Figure .
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Now consider why the evaluation process described reference accuracy is assumed to be a two sigma value
was utilized. The instruments were chosen at random to ( sigma is the symbol for the standard deviation) that is,
eliminate any slow variability in the manufacturing process the nominal indicated reading, plus or minus this-two
that might have manifested itself in say sensors at the top sigma value yields a band of indicated temperatures that
of the packing box having a better accuracy than those at should encompass the true temperature reading 95 of
the bottom of the packing box and similarly any variability the time. There are actually two assumptions here the
that might have occurred in the production of the first is that the reference accuracy is a two sigma value 
transmitters. The random selection will remove any and the second is that the associated uncertainty
systematic effects that might be present. The plot distribution is Gaussian. Now we simulate the expected
described is an approximation to an uncertainty output response of the sensor and the transmitter so that
distribution of the resultant error to be associated with the each resulting uncertainty distribution has the correct
instrument string indicated temperature. The engineer can attributes , ie.. mean standard deviation and Gaussian
use the plot to determine the upper 95% probability limit "shape".This can be done using the fact that standard
on the indicated temperature by finding the value of the uncertainty distributions have an associated mathematical
temperature difference measurement (indicated formula which relates the probability that values in the
temperature minus the actual temperature) which is the distribution will lie below a given limit value. For example 
upper bound on 95% of the observed differences (see the temperature sensor population will yield a range of
Figure 1.). This theoretical experiment illustrates the indicated temperatures for a given fixed bath temperature.
principles upon which the Monte Carlo Technique is Given a temperature difference between the actual and
based. the indicated temperature of say 3 degrees F(call this

the "b" value), the probability (call this the "p" value) that
As is well known, these conditions are seldom available the observed difference is less than 3 degrees F can be

even to the supplier, and limited data is used to determine found by this formula. The formula is called the
accuracy and other statistical characteristics such as dft, Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF).The bDF will be
but this process can be readily duplicated in a computer different for different uncertainty distributionS5. For a
program - with just a few more bits of information. It should Gaussian Distribution with a mean of `g` and a standard
be noted that no mention was made in this experiment deviation of `" the CDF formula can be used to generate
concerning the uncertainty distributions associated with the simulation points. The inverse of the CDF equation
either the sensor or the transmitter. It was unnecessary can be solved by inputing a value of "p" and solving for the
because the actual instruments used in the experiment corresponding "b" value. In order to generate a Gaussian
had the inherent manufacturing and component distribution of say 100 "b" values that have the correct
uncertainties built into their response. The overall mean and standard deviation ( Va), 100 values of "p" are
uncertainty distribution associated with the sensor or the generated by a random number generator subroutine and
transmitter might have been Gaussian or Uniform or the corresponding 100 values of "b" are produced by
Triangular- it didn't matter since it was taken care of in the solving the inverse of CDF. The resulting "b" values have
experiment. On the other hand when a Monte Carlo the correct mean and standard deviation( laa). This
computer program or other combinatorial technique is process is carried out for the sensor and repeated for the
used to simulate this type of experiment, it is critical to transmitter to generate 100 values of the sensor
know and utilize the appropriate uncertainty distribution for uncertainty indications and 100 values of the transmitter
each element of the instrument strihg. uncertainty indications, respectively. At this stage we have

the simulation equivalent of 100 sensors and 100
Now let us go through the same evaluation process, transmitters with the specified output uncertainty

assuming that a Monte Carlo based computer code characteristics. Now we have to address the simulation
simulation will be used to determine the uncertainty equivalent of the wiring up of the instrument string circuitry.
distribution of the instrument string output temperature This part is modeled by the functional relationship of the
signal. Once this distribution has been established the sensor and the transmitter. In this case the output of the
resulting upper 95% limit associated with the distribution sensor is fed into the transmitter and the output of the
can be readily determined. In the simulation to be transmitter is the resultant variable of interest for which
performed the inherent uncertainty associated with the we desire the uncertainty distribution). The functional
sensor and the transmitter respectively must be known or relationship of the sensor and the transmitter signal
estimated. Let us assume that the sensor supplier and the processing is represented by Equation (1). Recall that the
transmitter supplier have data sheets for their products temperatures in Equation (1) are really differences
which list a reference accuracy" value. Typically the between actual and indicated temperatures.
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T (output)= T(sensor) + T( transmitter) (1) The mean value of the resultant being the sum of the
mean values of the input variables. If the above

Since 100 sets of sensors and transmitters simulated conditions are not met consideration should be given to an
signals are analytically summed using Equation (1) a alternate technique such as MC.
hundred values of T( output) are generated. Figure (1) is a
histogram illustrating the results obtained where the "y" MC APPLICATION SEQUENCE- INDEPENDENT INPUT
axis is the number of times a small range of T(output) VARIABLES
occurred in the 100 simulation runs. Once the frequency
histogram has been generated questions concerning The application sequence starts at the functional
probability limits can be readily answered. For example relationship between the input variables and the resultant
what is the upper 95% probability limit of the instrument variable. This must be known and capable of being put
string output temperature? To determine this limit find the into analytic form for incorporation into the Monte Carlo
point where the limit would have to be in order for the computer code being utilized or written. In some analyses
largest 5 data points in the output histogram fall above the or module characterizations the functional relationship
limit. Questions about the output uncertainty distribution may already exist as a computer code. The second step
parameters can also be answered such as; is the characterizations of the input variable uncertainty

-What is the mean value of the output distribution ? distributions. For Gaussians only the mean and standard
-What is the sigma of the output distribution? deviation are needed, for uniform distributions only the
-Is the distribution a Gaussian? mean and the range is needed as as input to a typical

There are many reasons that this methodology is so simulation code( which should already have the
useful, for example; cumulative distribution functions for these distribution

-it can readily handle any type of input variable types built- in) For other distributions, the cumulative
probability distribution (assuming the cumulative distribution function will be required The cumulative
distribution function is known), distribution function is the most general way of

-It can readily handle any functional relationship characterizing any distribution. The third step is to decide
between the input variables and the resultant, if it can on the number of simulations required. The number of
be written as an equation or formulated in a code, simulations are affected by the following input and

-The number of samples simulated is only limited by functional relationship considerations;
the computer time available, and the accuracy -The accuracy required in the result probability distribution,
increases with increasing simulation sample size. -The computer time required to propagate the input

variables through the functional relationship.
WHEN SHOULD MONTE CARLO BE USED After the accuracy and runtime related decisions are made

the simulation software should be validated with respect to
Since Root Sum Square(RSS) combinatorial the functional relationship, as well as, the generation

techniques are used extensively in setpoint evaluations, and propagation of uncertainties through the functional
and are fairly straight forward to apply, we should examine relationship. In order to determine if the functional
the conditions under which the FISS technique tends to relationship incorporated in the code is giving correct
become inaccurate and use these conditions as markers results , the nominal values of each respective input
for considering the use of MC as an alternative. Let us first variable . input variable can be propagated through the
consider when PISS should be used. In the ideal case relationship and the result checked. It should be noted that
PISS should be used when a resultant variable is a when input uncertainty distributions are propagated
function of a linear combination of random variables. FISS through the functional relationship the nominal or mean
can be used to find the standard deviation associated with value of the resultant distribution may not necessarily have
the resultant given that the standard deviations of the input the same mean value as compared to the value obtained
variables are known. if in addition, each input variable is when only the nominal values of the input variables were
known to have an associated Gaussian probability input. This can be due to the nonlinearities in the
distribution, with a known mean and standard deviation, functional relationship or the characteristics of the input
the resultant will also have a Gaussian probability distribution types. In calculations requiring quality
distribution. Application of the PISS technique then yields assurance, standard Validation and Verification techniques
the standard deviation of the resultant Gaussian should be used.
probability distribution.
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RESULTS INTERPRETATION One alternative for some of these more complex cases
is the use of techniques such as MC, another may be the

The resultant distribution type must be identified before use of bounding dependencies which are conservative
the result obtained is incorporated in a setpoint under all required operating conditions-for which the
calculation. If the distribution can be shown to be setpoint of interest is valid)
Gaussian the use of the Monte-Carlo analysis result is
straight forward, if not an alternative method must be MONTE CARLO APPLICATION- INSTRUMENT STRING
employed. For example if the question is asked What is APPLICATION EXAMPLE
the 95/95 Probability Confidence limit on the resultant
obtained?". Assuming the the resultant probability The instrument string example is a little different from
distribution can be shown to be Gaussian (via the " W" or the individual module example given above, in that the
11 D-Prime" teStS6 ), the number of simulations can be resultant from one module, say the sensor, must be fed
assumed equal to the sample size and the ba + K* 'into the input of the next module, say the transmitter, etc.
Sigma" analytical technique can be used to find the 95/95 in the string. In this case it is assumed that the whole
limits. If the resultant is non-Gaussian a set of simulations string is simulated in the Monte Carlo analysis. The
can be carded out, and the distribution of the desired 95% Maximizer module is used in this example. Figure 2.
probability limit can be obtained. From this distribution the below, is a schematic drawing of the instrument string
95/95 limits can be determined. modules for the determination of core "Delta-T" , showing

sensor signal processing. In this example both functional
BASIC PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING DEPENDENCY; and statistical dependence are present.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENT

The input data for these Monte Cado calculations is
Dependency can have two forms the first is statistical given below, in Table .

dependency between two variables which is related to
the correlation of the random fluctuations about the mean Table 1. Input Data
value of each variable. The second type of dependency is
a functional dependency in which the (non additive) Variable Nime Mean Std. Dev. Corr.Coef.
functional relationship between the input variables has an
impact on the resultant variability. The existence of a
statistical or functional dependency also invalidates the Thot-1 (loopl) 542.0 1.0 +0.3
assumptions upon which the RSS methodology is based. Thot-2 (Ioop2) 542.0 1.0 ( Th 1 correlated to Th2)
Both types of dependency conditions can be addressed Tcold-1 (loopl) 528.0 1.0 +0.7
using MC techniques. Tcold-2 (loop2) 528.0 1.0 ( Tcl correlated to W)

RECOGNIZING STATISTICAL DEPENDENCY It is assumed that the Averager, Maximizer, and Delta-
BETWEEN INSTRUMENT STRING COMPONENTS T Calculator modules don't contribute additional

uncertainties and just effect the overall signal processing
Statistical dependency between input variables can uncertainty through their functions ( as indicated).It is

be readily apparent because of the physical principles further assumed that the Correlation Coefficients have
known to be inherent in the measurement or signal been dtermined from experimental analyses as
processing equipment. For example it is known that discussed. The calculation sequence follows the
increasing ambient temperature can have an influence on schematic in Figure 2. Table 2. lists the functional
electrical equipment (ie.. increasing the resistance of relationship for each module.
conductors ). The relationship (or correlation) between the
variables may not be known precisely Thus the Table 2. Functional Relationships and
conclusion that dependency might exist is usually based Constraints in Each Module
either on past experience or physical insight. Once it is Module Naine Functional relationship Constraint
suspected , analytic techniques can be brought to bear Averager, Th-Avg.= (Thl + Th2)(1/2), Th 1 &Th2 Correlated
that will be; one, useful in determining if a dependency MaximizerTc-Max = (Larger value of , Tcl &Tc2 Correlated
exists, and if so , two defining the dependency in the Tcl or Tc2)Selected and
form of a correlation coeff icient or covariance(which will Propagated
be needed in an analyic evaluation of the effect on the Delta -T (Tcold Max. - Thot Avg.) none
resultant uncertainty
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The data from Table 1. was input into the appropriate the United States The need for the methodology as a
equations in Table 2 above. The results of the calculations more defensible approach than Root Sum Squares, when
are shown in Table 3 below. dependencies or non-linearitles; are definitely present, is

becoming recognized. If the latter conditions are present
Table 3 Analysis Results and not accounted for property, the resulting setpoints can

be either overly conservative and thus erode operating
Calculation Mean Std. Dev. Distrib tion yI29 margin unnecessarily, or worse, give a non- conservative

a. T-Hot Ag. 541-96 0.81 Gaussian result.
b. T-Cold Max.528.32 0.96 Non - Gaussian
c. Delta-T 13.64 1.26 Non - Gaussian

EXAMPLE RESULTS INTERPRETATION AND USAGE

If the individual module output signal distribution types T-Hot
are Gaussian, and the combination of uncertainties for the (Avg.)
modules in the instrument string is a linear sum, t
intermediate calculational results can be combined by the IT-Hot
Root Sum Square technique. The incorporation of bias in r7Lr Delta
the mean value caused by the maximizer in the Tcold T
module voids the linear assumption. Since the linear
condition is not met, the simulated output signal
distribution values of the "upstream "(nearest to the signal
source modules must be the input to the "downstream
modules in the signal process sequence. In this case the T-Cold
.1 maximizer" is a non-linear device, which causes the (Max.)

resultant distribution to be non-Gaussian, as well exhibit a T-Cold
bias relative to the higher temperatures. Loop 2ff�

Figure 2 Core "Delta-T"Deten-nination
Instrument String Schematic

Core Delta-T
Output Signal REFERENCES

Probability 1.ANSI / ISA S67.04-19xx, Part 1, Draft- SetI2oinL5_tQ1
Root-Surn- Nuclear Safely Related Instrumentatio[L (to be issued)
Square
Result 2.1SA RP67.04-19xx, Part 11, Draft -Methodolooies fol

Determination Di Setpoints fU Nuclea Safely- Related
Instrumentatio]a (to be issued)

Core 3. RUBINSTEIN, R.Y., Simulation and The Monte Carlo
)Delta T
Output Method, John Wiley Sons(l 981)

M�an Va ue Si nal
of Core 9
Delta-T 4. Technical Report Supplement to ISA RP67.04-19xx,

Part 11, Defining and Handling Dependent Uncerta[ahea
Upper frobability Limit on In Instrument String Uncertaft-ADaly3pa(to be issued)
Expected Core Delta - T

Figure 1. Core "Delta-T" Plot 5. HALD, A., tatistical Theory With Engine
Applications John Wiley &Sons Inc.(l 952)

6. ANSI STD. N15.15-1974, Assessment of the
CONCLUSION Assumption of NQrmali

The Monte Carlo method has been in general use for
more than fifty years but it's application to nuclear reactor
safety calculations is fairly recent -within the last fifteen
years. The more specific application to instrument string
setpoint evaluations is really on the cutting edge of the
technology with respect to an industry wide acceptance in
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ABSTRACT is to characterize a "hot channel" as an entity that is affected
by the simultaneous occurrence of all uncertainties. Thus,

Thermal-hydraulic uncertainty factors for Integral Fast results of the analysis can guarantee that proper safety
Reactor (IFR) driver fuels have been determined based margins are provided relative to design limits and
primarily on the database obtained from the predecessor requirements in the technical specifications of the reactor.
fuels used in the IFR prototype, Experimental Breeder The analysis of uncertainty factors considered in thermal-
Reactor 11. The uncertainty factors were applied to the hot hydraulic analyses of the ANL Integral Fast Reactor (117R)
channel factors (HCFs) analyses to obtain separate overall ternary metal fuel (U-2OPu-lOZr) is described in this paper.
HCFs for fuel and cladding for steady-state analyses. A The Experimental Breeder Reactor H (EBR-11) Plant' has
11 semistatistical horizontal method" was used in the HCFs been designated as the concept IFR prototype. 'Me present
analyses. The uncertainty factor of the fuel thermal uncertainty analysis includes the effects of uncertainties in )
conductivity dominates the effects considered in the HCFs power level measurement, 2 neutron and gamma flux
analysis; the uncertainty in fuel thermal conductivity will be distributions, 3 subassembly flow rates, 4 coolant flow
reduced as more data are obtained to expand the currently profile within the subassembly, 5) manufacturing tolerances
limited database for the IFR ternary metal fuel (U-2OPu- in cladding, fuel, sodium bond dimensions, and fissionable
IOZr). A set of uncertainty factors to be used for transient material concentration, 6 material properties, 7 heat
analyses has also been derived. transfer coefficients, and 8) transient overpower.

1. INTRODUCTION The uncertainty factor analysis presented in this paper
has been based on requirements for prior metal fel types

In the thermal-hydraulic analysis of fuel pins and (U-5Fs, U-IOZr, etc.) used in EBR-11. Once a detailed fuel
subassemblies of a nuclear power reactor, nominal specification for an IR fuel has been prepared the
calculations are usually performed based on best-estimated uncertainty factors can be evaluated.
values of thermal-hydraulic parameters of the driver fuel.
In reality, the power and flow of the subassembly are II. UNCERTAINTY FACTORS
usually obtained by a combination of measurement and/or
analysis, and the power and flow used in the calculations are The uncertainties considered in this paper are
expected to have deviations from the "true" values due to categorized into two types -- direct uncertainties and random
fabrication limitations and instrumentation and analytical uncertainties. A direct (deterministic) uncertainty is a bias
modeling uncertainties. In the safety assessment of fuel pin representing influence on a parameter by a variable which is
performance, uncertainty factors are required in the thermal- known to occur, but is not included in the nominal analysis.
hydraulic and fuel-cladding damage analyses to help assure A random uncertainty is a variation representing influence
safe reactor operation. on a parameter by a variable which has a random frequency

distribution of occurrence and can be treated statistically.
The uncertainties are accounted for through the use of Several sources of each type of uncertainty might be present

a "hot channel factors" (HCFs) analysis, where the factor in a design parameter; the parameter considered is usually
relates the nominal value to one corresponding' to the most the temperature. An HCFs analysis method, which allows
unfavorable conditions possible. Here, "nominal" refers to treatment of uncertainty factors of different origins, was
values calculated for operating conditions without chosen to demonstrate the procedures for obtaining an
uncertainties (i.e., best-esstimates), and the parameter overall HCF for steady-state analyses.
considered is te temperature, and the basis of this analysis
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The heat transport path from fuel to coolant is divided A. Direct Factors
into five consecutive regions, i.e., fuel, fuel-cladding gap,
cladding, film, and coolant, and an HCF is assigned to each 1. Power level measurement. The uncertainty in
of the five regions as a result of the application of the the reactor power level measurement represents the
uncertainty factor. An illustration of the uncertainty factors calibration error in power measurement which is
along with the HCFs for thermal analyses of lFR fuel pins basedmainly on feedwater flow rate and temperature
is presented in Table 1. An HCF is different from an measurement uncertainties in the steam cycle. The essence
uncertainty factor in that an HCF reflects the effect an of this factor is how well the instrumentation is calibrated in
uncertainty factor has on the design parameter (temperature measured temperature rise and flow rate. The absolute
in the present analysis), thus they may have different values power value depends on the temperature and flow
as will be demonstrated in the next section. Results from measurements which are known to be within a certain
fuel thermal conductivity experiments' indicate that the calibration error. The uncertainty as a result of the
lowest fuel thermal conductivity occurs when the metal fuel instrumentation calibration error in power measurement of
reaches about 2 at.% burnup. When the ternary fuel is EBR-H is 2.
irradiated, Zr redistributes and the fuel pin forms three
zones based upon Zr weight fraction. The fuel solidus This uncertainty affects all channel temperature rises
temperature in the intermediate zone of the fuel is the lowest (or differentials) in a global manner. Results from the
due to the low Zr fraction. 'Me factors listed in Table I for steady-state SASSYS/EBR-If' calculation show that a 2%
thermal analyses of IFR fuels are obtained for the low fuel increase in power from rated value causes approximately a
thermal conductivity condition. 2% increase in temperature rise in coolant, film, cladding,

Table 1. Hot Channel Factors Analysis For IFR Fuel Pin in Row 2 Nominal Coolant Temp. Rise, 142 'C)

Thermo-Physical Quantity Uncertainty Coolant Film Cladding Gap Fuel Total
(Nom. Temp. Rise, 'C) Factor (82.7) (15.4) (53.5) (14.6) (315.7) Uncertainty

DIRECT:
Power Level Measurement 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.013
(Temp. Rise) 84.4 15.7 54.6 14.9 319.8

STATISTICAL:
Neutron Gamma Flux 1.070 1.070 1.100 1.100 1.100 1.1(0
(Temp. Rise) 5.9 1.6 5.5 1.5 32.0 46.4

Subassembly Flow Rate 1.070 1.079 1.025
(Temp. Rise) 6.7 0.4 7.1

Flow Profile in Subassembly 1.050 1.056 1.018
(Temp. Rise) 4.7 0.3 5.0

Clad Thickness 1.030 1.030
(Temp. Rise) 1.6 1.6

Fuel Diameter 1.020 1.040 1.040 1.040 1.040
(Temp. Rise) 0.6 2.2 0.6 12.8 16.2

Fissile Fuel Concentration 1.010 1.010 1.010 1.010 1.010 1.010
(Temp. Rise) 0.8 0.2 0.5 0.1 3.2 4.9

Clad Thermal Conductivity 1.070 1.080
(Temp. Rise) 4.4 4.4

Fuel Thermal Conductivity 1.250 1.250
(Temp, Rise) 80.0 80.0

Film Heal Transfer Coef. 1.160 1.200
(Temp. Rise) 3.1 3.1

SQRT(SUM(X*X)) 94.5

T(fuel = 655.3 84.4 15.7 54.6 14.9 319.8 94.5 = 1228.2 (K)
Overall Hot Channel Factor = 1228.2 - 644.3)/(1126.2 - 644.3 = 1212
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and gap but only about 13% increase in fuel pin flow when the new EPDFs are used to assess future
temperature rise due to nonlinear fuel thermal conductivity loadingconfigurations. Therefore, the uncertainty in the
dependence on temperature. This shows the difference subassembly flows is found to be 7 by adding
between an HCF and an uncertainty factor, i.e., here an arithmetically an additional 2% to the 5% uncertainty.
uncertainty factor of 102 causes an HCF of 1013 for the
fuel region. This implies that the difference in (nominal) A parametric study using the SASSYS/EBR-Il code
temperatures between the fuel center-line and the fuel outer shows that a 7 reduction in reactor coolant flow will lead
surface will increase by 13% if the power level is 2 to about a 79 % increase in the coolant temperature rise and
higher; however, the temperature rise between the inlet nearly a 25% increase in the film temperature rise in the
coolant and the fuel center-line will be about 1.5%. hottest channel. There is no increase in the temperature

rises in cladding, gap, and fuel although the absolute
2. Transient overload. This uncertainty is temperatures in these regions will rise due to the coolant and

considered as a power control deadband allowance and is film temperature increases. The temperature rises in
taken into account only in transient analyses. The effect is cladding, gap, and ftiel remain the same since the same
treated as a direct factor, even though the reactor power amount of power generated in the fuel is to be removed.
could be at the maximum end of the power control deadband 'Me effect of the flow reduction on the film temperature is
for only a small fraction of time during operation. The 1.05 relatively smaller than on the coolant temperature because
transient overload uncertainty factor is considered the film heat transfer coefficient is related to the Nusselt
conservative for the current analysis (a control system number which is flow-dependent. In the flow rate range of
deadband factor of 1.01 ws used in CRBRP). Further interest, the film temperature change is less sensitive to flow
discussion is included later in the description of the variations than the coolant temperature change.
uncertainty factors used for transient analyses.

2. Flow profile within a subassembly. 'Me
B. Statistical Factors coolant flow profile within a subassembly is not uniform due

to the different flow areas in the interior, edge, and corner
1. Flow rate through subassembly. This factor subchannels of the subassembly. Subchannel analysis codes

accounts for uncertainties in the calculated subassembly flow such as COTEC,' COBRA,' and THI-3D1 are available for
due to (a) flow maldistribution in the inlet plenum caused by calculations of coolant flow and temperature distributions
internals structure arrangements and manufacturing within the various subchannels of a ftiel subassembly.
tolerances, (b) orificing uncertainties, and (c) primary loop
flow imbalances. Empirical factors modeling various effects such as

turbulent mixing, cross flow, pumping, sweeping in the
In the original hydraulic design of the reactor, there interior subehannels and swirl in the edge subchannels are

was essentially a homogeneous driver core loading yielding selected by calibration of subehannel analysis codes against
a row-wise symmetry in subassembly flow distribution. The experimental data. The lack of complete correspondence
analytical methodology for using the values determined by between code predictions after calibration and experimental
the so-called row-wise effective pressure drop fraction data as well as discrepancies between various sets of data
(EPDF) concept is performed by the EBRFLOW computer cause an uncertainty that is applied to the nominal
code to calculate subassembly flow rates. temperature distribution predicted by the codes given above.

By the time reactor Run 56 was made, the core loading Currently the experimental data of ternary fuel
had evolved into a heterogeneous mixture of driver and both subassembly temperature distributions are not available for
fueled and nonfueled experimental subassemblies. code validation. In a prior analysis for subassembly
Therefore, subsequent experiments were performed to temperature distributions with binary fuels -IOZr), the
provide an assessment of the EPDFs for each of the subchannel friction factors (using COBRA) were adjusted to
subassemblies of the high pressure plenum in a core loading give the edge-to-interior channel flow split based on the flow
hydraulically similar to Run 56. The EBRFLOW computer measurements on subassemblies by Cheng and Todreas.11
code was again used as the primary tool for predicting It was found that the Cheng-Todreas correlations for
subassembly coolant flows on the basis of the EPDF predicting subchannel flow distribution result in good
algorithm. It was judged, based on the hydraulic data and correlation between measured and calculated temperatures.
analysis,' that a 5% uncertainty in subassembly flow rates The Cheng-Todreas correlations were reported to yield, in
would result in assessing a Run 56 type core loading. In their applicable ranges, all flow split data within %
addition, the analysis assessed the sensitivity of subassembly calibrationuncertaintyagainsttheavailabledatabase. Also,
flow to the distribution of EPDFs and indicated that the they used a hydrodynamic model applicable to IFR fuel
largest deviation in individual subassembly flow resulting subassemblies. A .05 uncertainty factor would result in
from two different EPDF distributions was 201%. This HCFs of 1056 and 1.018, respectively, for the coolant and
represents the magnitude of the additional uncertainty in film temperatures.
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3. Cladding thickness. Two types of stainless conductivity is found to be about 125 from SASSYS/EBR-11
steel cladding materials are under consideration: HT-9 and code calculations.
316SS. The HT-9 cladding outer diameter (OD) is required
by manufacturing specifications to be 02300+0.0005 in. 8. Film heat transfer coefficient. Uncertainty in
and the cladding inner diameter (ID) to be 0 1940 ± 0.0005 the film heat transfer coefficient is determined by
in. The nominal cladding thickness is thus 0.018 in., experimental data empirically correlated over a range of
leading to an uncertainty of 3% (actually 28%) in the Peclet numbers and pitch-to-diameter (P/D) ratios. The IFR
cladding thickness due to manufacturing deviations. The fuel bundle has a P/D ratio of 1 19 and Pe number between
316SS cladding OD and ID are 02300±0.0005 in. and 200 and 800. An uncertainty of 16% was used in the
0.2000±0.0005 in., respectively. With the nominal analysis along with the empirical correlation" applied.
thickness of 0.015 in., this results in an uncertainty of - 3 %
(really 33%) in the cladding thickness. Cladding thickness 9. Neutron and gamina flux distribution. Burnup
affects cladding conductance, and a 3 increase in the measurements of binary driver fuel pins from EBR-11 were
cladding thickness will result in a nearly 3 increase in the compared with calculated burnup values, which were
temperature rise across the cladding. obtained by an elaborate caIculational procedure"

considering also the effects of differing locations and
4. Fuel diameter. The fuel slug diameter has a orientations during irradiation of the pins. The ratios of

tolerance of ±0.003 in. and a nominal diameter of 0168 calculated-to-measured burnup values have an average value
in., so the manufacturing variations result in an uncertainty of 0993 and a standard deviation of 0024. For the IFR
of 2 in the fuel diameter. The effect of the uncertainty ternary fuel analysis, an uncertainty of 7% is currently used
reflected on the temperature rises across each of the regions, which yields an HCF of 107 for the coolant temperature
but note that the coolant has a local factor of 104 since the rise and an HCF of 1. 10 for each of the remaining four pin
change in linear power is proportional to the square of the regions. 'Me reason for the different HCFs is that the 107
change in fuel diameter. The HCF for the coolant factor for coolant is associated with an integrated effect over
temperature is essentially 1.0 since this fuel diameter factor the entire flow channel whereas the 1. 10 factor is applied to
is most likely a locally confined phenomenon rather than a local spot at a particular eevation.
continuous along the path of the flow channel.

C. Additional Uncertainties
5. Fissile fuel concentration. The uncertainty in

fissile fuel concentration according to the manufacturing Analyses for later reactor designs will inevitably
specifications is 0.5 wt.%, yet an uncertainty factor of 1.01 become more elaborate as more experimental data and
is conservatively used instead. This HCF value of 1.01 operational experience are accumulated to decrease design
represents the local heat flux factor. margins. This section describes some additional

uncertainties in order to study the effect on the overall HCF.
6. Clad thermal conductivity. Uncertainty in the

thermal conductivity of cladding, as for the fuel pin, exists 1. Claddingcircumferentialtemperaturevariation.
due to experimental errors in measurement of this property In a close-packed LMR fuel pin array, the coolant velocity
and irradiation effects. The cladding thermal conductivity and temperature distribution in the subehannel. varies
as a function of temperature used in the analysis has an circurnferentially around the pin, and the maximum cladding
uncertainty of about 7 for both HT-9 and 316SS.11 temperature occurs at the minimum coolant gap between the
Calculations from SASSYS/EBR-II indicate that a 7 pins. The presence of wire wrap in the gap further
decrease in clad thermal conductivity will yield an HCF of increases the cladding surface temperature. This
1.08 for the cladding temperature rise. circumferential temperature factor, however, is only applied

to the cladding temperature.
7. Fuel thermal conductivity. The subject of

uncertainties in the thermal conductivity of U-Pu-Zr fuel is 2. Interchannel coolant mixing. In subassemblies
a difficult one because of the limited database. with radial power gradients across the fuel bundle, coolant
Furthermore, no data are available for the thermal mixing reduces the peak subehannel temperature and the
conductivity of irradiated U-Pu-Zr fuel. Among the data uncertainty factor is less than unity. For IFR safety
available are those for unirradiated U-19Pu-lOZr, which is analyses, this factor is conservatively taken to be unity.
close in composition to the IFR fuel, U2OPu-IOZr. The
correlation currently used for IFR fuel safety calculations 3. Wire wrap orientation. Due to the swirl flow
was obtained from the data in the IFR Metallic Fuels induced by the wire wrap in subchannels near the
Handbook" with an uncertainty of 25% at about 2 at.% subassembly ducts, the flow and temperature distribution in
burnup. This assumes that the ternary fuel would behave the subassembly depends mildly on the relative orientation
similarly to the binary fuel (U-51's) which has lowest of the wire wrap and the power skew (a CRBRP
thermal conductivity at 2 at.% burnup. The HCF for the investigation' showed a maximum bounding deviation in the
fuel temperature rise due to the uncertainty in fuel thermal hot channel temperature rise of about I ).
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using the semistatistical horizontal method. The cladding variables. Thus the integrated effect of the composite
hot spot under consideration is located in the fuel pin in a factors is the product of each effect, which obviously will be
subassembly in row 6 which has a coolant channel overall different from the outcome obtained by the way the
temperature rise of 1690C (3050F). The axial position of uncertainties were treated in steady state.
the cladding hot spot is at the top of the fuel slug. 'Me
design constraint for the cladding is the fuel-clad eutectic Uncertainties in power level measurement, neutron and
temperature, so attention is focused on the cladding inner gamma flux, fissile fuel concentration, and fuel diameter in
surface temperature. Table I are considered to be power related. Uncertainties

in flow rate through subassembly and flow profile within
The results indicate that the overall HCF for cladding subassembly are flow related. The uncertainty in fuel

is 1 13. If the effect of the additional uncertainties is thermal conductivity affects the fuel pin temperature rise.
included, the factor will be increased slightly to 1 14 mainly Cladding thermal conductivity and thickness are related to
due to the 1.50C of loop temperature imbalance. the cladding temperature rise.

B. Uncertainty Factors for Transient Analyses Each of the preliminary composite uncertainty factors
is obtained as follows: 1) Power, P = 102 x (I + 0.07 2

A set of uncertainty factors was developed for the + 0. 0 1' + 0.022)P-5 = 1095, where the uncertainty factor,
input to the SASSYS/EBR-Il code to predict the hot channel 1.02, of power level measurement is still treated as direct
temperatures of IFR fuel pins during transient operation. factor and the other three as statistical; 2 Flow, F = I 
The uncertainties in Table I are sorted into groups based on (0.07 2 052)0-5 = 1.086 3 Fuel heat transfer, Hf. =
the parameters that are affected, i.e., reactor power, 1.25 4 Cladding heat transfer, Hd = I + 003 2 

flowrate, and heat flux. he uncertainties in the group are 0.07'f- = 1076; and 5) Film heat transfer, Hr., = 16.
combined to obtain a preliminary uncertainty factor for the
group. Then, these preliminary factors were normalized and A parametric study performed for the hot pin in a
the overall uncertainty factors are forced to be consistent subassembly in row 2 with SASSYS/EBR41 shows that each
with that obtained from the steady-state calculations by of the above five composite factors alone will lead to the
applying an adjustment factor and this factor is applied to all increase in fuel temperature, relative to coolant inlet
parameters for transient analyses. The rationale behind his temperature, by a factor of 1075, 1.011 1178, 1.010, and
is that most of these uncertainties are statistical, but when 1.005, respectively. Whereas, if all the five composite
the composite uncertainty factors are directly applied to the factors are applied at the same time, the fuel temperature
parameters, they are in a sense treated as independent will increase by a factor of 128; thus, the factors were

Table 2 Hot Channel Factors Analysis for IFR Fuel Pin in Row 6 (Nominal Coolant Temp. Rise, 169'C)

Thermo-Physical Quantity Uncertainty Coolant Film Cladding Total
(Nom. Temp. Rise, 'C) Factor (169.4) (9-8) (27.6) Uncertainty

DIRECT-
Power Level Measurement 1.020 1.020 1.020 1.020
(Temp. Rise) 172.8 10.0 28.2

STATISTICAL:
Neutron & Gamma Flux 1.070 1.070 1.100 1.100
(Temp. Rise) 12.1 1.0 2.8 15.9

Subassembly Flow Rate 1.070 1.079 1.025
(Temp. Rise) 13.7 0.2 13.9

Flow Profile in Subassembly 1.050 1.056 1.018
(Temp. Rise) 9.7 0.2 9.9

Clad Thickness 1.030 1.030
(Temp. Rise) 0.8 0.8

Fuel Diameter 1.020 1.040 1.040
(Temp. Rise) 0.4 1.1 1.5

Fissile Fuel Concentration 1.010 1.010 1.010 1.010
(Temp. Rise) 1.7 0.1 0.3 2.1

Clad Thermal Conductivity 1.070 1.080
(Temp. ise) 2.3 2.3

Film Heat Transfer Coef. 1.160 1.200
(Temp. Rise) 2.0 2.0

T(clad = 644.3 172.8 10.0 + 28.8 23.7 = 879.0 K) SQRT(SUM(X*X))
Overall Hot Channel Factor = 879.0 - 644.3)/(851.1 - 644.3 = 1. 134
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treated as independent (direct) factors. These composite The set of uncertainty factors to be used for transient
factors, however, should be treated as statistical factors. If analyses has also been obtained. The validity of these
the composite factors can somehow be processed before factors is confirmed by running the null-transient
being applied such that the factors 1.075, 1.011, 1178, calculations and comparing the results to steady-state
1.010, and 1.005) showing fuel temperature increase are calculations.
statistically combined, the overall temperature rise would be
[I + (0.07Y 00112 0179 + 0.010 + O.W -' = 1194. REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT
It has been almost axiomatic that BWR fuel bundle critical power performance could not be improved without an accompanying
increase in bundle pressure drop. It appeared that in order to increase the bundle dryout resistance it was necessary to perturb the
bundle coolant flow paths in some fashion. Ts resulted in an unacceptable bundle pressure drop increase, However, by adding
part length rods to decrease bundle pressure drop and by inserting an extra spacer with rearranged spacer pitch and flow trippers
on the channel wall at the top of the bundle to increase critical power it was possible to achieve the goal of increased bundle critical
power without pressure drop increase.

lower than the cosine. Thus, another thermal hydraulic objective
I. INTRODUCTION of this program was to narrow the difference between outlet peak

BWR fuel bundle design requires that many trade-offs be and cosine axial shape critical power performance.

made before an optimal result is obtained. In the area of thermal Ill. DESIGN DEVELOPMENT
hydraulics the two crucial design parameters are bundle critical
power and pressure drop. Critical power is used by the nuclear This work was guided largely by the insights gained from
designers to optimize core operating margins and to minimize fuel many previous 8x8 and 9x9 bundle configurations which had been
cycle cost. Bundle pressure drop must be controlled to prevent tested in the 17 MW ATLAS heat transfer test facility at GE
flow mismatch between new reload bundles and the remainder of Nuclear Energy in San Jose, California. Starting about 1975
the core, and also to ensure ample stability margins. In the past many new concepts were tested and it was this experience which
critical power perfonnance iprovements were always contributed to the evolution of the new design. For example, in
accompanied by an increase in bundle pressure drop. In tis paper previous work with 8x8 fuel I the ferrule type spacer had shown
a new design is described in which critical power is improved superior thermal hydraulic capabilities compared to either the egg-
without increasing bundle pressure drop. Of course, any proposed crate or the unit cell type spacers. It also met all other necessary
design must have good nuclear efficiency, use acceptable performance criteria. Therefore, it was also chosen for these 9x9
materials, be structurally sound, should be economically designs.
manufacturable and potentially attractive to utility customers.

In a previous development test2 it had been established
II. OBJECTIVE that bundle pressure drop in a 8x8 assembly could be significantly

reduced with small loss in critical power performance if four ull-
The objective of our work was to improve the critical length rods (FLRs) were replaced by four part length rods (PLRs)

power performance of a reference 9x9 13WR fuel design without which terminated half way up the bundle. This pressure drop
increasing its active fuel bundle pressure drop, changing its basic reduction technique could be expected to be equally beneficial for
lattice geometry or degrading any other required fuel performance a 9x9 design. The introduction of PLRs into a 9x9 design created
criterion. he reference design was a fully rodded bundle having an opportunity to trade the resultant pressure drop reduction for
two large central water rods enclosed in a standard BVIR fiiel improved critical power.
channel. The water rods occupied seven fuel rod lattice positions

leaving 74 fuel rod positions. This design is subsequently referred A. Spacer Addition with Non-uniform Pitch
to as Bundle R.

An eighth spacer was added at the top of the
Early bundle critical power tests were generally performed with bundle. Previously3, however, spacers had been added with a
chopped cosine axial heat flux shape. As inlet and outlet peak reduced uniform pitch for the top spacers. In this design the top
critical power test data became available, it became apparent that five spacers were arranged with an optimized, nonuniform pitch
the inlet peak critical power performance was higher than the while below the fifth spacer the standard, uniform spacer pitch
center peak cosine and the outlet peak critical power perfon-nance was maintained. This concept helped improve critical power
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performance for every rod in the lattice and also had maximum TV EXPERIMENTAL DATA
improvement effect for the case with outlet peak axial he-at flux Two types of experimental data were taken during tis
shape, program: bundle pressure drop and critical power. Bundle

pressure drop is independent of local peaking (for those power
B. Channel Wall Flow Tripper distributions normally encountered in reactor applications), hence,

Before full-scale rod bundle. test results became needs only to be obtained once for each axial heat flux shape.
available, channel wall trippers had been successfully applied to a However, for nuclear design applications, critical power data must
large internally heated annulus4. Later the concept in a slightly be obtained for each independent lattice position in the bundle for
modified form was extended to the top of an 8x8 bundle design to at least one axial power shape. In this study Bundle R was tested
improve outer rod critical power with very little effect on bundle only with sufficient completeness to provide an adequate
pressure drop. The purpose of the trippers is to deflect the liquid reference, while, Bundle A was extensively tested so as to provide
film flowing along the channel wall toward design and licensing type experimental data.
the outer row of fuel rods resulting in enhanced critical power
performance for those outer rods. Due to the success of this A. Bundle Pressure Drop Test Results
concept in an 8xg design it was added to the Bundle A
configuration. Two-phase bundle pressure drop data were

obtained for both designs with both cosine and outlet peaked axial
A summary of the bundle design data comparing heat flux shapes over a full range of bundle power and flow

the two designs is shown on Table III-I. conditions for a pressure of 1000 psia and an inlet subcooling of

25 BTUAb. These results are shown on Figures V-I and IV-2.
Table III-I They clearly indicate that the objective of equal or lower pressure

drop for the optimized (Bundle A) design was realized.
Summary of Bundle Design Data B. Critical Power Test Results

Parameter Bundle R Bundle A

Lattice 9X9 9X9 Baseline critical power data were obtained for the
Fuel rod OD 0.440" 0.440" reference bundle (Bundle R) which included six local peaking
Number. of FLRs 74 66 patterns, three,"rith outlet peak axial heat flux shape and three
Active FLR length 146" 146" with chopped cosine axial shape. To make the Bundle R data most
Number of PLRs None 8 representative the three peaking patterns tested with each axial
Number of water rods 2 2
Channel ID 5.278" 5.278" flux shape were configured so that the critical rod location was
Channel Wall Smooth Trippers moved from the outer row of rods to the second and lastly to the
Number of spacers 7 8 third row of rods. Critical power tests were performed using
Spacer pitch Uniform Non-uniform Bundle A having 47 local peaking patternsMth three axial heat
Tested axial heat flux Chopped Cosine, Inlet Peak, flux shapes.

shapes (Figure 31) Outlet Peak Chopped Cosine,
Outlet Peak

2.0 - Figure I11-1
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1.6 - ef__ Inlet
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Figure IV-1 Figure IV-2

PRESSURE DROP COMPARISON PRESSURE DROP COMPARISON
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V. CRITICAL POWER DATA To test the validity of these straight line fits, the standard deviation
COMPARISON of the ratio of the predicted to measured Bundle A critical powers

was calculated. Sixty data points ith cosine axial heat flux shape
A. Method of Comparison and forty with outlet peak shape were correlated with a standard

deviation of 31% and 1.2%6, respectively. These fits were deemed
it was not feasible to make direct data versus data acceptable to proceed with the next step in the comparison

critical power comparisons. It was possible, however, to use the process.
Bundle A data base to predict its performance with peaking
patterns comparable to Bundle R. This was done using a C. Critical Power Comparisons
calculational approach which correlated critical power at the same
inlet fluid conditions to a bundle equivalent local peaking. This The thirty Bundle R critical power data points
technique is explained below in Section and C. from six different assemblies obtained at a pressure of I 00 psia

and an inlet subcooling of 20 BTU/lb were compared against the
B. Bundle A Critical Power Prediction critical power predictions calculated from the Bundle A data base

(Figure V-1). These results demonstrated a mean critical power

For the present case the Bundle A data at a improvement of 39% for the cosine shape, 85% for the outlet
constant pressure of 1000 psia and inlet subcooling of 20 BTU/lb peak shape and 62% for all 30 data points.

were divided into ten different groups according to axial heat flux
shapes (cosine and outlet peak) and mass fluxes 03, 0.5 0825,
1. 15 and 135 Mlb/hr-ft2) and each group was plotted as critical VI. CONCLUSIONS
power versus equivalent peaking. A best fit straight line was
generated for each data group and a statistical comparison made of The objectives of the program were satisfied. The
the results (Table V-1). addition of an extra spacer with optimized pitch and flow trippers
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on the channel wall at the top of the bundle resulted in improved techniques. In particular, this improvement, on average, was more
critical power performance without the usual pressure drop than twice as great for the outlet peak axial flux shape as it was
penalty associated with other critical power improvement for the cosine shape.

Table V I

CONTARISON OF BUNDLE A "BEST FIT" vs MEASURED
CRITICAL POWER RESULTS

-G(Mb/hr-ft**2)
Flux Shape 0.3 0.5 0.825 1.15 1.35 All

Cosine N 12 12 12 12 12 60
a %) 2.54 2.38 2.60 4.07 4.17 3.14

Outlet Peak N 8 8 8 8 8 40
a ON 0.85 1.29 1.29 1.08 1.22 1.24

All N 100
2.55

Figure V-1

CRMCAL POWER COMPARISgN

100 at p=1000psia & Ah=20BTU/lb

95 El0 0
F go ez
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3 5 - . . . . . . . I I I I I
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VII. REFERENCES C. F. S. HONG and B. MATZNER, "The Effect of
Three Extra Spacers: Critical Power and Pressure Drop in the

A. B. MATZNER, Thermal Hydraulic Performance Original 8x8 Lattice", NEDE-21706, General Electric Company
of BWR Type Spacers", International Topical Meeting on WR (1977).
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ABSTRACT This induces development of transverse flows
from the main axial flow, and changes in the axial

Two ftench experimental facilities used for the velocity gradients. These particularities of coolant
study of crossbows and induced vibrations in PWR flow have an effect on both vibration levels and
heteregeneous cores are described Test sections of cooling of the fuel rods, and also on the axial forces
these facilities are made of stainless steel and their exerted on the assemblies in the core cavity.

ftont walls are large plexiglass window aowing
use of local non intrusive measurements with Since 1985, French Atomic Energy
various optical devices as Laser Doppler Commission (CEA) has gradually acquired
Anemometer or laser vibrometers. All these experimental and measuring facilities that have
measurements can ben used to assess the allowed it to engage in research and development
compatibility of different types of fuel programs in these areas, in cooperation with
subassemblies. They are also very useful to validate industry partners in the nuclear field. Two
thermohydraulic and mechanic computer codes complementary test loops have been constructed,
involved in the prediction of heterogeneous core called ARIANE and HERMIES T.
behavior.

LOOPS ESCRIPTION
INTRODUCTION

The first loop operates under ambient pressure
Due to insertion of a limited number of new and temperature conditions. The test section of this

assemblies at each cycle, the cores in Pressurized facility can simultaneously accommodate two 8x8
Water Reactors are not homogeneous. Referring PVirR assembly models two meters high. The rods,
only to the impact on coolant flow, these differences made of zircaloy, have an outside diameter of 95
can range from variable hydraulic resistances in the mm and are filled with lead pellets. The maximum
assembly, which depend on the geometric changes axial flow delivered by the pump is 260 r�/h,
occurring during preceding cycles, to coexistence of generating velocities of 6 /s in the assembly. A
assemblies with new design structures. schematic of ARIANE facility is shown on figure .

Deviations in resistance between neighboring
fuel assemblies cause the flow rates to be distributed
differently between the assembly rods.
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The second loop, HERMES T has variable
operating conditions: the coolant temperature is
between 60 and 170'C, with pressure between 0.5
and 3 lPa.

Upper water The duplex assembly test section can
gui e accommodate either two 12-foot assemblies, or two

14-foot assemblies A control rod assembly and the
complete control line can be installed on one of the
two assemblies for step by step movements or to
simulate control rod drops.

p nozzle
The geometry of the lower core support plate

and the core cover plate is identical to French
PWRs, but can be modified upon request. The
primary pump of this facility delivers a flow rate of
1200 m3/h under a 200 n water head.

Assembly The test section bodies on these facilities are
holder built from a stainless steel U shape with inside

dimensions of 102 x 204 x 2000 mm for ARIANE
View port and 215 x 430 x 5000 mm for HERMES T. The

fourth face of the test section is a ribbed metal frame
semblies bolted onto the U, and which supports a long

plexiglass window, providing excellent visibility of
the assemblies under flow.

During hot testing on the HERMES T loop,
the front face is replaced by a metal cover equipped

Bottom with 9 turning cylinders, 360 mm in diameter, in
nozzle which 185 mm diameter glass windows are fitted.

Visibility is close to that offered by the plexiglass
windows during cold tests.

Flowmeter A schematic of HERMES T, schowing 2
differents, configurations corresponding to different
operating conditions, is given figure 2.

Lower water TYPICAL MEASURMENTS
box Lower water

guide These test sections have been designed to
allow the use of non-disturbing optical measuring
techniques for observable phenomena. A laser
velocimeter with a power of W simultaneously
measures two instantaneous components of the
coolant local velocity.

Figure I - Test section of ARIA.NE loop
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These measurements are processed to Penetration of fight rays between the rods
determine the mean values of the two velocity depends on their focal power, i.e. on the type of lens
components in orthogonal directions, their used. Lenses with a long focal distance 600 m)
turbulence fluctuations, and also their spectral can be used for observations to a depth of up to
content. Iustration of the type of phenomenon to 20 mm, in rows of 17xl7 assemblies that have 'no
be measured is given on figure 3 guide tubes or at the interface between two

assemblies. The disadvantage of a small angle
between the fight beams is that the measurement
volume takes on a very long sape, reaching 25 m
on its longest side.

Lenses with short focal distances 160 mm)
cannot reach beyond the fourth row of rods, but the
longest side of the measurement volume is close to a

gri d millimeter. This is shown on figure 4.
GM
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710 710
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Id 917
0 �

4W Measurement volume shape
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Figure 3 - Example of fluid velocity and turbulence Figure 4 - Laser beams of dopier anemometer in
in an heterogeneous core 17x 7 bundle
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These very detailed characteristics of coolant The limit situations to be taken into account
flow can then be used as data for core are thus clearly identified and contribute
thermohydraulics calculations, as well as for predominantly to assessment of compatibility of the
vibrations calculations used to assess the neighboring assemblies.
mechanical resistance and the wear of the fuel rods.
The results of these vibration calculations can be In cases involving the study of the wear
compared to those of vibration measurements kinetics of the rods and their supports, especially
performed on rods under the same flow conditions after irradiation has relaxed the hold-down springs in
in these facilities. the grid cells, vibration measurements are performed

near these grids.
Low-power laser vibrometers record the

displacement of reflecting targets fixed to the This is done using a differential vibrometer
surface of the rods presenting the highest vibration that provides information instantly on the relative
level. This technique can be used to measure a the movement between the grid and the rods (figure 6.
rods located between the front face of the test
section and the center of the l7xI7 assembly. Then, using time-frequency type signal
Changes in the vibratory response of these rods can processing methods, such as Morlet wavelets or the
be followed in terms of the frequency and amplitude Wigner-Ville transform, it is possible to determine
of vibration, as a function of the flow rates or whether the rod vibrates continuously on its
movements of the control rod assemblies. Such a supports, or whether contact is intermittent and at
type of result is shown on figure 5. what rate of occurrence impacts are produced on the

supports.

PSD
Am

Target 1
6.5 Ws $St SW rML-

6 Ws s
5.5 Ws DI
5 Ws
4 rals CZ
3 Ws

MA

0 100 HZ Target 2 Signal
output

Vibration spectral density

Figure - Rod vibration spectral density Figure 6 - Differential vibrometer
versus flow rate
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TYPICAL TESTS This allows determination of the structural
damping of each natural mode of the assembly,

One of the first series of tests envisaged for damping fluctuation in each mode being then studied
the commissioning of the duplex HERMES T test as a function of low ratel. It is also possible to
section will consist in the following measurements at envisage exciting the assembly using the same
60 C with a flowrate of I 00 m/h mechanism, in modes representative of earthquakes,

and causing the RCC shutdown assembly to fall in
- local velocities at the interface between 2 order to observe its kinetics.

subassemblies at 3 different axial elevations 
assembly inlet, assembly outlet, and vicinity of CONCLUSION
thermohydraulic grid.

Use of these experimental facilities allows to
- vibrations of the fuel pins at assembly obtain complete and detailed information on the

inlet and at locations with the highest transverse hydraulic and vibratory phenomena specific to
cross flows measured previously. heterogeneous cores. In particular it is possible to

establish a direct assessment of the actual
Both the ARIANE and HERMES T facilities compatibility between two different assemblies. By

are also used to study rod behavior in earthquake making a few specific changes, these facilities can
conditions in the presence of flow. In this case only also be used as a unique tool for assembly behaviour
one assembly is used, which is centered in the test studies under seismic conditions with simulation of
section, with the lower core support plate and the the flow effects. Also, a source of information in
core cover plate modified appropriately. thus made available for qualification of computation

codes for vibratory mechanics and multidimensional
Bowing of the assembly is obtained by pulling fluid mechanics under development at CEA and aso

laterally at one of the middle grids levels, and used in the field of nuclear fuel.
sudden release of this load generates a damped
oscillating movement that is recorded using REFERENCE
c-otoelectronic sensors. Appropriate measurement
processing reveals the laws of fluctuation in 1 - J.C. FLAMAND, J.C. MAGUIN,
structural damping as a function of the assembly A. MATTEI, J. RIGAUDEAU, J.C. LEROUX
f'ow rate. By replacing the release mechanism with 1991, Influence of axial coolant flow on fuel
an electrodynamic exciter or a dual-action hydraulic assembly dampingfor the response to horizontal
cylinder, the middle part of the assembly is subjected seismic loads, Paper C614, SMIRT 1 1
to a sine-wave motion at controlled frequencies.
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ABSTRACT This document will focus strictly on the
differences in hydraulic resistance related to the

Yhe determination of hydraulic characteristics for modifications in grid structures having no effect on
fuel subassembly components is dependent on the DNB correlations. Although this is an extremely
hypotheses and the methodology considered. The simplified approach to the problem, establishing
results of hydraulic compatibility calculations data to evaluate the hydraulic compatibility
using input data from different sources may thus be between two different assemblies can be difficult,
difficult to analyses and their reliability will and if not controlled closely, can lead to false
consequently be reduced. conclusions that may affect the operation and

Electricite de France (EDF) and Commissariat a safety of the reactor.

PEnergie Atomique (CEA) have initiated a GENERAL
common program aiming at controlling the
consequences of such a situation, increasing the Thus, two strictly identical products could be
reliability of the values used in the hydraulic stated as having different grid head loss coeffi-
compatibility calculations, and proposing a cients just because they have not been evaluated
standardization of the operating procedures. using identical procedures. If these two products

were loaded in the same reactor, the product cha-
In a first step, this program is based on the racterized by the higher head loss coefficient
measurements performed in the CEA HERMES P would suffer a penalty in DNB, possibly leading to
facility. Extension of this program is expected to reduction of the maximum allowable reactor po-
the equivalent experimental facilities for which wer. Reciprocally, two different products could be
sufficient information will be made available. stated as having the same pressure drops, thus

INTRODUCTION being entirely compatible, although penalties
should be taken into account regarding DNB so as

Continuous search for safer and more ef- not to alter the safety level of the facility.

ficient fuel, and diversification of fuel supply have This essential search for data consistency of
as a consequence a possible change in the charac- course assumes that the initial measurements have
teristics of the fuel assemblies used in nuclear been performed under comparable conditions and
reactors. By partially refueling cores with new as-

with the same accuracy, but, most importantly, re-
semblies, nuclear power plant operators are con- quires that the factors likely to generate systemat
fronted with the problem of heterogeneous cores. deviations between measurements have been eli-
The complexity of the problem increases as pro- minated.
ducts diversify in isotopic concentration, types of
alloy, size and shape of structure components.
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This point is critical, since compatibility accurate to some tenths of a mm. A variation of
between assemblies is established on the basis of one tenth of a millimeter in the flow channel
relative reasonin which is supported by compari- internal dimension of the measurement area for a
sons drawn between product characteristics. l7xI7 assembly grid, can induce a variation of

0.6% in the pressure drop coefficient.
It therefore appears wise to use only results

established from a single model, using It is therefore reasonable to expect that this
measurements taken on products tested in the same discrepancy alone will lead to systematic devia�
way and in the same test facility, since this tions of several percentage points in pressure drop
minimizes the risk of systematic errors, although coefficients for the same product tested in different
they cannot be completely eliminated. In practice test facilities.
this solution cannot always be adopted, and it
therefore becomes necessary to guard against the BUNDLE EFFECT
most significant causes of bias by implementing a
strict procedure. Analysis of data gathered from The second example emphasizes the condi-
various assemblies in different test loops shows tion of the product model used in characterization
that significant errors can be induced through the tests. This model generally consists of a new
experiment set-up, instrumentation, the product structure, identical to the final product, loaded
model used in testing or even the method of data with rods containing lead or depleted uranium.
reduction and conversion of the measured values This batch of rods is usually used in several tests
into information useable in computation. Three of the same type, and has therefore been subject to
examples can be shown to illustrate this point quite a certain amount of handling, having a
simply. considerable effect on its surface condition.

TEST SECTION EFFECT By regularly measuring pressure drops on the
17xl7 bundles tested in the BERMES1 loops,

The first example involves the facility, and observations reveal significant discrepancy among
the test section in particular. The hydraulic chan- these values. The different sets of experimental
nel surrounding the assembly is a metal part seve- data obtained are plotted on figure .
ral meters high, with known internal dimensions

1.4 Kbundle o An x : experimental values of Kb

Kb 6 2-10 : theoretical values of Kb versus

1.3

1.2

2.104

X 1.104
X

5.10-5
2.10-5

0.9
0 100 000 200 000 300 000 400 000 500 OO

Reynolds

Figure I - Comparison between experimental and theoretical values of bundle pressure drop coefficients
(kb) versus Reynolds number and relative roughness (s)
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Grid pressure drops are evaluated by sub- values are systematically presented in adimensional
tracting the pressure drop caused by the bundle, form for greater ease in their utilization.
from the pressure drop measured on one of the as-
sembly stages, assuming constant linear friction This conversion can only be achieved by
coefficient along the length of the bundle. choosing reference values. For example, the
Common practice consists in evaluating the bundle hydraulic diameter of the bundle can be defined by
pressure drop coefficients using theoretical models taking into account only the geometrical values, or
(Moody model for example), on the basis of it may be preferable to include the wet perimeter
characteristics representative of new rods. hus of the test section. This difference generates a
any relative roughness )is assumed to be between deviation of practically 10% on the Reynolds
2 and 5.10-5 (continuous lines in figure 1). number in the case of HERMIES P tests.

Furthermore, depending on whether the reference
The friction values used can deviate up to is based on geometric dimensions in the cold state,

20% from values obtained through direct mea- or a reference where correction is made for
surements (figure 1). Since the bundle contributes ' temperature, a systematic deviation is induced in
to more than one third of the pressure drop in each the pressure drop coefficients, leading to an
assembly stage, the use of bundles that are not in underestimation of the friction coefficient,
the same condition can lead to systematic increasing as the test temperature rises. This effect
deviations in the grid pressure drop, reaching up to is shown on figure 2 where the influence of taking
8% in the tests mentioned previously. into account the actual temperature has been

calculated through the corresponding deviation on
REFERENCE EFFECT fluid velocity due to differential thermal expansion

between bundle and test section.
The last example concerns the method used in
calculating the pressure drop coefficients. The

1.06

1.05

1.04

1.03

1.02
N
Z 1.01
S2 1

0.99

0.98

0.97

20 80 150 200 250 310

Temperature C)

Figure 2 - Influence of differential thermal expansion between bundle and test section
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These various examples illustrate how diffi- - the various by-pass flowrates for assembly
cult it is to obtain consistent data for assemblies of and test section
different origin. Control over these values requires
placing strict limitations on the number of authori- - the distance between grid and pressure
zed loops and careful observation of their evolu- taps

tion, defining technical specifications that describe - the evolution of axial velocity profile
in full detail the procedures to be used in testing versus height
and measuring, and adopting a standardized
methodology for data reduction and conversion of - the criteria for distribution of energy
measurement results. dissipation between bundle, grid and housing.

CONCLUSION This action is based, first of all, on mea-

In France, Electricit6 De France (EDF) and surements conducted on the ERMIES P loop at
Commissariat � I'Energie'Atomique (CEA) have CEA a facility which has become the reference
undertaken study of these subjects.The correspon- loop for EDF with regards to hydraulic testing of
ding program involves identifying all potential assemblies designed for PWRs in France. Exten-
sources of systematic deviations such as those pre- sion of this program is expected to the equivalent
sented above, classifying them according to their experimental facilities for wich sufficient informa-
influence on the value of the pressure drop coeffi- tion will be made available.

cient, and proposing ways of reducing these de- The ultimate aim is to propose, to the
viations. The first set of parameters examined in- constructors, the basis of a standardization of
cludes experimental operating procedures.

- the internal geometry of test sections, up- REFERENCE
per and lower core plates and associated water

guides 1. A. MATTEI, Y. OCERAJES, "France's

- the surface roughness of the rods and test HERMES P loop hydraulically tests advanced fuel",
section walls NUCLEAR EUROPE WORDLSCAN 3 411991 p 58

- the use of thimble plug assemblies or
control rod clusters
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ABSTRACT adaptor plate of the bottom nozzle,
- a spacer grid enhancing thermal margins

Many years of development of the AFA and minimizing the risk of interassembly
program reach their completion with the hang- up during handling.
AFA 2G assembly. The main concerns of
this assembly towards thermal-hydraulics are The purpose of the paper is to present the
the presence of an anti-debris bottom nozzle experimental program supporting the fuel
and a high performing spacer grid. thermal-hydraulic development and

qualification, for the AFA 2G assembly and
These two features result from extensive further extensions, and to show the
analytic programs in test facilities in order to performance level reached.
find the best compromise betwen efficiency,
j:lresssure drop and Critical Heat Flux
performances, and mechanical requirements. ANTI-DEBRIS FILTER AND ASSOCIATED

BOTTOM NOZZLE
They provide the fuel assembly with more Reactor operation experience shows that the
reliability and the core with increased Critical main cause of fuel rod leakage is the impact
Heat Flux margins, while minimizing the on the cladding of small metallic debris
compatibility aspects. migrating through the reactor coolant system

(for the 17 x 17 Fragema assemblies, the
proportion of leakage caused by debris is
evaluated at about 80 %). Damage usually
appears upstream of the first grid. So the
system retained to cure this problem has to

FRAGEMA developed in the early 1980s the trap the debris before it enters the assembly 
AFA (Advanced Fuel Assembly) concept moreover this system must represent the best
with the support of the CEA (the French compromise between filtering efficiency,
Atomic Energy Agency), following the capacity to withstand the impacts, and
original nconel Grid Fuel Assembly design. pressuredropperformance. Morepreciselythe
After its first introduction in 1985 in a requirements are 
900 MWe reactor, the concept was - trap any debris which are too large to pass
extended to 14 x 14 8ft 1986), 17 x 17 through the grid assembly,
14ft 1988), 16 x 16 and 18 x 18 1992) - minimize the unavoidable pressure drop
assemblies for French and foreign reactors. increase.
These extensions included continuous
improvements, particularly on grid design, The solution retained consists of a filter made
and are today reaching their fulfilment with from nconel 718 sheet metal, chosen for its
the AFA-2G (AFA 2nd generation) assembly. qualities of hardness and toughness. Cut into

this metal are small square slots grouped
In the thermal-hydraulic field, this assembly together in patterns facing the coolant
is particularly characterized by flowholes in the assembly lower nozzle. The
- an anti-debris filter positioned under the sheet metal is fastened by riveting under the
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Figure - AFA 2G Bottom nozzle

The main results (see figure 2 show a

adaptor plate of this nozzle. (see figure 1) decrease of the nozzle pressure drop

coefficient when the adaptor plate flow area

This solution results from a pressure drop increases ; but this variation reaches

analysis and from a verification of reliability saturation beyond a flow area limit. However,
through endurance tests. in the case of a bottom nozzle with filter, it is

beneficial to increase T to minimize the
Pressure dron measurement velocity through the adaptor plate and thus

Parametric tests were performed in a reduce the effect on pressure drop of the filter
hydraulic loop reproducing the lower part of itself.
an assembly including the bottom nozzle
(with or without filter), the first two grids,
the fuel rod and guide thimble bundle and
the lower core plate. The loop flowrate
covered the reactor conditions and the
Reynolds number range reached 300 000. ........

The pressure drop was measured across the
core plate/nozzle/first grid assembly.

The tested parameters were
the flow area in the adaptor plate (from
126 to 165 M2),

the filter ratio of material area per unit area
of the filter (up to 46 ,
the filter location (upon or under the
adaptor plate),
the reactor geometry 3 loop or 4 loop 41

TM

plants differing in lower core plate
thickness and bottom nozzle height).

For this last point, results showed no Figure 2 Pressure drop coefficient versus
difference between the two reactor bottom nozzle flow area ratio T
geometries. (T ratio of flow area in the adaptor plate to

total area)
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Effectivene§s and endurance tests dimples, vane arrangement, vane shape) but
The same mock-up type as the one used for this design cannot ignore the other
pressure drop tests was introduced in a requirements of the mechanical design for rod
square test section built with plexiglass behavior and grid crush strength, those of the
walls debris were injected upstream of the thermal hydraulic design for pressure drop
lower core plate and their behavior was reduction (to limit fuel assembly lift forces and
filmed. Debris representative of those to facilitate hydraulic compatibility of mixed
typically found in reactors were cores) and the requirements of manufacturing.

helical springs, between 30 and 5 mm
long and diameters from 3 to mm, For these reasons optimization of the grid
metallic chips 30 and 50 mm long, performances is a continuous challenge for
pins, between 1 0 to 30 mm long, with a fuel assembly designers.
1.8 mm diameter. As compared to the nconel and Zrcaloy grids

The integrity of the filter was evaluated of the previous generations, the
through the impact analysis of balls AFA 2G grid features present particularly
(diameters from 4 to 12 mm), rings significant improvements in CHIF
(diameters from 4 to mm) and nuts (M6 performances, mainly due to vane shape
and Ml 0 types). optimization.
The mesh size of the filter (about 3 mm)
proved its efficiency to trap most of the These improvements are the results of
debris, without damage for the filter integrity extensive testing and analysis work. Testing
during the test campaign. is performed in cooperation with C.E.A. and

includes 
Pressure drop tests on a full scale fuel - development type tests for parametric
assembly AFA 2G mock-up completed the studies to compare and investigate various
pressure drop data for the chosen filtering grid geometries on x 5 mock-ups. Two
bottom nozzle; they confirm that this device types of closely-related tests are con-
increases the assembly pressure drop by less ducted:
than 3 mixing tests in cold water loops, either by

using a tracer technique, or by using laser
An additional test was performed to examine anemometry. The former enable an overall
the possible effects of rod end plug shape comparison of the mixing capacity of grids,
and rod location (rod on or off bottom the latter by measuring the velocity field
nozzle) on pressure drop. No significant downstream of a grid give detailed
effects were identified, making it possible to information on the effect of a local
design shortened plugs and thus lengthen parameter (such as a specific dimple, spring
the rods to accommodate rod growth and or vane).
internal pressure rises due to high burnups. CHF tests for 2ft, 25 rod bundles in Freon

loop 30 bar, 900 kW) which enable the
relative CHF performances of grids selected

MIXING GRID AND CRITICAL HEAT FLUX from the previous tests to be compared.
(CHF) PERFORMANC
Utilities always need higher values of fuel qualification tests for the final design
assembly CHF to increase the core retained on the basis of the best
performances in terms of power level or inlet compromise between the thermal/hydraulic,
temperature, or to enhance plant operating mechanical and manufacturing
flexibility, or to accommodate higher radial requirements. These tests are conducted at
peaking factors (FAH limits), while coping the OMEGA 2 water loop (1 72 bar, 1 0 MW)
with a higher level of steam generator tube on a 5 x array of rods under reactor
plugging. Higher radial peaking factors result operating conditions.
from the continuous increase of uranium
enrichments and fuel burnups. The Omega CHF tests performed for the AFA

2G include test series, varying the heated
High CHF performances of the fuel assembly length of the bundle (8, 12 and l4ft), the cell
are directly linked to an appropriate design of type (typical or thimble), the grid spacing 22
the-grid (geometry of the straps, springs, and 1 1 inches), the upper grid location (to get
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upstream and downstream grid DNB diffusion coefficient for turbulent cross flow
locations) and the axial heat flux profile mixing,
(uniform and non uniform). The number of The FRAMATOME correlation was adjusted
data points thus collected is equal to 660. from this data base. The application of this

correlation to reproduce the data points
Figure 3 illustrates the benefit of the AFA 2G shows a high accuracy, with a 95/95 design
grid versus the Inconel grid of the FRAGEMA criterion reduced to 1 . 2 and no significant
initial design in terms of critical power as a trend for any parameter (Reference).
function of inlet conditions.
This benefit results from the comparison of This correlation is also supported by the
two test series with the same bundle length, OMEGA data base accumulated over a period
same axial grid location, same cell type of more than ten years from tests of previous
(typical cell), same radial and axial power designs (more than 2000 data points).
distributions, same test matrix but differing The basic form of the correlation results from
only from the grid type. data reduction of upstream points in typical
Actually this benefit would be twice in terms cell configuration and with a uniform axial
of critical flux, because critical flux ratios are heat flux profile for standard spacing.
determined for the same local conditions at No significant effect of the test section heated
CHF axial location, instead critical power length and of the cell type (typical or thimble)
ratios are determined for the same inlet was identified, so this basic form does not
parameters for which the local conditions, include any length effect nor any equivalent
especially the quality, are different at CHF hydraulic diameter or equivalent heated
axial location. diameter effect.

CaUcal power benefit However, grid spacing and axial distance
between the CHF location and the upstream
grid are key parameters. The tests particularly

P 155 bar show a large benefit from a reduced grid
spacing. The correlation is extended to the
non uniform heat flux profiles by using the
TONG F-factor, the constants of which are

0 adjusted by comparison between uniform and
non uniform data, This adjustment is the same
for all grids tested.
The CHF margins of cores loaded with
AFA 2G fuel assemblies are thus increased for
two reasons
- grid as built features which improve the

5
physical CHF performances, as illustrated on
figure 3,

- a more accurate DNB correlation.

Reference

.. Cc 12' O '.ZCC i �co 150,
Inlet enthalpy J/g FC-A2G, the Framatome Correlation for

Critical Heat Flux in PWR Cores. Application
for AFA-2G Fuel Assembly
30' Meeting of the European Two-Phase Flow
Group
Hannover, June 7

Figure 3 - AFA 2GAnconel Grid Comparison
inlet conditions

Interchannel mixing tests are also performed
at the Omega loop to determine the thermal
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ABSTRACT
Ay

The local TDC model consisting of natural mixing and forced
mixing part was developed to obtain more realistic local fluid
properties in the core subehannel analysis. To evaluate the
performance of local TDC model, the CHF prediction capability
was tested with the various CHF correlations and local fluid
properties at CHF location which are based on he local TDC
model. The results show that the standard deviation of measured to Figure I Rod geometry of square subchannels
predicted CHF ratio (M/P) based on local TDC model can be

reduced by about 7 compared to those based on global TDC It is assumed that net exchange at any subchannel boundary is
model when the CHF correlation has no term to account for always zero. That is, between subchannel i and ,
distance from the spacer grid.

INTRODUCTION Co', = (3)

In genera I, the termal -hydraulic design of the fuel bundles in a This flow exchange rate, o', determined experimentally
nuclear reactor requires the solution of the conservation equations includes the following mixing components;
for mass, momenturn and energy to arrive at their safe and reliable 1) Natural turbulent interchange due to turbulent fluid motion
operation. This core thermal-hydraulic analysis methods can be ( eddy diffusion usually characterized by an eddy
classified into three categories subchannel analysis, porous-body diffusivity of beat.
model analysis, and distributed parameter analysis. Among these 2) Forced ixing or interchange due to the presence of spacer
methods the subchannel an alysi s method is the mos t widel. y used grids(including the effect of the rod support structure and
approach. In this approach, the spaces between rods where coolant the mixing vanes).
flows are divided into interconnected subchannels and average W does not include subehannel crossfow, often called diversion
fluid properties are identified in each subchannel. cross flow, caused by radial pressure gradients between adjacent

subchannels, since this is accounted for separately in the
In the current subchannel analysis method, some mathematical -spbehannel analysis. The TDC model used in the current core

models related to the geometry of the fuel assembly such as cross thermaI-hydraulic analysis is the global TDC model which
flow resistance model, turbulent momentum factor and thermal assumes the TDC for a specified type of fuel assembly is constant
diffusion coefficient TDQ1,2 model are introduced to describe the within the fuel assembly. But, in fact, the TDC should be regarded
interchannel interactions. Among these empirical factors, the TDC as local parameter since the turbulent mixing characteristics
was the most important factor to obtain the local fluid properties largely depend on axial location of spacer grids in the fuel
accurately. The thermal diffusion coefficient, TDC, is defined as assembly. These local characteristics of TDC were well shown in

Yue's experimental results 3.

TDC=c/(U.Ay)
The objective of this study is to develope the local TDC model

and the eddy diffusivity for heat exchanege, c, is defines as which can obtain more realistic local fluid properties in the core
subchannel analysis and to evaluate the accuracy of CHF

co' Ay prediction model consisting of the CHF correlation and subchannel
F-=( P X S (2) analysis method when the local TDC model is applied in thermal

hydraulic design.

where is the flow exchange rate per unit length of axial LOCAL TDC MODEL
direction, U is thesubchamel averagevelocityand Ayiscentroid -NATURAL TURBULENT INTERCHANGE
distance between two subchannels as shown in Figure .
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The basic mechanism of coolant mixing between subchanneIs local forced TDC model was proposed in the form of a negative
in a nuclear reactor is that of turbulent interchange. In the bare rods exponential function like Eq.7), and the coefficients PSG and a
(clean geometry), the experimental mixing correlation is used for was determined by comparing with then-nal mixing experimental
the description of natural turbulent interchange due to turbulent data.
fluid motion. The turbulent interchange mixing correlation
between some adjacentarray subchannels(triangular arrays, square z
arrays and square-triangular arrays) of bare rods has been (TDQF=PSGeXP(_0C_) (7)
developed for last several year 4.1.7. In this study, the correlation D,
proposed by Rogers and Tahir in reference 8 was used for the where PSG is theturbulentmixingparameterof spacergrid and 
determination of bare rods TDC, i.e., is slope of the shape function.

S 106 - DETERMINATION OF x AND PSG IN (TDQF FUNCTION
0.005ORe "(- (4)

d To determine the turbulent mixing parameter, target test

,where is the dynamic viscosity of coolant flow, s is the rod gap, sections, TS20 and TS28, were selected among the SIEMENS
d is the rod outer diameter and Re is the Reynolds number based thermal mixing tests 10. As shown in Table 1, the TS20 and TS28
on equivalent hydraulic diameter of the speccified subchannel. have all the same geometric characteristics but grid spacing.

From the Eqs. 1) and 4 the local TDC for natural turbulent Table I Main characteristics of the test section
mixing can be described as follows;

--GI S)0106 D TS NO. Rod Mixin Diameter/ Grid No. of
(TDQ,=0.005Re, (- (a__9 Pr. (5) Array Vane Pitch(nun) Space Girds E5)

d s

This correlation may be used with reasonable confidence for 20 5x5 Yes 9.5/12.7 545 5 0.00454
design purposes to determine turbulent interchange mixing. 28 5x5 Yes 9.5/12.7 273 8 0.00454

LOCACL TDC MODEL
- FORCED TURBULENT INTERCHANGE Because PSG means the val ue of turbulent mixing parameter of

spacer grid, it is natural that the PSG of the two TS's should have
The real turbulent mixing in the fuel bundles can not be the same value, and thus, the slope ot can be determined by

explained only by Eq.5) which only represents the flly developed satisfying this condition. Based upon this fact, the evaluation
turbulent mixing for bare rods since the spacer gds also induces procedure to obtain the slope X and the turbulent mixing
wakes and secondary flows in the flow stream which increases the parameter of spacer gd PSG is summarized in Figure 2 At this
subchannel mixing. The wake and secondary flow will decay along point, a RMS eror(R) relation(Eq.8) was itroduced as an
the downstream of the spacer grid. There fore, it is very important indicator for judgement to get the PSG
to develop reliable TDC correlation for forced turbulent mixing
regimes with spacer grids in vertical rod bundles. N

R=[ 1 jy�2j(I5 (8)

Many studies of TDC correlation in bare rod bundles have been N ,
conducted, but until recently, little study has been reported about AT AT.
forced turbulent mixing due to spacer grids. As a matter of fact, he where, Y, ��! ).I.Iated by COBRA VI-]-( �� )--d
theoreticalordistributedparameteranalysis forthelocalturbulent AT-g AT,
mixing characteristics with spacer grids is very difficult, but from AT= temperature rise in subehannel i
the fact that the turbulent mixing is abruptly reduced along the
downstream, the local forced TDC model may be developed in

subchannel analysis. Yue and co-workers8 showed that Assume the appropriate t
downstream of spacer gird, the experimental data indicate that the for TS 20 and TS 28

mixing r ate de cays w ith z/ D. exponentially and the mixing ra te
depends on the angle of the mixing blade. The larger the angle of

the blade, the larger the mixing rate. Yao' and his' co-workers aluate the PSG values
identified the essential mechanisms which influence the heat for TS 20 and TS 28
transfer near various kinds of spacer grids at different flow
conditions and proposed the predictive model as follows; Adjust ot

Nu = �2
Nu. J 1+5.55 exp[-0.13(z/D,)] (6) OTS20 G) No

es
This indicates that the effect of heat-transfer augmentation

doca ys with z/D. exponentially. Based on the previously et up t s ope a an
investigated experimental results, it can be concluded that the local
forced TDC model in subchannel analysis may be expressed by the

forin of exponential function type. Therefore, in this study, the Figure 2 Work Process for Determining the X and PSG
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The PSG was determined at the minimum RMS eror calculated The detail work procedure accomplished to produce CHF data
from the measured temperature distribution and the temperature are shown in Figure 3.
calculated y using the developed local TDC model. By following
the process as shown in Figur 2 and PSG Were determined as
0 I and 023, respectively. CHF Data & TS Geometry Data

EVALUATION OF CHF PREDICTION CAPABILITY
CONSIDERING THE LOCAL TDC EFFECTS

Boiling crisis is characterized by a sudden drop in the boiling
heat-transfer coefficient due to the change of heat-transfer
mechanism as indicated by a temperature excursion of the heating

surface. The maximum flux just before the boil ing crisis occurs is COBRA IV-1 In ta CHF Occurrence Location
called the critical heat flux(CHF)". The operating criteria for
nuclear reactors specify that they must operate under conditions
below critical heat flux in order to maintain the cladding
temperature of fuel elements at safe levels. Consequently critical
heat flux is one of the most important parameters which limit the
maximum power at which nuclear reactors can operate. But,
because of the complexity of the CHF phenomena in fuel rod Write COBRA IV-1 Local Condition Data
bundle, the knowledge of rod bundle CHF is almost entirely based at CHF Location
onexperimental data and the general state-of-the-art of predicting
CHF is substantially of an empirical nature. The CHP correlations
for representing the relationship between the measured CHF data Figure 3 Flow Chart for CHF Data Base
and the local properties have been developed for several decades.

The CIIF correlations based on the local conditions at the CHF In Figure 3 te dark area means the interface program
location requires a detailed thermal hydraulic analysis capable of developed in order to pursuit convenience of constructing the CHF
accurately predicting the local properties in the fuel bundles. Thus, data base. A total of 808 CHF data points from 16 test sections
by introducing the local TDC model, the predictive capability of with five type of axia I heat flux distributions (including uniform,
CHF correlation and the subchannel analysis method will be symmetric cosine aid three top-peaked UsinU types) were u] ized
increased, that is, the performance of the CHF correlation based on in this phase of the study. The details of selected CHF data are
the local fluid properties calculated by the subchannel analysis listed in Table 2 ad the top-peaked UsinU axial power shape is
code employing the local TDC model will be better than that based illustrated in Figure 4.
on global TDC.

The main objective of this section is to develop a CHF Table 2 Compilation of Test Section Geometry Parameters
correlation from local conditions based on local TDC model and to
compare the predictive capability of new C HF correlation with that
of the CHF correlation based on global TDC model. Test No. of Rod Rod Test No. of Grid Axial

No. Rods Pitch Dia. Length Grids Spac. Power
- DATA BASE FOR CHF CORRELATION (mm) (mm (M) (mm) Shape

Asstatf-,dearlierthebasicobjectiveofthissectionistodevelop 124 16 14.1 10.72 2.44 9 508 Cosine
a CHF correlation based on the local conditions obtained from the 125 16 14.1 10.72 2.44 9 508 UsinU
COBRA IV-I subchannel code with this local TDC model 127 16 14.1 10.72 2.44 8 559 UsinlJ
implemented using the rod bundle CHF data base collected at 131 16 14.1 10.72 4.27 13 660 UsinU
EPRI report . The development of such a correlation is a 132 16 14.1 10.72 4.27 17 508 UsinU
multistep process involving compilation of the experimental data, 133 16 14.1 10.72 4.27 13 660 UsinU
reduction of this data to the local conditions using the COBRA IV- 134 16 14.1 1 7 4 27 10 813 IsinU
I code, and finally correlating CHF as a function of local 140 16 14.1 I0:7 ':44 7 813 UsinU
parameters as well as other system pameter. The work pocedure 141 16 14: �1 1 7 7 3 660 UsinU
for estimate of a CHF correlation has following 7 steps 4 l0:7 "�2153 1 6 1 27 2 660 Uniform

1) Introduce global and local TDC model in the COBRA 156 25 12.6 9.5 4.27 12 660 Uniform
IV-1 code 156.1 25 12.6 9.5 4.27 12 660 Uniform

2) Obtain local conditions calculated by COBRA IV-I at 156.2 25 12.6 9.5 4.27 12 660 Uniform
CHF occurrence position 157 25 12.6 9.5 2.44 7 660 Uniform

3) Produce CHF data base for correlation development 158 24 12.6 9.5 2.44 7 660 Uniform
4) Determine the type of CHF correlation 160 25 12.6 9.5 2.44 8 559 Uniform
5) Optimize the coefficients of CHF correlation 161 25 12.6 9.5 4.27 15 559 Uniform
6) Confirm and verify the results 164 1 25 12 6 9 4.27 15 559 Cosine
7) Estimate the predictive capability of CHF correlation
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models. As results, the predictive capabilities of each correlation
based on each TDC models were compared in Table 3.

2

0

1.6 Table 3 Comparison of CHF Correlation PredictabilityX

< 1.2
7: CHF Data n K-l(ERB-3) K-2(EPRI)W0 Base
I aW Global Local Glob� Focal
0

0 4 Mean of M/P) 1.001 1.002 0.999 0.999
- Uniform Std. Devi. of M/P) 0. 1 102 01060 0.0515 00476

0 - No. of Data 388 388 384P 3880.00 0 is 0.k 0.�5 1.00

FRACTION OF HEATED LENGTH

Mean of M/P) 1.074 1.071 1.115 1.112

Figure 4 Axial Heat Flux Distribution - UsinU Types Non- Std. Devi. of M/P) 0 1405 01442 0.1323 0.1209
uniform No. of Data 420 420 420 420

In the production of he local condition data at CHF location, Mean of M/P) 1.039 1.038 1.059 1.057
theparameters of the global and local TDC model were selected as All Std. Devi. of M/P) 0 1320 01319 01172 0.1089
those of TS20, because there is no information for TDC in No. of Data 808 1 808 808 808
reference 12 and the spacer grid type and test section geometry of
TS20 is similar to those of the test sections listed in Table 2 The

global TDC for TS20 was determined to be 003 IO from the For the test datawithnon-uniformpower distributions in Table
thermal mixing test data using the same method described in 3, the Tong's non-uniforni F-factor 11 was used. When the local
Section 3 TDC model was used, the standard deviation of M/P), which can

be regarded as index of correlation capability, was reduced about

- ESTIMATE OF PREDICTIBILITY OF CHP CORRELATION 7% for K-2 correlation compared to that based on global TDC.
But, for K-1 correlation, standard deviation of (M/P) based on

To observe the effects of introducing local TDC model, the local TDC model was nearly same as that based on global TDC
CHF predictability was evaluated by using the correlation form of model. This results may be attributed to the d. term in K-1
the ERB-3 13 and EPRI correlations 11. In this study, for the sake of correlation. The parameter d. in K-1 correlation is defined as the
convenience, the correlation form made on the basis of ERB-3 and distance from last spacer grid to CHF location and, the erm which
EPRI were named K-1 correlation and K-2 correlation, includes d. in K-1 correlation makes CHF be decreased
respectively. Each of these correlations has the form as follows; exponentially with increasing d., Because this d. term in K-1

1) K-1 correlation correlation plays the more dominant role in considering the local

effect than the local TDC model does, tere are little effect when
q&F = A -By.,,cc (9) dre local TDC model is applied. Thus, the predictability of a CHF

correlation is found to be in4)roved by introducing a local TDC
A=f(P, GL.c, L., g.,,, dd model only when the corre lation has no parameter to describe the

B=f(P, G,,,c, I) local effect due to spacer grid.

where, GLIC = local mass velocity CONCLUSION

L, = heated length, inlet to CHF correlation
gsp = grid spacing, This study investigated the local TDC model for rod bundles
P pressure with spacer grids, and the effects of this model on CHF correlation

were estimated. The final local TDC model has the forn as
dg distance from last grid to CHF site Eq. 1.

XLOC locacl quality

2) K-2 correlation TDC=(TDC),+(TDC),�PSCeXP(_a -Z)+Pod (I )D,

q' (A-Xi.)/[C +(X-Xi,,)/q' (I )
CHF = I The a was determined as 0.1, and the PSG and for any fuel

A= C = fn(G, P) assemblies are obtained from the then-nal mixing data. In view of
qI . ft2)

local heat flux (BUI/ hr the results so far achieved, the predictability of the CHF
correlations can be improved by introducing the proposed local

The coefficients of each correlation were detennined by non- TDC model to account for the exact local conditions when the
linear least square curve fitting method with the measured CHF correlation has no parameter to describe the local effect due to the
data and local properties calculated on the basis of each TDC presence of spacer gd. In addition, as expecting benefits, if the
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local TDC value is given for test bundle,theeffects of grid spacing 7. V. Vonka, 1988 "Measurements of Secondary Flow Vorticies in
on thermal mixing cn be analytically evaluated, and the thermal a Rod Bundle", Nucl. Eng. Design, Vol. 106, pp 191-207.
hydraulic analysis in transition core can be executed more
realistically. The development of new CHF correlation which 8. J. T. Rogers and A.E.E. Tahir, 1975, "Turbulent Interchannel
includes this local TDC model is planned as future work. Mixing in Rod Bundles and the Role of Secondary Flows", AIChE

Heat TRansfer Conference, San-francisco, Aug. I - 3.
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ABSTRACT on core T-H performance are discussed in this paper.

ABB CE's improved System 801 PWR fuel design SYSTEM 801" FUEL DESIGN
includes GUARDIAN' debris-resistant features and laser-
welded Zircaloy grids. The GUARDIAN' features The System 80' fuel design, shown in Figure 1, is a
include an Inconel grid with debris-filtering features l6xl6 array of 970 nun 0.382 in) O.D. fuel rods. Five
located just above the Lower End Fitting, and a solid fuel Control Element Assembly (CEA) guide tubes of 24.89
rod bottom end cap that extends above the filtering nun 0.98 in) O.D. displace a total of 20 fuel rods in each
features. Tests and analyses were done to establish the assembly to provide structural support for the assembly
impact of these design improvements on fael assembly and lead-in for reactor control rods. The guide tubes are
hydraulic performance. Further analysis was done to mechanically attached to the assembly Lower End Fitting
determine the mixed core thermal-hydraulic performance and Upper End Fitting. Fuel rods are supported by 0
as the transition is made over two fliel cycles to a full core wavy-strip Zircaloy spacer grids at a spacing of 399.3
of the improved System 801 fuel. mm 15.72 in) and an Inconel-625 grid at the bottom of

the fuel assembly. The Inconel grid is welded to the
Results confirm that the Thermal-Hydraulic (T-H) Lower End Fitting.

effects of the reduction in hydraulic resistance between the
improved and resident fuel due to the laser-welded
Zircaloy grids offsets the effects of the increased Figm 1: System 80- Fuel Assembly

resistance GUARDIAN' grid. Therefore, the
mechanically improved System 801 fuel can be
implemented with no net impact on Departure from UPPER END FTMNG

Nucleate Boiling (DNB) margin in transition cores.

INTRODUCTION

ABB Combustion Engineering's System 80- fuel has CEAGUI DE
TUBEbeen used in the Palo Verde reactors since the early LY

1980s. Fuel design improvements were recently T
implemented to make this design even more robust. ABB 15="

Combustion Engineering Nuclear Fuel's (CENF's) 9 SPACES

GUARDIAN' grid has been adopted to reduce the
potential for debris-induced fel rod clad fretting. In LOWER ZIRCAUDY

addition, the designs of all the spacer grids were optimized SPACER GRID

for state-of-the-art laser beam welding, which has replaced
Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) welding at ABB CENF.

These mechanical design improvements impact the 21 FUEL ROD

hydraulic characteristics of the fuel design, and thus can BOTFOM VIEW

potentially affect the core thermal-hydraulic (T-H) INCONEL SPACER GRID

performance. One of the design objectives in the .... LOWER END FIMNG

development of te improved System 801 fuel was to
minin-dze the impact on transition core T-H performance.
The methods used to quantify the changes in the fuel
hydraulic characteristics, and the impact of those changes
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GUARDIANTm GRID LASER WELDED ZIRCALOY GRIDS

In the improved System 80' fuel, ABB CENF's ABB CENF's wavy strip Zircaloy grid design has
Inconel GUARDIAN� grid replaces the Inconel grid been optimized for laser welding. Weld nuggets at strip
located at the bottom of the standard ftiel assembly intersections produced by laser welding are smaller but
adjacent to the Lower End Fitting. The GUARDIAN� deeper and more uniform than nuggets produced by the
grid, as shown in Figure 2 incorporates special features to previous Tungsten Inert Gas (TIG) methods. Minor
filter and trap debris. ABB CENF has pioneered the use changes were also made to the grid perimeter strip. The
of a debris-filtering grid at the bottom of the fuel because overall impact of the changes in the Zircaloy grid is to
of the effectiveness of this device in both filtering debris reduce flow blockage area, thereby reducing the grid's
and trapping the debris in a benign location. The hydraulic resistance with no loss of strength.
GUARDIAN' grid is used in conjunction with a solid ftiel
rod end cap to prevent both trapped debris and grid-to- HYDRAULIC IMPACT
cladding support features from causing fuel failure due to
fretting wear. Tests have shown that the GUARDIAN' ABB CENF has developed a variety of tools to assess
grid is effective in filtering over 90% of debris and the hydraulic impact of fuel design changes ranging from
capturing the debris in a benign location. The spectrum of analytic techniques to Ml scale testing at PVVR operating
metal debris used in these tests ranged from mm 0.04 conditions. The impact of small design changes is
in) wide x 13 nun (0.5 in) long to 50 nun 2 in) ong quantified using analytic methods in conjunction with full
metal shavings. This spectnun spans the range of debris scale cold water pressure drop testing.
that has typically been found to reach the fuel in reactor.

The analytic methods calculate form and friction
components of pressure drop based on the geometric
characteristics of the fel assembly component. These

Figure 2 GUARDL4N' Grid methods are benchmarked against cold water pressure drop
test data, then applied to determine component loss
coefficients at reactor conditions. Results agree with
available pressure drop data at PWR operating conditions
within measurement uncertainties.

Cold water pressure drop tests were run with the
GUARDIAN� grid and data from the tests were used to
benchmark an analytic model for use in determining the

Retention hydraulic loss coefficient at reactor operating conditions.
SP" Since only inor design changes were made to optimize

the Zircaloy grids for laser welding, analytic methods
were sufficient to determine the impact of the design
changes and no testing was required. Changes in loss
coefficients associated with the GUARDIAN' and laser-
welded grids are summarized in Table 1. Loss
coefficients are referenced to the bare rod flow area.

DBMS Solid End cap

Table 
All Lower Grid Rod Support Change in Hydraulic Loss Coefficients Associated with
Features Are In Contact with
Solid End Cap GUARDIAN' and Laser-Welded Grids

Component Kiniproved -
In addition to having special features to filter debris, Koriginal

the straight strip GUARDIAN' grid is located closer to
the Lower End Fitting flow plate than the previous Inconel Lower End Fitting +0.21
grid. This reduces the length of the solid end cap needed Inconel Grid
to extend above the filtering features of the GUARDIAN' Individual Zircaloy -0.06
grid. Both the additional flow blockage area presented by Grid
the filtering features and location of the grid closer to the
Lower End Fitting act to increase the hydraulic resistance
of the GUARDIAN' grid relative to the previous Inconel
grid.
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where,

K AP Mgure 3 Typical Transition Core Fuel Loading Patterns

PV,2 g Core Loading Pattern for First TranAtion Core

F ] I..p.,.d Sy� 0 FW A.-My

THERMAL-HYDRAULIC IMPACT

The Thermal-Hydraulic (T-H) impact of the difference
in hydraulic performance between standard fuel (Inconel
bottom grid and TIG-welded Zircaloy grids) and improved
fuel (GUARDIAN' bottom grid and laser-welded Zircaloy
grids) was determined for mixed cores using CENF's
TORC computer code (Reference 1). TORC determines
flow redistribution in an open PWR core, subject to user-
specified boundary conditions at the core inlet and exit.

Scale model flow tests ran by Combustion Engineering
for the System 801 reactor provide an inlet flow
distribution and exit pressure distribution boundary Core Loading Pattern for Second Tansitlon Core
conditions for non-mixed cores. However, with a mixed
core of standard and improved fuel, flow redistribution 1.�p-d SyA- 3 Fd A.-Wy

upstream of the core inlet occurs because of the increased
hydraulic resistance of the GUARDIAN' grid in the -
improved fuel. Therefore, flow redistribution both
upstream of, and within, the core was evaluated in the
analyses.

Upstream flow redistribution was determined from an
isothermal TORC analysis to establish the impact of the
GUARDIAN' grid on the mixed core inlet flow
distribution. In-core flow redistribution was evaluated in
TORC analyses run with the modified inlet flow
distribution and the different TIG and laser-welded
Zircaloy spacer grid loss coefficients.

Fuel in current System 801 fuel management strategies
typically is in the core for 3 cycles. Therefore, two
transition cores were analyzed, corresponding to
approximately 13 and 23 of the core loaded with the The overall effects of the flow redistribution on hot
improved fuel. Typical transition core loading patterns channel Minimum DNBR are summarized in Table 2.
were used, as shown in Figure 3 TORC analyses were run at nominal operating conditions

and a constant hot pin radial peaking factor with the
The effect of the GUARDIAN' grids on the inlet flow bottom-peaked, chopped cosine, and top-peaked axial

distribution for the transition cores is shown in Figure 4 power distributions shown in Figure 5. Core average heat
Flow shifts from the improved fuel assemblies, which are flux in these analyses was increased to achieve a hot
more resistive at the inlet, to the fuel without the channel Minimum DNBR near the DNBR limit. The
GUARDIAN' grid. This results in reductions in the hot results in Table 2 indicate that the beneficial effects of the
assembly inlet flow of 54 and 12%, for the first and less resistive laser-welded Zircaloy grid offset the adverse
second transition cores, respectively. However, the laser- effect of higher resistance GUARDIAN' grid at the core
welded Zircaloy grids in the improved fuel are less inlet. Therefore, there is essentially no net impact on the
resistive than the TIG-welded grids, as indicated in DNB margin for the transition cores.
Table 1. Therefore, as the coolant passes through the
core, it redistributes into the improved fuel assemblies
with the lower resistance laser-welded Zircaloy grids.
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As can be seen from Figure 5, Minimum DNBR
occurs relatively high in the core, even with a bottom-
peaked axial power distribution. This allows flow to
redistribute to the improved fuel which has lower flow at

Figure 4 Impact of Mixed Core Hydraulic Characteristics on Inlet Flow Distribution the inlet, but less resistive laser-welded Zircaloy grids.
RM T-Ofia C.. - ft-t C-ge i. ki Fl- Fact-

F-1 I�-d Sy� 90 Ad A-bly 2.3 2.2 3.1

moo= Figure 
2A 6.4 3.1 .6.1F Axial Power Distributions

- 1 1.9 2.3 -U 3.0 -6.6 V

4.2 3.0 2.8 3.6 411 4.3

I.. -.5 ..21 2.0 Bottom Peaked Chopped Cosine

1.5 Top Peaked

C,
1.0

a-
0.6 R

4 Elevation

0.0
Seco.d Trawiflo. Co. -Pe-t Chmp to Wet Fl- Facton 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 I

Nomalized Distance from Inlet

F-1 I.W .. d Sy� 80 Fud A-bly .2.1 SA 418 4.4

4.2 -XO 44 4.SF-,, T--- � - -
H. A-.O* 2.6 4.0 &I 4.3 43 -L2 06

62 4.1 -1.2 A7 AS 4.1

.4.9 4.8 -0.6 4.5 -0.6

Flow redistribution in the hot subchannel shown in
Figure 6 for the chopped cosine analyses.

Figure 6
Hot Subchannel Mass Velocity

1.00

JV3 Core

0.95 4�z 1-1-P-.d F..1

Table 2
Impact of Transition to Improved 0.90

System 801 Fuel on Thermal Margin
0.85

Hot Channel Minimum DNBR

1/3 Core 2/3 Core Full Core +" al Power 0.00 0.20 0.80 1.00
Distribution Improved Improved Improved Nonnalized Distance from Inlet

Fuel Fuel Fuel

Bottom 1.35 1.34 1.34
Peaked

Chopped 1.34 1.33 1.32
Cosine

Top Peaked 1.33 1.32
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CONCLUSIONS

The hydraulic and T-H effects of mechanical
improvements to the System 80' fuel design have been
evaluated by testing and analysis. Results indicate that the
adverse effects of increased hydraulic resistance at the
core inlet due to the GUARDIAN' grid are offset by the
flow redistribution that occurs due to the lower resistance
of the laser-welded Zircaloy grids relative to TIG-welded
grids. As a result, implementation of the mechanically
improved System 801 fuel has no net impact on the
margin to DNB for transition cores.
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ABSTRACT metallic waste which other
decontamination methods are not easy to

A chemical cleaning process with a high achieve.
decontamination factor(DF) is requested
for decommissioning. usually, the process 2. EXPERIMENTAL
should be qualified with the features, 4/ +3
such as the feasibility of treating large 2-1. Redox of Ce+ Ce with electrolysis
or complicated form waste, the
minimization of secondary waste. Two types of electrolyzer were used.
Therefore, a powerful technique of redox One is with an ion-exchange
decontamination process with Ce+4/Ce+3 has membrane(Ionac MA-3475 or MC-3470 as
been studied at INER. separator, the other one is with a

ceramic separator(alumina type). The
First, the redox of cerium ion with platinized titanium meshes were used as
electrolytic method was developed. Two anode and cathode. A 1A-3QV DC power
kinds of home-made electrolyzer were supply was used in all runs, and constant
used. One is with an ion-exchange current was applied to measure the
membrane, and the other one is with a current efficiency.
ceramic separator. Second, factors
influencing the decontamination 2-2. Dissolution test
efficiency, such as the concentration of
Ce+4'regeneration current density, Testing specimens! of carbon steel,
temperature, acidity of solution were all SS-304, brass and Inconel-600 were
studied experimentally, and the optimum immersed in the cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid
conditions were specified too. Third, the solution to measure their dissolution
liquid waste recycling and treatment were rates. The specimen was with the
developed with electrodialysis and ion- dimension of 4X7 c? The weight lose of
exchange absorption methods. Finally, the it was recorded before and after
hot test was proceeded with the cleaning. Then the dissolution rate was
contaminated metals from DCR of nuclear calculated from the weight loss and its
facility. bulk density.

1. INTRODUCTION 2-3. Liquid waste treatment test

The chemical cleaning technique with I The liquid waste was concentrated
the cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid has been with an electrodialyzer(Asahi Glass Co.
studied by many laboratories[1-3]. Its Ltd, Model-CS-0) which Selemion CMV
main object is to clean the cation membranes and Selemion AMV anion
decommissioning facilities either for the membranes were used. Moreover, an organic
pre-dismantled system or for the post- resin (Dowex) was tried to recover the
dismantled component. This process does cerium from the liquid waste by the
not concern the corrosion problem but it characteristic of the difference of
must be with the features such as rapid adsorption kinetics. The final spent
kinetics, high decontamination factors, solution was treated by precipitation.

simple waste process and low waste 2-4. Chemicals analysis
volume. Moreover, this process can
decontaminate the irregularly formed The solutions were prepared using
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deionized water and reagent grade
chemicals. The total cerium concentration 100
was measured with an ICP (Inductively a
Coupled Plasma, ontron S35), and the
cerium(IV) concentration was determined 0
by the titroprocessor (Metrohm 682) with 75 

the reagents of ferrous sulfate and
Ferroin (indicator) Metal ions except Q
cerium were measured with an Atomic

Solution acidityAbsorption Spectroineter(Perkin-Elmer AA- 50 0
603). 00000 0.25N

A&A.&A 0.50N
***** 0.75N

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 10 0 LOON
0) 2.OON

P4 25 - 4.OON
3-1. Redox of cerium by electrolysis x x x 6.OON

The active component in solution is
cerium(IV) . and it will be reduced to OL
cerium(III) during the cleaning process. 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 7
Therefore, the cerium(IV) concentration Electrolysis cycle number
should be kept in a suitable range by
regeneration in order to achieve high DF
values. In addition, as the reagent is Fig.2. Effect of solution acidity on
out of use, the remaining cerium(IV) must Ce(IV) reduction with an ion-
be reduced to cerium(III) for the exchange membrane separator
convenience of the subsequent liquid (Initial Ce(IV)=0.0025M)
waste treatment. There are many chemical
'methods, such as adding H202 or Fe2+ can
fulfill the redox of cerium ions. As the decontamination process
Nevertheless, the redox proceeded with proceeded, the cleaned metal will be
electrolysis is the most convenient dissolved in the solution. Therefore, the

3+ 6+way(4]. Fig.1 shows that the regenerating metal ions, such as Fe Cr Ni2+,
2+ 2+cerium(IV) by electrolysis method can Co , Cu et al. will be builded up. From

reach about 90% even at a diluted the experimental result, it shows that
concentration of 25 mM Ce3+ for a wide only Cr6+ will low down the oxidation
acidity range of 0.25N to 6.ON. For the percentage to the level of 30% as its
reduction of Ce3+ from Ce4+, it is easier concentration is higher than 5mM.
than the oxidation. Fig.2 shows that the However, the other metal ions donft
reduction percentage is almost 100% for a affect the redox percentage obviously.
diluted concentration of Ce4+ at a wide
acidity range. 3-2. Dissolution test

100 A rapid kinetics is one of the
requirement for decommissioning
decontamination. Therefore, a fast
dissolution rate is expected when the

75 0 cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid solution is used
as the cleaning reagent. However, the
dissolution rate is affected by the

10 Solution acidity cerium(IV) concentration, the applied
9 50 - X regenerating current, and the solution0
:0 00000 0.25N temperature et al.. Fig.3 shows that the
0 0-50N removal rate of the SS-304 increases as10 0.75N

mamma LOON the cerium concentration increases. Also
mamma 2.00N

25 - ***** 4.OON it shows that the applied regenerating
-xx 6.OON current can enhance the removal rate.

However, it should be noted that the
applied regenerating current affects the

111111 removal rate arkedly only as the Ce4+
2 4 6 8 10 concentration increases to about 0. 1N.
Electrolysis cycle number Fig. 4 shows the temperature ef f ect on the

removal rate of carbon steel with
Fig.l. Effect of solution acidity on cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid solution. The

Ce(III) oxidation with an ion- removal rate increases about 25 times as
exchange membrane separator the solution temperature increases from
(Initial Ce(III)=0.0025M) room temperature to 90 C. Table shows
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the typical results of dissolution rate Table 1. Metals dissolution rate with
of some common etals used in nuclear cerium([V)-sulfuric at room tempenture.
facility. Generally, the dissolution rate
of metals are reasonable for Kinds of Dissolution rate Dissolution rate

metal with electrolytic without regenerationdecommissioning decontamination. regeneration (/Lm/h (,u m/h)

SS 304 0.58 0.27

Carbon steel 17.50 9.80
0.60 Inconel-601 1.20 0.71

Brass 4.10 2.04
1-10. 0 

I Remark Ceu i um (IV) =0. 1N, sufuric acid=2N I
Co cnc.

0. 1 N
0.40 0. 07 N

a;-P 0. 03 N The major part of dissolved metal
3+Cd 0 0 0 0 0. 01 N ions in solution is Fe . Although too

k 0 30
-4 much of it will affect the stability of
co cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid solution, the

3+ has a positive effect on the removal020 Fe
rate of cleaned metal. Fig.5 shows the

CD
P4 removal rate of carbon steel increases as

0.10 the Fe3+ concentration in the solution
increases from to 45 g/l.

0. 0.1 6 J
I 0 2.0 3.0 4. 0 5. 0

Applied regeneration current, A 50

Fig.3. Effect of applied regeneration - Irc& cleaned with SC- Ce regenerated with A
current on the removal rate of 40-
SS-304 with different cerium(IV)-
sulfuric acid solutions

Q 30 -

-4

250 20 -
o

Carbon ffteel
cleaned ith SC CD

'�-200 10 

QQAQ9 Regeneration
&AAA,& Without regeneratio

150 10 20 30 40 60
Iron conc. in soln, g1l

-4

0 100 -

Fig.5. Effect of iron concentration in
- solution on the removal rate of

50- carbon steel wit 'h cerium(IV)-
- sulfuric acid solution

0
0 25 50 75 100

Temp, degree c

3-3 Liquid waste treatment
Fig.4. Temperature effect on the removal

rate of carbon steel with The electrodialysis study finds that
cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid solution the concentrations of metal ions, such as

Ce3+, Fe2+, Ni2+, C02+ in the dilute

solution can be reduced to the level of
10 ppm, and the degree of removal of each
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ion can reach about 99.9%. The Cr3 i The spent solution wJ11 be treated with
not concentrated as faster as other metal the electrodialysis or not depending on
ions. However, the remain of it in dilute the concentration range of metal ions. If
solution is below 300 ppm. The acidity of the initial cerium concentration is below
dilute. solution can decreases to 0.02N, 0. 01M, the liquid waste should be
but 2.3N is the limit on the concentrated concentrated with electrodialysis first.
site. This limitation is due to the water On the other hand, if the cerium
electro-osmosis phenomena which reduces concentration is higher than 0.01M, the
the volume reduction ratio severely. spent solution will be precipitated
Table 2 is a proposed procedure and a directly after the recycling of cerium.
material balance for liquid waste Table 3 shows the treatment results. It
treatment. can be seen that the metal ions are

almost removed with the addition of NaOH.

Vaste Solution
Ce13 0.01M 100.0
142S04 O. MFeZ. Hi" Cr3.
040)"'etc.

100 L/batch 80.0
Solution

HzM402.3N
Ce3, . M -To Solidifcation 60.0
W62' Hi 2 Cr3,

10

Di luted 10 liter
Solution 0 40.0GO

Ha4 0.02N
Metal Ions Gee" C� 3-

[W. 4t,Hi', Cr'r' F.-'-
etc. �A ��. 20.0 0**" .3-

90 liter

NH40H P' 0.%.O 0.121 1 1 0.I3 0. 15 0.I6I 0.I8
Solution acidity, N

Diluted H2SD4 NaOH

H2S04 0.02H
Cation IX Uumn Metallons,. Neutralization

Ce3',Ni ',Fe
<0.5 mm PH-7 Fig.6. Comparison of the adsorbed ratio

Cr`<5.5 pm I
TO of metal ions on oganic resin at

Discharge different acidity

Table 2 The oess and material balance of liquid waste treatment

Recycling the cerium from the liquid Table 3 Preripjtation test with differemce
waste is an important technique for reagents for snt corium(IV)-sulfwic acid solution

reducing the secondary waste. Fig. 6 shows
Metal Initial After addition After addition After addition of

the possibility of using adsorption ions concentration of aoii of Oxalic acid Oxalic acid Ha0H
method to separate the cerium from other (,Ug/ml) (ag/ml) (ag/ml) (Aglml)
metal ions. It indicates when the Nn 81 <0.03 21 0.6
solution acidity is in the value of 065, Fe W <0. 06 1200 8
the adsorbed ratio of Ce3+ on resin is
about 90%, but the Fe3+ is only about Hi 602 <0. 03 34 47

45%. Due to this difference of adsorption Cr 1310 Q. 03 446 36
features on resin, the cerium will be
separated from other metal ions for the co 5M 1.4 8 2

purpose of recycling. pH 0.32 9.6 0.2 9.6
Finally, as the radioactivity and

dissolved metal ions reach a high value,
such as the Fe3+ is higher than 100 g/l,
the reagent will become a spent solution.
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Fig-7. Plot of the radioactivity removal
VS the cleaning time

4. CONCLUSIONS

A chemical cleaning process with
cerium(IV)-sulfuric acid has been
developed at INER. The unit operations of
redox of cerium by electrolysis, recovery
of cerium from spent solution,
concentrating the liquid waste with
electrodialysis are all studied and
verif ied by lab. test. Moreover, the
contaminated metals are cleaned with this
process, the activity removal can reach
background level in a short time.
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ABSTRACT its long term stability remains, however,
doubtful. Again, in the umen solidification

A novel process for the solidification of method, the volume efficiency is igh, the

radioactive liquid borate wastes is currently strength of the bitumen-solidified waste form is,
under development -in tl-x-- Institute of Nuclear nevertheless, low and the waste form is also
Energy Research (INER). The process using a flammable. The current solidification methods are,

special-recipe powder as the solidifying agent is therefore, still far fm perfection and in many
very useful for solidifying la-quid borate wastes areas need for irovements. 1 Judging fm the
generated -in PWR nuclear power plants. Under sme nature of these slidification methods t long-

unique conditions te blending of the solidifying term stability of the cementitious waste form

agent and the liquid borate waste is a highly comimnucates to the mind of people a very

fluidy slurry, which sets quickly within about 30 important security in relation to the storage

minutes forming a solidified product of high requiring a period over hundreds of years. Hence,
strength. Retardation such tat occurred in the it as become a very urgent task to improve the
solidification of borate waste with cement is not volume efficiency of the cement solidification

observed in this process. The volume efficier-Y of method for reducing the over-all cost the

the process is about 510 times that of the management of LLW.

conventional cementation process. Characterizatim
showed that te olidified product has qualities 2. DESCRIPrIGNS OF THE MMUD

far superior to the acceptance creteria of the US
NRC regulation. Smplicity being the oher feature In the alent-solidification method, the

of the process results in a low perating cost and caTentitious monolith formed by the hydratio of
a considerable decrease of the capital investiment cement components eapsulates the wastes. The

when the process is used. Possible uses of the components of ement, taking Portland cement as an

process to slidify other radioactive wastes example, principally consist of tricalcium
generated n W nuclear power plants are also silicate aO- SiO2 or C3S for abbreviation),
discussed in ts paper. dicalcium silicate (2CaO- SiO2 or C2S), tricalcium

aluninate (Cao- A1201 or CA), tetracalcium.

1. nfrRODUCTION aluminaferrate 4a0- AIA-FeP3 or CAF), and a
small amount of magnesium oxide, titanium oxide,

Low-level radioactive wastes (L-W) generated sodium oxide ad ferric oxide. The solidification

at nuclear power plants a solidified before of cement is essentially brought about by

transporting to the interim-storage or final- hydrations of the above mentioned principal

disposal site. The wastes are solidified so that components, the reaction being as follows:

they can be handled wth ease and their chemical
and physicAl stabilities can be maintained over a 2CS + 61�0 = 3aO-2M,-31� + 3Ca(OH), (1)

long period of time. Currently, ag the
solidification methods for LLW, the most 2CS + 4�0 3a0-2Si0,-3H2 + Ca(OH), (2)

frequently used are the three ethods of cement .12H2 3)
solidification, plastic solidification and bitumen C3S + 121�0 + Ca(CH 2 = 3a0 AA-Ca(OH)2

solidification. Each of the three methods has its - Felol. 12H20 (4)
own advantages and disadvantages. Generally, the C4A +'OHIO 2Ca(OH)2 = 6aO.A1201
cementitious waste form possesses exoallent lng-
term stability; however, the cement solidification Equation (1) being UP lWdratim reaction of C3S

method has a low volume efficiery-y. On the other represents the fastest among the above mentioned
hand, while volume efficiaAW of the plastic four types of hydration reaction and therefore

solidification method is high and the plastic- constitutes the early hardening action, in which

solidified waste form possesses a high strength, the release of hydration heat is very obvious.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: The hardenable mix and specimens
of solidified borate waste forms.

Equation 2) is the hydration reaction of C2S, in solidified product does not normally go beyond 0
which the rate is slower ad following the wt% and te addition of luTe increases the volume
reaction the strength gradually increases. The of the solidified product and thus reduces the
3CaO-2SiO,,3H20 gel produced in the reactions (1) volume efficiexr-y of the cement solidification.
and 2 possess cementation action capable of Through numerous experiments, we have now
solidifying other particulates. Equation 3 and discovered a special-recipe powder mixture which

(4) represent hydration reactions of CA and CAF, can react with sodium borate to form a high-

the calcium hydroxide required n the respective strength solid product under certain unique

reactions being produced In the hydration conditions, if sodium borate solution is mixed

reactions of Equations (1) and 2). with the powder mixture. The discovery of the

When cement is used for solidifying the liquid foregoing ardening phenomenon is a te(:tmcal

borate waste fom PWR, generally, the liquid waste breakthrough for te solidification of liquid

is frst neutralized with NaOH to have a pH in the borate wastes; in this process, borate is no

range of 711 and cncentrated t a solution longer just an encapsulated waste but a ain

obtaining 20,ODO to 40,000 ppm of bon, then, component of the solid form; it cnstitutes the

lime and cement are added to the solution a main part of �� solid structure and thus result

mixed, s that solidification takes place. in a very high volume efficiency of

In the presence of sodium borates, the solidification.

component of calcium oxide that is dissolved out Sodium borates have a water solubility largely

from the cement particulates Wll form with depending on the ratio of sodium to boron in the

borates into a crystal film of calcium borates solution; the maximum solubility can be obtained

(CaO- B203- nf�O). This crystal film forms a coating by adjusting the Na/B ratio to 032. Under this

on the surfaces of the ement grains and prevents Portion, the solution may contain dissolved

the cment oaqcnents fom dissolving out, tereby sodium borates over 75 wt%- at 60 C 3 whiCh

slowing down the hydration action of cement and consequently results in a very high volume
thus retards the ardening ation 2 Therefore, when efficiency of solidification.

use cement to solidify liquid borate wastes, Concentrated sodium borate solution has low

calcium hydroxide is generally added to first viscosity, for example, the vscosity for a 73 wt%

react with borates to thereby decrease the sodium borate solution is ca. 70 cp at 4PC. When

formation on the surfaces of the cement grains of the special-recipe solidifying agent is blended

the crystalline film of calcium borates. Although with such a borate waste solution, the reaction

the method serves to reduce obstacles to the above between sodium borates and the powder takes place

mentioned solidification reaction of cement, it immediately, and the hardening action starts.

does not, hever, cpletely stop them and the Since the borate solution has low viscosity,

curing time required for cementation of liquid therefore, the mix is highly flowable before

borate wastes is still muc lnger than for other hardening and can I ly grout and pour Fig -

wastes. Besides, the method also presents some la). Depending on weight fractions of sodium

other drawbacks: the weight of borates n the borate, Solidifying agent and water in the mix ad
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Solidification of boric acid wastes

Solidifying agent Admixture

Boric acid pH adjustmei Mixing
waste sol'n� d

Solidification of sodium sulfate and powdery r sin wastes

FN.OH I olidifying agent Admixture

I I

slurry pH adjustment

Fig-we 2- S&ematic fre diagram of te solidificaticn
of liquid borate wastes and other W

Test Item Compressive Radiation Leachability Immersion Thermal Free
Strength Stability Cycling Water

ASTM C39 ANS 16.1 ASTM C39 ASTM 553 ANS 55.1Test Method ASTM 039 After 108rads

Acceptance > kg/crr > kgIcn? Leachindex > 15 kg/cn? > 15 kg/ce 0.5 V%

Criteria I I I > After 90 D I to 60'C, 30 Cy.

Table 1: Standard med-cd of cbaracterizaticn and quality
acceptance riteria follaging te US Nr TqJmcal

Position on Waste Forms

the tperature, the imix will set within 10 special-recipe Solidifying agent to make

to 40 minutes forming a solid form of high hardenable ix, then pouring the hardenable mix

strength ig. lb) The hardening reaction of this 3-ntc) polyethylene mlds to form cylindrical S013-d-

method is So fast that the retardation of te for secimens having 10 cm in height and m in

solidification of borate waste is nt observed in diameter. The solid forms were cured in room,

this process. after that, five ieces of the specimens were

Fig 2 dxws the flow diagram of the process, tested for each property and the results reported

which is similar to the ementation process except are their averaged values.

that the borate waste solution to be solidified

need to be mre cncentrated. Comnressive strenorth

3. CMRACTERIZATIONS OF THE METHOD AND SOLIDIFIED The solid forms showed a rapid buildup of

PRDDL)= ocapressive strength n the early stage of curing;

usually over 70% of the desirable Compressive

A series of experiments have been conducted t Strength is established in a 24-hr curing.

optimize the omditicn of Solidifying liquid It was shown that for obtaining solid forms

borate wastes. with good compressive strength, the weight ratio

The characterizations of solid forms was of the solidifying agent to borate is preferably

conducted following the standard method given in between 0. 4 to 0 7 and water in the blending

US NEU Technical Position m Waste Form (Table 1). slurry should be lower than 3o wt-. The

The solid forms for testing were prepared by ompressive strength depending n the formulation

mixing simulative borate waste solutions, nely can be up to 100 kg/cm? after a 2-weeks curing in

solutions containing 70 t 75 wt-W of sodium the absence of any reifforoment additive for

borates with a Na/B ratio of 03, with the solid forms containing 50 wt% borate.
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solid-form spechm-is ontaining 52-W borate and
0.14% graphite fiber. The sVecimen showed an

Graphite content, wt.% 0 0. 14 0.35 average compressive strength of 125 kg/am? after
test; no significant effect of the t1nrmal cycling

Comp. strength, kg/an 2 56 112 155 test was observed.

Waste loading
Table 2 Effect of Graphite Fiber Cntent o te
compressive Strength of Solidified Products The total content of borate n the slidified

product may be up to 60 wt%; the specific gravity
Many aditives may be incorporated to iprove of the solidified poduct is about 17 g/ar?. Thus,

the quality Of the solid form. For example, 1 mP of solid form may contain as high as 135 kg of
graphite fiber is added to reinforce the solid boron. Therefore, the volume of waste form
form and to improve the dispersion of the obtained from teating of a borate waste
9013-d3-fying-agent pder the borate waste solution oiginally containing 21,000 ppm boron
solution and thus to improve the hoff"jeneity of using this process is about 016 , comparing to
quality- 2 mP of the conventional cementation process and

The compressive strength of the sid form 0 25 of the AC-prooess .4 In FIG. 3 the dry
increased significantly wth the adition of weights of various wastes tolerable in solid forms
graphite fiber as shown :in Table 2; the in LLW solidifications wem shown.
compressive strength for the solid forms
containing 035 wt% of chopped graphite fiber, 1300
Hercules 1900/AS, is as high as 205 kg/ca?. 1200-

Water immersion co 1100-

01 1000- this
The solid form showed a good dimensional. process

stability in the water-innersion test; no 900
significant mensional change was observed in the 800 - cementat ion
test. The test results showed that the mpressive 700 -
strength weaic� in the water-1MMerS3.M 90 days) 600 -

test, however, the compressive strength after test 500 -
can be as high as 130 kg/cm?, which is still far
superior t the quality acceptance criteria of the 400 -
US NRC regulations. 300 -

Leachability 'a 200 -

The leachabilities were measured with 1000
solidified prmhicts containing Co-60 and Cs-137 sodium sodium powdery
following the procedures given in ANS 16.1. The borate -Sulfate ion-exchange
results swed tat the leach index was 12.5 for resin
Co-60 and 75 for Cs-137 for the solidified
products ontaining� 50 wt% borate. Addition of Figure 3 Comparison. of the tolerable waste
fume silica to the hardenable blending low-red the loading between the present process and
leachability of the solidified products. cementation
Eq:)erimental results showed tat the leach index
of Cs-137 can be as high as 10.2 when an adequate 4. SOLIDIFRMTIONS OF OTHER RADIOACTIVE WASTES
amount of fume silica was icorporated. Thus, te
leachability of the solid forms was much lower The present process is not ny suitable for
than the cement-solidified borate waste forms. solidifying liquid borate wastes, but also

suitable for solidifying LLWs generated at BR NPP
Irradiation tests such as sodium. sulfate wastes, spent powdery ion-

exchange resins, and ircinerator ash. In the those
Irradiation tests showed that the solid form uses, the wastes t be solidified are blended with

has excellent irradiation resistance. Tis is riot the hardo-oble mix made from the special-recipe
surprising because the solid form contains only powder nurture and sodium borate solutions. After
inorganic ponents. The solid form was not setting of the hardenable mix, solidified products
weakened under irradiation, contrarily smetimes containing embeded waste a obtained.
it might even have higher compressive strength
after irradiation possibly due to the cing Solidifications of sodium sulfate wastes
effect of irradiation.

The performance of the solidificatio of
Thermal cycling test sodium sulfate wastes was tested following the

steps: (1 A hardenable mix was prepared fran the
The thermal cycling test was conducted wth solidifying agent and sodium borate solution 2)
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sodium sulfate powders as smulative wastes were free fro EODEX. Also, it was observed that the
added to the IX graduately under agitation to broken pieces of the ECODEX waste forms after
make a paste, which is then poured into mlds to compression tests were not separated but connected
make cylinderical solid-form specimens, 3 after together, indicating that EODEX like graphite
a 24-hour curing at room temperature, these fiber strengthened the solidified product.
specdmens were characterized.

The variation of compressive strength with the 5. CONCLUSICNS
sodium sulfate content in the solid forms is shown
in Table 3 It is interesting that the pressive The solidification method described in this
strength increased wth the icreasing sodium paper is novel and suitable for solidifying liquid

borate waste. Beang the major reactant in the
hardening reaction, a large amount of boiate is

Sodium sulfate 30 wt% 40 wt% 50 wt% required in the reaction, thus, the volume
efficiency of the solidification is very high. In

Specific gravity 1.82 1.94 2.1 addition to the high volume efficiency, the method
also possesses the following merits: (1) use of

Comp sength 180 270 286 inexpensive solidifying agent, (2) all the
kg/CM2 components included in the solid form are

inorganic, 3 the equipment used is simple, 4)
the operation is easy, and (5) the quality of

Table 3 CaTpressive strength ad density of solid forms produced is far superior to the
solidified products under various sodium sulfate acceptance criteria of the US NRC regulations.
contents Solidifications of sodium sulfate and powdery

ion-exchange re in wastes using this process were
sulfate content and so did the density. Obviously, also demonstrated. Excellent volume efficiency and
the hardenable mx is hghly patible with solid forms with high mechanical strength were
sodium sulfate and thus benefits the formation of also obtairiDd showing the versatility of the
strong slid forms. The NaSO, content in the solid present process.
form may be as high as 60 wt% a ontent higher The method is pomising, because: (1) the
than this value may cause mixing problems. process is simple, the operating cost and capital

The large NaSO4 ontent and density of the investiment are low; 2 the volume efficiency of

solidified product result n a very hgh volume the method is so excellent that a tremendous

efficiency when this process is used to solidify reduction of the solidified-waste volume and

sodium sulfate wastes. consequently of the ttal disposal cost will be

Due t that the hardenable mix is highly resulted.

flowable, the solidificaticn can also be done in

such a way as that as been dne in the REFERENCES

pelletizing solidification process, 5 i.e. to
pelletize the sodium sulfate powder first, and 1. M. G. 9XILL, Comparison of Solidification

then pour the mix nto the container containing Media for the Stabilization of Icw-level

the pellets. By this way, the volume efficiency is Radioactive Wastes", DOE report, BNL-52304, Oct.

about the same as that of the aforesaid direct (1991).

blending method, but, with more complicated

operation for pelletizing the waste. 2. LEA, F. M., The Chemistry of Cement and

Concrete, Third Edition, Edward Arnold Ltd.,

Solidifications of ion-gj� resin pgm!krg Glasgow 1970).

The solidification of powdery ion-excharxje 3. Kirk-Otbmer Encyclomdia of Chemical

resins using the present process was demonstrated Technology, 4th ed., vol 4 p 379 1978).

by blending the resin with the hardenable mix. The

resin, "ECODEX", used in this study was obtained 4. T. SHIMIZU, T. NAKASHIMA, K. SAUDA, F. TODD, S.

from the Chin-Shan NPP of Taipower's. It has been KITA, H. KURIBAYASHI, "High Voluie-Reduction

using as the filter precoat in the clean-up and Solidification of Radioactive Waste with Cement",

the liquid-radwaste-treatment systems. Because of Proceedings of the Joint International Waste

the low bulk density, dry ECODEX in the solidified Management Conference (Seoul, Korea, Oct. 1991)),

product is limited to a content of about 16 wt%, p 441-447 1991).

a higher content will have poor workability.

Solid forms containing 13.2 wt% dry BOODEX 5. S. HORIUCHI, M. KIKUCHI, K. CHINO, T. BABA H.

were prepared by blending dy BOODEX with the YUSA, Solidification of cement glass", J. Nucl.

hardenable mix. Characterizations sowed that the Sci. Tech., 26(9), 887-892 1989).

averaged ocirpressive strength was 127.5 kg/ar?,

this valve is higher tan that for the solid forms
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ABSTRACT The bundles of used fuel would be encased in containers
with an anticipated life of at least five hundred years which

The Concept of disposing of high-level nuclear waste in corresponds to the period of high fission-product activity.
granitic rocks in the Canadian Shield, developed by Atomic The containers would be designed to withstand hydrostatic
Energy of Canada Limited (AECL), is anticipated to and lithostatic pressures and be resistant to corrosion under
undergo a national public review within two years. The the temperature, groundwater exposure and radiation fields
disposal Concept, its documentation, and its process of that could potentially exist at depth. The containers would
evaluation, including the role of the public, government and be emplaced in the vault and surrounded with compacted
the scientific/engineering community, are summarized. A buffer material such as a mixture of sand and bentonite clay.
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) as provided external This candidate material swells upon contact with water, thus
peer review of the Program since 1979 and its findings are acting as a highly impermeable seal against leaching and
published in annual reports which are publicly available. corrosive agents. It also has a high capacity to absorb

chemical species, including most of the significant
1. INTRODUCTION radionuclides. The vault and the shaft would then be

backfilled, probably with a mixture of crushed rock, sand,
The overall objective of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel and bentonite to close any opening to the surface.

Waste Management Program (CNFWMP) is "to ensure that
there will be no significant adverse effect on man or the The geologic medium in which the underground vault is
environment from nuclear waste at any time." I Nuclear fuel built acts as yet another barrier to the migration of
waste is defined as either irradiated fuel or high-level radionuclides should they escape the vault. Retardation
radioactive material separated from the used fuel through occurs as a result of a number of natural processes taking
reprocessing, although there are presently no plans to pursue place at depth, including chemical absorption of
this latter possibility. In the following sections, we give a radionuclides onto rock surfaces, ion exchange, diffusion
general overview of the disposal Concept being presented by into the body of the rock, and the long path lengths to the
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (AECL). surface due to the relatively small size and frequency of

fractures in the chosen rock. 'Me effectiveness of this
2. THE CANADIAN WASTE DISPOSAL CONCEPT natural barrier depends on careful selection of a site which

exhibits favourable geochemical, geological and
2.1 The Multi-Barrier System hydrogeological conditions.

Similar to efforts in several other nations, the Canadian Finally, although the biosphere is not generally regarded
Program of research on deep geological disposal of nuclear as a "barrier" in the same sense as those described above,
waste is based on the concept of isolating wastes with a the surface environment, with its large volume of soil and
series of barriers situated in a deep 500m-1000m) water, has a great capacity to disperse and dilute whatever
underground vault, built in a stable, terrestrial geologic material which, no matter how unlikely, may reach the
formation such as the granitic rocks of the Canadian Shield. surface.

2.2 Three Phases of the Program

Science Secretary, and 2Chairman of the Technical Advisory Committee The Canadian Program, unlike disposal research
to Atomic Energy of Canada Ltd. programs of many other countries, is divided into phases.

The first, Concept Assessment, involves research which
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aims to determine whether and to what extent waste disposal specific to this location, although considerable geologic
in deep, stable, terrestrial geologic formations can be exploratory work has been carried out in two other research
achieved with the stated objective of ensuring human safety areas, one near Atikokan and the other at East Bull Lake,
and environmental protection. This "generic research and both in Ontario. The present AECL work, therefore, is
development" phase was formally initiated in 1981 and the based on a hybrid of both generic (mostly environmental
results of the ensuing years of research are now being conditions) and site-specific (mostly geologic conditions)
assembled by AECL as the substantive work by which the information.
Concept can be evaluated and judged as to its acceptability.
This evaluation process is discussed in the succeeding To a lesser degree, the problems encountered in the
section. geologic case are also applicable to the assessment of socio-

economic impacts which belong in the pre-closure studies.
The second phase, that of Site Selection, involving the Although a generic approach was adopted, the effects of

actual process of screening, evaluating and finally selecting transportation and other activities associated with siting are
a suitable site, can only begin if the Concept is deemed difficult to assess without reference to a specific site.
acceptable. However, there are two other possibilities. The
Concept may be found to be conditionally acceptable, in Despite these difficulties there is an important advantage
which case AECL will have to conduct further research or conferred by this approach. The clear distinction of the
otherwise modify present work to satisfactorily address the phases also defines what type of work is to be done during
deemed inadequacies. Should the Concept be judged each phase and gives guidance on where emphasis is to be
unacceptable, then it would be the responsibility of the placed. During this first phase, for instance, the goal is to
Federal and Ontario Governments to consider alternatives. assess the Concept of waste disposal in deep, stable,

terrestrial geologic formation - to see if, and how, this can
The final phase, assuming success in both of the be accomplished to meet the regulatory requirements of

previous phases, would be the construction and operation of human safety and environmental protection. As such, the
the disposal vault. It may be that a demonstration facility research work is necessarily concerned with technical issues
would first be built to provide the engineering and such as the effectiveness of system components (e.g.
operational experience for the full-scale facility. In either containers, the vault, the geologic barriers) for long periods
case, this third phase is not envisioned to start until of time, the possible failures that may occur at each barrier,
sometime in the next century. the consequences of such failures, etc. In brief, the central

and critical question which this phase of the work is to
The Canadian Program is unusual among other inter- answer is: "Will it be technically possible to dispose of

national programs in its clear distinction between the phases high-level nuclear waste safely?" Other considerations
- work in one phase cannot begin until successful associated with disposal such as ethical, social, economic,
completion of the previous phase. This sequential approach and political issues, valid as they are, must be treated as
has both its advantages as well as its disadvantages. These secondary considerations at this stage. If it cannot be
are manifested in the characteristics of the research program established that safe disposal is at least technically possible,
as well as in its evaluation. then clearly all other considerations are irrelevant.

The scientific and technical research work as originally The establishment of technical feasibility, although
envisioned and initiated was "generic" in nature, without necessary for the ultimate act of waste disposal, is not
reference necessarily to any particular location or site. The sufficient. A satisfactory resolution of non-technical issues
biospheric conditions and associated data values were such as the ones mentioned above are just as necessary for
obtained from various sources including different locales in an eventual successful outcome. It is ring the second
the Canadian Shield, field and laboratory experiments and phase when the process focuses on selecting a specific site,
from the literature. This composite of environmental and that issues such as equitable treatment, social and
biologic information is representative of the Shield economical impacts on a certain region, matters of impact
conditions in general but does not necessarily portray any mitigation, compensation, etc. will come to the fore, and
particular location, properly so. ne experiences in other disposal programs

show the critical importance of non-technical issues to
Although this approach proved to be satisfactory for successU siting. The experiences of the Low Level Waste

characterizing the surface environment, it proved less Siting Task Force,2 the Ontario Waste Management
successful when applied to the underground geologic Corporation and even the present controversy over selection
conditions. The very wide range of values and of landfill sites in Southern Ontario all provide valuable
heterogeneous conditions encountered in this domain made lessons and insights on the immense difficulty of siting.
the concept of a "generic geosphere" questionable, at least Intense and vociferous opposition, characterized by the
in the Canadian Shield situation. Recognition of this fact acronyms NIMBY (Not In My Back Yard) and LULU
during the mid-80s led to a much more focused effort in and (Locally Unwanted Land Use) have accompanied recent
around the Whiteshell Research Area (WRA) located near attempts at siting any type of disposal facility.
the Manitoba-Ontario border close to the Whiteshell Nuclear
Research Establishment WNRE) site. Most data gathering, It is in this sense that the CNFWMP enjoys an advantage
fieldwork, laboratory experiments and modelling work are over all other disposal situations - the phased approach
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clearly separates assessment of the Concept (i.e. judgment 5. Preclosure Assessment of a Conceptual System;
of technical possibility and feasibility) from the actual 6. Postclosure Assessment of a Reference System;
process of site selection where experience has shown that 7. The Vault Model for Postclosure Assessment;
non-technical considerations overwhelm technical issues. 8. The Geosphere Model for Postclosure Assessment;
This phased approach has allowed the Program to 9. The Biosphere Model, BIOTRAC, for Postclosure
concentrate on doing the necessary technical work without Assessment.
being mired in counter-productive controversies and delays
as faced by other disposal programs. As evident from the titles, each of these nine documents

addresses, in detail, a specific aspect or significant
3. EVALUATION OF THE DISPOSAL CONCEPT component of the Program such as the engineering,

preclosure and postclosure work, the details of the vault,
3.1 Development of an Evaluation Process geosphere and biosphere models, and social aspects of

disposal, etc. In addition, a summary volume of the EIS
Because of the increasing recognition during the eighties will be produced for general readership. It is expected that

that implementation of technological projects, large or small, AECL will submit the EIS to the EA Panel sometime in
involves the need to better address the concerns of a 1994.
democratic society in terms of giving due emphasis to socio-
economic and political issues in addition to the technical 3.3 Public Participation and Participant Funding
ones, it was felt that an independent body with such a
mandate would be the most appropriate agent to lead the As shown in Figure 1, the EARP provides many
Concept evaluation. Consequently, in a referral letter,3 the different opportunities during the review process for the
Federal Minister of Energy, Mines and Resources requested public to receive information as well as to provide input.
that the Federal Minister of the Environment set up an We describe these below.

Environmental Assessment (EA) Panel to lead the review

under the auspices of the Federal Environmental Assessment 3.3.1 Information Dissemination Through Open

Review Office EARO). Under this new scheme, AECB Houses. The Panel, after its appointments on October 4,

will play a consultative role to the EA Panel although its 1989, scheduled "Open Houses" to be held in major cities

regulatory requirements with respect to nuclear waste in New Brunswick, Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba and

disposal as promulgated in R71 4 R-104 5 and R-72 6 Mst Saskatchewan throughout the months of May and June of

still be met. In addition to these regulations, however, the 1990. Secretariat members of the Panel were available to

CNFWMP must also satisfy the requirements of the EA discuss the review process, the Panel's terms of reference,

Panel operating under the Environmental Assessment Review anticipated review activities and participant funding. As

Process (EARP). One of the requirements under EARP is well, AECL and OH staff had displays and distributed

that the proponent, AECL in this case, must submit -an literatureto inform about, and explain, thedisposal Concept.

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) detailing and Attendance at the some 20 sessions, held both during the

explaining its disposal Concept and giving due emphasis to day and in the evening, was generally low.

non-technical issues. Another essential requirement is that

public hearings must be held as part of the process of 3.3.2 Public nput Through Scoping Meetings.

evaluating the AECL Concept. The entire process is The Panel held some 23 "Scoping Meetings" during the

diagrammatically shown in Fig. I with dates of past events months of October and November of 1990 in the same

as well as expected dates of future milestones. The end provinces as for the Open Houses. The intent of these

point of this process is a decision by the governments based meetings was for members of the general public and any

on the findings of the EA Panel as to whether the disposal interested par-ties to present to the Panel their views on what

Concept is acceptable, conditionally acceptable, or not issues should be included in the Panel's guidelines for the

acceptable. preparation of AECL's ES. More than I 0 written and oral

presentations were made to the Panel in accordance with a

3.2 The Environmental Impact Statement set of procedures announced on November 5, 1990 A

wide diversity of groups including government agencies,

AECL is presently preparing the EIS in accordance with industry, professional, scientific and engineering societies,

the EA Panel Final Guidelines, the development of which is environmental groups, labour organizations and members of

described in section 33 below. The EIS will be based on the general public participated in this process. A

the research conducted over the last 15 years as summarized compilation of the submissions is available from FEARO.

in a nine volume set of documents designated as the

"Primary References", each with the primary title "The The most salient issues arising out of these meetings

Disposal of Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste", and a subtitle as include: (1) the need to examine the disposal Concept within

follows: the context of the entire Canadian energy policy, 2 the

public concern about a "walk-away" Concept; on-going post-

1. Public Involvement and Social Aspects; closure monitoring being a vbry high priority in the2278Xp

2. Site Screening and Site Evaluation Technology; mind, 3) the view that ethical and socioeconomic issues are

3. Engineered Barriers Alternatives; at least as important as technical issues and the difficulty of

4. Engineering for a Disposal Facility; talking separately about them.
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3.3.3 Public Comments on the Draft Guidelines. also being reviewed by three groups with the focus on
From the input provided through the Scoping Meetings, scientific, technical and engineering aspects of the Program.

the EA Panel drafted a set of Interim Guidelines for AECL's
EIS which was released for public comment. Although the 4.1 The Technical Advisory Committee (TAQ
level of response to the Draft Guidelines did not match that
of the Soping Meetings, comments received from some The Technical Advisory Committee to AECL, was
groups, including AECL, were detailed and comprehensive. established in mid-1979, and has provided continuous
Modifications were made to the Draft Guidelines as a result reviews since then. 12 The purpose of TAC is to act as an
of the various responses and the set of Final Gu idel i nes9 was independent review body advising AECL on the extent and

issued by the EA Panel in March 1992. A complete quality of the CNFWMP. Its responsibilities are to review

compilation of all submissions is available from the FEARO the content of proposed research projects, to suggest

office. alternatives and additions as deemed appropriate, to review

the scientific methods used, to review Program results and

3.3.4 Participation Through Public Hearings. assure that conclusions drawn are valid within the limits that

The next opportunity for formal input and participation will are claimed, and to recommend any specific areas of work

be during the public hearings which are anticipated to start for which research should be undertaken, either by existing

after AECL submits its EIS (expected in 1994) and after the staff or through research contracts. Its autonomy is assured

EA Panel is satisfied of the EIS's compliance with the Final by the form of appointment to TAC of persons

Guidelines. At that time the EIS will be distributed for independently nominated by professional and scientific

public review to any interested party. The dates, locations societies, by the requirement of reporting in the public

and detailed procedures for the hearings will be announced domain and by the provision to TAC of full and free access

by the Panel. Although it is difficult to predict how long the to a aspects of the research Program. The Committee is

hearings will take, it is anticipated that completion would be also provided with resources that allow it to obtain

within a twelve-month period. Upon completion, the Panel additional specialist advice as it deems fit. TAC's 13 annual

will submit a report of its findings and recommendations to reports provide a publicly available documentation of its on-

the Federal and Ontario governments. It is then the going assessment of the progress and performance within the

responsibilityofthosegovernmentstostatetheacceptability, Program as well as external factors influencing it. A

conditional acceptability or non-acceptability of AECL's concise summary of TAC's recommendations over the last

proposed Concept. Should the first outcome be realized, the dozen years is presented by Shemilt and Sheng 13

second phase, site-selection, may be initiated. In the second

instance, AECL may be required to do ftirther work. In the 4.2 The Scientific Review Group (SRG)

event of the third outcome, the two governments will have

to consider other alternatives. The SRG was established by the EA Panel in mid-1990

specifically to evaluate, and to provide advice on the

3.3.5 Participant Funding. A critical component scientific and engineering aspects of the Concept. 14 Similar

of the review process is the availability of funding to help to TAC, most of its members are Canadian scientists chosen

the public participate more effectively over the entire mostly from universities although several are from industry

process. The 750,000 participant funding, provided by and government. The SRG reports directly to the EA Panel

AECL, is administered by a separate Funding Committee set and has provided input to the Soping Meetings as well as

up by FEARO which reviews and alocates funds to comments on the Draft Guidelines.

successful applicants in accordance with its eligibility

criteria.' he Committee had awarded 152,500 to 17 of 4.3 The Subsurface Advisory Team (SAT) and

33 applicants to assist them in the preparation for, and Environmental Advisory Team (EAT)

participation in, the Scoping Meetings and for review and

commentontheDraftGuidelines.11 Theremainingamount These two teams of consultants were established in

has been allocated for Phase 2 which involves the review of 1989-90 by Environment Canada on a contractual basis to

the EIS and its related documents, and participation in provide it with dedicated scientific advice on AECL's

subsequentpublichearings. Thisamountwillbedistributed disposal Concept, and to develop Environment Canada's

such that full opportunity is provided for participation in position as an intervenor during the public hearings. The

both the socioeconomic and technical reviews. However, SAT is responsible for issues associated with the disposal

at least half of the amount will be available to participants vault and the geosphere, and the EAT is to review issues

wishing to conduct scientific reviews on the technical aspects associated with the biosphere as well as those involving

of the Program. Information about eligibility criteria, social, economic and policy aspects ofdisposal. Both teams

deadlines, application forms, and the list of successful have conducted their own "scoping calculations" which are

applicants from Phase I are available from FEARO. summarized in SAT 15 and EAT 16 reports. A concise

description of the teams' roles, activities and major findings

4. SCIENTIFIC REVIEWING BODIES is given by Pascoe et al. 17

As well as the overall Concept evaluation process led by

the EA Panel as described above, the Concept is presently
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5. CONCLUDING SUMMARY Review Office, Fontain Building, 13th Floor, 200 Sacre
Coeur Boulevard, Hull, Quebec, KIA H3.

Using the extensive laboratory and field research carried
on in the Canadian Program over the past 15 years, AECL 9. FEARO 1992), "Final Guidelines For The Preparation
is currently preparing a series of primary reference Of An Environmental Impact Statement On The Nuclear
documents to support the Concept of deep geological Fuel Waste Management And Disposal Concept", Federal
disposal. An environmental impact statement is being Environmental Assessment Review Office, Fontain Building,
prepared to summarize this work and will be presented for 13th Floor, 200 Sacre Coeur Boulevard, Hull, Quebec, KIA
environmental assessment sometime in 1994 under federal OH3.
jurisdiction and established procedures. These include
public hearings as well as extensive scientific and technical 10. FEARO (1990a), "Participant Funding Announced",
review. The overall process has been initiated and an News Release, Ottawa, July 20, 1990, Federal
EnvironmentalAssessmentPanel establishedbyFEAROhas Environmental Assessment Review Office, Foritain Building,
issued final guidelines for the EIS which must also give due 13th Floor, 200 Sacre Coeur Boulevard, Hull, Quebec, KIA
emphasis to non-technical issues. Continuing scientific OH3.
reviews are being made of the AECL research by TAC as
presented in its annual reports.12 I 1. FEARO, (1990c), "Funding Of Public Participation In

The Environmental Assessment Review Of The Nuclear Fuel
REFERENCES Waste Management and Disposal Concept", News Release,

Ottawa, September 21, 1990, Federal Environmental
I E.L.J. ROSINGER, and R.S. DIXON (Editors) Assessment Review Office, Fontain Building, 13th Floor,
(1982), "Fourth Annual Report of the. Canadian Nuclear 200 Sacre Coeur Boulevard, Hull, Quebec, KIA H3.
Fuel Waste Management Program", Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited Report, AECL-7793*. 12. TAC (1993) "Thirteenth Annual Report of the

Technical Advisory Committee on the Nuclear Fuel Waste
2. Siting Task Force (I 990), "Opting for Cooperation: A Management Program", L.W. Shemilt (Chairman), Report
Process in Action, The First Phases", Ministry of Energy, TAC-13. (Available from Prof. L.W. Shemilt, GSB-216,
Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada. McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, L8S 4KI.)

3. M. MASSE, 1988) "Nuclear Waste Disposal Concept 13. L.W. SHEMILT, and G. SHENG 1991), "Assess and
and Waste Management Issues Referred For Environmental Advise: A Decade of Evaluation of the Canadian Nuclear
Review", News Release, Ottawa, September 28, 1988, Fuel Waste Management Program". In Proceedings of
Office of the Minister, Energy, Mines and Resources Waste Management 9 1, Tucson, February 24-28, 199 1, pp.
Canada, 613) 996-2007. 311-319.

4. AECB 1985), "Deep Geological Disposal of Nuclear 14. FEARO (I 990b), "Environmental Assessment Panel to
Fuel Waste: Background Information and Regulatory Nuclear Waste Management and Disposal Concept
Requirements Regarding the Concept Assessment Phase". Appointments to Scientific Review Group", News Release,
Regulatory Document R-71. Ottawa, August 15, 1990, Federal Environmental

Assessment Review Office, Fontain Building, 13th Floor,
5. AECB (1987a), "Regulatory Objectives, Requirements 200 Sacre Coeur Boulevard, Hull, Quebec, KlA H3.
and Guidelines for the Disposal of Radioactive Wastes".
Regulatory Document R-104. 15. SAT 1992), "Summary Report of the Subsurface

Advisory Team to Environment Canada on the Canadian
6. AECB (1987b), "Geological Considerations in Siting Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal Concept for the Period January
a Repository for Underground Disposal of High-Level 1991 to March 1992". AUSCAN, Inc., 6850 Austin Center
Radioactive Waste". Regulatory Document R-72. Blvd., Suite 300, Austin, Texas 78752.

7. Minister of the Environment 1989), "Minister of the 16. EAT 1992), "Report of the Environmental Advisory
Environment Appoints Panel to Review Nuclear Fuel Waste Team to Environment Canada on the Canadian Nuclear Fuel
Management and Disposal Concept", News Release, October Concept Waste Disposal". Beak Consultants Limited, 14
4, 1989, Federal Environmental Assessment Review Office, Abacus Road, Brampton, Ontario, Canada.
Fontain Building, 13th Floor, 200 Sacre Coeur Boulevard,
Hull, Quebec, KIA H3. 17. D.J. PASCOE, R.E., JACKSON and D.L. LUSH

(1992), "Defending the Environmental Standpoint: A
8. FEARO (1990d), "Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Report of the Work of Environment Canada in Assessing the
Environmental Assessment Panel Makes Available Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Disposal Concept:. In
Operational Procedures, Database, Compilations Of Written Proceedings of the 45th Canadian Geotechnical Conference,
Submissions, and Transcripts", News Release, Ottawa, Toronto, Ontario, October 26-28.
November 5, 1990, Federal Environmental Assessment
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ABSTRACT subsystems: vault, geosphere, and biosphere.
Since SYVAC3-CC3 is a Monte Carlo simulation

AECL (Atomic Energy of Canada Limited) is code used for the estimation of risk, many
preparing an Environmental Impact Statement repeated runs with randomly sampled parameter
(EIS) to present its case to a federal values have to be executed. For practical
environmental assessment panel for a concept purposes, each subsystem has to be
for disposal of Canada's nuclear fuel waste. represented by a computationally simple model
The concept is that of a sealed vault within SYVAC3-CC3. To ensure that the
constructed at a depth of 500 to 1,000 m in physical and chemical processes affecting
plutonic rock of the Canadian Shield. An radionuclide migration are properly
analysis of disposal system performance using represented, ACL Research has conducted
a probabilistic system variability analysis extensive laboratory and field research and
code (SYVAC3-CC3) has been an important performed detailed modelling on each
component of the assessment of the long-term subsystem. Subsequently, the results of the
safety and environmental impacts of the detailed models are condensed into simplified
disposal system. In the assessment, the models for the Monte Carlo simulations using
disposal system is divided Into vault, SYVAC3-CC3.
geosphere and biosphere, each of which is
represented by a computationally simplified This paper discusses the methodology for
model. This paper summarizes the procedure condensing the detailed hydrogeological model
for condensing a detailed 3-D finite-element into the SYVAC3-CC3 Geosphere Model (GEONET).
hydrogeological model into the SYVAC3-CC3 An example of the application of the
geosphere model, GEONET. methodology to a hypothetical disposal system

consistent with surface and subsurface
INTRODUCTION geoscience data from a research area on the

Canadian shield is also presented.
AECL has been conducting research and

development on a concept for the disposal of GENERAL APPROACH
nuclear fuel waste and is preparing an
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) to Development of the Geosphere Model3
present Its conclusions for review by a involves several steps. The first step is to
federal environmental assessment panel for construct a conceptual model of the
the acceptability of the disposal concept'. subsurface geological structure and
The disposal concept is that of a sealed hydrogeology using data from field
vault constructed at a depth of 500 to investigations and laboratory testing. Once
1,000 m in plutonic rock of the Canadian a conceptual model has been constructed, a
Shield. three-stage approach is used to simulate the

transport of radioactive or toxic
A major component of the IS is the contaminants from the vault, through the

results of a case study, in hich the long- surrounding rock, to the biosphere. First,
term performance of a hypothetical disposal the coupled equations describing 3-D
system was modelled as part of the groundwater flow and heat transport are
demonstration of the environmental assessment solved using the MOTIF finite-element code4
methodology for a disposal system following to predict the hydraulic head and groundwater
closure. The case study was performed using velocity distributions in the rock containing
a probabilistic system variability analysis the vault. Next, the groundwater flow paths
code SYVAC3-CC32. In the assessment, the from the vault to discharge areas in the
disposal svstem is divided into three biosnhere are determined bv means of a
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particle-tracking technique. In some places, For confidence building the MOTIF code
the groundwater flow rate may be so slow that has been verified extensively by comparison
diffusion is the dominant transport process. with known analytical solutions or numerical
These transport paths are combined to solutionS4. As a major validation exercise,
construct a 3-D transport network composed of the MOTIF code was employed to predict in
I-D transport segments for the GEONET model. advance the groundwater perturbations caused
For these I-D segments, the radionuclide by the excavation for AECL's Underground
transport equations can be solved by means of Research Laboratory (URL) in a granitic
an analytical response function method. pluton in Manitoba. The predicted
Finally, the input parameter distributions groundwater drawdowns agreed well with
for the GEONET model are compiled. subsequent field observationS5. The MOTIF

code was also used to model solute transport
In the simulations, GEONET accepts the in groundwater tracer tests in a major

time-dependent flow rates of radioactive and fracture zone6. The predicted tracer
toxic nuclides from the vault model and then breakthrough curves agreed well the with
calculates time-dependent radioactive and field test results.
toxic nuclide flow rates at locations in the
rock mass surrounding the vault and at THE GEONET MODEL
locations of discharges to the biosphere
model. It also determines other appropriate GEONET, the SYVAC3-CC3 geosphere model,
information for interfacing with the vault does not attempt to model the entire region
and biosphere models, such as the areas of required to determine the groundwater flow
the discharges to the biosphere and the regime at the disposal site. Instead, it
volumetric discharge rates. models contaminant transport in a subregion

of the MOTIF flow model in which the
THE MOTIF FINITE-ELEMENT CODE contaminant plume from the vault is expected

to migrate. GEONET calculates the flow of
The MOTIF finite-element code4 has been groundwater and transport of radioactive or

developed at AECL Research to solve the toxic astes by means of advective,
steady-state and transient problems of dispersive and diffusive transport from the
groundwater flow, solute transport, and heat boundary of the vault, through pathways in
transport in saturated or partially saturated the rock, to the blosphere. Each transport
fractured or porous media. The code solves pathway in the GONET model is represented by
the three coupled partial differential a number of connected linear segments. A
equations governing these physical phenomena, groundwater well is also incorporated as part
i.e., the fluid mass balance equation, the of the transport pathways. The well is
solute mass balance equation, and the heat assumed to intersect the entre of the
energy balance equation. Fluid density and contaminant plume. The operation of the well
viscosity can vary with temperature, pressure causes drawdowns in hydraulic heads and
and solute concentration. Processes that can increases in groundwater velocities in the
be simulated include: groundwater flow; vicinity of the well. A portion of the
advective, convective, dispersive and contaminant plume is captured by the well.
diffusive solute transport ith one-species For each segment, GEONET modifies the head
exponential decay and linear equilibrium distribution predicted by the MOTIF flow
sorption; and conductive, dispersive and model according to the well model7 described
convective heat transfer. The Galerkin below, and then calculates the mean
weighted-residual method, in conjunction with groundwater velocity by Darcy's law. The
the finite-element approximation, is utilized transport processes explicitly modelled in
for spatial derivatives. A weighted finite- GEONET are advection, mechanical dispersion,
diffeeence approximation is employed for the molecular diffusion, equilibrium chemical
temporal derivatives. Nonlinearity is sorption and matrix diffusion. The I-D
handled by Picard iteration. Three types of advection-dispersion-retardation transport
isoparametric elements are available in equations for a radionuclide decay chain are
MOTIF: a hexahedron, a planar quadrilateral solved using the response function method,8,9
and a line element. These elements are all a subset of Green's function methods, and
defined in a 3-D space so that the planar and numerical convolutions to obtain the flow
line elements can have arbitrary rates of contaminants.
orientations. Arbitrary geometry and
arbitrary boundary conditions can be Network Geometry for GONET
simulated. This approach is particularly
suited to fractured rocks containing planar The network is defined by a set of
fracture zones and heterogeneous fracture Cartesian nodal coordinates and tables of
distributions. connectivities defining which transport

seoments connect which Dair of nodes. Each
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segment is assigned chemical properties and account possible uncertainty in hydraulic
physical properties. The chemical properties properties and uncertainties that might be
Include the particular rock and fracture introduced by model approximations, the
mineralogy and the groundwater salinity. The groundwater velocity in all segments is
physical properties are porosity, multiplied by a single, randomly-sampled
dispersivity, tortuosity for longitudinal scaling factor. In each simulation the
diffusive transport and a number of velocity in every segment in the network is
additional parameters used in matrix multiplied by the same value of the scaling
diffusion calculations. factor. This is equivalent to assuming

perfect correlation among groundwater
The geometry of the GONET network is velocities throughout the whole network.

determined as follows. When the Peclet This scaling factor is also applied to adjust
number for the transport segment is less than an empirical relationship between discharge
0.5, contaminant transport is dominated by area and well pumping rate.
molecular diffusion. In that case, the
GEONET pathways are constructed to give the The Well Model in GEONET
shortest diffusion paths to zones with
significantly higher groundwater flow. This An analytical well model7, derived using
pathway corresponds to diffusion down the complex potential theory and the method of
steepest concentration gradient. In other images, has been incorporated into the GEONET
cases, the GEONET pathways are constructed to model. The location of the intake position
closely match the groundwater flow paths as of the well and the pumping rate (well demand
determined by the MOTIF flow model and from the biosphere model) are variable. This
particle tracking. For segment Peclet well model is used to calculate four
numbers greater than 5, groundwater advection quantities: 1) the maximum well capacity, 2)
is the dominant mode of transport. For the drawdowns in the well aquifer, 3 the
segment Peclet numbers between 0.5 and 5, quantity of surface water captured by the
both advection and diffusion contribute to well, and 4 the fraction of contaminants
the transport. In locating the segments, moving in the well aquifer that is captured
care is taken to ensure that each segment has by the well.
uniform material properties and that
groundwater velocity does not vary The analytical well model is augmented
excessively over the volume of rock by empirical site specific equations for
represented by the segment. three additional items: 1) the drawdowns in

the vault, 2 a reduced discharge area and
The Groundwater Flow Model in GRONET volume, for the discharge affected by the

operation of the well, and 3 branching
As input, the GEONET model uses fraction for segments leading to the well

hydraulic head values for each node of the from aquitards outside the well aquifer.
transport network as determined by the MOTIF These equations were derived from MOTIF
flow model. It then does the additional head simulation results.
refinements associated with the presence of a
domestic groundwater-supply well. The The Transport Model in GEONET
permeability tensor used in the MOTIF model
Is projected onto each segment. From the GEONET calculates the transport rate of
refined heads GEONET determines the radioactive or chemically toxic contaminants,
groundwater flow velocity In each segment of through that portion of the geosphere
the network using Darcy's law. Additional represented by its network, by solving a
calculations are associated with the well, system of one-dimensional
groundwater discharges to surface, and advection-dispersion transport equations for
interfaces with the SYVAC3-CC3 biosphere and a radionuclide decay chain, including the
vault models. effects of retardation due to chemical

sorption and/or diffusion into regions of
Many of the properties of the geosphere stagnant water. These calculations are done

model, e.g. those associated with sorption, sequentially, segment by segment, using the
dispersion and the operation of the well are output of one segment as input boundary
randomly sampled from probability condition for the following segment in the
distributions in the Monte Carlo simulations; same pathway. Segments can also converge or
however, in order to maintain groundwater diverge. For converging segments, the
mass balance and correspondence with the contaminant mass flow rates are summed
MOTIF flow model, the segment network whereas for diverging segments the
geometry, the hydraulic properties of the contaminant mass flow rate is divided
network and the physical properties of the according to the branching ratio of
Groundwater are kent constant. To take into
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groundwater flux estimated from the particle tortuosities and 6 chemical and
tracking. mineralogical properties.

The properties of each transport segment GEONET MODEL VERIFICATION AND QUALITY
are assigned constant values in order to ASSURANCE
facilitate analytical solutions to the mass
transport equations. However each segment To build confidence in the correct
may have different properties from the implementation of GEONET, the following
adjacent segments in the transport pathway, quality assurance measures were undertaken:
thus explicitly representing chemical and 1) testing the function of the individual
physical heterogeneities along the transport modules of the code; 2 comparison of
paths. The change of material properties calculations with results obtained from
without complete mathematical coupling analytical solutions for some simple cases;
between the segments introduces slight errors 3) comparison with calculations done by
in the calculations due to the description of similar codes including those published in
the boundary condition. Under convection the open literature and those used in
dominated transport conditions, these errors INTRACOIN12 (International Nuclide Transport
are negligible and, under diffusion dominated Code Intercomparison) and PSAC13
conditions, these errors generally cause much (Probabilistic Systems Assessment Code User's
smaller variations in the results than the Group); 4 examination of results of
random variations incorporated into the Monte sensitivity analysis to ensure that the model
Carlo calculations. behaviour is consistent with the experience

of geoscience research staff and )
Chemical Retardation in GEONET comparison with calculations done by a 2-D

MOTIF advection-dispersion transport model.14
Chemical retardation is modelled using

an equilibrium linear sorption (k,) approach. APPLICATION TO CASE STUDY
Retardation factors are calculated, using
empirical equations, from the chemical and The geosphere model used in the case
mineralogical properties of each segment and study presented in the EIS to illustrate the
a set of contaminant/mineral-specific performance assessment methodology is based
coefficients.10 The redox condition can be on geoscience data from the Whiteshell
either oxidizing or reducing depending on Research Area (WRA).15,16 The WM covers an
depth. For each contaminant/mineral area of about 750 kM2 including a large
combination, and for either oxidizing or portion of the Lac du Bonnet Batholith a
reducing conditions, a sorption coefficient, granitic batholith in southeastern Manitoba.
kd, is determined from an empirical second- There is a moderate topographic slope from an
order polynomial in log(TDS) where TDS (Total elevation of 300 m in the south-east to 250 m
Dissolved Solids) is used as a measure of the in the north-west. The rock mass has a
salinity of the groundwater. Dependence of systematic fracturing which decreases with
kd on radionuclide concentration is treated depth. Embedded in the rock mass are several
approximately as an additional uncertainty. low-dip or vertical fracture zones of
The mineral specific kd1s are summed, relatively intense fracturing. The initial
weighted by the abundance of each mineral in conceptual hydrogeological model for the
the segment, to give an overall retardation reference postclosure assessment covered a
factor for each contaminant that is 27 km x 40 km area, almost bounded entirely
transported through the segment. The by the Winnipeg River system, and extended to
compilation and derivation of the sorption a depth of 4 km. The background rock was
coefficients are discussed in a supporting divided into five layers with permeability
document.11 ranging from 1-15 to 121 m2 and porosity

from 0.05Z to 003%. The major fracture
Summary of Data Passed to GEONET zones were assumed to have a uniform

thickness of 20 m and were modelled as porous
In summary, the data transferred to media with 10% porosity and 113 

GEONET, derived from field and laboratory longitudinal permeability. A hypothetical
work and from detailed groundwater flow vault, with an approximate area of 2 km x
modelling using MOTIF, are: 1) the geometry 2 km, was assumed to be located in the
of the transport network, 2 hydraulic heads batholith at 500-m depth, close to the site
at each node of the transport network, 3 of the URL where substantial subsurface
permeabilities for each segment projected information was available. Conservative
from the tensorial quantity used in MOTIF assumptions were made to ensure that the
onto the segment direction, 4 model ould not underestimate the rate of
dispersivities, 5) porosities and transport of contaminants from the vault,

throuffh the rock barrier. to the biosDhere.
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To assess the effect of proximity of a major variation and temporal evolution of
fracture zone the vault was situated close to groundwater head, temperature and velocity.
a lov-dip fracture zone. To assess the A particle-tracking technique as then
possibility of future inadvertent human applied to obtain the distribution of
activities, it was further assumed that there groundwater flow paths and travel times from
would be a domestic water-supply well that the vault to the biosphere. Detailed
would draw groundwater from this major sensitivity analyses" were performed to
fracture zone. determine the appropriate form of the

Geosphere Model for SYVAC3-CC3 and the
Several 2-D and 3-D finite-element features and processes that should be

models, based on the conceptual included to assure a reasonable
hydrogeological model of the WRA described representation of the geosphere transport
above, were constructed. The MOTIF code was pathways for the safety assessment
used to solve the coupled fluid flow and heat calculations.
transport equations to predict the spatial
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Figure 1. Selected Representative Particle Tracks and Equivalent GEONET Network and Nodes for
SYVAC3-CC3 Simulation: (a) Plan View Projection, (b) Vertical Section View Projection. Dotted
lines are particle tracks and solid lines are GEONET network.
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Conclusions from the MOTIF sensitivity the vault from the nearest fracture zone,
analyses were: (1) the local topography and thermal convection due to waste heat does not
the configuration of major fracture zones significantly affect groundwater travel
have major influence on the groundwater flow times; and 7 the presence of shafts and
patterns; 2 the nature of the topography in tunnels, variations in hydraulic properties
this area funnels the groundwater passing the of backfill materials, the existence of an
region of the vault into a discharge area excavation damaged zone, or the presence of a
much smaller than the area of the vault; 3 thermomechanically disturbed rock zone near
only that part of the flow field within about ground surface above the vault would not
1000 m of the vault boundary needed to be significantly affect transport from the vault
explicitly considered in modelling solute to the biosphere.
transport in the RA geosphere 4 both the
groundwater travel time and the area in the Figures la and lb show the plan view and
biosphere to which contaminated groundwater vertical section projections, respectively,
from the vault was predicted to discharge of the transport network that was developed
could be substantially reduced by pumping at from the results of the MOTIF hydrogeological
the vater-supply well; (5) the size of the modelling of the VRA, superimposed on
region of low-permeability sparsely fractured corresponding projections of particle tracks.
rock between the vault and the closest low- Most of the network segments and particle
dip fracture zone affects the contaminant tracks shown in the plan view map the
transport times and rates significantly; 6 asymmetrical flow field in the major fracture
thermal convection due to heat generation by zone passing near the vault. A 3-D view of
the fuel waste in the vault might or might the network and its connection to the vault
not be important depending on the size of the is shown in Figure 2. Each source node for
waste exclusion distance; for a case having the network begins in a unique vault sector.
46 m of sparsely fractured rock separating This network and the GEONET model

well

Z

Y'X

- Geonet
* CDnnection nodes
* Source nodes
x Dschwge nodes

Figure 2 A 3-D View of the GEONET Transport Network for the Reference Postclosure Case. Each
source node originates from a distinct vault sector.

successfully incorporate the heterogeneity of CONCLUSION
the site in a model used in Monte Carlo
simulations for the estimation of risk and A methodology has been developed for
uncertainty. condensing site characterization data and the
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ABSTRACT be detected by a leak test at the fabrication and be repaired.
Components of a cask opened and closed during handling and

A sealing function is essential for transportation and/or fuel loading operation are subject to the pre-shipment leak test.
storage casks of radioactive materials under both normal and ne O-ring surface tends to be scratched during fuel loading
accidental operating conditions in order to prevent radioactive operation.
materials from being released into the environment. In the
safety analysis report, the release rate of radioactive materials Although the ANSI N14.5 assumes a leak path as a
into the environment is evaluated using the correlations circular tube and the equivalent diameter could be calculated
specified in the ANSI N14.5, 1987. The purposes of the work from a gas leakage test results, the shape of scratch on the
are to reveal the underlying problems on the correlations O-ring surface cannot always be considered as circular tubes.
specified in the ANSI N14.5 related to gas leakage rates from And there is no data which supports that the scratch can be
a scratch on O-ring surface and from multi-leak paths, to offer simulated to be a circular tube.
a data base to study the evaluation method of the leakage rate
and to propose the evaluation method. In this paper, the For a spent fuel shipping cask, elastomer O-rings are
following insights were obtained and clarified: usually used but a method has never been established to obtain

the characteristics of the leak path on the O-ring surface from
1. If a characteristic value of a leak path is defined as D/a gas leakage test results. Moreover, the leak path is not always

("D" is the diameter and "a" is the length.), a scratch on the single and it is difficult to estimate either the number of leak
O-ring surface can be evaluated as a circular tube. paths or characteristics of each path from gas leakage tests.

2. It is proper to use the width of O-ring groove on the flange No method has been established for evaluating such multi-leak
as the leak path length for elastomer O-rings. paths. Therefore, the purpose of this work is to establish the

3. Gas leakage rates from multi leak paths of the transportation evaluation method for the gas leakage rate and for
cask can be evaluated in the same manner as a single leak characteristics of the leak path which consists of a scratch on
path if an effective D/a is introduced. a flange surface and elastomer O-ring. Following items were

studied;
INTRODUCTION (1) to confirm that an approximate evaluation method for a

circular tube proposed in ANSI N14.5 is effective for
A sealing function is essential for transportation casks of scratches on the O-ring surface, and also to verify the

radioactive materials under both normal and accidental applicability of the simple evaluation method proposed in
conditions in transport in order to prevent radioactive materials our previous works,' to actual leak paths,
from being released into the environment. In the safety (2) to establish the method for estimating the leak path length
analysis report, the release rate of radioactive materials from the of scratches on the O-ring surface,
casks into the environment is evaluated based on the leak path (3) to establish an evaluation method for multi leak paths.
characteristics (hydraulic diameter and length) obtained by a gas
leakage test and using the evaluation method specified in ANSI EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
N14.5, 1977' and 1987 2. Furthermore, an evaluation method
on the release rate is being standardized by the International A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus is
Organization for Standardization (ISO) based on ANSI N14.5. illustrated in Fig.l. It was composed of a test tank, a

pressure measurement system, a temperature control system, a
A scratch on the O-ring surface or valve seat is supposed vacuum pump and a gas feeder. The detailed information of

to be the cause of leakage from the casks during the transport, the test tank is shown in Fig.2. A disk with a leak path
because any defects induced on the other parts of the cask can which simulated scratches on the O-ring surface was set up on
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Table Experimental conditions within 50ppm as long as they were calibrated once a year With

an air piston gauge. The accuracy of this measurement method
Working fluid Air was confirmed for an accurate volume measurement system for
Pressure in the test tank 0.1 - LMPa plutonium nitrate solution'.
Back pressure Atmospheric pressure
Volume of the test tank 605.6cm' With this measurement system, a temperature change in
Leak path Artificial defects on the O-ring the tank would cause an error in the leakage rate reading.

surface Therefore, the test tank was installed in a isothermal bath fined
(one defect and two defects) with water and the whole experimental apparatus was set in a

O-ring Viton) 28mm .D., 3.5mm width room at a constant temperature. To prevent water in the bath
Groove 28mm ].D., 4.7mm. width from entering into test tank, a cover was installed over the

and 2.7mm depth flange of the test tank. An exhaust pipe of 14 inches in
Seal ring (copper) 28mm. ].D., 2nim width diameter was attached on the upper plate of the cover as shown

and 3.5mm thick in Fig.2. The temperature change in the test tank could be
Groove 28mm .D., 2mm width controlled within .1K. From such a counten-neasure, total

and 27 mm depth measurement eor of the leakage rate was within 2.

Average mass leakage rate during pressure change is
obtained by

the upper flange of the tank. A pressure measurement line,
test gas feeder and a vacuum line were attached on cylinder PIV PV P IV(' -P2/P)
wall of the test tank. G = = I (1)

at at

The disk with an artificial defect on the surface was made because the temperature in the test tank was kept constant,
of stainless steel of 42mm in diameter and 5mm in thickness.

Airing hole of 6mm. in diameter is installed in the center of the P/P = constant, (2)
disk. Mirror finished disk was set on a lathe and its surface
was scratched to uniform depth with a diamond needle in radial where G is the average mass leakage rate (g/s), V is volume of
direction. A sketch of a disk with an artificial defect is the test tank (cm), t is measuring period (s) and Pis density

shown in Fig.3. One or two defects were scratched on the of gas in the tank (g/CM3 ), and subscripts and 2 mean the
surface and the disk was installed on the flange of the test tank beginning and the end of pressure measurement. The average
and both surfaces were sealed by O-rings as shown in Fig.3. volumetric leakage rate evaluated at the upstream pressure (viz.,
A typical photograph of the disk with one scratch is illustrated inside the tank) is defined by
in Fig.4.

Three disks with single artificial defect of different depth PV(1-P,/P,)
and one disk with double artificial defects were prepared. L. (3)
O-rings made of viton and copper rings were used for sealing 6 t P 12

rings. where L, is volumetric leakage rate (cm/s) and

Both a bellows seal valve and a stop valve were installed P12 (PI+P2)/2 (4)
in each line connected with the tank to minimize the leakage
from the experimental apparatus. Consequently, the leakage The artificial defects and the seal rings used in this work
rate from the tbst tank without a leak path could be reduced to are tabulated in Table I together with experimental conditions.
less than 10-'cifiN for helium gas. The volume of the tank
including pressure measurement lines was 605.6cm' whose error RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
was within 0.5%.

Air was used as a working fluid. After pressurized gas Gas Leakage from O-ring Surface

was filled in the tank and its pressure was regulated at a A O-ring made of viton was used for an elastomer
desired value, a leakage fate from a leak path was obtained by O-ring. The leakage rates from three kinds of artificial defect
measuring decreasing rate of the pressure in the tank through whose depths were different from each other were measured.
a digital quartz pressure transducer with very high accuracy The results are shown in Figs.5, 6 and 7. The characteristic
(full range of 1AMPa and resolution of 1OPa) over the period value (equivalent diameter and length) of the artificial defect
until the pressure in the tank decreased to 5% of the initial was measured by an electron microscope but sufficient accuracy
pressure. was not obtained. Therefore, the equivalent diameter of the

defects are estimated in Section 32 using the methodology
The back pressure, which was atmospheric was measured specified in ANSI N14.51,2.

with another digital quartz pressure transducer (full range of
0.7MPa and resolution of I.Pa). These measurement error was For gas volumetric leakage rates less than O.lcm/s, it is
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Fig.5 Volurnetric leakage rate from a small artificial scratch Fig.6 Volurnetric leakage rate from a middle artificial scratch

on elastorner O-ring surface on lastomer O-ring surface

supposed from our previous works3,4 that hydrodynamics in the The averaged characteristic values (D4/a) were obtained from

leak path is governed only by the friction loss in laminar flow Eq.(6) as shown in Figs.5, 6 and 7 'Me solid lines in the

with gas expansion and the volumetric leakage rate based on figures were obtained by substituting the averaged value to

the upstream condition Lu can be evaluated by Eq.(5). It is clear from these results that the leak rate of an

artificially induced defect which is not a tube of circular cross
4

7r (P.' d')D section can be evaluated by Eq.(5) as long as the characteristic

(5) value of the leak path Ma is known or can be determined.

256fLa In other words, it is confirmed that the approximation method

specified in ANSI N14.5 is also valid for estimating the leak
where P. and P, are the upstream and downstream pressures rate from a scratch on the seal surface of an O-ring flange.

(Pa), 1) is a leak path diameter (cm), is viscosity (Pa-s) and

a is a leak path length (cm). Rewriting Eq.(5), From Figs.5 6 and 7 it can be seen that the easured

I)4 volumetric leak rate increases with differential pressure more
2561,� IL slowly than the W/a scaling would predict. This observation

(6) can be explained by the O-ring pressing deeper into the defect

(P.' d') as the differential pressure across the O-ring seal increases,

Torque(N m) 0co co 0
�i- 0 15.7 0

E E10-2 " 27.4
13 35.3 7W 0 a)
v 47.0

CP 1 0-2 0)
CU 0

co CO 0
a) a)

CD D4/a 3.65X1O-1'7(m4/m)
E E 10-3 7

0 0
> >

0
105 106 1 05 106

Differential pressure(Pa) - Differential pressure(Pa)

(P.-Pd) (Pu-Pd)

Fig.7 Volurnetric leakage rate from a large artificial scratch Fig.8 Effect of tightening torque of bolts on the flange

on elastorner O-ring surface on volurnetric leakage rate for copper O-ring
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Fig.9 Relationship between tightening torque of bolts Fig.10 Evaluation of equivalent leak path diameter

on the flange and characteristic value

of leak path for copper O-ring

thereby reducing the cross sectional area of the leak path. The measured volumetric leakage rates from the leak path

of an artificial defect with copper ring are shown in Fig.8.

The data shown in Fig.5 were obtained for -a satch 'Me tghtening torques of bolts were uniform. 'Me torques

which was barely observable by visual inspection. The shown in the figure mean total values. The leakage rates

leakage rates are less than 10-3cm/s, which indicates that the decreased as the torques increased. The characteristic value of

gas leakage rate could be less than 10'cm/s when no defect the leak path D/a calculated from the test results in Fig.8 are

would be observed by visual inspection. Such gas leakage shown in Fig.9 where the abscissa is the total torque. The

rate is two order less than the criterion specified in the safety dashed line in the figure is D/a for an elastomer O-ring shown

analysis report (SAR) related to transportation casks of in Fig.6. For the torque more tan 27.4Nm, D/a decreases

radioactive materials. in proportion to sixth power of torque. However, below

27.4Nm, it slightly decreases with increase of the torque. This

Evaluating Leak Path on 0-ring Surface indicates that the copper was pressed into the artificial defect

No data is available to determine whether it is more when the torque increased to more than 27.414m.

appropriate to take the O-ring cross sectional diameter or the Assuming that the length of the leak path is the diameter

O-ring groove width as the length of leak path consisting of of a copper seal ring, an equivalent diameter of the leak path

the scratch and an elastomer O-ring. In addition to the was calculated. The results are shown in Fig.10. In the

elastomer O-ring, copper seal ring was used and volumetric figure, two kind of equivalent diameters for the elastomer

leakage rates were also measured for the artificial defect. The O-ring were also shown as dashed lines. One was calculated

leakage rates were two orders of magnitude less than that of using the elastomer O-ring diameter as the leak path length and

elastomer O-ring. It was found that the leakage rate varied the other was calculated using the groove width. As it could

with the total tightening torque of bolts on the flange. After be considered that no leakage occurred from O-ring surface

the test, a convex impression of the defect was observed on the except artificial defects and no convex mark was observed on

surface of the copper ring. This indicates that the copper seal the copper seal ring when the torque was 27.4 Nm, it could be

ring pressed into the artificially induced defect and decreased determined that the equivalent diameter of the artificial defect

the cross section of an artificially induced defect. 'Me width was 1S.7/im as shown in Fig.10. On the other hand, the

of the copper seal ring was measured after the test and it was diameter of the leak path for the elastomer O-ring was 16/tm

confirmed that the deformation was less than US= and based on the groove width as the length of the leak path,

negligibly small. In other words, the length of leak path with which coincided with the value for the copper seat ring within

copper seal ring could be determined as the width of copper the measurement error.

ring.

From these results, it is appropriate for elastomer O-ring

Using an O-ring surface with no defect and a copper seal to use the groove width as the length of leak path. Based on

ring, correlation between torques and leakage rates were this, the equivalent diameters for other three artificial defects

investigated. It was found tat the leakage rates decreased were calculated as 57 9 in, 16 g m and 20.3 A in, respectively.

rapidly when the torques were 15Nm or less, slightly decreased

when the torques were between 1SNm to 27ANni and did not Evaluation Method for Gas Leakage Rate from Multi-Leak

decrease when the torques were above 27.414m. Paths
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which is the same equation as Eq.(3) for single leak path.
Hence, substituting D/a estimated by Eq.(9) into Eq.(10), the

co
C;_�- gas leakage rate under the operating condition which is different
E 10-3 from a test one can be evaluated.

CONCLUSIONS

0 The following insights have been obtained from the
present work.

4 1. The leak path of a scratch on the 0-ring surface cannot be
D /a= 2.58xl 0-18(ml/m) regarded as a circular tube, but it can be evaluated by an

E
.2 approximate evaluation method by a circular tube proposed
0 in ANSI N14.5, provided that D/a is used for the

characteristics of the leak path.

10 105 1 6 2. Provided that no defect is detected on the 0-ring surface by
Differential pressure(Pa) visual inspection, the gas leakage rate from the 0-ring

(Pu-Pd) surface with an elastomer 0-ring is less than 10-4cm3/s
which is two orders less than the criteria specified in its

Fig.11 Volumetric leakage rate from multi leak paths safety analysis report.

3. When leak path diameter is evaluated, it is appropriate to
No evaluation method has been established for a gas use the width of 0-ring groove as the leak path length for

leakage from multi leak paths. Hence, flange surface with two elastomer 0-rings.
artificial defects was prepared and volumetric leakage rates from
the leak paths were also measured. The results were shown 4. The simplified evaluation method can be applied to multi
in Fig.11. The solid line is the calculation result by Eq.(5) leak paths s long as their characteristic value (Mat) defined
substituting the average (D4/a) obtained from the measurement as the summation of each leak path is applied. Moreover, the
leakage rates using Eq.(6). gas leakage rate from multi leak paths under the operating

condition which is different from testing ones can also be
Assuming that the leakage from each leak path can be evaluated.

evaluated by an equivalent diameter, the simple evaluation
method can be applied to calculate the volumetric leakage rates This work has been performed at the Tokyo Institute of
of 1 to 12 cm3/s as follows; Technology in oaboration with and the Hitachi Zosen

Corporation.
7r (pU2 - d')D�4

(7) REFERENCE

256,u a, 1. American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Standard for

where i indicates i-th leak path. Since upstream and Radioactive Materials - Leakage Tests on Packages for
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same for all leak paths, total volumetric leakage rate can be 2. American National Standards Institute (ANSI), Standard for
obtained by summing up the values as follows; Radioactive Materials - Leakage Tests on Packages for

Shipment, ANSI N14.5 1987).
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radionuclide concentration due to a finite area source is
ABSTRACT always lower than that due to an infinite area source.

Furthermore, the area factor depends on wind speed, wind
In calculating the inhalation dose from an direction, Location of the receptor, particle size,

area source, it is usuaLty assumed that the area is particledeposition, and other atmospheric conditions near
infinitety Large for simplicity and a correction the ground. This study proposes a mechanistic model for
factor, i.e., area factor is used to take into evaluating the airborne concentration as well as the area
account the size effects. The area factor is factor that takes into account all of these effects.
defined as the ratio of the airborne concentration
due to a finite area source to the airborne
concentration due to an infinite area source and is APPROACH
always Less than unity. The area factor depends on
wind speed, wind direction, ocation of receptor, Sutton1 proposed the following equation for
particle size, particle deposition, and other deriving the airborne concentration of the wind-suspended
atmospheric conditions near the ground. This paper particulates released from a ground-level point source
proposes a mechanistic model for evaluating the located at (0, 0, 0) :

area factor by including al the factors mentioned QP MP �j y2
above. The deposition of contaminant arising from Z(Xyz) Z2
gravity fall and precipitation scavenging is aso 2 2

2icuao, 20 2_��
considered in this study using stokes Law of y
resistance and scavenging approximation,
respectively. The current model shows that the
effects of the finite areas on airborne where xyz) is the mean concentrat i on at poi nt (x, y, z)
concentration become negligible and the airborne due to point source; Q is the source strength; u is the
concentrations approach the values as would mean wind speed; and �, y, and z are the downwind,
calculated from an infinite source area once the crosswind, and vertical coordinates, respectively.
finite source area is greater than a threshold It
was found that a threshold area can be determined On the basis of the point-source sution, i.e.,
if the corresponding value of the dimensionless Equation 1, the airborne concentration from an area source
parameter is roughly greater then unity. The was evaluated by integrating Equation numerically using
current model also shows that the ditution of the Simpson's rule to convert a series of point sources into
uncontaminated dust blown from off-site becomes a Line source. Then the airborne concentration due to an
significant as the particle diameter becomes small area source is further approximated by combining the
and the wind speed becomes high. For Large concentrations due to a series of parallel Line sources
particles suspended by wind of low speed, the in the current study as described below. A tine source
deposition velocities (due to dry and wet of a finite Length can be approximated by a series of
deposition) offset the increase of the airborne point sources, and the concentration at the downwind
concentrations as the source areas increase and a location can be expressed as follows:
maximum airborne concentration is more ikely to be
reached. QL A

Z_ OXP (- 2 f np ds (2)XL 2
INTRODUCTION 2 20y

The pathway considered this study is the where is the source strength of the tine source, and
inhalation of contaminated airborne particles. L
UaualLy, an area factor which s defined as the the ength of the tine source is 2y 1' If BPR roaches

infinity, the integral of Equation I yields 12)
ratio of the airborne concentration due to a finite where r is the gamma function, and Equation giv s the
area source to the airborne concentration due to an solution of the concen ration from an infinite line source
infinite area source is used to estimate th e
on-site airborne concentration. The area factor is as derived by Sutton.

less than or equal to unity because the airborne
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The dispersion parameters a and a have been in reality, some of the contaminant arising from
expressed in various f orms by the previous the source is removed from the pume by dry or wet
investigators. As shown by Catder2, if the fixed- deposition onto the ground surface or by radioactive decay
point wind record is smoothed by an approximated white airborne, upwind of the receptor point. In the
averaging time, then the crosswind standard current study, only the dry deposition and the wet
deviations are roughly proportional to the vertical deposition are considered and the toss of material from
particle standard deviations, i.e. a = a a the pume is approximated by assuming the source strength
where a is the ratio of the urbulent rtuctuatizon to decrease due to deposition. For dry deposition, a
in the crosswind direction to that in the vertical downward deposition velocity! VLdry, brought about by
direction. The ratio between the crosswind gravity is used to characterize the rate of deposition.
turbulent fuctuation and the vertical turbulent Therefore, the reduction of source strength due to dry
fluctuation varies from - 1.8 near the ground to - deposition is
1 at the egge of the boundary Layer as measured by
KLebanoff. For simpticity, a Linear variation of
the fuctuation ratio was used in the current O&AX = 't"YXW (8)
study. Thus,

a = r,A / rW12 I .8 (8-Z (3) where Xx) is the airborne concentration at the ground
Level. For particles which follow Stokes Law of
resistance, the termina rle of fall of a heavy particle
in air, due to gravity is

where v and w are the turbulent fluctuations in
crosswind and vertical directions, respectively. V'='rg (9)
For an elevation above the boundary Layer,
turbulence is assumed to be isotropici.e. a z 1.

where is the terminal velocity is the acceleration
Now the only unknown in Equation 2 is the due to sgravity, and T is a kind of relaxation time for a

verticat-dispersion coefficient, a which is aso moving particle For particles which follow Stokes taw of
related to the crosswind-dispersion z coefficient a resistance
For ground-IeveL sources, a correlation by MartYn 2a2pp
and Tickvart is suitable to describe o 

z 911, (10)
a, Ax + C (4)

where a is the radius of the particle, p its density, and
where A, and C are constants defined for each A the viscosity of air. Combining ETations 9 and 10,
stability class and downwind distance. Equation 4 tfle terminal velocity, that is, the dry deposition
was used in the current study. velocity Vddry' becomes

The airborne concentration from an area d2 9P
source is further approximated by a combination of Vd;,*y = log, (11)
Line sources. Referring to Equation 2 the
contributions of airborne concentrations from a
crosswind tine source Q L (6x) per unit Length where d is the particle diameter.
roughly takes the form

The wet deposition, i.e., the deposition from
XLV). AL 8x) rg (5) precipitation scavenging which occurs when rain removes

particles from the contaminated dust, is aso modeled in
the current study. Similar to dry deposition, the

where A depends mainly on the magnitude of the reduction of source strength due to wet deposition can be
vertical-dispersion coefficient and the wind speed, approximated by
and s is determined essentiaLty by the growth of
the verticat-dispersion coefficient along the Q.W = ,;.wx(x) (12)
downwind distance. Thus the total concentration at
ground evel on the downwind edge, from aLL the
tine sources within an upwind distance x, as where V is an analogous deposition velocity due toVVetillustrated in Figure 1, is precipi ion scavenging. The wet deposition velocity

X depends on the annual rainfall rate, raindrop size, and
the traveling distance of raindrops before fatting on the

XA AQA P A (6) ground. The average raindrop size can be estimated by
balancing the gravity force and the water surface tension
force on a raindrop. Thus,

where OA is the source strength of the area source, dR (13)
'Ind e is the upwind distance of the equivalent
crosAic1nd Line source of strength A and can be
expressed as

X., -6)" X (7) where a is the water surface tension and p, is the water
density. If the annual rainfall rate is R (expressed in
cm/year), then the average n r of raindrop deposited

In other words, the airborne concentration from an on the ground is 6.06E-10 x R/i (raindrops/m sec). For
area source is the same as catcuLated from a Line each raindrop, a total of (idR 74)(H)(Xa ) curies, where
source located at an equivalent upwind distance H is the average traveling distance for Me raindrop, can
Xeq- be scavenged. According to plume model, the airborne
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concentration drops to 1% of the ground-Level U2 (U.
value if the eevation is above -3a.. Therefore, q = Ch _Uj (20)
it is realistic to assume that the precipitation
scavenging occurs within a region of 3a above thez
ground and the average airborne concentration For u* Less than u* t' the horizonta fux is taken to be
within this region is 1/ Z� z=O). As a result, the zero. Combining Equations 16 and 20, the particulate
deposition velocity due to precipitation scavenging suspension rate, Q, can be evaluated by multiplying the
can be approximated as vertical mass fux, qv, by the soil concentration, C

(14) (curies/gm).
V4.W = 152 XI O'oR

RESULTS

Therefore, the reduction of source strength due to As described above, the most important factors which
dry and wet depositions can be accounted for by af f ect the ai rborne concentrat i ons are the wi nd speed, the
using an effective source strength, i.e., wind direction, the prticulate size, and the Location of

receptor. In order to illustrate the effects of these
ONO = Q-VAM (15) factors, the current model was carried out using four wind

speeds, i.e., m/s 2 /s, 5 m/s, and 10 m/s, and
particulate diameters ranging from IL to 50 1L. Particles
of diameters greater than 50 g do not follow Stoke taw

where V d = d, dry 4 dwet' of resistance and are not considered in the current study.
Furthermore, the maximum size of the particle which can

The source strength of the area source, Q, be resuspended depends on the wind speed as shown in
is modeled by wind suspension in the current study. Equations 16 and 20. The annual rainfall rate for wet
The vertical mass f L% of the suspended particles deposition calculation is assumed to be 100 cm/year.
can be approximated by

Traditionally, the relative airborne concentrations,
1 i.e., X/Q-vaLues s1m), are used instead of the absolute

qV airborne concentrations in order to dissolve theqh C") �
(Th U.,3 T-7 dependency on soit concentration, C since X is Linearly

proportional to the source strength Q and = q C. The
local relative concentrations on the ground due a 000

where CI = vertic L ft of particulate m x 1000 m area source in various crosswind (i.e., y-
materM , gm/m s direction) and downwind (i.e., x-direction) locations are

qh = horizontal flux of particulate shown in Figures 2 and 3 Figures 2 and 3 are for cases
material, gm/m-s with wind speeds of I m and 5 m/, respectively, and

Cv = coefficient of propTion -1 ity for particle diameter of %. The downwind distances
vertica fux 2 x 10 gm/m -s presented in these figures are 100 m, 500 m, and

Ch = empirical constant to relate shear 1 OOOm i .e. , the downwi nd edge) f rom the upwi nd edge of the
velocity2 to horizontal flux, source area. The deposition velocity due to gravity fall
100 gm-S / is 4.86E-5 m/s white the wet deposition velocity has a

u* = shear velocity, maximum value of 2.12E-4 m/s at the downwind edge for
U* t threshold shear velocity, and cases with article size of I IL. This means that the
p = fraction of particulate material that deposition due to gravity fall is negligible and the

has a diameter smatter than 20 g. particulate deposition is dominated by the precipitation
scavenging. As shown in Figures 2 and 3 the airborne

The shear velocity at the ground concentrations increase aong the downwind distance under
a monotonicaL-direction wnd. The airborne concentrations

U. 0.0225 U. (17) along the crosswind distance, on the other hand, do not
vary signif icantty except for at the ocations very cose

U.8 P.) to the edges of the source area. And the airborne
concentrations at the crosswind edges are predicted to be

where U, is the wind speed out side of the boundary approximately 50% lower than those at the center-line
Layer, T is the shear stress on the ground, pa is Locations. The effects of the wind speed can be shown by
the airodensity, and is the thickness of the comparing Figures 2 and 3 In general, the particulate
boundary Layer. The thickness of the boundary suspension rate increases as the wind speed increases.
Layer can be expressed as However, the X/Q-value decreases as the wind speed

increases. This indicates that the increase of the
airborne concentration due to the enhancement of the

U. XP, particulate suspension resulting from a higher wind speed
a = 037 x (18) is offset by the ditution of the higher wind speed.

Similarly, Figures 4 and are the ocal relative
The threshold shea velocity is given by the concentrations at the ground evel for cases with a Large
following expressions particle size of 20 with wind speed of 2 /s and m/.

Note that the calculations for the case with a wind speed
C, � �L6.Pjg�d_ (19) of m/s are absent since the particulate suspension rate

P d is predicted to be zero according to Equation 20. The dry
Pe and wet deposition elocities are i.95E-2 Ws and 2.12E-4

m/s, respectively. This means that the wet deposition is
where C is a dimensionless coefficient of 0.1 in negligible since particulate deposition is mainly due to
value. The horizwitat fux is cculated by the gravity fall. Comparing to the cases with particle size
following equation of I IL, the particulate suspension rate decreases as the

particle size increases white the X/Q-vates aso decrease
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since the deposition velocity is roughly two orders i.e., Q - VdX, becomes zero.
of magnitude higher than the cases of I IL.
However, the differences in the X/Q-vaLues for The area factor is defined as the ratio of
different particle sizes become negligible as the X/ - value of a finite source area to the maximum X/ -
wind speed becomes very high as can be seen by value, i.e., AF = (/Q)/(l/Vd). The area factors for
comparing Figures 3 and 5. cases with various wind speeds and particle diameters are

shown in Figures 10 to 12. A physical interpretation for
For a finite source area, the average airborne the small area factors is that the dution by the

concentration can be estimated by integrating the uncontaminated dust blown in from off-site is significant
Local airborne concentrations over the entire for cases with small particles and high wind speeds. on
source area. However, this value wiLL inevitably the other hand, for cases with Large particles and low
dependent on the frequencies of occurrence of wind speeds, deposition becomes significant and a maximum
different wind directions and speeds. For airborne concentration can be reached if the source area
simplicity, it is conservative to take the maximum is arger than a threshold.
Local airborne concentration, i.e., the
concentration at the downwind edge, as the average
concentration. The airborne concentrations DISCUSSION
presented in the rest of the report are the values
predicted for the ocations at the centerline of The current model shows that the effects of the
each downwind edge. finite source areas on airborne concentration become

negligible and the airborne concentrations approach the
in order to ilustrate the effects of the size values froman infinitesourcearea once the finitesource

of the source area on the airborne concentration, area is greater than a threshold. it was found that a
the calculated X/Q-vatues due to square area threshold area can be determined if the corresponding
sources of various sizes (as presented as L m x L value of the dimensionless parameter is roughly greater
m) are shown in Figures 6 to 8. Generally than unity. The current model aso shows that the
speaking, the X/Q-vatues increase monotonically dilution of the uncontaminated dust blown from off-site
with the size of the source areas, and decrease becomes significant as the particle diameter becomes small
with the wind speed. If the source area is Large and the wind speed becomes high. For Large particles
enough, the airborne concentration ought to reach a suspended by wind of Low speed, the deposition velocities
maximum value and does not increase even if the (due to dry and wet deposition) offset the increase of the
size of the area source is further ncreased. This airborne concentrations as the source areas increase and
means that the airborne concentration thus a maximum airborne concentration is more likely to be
calculated is similar to that due to an area source reached. It is also shown that the maximum airborne
of infinite size. For particles ess than 10 IL, concentration is bounded by 1/V where Vd is an effective
the airborne concentrations do not seem to reach deposition velocity which in4udes dry (gravity fall)
their maximum values up to an area of 10,000 m x deposition and wet (precipitation scavenging) deposition.
10,000 m, as can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 on For extension of the current work, reduction of airborne
the other hand, for cases with Large particles and concentration due to radionuclide decay can aso modeled
Low wind speed, the airborne concentrations do not and included in the effective deposition velocity.
increase with the size of the source areas once the
source area is arger than a threshold. This can
be seen in Figure for case of 20 with wind REFERENCES
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ABSTRACT metallic waste. One is to reuse contaminated equipment as it is in

nuclearfacilities. Theotheristoproducemetalliccomponents

Approximately 100 tons of contaminated metallic wastes such as waste cntainers, shielding blocks, etc. by melting and to

were produced each year due to maintenance for each TPC's reuse them in nuclear industry or other places'. By recycling the

nuclear power reactor and it was roughly estimated that there material in nuclear facilities, the limits to free release are not

will be 10,000 tons of metallic scraps resulted from important, However, unrestricted release is also possible, if the

decommissioning of each reactor in the future. residual activity concentration can be proved to be below the

one means of handling the contaminated metal is to authorized limits.

melt it. Melting process owns not only volume reduction which The possible decontamination effect of melting is important

saves the high cost of final disposal but also resource with a view to the metal recycle since it concentrates the

conservation and recycling benefits. contaminants in the slag/dust and reduces their level in the

Melting contaminated copper and aluminum scraps in the metal"'. In addition, melting also offers several advantages with

laboratory scale have been conducted at INER. A total of 546 regard to waste disposal', i.e., volume reduction attained by

kg copper condenser tubes with a specific activity of about 27 converting the metal to its most dense form, reduction of the

Bq/g was melted in a vacuum induction melting facility. Three surface exposed to corrosion, immobilization of surface

types of products, ingot, slag and dust were derived from the contamination by incorporation into the base metal, and

melting process, with average activities of 0.10 Bq/g, 233 homogenization of the radioactive nuclides for easy and accurate

Bq/9 and 84.3 B/g respectively. activity measurement.

After the laboratory melting stage, a pilot plant with In this report the radioactive metal melting testing

a 500 kg induction furnace is being designed to melt the program currently conducted in the Institute of Nuclear Energy

increasingly produced contaminated metallic scraps from nuclear Research (INER) is described. This program is expected to bring a

facilities and to investigate the behavior of different great deal of useful fundamental data in recycling metallic wastes.

radionuclides during melting.

II. CURRENT STATUS IN THE WORLD

1. INTRODUCTION The first report of melting contaminatedmetallic scraps

A considerable amount of contaminated metallic waste was presented at the Luxembourg conference, the 1984 status report

is generated at nuclear power plant during operation of the EC decommissioning poject'. The progressive importance of

maintenance. Much larger quantity will result from plant melting as an alternative for decontamination and volume reduction

decommissioning, eg. approximately 10,000 tons of metal scrap of scraps was later realized by a number of countries. Among

for a 1,000 MW PWR or BWR'. Therefore, large volumes of these, Germany, Sweden, France, USA and Japan have all built up the

storage site would be occupied by the metallic scrap; this is exclusive melting furnace and cutting techniques for metal sizing.

expensive. Utilization of the metallic scrap as valuable in addition, reuse criteria in terms of activity limits are also

materials not only saves the nation's resources but also established in several countries, e.g. Germany.

decreases the waste to be disposed of. Germany started melting decontamination and recycling

There are two ways for the reuse of contaminated program at karsrule Nuclear Research center (kfk) in 1981 and
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Siempelkamp, a private company, using a 20 tons induction copper; copper could be melted by INER's induction melting
furnace with an off-gas system including cyclone,,bag filter facilities as a pilot research to establish melting decontamination
and HEPA filter, had melted 1500 tons steel scraps of related techniques,
activities less than 74 Bq/g. in 1990 a 32 tons capacity of (2) Steel scraps could be melted in the domestic foundry industries,
induction furnace was built up. More than 3000 tons of steel which should be licensed by the authorities. In order to reduce
and copper scraps have been melted and the recovered ingots social as well as political impact, recycling should be restricted
were used to manufacture test weight, shielding plate, type A within nuclear facilities.
and type casks, etC7,11. (3)Recycling and reuse criteria should be built up as legal bases,

Studsvik in Sweden built up a 3 tons capacity of (4)It's beneficial, based on financial analysis, to build up a
induction furnace in 1987'. The behavior of radionuclides large melting facility to handle low level metallic wastes.
migration upon melting was similar to that of Germany. There
was only one person receiving 0.5 mSv of radiation dosage, and 3.2 Melting Practice in INER
no body had internal contamination upon 450 tons of steel 3.2.1 Melting facility
melting. Sweden also conducted the melting of 1500 tons copper Melting tests were performed in the fuel fabrication
condenser tubes and used the recovered copper to manufacture Laboratory of INER using a 250 KVA, 3000 Hz Vacuum Induction
ship propellerS2, Furnace (VIM) which was originally designed for uranium melting.

In USA, Scientific Ecology Group Inc. (SEG), has a 20 The main parts of the furnace unit cnsist of a quartz tube
tons, 7200 kilowatt, high-efficiency induction furnace. With surrounded by induction coils, a pushing rod device for bottom
this furnace, SEG has made shielding blocks out of slightly pouring, a graphite crucible, and a vacuum pumping system with
contaminated scraps for use in a high energy physics program. filters (FIG. 1) . Scraps were charged into graphite crucible with a

Japan Atomic Energy Research (JAERI) has completed the bottom pour orifice, below which was a graphite mold for receiving
construction of a 00 kg capacity induction furnace in 1990 and the melt. After scraps were completely melt down, which could be
has been conducting basic melting and casting test. This is seen from the viewport, the graphite rod was then pushed down to
the part of the first stage of decommissioning material perforate the bottom orifice of the crucible. The temperature of
research in JAERI'O. the melt was measured by an optical pyrometer. The maximum

temperature which can be reached by the furnace was 1300'C.
III. MELT DECONTAMINATION AND RECYCLING IN TAIWAN
3A ROCAEC Reuse Technology Development

To cope with the increasingly produced metallic wste,

the ROCAEC has completed a research program in 1992 titled L
"Feasibility study of reuse criteria for low-level contaminated
metallic waste". The work scope included: o-i.� rod mechanism

I.Evaluation of release criteria in European countries tfom
(Radiation Protection No.43 of the Commission of the European 1�bVa

Communities), C.-irg fill.,

2,Survey of the radiation monitoring techniques for compliance cr-ib �occ.� onno

with release criteria., h..fl� - fibrous Gf.r

3,Survey of the metallic scrap which can be recycled or reused, Q.ort I e 0 off-gas Sys.

including the types, quantities, specific activities etc. mold hecli�

4.Evaluation of the possibilities for implementing the EC
recommended reuse criteria in Taiwan.
5.Evaluation of decontamination of metals by melting.

The major conclusions from this research can be furroce �or

drawn as follows: I
(I)TPC's low level metallic wastes are mainly steels and FIGA. Schematic Diagram of the Furnace Assembly,
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The vacuum of the furnace was usually maintained at 3.2.2 Results of the melting

10' torr during elting. The filter device consists of a Cu- Generally speaking, the quantities of secondary wastes
ring filter and a fibrous filter for collecting metal vapors (slag and dust) depend on the scraps quality and impurities, also
and dusts. In several cases, it was shown that no relate to the melting parameters of the melting facility, for
radioactivity could be detected behind the fibrous filter. example pumping speed, melting temperature.

Approximately 546 kg of copper condenser tubes from (I)Melting of condenser tubes
TPC and 200 kg of aluminum alloys from INER were melted with Melting operation is shown in FIG. 2. Two kinds of copper
this VIM. alloys were melted, one was aluminum-brass which contained about

The specific activities of the materials before and 22% of n and the other was cupronickel (copper-30% nickel). Table
after melting were measured by a multichannel analyzer, MCA I shows the typical weight distribution after melting. For
(Canberra Series 90), with a high purity germanium detector. aluminum brass, since large quantity of Zn were vaporized and
Eu-152 was used as the standard source. pumped out by the vacuum system to deposit on the internal surfaces

Charging

Assembly of furnace

Ingot

FIG-2. Melting of Condenser Tubes.
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of the vacuum lines, which were collected as slags, the ingot (2)Melting of aluminum scraps
recovery was merely 76.4 wt.% and slags amounted up to 22%; There were many kinds of contaminated aluminum scraps from
i.e. almost all of Zn was vaporized. Some dust and n vapor different nuclear systems, e.g. anodized aluminum and painted
were also captured by the off-gas system connected to the plates which increased the quantities of slags and dusts. The
vacuum lines; the amount was 16 wt.%. scraps were cut, packed into 55 gallon drums, and shipped to the

For copper-nickel, there existed no elements with low melting facility. Table III indicates the weight percentage of
boiling point, so that we have high recovery 98.6%) of ingot ingot, slag and dust are 93.5% 53% and 12%, respectively. Since
and apparently small quantity of slag (1.1%) and dust 03%) these aluminum scraps contained little elements with low boiling
compared with aluminum-brass. point, slags and dusts mainly came from anodized oxide layer and

Table I Typical Weight istribution after paints. Table IV shows the specific activities of these ingots.
a Halting Run It is hard to estimate the decontamination factor since these

ProdX-ts scraps came fromdifferent sourceswhichhaddifferent activities

Scraps Charging secondary wastes of radionuclides and were mixed together in the 55 gallon drum;
ingot slag D-Ist gross counting technique for the whole drum is not available in our

laboratory.
Aluminium 24.5 kg 18.37 kg 5.3 kg 0.3B kg However, It can be noted that Cs-137 is the dominant

- radionuclide left within the ingots, in contrast to the melting of
-brass �100 % �[ 76.4 22 1.6 % steel and brass which showed most of Cs vaporized during the

melting process.
24.67 kg 24-32 kg 0.27 kg O.O kg

copper Table III Weight Distribution after mting fr

-Nickel 100 % 98.6 1.1 % 0.3 Aluminum Scraps (is batches)

Prodicts

The overall results for melting brass and Cu-Ni is Scraps Charging se� ry wastes

shown in Table IL Before melting, Co-60 and Cs-137 were the ingot SI ag Dust

dominant radionuclides with specific activities 258 and 0.18 - i
Bq/g respectively. The average activity of the ingot was 0.1 194.8 kg 182.14 kg 10.36 kg 2.3 kg

Al umi ni Lin

Bq/g with o-60 dominant and no measurable level of Cs-137. al loy 100 % 93.5 5.3 1.2 

This is probably due to the low boiling point of Cs which I I I

evaporizes during melting process. There were about 78% of (3)Occupational exposure
total activities enriched in the 26 wt.% of dusts, within
which o-60 and Cs-137 dominant, so that specific activity in During the melting experiments conducted from May 1992
the dust was increased by a factor of 30. to April 1993, only two persons received 012 mSv and 009 mSv

Table II Total Recovery and Activity Distribution of radiation exposures, respectively, among seven persons
of melting -for Caxlenser Tubes participated in the work. Whole body measurements didn't
I reveal any internal contamination in any person.

Prodicts

Charging Secondary Wastes IV FUTURE PROSPECT

ingot Slag alst (I)A pilot plant with an 500 kg induction furnace is being

Recovery 546 kg 472 kg 60 kg 14 kg designed to melt the increasingly produced contaminated scraps
(aluminium including ferrous and nonferrous metals. The furnace and its
-brass and
copper
-nickel 100 % 86.4 11. % 2.6 pouring system will be installed within a containment chamber

which will be kept at a pressure 25 mmW.G. below atmosphere to
specif c Bq/g 233 B/g 84.3 W9 prevent the leaking of radionuclides while melting and pouring
Activity 2.76 E�7F 

are being done. operation of the facility will be performed
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by remote control to reduce the possibility of radiation Table IV Activities of Aluminim ingots after Melting

exposure(FIG.3). co-60 Cs-137 Cs 134 burtace. fe

(2)Further researches about the radionuclides migration during (Bq/9) (Bct/g) (Bq/9) (*/b)

melting will be studied quantitatively to extend the melting Al-Il <0.09 <0.04 - 0.05-0.08

decontamination to deal with scraps of higher specific activity. Al-I2 <0.15 <0.16 - 0.05-0.08

Data on the material balance, radioactivity balance and Al-I3 <0.11 <0.13 - 0.05-0.08

environmental condition will be collected, The melting parameters Al-I4 <0.09 4.81 < 0.97 0.05-0.

are materials (steel, copper, aluminum), radioactivity, flu, Al-15 <O.Z7 3.23 < 0.15 0.05-C.C8

melting temperature etc. The assessment items of interest include Al-I6 <0.40 9.07 < 0.25 0.1 -. 22

transport of elements from charging materials to ingot, slag, dust, Al-I7 <0.23 5.88 < 0.15 1 -2

etc., transport of radionuclides to ingot, slag, dust, etc., Al-I8 <0.45 10.32 < 0. 0.05-0.15

radionuclides distribution within an ingot and radiation exposure Al-I9 <0.23 84.73 < 0.15 0.1 -0.15

within the plant. Al-I10 <0.25 0.93 < 0.16 0.04-0.

(3)Enviromental evaluation on the reuse of the recovered ingots in Al-Ill <0.30 2.2 < 0.22 0.03--0.05

restricted aswell asunrestricted recyclingare being performed. Al-I12 <0.41 5.07 < 0.27 0.1 -. 25

Hopefully acceptable activities criteria can be set up by the Al-I13 <0.32 1.49 < 0.23 0.1 0.2

regulatory authorities for legal reuse in the near future. Al-I14 <0.22 0.75 < 0.14 0. G2-0. G3

Al-I15 <0.24 3.92 < 0.15 0.05-0.08

Al-I16 <0.25 9.44 < 0.17 1 -2

Al-I17 <0.21 9. < 0.19 0.15-0.25

Al-I18 <0.32 25.38 < 0.25 0.1 -0.18

AE. < M11A 35.44 < MDA

X- MDA :Minimun detective activity

Inspection Sampling Cuffing
d lyzing Prepaa on

PE ;] n cutli�g -. ,e.
Receiving L

Transfer Bog
c c Suction filter

Charging h ne
Off-gas processing house

Slag Ingot cutting Son,
ing ano

r inlet Dernolcling��Q

Melling Ski DIntermediate

Po.rin wks�ilhin cull

Ingot sto

FIG.3. Schematic Flow Diagram of Melting and Casting for Metallic Wastes
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ABSTRACT The classification of LLRW according to the radionuclide
activity for near-surface waste disposal is vry iportant for

The Atomic Energy Council of the Republic of China(CAEC) the nuclear safety and nvironmental protection. The US A.
final disposal policy for Low Level Radwaste(LLRW) VAII be and Japan have finished the implementation on it. In 1991,
carried on in 1996. Institute of Nuclear Energy Reseach has the Commission of the European Communities (CEQ has a 4
the contract to develop the Radionuclide analysis method and years research program on scaling factors in cooperation with
to establish the scaling factors for LLRW of Talpower France, Belgium, Germany, Italy and Spain. Obviously, the
reactors. The radionuclides analyzed including- Co-60, Cs- importance of scaling factors in radwaste classification is
137, Cc-144, r -nuclides- H-3, C14, Fe-55, Ni-59, Ni-63, getting more attention in waste final disposal process.
Sr-90, Nb-94, Tc-99, i129, Pu-238, Pu-239/240, Pu-
241,Am-241, Cm-242, Crn-244 a and low energy -( H RADIOCHEMICAL ANALYSIS
miclides. 120 samples taken from 21 waste streams were
analyzed and the database was collected within 2 years. The A schematic outline of the sample analysis, including
scaling factors for different kind of waste streams were tracer or carrier added, purifying and counting method, is
computed with weighted log-mean average method. In 1993, shown in Fig 1. Each waste stream of samples was registered
the scaling factors for each waste stream has been verified for logged-in sampling date, station name, unit number (if
through actual station samples. necessary), stream name and exposure rate For solid samples

such as sludge, spent resin, combustible dry active waste,
1. NTRODUCTION smear papers were ashed overnight and then dissolved with

concentrate nitric acid for -( -nuclides, Fe-55, Ce-144, Ni-59,

The Atomic Energy Council(CAEC) final disposal Ni-63, Sr-90, Nb-94, TRU analysis. For H-3, C- 1 4, Tc-99, I-
policy for LLRW will be carried on in 1996 In order to 129 radionuclides analysis, different sample pretreatment
assess the policy, Institute of Nuclear Energy Research procedures were taken in order to avoid volatilization in acid
JNER) has developed the radionuclide analysis procedure dissolution.For liquid concentrated waste sample, aliquot was
and has established the scaling factors for LLRW of taken directly for radiochernical analysis. The database of
Taipower Reactors. each radwaste sample has been established. A typical

example of 120 LLRW database is shown in Table .

The radionuclides to be assayed are in accordance with
the contents in Table I 2 which is described in U.S. NRC III. WASTE STREAM
10 CFR 61.55 waste classification.The samples were taken
from 21 waste streams of existing nuclear power plants. According to the technical position paper on radioactive

waste classification general criteria published by NRC low

Since July 1990, We have developed the assay methods level waste licensing branch, scaling factors should be
for activity concentration of radionuclides in the LLRW. 120 developed on a facility and waste stream specific basis. The
samples have been analyzed within 2 years. Then the related individual scaling factors for each waste stream is unique to

database was set up ad the scaling factors for different kind each operating unit. One set of scaling factors would be
of waste streams has been calculated with weighted log-mean appropriate for waste produced by systems shared by two or
average method by a computer program. Scaling factors are more units. Chinshan Station has 2 units, each unit has its
based on correlations of more easily measured nuclides such own radwaste treatment system. Following this rule, We set
as Co-60, Cs-137 and Ce-144 with hard-to-measure a up a sampling sequence to take samples for each waste
and low energy ( -nuclides. stream in 2 years. A total 120 samples from 21 waste streams

had been analyzed and shown in Table 2 The database of all
radwaste sample had been estabilished.
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Table 1. One Typical Database of the 120 Analyzed LLRW Sample

Station name Chinshan Stream: RWCU Sludge, St. 1-1

Plant type BWR Sample no. T-59

Unit number . I Sampling date 14/12/90
Nuclides Activity Cone. Uncertainty Nuclides Activity Cone Uncertainty
H-3 4.73E-02 1.54E-04 1-129 <4.85E-02
C-14 1 3 E-02 5.70E-05 Cs-134 2.80E+00 4.82E-02
Cr-51 <1.44E-01 Cs-137 9.09E+00 2 72E-01
Mn-54 1.39E+01 9.72E-02 Ce-144 1.24E-02 2.84E-04
Fe-55 2 94E+01 1.66E+00 U-234 1.80E-06 4.50E-08
Co-58 5.72E-0 I 3.92E-02 U-235 <5.20E-09
Ni-59 2.63E-03 4.76E-04 U-238 1.50E-06 4.20E-08
Co-60 3.34E+01 2.04E+00 Pu-238 5.18E-04 3.09E-06
Ni-63 2.59E-01 7.29E-04 Pu-239/240 1.24E-04 7.37E-07
Zn-65 1.05E+00 1.36E-01 Pu-241 2.79E-02 2.71E-04
Sr-90 9.14E-02 5.46E-04 Ani-241 1 12E-04 7.44E-07
Nb-94 3.18E-05 6.38E-06 Crn-242 5.26E-04 3.50E-06
Tc-99 <3.96E-03 Cni-244 8.55E-04 5.70E-06
Ag-110m <6.79E-02

Activity concentration unit �tCi/g

Table 2 Waste Streams and Analyzed Sample Quantity of LLRW

Station Name Waste streams and analyzed sample quantity
Chinshan Station C/U WST SR CWT DAW-C DAW-NC

Unit 1 6 5 6 5 6 5
Unit 2 6 6 6 5

Kuosheng Station FC FR B C DAW-C DAW-NC
6 6 6 6 5 5

Maanshan Station SR SR EB CA CB
(CVCS) (R/W)

6 6 7 6 5

TV. SCALING FACTORS CALCULATION Table 3. Scaled and Basic Radionuclides for
Radioactive Waste Streams

The radionuclides in the LLRW waste streams can be
divided into two groups: Scaled Radionuclides Basic Radionuclides

H-3 Cs-137

1. Radionuclides that are amenable to routine C-14 Co-60
quantification by direct measurement techniques(e.g., gamma Fe-55 Co-60
spectral analysis of isotopes such as Co-60, Cs-137). Ni-59 Co-60

2. Radionuclides that are hard-to-measure and require Ni-63 Co-60
more costly and time consuming analysis (e.g., alpha/beta Sr-90 Cs-137
analysis). Nb-94 Co-60

Tc-99 Cs-137
Radionuclides in the first group include Co-60, Cs-137 I-129 Cs-137

and Ce-144. These radionuclides can be directly measured Pu-238 Ce-144,Cs-137,Co-60
using ganima spectroscopy are referred to as "basic" radio- Pu-239/240 Ce-144,Cs-137,Co-60
nuclides. The second group of radionuclides are scaled to the Pu-241 Ce-144,Cs-137,Co-60
basic radionuclides. The scaled radionuclides and the basic Am-241 Ce-144,Cs-137,Co-60
radionuclides are given in Table 3. Cm-242 Ce-144,Cs-137,Co-60

Cm-244 Ce-144,Cs-137,Co-60
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A lognormal distribution is assumed here, and the VI. CONCLUSION
average value of the scaling factor for each miclide in a
single waste stream from a individual plant is calculated as a 1. According to 10 CFR 61.55, ]NER has established the
weighted log-mean average. The equations for the calculation radiochemical analysis method for the low-level radwaste,
of these values are: and set up the localized nuclide activity database.

SFx= exp (( 1 Wi In Ri Y, Wi 2. We have finished Radwaste Data Processing System
Computer Code, and established the scaling factor of hard-to-

SFx . Scaling factor for hard to measure miclide X at measure nuclidc for different waste stream by using weighted
specific waste stream log-mean average method.

Ri Value of the i-th ratio, R = Xi Bi
Xi Activity of the scaled miclide X in the i-th sample 3. From the 120 sample database, most of the activity
Bi Activity of the basic nuclide in the i-th sample concentrations of Ni-59, Nb-94, Tc-99 and f- 29 in radwaste
i i-th sample of spcific waste stream are lower than LLD and unable to provide necessary

Wi Weighting factor of Ri information for scaling factor calculation.

Wi= I/ ai2 Ri / aRi 2 4 Scaling factors verification for each waste stream basis

was finished this year. The procedure applying to estimate the
a i . Relative standard deviation of Ri nuclide activity in 55 gallon waste drum by using scaling

crR i : Absolute standard deviation of Ri factor are in progressing.

The example of C-14/Co-60 scaling factor calculation for REFERENCES
reactor water clean up sludge waste stream from Chinshan
Station unit I is shown as fllowing: 1. Licensing Requirements for Land Disposal of Radioactive

Waste. Federal Code of Regulations, 10 CFR Part 61,
Sample No. Ri aRi Wi Wi In Ri Federal Register, U.S. December 27, 1982)
T-59 3.92E-04 2.40E-05 266.8 -2.0920E+03
T-60 5.54E-04 7.04E-06 6192 6 4.6434E+04 2. Final Waste Classification and Waste Form Technical
T-62 3.50E-04 2.69E-06 16929.0 -1.347]E+05 Position Papers. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, May
T-63 6.45E-04 9.67E-06 4449.0 -3.2683E+04 11, 1983).
T-103 I.OOE-05 2.63E-07 1445 7 -1 6644E+04

T-104 3.98E-03 7.OOE-05 3232.7 -1.7865E+04 3. IE Information Notice No.86-20: Low-Level Radioactive

F Wi E Wi In R Waste Scaling Factors, 10 CFR 61, US, NRC, March 28,
=31070 -2.3379E+05 (1986).

SF exp (( 7- Wi In R E Wi exp ((-2.3379E+05) / 31070) 4. CLINE, J. E., et al., "Assay of Long-Lived Radionuclides
5.40E-04 in Low-Level Wastes From Power Reactors," U.S. Nuclear

Regulatory Commission, April (I 985) (NUREG/CR-4 I )
Using Dixon criteria identified as a low outlier, reject this

value. 5. W. T. BEST et. al. "Radionuclide Correlations in Low-

Level Waste". EPRI NP-4037, June 1985).

V. VERIFICATION OF RADIONUCLIDE 6. J. N. VANCE, H. R. HELMHOLZ, A. SUTHERLAND;"
CORRELATION Assessing the Impact of NRC Regulation 10 CFR 61 on the

Nuclear Industry" EPRI NP-5983, Aug. 1988).

The scaling factors are annually verificated by the
analyzed results of samples from each waste stream. Table 4 7. " Radioactive Waste Classification ", Washington Public
shows the verified results of the hard-to-measure nuclide Power Supply System, WNP-2 Plant Procedures Manual,
activity which is calculated from scaling factors and the Sep. (1991).
measured activity of each nuclide The sample is RWCU
waste stream sludge taken from the Chinshan Station unit 1. 8. CHANGFUH LAN, 10 CFR 61 Waste Classification
The correlation factor of calculated and measured activity are and Waste Form Implementation Program ", Duke Power
required by NRC technical position paper. A correlation Company, Dec. 19, 1983)

factor less then 10 is considered as acceptable. If a 9. " Methods of Determining the Activity Concentration in
correction factor exceeds 10, the scaling factor will be
modified based on the latest sampling results or the average Radioactive Waste", The Federation of Electric Power
value of last three years. Companies, ToKyo, Japan, March 1989).
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10. IR. BAUDOUIN CENTNER, "Characterization of Long I 1. JEAN-PIERRE GHYSELS, "Use of scaling factors for
Tenn Activities, in LWR Low Level Waste: Belgatom determining difficult-to-measure nuclides in EDF low level
Approach", presentation at Taiwan, May (I 99 1) wastes.", Safewaste'93 safe management and disposal of

nuclear waste, Avignon, French. June (I 993).

T a ble 4 Verification of Radionuclide Correction

Station Waste Stream Sample No. Effective Date
Chinshan 1 RWCU T-139 Nov. 15. 1992
-Basic Radionuclides Sampling Results Concentration(�t Ci/gm)

Co-60 4.17E+02
Cs-137 1.02E+02
Ce-144 6.13E 03

Radionuclide Scaling Calculated Measured Correlation
Factors Value Value Factor

(it C/gm)., ([t Ci/gm)
C-14 Co-60 5.40E-04 2.25E-01 8.52E-02 2.64
Fe-55-Co-60 3.16E-01 1.32E+02 3.99E+01 3.30
Ni-59:Co-60 5.90E-05 2.46E-02
Ni-63:Co-60 1.26E-02 5.25E+00 3.89E-01 13.51
Nb-94-Co-60 4.85E-07 2.02E-04
Pu-238:Co-60 3.39E-06 1 14E-03 9.3 5E-04 1.51
Pu-239/240:Co-60 7.76E-07 3.24E-04 2.47E-04 1.31
Pu-241:Co-60 1.45E-03 6.05E-01 1.58E-01 3.83
Am-241:Co-60 8.48E-07 3.54E-04 1 13E-03 3.20
Cm-242-Co-60 1 13E-06 4.71E-04 2.51E-04 1.88
Cm-244:Co-60 4.61E-06 1.92E-03 3.68E-03 1.91

H-3:Cs-137 1.21E-02 I 23E+00 5.93E-01 2.08
Sr-90:Cs-137 1.80E-02 1.84E+00 1.49E+00 1.23
Tc-99:Cs-137 <4.15E-04
1-129-Cs-137 <3.39E-04
Pu-238:Cs-137 1.41E-05 1.44E-03 9.3 5E-04 1.54
Pu-239/240-.Cs-137 2.97E-06 3.03E-04 2.47E-04 1.23
Pu-241:Cs-137 5.1613-03 5.26E-0 I 1.58E-01 3.33
Ain-241:Cs-137 3.86E-06 3.94E-04 1 13E-03 2.87
Cm-242:Cs-137 4.53E-06 4.62E-04 2.51E-04 1.84
Cm-244-Cs-137 1.97E-05 2.01E-03 3.68E-03 1.83

Pu-238:Ce-144 1.42E-02 8.70E-05 9.35E-04 10.74
Pu-239/240:Ce-144 1.80E-03 1.10E-05 2.47E-04 22.39
Pu-241:Ce-144 5.97E+00 3.66E-02 1.58E-01 4.32
Am-241:Ce-144 5.19E-03 3.18E-05 1 13E-03 35.52
Cm-242:Ce-144 2.01E-02 1.23E-04 2.51E-04 2.04
Cm-244:Ce-144 3.80E-02 2.33E-04 3.68E-03 15:80
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ABSTRACT A schematic diagram of the PIUS-type reactor is
shown in Fig. 1. The core is placed at the bottom of

A feedback control system of primary pump is pro- the pool which is enclosed in a prestressed concrete
posed for a PIUS-type reactor based on the tempera- vessel, to ensure that the core is always submerged
ture distribution in the lower density lock. This in water. The core and the whole primary loop are
control system maintains the fluid temperature at the submerged in, and insulated from a large pool of
axial center of the lower density lock at the average cold borated water. The cooling system to transport
of the fluid temperatures below and above the lower the energy from the core to the turbine is similar to
density lock in order to prevent the poison water that of a current pressurized water reactor with the
from penetrating into the core during normal opera- exception of the density locks.The primary loop is
tion. The effectiveness of this control system was
examined in a series of startup tests under different S eoondary.,
conditions. It has been confirmed from the test L oop
results that the control system is quite effective to
start up the reactor from a very small fluid tempera-
ture difference between the primary loop side and Steam
the borated water pool side and even from an iso- G enerator
thermal condition by using a preheater installed at
the exit of the primary pump. 11111111F

KEYWORDS U pper
Density Riser

Thermalhydraulics, PIUS (process inherent L ook
ultimate safety) reactor, passive safety, density lock,
honeycomb, pump speed control, startup simulation
test, isothermal condition

core-- M 
1. INTRODUCTION

The Process Inherent Ultimate Safety (PIUS) L r Cold
reactor based on passive safety considerations has Zs B orated
been proposed in Sweden for the district heating De sity 1111111
and/or the electric power generation.' The primary Lock Water
characteristics of this reactor are the self shutdown Prestressed Concrete Vessel
capability during abnormal transients and the passive
core cooling capability after shutdown without the Fig.1 Schematic of PIUS reactor
help of active components or operator actions.
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connected to the pool both at the top of the riser and gram of the experimental apparatus for simulation
below the core by density locks consisting of parallel test of the PIUS characteristics is shown in Fig. 2.
vertical pipes in a honeycomb configuration. The total fluid volume in the primary loop is 007 M3

and the distance between upper and lower density
A pressure balance is maintained between the locks is 35 m. The simulated core consists of 28

pool static head and the loop differential pressure electrical heater rods with a diameter of 10 mm and
between upper and lower density locks since the an active heated length of 033 m, and 61 on-
water head difference between pool side and the heated rods with the same diameter. The core is
primary loop side is balanced by the hydrodynamic contained in Pyrex-glass vessel of 150 mm inner
pressure loss through the core. In the density locks diameter and I n length. The hydraulic core flow
the hot primary water is stratified above the cold resistance can be changed by an orifice having
poison water at steady state. The honeycomb struc- variable cross section installed beneath the core
ture of the density lock minimizes the mixing of inlet.
primary and poison water by convection when the
interface is maintained inside the density lock. The upper and lower ends of the primary
When primary water temperature changes, the pres- loop are connected to the simulated poison tank
sure balance is deteriorated at the density lock, so through density locks. Each density lock contains a
that the poison water flows into the primary loop honeycomb which suppresses interfacial disturbance
through one of the density locks. The inflow of the by its small equivalent hydraulic diameter. The
poison water into the core results in the core shut- lower density lock consists of 9 polycarbonate plas-
down similar to a scram by insertion of the control tics tubes of 31 mm in inner diameter and 300 mm in
rods in various existing reactors. After shutdown, length. The upper density lock consists of a bundle
the cold water in the large borated water pool of 37 stainless steel tubes of the same diameter and
removes the decay heat from the core by natural length and it is located at the top part of the poison
convection. tank of 300 mm in inner diameter.

The inherent self shutdown ability is desirable An important parameter in the reactor
for the reactor safety, however, the PIUS principle concept which must be scaled correctly is the one for
tends to shutdown the core power even during stability of stratified fluids at honeycomb part.4
normal operation transients such as one during Turbulent mixing at stratified surface strongly de-
reactor startup. Therefore, it is desirable to introduce pends on a modified Richardson number and it is
an automatic pump control system which facilitates approximately equal to that in the prototype reactor.
the normal operation, as long as such control does Therefore, it is expected that the stability of the
not impair the inherent self shutdown ability. In the
previous studies, the effectiveness of the pump speed
control system had been confirmed by using a small
scale atmospheric pressure apparatus for normal Upper Pr mary
operations using a differential pressure across the Density Coo lo r

lower density lock or the temperature distribution in Look

the lower density lock as control variable.'-' The
latter control system was also confirmed effective Poison
for te startup from a small temperature difference Tank Upper

between primary system and poison water system CY - Plenum

S Imu la to dIn this paper, the effectiveness of the control X Co re

system is examined to start up the PIUS reactor
from the isothermal initial condition, i.e., the condi-
tion without temperature difference between top and Lowe r
bottom of the lower density lock. Density

Look

11. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND
CONTROL SYSTEM _�, 0

heater IC6
A. Experimental Apparatus Thermocoupl Pump

The objective in using the atmospheric UP Flow meter
pressure apparatus is to understand qualitatively the Pump Speed Control

basic thermal-hydraulic phenomena during normal
operations and accidental conditions. The flow dia- Fig.2 Flow diagram of experimental apparatus
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steady state operation can be approximately simulat- poison temperatures, and represents the interface
ed in the test by using the present test apparatus. temperature. Scon is the control system output to

which the pump speed is to be regulated. The
Among sensing instrument locations, the damping term stabilizes the system responses and

midplane thermocouple in the lower density lock is the effectiveness of this term is confirmed in the
used to control the primary pump speed. The exper- previous studies by Fujii et al.2 and Tasaka et al.3.
iments are conducted under nearly atmospheric The constants were decided from the previous stud-
pressure, with the pressurizer connected to the top of ies by utilizing the relation between differential
the core vessel open to the atmosphere. The working pressure across the lower density lock and tempera-
fluid is water throughout the system. Hot water is ture gradient in the interface zone.2,3

used for the primary loop and cold water for the
simulated borated pool water. The transient influ- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
ence of boron inflow on the core power is simulated
by decreasing the power of the electric core heater to A. Startup Simulation Test with Small Initial
the constant decay heat level neglecting the effect of Temperature Difference
reactivity changes thereafter.

This startup simulation test was conducted
B. Feedback Control of Primary Pump for evaluating the effectiveness of the present pump

feedback control system to maintain the density
The pump head should be adjusted during a interface level at the axial center in the lower density

transient operation such as core power change, in lock with a small initial temperature difference AT
order to maintain the pressure balance between of 2 'C between primary loop and borated water
upper and lower density locks in the primary loop pool.
side and borated pool side. In the previous studies,2-
' the pump speed control was based on the differen- Figure 4 shows the time response of the
tial pressure in the lower density lock. The present system during the test. Before this test was started,
pump speed control is based on the measurement of the temperature difference was established between
the temperature at the axial center of the lower densi- the poison water and the primary water using the
ty lock, which is adjusted to the average of fluid isolation valve, the core heater and the primary
temperatures above and below the density lock. The pump. Thus te temperatures of the poison water
average temperature is a good indicator of the eleva- and the primary water were set at 30 'C and 32 'C,
tion of the density interface. The temperature distri- respectively at the initial condition. The pump speed
bution in the density lock shows that there is no
clear-cut change of temperature at the interface but
the temperature changes gradually in the interface

Topzone ( c.f. F ig .3 1 50 ......................... .. ........ .....

We define the interface as the level corre-
sponding to the average of temperatures below and .............. .. ... . ... ........ .
above the lower density lock, i.e., the interface
temperature. To maintain the density interface at the ............
center of the density lock, the temperature at the .........................
axial center of the density lock should be aintained
at the average or the interface temperature. When ..............0 V)the temperature at the axial center is greater than the
interface temperature, the elevation of the density
interface is below the axial center of the density lock
and the pump speed should be reduced to lift up the
interface to the axial center and vice versa. The ................ .........
pump speed is controlled by using a term in propor-
tion to the deviation of the center temperature from -Bo t t O::
the interface temperature and a damping term as 1 50 .. ............................ ........
follows,

L
S�. -., S + k ( - 7 ) + k2 ( 0� / dt) 30 40 50 60 70

where is the measured pump speed, k, and k 2 are F I u i d Temperature
constants, T is the measured center temperature and

is t verage of the primary pump inlet and Fig.3 Temperature distribution in lower density lock
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was Hz at the onset of the test. The core power the amplitude became very small after 2200 s and
was decreased to zero before the initiation of the test the deviation of the axial center temperature from
and the feedback control system was turned on at the interface temperature became negligibly small.
time zero. The axial center temperature in the lower
density lock increased to the interface temperature in The pump speed kept increasing gradually
a short time after the initiation of the test. This with rising fluid temperature in the primary loop,
means that the density interface was formed at the keeping the axial center temperature in the lower
axial center in the lower density lock. The core density lock at the interface temperature so that there
power was kept at zero in order to establish the was no poison water flow through the density lock.
steady state before the start of the transient by This shows the effectiveness of the present control
power increase. The steady state was established system for the stable operation of the primary cool-
within 00 s. The present control system could ant system during a startup.
control the density interface level with a small
temperature difference of 2 'C above and below the B. Startup Simulation Test with No Initial
lower density lock. A small oscillation within 003 Temperature Difference
kg/s observed in the poison flow rate corresponded
to the thermal interface oscillation within 4 mm at In this test it was tried to start up the PIUS
the midplane of the density lock. reactor from a cold shutdown condition, i.e., iso-

thermal fluid condition without beat generation in
At 1080 s, the increase in core power was the core, by using the present pump control system.

begun from zero to 75 kW at a ramping rate of 0.01 This initial condition can be considered as an ex-
M s. The temperature increase in the primary loop Areme case of the preceding section with a negligibly
water decreased the bulk density, resulting in a small temperature difference between the primary
increase in the differential pressure between poison and the borated water systems.
loop side and primary loop side at the lower honey-
comb. Then the density interface in the lower Figure shows the time response of the
honeycomb began to rise at 1300 s, causing the system during the test. This startup test was initiated
temperature decrease in the axial center. Detecting from an isothermal fluid condition and the tempera-
the temperature decrease, the pump speed started to tures of the primary water, poison water and simu-
rise and the density interface returned to the axial lated feedwater to cooler were controlled to be 30 C
center level at 1600 s. Oscillations were observed and core power was zero before the initiation of the
thereafter in the axial center temperature, however test. The primary coolant pump speed was 2Hz On
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this condition, there was no net flow of poison water pump exit to supply a warm water into the lower
into the primary loop. The core power started to plenum by natural circulation so that a small temper-
increase from zero at 250 s and reached 75 kW at ature difference could be established across the
1000 s. The upper plenum fluid temperature started lower density lock. The preheater with the capacity
to rise rapidly after the core power was put on of 45 kW was installed to the external surface of the
because the core flow rate was maintained at a very pump exit pipe.
low level, and the temperature behavior showed
oscillation after 560 s. Borated water flow into the The experimental results in the early stage
primary loop started at 500 s due to fluid density of the experiment are shown in Fig. 6 Just the same
decrease by the temperature rise above the core, way as the former test, the system was set at the
increased thereafter and stabilized after 760 s. The isothermal condition of 30 C before the test was
primary flow rate and the primary pump speed start- started. The initial pump speed was set at Hz and
ed to increase very slowly around 500 s by natural the pump speed control system was used from the
circulation. They started to rise rapidly from 1000 s start of the test. The preheater system of 1.5 kW was
when the interface temperature started to rise con- switched on at 80 s. The pump speed control system
siderably due to rapid increase in the pump inlet started to increase the pump speed very slowly from
temperature. It took a considerable time, approxi- 200 s when the warm fluid reached the thermocouple
mately 700 s for the warm fluid to come from the in the lower plenum by natural circulation, which
upper plenum to the pump inlet due to a low primary was used to measure the lower density lock exit
loop flow rate. temperature, and the interface temperature started to

rise also very slowly from 30 'C. The axial center
The borated water flow into the primary temperature of the lower density lock started to rise

loop turned to decrease after 1100 s due to consider- at 310 s when the interface region lowered to the
able increase in the pump speed and the flow re- axial center of the lower density lock, and reached
versed temporarily around 1300 s. The lower densi- the interface temperature in 100 s. Then it followed
ty lock center temperature started to rise very rapidly the interface temperature satisfactorily after a few
at 1290 s when the interface region lowered to the times of oscillations. The system reached a quasi
center of the lower density lock. The pump speed steady state after 1000 s as shown in Fig.7. The
decreased temporaril b the derivative term or the preheater system was turned off at 1750 s.
damping term for a rapid temperature change' in the
pump speed control equation. The center tempera- The core power was put on at 2000 s when
ture showed some oscillation thereafter around the the temperature difference above and below the
interface temperature and followed the transient of 33
the interface temperature very well after 2000 s,
which means that the interface was maintained close
to the center of the lower density lock, i.e., there was 32 Loymi plenun Lower ensi 
no borated water flow into the primary loop. Look Center

The total integrated borated water flow into 3 -Upper Plenum
the primary loop before establishing the lower densi- Interfisoe
ty lock was approximately 0.05 M3, which was

30approximately 70 of the primary loop volume, Beneath Lower Density Look

therefore, the core power should had been shut down
by the borated water in a real plant before establish- 29
ing the steady state. It means that the startup was not 10 possible by the present control system due to a 5- Core Power

0 45 �Vconsiderable delay for the heated water from the core a-
so CAto reach the pump inlet to initiate an effective pump 0

speed control for establishing the density lock. Pump Speed -15 E
0- 0

0 00 -

C. Startup Simulation Test using a Preheater 4 : - -- 0 .30 Primary Flow RateSystem 0. 5 
0. 00 Flo Rate f rom Po I son Tank

WPrimary Loop 0 0
,Lw 0:00 00

It has been clarified from the previous two -0 05 -��
tests that it is possible to start p the reactor from a lo: 10 a. 

00 200 300 400 500small temperature difference across the lower densi- Time (s)
ty lock, however it is not possible from an isother-
mal condition by the present pump speed control Fig.6 Early period of the startup simulation test
system. Therefore, a preheater was installed at the using a preheater system
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of a PIUS reactor is established by the present con-
i3 trol system.
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followed satisfactorily the transient of the interface of a PIUS-type reactor," J. of Nucl. Sci. and Tech-
temperature throughout the transient which shows nol., V61.29, No.12, pp.1152-1161 1992).
that the temperature interface stayed around the
midplane of the lower density lock. Therefore, there 5. TasakaK., ImaiS., Masaoka, H., Djoko Iriantl.,
was, of course, no poison water flow into the pri- KohketsuH., TamakiM., AnodaY, MurataH. and
mary system throughout the transient and the effec- KukitaY., "Thermal-hydraulic experiment for safe
tiveness of the present control system and the pre- and stable operation of a PIUS-type reactor," Proc.
heater system was confirmed to start up the PIUS of Int. Conf. on Design and Safety of Advanced
reactor from an isothermal condition. Nuclear Power Plants, Vol.2, pp.17.6-1 - 17.6-6

IV. CONCLUSION (1992).
6. TasakaK., HagaK., TamakiM., MurataH.,

It has been confirmed that the proposed pump AnodaY. and KukitaY., "Feedback control of
speed control system with the preheater at the pri- primary pump by using midplane temperature of
mary circulation pump exit is quite effective for the lower density lock for a PIUS-type reactor," Proc. of
startup of the PIUS system from zero core power and 2nd ASME/JSME Joint Int. Con. on Nucl. Eng., San
isothermal fluid condition. The startup of a PIUS Francisco, California, V61.1, pp.301-306 (1993).
reactor from an isothermal condition is the most
difficult transient among normal operations for the
pump speed control system and the effectiveness of
the present control system for other normal tran-
sients such as power ramping was verified in the
previous studies.5,6 The safe shutdown capability for
core power was also demonstrated in the previous
studies with a pump trip at the upper limit pump
speed in an accident such as a loss-of-feedwater
accident.5,6 Therefore, the safe and stable operation
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ABSTRACT air natural circulation. Westinghouse has
performed the wind tunnel test to determine

The objective of this study is to the optimum location for PCCS air inlet, the
investigate the effects of air inlet position effect of wind direction blowed at the
and external conditions on the natural chimney and the air flow path resistance
circulated air flow rate in a passive test and so on[51. Consequently, The air flow
containment cooling system of the advanced was insensitive to the wind direction, and
passive reactor. Experiments have been total coling path of reduced loss cefficient
performed with 136 scaled segment type resulted in an increased air flow for a given
passive containment test facility. The air heated air buoyancy force.
velocities and temperatures are measured 'Me purpose of this study is to examine
through the air flow path. Also, the the propriety of top air inlet in AP600 and
experimental results are compared with to provide the data for analytical tools
numerical calculations and show good which estimate the coolability of PCCS.
agreement. Thus, the effects of air inlet position and

external conditions on natural circulated air
INTRODUCTION flow rate were investigated with 136 length

scaled AP600 containment The test facility
Since TMI and Chernobyl accidents, a is composed of steel containment including

significant increase of safety in future heaters, up and downward air paths and
nuclear plants has been demanded. Thus, blower and so on. This geometry is scaled
suggested alternative is passive reactors, by a scaling factor wch is derived by
which adopt passive safety features operated two-dimensional goyerning euations. The
by gravity or natural circulation at scaling factor, Gr/Re is chosen because this
accidents. Those system should be simple, factor is dominant in the natural circulation
reliable and minimize the operator action. phenomena and other nondimension number
AP600 is one of such reactors developed by such as Pr and Ec have relatively small
Westinghouse. In AP600[11, several passive effect in governing equations for this
safety systems are to be installed including experiment using the air. The steel
the passive containment cooling system as containment and air path geometrical
ultimate heat sink to prevent the dimensions are 103 cm height and 5 cm
containment shell from exceeding its design width with the same shape as AP600. The
pressure. 'Me system uses natural air gap sizes of inner and outer air path are 1.5
circulation between the steel shell and cm, respectively. The containment is
containment and the concrete shield filled with the hot water. The natural
building, whose cooling is enhanced by circulated air flow velocity is easured at
draining water onto the steel shell. In the inner air path with hot-wire
order to verify the effectiveness of this anemometer. The experiments have been
system and provide the data for detailed performed varying the size of air inlet, air
design, many experiments and analytical inlet temperature, external wind velocity and
works have been performed or still ongoing air inlet psition. And, the effect of outlet
for the heat transfer, air flow, water steam toward the air inlet due to the
distribution and so on[2,31. external'wind has been tested.

AP600 has the air inlet at the top of To compare with experimental results,
shielding building to exclude the effect of numerical calculations are performed with a
surrounding buildings on the inlet air flow, one-dimensional steady air natural
instead of the bottom inlet in Ebasco's circulation model. The results show good
NPR-14WRF containment system and BW agreement.
ASPWR[4 wch has more benefit in the
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EKPEPAM FAWN AND MEASUREMENr temperature by the hot w anemometer
located at center of path and stainless steel

The configuration of experiment facility is sheathed therm-iocouple which is welded by
shown in Figure 1, which includes air path, using of the soldering paste. In ts study,
chimney, steel containment, electric heater, the smoke wire[71 is also used for
blower and so on. The dimensions of steel cross-checking because the reliability of
containment and air path, which have the hot-wire detection is known to be
same shape as AP600, are 103 cm height questionable for such a low velocity near 
and 50 cm width. The gap sizes of inner rrx/s in the present experiments. Howe-Ar,
and outer air path are 1.5 and c quarifitative comparisons are failed due to the
respectively. Air path and chimney are turbdent dispersion for low velocity and
made of acryl plates. This configuation difficulty of high-speed photographing.
correspond to 136 length scaled AP600 During experiments, the wall temperature
containment and is designed by the scaling is controlled to maintain constant and
factor, Gr/Re2' which is derived from recorded. Finally, ambient, inlet and xit
two-dimensional governing equations[6]. temperatures are measured. And, tfie

To maintain the wall surface temperature, external wind velocities for various
the containment is filled with the hot water experiment conditions are measured.
which is heated by two 3 kw heaters
installed inside. And at the top, the blower EXPEIUMENTAL RESULTS
is installed at the opposite position of air
inlet and blows the air to investigate the Experiments are performed varying height
effect of external wind on the top of (top vs bottom) and width 3x4O nun vs
chimney. And, to prevent the heat loss from 2lOxl4 mm) of air inlet, air inlet
containment to atmosphere, the sides are temperature 14.0 - 20.6 C) and veolcity
insulated by ceramic fiber. (1.20 - 345 m1s) of external wind. The

results are shown in Figure 2 to 4 As
shown in Figure 2 even though the range
of abient temperature is narrow due to the
difficulty of generating such experimentat
conditions, the trend is obvious that the air
velocity decreases as the inlet air
temperature increases. However, for the
bottom air inlet the influence is much
smaller. And, Figure 3 shows that the
increase of external wind velocity increases
the air velocity due to the suction effect.
From ts result, the inlet air temperature is
a dominant parameter affecting the natural
circulated air flow rate and thus, the effect
of outlet steam toward the air inlet due to
the external wind seems small because the
air velocity continues to be increased as te
wind velocity increases. Also, we tested the
effect of the inlet geometry by reducing the

Fig. I aftut-dtion of Eqrrinuital Facility area of inlet. Figure 4 shows that the inlet
restriction increases the air velocity in the

Measurements are implemented for the air inner baffle gap. Finally, Table shows the
velocity through inner air path and the wall air velocities for the top and bottom inlets
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m C. (T - Ti-0 - h (T. - TO Ai (1)

In equation (1), the heat transfer coefficient
used in this study is Hugot's experimental
data[81which is a function of gap size and Top W.1 --a.

temperature difference. In such a closed
control volume as this geometry, this
correlation is concluded to be the most

Ti Ti isuitable. 'Men, since T. = 2 , the

inlet temperature of subsequent node can be
obtained from equation (1) as,

T
M C, h A Rtt-

Ti , ) T. h T. &Ai (2)
M C. a T,

2

Now, the density variation at each heated Fig. Configuration of Nodalization
node is calculated from equation of state
since the air density is a function of discrepancies exist. This seems to be
temperature. caused from the uncertainties Of

We can calculate the air velocity in the measurement for the low velocity. 'Me
natural condition where the total pressure result of Case shows the reversal trend
drop and the total buoyancy driven force compared with other cases as shown in
should be equal. In this calculation, the Table 1. This is due to the direct
pressure drops from friction loss and local differential pressure increase in ts simple
loss are obtained as follows, model as the wind velocity increases and

some degree of uncertainties.
AP - K L V (3)

2 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In this equation, the loss coefficient for each In this study, experiments with 1/36
node is calculated from Ref.[91. The scaled segment-4,pe test facility have been
buoyancy driven force can be calculated performed to investigate effects of air inlet
from the following equation, position. and external conditions on the

natural circulated air flow rate in the PCCS
f �(P. pi) ir AZ, (4) of AP600.

'Me experimental results show that the
Finally, calculations are repeated by air velocity increases as the inlet air

modifying the initial air velocity until temperature decreases and the external wind
satisfying the steady natural circulation velocity increases. Also,
conditions. 'Me nodalization scheme is the reduction of air ilet area decreases the
shown in Figure 5. The tables I and 2 natural circulated air flow. Finally it
show the calculated results for various concluded that the bottom position w lose
conditions. As shown in the tables, the its benefit if the surrounding buildings block
calculations quite well predicted the the air flow or increase the ambient
experimental results for higher external temperature.
velocity. However, for low velocity, some Also, a simple one-dimensional steady air
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flow model developed in this study shows
good agreement.

Table Comparison, Air Velocity for Top and Bottom Irdet

i AIR VELOCITY
CASE INLET AMB.TEMP. WALL TEMP. WIND VELOCITY m/s

POSITION Deg. Deg. C m/s EXP. CALC.

I TOP 13.3 96.4 1.45 1.05 0.89
2 BOTTOM 18.0 93.9 1.39 0.92 0.83
3 TOP 16.4 96.6 1.84 1.05 1.00
4 BOTTOM 19.4 94.8 1.77 0.98 0.96
5 TOP 17.7 97.6 2.07 1.10 1.16
6 BOTTOM 19.8 96.7 2.12 1.08 1.09
7 TOP 17.7 97.9 2.51 134 1.33
8 BOTTOM J... 19.4 95.2 2.82 1 1.09 1.45

Table 2 Comparison of Calculated Results to Experimental Data

AMB. TEMP. WALL TEMP. WIND VELOCITY AIR VELOCITY
CASE CONDITION Deg. C Deg. C m/s MA 

EXP. CALC.1
1 LARGE TOP 13.3 96.4 1.45 1.05 0.89
2 LARGE TOP 15.4 96.9 1.69 1.14 0.86
3 LARGE TOP 16.3 97.1 1.77 1.16 0.98
4 LARGE TOP 17.7 97.6 2.07 1.10 1.16
5 LARGE TOP 17.7 97.9 2.51 1.34 1.33
6 SMALL TOP 20.1 97.8 1.44 0.93 0.77
7 SMALL TOP 19.7 98.2 1.63 1.06 0.81
8 SMALL TOP 20.3 98.0 1.81 1.03 0.86
9 SMALL TOP 19.3 97.6 2.09 1.13 0.95
10 SMALL TOP 19.9 98.9 2.58 1.17 1.18

NOMENCLATURE

C, Specific heat at constant pressure Tbi Bulk temperature of node i
of air Ti Outlet temperature of node i

h Heat transfer coefficient Ti-, Inlet temperature of node i
K Loss coefficient T. Heating wall temperature
M Mass flow rate of Air Z�A, Heat transfer area of node i
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AZi Height of node i

Pa Ambient air density

Pi Air density of node i
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ABSTRACT several decades. 'Me greater part of the researches performed for
the forced circulations and relatively less researches have been

This study has been carried out to investigate the done on the natural circulations with a few of them worked on by

hydrodynamic stabilities and Critical Heat Flux (CHF) Chen et al. 13), Chexal and Bergles 4], D'auria and Galassi 61,

characteristics for the natural and forced circulation. A low Wallis and Heasly I 01, Wissler et al. [ 1 1 1, Wu et al. 121. The

pressure experimental loop was constructed, and experiments difference between the two circulation modes is that the flow

under various conditions have been performed. In the rate is controlled by the heat applied to the loop in natural

experiments of theriatural circulation, flow oscillations has been circulation modes and by the pump in the fced circulation

observed and the average mass flux under flow oscillation have modes. Thus the flow instability characteristics and the heat

been measured. Several parameters such as heat flux, the inlet transfer mechanisms in the natural circulation mode may appear

temperature of test section, friction valve opening and riser to be different from those in the forced circulation mode.

length have been varied in order to investigate their effects on In this study, natural and forced circulation experiments have

the flow stability of the natural circulation system. And the CHF been performed for a low flow rate of water under low pressure

data from low flow experiments, namely the natural and forced (near atmospheric pressure) condition with uniformly heated

circulation, have been compared with each other to identify the vertical round tube with variations of the various conditions such

effects of the flow instabilities on the CHF for the natural as the followings inlet temperature, riser length (the distance

circulation mode. The test conditions for the CHF experiments between heater and condenser), friction valve opening (FVO),

were a low flow of less than 70 k g/M2S of water in a vertical and heat flux.
round tube with diameter of 0.008 in at near atmospheric The present study is aimed at the following objectives to

pressure. make the flow instability map of the nat&al circulation, and to
enhance the overall understanding of the CHF under natural

1. INTRODUCTION circulation flow, also identify the flow instabilities observed in
burnout phenomena and to find their effects on the CHF.

Natural circulation is an important passive heat removal of ILBACKGROUND
the existing Light Water Reactors Vv'Rs) as well as the next

generation reactors during transients and accidents, The only 11.1 Bfief Survey of Flow Instabilities

requirement of the natural circulation is a hydrostatic head Various flow instability modes and mechanisms have been

difference between the heat source (core) and the heat sink identified up to date, depending on the geometry and the

(stcam. generators for the nuclear reactors or condensers for the operating conditions for boiling and condensing systems. The

general cooling devices), so that the cooled and the condensed classification of two-phase flow instabilities (Akyuzlu (11 ;

fluids may re-circulate. In such natural circulation modes, Boure et al. 2] ; Chexal & Bergles 4]) is usually based on

various types of the flow instabilities occur depending on the dividing the different instability modes into two classes static
system geometry, fluid properties and operating conditions, and
often lead to abnormal flow behaviors such as limit cycle and dynamic instabilities.
oscillations or premature burnout. Furthermore, the self-sustained Static instabilities such as flow excursion or Ledinegg

flow oscillations may cause mechanical vibrations of the instability involves a sudden change in the flow rate to a

components. lower value. It occurs when the slope of the channel

The flow instabilities have been extensively researched for demand pressure drop vs. flow rate curve (internal
characteristic of the channel) becomes algebraically smaller
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than the slope of the loop supply pressure drop vs. flow rate in) under low mass flux (O - 65 kg/mls) and atmospheric
curve external characteristic of the channel). The external pressure. In the experiments, the lower CHF value was observed
pressure drop is usually taken as the pressure drop across than those of the forced circulation flow condition contrary to the
the pump and the internal pressure drop as that from the findings of Mishima 8].
outlet to the inlet of the pump through the test section.

Dynamic Instability (Periodic flow oscillations) in two-phase 111. EXPERIMENTS
flow system are commonly observed in two distinct modes,
pressure-drop type oscillation, and the density-wave type 111.1 Experimental Apparatuses
oscillation. Pressure-drop oscillations occur in systems having a The experimental loop that can be operated either in the
compressible volume in the upstream of, or within, the heated natural circulation or the forced circulation modes was
section. The effect of compressibility on CHF is very constructed to perform various boiling experiments under the
pronounced. Premature burnout may result from a low pressure. The schematic diagram of the experimental loop is
compressibility wave which causes strong flow fluctuations. shown in Fig. .

Density-wave oscillations are commonly the dynamic The test section is made up of an 8-min inside diameter, 1-mm
instability in two-phase flow systems. The oscillation is caused thickness stainless-steel tube, as shown in Fig, 2 A copper
by the dynamic interaction between the flow, density electrode is welded to each end of the test section. The length of
distribution, and pressure drop distribution within the system. A the heated section is 072 in. Eight chromel-alumel
temporary reduction of inlet flow increases the outlet enthalpy, thermocouples (type-K) are spot-welded onto the outside wal of
which in turn decreases the density of the fluid. This disturbance the stainless-steel tube. The thermocouple locations are shown in
will affect the pressure drop as well as the heat tansfer behavior. Fig. 2 'Me stainless steel tube is heated electrically by a direct

current (DC) power supplier (100 V, 700 A rectifier).
I1.2 Previous Works on the CHF under Natural Circulation For the measurement of the flows under a steady-state (flow

The CHF condition is characterized by a sharp reduction of measurement) as well as dynamic-state (CHF test) during

the local boiling heat transfer coefficient which results from the experiments, turbine flow meter was used. The electrical voltage
replacement of liquid by vapor adjacent to the heat transfer output from the turbine flowmeter was recorded and displayed
surface [5). on a Hewlett Packard Series 300 Work Station with HP 3852A

Natural circulation boiling burnout becomes important in Data Acquisition/Control Units, as shown in Fig. 3.
relation to the safety of various types of liquid cooled nuclear
reactors under a number of different accidents such as loss-of- 111.2 Experimental Works
heat-sink, loss-of-flow and loss-of-piping-integrity accidents as The loop was filled with the filtered water which was boiled
well as planned decay heat removal conditions after the and circulated for about half an hour in order to remove non-

shutdown in high power research reactors. condensable gas. The trapped non-condensable gas was vented
11.2.1 Parameters of CHF by a valve at the top of the hot-leg.

For uniformly heated tubes, the CHF is mainly affected by Before measuring the flow rate behavior for the natural
the following five parameters tube diameter (D), tube heated circulation, the inlet fluid temperature is set to a predetermined
length LO, system pressure (P), mass flux (G), and inlet value by controlling the preheater power and condenser mass
subcooling (�-) or the exit quality of the heater (X.). flow rate. Fiction control valve opening was then fixed by using

The CHF is a function of five independent variables, thus inlet valves of the test section. The input heat was gradually
increased to the desired starting point. When the total system

q% = fn (P, D, h, G, Ah) or fn (P, D, h, G, X�). (1) parameters stayed at equilibrium conditions at least for 30
minutes, the data were recorded. At the CHF tests, the CHF

H.2.2 Previous works on the CHF under natural circulation condition was defined as the condition that the maximum wall
flow temperature increased continuously and abruptly exceeded 250

Mishima et al. 7 related to the CHF data collected for low 'C. This is because preliminary experiments indicated that the
Dow (O - 40 k glin 2S) of water in a vertical annulus near wall temperature increased abruptly to above 400 'C once it

atmospheric pressure to the flow transition (chum to annular exceeded about 250 'C, while below it the wall temperature
flow transition) observed at CHF. There was no difference in the could be maintained with oscillations. Ranges of parameters
CHF of a vertical annulus at low flow between natural and tested in natural circulation and CHF experiments are
forced circulation. The CHF in a vertical annulus was predicted summarized in Table I and 2.

successfully by the chum-to-annulus flow transition criteria. In
1991, Park 91 performed CHF experiments under natural III.3 Data Analysis and Experimental Errors

circulation for water flow inside round tubes (D = .01, Lh = 09 Each parameter was determined by the methods described
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below Mass flux was calculated from the volumetric flow rate temperature is increased te system suddenly falls into an

measured by te turbine flowmeters. unstable condition. With a further increasing of the inlet
N temperature, the system becomes stable again as shown in Fig. 9.

Average Mass Flux = Y G G dt. (2)
N Effect of Power The dependence of the natural circulation

0
mass flux on the heat flux of the test section under given system

Amplitude (AG) = 2C.aG (3) conditions and inlet temperatures is shown in Fig. 6 The mass
The definition of amplitude is peak-to-peak aplitude of mass flux generally increases with increasing heat flux for a given
flux (i.e. the difference between the local maxima ad minima of inlet temperature and low heat flux. At high heat flux, on the
the mass flux oscillation shown in Fig. 4) other hand, the frictional losses overrule the driving forces and

where C. = F2 in case of sinewave the mass flux decreases with increasing power. Effect of the
power on the flow stability is shown in Fig. 7 The heat flux vs.

N inlet temperature stability map can be derived as shown in Fig. 9.
02 = I G-GY (4) Effect of Riser Length The effect of riser length on mass

G N
i=l flux is small at a low heat flux, and average mass flux increases

Relative Amplitude ofMass Flax (Ae) = AG/G (5) as riser length increases for inten-nediate and high heat flux as
In this paper, power vs inlet temperature conditions shown in Fig. 6 The flow becomes unstable as riser length

increases as shown in Fig. because riser length acts on the test
leading to a self-sustained mass flux oscillation with section as downstream compressibility.

relative amplitude of 02(20%) were arbitrarily Effect of Friction Valve Openi2g Average mass flux
defined as the stability boundary of the system. decrease as friction valve closes as shown in Fig. 10. For half

Period of Flow Oscillation (T) opening and fully opening of the friction valve, mass fluxes are

The period of the flow oscillation was detected by seeing the almost the same values regardless of valve opening. As the
flow oscillation traces as shown in Fig. 5, and by using spectral friction valve is closed, the relative amplitude of mass flux
density (or spectrum analysis) with fast Fourier transform. The decreases. Therefore, inlet friction valve restriction tends to

spectral density function can easily pick out pure cycle hidden by stabilize the system.
noise If sine wave is analyzed by the spectral density function, it Period of Flow Oscillations When the system gets
would be a spike at one frequency and zero every where else. unstable, the oscillatory mass flow has the different amplitude

and period for each condition, as shown in Fig. 5. The

Experimental Errors dependence of the oscillation period on the inlet temperature and

Experimental errors involved in the measurements are estimated the hat flux is shown in Fig. 11. The higher the inlet
at ± 16 'C for the K-type thermocouples, ± 1.5 'C for the T-type temperature and the heat flux, the shorter the oscillation period.

thermocouples, pressure ± IkPa, mass flux ±3 %, and heat flux IV. 3 Comparison of CHF Data between Forced and Natural
4%.

Circulations

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS Typical CHF test trace under natural circulation as time is

IV.1 Overall Flow Behavior under Natural Circulation shown in Fig. 12. CHF under natural circulation depends more
The overall flow oscillation traces are show in Fig. 5 on each strongly on an average mass flux than on the amplitude of the

condition. The overall trends of the steady-state average mass flow oscillation as shown in Fig. 12(b).
flux as a function of heat flux are shown in Fig. 6. Comparison of CHF for forced and natural circulation for

each parameter was shown in Fig. 13. CHF monotonously

IV.2 Parametric Trends on the Flow Oscillations under increases with mass flux as shown in the figure. Finally no
Natural Circulation difference is observed in the CHF between natural and forced
Effect of Inlet Temperature In general, as the inlet circulation, if given the same mass flux and inlet conditions in
temperature me .reases at constant heat flux the mass flux our case. This agrees with Misbima and Ishii for annular test

increases as shown in Fig. 6. But the mass flux decreases by the section, but does not agrees with Park for round tube test section.
increasing of the frictional losses as shown in the figure when It seems that the degree of mass flux stability during CHF test
the heat flux with inlet temperature 70 'C exceeds about 170 depends on system geometry which is related to the frictional
kW/M2. Under low heat flux and low inlet temperatures, the flow losses. Since low flow usually has the oscillation characteristic
is single phase and is obviously stable as shown in Fig. 5(a). of relatively low amplitude and high frequency, the effect of the

However, for a given heat flux and system condition, if the inlet flow instabilities on the CHF seems to be negligible.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS P pressure .............................................................. kPa

AP difference pressure ............................................. N/M2

From the experimental study, the following conclusions can q" heat flux ......................................................... kW/M2

be obtained. q IC critical heat flux ............................................ kW /M 2

1) The followings are obtained from the results of the natural T period .................................................................. sec

circulation experiments Tin inlet temperature .................................................... 0C

(a) M ass flux generally increased with the increase of heat u velocity ................................................................ W S

flux, fction valve opening, inlet temperature, and riser X, exit (or critical) quality ........................................... -

length. At high heat flux, on the other hand, the frictional CYG standard deviation for mass flux ................... k g/m2S

losses overruled the driving forces and mass flux slightly Pin inlet density ..................................................... kg/M3

decreased with increasing power. T tim e ....................................................................... sec

(b) Stability map on the heat flux and inlet temperature which FVO Friction Valve Opening, FVO=1(K=10.8),

are die main control parameters of a heating reactor was FVO=1/2(K=40.7)

made on the basis of relative amplitude of oscillatory mass FCHF Forced CHF

flux. The decrease in friction valve opening and riser length NCHF Natural CHF

tends to make the flow more stable. NAT Natural circulation test

(c) The oscillation period also depends on the at flux and

inlet temperature. The higher the inlet temperature and the REFERENCES
heat flux, the shorter the oscillation period.

2) CHF experiments have been performed for several inlet I K.M. Akyuzlu, T. Doganand and T.N. Veziroglu, 1984,

conditions "Effect of Inlet Subcooling on Dynamic Instabilities in To-

(a) CHF under natural circulation depends more strongly on an Phase Upflow Systems," ASME, HTD, Vol. 34, pp. 17-125.

average mass flux than on the amplitude of the flow 2. J.A. Boure, A.E. Bergles and L.S. Tong, 1973, "Review of

oscillation under relatively low flow. Two-Phase Flow Instability," Nucl. Eng. Des., Vol. 25,

(b) The comparison of CHF data between natural circulation pp.165-192.

and forced circulation showed that no difference was 3. K.S. Chen and Y.R. Chang, 1988, "Steady State Analysis of

observed in the CHF. Two-Phase Natural Circulation Loop," Int. J. Heat Mass

Transfer, Vol.31, No.5, pp.931-940.

As the further studies, the following recommendations are 4. V.K. Chexal and A.E. Bergles, 1973, "Two-Phase

made Instabilities in a Low Pressure Natural Circulation Loop,"

1) The effect of the system geometry such as tube diameter, riser AlChE Symp. Ser., VoI.69, No.31, pp.37-45.

length on the CHF should be investigated in detail. 5. J.G. Collier, 1981, "Convective Boiling and Condensation

2) Visualization study for the natural circulation is recommended (2nd Ed.)," pp.248-313, McGraw-Hill, New York.

to observe the flow patterns. 6. F. D'aufia and G.M. Galassi, 1988, "Flow rate and Density

Oscillations during Two-Phase Natural Circulation in PWR

NOMENCLATURE Typical Conditions," Proceedings of the Third International

Topical Meeting on Nuclear Power Plant Thermal

Symbols Hydraulics and Operations, Seoul, Korea, pp.A10-52 - A10-

Are] relative amplitude of mass flux ............................... - 59.

D tube diameter ........................................................ in 7. K. Mishima and M. Ishii, 1982, "Experimental Study on

D. inner diameter of tube ........................................... m Natural Convection Boiling Burnout in an Annulus," Proc.

D. outer diameter of tube ............................................. in 7th Int. Heat Transfer Conf., Munich, Vol.4, Paper No.

G m ass flux ....................................................... kg/M 2S F1323.

C; average mass flux ......................................... kgjM2S 8. K. Mishinia, H. Nishihara and 1. Michiyoshi, 1985, "Boiling

AG ainplitude of mass flux .................................. kg/M2S Burnout and Flow Instabilities for Water Flowing in a

H riser length ............................................................. in Round Tube under Atmospheric Pressure," Int. J. Heat Mass

h f9 latent heat of vaporization ............................... kJ/kg Transfer, VoI.28, No. 6, pp. I 15-1129.

Ali inlet subcooling ................................................ kJ/kg 9. J.W. Park, 1991, "An Experimental Study on Critical Heat

K loss coefficient, AP = 153.81 x lo(-1, 154xFVO) Flux in a Vertical Round Tube and a Vertical Annulus for

Pu'/2 ....... Low Flow of Water Near Atmospheric Pressure," M.S.

L h heated length ......................................................... in Thesis, KAIST, Korea.

N sampling number .................................................... - 10. G.B. Wallis and J.A. Heasley, 1961, "Oscillations in To-
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Phase Flow Systems," J. of Heat Transfer, Trans. ASME, Table I Matrix of test conditions for natural circulation
RiserLcrigths riction Valve Inlet Temp. T.CC)

Vol.83, pp.363-369. H(m) Opening VO) 20 45 70

IL E.H. Wissler, N.S. Isbin and N.R. Amundson, 1956, NATI NAT`2 NAT3

"Oscillatory Behavior of a Two-Phase Natural Circulation 1 .5 1 q 16.4 -267.5 !60! � 272.4 q . 16 - 0.1

Loop," AChE. J., Vol. 2 No.2, pp. 157-162. (P -_ 115 kP.) NAT4 NATS NAT6
1/2,2/14.1/14 96.4 - 2.5 q' a 96.8 20 q- 94.9 - 70.7

NAT`7 NAT8 NAT912. S. R. Wu, M. S. Yao and D. Z. Wang, 1988, "An 2.2 iso -rao q- -15 8 -26&9 q' 16.5 -20.9

Experimenatal Study on Hydrodynamic Stability of Low (P 122 kP NATIO NATH NAT12

Quality Two-Phase Flow with Natural Circulation," /2.2,,4 .1114 -95.5 -270.5 Iq- -97. - r 2 97.0 -V 22

Table 2 Matrix of test conditions for CHFExperimental Heat Transfer, Fluid Mechanics and Riser Lengths Circulation Inlet Tmp.: T.('C)

Thermodynamics, pp.] 120-1127. H(-) Conditiom 20 45 70

FCHFI
k 1.5 Forced -57.8 -393.0 -

(P - 115 W.) NCHFI
EL UM Nataal R7 66 6 - 97.6

HF2 FCIV,3
C..& 11, 2 2 1 Forced I --122.0-31A0 q .70.5 -331 9

t (P 122 kP-) NCHF2 NCHF3

ft. a Natural .815 -372.4 q-10D.5-32CL5

L q H., n (w/.) P-d

T

Lls-L 1
EL 230D 7- 1

T..t Th- upi�
SKtio. 13-

Pu.p Mass f- A-pht. ofP_ G --- .. s M.13- (AG)

EL 30D

Turbi Ti..
Frkt

Prh.t., Fig. 4 Mass flux oscillation with time history
Fig.1 Schematic diagram of experimental loop 400

300 (a) q =32.7kW/M2

TO 200

too.-Pp�
100 200 300 400 500 500 700

Time (sec)

400

300 (b) q-=52.5 Mm'
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Fig. 2 Test section with thermocouple locations Time s)
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Fig. 3 Data acquisition and control unit Fig. Overall flow oscillation traces for H=1.5m,
Ti=700C, FVO=1
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ABSTRACT model utilizes the IBM version of the computer code
3RELAP5/MOD2/CYCLE 36.

Numerical simulation is presented of some passive The passive safety concept incorporates several com-
safety systems currently incorporated in the design of ponents such as, high and low pressure gravity driven
the next generation advanced light water reactors AL- injection systems, natural convection heat exchangers,
WRs). The performance and effectiveness of ex-core and automatic depressurization systems (ADS). The
natural convection cooling and the concept of grav- performance of these new safety features are inves-
ity driven water injection at high pressure are inves- tigated parametrically in this work during large and
tigated using the RELAP5/MOD2 thermal-hydraulic small hypothetical LOCA events. In particular, the
code. The study identifies areas that should be inves- paper concentrates on the thermal and hydraulic pro-
tigated more fully in future experimental programs re- cesses controlling the operation of the core make-up
lated to hypothetical large and small LOCA in ALWRs. tanks (CMT), the passive residual heat removal heat

exchanger (PRHR-HX) and the ADS. It is realized
INTRODUCTION that an advanced pressurized water reactor, such as the

AP600, is a complex and highly interactive system and
Worldwide research and design activities are cur- that changes in operational procedures, logic or design

rently directed to develop a passively safe, commercially parameters may affect the transient behavior under ac-
attractive and licensable nuclear power plant. Some cident conditions. Nevertheless, it is believed that the
of the concepts have reached the stage of detailed en- results of this study demonstrate the basic charactei:is-
gineering design. For instance, in the Westinghouse tics of a design based transient in advanced pressurized
AP600 reactor, higher safety is achieved by simplifying water reactors and can point out safety related areas
the traditional PWR design with respect to the num- where additional theoretical and experimental verifica-
ber of systems and equipments, operations, inspections tions are needed.
and maintenance requirements while employing proven
light water reactor WR) component technology. The THE SIMULATION MODEL
safety systems are predominantly passive, relying on the
natural forces of gravity, convection, evaporation and The reactor system nodalization for a large break
natural circulation rather than on active components. 1,2 LOCA analysis is shown in Figure 1. The physical
Thus, evaluation and safety analysis concentrate mainly model consists of about 140 RELAP5 "components",
on demonstrating the feasibility of the passive safety each containing up to 10 "volumes", which are neces-
concepts and on predicting the reactor behavior dur- sary for the joint modeling of both the reactor coolant
ing operation and abnormal transients. This paper system (RCS) and the passive safety systems (PSS).
presents a numerical model for accident analysis in re- Design and operational data required to construct the
actors conceptually similar to the AP600 reactor. The numerical model were based primarily on published
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papers and reports on AP600. Missing information Table 1: Steady-State Operating Values
items were complemented by applying engineering judg-
ment and scaling of available information on commer-
cial PWRs. This work complements earlier studies per- Parameter Reference RELAP5
formed for other types of presently operating light water Plant

reactors.','. Modeling efforts have concentrated mainly Reactor Power (Total Rated) (MWth] 1800 1802
on a realistic representation of the RCS and its PSS. Core Flow Rate [kg/a] 8795 8648

The model is a two-loop representation of the Core Bypass Flow [kg/a] 612 460
Core Inlet Temperature [K] 661 666

power plant consisting of hydrodynamic volumes (fluid Core Exit Temperature IKI 596 697

control volumes), hydrodynamic junctions (momentum Core Pressure (bar) 158 159
control volumes), and heat structures to represent heat Pressuri2er Pressure (bar] 167 156

Cold-Leg Temperature [K] 561 564
transfer surfaces which store, transfer and generate en- Feedwater Temperature (K] 508 508
ergy such as fuel pins and steam generators' tubes. The Feedwater Flow Rate [kg/s] 517 514.4

Stearn Flow Rate [kg/sj 517 519.2
RCS model includes the reactor vessel with the core and Steam Drum Temperature [K] 552 552
two parallel flow loops. Each loop consists of a U-tube Steam Drum Pressure [bar] 63 63

steam generator with a pump (equivalent of two paral-
lel main recirculation pumps) attached to it, a hot leg
and a cold leg. Two parallel pipes are used to repre-
sent the cold leg in the broken loop. One of the loops

contains a pressurizer. The model also accounts for of the heat transfer areas. The predicted exit steam
the PSS which consists of a PRHR, an in-refueling wa- condition is saturation with respect to the steam dome
ter storage tank (IRWST), the containment, the core pressure. The exit steam flow rate equals the feedwa-
make-up tanks (CMT) and accumulators. A point ki- ter flow within better than 1% indicating that suitable
netics model, including reactivity feedback effects, is control parameters have been used in the code to define
implemented for core power calculations. the steam valve position. The feedwater pressure and

The secondary system of the plant model is composed temperature are given as input tables in the model.
of several hydrodynamic components which represent
the SG boiling region (around the U-tubes), steam gen-
erator upper and lower downcomer, steam separators TRANSIENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
steam dome, feedwater preheater section and feedwater
supply line. The feedwater supply rate and temperature In order to investigate the performance of the pas-
are modeled by time-dependent volumes and junctions. sive safety features of the AP600 reactor, the numerical
The steam flow rate is defined by a pressure regulated model described in the previous section, has been ap-
valve. This ensure a proper stead-state in which the plied to study the capability of the plant and its PSS to
steam flow rate equals the feedwater rate while the SG mitigate the consequences of a spectrum of postulated
pressure is maintained at a predetermined level. LOCA events. Special consideration is directed to the

The numerical model was validated in comparison to performance of the CMT and the PRHR systems during
steady-state data related to the conceptual design of hypothetical small and large break LOCA. Both tran-
the AP600 reactor under normal operating conditions. sient were initiated by a sudden breach of the primary
Steady-state conditions were calculated by performing system. A small break LOCA is simulated by a break
a null-transient, i.e., running the transient option of the of the 0076 rn 3 in) line leading from the CMT to the
RELAP5 code for steady boundary conditions, using a reactor vessel. A large LOCA consists of a 200% break
simplified model without neutron kinetics and with re- of one of the four cold leg pipes. In both events the
duced thermal inertia. Steady-state was achieved nor- reactor scram signal is assumes to actuate by low pres-
mally within less then 20 see of null-transient compu- sure signal. In the small LOCA event the scram occur
tations. Typical steady-state results are listed in Table at about 2 seconds following the transient initiation. At
1 along with reported AP600 reference plant data. that time a large negative reactivity is inserted into the

The calculated total core power in Table I is in good core simulating the insertion of the reactor's control and
agreement with the reference plant data indicating that safety rods. After the scram, the core power during the
adequate input data are used to calculate the reactiv- transient is practically determined by' the decay heat
ity coefficients and the SG heat transfer area. Generally only as shown in fig. 2 It drops below 200 MWth after
good agreement is indicated for all flow and pressure pa- 3 see reaching less than 100 MWth at 30 see. The core
rameters. This is probably because small discrepancies power curve is the same in the small and large LOCA
in the medium geometries and heat transfer coefficients events.
are well compensated in the model by proper choice Several safety systems are actuated following the
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Figure 1: RELAP5 nodalization scheme for large break LOCA simulation

break. The CMT (valve 452) opens by a low pressure when the CMT level reaches 80%.
signal at about 144.8 bar. The CMTs are located above
the eactor vessel and maintained at the reactor pres- a The second depressurization stage (valve 462 is
sure by two pressure equalizing lines and check valves initiated when the CMT level is below 80% and

(459 and 451) connecting the top of the CMTs to the the pressure in the pressurizer reaches 75.7 bar.

vapor space of the pressurizer and to the cold leg. They e The third stage (valve 463) starts at a pressurizer
are designed to inject coolant by gravity directly into pressure of 13.8 bar and a CMT level below 80%.
the reactor downcorner, independent of the reactor pres-
sure. The two CMTs contain about 113 in 3 of borated * The last set of two 02 in dia. valves in parallel

water which can be injected into the core. In the small (valve 464) opens to the containment atmosphere
LOCA simulation it is assumed that only one CMT is at the "low low" core make-up tank level of 20%.

available. Figures 3 and 4 show the leakage flow and the safety

The ADS is design to reduce the reactor pressure in a injection rates in the two accident, respectively. Af-
controlled manner in order to allow for the low pressure ter a short period of subcooled choked flow, the break
injection systems to come into operation. The oder at

flow transits into saturated critical. The leakage flow
which the ADS is operated is of considerable impor- is then influenced by the thermodynamic conditions in

tance to the performance of the system. The ADS per- the primary system. In the small LOCA case, the leak-

formance was studied here parametrically by simulating age rate drops sharply when the ADS valves are opened
several modes of operation. The results in this section
were all obtained using the following operational logic at t = 350 sec. At that time the reactor pressure is re-

which is similar to the one used in the AP600 reactor: duced causing the CMT flow to increase and actuating
the accumulators. This processes are not as distinct in

o The first depressurization stage (valve 461) opens the large LOCA case where the leakage rate decreases
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Figure 2 Core power history during large LOCA Figure 3 CMT, accumulator and leakage flows vs time
during small LOCA

monotonically and the CMT flow is almost constant
during the first 30 sec of the transient. formance of the passive containment cooling systems.

It is noted that in both small and large LOCA events, Figure shows the total power released through the
the CMT flow constitutes only a small fraction of the break during large LOCA. This is basically defined by

leakage flow. During the initial high pressure phase of E = Wbh,
the accident the CMTs injection rate is less than 100
kg/sec compared to a leakage flow through the break where W is the break mass flow rate and h, is the
of about 400 kg/sec in the small LOCA event and over enthalpy of the leakage flow.
10' kg/see (average) during the first 10 see of the large The leakage power through the break reaches a maxi-
LOCA event. The study has also shown that the CMT mum of more than 300 MWth at about 13 sec. At that
flow is largely influenced by the pressure distribution in time the rate of discharge of the stored energy exceeds
the primary system. For instance, shortly after open- the total core decay power. The energy is carried into
ing the ADS valves the core pressure could exceed mo- the containment by the steam and water flow. This
mentarily the pressurizer or the cold leg pressures. At curve may be used to set the requirements for the con-
that period the CMT flow was observed to stop com- tainment cooling system which must dissipate the heat
pletely due to closure of the exit check valve (valve 452). without substantially raising the containment pressure.
In spite the limitations of this study it is nevertheless As the reactor pressure decreases, the primary recir-
believed that the CMT concept must be further inves- culation pumps are normally tripped-off and a PRHR
tigated, theoretically and experimentally, to assess its flow is initiated by opening valve number 472. The
utility and performance during high pressure events. PRHR is a natural circulation loop connecting the bot-

The most important data for assessing the perfor- tom of the pressurizer to the suction side of the recir-
mance of reactor safety systems and the containment culation pump. It requires no active components for
response, is the total energy released into the contain- its operation. The PRHR flow direction is defined by
ment during hypothetical LOCA events. In particular, buoyancy forces and by the static pressures in the hot
such data is required as input for determining the per- and cold legs (branches 102 and 912 in Fig. 1), respec-
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tively. Regardless of the flow direction, heat is always
transferred at the PRHR-HX from the primary system results ay serve as a basis for evaluating the plant
to the IRWST. Figure 6 depicts the total power dissi- compliance with regulatory requirements in general,
pated by the PRHR during a large LOCA. The PRHR and for design and sizing support of its PSS, in par-
power is defined by ticular.

EPRHI = Wp (hi. - h.t) (2) Two transients were discussed corresponding to small
and large LOCA events. The evolution of the thermal

where Wp is the PRHR mass flow rate and h and and hydraulic processes in the two accidents is quite dif-
h,,.t are the inlet and outlet enthalpy to the PRHR ferent. The progression of the small LOCA event can
heat exchanger, respectively. be divided into three phases. The first is a rapid depres-

It is noted that although the PHR is designed for surization of the reactor system down to the saturation
long term cooling, it also constitutes an effective heat pressure according to the core liquid temperature. This
removal system during the early phases of LOCA tran- is followed by a core voiding phase at constant pressure
sients. In the first few seconds of the transient the rate until the ADS valves are opened. The opening of the
of heat transfer by the PRHR heat exchanger reaches ADS valves marks the beginning of the third and last
a maximum of about 220 MWth. The heat dissipation phase of the accident which brings the pressure down to
in the PRHR is comparable to the total decay heat almost atmospheric and aows the long range cooling
throughout the transient. by the vast amount of water available in the IRWST.

The transient phases are not as distinct in the case of
CONCLUSIONS AND large LOCA. However, in both cases, the rate of high
RECOMMENDATIONS pressure coolant injection from the CMTs is shown to

be limited relative to the initial break flow. On the
A numerical model is presented to simulate opera- other hand, heat transfer in the PRHR provides an ef-

tional and abnormal events in the AP600 reactor. The fective heat removal mechanism.
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ABSTRACT

The General Electric Company (GE) has developed an enhancing natural circulation flow in the vessel, as shown
advanced boiling water reactor called the simplified boiling in Fig.l. The steam and water are separated from each
water reactor (SBWR). One of the unique features of this other by the steam separators and the steam dryer. The
reactor is the use of natural circulation flow to transfer heat estimated recirculation ratio, (the ratio of the total core
from the reactor core. To explore the safety features of the mass flow rate to the feedwater inlet mass flow rate.), is
SBWR, the authors have simulated an operational transient about 72. Three passive safety systems are designed to
using the TRAC-BF1 computer code. During this transient, protect the reactor and the containment during a variety of
the main steam isolation valve (IVISIV) is inadvertently accidents and operational transients. They are the
closed and the reactor is scrammed. The feedwater pumps modified Isolation Condenser System (ICS), the Passive
are tripped. Long term decay heat removal is Containment Cooling System (PCCS) and the Gravity
accomplished by the isolation condenser system (ICS) A Driven Cooling System (GDCS). The behavior of these
TRAC-BF1 SBWR model is used to model the SBWR systems during various transients are of considerable
thermal-hydraulic behaviorduring the transient. This model interest to the nuclear industry and potential customers.
is capable of modelling the vessel, vessel internals,
reactor core, isolation condenser system and the kinetics To assess the functions of these safety systems, GE
behavior of the reactor during the transient. The calculated hasusedTRAC-Gtosimulateseveraltransients.1 Tocan
results indicate that the TRAC-BF1 code can be used to out an independent assessment, the TRAC-BF1 code
model the SI3WR. Further model and code modifications originally developed by Idaho National Engineering
are needed to model the ICS cooling capability. Laboratory was used. This paper describes the efforts to

model the SBWR system using the TRAC-BF1 computer
1. INTRODUCTION code. One typical boiling water reactor (BWR) operational

transient, the main steam isolation valve (MSIV) closure
The SBWR, which has been under development by with reactor scram, was chosen to test the TRAC-131`1

GE for several years, is designed to be one of the next SBWR model. The IC system cooling capability during the
generation light water reactors. Like earlier natural transient was evaluated.
circulation 13WRs, the S13WR is designed so that all the
active coolant driving systems are eliminated and 2. TRAC-BF1 SBWR MODEL
enhanced natural circulation is used to transfer heat from
the reactor core. The vessel volume to power ratio is 2.1 TRAC-BF1 Code
larger than for a conventional 13WR to reduce flow
resistance and to enhance natural circulation. With natural The current TRAC-BF1 code used at the Penn State
circulation and the large water inventory, the S13WR is University evolved from the original TRAC-PF1 code and
expected to be inherently safe during operational and provides a best-estimate analysis capability for analyzing
abnormal transients. the full range of postulated accidents in a BWR. It can be

used to analyze both the large and small-break loss-of-
The current SBWR design has a 2000 MW nominall coolant accidents (LOCAs), beginning with the blowdown

thermal power. The normal steam dome pressure is about phase and continuing through heatup, reflood with
7.17 IVIPa. The core contains 732 fuel assemblies, and quenching, and, finally, the refill phase of the accident.
each fuel assembly consists of an 8x8 array of rods with 4 Also provided is a basic capability for the analysis of
water rods. Each assembly is enclosed in a square operational transients up to and including anticipated
channel box. Above the core there is a chimney region for transients without scram (ATWS).
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Inside Diameter = 6 m
Inside Height = 24.612 m

RPv M" Coolant Volume = 607 m"3

There are no active pumping devices installed at the
clowncomer position. 3 The in-vessel flow is driven by

DPVACW. natural circulation which is established by the gravity head

St". PUMM subluer difference between the downcomer and the core/chimney
region. The incoming feedwater is-distributed into the

F..d~.P.W downcomer through a sparger. The cold water is heated
and b6iled inside the reactor core. The steam and the

SVAb*" COO" Fod~kM saturated water mixture travel through the chimney section
SW k" where some separation occurs and then into steam

- ------------- separators. The steam is further dried by the dyer and
piped into main steam lines. The separated water mixes-
with the fresh feedwater and forms the so-called
recirculation flow.

To model the vessel internal flow, it was assumed that
all the flow parameters are azimuthally uniform and the

T.Pgwd. GDM.Q,*"
km vessel internal flow field is divided into four rings radially.

&PPW Axially, the vessel model has fifteen levels. The vessel

noding diagram is shown in Fig. 2.
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6 i IL_

This code uses a full nonhomogeneous, 5 iL

nonequilibrium, two-fluid, thermal-hydraulic model for two- i
phase flow in all portions of a BWR system, including a

3 iL - - - - --three-dimensional thermal-hydraulic treatment of a BWR I

vessel. To model the reactor kinetics behavior during the 2 I IIr -- - - - -L- - - - -Ir -- - - --
transients, the point-kinetics model and the one I I
dimensional kinetics model have been successfully
implemented into this code. Besides these features,
TRAC-BF1 also provides users with control blocks for
modeling the control and logic function, and a containment

model, for modeling the containment behavior. Figure 2 - TRAC-BF1 SBWR Vessel Model

Because of these capabilities, the TRAC-BF1 code
was chosen to model the SBWR system and its behavior
during the MSIV closure transient. To take into account the vessel internal steel

component heat transfer and the heat storage effect, the
heat slabs are defined for each of the corresponding vessel

2.2 SBWR TRAC-BF1 Model cells. Heat slab material is carbon steel A508. The
downcomer and the chimney section are modelled by

2.2.1 Vessel and Vessel Internals - As shown setting the outer radial cell flow area to zero for the third
in Fig. 1, the dimensions of the SBWR vessel are: ring at level 3 to level 10. Three lumped separator
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components, which are the TRAC-BF1 simple separators, Only one PIPE component and one FILL component
model the real 210 SBWR separators. The dryer is are used to model the lumped feedwater lines. The mass
simulated by setting the three inner cell axial flow area flow rate through the FILL is controlled by the water level
fractions in level 13 to less than 100%. control system. This control system is used for both the

steady state and the transient calculation.
2.2.2 Reactor Core Model - The SBWR core

contains 732 fuel assemblies, and each fuel assembly 2.2.4 IC systems - The SBWR has three
consists of 8x8 rods with 60 fuel rods and 4 water rods. Isolation Condenser Systems. Figure schematically
The TRAC-BF1 CHAN components are used to model shows one of the ICs A 0" IC steam supply line is
these fuel assemblies. Four CHAN components represent connected with the depressurization valve line. One 6 line
the average fuel assemblies in different regions and one is designed to drain the IC condensate to the vessel. At
CHAN component has the maximum relative assembly the bottom of each IC unit, there is a condensate collecting
power of 14 to model the hot channel. drum. During normal operation, it is full of cold water.

The stored water plays a very important role during the
The TRAC-BF1 code has a POWER option to initial stage of the IC activation.

calculate the real time reactor power. One of the options,
the point kinetics model, is used to model the SBWR core Two 34" lines are used to vent the non-condensable
behavior during the MSIV Closure transient. This option gas during both normal and accident situations. These two
provides the user with the capability to model the reactor lines do not function during the MSIV closure transient and
kinetics behavior due to thermal-hydraulic feedback, as well were not modelled.
as reactor power response to a scram transient and the
decay heat power during the post shut-down period. Since Each IC is designed to have a 30 MW cooling
the first SBWR fresh core fuel loading design data is not capability; therefore only two ICS are required to be able to
available, a BWR-4 point kinetics model is used. Reactor remove all the decay heat from the reactor. To assess the
scram reactivity versus time after the reactor is tripped is cooling capability of the ICS, two out of the three ICS
shown in Fig. 3 are modelled. From Fig. 4 it can be seen that a lumped

IC model is used. Both the IC supply line and the drain
line have double the flow area and the volume of a single

-0 02- IC line, but with the same local hydraulic diameter and the
form loss coefficient as a single IC line.

-0
-0 D6- Brian Boyer4 found that the condensation heat

transfer coefficient correlation used by TRAC-BF1, which is
the Nusselt horizontal tube equation, underestimates the
real heat transfer coefficient by about 50 %. In this

-0 12 analysis, a simple approach was used to accommodate this
code deficiency; the heat transfer area of the IC units was
increased by a factor of 2 At a later date, the code will be

16- modified so that it will calculate the correct coefficient.

-02 The IC and PCCS pool is modelled by a FILL
0 2 4 6 8 10 component, a BREAK component and a PIPE component.

The FILL mass flow rate is set to zero and the BREAK
pressure is set to atmospheric pressure. The PIPE

Figure 3 - Reactor Scram Reactivity component divides the IC pool into four vertical cells and
the two center cells are coupled with the IC through
component-to-component heat transfer paths.

2.2.3 Piping System Model - The SBWR has
two feedwater lines and two main steam lines. Each main 2.2.5 MSIV Closure Transient Logic - GE's
steam line has four safety relieve valves (SRVs) installed. SBWR SSAR [1] listed the MSIV closure transient
Four of a total of eight SRVs have a valve opening sequential events as follows:
pressure set point of 872 MPa, the other four have a set
point of 8.858 MPa. In this calculation, only one VALVE
component is used to model the four lumped SRVs (Fig. 4, Time (sec) Events
which have the lower pressure trip set point. Since the
higher pressure is never reached, the higher set point 0.0 MSIVs Closure begins.
valves are not modelled. A TEE and a PIPE model the 0.45 MSIVs reach 15% closed
lumped main steam lines. The MSIVs are represented by 0.45 Reactor trip scram initiated.
another VALVE component. A BREAK component is used
to set up the flow boundary condition for the main steam To further clearly define the transient, the following
lines. transient events are assumed.
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Figure 4 - TRAC-BFI SI3WR Piping System Model

seconds and the IC return valve stroke open time is set to
30 seconds.

The safety relief valve open/close set points are also
defined. The valve open pressure set point is 872 MPa
and the closing pressure set point is 76736 MPa.

W4

HEI All these transient control logics are modelled by
TRAC-BF1 control blocks.

VESM MS _-,. 3. Calculational Results

3.2 Steady State CalculationPHI
Prior to the transient calculation, a steady state

calculation is performed so that the appropriate initial
conditions can be set up. The reactor power is fixed at
2000 MW and the steam dome pressure is stabilized at

Figure - SI3WR IC System 7.1677 MPa. The downcomer water level is stabilized in
Level 13 Fig. 6 which covers the edge of the reactor dryer
skirt. This forces the generated steam to go through the

Time (sec) Events dryer and eventually reach the main steam lines without
touching the cold freshly injected feedwater. The

0.45 Feedwater Pumps Trip Off calculated highest water level is found inside Level 13,
0.45 IC Return Valve Trips On. Ring Fig.'6. The water level inside Level 13 Ring 2 and

3 is lower than that in Ring 1. These water level
It is also assumed that no other heat removal system is differences form the hydrostatic head to drive the
activated during the transient. Here, the MSIV closure time separated saturated water flow to the periphery region of
is set to 3 seconds. The feedwater coast down time is 6 the vessel to mix with the injected feedwater.
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running mode. All the parameters are found to be stable
is before the transient starts.I100.00% 100.00% I 0000% 1 100.00%

I. ------ I ----- ----- -----
4 : 95.08% 1 - To Main Steam Lne At 10 seconds into the transient mode, the MSIV1 95.49% 95.23% 100-00%

----- starts to close and is assumed to fully close in 3 seconds.
3 67.25%

----- During this period, the steam dome pressure increases
I 3 93% abruptly, as shown in Fig. 7.
if r - _F -----I1 2.28% Feedwater Lne
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Figure 6. The Calculated Steady State Void Fraction 0 4�O Tme (sec) 8�0 1200

Distribution Inside The Vessel.

Figure 6 also shows the in-vessel void fraction
distribution. In the clowncomer region, the void fraction is Figure 7 - Steam Dome Pressure During The Transient
quite small and decreases along the flow direction. In the
core bypass region, the void fraction is also very small.
Above the core, however, the saturated vapor and water A pressure wave propagates into the clowncomer water
mixture from the CHAN components mixes with the core quicker than it does in the two-phase flow through the
bypass flow and a void fraction of about 07 is observed. dryer, the separator and the chimney. Therefore, the core
In the chimney region, hydrostatic head greatly enhances mass flow rate increases correspondingly Fig. 
the natural circulation. In Level 10, due to the steam Combined with the void collapse due to the pressure
separation of the separators, the void fraction decreases by change, the increased core mass flow rate reduces the
about 5%. void fraction inside the reactor core. The collapse of the

voids in turn enhances the neutron moderating power of
After the vapor and the water are separated from each the coolant and a large positive reactivity is introduced.

other by the separators, steam is driven into the steam The result is an increase in reactor power, which is shown
dome region and the void fraction in Level 14 is about in Fig-9. The power increases to about 26 times full
95%. The liquid droplets are further separated from the power. The fuel temperature increases with increasing
steam by gravity, so that at the top of the vessel the void reactor power. The coupled Doppler effect then suppress
fraction reaches about 1 00% and dry steam flows out the the power increase and causes the power to decrease.
vessel through the main steam lines.

After the MSIV reaches 15% closed, reactor scram is
The calculated recirculation ratio of the vessel internal initiated. Control rod negative reactivity lowers the power

flow is about 766, which is very close to the design value. from the nominal power eve[ to the decay heat power
level. During the first forty seconds of dramatic power and

3.2.1 MSIV Closure Transient Simulation - pressure changes, the fuel temperature is always less than
After the steady state calculation is finished, a transient the maximum allowable temperature. Figure I shows the
calculation input model is created based on the TRAC highest fuel center line temperature inside the core during
EXTRACT file from the steady state run dump file. The the first 40 seconds of the transient. After the reactor
MSIV transient control logics are implemented into the power decreases to the decay heat power level, the fuel
input deck. During the first 10 seconds, the steady state temperature is only about 600 K and continues to
calculation is further pursued using the TRAC transient decrease.
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During this transient, only two ICS are activated. The With a stable heat sink, steam dome pressure never
ICS return valves start to open when the MSIV closes to reaches the safety relief valve set point and thus no vessel
15% of its open area, and fully opens within 30 seconds. water inventory is lost.
When the IC return valves start to open, the stored cold
water inside the IC condensate collecting drum and the Although there are no reactor water inventory losses,
drain lines rush into the vessel (see Fig. 1 1, the IC outlet the downcomer water level still drops to about 6 meters
mass flow rate curve). The effect is that more ves 'selvapor above the reactor core top Fig. 12. This level drop is
voids collapse, the vessel internal pressure drops and a caused by the voids collapsing in the reactor core and the
second reactor power peak is produced. During the chimney region Fig. 13. The clowncomer water level, in the
draining of the cold water, the pressure inside the ICS long run, may drop or rise periodically due to flow regime
drops and the steam is sucked from the vessel steam transitions inside the reactor core and the corresponding
dome. Gradually, natural circulation flow begins in the IC flow oscillations.
loop and the steam inlet mass flow rate and the
condensate outlet mass flow rate reach the same value. With the ICS, long term natural circulation is
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The sensitivity study of the IC condenser model included a
18 0 study of the dependency of IC performance on heat

transfer area and form pressure drop.

......................L. ...........- ---------------------- -----------The first factor, heat transfer area, determines the
overall heat transfer occurring in the condenser. If this
heat transfer is too low, inadequate condensation may

16 - ---------- :------------ ----------- ----------- : ------------ ........... occur. This has two effects: one, it reduces the heat
M transfer through the condenser; two, it can effect the low

pressure region formed in the condenser. The effect of the
- ---------- --------------------------- -------------------------------- first is obvious. The second causes a decrease in flow

through the IC, since the flow through the condenser is
determined in part by the low pressure region developed in

14.0 - ----------- L------------------------------------- ........... -----------
the condenser.

---------------------- The form loss coefficients are used in system codes
such as TRAC to model in part the losses associated with
changes in pipe size, bends, tees and other discontinuities

i2o in the flow path.
0 400. 800 1200

Tme (sac) When the heat transfer area for each of the CS' was

calculated based on the data in the SSAR, the
Figure 12 - Downcomer Water Level (Above The Vessel condensation rate and flow were found to be too low. As
Bottom) discussed earlier, Brian Boyer noted that the Nusselt

correlation produced a heat transfer coefficient that was
90 approximately a factor of two too low. In an attempt to

Cell increase the heat transfer rate, the heat transfer area was
increased by a factor of two. While this had the effect of

-------------------------------------------- ------------ ...... increasing the heat transfer, the ICS' mass flow rate was
still too low.

60 ------- ------------------ ------ ---------- To further increase the flow, the form loss coefficients
were decreased until the quoted heat transfer capability of
the heat exchangers was obtained and results similar to
the GE data were obtained. This resulted in a reduction of
the form loss coefficient values to about one-tenth of that

30 - ------- ----------- ----------- -------- ----------- typical of the piping system .

4.2 Reactor Kinetics Behaviors
--------------L-----------L-----------L------------------------------------

The parameters or the point kinetics model used in
these studies originated from a TRAC/BF1 BWR-4 reactor

00 model. This was necessary because of the lack of SBWR
0 4�O r (c) 8�0 1200. first core load data. Therefore, the calculated reactor

kinetics behavior may not be accurate. It is found, that
with different thermal-hydraulic feedback coefficients,

Fig. 13 Hot Channel Exit Void Fraction different scram delay times and different scram tables, the
reactor peak power ranges from 125% to 260 of full
power and there is a possibility that the second power peak

established and the decay heat is continuously removed may be higher than the first power peak. Obviously, when
from the reactor core even without other types of safety more accurate core load data is available, the currently
systems being activated. used point kinetics model needs to be modified resulting in

improved numerical simulation accuracy of the first 40
4. Discussions seconds transient.

4.1 Isolation Condenser Systems 5. Conclusions

In developing the TRAC-BF1 model and performing an As the results show, the TRAC-BF1 code has been
analysis of the MSIV closure transient, a series of used to model GE's next generation reactor, the SBWR.
sensitivity analyses were performed to assess the SBWR Both the steady state and the transient calculations match
model and TRAC's capability to model the Ccondenser. the data given by NFIC's RFP 3 and GE's SSAR.1. Initial
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attempts to model the IC condenser showed that more 2. TRAC-BF1/Mod 1: An Advanced Best-Estimate
efforts are needed to model the condensation phenomenon Computer Program For BWR Accident Analysis,
and the natural convective heat transfer inside the IC NUREG/CR-4356, Vol.2. (June, 1992).

PCCS pool. 3. Request For Proposal "Confirmatory Integral System

Testing for the GE SBWR Design", Nuclear Regulatory
6. Reference Commission, (Nov. 1992).

1. GE SBWR Standard Safety Analysis Report, (1993). 4. Brian David Boyer, "An Investigation of Flow Regimes
and Oscillatory Phenomena of Condensing Steam in a
Single Vertical Passage," Ph.D Thesis, 1992).
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ABSTRACT transient events, the available hydrostatic pressure between the moderator
and the vapor generating hot leg tends to force the flow through the cold

Several research programs have been conducted to evaluate the leg to the hot leg by means of natural convection. The effects of system

capability of natural circulation cooling of reactors following a loss of operating pressure, degree of subcooled on the two-phase natural

cooling accident. Both experimental and RELAP5 simulation results were circulation cooling its were exan-dned 12]. Fauske et al 1991) 131

obtained for these studies in a facility with vertical heated tube(s) and a developed a theoretical model to predict natural circulation heat removal

unheated bypass channel. The analytical results showed that, under a power limit based upon the channel pressure drop and the available

certain power level, a natural circulation pattern can be developed from hydrostatic head in the reservoir tank by assuming a steady state

both initial upflow and downflow conditions, and maintained for a conditions with a certain steam quality in the heated section.

significant cooling period. This power level, for te discussion of this

paper, is defined as the natural circulation cooling (NCQ power limit. P=A [2;LCATppggL]y2

Two import factors, namely the pump coastdown rate and the initial flow I+JLID

direction, are exarnined in this paper.
I te benchmark case, as compared to the experimental results, the This proposed cooling lmit equation has been shown to provide a

RELAP-5 simulation program accurately predicted the transient conservative prediction of test results 41, If the steam exit quality is unity

phenomena from forced convection and the inlet condition is saturated liquid, the equation (1) becomesthrough flow reversal, then, into I

natural circulation cooling. Generally, the two-phase NCC power iit is X[p, Y2
higher and also more stable for the cases with initial upflow forced P=A _� ] (2)

convection than for the cases with initial downflow. The transient I+JL/D

phenomena dynamics) of the natural circulation cooling was examined by Experimental results obtained at the Columbia University Heat

varying the pump coast down rate in approaching the flow reversal natural Transfer Research Facility (HTRF) under vertical upflow, with a certain

circulation, A significant pump coastdown effect on the NCC power limit coast down procedure, demonstrated that the above model can predict the

was observed for the analytical tests with initial downflow forced critical power level for steady state natural convection cooling reasonably

convection. For the tests with initial downflow condition, te higher the well. However, some questions remained to be solved regarding the

coastdown rate (or the shorter the coastdown period), the higher the NCC determination of the power limit below which a transition from forced

power limit. For the case with initial upflow forced convection, there may flow into natural circulation cooling can be successfully established and

be an optimal coastdown rate for a given subcooled condition However, maintained for a significant period of time. These remaining concerns

for the subcooled condition used in this study, the effect of pump coast include: the effect of the rate of flow coast down, the effect of initial flow

down ate is not as significant as in the downward forced convection. direction, and the density wave flow oscillation induced during the course

of flow reduction.

NOMENCLATURE During the transient from forced flow to natural circulation, after the

Gr = Grashofnumber flow reduced to a certain extend, the forced and free convection effects

Re = Reynolds number become comparable when the ratio of Gr/Re near 1. Under this condition,

P = heat removal limit the effect of buoyancy on beat transfer in the remaining forced flow is
A , V affected by the direction of the buoyancy force relative to that of the flow.

= coolant flow area m In case of initial vertical downflow, the developing of natural

c = liquid heat capacity /kg-K) circulation cooling in the event of LOF accident involves the reversal of

X = latent beat of evaporation (J/kg) flow direction in te test section. Te rate of transient event has a very

AT = subcooling measured by the saturation temperature at the test significant effect on the developing of the natural circulation. During this

section exit pressure minus inlet temperature (K) type of transient, the direction of the residual forced flow in the test

pg = vapor density (kg/m3) section is different from that of the buoyancy-induced natural circulation.

PI = liquid density kglm3) It will not only condense the vapor generated in the test section but also

9 = gravity constant 9.8 m/sec2) suppress the formation of te natural circulation. The developing of

L = length of heated section (m) natural circulation in the opposite direction (opposing flow) is expected to

f = two-phase friction factor (assumed value = 0.005) reduce the rate of heat transfer associated with pure forced convection.

D = equivalent channel diameter m) In case of upflow, the developing of natural circulation cooling

involves the reversal of flow direction in the less heated bypass channels
BACKGROUND (cold leg). In the test section, the natural circulation flow is in the same

In some reactors, in the event of loss of cooling accident, such as direction with the residual forced flow. The buoyancy induces an

single - or multiple-failure small breaks, the regulatory procedures may assisting flow and is expected to enhance the rate of heat ransfer

require the operator to turn off the pumps to initiate natural circulation in associated with pure forced convection.

[tie prim,,uy loop in order to remove the decay heat in the reactor. In a low

pressure reactor such as HWNPR or HFBR, two-phase natural circulation INTRODUCTION

flow may develop in the events of pump failure. Following the above In this paper, the dynamics of ransient phenomena was examined in
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a smplified loop to study the developing of the natural circulation flow diameter was connected in parallel with the heated test section through the
from an originally forced flow condition. First, the experimental data was inlet and exit plena to serve as a bypass cold leg for the test section.
used for RELAP5 code verification. Then, the significant variables Figure I presents a schematic of the instrumentation layout.
affecting the transient of two-phase natural circulation were examined The measurement uncertainty for the major instrument is summarized
which include: the flow coastdown rate as well as the initial forced flow in the following table able 1).
direction.

The modified SRL PC version RELAP codes was benchmarked with Table I Instrument Uncertainty
experimental results for both vertical downflow and upflow, low pressure Measurement Paranieter Uncertainty Full Scale
operating conditions. In both cases, a circulation pump with electrical Absolute pressure 0.049 KPa (0.0071psi) 345 KPa (50 psi)
control valve were uses to control the rate of LOF event. That is, by Diff. pressure 0.01 KPa (0.0015psi) 138 KPa 20 psi)
controlling te duration of pump coast-down or the valve opening, Power 18 watts 1.6 Mw
different transient events with various flow coastdown rates were Flowrate 0.00l2m3/rnin(0.32gprn) 0.l36nI3/n1in(36Spm)
obtained.

The test configuration used for both experimental testing and RELAP SIMULATION
R13LAP5 simulation was mainly composed of single or multiple
electrically heated hot legs and a unheated cold leg. At the absence of In this paper, RELAP5 was used to simulate the dynamics and
forced flow, the water in the hot leg(s) rises due to density difference transient of natural circulation cooling in both upflow and downflow
between the warm water in the hot leg(s) and the cooler water in the cold systems. This SRL version of RELAP5 was developed especially to
leg. As the power level in the hot leg gradually increased, voids (steam) handle low pressure systems.
begin to form in the hot leg and significantly reduce the hot leg fluid Two separate models were developed for this study. As shown in the
density, resulting in a rapid increase in natural circulation flow. As the RELAP model loop configuration (Figure 2 the major components in this
power increases further, the pressure drop associated with the two-phase model include:
flow begins to have more effect than the increased voids and the increase

of natural circulation flow decrease as the power is increased fther. FIGURE 2 RELAP5 MODEL FOR UPFLOW AND DOWNFLOW SINGLE TUBE LOOP
Further increase in power will eventually reach a point where an
incremental increase in power produces no increase in natural circulation
flow, This is the point where the amount of increased natural circulation
driving ead (buoyancy) is the same as the increased two-phase pressure
drop due to the higher steam now, Beyond this point, further increase of
power level may result in a flow instability and eventually lead to a
physical bum-out. In case of transient condition, the competing
phenomena between the density deriving head and the associated two
phase pressure drop becomes much more complicate due to the
involvement of additional components, such as rate of steam frmation, -- I - - - - - -
steam collapsing, as well as frictional and acceleration loss from forced
flow.

In case of initial vertical downflow, the results from the RELAP
simulation clearly demonstrated a strong effect of the speed of flow coast I I - - 'IT
down or) the establishing of natural circulation cooling. The simulation - - - - - I I--
results showed that for the vertical downflow, the faster the flow coast
down, te easier for the developing of natural circulation cooling. In case

of the upflow, both experimental data and RELAP simulation - Accumul4tor: to simulates the tank.
demonstrated this type of effect to a less degree. . Time Dependent Junction: to simulates the pump and controls the

flow to the inlet plenum
TEST ACILITY - Test Section and Bypass. to simulate the test section and bypass

The experimental results used to benchmark the RELAP5 simulation line. he beater is an Inconel 600 tube with 0625 inches inside
program were obtained in electrically heated test section. A detailed diameter, 0065 inches wall thickness, and 96 inches heated length.
description of this test facility, instrumentation and test procedure was With 32 inches of the unheated top and bottom end pieces, te total
summarized in previous paper 4 length of the test section is 128 inches. Axially, total 32 volumes 24

The test section was a 0625 inch 15.9 m) diameter circular inconel unheated and unheated volumes) were used to simulate the entire
tube with a heated length of 96 inch 244 m) and wall thickness of 007 test section, each volume is four inch long. A heat structure with
inch 1778 mm). An unheated bypass line with a 2 inch 0.8 mm) inside constant heat input is attached to the heated section. Bypass is

comprised of 10 volumes, and has an inside diameter of 2 inches.
Radially, the 0065 inch heater wall is simulated by three concentric
layers with equal thickness of O.0217 inches.
Bypass Motor Valves: to simulate the flow split between the test
section and bypass. (1 to 22 for all tests)
Time Dependent Volume: to control test section exit pressure.
TopandBottomBranches: tosimulatethetopandbottornplena

Both upflow and downflow models have the same loop components.

Test Condition

First, a typical natural circulation transient test was used to ompare
with the RELAP5 simulation. The transient experiment started with an
initial steady sate upflow at 4 gpm test section flowrate, 122 OF inlet
temperature, 150 psia exit pressure, and 0.15 MBtu/hr-sqft test section
heat flux. After established the above steady state condition, the transient
was initiated by gradually reducing the overall flowrate to zero. In the

FIGURE I SCHEMATIC OF TEST SECTION AND INSTRUMENTS experimental testing, a pneumatic control valve located in the inlet line to
the inlet plenum was used to control the overall flowrate. The fow split
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between the test section and the bypass line was set via a valve in the FIGURE4 EXPERIMENTALDATAvs.RELAPSCALCULKCIONS
bypass line. NATURAL CIRCULATION TEST. UPFLOW

Tin=122'F Pex=150psia 0=0150MEIturnr-ft- BypasSlRafio=22:1
In case of RELAP simulation, the flow transient was controlled by the 500 00 - ---------------- ----- ... ------------ --- - --- ------------------ -- ----

"Time Dependent Junction Flow Control" located at the inlet line to the
inlet plenum. The flow split between the test section and the bypass was ------ ... .. . ....
simulated by the motorized valve in the bypass line (Figure 2.

In addition, the RELAP5 models were used to examine the effects of 400 0
the rate of flow coastdown and the initial flow direction. The test
conditions covered a range of power inputs from 0.05 to 0 175 MBtu/hr- C 350 00 --------- --- ......
sqft at test section exit pressure of 90 psia and inlet temperature of 121 OF. U. 300 0
All tests started with initial test section flowrate at 37 b/Sec 26.5 gpm) K

Eand gradually reduced to zero. The coastdown period, the duration from 250 00 -----
Initial flow to zero flow, examined in this paper includes 1, 10, 20, and 60
seconds. 200 00 - ---- -- ------ ---- --

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 150 OD . .. .............. . . ...... ---- ----------- - ------..................

Figure 3 demonstrates the comparison between the experimental data 10oOO -
and the simulation results. In this benchmark case, the flow reduction is 0 50 100 150 20D 250
completed in two stages with two different coastdown rates. Both T- (S..)

experimental data and RELAP5 simulation show that flow reversal occurs outer wall temperature plotted in this figure actually is the average
in the bypass line before the total flowrate reaches zero. This is due to the temperature of the outer layer which is representing the temperature at the
combination of difference in density as well as inertia between the cold center of this layer at 0054 inch from the heater inner wall surface.
and hot legs. Experimentally, the outer wall temperature is measured by thermocouples

at the external surface of a heater with actual wall thickness of 007 inch.
FIGURE 3 EXPERIMENTAL DATA s RELAP5 CALCULATIONS For te inconel heater with 0.15 MBtu/hr-sqft heat flux, this represents

NATURAL CIRCULATION TEST. LIPFLOW
Tn 122 'F Pe.=150p�� Q=0I5OMBt.M1tt- Bpal.R.bo=221 approximate 17 OF difference. Another possible error may be due to the

---------- ------------------ --- -- - --- --- --------- uncertainty of using only three layers (nodes) to simulate the parabolic
FLOWTE

temperature profile across the radial of the heater wall.0

10 ...... ... 0 Natural Circulation Power Limi

In this paper, after the benchmark test, the RELAP program is used to
5 00 ------- - --------- ------ ---- --- simulate different transient conditions and study the effects of flow

reduction rate (coastdown period) ad the initial flow direction on the
natural circulation cooling power limit.

00 Density wave oscillation was bserved in most of two-phase atural
0 -.-.; ------- -- __N;

----------- circulation developed under low pressure and high subcooled condition.

In certain cases, steam formation and collapsing may induce large
�00 - - -------- ------ -o. amplitude flow and pressure oscillations which eventually lead to a

physical bum-out. Experimentally, the power mit above which the
natural circulation can not establish was determined by the occurrence of.10 00 . . . . . . . . .

0 50 OD ISO M MO wall temperature excursion. In the RELAP simulation, a sequence of
TI- (S.,) large amplitude and high frequency of flow and pressure oscillation was

observed.

The natural circulation flowrate calculated by RELAP5 is about 1.5 Figure shows a typical case of natural circulation (NCQ power
gpm. The experimentally measured test section natural circulation firrilt for a given coast down rate 60 seconds). In this case the NCC ws
flowrate is the same as the RELAPS prediction. However, the natural developed from an initial steady state condition with inlet temperature at
circulation fowrate obtained from the bypass bidirectional flowmeter is 121 OF, exit pressure at 90 psia, bypass ratio of 22:1, and coastdown
only 1.0 gpm. This is due to the failure of the frequency converter used period of 60 seconds. For both the tests with 0 I and 0. 15 MBtu/hr-sqft
for the bypass bdirectional flowmeter in the reversed flow direction heat flux, the natural circulation flow was established and maintained for
below I gpm. This is also verified by the good agreement between the more than 130 seconds 130 seconds after total flow reach zero).
measured and predicted test section pressure drop under both single-phase However, flow and pressure oscillations were observed for the test with
and two-phase conditions. (Figure 3 The pressure drop presented in this' 0.15 Mbtu/hr-sqft hat flux after 60 seconds into NC. The test with 0175
figure is a direct measurement obtained from the differential pressure Mbtu/hr-sqft experienced an early flow instability and the simulation run
transducer without any hydraulic head correction. For a single phase was terminated due to temperature excursion. This indicates that the
pressure drop measurement, the hydrostatic head on the test section side power limit for establishing a NCC from the above initial conditions is
cancels that on the pressure line side. The differential pressure transducers between 0. 15 and 0 175 Mbiu/hr-sqft (or between 58 kW to 68 kW). Tis
only measured the frictional and acceleration pressure drop. However, for prediction agrees with the experimental data. For the same test condition,
a two-phase pressure drop measurement, different hydrostatic he-ad equation (1) calculates a low power limit about 52 kW and the equation
between the single-phase pressure line and the two-phase test section (2) calculates a high power lirnit about 79 kW.
channel could result in a negative pressure drop reading. The test section
pressure drop becomes negative at about 100 seconds after the initiation of Effect of flow direction
the transient. This sign of significant boiling is also observed in the heater NCC Power LjmR
wall temperature from both experimental data and simulation results
(Figure 4 where the wall temperature reaches a plateau due to boiling. The effect of initial forced flow direction on the NCC power lmi is

The wall temperature and fluid temperature for the above benchmark illustrated in Figures and 6 In the Figure 6 for the same given set of
case are presented in the Figure 4 Generally, the predicted temperatures initial condition in a vertical downflow system, the NCC power limit is
follow the measured temperatures very well. The largest deviation is about 0.15 Mbtu/ftr-sqft instead of 0175 Mbtu/hr-sqft as in the initial
observed between the measured and predicted wall temperature at the test upflow system. As shown in fgure 6 both tests with 0075 and 0.1
section exit. This is mainly due to that only three concentric layers were MBtu/hr-sqft recover from initial slight oscillation and maintain for more
used in RELAP odel to simulate entire 0065 inch thick heater wall. The than 120 second NCC. However, in case of 0. 15 Mbtu/hr-sq ft a series of
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FIGURE RM.APS CALCULATIONS FOR UPFLOW TEST FIGURE7 RELAP5CALCULATIONSFORDOWNFLOWTEST
TEST SECTION FLOWRATE Tin 121 'F Pa. 90 P.[. Byps Rtio 221

Tin 121 F Pax 0 PON Byp... Rtio 2 Q-0.150MBhdh,-W Cow Go- 60 S.
Coast Dom 60 ..C

I 0
4.00

Q-0.100 SMW-ft 0.50
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200
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FIGURES RELAP5CALCULA'nONSFORDOWNFLOWTEST FIGURE a RELAP5 CALCULATIONS FOR UPFLOW TEST
TEST SCTION FOWRATE V - 121 -F Pax ' 90 Pala Sp."R-tI.-Z2:1

Tin -121 -F POX 90 P.I. Bypass Rall. -221 Q-0.150"tuft-ft' C-.tD-.-GOS..
COW D-n -60 ..C

4 00

--D.050 M so
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-0 20 -------
r

- 40

.0 Go

-2 
so

. 00

-3 00 -20 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 ISO 200 56 58 60 62 54 T:6 68 70 72 74 78

formation a flow and pressure oscillation may result during the transition

large amplitude flow instability oscillation is observed and eventually from forced convection into natural circulation.
leads Into a temperature excursion which does not show in the initial As shown in Fgure 9 with the same initial downflow test condition,
upflow case. 'Ibis flow direction effect is not predicted by equation (1) or the tests with I and 20 seconds coastdown period develop NCC without
(2). This is due to that both equations (1) and 2 were developed 131 any oscillation while the test with 60 second coastdown period
based upon the channel pressure drop and the available hydrostatic head in experiences an initial flow excursion.
the reservoir tank under a steady state conditions with a certain steam
quality i the heated section. No dynamic factor is included in these F(GURE9 ELAPSCALCULATIONSFORDOWNFLOWTEST

TEST SECTION FLOWRATEequations. Tin 121 F POX go P.[& Bypass Ratio 221

Q 0.075 MBtufhr-ft- 29 KYV)

NCC Flow sga Mi 4 OD -

For the test with initial upward forced flow, the remaining forced flow C..913-1 S..

during the coastdown period is in the same direction as the developing 3 DO - C0.90--20S.

C.= D-00 S..NC. However, for the test with initial downflow, the remaining forced
flow during the coastdown period introduces an instability factor in 2 00

addition to the density wave oscillation due to the fact that the forced flow
is working against the free conventional flow in the opposite direction. As I OD

shown in Figure 7 for the test with 015 Mbtu/hr-sqft, large amplitude
flow oscillation is observed with a 0 17 Hz fundamental frequency for the 00
test with initial downflow. For the same test condition, he test with
Initial upflow does not experience this type of flow instability oscillation - DO

(Figure 8).

-2 DO ... ...

Effect of Flow Coas!down Ra -20 0 20 40 so go 100 120 140 100 180 200
TWO

Another parameter examined in this paper is the coastdown effect on
the NCC power limit. For the test wth initial upward forced flow, the remaining forced flow

For the initial downflow case, the developing of natural circulation during the coastdown period may enhance the establishing of natural
involves a transition of flow reversal in the heated section. Depend on the circulation because the forced flow and free convection flow are in the
rate of flow coast down as well as the rate of heat input and steam same direction. However, the longer the coastdown period, the higher the
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exit coolant temperature. This affects the duration that the natural FIGURE12 RELAPSCALCULATIONSFORUPFLOWTEST
TI.-121-F Px-90p.l. Byp... Rtio 221

circulation can substation. Q-0.175 MBtw'h,4t' C ... t D.- - I ...

FIGUREIO RELAPISCALCULATIONSFORUPFLOWTEST 1 OD
TEST SECTION FLOWRATE

Tin 121 'F Pa. 90 Pt. Byp.. Rtio -221
Q -0175 Btu/1,141P 67 M) OD

4 00 ----- - 0 00

C..t D--I S.. 4 OD

0 C-ID-1111-

2 00

2 0
0 00

1.00 -2 00

0 00 4 0

.100 .10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60

RELAP , 1,1 TL.. I...

-2.DO FIGURE13 RELAPGCALCULATIONSFORUPFILOWTEST

-10 0 10 20 30 40 60 8D 70 so TIn-1211-F Px-90pl. ypassRatio-Z21
In- J..) Q-0.175 M13twbr-ft' C ... t D.-

FIGUREII RELAP5CALCULATIONSFORUPFLOWTEST
ST SE TION FLOWRATE I2 00

Tin 121 -F Pax 111, pI, I1,P... Ratio -22:1
Stbr4P 57.6 KVV) 10 00

4 00 10,
26.00

C ... t D_-I S.
4 00 -- - ------- ---- -3 00 Co" Down-108.

C..st D-00 S.. E 2 DO

o2.DO _4
D 00

I 00 o
M -4 OD ---------

OD --- ---D DO .5 00

-10 0 10 20 30 40 so 60

-100 sn'.1i S Wg. 11.16. Th I-)

-2 Do .... ....
-20 a 20 40 so so 100 120 140 160 I&O 200 FIGUREi4 R.LAPSCALCULAnONSFORUPFLCYWTEST

TI-121-F POX-90P.J. BypassRatio-2.21
Tkn I-) 0-0.171SM-1hr-It' Coa$tD."-i.-

As shown in Figure 10, for the same initial test conditions, the test
with long coastdown period 60 seconds) does not experience any 400 0

significant flow oscillation at initial 10 seconds of NCC, while relative 350 0

larger amplitude and igh frequency oscillation are observed in the tests

with I and 10 seconds coastdown period. However, the NCC in the tests 300 0

with long coastdown period 60 seconds) terminated quicker than the test

with shorter coastdown period (1 or 10 seconds). This is due to that the r!
K 2S OD

exit temperature at the beginning ofNCC is higher for the test with longer

coastdownperiod. Ilesamepattemofcoastdowneffectisalsoobserved 8
20D OD

in the tests with 0. 15 Mbtu/hr-sqft (Figure 1 1).

Other Parameters ISO 0

Figures 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 present different parameter values
WOOD

throughout the transient from forced flow to natural circulation flow. As .10 0 10 20 30 40 so 60

shown in these figures, all variables correspond to each excursion event M.. I ... I

very consistently. Without any prolonged flow coastdown period,

immediately after te pump trips (about I second), the bypass flow

reversal occurs and leads to a natural circulation flow. At the beginning of

the transient, the exit temperature rises gradually until reaches the flowrate of this reversal flow in the bypass line further accelerated by the

saturation temperature at about 6 seconds after the pump trips. However, large suction effect in the heater section caused by the large volume of

the inlet temperature stays very low until a suddenly increase takes place, steam collapsed in the heater section. This event takes place about 7

at about 6 seconds into NCC, due to that the entire heater channel boils off second after the pump trip and followed by a series of low frequency

and fills with large volume of steam (see Figure 16). The rapidly oscillation (Figure 12). The frequency of this cycle is dependent on the

expanding steam tends to push hot fluid toward both upward and relaxation time, the loop time constant and the heat input rate. The same

downward directions and will result in another flow reversal in the bypass event is also observed in the heater wall temperatures (Figure 15), test

line. Immediately follows this flow reversal, the bypass flow reverses section pressure drop (Figure 13), and heater channel void fraction (Figure

again due to the large density gradient between he cold and hot leg. The 16).
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FIGURE15 RELAPSCALCULATIONSFORUPFLOWTEST maintained for both initial upflow and downflow conditions. In the
TRI-121-F P.X-90p.l. BypassR.U-22:1

Q-0.175 M13tuft-ft- C ... D- I ... benchmark case, the RELAP simulation program predicts the transient
phenomena from forced convection into natural circulation cooling very

500 00 well.
Both the iitial flow direction and the rate of forced flow reduction

460 00 -A (coastdown rate) have effects on the development and the stability of the

400 0 natural circulation cooling.
The two-phase natural circulation cooling limit is higher for the test

350 00 started with upflow forced convection than for the tests with initial
downflow. In addition, the NCC developed from an initial downflow

300 00 system subject to greater flow oscillation than that developed from an
initial upflow system.

The rate of flow reduction, or pump coast down, is identified as a
200 00 significant factor in the establishing of natural circulation from an initially

� 1�Edlid.WW �1T.�.p forced flow condition. The effect of pump coast down is also dependent
150 GO UJO�M I T on the initial flow direction. In case of vertical downflow, the results from

I the RELAP simulation clearly demonstrated a strong effect of the speed of
M co ......... -

flow coast down on the establishing of natural circulation cooling. The-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
simulation results showed that for an initial vertical downflow, the faster
the flow coast down, the easier for the developing of natural circulation

FIGURE16 RELAP5CALCULATIONSFORUPFLOWTEST cooling. For the test with initial upflow force convection, the effect of
Th-121;F P-900. ByP.1.R.t1--22:1 pump coast down rate is not as significant. This may be due to the

0-0. 75 Milhdhr-ft' c..st bmn s-- cancellation between the two major contributing factors, namely, the test
section exit temperature and the flow direction between the residual forced

I flow and the developing natural circulation flow.
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ABSTRACT

The passive cooler concept of the new generation of Boiling k, Conductivity of liquid water
Water Reactors is based on the design of a cooler (heat r defined in equation 9
exchanger) that is capable of removing the reactor decay heat h, Pure vapor condensation heat transfer coefficient
from the containment without utilizing any active components, v Specific volume
such as pumps, blowers, etc. The passive cooler condenses the X Steam quality
steam from the steam/inert gas n-dxture accumulating in the dry Z Heat exchanger tube length
well. The flow rate through the passive cooler is controlled by cc Void fraction
the pressure difference between the drywell and wetwell, which (T Surface Tension of Liquid/Vapor Interface
is relatively small compared to other conventional coolers. 0 Area ratio (smaller area/larger area)

P Density
Based on the separated flow model, equations are presented to
evaluate rigorously the pressure drop in two phase flow with
condensation in the presence of an inert gas. Since the Suffixes
pressure drop and condensation rate are coupled the calculation
procedure is iterative, but convergence is readily achieved. The f Liquid
mechanism of heat removal is through condensation (with or 9 Steam
without non-condensibles) inside the tubes and nucleate boiling
on the outer surface of the tube. As the steam condenses, the
mixture quality and void fraction will vary significantly along INTRODUCTION
the length of the heat exchanger tube. Hence, the calculation
procedure requires nodalization of the tube and integration The passive cooler concept of the new generation of Boiling
along its length. For pressure drop calculations, the effect of Water Reactors is based on the design of a heat exchanger that
non-condensibles is taken into account by assuming that the is capable of removing the decay heat from the containment
inert gas behaves like pure steam and evaluating an equivalent without using any active components. A schematic of the
quality of n-dxture based on the total mass of inert gas and passive cooler is shown in Figure 1. The mode of heat transfer
steam. is condensation inside the tubes, conduction trough the tube

walls, and boiling on the outside surface of the tubes which are
Results of heat exchanger performance are presented for typical immersed in a pool of water.
heat exchanger parameters and a range of drywell and wetwell
conditions. Based on the two phase separated flow model, equations are

presented for evaluating the pressure drop in two phase flow
with condensation in the presence of air (which is a non-

NOMENCLATURE condensable). As the steam condenses, the ixture quality and
the vapor to non-condensible ratio will vary significantly along

C, Specific heat of liquid water the length of the tube. Hence, the calculation procedure requires
d� Inside diameterof tube nodalization of the tube and integration along its length. Also,
d� Outside diameter of tube since the pressure drop and the condensation rate are coupled,
f Friction factor the calculation is iterative, but convergence is readily achieved.
G Flux (mass flow rate/area of flow)
hf& Enthalpy of vaporization (h. h,)
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Frictional Pressure Drop:

Drywell Assume a section of the heat exchanger tube of incremental
(Steam Air Mixture) length equal to dZ. The variables at the inlet and outlet of the

incremental section are defined by suffixes I and 2,
respectively. If T is the temperature, the effective viscosity of
the two phase mixture is calculated by the McAdams' equation.

Pool Where
Boiling Occurs �L = X + (1 -X)

where pf and p, are evaluated at the temperature T,

Inlet plenum The two phase friction factor f, is then evaluated by the Blasius
equation

f = 0.079 � dj (2
�I`

Based on the separated flow model, the frictional pressure drop
e

Exchanger is given by the equation
Tubes

2 fvG2 z
Outlet Plenum Air Vapor Apt di f ( 2 dz

Uncondensed 0
Steam and
Air Mixture

Water or

Apt = B 2 (3

Loop Seal to Condensate where
Drywel orfl---�. Drain
Wetweil

B = 2 f I f G2 Z (4
IF 7i

and

z
f 2 dZ

z
0 5)
X2

Figure 1: Passive Containment Cooler System ( 2 dX

X2 Xi fI

THE ANALYSIS

The passive cooler model is shown schematically in Figure 1. Combining equations 3 and :
The drywell (0) is the steam source and the wetwell is the sink. X2

The purpose of the heat exchanger is to passively transfer Apt B f (D dx 6
energy from the drywell to the outside environment through the X -xi XI
boiling of a pool of water. The heat transfer and the pressure
drop calculations are interactive and these are described in this
section. The integral

Pressure Drop: X2

f ( 2 dX

The frictional, acceleration and gravitational components of the XI

pressure drop in a single tube of the cooler condenser are

evaluated as below. cannot be evaluated in its present form by using the Martinelli-

Nelson graph2 shown in Figure 2 In equation 6 since
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condensation is occurring in the tube, XI X2- However, the
integral in Figure 2 is given for boiling of a saturated liquid. X' ( V') -x)

a Vf (1-a)
15 20 50 10( 200 500 1000 2000 0pva

1000 -2 5 10 20 50 100 200 Ba, which can be evaluated from Figure 3'.F ---- - - -- 1-I:A#414
psa
B.,

*00

IPA-/.Ex-tq.ah!y

%IExit uI a�ity
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'\Mk 2n�
20 10

-jx
k .1� OV �4 Is 1\ 5

10
4+

2 so 0 20D
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Pressure

x

Figure. 2 f dx as a Function of Pressure2 and Steam Quality0 0 1

Equation 6 can be rewritten as ;�O i6�o psa

X2

Apt B X, 1 f 02 Figure 3 Multiplier r2 as a Function of Pressure and
X -XI X2 (7) Steam Quality

XI
xi f(D 2 dK Note that the relationship between the void fraction cc and the

Xi I quality x is given by the equation

Since the two terms involving the integral of D can be xv,
evaluated by using the graph of Figur 2 the ffictional drop is (1-x) Vf +x 9
easily calculated.

Gravitational Component

Acceleration Pressure Drop The gravitational component of the pressure drop is evaluated
by the equation recommended by WalliS3.

The acceleration pressure drop AN is given by the equation 3
APz = gA + gA z

X2vg _X 2 V I ( 8 Vf (X2-X3.) Vf

AP, = G 2 Zi Vf X2 a dx

fV9 XI

Neglecting the change in the specific volume of liquid water
over an incremental length of tube, the above euation can be Upon integrating and simplifying, this equation reduces to
written as gAzb Vf

AP, = G 2 (9) APg= g + - V9
Vf (r2 -r.) Vf (X2-X]-) Vf (

(x, -x, - a * 1n (a+x,)
where (a+x,)

where
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a = vf / (vg vd and b = v. f q U + Utw+ Ub+ Uf + Uf. = , - T. (14)

Equation 11 can now be easily evaluated. 77he total pressure
drop across the elementary tube is where

AP = Apf + AP,, + A9 UC (15)
h, 7r di dZ

and the total pressure drop across the tube bundle is

N 1n dId, (16)
APT APt tw 2 7c k dZ

where N is the number of distance increments in the beat
exchanger tube. Ub hb 7c d dZ (17)

Pressure Drop due to Sudden Contraction and Expansion:

The pressure drop due to sudden contraction is calculated by uf, and uf, are the fouling factors for inside and outside of the
the equation for the homogeneous model tube, respectively.

AP G22 Vf [C2 - P2 + 1 ]

(12) Steam Air Flow

I Vvffg ) I from Drywall Tube Wall

where = area ratio (smaller area/larger area). C2 is a 0 0 0
contraction coefficient term depending on the area ratio'. 7 7 1- 0 01) 00 0 
Referring to Figure 1, the values of at the junctions of 0

sections - 2 - 3 and - 6 are approximately zero. Hence 0
for equal to zero, the value of C' in equation 12) was taken U 0 Ub 0
as 0.5 (see Reference 5). PWW--><

T. T TFor sudden enlargement, the Ap is evaluated by te equation'. I WI o T
AP = G 2 (I P) Vf <:,

(13) d i/2 Boiling
(I -X2 + ( Vg X I Water

/2
-a) Vf C& 0

Onclerisate
Referring to Figure 1, sudden enlargement was considered at Film
two locations, which were:

a) Junction of sections and 2
b) Junction of sections 4 and Figure 4 Schematic of Heat Transfer Mechanism

In both cases above, the area ratio was also assumed as zero. The local condensation heat transfer coefficient for a pure vapor
is evaluated by the equation'.

Heat Transfer Calculation Procedure: 2 1/4

hV Pi g hfg_k3
Figure 4 shows schematically the mechanism of the heat [41i, Z (T, T,,,)
transfer through the heat exchanger tube.

Heat balance across an elementary length dZ of the heat where h g is defined by the equation'
exchanger tube gives
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rg* 3 3) Based on equations 12 and 13, the pressure P3 at the inlet
h hfg - C T T.,) of the heat exchanger tube is evaluated. For flow through

8 the heat exchanger tube, calculations are performed for a

single tube only.
The bulk temperature T, is the saturation temperature at the
pressure p,. The film properties are calculated at the 4) The tube is assumed to consist of 18 elements each of
temperature Tf,, (see Reference 8, page 318) length 0.1m. Based on the inlet pressure, actual steam

Tfil. = T, 3 (T, - ) quality and fraction of air, the heat transfer rate is
calculated from equation 14. Assuming no subcooling of

the condensate liquid, the mass of steam condensed in the

For condensation in presence of air, the ratio f was evaluated elementary section of the tube /hg is determined. The

from references 8 9 and 10. Hence, h. is given by the equation air mass fraction, steam quality and the mass flow rate at

h� f� h, the end of the element are thus known. Also, the
effective quality of steam is'calculated.

Equation 16 represents the conduction of heat through the tube 5) Based on the inlet mass flow rate and the effective steam

wall. quality at the inlet and the outlet of the tube element, the

pressure drop through the tube, and hence the pressure at

The boiling heat transfer coefficient h, is evaluated by the the inlet of the next tube element is calculated. Steps 4

Rohsenow equation for pool boiling' which is given by and are repeated for all the tube elements. The total

)3 )3 heat load of the heat exchanger is determined by
C multiplying the single tube heat transfer rate by the total

hb hfg Ca prl 7 number of tubes.

hg -�gpi AT2 6) From the tube outlet to the exhaust pipe section only
pressure drop calculations are performed for sudden

enlargement and contraction at the outlet plenum of the

heat exchanger.

In above equation

AT = T,, T. 7) The outlet pressure is then compared with the input value
of the outlet pressure. If they are not the same within a

specified tolerance, a new mass flow rate is guessed and

and the constant C, was assumed to be 0013. the calculation procedure is repeated until convergence is

obtained.

The Calculation Procedure:

In the SI system of units, the following input was used: RESULTS

di = 00475 m Figure gives the main results of the analysis. The abscissa is

d. = 0.0508 m percent air in the drywell atmosphere. The ordinate is the beat

Tube length = 1.8 m

No. of tubes = 1488 6

For both inside and outside of the heat exchanger tbes fouling 2 5

was neglected. co
0

4
The air mass fraction and quality of steam in the drywell are MCD
read in as input data for each case. X 3

O

The drywell and the wetwell pressures are also specified as
2

input data. X
LU
4g

1) The total mass flow rate is guessed initially.

2) Based on input data (fraction of air and steam quality) and O
the guessed total mass flow rate, the mass flow rates of 0 1 2 3 4 5

the individual components (air, steam and liquid water) Drywell Air Content 

are calculated. For the pressure drop calculations only, an

effective quality is determined as the ratio of mass flow

rate of steam plus air and the total mass flow rate. Figure 5: Heat Exchanger Load Versus Drywell Air
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:moved at the at exchanger tube surface. For the cases REFERENCES
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(1942).
eat Exchanger:
Tube inside diameter: .0475m 2. R. C. MARTINELLI AND D. B. NELSON, "Prediction
Tube outside diameter: .0508m of pressure drop during forced circulation boiling of
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letweIl Pressure: 2.85 x 10' Nlm' McGraw Hill, 1969.
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uality of Steam: 0.9996 4. J. G. COLLIER, Convective boiling and condensation,

McGraw Hill, 1972.
s expected, Figure shows that the heat exchanger
�rformance decreases significantly with small amounts of air, 5. J. K. FERREL and J. W. MCGEE, "Two-phase flow
,is happens because of the sharp decrease in the condensation through abrupt expansions and contractions," TID-23394.
-at transfer coefficient. Vol. 3 Rayleigh N. C. Dept. of Chem. Engng. North

Carolina State Univ. 1966).
Iso, from the results of the analysis we fd that the maximum
tass flow rate (at the inlet of the heat exchanger) occurs for 6. P. A. TTESj "Expansion losses in two-phase flow,"
te pure vapor case. With increasing amounts of air in the Nuc. Science Engrg., 9 26-31 1961).
dxture, this flow rate drops by about 26% for the case of %
r. The results of the pressure drop calculations showed that 7. F. KREITH, Principles of heat transfer, Page 526, Intext
ie main pressure drop occurs at locations of sudden area Press Inc., New York, 1973.
iange. The pressure drop in the heat exchanger tube accounts
ir less than 5% of the total pressure drop. 8. W. J. MINKOWYCZ and E. M. SPARROW,

"Condensation heat transfer in the presence of non-
i another set of test cases, only pure vapor was considered, condensibles, interfacial resistance, superheating, variable
id the wetwell pressure was maintained constant at 285 x 105 properties and diffusion," Int. J. Heat Mass Transfer, 9,
/ml. Starting at 39 x 10' NIm, the drywell pressure was 1125-1144 1966).
duced gradually. It was found that, although the mass flow
te through the heat exchanger decreases with the decrease in 9. E. M. SPARROW, W. J. MINKOWYCZ, and M.
e dywell pressure, the heat duty of the heat exchanger SADDY, "Forced convection condensation in the presence
mains constant (at about 59 MW) until the drywell pressure of non-condensibles and interfacial resistance," Int J.
decreased to about 295 x 105 N/m2. At this drywell pressure, Heat Mass Transfer, 10, 1829-1845 1967).
1 the drywell steam passing through the heat exchanger is
)ndensed and there is no outlet flow. If the pressure is 10. H. UCHIDA, et al, "Evaluation of post-incident cooling
duced below 295 x 105 N/m2, there is not enough steam to systems of ight water power reactors," 3rd International
)ndense in the heat exchanger and there is no vapor flow in Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,
e lower regions of the tubes. This results in lower heat Geneva, Switzerland 1964).'
,,changer loads.

ONCLUSIONS

he calculation methodology developed in this paper can be
;ed to size and predict the behavior of similar passive cooling
,stems where the flow is governed by very small driving
-essure difference coupled with the condensationtboifing
ienomenon with non-condensibles present.

)r the application to which the methodology was applied, the
-edictions appear to be very reasonable.
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Abstract Historical Perspective
Sizewell is the first nuclear power station to be built in In the 1960s, the CEGB led the world in the design of
the United Kingdom using the Pressurised Water Reactor power station control rooms, and was among the first to
or PWR system. The design is based on stations apply human engineering and ergonomics principles to
operating in the United States, but many changes and the design of MMIs. The CEGB also pioneered the use of
new features have been introduced to bring it up to date, computers', and remained amongst the leaders in
and to meet United Kingdom practice and regulatory increasing their use.
requirements. The Man-Machine Interfaces (MMIs) in the The increasing use of computers for culminated in the
control rooms have been newly designed from first backfit of a "soft desk" at the Didcot coal fired power
principles, with special atention paid to human factors station in the late 1980s. This enabled the operators to
and the role of the operators. The instrumentation and monitor and control the plant entirely via the computer.
control (I&C) systems which interface the MMIs to the Dedicated controls and instruments were provided on
process plant, and automate the operation of the station, back-up panels. It was found 2that the operators resorted
use advanced technology to achieve high performance to using these back panels when plant conditions were
and availability. This paper describes the development of changing quickly, and they needed rapid access to
the control rooms and I&C systems, explaining the information. Although the experiment at Didcot was
thinking that lay behind the pncipal decisions. generally considered successful, the difficulty of ensuring

Introduction sufficiently rapid and comprehensive access to
Nuclear Electric (and its forerunner the Central information stored in a computer was recognised.

Electricity Generating Board - CEGB) has been designing, Incidents at the Heysham and Hartlepool AGR
constructing, and operating nuclear power stations for stations in the early 1980s indicated that operators had
over 30 years. The Sizewell B power station, on the difficulty in extracting important information from a mass
Suffolk coast of England, is the first British nuclear power presented to them in a seial form by a computer.
station to use the Pressurised Water Reactor (PWR) Although computer displays can be improved, e.g. by the
system. It is currently being set to work before commercial use of more screens, task based displays, and direct key
operation later this year. Nuclear Electric were the access ("hot key") to important data, It was recognised
Architect-Engineer and Project Manager for the that when things are happening rapidly, it an be difficult
construction of the station, and it is now their 23rd for an operator to build up quickly a meptal picture
operational reactor. Work on site began in 1987, with first because retrieving several items from the computer may
permanent structural concrete in August 1988. need several actions, involving a number of formats. The

The basic design of Sizewell is similar to late need to manipulate (manage) the information system
generation American four loop PWR stations, particularly intrudes into the information gathering process.
Callaway and Wolf Creek. However, numerous changes Aspects of Plant Design
have been introduced to meet Nuclear Electric's Sizewell is the first nuclear power station to have its
requirements, and UK safety and licensing criteria. This is design process guided by a probabilistic safety
particularly noticeable in the areas of I&C and MMI, where
there is a complete departure from existing American assessment, in addition to deterministic rules. Stringent
practice. The designs of the pncipal control rooms, the reliability requirements were imposed from the risk targets.
Main Control Room (MCR) and Auxiliary Shutdown Room This led to a considerable increase in the level of
(ASR) are entirely new, as is the design of the I&C redundancy compared to existing American PWR
systems. stations. Limits on reliability due to considerations of

common mode failure led to a corresponding increase in
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the level of diversity. These factors, together with a 0 International PWR operational experience and
rigorous approach to fire hazards resulted in four feedback.
segregated divisions for the I&C essential to safety. Each 0 Quality assurance and design methods that take
division is adequate to maintain safety after a fault. These account of the human factors issues involved in
four divisions are supplemented by two divisions for designing large complex systems.
equipment significant to safety, and non-safety. The 0 Research and development where necessary,
amount of equipment, its diversity, and segregation, particularly when no adequate norms exist; for
placed further demands on the design of the MM[ systems example in VDU based MMI design.
to ensure that the operators could cope with the
information while maintaining awareness of the whole 0 Task analysis to identify operational needs for control
plant status. and information with respect to form, quantity, type,

etc., and to explore mental models of the processes
Fundamentals of Control Room Design and plant.

The Main Control Room (MCR) is the central 0 Verification and validation of the resultant
operational location. The Auxiliary Shutdown Room (ASR) environmental and equipment designs,
provides the remote shutdown facility, Throughout the o Verification and validation of the operating procedures
design processes for both the MCR and ASR, the aim has used to control and monitor the plant, particularly
been to ensure that the highest levels of integrated following the onset of a fault.
human-machine reliability and performance will be
achieved; both in normal conditions and in the event of a 0 A high fidelity full-scope simulator to thoroughly train
fault. and retrain control room personnel.

To support normal operation of the station by a small A full scale mock-up of the control room, first built in
complement of staff, computer driven displays on Visual the early 1980s, was used to test ideas of desk and panel
Display Units (VDUs) provide flexible access to shapes, locations of computer displays, lighting schemes,
information. Displays use graphic mimics with embedded etc. This has proved to be an invaluable tool for allowing
alarms, trends, hstograms, and alarm lists. Because the rapid prototyping of different ideas, and in facilitating
experience had shown that easy access to large debate. Figure I gives an overview of the development
quantities of information via VDUs is at the expense of programme for the control room, the control room panels
information access times, it was concluded that and VDU formats, and also the training simulator. The
conventional dedicated controls would be used, with regulator required the training simulator be available one
dedicated displays (meters, lamps). These controls and year before fuel load, so it was constructed two years
monitoring devices are mounted on control panels, which early to allow time for the instructors to become familiar
provide near instantaneous plant wide monitoring and aid with it before training began.

unambiguous and rapid identification of devices. An Implementation of the Main Control Room
additional benefit of using conventional control panels is The man-machine interface was designed by an
that concentration upon the plant state is not distracted by integrated multidisciplinary team. An objective was to
any needs to manage the MMI itself - the interface is deliver information to the operators with high reliability, via
transparent to the user. The dedicated control and display appropriate technology, and at the appropriate location.
devices also enable safety actions to be carried out if the Where required for reasons of safety, sufficient levels of
VDUs are not available. redundancy and diversity have been incorporated to

Design Process for the Main Control Rooms ensure that the necessary information will be available,

The design process for both the MCR and the ASR even in the presence of failures.

considered requirements for optimal human performance The operator and supervisor monitor operation of the
in the context of normal operation, plant faults, technical plant under automatic control from central desks. High
breakdowns, maintenance, and modifications. During the resolution colour VDUs are provided on the operators and
design process, in addition to technical specialists, up to supervisors desks to enable them to monitor normal
seven professional human factors specialists and twelve operation of the plant from a seated position. The VDUs
operators were involved. are recessed into the desks to allow line of sight viewing

Consideration was given to general human of the large plant mimics on the control panels (Figure 2),
performance characteristics, as well as those specific to and are angled to allow viewing of the screen near to the
the likely population of users. This included explicit normal line of sight.
consideration of allocation of function between man and Panels carrying functional and mimic diagrams
machine, the physical environment, space and reach surround the desks, and give an overview of conditions.
requirements, the psychological environment, and the The relative positions of the panels minimise the need for
particular control and information needs of tasks. The the operators to walk around; this was verified by task and
design processes were supported by the use of: link analysis. All panel layouts received extensive operator

0 Internationally recognised codes, guidelines, and ergonomics input to their design, and have been
standards and checklists. extensively verified and validated. This was done using
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Figure 1: Overview of Control Room Development

both the mock-up and the simulator. The panels have keypad also provides a WERTY style keyboard for direct

VDILIs mounted above them to allow monitoring and alarm data entry. A set of function keys ("hot keys") gives direct

handling whilst working at the control panel. All plant access to important or frequently used displays and

information is accessible via any of the VDI.Is in the functions.

control room. The information display formats are structured in a

Advanced User Interface shallow and wide hierarchy, supplemented by pop up
The computer generated displays take advan . dows. There are about 450 pages of system mimics,

the advanced technology provided by modem computer which map onto sections of the physical control panels to

workstations. The users interact with the system via provide coherency. A further set of around 50 task based

graphical windows, icons, menus, and pointers - a WIMP formats group information needed for particular tasks.

environment. The SUN Microsystems OpenWindows Each format contains navigational "targets", giving

interface is used. Employing advanced display techniques immediate access to associated formats. This facility is

such as these means that the ease of access to used to access formats related in an operational sense,

information within the computer is enhanced, because the and to move up and down the format hierarchy. A soft

Organisation of the information displays allows flexible button on each format brings up a menu of the previous

navigation through the display structure. eight selections within that window. The ease of use of
the system has been verified by ergonomic investigations

Each physical workstation has two VDIJ's acting involving operators.

together to form the display interface. The graphical
pointer travels continuously from one VDU to the other, The system also provides full alarm handling, either

and the position of the pointer dictates which VDU is directly from the mimic formats, or from lists of alarms.

affected by the keyboard. There are four windows for The choice of whether mimics or lists are used is at the

process mimics, distributed across the two VDU's forming discretion of the operator. Alarm signals can be

a workstation. The number of process mimic windows is dynamically assigned a significance, based on the current

restricted to four, for ergonomics and time response plant mode. Those alarms that are not significant are

reasons. The operator interacts with the system using a handled in a less obtrusive manner than urgent alarms.

keyboard with integrated graphical pointer control via a
trackerball. The user interface is designed such that the

primary interaction will be using the graphic pointer. The
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Figure 2 Operators Desk

Fundamentals of I&C Design Implementation of the I&C Systems
Robust system design principles are used to achieve Figure 3 shows the general architecture of the I&C

high reliability and protection against the propagation of systems supporting the MMI A distributed computer
failures. These include segregation of major I&C functions architecture is used to provide a flexible and extensible
into separate electrical groups, separation of redundant system, without overloading the data communication
equipment with those electrical separation groups, and highways. Communication between remote processors
the use of fault tolerant equipment. Standardisation of takes place over local area networks, and data processing
hardware and software, and modularity of design, is used takes place as close as possible to the point of acquisition
to simplify both the design process and maintenance of or requirement, with data only transmitted over the
equipment. Modularity also provides protection against network if it is required by a remote processor. Figure 3
obsolescence by allowing the modular introduction of new does not show the reactor protection systems, or a small
or updated technology. set of instrumentation that is hard-wired for safety.

Digital systems are used because they have high High Integrity and Process Control Systems
accuracy, resistance to drift, ability to perform self The HICS provides the majority of the safety
diagnosis, and the ability to provide user-friendly classified man-machine interface. It interfaces manual
interfaces for operation and maintenance. On-line test controls on the MCR and ASR control panels, drives
features perform continuous self diagnosis of hardware discrete panel meters and lamps, and displays data on
and signal paths, and alert the operators to equipment four, seismically qualified, plasma display units in the Main
failures. Multiplexed data communications reduce the Control Room. The HICS also passes data to the
number of cable runs throughout the plant, easing Distributed Computer System (DCS). It is subdivided into
installation and reducing combustible loading. four separate networks, each network being redundant to

the others for safety functions, as well as being electrically
independent and segregated from them. In addition to the
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redundancy povided by the four redundant HICS and an Ethernet information highway. The individual
networks, internal redundancy is incorporated into HICS processors are Sun SPARC based workstations, using
data highways and processors where high reliability is commercially available Sun processors with the UNIX
required. On line diagnostics provide early detection of operating system. The unmodified Sun SPARC processor
failures, and redundancy allows maintenance staff to boards are assembled into a cubicle of Westinghouse
change a failed component before functionality is design.

affected. On-line redundancy is provided at all levels. The

The Process Control System provides data Westnetll and Information Highways are dual redundant
acquisition and control functions that are not safety for data acquisition and communication purposes, and
classified, but which can either make a contribution to use a deterministic protocol when handling important data.
safety, or have no safety role. It interfaces between the All operator stations have access to the same data, and
control panels and the plant, and passes data to the DCS therefore the multiple workstations are redundant to each
for processing and display. The PCS is subdivided into other. The VDUs shown in the picture (Figure 2 are all
two separate networks, each of which is similar in Distributed Computer System drops from the Westnet
architecture to a HICS network. The PCS is a well data highways shown schematically in Figure 3 The large
established commercial product with a successful history number of VDUs on top of the control panels is ensure
of operation in over 500 applications world-wide. The PCS that an operator working at the panel has easy access to
required no software development for the Sizewell B information via the Distributed Computer System.
application, and so credit was taken for this operational Software Engineering
history as evidence that the software was fit for purpose.

Software quality is ensured by following structured
Distributed Computer System software engineering methodologies, with comprehensive

The DCS uses advanced workstation technology. documentation, and independent verification and
DCS functions are distributed among individual validation. The Process Control System is a pre-existent
processing units (or "drops"), linked by three highways. system used in over 500 applications world wide. The
The three highways comprise two deterministic Westnetll High Integrity Control System software has been written
Highways, one for category and one for category 2 data, using the same methodology as employed for the Sizewell

Key :
WWS: Westinghouse Workstation Distributed Computer System
OS Optical Star
RPU Remote Processing Unit
DPU Distributed Processing Unit
ILC Integrated Logic Cubicle
ICC Integrated Control Cubicle
DHG: Data Highway Gateway Ethernet Dual Information Highway

Westnetil Dual Datahighway 1 Westnetll Dual Datahighway

ILC

One o our
High Integ
Control Sy m One of two Process
Networks Control System Networks

Figure 3: Overview of I&C Systems
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Primary Protection System, and on numerous other safety
grade systems supplied by Westinghouse. The Distributed
Computer System software has been wtten using the
Structured Analysis Structured Design (SA/SD) tools
from the Cadre Technologies TeamworkTm toolset.
Reliability is estimated by Functional Block Analysis
(similar to Failure Modes and Effects Analysis but
applicable to microprocessor systems) and Fault Tree
Analysis techniques.

Conclusions
Nuclear Electric pic has over 30 years of experience

in the construction and operation of nuclear power
stations, and Sizewell is the latest embodiment of that
experience. Amongst the novel features introduced at
Sizewell B are entirely new designs for the Main Control
Room and Auxiliary Shutdown Room, and the extensive
use of distributed computer technology to provide a
reliable and user fendly Man-machine Interface.

Expert attention was applied to both the human and
technological characteristics of the Man-machine Interface
to ensure that the highest levels of integrated
human-machine reliability and performance will be
achieved, with the operators having a clear understanding
of current plant conditions, and being able to control the
plant to provide high levels of availability and safety, with
low levels of human error, at all times.

Digital systems have been used extensively because
of their high accuracy, resistance to dft, ability to perform
self diagnosis, and powerful user-friendly interfaces.
Robust system design principles have been pursued to
achieve high reliability and protection against the
propagation of failures.

Nuclear Electric is very proud of the design of the
Sizewell instrumentation and control systems, and the
achievements that have been made on site to date. The
design team at Knutsford are confident that their efforts
will be rewarded by the safe and economical production of
electricity from Sizewell B.
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ABSTRACT potential benefits of an existing or newly installed monitoring

At General Electric (GE), an on-line expert system to support system, many expert system-style decision-aid tools were
maintenance decisions for BVY'R recirculation pumps for developed for use with general rotating equipment. Two dif-
nuclear power plants has been developed. This diagnostic ferent expert system sets, specifically for the BWR recircula-
expert system is an interactive on-line system that furnishes tion pumps, were developed by GE during the past two years.
diagnostic information concerning BWR recirculation pump One is a PC based system using the GEN-X shell (Reference
operational problems. It effectively provides the recircula- 1). The second system that operates on workstations with a
tion pump diagnostic expertise in the plant control room con- real time graphical expert system shell will be discussed in

tinuously 24 hours a day. The expert system is interfaced to this paper.

an on-line monitoring system, which uses existing plant sen- One of the unique features of this BWR Recirculation
sors to acquire non-safety related data in real time. The expert Pump Expert System is that it uses fuzzy logic and rule sets
system correlates and evaluates process data and vibration based on component design specifications and actual field
data by applying expert rules to deten-nine the condition of a operations experiences. Diagnoses are derived on-line while
BWR recirculation pump system by applying knowledge the plant is in operation using on-line analysis results of mon-
based rules. Any diagnosis will be automatically displayed, itored vibration and process signals. It is designed to inform
indicating which pump may have a problem, the category of plant operators of the current condition of the recirculation
the problem, and the degree of concern expressed by the valid- pumps. If faults are detected, the system will also show which
ity index and color hierarchy. The rules incorporate the expert component is at fault and the degree of certainty for that par-
knowledge from various technical sources such as plant expe- ticular diagnosis using fuzzy terms and combined validity
rience, engineering principles, and published reports. These indices.
rules are installed in IF-THEN formats and the resulting truth
values are also expressed in fuzzy terms and a certainty factor This Recirculation Pump Expert System is currently being
called a validity index. This GE Recirculation Pump Expert used with the GE Integrated Equipment Monitoring System
System uses industry-standard software, hardware, and net- (GEEEMS), which performs the raw data acquisition, on-line
work access to provide flexible interfaces with other possible analysis, and monitoring functions. Analysis results obtained
data acquisition systems. Gensym G2 Real-Time Expert Sys- by the GEIEMS are written in a file, which is accessed by the
tem is used for the expert shell and provides the graphical user Expert System via Ethernet for diagnoses. However, this
interface, knowledge base, and inference engine capabilities. expert system is also designed to interface with other PC and/

or workstation-based monitoring systems. If the data (analy-
INTRODUCTION sis results) from the interfacing monitoring system are insuf-

The recirculation pumps and motors are essential equip- ficient to dive all the diagnostic rules of the Expert System,
ment for producing power in a BWR nuclear power plant. each ule can be independently switched off.

This system operates continuously as the power plant gener- GEIEMS
ates power. Because of its high-use duty and inaccessibility
during plant operation, all BVVR plants have installed some GEIEMS is a workstation-based monitoring system. It is
level of instrumentation to monitor the recirculation pump designed to provide BWR nuclear plants with an integrated
condition with various degrees of sophistication. However, platform for monitoring various plant equipment such as the
industry experience has generally shown that these current recirculation pumps, main steam turbine, motor operated
monitoring systems do not provide the intelligent information valves, and key reactor components, such as feedwater noz-
needed for quality decision support. To better realize the zles. It offers BWR plant monitoring and diagnostics for sup-

port of predictive maintenance, plant performance, and plant
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life extension concerns. Within the context of this paper, the This Expert System evaluates the data by applying the

GEIEMS system provides the data needed for the expert sys- expert rules. The knowledge base file, containing the expert

tem to perform diagnostic functions. rules, user interface, and data input/output procedures, is
loaded into the G2 Real-Time Expert system shell (Gensyrn

Figures la and lb show two different configurations of Corp.) for execution. All operator interactions are managed

GEIEMS, one with a conventional digital data acquisition through the knowledge base. It communicates with the

front-end and another with a smart data concentrator front- GEIEMS Recirculation Pump Monitor though a monitor-

end. These figures also show that the Expert System can result file using G2's data input/output capability. This file is

reside on another workstation and obtain the necessary data formatted as a text file to allow interface with different data

from the GEIEMS computer via Ethernet (Figure la), or the input sources. The input data are read in continuously, and

Expert System can be integrated into the GEIENIS worksta-

tion (Figure lb).
anua rac,�e

Input ontols
EXPERT SYSTEM

The Expert System supplements an on-line monitoring by

evaluating the data for the possible causes of abnormal data Vibration
Signals Input

behavior. It uses the plant and pump process data and the Data
pump vibration data from GEIEMS or a similar monitoring

system (see Figure 2 for the Expert System Interface). For

BWR Recirculation Pump application, typical process data Process On-Line EXPERT SHELL
include bearing temperatures, seal pressures, pump AP and Signals 10 Monitor

Recordedflow, pump speed, motor current, etc. Vibration data used by Data
the Expert System include shaft displacements and motor and N E�_
pump casing velocity and acceleration in terms of amplitudes,

spectral components, phases, etc. Therefore, some of the data

used in the Expert System are as-measured while others are
results of some analyses such as FFT. Over 150 parameters Knowledge Base -71
generated from these process and vibration signals for each

pump are used by this Expert System. Figure 2 Expert System Interface Diagram
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only when a data value change is detected, all rules that act on cerns should be expressed over the equipment condition. The
that particular data will be evaluated. The baseline values are degree of concem is expressed in the following terms:
input through Diagnosis Baseline file. The baseline values
may be modified by a responsible engineer by using a stan- 1) The occurrence of the indicatedproblem is impossible
dard text editor in off-line mode or by using G2 itself in an (green).
interactive mode during an on-line operation. Furthermore, 2) The occurrence of the indicatedproblem is unlikely
this Expert System also allows evaluation of test data, which (yellow).
can be input manually or input through test data file, where a 3) There may be a possibility of the indicated problem
file may be constructed by text editor or by capturing the cur- (orange).
rent data into a file. This test data capability allows user ver- 4) The indicated problem is likely to occur (pink).
ification of the Expert System operation and it can be used as 5) The indicated problem is certain to occur (red).
an off-line diagnosis tool by inputting data from sources other
than an on-line monitoring system. The input file, baseline Since the G2 expert system shell is used and since the
file, test file, andcaptureddatafileare all ASClIcharactertext input interface is through a serial file containing ASCII char-
files and use the same format, for convenience of mainte- acters, the system is adaptable with other systems and plat-
nance. forms. The expert system can be connected with other

systems such as personal computers, workstation, or other
The user interface is a set of graphical screens where a system that can provide the input data in ASCII text in speci-

diagnostic message will be automatically displayed. Figure 3 fied formats. The expert system can be loaded and run on any
shows a sample screen display with a diagnostic message that workstation (Sun, HP, DEC, SGI, etc.) that supports G2 No
indicates which pump has a problem, the type of problem, and recompilation or linking is needed. This expert system can
the degree of concern. The degree of concern (or diagnosis easily operate on different platforms by transferring the
uncertainty) is expressed throughout the Expert System using knowledge base to the desired platform and setting up the
validity indexing and color hierarchy. As described later, the input file path.
degree of concern is not a diagnostic accuracy nor is it a prob-
lem probability. It provides operators and other plant person- Knowledae Based Expert Rules

nels with a measurement for confidence factor for evaluating The basis of the expert system is a set of rules that frame
how strong the diagnosis indication is and how much of con- the knowledge to be used in diagnosing problems for the

BWR recirculation pumps. Sets of rules, which are expressed
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in fuzzy IF-THEN format, determine possible problern(s) by the rotating element unbalance problem. When the vibration

evaluating the process data, vibration data, and the recircula- is greater than or equal to 350 microns the validity becomes

tion pump operating parameters. The rules can be illustrated 0.95. In this rule, the maximum validity index is set t 095

by a simple rule for a rotating element balance problem, which because the problem cannot be diagnosed with 100% confi-

is as follows: dence based on this single rule evaluation. In fact, for the

rotating element unbalance problem, seven different rules,
If shaft coupling 1X vibration component during steady which evaluate data from eight different vibration signals are

state is high, then rotating element unbalance is indi- used in combination with other pertinent pump operation

cated. information. The validity indices from these seven rules are

In this ru)e, the shaft coupling vibration displacement signa)s then combined into a single validity index and a fuzzy expres-

from horizontal eddy probes in either the or Y direction are sion representing the rotating element unbalance problem.

analyzed by GEIEMS to obtain the I X vibration component. Linear interpolation of validity index is used throughout the

The rule is in IF-THEN format, but the resultant conclusion, rule evaluation, where each validity index table consists of 3

related to a rotating element unbalance problem in this case, is or more points. The use of a more refined curve does not pro-

not expressed using familiar TRUE/FALSE logic. Instead, vide added significance. The validity idex is usually based

the resulting value for each rule is expressed in fuzzy logic on uncertainty of prediction and if available, on empirical

membership values (not probability values) using a certainty data. The index is further adjusted for a particular pump at

factor called the validity index. For this particular rule the each site during the installation.

validity index is shown in Figure 4 This approach avoids an Another aspect of these recirculation pump expert rules is

unrealistic Yes/No type of conclusion. As an example, using the extensive use of baseline data, which is the data obtained

a rule that states "If vibration is higher than 200 microns, then when the recirculation pump condition is NORMAL (steady

there is an unbalance problem. is unrealistic. That is state). For example, the rotating element unbalance fault is

because it implies that at 200 microns all is normal, but there also being detected by the rule "If the shaft coupling X vibra-

is a problem at 201 microns. tion component shows an increase over the baseline value,

Validity index is being used instead of traditional fuzzy then unbalance is indicated. The amount of increase in this

logic application, where the evaluation of each rule is case will result in a particular validity index similar to the

expressed in fuzzy membership and values, to simplify the example described above.

evaluation and aggregation of individual rule results. To com- These rules and the validity indices incorporate the, expert

bine the fuzzy results from several IF-THEN rules into a sin- knowledge from various sources such as plant operations and

gle expression for a particular problem, the fuzzy terms must maintenance experience, test data, design specification, engi-
be defuzzified into numerical values and processed into one neering principles, and published reports.
result, The validity index expresses the uncertainty/certainty

of the fault being diagnosed at the level of individual rule eval- Rule Cateaories
uation and carried through to the aggregation. The Figure 4

example shows that when the 1X vibration components are The current version of the GE Recirculation Pump Diag-

less than 150 microns, the validity of the conclusion is for nostic Expert Rules covers the following fault categories:

misalignment

1 unbalance

0.8 bent shaftcracked shaft
X rubbing
'8 0.6
.9 whirl instability
Z:1
_=6 0.4 lielo" , restricted flow
> , pump hydraulics

0.2 , pump impeller

resonance

100 150 200 250 300 350 400 structure support

Shaft 1X Peak-to-Peak Vibration (microns) motor bearing
pump seal problems

Figure 4 Validity Index for the Rule Example loose parts
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Rules for these fault categories are specifically designed for base includes recirculation pump and motor design expertise,

the BWR recirculation pump. However, the structures of plant operations and maintenance experience and diagnostic

these fault categories are independent and can be easily methods from expert vibration engineers. Compilation of all

switched off or new categories can be switched in for other this recirculation pump and motor specific knowledge also

applications or as the problem experience grows. results in more focused diagnoses and allows easier future

development in prognoses and neural net application. How-
MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE ever, for the current system to be effective, the system must be

This Expert System is designed with an all-graphic point- adjusted for a particular site and any unique recirculation

and-click type user interface that is simple and easy for a plant pump operating conditions. Need for this manual adjustment

operator to understand. This design eliminates the need for a can be further reduced by better use of equipment specific

user's manual by having an intuitive user interface design. information and neural net application.

The normal operation screen display shows the status of the REFERENCES
system and the pump condition pictorially with color codes.

Upon detection of. fault(s), the pump color changes from nor- 1. S. ASLAM, R.J. BANKERT, and S.C. CHIANG,

mal green to various colors corresponding to the degree of "Mechanical Diagnostics Expert System for Vertical Recir-

concern (validity index) for the fault(s). The fault category, culation Pumps," EPRI Fifth International Workshop on

diagnostic statement, and the validity index are also automat- Main Coolant Pumps 1992).

ically displayed upon detection of a fault. If needed, the

parameter and the actual data value that triggered the fault

condition can be displayed by just three point and click oper-

ations.

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

This expert system is one of the steps in the ongoing

development efforts to improve BWR plant operations and

reduce maintenance costs. Some of the features which would

further enhance this and other rule based expert systems are:

I Prognoses to provide plant operators even more con-

cise equipment and component specific information,

2) Root/cause analysis and recommended action for

each diagnosis,

3) Integration with equipment monitoring systems for

predictive maintenance,

4) Neural network application to automatically update

the baseline data and the validity indices with actual

in-plant equipment behavior and experience, and

5) Forecasting remaining life of equipment and its com-

ponents, even when there is no fault.

CONCLUSION

BWR plant equipment monitoring systems provide moni-

toring of abnormal signals based on data sent from the sensors

on plant equipment. Expert systems supplement this by diag-

nosing equipment operating faults. By designing te expert
system specifically for the BWR recirculation pumps, it

enables full utilization of all aspects of BWR recirculation

pump specific information. Therefore, in addition to general

rotating machinery diagnostics information, its knowledge
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ABSTRACT Lin and Lin's developed a prototype of rule-based ex-
pert system for automatic control rod pattern generation.

Feasible strategies for automatic BWR control rod pattern The system has two ain components, a forward-chaining
generation have been implemented in a rule-based expert sys- mechanism adopting Rete pattern matching algorithm' and
tem. These strategies are majorly based on a concept for a knowledge base containing some heuristic strategies for con-
which exposure distributions are hovering around the Hal- forming to thermal limits, improving average axial power
ing exposure distribution through a cycle while radial and distribution, reaching target eigenvalue and obtaining initial
axial power distributions are dominantly controlled by some control rod pattern.
abstracted factors indicating the desired distributions. The
system can either automatically generate expert-level control In this paper, some feasible strategies are given to re-
rod patterns or search for criteria-satisfied patterns originat- place Lin Lin's. Section II briefly describes the BWR con-
ed from user's input. It has successfully been demostrated by trol rod design criteria while the concepts of our strategies
generating control rod patterns for the the 1775 MWth Chin- are described in Section 111. Haling principle is usually taken
shan plant in Unit I Cycle 13 alternate loading pattern and for a primary core design since it can find a constant power
Unit 2 Cycle but with longer cycle length. All rod patterns shape through a cycle with minimum power peaking factor.
for two cycles result in all-rod-out at EOC ad no violation The power shape obtained by following the Haling principle is
against the four criteria. The demonstrations show that the called as Haling power shape. When a core is depleted with
system is considerably good in choosing initial trial rod pat- the Haling power shape, the exposure distribution for the
terns and adjusting rod patterns to satisfy the design criteria. core at any burnup is called as Haling exposure distribution.

In order to be easier to satisfy thermal limits criteria, the
1. INTRODUCTION strategies are based on a concept for which exposure distri-

butions are hovering around the Haling exposure distribution
Many articles have been presented for automatic con- through a cycle while radial and aal power distributions

trol rod pattern generation. The OPROD program` and are dominantly controlled by some abstracted factors indi-
Lin's program' basically used a heuristic algorithm to find cating the desired distributions. The strategies for finding
the initial control rod pattern, which is a mathematical pro- initial patterns has been renewed by replacing the method of
gramming method to search for the optimal and suboptimal certainty factors with a simple model as an estimator. The
control rod patterns. The search direction in the mathemat- performance of the expert system is presented in Section IV.
ical programming algorithm is based on results of a three- Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section V.
dimensional core simulation code. Because the search direc-
tion is rough, the algorithm needs to run the simulation code 11. ROD PATTERN DESIGN CRITERIA
many times which requires considerable computing time.

There are about 100 control rods in a BWR core, which
Fukujaki et al.' developed a knowledge-based system are conventionally divided into two groups, represented by A

to support control rod pattern design. Teir system gener- and B. The A group has eighth-core irror symmetry while
ates case data for a three-dimensional core simulation code the B group has quarter-core mirror symmetry. The rods in
to calculate the core status, then modifies the case data by the A and B groups are further divided into subgroups Al,
considering the results of the calculation. Calculations and A2, Bl and 132.
modifications are iteratively repeated until certain design cri-
teria are satisfied. When the control rods in subgroup Al are the major

rods in an active core, the eactor is said to be operating in
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Al sequence. The control rod sequence is changed from one Haling shape are accomplished with the ones with less axial
to another at about 1000 MWd/MT to flatten exposure dis- bottom-peak power shape during more core burnup. Further-
tribution. Here, either one in the following two orders of more, axial power shapes hovering around the Haling shape
sequences is chosen for rod patterns: and with a little more bottom-peak can result in a near Hal-

A2 Bl Al B2 A2 ... ing exposure shape to ensure a higher possibility of reaching
or all-rod-out at EOC and enough scram reactivity at the bot-

Al B1 A2 B2 Al ... tom of the core.

When the control rod patterns for a cycle of a reactor B. Initial Power Shaping
core are designed, the following criteria should be met:

It is necessary to eliminate intermediate rods of a control
1. The difference between te actual eigenvalue for a rod rod pattern if an axial bottom-peak power shape is desired.

pattern and target eigenvalue is small enough at each Generally, intermediate rods are not desired due to their com-
burnup step. plex influence on core power response. Moreover, the shallow

2. Thermal limits, including critical power ratio (CPR), rod can be easily obtained by adjusting a rod. Hence, in an
average planar finear heat generation rate (APLHGR) initial pattern, only deep rods are considered while a the
and linear heat generation rate (LHGR), are within the other rods are fully out. From the initial pattern, the tri-
limit values at each burnup step. al pattern is adjusted until it meets the requirements. If an

axial non-bottom-peak power shape is desired, some interme-
3. At end of cycle (EOC), all control rods can be fully diate rods are needed. However, in an initial pattern, only

withdrawn. deep rods are still considered.

4. The exposure index E defined as te sum of dif- All-rod-out radial power shape is the most importan-

ference between normalized actual axial exposure and t reference in power shaping. The radial peakings on high
Haling exposure at node n multiplied by (n - 12), should power regions under the all-rod-out condition are more con-
be between 02 to -0.5 cerned. One to three high power regions are defined while

the number of high power regions is not over the number of
Condition and 2 must be satisfied wile the last t- deep rods. Number of deep rods is estimated by hot e'cess

wo conditions can be allowed to be unfulfilled. The intent reactivity at the rated operating condition. Users can choose
of condition 3 is to generate more cycle energy, and that of rod density index, which is defined as the average distance of
condition 4 is to provide a guideline for reactor operation to deep rods to high power regions so that they may control the
ensure that operation remains within the bounds of the li- peaking factors in the high power regions. In the meantime,
censing bases relative to plant transients sensitive to control they can also control the axial power shape roughly since in-
rod scram worth. If condition 3 is not satisfied, cycle ener- termediate rods will be inserted during rod pattern adjusting
gy is reduced. If condition 4 is not satisfied and El is more if large peaking factors appear in the high power regions of
positive, safety analysis should be redone for the more bot- the initial rod pattern.
tom exposure distribution than Haling one. It is noted that
the optimum rod pattern is not attempted to reach. Hence, C. Initial Rod Pattern
a rod pattern obtained by this expert system and satisfying

the design criteria according to the aboveway is accepted. All patterns with different rod density index, which must

be octal-core symmetric for A-sequence and quarter-core sym-
111. CONCEPTS OF THE KNOWLEDGE BASE metric for B-sequence, are given in a pattern-list. If it is pos-

sible, B-sequence pattern is considered to be near octal-core
A. Hovering Around the Haling Shape symmetric. The rod patterns simulation are performed by

the three-dimensional simulation code SIMULATE-3 until a
The thermal limits criteria are more concerned than oth- rod pattern meets the desired CPR ratio to limit (FLCPR).

er citeria when control rod patterns are designed for a cycle Then, the rod patterns whose rod density indices are within
because they are more sensitive and more difficult to reach. a band of the rod density index corresponding to the satis-
The smaller the local peaking, the better the thermal limits. fied rod pattern are choosed as the candidates of the initial
It is a good operating strategy to minimize the local peak- pattern. The desired initial pattern is one of the candidates
ing in the core through the cycle by keeping power shapes in which the fewest deep rods are located in the low exposure
to be close to the Haling shape. Generally speaking, pat- regions where exposures are less than the Haling exposures
terns with more axial bottom-peak power shape than that of
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over a predetermined value, thus these regions can be expect- P/9000 workstation includes:

ed to have more depletion at the burnup step. 1. structured object forms to represent plant, control rods,

D. Rod Pattern Adjusting rod patterns, constraints and core status.

2. meta-rules to control calculation flow and to guide the use
CPR value depends on bundle power- therfore, CPR vi- of knowledge formed into object-level rules.

olation at a bundle can be eliminated by deeply inserting a
neighboring control rod or rods around the bundle. However, 3. object-level rules:

LHGR and APLHGR values depend on local power density, a. initial rules to generate initial rod pattern.
so the violations for a bundle can be eliminated by insert-
ing a neighboring rod or rods around the bundle over the b. adjusting rules to modify rod pattern.

axial violation positions. If there are a lot of severe LHGR 4. an expert system shell.
or APLHGR violations around a shallow rod, the rod needs
to be inserted immediately as an intermediate rod to reduce
computer time for rod adjusting. The toughest LHGR or In order to check the performance of our expert system,
APLHGR violation occurs at the location far away from any it was applied to generate rod patterns for the Chinshan nu-
rods in the desired rod sequence. If the violation can not clear power plants in Taiwan. The Chinshan power plant
be eminated by the above method, the rod, closest to the is a BWR/4 with rated power 1775 MWth and 97 control
violation, in the same group but not in the desired sequence, rods. For Chinshan Unit Cycle 13, an alternate loading
will be inserted shallowly. pattern was designed and studied to find whether the ven-

dor's loading pattern can be improved. The cycle is operated
An axial power shape can be represented by a factor in the spectral shift strategy, so rod patterns are designed in

which is defined as an average power ratio (APR) of the low- 100% power/90% flow from to GWd/MT while in 100%
er ft to 12 ft. The power ratio and the peak location of an power/100% flow after GWd/MT. In order to compare rod
axial power sape are te important indicators of the axial step through results, the expert system are used to find rod
power shape when a control rod pattern is designed. With patterns for the alternate loading pattern. Another example
all control rods fully withdrawn at BOC a BWR core shows which we choosed is Chinshan Unit 2 Cycle 8 a previous
an axial bottom-peak power shape with a larger axial power operated cycle with longer cycle length. The resulting rod
ratio. When core burnup increases, the power ratio becomes patterns for two cycles are shown in Figs. and 2 respective-

smaller due to more fuel depletion at bottom of the core. At ly,
each burnup step, a desired average axial power atio, and
its allowed range are given from the user's input, then the In Figs. and 2 those fuel bundles marked with light
system is forced to make the average axial power ratio for dots are low exposure regions, those marked with grey dots
the trial pattern within a range of the axial shape criteria. are high power regions, and those with dark dots are both
Usually, the intermediate rods are kept as few as possible, low exposure and igh power regions. The locations of deep
and shallow rods are withdrawn as fully as possible, if larger rods in the initial patterns for each burnup step are circled.
thermal margins than the specified values and a bottom-peak The resulting rod patterns at the end of cycle (EOC) for al
shape are found. checked cycles are all-rod-out. In the real operating, the rod

pattern for Cbinshan Unit 2 Cycle EOC is not all-rod-out

Core criticality is usually kept by re-adjusting position- with rod density 0046. Therefore, the actual cycle length for
s of deep rods after rod movements are determined due to this cycle is 9224 GWd/MT wile the cycle length for our
the thermal limit or power shape violations. A table of rod rod patterns is 9767 GWd/MT.

worths against rod locations, depths and core exposures is
constructed to estimate rod movements to maintain critical- In Fig. 1, rod patterns are quite simple since only deep
ity. A linear relation is assumed for multiple movements. rods exist. The axial power shapes are bottom-peak before

6 GWd/MT, then the axial power shape becomes more and

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS more top-peak. From this figure, we found the low exposure
regions are always kept in the central core regions and high

There are two main parts in the program: a three di- power regions under the all-rod-out condition are also in the
mension core simulation code and the expert system based same regions. Hence, the cycle length for our rod patterns
on the expert system shell, CLIPS version 5.1, developed by is longer than the Haling cycle length 8.643 GWd/MT vs.
NASA. The framework of the expert system based on a H- 8.372 GWd/MT, because low exposure in the central core

region at EOC results in gher reactivity.
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In Fig. 2 rod patterns for Chinshan Unit 2 Cycle are 2. T. HAYASE and T. MOTODA, "Boiling Water Reactor
much more complex. The axial power shapes are bottom- Control Rod Programming Using Heuristic and Math-
peak before 3 GWd/MT, they become middle-peak at 4 ematical Methods," Nucl. Technol., 48, 91 1980).

Wd/MT, and then become double-hump from to 7 G- 3. S. TOKUMASU, M. OZAWA, H. HIRANUMA, and M.
Wd/MT, and finally approach to near Haling shape. Low YOKOMI, "A Mathematical Method for Boiling Water
exposure regions appear only at and 2 Wd/MT, so the Reactor Control Rod Programming," Nucl. Technol.,
depletion process is close to the Haling depletion. Hence, the 71, 568 1985).
cycle length, 9767 GWd/MT, for our rod patterns is close to

the Haling cycle length, 9807 GWd/MT. 4. C. LIN, "An Automatic Control Rod Programming Method

for a Boiling Water Reactor," Nucl. Technol., 92, 118
Figs. 3 and 4 show that axial cycle exposures at EOC (1990).

are close to the Haling axial cycle exposures, especially in
Chinshan Unit 2 Cycle 8. Tables I and 2 show that thermal 5. L. S. LIN, C. LIN, "A Rule-Based Expert System for
ratios of our rod patterns for both cycles are satisfied and Automatic Control Rod Pattern Generation for Boiling
thermal ratios for the Haling depletion at EOC are listed as Water Reactors," Nucl. Technol., 95, 1 1990).

reference. At EOC, exposure index is 0009 for Chinshan 6. J. C. GIARRATANO, CLIPS Reference Manual, NASA's
Unit Cycle 13 alternate loading pattern, and 000454 for Software Technology Branch 1991).
Chinshan Unit 2 Cycle 8. Therefore, both of them satisfy
exposure index criteria. 7. C. FORGY, "On the Efficient Implementation of Pro-

duction Systems," PhD Thesis, Carnegie-Mellon Uni-
V. CONCLUSIONS versity 1979).

For the initial pattern, the strategies of determining lo-
cations of deep rods by the rod density index, the average
distance from deep rods to high power regions, are adequate.
Radial and axial power shapes are outlined by appropriate
average distance from high power regions. Hence, once deep
rods are determined in the initial pattern, few of deep rods
will be adjusted to be shallow. If a lot of severe thermal vio-
lations occur around a shallow control rod, the expert system
will observe this situation, and then the rod will be insert-
ed to be intermediate immediately. The expert system was
demonstrated for two cycles control rod pattern generation
of Chinshan nuclear power plants. All rod patterns for two
cycles result in all-rod-out at EOC and no violation against
the four criteria. Hence, the expert system is proved to be a
powerful and practical tool for automatic rod pattern gener-
ation for Cbinshan boiling water reactor.
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Table 1. Thermal ratios of rod patterns for Chinshan Unit I Cycle 13 Table 2 Thermal ratios of rod patterns for Chinshan Unit 2 Cycle 
Alternate Loading Pattern

Exposure MFLCPR MAPRAT MFLPD Exposure MFLCPR MAPRAT MFLPD
GWd/MT GWdIMT

0.0 0.888 0.885 0.917 0.0 0.757 0.909 0.857

1 0 0.90i 0.902 0.913 1.0 0.779 0.874 0.832

2.0 0.814 0.782 0.845 2.0 0.741 0 849 0.815

3.0 0.862 0.854 0.915 3.0 0 770 0.901 0.862

4 0 874 0.843 0.925 4.0 0.731 0.871 0.839

0 0.892 0.907 0.915 5.0 0 781 0.815 0.795

6.0 0.844 0.874 0.889 6.0 0.778 0.829 0.856

7.0 0.891 0.875 0 913 7 0.872 0.861 1 0 881

8.0 0.897 0.736 0.818 8.0 0.828 0.822 0.864

9.7666 0.848 0.745 0 859 8.6432 0.779 0.795 0.920

Haling 0.849 0.672 0.838 Haling 0 793 0 767 0.808
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Fig. 1 Control rod patterns and corresponding axial power shapes for Chinshan Unit I Cycle 13 Alternate Loading Pattern
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Fig.2 Control rod patterns and corresponding axial power shapes for Chinshan Unit 2 Cycle 
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ABSTRACT
'Me realtime cognitive state estimator based on the set of and/or the operation support system are required to make reliable

physiological measures has been developed in order to provide decision in order to prevent the undesired consequences.
valuable information on the human behavior during the interaction
through the Man-Machine Interface. The artificial neural network The realization of the adaptive interface described above re-
has been adopted to categorize the cognitive states by using the quires estimation of the human internal state objectively and in
qualitative physiological data pattern as the inputs. The laboratory real time. Conventional methodologies to estimate human state
experiments, in which the subjects' cognitive states were intention- such as opinionaire analysis', performance analysis' and video pro-
ally controlled by the task presented, were performed to obtain tocol analySiS6are tend to be subjective and impossible to perform
training data sets for the neural network. Te developed system has real time estimation of the human state of mind. In our research
been shown to be capable of estimating cognitive state with higher group, physiological measures obtained through the medical de-
accuracy and realtime estimation capability has also been con- vices have been adopted for revealing the human cognitive behav-
firmed through the data processing experiments. iors during the problem solving process','. The results of these

studies showed that the characteristics of physiological measures
reflect the internal human states of mind and these measures can be
utilized for the estimation. In the present study, the realtime cogni-

I. INTRODUCTION tive state estimator has been developed based on the physiological
measures as the first step toward realizing the adaptive interface.
'Me focus of the present paper is on the system development with

man-machine interface(MMI) in the nuclear power realization of the adaptive interface as the final goal.
plant has recently been recognized as the critical component
based on the experiences of anomaly events initiated by the hu- In chapter 2 the estimation method is described with the
man factor. Many research activities on the MMI can be found emphasis on the adoption of the neural network for cognitive state
with the aim of eliminating such undesirable events. 'Me study on discrimination and the laboratory experiments performed for col-
the decision making process based on the thorough observation of lecting sets of sample data for neural network training. In chapter
the operators is one of examples of the studies for revealing the 3, the system development for realizing realtime estimation is de-
human cognitive activities under abnormal operating conditions'. scribed, focusing on the on-line data transfer via local area net-
The analysis on the influences of the introduction of the CRT dis- work. Then conclusion and discussion are in chapter 4.
play as the main device to provide critical information to the opera-
tor is another examples of the MMI study for achieving the higher
level of the safety2. The results of such MMI research activities has 1I.METHOD
begun to be utilized in the modification or developing new type of
MMI for nuclear power plant. A. Categorization of Cognitive States

The concept of the adaptive interface3has become in scope The definition and the assumption for the categorization
of the theoretical and experimental consideration for the next gen- of the human cognitive states are quite important in the present
eration MMI based on these insight for human cognitive activities. study. In our terminology, cognitive state is defined as the inside
The adaptive interface is defined as the intelligent interface which human mental state during the interaction with the system through
can accommodate the form of human-machine interaction accord- the MMI'. More specifically, problem solving process using the
ing to the mental and physical state of the operator. In using con- information presented on the CRT is our major concern. The cat-
ventional MMI, it is the operator who must adapts himself to the egorization should be based on the model of the human cognitive
interface along with the learning process or practical experiences. activities. Many human models have been proposed to interpret the
By introducing the adaptive interface, the machine will adapt itself mechanism of human information processing, which can be di-
to the human operator in order to achieve the human-machine co- vided into microscopic model and macroscopic model for specific
operative working environment. In other words, an adaptive inter- task. Whether microscopic or macroscopic depends totally on the
face would realize dynamic task aocation among human opera- subjective judgement of the analyst. I the present study, the
tors and machine. If the operator is judged to be completely con- Card's information processing model, which is rather macroscopic
fused or upset with the ongoing events, for example, the decision and widely accepted as the basic model in the field of the cognitive
made by the confused operator should not be relied upon and psychology, has been adopted for the basic guideline for the cat-
should not be executed. The further confirmation by the supervisor egorization of the cognitive states. Fig. I Ilustrates the five catego-
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ries of the human state in the present study. Information
Acquisition(I-A), Memory Related(MR),Motor Action(MA) and Table Physiological Feature Adopted in the Present Study
Thought(TH) are states directly corresponding to the Card's infor-
mation processing model. Others(OT) is defined as the state with- Physiological Features Classification
out any specific cognitive activities and/or state which can not be
categorized into any of the above. In addition to these categoriza- Absolute 1. high 2 low 3 normal
tion, Emotion(EM) has been introduced to the categorization as the Heart Rate Level
state of different dimension. EM is defined as the state when the Umin) Trend 1. increase 2 decrease 3 steady
emotional aspect is dominating in the mental activities. Surprise, I
confusion and embarrassment are supposed to be major factors Absolute 1. high 2 low 3 nrmal
evoking the state of EM. Respi'ation Level

Rate Umin)
It is quite rare that only one of these states exists at the Trend 1. increase 2 decrease 3 steady

specific moment. It is natural to assume that several of these states
can exist simultaneously taking human's parallel processing ability Blood Pressure (mmHg) 1. increase 2 decrease 3 steady

into account. In the present study, the estimation of te cognitive Skin Potential Response 1. none 2. low-level
state prevailingly exists at the specific moment is our temporal (mv) 3. medium-level 4 high-level
goal of the development.

In a in 1. high 2 low 3 normal

Number of Saccade Umin) 1. high 2 low 3 normalB. Physiological measures adopted ------------ J

The set of physiological measures adopted as the funda- ological measures and the cognitive states has ever been found, the
mental information for the cognitive state estimation are depicted estimation rules for cognitive states (we call them discrimination
in Table.l. Heart Rate(HR), Respiration Rate(RIZ), Blood knowledge) have to be empirical. According to authors' experi-
Pressure(BP) and Skin Potential Response(SPR) are governed by ences, it is rather difficult to derive a one-to-one relationship be-
autonomic nervous system(ANS) wich are supposed to reflect tween a physiological measure and a single distinct cognitive
the internal mental state unintentionaly. Blink Rate(BR) and Num- state. Further more, the discrimination knowledge has shown to be
ber of Saccade(SC) are expected to reflect the visual information different for each subject in our previous study'. Thus it is ite
processing characteristics. These indices are derived from the important to develop a systematic and effective method to obtain
electo-oculograph (EOG) data. this discrimination knowledge in order to realize practical estima-

tion system which utilize multiple physiological measures for cog-
In order to represent characteristics of these multiple mea- nitive state estimation.

sures, the qualitative indices for each measure is calculated by the
procedure called data feature extraction. Qualitative classification The artificial neural network (NN) trained by the collection
for each measure is also shown in Table. I. The visual inspection of data obtained through the controlled cognitive experiments has
on the time line chart, in which a the measured are plotted on the been adopted for the estimation of the cognitive state with the data
same time axis, revealed the way of the features appearing on the- features for each physiological measure as inputs. Fig.2 illustrates
ses measures. Based on this detailed inspection, the appropriate the configuration of the NN utilized in the present study. The net-
time interval for deriving qualitative features, has been found to be work is three-layered, feed-forward NN trained by the
three seconds. backpropagation learning with forgetting proposed by Ishikawe.

The learning with forgetting has been introduced to find out proper
number of the nodes in the hidden layer and to clarify the cause-

C. Cognitive state estimation by neural network consequence relationship. Each input corresponds to the data fea-
tures from each measure and the output represents each cognitive

As no established model of the relationship between physi- states.

It is important to collect as many training data set as possible
which properly exemplifying the discrimination knowledge. It is

rmat n r quite difficulthowever, to define one specific cognitive state when
Acquisition Action subject is interacting with the interface voluntarily. In the present

study, the laboratory experiments explicitly controlling the sub-
ers Ernot on jects cognitive state by properly prescribed tasks have been con-

ducted to collect training data sets for NN. Six kinds of tasks
Thought shown below were prepared for the experiments, in which the sub-

j ect is forced to undergo specific sequences of the cognitive states.

I.Simple moving task
Fig. Classification of the Human Cognitive States 2.Long term memory recall task

Based on the Card's Human Information Processing Model 3.Short term memory handling task
4.Reflection task
5.State transition rule estimation task
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Information Memory Thought motor Ernotion Others Multi-purpose polygraph was used to measure following
Acq data; 0ECG ii)Skin Potential Response(SPR) iii)Respiration and

Ouiput Layer MEOG(vertical and horizontal). Finapress(Ohema Co. Ltd) was

used for online blood pressure measurement.

Hidden Layer All these analog data were then transferred to A/D converter
installed on the 16 bit personal computer(PC9801RX NEC

Co.Ltd.). IOOHz sampling rate were adopted.

Input Layer 2) Data transfer

HR HR Resp. Resp. SPR Blood Blink Saocade Network Filing System (NFS) was adopted to achieve
Level Trend Level Trend Pressure Rate realtime data transfer from PC to work station(SUN Spar 2 Sun

Fig.2 Configuration of the Artificial Neural Network in the Present Study Microsystems Co. Ltd.). The advantages of using NFS are sum-

marized as follows;
6.Simple calculation task

i) It can use LAN(Ethemet wich is now common in any research

Short term memory handling task is taken as an example to environment. Thus, the experiment site and the computer site is

show how cognitive state shifts during the task. Ts task begins not necessarily nearby.

with displaying a set of seven cbaracters(Positive Set) on the CRT

screen. he subject is instructed to memorize these characters. ii) 'Me application program controlling AD converter just has to

Twenty seconds after the positive set disappears from the screen, write the results on the disk with specific identifier (for example

one character will be displayed on the screen (Target) and the sub- K:) 'Me drive K: is shared with WS via NFS and the data is auto-

ject is asked to judge whether it was in the positive set or not. The matically transferred to the WS. The point is no consideration is

experiment itself is same as the one by Rumelhart for estimating required as for the compatibility of the application program and the

the human recall mechanisms. The point is that memory data transfer mechanism.

related(RM) cognitive state may be dominant among other cogni-

tive states during the time interval between the disappearance of 3) Analysis

positive set and the appearance of the target. And by using the log
file keeping the time record of task sequence, tis time interval can Fig.4 shows the analysis process on the WS. The data fea-

be defined precisely. The physiological data measured during this ture extraction and reaItime data trend plotting are performed by

interval is interpreted as the sample data for the cognitive state the application software called PV -WAVE(Precision Visuals Co.

'Memory Related' Ltd.). The results of the data feature extraction, i.e. qualitative ten-
dency of the each measure for the latest three seconds, will be con-

In performing six tasks for specific cognitive state se- veyed to the realtime expert system G2 via inter-process communi-

quence, sample data for all cognitive states were ollected. With cation. The weight matrix representing the discrimination knowl-

the purpose of elimtinating redundant and noisy element of the edge is loaded on G2 in advance. The transferred data features are

sample data, the screening procedure was introduced to extract re- then used as the inputs for the neural network and the outputs,

duced number of sample data which typically represent the data which indicate the possibility of the presence of each cognitive

features of the physiological measures during the execution of the states, will be displayed graphically.

relevant task. These sample data undergone screening procedure

were utilized for the NN training.
IV RESULTS

U1. REALTIME SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT A. Laboratory Experiments

The laboratory experiments have been perfonned, in which

In order to realize adaptive interface based on the cognitive three subjects (indicated by blb2,b3) were involved. They were

state estimation, the estimation has to be performed without sig-

nificant delay from the actual shift of the cognitive states. In the

present study, the estimation interval was determined to be three

seconds, taldng human cognitive behavior and computational bur-
den on the computer into account. Thus, realtime in tis study IN

means that the sequence of data processing, i.e. measurement, data

transfer and analysis procedure, is executed within three seconds Ethernet

to provide one estimation result. Subject Polygraph
PC9601RX SUN Sparc 2

The overall configuration of the realtime cognitive state esti-

mator is shown in Fig.3. The system consists of three major com-

ponents; I)Measurement, 2)Data transfer and 3)Analysis.

F-PR7110-91cal Data Measurement nsfer Da- Anal
AD conversion

y s I ED.:
1) Measurement

Fig 3 Overall Configuration of the Realtime Cognitive State Estimator
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Inter-procim another evidence that the sequence of cognitive states during the
communication task were proceeded as expected.

Data Feature Ex raction Cognitive State Esttimation
IIRaw Data Plotting F :2:� using Neural NetworkJ 3) Histograms of each physiological data

PV-WAVE G2 The histograms of the adopted physiological measures for

'*,,call calr--"r the different cognitive states are shown in Fig.5; a) Simple mov-
'1� I'll
Controll Progr m written in C ing task and bMemory Related (Subject b3). Two facts can be

pointed out from this result which suggests the validity of the
r d present experiment. One is that the each distribution has one peak

with the shape similar to the Gaussian. This fact implies the
uniqueness of the subject's state during the interval while one spe-
cific cognitive state was assumed to emerge. The other is that the

Fig.4 Realtime Data Analysis on WS peak position of the distribution for each cognitive states is differ-
ent and the tendency of the distribution for specific cognitive

male students majoring in electrical engineering. The physiologi- states were common in general among all subjects. For example,
cal measures were recorded while they were exercising the re- during the state of 'Memory Related', high blink rate, small num-
quired tasks as described in -C. Whether the cognitive state ber of Saccade and the high respiration rate were observed in
were correctly evoked as planned or not was judged based on the common. This fact also implies that specific cognitive state was
following three facts. prevailing during the time interval while it was assumed to appear.

1) Recall Protocol Report As for the 'Emotion', however, it was shown from the re-
call protocol report that the subject did not always respond to the

After each task, subjects were requested to recall their be- presented stimulus as expected because of subjects' anticipation.
havior during the experiments. These reports showed that subjects The limited number of sample data for 'Emotion' were extracted
were quite obedient to the instructions presented on the CRT and utilized for the neural network training.
screen. The results implied that there were no intentional devia-
tions from the scheduled sequence of cognitive states. Based on the evidence stated above, we believe that the

laboratory experiments were almost successful and the resultant
2) Video Protocol Report sample date properly reflected the typical physiological data fea-

The scene of experiments were video recorded during the tures for each cognitive state.

whole stage. The close inspection of the recorded data revealed

that subjects were executing the ordered task obediently. This is B. Estimation results by neural network

Number of Occurences, Number of Occurences

I movie-, r, F
40 60 Heart Rate0min) 80 100 40 60 Heart RateUmm) 80 100

J4 7�.L_� El
0 1 0 20 30 40 0 10 20 30 40

Respiration(imin) RespiratonUmin)

0 200 400 0 200 400
SPR Level(mV) SPR Level(mV)

n 4!A � I I . lu� 180 100 120 140 80 100 120 WBloodPressure (mmHg) Blood Pressure (mmHg)

r-----J------r ------ ------ I
50 100 160 200 50 100 160 200Blink Rate Urnin) Blink Rate rrin)

50 100 150 200 50 100 ISO 20DSaGcade Urnin) Saccade Umin)
(a) Motion N IViernory Related

Fig.5 Histogram of Physiological Measures for Different Cognitive State
Subject: P3 (a) Motion (b)Memory Related
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Table.2 Number of Sample Data Table. 3 Results of the Cognitive State Estimation
for the Data Sets before Screening

Estimated I
Information Memory Thought Motor Emotion Others

Cognitive State nformatior motor Acquisition Related Action
Subject Acquisition Thought t' Emotion Others TOTAL

13 10!1�qlTft .... 38 54 103 49 4 1 249 0.0 34.3 5.7 2 9... .......................... .............
Extracted 10 6 4 16 4 information ------- 6.61 . ...... 6.

1 41 Acquisition 331.3 12.5 6'............. ............. ............ ............. .............
85 62 27 56 8 1 189 7.7 26.9 3.8 26.9 3.13

)9 2 . ....... 6..... ...................... ................ ............ ...... 8 3
Extracted 1 14 1 8 8 1

65 16 1 166 .. ..... �:L]..... ............. ....... ..... ..... i .... I13 3 ... 3 0. 6.5 1 3 45.2 1.6
Extracted 5 10

3 7 1 ..... 8.0 81 . 9.1 15'9..... ............
2 3 0 2s� .3 0.0

Thought ... ..... ........ 26 . .. ...... 6T ..
'6Y ------ ut",

Moto I .. 14.9 0.0 0.0 12.8 6.4
r -- ---------- ------ .... ............ ............... 2�j ............ .. ........ 0 �,48 1 �, 14.8 37.0Action '6 . ............ ....... ....

3 10.2 8.2 14.i 24.5 i 0.2
Set of sample data for each subject were then preprocessed 0.0 0 0 ... .......

through the screening procedure to extract reduced set of sample Emotion boll, 0.0... ...... 0-0.. ............E� �""J'00�:::::i9
data for the NN training. The numbers of sample data for each .8 I 0.0 0.0 ... 0. I

subject before screening and after screening are depicted in '81 0.0 0.0 0.0 0 0......... �6 .......... 6-.6 .. . .... ------- .6 .. ...... 6.6
Table.2. The 3000 iteration of the learning were performed to ob- Others Wi 0 66" ------------ ... ...

WY 66 ---------- 5.6 -- ------ 6'.6 ... ..... �66_' 0.0tain weight matrix representing the discrimination knowledge.

The numbers of nodes in hidden layer for each network shown %

below, have been found appropriate as the consequences of the BP mtive states estimation. Although the incorrect estimation ratios

learning with forgetting; remains considerably high in some cases, they are ascribed to the
occurrence of the cognitive state other than forced during the con-

l 14 l 24 33. trolled experiments when the training data were collected.

The structures of the obtained networks showed no clear re- C. Realtime system performance
lationship between the physiological measures and cognitive

states. Tis implied that the relationship might not be straightfor- The realtime data processing experiments were performed,

ward. which demonstrated the adequate realtime performance of the de-

veloped system. It is necessary to execute following sequence in

Table.3 shows the correct estimation ratio when using three seconds to achieve realtime estimation; I.Measurement and

screened sample data as inputs. The ratios are almost 100%, which A/D conversion, 2.Data transfer via NFS, 3.Data feature extraction

indicates the validity of using neural network for representing th 4.Estimation and 5.Result display. The computational environ-

discrinfination knowledge. In other words, the resultant network is ca- ment are summarized below;

pable of discriminating the cognitive state based on the qualitative

tendency of the physiological measures. SUN Spare 2 + OPWINWINDOWS with background de-

mon running

Table.4 shows the correct estimation ratio when using origi-

nal sample data (before screening) as inputs. The rows corre- The amount of the data which has to be processed within

spond to the forced cognitive states and the columns correspond to three seconds is; (byte per channel) x N (total channel number) x

the estimated cognitive state. The correct estimation ratios ar- F(sampling frequency) x Y(estimation interval). The most time-

e in the diagonal elements. The dominance of the diagonal compo- consuming part among the whole sequences is the data feature ex-

nents indicates the validity of the obtained neural network for cog- traction procedure, which requires iterative filtering calculation to

obtain qualitative data features. It had turned out that the system

Table, 3 Results of the Cognitive State Estimation was incapable of performing data feature extraction when the sam-

for the Training Data Sets pling frequency was set to be 25OHz for the peliminary stage of

the development. Modification of the sampling frequency to

IOOHz made it possible to perform realtime estimation.

Correct Estimation Number of
Ratio Training Data The example of the display image of the developed system is

shown in Fig.7. The qualitative data features are displayed in the

R 95.0% 41 upper window and the estimation results are graphically shown in

Subject the lower window. The filled portion of rectangle corresponding to
, 2 97.6% 42 each cognitive state indicates the possibility of occurrence of the

state. This result is revised every three second and the latest result

, 3 100% 32 is displayed. Through the numerical experiments, it has demon-

strated te developed system is capable of performing realtime

cognitive state estimation properly.
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ABSTRACT employing object-oriented approach such as by D.J.Nypaver et
al. M.A.Abdalla8, C.AJONE9, etc, mainly noticing favorable
feature of inheritance of attributes and information hide to cope

A graphical user interface system was developed for the two with large-scale software complexity. Also one of the authors of
dynamic simulation systems based on modular programming this paper(Yoshikawa) applied object-oriented programming by
methods:MSS and DSNP. The following works were made in SmalItalk-80 for the user support of MSS, to implement automatic

diagnosis of the module integration and automatic input data
conjunction with the system development: (I)conversion of the 3

module libraries of both DSNP and MSS, 0extension of DSNP- generation
pre-compiler,(3)graphical interface for module integration, and Concerning the problems of modular programming methods
(4) automatic converter of simple language descriptions for DSNP, employed in both of DSNP and MSS, there are following two
where (1) and 2) were made on an engineering work station, while problems when we proceed to rather large-scale complex
the rest 3 and 4 on Macintosh HyperCardTM - By using the simulation practice such as encountered in nuclear power plant
graphical interface, a user can specify the structure of a simulation simulation.

model, geometrical data, initial values of variables, etc. only by I Even if language description employed in the both
handling modules as icon on the pallet fields. The use of extended systems is simple it is rather specific and hence it
DSNP pre-compiler then generates the final product of dynamic becomes rather difficult to build up consistent simulation
simulation program automatically. The capability and
effectiveness of the system was confirmed by a sample simulation scheme when the problem.size becomes large, and

of PWR SBLOCA transient in PORV stuck open event. 2. The reason for the above stems from the difficulty of

acquiring necessary information on different modules to

I. INTRODUCTION assemble into an integrated simulation model, because
those information are distributed diversely among the
different modules.

The characteristic features of dynamic simulations of nuclear
reactor systems are large-scale scientific calculations and necessity The authors' point in this paper is that they propose to
of long-time contribution by many specialists such as nuclear introduce graphical interface (GIF) for building up simulation
engineering, mechanical engineering, computer science, and so scheme by object-oriented approach. By the introduction of GIF,
on. These features are ascribed to the scale and complexity of user can construct the simulation model by visual manipulation of
nuclear reactor systems. Therefore, it is important to develop a modules which is the central part of human computer interaction in
flexible support environment to make a dynamic simulation case of building models of large-scale complex system simulation.
program consistent with simulation purpose, to improve software The authors have applied the above idea for expanding the
productivity, and to avoid human errors in software development. functions of modular programming system DSNP to materialize an
Until now, there are many researches to improve software effective environment for dynamic simulation of nuclear power
productivity and reliability of dynamic simulations of nuclear plant.
reactor systems by applying software engineering techniques, i.e. In this study, a GIF system is developed for the modular

-8modularprogrammingtechniqueandobject-oriented approach' programming environment of DSNP, where the capability of
As far as the applications of modular programming in the DSNP system deloped on IBM mainframe computer is

field of nuclear engineering are concerned, D.Saphier, et al. have expanded so that it may include the handling of module library of
developed Dynamic Simulation for Nuclear Power plant (DSNP), MSS and that it can work on UNIX EWS(Engineering Work
and H.Yoshikawa, et al. developed Module-based Simulation Station) to share the benefit of its versatile functions. The converter
System (MSS) mainly for the dynamic simulation of LMFBR. In is developed to convert automatically from user-specified
the both systems, they aimed at improving software productivity simulation information by GIF to a DSNP description.
by enhancing the re-usability of the software resources by the way In the following, Section 2 describes the outline of DSNP and
that the commonly used subprograms are pre-programmed by easy its transfer to an EWS. The GIF developed in this study is
re-usable form and stored in module library. On the other hand of described in Section 3 An example of simulation program
modular programming, there have been some researches by generation by GIF is discussed in Section 4 Finally, the
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applicability of the GIF and future problems are summarized in statement' for MSS modules and including the related argument
concluding remarks. lists in the main common blocks because DSNP pre-compiler

accepts FORTRAN statements. The second problem is avoided by
using the special time integration scheme 'NOINT' for MSS

H. DSNP:Dynamic Simulator of Nuclear Power Plants modules, which specifies a dummy time integration scheme wth
no execution of time integration.

A.Outline of DSNP'

The DSNP is a thermal-hydraulic modular simulation IR. INTELLIGENT SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT FOR
language dedicated to the simulation of nuclear power plant system NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
or a part of the whole system at different levels of sophistication.
The DSNP was originally developed at Argonne National

Laboratory and is now supported by Soreq Nuclear Research A. Whole Architecture of Intelligent Simulation Environment
Center, Israel.

The DSNP is composed of i) module libraries of three
different levels of sophistication, ii) a function library for various authors have been developing an ntelligent simulation
material properties and various correlations of mass and heat environment for nuclear reactor systems by the combination of an
transfer and other auxiliary functions, and iii a pre-compiler. The EWS (HP apollo 9000 series) and a personal computer (Macintosh,
libraries cover the necessary modules for the simulation of PWR, Apple Computer Inc.). Figure I shows the whole elements of the
LMFBR, HTGR, and so on. The modules based on lumped environment: module library, extended DSNP pre-compiler, and
parameter models are included in the library of level 1. The two support sub-systems for suitable module selection and
libraries of level 2 and 3 contain modules based on few nodes and simulation model construction.
1/2D distribution modelsrespectively he pre-compiler is the
central part of the DSNP system. The pre-compiler reads and Intelligent interface
interprets a simple simulation language described by a special Module
format (DSNP description). Then, it generates automatically a Module selectio informa�lon
FORTRAN program. The generated program is put ito support o ue
FORTRAN compiler and calculation is executed. subsystem r

Module

B. Conversion of DSNP to EWS and its Extension programs
GIF

(Graphical Pre-comp e
The DSNP is converted on a UNIX EWS and several InterFace)

modifications are made. The plotting function of calculation
results in original DSNP is made by the form of printer plots with
any configuration of main frame computer. This plotting function
is simply deleted because the calculation results can be easily

19L 0plotted by using a conventional graphic software on EWS. r Zarin
Because FORTRAN compiler installed on EWS does not use JCL ro ram
(Job Control Language) against common usage in main frame
computer,thenecessaryfilesinexecution isallocatedby'OPEN' Figure - Whole architecture of intelligent environment for
statement instead of JCL specification. dynamic simulation of nuclear reactor systems.

There are two problems to use DSNP in various simulations
of nuclear reactor systems which are related with the usage and The sitable module selection sub-system supports the user to
development of a new module. There are two types of module select suitable modules consistent with the user's simulation
connection: one is data coupling by common variables and the purpose and conditions. The simulation model construction sub-
other by arguments. Although the data communication between system is composed of a) a graphical interface, b) an automatic
modules is made by common variables in DSNP, the data converter to DSNP description, and ) a simulation model proposer
communication by arguments as adopted by MSS is better from the by applying case-based reasoning"'12. By the graphical interface,
view point of software engineeringlo. The f irst problem is therfore user can visually generate a simulation model. By the automatic
how to include modules of MSS library into DSNP system. The converter, the information on the simulation model generated by
second one which comes from the inclusion of MSS modules is the GIF is converted to the format of DSNP description language, and
time integration problem. In DSNP, time integration is made for a then the extended DSNP pre-compiler interprets it and generate
group of several DSNP modules by selecting either one of preset FORTRAN source program for the simulation model.
integration schemes such as trapezoidal rule, Milne's method,
Gear's method, etc, while MSS modules have internal time
integration scheme by themselves.Therefore a MSS module B. Graphical Interface
mixed in a group of several DSNP modules will be time integrated
twice if there is no special attention to DSNP pre-compiler.
Against the both problems, the first one is solved by using 'CALL 'Me graphical interface is the user interface by which user can
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(a) (b) (C)

Simulation Model GIF DSNP
Description

Analysis Time a.HyperCard
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Information _

111110-
Data exchange with Steady State Cale.

[:Hill � modules OEerl

4Initial

Variable to be printed

Convergence CrE�� b.Files
Steady State Cale.

Figure 2- Data relationship between a dynamic simulation(a), its rearrangement by GIF(b) and the resultant
structure of a DSNP descriptions) -

specify visually the structure of a simulation model, geometrical There are seven fields in t9e graphical interface. 1) primary
data, initial values of variables, etc on Macintosh. Figure 2 shows menu field, 2 palette field, 3 module name input field, 4 variable
the relationship among simulation modelGIF and DSNP connection field, 5) simulation administration information input
description language. In Figure 2 block (a) gives necessary field, 6 initial value input field, and 7 print variables specification
information for DSNP-based simulationwhile the block (c) the field. Figure 3 shows the hierarchical structure of those fields. In
structure of DSNP description language. When a user would like addition to the fields, there are two data files (module usage
to generate a simulation model, he wl first imagine it rather information data base) for each module: i) argument list and ii) list
macroscopicIly (macroscopic simulation model) how to arrange of parameters and variables to set initial values.
modules and what are interconnections between modules. Then, Figure 4 shows an example of the variable connection field
he goes on to specify detailed data such as setting parameters and by which users will specify the connection of the selected two

initial values of modules, connecting variables between modules, modules.
time integration methods and print variables, etc. The block (b)
shows how we rearrange the necessary simulation data by the form C. Automatic Converter to DSNP Description Language
users think as mentioned above. Conclusively, Figure 2 shows

how we designed graphical interface, in conjunction with the The input simulation information by the graphical interface
notion of "field" shown in Figure 3 will be then automatically converted to DSNP description. In

DSNP a module has unique calling name and unique definition

Primary menu Module name s a ements for parameters such as geometrical data, input/output
screen Palette screen input screen variabl s of the module from other modules, etc. Moreover, there

are special formats which will be used for the specification of

I n itia I data integration methods, variable convergence condition for steady
input screen state calculation, initial values, and printing variables. The

sequence is as follows: 1) template statements as shown in Figure 
Printing variables are prepared for module usage information data base beforehand

1pecification screen I for all modules and different integration methods, and so on, 2 the

input from the graphical interface is arranged in the suitable field
ariable connection of the template statements, and after completing template

screen statements, 3 re-ordering of template statement into the order of
DSNP description language.

Figure 3 - Hierarchical structure of fields.
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Figure 4 - Example of variable connection field.

DFNHPLEN #N1 (#C8, #C9, #C1 0 , #C 1 1 , #C 2, By the graphical interface, the macroscopic simulation model
INF'LO(#Vl, #V3),EXFLO(#V3, #V5), is specified as shown in Fig. 7 hen a user proceeds (1) to specify
0.2DO, #C13, #C14, MAINP5); necessary connection of variables between mdules, 2) to input

geometrical data and initial values of variables, 3 to select
printing variables, and 4) to specify calling order of modules, time

Figure - Examples of template statements for automatic integration method, etc. In the case where the functions that are not
conversion to DSNP description. modeled by modules in the module library, user can add to the

additional FORTRAN statements in the appropriate places of the
converted DSNP description. A simulation program is generated
by the extended DSNP pre-compiler after converting the

IV.EXAMPLE: PWR SBLOCA ACCIDENT SIMULATION simulation information to the corresponding DSNP description
automatically. It takes only four minutes to generate simulation

This section shows the results of a practice of simulation program of 8000 steps of FORTRAN statement for the whole work
program generation by the graphical interface, automatic mentionedabove.Mesimulationrestdtof thedynamicbehaviorof
converter, and extended DSNP pre-compiler, followed by the plant is depicted in Figure with respect to time histories of
simulation run. 200 seconds into transient on pressure and water level in

A simulation program is generated for a four-loop pressurizer, flowrate through PORV, coolant temperature and
Westinghouse-type PWR primary thermal-hydraulics in the case pressure at the bottom of reactor core, flowrate through SG safety
of a small-break loss-of -coolant accident. Figure 6 sows the valve, water level of SG secondary side and reactor power,
whole model of dynamic simulation. The major conditions and respectively.
assumptions of the simulation areas follows V. CONCLUDING REMARKS

1) the primary loops are represented by a lumped single loop,
2) the neutronics calculation is omitted and total heat power

of fuel rods is given as a function of time, In this paper, the authors presented on the development of
3) the primary pipes are represented by the modules based on our intelligent environment for dynamic simulation program

the homogeneous two-phase flow model, generation of nuclear power plant. The salient feature of the
4) only one PORV and one safety valve of pressurizer are authors' approach is the use of graphical user interface designed by

modeled, the concept of object oriented approach with modular
5) the bypass of reactor vessel is neglected, programming. The underlying concept was applied for the
6) the accident by PORV stuck open without scram is realization of an environment for the two simulation systems NISS

assumed to be calculated, and and DSNP based on modular program. The effectiveness of the
7) only the safety functions of main coolant pump trip and developed system was demonstrated by a simulation practice of

turbine trip are considered. PWR SBLOCA accident.
Currently, the authors have been developing various support
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Figure 7 - Macroscopic simulation model specified by graphical interface.

systems on Macintosh mainly for the purpose of verifying the We believe that with the use of GIF, the users can concentrate
proposed object-oriented approach by rather rapid prototyping on the physical aspects of simulation models and can perform
way. But it goes without saying that those user support systems simulation practise more easily and rapidly than conventional
should be re-integrated by the same way on EWS for the final stage programming methods. The proposed approach can be applied not
of the system development. only to the nuclear engineering domain but also to te other
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engineering domains which equire the dynamic simulation of the
large scale and complex systems.
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Figure - Time histories of pressured) and water level(2) of pressurizer, PORV
flowrate(3), temperatures) and pressure(5) at the bottom of reactor core, flowrate(6)
throughSGsafetyvalve, waterlevelMof SGsecondarysideandreactorpower(8) incase
of a PWR SBLOCA simulation practise.
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ABSTRACT LINTRODUCTION

A general framework and guiding principles for development The excellence in operational safety of large, complex and
of intelligent operator support system in nuclear plants are high-hazard artifacts such as nuclear power plants is a prerequi-
proposed in this paper. The main principle is to provide site for wider acceptance of the future technology. As the
advisory information to the operators through consensus of human factor is now recognized to be the most critical issue in
multiple agents each of which can conduct operational decision- prevention of error and enhancing the safety in these technical
making by focusing on mutually dissimilar symptoms obtained domains, considerable amount of research efforts have been
from the plant. The applicability and credibility of the operator focused on the study of this issue. The development of comput-
support system are expected to be significantly improved by er-assisted operator support system has been attempted exten-
implementing the proposed scheme. An efficient procedure for sively on the basis of this recognition. Within the nuclear indus-
diversifying the symptom descriptions was developed together try, however, the performance of the systems developed up to
with a method for autonomous consensus formation among the present is, to the authors' knowledge, not sufficient for practical
agents. A prototype system was developed for the subtask of applications.
fault diagnosis by emulating multiple neural networks as the
diagnostic agents. The advantage of the proposed methodology The expected role of operator support system is to provide
over he conventional ones was clearly demonstrated through information relevant to operation of the plant when the operator
numerical evaluations simulating anomalies in a pressurized is truly in need of assistance by the machine-intelligence. Since
water reactor. the nuclear plant operators are highly trained and motivated,

lant Operator's
ult Causal emedia roce ur

Detection Reasoning S nthesis

nte gent Information Processing Task

Constraint Violation ypothesis Generation ypothesis enerat on
Detection and Testing and Testing

(Retrospect (Anticipato

Feature Characterization Reasoning Princ p es onsensus Formation

Spatial With/Without Fai ure e
Correlational Logic/Pattern Supervised/Autonomous

Anticipatory/Retrospective
Temporal Qualitative/Quantitative . . . . .

Figure I The Framework of the Diversity-Based Intelligent Operator Support System.
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such an assistance is only needed when the situation is compli- Additional key-concept essential in this multi-agent, diversity
cated and unexperienced. The operator support system is there framework is the consensus formation, since the multiple agents
fore supposed to have sufficiently high level of intelligence to can provide various conclusions with inconsistency. The proce
cope with the difficulty in dealing with the complicated situa- dure of consensus formation should be designed intelligent
tions. To meet this technical requirement, a naiyg aplication of enough to reflect the difference in self-confidence of the agents
conventional methods of artificial intelligence, i.e. expert sys- engaged in the specific task. This is again a natural analogy of
tem, case-based reasoning, model-based reasoning including human problem-solving where the best solution is provided
qualitative reasoning, etc. has been and will be by no means through meta-level evaluation 3rather than direct comparison of
promising. The purpose of the present paper is to establish a the cost/benefit to be given by each solutions.
methodology to overcome the difficulty and to further improve
the operational safety of nuclear plants. To model the function of the multi-perspective thinking, the

multi-agent system was developed by emulating a set of neural
A general framework based on a concept alled diversity- networks, each executes diagnostic decision-making by taking

based decision-makin_ has been studied in this project 1,2 . The into account MLItually-dissimilar symptoms, or features, charac-
central idea in the framework is the decision-making through terizing the disturbed state of the nuclear plant. The mechanism
consensus among multiple agents, each functioning on the basis of consensus formation among the agents was developed in a
of mutually different, i.e. diverse, principles. The task of causal manner to reflect the self-confidence of the neuro-agents in their
identification of an anomaly, for instance, can be achieved by a diagnostic conclusion. Detailed descriptions of these methods
wide variety of methods characterized by such attributes as and the performance of the prototype system developed will be
absence/presence of failure mode assumption, logic-based/pat- given in the following sections.
tern-based causal relationships, qualitative/quantitative model
descriptions, etc. The performance of the machine-intelligent
operator support system is expected to be improved significantly 2. DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL FRAMEWORK
by instantiating the problem-solving scheme by multi-perspec-
five thinking with diversity in the functioning principles. The overall framework for development of the operator support

system, and the major building blocks as well, are illustrated in
This multi-agent framework was introduced on the basis of our Fig. 1. The task of fault management is decomposed into three

observation that experienced specialists in most domains (e.g. subtasks, fault detection, causal reasoning and remedial proce-
technical, medical, political and administrative) are making dure synthesis. In a higher level of abstraction, the fault detec-
decisions after examining the problem at hand from multiple, tion is regarded as constraint violation detection. The causal
often mutually independent, perspectives. The intrinsic impor- reasoning and procedure synthesis are categorized as the retro-
tance of combining diverse perspectives is recently pointed out spective and anticipatory hypothesis generation and testing.
by leading researchers in the artificial intelligence and relevant Most approaches to fault management cover all or a part of the
areas. Among such examples are the multiple-agent model of subtasks. Functional relationships between these subtasks along
human intelligence by M. Minsky3 and combined usage of func- with the evolution of anomaly are schematically given in Fig. 2.
tion- and behavior-oriented description of object by Y. Iwasaki
and B. Chandrasekaran4. The concept of cognitive diversity In order to define a method of fault management more specifi-
proposed by L. Beltracchi and R. Lindsay5 for reduction of cally, another multiple attributes of the method are taken into
operator error is also closely related to the concept described in consideration as also given in Fig. 1. The fault detection and
this paper. causal reasoning methods are characterized in terms of the fea-

Plant Status Pre-Alarm Alarm Trip
Anomaly Condition Level Level

normal Onset Satisfied Violated Violated
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X X4

&
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Standard Anomaly Start Start Remedial
Monitoring Detction Signal Causal Procedure

'<>_ Validation Reasoning Synthesis
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system (Alert) Intensive Monitoring
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Figure 2 Functional Relationship between Subtasks along with the Evolution of Anomaly.
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tures with which the departure from normal behavior is defined. nuclear domain, importance of this novel approach to control
The causal reasoning and procedure synthesis methods are also and decision-making can be understood by the promising results
characterized in terms of the reasoning principle. A difference is to be found elsewhere 8,9. Since the detailed discussion of this
in that fact that the former is essentially a retrospective reason- issue is beyond the scope of this paper, we will focus our atten-
ing (i. e. from observations to one or more causes) while the tion on the problem of diversity-based fault diagnosis with
latter an anticipatory (i. e. from operations to possible effects). consensus formation in the subsequent sections.

We claim that each of the subtasks needs to be carried out via
multi-perspective thinking. For example, the subtask of the fault
detection should be conducted by paying attention to various 3. DIVERSITY IN FEATURE DESCRIPTION
features. In addition to the conventional method of comparing
quasi-static deviations of signals with preset thresholds, more The performance of the causal reasoning routine is expected
advanced techniques focusing on signal fluctuations can also be to be higher if the multiple features are processed properly, since
employed to enhance the sensitivity of anomaly detection, and to the amount of processed information is higher in the case of
derive more information on anomaly type. Possible candidates multiple features. We believe that more attention should be paid
of such advanced techniques are; spectral index estimation, on this aspect. Numbers of reports dealing with elaboration of
fractal dimension estimation and wavelet analyses. The implica- causal reasoning techniques have been published in the last
tion of these techniques in plant anomaly detection has been decade. Nevertheless, only a limited amount of efforts has been
already confirmed in our previous study 6. paid on the feature characterization. However, the performance

of the sophisticated techniques of causal reasoning would obvi-
The consensus formation in this subtask is rather naive and ously be poor unless sufficient amount of information is sup-

straightforward. In principle, an indication of anomaly from any plied as the input data to the reasoning routine. The employed
of the agents should be regarded as a sign to "alert" the operator multiple features are illustrated in Fig. 3 For the sake of clarity,
support system. At this stage, the consensus is equivalent to the popular word of "symptom" may be employed instead of
OR-type operation to determine the onset of anomaly. In anoth- feature as far as the discussion is relevant to the fault cause
er words, the consensus principle is to respect the others with the identification.
most pessimistic (or conservative) opinion.

The feature characterization called §patial symptom stands for
As illustrated in Fig. 2 it is not necessary to start the causal the representations such as [Xl-high, X2-low, X3-low,...] and

reasoning routine, nor is it necessary to.alert the operator at this [XI -increase, X2-decrease ... . The fon-ner is called deviation-
stage. The system continuously monitors the time-trend of the level-based spatial symptom while the latter
anomaly to determine (1) if it is actually taking place and 2) if it incremental-change-based spatial symptom. The word "spatial"
is growing. When these two conditions are judged to be satis- was adopted since the signals represent the variables in different
fied, the situation is classified to be a pre-alarm state. To locations of the pant. The time instant to define this feature is
determine the onset of the pre-alarm state, again a consensus is not identical but different from signal to signal. The time instant
needed among the agents. The consensus principle at this stage for defining the deviation of signal Xi corresponds to the time
needs to be more involved than the naive OR-operation. The when the signal manifested its first departure from the normal
simple majority voting is unacceptable since the each of the value. Therefore, the spatial symptom can be regarded as the
agents is sensitive to a specific class of anomalies. A rule-based deviation profile of multiple signals in the plant.
consensus mechanism is one possible candidate to meet the need
and is being studied within this project. Though the study of The temporal symptom is characterized by the sequence of
this issue is in its preliminary stage 6, the results obtained so far deviation descriptor such as Xi=[normal, high, high, normal,
seem to be highly promising. low, low, ...] or Xi=[constant, increase, increase, constant,

decrease, ...]. The former is called deviation-level-based
Similar statements are valid for the subtasks of causal reason- temporal and the latter incremental-change-based temporal

ing and remedial procedure synthesis as well. Several new symptom. The same set of plant signals selected to define the
techniques of causal reasoning are being developed in conjunc- spatial symptom is processed to derive the temporal symptom.
tion with this projeCt7. The anomaly features to be considered as The time duration to define the temporal symptom is chosen
input information to the causal reasoning routine could be dif- long enough to cover the longest disturbance propagation time
ferent from the features considered in the fault detection phase. within the plant.
However, it is required that the features at this stage should also
be diversified for higher credibility of diagnosis. By combining The third feature characterization called correlational symptom
the multiple features and reasoning techniques, one can expect a was introduced to supplement the spatial and temporal symp-
high-level of diversity in this phase also. The consensus forma- toms. The correlational symptom is derived from a trajectory in
tion in this subtask is more crucial than that in fault detection, two-dimensional state space. The dynamic interactions between
since the conclusions given by the multiple agents could be the two signals of interest, which are not clearly parametrized in
semantically more diverse and possibly contradictory. the spatial and temporal symptoms, are properly represented in

this symptom. Each state-space was defined to represent the
Development of the techniques for remedial procedure synthe- mass and/or energy balance in main components and coolant

sis is also attempted in this project. One of the emphasis of the loops.
study in this context is to develop a flexible scheme of anticipa-
tory decision-making. These symptom descriptions are obtained through procedures
The word "anticipatory" is deliberately employed to highlight of data compression with emphases on semantically different
the relevant problem of uncertainty handling inherent in dealing aspects, i.e. space, time and correlation, of the plant signals.
with future evolution of the phenomena under consideration. When two symptoms represent totally independent diagnostic
Though the concept of anticipatory control is rather new in information, they can be viewed as semantically independent.
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On the other hand, the two symptoms are viewed as semantically

dependent or redundant if they provide the same diagnostic 4. DIVERSITY IN KNOWLEDGE CHARACTERIZATION

information.

The causal reasoning methods, or diagnostic knowledge, can

The semantic independence between the spatial and temporal be implemented in a wide variety of fashions. Different types of

symptom descriptions would be intuitively clear. Since the reasoning principles can be utilized in order to carry out this

correlational symptom represents the plant behaviors that are not subtask. The intrinsic nature of the causal reasoning methods is

directly given by the spatial and temporal symptoms, it is ex- characterized by various attributes such as the presence/absence

pected to contain diagnostic information at least to some extent. of failure model, qualitative/quantitative description of the plant

Although the symptoms considered in this study are not exhaus- behavior, retrospective/anticipatory reasoning principle, etc.

tive nor sufficient, the effectiveness of combining them together Hereafter, we restrict our scope within the pattern-based fault

will be demonstrated through nmerical tests described later. diagnosis because the method is appropriate to highlight the
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effectiveness of diversification in symptom descriptions. In detection, causal reasoning, and procedure synthesis. The
order to evaluate this effect independently of the effect of rea- typical mechanisms of consensus formation such as the majority
soning methods, the diagnostic contribution of each symptom voting and parity-space method9 can be employed to realize the
was eamined by utilizing the homogeneous yet customized function. These methods are categorized as deterministic and
reasoning method, i. e. dedicated neural networks. The effec- supervised consensus formation since the logical foundation to
tiveness of diversification in reasoning principles can be evalu- determine the acceptable output is prefixed with less attention on
ated after the present evaluation. Incorporation of other methods the self-confidence of each agent. To supplement the conven-
based on different causal reasoning principles is just straight- tional mechanism, an alternate consensus method with emphasis
forward. on te self-confidence was developed in this study. The con-

sensus is made by taking into account the inter-agent difference
The diagnostic procedure, a constituent of the overall system of in self-confidence. The method is categorized as autonomous

Fig. 1, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4 The symptoms consensus formation to reflect the attitude to pay more attention
obtained by the specific processing of the plant variables are fed to mutual relationships.
to the diagnostic modules in parallel. Each of the dedicated
neural networks is assigned to a specific symptom. The neural
net employed in this study has three-layers with feedforward The mechanism for autonomous consensus formation is de-
confia ration. The number of units in the input layer is equal to scribed in terms of the behavior of the multiple neuro-agents.
the number of segmentation of the symptom description. The For example, each of the neural networks in Fig. 4 is realized as
number of units in the output layer is equal to the number of an agent with a specific function. The string of output values
fault causes to be identified. Each of the output unit generates (y�, y.. ..... y,) of each neural network is interpreted as the
the value between and 1. In the learning period, the neural net opinion of the agent about the diagnostic conclusion. The
is trained to provide the value I from the output unit #i for the overwhelming prominence of one output value, say y over the
input symptom correspondent to the failure mode M. All the others indicates (1) that the agent concludes that the'observed
other output values are forced to be 0. In the testing period, symptom is caused by the failure mode #k and 2) that the agent
output values of all units in the output layer are examined. If the is quite certain that the conclusion is correct. On the contrary,
output value from the unit #j is the highest of all, then it is inter- the non-prominence of the maximum value, y k, indicates that the
preted that the failure mode #j is detected. A modification of agent concludes that the ongoing failure mode is #k, yet the
this procedure introduced for consensus generation will be certainty level is modest. If the maximum value y k is below a
described in the next section. preselected threshold, the agent is concluding nothing. More

precisely, the occurrence of the event j is considered to be
The learning algorithm adopted is called adaptive structural negated as far as this agent is concerned.

learning with forgetting8. The principle of this algorithm is the
conventional backpropagation (BP) with a modification term as The mechanism for autonomous consensus formation was
shown below. developed on the basis of the above interpretation. The output

values are modified by a nonlinear function as
E'p = Ep + YE ABS(W J) (1)

where Ep is the conventional criterion (discrepancy between the y' = fy) ; i = 1,2,...,N. (5)

network output and the desired output) in the BP algorithm, W . to emphasize the prominent output, and also to represent the
the magnitude of the weight of link between unit and j, and J9 negation effect. As shown by the typical transformation func-
defined the relative importance of the link weights. The incre- tion illustrated in Fig. 5, the neural network output left of the
mental modification of the weight is then given by vertical dashed line is transformed to a negative value, while a

large output value right of the dashed line is magnified to repre-
A w1l' = 8E'p SW J., (2)

= AW P sgn (W (3)J'i J)

sgn (x = 1, if x>O ; 0, if x=O ; 1 if x<O. (4)

where a is an adjustable parameter. Because of the second term
in Eq. (1), each weight is continuously forced to decrease at
every iteration. The links not reinforced by the effect of Ep will 0.5-

eventually become negligible. In consequence, unnecessary
links and units are eliminated from the neural network along
with the training in an automatic manner. Therefore, the selec-
tion of number of hidden layers and units is not a serious prob-
lem . 0 ---------------------------------

5. CONSENSUS FORMATION
0 005

The consensus formation, or conflict resolution, mechanism is Neural Network Output
an indispensable constituent of the diversity-based decision-
making framework, because the multiple routines in the system Figure 5. The Transformation Function for
can possibly generate outputs with utual inconsistency. The Consensus Formation.
consensus fonriation is terefore required at each phase of fault
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Figure 6 Illustration of the Proposed Consensus Formation Procedure.

sent the enhanced certainty. The transformation function in te networks is thirty-six. In addition, the correlational symptom
figure was derived based on a gaussian, but the sigmoid function was defined for twenty pairs of signals. Thus, the number of
is also applicable. The selection of the transformation function dedicated neural network, or number of agents, became a total
is somewhat arbitrary at this stage. After the nonlinear trans- of fifty-six.
formation, the output values from all the agents are combined
together to obtain the consensus value Zfor each failure mode The number of segmentations in the temporal symptom is

i = 1,2,...N. twenty-five with five second interval. The number of segmenta-
M tions of the two-dimensional state space is forty-nine 7 times 7.

Zi=1 (6) The number of units in the input layer of the neural network is
j=1 set equal to these numbers. The number of units in the hidden

where M stands for the number of agents. The procedureis layer is one half of the input layer units. Although the number
conceptually illustrated in Fig. 6 of the hidden layer units was selected without cautious tuning,

the results were expected to be insensitive to this number by
virtue of the adaptive leaming algorithm.

6. EXAMPLE
B. Results

A. Objective Plant
Trainin2 Results

The proposed methodology was evaluated through numerical
experiments with emphasis on diagnostic performance. The The performances of the diagnostic modules dedicated for one
simulated plant is a three-loop PWR with the rated power of of the five symptoms are summarized in Table-] for the training
82OMWe. The types of anomaly events are selected to be phase. The five symptoms are denoted spatial H/N/L, spatial
general enough to cover malfunctions of main components in I/C/D, temporal U/N/L, temporal /C/D and correlational symp-
primary and secondary coolant systems, turbine and generator toms in these tables. It might be felt strange that the diagnostic
systems, nuclear instrumentation systems, and process control
system. Table 1. Results of Diagnosis(Training),

A total of thirty-four anomaly events was simulated to gener-
ate dynamic responses which were processed to provide the Number of
symptoms described in 3 Since the deviation-level-based and Success Cases Each Symptom Overall Diagnosis
incremental-change-based symptoms are both considered for the Spatial H/N/L 32
spatial and temporal symptoms, five symptom classes were
derived and compared mutually. Spatial /C/D 32

The number of signals processed in the spatial and temporal Temporal H/N/L 31 34
symptoms is seventeen. In the former, all the 17 signals were Temporal I/C/D 34
fed as one set to the input layer of the dedicated neural network.
In the latter, each one of the 17 signals was fed to the corre- Correlational 1 33 1 1
sponding neural network. As both of the spatial and temporal
symptoms have two versions, the number of dedicated neural
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Table 2. Results of Diagnosis
-�a- Spatial (HIN/L) Spatial (I/C/D) (Testing with Perturbated Data).
--O- Temporal (HIN/L) 0 Temporal (11CM)

-�N- Correlational

Each Symptom Overall DiagnosisNumber of
Success Cases Unear Autonomous Autonomous

Averaqe = e
30

Spatial H/N/L 28 26

Spatial I/C/D 3 3

20 - 1% Temporal H/N/L 29 29 34 34

'Temporal /D 9 5

Correlational 0
10 -

Spatial H/N/L 22 9
Z Spatial I/C/D

0 0

0 2% Temporal H/N/L 26 28 31 340 2 4

Amplitude of Noise Temporal /C/D 5 12

Figure 7 Diagnostic Performance Degradation for Correlational 30 30
Increase in Noise Magnitude. Spatial H/N/L 1 0

Spatial I/C/D 0 0

5'/o Temporal HINIL 1 7 27 9 32
performance is sometimes below 100% even for the training Temporal I/C/D 0 6
data. The faulty diagnosis is attributed to the similarity of
multiple failure modes observed via specific symptom descrip- Correlational 8 22
tions. The main reason of this apparent similarity is the coarse
segmentation in magnitude and time of the symptom characteri-
zation. This defect can be mitigated by elaborating the segmen-
tation in a suitable manner. However, as the purpose of the
study is to evaluate the effect of symptom diversification rather Effect of Consensus Formation
than to attain high diagnostic performance, the elaboration of the
symptom characterization was not attempted in this phase. As The results described in the above paragraph were further
expected, the diagnostic performance was 100% after consensus processed to derive the final conclusion through the overall
formation of the multiple agents. consensus formation. The results are summarized in Table-2

together with the results obtained from the simple majority
Testing Results voting and the lnear averaging. The lattey is equivalent to the

consensus without the nonlinear transformation.
The testing of the trained neural networks was carried out for

the plant responses distorted by additive noise components with The overall diagnostic performance after consensus was cer-
specified amplitudes. The amplitude of the distortion noise was tainly improved. When the noise magnitude is as low as 1, the
modified up to 5% of the original signal magnitude in order to diagnostic credibility is 100% irrespective of the consensus
examine the robustness of the diagnosis system. The number of strategy. On the contrary, the advantage of the autonomous
cases in which the true fault cause was successfully identified consensus is significant when the noise magnitude is increased.
decreased monotonically along with the increase in the noise The performance for % noise is particularly outstanding. The
magnitude as depicted in Fig. 7 The performance degradation usefulness of the proposed method of consensus formation was
of the agents based on the incremental-change-based symptoms clearly shown in these example. Since no single symptom
is particularly significant. This degradation is attributable to the description alone could reach the 100% perfon-nance, the advan-
fact that the change in the feature description is most drastic in tage of diversification in symptom description is, we believe,
the incremental-change-based symptom. well demonstrated by the above results.

On the other hand, the degradation is less significant with the
deviation-level-based temporal and correlation-based symptoms. 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS
The robustness of these symptom representation is attributable
to the segmentation of the dynamic response with an appropriate A general framework based on the diversification of symptom
coarse grain size. It should be noted that the results in Fig. 7 are description and causal reasoning was proposed as a guiding
given after consensus formation among the agents within the principle for future development of intelligent and dependable
corresponding symptom descriptions. In other words, these operator support system in nuclear power plants. The essential
results provide a relative evaluation of information values re- nature of the framework is a distributed multi-agent system each
flected in these symptom descriptions. of wich can conduct operational decision-making from a spe-

cific perspective. An accompanying key concept called auton-
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ornous consensus formation was also proposed for efficient Principles of Diagnosis, Univ. Wales, Sept. 1993).
incorporation of the multiple conclusions provided by the multi- 8. M.Ishikawa "A Structural Connectionist Learning Algorithm
agents. The concept of diversification was introduced based on with Forgetting," J. of Soc. of Al in Japan, 595 1990) (in
extensive survey of decision-making strategy by human experts Japanese)
in various domain. 9. B.R.Upadhyaya, "Sensor failure Detection and Estimation",

The advantage of implementing the diversity in symptom Nuclear Safety, 26, 32-43 1985).
description, and the importance of the autonomous consensus
formation as well, were evidently demonstrated through numeri-
cal experiments simulating nuclear plant anomalies. The ob-
tained results validate, at least to some extent, the present claim
of combining multiple and diverse perspectives for reliable
decision-making in high-potential-hazard artifacts. Further
development of key techniques to be implemented in the general
framework of Fig. I is currently in progress.
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ABSTRACT power plants and more detailed

regulatory requirements have resulted

The Tokyo Electric Power Company in larger control room panels and

(TEPCO) has developed a new Main increased complexity in the control

Control Room design for the Advanced and monitoring functions, which

Boiling Water Reactor (ABWR) to motivated the improvement of control

improve man-machine interface. New room designs. The Three Mile Island

configuration of panels and enhanced accident in 1979 also motivated the

automation are some of the features improvement of control room designs

of the ABWR type Main Control Room to prevent operational errors.

design. Various technologies such as

Cathode Ray Tubes (CRTs) and Flat In the early 19801s, the second

Displays (FDs) with touch-sensitive generation control room design was

operations are contributed to the introduced. This design incorporates

development of the ABWR type control CRT-based monitoring and enhanced

room design. This design will be automation as follows:

first applied to Kashiwazaki-Kariwa -consisting of three panels which

Nuclear Power Station unit 6 (K-6). reduces the operator's movement

To train the operators sufficiently, during plant operations. (one for

TEPCO reviewed the operator training main control panel and two for

program. Compared with the auxiliary panels)

conventional training, new training -7 CRTs on the main control panel

menu will be added and the training as the primary monitoring of plant

of ABWR operators will be started 6 conditions which make the

months earlier. An ABWR simulator is operator's monitoring and control

under construction and training using tasks easier to perform with

this simulator is scheduled to be increased reliability.

started in August 1994, which is 18 -partial automation in startup and

months before fuel loading of K-6. We shutdown operations which reduces

are reviewing malfunction modes on the operator's peak loads.

the simulator 

On the other hand, analog

DEVELOPMENT OF CONTROL ROOM DESIGN indicators were not completely

replaced by the CRTs, because the

Since the introduction of process computers do not meet safety

nuclear power plant in 1970, TEPCO requirements. Dedicated hardwired

developed three generations of switches are retained in the same

standardized control room designs.' scope and functions as in the first

TEPCO's design policy has been that generation control room panels.

the primary control and monitoring

man-machine interface shall be In the third generation (ABWR)

provided in a centralized control type control room design, man-machine

room. Based on this policy, the first interface is further improved by the

generation control room was designed. extensive use of CRTs and the

However, increased size of nuclear computer technologies.
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figure ABWR type Control room

FEATURES OF THE ABWR TYPE CONTROL ROOM b) Automation
Based on the result of a work load

From the experience through the analysis of operators in the second
operation of the former generation type generation type control panels, the scope
control panels, we established the of automation has been determined. The
following design criteria for the ABWR result of the analysis shows that the
control panels operations immediately after a plant scram
-an operator shall be able to perform represented a peak in the operator's

all of the primary monitoring and workload and that control rod manipulation
control functions from a seated in some cases resulted in high burden on
position. the operator. Then, the following

-operator actions required following a automation is added to the conventional
scram shall be minimized. design:

-essential information shall be -routine action after scram
provided to the entire operating crew -control rod movement in accordance
in common. with a set of predetermined rod

Based on these specific criteria, the sequences, supervised by a core
basic design concept of the ARWR type thermal limit monitoring system.
control room panels was developed as
follows: To the development of the ABWR

control room panel design, various
a) Panel Configuration technologies have contributed. CRTs with a
The ABWR type control room consists of a backup of FDs have replaced analog
compact Main Control Console and a Large indicators and lamps. The touch operation
Display Panel. (See figure The former function of CRTs and Ds have replaced
is designed so that an operator can dedicated hard switches. These
perform all of the primary monitoring and technologies bring a significant reduction
control functions from a seated position. in the size of Main Control Console. The
The latter is designed so that the entire micro-processor-based controllers with a
operating crew can share the essential redundant structure and fiber optic
information. network provide integrated control

functions along with an increased
reliability and an improved
maintainability.
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Year 1975 1980 1985 1990 19 95 2000

BTC N0.1 for the 784 MWe plant (BTC/Fukushima)

BTC No.2 for the 1,100 MWe plant(BTC/Fukushima)

BTC No.3 for the 784 MWe plant(BTC/Fukushima)

BTC No.4 for the 1,100 MWe plant
(BTC/Kashiwazaki)

ABWR simulator (TEPCO/Kashiwazak
I E]

figure 2 History of the BWR simulators in Japan

TRAINING PROGRAM FOR BWR PLANT OPERATORS team-work of the crew.
IN JAPAN Dispatched 3 times a year.

TEPCO has been performing operator's FEATURE OF TRAINING PLAN FOR ABWR PLANT

training by using full-scope simulators OPERATION

History of the BWR simulators is shown in Becaus
figure 2 Four full-scope plant simulators e the ABWR type control room
are constructed at the BWR Operator design is quite different from the
Training Center Corporation (BTC) and have conventional type, training program for
been uing for the training at the BTC. the ABWR plant operators was determined as

follows after careful consideration:

Depending on the levels of operators' (1)Training period
duties, skills and knowledge, various
training courses are provided at the BTC Training period before fuel loading (FL)
as shown in figure 3 of the first plant has normaly been one
-Standard Operator Training Course year at most. On the other hand,
(12 weeks) training for the ABWR plant operation is
For personnel who have worked at a scheduled to start in months before
nuclear power station and have the FL of Kashiwazaki-Kariwa unit (K-6),
fundamental knowledge of the nuclear which will be the first ABWR plant.
power generation. Training period extension by 6 months

-Intensive Training Course 4 weeks) will enable thr operators to perform
For personnel who have worked as an more extensive training compared with
auxiliary operator and have the conventional plant.
fundamental knowledge of the-nuclear (2)training enu
power generation. In addition to the conventional training

-Operator Re-training Course 9 days) menu, a new training course called
For an actual operator to improve his "Switch over Training Course" will be
knowledge and skill for operation. provided. This course will be provided
Dispatched once every 2 or 3 years. for the operators who have worked in the

-Advanced Operator Training Course (5 conventional BWR to get accustomed to
days) the &BWR type control panels. The

For a shift supervisor or a senior exercise of operation touch screen
reactor operator to improve his operation with CRTs and FDs will be
capabilities of judgment, decision included in this course.

making, issuing orders and related For ABWR plant operator training, a
duties.
Dispatched once every 2 or 3 years. full-scope plant simulator will be fully

-Family training Course (1 day) utilized, which is the same as the BWR
For an actual plant crew to enhance the plant operator training.
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Trainee Training Couses

Shift supervisor
Advanced Operator

Assistant shift Training Course

supervisor T

Senior reactor Operator Retraining Family Training

Course Course
operator

Reactor operator

Stan ai erator Intensive

Auxiliary operator Training Course Training Course

figure 3 BTC Training Program

FEATURES OF ABWR TYPE SIMULATOR simulate the malfunction modes in the

Safety System Logic Control (SSLC), the

TEPCO, in cooperation with the BTC, Power Range Monitor (PRM), the Rod
is constructing a first full-scope ABWR Control Information System (RC IS)
simulator in Kashiwazaki. The review of and the multiplexing units.
the ABWR simulator was started in 1989,

the manufacturing followed from 1992, and PROSPECT FOR FUTURE TRAINING

the factory testing was finished December,

1993. Installation and final testing will As the plant reliability is improved
be completed in April, 1994. Training will more, the operators will have the fewer

be started in August, 1994 that is 18 opportunities to experience trouble

months before fuel loading of K-6. shooting in the real plant. Therefore,

The features of the ABWR type simulator simulator training is becoming more

are as follows: important for the future plant operation.

(1) Man-machine Interface To eet the future situation, new

The Man-machine Interface design of the malfunction modes where there is a high

simulator is almost the same as that of potential of making human errors will be

K-6. For example, panel configuration reviewed. A careful review of training
with large display panel, touch-operation program covering less probable events will

function of CRTs and FDs, etc. make the trainees-more confident during

(2) The ABWR's unique systems real operation, thus making plant

The ABWR's unique systems such as the operation more reliable. For example, the

Reactor Internal Pump (RIP), the Fine following is considered as the additional
Motion Control Rod Drive (FMCRD), the events for the ABWR simulator:
Heater Drain Pump Up system and the ABWR
control room are taken into account for -failure of redundant systems

the simulator design. -simultaneous execution of multiple

(3) Malfunction on control systems scenarios

Since the digital computer technology is

widely used in the ABWR, malfunction However, it must be kept in mind that

modes of the control systems are those scenarios which assume extremely

different from those of the conventional less probable events may make trainees

analog control system. Therefore, the reluctant to perform because they do not

ABWR simulator is designed to simulate believe that the case would not occur in a

the control system malfunction. For real situation. Therefore, a careful study
example, training to cope with "loss of on the selection of the events is
CRT display function' caused by multiple necessary for the future training.

failure is necessary. Especially careful

review has been directed to how to
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CONCLUSION

Considering the performance of the
ABWR type control room design and the
existing operator training programs which
use a training simulator, we can expect
that the operation of the ABWR plants will
make significant progress in reliability.
Flattened operator workload throughout
power operations and following a scram
will maintain the operators' composure.
Sharing plant essential information
presented on the large display panel will
ensure operators' decision-making.

Because of the high reliability on
plant operation, the chance to experience
trouble shooting in the real plant
decreases. Therefore, simulator training
is becoming more and more important,
especially for the ABWR whose man-machine
interface and atomation are significantly
enhanced. TEPCO's ABWR simulator training,
therefore, will play an important role in
the reliable operation of the ABWR and
with confidence will contribute to the
smooth supply of electricity for the
future demand.
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ABSTRACT

'Me experimental flow visualization tool, Particle Image
Velocimetry (PIV), is being used to determine the velocity ane of Li ht
field in two-dimensional fluid flows. In the past few years, the LASER
technique has been improved to aow the capture of flow
fields in three dimensions. This paper describes changes LENS
which were made to two existing two-dimensional tracking
algorithms to enable them to track three-dimensional PIV
data. Results of the tests performed on these three- AMERA

dimensional routines with synthetic data are presented.
Experimental data was also used to test the tracking
algorithms. The test setup which was used to acquire the Figure 1: Two-Dimensional PIV Setup
three-dimensional experimental data is described, aong with

the results from both of the tracking routines which were used Three-dimensional PIV requires that a volume of light be
to analyze the experimental data. used (instead of the sheet of light used in two-dimensional

INTRODUCTION PIV). This three-dimensional method also requires that
several cameras acquire data simultaneously, instead of the

Recent measurement techniques in modem experimental single camera wich can be used in two-dimensional PIV.
fluid mechanics require the development of methods for the Finally a more intensive calibration of the camera images is'
measurement of whole, instantaneous velocity fields. Particle required than that normally used in two-dimensional PIV (for
Image Velocimetry (PIV) is a full-field, noninvasive flow tracking the data).
visualization method. As originally developed, it could track
two-dimensional flows. Figure I shows a typical two- The interest in a three dimensional tracking method
dimensional PIV setup. In order to advance the study of mainly stems from the flexibility it offers. Researchers have
single and two-phase flows, the ability to measure time- had success in tracking two-dimensional flows.4.5 However,
dependent, three-dimensional velocity fields needs to be when two-dimensional data is acquired, the effect of the third
developed. dimension can cause particle tracking algorithms to produce

incorrect vectors. Since turbulent flows are by their nature
Recently, progress has been made in extending two- three-dimensional (especially flows containing bubbles), a

dimensional tracking algorithms to three-dimensional flow two-dimensional method usually proves inadequate under
fields.1,2,3 The main feature of PIV is that a full-field flow these conditions.
visualization can be produced. This visualization is capable of
providing both time varying and instantaneous maps of both Three-dimensional data can be obtained by recording and
qualitative and quantitative fluid flow parameters (such as combining multiple two-dimensional images obtained from
velocity, shear stress, vorticity, and turbulence) over an several cameras placed at different angles. This paper reports
extended region of interest without disturbing the flow field the modification of two existing two-dimensional tracking
under investigation. algorithms to produce two algorithms capable of tracking

tracers seeds through consecutive image frames in a three-
The techniques required in three-dimensional PIV are dimensional space frame with a common time lapse.

similar to those used in two-dimensional PV. However, there MULTI-FRAME TRACKING ALGORITHM
are a few differences. Two-dimensional PIV data is obtained
by shaping a pulsed or chopped laser beam into a thin sheet The particle track veIocimetry technique (PTV), one of the
of light which is passed through the seeded fluid of interest at image processing techniques, is generally applied to flow
a timed interval. The reflected light from the particles in the visualization pictures in which the displacements are examined
two-dimensional plane of the sheet of light is captured by the to determine the velocity field, Recently, two methods have
digital camera or cameras which are set perpendicular to the
sheet. With known time between pulses, imaging system been developed to obtain the displacement of the seed from
hardware, and imaging tracking analysis software, the flow one time step to the next. The first is the multi-frame particle
field can be tracked to produce a velocity field plot. algorithm and the second is the cross-correlation tracking 

algorithm. The purpose of the multi-frame particle tracki�g
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code was to track images through multiple time steps.5 In this Where:
technique, a minimum of four sequential images are required. (31 The standard deviation from the mean for
A direct point-by-point matching of images from one frame the lengft of the vectors
to the next is performed. These images can be data obtained 00 = The standard deviation from the mean for
with a PIV system, or from synthetic data. the angles in the x-y plane

A set of 13 files created as the output of the image 00 = The standard deviation from the mean for
analysis (particle determination) contain the infort-nation the angles with respect to the z-axis
necessary for three-dimensional tracking schemes. The CF * = The total standard deviation
tracking scheme tracks particles through four frames directly 11-2 = The length between the particles in the Ist
and through 13 frames sets indirectly. A track was based on and 2nd frames
the minimum variance (called a sigma value in this paper) of 12-3 = The length between the particles in the 2nd
length, angle, average size, and average gray level of all and 3rd frames
possible tracks from some starting particle centroid. The 13-4 = 'Me length between the particles in the 3rd

tracking was accomplished by the prediction of the and 4th frames
displacement and the direction of the particle through four 01-3 = The angle in the x-y plane between 11-2 and
consecutive time steps. Figure 2 pictorializes the tracking 12-3
procedure. The search volume in the second frame for a
particle starting in the first frame was determined by a rough 02-4 = The angle in the x-y plane between 12-3 and

estimate of the maximum flow-field velocity, The search 13-4
volumes in the third and fourth frames were based on a 'Dl-3 = The angle with respect to the z-axis between

fraction of the second frame's search volume. The center of 11-2 and 12-3
the search volume in frame 3 was found by straight-line 024 = The angle with respect to the z-axis between
projection of a possible track for a spot found in frame 2 For 12-3 and 13-4
Fach spot then found in frame 3 the center of a search volume -
in frame 4 was determined using the length of the track from I= 'Me average movement of particles between frames
frames 2 to 3 and the deviation of the track's angles between = 11-2 + 12.3 + 13-4/3
frames I and 2 and frames 2 and 3 A statistical method was
used to determine and dispose incorrect tracks if more than 0= The average angle of the vectors

one track shared the same spot. Note that the perfect track = 01-3 2-4)/2
would have a ototal value of O.O. The following relations are -

used to calculate Ototal: (D = The average D angle of the vectors

= (01-3 + 02-4)/2.

C� - 11-2 -]2 + 12-3 _ 12 + 13-4 112 The total standard deviation can be cast as a dimensiordess

3 value as follows:

_ 12,�=[01-3-1 402.4 0 (32 - i

2 (2) 12

(D]2 ]2 or,
02 + [(D2-4 (D

S20 + sin D01a
CT2 (6)(Y 12 Sin2(D (4)

Tracks originate in frames I through 10 and conclude in

Search Area frames 4 through 13. After these ten sets of four-frame tracks
are calculated, any tracks which start in different frames, but

Search Area Frame 3 use the same spot in their common frames, are added together
to form long tracks up to 13 frames in length. For example,

Frame 2 L 1-2 0 1-3 consider two four-frame tracks, originating in frames 1 2 3 4
1-3 Search Area and frames 2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. If both tracks share a

Frame 4 common spot in frames 2 3 4, then these two sets of four-
frame tracks are combined into one five-frame track. A new
sigma value is computed by linear averaging of the original
four-track sigma values. These tracks are then cross
referenced against each other to assure that all tracks are

2-4 unique, i.e., no two or more tracks contain the same spot

0 2 3 L 3-4 4) 2-4 within the same frame. This occurrence is called track crossing
and occurs infrequently, but often enough that it must be
treated.

CROSS-CORRELATION ALGORITHM
Particle I in Frame I

Particles in Frame 2 The second tracking method which can be used is the

cross-correlation technique. It is a dynamic particle tracking

Figdre 2: Description of the Mulfframe Tracking Technique method which can be quickly performed between two
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sequential, high resolution 640 x 48 x byte) images. The Equation 7) is used to calculate a correlation coefficient
particle velocity is found by determining the correspondence on binary iages, Cij, between dynamic region in frames I
between particles in two sequential video frames. Every and 2:
particle belongs to a characteristic group which has a specific
local distribution pattern in the first binary image and a PI 
possible candidate pattern in the second binary image, where I I DiInDj,2
the latter is shifted so that the centroids of the possible particle i=1 =1
pair coincide.6 One particle in the first image will correspond cij=
to the particle in the second image which keeps the most
similar pattern, providing the local pattern of the distributed IV ± Djjxj Dj,2
particles change little within the sequential frame acquisition i=1 j=1 (7)
time. This method is especially useful when oly two
sequential images are available, and the multiple time frame The velocity for a particle is determined by the particle
particle tracking method (requiring at least four sequential movement divided by the image acquisition time. The tracer
video images) cannot be performed. particle pair with the largest Cij value is then identified as a

particle pair match. Given an irrotational flow, large values of
The cross-correlation algorithm correlates between two Cij (close to 1.0) are obtained for the correct particle

frames of data. A candidate volume is formed in the second correspondence. In regions of high vorticity, the Cij values
frame, centered on the location of a spot in the first frame. can be much smaller, and the identified matches are not
The radius of this volume is determined by estimating the always correct. Another means of checking is required to
maximum possible movement for particles between frames. remove erroneous vectors. Two checks ae performed. The
Each frame 2 spot in this volume is a candidate for matching first check calculates the sum of the distances between all
with the frame I spot. A match would indicate the position of corresponding centroid pairs.
the frame I spot in frame 2 A dynamic volume is then
produced around each candidate, encompassing at least five The second check determines a reliability index for a
other spots in frame 2 The radius of this volume is used to possible candidate pair based on the number of particles
produce a dynamic volume in frame around the frame I which overlap, Nij, and the amount the radii of those particles
spot. The two volumes are compared. This comparison overlap, Rij, which occur when checking a correspondence for
produces a con-elation coefficient, Cip which measures the possible pair i-j. This overlap was used in part for calculating
overlap of spots in the two volumes. Figure 3 demonstrates the Cij value and was displayed earlier in Figure 3 When all
how this overlap is measured. A correlation coefficient of I correspondences air, completed, the pair reliability index Pij
indicates a perfect correspondence between the two volumes, is calculated with Equation (8),
and the closer this value is to I the more likely it is an accurate
particle match. A correlation coefficient of I is oly possible
if each spot is the same size in both frames, and each spot in Pij = Nij x R (8)

D2 DI = Diameter of Spot 'Me possible pair with the largest Cij value, the largest Pij
in Frame One value, and the smallest sum of the distances between centroids

is generally found to be the correct match.

D = Diameter of Spot TESTING
D I in Frame Two

To verify the ability of these two tracking algorithms to
OD = Intersection of track particle movement in tree dimensions, two types of tests

Spot Between were conducted. The first test was with synthetic data and the
Frames one second with experimental data. To produce the three-

dimensional synthetic data, a standard flow was required to
Two create sets of particles with known positions to be moved

I through several frames. Simulated flow around an inviscid
sphere and simulated flow to a drain was used for this
purpose. The tracking method was then performed using
these frames of data to poduce particle tracks. Comparisons
were made between the tracks produced in the method and the
known particle tracks.

Figures 4 and show output produced by the multifrarne
tracking code using synthetic flow around a sphere as input.
Since the multiframe code produces tracks across all the
frames, the tracks can be seen to curve around the sphere.
Figures 6 and 7 show output produced by the cross
correlation code using the same flows as in figures 4 and 5.
Since the cross correlation code uses only two frames, the
tracks are straight vectors. Figures 8 and 9 show output from

DD the multiframe code using synthetic drain flow from the top

Pigure 3: Intersection of Spot i Between Frames 1 and 2 and side.
By comparing the tracks created by the tracking

algorithms to the original synthetic tracks, the tracking
frame one overlaps itself in frame two when shifted by the algorithms can be evaluated. Figure 10 shows the analysis of
velocity vector predicted. the tracking codes at various velocities based on synthetic flow

around a sphere. Each algorithm was evaluated with two
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Figure 4: Output from Muldframe Tracldng Code
(synthetic flow around sphcre,10 frames, 50 particles, 15 pixels/frame) Figure 5: Output from Multiframe Tracking Code

(Synthetic flow around sphere,10 frames, 500 particles, 15 pixels/frame)

Figure 6: Output from Cross Correlation Code Figure 7: Output from Cross Correlation Code

(synthetic flow around sphere, 50 particles, 15 pixels/fmme) (synthetic flow around sphere, 500 particles, 15 pixels/frame)

factors, yiLd and reliabilty. Yield is the number of tracks The setup to acquire experimental data for the tests of the
found divided by the number of tracks produced, while tracking algorithms included three Charge Coupled Device
reliability is the number of coffect tracks divided by the (CCD) cameras 640 x 480 resolution), a high-energy Nd-

number of tracks found. By multiplying the two together, the YAG pulsed laser, two PC/AT computers and three frame
number of coffect tracks divided by the number of tracks grabber boards. Each camera was connected to its own frame
generated is obtained. From figure 10, it can be seen that the grabber board. Two of the boards were located in one
cross correlation code has a higher yield, but a lower computer and the third board was located in a second
reliability at high velocities than the multiframe code. Figure computer. All three cameras were focused on the same
II shows the analysis of the tracking codes, again at various volume of space in a channel of seeded water. This test
velocities, but based on synthetic drain flow. Again, the cross volume is determined by the placement of a calibration object.
correlation generally has a higher yield, but at the cost of The setup for this experiment is shown in figure 12.
reliability. Analysis was also done based on the number of
tracks, but did not show a change in the performance of the The light source is a pulsed Nd-YAG laser. It has a peak

codes until more than 5000 tracks were analyzed. throughput energy of over 1.0 Joules per pulse for the
primary wavelength of 1064 nm (infrared). The pulse width

EXPERIMENTAL DATA ACQUISITION is approximately 8 ns, with a 7 mm circular, Gaussian

distributed shape. The light can be placed into position with a
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Figure 8: Output from Muldframe Tracking de Top View (into drain) F re 'Put from Multiftarne, Tacking Code Side View
(synthetic dain flow, 4 fames, 200 particle33C flow, 4 frames, 200 particles, 30 pixels/frame)
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set of high energy mirrors. The light is expanded from the 7 imaging boards were used to send this reset signal. A signal
mm circle into a Conical volume of light approximatel 4 cm from the imaging boards was also used to tigger the laser.
in diameter with a set of two spherical lenses. Because of the limited capabilities of the cameras and lasers,

the time between each laser pulse was approximately 54 rns.
The frame grabber boards were also used to acquire heThe near infrared laser light produced by the laser has an images.

extremely high absorption cross section in water. So a
frequency doubling crystal is used to convert the 1064 run The instrument used for the calibration consisted of a grid
(infrared) light into 532 rm (green) light. This results in a with 16 points with known xy coordinates mounted on an
drop in the maximum energy output to 400 mJ. However, the XYZ micmpositioner. After an image is taken of the grid, it is
extremely low absorption cross section at this wavelength moved a measured distance in the z direction. T'hus,
more than makes up for the loss in energy. producing a total of 80 points with known xyz coordinates.

The imaging boards were used to control the timing Calibration images are taken for each of the cameras at each
between the video cameras and the laser. The video cameras position. After the calibration data is acquired, the calibration
were operated in an asynchronous reset mode (the cameras grid was removed and the flow of water down the channel was
acquire an image when a reset signal is received). 'Me started to induce movement. At this point, 13 time sequential

images are taken with each camera.
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Figure 12: bree-Dimensional PIV Experimental Setup

'Me calibration data shows quantitatively the affect the z- <
dimension has on each camera (the shift in pixels in the
camera image caused by the change in z-dimension). If the z- Figure 13: Velocity Field for Channel Flow (X-Z Plane, X-Y Plane, Z-Y Plane)

dimension is small compared to the distance from the camera

to the lighted volume (in this experiment the z depth of the

field was approximately 30 mm and the cameras were

approximately 65 cm away), then the shift (dx/dz) can be

considered independent of the z. Due to the large number of REFERENCES

calibration points, dx/dz can be calculated not oly for each
camera, but for different regions in the camera image. 1. K. OKAMOTA, "Study on the Three-Dimensional

Velocity Vector Histogram Method,"ISTP-6 Thermal

This data is used to determine the xyz coordinates of the Engineering, Vol. 4 1993)

tracer particles. This is accomplished by comparing the 2. N. TRIGUI, Y. GUEZENNEC, R. BRODKEY, C. KENT,
location of the spots from one camera image to the spots in
the other camera images. Only one combination of spots will "Algorithms for Fully Automatic Three Dimensional

satisfy the dx/dz conditions for a three cameras. PIW'13th Symposium on Turbulence, University of Missouri-
Rolla, Sept. 1992, B(27-1)-B(27-15) 1992)

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA TEST 3. F. YAMAMOTO, T. UEMURA, M. IGUCHI, "High
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scale, the vectors in the x-y plane are roughly 35 mm long. Correlation Method,"Imaging in Transport Processes, 321-

Note that there is not much movement in the z-y plane. This 332 1993)

is to be expected, since the flow was generally in the x 4. R.J. ADRIAN, "Particle-Imaging Techniques for

direction (down the channel). The seed position can be Experimental Fluid Mechanics,"Annu. Rev. Fluid Mech., Vol.
determined to an accuracy of less than .5mrn. Analysis is 23 1991)
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ABSTRACT also the velocity field by use of NMR imaging. For example,
NMR imaging was applied to the liquid single phase flow and

NMR imaging has been applied in the field of fluid mechanics, the velocity field was clearly obtained in the transition region
mainly single phase flow, to visualize the instantaneous flow from larninar to turbulent flow."
velocity field. In the present study, NMR imaging was used to
visualize simultaneously both the instantaneous phase structure In the present study, two methods of NMR imaging
and velocity field of gas-liquid two-phase flow. Two methods was used. One is a phase method with flow-sensitive magnetic
of NMR imaging were applied. One is useful to visualize both field gradient." The other is an iaging method with a spatial
the one component of liquid velocity and the phase distribution. tagging sequence. 11-16 The former method can simultaneously
This method was applied to horizontal two-phase flow and a and instantaneously visualize both a Oase structure and a oe-
bubble rising in stagnant oil. It was successful in obtaining component field of liquid velocity.' The latter can visualize
some pictures of velocity field and phase distribution on the the two-dimensional velocity field of liquid.
cross section of the pipe. The other is used to visualize a two-
dimensional velocity field. This method was applied to a EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT
bubble rising in a stagnant water. The velocity field was visual-
ized after and before the passage of a bubble at the measuring Two kinds of experimental equipment were used. One
cross section. Furthermore, the distribution of liquid velocity was a loop with a horizontal test section as shown in Fig.l. The
was obtained. inner diameter of the test section was 20mm. Water containing

Cuso 4 crystals (0.25wt%) was circulated in the loop by a pump.
INTRODUCTION The flow rate of the water was controlled by valves and meas-

ured by a turbine flow meter. A nitrogen gas was supplied to
Detail information of flow velocity, turbulence, and the mixer through a pressure gauge and a flow meter. The

phase distributions is important to understand a two-phase flow nitrogen gas was injected into the water at the mixer. A hori-
mechanism. To obtain information about the flow, there are zontal test section locates downstream of 1.8m from the mixer.
two types of flow measurement: local (or point) and spatial. A The two-phase flow was observed just before the test section.
laser Doppler anemometer a hot-wires anemometer and a resis-
tivity needle probes system belong to the former and a flow
meter and an impedance ring meter of void fraction belong to
the latter. The local measurement gives a detail structure of the Float-typ o

flow but multi-point measurement is needed to obtain the spa- Flow Mete,

tial information. On the other hand, the spatial easurement
gives the average value on a cross section, but does not give a
detail structure. However, both spatial and local information is Pressure Gauge NaBotnb

needed to understand a flow structure. Furthermore, a meas-
urement method not to disturb flow is desirable. Imaging or
visualization methods have been developed to satisfy such
requirements. Recent development of visualization method can ur ino-tpe Mixer

give iformation about an instantaneous and local flow structure Flow Motor Test

on the measuring section without disturbance. In the study of Section

two-phase flow, the visualization of phase structure using X_

ray,' y-ray,2,3 neutron` and ultrasonic wave9,'o has been de- _J

veloped. Pump separator

NMR quclear magnetic resonance) imaging is one of

the such methods but may have some advantages. Recently, it Fig. Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for hori-

has been possible to visualize not only the phase structure but zontal flow.
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Table 1. Measuring conditions of NMR Imagings.

Phase method Imaging wit a

Horizontii-E711ising bbble panal tgging sequence
Time interval taking a iage 200 ins
Total data acquisition ime 2 0.4 8 40.96 ins

Image atrix 32 x 32 64 x 64
Dimension of visualized data area 24 mrn x 24 mm 22.4 rnin x 22.4 m

Pixel dimension 0.75 m 0.375 m 0.35 man

Thickness of slice plane 4 m

to the intensity of the gradient magnetic field. Therefore, the
positions of the nuclear spins correspond to their precession
frequencies, respectively. Thus, when the spins move along the
magnetic field gradient, the precession frequency gradually
changes. The resultant change of the frequency is observed as a
phase shift of the nuclear spins' Larmor precession. Because
this phase shift is proportional to the velocity component along
the magnetic field gradient, the spins' velocity is obtained by the

_J measurement of the phase shift. When a nuclear spin has in-
TOSt S50t;Kn stantaneous velocity components u, v and w at the position (yz)

on the measuring plane, the phase sift �(yz) is expressed as

ob, Z = b, Z) + MY, �: + [Zky, :1 (1)

0 where a, and y are constants determined by the pulse se-
quence. Because these constants may be taken any values by

0 designing the gradient waveforms, any velocity component can
be obtained at the measurement. The phase sift �(yz), which is
known from NMR imaging, contains three components of the
velocity. It is necessary to take three images, in order to deter-
mine all the three components of the velocity. When the only
one component of the velocity is needed or the instantaneous
velocity filed is needed, the one component can be obtained by

Fig.2 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus for rising setting two of a, 0 and y on zero.
bubbles.

Two kinds of NMR images are obtained through the
The other one was a simple vertical pipe (I.D. 18mm) as image reconstruction process. They are called real and imagi-

shown in Fig-2. A single bubble was generated by a needle nary images and their intensities R(yz) and I(yz) are expressed
injector (I.D. 0.47 mm) that was located an the bottom of the as
pipe. The gas was air and the liquid was water or oil (density
910k g/M3 and viscosity 53-60dyn/cm at 20'C). The generated R(y, z) = kp(y, .) cos 0(y, (2)
bubble rose up slowly in the stagnant liquid. The test section
was located 30 cm downstream of the bubble injection point. I (y, z) = kp(y, z) sin 0(y, z) (3)

INSTRUMENTATION
where k is a constant and p(yz) is the nuclear spin density on

The NMR imaging system used a T iron-cored elec- the measuring plane, Because the phase shift is proportional to
tromagnet for a static magnetic filed. The diameter of the pole the selected velocity component, the velocity distribution is
pieces and the gap between them were 300mm and 66mm, visualized through the nonlinear function. In the present study,
respectively. Three pairs of magnetic-field gradient coils were the nuclear spin of hydrogen was used. Because the hydrogen
fixed to the magnet pole pieces. A solenoid coil with a diameter density in liquid is larger than that in the air, the phase structure
of 28mm and a length of about 30mm was used as both the can be measured by using the nuclear spin density [p(yz)]
transmitter and receiver coil. The measuring conditions of image.
NMR imagings are shown in Table 1.

Phase Method P(Y, Z) JRy,,)2 + �1(y, z)2/k (4)

Before starting measurement, the static magnet- 0(y, z) = tan-' 1(y, z)IR(y, z)
ic field is applied by the T iron-cored electromagnet. When a = au (y, z) + &(Y, z) + 7w(Y, z) (5)
linear magnetic field gradient is applied, the precession fre-
quency (Larmor frequency) of the nuclear spin is proportional
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Imaging with a Spatial Tagging Sequence

Figure 3 shows the initial grid pattern on the
cross section of the pipe. The grid pattern is the density iage
represented by Eq.(4), The spatial grid is made by the magnetic
pulse sequence pattern. In Fig.3, the nuclear spins on white
square parts have precession by both the gradient and the static
magnetic fields. There are the nuclear spins without precession
on the black grid part.

After making the grid on the measuring plane, the
density image is taken. The grid pattern changes with the
movement of the nuclears, which move with the flow. As the
result, the associated white square parts change to the rhorn-
bus-like shapes. In the present study, the each shift of the Fig.3 The initial grid pattern of NMR imaging with a spatial
face centers of the squares is detected. The face centers of the tagging sequence.
squares and the rhombus-like shapes are pointed on the two
intensity images. The distance between two face centers of the
square and the corresponding rhombus-like shape is calculated.
The velocity of the face center is calculated from the distance
and the time difference theoretically. However, in the study, the
velocity is calibrated based on the calibration experiment result
because the time difference between two images is not accurate-
ly known.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Phase Method

Figure 4-(a) shows pictures of the horizontal
flo O=o .15m/s, jG=O .016m/s and <a>=0.096) upstream of the
test section. They were taken at every one second and time
passes from the upper to the lower picture. The bubbles flowed
continuously at the upper part of the pipe. Figure 4-(b) shows
the nuclear spin density images on the cross section of the pipe.
The images were taken at every 0rns and are displayed from
the upper left to the lower right. The white part in the cross
section shows the high density part of the nuclear spin or the
liquid phase and the black part shows the low density or the gas
phase. The nuclear spin density images show the phase struc-
ture in which bubbles located at the upper part of the pipe and (a)Bubble flow.
the size of bubble changed with time. Figure 5-(a) shows the
flo O=O' 15m/s, jG=O' 08m/s and <a>=0.35) that had high gas
flow rate and high liquid velocity, comparing with the flow
shown in Fig.4. The flow pattern was slug flow and the gas-
slugs flowed intermittently at the upper part of the pipe. Figure
5-(b) shows the nuclear spin density images displayed as the
same way as in Fig.4-(b). The nuclear spin density images
show the intermittent flow. The area and the shape of gas
phase change with time, from left to right, and show the cross
section of the gas-slug. The white images show the cross
section of the liquid-slug.

The rising bubbles in the stagnant oil were measured by
NMR imaging. The spherical bubble generated by the needle
on the bottom plate was rising straight in the stagnant oil. The
large bubble gives clear NMR iages. Figure 6-(a) show the
nuclear spin density [p(yz)] image on the left and the phase
shift [�(yz)j image on the right. The circular cross section of
the pipe is not displayed as a circle shown in Fg.6-(b) due to
the video printer system. The black part at a white cross section
of the pipe in the nuclear spin density image is the cross section
of the bubble. The diameter of the bubble is about 7mm in the (b) The nuclear spin density images on the cross section for
measuring plane and the rising velocity is about 12-18cm/s. the horizontal flow.
At the location corresponding to the bubble in the phase shift
image, there are a black or gray part and a white part. The Fig.4 NMR structure measurement of horizontal flow.
brightness corresponds to the phase shift or the velocity (see jL=O' 15m/s, jG=O .016m/s and <a>=0.096.
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(a) NMR images of the bubble. The left image shows the
nuclear spin density and the right image shows the phase shift.

(a) Slug flow.

(b) Illustration of the velocity field.

Fig.6 NMR structure measurement of an air bubble rising a
stagnant oil.

Imaging with a Spatial Tagging Sequence

Figure 7 shows the intensity images on the
cross section of the pipe. These images were taken at every
200nis and time passes from the picture number to 16. The
picture shows the image for the stagnant water. The picture 2
shows the cross sectional image for water and a bubble corre-
sponding to the wane. The following iages 3-15) show the
movement of the water, aher the bubble passed the measuring
plane. Finally, the water became stagnant again as shown in the
picture 16.

(b) The nuclear spin density images for the slug flow.Time
passes from the upper left to the lower right. The images were Figure 8-(a) shows the images from 0.8 s to 14 s later
taken at every 2Oms. after the passage of the bubble at the measuring plane. The

velocity fields are obtained based on these images. Because the
Fig.5 NMR structure measurement of horizontal slug flow. water moved rapidly just after the bubble passed the measuring
jL=0.15m/s, jG=O .08m/s and <a>=0.35. plane, the white square part was severely transformed or van-

ished away. Therefore, the velocity field was not able to be
Eq.(5)). Here, the visualized velocity is along the horizontal measured. Figure 8-(b) shows the velocity fields corresponding
direction (perpendicular to the pipe axis) in Fig.6-(a). The to Fig.8-(a). The directions of the arrows show those of the
white part has a velocity from the left to the right. The direction shifts of the white squares. Those are corresponding to the flow
of the velocity in the black part is opposite to that of the veloci- directions of the liquid. The lengths of the arrows show magni-
ty in the white part, as shown in Fig.6-(b) that is the illustration tude of the velocities. From these distributions, it is shown as
of the velocity field. When a bubble rises up in the liquid, the follows. At 0.8 s later, it is observed that water flows toward
liquid flows down along the surface of the bubble. Then the the upper left part on te cross section corresponding to the
liquid has the velocity component that is perpendicular to the location where the bubble passed through, as shown in Fig.8-
bubble velocity. In the velocity field shown in Fig.6-(b), there (b). After that, the flow becomes week with time. It is imag-
is a counter flow around the bubble, that showed a front flow ined that water flows to fill the volume of bubble, after the
of the bubble. passage of the bubble.
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t 0. 8 s t 1. 0 s

t 1.2 s t 1 4 s

Fig.7 The time series images with a spatial tagging sequence.
Time passes from to 16. The time interval is 200 ins. (a) The images from 0.8 s to 14 s later after the passage of the

bubble at the measuring plane.
CONCLUSIONS

The NMR imaging has been applied to the gas-liquid
two-phase flow, in order to visualize the instantaneous flow
structure (both the phase structure and velocity field). Two
different methods were used.

One is the phase method with flow-sensitive magnetic
field gradient. The velocity field was visualized by using the
phase shift of moving nuclear spins. The phase shift corre-
sponds to the velocity of the nuclear spin contained in the liq-
uid. The phase distribution was visualized by using the density
of the nuclear spins, because the nuclear spin density of the
gas-phase is different from that of the liquid-phase. In the
experiment, t hrizontal two-phase flow and the bubble t s t s
rising in stagnant oil were measured. The nuclear spin density
images showed the phase structure on the cross section for
bubble or slow slug flow in the horizontal pipe. The location
and the size of the rising bubble were measured by the nuclear 0 I M/S
spin density image. The one component of velocity field
around the bubble was visualized by the phase shift image.
The velocity field and the phase distribution were visualized
simultaneously.

The other is the imaging with a spatial tagging se-
quence. This method can visualize the complex fluid motion in
the single phase flow and is suitable for instantaneous visualiza-
tion of a two velocity components field. Thus, this method was
applied to the fluid motion around the rising bubble in te
stagnant water to obtain the twovelocity components field.

These experimental results show that the phase distribu- t 1 2 s t 1.4 s
tion and the liquid velocity field can be visualized and, there-
fore, that NMR imaging is useful for the structure measurement
of two-phase flow. (b) The velocity fields corresponding to the time series

images (a).

Fig.8 The time series images and the velocity fields after the
passage of the bubbles.
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ABSTRACT area, volumetric fraction and bubble Sauter mean diameter, using
ultrasonic attenuation by the mixture. However, the latter method

We developed a technique to measure time-dependent local film gives us merely a volume- or line-averaged quantities, not local
thickness in stratified air-water flow over a orizontal plate by instantaneous quantities. A recent development of a transmission
using a time of flight of ultrasonic transmission. The ultrasonic mode ultrasonic computerised tomography made by Xu and Chen
echos reflected at the liquid/air interfaces are detected by a conv- [5], using 36 transducers mounted in the pipe wall, made it
entional ultrasonic instrumentation, and the signals are analyzed possible to obtain the reconstructed images of the cross-sectional
by a personal computer after being digitalized by an A/D conv- distribution of the dispersed phase at a speed of 10 frames per
erter to give the time of flight for the ultrasonic waves to run second. They succeeded in imaging three bubbles existing at a
over a distance of twice of the film thickness. A 38 mm diameter given cross section. However, this method needs ellaborative
probe type ultrasonic transducer was used in the present work modification of the algorithm if it is intended to be applied for
which transmits and receives 10 MHz frerquency ultrasonic more densely packed bubbly flow.
waves. he estimated spatial resolution with this arrangement is
0.075 mm in film thickness for water. The time resolution, which In the present work, we applied an ultrasonic transmission
depends on both the A/D converter and the memory capacity was technique, based on a time of flight, to measure time and space-
up to several tens Hz. We also dicussed the sensitivity of the dependent film thickness. The results obtained with this method
method to the inclination angle of the interfaces. were well compared with those obtained by a laser displacement

gauge and also by an impedance probe. We found that there are,
LINTRODUCTION however, conflicting demands in optimizing the size of the

sensitive zone and the reflection angle of the interfaces. This
One of the most important problems encountered, associated work thus describes the results and the problems associated with

with an accurate prediction of core thermal hydraulics during the ultrasonic transmission technique.
postulated loss of coo1nat accidents in boiling water reactor is a
modelling of the dynamic behaviors of liquid film flows over 2. PRINCIPLE AND PROCEDURES
surfaces of the fuel rods. This happens also in an accurate estim-
ation of heat transfer characteristics of refrigerators where evap- Figure I shows a shernatic of the ultrasonic transmission
oration and condensation take place inside fine tubes. Although system used in the present work. The ultrasound reflects at the
a fairly amount of information has been accumulated so far of the junction between the water film and the wall material and also at
steady state characteristics of such film flows, almost nothing has the air-water interface. There are also multiple reflections at
been reported as to the time- and spatially-dependent film flow these surfaces, but these are usually removed by a conventional
behaviors. This is mainly ascribed to a lack in measurement ultrasonic instrumentation (SONIC MARK Inc. FTS-MARK2).
techniques to allow time sequences of the liquid film thickness A typical output signal from the system is demonstrated in Fig.2,
irrespective of one- or multi-dimensional way. Some techniques indicating hvo peaks originating from the reflections at the two
can be referred to impedance or conductance probes 1,21. How- boundaries. The time difference between these two peaks corres-
ever, in order to avoid significant effects due to additional ponds to the twice of the flight time over a distance of the film
diturbances to the flow caused by intrusive techniques, we have thickness. The ultrasonic signals are fed to a personal computer
to rely on non-intrusive techniques. through an A/D converter to calculate the local instantaneous film

thickness. In the present sampling system, the signals over a 0
Ultrasonic transmission techniques have been applied to micro-seconds time duration was divided and memorized into

studying gas-liquid two-phase flows. Chang et a.[3] applied a 1000 channels, and therefore, if we assume the sound speed in
pulse echo technique to investigate gas slug behaviors in a hori- the water film to be 1,500 m/s, the spatial resolution due to this
zontal channel. They also discussed on some problems associated sampling procedure is about 30 m. On the other hand, from a
with its application to bubbly flows. Bensler et al.[4] developed simple wave theory, the spatial resolution can be calculated as a
technique simultaneously to determine the volumetric interfacial half wave length of the ultrasound, i.e., 150 m and 75ILm for
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AIR test section in paralle to the air flow, as shown in Fig.4. A laser
displacement gauge (KEYENCE LB-080) was set at the same
spot as the, ultrasonic beam from above the liquid film surface. In
order to enhance the detection sensitivity for the laser displace-

WATER ment gauge, a small amount of milk was added in the water flow.

The operational principle for the laser displacement gauge is
INCIDENT WALL given in Fig.5. ne incident light with 1.5 mm in diameter

emitted from a LED is focused on the object by optical lenses
and then, the reflected light generates an image spot on the
position-detector through the optical lenses. This image spot
moves in correspondence with the magnitude of the displacement

NSDUCER of the object.

Fig.1 Ultrasonic transmission system 6 -

EZZ) P1,0
(0 0-

WALL-WATER INTERFACE -
W 4 -

(n �f
W co_J LLILL Z
W-0.5 
cr
LL
0
LLJ

_J 2 
U_ X

0 500 1000
TIME (arbitrary) 0_J

Fig.2 Reflected sound signal

2 4 6
5 MI-lz and 1MHz, respectively. Therefore, the total measure- LIQUID FILM THICKNESS (ULTRASONIC)(mm)
ment accuracy in the film thickness is estimated to be 75/Lm for
10 MHz and 150,U m for MHz. Whereas, the spatial resolution Fig.3 Comparison of the results obtained by ultrasonic
in the flow direction is determined both by a sampling rate and transmission technique and by visualization in
the velocity of the liquid film. n the present case, the sampling still water

rate was 278 seconds for 256 samplings, that is, 0.011 second/
sampling. For the liquid film velocity at Im/s, this value becomes
to be about 1cm. In order to obtain higher resolution in the Dow
direction, we need a faster A/D converter.

We used two different sized ultrasonic probes acting as a
transmitter and also as a receiver, one is 375 mm in diameter
emitting 10 MHz ultrasound and the other 12.7 mm in diameter
with MHz waves. These ultrasonic waves are transmitted in
band pulses of the frequency 3 and 0.7MHz, respectively.

Figure 3 represents a comparison of the values of the liquid I TRANSDUCER
film thickness obtained with the ultrasonic transmission tech- (7) 0 (2) 2 FrS-MARK2
Dique mentioned above with those obtained visually by using still 3 AD OSCILLOSCOPE
water. An excellent agreement was thus obtained. 4 PERSONAL COMPUTER

(8) (3)5 LASER DISPLACEMENT

In order to examine the applicability of this method we tested 0 GAUGE
it in air-water stratified flow and compared it with other three 6 KEYENCE B-0807 AD CONVERTER
methods, that is, a commercially sold laser displacement gauge, (4)8 PERSONAL COMPUTER
an ipedance probe method and a contact probe method. The 9 FLOW CHANNEL
experimental rig used for this purpose is schematically shown in 10 OVERFLOW TANK
Fig.4. The test section consists of a 1 rn. long horizontal acrylic
rectangular channel with a 00 mm width x 50 mm height cross Fig-4 A schematic of the flow test section and
section. Water is supplied from a constant level water tank to the measurement arrangement
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Fig-5 Operational principle of a laser displacement gauge Fig.7 Comparison of the ultrasonic transmission
technique with laser technique for standing wave

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate comparisons of the film thick-
ness measurements obtained by the ultrasonic transmission

E
technique with those by the laser technique for a tanding wave
generated U) 1.5

in still water. Over-all agreement is thus excellent CnW
except for the regions of a sharp increase in film thickness where zY
the ultrasonic signals are missing.

Figures and 9 show the time-dependent liquid film thick-
ness obtained under different flow conditions in air-water strati- LL

fied flow. These results reveal that the ultrasonic transmission 0.5 -
technique is successfully applied to construct time-dependent
images of the local film tickness in stratified two-phase flow.
This has been confirmed again in Figs.10 and 11 for the passage
of a large but slowly traveling wave which compare the ultra- 0 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
sonic transmission technique with the results obtained by imped- TIME (s)
ance probe method.

Fig.8 Time-dependent film thickness in stratified flow
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Fig.6 Comparison of the ultrasonic transmission TIME (s)

technique with laser technique for standing wave Fig.9 Time-dependent film thickness in stratified flow
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interface, as shown in Fig.13. It is noted that the measured film

5 thickness is a decreasing trend with an increase in the angle .
The discrepancy A is of course a function of the beam half

E BROKEN LINE: IMPEDANCE PROBE width W as is given byE
U)
U 45 - A = W tan WZ

Localized measurement generally requires a narrower beam for

4 the ultrasonic transducer. However, in view of the above results,
_J one can understand that there are onflicting requirements related
U_ lo

to the measurement accuracy. Namely, a narrower beam has
poorer detection ability so far as the inclination angle of the3.5
reflection interface is concerned, but the error A becomes
smaller. Thus there should exist a proper choice to compromise
these conflicting requirements. As stated earlier, use of a higher

3 frequency ultrasonic transmission improves thye sspatial resolut-
2 3 4 TIME (s)5 ion in the direction of its propagation.

Fig.10 Comparison of the ultrasonic transmission
technique with impedance probe method

4
E AIR
'9' BROKEN LINE: IMPEDANCE PROBE

W
Z Z
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Q
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4. WALL

AA &L A
�"'-r -U '.J- A'=� VT A BROAD BEAM NARROW BEAM

TRANSDUCER

0 1 2 3 4 5 Fig.12 Sensitivity to the inclination angle of the
TIME (s) reflection interface

Fig.11 Comparison of the ultrasonic transmission
technique with impedance probe method

As is clear in the earlier discussions, the major problems
associated with the ultrasonic transmission technique are (1 a E
fairly large sensing area and 2) incapability of detecting a sharp U)

(n
edge of the interfacial waves. The first problem is purely a tech- LUZ
nical matter in the fabricatoin of a transducer probe. However,
it is still related to the second problem as will be mentioned later.
In order to examine the capability of detecting a sharp edge of 10.5-
the interfaces, we investigated the effect of the slope of the
reflection interface on the output signals from the ultrasonic 0

LU
transmission system. In this experiment, the reflection interface
was simulated by using an inclined solid surface placed in water. U) 3.8 MM DfAM. PROBE
The result is given in Fig.12 in a plot of measured film thickness 12.7 MM DIAM. PROBE

lo -versus inclination angle of the interface from horizontal, showing I
that the upper limit of the inclination angle at which the reflected 0 2 4 6

ultrasound can be detected is up to only several degrees at most. INCLINATION (degree)

It also indicates that a narrower beam has poorer detect- ion
capability due to smaller scattering angles at the reflection Fig-13 Measurement accuracy
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The ultrasonic emission technique has been studied for its
application to te measurement of ime- and space-dependent
film thickness in stratified flow over a horizontal plate. The
results idicated an excellent agreement with those obtained by
conventional intrusive and non-intrusive techniques. The advant-
age of this technique over conventional ones lies in the fact that
it can be applied even for opaque tubes and that it does not
generate additional disturbances to the flow because of a non-
intrusive method with easy handling. Major technical difficulties
with this technique, are (1) a rather poor dtection sensitivity 
the inclination angle of the reflection interfaces, and 2 spatial
resolution is not always satisfactory at moment because of the
difficulty in fabricating small transducers. Some discusions have
been made on these problems.
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Abstract that this technique could be used to generate experimental
quantitative velocity data of a turbulent fluid as it flowed

One of the major concerns with power plant steam generators across a solid cylinder. If this could be done successfully,
is tube vibration caused by turbulent flow buffeting. The then the experiment would be extended to include flow
vibration can cause wear of the tubes at the tube supports and between two cylinders and eventually to a quad cylinder
at tube joints that eventually leads to leaks and rupture. When arrangement that would simulate a quad of four tubes in a
the cumulative leaks affect the steam generator performance, steam generator or heat exchanger. This paper presents the
the plant is shut down and the leaking tubes are either repaired results obtained when a single cylinder and two cylinders were
or plugged. Not only is the repair procedure very costly in exposed to water, seeded with neutral density particles, flowing
terms of the repair costs themselves and loss of income due to across the tubes at a channel average velocity of 0.05 in/s and
the plant outage, but it is also costly in the sense that the steam a Reynolds number equal to 7300. The mass flow was
generator design has been altered or has been totally replaced. measured to be gallons per minute, or 505 cm3/s. The
This normally leads to more repairs in the future. To better
understand this behavior of turbulent flow buffeting (the steam output

cause of many tube problems), it was felt that quantitative
experimental data is needed to test the empirical correlations
that predict the behavior of turbulent flow around cylinders.
Perhaps this quantitative data could lead to a better sLure separators
understanding of this particular fluid behavior and motion manway
and this understanding would hopefully then lead to design
solutions that can be implemented to avoid the problem.

1. Introduction )3-4-feedwater inlet

The long term objective of this experiment is the study
of a single phase cross flow that can be found at the bottom of
a typical U-tube steam generator (Figure 1). These steam two phase cross flo
generators are located in Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR)
power plants and must satisfy extremely high safety
requirements. The problem of fatigue is crucial and each year
a certain amount of tubes are inspected. If defects are found,
the tubes must be plugged. After a sufficient number of tubes
are made inoperable, the power generation station has to either
reduce power (and therefore earnings) or replace the steam tube suppor

generator. The latter is an extremely expensive option that
utility companies try to avoid. Therefore the prediction of
circumstances leading to flow instabilities will be precious
information.

Experimental studies of fluid flow around cylindrical
tubes are not new. Flow visualization experiments on such single phase cross flow

tubes have been conducted before with the major results being
qualitative rather than quantitative. Moreover those with
quantitative results used intrusive instrumentation that tends to
perturb the fluid flow patterns and thus add uncertainty to the primary coolant inlet primary coolant outlet
observed fluid behavior since this behavior is responsive to the
geometry of the conduit. With the appearance of the Particle Figure 1. Typical U-tube Steam Generator
Image Velocimetry PIV), ([I], 21 6 it became apparent
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Figure 2 Test Facility cylinder number and arrangement on each Plexiglas sheet

cylinders were mm in diameter, with a transverse pitch of 1.5 serve to orient and hold the cylinder (or cylinders) in place.
and a transverse clearance of I diameter for the two cylinder The hole patterns are located 76.2 cm downstream from the
experiment. upstream edge of the internal channel. Hole pattern fidelity

and alignment on each sheet were assured by firmly securing

2. Test Facility and Experiment Configuration both sheets together and then drilling the hole pattern through
both simultaneously. A pair of sheets was fabricated for each

The experiment was conducted using a Pulsed Laser cylinder arrangement. Flow was aways across the cylinder
Velocimetry measurement technique. The test facility used in and cylinder bank. As stated above, the cylinders, mm in
the laboratory consists of a flow bench, a Nd-YAG pulsed diameter, had a transverse pitch of 1.5 and a transverse
laser and data acquisition equipment consisting of a CCD diameter of I diameter for the 2 cylinder arrangement. This
camera with a resolution of 640 (H) and 480 (V) square orientation simulates a potential quad tube geometry.

pixels. A personnel computer containing an imaging board is Full field visualization of the particles around the
used to control the laser and camera and acquire and store the cylinders was obtained by directing two laser light sheets at
digitized data. The data can then be retrieved for analysis. angles less than 90 degrees from the vertical and aligning and
This will be described in the next section. superimposing them on each other at the same spot or flow

The flow bench is the same flow bench designed and axis of the of the test specimen. This proved to be a difficult
and tedious part of the experiment, since the alignment of the

built to study two-phase stratified flow 3] except that the two sheets is quite critical to obtaining the full field view. The
constant head tank and the Air Seed Injection System were not calculated angle from the vertical for the left light sheet was
connected for this experiment. See Figures 2 and 3 The 60.4 degrees and 55 degrees for the right light sheet. The two
controlled pump discharge was connected directly to the light sheets were obtained by splitting the original laser beam
channel's inlet nozzle, Figure 3 and the seeded water into two beams that are the subsequently converted into light
recirculated through the water return tank. A dam, that sheets by use of cylindrical lenses. See Figure 4 This
controlled the water height for the two phase flow experiment arrangement produces light sheets approximately 0. mm
which was located at the inlet to the outlet diffuser, was thick. The original light source is a Nd-YAG high energy,
removed to permit unimpeded water flow at all evels of the pulsed laser. It has a peak throughput energy of over 1.0
channel. No other changes were made to the flow facility to Joules per pulse for the primary wave length of 1064 nin
convert it to a single phase liquid) facility. The flow channel (infrared). The pulse width is approximately ns, with a 7
is 305 in long, is cm high and 15 cm wide. It is constructed mm circular, Gaussian distributed, beam of light. The near
from 12.7 mm thick Plexiglas, so any section along the infrared laser light produced by the laser has an extremely
channel can be observed. A section of the channel 2 m high absorption cross-section in water, so a frequency
downstream from the inlet was selected as the site for this doubling crystal is used to convert the 1064 nm (inftared)
experiment. It was felt that this location would have minimum light to 532 nm (green) light. This results in a drop in the
perturbations from the inlet nozzle and outlet nozzle effects. maximum energy output to 400 mJ. However, the extremely

The test specimen consisted of mm diameter dowel low absorption cross section at this wavelength makes up for
rods cut to the width dimension of the channel 15.24 mm). the loss in energy. The resultant green light can be moved

into position with high energy mirrors as illustrated in Figure
Each cylinder was painted flat black. The finish and color 4. The light is shaped from a circular beam into a planar
were selected to minimize the laser light reflection off the sheet as previously described. The lenses also expand the
cylinder surface and thus suppress the corona effect resulting length of the light sheet to about cm. This dimension along
from such reflections. A bright and relatively large corona with the camera lens rate results in a possible capture of a
would "hide" the particles as they went by and might also particle flowing past the field of view at a velocity up to 092
affect the gray level relationships of the visualized field. The m/s. The average fluid flow rate for this experiment was 473
cylinders are held in place by two 5.5 mm thick Plexiglas CM/S.
sheets 134.62 cm long with the same intemal height 7.62 cm)
as the channel walls. When located against the internal The next step, albeit an important one, is to position
channel walls, the two sheets then forra an internal continuous the camera that will capture the flow behavior as depicted by
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the reflective seeds in the liquid. Alignment of the camera the, computer.
proved to be crucial in all three axes with reference to the 5. The sequence is repeated 13 times.
cylinder position. Since the camera has to be focused to the
plane of the intersecting light sheets, any misalignment of the The calibration of the camera was performed by using
cylinder, or cylinders, with respect to any axis of the camera data from the image of a grid of known dimensions and
would result in elliptical images of the cylinder, thus creating a captured by the camera. Then the grid picture is used to
false dark area, and thus consequently errors in the selection establish the scale of the images. To capture the grid picture,
of spot gray levels and number of spots in the field of view. a square two-dimensional grid was positioned in the center of
Again, this alignment process proved to be difficult and the target plane of laser light. The data for the experiment
tedious, but was solved by putting a slight round edge at one was acquired by first establishing a steady flow through the
end of each tube, thus permitting a rotational movement on all channel. Then the data acquisition sequence was triggered
three axes and shimming the channel bottom to rotate it so from the computer. The images were then inspected for
that the plane facing the camera would be perpendicular to the quality and fidelity, then the data set was stored to the hard
focal axis of the camera. The cylinders remained rigidly in drive of the computer. Then the next set of data was captured
place by virtue of some expansion of the wood. This for a total count of 10 sets. The data sets are processed
expansion was due to the action of the water on the wood. automatically to yield velocities and trajectories.

The camera was operated in the asynchronous reset 3. Data Analysis
mode (a mode in which an electronic signal is used to reset the
camera to acquire an image when desired). The maximum 3.1 Cross-correlation Tracking Algorithm
framing rate of the camera in this mode is limited to 54 ms or
approximately 20 Hz. A dynamic, particle tracking method can be quickly

The data from the CCD camera was stored on a frame performed between two sequential, medium resolution 640 x
grabber board, before being transferred to the hard disk. The 480 x 8 bits) images, if the particle tracer information is first

converted to binary data. The binary data conversion is a
frame grabber board was also used to both trigger the laser method where a the 8-bit 0-255 gray level) pixels defining a
and reset the camera. The reliability of this tracking particle have been converted to 2-bit (value or 1) pixels
technique was tested by using a photodiode to measure the through image processing techniques, e.g., thresholding and
time between laser pulses on an oscilloscope. The timing of connectivity algorithms. The particle velocity is found by
the laser pulses was also compared to the timing of the vertical determining the correspondence between particles in two
resets of the cameras. consecutive video frames. Every particle belongs to a

characteristic group that has a specific local distribution
The sequence of events to acquire data consists of- pattern. This correspondence is obtained through the

1. The computer sends a signal to the laser to calculation of a correlation coefficient between a referenced
fire it. The laser will take approximately 3 ins to fire after pattern in the first binary image and a possible candidate
receiving this signal. pattern in the second binary image, where the latter is shifted

2. After a delay controlled by the computer so that the centroids of the possible particle pair coincide 2,
(approximately 3 ms), the computer sends a signal to the 8]. One particle in the first image will correspond to the
CCD camera to reset it asynchronously. particle in the second image that keeps the most similar

3. The laser fires and the image is captured by pattern, providing the local pattern of the distributed particles
the CCD camera. does not vary much between sequential video frames. The

4. The data is transferred from the camera to local pattern should be similar between the two frames if the
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frames were acquired with a very small time separation or he
flow is slow. N aj + X� X2 + yC y2

ui(xiyi) I (3)
An algorithm identifies the seed pattern j=1

(characteristics groups) and identifies grouping
correspondence in each frame in terms of a characteristic
coefficient which has a value between and 1. The fidelity of
the correspondence will increase as the coefficient approaches
1. The correlation coefficient will be associated to each N
vector and will be used to "clean" the vector field obtained by (X,
the tracking algorithm. )2 + y, y,)2 (4)

j=1

To find the correlation coefficient between a spot in
the first frame and candidate spot in the second frame, a where V is the velocity vector at coordinates xi, and yi; ui is
dynamic region centered on each particle is defined in both the x component of Vi, vi is the y component of Vi, N is the
frames. Te value of the pixel in each frame is equal to zero number of vectors used in interpolation, �j is the x coordinate
if the pixel is not part of a spot and is equal to one if the pixel of Vj, yj is the y coordinate of Vj, aj is the x component
is part of a spot. The analysis is performed on the binary constants, ad bj is the y component constants.
images. The cross-correlation coefficient on binary images,
Clj, between dynamic regions in frame and 2 is calculated For each vector component there are N unknowns (Elie
from constants a, and b So there are N simultaneous equations

to be solve� They'can be solved by using one of a variety of
H L matrix operation techniques. The Gaussian-elimination
I L Fl,,y n F2,y method was used through a programmed Gaussian-

Cij = Y=1 =1 elimination solver.

JB 1 Bi Once the values for aj and bj are found, the equations
Where can be used with the associated xj and yi position coordinates
Flxy= binary pixel value at position (xy) in frame 1, (for a, and b-) to find the velocity at a7ny given point in the
F2xy= binary pixel value at position (xy) in frame 2 flow held. �te x and y coordinates for the point of interest
Blztotal number of pixels of value in frame 1, are substituted for xi and yi. Vorticity and flow streamlines
B2:=total number of pixels of value in frame 2 can then be derived using the full-field equation for the
L--length of dynamic region in pixels, interpolated vector field. More details on this technique can
H=height of the dynamic region in pixels. be obtained from Blanchat 3] and Hassan 2 7.

The numerator gives the sum of the logical products of the 4. Results
binary data between the dynamic regions in the two images.
The logical product is a test wich is only true if the As stated earlier the purpose of this investigation is to
corresponding pixels in the dynamic regions are both 1. Note map qualitatively and quantitatively the flow field of the
that I and B2 determine the total number of pixels for all the cylinders that simulates e cross flow around the bundles as
particles in their respective dynamic regions. As stated before, shown in the region of single-phase flow of the U-tube steam
a pixel with a value of I denotes that it is part of a particle generator in Figure 1. The initial results obtained with the
and a pixel with a value implies no particle at that location. PIV technique demonstrate that it has a high potential for

providing useful quantitative and qualitative fluid velocity data
Since the algorithm matches similar patterns around on tubular flow across a tube or a bank of tubes.

two spots, the reliability
of the results depends on the conservation of a particular seed The tracking of the data was performed with a cross-
pattern during the time frame. During this short time interval correlation algorithm on two sets of data, each set contains 13
between frames the seed pattern does not change too much images, one set involving one rod and the second set with two
and the cross-correlation algorithm is fairly reliable. The rods placed in the flow. The Velocity Vctors were obtained by
vectors that have the highest correlation coefficient are tracking consecutive frames in the same set of data. The
considered the best estimate of the velocity at this location and images are separated with a time duration of 54 ms. Since the
are used in the interpolation algorithm, to obtain a "clean" number of vectors that remain after the cleaning process is
vector field. limited, an overlay of all the "cleaned" vectors belonging to

the same set was performed in both experiments. The result
3.2 Interpolation and Cleaning of Sparse Vector Data of this operation consists of a picture depicting the velocity

field of the flow. It is presented for the one rod experiment
An automated method was used which eliminated and the two rod arrangement in Figure and 6 respectively.

tedious, undesirable, manual, operator assistance in removing On both pictures, the incoming flow is extremely well defined
erroneous vectors 3 This method was an iterative process and the velocities are deten-nined without any difficulty. The
involving an interpolated field produced from the most recirculation part of the flow is more complicated to analyze
reliable vectors, which allowed fast analysis and presentation and, as a consequence, the velocity vectors are not as
of sets of PIV image data. The interpolation method that was numerous as in the upstream flow. An overlay of all the 12
developed is based on the Hardy multiquadratic equations 4 fields was required in order to obtain more precision on the
as discussed by Narcowich and Ward [5]. velocity field and on the magnitude of the vectors in the

recirculation area.

The basic equations used are: Downstream of the cylinders the pictorial velocities are

Vi = ui vi (2) extremely small compared to the velocity of the incoming
flow. Figure 6 shows the increase of the flow velocity between
the two rods. A recirculation area is observed in the
downstream flow, as expected. Due to the three-dimensional
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Figure 5. Velocity Track for the Rod Experiment

characteristics of the downstream flow, the analysis of allowed the direct digitization and analysis of particle images
turbulent flows remains difficult because of the wide velocity within these fluid flows. The technique's present stage of
ranges involved over a limited volume of flow. Furthermore, development may make it the preferable method for obtaining

reliable quantitative fluid velocity characteristics in
the flow is never in a steady state and the velocity field can experimental fluid flow problems.
vary from the beginning to the end of the data acquisition
sequence. A three dimensional particle tracking scheme is The demonstrated velocity measurement technique, as
needed to capture the behavior of these fluid velocity fields. previously stated, is a first sp. Many improvements are

5. Conclusion possible in this field. An immediate possible improvement for
this technique would include a three dimensional acquisition
setup and the necessary algorithms to obtain the three

A first step has been taken towards the development of dimensional velocity information of the fow under study.
a method which permits the study of turbulent flow in a non
invasive manner across one cylinder and across two cylinders References
placed one above the other. PIV has proven to be an accurate
quantitative fluid velocity profiling technique applicable to a [1] Adrian, R.J., "Particle-Imaging Techniques for
wide range of fluid flow patterns. The advent of increased Experimental Fluid Mechanics", Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech., Vol.
speed and resolution of computer based imaging systems has 23 1991).
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Abstract and digital pulsed laser velocimetry" are examples of
A series of real-time, neutron radiography, experiments are noninvasive techniques. Though photon radiography can be
ongoing at the Texas A&M Nuclear Science Center Reactor used to measure global void fractions and in some media
(NSCR). These tests determine the resolving capabilities for provide a recognizable image of the boundaries of larger void
radiographic imaging of two phase water and air flow regimes regions, neutron radiography is more effective in visualizing
through small diameter flow channels. Though both film and smaller vapor regions in water and oil media.
video radiographic imaging is available, the real-time video
imaging was selected to capture the dynamic flow patterns A large body of work has been completed to develop high
with results that continue to improve. resolution, neutron radiography images of two-phase fluids in

flow channels using film and pulsed neutron beams'. Real-
Introduction time radiography has been used to measure smear density`
Neutron radiography provides a noninvasivc ethod for (void fractions) ad to obtain images of vapor components
visualizing hydrogenous materials contained in metal tubes'-'. within metal pipes'. Extensive work is also ongoing to
A facility was constructed and equipped at the Texas A&M evaluate the critical heat flux for specific geometries by
University College Station campus to perform radiography measuring smear density changes using slower real-time
using both radiographic film and video imaging techniques. radiographic techniques". However, to verify modeling
A series of tests, calibrations and experiments visualizes 2- techniques a noninvasive flow imaging methodology is being
phase flow regimes in small diameter flow channels using developed for small-diameter, aluminum, water channels.
real-time neutron radiography equipment and computer based
image capture and enhancement techniques. To measure localized void fractions and map bubble velocities

a technique is being developed to rapidly collect a series of
Multi-phase flow plays a fundamental rote in a variety of sequential images of several flow regimes using light water
technologically important processes, systems, and devices, and air. The resulting radiographs present a useful histogram
including nuclear reactors and other natural phenomena. of 2-phase flow patterns in both rectangular and round
Multi-phase media are employed more frequently than vertical flow channels. The digital image data can also be
single-phase media in modern industrial applications". evaluated using imag .e enhancement and recognition
Understanding the dynamics of multi-phase flows offers a software". Additional experiments are in progress to reduce
great challenge to engineers and researchers. the elapsed time between images while enhancing the

resolution of the images. Near term goals are to establish
Two-phase flow is characterized by the existence of fluid flow mapping in flow channels with hydraulic diameters
interfaces with discontinuous of properties. Where single between and 2 cm and with fluid velocities exceeding 10
phase flow can be classified according to the geometry of the cm/sec.
flow in larninar, transitional and turbulent regimes, two-phase
flow is classified according to the internal structure or phase A detailed description of the neutron radiography equipment
distributions and identified by flow patterns. The various and image enhancement capabilities at the Nuclear Science
transfer mechanisms between a two-phase mixture and a Center and a summary of the calibration and testing activities
containing wall, and also netween two phases, depend on the is presented.
flow regimes. A variety of two-phase flow patterns have been
observed and identified in the literature-. Facility Description

The NSCR is a megawatt test and research reactor,
The common practice is to classify the flow patterns using configured as a pool reactor with light water natural
visual, invasive and noninvasive instruments. Electrical circulation cooling. A stainless steel lined reactor pool and
probes, optical probes, and hot wire anemometry are movable reactor bridge structure are configured to allow
examples of invasive techniques. Photon (X- or gamma-rays) movement of the suspended reactor from one irradiation
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location to the next. Figure contains a general A 20 cm long convergent/divergent neutron-beam collimator
configuration plan of the reactor pool. is fabricated from lead. Entrance surfaces and the vertical

I edge of the collimator stepped-surface are covered with
a e.als Sc,�p�e cadmium to improve attenuation. A bismuth filter is used

Hondbng Prep after the collimator to attenuate thermal neutrons with
Area Roo� energies above 0.1 eV. The neutron-beam collimator

ec rico arrangement is shown in Figure 3 As the thermal flux exits
Shop the beam-port there is less than a 5-degree divergence and an

the average intensity is 787 X 10' neutrons/cm' see. It is also
important to maintain low gamma-ray intensities to prevent a

0 gLG loss of resolution during film exposures; the neutron to
Reactor Poot Roo's

gamma ratio is 186 X 10' neutrons/cm'-mR.L Q,
LU

q

contQ� o Lead Cot�irnator

Cadmium

Plate Ismuth FLter

Fig. 1 Reactor Pool Arrangement. 1�1

When the reactor is moved into the reactor pool staff, one
surface of the core is next to a graphite coupling box that
moderates the neutron flux that leaks from the core. The Fig. 3 Neutron Radiography Beam-port Detail
intensity of this leakage flux is 65 X 10" neutrons/cm'-sec.
A thermal column assembly communicates directly with the Rapid activation or attenuation of the beam can be
graphite coupler and two beam-ports are connected to the accomplishedwith apneumaticallyoperatedboron-aluminum
coupler using water shutters to activate each beam shutter is mounted at the exit of the beam port; rapid beam
independently on demand. changes are useful during film imaging. A brass beam shaver

is mounted 1.5 meters away from the beam port opening to
The neutron radiography facility is a permanent structure flatten the flux to within 3% over an exposure area that is
built around one of these beam ports as shown in Figure 2 36 cm wide and 43 cm high at a target distance of 6 meters
To reduce the photon component coming directly from the from the beam-port entrance.
reactor core, a water shutter connects the beam-port to the
graphite coupler at an oblique angle. The water shutter The ratio, L/D, of the ollimator minimum diameter (D to
connects to the beam-port liner that penetrates the stainless the distance between the target and the collimator (L), effects
steel pool liner. When the water shutter is filled with the relative sharpness' of an image due to beam collimation.
compressed air, the neutron attenuation decreases and the The NSCR cave arrangement provides a length of 670 cm
beam-port is active. A penetration through the concrete pool with a collimator diameter of 535 cm for an LID ratio of 125.
wall is provided as a path for the moderated neutron-beam Our facility provides a thermal neutron beam that complies
and to contain the beam collimator and shaping components. with the requirements set forth in ASTM standards','.

Radiography cave walls and ceiling are constructed with
precast concrete blocks to attenuate any neutrons that scatter

Reactor Poo( off the target during imaging. These blocks provide 65 cm of
shielding on both sides, the end, and above the beam path as
shown in Figure 2 To reduce neutron backscatter from the
end of the cave, 75 cm of borated paraffin are mounted as a

eactor beam-catcher. Also 30 centimeters of concrete block is used
L

1z.6 -phy -EE� for shadow walls at the cave entrance and around the film
cassette transporter. Access to the cave is provided through
a large entry door and smaller samples may be inserted into

Th.-L S-pL� P-P.r.t,- the beam via a sliding shield block shown in Figure 4.

Located within the cave is a sample positioning cart that is
fully automated and controlled from the Sample Preparation
Room to orient the sample within the beam. Behind the

Fig. 2 Radiography Facility Floor Plan. sample cart is a hydraulic table that raises the real time
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radiography camera into the beam when in use or lowers the 20 mm circular output screen. The resolution is 42 LP/cm
camera when film imaging is done. A film cassette with a contrast ratio of 20:1. Quantum detection efficiency is
transporter moves film cartridges between the Sample 15% for thermal neutrons.
Preparation Room and the cave for film exposure and
processing. The image intensifier output screen is read by a high

resolution video camera employing a 254 cm vidicon tube
with a 000 line resolution. The scan rate is 525 lines at 60
HZ with a 21 interlace conforming to EIA standard RS-170.S.- M-
The camera as an automatic light compensation of 50,000:1
and produces a video output signal at 1.0 volt peak to peak
with a bandwidth of 12 MHZ. Geometric distortion due to

'Rodiogrophy Co, the camera and lens is less than 1% over the total circular
V ̀ I'll image.

Test Rig Video Monitor
A high resolution video camera, separate from the
radiography camera, is mounted in the cave to provide a
visual image of the test equipment during radiography. The

Fig 4 Radiography Cave Elevation Plan. camera has a remotely controlled positioner and zoom lens.
The image from this monitor can be recorded with the

The Sample Preparation Room is located ext to the radiography image for comparison later; also, the image is
radiographycave andequippedwithvideoimagingequipment, monitored during the radiography session to detect sample rig
beam port controls, camera and sample positioning controls, vibration, system leaks, or other equipment malfunctions
and a film transporter. Darkroom facilities for film within the shielded cave.

development are located near the Sample Preparation Room. Video Signal Capture

Radiography Video Imager The Video signal capture equipment consists of both a
The video imaging equipment is contained within an video-cassette recorder, for making long term observations
aluminum camera box located on the hydraulic table. The and historical records, and a digital frame grabbing array.
imager includes a converter screen, image intensifier, and a The standard R170 video signal is routed to a Data
video camera. To protect the radiography camera from Translations DT-2861 frame grabber that contains sufficient
accidental impact with target samples as they are positioned resident memory to contain four, 512 by 512 pixel, images
within the beam, an aluminum enclosure was constructed. simultaneously. Each image has a resolution defined by 256
Boron and cadmium components were also used where gray levels. While the circular image produced by the neutron
possibe in the box construction to reduce the video camera camera is most ideally suited to a square pixel, the digitizing
and associated electronics exposure to the neutron flux. One board generates pixels that have a horizontal to vertical ratio
unique feature of the real time imager is the ability to select of approximately 12:1. The IBM-PC compatible computer
the optimal orientation of the sample using an x-y-z table, that houses the frame grabber hardware and software also
rotating table and trolley. This optimization is necessary for allows for subsequent image analysis.
both real-time and film imaging. The camera box and imager
are shown in Figure 5. The neutron camera generates a 30 Hz interlaced image As

many flow regimes havp significant movement in the 016
o.er second required to compose a dual trace of the image, the

UPPLY olat Neutron ShieW first enhancement of the image is to de-interlace the image
into two component images. Each 512 by 256 images is then
restored the original image size using one of several

mage interpolation techniques. Filtering and/or signal analysis
Vd:o algorithms are then used for edge definition, thresholding, or

Intens&,er [Lenr I., rQ vector analysis of the data.

ora� Neutron Shietcl Several methods are used to convert the analog video signal
to a digital image. Most frequently, the capture board is used
in a "tracking" mode where four frames are gathered in rapid

Fig. Video Imager Camera Box Arrangement succession and then subsequently de-interlaced to produce a

The converter screen is 22 cm in diameter and constructed total of eight frames for analysis.

with a thin sheet of aluminum coated on the interior surface A "time averaging" mode is also available where any small
with Gadolinium a neutron scintillation material. When the number of frames 100) can be integrated to give a time
neutron beam is active, the light photons emitted from this averaged distribution of the air water mixture. This mode
screen impinge on the photo cathode tube of the image creates added complexity calibrating the images due to reactor
intensifier. This intensifier provides an enhanced image to a power variations over time and the automatic gain control of
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the camera. arrangement provided a neutron beam attenuation tor
flow-channel that was within an order of magnitude of the

2-Phase Flow Test Equipment attenuation in the reference channels. Varying the width of
A flow control panel was constructed and located in the the flow channel would preclude or allow the formation of
Sample Preparation Room to allow control and monitor the flow eddies; the width of the stagnant reference channels was
gas and liquid elements during the imaging sessions. Both the simultaneously adjusted to provide a more uniform
water and air loops are constructed for a single pass through attenuation across the entire surface of the imager screen. A
the test rig and are then discharged into a monitored space to typical rectangular channel test-rig is shown in Figure 7.
preclude the release of neutron activation products. Additionally a strongly attenuating material, usually cadmium

metal, was used to cover any area of a test rig that was not
The first generation of test rigs, illustrated in Figure 6 critical to the image under investigation.
provided features to vary both the water velocity and the gas
content within crcular flow tubes fabricated from seamless
aluminum tubing. The flow tube diameters varied from cm
to 25 cm for these tests. Air injectors were used in these
experiments to simulate a gas phase; the flow could be imaged
from just above the injector to an exit point 14 cm above the
injector. Two reference tubes were also fabricated from the -6
same material as the flow channel and then partially filled C

with liquid. Positioned on either side of the flow tube during U Image Area
radiography, the image of these reference channels was used QJ
to benchmark the image obtained from the flow channel U
during void fraction analysis. QJ

L -6 LQ)
QJFtuid Discharg C ry

Video Camera L) 0a
Irnage Area :5

Transparent Tu e eFerence Tubes q Air Aspirator

Radiography Water Injector
Image Area

0 0

Fig. 7 Rectangular Flow Channel Test Rig
;r InLet

Imager Calibration
Several calibrationdeviceswere used to identify the resolution

<-- Water ln�et capabilities of the imaging system. One of these devices is a
Beam Purity Indicator'and it is used to measure camera

Fig. 6 Circular Flow Channel Test Rig sensitivity and beam purity'. Also, special coupons were
constructed from tin seets of Cadmium metal and

Following this series of preliminary tests, a rectangular polyethylene for flow testing. Each sheet has a range of holes
flow-channel test-rig was designed. One drawback with any measuring 025 to 25 mm in diameter. These sheets were
single, small, flow-channel is the large neutron attenuation in taped to the front and rear of test-rig reference channels to
the flow and reference tubes. The radiography camera cannot verify that the test-rig was positioned at an optimum distance
be focused on only the flow channel region as is possible with from the camera. This provides the clearest image on the
a conventional camera. There is no lens between the conversion screen.
conversion screen and the photocathode. As a result, a large
area of the conversion screen is highly exposed when Test Procedures
compared to that region shadowed by the test rig. The The cave video monitor was frequently positioned to observe
automatic gain control and vidicon tube of the camera have the flow-channel exit window and the test-rig; This would
difficulty in dealing with this large intensity variation. provide comparison images to verify flow patterns and

monitor for rig vibration. These images were also recorded
The next test rig was also constructed from aluminum and to correlate with iage analysis after the irradiation sessions.
provided multiple rectangular channels I cm thick and of Test rig vibration was carefully monitored through exposure
various widths. A movable partition was employed to periods using this camera to preclude flow pattern ghosting
separate reference channels from the flow channel; this due to channel movement.
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The radiography camera was placed behind the flow and images from an enhanced image series with both churn flow
reference channels to measure the neutron attenuation. The regions and vortexes of bubbly flow are shown in Figures a
initial work was used to evaluate the minimum resolution of through 9c. The individual bubbles can then be tagged
the beam and imaging equipment. Several flow channels of manually or with image recognition software. Once the
different depths were tested over a wide range of flow individual bubbles are tagged, two dimensional velocity
regimes. Subsequent testing employed several new test-rigs vectors can also be calculated manually or with tracking
and image processing to enhance the images of both discrete software.
voids within the fluid and to obtain a measurement of the
density profiles along and across the flow channel. Small
variations were made in camera to target distance using the

p
6

WNW,, -cadmium calibration sheets to obtain the best focus on the
camera converter screen. Movements of as little as 5 mm
could significantly improve image quality. Where the flow
channel is more than cm in depth, calibration sheets were
used on both sides of the channel. Also, the addition of im "iJ,
cadmium attenuation plates on all sides of the camera box
enhanced the image contrast by reducing the albedo" from
cave surfaces.

Test Results
Images used for smear density (void fraction) analysis were
not filtered; this preserved the resolution of the transverse
integration of te void fraction. From these images a vertical
series of pixels was selected through a region of churn flow

located along the flow-channel centerline. Using the same Fig. 9a First Enhanced Radiograph in an 8-image Series
technique, a second series of pixe)s was selected from a
similar location on a reference channel. Subtracting these two
data sets corrects the profile for asymmetry in the beam. An
example of the resulting profile is shown in Figure as a void
fraction profile. This approach, similar to background
subtraction techniques, was also used as an image
enhancement technique to improve the resolution of entire
images.

1 -

10 

T

- Fig. 9b Fourth Enhanced Radiograph in an 8-image Series
2

5 - '74
W I

"W

0 0

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Intensity[Oo %]

Fig. Vertical Flow Channel Density Profile

High-pass filtering was used on images used to enhance
bubble boundaries; these enhanced images were the used to
track movements and create a velocity vector map. Three Fig. Seventh Enhanced Radiograph in an 8-image Series
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There is a limit to the smallest bubble that can be tracked 4. BERGER, H., Neutron Radiography, Esvier
with the existing techniques. The first limitation is based on Publishing Company, Amsterdam, 1965).
the pixel size; at least four pixels are needed to define a
bubble. A second limitation is due to the neutron inscatter 5. COLLIER, J.G., Convective Boiling and Heat
from the fluid around a vapor bubble and outscatter from Transfer 2nd Ed., McGraw Hill, New York, 1981).
fluid behind the bubble; both degrade the boundary resolution
in larger fluid channels. Currently the visualization and 6. FUJINE, S., et all, "Visualization on Gas-Liquid Two-
mapping techniques are limited to bubbles with diameters Phase Flow in a Narrow Rectangular Duct,"
greater than 0.5 mm and to channels with hydraulic diameters Proceedings of the Third World Conference, Osaka,
of less than cm. Japan, May 1989).

To overcome the problems associated with neutron scattering, 7. GLICKSTEIN, S.S., Vance, W.H., and Joo, H., "Void
MonteCarlo codes are being used to model the neutron Fraction Measurements Using Neutron Radiography,"
attenuation of fluids containing a vapor bubble. These initial Transactions of the American Nuclear Society, Winter
results have been used with the image recognition program to Meeting, Chicago, Illinois, 1992).
provide a better boundary enhancement based on the peak
image intensity within the vapor region. Also, work is 8. HARRIS, D.H. and SEYMOUR, W.A., "Applications
underway to incorporate this into tracking programs as a of Real Time Neutron Radiography at Harwell,"
method to determine the third velocity vector component. Neutron Radiography, J.P. Barton et all., D. Reidel

Publishing Co., Dordrecht, Holland 1986).
The primary limitation associated with this methodology is
locating a beamport with a thermal flux of more than X 10' 9. HARVEL, G.D., CHANG, J.S., and KRISHNAN,
neutrons/cm' see; usually this requires a reactor facility with V.S., "Determination of Time Dependant Void
a thermal power of at least a megawatt. Lower flux levels Fraction Distribution in Bubbly Two-Phase Flow by a
would require longer exposure times to obtain usable images. Real Time Neutron Radiography Technique," Proc.,
As a result, the time between sequential frames would NURETH 6 6th Int. Topical Meeting on Nuclear
produce marginal tracking results. Reactor Thermal Hydraulics, Grenoble, France,

October, 1993).
Conclusions
The dynamics of bubbly, slug, and churn flow regimes have 10. HASSAN, Y. and BLANCHAT, T., "Flow Velocity
been recorded and evaluated using neutron radiography, in Measurements Using Digital Pulsed Laser
both rectangular and circular geometries. Images of these Velocimetry," Optical Engineering, Vol. 30, No. 8, pp.
flow patterns have been recorded on videotape, digitized into 1220-1227, August 1991).
pixel maps, de-interlaced and reconstructed into independent
frames and analyzed with University developed and 11. IKEDA, Y., et all, "Application of Real-Time Neutron
commercial image processing software. The resulting series Radiography to Multiphase Flow Visualization and
of images have been used to identify flow patterns and Measurement," Proceedings of the Third World
velocity profiles in low velocity fluids. Conference, Osaka, Japan, May 1989).

12. IWAMURA, T. et all, "Critical Heat Flux
Though emphasis until now has been on evaluating the vapor Experiments under Steady State and Transient
velocities, a new closed loop test rig is under development to Conditions and Visualization of CHF Phenomenon
allow the introduction of cadmium feathers as fluid tracers. with Neutron Radiography," Proc., NURETH 6 6th
This additional capability will allow the measurement of local Int. Topical Meeting on Nuclear Reactor Thermal
slip ratios and further characterization of velocity gradients in Hydraulics, Grenoble, France, October, 1993).
eddy current regions. Work is also underway to incorporate
a pulsing beam shutter to freeze the image of higher velocity 13. LINDSAY, J.T., JONES, J.D., and KAUFFMAN,
fluids; image blurring occurs at fluid velocities of greater than C.W., "Real Time Neutron Radiography and Its
10 cm/see and degrades the value of the sequential images. Application to the Study of Internal Combustion

Engines and Fluid Flow," Neutron Radiography: Proc.
References 2nd World Conf. Neutron Radiography, Paris, France,
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ABSTRACT 2) those which can be simulated by the
transparent systems, and

Visualization and measurement results are 3) those in which either the working fluids
presented on multiphase flows in a metallic tube or the wall is opaque to visible rays and are
and container and liquid metal flows by real- difficult to be simulated by the transparent
time neutron radiography. A liquid metal flow systems.
was visualized by a tracer method and the vector New techniques have been developed for the
field was obtained by an image processing flow visualizations of case 3 and some of them
method. A solidification interface in a liquid are radiography techniques.
metal was visualized by a dye injection method. Applications of neutron radiography have
Flow patterns of nitrogen gas-water two-phase been proposed for many non-destructive
flows in a metallic tube and container and a examinations since the attenuation
water flashing flow in a nozzle were visualized. characteristics of neutron ray in materials are
A flow pattern map in a vertical tube was much different from those of X- and y-ray, i.e.,
obtained and compared with a flow pattern the image difficult to be visualized by X- and
transition model. One-dimensional void fraction y-ray can possibly be visualized by neutron ray.
distributions were obtained by an image The real-time neutron radiography methods are
processing method and the results were used for applicable to observe the dynamic behaviors of
testing the constitutive equations in a two- the flows which are difficult to be observed by
phase flow prediction code. Two-dimensional void the other methods. Many applications are found
fraction distributions in a rectangular in the proceedings 251 and the applications
container were also obtained. It is shown that to visualization of multiphase flows were
the real-time neutron radiography is a very summarized, for example, in a reference [11.
useful tool to study thermal hydraulics in In this study, some experimental and image
nuclear engineering. processing techniqueswere developed for flow

visualizations. Liquid metal and multiphase
flows which were difficult to visualize by the

1- INTRODUCTION other methods were successfully visualized by
the real-time neutron radiography. Flow vector

Flow visualization is a useful method to field and void fraction distributions were
study thermal hydraulics phenomena which are obtained by the image processing methods.
important in nuclear engineering. The flows are
often in metallic tubes or containers when the
flow is under high pressure and high temperature 2. PRINCIPLE OF NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY ON THE
conditions. Visualizations are often difficult PRESENT APPLICATIONS
by visible rays in these flows. A liquid metal
is used as a thermal working fluid in nuclear Radiography is a technique to visualize the
engineering. Visualization of the liquid metal structure of an object by the difference of the
flow is impossible by visible rays. Flow attenuation rate of radio rays to the materials
visualization studies have been carried out by of the object. An X-ray is often used for non-
many researchers and many visualization destructive examinations. Fig.1 show mass
techniques have been proposed. The thermal attenuation coefficients of neutron and X-ray.
hydraulics systems may be classified into three The mass attenuation coefficients of the X-ray
cases from a view of the visualization increases with increasing the atomic number of
techniques [1]; the irradiated material. On the other hand,

1) flows of both the working fluids and the those of the neutron ray are large for small
wall of a tube or a vessel are transparent to atomic number elements like hydrogen and for
visible rays, some special elements such as cadmium. They are
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small for the Industrial materials of aluminum processors. The speed of the video camera was 30
and stainless steel and heavy metals like lead frame/see.
and bismuth. Therefore, the real-time neutron The experimental apparatus were remote-
radiography is suitable for visualizing a liquid controlled outside of the Irradiation room.
metal flow of lead-bismuth eutectic by tracers Tubes for water and gas and codes for electrical
and dye which contain cadmium. It is also inputs and signals were equipped between the
suitable for visualizing the behaviors of water irradiation room and the operator room. The
flows in a metallic wall of aluminum and water, the gas and the electrical inputs were
stainless steel. supplied and controlled from te operator room

to the test section and the signals were
recorded by a multi-pen recorder and a digital

3. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES data logger in the operator room. Following
experimental apparatus were irradiated.

In the present study, JRR-3M nuclear
reactor system in JAERI [5] and a cyclotron-
based system in Sumitomo Heavy Ind. 41 were
used. Thermal neutron ray from the nuclear 3.1 Liquid Metal Flows
reactor and the target of the accelerator was Fig.2 shows an experimental apparatus of a
collimated to obtain a parallel neutron beam. liquid metal circulation flow. Lead-Bismuth
Then the beam was irradiated to the test object. eutectic ( Bi-55.5w%, Pb-44.5w% ) which is
The radiography image of the object was supposed to be employed as a liquid target for a
converted to a visible ray Image by a spallation reactor 6 was used as a working
scintilation converter and was recorded by a fluid. The test section was a rectangular vessel
high sensitivity video camera on the mirror. The made of braze, 200mm in height, 180 mm in width
recorded images were processed by image and 10 mm in thickness. The shape of the vessel
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bottom is similar to the two-dimensional model
of the liquid metal target 6 The fluid was
divided by two spacers and nitrogen gas bubble
was Injected between the spacers. A circulation
flow, upwards between the spacers and downwards
between the spacers and the vessel wall sides,
was generated by the bubble pump. A tracer
method was employed for the visualization of the
circulation flow. The conditions for the tracer
required for this visualization are as follows:

1) It contains high neutron attenuation
materials.

2) Its density is closed to the fluid.
3) It wets well the fluid.
4) Its size is smaller than the eddy size

and larger than the resolution of the visualized
image.

Gold-cadmium intermetallic compound
AuCda ) was found to satisfy the conditions

l)-3) and the particles of 12 mm in size were
used as the tracers.

An experimental apparatus of the liquid
metal solidification is shown in Fig.3. The (D Nitrogen Gas Bomb Bubble Pump
Lead-Bismuth eutectic was also used. The test
section was a rectangular vessel, 150 mm in Regulator Test Section
height, 50 mm in width and 19 mm in thickness. Pressure Gauge spacers
Both side walls of the vessel, one was cooled T--iow meter
and the other heated, were made of copper and
other walls were made of stainless steel. Water
was supplied to cool one side wall after the Fig.2 Experimental apparatus for
test section was heated up to the melting a liquid metal circulation flow
temperature of the fluid. The solidification
interface was visualized by injecting the dye
into the liquid phase, i.e., darkening the
liquid phase. The conditions of the dye are the
same as those (1) and 2 for the tracer and
also the dye is solvable to the fluid. Lead-
Bismuth-cadmium alloy, the melting point of
which is closed to the eutectic was employed as
the dye. The dye can be injected to the fluid in 0both solid and liquid states. 0

0
0

3.2 Two-Phase Flows 0
Fig.4 and shows experimental apparatus 00

for nitrogen gas-water two-phase flows. The two- 0
phase flow in a vertical tube made of stainless I 01
steel, 25 mm in inner diameter and Imm in
thickness, was visualized and a flow pattern map
was obtained. The two-phase flow in a
rectangular vessel made of aluminum, 90 mm in
height, 30 mm in width and 10 mm in thickness
was visualized and the time averaged two-
dimensional void fraction distributions were
obtained.

An experimental apparatus of a water Liquid Metal (Pb-Bi) Solid Dye
flashing flow in a convergent-divergent nozzle Elcctric leater (D Pump
is shown in Fig.6(a) and the details of the
aluminum nozzle is shown in Fig.6(b). Hot water Treat Exchanger WaterTank
of about 0.7 MPa and 430 K was supplied to the
nozzle from the pressurized tank and flashed
near the throat. Water-vapor two-phase flow was
expanded in the divergent conduit of the nozzle. Fig-3 Experimental apparatus for
One-dimensional void fraction distributions were a liquid metal solidification
measured.
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Scintillation
Converter or

Ne Utr n

Beam TV Camera

Ex.

1. Pressurized Tank 2. Pump
(j) Nitrogen Gas Bomb (3) Test section 3. Heater 4. Nitrogen Gas Bomb
(2) Regulator (Stainless Steel Tube) 5. Pressure Transducer 6. Thermocouples

7. Water Pipe-Line 8. Air-Op. Ball Valve
(1) Flow Meter Water Tank 9. Nozzle 10. Water Spray

Mixed Chamber Pump 11. Drain Tank 12. Drain Pipes

Fig.6 (a) Experimental apparatus for
Fig.4 Experimental apparatus for a flashing flow in a nozzle

a two-phase flow in a vertical tube

CQ -0 LO

44.5 80

Fig.6 (b) Details of the nozzle

4. VISUALIZED AND IMAGE PROCESSING RESULTS

4.1 Liquid Metal Flows

war Fig-7 shows an example of the processed

images of the tracers in the liquid metal

(DTest Section (D Flow Meter circulation flow. Using two processed images
with an frame interval of 130 sec, the flow

Regulator Pump vectors can be obtained by a spatial correlation

(D Nitrogen Gas Bomb � Water Tnk method. An example of the vector field is also

shown in Fig.8 with 336 vector points. The

circulation flow and two vortexes between the

spacers can be clearly shown.

Fig.5 Experimental apparatus for Fig.8 shows an example of the visualized

a two-phase flow in a rectangular vessel solidification interface in the liquid metal.

The liquid phase was darken by the dye and the

Interface was clearly seen.
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4� t Liquid Phase

by dye

Solid e
NUB

Fig.7 A vector field in a liquid metal Fig.8 Solidification in a liquid metal
circulation flow by a tracer method visualized by a dye injection method

4.2 Two-Phase Flows 10
Fig.9 shows a flow pattern map of the two-

Phase flow in the vertical tube. The solid lines Slug

in the figure are drawn by the prediction Ei Froth
equations by Mishima and Ishii 7 The flow o Annular
patterns of the two-phase flow in the metallic
tube could be determined by the visualization.

Examples of one-dimensional void fraction
distributions in the convergent-divergent nozzle
in Figs.10. The solid line in each figure shows

0 0 0measured results and the marks indicate the lo-,
predicted results by Mini-TRAC Code [81 with 0 C 0 0 00
constitutive equations of PF-1 and BF-1. The
void fraction increases rapidly near the throat -Bubbly Si Froth Annular

= ). The Mini-TRAC code predicts lo_-2 I-LA-LU

experimental results better with BF-1 than PF-1. 102

Examples of time-averaged two-dimensional 10-2 lo-, 1 10

distributions of void fraction in the (M/S)
rectangular vessel are shown in Fig.11. These
results will be used for a bench mark testing of
two-dimensional prediction codes for two-phase Fig.9 A flow pattern map in a vertical tube
flows.
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Fig.10 One-dimensional void fraction
distributions in a nozzle
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Fig.11 Two-dimensional void fraction
distributions in a rectangular vessel
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4. "Neutron Radiography 3 Kluwer Pub., 1990

important in nuclear thermal hydraulics were 5. "Neutron Radiography 4, Kluwer Pub.,
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radiography. It is shown that the real-time 6. Y-Takeda, Nuclear Instrument Methods in
neutron radiography is efficiently applicable to Physical Research A237, 1985, pp.455-463
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ABSTRACT as.the conductance probes.

The development of a high-speed X-ray However, once the object of interest
computed tomography (CT) scanner has been is in the unsteady state, the scanning
performed in this study. The object of speed of the conventional CT scanner makes
interest is in a transient or unsettled it inappropriate for measurement of
state, which makes the conventional CT phenomena such as the history of the
scanner inappropriate. This X-ray CT system cross-sectional density/void-fraction
uses the concept of electronic switching of profiles. Attempts to overcome this
electron beams for X-ray generation to shortcoming of the conventional CT scanner
increase scanning speed. A continuous led to the development of a high speed
operation X-ray CT scanner sampling at X-ray CT scanner system. Very fast scanning
about 4 milliseconds scanning rate has speed, which should be millisecond order
already been developed and applied for or below, and continuous scanning are
air-water two-phase flow measurement. The needed for measurement in the unsteady
feasibility and the excellent performance state.
of this CT scanner system are demonstrated
and confirmed. The number of detectors has been

increased in an attempt to reduce the
INTRODUCTION scanning time of the CT scanner. The

history of reducing the scanning time is
In the field of the two-phase flow shown in Figure I for X-ray CT scanners. 3

measurement, the conventional X-ray CT The fastest scanning time of the CT scanner
scanner and the gamma-ray CT scanner have generally used in the present medical field
been recently used to measure the is about I second. This CT scanner is the
time-averaged void fraction distribution of rotate/rotate type having the mechanical
high pressure and high 1,2 temperature motion mechanism. The adoption of this
steam-water two-phase flow . In such mechanical motion mechanism is a major
cases, the measuring speed, i.e. the obstacle to improvement of the scanning
scanning speed, of the conventional CT speed of the CT scanner. Therefore, the
scanner is sufficient for measurement of concept of electronical switching electron
the time-averaged void fraction beams was adopted to develop the high speed
distribution over the measured X-ray CT scanner in this study. The CT
cross-section. This is the major advantage scanner having the scanning time of
of a radiation-based CT scanner over 3.6 milliseconds and the scanning rate of
conventional local measuring systems such 250 slices per second has already been
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developed and applied to measure the 06

history of the void fraction distribution
and the interfacial area of each bubble. 0

HIGH SPEED XRAY CT SCANNER SYSTEM W

CT Scanner Design U) 0
A system of the fan-beam projections E 04

from many stationary X-ray sources is Q) 0
adopted in this study. The total projection E 0
angle for a parallel-beam system is 1-- 1 03 0

180 degrees to give the minimum required 0
number of projections for good image C Electron Beam X-Ray CTreconstruction. However, the total CO 02
projection angle in a fan-beam system
should be larger than 180 degrees as shown
in Figure 2 10 I Present Study

The arrangement of the X-ray sources
and the detectors of the present CT system
is illustrated in Figure 3 The projection 1
angle is designed to be 204 degrees. '70 '75 '80 '85 '90 '95
Eighteen X-ray sources are arranged on a Year
semi-circle with a diameter of 241 mm and
emit X-rays in turn by electronically Figure 1 History of Scanning Speed 3
switching each electron beam. Each X-ray
source emits a fan X-ray beam with a center
angle of 24 degrees facing the region, of 180,
interest. The region of interest is a
circular area with a diameter of 50 mm. The a

measured object is located in this region
of interest surrounded by the X-ray source
array and the detector array. On the
opposite side of the object, an array of N
detectors is arranged on a smaller
concentric semi-circle with a diameter of
146 mm. This detector array consists of one
hundred and twenty-two detectors.
Thirty-two detectors perform simultaneous (Parallel Projection) (Fan Beam Projection)
measurements for each fan X-ray beam. Figure 2 Projection Method

System Configuration
The system conf iguration is shown in

Figure 4 schematically. This system 32 Detector Array

consists of the X-ray generating system, 146 

the detection system, the data acquisition
system, the main controller and the data #18

processing system. The main controller Rd_156m

controls the data acquisition system and #17 12

the X-ray generating system and works as
the timing control for the-total system.

The X-ray generating system consists #1
of the X-ray generating units, the
electronic switching units, the vacuum #1
chamber and the vacuum pump. The eighteen PCD 241 mm

X-ray generating units are installed in the
annulus vacuum chamber. Each one has a #11
cathode, a grid and a tungsten target as an #10,
anode. A high accelerating voltage up to Figure 3 Layout of CT Scanner
100kV is applied between the anode and the ROI:Region of Interest
cathode to generate the X-rays having the PCD:Pitch Circle Diameter
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I Vacuum Chamber

2 Filament (Cathode)
3 Grid

4 Tungsten Target (Anode)

5 Electron Beam
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Figure 4 High Speed CT System Configuration

required energy. The emission of the sampled simultaneously synchronous to an
electron beam generated f rom the cathode to X-ray generation control pulse. These
the target is normally suppressed by the analog signals are converted to the digital
bias 'voltage supplied to the grid. Only data by the twelve-bit analog-to-digital
when this bias voltage is removed, will the converters and stored in the memory units.
electron beam pass through the unsuppressed
grid towards the target and generate The timing of the X-ray generation and
X-rays. The bias voltage of each grid is the data sampling is controlled by the
removed sequentially and temporarily. Since control pulse signals as shown in Figure 
the electron beam is electronically The period of the slice trigger pulse T1
controlled as described above, the X-ray determines the number of slices per one
fan beam is permitted to measure the second. This pulse signal is generated by
time-dependent cross-sectional view of the the main controller and supplied to the
object with a high speed scanning. The
present system has the scanning time of
3.6 milliseconds per slice and the scanning T2 T1

rate of 250 slices per second. Slice Trigger Pulse--- -I--

J U
The detection system consists of T3 T4 T5

122 detectors and the pre-amplifiers. The
cadmium tungstate (CdWO4) scintillators, Grid Controll Pulse -F# �8 9� # 
each backed by a silicon photo-diode, are
used as the X-ray detector. Sampling Trigger

The data acquisition system consists Pulse

of simultaneous sampling modules,

analog-to-digital converters and random A/D Trigger Pulse

access memory units. The analog voltage

signals from the 122 preamplifiers are Figure Control Pulse Signals
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electronic switching unit of the X-ray Scintillator CdWO
generating system. This electronic Photo Diode Silicon PhAtodiode
switching unit generates the grid control IMAGE QUALITY
pulse signal with the delay time T3 after Maximum Object Diameter 5 mm
receiving the slice trigger pulse, and the Minimum Spatial Resolution 1. mm
bias voltage of the grid is removed DATA ACQUISITION
sequentially from the number I X-ray Number of Channels 122
generating unit to the number 18 X-ray Dynamic Range 12 bits
generating unit at the X-ray shot period of Capacity 3640 slices
(T4+T5). The number 19 grid control pulse RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
is used as the trigger of data sampling Filtered Back Projection
without X-ray generation to confirm the Marching Cubes
stability of the detection system. The main
controller receives the grid control pulse APPLICATION FOR TWO-PHASE FLOW
signal from the electronic switching unit
of the X-ray generating system and supplies An air-water two-phase flow, i.e.,
the timing pulse signals to the bubbly flow or slug flow, in a vertical
simultaneous sampling units and the tube 27 mm in diameter were measured to
analog-to-digital converter. The delay time evaluate the applicability of this X-ray CT
T6 is desired for stabilizing the input system. The vertical tube is filled with
signals of the simultaneous sampling units. water and air is injected at the bottom of
And the delay time T7 is desired for the tube. In this application, the
stabilizing the input signals of the developed high speed X-ray CT system was
analog-to-digital converters. operated under the fastest measuring

conditions of the present system. The
Image Reconstruction synchroscope records of the slice trigger

The obtained projection data are pulse signal, the grid control pulse signal
transferred to an engineering work station and the output of the detector are shown in
(EWS) as the data processing system. The Figure 6 The X-ray shot period is about
preprocessing of the projection data and
the image reconstruction are performed by
the EWS. The CT two-dimensional
reconstructed images are generated by the A 1 -2 A2=2 J T

filtered back projection algorithm to give DC P4 OG P��16

the distribution of the X-ray attenuation
coefficient, namely the phase distribution Slice Trigger
of the two-phase flow. 4 Further, the Pulse 4ms

three-dimensional data called volume data
are obtained by overlapping these
tow-dimensional reconstructed images, and
the shape of the interface can be Grid Controll
visualized by surface rendering. The Pulse

marching cubes algorithm is used as the JJJ quufllfl M ON MR.
surface rendering technique to obtain the
volume and the surface area of each bubble
from the two-dimensional reconstructed
images and information of the bubble 00mv CH2=2V

velocity obtained visually f rom video DC NO D Wo
images. 5

Specifications of Present System Detector-Output Z_�
The specifications of the developed (65ch)

high speed X-ray CT system are summarized
as below.
X-RAY SOURCE

Number of Sources 18 Grid Controll
Maximu Acceleration Voltage 100 kV Pulse
Maximum Beam Current 100 mA
Fastest Scanning Speed 3.6 ms/slice
Maximum Scanning Rate 250 slices/s SOPS

DETECTOR
Number of Detectors 122 Figure 6 Control Pulses and Detector Out-put
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200 microseconds and the scanning time is f igures.
about 36 milliseconds. The period of the
slice trigger pulse is 4 milliseconds to The history of the cross-sectional
permit almost continuous slice scanning. void distribution or the size and the
So, the scanning rate is 250 slices per number of bubbles can be evaluated from
second. The delay time T6 in Figure is these resultant images. Figure 7 shows the
set to be 120 microseconds to sample the images of the dispersed bubbles of various
stabilized detector output. The slice sizes. Figure shows the larger bullet
thickness is 3 mm. The data of 3640 slices shaped bubble called a Taylor bubble having
is obtained in a measuring time of about the parabolic outline at the head and the
15 seconds. entrained small bubbles as observed in the

typical slug flow regime.
Reconstructed Images

The reconstructed images of the bubbly History of Void Fraction
flow are shown in Figure 7 and those of the The history of the void fraction in
slug f low are shown in Figure 8. These any cross-sectional area can be evaluated
f igures are reproductions of the EWS video from the reconstructed tomogram data giving
screen. In each figure, the left strip has the phase distribution. As one example,
the tomograms, the center strip has the Figure 9 gives the histories of the total
tomogram images overlapped slantingly, and cross-sectional averaged void fraction of
the right images are the three-dimensional two cases.
images reconstructed from the tomograms and
information of the bubble rise velocity as Figure 9(a) represents the results of
described before. The parts of tomograms the bubbly flow when the air injection rate
used to reconstruct the three-dimensional is small. It is supposed in this case that
images of bubbles in the right strip are relatively small numbers of bubbles of
arranged in the left and center strips small sizes are passing through the
sequentially from the first one measured cross-section. Thus the void
corresponding to the top of the upper fraction fluctuates between 0% and 10%.
bubble. The time sequences are downward in This figure corresponds to Figure 7.
the left and center strips - When the Figure 9(b) gives the results corresponding
scanning speed of the CT scanner is high to Figure of the typical slug f low. When
enough to f reeze a dynamic event of the the large air slug passes through the
two-phase flow, the resultant tomogram measured cross-section, the void fraction
might be displayed as binary images increases close to 100%. After the large
representing the cross-sectional air slug passes, the small entrained
phase-distribution as shown in these bubbles give the small void fraction.

N

Figure 7 Reconstructed images of Bubbly Flow Figure Reconstructed 1mages of Slug Flow
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of each bubble is obtained from the doct6%
three-dimensional reconstructed image data.
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The results are shown in Figure 10 giving 100 In, I I

the interfacial area of the bubbles passing 0 50 100 150 200 250
thorough the measured cross-section
sequentially. Figure 10(a) corresponds to Bubble Number

the bubbly flow of Figure 9 (a). About 220 Figure 10 Interfacial Areas of Bubbles
small bubbles are observed in this case
during the measuring time of about
15 seconds. The interfacial areas of the

bubbles are about 100 mm in this bubbly of BWR Fuel Assembly by an X-ray CT
flow. Figure 10(b) gives those in the slug Scanner:Assessment of BWR Design Void
flow corresponding to Figure 9(b). The Correlation and Development of New Void
interfacial aeas of the air slugs become Correlation", 2nd ASME/JSME Nuclear
about 4000 mm Engineering ConferenceVol-1, 39(1993).

CONCLUSION 2. K.Hori, K.Miyazaki, T.Kurosu,
S.Sugiyama, J.Matsumoto, and YAkiyama, "In

A high speed electronically controlled Bundle Void Fraction Measurement of PWR
X-ray CT scanner system has been developed Fuel Assembly', 2nd ASME/JSME Nuclear
and applied to the measurement of air-water Engineering Conference, Vol.1, 69(1993).
two-phase flow. The present scanning time
is 36 milliseconds and the scanning rate 3. Y.Iwai, Y.Saito, and Y.Imai, "Image
is 250 slices per second. The feasibility Systems for Clinical Application�' in
and the excellent performance of this CT Japanese, Korona Press(1988).
system are demonstrated and confirmed for
application to the measurement of dynamic 4. A.Rosenfeld, and A.C.Kak, "Digital
events of two-phase flow. Picture rocessing", Academic Press(1982)
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ABSTRACT dimensions defining the geometry of the wedge to be designed;

the unknown angles are not keyed in, of course, but are found by

This paper documents how we have adapted 3D gometric analysis. The program then automatically calculates the cut

modeling and ray tracing to support design and verification of angles and the oation of the wedge from which h user-

wedges and preparation of coverage maps for ultrasonic prescribed crack will be properly illuminated. The results are

inspection of BWR nozzles. This software is capable of displayed as a color-coded patch on the outer surface of nozzle or

addressing a broad range ofmodeling issues, including ray tracing pressure vessel.

in completely general 3D objects comprised of blocky,

transversely isotropic material.1-5 However, to capitalize on the A major advantage of the software system is its approac to

full range of capability usually requires an investment of time on geometric modeling. Nozzles and their intersection with the

the pan of users. To make 3D modeling accessible to users who pressure vessel are described in terms of heir surfaces using an

have time-urgent requirements or who do not ned to utilize the assemblage of patches and splines; these are also used for

full capabilities of the software, we have developed specialized geometric modeling of the flaws (elliptical or semi-elliptical) and

applications in which restrictions on generality are accepted in the transducer wedges. In addition to convenience, patches make

exchange for easy access to model building, wdge design and it easy to construct interior interfaces btween dissimilar materials

coverage maps for detecting flaws in the bore and inner blend such as welds and ferritic or stainless sel, and to include

regions of nozzles. This is done by providing partially- imperfections such as out-of-roundness.

completed, parametrized models which give the user latitude to

generate general models within a fixed framework. We also Ray tracing is based on he approach dveloped by V. L.

provide a graphical user interface which anticipates certain asks Pereyra. Capabilities include shooting, in which the user

that a user will wish to undertake; other tasks may readily be prescribes the location and take off angles at a transducer and is

added. provided with the paths of rays and hir aplitudes; this forrn of

ray tracing is especially suited Lo illuminating a region of the

I. INTRODUCTION inner surface of a nozzle given the characteristics of a tansducer

and wedge and to finding the reflected rays. Futur vrsions of

The first task is to design a transducer wedge for ultrasonic the code will include LWO-point ray Lracing,6 which i Sted to

pulse-echo, comer trap inspection of radial cracks on the inner optimizing the position of prc-cui. transducer wdges required to

surfaces of BVvrR nozzles using transducers placed on the outer detect a specified crack site and to modeling pitch-catch

surface of the nozzle or the pressure vessel. The outputs of this inspections.

wedge design software are the cut angles on the back face of the

wedge and the coordinates on the outer nozzle surface were the Our system has been developed in a UNIX environment and

wedge will be placed to detect the specified flaw. Beam forming is currently operational on Su Mrosystems IPC. X-

and amplitudes will be implemented shortly. WINDOWS, a 2D commercial graphics standard, has been

adopted and enhanced with in-house software for D graphics.

To initiate geometric modeling of the nozzle, about 13

parameters are keyed in via the user interface. These include the The validity of the modeling was recently verified by

nozzle bore inner and outer radii, the blend radii, the thickness personnel of the EPRI NDE Center in Charlotte, NC. An

and radius of the pressure vessel and others. Next, the user inspection procedure designed by them on the basis of modeling

selects the location of a possible [law; to create a gometric described below successfully detected a flaw inserted in a nozzle

model of a radial crack on the inner bore requires about 6 specimen prepared forthe Prformance Demonstration Initiative.

parameters to be keyed in. Finally, h user keys in some of the
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11. WEDGE DESIGN TO DETECT SINGLE FLAW When multiple flaws ae considered te user will make
compromises in order Lo reduce the number of wedge designs to a

In this section we describe how to use the software to design manageable level. In such cses, he will need to simulate
and position a transducer wedge on the outer surface of the nozzle inspection in order to find the coverage povided by the
or pressure vessel in order to detect a single, specific flaw which candidate wedge design.
the user postulates to occur anywhere on the inner surface of the
wedge such that the 1-wave rays are normal to it. IV. WEDGE DESIGN FOR MULTIPLE FLAWS

In designing a test procedure, he user must assume not To design wedges for detecting flaws hroughout the entire
merely a single flaw but an array of flaws which he must be able inner bore and blend regions, we postulate an array of flaws at
to detect by using a manageable number of wedges. For each regular spacing. We first calculate wedge dsign parameters for
flaw location, the user is presented with dta pertaining to te each flaw. Then, to reduc h number of wedges to a
location and geometry of a wedge from which the flaw ay be manageable level, the user makes compromises leading to a
detected. Thus, in addition to the coordinates of the wedge, we smaller number of wedges. The coverage achieved by hese
record the directions of the refracted, mode-convertcd rays as they compromise wedges is then displayed. Although the procedure is
enter the wdge; these directions are defined by the essentially the same for each individual flaw, the element of
circumferential and axial angles. In general, for each flaw compromise represents a nw step in the use of this software.
position, there will be a range of' angles on which to base a Wedges which are designed to be located on the outer bore
successful wedge design. Considerations include convenience typically require itle or no compromise due to the geometric
(only a small number of wdges can economically be used); and symmetry of that part of h nozzle. However, hre are
detection criteria (signal-to-noise ratio of ariving rys is adequate compromises to be made for wedges on h outer blend and
for only a certain range of angles) and on Other factors. Te vessel.
designer is presented With a able of values for coordinates and
circumferential and axial angles; he is also pesented with a two- Under this option, the user SCCiFCS h region on the inner
dimensional color-coded palette in which varying hues bore or blend h wishes to inspect by specil'ying rnge of
representing the angles are assigned to the corresponding Position azimuths (qI to q2) and axial coordinates z t z2). The user
of the transducer. also specifies the azimuthal and axial spacing of the flaws. As in

the case of wedge design Lo detect single flaws, the user also

111. VERIFICATION OF WEDGES FOR SINGLE FLAWS specifies the ranges of acceptable incidence and skew angles at
the flaw. The user may rstrict wedge designs in ten-ris of he cut
angles a and g. The program then develops wedge parameters forThe purpose of the inspection phase is to confirm that the 0

wedge design leads to at least one ray which begins at the back all flaws within the range. Next, he program utomatically ranks
face of the wedge and detects a flaw in the manner specified each candidate wedge according LO the number of flaws tat it can
above. The 3D ray tracer shoots a bundle of parallel rays that detect. The user is then presented with a list of' wedge designs,

starting with the one that detects h most flaws ("Moststart within te perimeter of the transducer on the back face of the I
wedge. In the current version, these rays are perpendicular to the successful") followed by the one with the next largest number of
transducer and are initially parallel to each othm eventually, flaws and so on. Each feasible wedge design is assigned a color
beam forming will be incorporated. Mode conversion from I- which is used to code the region of the outer surface where the
wave in the wedge to s-wave in the nozzle) and refraction are wedge is placed; the co]Qr code is cchoed in the rgion Of he
taken into account at the wedge-nozzle or wedge-vesscl interface. inner bore and blend where ispection using tat wedge can

The number of rays is chosen by t user. The ray tracer detect flaws.
computes the trajectories of all rays and displays those that detect
a flaw and return to the back face of the wedge or to its Example of Wedge Design for Multiple Flaws
neighborhood. Several examples are discussed below.

As an example OfLhis option, w postulate laws On he inner
Figure I shows a case in which the user designs a wdge to blend of the model test in the region 30 <z< 35 dgrees, < q 

detect a crack that he as postulated to xist on he inner blend. 90 degrees. Flaws are assumed to be spaced I inch apart in h z
In this case, experience indicates that the wedge may be paced on -direction and 10 degrees apart in the q-direction. The desired
the outer blend or possibly on the pressure vssel. We start with range of incidence and skew angles are 33,57] and [-8,81
two fans of rays emanating from opposite sides of an assumed respectively. This experiment results in he computation of about
flaw and satisfying the prescribed skew and incidence angles. As 6,000 rays. The wedge design palette is a x 5 grid with <a<75
shown in Figure I a, the flaw is visible fom a relatively large area degrees and 75 :!�g 75 degrees. The palette is shown in Figure
of the vessel as well as from the outer blend. This result suggests 2. These figures show the locations Of he wedges on the outer
that it may be advantageous to inspect from the vessel because, by nozzle and vessel respectively, along with the positions or he
moving a wedge f fixed cut ngle about the purple region of the flaws illuminated.
vessel, a number of potential flaws may be visible. Verification
for a wedge on the vessel i iustrated in Figure I b.
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Expressed by Color Palette

Figure I - Design and Verification of Wedge on Vessel to Detect Flaw on Inner Blend.

V. LOCATING THE SITE OF AN ECHO VI. REFERENCES

If, during an inspection, an indication of a flaw or other 1. V. L. PEREYRA, "Two-Point Ray Tracing in Hterogeneous
reflector is found, the inspector wishes to know the location of the Media and the Inversion of Travel Time Data," Comp. Method in
reflector. We address the case where the location of the wedge is Applied Science and Engineering (cd. R. Glowinski and J. L.
known but the orientation of the bearn is not-, this addresses such Lions), North Holland Pub. Co., Amsterdam, 553-570 1980).
cases as when an operator sweeps the bearn by wobbling the
wedge. The position of the wedge when an echo is received is 2. V. L. PEREYRA "Modeling with Ray Tracing in 2D Curved
known, as is the travel time for an echo. The site of the echo is Homogeneous Layered Media," In New Computing
not known. The present software defines the locus of possible Environments: Microcomputers in Large-Scale Computing Ed.
reflector sites based on the travel time and wave speeds in the A. Wouk), 39-67, SIAM Pub 1987).
wedge and the metal, and displays the sites as a contour of
constant round trip travel time on the graphical image of the 3. V. L. PEREYRA, Numerical Mthods or Inverse Problems
nozzle. A second indication of a flaw obtained from a second in Three-Dimensional Gophysical Modeling," Applied
position of the wedge leads to another locus of possible reflector NumericalMathematics,4: 97-139(1988).
sites. The loci intersect at the most likely sites of flectors.
Based on the graphical display h nspector ses whether h 4. V. L. PEREYRA and J. A. RIAL, "Visualizing Wave
indications originate at it location were cracks occur nd are of Phenomena with Sismic Rays". In Visualization in Scientific
concern. An example is shown in Fig. 3 Computing (Eds. G. M. Nielson and B. Shriver), pp. 174-189.

IEEE Comp. Sco. Press (I 990).
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Figure 2 - Coverage of Flaws on Inner Blend Using Wedges on
the Outer Vessel.
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Figure 3 - nteTsections Of Time-Of-Flight Contours Define
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ABSTRACT principal drivers of safety-related inspection and test
programs at US nuclear power plants.

Many nuclear power plants have found that it is
impractical or unduly burdensome to comply with some For most US plants, compliance with some Section
ASME Boiler and Pressure Code provisions and have XI rules is impossible, or possible only at high costs,.
sought relief from those provisions from the Nuclear because of difficulties rooted in plant design, such as
Regulatory Commission. An Electric Power Research configuration of components. Utilities may obtain relief
Institute (EPRI) project is evaluating such Code from such provisions by submitting requests to the
provisions and alternatives to them that will meet the NRC, demonstrating that (1 a proposed alternative to
safety intent of the ode with less burden on tilities. the examination or test prescribed by the Code would
The methodology is to extract data from an on-line data provide an acceptable level of quality and safety, or 2)
base of relief requests since 1980, anaIyse the data to compliance with the specified requirements would result
identify burdensome provisions for which there are in hardship or unusual difficulties without a
satisfactory alternatives, and recommend changes in the compensating benefit to the level of quality or safety.
Code to the ASME. NRC approval of the relief allows the utility to revise

its maintenance program accordingly.
INTRODUC'nON

Historically, preparation of a request for relief has
Efforts to reduce &M costs at US plants by required several weeks of professional effort, with costs

improving plant maintenance sometimes requires sub- charged to &M. In 1989, EPRI initiated a project to
stantial effort to obtain and analyze data required for reduce that effort by developing and operating a system
development of an optimum maintenance program. allowing on-line access to records of relief requests

submitted by US utilities.and acted upon by the NRC
This paper addresses an example of such an effort: since 1980. The system (known as ARRIS, for

a project funded by the Electric Power Research Automated Relief Request Information System) is up-
Institute PRI) to reduce problems in inspections and dated regularly so that users have access to new
tests of plant systems and components by appropriate information soon after it is published.
revisions to Section XI of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME) Boiler and Pressure RATIONALE AND WORK PLAN FOR CURRENT
Vessel Code (hereafter, the Code). PROJECT

BACKGROUND Even at reduced levels of effort, relief requests
impose unnecessary costs on utilities. About 90 of

Section XI of the Code provides rules for inservice the 4000 equests recorded in ARRIS through 1992
inspections (ISI) and inservice tests (IST) and were approved in whole or in part by the NRC. This
references other rules for IST published in the ASME indicates that inspections and tests other than those
Operations and Maintenance Code. Section XI rules specified by Code rules can provide adequate protection
are incorporated periodically into regulations of the of public health and safety. EPRI initiated a project to
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), which are the address this aspect of the &M problem in 1993. The

project is to:
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• Identify Code Section XI provisions that have been Code versions would benefit relatively few plants for
round to be impracticable or unduly burdensome by relatively few years.
plants required to comply with them,

0 Changes to Code provisions based on
• Rank those provisions by degree of impracticality or recommendations from this project could not

burden to the industry as a whole, become effective before 1996, even with expedited
handling, and are not likely to become effective

• Select a reasonable number of provisions with the before 1997. ASME approval of proposed changes
highest levels of industry-wide impracticality or ordinarily takes about a year; NRC approval and
burden, and incorporation of changes into its regulations about

two years.
• Propose revisions to those provisions designed to

reduce levels of industry-wide impracticality or 0 By 1996 a few plants may still be ommitted to
burden while meeting the safety intent of the Code Code versions published before 1983. Almost all,
(beginning with two test cases). however, will be committed to Code versions

published in 1983 or later, and changes to provisions
The initial steps in the project involved research to in these Code versions will offer the greatest

identify impracticable or unduly burdensome Code benefits to the industry as a whole.
provisions. Ranking and selection of provisions to be
revised is to be completed in early 1994. The two test There were 77 summary records citing provisions in
case proposals for Code revisions are scheduled for Code versions from the 83S83 Code version through
submission to the ASME in the Fall of 1994. the 1986 Edition. Distribution among Section XI

Subsections and Mandatory Appendices is shown below.
PROJECT STATUS AT END-DECEMBER 1993

Identification of Code Provisions: IWA General Requirements 5

IWB Requirements for Class Components 24
Research began with extraction of data from the IWC Requirements for Class 2 Components 11

4000 ARRIS records into a working database of about IWD Requirements for Class 3 Components 1
5100 records (some ARRIS records address more than IWF Inservice Inspections and Testing of Component
one Code provision). Combining records dealing with Supports 2
the same Code provision into summary records showed IWP Inservice Testing of Pumps 12
that, since 1980, utilities have requested relief from IWV Inservice Testing of Valves 21
about 750 provisions of Code versions published from Appendix III (specific rules for Ultrasonic Examinations)
1974 through 19W

Although past impacts on &M costs have been
substantial, changes to most of the 750 Code provisions The distribution shows that the two major areas of
would have little impact on future &M costs for difficulty in compliance with Code provisions are
reasons of timing: Inservice Inspections of Class I or Class 2 Components

(IWA and IWB) and Insf,rvice Testing of Pumps and
0 US nuclear plants are required to update to a more Valves (IWP and IWV). These two areas account for

recent Code version after each ten years of opera- almost 90% of the 77 summary records, with about
tion (this may be more than ten calendar years equal numbers of records for each of the areas.
because of extended outages). Changes to older

Analysis of Industry-Wide Impacts

a A Code "version" is a new Edition of the Code or an Measures of impacts for the industry as a whole
Edition with Addenda through a certain point. Code were considered to be numbers of plants in which
Editions are published at three-year intervals. compliance was a problem, numbers of times problems
Addenda were published twice a year from 1974 in compliance were experienced, and costs of each at-
through 1988, once a year thereafter. Notation for tempt or repeated attempts at compliance.
Code versions consists of abbreviated identification of
the Edition and Addenda; e.g., 74--- indicates the The summary records contained numerical data for
1974 Edition without Addenda, 74S75 indicates the the first two of these measures. Analysis showed that
1974 Edition with Addenda through Summer 1974. no more than two plants requested relief from more

than half of the provisions, and no more than two
requests for relief were submitted for over half of the
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provisions. Dropping those provisions left 36 (three of Further ranking according to impact of individual
which met only one of the criteria for retention) that provisions requires input from utilities regarding validity
,appeared to have had higher than average impacts on of the work to this point and further information on
the industry as a whole. They were distributed as costs of compliance with Code provisions.
follows:

Solicitation of Input from Utilities:

IWB Requirements for Class Components 9 Some of the problems in ompliance with the 36
IWC Requirements for Class 2 Components 4 provisions summarized above have been eliminated by
IWD Requirements for Class 3 Components 1 changes in the Code since 1986. A Code Case now
IWF Inservice Inspections and Testing of Component allows leak testing as an alternative to 10-year
Supports I hydrostatic tests of Class and 2 Components, and a
IWP Inservice Testing of Pumps 8 similar change for Class 3 Components is under
IWV Inservice Testing of Valves 13 consideration by the ASME.

Selected utilities are now being asked to respond to
validate the list of high-priority provisions show below,

Inservice Tests of Pumps and Valves accounted for identification of provisions utilities believe should be
almost 60% of these high impact Code provisions; considered with or in place of those listed, and
Inservice Inspections of Class I and 2 Components information on costs of compliance with the provisions.
about 36%. It seems clear that these are the major
areas in which Code requirements affect &M costs.

In this project, however, only provisions for Inservice IWB-2500, "Examination and Pressure Test
Inspections of Class and Class 2 Components are Requirements"
being considered further� Table IWB-2500-1

In this project, indicators of total costs were Item B.11 RV Shell Welds, Circumferential
considered to be references in ARRIS records to Item B1.40 RV Head-to-Flange Weld
problems in access, configuration of components, Item B3.90 RV Nozzle-to-Vessel Welds
materials, and radiation exposure, as well as direct Item B8.20 Pressurizer Integrally Welded
references to monetary costs. Review of ARRIS Attachment
records showed that all of the five indicators of costs Item B9.11 Piping NPS 4 or Larger,
were cited by one or more plants for most of the Class Circumferential Welds
I and 2 inspections. (Less than five of the indicators IWC-2500, "Examination and Pressure Test

Requirements"
were cited in most of the records of Inservice Tests of Table IWC-2500-1
Pumps and Valves. Total costs to the industry for the Item C1.10 Pressure Vessel Shell Circumferential
two areas, however, may be roughly the same because Welds
of the number of tests of pumps and valves in compari- Item C2.21 Nozzles w/o Reinforcing Plate in
son to the number of inspections of Class I and 2 Vessels > 12" Nominal Thickness
components.) Item C3.30 Pumps, Integrally Welded

Attachments '
Item C5.21 Piping Welds > 115" Nominal Wall

Thickness for Piping > or = NPS 2 and = or
Although Inservice Tests of Pumps and Valves is an < NPS 4 Circumferential Weld
area of high impact on &M costs, a structural
change in the Code since 1986 places those Code pro-
visions outside the current scope of this project. CONCLUSIONS
Subsections IWP and IWV of Section XI no longer

contain specific provisions for testing component sup- The level of effort represented by this project is
ports, pumps, and valves. Instead, they require that beyond that reasonably to be expected from a single
these tests be conducted in accordance with rules of utility. The data considered to this point were collected
the ASME Operations and Maintenance (O&M) by a continuing effort over a several-year period. Initial
Code (i.e., a separate publication, not a part of the analysis of data has involved a great deal of professional
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code addressed in this effort and there will be further effort in analysis of
project). industry-wide costs after participating utilities have

provided their input.
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At this point, it seems clear that Inspections of Further information and conclusions will be
Class and Class 2 Components are the areas in which available by the time of the technical session for which
the levels of impracticability and burden of Section XI this paper was prepared.
provisions are highest. The nine Code provisions listed
,above appear to be high-priority candidates for revision.
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ABSTRACT recently, draft NUREG-1449 (Ref. 4 summarized
the conclusions from these and other NRC and

Under the auspices of the US Nuclear Regulatory industry reports and coupled these results with the
Commission (NRC), previously unaddressed identification of more recent and significant LP&S
human reliability issues are being investigated in events which have occurred at both PWRs and
order to support the development of human BWRs. An NRC special study completed in April
reliability analysis (HRA) methods for both low 1993 (Ref. 5) concludes that, while the number of
power and shutdown P&S) and full-power LP&S events overall are decreasing, the rate of
conditions. Actual operational experience, such as safety-significant LP&S events has been increasing
that reported in Licensee Event Reports (LERs), since 1991 and is projected to continue its
have been used to gain insights and provide a increasing trend based upon first quarter data. In
basis for the requirements of new HRA methods. addition, this study attributes 57 percent of the
In particular, operational experience has shown safety-significant LP&S events to human error and
that new HRA methods for LP&S must address 25 percent to human factors causes.
human-induced initiators, errors of commission,
mistakes (vs. slips), dependencies, and the effects The combination of LP&S-related studies and
of multiple performance shaping factors (PSFs). events have lead to a growing awareness for the

need to improve the understanding of human
BACKGROUND contributions to LP&S events, including

improvements in human reliability analysis (HRA)
Since the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory methods to support the LP&S probabilistic risk

Commission (NRC) designated shutdown decay assessment (PRA) efforts undertaken by the NRC.
removal as an "Unresolved Safety Issue" in 1980 a As a result, a project to identify detailed HRA
significant amount of work has been conducted to needs for LP&S was initiated in February 1992 In
investigate safety issues in the Low Power and order to enable the PRA to realistically represent
Shutdown P&S) environment. Results of early the unique human performance characteristics and
studies (e.g., Refs. 1 2 provided the first associated risk during LP&S, one of the principal
indications of the importance of human focuses of the detailed HRA project has been the
performance during LP&S operations. Concerns analysis of operational experience during LP&S.
regarding the human contribution to shutdown
events increased following several events which THE NEED FOR AN OPERATIONAL
occurred during LP&S operations, including the EXPERIENCE BASIS FOR HRA
incident during low power testing at Chernobyl in
1986, the loss of residual heat removal (RHR) at In order to identify and meet the needs of
Diablo Canyon in 1987, and the Vogtle loss of HRA modeling in the context of LP&S operations,
offsite power event in 1990 (Ref 3. More it was recognized that the unique aspects of
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human performance in the LP&S environment Examples of additional HACS fields which
must be identified. Review and analyses of actual contribute to the concise but descriptive record of
LP&S operating experience provided the best each event are: unit status, event time, noteworthy
vehicle for obtaining a general understanding plant conditions (e.g., unusual plant configurations,
required to identify and address HRA modeling important equipment out-of-service), system and
needs. In addition, these analyses also provided component involved, automatic equipment
the basis for identifying more specific requirements response to event, the uniqueness to LP&S an
of HRA methods used in LP&S PRAs, such as assessment of event significance, and the corrective
which classes of human actions (e.g., initiators, actions taken.
pre-accident errors, recoveries) and which human
reliability influences (or performance shaping DATA REQUIREMENTS
factors) are important. In the course of making
these determinations, important differences The data reviewed for this project were
between human performance during LP&S and carefully selected for its information content. The
that during full-power operations also were information content required is based upon the
identified. needs to develop an understanding of human

reliability during LP&S and to identify and
THE DATA ANALYSIS APPROACH develop HRA methods applicable to LP&S. The

following sources of operating experience for
The strategy for the review and analysis of significant PWR shutdown events were reviewed:

operating experience involved the development of full-text LERs identified as significant in NUREG-
an analysis tool, selection of appropriate data, and 1449 (Ref.4) , NRC Augmented Inspection Team
the analysis of the data itself. Both PWR and (AIT) and Incident Inspection Team (IIT) reports,
BWR operating experience were reviewed in and NRC AEOD Human Factors reports. Recent
parallel efforts by Brookhaven National data evaluations have expanded to include the
Laboratory (BNL) (Ref 6 and Sandia National analysis of AIT reports for PWR full-power events
Laboratory (SNL) (Ref 7, respectively. Different and full-text LERs identified as significant in
but complimentary data analysis approaches were NUREG-1449 (Ref.4) for BVIRs. The two event-
used in these two efforts. based data sources, the full-text LERs and the

event reports, compliment each other in
The data analysis tool jointly developed by information content. For LERs, various statistics

BNL and SNL is called the "Human Action can be derived from the analyses since they
Classification Scheme" (HACS). This classification represent a larger pool of available data but at a
scheme is based, in part, upon a variety of more superficial level. In contrast, the AIT, 11T,
previously defined schemes (e.g., Ref. 8). In and AEOD reports are far fewer but provide a
addition, it was developed in conjunction with the greater richness of information. Table illustrates
review of full-text licensee event reports (LERs) some of the differences in information detail
for shutdown events. The resultant scheme is between summary LERs, full-text LERs, and
capable of documenting the relevant, available event-based reports.
information such as that provided in full-text LERs
and addresses the most relevant human reliability RESULTS TO-DATE
concerns. For example, HACS documents the
following: the number of human actions involved The results of the parallel BNL and SNL data
in a particular event and, for each human action, analysis efforts consist of 555 human actions
the human action class (e.g., initiator, recovery), identified from summary LERs for 10 BWRs and
error mode (i.e., errors of omission or 66 human actions identified from full-text LERs
commission), error types (e.g., slip, mistake), for 24 PWRs. For the purposes of this paper and
human action location (i.e., in-control room or ex-
control room), the activity (e.g., maintenance,
operation, testing) being performed at the time of
human error, the active or latent (i.e., pre-
accident) effect of the human error. For recovery
actions, the location and time required for
performance of recovery is also recorded.
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Table - Typical Amount of Detail from Various Sources Using Vogtle "Loss of Offsite Power" Event
(3/20/90) as an Example

DATA SOURCE
Data Available

Summary LER Full-Text LER NUREG-1410 1IT

Type and number of human errors Initiator: Initiator: Initiator: 
and recovery actions Latent: Latent: 3

Recovery: Recovery: 2

Type and number of human Organizational Organizational Organizational Factors: I
reliability influences Factors: I Factors: Procedures:4

Procedures:1 Training: 3
Training: I Communications: 1

Human Engineering: 2
Design: I

Plant configuration 9 Refueling * After * After Refueling
information a Train RAT Refueling e Train RAT DG OOS for

& DG out of e Train RAT maintenance
service DG OOS for * 9 "above" actual Midloop
(OOS) for maintenance e Charging pump OOS for valve
maintenance maintenance

9 All SG nozzle dams removed, but
only SG #1 and 4 primary manways
replaced
Pressurizer manway removed
Containment equipment hatch
removed

RAT Reserve Auxiliary Transformer.
DG Diesel Generator.
OOS Out of Service.

continuing research, the 32 LERs represented in 2) Human-induced initiators, both inside and
the PWR shutdown data base, as well as the outside the control room, comprise a
results from the analysis of the AIT, UT, and significant portion of the observed errors,
AEOD reports, provide the principal input to the 3) Mistakes (versus slips) and errors of
identification of HRA methods development needs commission (versus omission) predominate
and the associated, required understanding the the types and modes of human errors which
human reliability during LP&S. occur during LP&S,

4) There are frequently dependencies between
The insights that can be obtained from the human actions taken during LP&S (e.g.,

results of PWR LP&S event data analyses are activities leading to an initiating event and
substantial in both quantity and quality due to the those required for event response),
great variety and depth of detail provided by the 5) Most events of significance involve multiple
analysis approach. As a result, only highlights are influences or PSFs,
presented here. Complete results are given in 6) The most frequently cited human reliability
Reference 9 influences are procedures and human

engineering,
Key findings from the PWR analyses include: 7) The combinations of influences giving rise to

performance problems appear to be very
1) Human actions and errors are significant sensitive to the context of the plant

contributors to risk during LP&S operations, conditions, and
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8) Recovery is frequently aided by situation- methods. As part of this research, a HRA
appropriate procedures, specific training, and framework which describes the relationships
the technical knowledge of the operations between human errors considered in the
personnel. behavioral sciences (e.g., Ref. 10) and the human

failure events considered within the context of
Table 2 shows one of the "slices" through the PWR PRA is being refined. This research has also now
shutdown data base, illustrating the significance of expanded to include needed improvements in full-
errors of commission as human-induced initiators power HRA modeling.
for LP&S events.

Examples of additional applications of the
IMPLICATIONS AND POTENTIAL data analysis approach and its results are:
APPLICATIONS

1) General improvements in the understanding
From the highlights of the PWR LP&S event of human contributions to safety (ultimately

analysis results, several differences between LP&S addressing both PWRs and BWRs, both
and full-power operations. The principal LP&S and full-power),
differences are: the importance of human-induced 2) Identification and analysis of trends of events
initiators, mistakes (rather than slips), errors of with respect to human performance and its
commission (rather than omission), dependencies contribution to risk,
between human actions which cross temporal 3) Identification of potential improvements that
phases of the event (i.e., pre-accident or initiator can be made in shutdown planning and
with post-accident), and multiple influences (not management,
necessarily including the time available for 4) Identification of potential human reliability
response). These differences provide the focus for improvements that can be made through
HRA methods development which address the changes to procedures, human engineering,
associated deficiencies in current HRA methods etc., and
which were developed and are used for full-power 5) Increased understanding of influences on
PRAs. Each of the above identified differences in human performance outside the control room
the importance of human reliability for LP&S and which may be applicable to maintenance
full-power operations are being addressed in an activities at full-power.
on-going NRC research effort for developing
improved HRA modeling and quantification

Table 2 - Errors of Commission and Omission in LP&S Events (PWRs)

ormnission Omission
Initiating Event

Initiator TNon-Initiator Initiator Non-Initiator

ESF Initiation 2 0 0 1

Loss of offsite 7 0 1 1
power

RCS draindown 2 2 1 1

Loss of shutdown 7 6 2 3
cooling

TOTAL 18 8 4 _j
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In addition, since the data analyses of "real" events 5. AEOD/S93-05, "Special Study: Operational
performed for this project have identified gaps Data Analysis of Shutdown and Low Power
between current PRA methods and the "real License Event Report," Office for Analysis
world," the development of analytical methods to and Evaluation of Operational Data, U.S.
fill these gaps may be critical to the transition to Nuclear Regulatory Commission, April 1993.
regulation on the basis of operating experience 6. "An Assessment of Human Reliability
(i.e., performance-based regulation). Influences During Low Power and Shutdown

Conditions in PWR Nuclear Power Plants,"
REFERENCES Draft Letter Report, Brookhaven National

Laboratory, October 1992.
1. NSAC-52, "Residual Heat Removal 7. "An Assessment of Human Reliability

Experience and Safety Analysis, PWRs," Influences During Low Power and Shutdown
Electric Power Research Institute, January Conditions in BWR Nuclear Power Plants,"
1983. Draft Letter Report, Sandia National

2. NSAC-84, "Zion Nuclear Power Plant Laboratory, October 1992.
Residual Heat Removal PRA,` Electric 8. NUREG/CR-5655, "Human Performance
Power Research Institute, January 1985. Investigation Process (HPIP)," to be

3. NUREG-1410, "Loss of Vital AC Power and published.
the Residual Heat Removal System During 9. NUREG/CR-6093, "An Analysis of
Midloop Operation at Vogtle on March 20, Operational Experience During Low Power
1990, " U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, and Shutdown and A Plan for Addressing
June 1990. Human Reliability Assessment Issues," to be

4. NUREG-1449, "Shutdown and Low-Power published.
Operation at Commercial Nuclear Power 10. Reason, James T., Human Error, Cambridge
Plants in the United States," Draft Report for University Press, 1990.
Comment, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, February 1992.
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ABSTRACT ever, was only an "off/on" process and did not make use of
any information inherently contained in the NDE signal

Southwest Research Institute has developed computer- except amplitude (UT/ET) or phase (ET).
aided technology for converting electronic signals gener-
ated by conventional nondestructive evaluation (NDE) If it is assumed that the NDE signal contains complete
equipment (i.e., ultrasonic, eddy current, and acoustic emis- information about the condition of the material under
sion) into audible information so that the inspector can inspection or the process being monitored and that the
make use of both the conventional NDE signals (which are information could be converted into aural signals (while
often confusing) and the audible information to make a keeping the content of the NDE signal intact), then both the
flaw/nonflaw decision. One objective of this work was to ear and eye can be used to enhance the accuracy of data
develop a computerized data acquisition system that could interpretation.
collect ultrasonic data, perform time dilation of the ultra-
sonic data, and help develop algorithms. The aural technol- 11. AURALIZATION AND AURAL CONVERSION OF
ogy has been applied to composite impact damage, compos- NDE SIGNALS
ite delarriination detection, and corrosion detection. In addi-
tion, the aural technology was used to detect and discrimi- Since 1985, Southwest Research Institute (SwRI) has
nate intergranular stress corrosion cracking. Examples of been conducting internally funded research to develop the
application of aural NDE technology are described. capability to convert NDE signals from conventional NDE

instrumentation into aural signals. The intent has been to
1. INTRODUCTION improve the quality and accuracy of NDE inspections and

material characterization.
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and inspection tech-

nologies as used today rely primarily on some form of Auditory studies show that principles used in listening
visual presentation of the inspection information for human perception are analogous to visual perception principles.
interpretation. The signals and images for some classes of These, in turn, are parallel to classic Gestalt perception con-
inspection are easily interpreted (e.g., thickness measure- cepts used in psychology. 14 The Gestalt concepts (1) inter7
ment). However, a number of classes of inspection can pret the perception processes by the relationships among all
provide signals that are difficult to correctly interpret and human senses and 2) allow each of the human senses its
often result in what is called a "false call" or a "missed own unique way of interacting with the surrounding envi-
defect call." A false call can result in expensive removal of ronment.
a good part, and a missed defect call could result in a catas-
trophic failure. Both of these results are not acceptable. These and other concepts were used to determine how
Therefore, some way is needed to aid the inspector in cor- to best use sound to represent NDE signal information from
rectly perceiving the presence or absence of flaws with a different inspection methods. A more thorough discussion
greater reliability than is now available with only the inter- of the Gestalt concepts and how they have been applied to
pretation of the visual signals presented on the NDE instru- auralization of NDE data is given by K. D. Polk, et al.5

ment or computer-generated image.
A. Conversion of NDE Signals

One method for improving the accuracy of data inter-
pretation would be to ulize multiple human senses simul- Developing algorithms to convert high-frequency
taneously to characterize the material (e.g., use both eyes electronic signals from NDE instruments into meaningful
and ears for data evaluation). In the past, cursory attempts aural signals is the most difficult challenge. The task
have been made at using his concept. For example, the requires, first, an appropriate data acquisition and analysis
electronic signals received by an NDE instrument have system (DAAS). The prototype DAAS designed for this
been used to generate alarms if their amplitude exceeded a work uses a conventional UT instrument appropriately
certain threshold. This was done to alert the inspector with interfaced to the computer decision system, as illustrated in
an aural as well as a visual signal. The technology, how- Figure .
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operator to produce a variety of waveform processing tech-
niques, Using realtime interactive computer feedback, the
operator can experiment with different features to enhance
aural perception of the aural signal information. The
acquired UT signal information is played back audibly in
several different analysis forms. The operator then can be-
gin to discern differences aurally in the data obtained from

(1) (2) (3) (4) good and defective regions.

Figure - Aural NDE System Configuration of (1) Sain- The procedure used to develop the aural signals is
ple/Transducer, 2) Conventional UT Equipment, 3) Signal very important to the final aural output. The signal of inter-
Digitizer, and 4) Amiga 2500 Computer. est is sually gated and digitized at a rate that faithfully

reproduces the waveform. The aural output is a combina-

The selected computer is a realtime, icon-driven, modu- tion of the time-dilated signal and the window.

lar DAAS decision tool (software/hardware package). Its HI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
modular construction provides graphical selection and con-
trol of individual processing modules including gating, fil- The following discussion concerns the use of aural
tering, scaling, data source, and audio playback, depending NDE technology to detect corrosion on metallic plates, d-
on the specific design of the NDE process under study. Cur- bonds and impact damage in composite panels, and inter-
rent programming modules offer selection of up to 16 chan- granular stress corrosion cracking (IGSCC) in stainless
nels of waveform data with the capability of changing the steel piping. The preliminary results obtained for each
number of c 'hannels and some channel content dynamically. experiment are discussed in this section.
The inspector also can use one or two audio output chan-
nels for either mono or stereo (binaural) presentation of the A. Hidden Corrosion
aural information.

Detection of hidden corrosion in aircraft struc-
Several different ultrasonic instruments have been tures is difficult using conventional techniques. By using

used including the MetroTek modular system that allows multiple reflections from the internal surface of the material
multiple receivers and pursers to be operated simultane- and converting that signal into aural signals by time dila-
ously in a controlled fashion. The heart of the system is the tion, the operator can easily hear the difference between
signal digitizer. The signal digitizer system can digitize good and corroded material. When both the A-scan and
ultrasonic waveforms at rates from 10 Hz to 200 MHz. aural UT data are used simultaneously, the presence of the

hidden corrosion is easily detected.
B. Auralization of Ultrasonic Signals

One basic form of aural conversion involves time B. Characterization of Composite Material

dilation. This process increases the time interval between In the aerospace industry, aircraft aluminum struc-
the digitized samples of UT information, and a new wave- ture is often replaced by composite material because of the
form with frequencies in the audible range is formed. For latter's stiffness and light weight. The composite material,
example, if a waveform is digitized at a 10-MHz sampling adhesively attached to the aluminum parts, must be well
rate, then it is sampled every 0 I microsecond. By taking bonded for aircraft safety. The quality of the bond, there-
each of these sample points and increasing the time be- fore, has to be verified throughout service life. Composite
tween them from 0. 1 microsecond to 0. I millisecond, the material also can lose much of its strength if its layers
waveform appears to have a frequency 1000 times lower delan-dnate or the matrix cracks. These two problems often
than the actual waveform before time dilation. Using the are caused by an impact of the aircraft with objects such as
user-interface display, the operator can hear this time- runway debris, hail, or birds.
dilated signal information through the two audio channels
in mono or in stereo. When presented in two separate chan- To inspect composites, data from conventional
nels, the operator can take advantage of binaural hearing UT using pulse-echo contact techniques can be difficult to
capabilities. interpret. When the UT signal was time dilated to audible

signals, the difference between good and defective material
To develop the aural UT system, a trained UT was easily heard. Again, by using both the UT and aural

operator is asked to position a transducer on a test sample data, the quality of the inspection was increased.
and locate a region with a signal of interest. The waveform
(A-scan, amplitude-time) is acquired and digitized. The C. Detection and Discrimination of IGSCC
actual digitized waveform is displayed on the computer
screen (which is set up to look like an oscilloscope). The Detection and discrimination of intergranular
time-dilated signal derived from the ultrasonic signal is sent stress corrosion cracks (IGSCC) in stainless steel recircu-
through an audio receiver and can be played in mono or lation piping in boiling water reactors are of major impor-
stereo. To form an initial set of data to begin algorithm tance to the nuclear power-plant industry. IGSCC is
development, signals from other areas, both good and defec- particularly difficult to discriminate correctly from root
tive, are then acquired and digitized. geometry because IGSCC develops in the heat-affected

zone of the weld at the root region. Examples of root
The modular elements of the system software are geometry and IGSCC signals obtained using a 1.5-MHz,

key to the developing technology because they pern-dt the 45-degree, shear-wave transducer are shown in Figure 2.
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The Electric Power Research Institute NDE Center has angles between approximately 20 and 45 degrees of normal
been working with ultrasonic inspectors that have had to the weld. These data were time dilated and separated
many years' experience in training and testing their abilities into right and left channels on the audio output presented to
to detect and discriminate IGSCC successfully. The first- the inspector. Using this approach, the inspector could dis-
time failure rate on this test by these ighly trained inspec- cern the IGSCC. Figure 3 shows the aural frequency con-
tors is as high as 60 percent. 6 This attests to how difficult tent of a geometrical reflector compared to an IGSCC.

evaluating stainless steel material for IGSCC is. IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

One goal of the SwRI aural NDE development is
to improve detection and discrimination of IGSCC. Only SwRl has developed an inspection method to provide
preliminary work has been conducted so far, but results simultaneously to the eyes and ears of an inspector mate-
seem promising. By properly setting up the auralization rial-characterization information obtained through UT tech-
system, both mono and stereo data can be obtained. Two niques. This method converts the actual ultrasonic signal
channels of the four-channel aural system have been used into an aural signal so that it can be presented to the ear of
to present the data to the inspector, with one channel sent to the inspector in conjunction with the visual signal. The
each ear, respectively. To test this concept for IGSCC a method, called Aural NDE, has been successfully demon-
special transducer fixture was developed that contained strated for ultrasonics, eddy current, and acoustic ernis-
three transducers. One transducer provided for 1.5-MHz, Sion.7 This paper illustrated uses of the computer-aided
45-degree, shear-wave pulse-echo data to be obtained aural NDE method for ultrasonic detection and discrimi-
normal to the weld. The other two provided for 1.5-MHz, nation of hidden corrosion in aerospace material, delami-
45-degree, shear-wave received-only data to be obtained at nations and impact damage in composites, and IGSCC in

stainless steel piping.

(2)

Figure 2 - Ultrasonic A-Scan Data from (1) Root Geometry and 2 IGSCC Obtained Using a .5-
MHz, 45-Degree, Shear-Wave Transducer.

(1) (2)

Figure 3 - Aural Frequency Content of (1) Geometry and 2 Actual IGSCC.
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ABSTRACT other factors such as metal composition, stress
level ad location with respect to the bore

Due to the high mbined stress caused by surface. Once the discontinuity is defined in
thermal and rotational loading, the highest three imensions it can be used with a number of
stress in the hollow rotor forging of typical commercially available computer codes (SAM, etc.)
nuclear power steam turbine and generator units to determine remaining life of the rotor and the
is in the region at or near the bore. Material number of safe stcp/start cycles until the next
discontinuities aligned along the axis of the required inspection.
rotor centerline, with depth in the radial
plane of the rotor, have the highest INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY
probability of ecoming flaws of concern to the
integrity of the rotor. Due to the nature of The hollow rotor forgings of typical steam
the casting/forging process a great number of turbine and generator units experience high stress
material discontinuities can be found near the during peration due to the cbined effects of
rotor bore. During the ultrasonic eamination thermal and rotational lading. As shown in Figure
of rotors with a large number of 1, this stress is highest in the region at or near
discontinuities, the engineer must determine if the bore. Tb detect material discontinuities in
these discontinuities are ultrasonic reflectors the rotor forging that have the potential for flaw
caused by fabrication anomalies, reflectors initiation and growth, ultrasonic inspection is
that are probably fabrication discontinuities conducted from the surface of the rotor bore as
but in such close proximity that they may link shown in Figure 2 Due to the nature of the
up and fom a defect of concem to future cast2ng/forging process a great nuIliber of material
operation, or reflectors that have significant discontinuitles can be found near the rotor bore.
size and are real growing flaws, but may appear These nditions are very pronounced in rotors
as separated indications. Until recently, fabricated prior to 1960.
plotting of ultrasonic data to determine the
significance of closely spaced indications was ,-HOOP
time consuming and required special 3-D STRESS
analysis methods to determine if idications (ROTATIONAL)
were isolated or linked to form larger
discontinuities. h vercome this pblem a
software program, cmpatible with portable (7T TENSION
personal computers, was written to define a
parameter necessary for determining if a roup
of indications detected fm nondestructive
ultrasonic testing of turbine and generator
rotors could combine to form larger ones. The PRESSION
approach involved using a computer algorithm to
model each indication as a three dimensional
sphere with a diameter equal to the ultrasonic THERMAL
signal amplitude from an equivalent flat bottom STRESS
hole reflector and setting a minimum gap T+AT
distance between spheres necessary for a link
up. The program was implemented followin a TOTAL STRESS AT I.D., 07T - HOOP STRESS +
commonly used data format accepted by industry THERMAL STRESS

recognized cmputer codes. The gap distance Figure 1. Profile of hoop stress in a rotating
and link up parameters were developed steam turbine rotor.
empirically. In addition, these parameters can
be optimized further by taking into account
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Figure 2 Typical arrangement of ultrasonic transducers for boreside examination of rotor.

During the ultrasonic examination of 'Ib aid the NEE engineer in data analysis, a
rotors with a large amber of disomtinuit' software program (titled = -TJP) was developed.
the engineer mist determine les, The program integrates the e)�pert judgement of
discontinuities are: if these several level III NDE eineers, mechanical

eng3XX*M, and metallurgists regardIng the probable
1 . Ultrasonic reflectors caused by size, shape, location, and severity of detected

fabrication anomalies such as ultrasonic reflectors. This analysis is critical
porosity, nonmetallic inclusions, to determining flaw sizes for use in fracture
etc. mechanics analysis of remaining rotor life.

2 . Reflectors such as those in #1 ri The EINK-UP Program is used to analyze the
above, but in such close proximity ata acquired during ultrasonic nondestructive

that they may link up and form a testing of turbine or generator rotors. The

discontinuity of concern to future Primary functions of this program are to determine

operation. which indications have a high probability of being
linked and to graphically display the indications

3 . Reflectors that have significant in three dimension. The secondary function is to
size ad are real growing flaws, determine the degree of potential link-up between

-but may appear as separated the indications that are in close proximity.

indications due to the irregular
shape of the flaw, dispersing or In this program, the ultrasonic signal
not reflecting ultrasonic energy anPlitude of the indications is used to model each
back to the interrogating indication as a three dimensional sphere with its

transducer. diameter equal to the diameter of an equivalent
flat bottcm hole reflector. in order for two

The first step in analyzing ultrasonic indications to be considered linked, the distance
data acquired during boreside ultrasonic between indications must be less than a preset gap

examination is to plot the data and select distance (any mnTber Of linkages are possible,
areas of the rotor that will require further including creep-fatigue flaw growth, fatigue flaw
analysis. A software program called BORE= grOwth, etc) - Once all of the link-ups are

was developed to plot the data acquired using determined, the program determines the degree of
2-D displays such as angular location (e) link-up, by a mmerical evaluation of the degree to

versus axial location (Z), or metal path (IMP) which these points are lked based on the

versus axial location (Z) as well as polar amplitude of the indications, as well as the

plot. Me ultrasonic data points are colored distances between them.

using ranges in 203% inanmients. -Ihe coloring
is detenTLined by using amplitude in % FsH (Full Figure 3 illustrates the results of a link-up
Screen Height) or EFBH (Equivalent Flat Bottcm analysis PerfOrMed on a file of 50 indications.
Hole) diameter or metal path. 'Ihe indications are sham as small circles, color
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coded according to equivalent flat bottom hole bore, distanos around rotor, and
diameter as indicated in the color key in the zmplitude of ultrasonics sizing).
upper right hand corner. The lines drawn from
the idications to the bore surface represent 2) Bore Diameter
the depth of the iication. The depth lines
are also color coded. Red lines are drawn GUIPUT Three imensional display of linked
between the indications that are linked. This indications and a ccapxtation of link-
is shown more clearly in Figure 4 which is from up arameters.
the same data file but shows a narrower axial
(Z) range 16.00 to 19.50 inches instead of Parameters used in the program are defined
6.11 to 282.15 inches as shown in Figure 3. below:

From this program the following Indication: Data point found during ultrasonic

input/output criteria is used: examination

INPUT: 1) File name containing the NDI Link-up

Data (Metal path from bore, Parameter: Probable degree of link-up for
distance down the a particular group of indications;

ROTOR DIMENSIONS DEPTH(x) EFBH(in)
80-180 1/64

OR (in) .4t Z--MAX 68-79 2/64
RB (in) .08 40 4/64
H (in) 2.41 20-39 6/64

MAX Z(in) el-19 8/64
MIN Z(in)

11 A

LOCA-nON SIZE
OF REFLECTOR M E N U

900/ Y,
Z=:MIK 1. ROTA E(START/STOP)

2. CHANGE VIEW SEGMENT
3. CHANGE DIRECTION
4. DO LINXAP ANALYSIS

DEFM FROM S. VIEW RAW DATA
ROTOR BORE

6. VIEW LINX-UP DATA
ENTER 12,3,4,5,6)
TATION SPEED(7+/B-)= I

Figure 3 This is a diagram of the rotor showing the section from a Min z of 6 11 inches to

a Max z of 282.15 inches. Where z is the axial distance down the bore. Extending
from the yellow original rotor bore are lines connecting the indications to the
bore, olor coded by depth according to a color key. The idications are shown as

small circles olor coded by EFEH. Link-ups between indications are show a red

lines drawn between indications. The rotor densions are OR (outer radius), RB

(radius of bore), Depth ttal metal thickness). The maanu (grey box) shows the
options that are available during program executions.
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determined from engineering Max z: The maximum bore distance sham in the
evaluation. graphic display of the rotor.

Metal Path: How far an indication is from the min z: 'The minimum bore distance shown in the
inner bore surface. graphic display of the rotor.

Bore 'The UNK-UP software is a valuable tool for
Distance: How far down the bore the analyzing the severity of indications detected by

indication is in the axial ultrasonic eaminaticri and has been used on site
direction. immediately following an inspection. he program

can also be used on-line when the data aquisition
,Theta: The angular position of the system processes data in a cputer cmpatible

indication in the circLmferential format. The program can also be used to analyze
direction. boreside ultrasonic data collected by others as

long as the data is presented in a cpatible
Amplitude: The size of the indication in format; EEH, Theta, Depth, and Z dension.

equivalent flat bottom hole R197aUNCES
diameter.

OR: The outer radius shown in the 1. RUMPT, E.R., and GOLIS, M.J., Improved
graphic display of the rotor (RB + Reliability of Steam Turbine Rotors Through
DEPTH) Effective NDE11. Paper No. 584. Eighth World

Conference on Nondestructive Testing. Cannes,
RB: 'The radius of the rotor bore. France. September 1976.

Depth: metal path distance frar the inner 2. REn*VW, E.R., "A Critical Review of Steam

bore surface. Turbine Spindle Inspection". Proceedings of the
American Power Conference, Vol. 44, Palmer House.
Chicago, Illinois. April 23.25, 1979. pp. 1170-
1172.

ROTOR DIMENSIONS DEPTHU) EFBH(in)
88-ioo 1/64

OR (in) = 4.41 Z=MAX, 68-79 2/64

RH (in) = 2.08 40-59 4/64
EPTH (in) = 2.41 20-39 6/64
MAX n = 19.50 01-19 8/64

MIN Z0 = 16.00 COLOR CODE
CORRESPONDING
TO SIGNAL APLrrUDE
AND DEPTH FROM

Zm, ROTOR BORE SURFACE

M E N U

9
2 min I ROTATE(START/STOP)

2. CHANGE VIEW SEGMENT

3. CHANGE DIRECTION

4. DO LIMM-UP AALYSIS

NDICATIONS SHOWING 5. VIEW RAW DATA
mG1l PROBABILITY OF 6 VIEW LINX-UP DATA
LM-Up

ENTER 12,3,4,5,6)
SPEED(7+/G-)= I

Figure 4 'This is an e3q3arded View fr indications located from a Min z of 16.00 inches to a
Max z of 19.50 inches. The linked indications would be sham as a red line.
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ABSTRACr units very demanding on both personnel and
nondestructive testing equipment. Rapid

The new generation of compact, powerful mobilization to meet emergency outage schedules
portable computers have been incorporated into ccnpcunds the problem T overcome these problem,
a number of nondestructive evaluation NDE) a number of specialized automated inspection
systems used to inspect critical areas of the systems have been developed that utilize state-of-
steam turbine a generator uts of nuclear the-art portable computers. Besides controlling
power plants. Due to the omplex geometry of the inspection process, the mputers are used to
turbine rotors, generator rotors, retaining record a analyze data as the inspection is
rings and shrunk-on turbine discs, the conducted. This allows on-site decisions to be
computers are needed to rapidly calculate the made regarding returning the turbine unit to
oPtimum position of an ultrasonic transducer or service and/or to repair or replace components.
eddy current probe in order to detect defects This new technology has had the most ipact upon
at several critical areas. Examples where inspection of rotating turbine mponents such as
computers have been used to overcome pblems the turbine and gerator rotor and generator
in nondestructive evaluation include; analysis retaining rings.
of large numbers of closely spaced near-bore
ultrasonic reflectors to determine their STEAM TURBINE DISCS
potential for link-up in turbine and generator
rotor bores, distinguishing ultrasonic crack Keyway and bore surface regions of shrink-fit
signals fm other reflectors such as the steam turbine discs are prone to stress corrosion
shrink-fit form reflector detected during cracking (SCC) a ondition that can lead
ultrasonic scanning of shrunk-on generator ultimately to disc rupture under normal rotation
retaining rings, and detection and recording of stresses. As a precautionary measure, -many
eddy current and ultrasonic signals from utilities require periodic ultrasonic inspection of
defects that could be M3-Ssed by data installed discs to ensure detection of SOC well
acquisition systems with inadequate response. before it is deep and extensive enough to bring
The cmputers are also used to ontrol scanners about fracture.
to insure total inspection coverage. -ib
facilitate the use of data from detected To meet utility requirements for ultrasonic
discontinuities in conjunction with stress and inspection of discs, a disc bore and keyway
fracture mechanics analysis programs, the inspection system was designed for portability and
computers Provide resentations of flaws in for simple and rapid adaptability to the fall range
color and in three dimensions. The field of disc types encountered at field sites.
computers have been instrumental in allowing Utilizing liquid bubbler coupling and gimballed
the inspectors to develop on-site reports that search unit heads, the system allows inspection of
enable the owner/cperator to rapidly make these discs with a single pair of search units.
run/repair/replace decisions. Examples of Because of the virtual absence of search unit drag
recent experiences using field portable at the inspection surfaces, the fixturing mechanism
computers in NDE systems will be presented is modular, light weight and highly portable. As
along with anticipated future developments. an aid in accurate and reproducible inspections, a

computer algorithm was also developed that
INTRODUCrION calculates the required position and angle

coordinate information needed to perform conplete
The limited access, hostile environment inspections of the bore surface and keyway regions

(radiation, high humidity and temperature) , and of the disc under evaluation. A field portable
compressed work schedule often make the in- 386-33MRz type computer is used for this
service inspection of critical areas of the application.
nuclear power plant steam turbine and generator
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complete coverage of bore surface and (high contact pressure areas can act as form
keyway regions requires placement of search reflectors) produce anomalous ultrasonic signals
units at the cylindrical hub surfaces of the that may be mistakenly identified as defect
disc and at the two web surfaces of the disc. indications. The presence of form reflector
Hub and web scans are performed as separate indications can also ask flaw indications if the
inspections. In the hub scan, one search unit flaws and form reflectors are located in close
is used, and it is perated in the pulse-echo proximity, as in the instance of pitting of the
mode. in the web scan, one or two search units internal ring surfaces along the boundary lines of
are used, and they are operated n the Pulse- contact of rotor winding teeth with the inner walls
echo or through-transmission (pitch-catch) ode of the retaining rings. To alleviate these
respectively. Coverage of bore or keyway problems, a cmpater-based automated scanner was
length in the through-transmission mode is cmbined with a specialized ultrasonic teohnique to
achieved by mving me search unit away fm flaw signals fom the press fit form
the hub along a line on the web face canted reflectors and other extraneous signals. This
with respect to the bore radii while mving the technique om3b1ned with the other nondestructive
other search unit along a similar line on the testing methods provides the utility clients with
other web face. he mechanical portion of the data that can be used for life assessment of the
system is designed to provide all necessary retaining ngs and to assist in run, repair, or
degrees of freedom for setting search unit retire decisions.
angles ad positioning the search unit

supports. The 386 PC based, air-transportable CMPUter
and associated hardware are used to control the

To accurately place each search unit on notion of the scanner, provide two dimensional

the disc surfaces for the ultrasonic scan of information for the precise location of the scanner

each critical area, a caqputer based on the retaining rng, record ultrasonic data, and

calculation program is used. Irput parameters integrate all this information into a color coded
include the actual dimensions of the disc and map of the ring showing the location and estimated

contact surface countour geometry. The program size of detected material discontinuities. The
then calculates the optimum position, in three platted output information is available shortly
dimensions, for placement of the search unit after each scan is complete, allowing the

and the required angle of incidence of the inspection engineers to make on-site judgments of
search unit for transmission or reception (for flaw sverity.

pitch-catch applications) of ultrasonic energy. For rings that are removed frm the rotor for

These on-site calculations are critical inspections of the inside surface, fluorescent

since the disc geometries vary from design to liquid penetrant (PT) and eddy current (Er)

design, and for the modifications of a specific nondestructive testing (NDT) techniques are used.

design. As-built drawings do not usually Due to volume of data acquired, the ET techniques
provide the required auracy to perform the require the use of an automated, cmputer-
inspection. During the ultrasonic scans of the controlled scanner and data acquisition system (see

discs, the computer then serves as a data Figure 1) . The data is presented on the cmputer
recorder of ultrasonic signals from the screen as a two dimensional map of the retaining

critical regions of the disc. The system has ring surface with defects shown by olor coding to
been used to inspect removed individual discs represent their estimated size (red is large, green
and installed discs of Westinghouse, General is small). The two dimensional data rap can be
Electxic, and Allis Ombners turbine designs in printed to represent the flaws in their computed

the United States and at foreign locations. actual size or magnified for detailed analysis.
This system employs the same basic scanner

REIA= G PNGS previously described.

In-service failures of the steel retaining TURBINE AND GENERN�R ROTORS

rings that surround the ends of generator rotors
have caused the utility pamr iJustry, both foss I The hollow rotor forgings of typical steam
and nuclear, to initiate a program of inspections, turbine and generator units experience high stress
repairs, and ring replacements. Present in-plant during peration due to the atybined effects of

inspections u high sensitivity fluorescent thermal and rotational loading. This stress is

penetrant and/or eddy cut-rext techniques to inspect highest in the region at or near the bore.

the outside surface of rings installed on the Material discontinuities aligned along the axis of

rotor. ultrasonic inspection techniques are used the rtor oenterline, with depth in the radial
to inspect the volume and inner surfaces of the plane of the rotor, have the highest pobability of
rings still on the rotors. becoming flaws of concern to the integrity of the

rotor. Due to the nature of the casting/forging

Vken cnventional pulse-echo techniques and process, a great number of material discontinuities
search units are used to examine the iide ring can be found near the rotor bore. The cnditions

surfaces from the outer cylindrical surface of the are very pronounced in rotors fabricated prior to

rings, the boundaries of inside surface shrink-fit 1960.
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Figure 1. Automated cputer controlled eddy current inspection system for retainer ring
examination.

Because these flaws are volumetric in the length of the bore, angular location (a) in
nature rather than just surface phenomenon, degrees around the circumference of the bore, and
ultrasonic testing (UT) is a very con ultrasonic signal aplitude (A). once the data is
nondestructive testing (NDT) method for captured in the above format, it can be presented
locating these flaws in the rotor (referred to as tabulated information or in olor coded (plain
as O'boresonics1l) view) C (cross-section) polar or in an isometric
examination of rotors with a large number of three dimensional presentation (see Figure 2. Ihe
discontinuities, the engineer must determine if data platting software program is known as
these discontinuities are: BOREPLOT.

Case 1. Ultrasonic reflectors caused by Following the nondestructive testing of a
fabrication anomalies such as forged rotor via ultrasonic (UT) methods, the
porosity, nnmetallic inclusions, analysis of the collected data to determine if any
etc. of the above cases exist is a crucial step in

determining the remaining life of that rotor.
Case 2 Reflector such as those in Case Cases 2 a 3 above are such that a mathematical

above, but in such close proximity analysis of the pblem can be attempted. A
that they may link-up and form a caqmter algorithm capable of performing this
discontinuity of concern to future mathematical data analysis is indispensable when
operation. the number of idications is substantial, i.e.

excess of 50 indications near the bore and within a

Case 3 Reflectors that have significant foot or less of distance down the bore.

size and are real growing flaws, To address this problem, a program was
-but may appear as separated
indications due to the irregular written to define a parameter necessary for
shape of the flaw, dispersing or determining if a group of indications detected fran
not reflecting ultrasonic energy nondestructive ultrasonic testing of turbine and
back to -the interrogating generator rotors uld combine to form larger ones.
transducer. The approach used a computer algorithm to model

each detected and recorded indication as a three
In order to rapidly record all dimensional sphere with a iameter equal to the

significant material discontinuities, a equivalent ultrasonic reflection enexgy amplitude)
computer is used to aid in the the data from a flat bttom hole (EFEH . Also, a gap
acquisition. The ultrasonic dta stored in distance between spheres is necessary to calculate
data files is composed of four entries per data potential link-ups between indications. The
point including radial depth (R) from. the program was iplemented following a commonly used
surface of the bore, axial location (Z) down
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ROTOR DIMENSIONS

OR (ill) 0.00

M E M U

1. Plot Current File
2. Plot Another File
3� Change Plot Length
4 Qit

WATER SELECTION 1,2,3,4):

JOB ID NAME OR NUMBER:

Figure 2 Example of 3-D presentation of data collected, shown on the cputer screen, using
a cputerized data acquisition system. The long shaded cylinder represents the
turbine rotor bore (in blue or yellow), the dark dots and lines are the ultrasonic
reflectors (color coded for severity).

data format accepted by industry recognized REF MMCES
computer codes. he gap distance and link-up
parameters were developed empirically and 1. T. EON-SAIANANCA,, "High Pressure T i fe
reviewed against industry developed analysis Assessmerrt Program of Connecticut Light Power
and practices. In addition, these parameters Cmqpany, Devon Station, High Pressure Rtor, 11 Paper
can be optimized further by taking into acount 1, Session 5B, Third EPRI Mine/Generator
other factors such as direction of link-up Workshop, July 20-23, 1993, Albany, New York.
(axial, radial, or circumferential) overall
shape of the link-up (linearetc.), material 2. E.R. REMMU., et al. "Recent Advances in
Composition, stress level, ad location with Ultrasonic Testing of Generator Retaining Rings, 1
respect to the bore surface. The developed Paper 89--LJPGC/Pwr-46, ASME/ , Power Generation
program, known as LINK-UP, provides the Conference, Dallas, Texas, October 22-26, 1989.
inspection engineer with an analysis tool that
can be rapidly used in the field to analyze the
data fm the ultrasonic examination of forged
rotors, fm the outside surface, or fm the
bore and provide the client with on-site
results. The program has been used
successfully in recent examinations. The two
program, BOPE= and LINK-UP, provide an
engineer with a rapid means to analyze
ultrasonic data for iput into such lifetime
assessment programs as the EPRI SAFIER lifetime
analysis program.
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ABSTRACT Event Tree Augmentation

Recovery analysis is a method that considers aternative strategies for Additional events, epresenting various recovery aions, can be

preventing accidents in nuclear power plants during probabilistic risk added to event trees; this process generates accident sequences that

assessment (PRA). Consideration of possible recovery actions in PRAs directly address the success or failure of these recovery actions. A
has been controversial, and there seems to be a widely held belief typical recovery action addressed using event tree augmentation is
among PRA practitioners, utility staff, plant operators, and regulators primary feed-and-bleed in PWRs following the failure of all steam
that the results of recovery analysis should be skeptically viewed. This generator cooling; Figure shows the incorporation of this recovery in

paper provides a framework for discussing recovery strategies, thus the NREG- 1 150 analysis of Sequoyah'.

lending credibility to the process and ehancing regulatory acceptance
of PRA results and conclusions. Advantages of the event tree augmentation process include the

following:

INTRODUCTION

I Sequence-specific context and timing issues can be addressed at

In a nuclear power plant PRA, risk is estimated through the the time of event tree development.

development and quantification of accident sequences. An accident
sequence consists of an initiating event followed by a combination of 2. The recovery appears in the event tree structure, allowing

system failures and/or operator actions that lead to an undesired convenient examination and review.

condition (e.g., core uncovery, containment release, etc.). Accident
sequences may also include recovery actions, wich are those actions 3. Sequence quantification will automatically consider the recoveries

taken by the plant operators upon the failure of an expected plant embedded within sequences.

response (e.g., manual actuation of ECCS upon failure of the automatic
control systern, startup of a standby equipment train upon the failure'of Disadvantages of the event tree augmentation approach include:

the normally operating tain, etc.). 1 . Cannot treat many unique recovery strategies as the event tree

The specific plant systems, operator actions, and recovery actions structure would grow too large.

considered within the integrated plant logic model (combination of
event trees, fault trees, and data) constitute a compromise among (1) an 2. Recoveries may be too global to be reasonable (i.e., the general

accurate representation of plant behavior during severe accidents (e.g., recovery may not apply to a cut sets generated from a given

realistic thermal-bydraulic phenomena, system performance, event sequence).

timing, operator actions, etc.), and 2 practical limitations (e.g.,
schedule, budget, PRA software capabilities, etc.). Consequently, PRA 3. It is difficult to consider dependencies among various recovery

practitioners must decide either to include or omit certain recovery strategies.

actions from the integrated plant logic model; the inclusion or omission
of recovery actions from a PRA can greatly affect the estimated plant Fault Tree Augmentation

risk.
Various gates and basic events can be added to system-level fault

This paper examines the process of PRA recovery aalysis. tree models to represent recovery actions. A typical recovery modeled

Specific methods for incorporating recovery actions into the PRA by fault tree augmentation is the manual actuation of plant equipment

framework are identified, along with their strengths and weaknesses. upon failure of an automatic control system. Figure 2 illustrates the
use of this recovery analysis technique through an example from the

RECOVERY ANALYSIS METHODS NLJREG-1150 analysis of the Peach BottoM2 high pressure coolant
injection system.

Three basic methods have been used to consider recovery actions
in past PRAs: event tree augmentation, fault tree augmentation, and cut Advantages of the fault tree augmentation process include the

set augmentation. Each approach has its strengths and weaknesses, as following:

discussed in the following sections.
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EVENT HEADINGS ADDED TO
MODEL PRIMARY BLEED-AND-FEED

Loss RPS JRVS JAFW ISEAL JCCW I IPORVsl
OF CLOSE 24 INJCT THRML "PI OP11 1-1111R HPR
mrw SGs FLOW BARR

Ll 1 D3 W I D11 PI I I Sequence 1COREJ COMMENT

1. T2 OK
2. T2D3 OK
3. T2D3W - SEAL VULN
4. T20 OK
5. T21.1H2 CD
6. T2L1H3 CD
7. T2L1P1 CD
B. T2L1D1 CD
9. T201 XFER To 2

10. T2K XFER TO ATWS

Figure 1. Typical Use of Event Tree Augmentation for Recovery Analysis (Source: NUREGICR-4550, Vol. 5, Rev. 1, Part 1, Fig. 44-3).

SUPPORTFAILIFIE F�8.".";''4
(PS-12

IPS'9)
P.O. I
P.Q. 6
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FALURE OF 20 DC

BUS (20DI I)

I EP2508

FAILURE OF 15DC
BUS B ION FA S

I EP125B

0-

EVENT ADDED TO MODEL OPEMTOR FAPLS TO FAILURE PCI
MANUAL ACTUATION UPON WITAT AND ACTUATION DUE TO

TH ERHCC' LOCAL FAULTS ORE FAILURE OF AN AUTOMATIC SENSOR FAULTS
CONTROLSYSTEM

II 12

Figure 2 Typical Use -of Fault Tree Augmentation for Recovery Analysis (Source: NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 4 Rev. 1, Part 2 p. 13- 155).
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1. Many specific recovery ations can be considered within the PRA. 1. Sequence cut set context and timing can be addressed in detail
during human reliability analysis efforts.

2. Recoveries appears in the fault tree structures, allowing convenient
examination and review. 2. Dependencies among various recovery options can be made

obvious.
3. Sequence quantification will automatically consider the recoveries

embedded within the various fault trees. 3. Human-related and equipment-related failures can be included
during recovery analysis.

There are, however, a number of significant disadvantages of the
fault tree augmentation approach: 4. The interplay among the plant emergency operating procedures an

be highlighted.

1. It is very likely that multiple recoveries will be automatically
applied to individual accident sequence cut sets during the The principal drawbacks of the cut set augmentation method involve
quantification process; if cut sets have been truncated on low the costs associated with the pactical implementation of the method:
frequency, it is not possible to determine if these multiple
recoveries are appropriate. Of primary concern is the treatment of 1. Each cut set must be reviewed by an engineer familiar with PRA
dependencies among the various human failure events considered modeling methods, uman reliability analysis ethods, plant
during recovery analysis; cut sets containing multiple equipment and systems, and emergency operating procedures.
human-related recoveries may have been truncated away during the
quantification process. 2. In general, the method is manually performed (e.g., cut sets are

manually manipulated by the analyst); note that some PRA
2. Recoveries embedded within system-level fault tree models tend software has been developed to facilitate the iplementation of

to ignore sequence-specific context and timing issues. this method (e.g., CAFTA+).

3. Changes to plant equipment or operating procedures will 3. The application of recovery actions to each cut set, including
necessitate a careful review of all system-level fault trees within citation of supporting plant procedures, must be thoroughly
the PRA to ensure that the changes do not invalidate the previous documented and justified to ensure credibility and acceptance of
recovery modeling. the analysis.

Cut Set Augmentation CUT SET AUGMENTATION PROCESS GUIDANCE

Another recovery analysis technique is to append recoveries to the It is iportant to ensure that a recovery analysis using the cut set
cut sets generated during the sequence quantification process. As augmentation method is traceable and reproducible; otherwise, the
shown in Figure 3 this method was used in the NUREG- 1 150 analysis entire validity and usefulness of the work can be called into question.
of Surry". Cut set augmentation considers recovery actions based on In fact, it is perceived that much of the existing skepticism voiced by
the specific failure scenario iplied by each accident sequence, cut set. PRA practitioners, utility staff, plant operators, and regulators towards
Thus, it is a general-purpose method which can be applied on a about accident sequence recovery analysis is due to lack of adequate
plant-wide basis (e.g., restoration of offsite power) or on a system basis explanation and documentation of the process used. The following
(e.g., use of cross-connections). sections describe a framework for conducting a recovery analysis using

the cut set augmentation process, with emphasis on those areas and
Some specific merits of the cut set augmentation method include assumptions that have traditionally generated questions.

the following:

280-SLOCA ( NITI 011FAI:
Tl,-W,-SL-HRS

TIS-7 Tl-/Q-/QS-/L-W2-/O-SL-NIIS REC-XIIE-FO-DGIIWS R..".ry f-m di ... I gnerator
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Figure 3 Typical Example of Cut Set Augmentation for Recovery Analysis (Source: NUREG/CR-4550, VoL 3 Rev. 1, Part 1, p 410-29
and Part 2 p. E-22).
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Cut Set Review It is also possible to contemplate the addition of two (or more)
nonrecovery events to a single cut set. The dependencies between the

Cut set review consists of (1) integrated plant logic model various nonrecovery events must be carefully considered (primarily
verification, and 2) the identification of potential recovery options. from a human reliability viewpoint) to prevent taking more credit for
Integrated plant logic model verification includes confirmation that these recoveries than is wan-anted. Some of the issues involved are:
appropriate basic event probabilities have been used, that sequence
success paths have been correctly considered, and other similar checks. 1. Diagnosis: Will the operators be able to determine the need for
During the cut set review effort, various recovery options should be multiple recoveries?
listed (e.g., manual operation of system cross-connects, manual startup
of a standby system or equipment train, etc.). 2. Timing: Is there adequate time for the operators to identify

and implement a second recovery?
Definition of Nonrecovery Events

3. Workload: Are there enough operators to perform all the
A nonrecovery event is a basic event appended to an accident required actions?

sequence cut set that represents failure of a recovery action. When
defining nonrecovery events, sequence context and timing, In some PRAs (e.g., the NUREG- 1 150 series), credit has been
human-related event dependencies, relevant plant procedures, and given for repair of failed equipment. A typical example is the repair
relevant plant equipment should be noted. of emergency diesel generators during station blackout (SBO)

sequences. Of concern here is the lack of credible data available 
It is sometimes possible to identify more than one nonrecovery estimate repair time distributions; note that data collected during routine

event applicable to a given cut set; in such cases, a prioritization maintenance activities may not be valid for accident conditions.
scheme for possible recovery actions should be established and
rigorously followed to ensure consistency and credibility of results. Human Failure Event Quantification
One possible scheme is based on the realization that the various failure
events in a cut set occur sequentially and, thus, it is reasonable to There are several existing human failure event quantification
assume that the plant operators would attempt to recover the methods that are suitable for recovery analysis work, which can
recoverable first failure when it occurred. In general, the headings in generally be categorized as either multi-factored", "decompositional",
an event tree are ordered chronologically (e.g., from initiator occurrence or "time correlations. Each of these methods has been used in past
to the onset of core damage, etc.), although this is not a strict rule of recovery analyses, and it is not uncommon to find a combination of
event tree construction. During the cut set review process, it is usually methods employed. Regardless of the method selected, it is important
possible to associate the various failure events in a cut set to their that (1) all relevant iformation (e.g., plant procedures, etc.) used to
parent event tree headings, thereby identifying the first recoverable determine the human failure event probability be recorded, and 2) the
failed event and allowing the nonrecovery event prioritization scheme nonrecovery event probabilities are self-consistent as well as consistent
to be used. Figure 4 sows a typical nonrecovery event prioritization with other basic event likelihoods.
scheme for a BWR.
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Figure 4 Typical Nonrecovery Event Prioritization Scheme for a BWR.
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Multi-factored approaches describe each human failure event solely performing a recovery analysis are (1) the need for a detailed cut set
in terms of its performance shaping factors (PSFs) or influences. review by knowledgeable analysis, and 2 the development of
Typically, quantification is accomplished using a linear or documentation that explains the work to a level of detail that it may be
multiplicative frmulation that leads to an index. 'Ibis index is then independently reproduced. A well-executed recovery analysis can be
assumed to be proportional to the human failure probability. An readily understood, defended, and utilized.
important drawback of these methods is that at least one and usually
two events must have a known probability in order to apply the scale REFERENCES
of indices developed. Examples of multi-factored approaches includes
D. mbrey' (SLIM), J. Williams' (HEART), L. Phillips� (STAHR), and 1 . R. C. BERTUCIO AND S. R. BROWN, Analysis of Core Damage
D. ey� (FLIM). Frequency: Sequoyah, Unit I Internal Events, NUREG/CR-4550,

Vol. 5, Rev. 1, April 1990.
Decompositional approaches use the human factors technique of

task analysis to develop a recovery task into its subtasks and 2. A. M. KOLACZKOWSKI, et. al., Analysis of Core Damage
performance shaping factors (PSFs). The PSFs are handled by Frequency: Peach Bottom, Unit 2 Internal Events,
multiplying a "nominal" human error probability (HEP) with a NUREG/CR-4550, Vol. 4 Rev. 1, August 1989.
multi-factored index. The major drawback of these methods is that by
reducing each task into reliability subunits, the holistic characteristic of 3. R. C. BERTUCIO AND J. A. JULIUS, Analysis of Core Damage
human performance which is important to reliability is lost. These Frequency: Surry, Unit I Internal Events, NUREG/CR-4550,
methods are also compromised by the lack of available data for Vol. 3 Rev. 1, April 1990.
nominal HEPs. Examples of decompositional approaches include A.
Swain' (TTIERP), G. Heslinga9 (THESIS), and J. WilliairS5 (HEART). 4. D. E. EMBREY, he Use of Performance Shaping Factors and

Quantified Expert Judgement in the Evaluation of Human
The time reliability correlation (TRQ methods assume that the Reliability: An Initial Appraisal, NUREG/CR-2986, 1983.

time available for operators to perform their recovery activities (i.e., the
pace, or rate of event passage, of the scenario leading to the need for 5. J. C. WILLIAMS, "A Data-Based Method for Assessing and
recovery) is an independent variable with respect to reliability, rather Reducing Human Error to Improve Operational Performance,"
than a simple influence. Ile major drawback to these methods is that Conference Recordfor 1988 IEEE Fourth Conference on Human
a TRC has no intrinsic lower bound, inconsistent with the general Factors and Power Plants, 88CH2576-7, June 59, 1988, pp.
opinion that there is a lower limit to credible human failure 436-450.
probabilities. Also, time tends to overly dominate the reliability
estimates obtained with these methods. Examples of TRC methods 6. L. D. PHU-LIPS, et. al., A Pressurized Thermal Shock Evaluation
include W. Hannaman'o-" (AIPA TRC & HCR), J. Wreathall" OAT), of the Calvert Cliffs Unit Nuclear Power Plant,
A. Swain8-" (THERP & ASEP), E. Ugherty14 (SAIC TRC), D. NUREG/CR-4183, Appendix C, September 1985.
Whitehead" (RMIEP), and A. Spurgin" (ORE).

7. S. H. CHIEN, et. al., 'Quantification of Human Effor Rates Using
Consideration of Hardware Contributions a SLIM-Based Approach," Conference Record for 1988 IEEE

Fourth Conference on Human Factors and Power Plants,
All nonrecovery events consist of contributions from human error 88CH2576-7, June 59, 1988, pp. 297-302.

and hardware failure. (For "ample, consider a recovery action
involving the startup of a standby pump: either the operator can fail 8. A. D. SWAIN AND H. E. GUTTMANN, Handbook of Human
to take action or the pump can fail to operate.) Both of these Reliability Analysis with Emphasis on Nuclear Power Plant
contributions can be represented using fault trees; however, in certain Applications, NUREG/CR-1278, August 1983.
instances, it may be possible to ignore the hardware contributions. The
following list of generic rcovery actions generally do not require 9. G. HESLINGA, Technique for Human Error Sequence
consideration of ardware contributions: Identification and Signification (THESIS), PhD Thesis, Technische

Universiteit Delft, December 1988.
1 . Offsite power restoration,

10. K. N. FLEMING, F. A. SILADY, AND G. W. HANNAMAN,
2. Recoveries where the only hardware contribution involves failure "Treatment of Operator Actions in the HGTR Risk Assessment,"

of control circuits, Transactions of the ANS 1979 Winter Meeting, November 1979.

3. Events which do not require additional equipment to be used (e.g., 11. G. W. HANNAMAN, A. J. SPURGIN, AND Y. D. LUKIC,
manual operation of a valve upon failure of the valve's automatic Human Cognitive Reliability Model, NUS-4531, NUS Corportation,
actuation), December 1984.

4. Events where multiple redundant equipment is available to 12. J. WREATHALL, 'Operator Action Tree (OAT)," in R. E. Hall,
implement the recovery action, and et. a Post-Event Human Decision Erors: Operator Action

Treesffime Reliability Correlation, NUREG/CR-3010, November
5. Multiple (dependent) recovery actions. 1982.

CONCLUSIONS 13. A. D. SWAIN, Accident Sequence Evaluation Program (ASEP)

It is possible to perform a credible and useful recovery analysis on Human Reliability Analysis Procedure, NUREG/CR-4772,

probabilistic accident sequences by using any combination of the three February 1987.
methods outlined above. In practice, the major difficulties in
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14. E. M. DOUGHERTY AND J. R. FRAGOLA, Human Reliability
Analysis: A Systems Engineering Approach With Nuclear Power
Plant Applications, NY: John Wiley Sons, 1988.

15. D. W. WHITEHEAD, Recovery Actions in PA for the Risk
Methods Integration and Evaluation Program (RMIEP) Vl. 2,
Application of the Data-Based Method, NUREG/CR-4834,
December 1987.

16. A. SPURGIN, et. al., A Human Reliability Analysis Approach
Using Measurements for Individual Plant Examiniation,
NP-6650-L (EPRf Proprietary), December 1989.
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ABSTRACT LIFE CYCLE MANAGEMENT (LCM)
APPROACH

As nuclear plants age, more attention must
focus on age and time dependent degradation Life cycle information is vital and allows
mechanisms such as corrosion, erosion, fatigue, etc. much improved planning and decision-making with
These degradation mechanisms can best be managed regard to plant activities and investments. This
by developing a life cycle management plan which process is shown in Figure .
integrates past historical data, current conditions and
future performance needs. In this paper we present The information is utilized o develop long-
two examples of life cycle management. term repair, replacement, and upgrade schedules and

In the first example, the 20-year maintenance to evaluate the economics of such options. It can be
history of a sea water cooling system (cement-lined, utilized by the pant in many ways, as follows:

cast iron) is reviewed to develop attributes like 0 Improved plant safety through the early
maintenance cost, spare part inventory, corrosion, identification of potential safety problems
and repair data. Based on this information, the
future expected damage rate was forecast. The cost 0 Development of a strategic spares inventory for
of managing the future damage was compared with generic long-lead-time equipment and components
the cost to replace (in kind and with upgraded
materials. A decision optimization scheme was 0 Optimization of outage and facilities planning for
developed to choose the least cost option from: a) maintenance and capital improvement projects
Run as-is and repair; b) replace in kind; or and the reduction of outage costs
replace with upgraded material and better design.

In the second example, life cycle 0 Procurement of equipment from manufacturers
management techniques were developed for a that avoids "crash" manufacturing costs

ceilcote lined steel pipe cooling water system. 0 Improved operating procedures and practices to
Screens (fixed and traveling), filters, pumps, motors, minimize the degradation of equipment
valves, and piping were evaluated.

Produce Repair/ Replacement
Rank Units Recommendations and Test Program

I I

Develop Critical Produce Cost and

Equipment List Expenditure Matrices

Collect Existing Office Provide Unit
Information Plant Status Reports

Feedback

on ition F Project
ssment andlirn

Figure I - Life Management Logic.
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• Improved understanding of trade-offs between Life cycle management programs have been
capital and maintenance expenditures and plant developed for a range of industrial facilities 1,2,3, and
reliability in this paper, we focus on service water systems.

Such systems, which are common to power plants
• Development of a detailed activities list for 5, 10, and industrial facilities, are comprised of an intake

15, and 20 years that shows all activities required structure, screens (fixed and traveling) pumps and
for the plant and can be used for planning, motors, valves and piping and discharge structures.
engineering, and O&M projects A simple illustration of a typical sea water cooling

system for a uclear plant is shown on Figure 2.
• Development of a I - to 20-year matrix of capital This system is used to show the application of a life

and O&M expenditures that shows the year-by- cycle management program to a plant system 4.

year expenditures required
APPLICATION OF LCM TO INTAKE COOLING

• Improved planning by feeding back the long- WATER (ICW) SYSTEM
range capital and &M expenditures so that
continued operation of the plant can be evaluated The system studied had operated for
relative to other producers approximately 20 years and maintenance and

performance records were available for that period.
• Improved financial planning and flexibility The objective was to develop a life cycle

through knowledge of the amount and timing of management program for operation through to the
capital expenditures Year 2010. One of the first activities was to collect

the operations and maintenance data (along with
• Integration of &M activities with the existing economic information) and determine the critical

maintenance program so that enhanced predictive components that were affecting reliability. To
maintenance can be performed and a single establish this, the historical data were reviewed to
focused program can be utilized to meet plant determine the attributes that best reflected
performance objectives performance. Ile following attributes were

considered for the ICW:

L
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Figure 2- Typical Cooling Water System.
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• Number of plant changes/modifications To manage this system and its degradation for the
remaining life, several options were available as

• System isolation time follows:

• Work orders written 0 Continue to maintain and commit to a proactive
maintenance philosophy

• Limiting conditions of operations
• Replace in kind

• Maintenance hours
• Replace with more corrosion-resistant piping

• Justification for Continued Operation JCO's) material (with say twice the life of the existing
system)

• Requests for engineering assistance
To optimize future performance and current

• Licensee Event Reports (LER's) investment, we ave forecasted the cost impact of
the above options using the following analysis

• Nonconformance Reports (NCR's) strategy:

• NRC violations AC = AN x DH x CPMWH x MW x DIS

These attributes were interrogated to establish where A is the annual cost in constant dollars at
component importance and trends with age. piping outages for a specified calendar year.

It was established by this analysis that the The first three variables are modeled as random
degradation of the piping was a significant variables. They are the annual fquency, AN, the
contributor to &M costs of the JCW system. duration of each outage, DH, and the cost to replace
Cement lining loss, corrosion and leaks were each megawatt-hour of energy, CPMWH. The
occurring in the piping with increasing frequency and fourth variable was the power output of the reactor
increasing cost impact. We evaluated the historical and the fifth variable is the present-,value discount
data and used forecasting methods based on Monte factor.
Carlo Simulation (MCS) of the average outage
frequencies. 'Me average outage frequencies were AN is modeled as a random variable because it
established by Bayesian methods. can change so much from year to year. Likewise,

DH is modeled statistically because duration can
Figure 3 shows the forecasts for the expected change markedly from outage to outage, from

annual number of outages for the ICW piping to the fractions of an hour to several months. CPMWH is
Year 2010. modeled as a random variable because energy

1.25

1.00 Smoothed Averages from 1000 40-Year Piping Sim lations
T

0.75

0.50

0.25

0.00
1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Year

Figure 3 - Average Ammal Outage Frequency Forecasts or Unniodified Intake Cooling Water Piping.
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replacement costs can vary according to a large the next decade. An additional increase to $6M
number of engineering and economic circumstances. annually is forecast for the Year 2010. These data
We used a different value of CPMWH for each are shown at zero discount rate.
simulated outage. Existing and generic data for
similar units were used to calculate the distributions The outlook is much brighter if the entire ICW
for A., DH and CPMWH. piping system is replaced with pipe of equal life (in

kind). Average annual outage costs are well under
A Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) method was $ 1 M for the next two decades. However, an average

used to calculate the average annual outage costs annual cost of $550,000 is forecast for 2000-2009
shown in Figure 4 with a 16% chance of exceeding $10M in any year.

The solid curve in Figure 4 shows the rapid If a new piping system can be installed with twice
increase in forecast ICW piping costs with no the life of the original, the outlook is very bright.
replacement. Average annual power replacement This is shown in the lowest curve in Figure 4 The
costs are projected to rise from $lM to $4M over curve barely exceeds zero average cost.

6000000 + + No Replacement

>L - - - - - - - X Replace with Pipe of Equal Life. +

0 - -- -- -- -- -- -- Replace with Pipe of Twice the Life. +

+
4000000

+

2000000 +

+ X

+ X -X X- X

0 kx-,X,
1970 1980 1990 2000 2010

Year

Figure 4 - Average Annual Outage Cost Forecasts for Three Intake Cooling Water Piping Options. A Zero
Discount Rate is Assumed.
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Figure - Comparison of the Expected Fture Defect Rates.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 2. RUEBUSH, P., G.R. EGAN, P. BESUNER, and
E.A. MERRICK, "Life Cycle Management of

Logical strategies have been developed and Aging Plant Equipment to Assure Mechanical
implemented to manage corrosion damage in balance Integrity', First National Symposium on Process
of plant systems. The success of those strategies Industry Piping, Orlando, Florida (December
(i.e., no surprises) is strongly dependent on the 1993).
proper application of an array of tools including
inspection, condition assessment, data trending and 3. KOHAN, S.M., ET AL, "Life Assessment of
forecasting. With these programs in place, proactive Suncor, Inc.'s Tor Island Upgrading and Utility
management of degrading systems is assured. Equipment, Volume I - Technical Report",

AES 92101786-2-1, Rev. I (February 1993).
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ABSTRACT FACTORS AFFECTING MAINTENANCE
PROGRAMS

Maintenance planning for nuclear power plants is
similar to that in other industrial plants but it is heavily The appropriate scope and content of a maintenance
influenced by regulatory rules, with consequent costs of program is determined by functional capabilities
compliance. Steps by the nuclear industry and the required of items covered by the program. For US
Nuclear Regulatory Commission to address that industries, functional capabilities required are
problem include development of guidelines for determined by commercial considerations (such as ef-
maintenance of risk-critical equipment, using PRA- ficiency in operations) and regulations of Federal, State,
based techniques to select a set of equipment that and local agencies.
requires maintenance and reliability-centered
maintenance (RCM) approaches for determining what For nuclear power plants (NPPs), the primary
maintenance is required. The result of the process is a regulatory agency is the Nuclear Regulatory
program designed to ensure effective maintenance of Commission (NRC). NRC regulations require perfor-
the equipment most critical to plant safety. mance of inservice inspections (ISI) and inservice tests

(IST) in accordance with provisions of Section XI of
BACKGROUND the American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME)

Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. The regulations also
For some time, the cost of operations and include specific requirements for leakage tests for

maintenance (O&M) of nuclear power plants has been primary containments and for inspections and tests of
a matter of concern throughout the US nuclear power fire protection equipment. The NRC Maintenance
industry. Average costs of production in US nuclear Rule, which goes into effect in July of 1996, addresses
plants almost doubled in the period from 1981 to 1987 requirements for development and implementation of
(from about 12.5 to about 22 per megawatt-hour)� maintenance programs. Consistent with the NRC's
Contributors to the rise in production costs were a 70% charter, NRC regulations deal with items that are
increase in fuel costs and a 120% increase in &M .safety-related" or "important to safety", terms denoting
costs, with a large part of the &M increase caused by items whose failure would have direct adverse effects
an increase in average number of employees per plant on public health and safety or items needed to mitigate
from about 350 in 1981 to about 850 in 1991. US utili- the effects of such failures. Over the years, increasing
tics are acting to reduce manning levels and to contain numbers of items or systems have been determined to
or rduce other costs in all areas of operations and require the attention of NPPs. The Maintenance Rule,
maintenance. in particular, is expected to result in identification of

systems, structures, and components (SSCs) which are
important to safety but are not defined as safety-related
and these will require utility attention, actions, and
resources.

a Figure on industry trends in this paragraph are dcrivcd There remains, however a substantial number of
from material presented by speakers at the EPRI items in the "balance of plant" (BOP) which are not
seminar on "Industry Initiative to Improve Economic addressed specifically in currently-effective NRC
Performance" at Rockville, Maryland, on May 3 1993. regulations. These items may be affected by other

Federal, State, or local regulations but impacts on
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maintenance are far less than those of NRC regulations the figure). As PM increases, CM costs decline but
on "safety-related" items. As a consequence, NPPs reductions from each increment of PM become smaller.
presently have what amounts to two separate mainten- No amount of PM can bring CM cost to zero or, in
ance programs. ISI and IST programs for safety- most cases, even very near to zero. 'Mere is a theoreti-
related" equipment are developed by specialized staff cal point at which the total of PM and CM costs is
elements. Commercial considerations have minor, minimized. In practice, it is possible to reach some
almost negligible, effects on these programs. Other point in the range of near-optimum combinations.
starf elements prepare programs for BOP equipment
and commercial considerations can have a deciding When costs of idle assets and lost production while
effect on program content. When the Maintenance maintenance is performed are considered, the concept
Rule is implemented, distinctions between these two is the same but interpretations are more complex It is
programs may become blurred. 'Mere are still, usually less costly to refurbish or even replace an item
however, considerable numbers of BOP items of during a planned shutdown than to allow its failure to
equipment that are expected to be outside the scope of cause an unplanned shutdown. Ibis "predictive
direct NRC regulation. maintenance", a sub-element of preventive maintenance,

requires determinations concerning an item's capability
EFFECTS OF COMPETING ECONOMIC AND to continue to perform its essential functions. Such
REGULATORY FACTORS determinations can be based upon quantitative or

qualitative inputs such as component condition, failure
There are some costs from duplication of effort in data, and component reliability calculations.

maintaining two maintenance programs but these are
small compared to costs of actions beyond those ADDRESSING REGULATORY CONCERNS IN
required for commercial purposes alone. It should be MAINTENANCE PROGRAMS
recognized, however, that there is an area of broad
compatibility between commercial and regulatory In general, statutes and regulations are expressed in
concerns. Many actions taken to meet regulatory safety terms of permissible doses, levels, or concentrations
requirements also serve commercial purposes by above natural background of radionuclides. After the
supporting reliable production, preserving plant assets, fact demonstration that such regulations have been
and avoiding catastrophic iability for on-site and off-site adhered to is simply a matter of documentation.
hazards. In most cases, regulations simply require more Demonstration that maintenance programs are effective
of the same types of actions that are taken for with respect to accident prevention and mitigation is
commercial purposes. Further, there is no serious more problematic. Typically, probability plays a
disagreement about the need for or basic purposes of significant role in both the definition of regulatory
regulation of nuclear plants. Disagreements are about requirements and in demonstrations that the program
the nature and extent of actions required to assure will meet those requirements. For example, since it is
adequate protection of the public health and safety. impossible to eliminate completely the possibility of
Utilities argue that the costs of some actions are not safety-significant accidents and associated doses,
justified by the benefits obtained. regulations establish "acceptable" levels of risk (e.g.,

low: chance in 10,000; or negligible: I chance in
THE ECONOMIC APPROACH TO PLANNING 1,000,000). Such regulations can be inputs to various
FOR MAINTENANCE amflyscg supporting maintenance program decisions. At

a Inch Icvel, for example, permissible dose regulation
Cost/benefit analysis seeks to identify the most can be translated into averted deaths or cancers and,

favorable point in a range of possible costs and with more difficulty, into averted monetary and other
associated benefits. A long-used application to costs. The probabilities associated with these regula-
maintenance planning seeks the combination of tions become inputs into analyses of plant functional
preventive maintenance (PM) and corrective requirements, the equipment required to 'perform those
maintenance (CM) that will minimize total maintenance functions (i.e., design requirements), and the
costs for an item. PM consists of actions to avoid or performance required of this equipment. In turn, lower
reduce severity of CM actions. For most items, an hour level analyses are required to determine the require-
of CM costs several times as much as an hour of PM ments of activities and programs which support
because CM requires more planning, preparation for achievement of plant and component requirements.
work, parts, and materials. Figure I shows how Examples of these lowest-tier activities and programs
variations in amounts of PM versus CM affect total are fabrication and construction, operational pro-
costs. cedures, and specific content of maintenance programs

and procedures.
It is possible to perform essentially no PM, in which

case all maintenance costs are for CM (left ordinate of
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Figure - Conceptual Relationship of PM, CM, and Total Cost of
Maintenance

At this level of consideration, maintenance programs items requires an integrated picture of plant functions,
for commercial or regulatory purposes have a common design details, and component reliability. This
conceptual basis. It is necessary to determine what integration is the principal purpose of probabilistic risk
itcms must be covered by the program and actions analyses (PRAs).
required to ensure their capability to perform their
functions on demand. Results from PRAs (e.g., dominant cut sets,

importance measures) can be used directly to develop a
DETERMINATION OF FOCUS FOR PLANT prioritized list of equipment important to safety.
RESOURCES However, since a variety of engineering analyses and

assumptions are embedded in PRA models, PRA results
In determining which items should be brought under must be supplemented by more fundamental

a commercially-oriented maintenance program, every assessments of the contributions to plant risk.
item in the plant should be given at least cursory NUREG/CR-5695 demonstrates how such a "back to
attention. Almost all of some types of items can be the basics" approach can be used to identify, for
eliminated at once on the basis that any maintenance instance, systems and components which are important
would cost more than the cost of the item, that no contributors to initiating events. For all of the items
specialized skills are required to recognize failure and identified either directly from PRAs or from application
install a replacement, and that such failures would not of PRA concepts, maintenance program activities must
affect production. (The last of these considerations be performed to be consistent with the assumptions and
sometimes requires maintenance for a few items of reliabilities reflected in the PRAs.
types otherwise excluded from the program.)
Theoretically, any item not eliminated in this initial DETERMINATION OF MAINTENANCE ATIONS
analysis would be included in the second step: TO BE TAKEN
determination of maintenance actions required.

In commercially-oriented maintenance programs,
For programs designed to meet regulatory management standards have a significant effect. For

requirements, SSCs which are important to safety must some items, particularly those seen by the public, the
be identified. As described in NUREG/CR-5695, "A standard may be to keep the item in "like new"
Process for Risk-Focused Maintenance", the intent of condition. For others, it may be to ensure that each
this identification process is to focus plant resources on item or a given percentage of similar items be capable
those items that are most important to safety (or risk). of meeting functional requirements on demand. There
Implementation of this process is complicated by the is considerable flexibility in such programs -- a change
fact that the definitions of "risk-critical" and safety- in economic circumstances or demands for production
significant" are not precise and are plant-specific in can be accommodated relatively quickly.
their implementation. Equipment such as the reactor
vessel and a number of other components are clearly The optimum program is one that meets the
important to safety but the identification of many other maintenance standards at least cost. For some items,
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this may mean no maintenance at all except regulated elements maintenance programs and to the
replacement upon failure. For others, it may mean selection of the most appropriate maintenance
routine PM inspections to identify and correct faults strategies for regulated and non-regulated equipment
before they grow to serious proportions. For others, it alike.
may mean careful gathering and analysis of data from
operating experience to determine when replacement is CONCLUSIONS
required to avoid unanticipated downtime. The con-
cepts of component reliability and the priorities Conceptually, it is not necessary to maintain separate
established by PRAs can be used to make better maintenance programs, one for compliance with
decisions regarding PM and CM tradeoffs. There is a regulatory requirements and one for other items in the
trap for the unwary in this. Neither inspections nor plant. Both involve similar processes for focusing on
analyses are free. Unless they are considered a part of resource allocation and associated maintenance
the maintenance program, their total costs may more activities.
than offset the gains from optimization of items they
address. Programs should not specify "required" maintenance

activities for items unless the activities are necessary to
For past regulation-driven programs, standards have ensure that the item can perform its required functions

been essentially immutable. For the Maintenance Rule, on demand. Actions beyond that point use resources
however, regulatory requirements are more closely that are better applied elsewhere.
performance-based. Consequently, there is flexibility in
the requirements for implementing the Maintenance Refinement of programs should not be carried to
Rule as long as utility-selected goals are met.b The bur- extremes. The cost of data collection and analyses to
den of demonstrating that goals are met is on the define the precise optimum point for each item may
utility. Justification for reductions or modifications in exceed the potential economic benefits. It is preferable
maintenance practices are likely to rely on analyses of to get to some point in the optimum range by less
operating experience (e.g., equipment reliability expensive processes, including trial and error in some
estimations) which demonstrate the preservation of cases.
critical plant functions through equipment reliability.

Operating experience for a single plant or utility is
As implied in the preceding paragraphs, the likely to include few instances of failure of many of the

underlying concepts of PRA, reliability analysis, and components considered in maintance planning. A
other techniques (e.g., reliability-centered maintenance) common pool of industry information (beyond that in
can be applied both to the justification of changes to current operating experience databases) is needed to

support performance-based analyses such as those which
could justify flexibilities in implementation of the
Maintenance Rule.

b As used here, "utility" means an organization that
operates one or more nuclear power plants (NPPs) and
establishes the technical content of maintenance
programs for them. It is the "Licensee" (a legal entity
authorized by the NRC to operate a nuclear facility
and responsible to the NRC for compliance with
regulations) and the agency through which it exercises
operational control over its NPPs, which may be a
company in which several commercial utilities own
shares, rather than a single commercial utility.
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ABSTRACT PREVIOUS SYSTEM

In the previous paper reported at the ASME PVP Conference held Although the detail of the previous work is described in the
in 1992, we had shown an evaluation system which could identify paperpresented in ASMEPVP, an outlineof the system is introduced
an IGSCC (Intergranular Stress Corrosion Cracking) from UT in this section.
(Ultrasonic Testing) echo using a neural network. By using the
system, IGSCC samples were identified with 81 % reliability. In The previous system adopted multiple layered network with
order to increase the reliability of the system, a series of UT echoes supervised learning. The network consisted of three layers. A set of
around a peak echo which contains the important information for preprocessed data was selected as an input pattern and entered into
human inspectors, is applied for input data. To use the series of UT the first layer of the network. The econd layer (hidden layer)
echoes, the previous system including preprocessing process has extracted the features and characteristics of the pattern. The third
been improved. The basic structure of the network and leaming layer (output layer) responds and activates its units in accordance
algorithm of the improved system are the same as the previous with the condition of the hidden layer's units. Two output units in
system. Through several examinations, the optimum preprocessing the third layer correspond to the categories: defect and non-defect
for an input pattern is settled. By the improved system, the probabil- respectively.
ity of correct call in the evaluation have increased up to about 90%.

A regular backpropagation method was improved to avoid a
INTRODUCTION local minima which was the fatal issue of the backpropagation.

Weight values are optimized through training with the improved
Nowadays, automated inspection systems have become a backpropagation method. In order to decrease the deviation be-

widely used instrument in nuclearpowerplants By using them, data tween output values and desired output values, the weight values of
acquisition of a UT echo can be performed automatically. Further- the units are modified gradually in a training cycle and fall in the
more, the data can be arranged for the evaluation by a computer. state of a global minima.
Although the data acquisition and arrangement processes are per-
formed with little difficulty, the evaluation of the UT echo still Preprocessing has to transform and represent the features of
requires much effort of skilled inspectors. the raw inspection data with an ultrasonic waveform A peak echo

was applied as input data in accordance with the former feasibility
A neural network system is expected to have high perform- study. FT analysis was employed to intensify the features of the

ance for image identification andrecognition, such as a hand written peak echo. The distribution of frequency spectrum acquired by FF`T
letter and photo picture. A UT echo on a monitor screen can be strongly depends upon a gate length which clips the echo signal.
consideredasapicturewhichcontainsallinfon-nationaboutreflection Since there is no general rule to decide on window's position and
source. A human inspector can extract the features of a defect from width forthe echo, multiple gate frames were employed for the input
the information lying on the UT echo and categorize the inspected data. The input layer had 300 units which were shared even with
data into the correct type of a defect. each gate frame. 'Me hidden layer had units which number was

decided through an examination. The output layer has 2 units in
According to ourfeasibility study' on neural networks and the accordance with the number of category. In a performance test, the

previous work', it was successful to apply a neural network tech- system could classify 21 samples within 26 total samples which
nique to an evaluation system for the UT echo in place of human contained both 15 IGSCC samples and 1 1 non-IGSCC samples. The
inspector. Even though the previous work had shown an ability to probability of the correct answer of the system was 81 %,
evaluate the UT echo by the neural network, the network did not
have enough reliability regarding an automated evaluation system. CONCEPT OF THE IMPROVED SYSTEM
In this stage, we intend to increase the reliability of the system.

Because of the nature of the ultrasonic wave, the UT echo
reflected from a defect contains much useful information for an
inspector to evaluate the UT echo. The typical features of the UT
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echo which are useful to identify an IGSCC are rise and fall time, The interval of echoes is examined with the gate length: 200.
peak frequency, bandwidth, the movement of the echoes, target- Input data can cover the whole movement of UT echoes with a wide
motion line and power. Within these features, the movement of the interval, although echo interval:2 surpasses a whole movement.
echoes is adopted for the input data of the network, which would Therefore, echo interval:0 and I are examined. The same test data
contain much more information than the peak echo. The movement are used in this examination. Table 2 shows the results of the
of the echoes contains not only multiple echo but also rise and fall examination. As shown in the results, echo intervals gives high
features,peakfrequency,andbandwidth.Consequently, itisexpected probability.
that the reliability of the system would increase by using the
movement of the echoes. Table 2 - Result of intervals

The basic network structure and learning method of the Number of interval Probability
previous system are employed except the number of units in the
input layer and preprocessing procedure. A UT echo is transmitted 0 93.8
from a UT probe at the interval of a certain time (Fig. 1. Inspection 1 83.3
data on a path includes one peak echo and the other echoes. In order
to use the movement of UT echoes, sequential echoes 2 echoes OUTLINE OF THE IMPROVED SYSTEM
both before and after the peak echo including the peak echo itself)
arepicked up from one pathecho data atthe interval of acertain time Through the examination, the structure of the network and the
(Fig. 2. process of preprocessing have been settled as follows.

A gate length (Fig. 3) which clips the center region of a whole The improved system consists of three layers; input layer has
echo data for the next analysis is set with one certain length, 500 units, hidden layer has I units, and output layer has 2 units. In
otherwise multiple gate length was adopted in the previous system. the previous paper, there were some mistakes in the equations
5 segments clipped from each sequential echo are analyzed by FFT. related to the improved backpropagation process, which are corrected
Fig. 4 shows the typical result of the distributions of frequency as follows.
spectrum forboth intervals and 1. Then inputpattern is constructed
by putting frequency spectrums side by side. The input layer Each unit in the network is processed according to the follow-
consists of 500 units 100 units are assigned to one spectrum). ing equations.

OPTIMIZATION OF THE PREPROCESSING NET(I)i = Surn(W(I)ij * O(J)j
O(I)i = f(NET(I)i + B(I)i)

In the network, a gate length and interval are considered the Ei = Di - Oi
key parameter to increase the reliability of the system. The gate
length affects the distribution of a frequency spectrum obtained by NET(I)j Input data to j-th unit in I-th layer
FFr. A narrow gate causes a smooth distribution. On the other hand, O(I)j Output data to j-th unit in I-th layer
a wide gate causes an indented distribution. These distribution W(I)ij Weight value between i-th unit in I-th layer and
affects the learning performance. An interval defines the scope of j-th unit in J-th layer
input data within the whole movement of a UT data. A short interval B(I)j Threshold value of j-th unit in I-th layer
covers short range around the peak echo, otherwise a long interval f(x) Transform function f(x) = I (I + exp (-x / T))
can cover the whole movement of the echoes which would be E Temperature (= 1.0)
concerned with defect. In order to optimize the system, several gate
lengths and intervals are examined. 'Me training of the network is performed according to the

following equations.

Thegate length is examined from 50 to 300 which areputboth
before and after the maximum echo level (One UT echo data delta-i(t) = Ei * Oi * (I -0i) + K3 * lEil
consists of 1560 digital data). In this examination, intervals is dWij(t) = K I + delta-i * Oj + K2 * dWij(t-1)
applied. 16 IGSCC data and 16 non-IGSCC data are applied to the dBi = K2 * delta-i
examination. Table I shows the result of the examination. The
network can not be learned with the gate length: 50. Although the K I Learning coefficient(= 2.0)
result shows that there is the maximum probability between gate K2 Inertia coefficient (= 0.9)
length: 100 and 300, the gate length: 200 is selected for the next K3 Error coefficient (= 0.3)
examination.

Thepreprocessing hasfourprocesses to make an inputpattern.

Table I - Result of gate length At first, 5 echoes around the peak echo (2 echoes before the peak
echo and 2 echoes after the peak echo) are retrieved with intervals.

Gate length Probability (%) At second, 200 data around the maximum echo level within a total
50 - of 1650 data are retrieved from each echo. At third, these data are

analyzed by FFF. Finally, an input pattern is made by putting the
100 87.5 distribution of frequency spectrum side by side.
200 93.8
300 90.6
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PERFORMANCE OF THE NETWORK

A performance test have been conducted wiih a trained
network. 135 IGSCC data and 15 non-IGSCC data are used for the
test. The result is shown in Table 3 Non-IGSCC data are identified
as non-IGSCC completely. Otherwise 16 IGSCC data within 135
samples are not identified correctly. The probability of the system
is 89.3%.

Table 3 - Result of performance test

Sample data Number of correct answer

135 IGSCC 119
15 non-IGSCC 1 5

DISCUSSIONS

According to the optimization test, the probability of the
system in the case of interval: I is lower than the case of interval: O.
Apparently an input pattern in the case of interval: I represents a
dynamic feature rather than the case of intervals as shown in Fig.
4. Sincethemovementrangeof apeakechoof IGSCCisfarless than
that of non-IGSCC, the gate length = 200) surpasses the time scale
of a monitor. Therefore, enough number of the data of non-IGSCC
for training are not obtained.

The fatal issue of neural networks is that the reliability of the
networks depends on the quality of training data and test data. From
the result shown in Table 2 and 3 our network has the same issue
which would be difficult to fix. Although several issues are still
remained in the network, the reliability of the network has been
increased apparently by using dynamic features of UT echoes.

CONCLUSIONS

I Dynamic features of a UT echo is adopted for a neural network.
2. The neural network improved in this work shows good per-

formance. The network can identify SCC data by 93% probabil-
ity.

3. The other defect rather than SCC will be applied to the network
in the next task.
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ABSTRACT

The Belgian Utilities have started a power uprating and Such a project has required a large number of studies
flexibility improvement project for their Doel 3 and and verifications to ensure safe operation.

Tihange 2 power plants.
Thereby, a large number of studies and verifications have Most of them have been prformed by FRAMATOME,
been performed by using new methods in order to release supplier of the nuclear steam supply system.
margins while ensuring safe operation.

No safety criterion has been exceeded and all the capability The licensing effort has been performed by the Belgian

verifications have been satisfactory. Licensing Authorized Body 'AVN'.
Only some minor hardware modifications have been

required. OBJECTIVES OF THE PROJECT - OPERATING
CONDITION 1WROVEMENTS.

INTRODUCTION
The two objectives of the 'APAC" project are the power

Up to now, the Doel Unit 3 and Tihange Unit 2 nuclear uprating and the relaxation of the operating conditions for a
power plants have both operated at the nominal thernial more flexible operation. The most important features are

power of 2785 MW (both units are sister units and use the described hereafter:
same design of Nuclear Steam Supply System (NSSS) from

FRAMATOME). - The non-drial NSSS thermal power is increased from

2785 MWth up to 2905 MWth, i.e. a 43% power rise.
The development of models and calculation codes

(neutronic and thermal-hydraulic) more accurate than those - The initial Safety Analysis Report considered a steam
used for the initial design enables us to reduce the generator tubes plugging level of 2%; this value is
uncertainties which results in margin release with regard to increased up to 5% and 8% respectively for Tihange 2
the unchanged criteria. and Doel 3.

These margins can be used to redefine some operating - The operating domain (relative power Prel - axial
parameters, allowing simultaneous power uprating and power differences) is enlarged (figure 1). Ile

improved flexibility. operating mode, presently A mode or "CAOCI

(Constant Axial Offset Control) is changed in a
To this end, the ELECTRABEL Company and its "RAOC tpe (Relaxed Axial Offset Control) mode.

Architect Engineer TRACTEBEL have decided to start the The use of RAOC enhances operating flexibility for
"APAC" project: 'Augmentation de Puissance - operations at reduced power levels.

Assouplissement des Cycles'.
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- The core peak heat flux factor, FQ limit is increased

from 213 to 23.

- The rference core assumes extended cycles, a

maximum enrichment of 4.5%, reloading by third of Go-

core following an OUT-IN-IN scheme and maximum

discharge burnup of 48 000 MWd/t. 50.

- The limiting values of the safety 'Tcy-parameters' for 2

the reference core arc, in gneral, "relaxed" with rgard 40- DNB

to those of the initial Safety Analysis Report.

P
30-

- The limit on the enthalpy rise hot channel factor FAH C;

is increased from 1.55 to 165.

20.

- The required shutdown rnargin is reduced from 1770

pcm to 1500 pm.
10.

- Less restrictive conditions for strctch-out operation

(cycle extended operation with simultaneous power and 0

core average temperature reduction) are introduced 280 300 320 340

(figure 2). AVERAGE TEMPERATURE CC)

- A new protection diagram is established (figure 3. Figure 3 Protection Diagram
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NEW METHODOLOGIES AND CODES.
b. Up to now, the DNBR limit, using the WRB-I

The FRAMATONE hffiFRA I methodology has been correlation, was 1. 17. In other words, when DNBR is
used for the LOCA analysis while for the DNB transients at the DNBR limit, there is a 95% probability (at a
(except for the stem line break) a statistical method with 95% confidence level) that DNB will not ocur on the
the WRB I critical heat flax correlation has been applied. most limiting fuel rod. In the statistical method,

variations in plant operating parameters, nuclear and
a. The large break loss of coolant accident can be divided thermal parameters, and fuel fabrication parameters

in three phases: the depressurization of the primary are considered statistically to obtain a DNB
system, the refill of the vessel lower plenum and the uncertainty factor. Applying this factor leads to a
reflood of the core. For each phase, the following limiting DNBR value to be used for transient analysis
aspects are considered: the primary system thermal- in njunction with input parameters at their nominal
hydraulic transient (codes NEDUSE and PERSEE), or best estimated values. An additional uncertainty for
the fuel behaviour (peak clad temperature and the calculation code (FLICA) and the transient effect
oxidizing rate) (codes ACONDA and BART-F) and is taken into account according to the NRC
the effects on the pressure and temperature conditions recommendation.
in the containment (code CONTATE). The linkage of
the different codes is described on figur 4 c. New calculation codes have also been used for the

neutronic and thermal-hydraulic analysis as to verify
For the small break LOCA, the containment the mechanical behaviour of the components.
conditions are not evaluated because the peak clad
temperature occurs during the depressurization of the All the methods and codes have been audited and their
primary system, when the break flow is critical. use accepted by AVN, the Belgian licensing authority.

Time 0 tfd tdr End of calculation

Depressurization 4 1 + Refill I Reflood

Primary System

thermal-hydraulic MtDUSE

transient

PERS9E

Containment COMIPATE
Conditions

Fuel behaviour ACONDA

Figure 4 Codes linking for the large break loss of coolant accident
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Large breaks diameter > 25 cm)
SAFETY EVALUATION.

The limiting break size corresponds to 6 times the
The realization of the project has included several parts: double ended rupture break; for this size assuming, for a

sinusoidal axial power distribution and for a hot channel
A. First, all the core fimiting accidents affected by the factor value of 165, the hot spot factor FQ is limited to 230

power uprating and/or the operating condition in order to comply with the regulatory limiting fuel
relaxation (LOCA, DNB, heat up and cool down temperature of 2200 dgree F.
transients) have been evaluated.
The ore power capability -DNB and linear power The enrichment value of 4.5% taken into account in the
aspects for class I normal operation) and 2 (moderate studies results in an increase of both the core critical boron
frequency occurcrice) transients - has been verified. concentration and the safety injection system boron

concentration. The calculation of the boron concentration
The following conditions have been adopted for the decrease in the core and increase in the sump has permitted

performance of these studies: to define the key parameters to be respected in order to
avoid return to criticality or boron crystallization and hence

• Thermal nominal power: 2 905 MWth to erify that the time available to shift the safety injection
system in hot leg recirculation is sufficient.

• Pressurizer pressure 15 abs. bar (unchanged)
The minimal time is 6 hours; the boron concentration in

• Average coolant temperature: the value at full load is the safety injection system supply tanks is chosen in
increased from 304.60C to 3060C to compensate for the consequence.
effects of the power uprating and the increase in steam
generator tube plugging level effects on the balance of The DNB transients
plant.

This transient category includes the losses of primary
• Primary flow: the increase in steam generator tube flow, the ntrol rods motions and the uncontrolled boron

plugging level and the introduction in the core of MIT dilution. The criteria to be satisfied are either the minimum
AFA fuel have lead to a value of 61 780 ml/h. for the DNBR or the fuel integrity following the vent. All events
thermal-hydraulic vessel flow (minimal flow) i.e. a 7 continue to comply with applicable design criteria: the
decrease. WRB 1 DNB correlation and the use of a statistical method

provide sufficient margins to compensate for the margin
• Fuel: the FRAGEMA AFA 900 l7x1 fel elements are utilization associated with APAC'. The limit for the

considered; the FRAGEMA rod bow penalty model is enthalpy rise hot channel factor F,&H was increased to 165.
applied 6.5% penalty in DNB at 45 000 IMd/t)

For the uncontrolled boron dilution in shutdown
• Control rods: Ag-In-Cd conditions, the reactor trip by high flux level stops the

transient without operator action and without risk of return
Most of the project studies have been performed bound to criticality. On the other hand in power conditions, the

both plants except when particular characteristics (safety overtemperature DeltaT trip functions prowas the core
injection system, ontainment volume, ...) were not similar. against nucleate boiling and 20 minute operator action time

is asumed.
The results and conclusions of the different analyses can

be summarized as follow: The control bank withdrawal transient has been
evaluated in a conservative way with a positive moderator

Loss of coolant accident temperature coefficient.

Small breaks diameter < 25 cm) 'Me 'second level' transients

All the USNRC criteria (10 CFR 50.46, App. K) are The Doel 3 and Tihange 2 power plants are equipped
complied with tis kind of break. with an exceptional protection system (also identified as

.second level" protection system or 'bunker' system) to
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cope with an external event such an earthquake or plane
crash. The second level consists of several systems (ultimate B. In a second step, system verifications regarding the
power supply, emergency charging system, emergency primary and secondary overpressuacs (capability of
auxiliary feedwater system, ...) which are supposed to nm pressurizer and steam generators valves), the
and put the unit in a safe state automatically during the first containment overpressure in case of LOCA or steam line
three hours of the event. break, the capability of the auxiliary systems (safety

injection, auxiliary feedwater, ...) have been performed.
The transients of concern to the bunker system M have

been studied separately for Doel and Tihange. The only C. Then, the radiological consequences have been
problem encountered was the water overfilling of the compared with the initial design situation. The power
pressurizer in case of total loss of load with failure of the uprating leads to an increase of the fission products
first level. The setpoint of the 'very high level pressurizer' inventory in the fuel rods which results in an increase in
trip signalhas been reduced (down to the first level value) coolant and connected system activity.
to actuate the trip earlier. The effects of such an increase have been examined in

terms of Technical Specifications.
The secondary line break transients

D. Finally the mechanical integrity of the primary
All the heat up accidents, except the feedwater line components has been demonstrated to omply with all

break, have been studied in the most conservative applicable requirements.
conditions (encountered during stretch-out when the core
average temperature is reduced). The loss of normal CONCLUSIONS.
feedwater with failure of the auxiliary feedwatel' system
(second level) requires the reduction of the high pressurizer All efforts demonstrated continued compliance with all
level setpoint in Tihange 2 applicable industry and regulatory requirements.

Nevertheless some minor hardware modifications are
The turbine trip without scram necessary to comply with existing limits in areas where no

additional margin was generated
The pressurizer safety relief valves must not open for the

turbine trip without scram event. Various setpoints related to high pressurizer level
actuation signals (scram and automatic reactor coolant

The power uprating increases the risk of opening the pump seal injection flow isolation) should be reduced, in
safety valves when the transient occurs at nominal power. order to avoid pressurizer overfilling and secondary side
Consequently, the trip turbine without scram is only overpressure.
allowed at power levels lower than the 'before APAC" This latter also required a slight reduction of the safety
non-drial power. valve settings.

The Rqwer caRgbility studies (neutronic and thermal- The Tihange 2 Technical Specifications related to the
hydraulic aspects) have established the (Prel -,&I) operating containment systems tightness and to the ventilation
domain and the protection penalty functions. The use of a systems efficiency must be modified in order to maintain
1.55 chopped cosine axial power distribution has required a the radiological consequences of the LOCA within the
limitation of the enthalpy rise hot channel factor FAH to established accepted limits.

1.60 instead of 165.
The "APAC' project has shown that it is possible to

SMific studies related to particular operating conditions improve significantly the operating onditions and the
such as stretch-out or "for a long time operation at reduced flexibility of Doel 3 and Tihange 2 units, without reducing
power" have also been performed. For the stretch-out, all safety margins and with only very few modifications to the
the aspects, even the mechanical behaviour of the primmy equipments.

system components, have been covered. It has been presented to the Belgian "Nuclear Safety

loss of non bunkerized electrical supplies, loss of Comriiission' which has approved it.

external load, feedwater system malfunctions, stean-dine
break outside the bunkerized area, rupture of letdown

and charging lines
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ABSTRACT Table I -

This paper discusses the program developed by GE BWR PLANTS OPERATING AT UPRATED POWER
Nuclear Energy (GE) to increase the power output of
Boiling Water Reactors (BWRs). For the implementation
of power uprate, this unique approach reduces the cost, the Plant Product Line Uprate Power.%
uncertainty and the level of effort for both the utility and Big Rock Point BWR/ 1 10
the licensing authority.

Nine Mile Point I BWR/2 20
INTRODUCTION Oyster Creek BWR/2 20

Improvements in analytical techniques based on Dresden Units 23 BWR/3 5
more realistic assumptions, as-built plant performance Quad Cities Units 12 BWR/3 5
feedback, and the new fuel designs combined with
as-built equipment, system and component capability, Millstone BWR/3 5
provide most BWR plants with the potential for an Monticello BWR/3 5
increase in thermal power rating by as much as 10%
without major hardware modification and as high as 20% Nuclenor BWR/3 5
with equipment modification. Pilgrim BWR/3 5

Several BVVR plants have already been approved to Duane Arnold BWR/4 5
increase their thermal power rating above the originally KKM (Muhlberg) BWR/4 10
licensed power level and many others are in the process
of completing or initiating power uprate evaluations as Cofrentes BWR/6 2
identified in Table 1. KKL (Leibstadt) BWR/6 5

STRATEGY TO ACHIEVE INCREASED POWER
OUTPUT BWR PLANTS IMPLEMENTING POWER UPRATE

An increase in the electrical power output of a BWR is
accomplished primarily by the generation and supply of Uprate Power,%
a greater steam flow to the turbine-generator, usually at a
slightly increased turbine throttle pressure. This Plant Product Line (Approximatel
increased steam flow is a result of the uprated core Fermi 2 BWR/4 5
thermal power output and is generally accompanied by
an increase in the reactor dome operating pressure. FitzPatrick BWR/4 5

A higher core thermal power output is attained by Susquehanna Units 12 BWR/4 5
extending core flow along previously established control Peach Bottom Units 23 BWR/4 5
rod lines while incorporating operational features WNP-2 BWR/4 5
included in previously licensed plant performance
improvements (see Figure 1). This GE strategy allows the Nine Mile Point 2 BWR/5 5
BWR to maximize the use of the existing available core
flow flexibility consistent with applicable operating Brunswick Units I2 BWR/4 5
guidelines that assure adequate reactor core stability. Limerick Units 12 BWR/4 5

KKL (Leibstadt) BWR/6 15
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EXPANDED OPERATING REGION feedwmer flow and by increasing core flow above rated.
This increases core reactivity and, correspondingly,

--------------------- thermal power. A plant may typically realize cycle
100% extension at full power of approximately 20 days.

POWER UPRATE PROCESS
CURRENT

OPWAIING RANGE In general, the power uprate process for the BWR
includes a detailed evaluation of plant design, operation
and equipment performance. The power uprate process
typically consists of three phases which include a
Feasibility Study, a detailed Engineering and Licensing

NWMALPOYVER

ASCENSION Evaluation, and Plant-Specific Implementation. ThesePATH
phases are shown in Figure 2 along with a typical power
uprate schedule.

IAT�n ON
CJR. I. INTMOCK3 POWER UPRATE FEASIBILITY STUDY

The power uprate process begins with a Feasibility
Study, which allows a utility to evaluate the overall
benefit of the gain in electrical power output. In the
Feasibility Study, current and expected plant operation is

I;k examined to confirm that appropriate design, operating
CORE FLOW (% RATED) and safety criteria can be met. Sufficient engineering

evaluations and assessments are performed to make
Figure I - Typical'BWR Expanded Operating Power-Flow preliminary decisions concerning operating plant
Map conditions for uprated power and to identify potential

major hardware modifications.

To implement power uprate, the top portion of the The scope of work in the Feasibility Study includes
operating power-flow map is extended while control rod the integrated evaluation of Nuclear Steam Supply,
patterns are adjusted at less than rated core flow. A Turbine-Generator and Balance-of-Plant systems and
revised uprated power-flow map is established (as shown equipment to assure a compatible feasibility study basis.
in Figure 1) to define the proposed new operating range The turbine heat balances are established to bound eactor
for the plant. An additional plant-unique strategy for and balance of plant operation at uprated conditions and
increased operating flexibility is to increase the for the benefit of evaluating elevated turbine control valve
maximum core flow at rated power to core flows greater throttle pressure. The capability of the turbine-generator
than the original design flow. This widens the BWR and the auxiliary components and controls is evaluated
operating power-flow map at full power to provide greater for adequate design margin and for safe and reliable
operational flexibility while improving plant capacity operation at the increased steam flows associated with
factors. Analyses are performed to demonstrate safety in uprated power. Parts or components are identified that
all operating portions of the uprated power-flow map. may need modification or replacement to operate at

uprated power conditions.
Uprated power operation also involves a slightly

increased reactor vessel dome pressure to provide
adequate inlet pressure conditions at the turbine. The
increased pressure is chosen to account for the larger FEASIS!UrY STUDY

pressure drop through the steamlines at the higher steam DETAILED ENGINEERING4

flow and to provide sufficient pressure control and turbine UrENSINQ EVALUATION

flow capability. REGtAATORY REVIEW

With the increased dome pressure, increased pressure PLANT-SPEOFIC

setpoints are selected for the high pressure scram and the -REFUEUNO

safety relief valves. This ensures that safety and OUTAGE

operating margins are maintained to assure adequate P:.FI I`.ATE

overpressure protection while avoiding unnecessary plant OPERATION

shutdowns.

When the plant reaches the end-of-cycle condition, a 24 30

power coastdown may be used to extend the fuel cycle MONTHS

length and energy. Some plants augment the power level
during this period by reducing the temperature of the Figure 2 - Typical Power Uprate Schedule
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DETAILED ENGINEERING AND LICENSING as specified in the SAR and in environmental
EVALUATIONS regulations. Further, the SAR may require revisions

which are performed on a plant-specific basis.
Detailed plant-specific engineering and licensing

evaluations are performed to provide a detailed analysis Power uprate impacts plant Technical Specifications
and assessment of potentially affected aspects of plant with respect to numerical references to rated power,
operation and safety at the selected uprated power levels. parameters which are a function of rated power, and
The results are documented in engineering and instrument setpoints. In addition, recalibration of the
licensing reports. power range monitors is necessary so that uprated power

indicates 100% and the relative high power alarms and
In the performance of the detailed engineering and trips are unchanged. Potential significant hazards are

licensing evaluations, aspects of BWR plant design and considered although no significant increases in the
operation are evaluated with respect to regulatory amount of effluents or radiation emitted from the facility
requirements applicable to the plant at the time of the are anticipated because of power uprate.
uprate, and from a representative fuel cycle viewpoint,
similar to the original analysis performed in the Safety The power uprate licensing effort is distilled into a
Analysis Report (SAR). The engineering and licensing plant-specific licensing report for submittal to the
evaluations also include containment structures and licensing authority. This plant-specific licensing report
environmental considerations. typically references GE generic licensing topical reports

to focus the plant review by the licensing agency on those
Equipment performance and plant operation are issues that are either plant-unique or cannot be addressed

evaluated with respect to actual performance versus in a bounding manner. The licensing report provides
projected operating conditions to identify hardware justification for the plant-specific approach, contains a
modifications required to achieve uprated power summary of the engineering evaluations and the "no
operation. Thermal-hydraulic parameters are established significant hazards" assessment, and addresses and
at the UTated power level by evaluating turbine-generator resolves key relevant licensing issues such as U.S. NRC
capability and performing coordinated reactor heat Regulatory Guides and General Design Criteria. Table 2
balances which relate the reactor thermal-hydraulic presents a typical top level scope of a licensing report.
parameters to the increased plant feedwater and steam
flow conditions. The thermal-hydraulic parameters PLANT-SPECIFIC IMPLEMENTATION
define the conditions for operation at uprated power,
including feedwater temperature and dome pressure, as In the plant-specific implementation phases, the utility
well as specific power and flow conditions. These completes any required plant modifications and
conditions are used to establish the basis for subsequent implements various procedural, software and hardware
analyses and are presented in the plant-specific uprate changes to achieve operation at the increased power level.
application with comparison to the conditions previously Most of this effort is accomplished during the refueling
analyzed and licensed. outage which immediately precedes the first uprate cycle

operation. Following the approval of the uprate licensing
The power uprate licensing effort encompasses a amendment, actual uprated plant operation commences

broad scope of analysis and evaluations to address, support and performance tests are initiated.
and justify the safety aspects of plant operation at the
uprated power conditions and other planned operating Table 2 - Typical Top-Level Scope for a Power Uprate
strategies. Licensing Report

To facilitate the performance of the licensing 0 Regulatory Requirements
evaluations as well as to streamline the regulatory review
and approval process, GE Nuclear Energy has developed 9 Reactor Core and Fuel Performance
and implemented a unique, generic approach for power
uprate licensing. This U.S. NRC-approved generic 0 Reactor Coolant System and Connected Systems
approach establishes an agreed-upon scope and depth for
plant-specific power uprate evaluations and defines the 0 Engineered Safety Features
methodology, analysis assumptions, and acceptance
criteria to be utilized and reported. Additionally, GE 0 Instrumentation and Control
developed and utilizes generic bounding evaluations for
BWR plant licensing issues, analytical studies, and 0 Electrical Power and Auxiliary Systems
equipment evaluations.

0 Power Conversion Systems
The plant-specific licensing evaluation identifies any

deviations from the GE generic licensing approach and is 0 Radwaste Systems and Radiation Sources
based on licensing criteria, codes, and standards
currently applicable to the plant using U.S. NRC approved 0 Reactor Safety Performance Features
analysis methods and computer codes for the accidents
and transients affected by power uprate. Systems and 0 Evaluation of General Issues
components are evaluated to confirm that they continue to
comply with the functional and regulatory requirements 0 Licensing Evaluations
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OPTIONAL POWER UPRATE FEATURES Application of this methodology provides the basis for
reducing the number of unnecessary surveillance tests

Because power uprate can affect the total safety and extending the allowed time to make repairs in failed
analysis of the plant, power uprate provides an opportune equipmen 't during plant operation. This leads to overall
time to incorporate other performance, safety and reductions in plant operating and maintenance costs
licensing enhancements. Some of the programs and withoutjeopardizing plant safety.
products available to enhance plant performance and to
increase availability include: PERFORM Performance Improvements in transient thermal-hydraulic and
Relaxation and Technical Specifications Improvements), neutronic methods were also made possible through the
Increased Core Flow (ICF) Analysis, Maximum Extended expanded experimental and analytical technology bases,
Load Line Limit Analysis (MELLLA), SAFER/GESTR as well as through startup and special testing at BWRs.
Applications for ECCS, End-of-Cycle Recirculation Pump Quantification of this margin has allowed BWRs to utilize
Trip, Process Computer Update and 3-D Monicore, improved, more efficient fuel designs. In addition, the
Instrument Setpoint Methodology, Safety Analysis Report application of new licensing codes allows a realistic
upgrades, Updated Technical Specifications and assessment of the governing phenomenon and allows
Significant Hazard Reports, rurbine-Generator analysis significant improvements in BWR equipment
and upgrades, and Adjustable Speed Drives (ASD) performance requirements and associated plant technical
for the Reactor Recirculation pump motors and flow specifications.
control.

The GE approach to power uprate takes full advantage
UPDATED TECHNOLOGY AND METHODOLOGY of these improvements.

Investment in research and development over the past CONCLUSION
25 years have yielded new, fully qualified and U.S. NRC
accepted analytical methodologies for licensing The evaluation of a BWR for power uprat is
applications for the BWR based on more realistic comprehensive and based on regulatory-approved
assumptions, as-built plant performance feedback, and the methodologies. Specific generic methods, assumptions
latest fuel designs. Of particular significance is GE's and scopes of evaluation are followed to assure
best-estimate computer models for realistic evaluations of consistency in licensing submittals and to reduce
abnormal transient and loss-of-coolant (LOCA) events. uncertainties in the regulatory review and approval
Application of these methodologies has given the BVv`R process. In the U.S. alone, planned BWR uprates will add
industry the means to accurately assess the BWR's almost 1000 MWe of new generating capacity, most of
response to hypothetical events and has demonstrated that which will be achieved with only minor plant
substantial safety and operational margins exist in the modifications.
BWR. Firmly establishing the real margin opens
opportunities for enhancements which esult in
improvements in equipment and overall plant
performance (availability and capacity), while assuring
that adequate safety margins are retained.
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ABSTRACT These sensitivities were determined using an adaptation
of the Westinghouse "Revised Thermal Design Procedure"

Wolf Creek Nuclear Operation Corporation (WCNOC) has (RTDP). RTDP is a statistical core thennal-hydraulic design
recently completed a plant uprating program which is to take methodology in which uncertainties on the core state variables
effect during cycle 7 (in November, 1993). In this program and the critical heat flux (CIE) crrelation are analyzed to
the major plant change was to increase the plant reactor establish the overall uncertainty on departure from nucleate
power from 3411-106 Wt to 3565-106 Wt a 45% increase. boiling ratio (DNBR). A CBF correlation analysis limit is
in addition, several other changes were made as a result of then established wich includes the overall uncertainty on
switching to VANTAGE 5H fuel with intermediate flow DNBR. 'Me benefit of RTDP is derived from performing
mixers. These included 1 a positive moderator temperature subsequent design analyses using nominal onditions. Use of
coefficient, 2 a decrease in thermal design flow, 3 an RTDP also allows transient analyses to use nominal plant
increase in main stmn safety valve blowdown capacities, 4 a parameters to define transient initial conditions.

Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) re-analysis, 5 a H/FQ The uncertainties of the core state variables and the
increase, 6 a imble plug removal, 7 an increase in
allowable stearn generator tube plugging, and 8 a core overall uncertainty of the DNBR was determined by
operating limit report. performing a set of analyses required by RTDP. The

resulting sensitivities were then used to confirm that sufficient
DNB margin will be retrained if the target plant configuration

REQUIRED SAFETY ANALYSES is used.

To manage the the safety analysis effort required by the DNBR sensitivities are normally determined for seven
rerate, the analysis program was divided into three phases; 1) core state variables using the RTDP methodology.
setting the target configuration, 2 justify the target
configuration and 3 performing the specific analyses. These state variables are:

'Me target configuration consists of the operating I core power
parameters listed in Table 1. They are arrived at based on the 2. core inlet temperature
desire of Operations. This is one additional advantage of the 3. system pressure
rerate program, in that, it has allowed WCNOC to adjust the 4. core flow rate
configuration of the plant after several years of operations. 5. effective flow fraction (i.e. bypass flow)

6. enthalpy rise factor (F,&H) and

The next step in the rerate effort was to perform several 7. engineering enthalpy rise factor (FAH, 1)
analyses to form a technical basis for the selection of the
rerate plant target configuration. The results of these
analyses were the determination of Wolf Creek Generating
Station (WCGS) specific sensitivities for the Westinghouse
Rod Bundle 2 (WRB-2) critical heat flux orrelation.
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Parameter Present Plant Uprate

NSSS Power 106 WO 3425 3579
Reactor Power 106 Wt) 3411 3565

Thermal Design Flow (gpm/Ioop) 95700 93600
Reactor Flow, Total 106 Ibm/hr) 142.1 139.4
Reactor Coolant Pressure (psia) 2250 2250

Reactor Coolant Temperature (OF)
Core Outlet 621.4 618.4

Vessel Outlet 618.2 613.2
Core Average 591.8 585.7

Vessel Average 588.5 581.2
Vessel/Core Inlet 558.8 549.3

Steam Generator Outlet 558.6 549.0
Steam Generator 

Steam Temperature (OF) 554.6 530.6
Steam Pressure (psia) 1000 890.1

Steam Flow (106 lbm/hr) 15.88
Feedwater Temperature (F) 440 446
Zero Load Temperature (F) Z)D / I

Steam Generator Tube Plugging 0 10
Core Bypass (%) 5.8 8.4

Fuel Design (17xl7) Standard V-514 with IFM

Table 1. Proposed change in configuration for the Wolf Creek Generation Station.

To insure that the DNBR sensitivities used to establish determined by varying each of the seven core state variables,
the overall uncertainty on DNBR are indeed limiting, DNBR one at a time, wle holding the remaining six core state
sensitivity analyses are performed at a variety of conditions. variables constant. Te DN13R sensitivity is then defined as:
The seven sets of conditions at which sensitivity studies are
performed are: Si = ln(DNBR, - n(DNBR2)

1. Core Limits - high pressure and high power power (for ln(yi - n2)
where

WCGS that is, 2460 psia and 120% power).
2. Core Limits - high pressure and low power near the SI = DNBR sensitivity for the parameter ,

intersection of the vessel exit boiling limit line and the DNBRi = Reference minimum DNBR for core state
DNBR or quality limit fine (for WCGS that is, 2460 psia under examination,
and 80 to I 0% power). DNBR2 = Minimum DNBR resulting from perturbation

3. Core Limits - low pressure and high power (for WCGS of parameter 2 with remaining core state
that is, 1805 psia and 120% power). variables held constant,

4. Core Limits - low pressure and low power near the yl = Value of parameter I at reference condition
intersection of the exit boiling limit line and the DNBR and

limit line (for WCGS that is, 1805 psia and 100% y2 = Perturbed value of parmeter 2 which yields
power). DNBR2.

5. Loss of flow conditions.

6. Locked rotor conditions The above DNBR sensitivity was applied to the following
7. RCCA malfunction conditions (i.e. rod withdrawal at four sets of plant conditions to determine the DNBR

power). sensitivity to changes in the core state variables. These were:

After a reference minimum DNBR is established for each 1. Nominal Conditions Case.
of the seven conditions above, the DNBR sensitivities are 2. High Power High Pressure Case
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3. Egh Power - Low Pressue Case density. ne 15865 FAH is the same value used for the
4. Modified WCGS cycle 6 loss of flow conditions. nominal case.

The nominal conditions ase above was based upon the The high power/low pressure case was also compared to
target configuration listed in Table 1. Specifically, the core the nominal case. The core state variables which define this
state variables which define the nominal conditions case were: case are:

Nominal Condtions Case 11igh PowerALow Pressure Case
Core State Variables Core State Variables

Core Power 3565-106 Wth Core Power 4278-106 Wth
Pressure 2275.0 psia Pressure 1805.0 psia
Wet Temperature 558.3 OF Inlet Temperature 558.3 OF
Mass Flow 2.5535-106 bnVbr ft2 Mass Flow 2.5339-106 Ibnvhr-,ft2
FAH 1.5865 F,&H 1.5865

The ore power of 3565-106 Wth corresponds to a 45% The core power of 4278-106 Wth used in the high
power increase from the current lincensed level of 3411.106 power/low pressure case is 120% of the rerate power level of
Wth. The system pressure of 2275.0 psia is the current 3565-106 Wth. A system pressure of 1805.0 psia was
operating pressure of 2250.0 psia as measured at the selected to conservatively bound the current low pressurizer
pressurizer, plus 25 psi of elevation head to the top of the pressure trip pressure of 1900 psia. Again, the inlet
core. An inlet temperature of 558.30F is the cycle 6 design temperature was set to 558.3 to maximize DNBR sensitivity.
inlet temperature. This temperature is slightly higher than the Ile mass flux term is smaller Om that shown for the nominal
inlet temperature which will be used after rerate. A higher case because of the effect of the decrease pressure on coolant
value was used for the sensitivity sudies to maximize DNB density. The 15865 F,&H is the same value used in the
sensitivities. The mass flow of 25535-106 bnVhr-ft2 nominal case.
corresponds to a thermal design flow rate of 375,000 gpm
with 84% bypass flow. The FAH of 15865 corresponds to a The modified WCGS cycle 6 loss of flow conditions case
design FH of 165 minus the expected measurement was derived from a WCGS specific RETRANI analysis of
uncertainty of 4%. the loss of flow event performed by WCNOC. Specifically,

core state variables where derived using the core state vector
The high pressure, high power condition case was then which yielded the minimum departure from nucleate boiling

referenced to the nominal condition case defined above. ratio taken from the rference loss of flow analysis. The
Specifically, the core state variables defining this case were: resulting core state variables which define this limiting core

state vector are:

Rgh Pressure/Power Case
Core State Variables Nominal Condtions Case

Core Power 4278-106 Wth Core State Variables
Pressure 2485.0 psia Core Power 3405-106 Wth
Inlet Temperature 558.3 OF Pressure 2347.2 psia
Mass Flow 2.5619-106 nvhr-ft2 erature 558. OF
F,&H 1.586 Mass Flow 2.0086-106 ffVhr-ft2

FAH 1.5865

The core power of 4278-106 Wth used in the high
power/high pressure case corresponds to 120% of the rerated 'Me core power and mass flow terms used in this analysis
power level of 3565-106 Wth. A system pressure of 2485.0 were selected by applying the ratio of the values of the core
psia corresponds to the current high pressurizer pressure trip state variables at the time of minimum DNBR to the initial
setpoint (i.e. 2460 psia) plus 25 psi elevation head to the top value take from WCGS cycle 6 Loss of Flow (LOF) analysis
of the core. Again, the inlet temperature was set to 558.31F to the nominal conditions case as previously defined. In
to maximize the DNBR sensitivitiy. The mass flux of 25619 addition, a bounding axial power distribution was also used in
.106-Ibm/hr-ft2 corresponds to 375,000 gpm with 84% the definition of the loss of flow statepoint.
bypass. The ass flux term is slightly larger than before
because of the effect of the increase pressure on coolant
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Results from the DNBR sensitivity studies at each of the Increase core _NRass flo - The increased pressure drop
four core states were then examined to establish the maximum associated with H with IFM's fiiel design and planned
DNBR sensitivity for each parameter as shown below. thimble plug deletion in cycle 7 wl result in an increase in

core bypass flow. Analysis has shown that both effects could
WCGS DNBR SENSTIVIM S result in an increase from 5.8% to 84% bypass flow or a

Power -1.96 2.6% reduction in total coolant flow available, in the core, for
Temperature -6.41 heat transfer. Using the WCGS specific DNBR sensitivity to
Pressure 1.04 flow of - .6 1, this reduction in core flow is expected to result
Flow Rate 1.61 in a 419% reduction in DNB margin.

Bypass 1.61 Core inlet temperature - The target plant configuration
FM -2.23 calls for a reduction in core inlet temperature from 558.81F to

550.6'F or a 147% decrease. This decrease accounts for

IMPACT ON PLANT TARGET CONFIGURATION both the increase in core power and a planned 5F Thot
reduction in operation.

To verify that sufficient DNB margin ill exist at the The net effect for the cycle 7 reload, in which 13 of the
target plant configuration, the expected impacts of changes in core will be loaded with Vantage Hybrid fiiel with
plant parameters affecting DNBR were caluculated using the intermediate flow mixers is estimated to be:
WCGS specific DNBR sensitivities. The plant parameters

exan-dned are the increase in core power, changes in F&H, Action DNBR Margin
implementation of a positive moderator temperature
coeffiencient, introduction of an intermediate flow mixer fiiel WRB-2 CHF Correlation +25.0%
design, changes in core inlet tmnperature, and increases in Power Increase -8.8%
core bypass flow due to an increase in the core pressure drop Bypass Flow Increase 4.19%
and thimble plug removal. Transition Core Penalty -10.91%

Inlet Temperature Reduction 2.31%
Increase in power - 'Me thermal power was increased Statistical Analysis Methods 10.0%

from 3411.106 Wth to 3565-106 Wth or a 45% increase. Increase A H -14.4%
Using WCGS specific DNBR sensitivity to power of 1.96,
this power increase is expected to result in a .8% decrease in
DNB margin. Total A DNBR Margin -0.99%

Increase in peaking - 'Me FH was increased from the Currently, WCGS has a 57% DNBR margin. Therefore,

1.55 to 165 a 645% increase. With a F,&H DNBR the impact of the power uprating on DNBR margin can be
sensitivity of 2.23, this leads to an expected decrease of accommodated. In addition, subsequent cycles would see
14.4% DNB margin. significant increases in DNB margin due to the phase out of

the transition core penalty.

Installation of an intermediate flow n-dxer We fuel (i.e
Vantage 5 Hybrid with TFM's - Westinghouse analyses REFERENCES
indicate that a full core of an intermediate flow mixer fiiel is
expected to yield a 25% increase in DNBR. However prior to 1. J.H. MCFADDEN, et al., "RETRAN02 - A Program for
a full core, transition core effects will negate some of the Transient Thermal -Hydraulic Analysis of Complex Fluid
DNB benefit associated with the intermediate flow mixer fuel. Systems," EPRI NP-1850 CCM-a, Rev. 4 1988).
The following table indicates the DNBR benefit recieved in
each of the next three cycles.

Cycle /61FM DNBR DNBR
in Core PenaltK Benefit

7 33 10.91 14.1
8 66 6.61 18.4
9 100 0.0 25.0
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ABSTRACT

Power uprating for commercial nuclear power For most nuclear power plants, the intent of
plants has become increasingly attractive because of power uprating is to remove the self-imposed over-
pragmatic reasons. It provides quick return on conservatism built into the current plant systems and
investment and competitive financial benefits, while components. For majority of the U. S. built Light
involving low risks regarding plant safety and public Water Reactors (including PWRs and BWRs), the as-
objection. This paper briefly discussed nuclear plant built systems and equipment may have as much as
uprating guidelines, scope for design basis analysis 5% overcapacity above the original NRC-approved
and engineering evaluation, and presented the Salem power rating. In conjunction with analytical tool (i.e.,
nuclear power plant uprating study for illustration computer models and design methodologies)
purposes. A cost and benefit evaluation of the Salem improvement and accumulated operating experience, a
power uprating was also included. power uprating by approximately 5% would require

only limited hardware modifications on certain key
components. This means a relatively low capital

1.0 INTRODUCTION investment.

The environment for building new nuclear
power plants in the United States has been rather This paper will briefly discuss the power
difficult in recent years. The reasons are two-fold: uprating guidelines adopted for the Westinghouse
Socio-political and Economical. The reluctance for the PWRs and the General Electric BWRs and the required
anti-nuclear people to accept any risks associated work scope for power uprating. The findings from the
with the potential severe consequences from nuclear Salem power uprating study are then presented for
power plant m ishaps has become a socio-political illustration purposes. The economic benefits from the
issue, rather than a technological issue, that needs to uprating are compared with other power sources such
be settled. The Not-In-My-Backyard sentiment among as fossil and natural gas plants.
some of the pro-nuclear people towards building new
nuclear power plants added barriers to new plant
construction. 2.0 GUIDELINES TO ACHIEVE HIGHER POWER

Due to the differences in design and design
The excessive regulatory burden on nuclear philosophy, the power uprating strategies for PWR and

power plants in the U.S. has made nuclear power BWR are somewhat different. For example, for Salem
plants less competitive in certain geographical regions Generating Station, a 4-loop Westinghouse pressurized
as compared to other power sources such as fossil, water reactor, its premise to achieve a higher power
combined cycle, gas turbine and cogeneration plants. rating is to maintain the plant operating parameters
Therefore, power uprating, the approach to increase within the allowable operating window as shown in
the electric output from the existing nuclear power Figure 1. Figure T indicates that at different power
plants, has become very attractive from both the fatings, the bounding operating parameters vary. The
considerations of public acceptance and plant Departure From Nucleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) limit
economy, because it requires no new plant site; no line, which reflects the corelfuel operating limit, would
impact on plant safety; and the return on investment become more restrictive with increasing core power.
is economically attractive as well. However, the secondary side (steam) pressure line and
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the reactor hot leg temperature line, which reflect the To explore the feasibility of power uprating,
restrictions on steam generators, essentially envelop Salem conducted a thorough study regarding its
the upper bound of the operating window. The Nuclear Steam Supply Systems (NSSS) safety
turbine volumetric flow line, which dictates the lower margins, Balance of Plant (BOP) components capacity
bound of the operating window, shows the minimum adequacy, Turbine/Generator efficiency, and the
value required for the desired turbine power output. possible environmental impact.

For Hope Creek Generating Station, a General Salem evaluated the possibility of uprating its
Electric BWR 4 Mark I Boiling Water Reactor, an NSSS and Turbine/Generator systems for Units and
extended operating region for the typical Power/Flow 2 from an operating point of 3423 MWt at a Reactor
Map such as shown in Figure 2 will be justified. An Coolant System (RCS) average temperature of 577.9 
increased power rating will shift the reactor operation F 303 'C) to 3600 MWt over a range of RCS average
towards the expanded power/flow area. Uprated
power operation will involve slightly elevated reactor temperature from 565 F 296 'C) to 583.1 OF (306-
vessel pressure, which is needed to compensate for C) (Table I). The possible operating constraints due
the larger pressure drop through the steamlines due to to various levels of tube plugging during the life of the
increased steam flow and to provide sufficient turbine steam generators were considered. Salem assumed a
inlet pressure for higher power generation. 10% average tube plugging in its four steam

generators and up to 1 5% peak tube plugging for one
steam generator.

For both PWRs and BWRs, some plant
modifications and setpoint changes may be required to The power uprating study were conducted for
offset the physical impacts incurred by the increased all key systems and components in the Nuclear Steam
power rating and the higher steam flow rate. Supply Systems and the Balance of Plant Systems.

The results are summarized as follows;

3.0 SCOPE FOR DESIGN BASIS ANALYSIS
AND ENGINEERING EVALUATION 4.1 NUCLEAR STEAM SUPPLY SYSTEMS

(NSSS)
Although the power uprating approaches for

PWRs and BWRs are different (Figure vs. Figure 2 4.1.1 NSSS ACCIDENT ANALYSES
the required design basis analyses are dictated by the
same set of regulations - the NRC Standard Review The Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) analyses
Planl. For plants which were licensed before the indicate that at the 3600 MWt rated conditions the
current NRC Standard Review Plan was issued, the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) will continue
currently applied design bases may still be applicable. to meet the 10CFR50.46 criteria. The design

transient analyses (or non-LOCA analyses) show that
the existing Reactor Protection System is adequate to

For either PWR or BWR plants, it appears that maintain the core integrity, provided that certain set
adequate core thermal margins could be made readily points be revised to maintain the needed safety
available through the se of improved computer margins. The containment integrity analyses
models or refined analytical methodologies for the - demonstrated that at the power level of 3600 MWt,
5% core power rating increase. The major efforts to the post accident containment peak pressure is
accomplish a power upratinq are therefore, placed less maintained below the containment design limit.
on design basis analyses2--3, but more on the trade-
offs between the extent of hardware modifications
(the cost) and the optimal power gain. The higher the 4.1.2 NSSS FLUID SYSTEMS EVALUATION
power stretching from the oginal power rating, the
more hardware modifications or components The fluid systems capabilities were evaluated
upgrading will be required. Costly hardware changes for the power level of 3600 MWt over a range of RCS
are usually deemed unwarranted. temperatures between 565.0 OF 296 C) and 583.1

0F 306 'C). Three systems, namely, Residual Heat

The following two sections discuss the Removal ( RHR), Component Cooling Water (CCW),
technical aspects of the Salem plant uprating study4 and Service Water Systems, may be significantly
and its economic evaluation for illustration purposes. impacted by the uprated power level. The RHR

cooldown period will need to be extended; Higher
CCW temperature may require the plant to install

4.0 SALEM STATION POWER UPRATING miniature cooling tower or some devices of similar
STUDY - AN EXAMPLE functions to alleviate potential environmental

concerns. It is worth noting that the higher CCW
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temperature is only partially due to the power 4.2 BALANCE OF PLANT
uprating. A greater proportion of the higher CCW
temperature was caused mainly by the higher Heat balance models were developed to
recorded water temperature at the Delaware River in establish the predicted operating conditions for the
the past few years. The river water is the ultimate steam cycle based on thermodynamic parameters of
heat sink for the Salem plant operation. the plant, one at 3423 MWt and the other at 3600

MWt. The results of the evaluations of functional
systems and components are as follows:

4.1.3 STEAM GENERATOR EVALUATION

In order to achieve a higher power rating, 4.2.1 RADIOLOGICAL DOSE ANALYSIS
upgrade of the steam generator moisture separators
and installation of four sentinel plugs will be required. Dose will increase for most postulated
These modifications are for maintaining the steam accidents, however, the doses at the site boundary
quality at a desirable value and to eliminate the and the local planning zone will remain within the
potential risk of U-bend vibration respectively. limits of 10CFR100. The Control Room LOCA doses

are within the more limiting criteria of GDC-19. The
doses associated with Stearriline Break and Steam

It was recognized that for RCS Thot above 600 Generator Tube Rupture are based upon limitations
0F 315.6 IC), the steam generator tube material imposed by Tech Specs (not a function of power level)
(Alloy 600) would be more prone to corrosion. Thus, and thus will not be affected by power uprating.
operation at the low end of the proposed temperature

range is preferred. 4.2.2 STRUCTURAUPIPING EVALUATION

4.1.4 TURBINE-GENERATOR EVALUATION Evaluation of the containment structure to
withstand pressure loading associated with a LOCA at

To increase the reliability of the operation of uprated conditions and the assessment of the current
the low pressure turbines, some blading modifications piping systems to support the uprating were
are recommended. Modifications of the high pressure conducted. No weakness were identified based on
turbines are also suggested, though not required, for available information.
more efficient operation at the 3600 MWt rating.
There is no need for the electrical generator
modifications if operation of the generator at the 4.2.3 STEAM AND POWER CONVERSION
uprated conditions with a power factor of 094 SYSTEM REVIEW
lagging to 0975 leading is acceptable for the power
grid. The steam and power conversion systems

were reviewed based on the heat balance analyses to
assess margins to accommodate the uprating. It was

4.1.5 REACTOR CORE/FUEL EVALUATION identified that some shell side relief valves for the feed
water heaters and the heater drain system may need

As a result of improved design methodology, to be upgraded to adequately provide the safety
inherent safety margins could be utilized to offset the margins.
margin loss due to a higher core power. Therefore,
there is no concern relative to the capability of the
core to generate thermal power up to 3600 MWt. In 4.2.4 AUXILIARY SYSTEM REVIEW

summary, no core or fuel modifications are needed. To ensure sufficient cooling capacity and

makeup capability, the auxiliary systems were
4.1.6 CONTROL SYSTEMS AND SETPOINTS assessed. The systems include Service Water,

REVIEW Turbine Auxiliary Cooling, Dernineralized Water
Makeup, and HVAC. The Service Water System may

The NSSS control systems were reviewed and have difficulty to provide sufficient cooling to the plant
found adequate for the uprated conditions. The if the assumed water temperature for the Delaware
review of the margin to the steam generator low-low River was increased from 85 F 29.5 C) to 90 F 32
level reactor trip set point indicated that if the units IC). Alternatives are available to resolve the issue.
are expected to experience large load rejections at The turbine Auxiliary Cooling System would need to
rates close to 200%/minute, the operation of the be upgraded to accommodate the uprating.
steam dump valves may be marginal, therefore,
further investigation will be needed.
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4.2.5 I/C AND ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEMS economic perspective, to extract more power from the
REVIEW existing plant equipment as do some other Light Water

Reactor Plants. No significant licensing issues would
The reviews indicated that the existing systems be anticipated for power uprating by up to -5%.

will function adequately.

7.0 REFERENCES
4.2.6 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW

1 "Standard Review Plan (LWR Edition)', NUREG-
The environmental impacts as a result of the 0800, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

uprating may have a significant effect. The circulating June 1987.
water conditions resulting from the increased
condenser outlet temperature will require a review of 2. "Generic Guidelines for general electric Boiling
associated environmental discharge regulation. Water Reactor Power Uprate - Licensing
System modifications may be required. Topical Report', NEDO-31897, February 1992.

3. "A Review Plan For Uprating The Licensed
Other issues such as Radioactive Waste Power of A Pressurized Water Reactor Power

Management, Radiation Protection, and Environmental Plant", WCAP-10263, January 1983.
Qualifications were reviewed and no impacts were
identified as a result of the power uprating. 4. "Salem Nuclear Generating Station Units 2

Rerating Feasibility Study", Public Service
Electric Gas, New Jersey, January 1990.

The summary of the anticipated changes for
the Salem power uprating by 5.1% (from 3423 MWt
to 3600 MWt) is included in TABLE 2.

5.0 ECONOMIC EVALUATION

Based on the potential changes listed in TABLE
2, which were derived from the Salem feasibility
study, and the assumption of in service date of
January 1, 1998, the increase in rated capacity
results in system operating savings which outweigh
both the cost to uprate and the increase in $/MBTU
fuel costs for Salem. Assuming a life-time levelized
basis, the integrated project cost estimate is $98M.
The integrated project includes the uprating required
hardware modifications and the high pressure turbine
optimization, which is not required by the uprating but
will help improve the plant efficiency. For the $98M
project cost, the payback period is approximately 7
years. If all potential costs (moderate and high risk
items) are included, the overall cost may be up to
$150 M. The conceptual project cost of $98M is
equivalent to approximately $700/KW. The total cost
of the increased capacity is no more than 3
cents/kwh. The generation cost for coal plant and
natural gas plant is approximately cents/kwh. The
cost advantage of plant uprating is self-evident. In
addition to the cost advantage, the power uprating
could be accomplished within a relatively short time
period. This may be another important factor for the
region facing near term power shortage.

6.0 CONCLUSION

The Salem power plant uprating study
demonstrated the feasiblity, from a safety and
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FIGURE 2
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1. INTRODUCTION

Increasing the rated thermal power of an verification, required protection

existing plant represents a particularly setpoints modifications...

profitable way for a plant operator to

increase electricity production. For PWR Normal operation review (possible

plants, a increase in power can, in fact, consequences of power uprating on the

generally be achievied without significantly plant maneuvrability and on the fuel

modifying systems and equipments based management performances)

upon the margin in the original design.

Larger power increases can be achieved in Systems and components mechanical

the case of S.G. replacement. Based on integrity review and potential effect on

recent analysis of a 3 loop PWR, 900 MWe, the plant lifetime of the new operating

up to 12 power uprating is feasible with conditions.

an appropriate replacement S.G.

After this general overview, the paper will to

The general rule is to perform power focus in section RI on the possible plant

uprating without significant increase of lifetime impact of the power uprating.

average primary temperature. 'his is mainly

a result of consideration of S.G. tube

corrosion, of fuel clad corrosion and of core II. POWER UPRATING ANALYSES

safety margins (DNBR margins in GENERAL OVERVIEW

particular).

11-1 STUDIES TO BE CARRIED OUT AND

MAIN CONCLUSIONS

This paper will present a general overview of

the analyses for large power uprating : The main areas to be analyzed are determined
program of work, main conclusions on the on the basis of an evaluation of the

following items consequences of the new operating conditions

on the plant behaviour (Figure 1).

Safety demonstration (accident

analysis, safeguard systems capacity
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111-1.1 Accident Analyses

Increased power results in an criteria related to the mechanical integrity of
apparent decrease in core safety the reactor coolant system and the secondary
margin with respect to design system (maximum allowable overpressure in
criteria (DNB, LOCA, linear particular). This reduction results from the
overpower). A further analysis of more severe nature of accidents reducing the
the limiting accidents with respect capacity of the secondary system to remove
to these criteria has thus been primary heat loss of feedwater or of steam
carried out, to determine the flow). 'Me primary-side energy to be
changes to be made to the setpoints removed by the engineered safeguard
of the protection systems, for systems, actuated under accident conditions
instance the AT overtemperature (emergency feedwater, pressurizer and steam
and AT overpower trip channels, generator safety relief alves, containment
and also to the operating spraying, etc.), is in fact more important. A
specifications. In order to maintain check has to be carried out to ensure that
adequate operating margins, this their functions are performed satisfactorily.
analysis is carried out while using The general conclusion as been that power
improved analysis methods and uprating does not lead to any significant
computer codes compared to those hardware modification of the above systems,
used in the original design. mainly due to the oversizing and

conservatisms of the original design (in
For the large break LOCA analysis particular use of over conservative decay heat
the "better estimate" MEFRA-2 curve like ANS 71).
methodology is presently beeing
used. MEFRA-2 includes the
second generation TRAC-PFI code 11-1.3 Plant normal Weration review
for calculating the system thermal-
hydraulic transient. The analysis of normal transients has shown

that the flexibility of the plant will be
For the DNB limiting accidents, a maintained, some setpoints of the main
Generalised Statistical Method control systems have to be modified. A
(MSG) is used for power uprating particular attention has to be paid to the fall
justification. MSG is a Monte-Carlo load rejection and to the reactor trip
based method using a statistical transients. A review of the plant operating
combinioon of the uncertainties of documents is also performed.
the parameters influencing the
DNBR.

U-1.4 NSSS systems and components
mechanical analysis

The general conclusion of the analyses is that
adequate Safety margins can be maintained The mechanical behaviour of the NSSS
without restriction on the fuel management systems and components impacted by the new
performances (no need to decrease the Fq and operating conditions is analyzed.

F,&H power peaking factors). The analyses are performed in two stages

U-1.2 Saft and auxiliga systems 1) Calculation of the new thermal-
verification hydraulic conditions expected during

The increase of rated power results also in a normal transients or accidental
reduction in the margins concerning design, conditions (in particular update of the
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NSSS design transients, analysis of 0 FSAR limiting accident analyses,
the hydraulic forces during a LOCA : (core, primary system and containment
on the primary loops, on the vessel integrity aspects)
and vessel intemals and on the S.G.,
analysis of the subcompartment 0 Detailed analysis of the necessary unit
pressurization in case of primary or modifications.
secondary break),

2) Verification of the mechanical Phase 3 : Implementatio
integrity of the systems and
components with the new thernial- This phase encompasses verification and
hydraulic conditions determined in I updating of the Plant documentation, along
(in particular fatigue analysis, with additional engineering work if found to
structural integrity verification, be necessary during phase 2.
reactor vessel embrittlement review).

The mechanical review of the primary
components is part of the Phase 3 work.

'17he onsequences of power uprating on the
plant lifetime can be analyzed by the above
analyses. This item will be developped in III. MECHANICAL REVIEW
more detail in section III of this paper. PLANT LIFETIME ASPECTS

111 I MAIN ITEMS TO BE ANALYZED
11-2 DESIGN PHASES

Power uprating results in modified plant
Is indicated in figure 2 a suggested approach characteristics, which must be considered for
is to perform the relevant analyses in three the mechanical review. In particular
consecutive phases, including major
milestones for licensing purposes. Impact of increased primary T on the

fatigue of sensitive parts of the reactor
vessel example RN. outlet nozzles)

Phase I Feasibilfty studies and of the RN. intemals (example
core barrel).

The questions to be answered during this
phase are Impact of the slightly decreased cold

leg temperature and of the increased
• Is Power uprating feasible without any vessel fluence on the reactor vessel

major modifications other than S.G. embrittlement risk.
replacement
(if any) Impact of the slightly increased

temperature difference between the
• What are the potential minor pressurizer and the cold leg on the

modifications fatigue of the sensitive parts of the
pressurizer (example spray nozzle).

• What will be the unit's new operating
conditions Impact of the increased primary T on

the fatigue of the sensitive parts of the
S.G. (example partition plate in the

Phase 2 Safely evaluation and desig channel head) and impact of the
increased S.G. primary to secondary

This phase includes detailed analytical pressure difference on the tube bundle,
justifications for tube sheet and partition plate (impact is
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less critical in case of S.G. Several reasons can explain this conclusion
replacement).

• Generally, the changes of the design
• Impact of the new operating conditions transients are not significant enough

on the plant transient behaviour. In to yield unacceptable usage factors.
particular, the affected normal
conditions (category 1) and upset 0 In many cases, less stringent design
conditions (category 11) transients are assumptions can be adapted compared
reanalyzed. The updated transients are to the over conservative ones of the
taken into account in the mechanical original design.
analyses. (Stress and fatigue analysis).

• Improved analytical methods can be
• Impact of the decreased steam pressure used if necessary to compensate for

on the S.G. tube bundle vibration limit penalyzing effects.
and steam moisture limit.

• Plant operation after power uprating
• Impact of the slightly decreased cold can be modified to compensate for

leg temperature on the LOCA non-limiting events. For example,
hydraulic loads. increased neutron fluence effect on the

reactor vessel resulting from the
nominal power increase can be

III-2 MAIN RESULTS compensated for by an improved fuel
management strategy (low leakage

Power uprating requires checking the type).
mechanical strength of the primary
components 

IV CONCLUSION
Reactor coolant piping, reactor coolant
pump (RCP), reactor pressure vessel
(RPV), reactor vessel internals, control As indicated in Figure 2 Framatome has
rod drive mechanisms (CRDM) and participated in several projects related to
pressurizer (PRZ), steam generator power uprating (with or without S.G.
(without replacement)... replacement) or to plant licensing bases

analyses following S.G. replacement without
power uprating but with modification of

In order to select "sensitive" zones, for operating parameters.
which the mechanical margins need to be re-
evaluated, the existing stress analysis reports
of the plant are reviewed. Selection of the It has been demonstrated that adequate Safety
sensitive zones is based on the stress range margins can be maintained even for a large
Sn and the usage factor U. power increase (with S.G. replacement). The

other plant performance indicators like fuel
management capability, plant maneuvrability

Once the sensitive zones have been are not impaired. In addition, power uprating
identified, reevaluation of the mechanical does not lead to any significant effect on the
margins, is performed for these zones. The plant lifetime aspects (except, obviously, the
general conclusion of this reevaluation is that beneficial impact resulting from S.G.
power uprating does not affect the replacement).
mechanical strength of the sensitive
components.
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ABSTRACT The unit a 3 loop 900 PWR is operated by SEMO a
company entirely owned by Electrabel of Belgium and

TIHANGE I NPP. an 18 year old three loop 900 MWe Electricit6 de France.
PVVR in Belgium, is co-owned and operated by French
and Belgium electric utilities. Steam Generators The main characteristics of the Primary circuit of the
replacement is planned for 1995. The opportunity to unit include
simultaneously incorporate a power uprating program
was investigated. Initial conclusions were The reactor core is made up of 15xl5 121 fuel

assemblies with a designed thermal rating 

The balance of plant was sufficiently overdesigned 2660 MWt.
from origin to allow such an uprating. The Safety Injection System is made up of a high
Recalculation of safety margins using modem head subsystem including two injection lines, a
techniques released margins allowing power up passive medium pressure subsystem of 3
rating. accumulators and a low head subsystem including
Safety injection and auxiliary S.G. feedwater systems two injection lines.
had to be improved. The containment spray system includes 4 pumps
The payback period for the uprating would be less and two exchangers cooled directly with water
than 2 years. from the ultimate heat sink.

The steam generator emergency feedwater system
Therefore, an uprating of 8% was programmed and new includes two 50 % motor pumps and one full flo
steam generators with a significant > 25 % increase in turbine driven pump which feed the steam
heat transfer area were ordered. generators through two interconnecting piping
Themichydraulics core calculations were redone using systems.
WRB1 CHF correlations and the RTDP statistical
approach to redetermine DNBR. For the Secondary part of the unit
LOCA calculations are being performed with The design is unusual in Europe in that the electrical
Westinghouse's new code COBRA TRACK. power is generated by two identical 50 turbine
Neutron flux calculations particulary in determining generators.
peaking factors will probably necessitate the use of three The steam pressure generated by the steam generators at
dimensional core codes due to 15 x 15 fuel high linear 100 % power is 57 bar. abs (840 psia).
power. Each 1500 rpm 540 MVA turbine generator includes its
Hardware modifications are to be carried out on the own condenser, one high pressure single flux and two
following systems: low pressure double flux turbines.

Auxiliary steam generator feedwater system 2) Background of upgrading. �dficgtion
replacement of the existing flow limiting orifii by
venturi nozzles in the feedwater lines. Steam generators inspections and maintenance over
Safety injection system for long term LOCA 18 years of operation have resulted in plugging between
recalibation of flowrates. 5 and 10 % of the steam generators tubes.

Final detained engineering studies as well as hardware After having decided to replace the steam generators
modifications are to be completed by mid 95. during the second ten year outage and noting that much

of the original NSSS and secondary systems design
1) Description of Tihanee 1. NPP. included significant margins it was considered an ideal

opportunity to investigate the economic and technical
Located in Belgium on the River Meuse near the French potential of an overall power uprating.
border Tihange I has been in commercial operation
since September 1975.
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3) Power uprating limitations.
3.9) Steam generator blowdown.

The following process and or safety "bottlenecks" were Steam generator blowdown upgrading is being
highlighted and subsequently investigated during the considered to ensure improved secondary water
feasibility studies of the power uprating modification. chemistry at the tube sheet with the new steam

generators.
3.1) Thernial output (power) of the fuel assemblies.
The limiting parameter was confirmed to be that of hot 3. 1 0) Condensers.
spot melting in an overpower condition 2 accident Condensers replacement was carried out during the last
(uncontrolled boron dilution). outage and will therefore be in service before the

planned uprating. The new condensers are uprated b
3.2) DNBR. 10 %.
A minimum DNBR ratio of 1.4 was associated with
critical heat flux (CHF) correlation and a statistical 3.1 1) Accident limitations.
thermal design procedure methods was chosen to All accidents scenarios are being re-analysed at the
prevent fuel damage to the hottest fuel rod during a increased power levels to verify Tihange I's ability to
condition 2 accident. continue to comply with all regulatory and industrial

requirements.
3.3) LOCA.
Preliminary studies indicate that there is sufficient The most severe accidents resulting from the power
margin within the original design for this parameter not uprating were identified to be the following
to be limiting for power upgrades of less than 10%.

-uncontrolled control rod group withdrawal.
3.4) Feedwater line break accident. - rod drop
The phenomena of an uncovered core or bulk in-core - blocked rotor of a reactor coolant pump.
boiling must not be allowed to occur during the time - steam generator feedwater line break
that the accident is diagnosed and the relevant steam -secondary overpressure transient
generator isolated. (The operator action delay time is LOCA (see 33) is not considered as potentially limiting
considered to be less than 30 minutes from the time that to the power uprating.
the line breaks).

3.12) Fuel rod behaviour
3.5) Containment pressure. To compensate for any concern over long term fuel rod
The limitation of the maximum allowable 41 bar.abs cladding deterioration at the new power levels
containment pressure peak following a line rupture led particular attention was paid to possible increases in
us to severely inimize any increase in the mass and maximum linear heat generation. Temp6rature limit on
energy releases during a LOCA or steam pipe break centerline pellet could occur for 15 x 15 fuel.
accident due to the uprating.

3.6) Long term Safety Injection System Considerations 4) Choice of power level.
Evolution of in-core boron concentration after a LOCA
can depending on the break location necessitate 4.0 Choice of criteria.
switching safety injection flow from cold legs to hot legs. The trbine inlet opening at the original full power
Our calculations demonstrated that the optimum time operation of 2660 MWth is not at its maximum
for switching from the cold legs to hot legs is mechanical aperture. A provision for further opening 
significantly reduced by the power uprating the inlets was included in the original design which is to
modification. Furthermore, to improve system be used in the power upgrade and effectively converted
reliability multiple switching is being replaced by into a provision for reduced line pressure losses.
permanent simultaneous hot/cold injection. This provision is to be used to increase steam flow and

consequently overall power.
3.7) team Rressure at turbine inlet nozzles.
Steam pressure, flow calculations indicate that the main Figure I illustrates with the increased turbine admission
steam lines and inlet nozzles to the turbine were inlet opening the steam pressures required at the inlet to
sufficiently oversized originally to support operation generate the additional power.
without modification at the increased thermal power
from the steam generators. An aowance of 5% tube plugging of the new steam

generators has been used.
3.8) Overpressure Investigative calculations of DNBR were performed
Detailled investigation of both primary and secondary using the CHF (critical heat flux), correlation X
overpressurisation accidents in all operating modes with associated with RTDP method to generate a DNBR
a failed safety relief valve are not yet finalized. limit of 14
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approximately 25 more heat transfer surface area

Thermal power 2660 2785 2785 2905 using a triangular rather than square tube lattice.

Additional available 2 1 0 0 On the basis of these conclusions, such mew steam
Inlet valve sectors generators have been ordered.

Inlet preisure 57,06 55,5 52,66 55,28
bar.abs (psla) 828 805 764 802 5) Essential checks 1)rior to uorglig&

Condenser vacuum 40,03 42,6 42,8 44,9 Before allowing an overall power uprating the following
mbar (psi) 0,58 0,62 0,62 0,65 checks had to be performed and any detected

Nett mechanical 939,9 978,9 972,4 1017,8 shortcomings resolved.
power transmitted

to the alternator - To verify that operation at increased power
Mwe continues to comply with (with reasonable

Power Increase 0 39 32,3 77,5 margins), all safety limits and that flexibility 
Me plant operation is not unnecessarily sacrificed.

- Where margins are reduced, improved calculation
Power Increase 4,1% 3.5% 8,2% methods should be used to recover previousl

% I I I I I unclaimed margins.
FIGURE I TURBINE CHARACTERISTICS - Where equipment performance is found to be

limiting, modify the equipment to satisfy the ne

Such methods have been accepted by safety authorities required conditions.

and are being used with success in other European

plants. 5. 1) Verifying safety margins at increased power

Two potential solutions for steam generators were

investigated 5. 1 I) Reacto

- Accident analysis at increased power will be

either, replacing the existing steam generators with carried out for the classified accidents of the SAR

ones of a similliar type and with the same heat concerned by the uprating.

transfer surface area. - All normal operating transients (start up, load

following, shutdown ... ) will be simulated to

or, changing the type of steam generator and ensure that operating flexibility remains available.

increasing heat transfer surface area by up to 25%. - Primary system analysis has to be performed on at

least 

4.2) Optimization chemical and volume control system

Tractebel has developped a computer code DNB OPT to turbine bypass system

determine and optimize the power increase window after auxilary feedwater tank

considering the technical pararnetres listed here above. containment spray system

residuel heat removal system

This code effectively simulates different power flux levels reactor boron and water make up system

from the fuel pellets right through to the turbine instrument and control systems, manual trip

generators. channel, overternperature and overpower

protection for which the setpoint has to be

Modelling of the in-core parameters is sufficiently adjusted.

accurate to calculate the DNBR with accuracy. The safeguard actuation signal set points, which

modelling of the remainder of the plant is more must be checked after completing the analysis

schematic (see Ref. 1) allowing looped calculations to of accidents at the increased power levels.

determine overall optimization but not detained analysis

ofindividual equipment. hydrodynamic and mechanical behaviour 

primary components under steady state and

The results shown in Figures 2 and 3 indicate that an accident conditions.

uprating of to is possible while continuing to Primary and secondary overpressure in incident

complywith existing safetylimits. conditions

Consequences of an overall to 8% uprating on 5.1.2) Secondary side

individual systems design are analysed below. Due to original design margins there are no limitations

for an power uprating.

Economically point C2 of Figure 2 is considered the However the turbine LP cylinder was found during

optimum, resulting in steam generators with inspections to need replacing due to premature ageing.
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For: Once approved more aggressive fuel management
Moisture separator reheater programs such as improving low leakage loading (using
Main generator in-out instead of out-in loading), will become feasible.
Feedwater plant and condenser.
Heater 5.2.4) Feedwater line break.
Turbine bypass This accident was initially highlighted in the feasibilit
Main transformer, study as being a potential limitation to any power

after investigations, it appears that only some technical uprating.
modifications may be performed to reduce long term or
pneumature wear. It is essential that the auxiliary feedwater flo

demonstrates itself capable of preventing bulk boiling in
5.2) Improvement methods the core during the 30 minute operator action period
Figure 3 summarizes a sensitivity study that was done to following a feedwater line break.
show the origin of the margins allowing an effective
uprating. Details are given here after. Two solutions exist

5.2. 1) DNBR limitations either to increase the flowrates to the steam
The criteria of DNBR has proved to be one of the most generators with the "unbroken" feed lines.
severe limitations to a power uprating. The gain on or to perform more sophisticated analysis b
DNBR has been obtained by switching from the STDP means of a two phase flow accident analysis code
(Standard Thermal design Procedure) to statistical to demonstrate the no core uncovery criteria is
methods such as the ITDP (Improved TDP) or even the satisfied.
RTDP (revised TDP).

5.2.5) Fuel - Maximum thermal power.
In the feasibility study these methods have been used To limit the hot rod's maximum linear power to roughl
and they illustrate various power uprating possibilities. 720 W/cm a maximum peaking factor of 25 for class 2
A sample of the results is given in Figure 3 where use is accidents was imposed.
made of the W3L CHF correlation.
Figure 3 also illustrates the power gain that can be The ratio of average linear power of the core to
obtained when additional turbine admission sements maximum hot rod linear power is assumed to be
(ADI or ADI 2 are opened.
The present program of uprating studies is performed 2,5 102 0974 1, 18 103 = 302.
using the WRB I CHF correlation with the RTDP to gain
additional DNB margin in order to allow for the Where
conversion if necessary of the actual T-hot cover head 1,02 is the coefficient of inaccuracy at steady state
dead volume to a T-cold one, thermal power.

0,974 is the fraction of power released in the fuel
5.2.2) Steam izenerator heat transfer Penalties. rod,
The influence of the upgraded steam generators have 1, 18 is the maximized reactor trip set point value
also been investigated (see Figure 3. including a tolerance for error 1,09 is the nominal
An increase of 25 of the heat transfer surface area calibrated value).
yields an additional 65 MWt. 1, 03 is the hot spot uncertainty factor.
However there are two "losses" which must be taken into
consideration over the long term FLYSPECK class 2 will have to be recalculated (with

three dimensional neutronic codes if necessary) to
A penalty equivalent to 30 MWth has been confirm the value of 2,5
introduced to compensate for plugging of 5 of
the steam generator tubes. 5.2.6) Overpressure Transients.
A 0.05'K/K penalty equivalent to 13 MWth has The increase of the steam generator beat exchange
been introduced to compensate for (standard) surface may have a significant influence on the
fouling of the steam generators (as per SAR). overpressure design transients that have to be analyzed

to demonstrate that the ASME pressure criterion (I 10%
5.2.3) LOCA limitations. of the design pressure) is satisfied.
The LOCA criteria is not a limiting parameter for the The power uprating together with the steam generator
Tihange power uprating even when using conventional heat exchange surface increase are limiting conditions 
methods. the overpressure transient of the secondary side of the

NSSS, potentially leading to the modification of the SG
However to take advantage of the increased available safety valves set points or that of their discharge
peaking factor advanced methods are being used which capacity. The corresponding analysis still has to be
are presently undergoing licensing approval. performed.
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Though the SG heat exchange surface increase is not a Reducing the required flowrate to be injected in
limiting condition for the overpressure transient of the the core by using more sophisticated computer
primary side of the NSSS, the power uprating is a codes note that the present requirements are ver
limiting condition for the primary circuit and it still has conservative.
to be analyzed. Modification of the pressurizer safety
valves or their discharge capacity is unlikely due to arge 5.3.2) Auxiliary feedwater sstem.
existing design margins for this event. During the first phase of a feedwater line break accident,

the preferred route for the feedwater intended for the
5.3) Equipment modification envisaged. available steam generators is towards and out of the
For the majority of the process and safety parameters break (the back pressure at the break is estimated at I
concerned by the uprating the recalculation of the bar. abs instead of 70 bar. abs in the steam generators).
design and safety criteria with accepted modern
methods releases sufficent margins to allow the power Orifli were therefore sized and installed in the original
increase without equipment modification being plant design to optimize the two opposing objectives.
necessary.
The major bottlenecks or limitations which do not to limit the feedwater lost by a high pressure loss in
immediately allow a power increase however are cases of line break

to allow maximum flows to the two remaining
- Safety injection flowrates in LOCA accidents steam generators, hence a minimum line loss in

requiring reduced switchover time from cold to cases of a line break on the third steam generator.
hot legs about hours after the beginning of the
accident. Simulations indicate that after an 8% uprating with the

- Auxiliary fleedwater flowrates reaching steam present auxiliary feedwater system design not enough
generators in feedwater line break accidents. feedwater would reach the available steam generators

during the first 30 minutes to prevent in-core bulk
5.3. 1) Safety injection flowrates. boiling.
Probability studies indicate that the risk of failures or
errors resulting from repeated post accident safety The solution we have engaged is replacing the in line
injection switching from cold to hot legs (and vice flow limiting orifi (see Figure 4 with cavitating
versa), are such that they should be avoided when ever venturis. The advantages of this solution are
possible.

- the non recoverable pressure losses over venturis
Results of simulating in-core boron concentrations with operating in their non cavitating regime are less
a range of safety injection combinations indicate that than those of orifli.
the optimum solution with respect to key equipment - while the pressure losses due to venturis operating
failure rates and in-core boron concentration is that the in a cavitating regime are much higher than orifli.
first (and only) switchover is not from cold to hot legs
but from cold to hot and cold legs simultaneously. Consequently (see Figure 4 if venturis sizing is

optimized such that
The main advantage of this choice is that no further
switching (ba6k to cold leg injection), and hence active the venturis operate in their cavitation (high
actions with consequent potential equipment failures are pressure loss) regime in a line break situation
required. but in their non-cavitation (low pressure loss)

regime during non break operation.
This post accidental long term safety injection strategy is
already included in PWR operating accident procedures Hence a proportionally greater volume will reach the
in France. available steam generators and less flow is lost through

the break.
Results show that even if required flowrates at reduced
switchover time can be obtained with the present The difficulty with this solution is to size the venturis to
installation the NPSH of the low head injection pumps be compatible with a of the numerous operating and
becomes limiting. accidental configurations.
Wo solutions are being investigated:

The solution of this complex problem is being carried
- Modifying the safety injection pump curves by out by performing a complete mathematical model 

changing the pump impellers and/or'eventually the auxiliary feedwater system in terms of line losses at
the entire pump (option presently under detailed different flows using the program "Flowmaster" and
design investigation) in order to reduce their testing venturis in a loop at the French atomic Energ
required NPSH to those available at the higher Commission.
required flowrates.
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S. 3.3) Steam zenerator replacement.
New steam generators with more than 25% additional
heat transfer area are being fabricated,

The characteristics of these steam generators have been
analyzed in detail with regard to all classified accidents
to confirm that no operating or safety margin penalties
are incurred.

6 CONCLUSION

Engineering studies have confirmed the results of the
initial feasibility study that uprating Tihange 1 by 8 is
both technically possible and finiancally desirable.
The most severe limitations come from the primary side,
the secondary circuits are not limiting thanks to initial
design margins.

Improved methods and sophisticated computer codes
clearly allow us to demonstrate that all safety
requirements are met at the new power level.

The most limiting parameters in the uprating are

DNBR
Linear power from the fuel rods.
Feedwater line break with respect to auxiliary
feedwater flowrates to the remaining steam
generators in can of accident.

long term safety injection following a LOCA with
respect to excess in-core boron concentrations
and insufficient reactor building sump boron
concentrations.

SG safety valve setpoints &/or discharge capacity.

Solutions to all these limitations have been found and
only detained engineering concerns remain to be
completed.

EdF and TEE are therefore optimistic of successfully
implementing the % uprating as planned during the
second ten year outage in mid 95.

The paybak period for the total package of designing
and implementing the power uprating is estimated at
one fuel cycle.

Ref. N I 
"Optimization of the operating conditions of PWR
limited by DNB phenomenon" presented by
M.Stievenart at the NUREG-6 conference in Grenoble,
FRANCE in Octobre 1993.
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Setpoint C11 C2

Steam generator model no change improved

Heat transfer area. m2 (ft2) 4,875 52,47) 6,094 65,60)

Tube plugging 5 5

Fouling standard standard

Maximum power GWt 2,803 5,3%) 2875 8,1%)

DNBR criteria (RTDP + MG = 004) 11,4 11,4

F delta - H (uncertainty included) 1,6 1,6

Reactor vessel flowrate m3/h (gal/sec) 64500(4733) 64500(4733)

Nominal reactor entry temperature C (F) 284,8 544,6) 282 539,6)

Nominal reactor temperature C (F) 303,1 577,6) 300,9 573,6)

Nominal core exit temperature C (F) 321,4 610.5) 3119,8 607,6)

Steam generator steam (sat) temperature C (F) 269A 516,9) 271,9 521A

Steam generator (sat) pressure bar.abs (psia) 55.2 (800) 57,1 828)

Steam line pressure losses bar (psi) 2,7 39,2) 2,6 37,7)

Upstream turbine pressure bar.abs (psia) 52,5 761) 54,5 790)

Turbine inlet valves opening 100 100

Turbine characteristics SP+ADI+2 I SP+ADI+2

FIGURE 2

Existing Model SGs Improved Model SGs

F delta - H 1,6 1,6 1,6 1,6 11,6 1,6 1,6 11,6
-w, 1 'weaker5, 'N N, V

Statistical ITDP +30 +30 +30 +30
method RTDP +65 +65 +65 +65

M"'A" I,,,
Turbine SP

Inlet SP + AD1 +60 +60 +60 +60
Openings SP AD 2 +1100 +100 +100 +100

C0 Z- 11
Delta A/Ao= 025 +65 +65 +65 +65

Steam
DeltaTfro = 0,05 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13 -13

Generators
Delta Rf/Rfo = 11,0 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30 -30
MY1- r 'W=11 W "I
'I 9 ,9""U'r-M-31 T I I "I 114�1 PREBW TRY.rT n7l 1� WE kFFNI-IME W8=1 JEWS

Power MW +47 +82 +87 +122 +112 +147 +152 +187
Increase % Pn +11,8 +3,1 +3,3 +4,6 +4,2 + 5,5 57 70

Total power MWt 2707 2742 2747 2782 2772 2807 2812 2847

FIGURE 3
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ABSTRACT Unit 2 Mlstone Unit 3 and Sequoyah. All these ruptures
increased the awareness of the necessity to thoroughly

Piping Flow-Accelerated Corrosion Programs in nuclear address FAC at nuclear facilities.
power generation facilities are classically comprised of the
selection of inspection locations with the assistance of a There are two objectives of a Flow-Accelerated
predictive methodology such as the Electric Power Corrosion Program. The first objective is to significantly
Research Institute computer codes CHECMATE [1] or reduce the risk of pipe ruptures due to flow-accelerated
CHECWORKS 2 performing inspections, conducting corrosion in the plant. This clearly is necessary to provide
structural evaluations on the inspected components, and for safe operation of the plant, to provide a safe working
implementing the appropriate sample expansion and environment for the plant personnel, and to provide for high
corrective actions. Performing such a sequence of steps power production reliability. The second objective is to
can be effective in identifying thinned components and programmatically develop and perform a program that can
implementing appropriate short term and long term actions be transferred from engineer to engineer without loss of
necessary to resolve flow-accelerated corrosion related continuity and can be successfully reviewed by an outside
problems. A maximally effective flow-accelerated agency. A reviewing agency, outside of the performing
corrosion (FAC) program requires an understanding of group, but either from within or outside the utility, needs to
many programmatic details. These include the procedural be able to quickly and assuredly determine that the program
control of the program, effective use of historical is complete and effective.
information, managing the activities performed during a
limited duration outage, allocating resources based on risk RISK OF FAILURE
allocation, having an acute awareness of how the plant is
operated, investigating components removed from the Even a comprehensive FAC program cannot
plant, and several others. This paper will describe such eliminate the possibility of a flow-accelerated corrosion
details and methods that will lead to a flow-accelerated related piping failure in a plant. An eecive program can,
corrosion program that effectively minimizes the risk of however, significantly reduce the risk of such a failure. In
failure due to flow-accelerated corrosion and provide full order to minimize the risk of failure, decisions in the
and complete documentation of the program. program must be based on an objective of achieving a

meaningful reduction in the risk of FAC related failure.
OBJECTIVE OF A FAC PROGRAMS Properly selecting many of the locations in the plant that

may be thinning is not good enough. All the susceptible
Flow-Accelerated Corrosion AC), also referred systems and thinned locations in those systems must be

to as Erosion/Corrosion (E/C), is a piping degradation found. All systems in the plant should be considered
mechanism that results in the loss of piping material from potentially susceptible. The inclusion or exclusion of any
the inside diameter of the pipe. It is a corrosion piping system from the FAC program should be determined
mechanism on the piping inside surface that is accelerated by a complete susceptibility screening of all plant systems.
by single phase or two phase flow in the pipe. This issue This should include both large bore and small bore systems.
has received much greater attention in the nuclear industry
since 1986 when a pipe break occurred in a feedwater The issue of maximum risk reduction - effectively
system piping system at the Surry facility. This was "risk elimination" - is important. FAC programs are
followed by several oer ruptures including Millstone designed and implemented to minimize the risk of failure in
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piping systems. Achieving a uniformly low risk of failure Plant Reliability
in a systems should not be an initial objective for a FAC
program. 'Me determination of risk should include Lines that cannot be isolated during plant operation
consideration of both the probability and the consequence should receive high priority since their rupture, or even
of pipe failure. Clearly, because of the differences in severe leakage, requires the plant to be shut down in order
consequence, the probability of a failure in a feedwater to make a repair. This includes, as an obvious example, the
system piping component should be much lower that the drain piping between a main steam line and an isolation
probability of failure in a small bore drain downstream of valve. The willingness of a specific utility to perform on-
a trap. Allocating resources to achieve an optimal "risk line "maintenance" repairs of leaking small bore and low
minimization" is necessary and is, actually being pressure systems in some areas of the plant, for instance,
implemented by utilities today although it is often not should aow lowering the priority of such systems.
recognized as such. The analysis and inspection of large
bore piping and the delaying of inspections in small bore Plant Damage
piping is a risk based approach to the prioritization of a
program. High pressure large bore lines present a larger risk

of plant damage than small bore piping and low pressure
Two risk grades are required - those piping systems. There may be isolated locations where this may

systems where 'risk elimination" is the objective and those not be true, in a confined compartment, for example.
systems where "risk management" is acceptable. A clear These areas should be identified so that augmented
understanding of the FAC risk factors is necessary in inspections can be performed. Lines capable of significant
order to determine the type of program to be applied to plant damage should receive a higher priority in the FAC
each FAC susceptible system, including small bore piping program.
systems.

These four factors should be utilized to prioritize all
RISK FACTORS susceptible systems of the plant. It is preferable that a clear

criteria for selection and categorization be developed so that
There are several risk factors that consider the the categorization can be done from system operating and

consequence of a failure. These should be used to design parameters without a great deal of qualitative
consider their inclusion in a system risk assessment based judgement being required.
FAC program.

The result of the categorization activity should be a
Personnel Safety listing of systems, both large and small bore, and their

priority with respect to "risk management" and inspection
All piping should be reviewed and categorized philosophy. This should be documented and the reasons for

based on operating conditions and likely modes of failure. setting a priority high or low should be clear.
Personnel safety screening should include criteria based on
line temperature and pressure, piping size, and type of FAC PROGRAM ACTIVITIES
expected rupture. Proximity to high traffic areas may also
be an important consideration. The following sections will discuss activities that

will contribute to an effective FAC program at a nuclear
Many piping systems that have had FAC failures power generating facility. The recommendations presented

have had double-ended or large fish-mouth ruptures. This in this paper are based on perspective gained from both
is particularly true in large bore piping. Most pipe assisting utilities in the proactive development of FAC
failures in small bore piping, however, are leaks and not programs and from assisting utilities in the reactive rapid
double-ended or large fish-mouth ruptures. In many enhancement of programs following FAC-related piping
instances, the mechanism of FAC causes localized failures in nuclear facilities.
thinning. In socket welded fittings, in particular, the
adjacent unthinned remaining material is generally much ACTIVITIES PRIOR TO OUTAGE
thicker than the remaining material in a large bore pipe.
The size of the line and the type of expected rupture will Many activities need to be performed prior to an
affect the potential for injury to personnel. outage. These include preparation of a Program Plan, the

preparation of procedures, system screening, performing
Plant Safety predictive analysis, prioritization of all activities, and

selection of locations for inspection. Performing all of these
All susceptible safety related systems should tasks well requires an acute awareness of how the plant is

receive high priority. "Plant safety" considerations should operated. Many of the tasks required prior to an outage are
also include those systems and portions of systems whose described below in detail.
failure could challenge the plant safety systems.
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Development of Overall Program Plan 0 Screening of Plant Systems

The activities to be included in the implementation 0 Preparation of CHECMATE Models
of a FAC program should be fly defined. A clear
definition of the program objective is very important. The 0 Selection of Locations for Inspection from
objective can include a "complete prevention of rupture" CHECMATE Analyzed Systems
objective or a 'balanced risk approach" to the program.
This needs to be clearly stated as it will affect details of 0 Selection of Locations for Inspection from
the program. Technical program details and ffinctional non-CHECMATE Systems
responsibilities should be included. All activities that will
be included in the program, including those that might be 0 Performance of Inspections
deferred several outages because of prioritization of
activities and allocation of resources, should be included 0 Structural Analysis
in the Program Plan. A flow chart for the overall
program is useful. A typical art is shown in Figure 1. 0 Repair/Replacement Decisions

Figure I 0 Sample Expansion

FAC PROGRAM 0 Integration of UT data into CHECMATE

FLOW CHART System Screening

SCREEN FOR SUSCEPTIBLE As discussed previously, system screening should
SYSTEMS begin with all systems considered to be potentially

susceptible. Any systems that are determined to be not
susceptible should be- identified according to a well

CHECMATE ANALYSIS NON-CHECMATE REM PECTION developed criteria. Acceptable screening criteria based on
ILOCATION SELECTION1 NON EECTION1 .- STRrEXPEERIENCE

1LocAn0N'SELEcnOHJ [L rs LOCATION SELECTION the parameters that affect FAC, such as pipe materials,
system usage, system operating temperature, and steam
quality in two phase systems should be utilized. System
screening criteria widely used in the industry is presented in
Reference 3 Elimination of a system for low usage should
be done with great care. Even with low usage, a system
may degrade because of the severity of service when in use.
Many times, the usage is not clearly known and conservative
estimates may be necessary.

The screening process should include clear
documentation of included and excluded systems and the
bases for decisions. Color-coded Flow Diagrams or Process
and Instrumentation Diagrams are very effective. Risk
evaluation should be performed for systems which are not

OR REPLA clearly among the most critical, such as heating steam
systems and small bore systems. The risk classification will
allow decisions to be made on the prioritization of activities
and allocation of resources.

SYSTEM TRN.;ERJ Predictive Analysis

The Electric Power Research Institute code
CHECMATE [1] is commonly used for many systems to

Preparation of Procedures rank locations to be inspected by susceptibility. EPRI has
developed a new code for integrated corrosion control called

Procedures should be developed to provide for the CHECWORK 2 CHECWORKS provides integrated
implementation of the Program Plan. The procedures access to the predictive capabilities of CHECMATE and
should provide technical details with respect to each of the other FAC technology analysis tools which have been
major parts of the program. These procedures will developed by EPRI in recent years. Enhanced data
typically include: management and display capabilities have been incorporated
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into CHECWORKS to facilitate the understanding and Understanding Parallel Lines
interpretation of available inspection data.

In systems which consist of more than one train, the
Systems Not Predictively Analyzed optimal selection of inspection locations should be based on

the similarities between parallel trains. Although it is
Some large bore and many small bore lines have important to inspect components from each train, the

unknown or not clearly understood thermal hydraulic consideration of parallel trains is an important consideration
conditions. Repeated examples have been seen in power in the prioritization of selected inspection locations.
plants where such lines do not display predictable
behavior. This makes the development of predictive The definition of parallel trains must be carefully
models and the selection of inspection locations more performed to include only sections of pipe which are in the
difficult. Most process piping can be modelled in same system and have equivalent function, identical
CHECMAT'E or CHECWORKS. These systems should operating conditions, equivalent usage, and comparable
be identified and modelled. The use of predictive analyses geometrical configuration. The thoughtful selection of
in small bore piping leads to less reliable predictive results parallel lines based on a thorough understanding of system
due to socket welded construction, larger tolerance in operation is important to avoid pitfalls which may lead to
construction, and fit-up discontinuities. Vents and undetected pipe wall thinning. What may appear to be
miscellaneous drains many times need a different strategy subtle differences in configuration, such as the relative
due to lack of detailed hydraulic information. location of vessel discharge nozzles, can significantly affect

the fluid or chemistry conditions in a line and must be
For such systems where predictive analyses are not considered when defining parallel trains.

used, the selection of locations for inspection relies much
more on industry experience and the experience of the Lines which typically cannot be classified as having
engineers performing the selection. Although the process parallel trains include:
is less rigorous than location selection done with predictive
computer codes, it is critical that the selections be done - Small bore miscellaneous drains
well. The knowledge and experience of the engineer is - Bypass lines
important. The knowledge of what locations are most - Minimum flow recirculation lines
commonly susceptible, understanding of the likely - Dump lines to the condenser
hydraulic conditions, and knowledge of parametric
variations utilized in the predictive analyses will aid in the Even if lines satisfy the definition of parallel trains
selection of locations. Utilization of any previous and have been confirmed to be of similar susceptibility, it is
inspection results will also be useful in understanding the prudent to inspect downstream of all variable flow regulators
FAC process that may be occurring in a given system. such as flow control valves. Industry experience has shown
Guidelines for selecting inspections locations in such that even a slight variation in valve performance can have a
systems should be developed and followed. Throughout significant impact on FAC susceptibility of the downstream
this process, documentation of the bases for selecting pipe.
inspection locations should be prepared.

Investigating Steam Trap Behavior
Having an Acute Awareness of How the Plant Is
Operated Piping downstream of steam traps is frequently quite

susceptible to FAC induced pipe wall thinning due to the
The system screening, the predictive analysis, and flashing flow conditions which result from the discharge of

the selection of inspection locations in systems not condensate from the trap. Because these lines usually
predictively analyzed all require an accurate and current operate at low pressures and can frequently be repaired on-
knowledge of how the system works and how the system line, through-wall leaks generally do not represent a
is operated. Knowledge of how the system is currently significant threat to plant operation or plant safety. The
operated as well as how it was operated in the past and portion of pipe upstre of a trap is generally highly
how it is intended to be operated in the upcoming cycles susceptible only if the trap malfunctions and allows
is important. Interviews with system engineers, reactor significant high velocity leakage. The failure of this
operators, and maintenance personnel involved in the upstream portion of a steam trap line is generally of greater
operation of the systems is useful to gain this knowledge. concern because of higher operating pressures and the
Interviews with reactor operators should be required as a inability to isolate the leaking pipe from the source.
part of the program and should be repeated prior to every
outage. Changes in operating modes should be included Anon-linesurveillanceprogram usingthermography
in an updated selection of susceptible systems and or acoustic monitoring can be an effective tool in the
inspection locations. detection of malfunctioning traps and can help to minimize

the potential of severe undetected pipe wall thinning.
Because the operational history of a specific lines usually
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cannot be accurately determined, it is important to OUTAGE ACTIVITIES
prioritize and eventually inspect all steam trap lines.

Managing the Outage Activities and Control of the
Prioritization of All Activities, Including Small Data
Bore Piping

Management of activities during an outage is critical
In preparation for an outage, allocation of to the accomplishment of all tasks without impacting critical

resources and prioritization of activities should be path. Preparation for the outage should include collecting
performed based on the areas where risk reduction is most all information required fbr the structural evaluation of all
required. Inspection of high pressure large bore piping components to be inspected. Availability of all drawings
should generally be performed prior to small bore systems. and analysis results necessary for sample expansion should
A multi-outage program should be prepared and be assured. The structural evaluation requires, in many
implemented to assure that all systems which have an cases, that bending moments be collected from the
unacceptable risk of rupture due to flow-accelerated applicable stress analysis files. These should be collected
corrosion are eventually covered. prior to the outage for all selected components and be

readily available for all other components that may be
Small bore lines ( 2 diameter) are handled in selected during the course of an outage. Pre-planning is key

different ways in many programs. After full prioritization to a successful outage.
screening, it must be determined how small bore piping
should be evaluated. Excessive emphasis is currently The flow of information during an outage is critical.
being placed on the classification and inspection of piping The rate of inspections and the rate of dispositioning must
based on an arbitrary diameter criteria, and not on be approximately equal so that dispositioning of inspection
susceptibility and importance of the various plant systems. results can be done prior to re-insulation and removal of
Many small bore systems are more important than some scaffolding. Daily coordination between management, crafts
large bore systems and should not be relegated to a less for staging and removing insulation, inspection personnel,
rigorous small bore program". A 2" diameter structural analysts, and the FAC coordinator is required.
unisolatable segment of the steam generator blow down The use of computer codes, such as CHECWORKS 2], can
line inside containment is more important and should have facilitate control of inspection status, UT data management,
a more comprehensive program than a 6 miscellaneous and structural acceptance.
drain line which discharges at low pressure to the
condenser. he intent of the program implemented on the System Turnover
steam generator blowdown line would be to eliminate the
risk of rupture to the greatest degree possible. Such a line As inspections are completed and structural
should be treated as carefully as safety related large bore evaluations are accepted, progress should be tracked. Upon
piping- completion of all the tasks required during the outage, a

system turnover document should be prepared to notify
Selection of Locations for Inspection others and to provide assurance that all tasks have been

completed.
The selection of inspection locations should be

based on predictive analysis performed, guidelines for The tasks to be completed during the outage should
lines not analyzed, previous inspection history, experience be determined before the outage begins. These tasks should
at similar plant installations, experience in the industry, include performance of inspections, structural qualifications,
and experience of the engineering and maintenance staffs. sample expansions, and assurance that the predictive codes
The integration of all this input maximizes the likelihood are reconciled with the actual inspection data.
of finding areas of the plant that are experiencing thinning.
Processes are needed to track and trend historical POST OUTAGE ACTIVITIES
inspections. All previous inspections should be trended to
determine when a reinspection of a particular component Documentation
is necessary. A process is also required to track
experience at similar plants and in the industry. Full documentation of the activities completed
Inspections to assure that degradation locations detected at during the outage should be prepared soon after the
other plants are adequately investigated should be completion of the outage.
performed.
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Investigation of Components Removed from the outage should be carefully planned and implemented to
Plant assure effective implementation. An effective FAC program

needs a long term strategy to maintain a low risk of failure
Components removed from the plant can be very and minimize the inspections performed.

important to the fine tuning of an FAC program. As
components are removed, they should be identified by the REFERENCES
location and flow direction. Accurate marking will allow
the system and flow conditions to be forensically I CHECMATE Two Phase Erosion-Corrosion
identified. Evaluation of the actual thinning versus the Program, Version lb, Electric Power Research
predicted thinning, checking the accuracy of the Institute, 1992.
inspections techniques, and expanding the understanding of
the FAC process all should be pursued. Performing 2 CHECWORKS Integrated Software for Corrosion
material tests to determine chrome content on key Control, Electric Power Research Institute, 1993.
components or those components that appear to be
behaving differently than expected can also provide insight 3 "Recommendations for an Effective Flow-
on the degradation. Accelerated Corrosion Program", Electric Power

Research Institute, NSAC 202L, November, 1993.
Selection of Inspection Locations for Next Outage

Right after the end of an outage is the most
opportune time to select the inspections locations for the
subsequent outage. This selection process can be
performed as the predictive analyses are being finalized
and updated and while all the system behavior
characteristics are still fresh in the memory of the FAC
engineers.

LONG TERM PROGRAM STRATEGY

The long term objective of an FAC program is to
effectively control FAC in the plant in order to maintain
a very low risk of piping failure due to FAC, while
minimi ing the number of inspections performed. The
opportunities for control of the FAC process include
chemistry changes, material changes, system operating
changes, emphasizing maintenance of active in-line
components, and design modifications. All these should
be considered in order to minimize the FAC degradation
of piping.

The pre-planned replacement of entire susceptible
systems may be the most prudent approach to avoid
undetected pipe wall thinning, particularly in smaller bore
piping. The costs of such pre-planned replacements have,
in many cases, been a cost-effective alternative to the
performance of numerous inspections each outage. Plant
chemistry changes have also been used effectively to
reduce the rate of FAC and the frequency of inspections
required.

SUMMARY

A sound programmatic FAC approach oupled
with good planning and an understanding of risk factors is
a important approach to effective FAC control at nuclear
power plants. The prioritization of activities is required to
assure that the process leads to a low risk of an
unacceptable failure as quickly as possible. Detailed
activities to be performed before, during, and after an
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ABSTRACT predicted values are then compared to a smaller number
of measured values of pipe wall thinning. Based on the

Flow-Accelerated Corrosion AC) of piping and fittings measured values, the predictions of erosion rate for the
in Nuclear Energy Plants can pose a threat to personnel remaining umeasured components are calibrated (called
safety, reduce plant availability, and result in undesirable "Pass 2 Analysis").
challenges to plant safety systems. For these reasons,
accurate predictions of FAC-induced wear rates are The current method of calibration uses the
extremely valuable in that they allow action to be taken median value of the set of ratios of measured to predicted
prior to component failure. he EPRI recommended wall thickness. his median value is a multiplier applied
method of predicting FAC wear rates for inspected as to all predictions. he purpose of this paper is to provide
well as uninspected components allows for calibration of a more detailed approach to model calibration. This
predictions through the use of wall thickness alternate approach considers local variations of
measurements obtained from UT inspections. This thermodynamic state (e.g. steam quality) in order to
method uses a simple linear correction based on the improve the correlation ith measured data.
median value of the ratio of measured to predicted
thickness. An alternate approach is presented that takes Background
local thermodynan-dc variations into account, thus
resulting in an improved correlation with measured data. Since the 1986 pipe rupture at Surry Nuclear

Plant, which caused four fatalities, U.S. nuclear electric
1.0 INTRODUCTION utilities have devoted considerable time and resources to

the problem of Flow-Accelerated Corrosion. FAC, also
Purpose known as Erosion/Corrosion (E/C), is a complex

mechanical/chernical phenomenon that, under certain flow
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) and chemistry conditions, causes the inside pipe wall to

has developed a computer program, CHECMATE, that lose material and become thinner. Left unchecked, FAC
allows the user to predict erosion rates of components, can cause a pipe or fitting to rupture catastrophically,
inspected and uninspected, due to the Flow-Accelerated potentially resulting in personnel injury, damage to
Corrosion (FAC) mechanism and to ultimately determine nearby equipment, and plant downtime.
the remaining service life. The initial predictions of the
components erosion rate (called "Pass I Analysis") are Because of the potential effect that a high-energy
based entirely on the component geometry, flow pipe failure can have on plant personnel safety, the NRC
thermodynamic, and chemistry conditions entered into the has required its licensees to institute formal FAC
model by the user; thus, resulting in non-absolute, programs to detect and mitigate FAC-induced pipe wall
uncalibrated values. In a typical PWR or BVs1R plant thinning2.
model, there will be several thousand predicted values of
erosion rate, one for each modelled component. These
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2.0 FAC-PREDICTIVE MODELLING pattern over the pipe and recording a matrix of thickness
values. Ideally, the TDAT value would simply be the

CHEC Family of Codes minimum measured wall thickness on the component.
However, because individual components are

The EPRI CHEC, ClHEC-NDE, and manufactured with varying wall thicknesses, and because
CHECMATE computer programs are PC-based codes wear occurs unevenly, this approach does not always
used to predict FAC-induced wall thinning of piping result in the most representative value. Associated with
transporting water or a water/stearn mixture, and to the DAT value is Trep, the as-installed wall thickness.
evaluate and manage the UT data from inspections of Subtracting Trep from TDAT will give the total wear
such piping. With a model in place, resources can be (change in wall thickness). In practice, these values are
allotted more efficiently, allowing for the detection and calculated using the EPRI code C]HEC-NDE. The values
mitigation of FAC-induced wall diinning. The latest of TDAT and Trep can be input into CBECMATE to
EPRI FAC-predictive code, C]HECWORKS, integrates calibrate the Pass I predictions so that they more closely
the previous codes into a stand-alone, Windows-based reflect actual conditions.
program that will eventually address other corrosion
mechanisms, including FAC. 'Me discussion within this TDATs and Treps are etered into the model,
paper is confined to CHECMATE; however, the results along with the operating hours when the component was
are easily generalized to apply to CHECWORKS as well. inspected, and a Pass 2 analysis is performed. The

analysis is performed only on a user-defined set of
Pass Analysis components within the model called a "line". A single

line may consist of a few hundred components. 'he
After building the CECMATE input data file number of TDATs entered can vary considerably, but

using relevant parameters, including flow rates, the minimum number used is three to five. During the
temperatures, stearn qualities, component geometries, and Pass 2 analysis, CHECMATE calculates a line correction
piping material, an analysis is performed to predict the factor CF) to adjust the values of predicted erosion rate
erosion rate of each component in the model. A typical from the Pass analysis. le LCF is the median value
model consists of several thousand components. The of the set of ratios of the measured wear to predicted
initial analysis is referred to as the "Pass 1" analysis to wear from each inspected component. The Pass 2
distinguish it from a subsequent re-analysis, the "Pass 2 predicted erosion rates are the Pass I erosion rates
analysis, which takes NDE measurements of wall multiplied by the LCF. This method is used to account
thinning into account. Components are selected for for uncertainties in plant chemistry or operating data.
inspection based on the Pass results. The resulting Note that this approach results in all values of predicted
inspection data can then be incorporated into the erosion rate within the line being multiplied by the same
CHECMATE model, and the Pass 2 analysis can be number, regardless of inspection status or results.
performed. The inspection results sometimes differ 'nerefore a component with a predicted erosion rate of
significantly from the Pass I predictions: Reasons for 25 mils/yr and a measured erosion rate of 35 mils/yr will
poor correlation include input data errors, trace amounts not necessarily be multiplied by the ratio 35/25; it wl be
of alloying materials such as chromium in a component multiplied by the median ratio.
that is non-drially carbon steel, and damage mechanisms
other than FAC (e.g., cavitation). In practice, this method often works quite well.

The CBECMATE predictions are based on extensive
3.0 EXPLANATION OF LCF METHOD laboratory and plant data, and a simple linear correction

to account for uncertainties in chemistry or other input
Inspection results are incorporated into the data, or to correct some systematic error, usually results

CHECMATE model through the TDAT (Thickness in a reasonable correlation. The level of confidence that
DATa) input data field. A TDAT is a single value that is the user may have in the results is not quantified,
representative of the maximurn wall thirming that has however, it may be determined by checking two factors.
occurred for the lifetime of a given component. First, the value of the LCF should be close to .0.
Components are usually inspected by laying out a grid Significant variations (LCF<0.5 or LCF>2.5) should
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alert the user that a problem exists. The other method of Thus the nth degree polynomial n(x) must
confirming the Pass 2 results is a plot of measured vs. reproducef(k) exactly for the n+1 arguments xxi. This
predicted values of wall thickness or wear rate. Such a criterion is pertinent because there is one and only one
plot, if correlated properly, should be nearly linear; polynomial of degree n or less which assumes specified
significant deviation from linearity indicates that some of values for n+1 distinct arguments. This polynomial,
the predictions may not be accurate. hese iaccuracies called the nth degree interpolating polynomial is
may be due to local variations in thermodynamic state not illustrated schematically for n7-3 in Figure 4.0.0.
considered by CECMAT`E. It is for these situations
that the Local Conditions Analysis CA) method, as This function establishes the value of, nft), for
described below, is applicable. all x but in no way guarantees an accurate

approximation of ftx) for x�, that is, for arguments
4.0 ALTERNATE METHOD: LOCAL other than the given base points. If ftx) should be a

CONDITIONS ANALYSIS (LCA) polynomial of degree n or less, agreement is exact for all
x. herefore, due to the characteristics of the FAC-

Theory predictive models, where local thermodynamic conditions
such as steam quality may vary between components, the

'Me method of Local Conditions Analysis CA) suggested approach is to make the approximation using a
only applies to the TDAT values physically near the linear model where the mean value of the two ratios of
component under consideration when performing the Pass measured vs. predicted wear between inspected
2 analysis. This methodology is based on the important components is used as a sort of "local LCF". This LCF
problem of approximating one fitnction4,6, fx), by is then applied to the components physically between the
another "suitable" function, g(x). This may be written: inspected components within the line. 'Me values of

predicted erosion rate for the inspected components
themselves will be corrected to reflect the actual

A) ;= g W measured values.

AX)
There are two reasons for developing such an /P.I(X)

approximation. 'Me first is to replace a function f(k),
which is difficult to evaluate or manipulate with a
simpler, more amenable function g(k). he second reason
is for interpolating in tables of fnctional values. The
function ftx) is known quantitatively for a finite (usually
small) number of arguments ced base points. For
CHECMATE evaluations, ftx) is the ratio of measured to
predicted wear per component. he type of polynomial ao-Aku))
approximation is

f W OMW = Zaxi
j=0 Figure 4.0.0

Given the paired values (xi, ftxi)), =O, 1,..,n, the criterion Application

for determining the coefficients of On(x) is to require that: A Pass 2 analysis of Extraction Steam piping in
a PWR plant in operation is presented to demonstrate
how the proposed approach affects the evaluation of the

4(x) = f (ni)j = 0, 1, 2,...n erosion rates. In accordance with EPRI
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recommendations, this system was divided into two lines The suggested LCA approach, presented here,
for the purposes of CHECMATE analysis: The high- will correct predictions for local bias in the piping
pressure extraction steam piping, and the low-pressure system. It is suggested that future studies investigate the
extraction steam piping (see Figure 40. 1). statistical quantification of the sample size required for a

given level of confidence and the uncertainties in
The results using this approach are shown in predicted erosion rate. Additional mathematical and

Figure 40.2 and Figure 40.3. The plots presented in probabilistic approaches for a better and more reliable
Figures 40.2 and 40.3 indicate the correlation between mathematical model, where field inspection data is used,
measured and predicted thickness and wear, respectively. will provide the user with useful tools to predict FAC

wear rates and to quantify his level of confidence in the
While using the same inspection data and basing predictions.

the selection of the Erosion/Corrosion lines in terms of
the thermodynamic conditions, a better correlation
between measured vs. predicted thickness and wear is NOTES
observed (See Figures 4.0.4, 4.0.5 40.6 and 4.0.7).

1 Recommendation for an Effective Flow-
Using the LCA approach, a better and more Accelerated Corrosion Prost EPRI

realistic correlation can be observed. The plot of NSAC/202L, November 1993.
Component Geometry Code vs. Wear Rates presented in 2. United States Nuclear Regulatory Conunission,
Figure 40.8 shows an analysis performed using the Generic letter 89-08, May 1989.
standard LCF approach; Figure 40.9 shows the same 3. EPRI, CHECMATE Computer Program User's
line, but uses the LCA approach. Comparing the two Manual NSAC/145L, Rev.1, April 1991.
figures clearly shows how the suggested approach 4. M.D. Greenberg, "Foundations of Appli
accounts for the local characteristics of the system. hLaILematics, Prentice-Hall Inc., 1978.

5. S.H. Dai and M.O. Wang, Reliabili1y AnalyaLs in
5.0 CONCLUSION Engineering ApRlications Van Nostrand

Reinhold, 1992.
Ile Erosion/Corrosion analysis of the Extraction 6. B. Carnahan, H.A. Luther and .0. Wilkes,

Steam line of a PkR plant clearly indicates that Applied Numerical Methods, John Wiley 
CHECMATE empirical predictions can be altered for a Sons, Inc. 1969.
better and more realistic results when Chemistry and
Tbermodynamic conditions are considered for the
Erosion/Corrosion line evaluations.
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ABSTRACT INTRODUCTION

EPRI has been developing technology to help plant Flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC)a is the name
owners control flow-accelerated corrosion (FAC). In given to the process by which the normally protective
1987 and 1989, EPRI released the CHEC8 and oxide layer on carbon steel dissolves into a flowing
CHECMATEO computer programs to predict the rate of stream of water or a water-steam mixture. FAC often
wall thinning caused by FAC in lines containing Single- occurs in piping systems in both nuclear and fossil
phase water and two-phase wet steam ixtures, respec- fueled power plants. FAC is influenced by the compo-
tively. EPRI has also developed the CHEC-NDETm and nent geometry, liquid velocity, water chemistry, and
CHEC-TTM programs to assist engineers in interpreting composition of the piping material.

the inspection data and in performing structural accep- In the 1970s and 1980s, FAC was recognized to
tance calculations. These programs have proven to be have caused a number of piping failures in nuclear
very successful and are in use at almost all U. S. nuclear power plants in Europe and in the United States In the
plants, at some U. S. fossil plants, and at some foreign U. S., failures caused by FAC were mainly in two-phase
nuclear plants. systems. As a result, U. S. utilities adopted inspection

Recently, EPRI updated the technology and combined programs to guard against failures in two-phase systems,
these individual programs into an integrated package particularly in extraction lines. But these programs were
called CHECWORKSTM. The first version of neither comprehensive nor rigorously applied across
CHECWORKSTM was released in December 1993. An the industry.
update, planned for May 1994, will meet the software hi December 1986, an 18 inch (- 45 cm) conden-
quality assurance requirements of ISO 9000 and sate line ruptured at the Surry Unit 2 Nuclear Plant.
10CFR5052 Appendix B. The rupture resulted in four fatalities, extensive plant

EPRI designed CHECWORKSTM to support predictions damage, and caused the plant to be shutdown for several
of other types of corrosion. In 1994, EPRI plans to release months. Post-accident examinations that the failure was
capability to predict cavitation in piping systems and to caused by FAC. Additionally, FAC was found to have
predict radiolysis and electrochemical potential in BWR caused wide-spread thinning at both Unit 2 and its sister
piping systems, and components and welds within the plant.
reactor vessel. This latter capability is intended to help As a result oi this accident, the Nuclear Utility
plant owners control stress corrosion cracking of sensi- Management and Resources Council (NUMARC)
tized materials and to evaluate preventive options. assembled a working group to coordinate industry's
Other corrosion predictions will be added in future years response. The working group issued a report which
as the research progresses.

a FAC was formerly known as erosion-corrosion, a term which

is no longer commonly used as it does not properly describe the
phenomenon. FAC is a pure corrosion process and does not
involve erosion.
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outlined out a systematic approach to help plant owners phase systems. CHECMATEO (C hexal-Horowitz
identify where excessive thinning in single-phase Erosion-Corrosion Methodology for Two-phase
systems might have occurred'. The report recom- Environment) was developed by EPRI to meet this need.
mended that utilities: CHECMATE03 was released in 1989, and has been in

wide use ever since for both single-phase and two-phase
• Determine the general susceptibility of each plant to systems. To properly detern-tine water chemistry and

single-phase FAC by measuring the wall thicknesses flow conditions in all lines, CHECMATEO has features
at a minimum of 15 locations. The inspection loca- to determine the pH and dissolved oxygen throughout
tions were to be selected using a combination of the steam loop, and the flows and thermodynan-tic states
analytical modeling (using CHEC or an equivalent in lines with one or more unknown values.
method), engineering judgment, and plant experi-
ence. During an outage, large amounts of inspection

• Expand the initial inspections if significant damage data need to be collected in a limited time and decisions
was found. The expansion procedure was designed regarding the data need to be made quickly. CHEC-
to ensure that the extent of the FAC caused NDETm4 was developed to help manage and analyze the
thinning was fully determined. ultrasonic thickness data collected from the FAC inspec-

• Inspect the selected components using a non- tion program. One important goal is to help the user
destructive examination (NDE) process. Both understand the amount of wear in a component. This is
ultrasonic and radiographic techniques were important in assessing the acceptability of the compo-
permitted. Ultrasonic exan-tination of each compo- nent for further service. CHEC-NDETm also helps the
nent using an orthogonal grid was recommended. user to determine if a thickness variation was caused by
The allowable grid size was a function of the FAC, was a result of the manufacturing technique used,
diameter of the pipe (results in a grid size between is part of a backing ring, or if it is part of a weld or weld
and 6 inches 2.5 to 15 cm]). preparation (e. g. a counterbore). Understanding the

• Determine the structural acceptability of thinned cause of a thickness variation may prevent a good com-
components for continued operation. ponent from being replaced unnecessarily. CHEC-NDE

• Determine the timing and extent of future inspec- features include:
tions based on the results of the initial inspections.

This approach was adopted by the US nuclear * Storage, retrieval and archiving of component
utilities; the principles of which are still found in inspection data.
utilities' programs. * Interactive, three-dimensional, color displays of

inspection data.

Both the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission * Reports including user-defined, inspection planning

(USNRC) and the American Society of Mechanical reports.
Engineers (ASME) have also responded to the Surry * Easy-to-interrupt data printouts for field use. These
accident. The USNRC has issued a series of information printouts are designed to enable early detection of
notices and regulatory directives requiring utilities to measurement errors and potential trouble spots.
have in place a comprehensive FAC program covering * Full-screen, spreadsheet-style data entry.
single- and two-phase systems. ASME has been devel- 9 Direct import of inspection data from files generated
oping a subsection to Section XI to provide evaluation by conu-nonly used data loggers.

criteria for FAC in safety related piping. The CHEC-T code5 was developed by EPRI evalu-

EPRI COMPUTER PROGRAMS ate the structural adequacy of worn components in order
to determine their acceptability for further service.

As part of the NUMARC approach, EPRI devel- CHEC-T can evaluate the effects of pressure and bending
oped the CHECO computer program2. CHECO (Chexal- moments on the thinned section, and evaluate the
Horowitz Erosion-Corrosion) uses an empirical model effects of deeper local thinning. It is consistent with the
to predict the rate of wall thinning, the total amount of requirements of ASME Code Case N-4806.

wall thinning (wear), and time until a component In 1992, it was decided to update and expand the
should be replaced (its projected lifetime). These predic- capabilities provided by the CHEC family of codes. This
tions are made on a component-by-component basis for decision was made for the following reasons:
each susceptible system in the plant. This information

helped utilities to select their initial inspection loca- * To meet evolving industry expectations regarding
tions, to interpret the results of the inspections, and to quality assurance standards for FAC evaluations,
schedule future inspections. * To update the predictive model and overall FAC

CHECO was developed to predict FAC in single- technology using data and information that has
phase (water-only) systems. By the late 1980s, the recently become available,
industry recognized the necessity to predict FAC in two- 9 To take full advantage of the new computer tech-

nology (e. g., Windows, better graphics, CD RCIMs,
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more memory, better processors, etc.), and use of ethanol amine instead of ammonia can also be
Industry experience has found that many of the cor- performed.
rosion processes are inter-related. It is thus desirable
to have a software platform where these other The user can perform calculations to determine
forms of corrosion can be evaluated in an integrated the flow and thermodynamic state (e.g., temperature
manner. and pressure, pressure and quality) in lines where only

the end conditions are known. Single-, two-phase, and
CHECWORKSTM flashing flows are properly considered. Complicated

networks can be easily evaluated using the built-in tem-
CHECWORKSTm7 was designed to meet the plates. The user overlays the logic of the piping system

above criteria and to provide additional features over one of nine network templates. The program
requested by the users. To take full advantage of the accounts for the -dxing and separation of flows at the
new computer technology and run on as wide a variety node points.
of computers as possible, CHECWORKSTM operates
under the WindoWSTm and Windows NTTM operating The calculation of the FAC wear rate is central to
systems, including workstations. CHECWORKSTm also the operation of CHECWORKSTM. The predictive algo-
integrates and provides all of the functions of rithm is based on an extensive database of laboratory
CHECMATEO, CHEC-NDETm and CHEC-T. and plant data. In 1993 it was extensively reviewed

using hundreds of new plant data that has recently

CHECWORKSTM operates as a typical become available. The program uses the water chem-
WindoWSTm application. As such, its operation should istry, piping configuration, piping materials, flow rates,
be reasonably familiar to WindoWSTM users. Briefly, the and thermodynan-dc conditions to estimate FAC on a
user creates a database of plant conditions, piping geom- component-by-component basis. The predictions
etry and materials, inspection results, and a model of the include:

plant heat balance. The database can accommodate * The average rate of wear over the life of the plant,
graphical images such as photographs and drawings. * The current rate of wear using the current operating
With this information the various analysis modules conditions and water chemistry,
and other tools can be used. - The total wear since plant start-up, or since the

The user can perform water chemistry calcula- component was put in service, and
tions for PWR, BWR, CANDU, and fossil fueled plants. 9 The predicted time until the component should be
The chemistry calculations provide the pH at operating repaired or replaced (the remaining lifetime).

temperature and the amount of dissolved oxygen at One of the biggest challenges to the engineer in
each point in the steam cycle piping. See Figure 1. This carrying out an FAC program is to properly interpret the
allows the accurate prediction of the rate of FAC in each NDE data (e. g., detern-dne the measured wear). The
component throughout the plant. Parametric evalua- measured wear can be determined using several differ-
tions of proposed water cherrdstry changes such as the ent built-in and automated methods. The measured

BW.d- W.

Fod HM. 0"

Figure - CHECWORKSTM Model of Plant Heat Balance
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wear is also input back to the wear rate analysis portion
of the program to refine the FAC predictions. These
evaluations are assisted by powerful user interfaces with
the data such as three-dimensional representation of the
component's thickness profile (see Figure 2.

Inspection
If significant wear is found in a component, the Location

plant owner must evaluate its structural integrity for
continued service. CHECWORKSTM performs the struc- Check
tural acceptance calculations using the measured NDE Valve
data and the predicted wear rates consistent with the cri-
teria of ASME Code Case N-480.

CHECWORKSTm also provides the ability to: Inspection
• Import and convert CHECMATE0 and CHEC- Location

NDETm data files.
• Display, manipulate and print out an isometric Figure 3 - Piping Analytical Model

view of a selected piping system. See Figure 3.
Drawings produced by this feature can be used in
conducting walk-downs to ensure the accuracy of ware. CHECWORKSTm also operates under the
the piping model or for documenting the inspec- Windows NTTM operating system. This allows its use
tion process. on a variety of workstations and minicomputers.

• Plot, display in tabular form and print the results
from the various calculations. These results can be CHECWORKSTm requires a PC configured to run
"pasted" to other WindowSTm applications such as WindoWSTm and with a 80386 or better microprocessor
spreadsheets or word processors. (preferably a 486 or Pentium class). Included should be

• Create a spreadsheet to help manage, schedule and at least 4 Mbytes of RAM (preferably 16 Mbytes) and a
report outage activities - FACTRAK FACTRAK large capacity 300 - ,000 Mbyte) hard disc.
allows the user to define the columns in the spread- A beta test version of CHECWORKSTM was
sheet, define special views of the spreadsheet, sort released to a number of utilities in early 1993. The pro-
by any column, perform calculations, and print out gram was continually revised and tested during 1993.
or paste selected information. The testing included full-fledged use during a refueling

• Use an extensive on-line help system. outage. CHECWORKSTM was formally released to EPRI's
members and licensees in December of 1993 as a

CHECWORKSTM operates under the MicrosoftO Research Grade Version. It is planned that a full
WindowSTm 31 environment and allows the use of all Nuclear Quality Assurance version will be released in
of the operating systems features. These include access May 1994. EPRI and the CHEC/CHECMATE8 Users
to networks, use of the clipboard, multi-tasking, and Group (CHUG) are sponsoring five training sessions
support for many printers and peripherals. The during 1994.
Windows environment will be continually upgraded to
support the advances in computer hardware and soft- FUTURE CHECWORKS APPLICATIONS

As previously discussed, the CHECWORKSTM
platform was designed to add predictions for other types
of corrosion. The plans for these other applications are
discussed below.

Cavitation and Droplet Impingement.
Cavitation and droplet impingement are similar erosive

PA process which often damage power plant components.
Cavitation may occur when a liquid passes through a
pressure reducing area - for example the throat of a con-
trol valve. If the fluid is near the saturation conditions
then bubbles - or cavities - can form within the liquid.
When the bubbles travel downstream into an area of
higher pressure they may collapse. If the collapse occurs
near a solid wall, then damage in the form of material
erosion will most likely result. The resulting wall thin--

Figure 2 - Typical Three Dimension Representation of ning may lead to leaks or ruptures. Welds can also be
Thickness Data cracked due to induced vibration.
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Droplet Impingement or liquid impact erosion basis as a function of plant chemistry and materials
occurs when a two-phase mixture impinges on a com- of construction. A preliminary transport model has
ponent surface. If the mixture contains liquid drops and been developed to predict how the corrosion prod-
the velocity is sufficiently high, then damage to the sur- ucts.are distributed around the steam loop and
face in the form of material erosion will result. Droplet deposited in major plant equipment such as steam
impingement normally occurs when a water passes generators. As these models become fully devel-
through a pressure reducing device (e.g., valve or ori- oped and tested, they will be installed on
fice) and flashes into a two-phase steam. If the pressure CHECWORKS.
drop is sufficiently large, liquid phase velocities great Steam Generator Corrosion - The focus of the steam
enough to damage metallic surfaces are induced. generator corrosion technology is the prediction of

initiation and growth of cracks in the steam gener-
hi 1994, EPRI will be installing a valve and orifice ator tubes, as initiated from both the primary and

cavitation application in CHECWORKSTM. This applica- secondary sides. The objective is to help the plant
tion will allow the user to specify a valve in a piping owner evaluate options, such as changes to water
network and detern-tine the conditions under which chemistry or plant operation, to reduce the potential
cavitation would likely occur. of cracks to cause unacceptable damage. The tech-

nology can also be used to understand the signifi-
Service Water Corrosion. There have bi�en a cance of cracks found during routine inspections

large number of problems in the service water systems and to justify continued plant operation with
of nuclear plants causing outages and requiring expen- minimum sleeving and plugging.
sive repairs and refurbishments. The problems have
been caused by a number of mechanisms including cavi- BWR Veasel Internals. The corrosion of inter-
tation, general corrosion, erosion, and most notably nals in Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) vessels has been
microbial influenced corrosion (MIC). At the present experienced over the last few years. However, in
time, scant analytical tools exist to allow utility engi- August of 1993, Carolina Power & Light reported a large
neers to address the various phenomena. As MIC pre- crack in the shroud of Brunswick Unit 18. This crack
dictive models are developed they will be installed on was 3600, and 3/4 inch (- 19 mm) deep. The occurrence
the CHECWORKS platform. has greatly increased industry awareness of this issue.

To address this issue on a systematic basis, EPRI plans to
Corrosion in Steam Generators. One of the main build in CHECWORKSTM the capability to:

objectives of CHECWORKSTM is to provide technology
to help control corrosion in steam generators. * Model the radiolysis which occurs in the core. This
Corrosion issues - of various sorts - have forced uclear is important in that the oxidizing species greatly
plant operators to sleeve and plug steam generator tubes influence the corrosion mechanisms.
and to remove sludge from the generators. Many plants * Determine, from the local concentrations of chen-d-
have had to replace their steam generators, and one cal species, the electrochemical potential (ECP at
plant was prematurely and permanently closed, primar- key locations in the core. Numerous studies have
ily for steam generator reasons. EPRI has had a substan- shown that the ECP is a key parameter in deter-
tial effort in process for many years to develop technol- mining whether or not cracking will occur.
ogy to extend the life of existing steam generators and to Determine, from the ECP, materials, and the local
develop better new designs. The results of these efforts stress field, the probability of a crack forming within
are planned to be installed on CHECWORKSTM. These a given component or weld.
include: Estimate, from the ECP and the local conditions, the

crack growth rate.
PWR Water Chemistry Simulator - This module Determine the damage probability of each compo-
will allow utilities to model the arrangements of nent.
their plants and perform various water chemistry
studies. These studies include determining the dis- Given the above information utilities can:
tribution of an-dnes around the steam loop, esti-
mating the chen-dstry in steam generator crevices, e Evaluate various remedial options (especially
and predicting the performance of condensate changes in water chemistry) to reduce the proba-
polishers. bility of crack initiation and growth,
Sludge Transport - The issue of the transport of & Determine the need for inspection of specific com-
sludge - usually made up of oxides of iron and ponents and welds,
copper - is an important issue in both PWRs and a Understand the significance of inspection results,
BWRs. The majority of the iron-component of the and
sludge is produced from FAC and from general cor- e Understand the applicability of inspection results at
rosion of the piping system. Work is presently other plants to their plant.
underway to predict to volume of sludge produced
on a component-by-component and line-by-line
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Fuel Rod Corrosion. The corrosion of Zircalloy REFERENCES
fuel rods has been an issue of continuing concern to the
nuclear industry. As the length of fuel cycles has 1. Nuclear Management and Resources Council,
increased and the burnup required of the fuel also Working Group on Piping Erosion/Corrosion, sum-
increases, fuel rod corrosion becomes a life-limiting mary report, June 11, 1987.
issue.

2. Chexal, B., et al., CHEC Computer Program User's
Boric Acid Corrosion. The primary coolant of Manual, NSAC 112L, Rev 1, July 1989.

pressurized water contains boric acid as the reactivity
control agent. Boric acid is not normally corrosive 3. Chexal, B. et al., CHECMATE Computer Program
when in contact with primary system materials under User's Manual, NSAC 145L, Rev 1, May 1991.
primary system conditions. But if small leaks occur (e.g.,
valve packings, pump seals), then the concentrated acid 4. Chexal, B. et al., CHEC-NDE A Tool for Managing
which forms on the surfaces is an extremely corrosive Non-Destructive Evaluation Data from Pipe Inspections,
environment particularly if the boric acid lands on car- NP-7017-CCML, NSAC-149L, April 1991.
bon steel. Corrosion rates of greater than I inch 25 mm)
per year have been observed under laboratory condi- 5. Deardorff, A et al., A Description of the CHEC-T
tions. Computer Program, EPRI report, RP 17,57-76/1757-61,

December 1989.
CONCLUSION

6 Aerican Society of Mechanical Engineers, Code Case
The first version of CHECWORKSTm has been N-480, Examination Requirements for Pipe Wall

met with widespread acceptance by the U.S. nuclear Thinning Due to Single Phase Erosion and Corrosion,
industry. It is planned that the additional modules will Section XI, Division I, May 10, 1990.
increase the usefulness of the program to nuclear utili-
ties. These modules will be periodically released in 1994 7. Chexal B., et al., CHECWORKS Computer Program
and future years as the technology is finalized and User Guide. EPRI Report TR-103496, December 1993.
tested.

8. anon, Brunswick Unit Shroud Cracks Lead to
Modifications, Nuclear News, page 28, November 1993.
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INTRODUCTION "dust" deposit in the filter since part of
alpha trajectory is through the deposit

The EDGAR system is a new radiation plus through the aluminium coating of the
monitoring system for nuclear power detector.
plant, reprocessing plant and nuclear
research reactor for radioactive Additionallywhen detecting very low
contamination, gamma and neutron field levels of Pu aerosols at the level of 12
monitoring. DAC.h (approximately 0.08 016
Developed by French Atomic Energy Bq/m3),the statistical laws do not apply
Agencythis system provides not only on the Pu contamination.
complete functions of standard RMS This phenomenon creates uncertainty on
,also allows spectroscopy level detection the real Pu contamination based on Pu
of alpha and beta particles based on a and radon contribution counts.
patented collimator unit.
A complete computerized approach has Moreover, a minimum of 30 to 60 minutes
been takenallowing full installation counting is needed to create the
control in a single PC based display and statistical base from which we can derive
communication unit. the contamination levels.Every time the

concentration changes or the radon
STANDARD SYSTEM concentration is affected by air flow

changes in the vinicy of the detector
When designing an alpha continous air headwe need the above time lapse in
monitoring systemwhich will be able to order to make an intelligent decision on
detect very low level of Pu 238 and Pu the actual contamination level at the filter
239 aerosolsthe standard method is sampling area.
using alpha spectrometry.

The main difficulties are coming from bad
We can monitor all the "Interfering" energy resolution and high concentration
energies coming from radon and his of natural alpha background Ra A Po-
daughters Bi 212, Bi 214 and Po 218 218, 6MeV) and its variation versus time
and apply mathematical algorithms to from 02 B/M3 to 50 Bq/M3 provides
correct the interference with the Pu 238 interference inside the Pu-238 window
and Pu 239 expected peak locations.1n (E=5.49MeV) as shown in Figure .
order to obtain good statistical data the
source to detector distance is
minimized.This allows high efficiency of
counting but degrades greatly the EDGAR SYSTEM.
resolution of the detector due to the
greatly different distances traveled by the The EDGAR system uses a complete
alpha particles. different approach.By intelligent use of

distance and collimatorme are able to
The accuracy required using this method reduce the radon and daughters
is affected greatly by the thickness of the
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contribution in the plutonium area of
interest by a factor of 200 to 300. Detector
When a particles move in the air, they
lose energy.This energy loss is
proportional to the distance that has
been covered.According to the Geiger's d Filter
formulathe energy left to the a is:

r
Ed= [E-O- - d/0.32 2a Blade

where: Of
Eo is the initial energy in MeV ator
d is the distance in cm covered by the a
Ed is energy left to the a after the
distance d.

Detector

d r--Radius of the filter
d=Distance filter-detector

Figure 3-Maximum Travel Distance for
2r an a Particle With Collimator.

The minimum travel distance for an 
is:d.

d=distance filter-detector The maximum travel distance for an a
2r--diameter of the filter is:

p=[ d2+(r)1112
Figure2-Maximum Travel Distance for an and should be true for all direction.
a Particle Without Collimator. That means the collimator must limit

the travel of oc particles in an
The minimum travel distance for an x is:d equilateral tiangle with an edge equal
The maximum travel distance for an a to r".
which still meets the detector is: The different blades of the collimator

must be located at an angle of 60
p=[ d2+(2r)2 ]12 degrees between consecutive blades.

Figure.2 shows the standard design
without collimator and obviously the
distance d between detector and filter In this casethe Ra A is in the Pu 238
shall be short. Let us suppose that d= cm window and then the discrimination is not
and good.
r = 1.2cm We can calculate Ed for
artificial and natural a radioisotopes With collimatorin the worse casewe can
Without collimatorin the worse casewe get(Figure.3)
can get IS Pu 238 at Ed =4.56 MeV if its a

0 Pu 238 at Ed=4.56 MeV if. its cc goes goes from the filter to the detector using
from the filter to the detector using the the shortest distance.
shortest distance. 0 Ra A at Ed =4.59 MeV if its a goes

0 Ra A at Ed =3.51 MeV if its a goes from the filter to the detector using the
ffom the filter to the detector using the longest distance.
longest distance.
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In thiscasethe Ra A cannot enter in the N Gamma spectrometry is available for
detection windowand then the radioisotope identification and evaluation.
discrimination is very good.

0 Low flow requirements: 90 CF/h 35
The logic behind the method is to prevent Umn ),provides very quiet operation.
the need for algorithms based on a
reading somewhere else in the spectrum E Automatic filter advance on timeon
and an assumed energy degradation demandlocal)
which will induce a certain percent of
those counts in the plutonium(or other 0 Standard hardware local processing
desired isotope) area of interest.The unit LPU compatible with different type
specially designed distancelcollimator of sensor.
structure prevents any alpha which has
lost more than approximately 1.5 MeV to 0 Display and loaddown the values in
reach the detector and be counted at the new international units system
wrong window.Additionallythe small recommended by CRP.
angle of acceptance prevents a major
influence of the thickness of the dust 0 30 days historic data of DACh and
collected on the filter. DAC per channel.

In the case of the Po 218 E=6.0 MeV, N Possibility of controlling full installation,
Tv2=3mn) which is the closest up to 250 measurement channels with
contaminant to the Pu 238/239areaits PC or computer.
short half life prevents a deeply covered
atom to emit an alpha which will lose 0 Low pce system
enough energy to reach the Pu 238
window.
A possibility of using a regular collimator
which many holes and short distance
presents the problems of uneven dust
distribution on the filter and turbulence at
its entrance, creating contamination
potential and the possibility of collimator
clogging.

ADVANTAGE OF THE NEW
SYSTEM(Figure 5)

M Low detection limit: better than 
DAC.h ( Radon compensation, if required
gamma compensation is available)

M Radial sampling structure does not
create turbulence of sampled air at the
collection site, assures that the detector
is never contaminated and no dust is
deposited on the detector..

0 Compact size of detectormovable
Jocatable close to operator workplace
(sampling tube not required 

0 Version with sampling line is available
for stack or ventilation duct monitor.
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INTRODUCTION be applied . ..... For significant exposures that are
deemed abnormal, according to the recommendations in

The International Commission on Radiological ICRP Publication 28, actual doses in the body, from an
Protection (ICR-P) recommended a system of dose limits assessment of the accident, should be used." In order to
for the protection of ionizing radiation. 12] This assess radiation protection quantities and actual
system was established based on the effective dose E, absorbed doses in the body stated above, information on
and the equivalent dose to an organ or tissue, HT, to the energy and irradiation geometry of the incident
assess stochastic and deterministic effects. In radiation radiation is required. ICRP in its Publication 35 [81
protection monitoring for external radiation, operational recommended that: "In minor accidents, when the deep
doses such as the deep dose equivalent index 2,3], H11d, dose equivalent index is only slightly above the limit,
shallow dose equivalent index, HI ambient dose the organ and tissue dose equivalents themselves may
equivalent 1,4-61, H*, directional dose equivalent, H', still comply with the annual limit for effective dose
individual dose equivalent-penetrating, H, and equivalent. Information on the energy spectrum and
individual dose equivalent-superficial, HS' are orientation of the incident radiation may then allow
implemented. These quantities are defined in an more realistic estimates of these dose equivalents to be
International Commission on Radiation Units and made."
Measurements (ICRU) sphere and in an
anthropomorphic phantom under simplified irradiation In this work, we surveyed high radiation areas in the
conditions. They are useful when equivalent doses are nuclear power plants in Taiwan. We measured energy
below the corresponding limits. In the case of and angular distributions of photons in these areas by a
equivalent doses far below the limits, the exposure or air portable Nal detector. We then analyzed the irradiation
kerma is commonly applied. For workers exposed to geometries using the ICRU classifications. Applying
high levels of radiation, accurate assessments of these results, the Taiwan Power Company should be able
effective doses and equivalent doses may be needed in to evaluate actual body doses more accurately for
order to acquire legal and health information. workers exposed to high-levels of radiation.

In the general principles of monitoring for radiation EXPERIMENTAL
protection of workers, ICRP 7] recommended that: "A
graduated response is advocated for the monitoring of An experimental setup established in this work
the workplace and for individual monitoring-graduated consists of a Nal detector, a lead collimator and the
in the sense that a greater degree of monitoring is mutichannel system, all in portable units. A layout of
deemed to be necessary as doses increase of as this setup at the Drywell in the Second Nuclear Power
unpredictability increases . ..... Gradually more complex Plant is sketched in Fig. 1. Here the assignment of front
or realistic procedures should be adopted as doses (F), back (B), left (L), right (R), up (U) and down (D)
become higher. Thus, at low dose equivalents directions was arbitrary. This was for the purpose of
(corresponding say to those within Working Condition recording the collimator alignment. Four different
B) dosimetric quantities might be used directly to assess locations in the Drywell area and six directions per each
exposure, since accuracy is not crucial. At intermediate location have been measured. An initial survey showed
dose equivalents (corresponding say to Working that the exposure rates were 13-75 mR/h. The counting
Condition A and slight overexposures) somewhat greater time per each measurement was two minutes.
accuracy is warranted, and the conversion coefficients
from dosimetric to radiation protection quantities should
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from the front direction to those from other directions
ranges 6-28 at Co energies. This indicates that
external irradiations at the workplace are most likely
unidirectional. The determination of irradiation
geometries, classified as AP (anterior-posterior), PA
(posterior-anterior), LAT (lateral), PLIS (planar
isotropic) and IS (isotropic) by ICRU [5], may be made
by a knowledge about the body orientation during
irradiation. In the present case, AP, PA and LAT
irradiation geometries are the most probable situations.

40000

Dry Well (2)
30000

front
- - - up
- - - right

20000 down
DISCm U left------ back

DI.r

IODDO

0

0 500 1000 1500 2000
Photon Energy (keV)

Figure 2 - Photon energy spectra measured at the
Figure I - A layout of experimental setup used in DrywelI area in the Second Nuclear Power Plant
the measurement of energy and angular in Taiwan. The arrangement of the collimator
distributions at the Drywell area in the Second alignment, specified as photon incoming
Nuclear Power Plant. directions in the figure, is illustrated in Fig. .

A total of seventeen workplaces in three nuclear Figure 3 shows a similar plot of measured photon
power plants was monitored. The exposure rates ranged energy spectra at the Residual Heat Removal area in the
-1.5-310mR/h. Inmostworkplacestwoorthree Third Nuclear Power Plant. Here, again, prominent
locations of potential occupancy by workers were 6OCo and 54Mn gamma-ray peaks are identified.
selected for measurements. Radiation exposures were Radiations from the right, down and up directions
possible only during maintenance in normal and outage contribute most importantly to the total counting rate.
operation times. The peak-height ratio of gamma-rays from the down

direction to those from the right and up directions is
-1.2 and 1.4, respectively, at 6OCo energies. his ratio

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION for the rest directions is greater than 7. Thus, it
indicates that external irradiations are relatively

Figure 2 shows the results of measured photon energy isotropic in the sense that right, up and down directions
spectra at the Drywell area in the Second Nuclear Power make somewhat more contributions. Therefore,
Plant. Prominent 6OCo and 54Mn gamma-ray peaks are irradiation geometries are most probably belonging to
clearly identified. It is seen that photons irradiated from the PLIS and IS situations.
the front direction dominate the contribution to the total
counting rate. The peak-height ratio of gamma-rays
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Figure 3 - Photon energy spectra measured at the Figure 4 - The ratio of the effective dose, E, and
Residual Heat Removal area in the Third Nuclear the effective dose equivalent, HE, to air kerma,
Power Plant in Taiwan. N, as a function of photon energy for whole-body

irradiation by the parallel beam.

ASSESSMENT OF DOSES
low-energy photons. Besides, the ambient dose

Utilizing the measured energy and angular spectra, equivalent is defined under an expanded and aligned
one can assess body doses more accurately. Figure 4 radiation field 141. This field resembles the AP
shows the ratio of effective dose and effective dose irradiation geometry closely but is far from other
equivalent to air kerma as a function of photon energy irradiation geometries. Thus, the ambient dose
for a parallel-beam whole-body irradiation [9]. The equivalent is strictly useful only for the AP irradiation.
maximum value of this ratio occurs at around 80 keV The over-conservation should be avoided if significant
photon energy. Below ~20 keV, this ratio drops to exposures take place. For workers exposed to high-
essentially zero. When one assesses effective dose by levels of radiation, the ambient dose equivalent may be
air kerma, the assessment is conservative only if the only slightly above the limit. Whereas, the organ and
above ratio is less than one. Therefore, this assessment tissue dose equivalents themselves may still comply with
shows under-estimating for photon energies between -50 the annual limit. In such cases, more realistic estimates
and 500 keV but too much over-estimating for energies of effective dose equivalent may be essential.
less than -30 keV. For an accurate assessment of actual
doses in the body, one requires information on the Figure 6 shows a plot of the dose equivalent to
photon energy distribution. ovaries per unit ambient dose equivalent as a function of

photon energy [5]. Again, the ratio of ovary dose
For other irradiation geometries of a parallel beam, equivalent to ambient dose equivalent is less than one

Fig. 5 shows a plot of effective dose equivalent per unit for all irradiation geometries at any photon energies.
ambient dose equivalent at tissue depth 10 mm, i.e. The criteria of accepting the ambient dose equivalent as
H*(10), as a function of photon energy [5). Since the a good operational quantity to assess ovary dose
ratio of effective dose equivalent to ambient dose equivalent remain the same. The conclusion, i.e.
equivalent is always less than one, it reveals that the ambient dose equivalent is a good operational quantity
ambient dose equivalent is a conservative quantity for only for the AP irradiation geometry at high photon

the measure of effective dose equivalent. Although the energies, remains unchanged.
ambient dose equivalent is a good operational quantity
for high-energy photons, it is too much conservative for
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Finally, we show in Fig. 7 the effective dose
equivalent per unit individual dose equivalent-
penetrating, H (10), as a function of photon energy for
different exposure conditions [5]. Here, AP-Front refers
to the AP irradiation geometry and the front-body
personal dosimeter. Similar explanations may be

AP ICRU 43 adopted to other symbols, It is noticed that two
PA exposure conditions, i.e. AP-Back and PA-Front, yield
LAT greater than one ratio of effective dose equivalent to
PLIS individual dose equivalent-penetrating. This means that
is individual dose equivalent-penetrating is under-

Le+0 estimating the effective dose equivalent. This under-

estimation is critical for low-energy photons. Also, the
individual dose equivalent-penetrating is too much over-
estimating at photon energies below 50 keV for other
exposure conditions. In all such cases, the individual
dose equivalent-penetrating is not a good operational
quantity for the assessment of effective dose equivalent.

Le-2 Le-1 Le+0 Le+1
Photon Energy (MeV)

Figure - Effective dose equivalent, H per unit 103
ambient dose equivalent, H*(10), as a Letion of Effective Dose Equivalent[ICRP26/30)
photon energy. Irradiation geometries and
symbols are explained in the text.

102

X
Le+1 VX

-111< X
101 0 7V

AP ICRU 43 4

PA (Ovaries) -
LAT 0
PLJS
is

Of
eO 7 W

': , - . " , - 6 I
07 M AP -Front

X AP-Back
10 V PA Front

0 PA ack
0 LAT - Front
A I - Front
0 PL I -Front

Le-1 (j-2 tL11 I I I 11,11
Le-2 Le-1 1.e+0 I.e+1 1.e+2 IC2 IC, Do 101

Photon Energy (MeV) Photon energy/MeV

Figure 6 - Dose equivalent, HT, to ovaries per unit
ambient dose equivalent, H*JO), as a fnction of Figure 7 - Ratio of effective dose equivalent to
photon energy. Irradiation geometries and' individual dose equivalent-penetrating as a
symbols are explained in the text. function of photon energy for different exposure

conditions. Irradiation geometries and personal
dosimeter locations on the body coff esponding to
these conditions are explained in the text.
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CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have measured energy and angular 8. ICRP Publication 35, General Principles of
distributions of photons at high radiation areas in the Monitoring for Radiation Protection of Workers,
nuclear power plants in Taiwan. With these Annals of the ICRP 6 Pergamon Press, 1982.
measurements, irradiation geometries can be determined
as suggested by the International Commission on 9. M. Zankl, N. Petoussi and G. Drexler, Health Phys.
Radiological Protection. Information on irradiation 62, 395-399 1992).
geometries and energy spectra should be applied to
allow more realistic estimates of the actual doses in the
body. For workers exposed to high levels of radiation,
these estimates are necessary for legal and health
purposes. Data and algorithm studied in this work will
be incorporated into Taipower's dose assessment
program for future evaluation of organ and tissue doses
if required.
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ABSTRACT We also carry out intercomparison programs with
In ionizing radiation protection regulations, the NIST ( National Institute of Standards and
dose limits are promulgated in terms of organ Technology USA and EL ( Electrotechnical
dose equivalents and effective dose equivalents. Laboratory Japan to assure the accuracy and
These quantities are umeasurable in reality. stability of our photon metrology system. The
Some operational quantities such as ambient dose results show that deviations are within 3106. Our
equivalents directional dose equivalents and laboratory is eurtristed by the National Bureau of
personal dose equivalents are recommended by ICRU Standards, R.O.C. as the primary photon metrology
(International Commission on Radiation Units and laboratory in this countrysince 1991.
Measurements)in order to comply with regulations.
Area monitors and personal dosimeters are INTRODUCTION
required to measure these operational quantities.
It is necessary to calibrate these instruments Many different types of instruments and
within some to lerable uncertainties according techniques for measurements have been developed
to the definition of operational quantities. and put into practical use in various fields of

nuclear technology, radiation protection, therapy
In the present paper we will discuss photon and fundamental researches for photon interaction
radiation fields methods and devices for with materials. Accurate calibration of such
calibrating instruments to measure dose instruments based upon the standard fields of
equivalents from external photon radiations. The photons are essential to perform reliable
photon radiation fields in our laboratory with measurements.
energy above 300 keV are generated by radioactive
nuclides. For those with energy below 300 keV , To meet this demand the Institute of
x-ray machines are used Since it is important Nuclear Energy Research (INER) has paid the very
to know the energy response of the monitoring efforts to establish and disseminate of the
instruments various methods are used to create national standards of photons as a part of
photon beams with narrow energy width. Direct ionizing radiation standards since 1991.
measurements of radiation intensity in terms of
exposure(or air kerma)are discussed with free-air In this report, the current status of photon
ionization chambers and locally made graphite standardization at INER will be described with
ionization chambers. Both known photon radiation emphasis of the outline of the facilities 
fields and substitution methods are used to production of photon fields at various energy
calibrate monitoring instruments such as area points by the use of x-ray machines and radio-
monitors, survey meters, ionization chambers and nuclides, absolute measurements of photons and
ILDs(thermoluminescent dosimeters). the consistency of the photon standards of nter-
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national basis confirmed through a series of schematically shown in Figure 1. The photons are
intercomparisons. collimated and guided to the irradiation rigs

located at the central parts of the photon
OUTLINE OF 'ME ACILITIES irradiation rooms measuring each about6x6x3m.

The national standards of Photons have been Ionization chambers a free-air ionization
established in terms of Photon fluence and air chamber VIC-481 for photon energy below 50 keV a
kerma in the energy region from a few keV to 10 VIC-480 for photon energy between 50 keV and 300
MeV. Two x-ray machines both of PANTAK 420C keV and graphite ionization chambers with
operated from 20 UP to 420 kVP, are used to cylindrical or spherical types for photon energy
produce filtered photon beams below 300 keV above 300 keV, are installed in the irradiation
through known quality filters. Several radio- rooms for measuring air kerma absolutely. A PMRA
nuclides , "Co "'Cs and ... Ra are used to (Polymethyl methaerylate)phantom(30OX30OX150mm)
produce high energy photons with various air for the dose equivalent calibration is also
kerma rates. 'Me photon irradiation rooms are provided in the irradiation room.

radionuclides x-ray machine
T T

60C o and "'Cs 22 'Ra PANTAK 420C
0 ��Fi r� ��o

control room
0 ��Fi F1 ��o

Tissue Equivalent Ionization Chambers Free-Air Ionization Chambers

Phantom

Figure.1 Layout of the research facility of photon standardization.
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PRODUCTION OF PHOTONS BY XRAY M INES AND background levels up to very high levels say
RADIONUCLIDES tens of G.h-'. 'Me ideal radiation field for

calibration is one in which the radiation has a
A. Monoenergetic Photon Sources discrete energy and an accurately known exposure

rate. A discrete energy is ideally required somce
In order to establish the photon stand- the sensitivity of the most instruments varies

ards, the production of monoenergetic photons is considerably with photon energy. For energies
one of the first requirements. To provide above 300 keV, radionuclide sources are normally
radiation fields suitable for calibrating x-and used, but below this energy very few such sources
gamma instruments over the energy range froma few have long enough half-lives and in many cases
keV to about 10 MeV requires a range of x-ray they emit photons of many different energies.
equipment as well as a number of different Below 300 keV , therefore an x-ray machine is
radionuclide sources. A wide range of source usually more suitable for calibration. A summary
strengths are also required so that the level of of the Photon Production most commonly employed
the radiation field can be varied from natural at INER is shown in Figure 2.

Standardization
method

'4RK

0_'M'�Lk

VIC-480

�-2

VIC-481
Free-air ionization Cylindrical or spherical
chamber ionization chamber

20keV 100keV 1MeV 1OMeV

Photon energy i i i i

Production reaction X-ray machine 13 'Cs 6'Co 238 Pu+11C

Established regions TT T

Figure 2 Summary of Photon production reactions and standardization methods.
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B. X-radiation the photon energy corresponding to the constant
potential on the tube. Curve 'a' in Figure 3

There are two radiation sources which can shows this spectrum. However in practice the
be used for assessing the response of instruments inherent filtation of the target, tube window and
at energies from a few keV up to 300 keV; these the coolant preferentially absorb the 7 low
are the fluorescence x-rays and the use of energy part of the spectrum. A typical spectrum
filtered x-ray beams. The second of these obtained with inherent filtration is shown as
techniques has been used by INERbut fluorescence curve in Figure 3 his type of spectrum is
techniques will be studied in the future. of little practical value because of the wide

distribution of photon energies and for many
The theoretical spectrum resulting from applications the exposure rates may also be too

operating an x-ray tube at a constant potential high. A more useful spectrum can be obtained by
shows a linear variation in intensity.' This placing thick filters in the spectrum, curve 
variationcan be expressed by the equation in Figure 3 by absorbing the low emergy

components. This preferential absorption of the
N(E)dE=K I E.-E E, (1) low energy photons is due to the photoelectric

effect. Be resulting narrower spectrum also
where NE) is the photon flux per unit energy results in lower exposure rates which are more
interval in the energy range E to EdE I the useful for calibrating radiation monitoring
tube current, K a constant for the tube, and E. instruments. he typical specifications of the

x-ray machine used at INER are shown in Table .

----- UNFILTERD
CURVE a

----- WITH INFEFZENT FILTRATION
Ca CURVE b
z

TOTAL FILTRATION --- >
CURVE 

X-RAY ENERGY E0

Figure 3 Typical continuous x-ray spectra.
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Table I Specifications of x-ray machines at INER.

PANTAK - 420 C

rated voltage(kV) 20 - 420
rated current(mA) 1 10
exposure rate 40 mGyh-' - 300 Gyh-"

Table 2 Summary of radionuclide sources at INER.

Radionuclide( activity Exposure range(reference date)

... Cs 31.1 TBq ) 0.050- 8 G- h-' 191.1.1
"Co A 1.55 TBq lGyh-' - 10GYh-' 1991.1.1
"Co 4.88 TBq lGyh-' - 10OGyh-' 191.1.1

22 'Ra 1.85 GBq 5 - 160 mGyh-' 1991.1.1

C. Radionuclide Photon Sources According to ISO 4037' and NIST standard
calibration lightly filtered x-ray beams are

Radionuclide sources are mainly based on good for high dose irradiation experiments;
the three different radionuclides ... Cs, "Co, mediumly filtered x-ray beams are suitable for
and ... Ra. "'Cs radionuclide emits monoenergetic medical therapy and diagnosis requirements and
photons with 0.662MeV. "Co radionuclide emits heavily filtered x-ray beams can be applied for
photons with 1.332MeV and LIMA the average radiation protection. The relationship between
energy is 1.25MeV. "'Ra radionuclide with photon filters and x-ray beam quality at INER is shown
energies from 180 to 2200 keV is mainly for low in Table 3' Figures 4 and show the relation-
exposure rates. The radionuclide photon sources ship between the tube voltage and the half-value
employed at INER as the national standards are thickness (HVT) for heavily and mediumly filtered
described in Table 2 x-ray beams at INER , respectively. Data from

ISO and NIST are also shown in these figures for
comparison. Good agreements are obtained for

STANDARDIZATION OF PHOTON FIELDS those data.

A. X-radiation Standards In radiation dosimetry , the quantity to
be standardized in a photon field is air kerma

For the establishments of the mono- W` whiccan be related to the exposure as
energetic Photon dfluence standards with energy
below 300 keV , filtered x-ray techniques were K = X W/e( 1-g (2)
developed as shown in Figure 2 The consistency
of the established standards atIKER was confirmed where W is the average energy required to
through intercomparisons of transfer ionization produce an ion pair in air e the electron
chambers with NIST. charge and g the fraction of energy loss due to

bremsstrahlung created by secondary electrons.
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Table 3 Filters and x-ray beam quality at INER.'

quality filters added half-value homogeneity effective distance
thickness coefficient energy

index (mm) (mm) (90) (keV) (cm)

Al Cu Sn Pb Al Cu Al Cu

M 30 0.35 0.36 64 50
M 40 0.64 0.73 66 50
M 50 0.9 1.01 0.032 64 66 50
M 60 1.40 1.71 0.048 69 62 150
M 100 5.00 4.85 0.20 72 55 150
M 150 4.87 0.25 9.87 0.67 86 61 150
M 200 3.97 1.12 14.4 1.63 94 69 150
M 250 4.87 3.2 17.9 3.14 97 84 150
M 300 3.87 6.5 21.4 5.17 98 96 150

H 30 3.97 1.23 0.038 93 94 50
H 40 3.91 0.26 2.9 0.093 94 95 50
H 50 4.01 0.1 4.12 0.143 93 88 38 150
H 60 4.05 0.6 5.87 0.244 94 88 45 150
H 100 4.05 5.2 13.1 1.11 100 97 79 150
H 150 3.87 4.0 1.52 16.5 2.40 99 95 119 150
H 200 3.87 1.0 4.13 0.60 19.1 3.92 99 98 163 150
H 250 3.87 0.75 1.05 2.55 21.2 5.21 98 99 207 150
H 300 4.05 3.0 5.0 22.3 6.19 95 96 244 150

Remarks: MThe inherent filter of the x-ray machine is 0.7mm
Be which is equivalent to 0.12mm Al.

(2)The letter M stands for mediumly filtered and H for
heavily filtered x-ray beams and the numbers after
the letters for tube voltage in kV.

Whomogeneity coefficient 1st HVT/2nd HVT X100961.

MI

5"
W

100
O>

co 6-

age 3-4

A

HVT IN Cu EQUIVALENT (mm)

Figure 4 Heavily filtered x-ray beam quality in terms of the
relationship between tube voltage and HVT in Cu equivalent.
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Figure Mediumly filtered x-ray beam quality in terms of the
relationship between tube voltage and HVT in Cu equivalent.

Air kermas in Photon fields are measured by free Photon energy below 50 keV a VIC-481 free-air
air ionization chambers directly. A VIC-480 ionization chamber is USed."-'4 The character-
free-air ionization chamber is used for photon istics of these free-air ionization chambers are
energy between 50 keV and 300 keV. 1-12 For shown in Table 4.

Table 4 The characteristics of free-air ionization chambers.

chamber electrode area of defining the distance between
diameter(m) diameter(m) pore (M2) the defining surface

and signal geometry
center 

VIC-480 0.300 9.5xlo-, 7.862xlO-' 0.3

VIC-481 0.14 1.58x10-' 1.269x10-' 0.112
1 1 - I I-

B. Radionuclide Photon Standards INERCOMPARISONS OF POTON STANDARDS

... Cs and "Co are used for the establis- In order to confirm and to improve the
hments of high energy photon standards. In national standards of photon measurements in our
house made graphite ionization chambers"-" are country, we did a series of intercomparisons with
used for the determination of air kermas A HIST and ETL , through transfer ionization
spherical graphite ionization chamber is shown chambers.
in Figure. 6.
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objective photon energy is used as a transfer
instrument for the calibration of the detector at
each standard field. The results of the
intercomparisons of monoenergetic photon are
shown in Table 5. These results show the
deviations are within 191.

i'J

B. Intercomparisons of the Measurements of
"'Cs and "Co Air Kerma Rates

Several in house made graphite ionization
chambers in cylindrical type or spherical type
are used for the intercomparisons of the
measurements of 1.37CS and "Co air kerma rates.
The confidence of the reference ionization
chambers can be traced back to EIL or NIST. For
the cylindrical type graphite ionization chamber,

graphite the results are summarized in Table 66 From
Otef Ion these results, we know that the deviations are
m copper 'AY within 31. The difference between NIST and ETL
F//� a I u m i nu m 'Y might be be due to the availability of different
Ea bake I i te mass energy absorption coefficients and energy

stopping power.

In order to overcome the directional

Figure. 6 A sectional view of an in house made dependence of a cylindrical ionization chamber 
spherical graphite ionization chamber. we made several spherical graphite ionization

chambers. One of these chambers was brought to
NIST for intercomparison recently. The results

A. Intercomparisons of x-ray Beams at are shown in Table 7. The deviations in this
Several Energy Points intercomparison are within 0.891 which is an
An ionization chamber suitable for the encouraging result.

Table 5 Intercomparisons of SN 208 transfer ionization
chamber in standard photon fields. 17

Quality index INER results(GY/C) IST results(Gy/C) Deviation(9/6)

H 60 3.008 x 10' 2.992 x 105 + 0.53
H 100 3.020 x 10' 3.026 x 105 - 0.20
H 150 3.072 x 10' 3.056 x 105 + 0.52
H 200 3.038 x 10' 3.064 x 105 - 0.85
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Table 6 Intercomparlsons of the measurements of ... Cs and "Co air
kerma rates (cylindrical graphite ionization chambers).

Distance Air kerma rate (mGy/min) Deviation( Y.)
Sources (cm)

NISTa ETL` INERc (b-a)/a (c-a)/a

13 'Cs 150 16.88 17.26 17.23 +2.2' +2.0
400 2.32 2.37 2.36 +2.2' +1.7

"Co A 59 85.4 86.87 86.80 +1.6e +1.6

"Co B 150 3.54 3.60 3.60 +1.6'8 +1.6
3.54 3.62 3.60 +2.211 +1.7

Remarks :0)a and b indicates the results which can be traced
back to NIST and ETL, respectively.

We indicates the results obtainded by the in house
made cllrdrical graphite ionization chambers.

Wd : A5 SN 208 e VIC 415 SH 178, f : A5 SN 157

Table 7 Intercomparisons of NIST and INER Primary gamma
standards.

Sources Air kerma rate (GY/s) Deviation (91)
(b - a a

NIST a INER"

13 'Cs 3.6364xlO-' 3.6640x10-5 076

r'Co 4.0006x10-' 4.0306x10-5 075

Remarks :Mirradiation facilicies : NIST B021A ("'Cs)
B021B o)

Wdistance 195 cm ... Cs and "Co)
MINER's ionization chamber HM-3B

DISCUSSION machines are used to Produce standard radiation
fields For energy above 300 keV radionuclides

A Photon metrology laboratory has been setup are used. Intercomparlson programs carried out by
INER, NIST and ETL show that the capability of

at INER which covers the Photon energy from a few measurements at INER is suitable for instruments
keV to 10 MeV. For energy below 300 keV, x-ray calibration applicable in medical therapy and
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ABSTRACT The major nuclides of concern to the site radiochemistry
staff are H-3 and other pure beta eitters, Co-60, Cs-137,

A decommissioning project provides a variety of challenges to Cs-134, Eu-152, Eu-154 and Fe-55. The unique nature of the
the analytical skills and resources of the radiochemist. Unlike an reactor design makes H-3 a major concern to regulatory
operating facility where the processes are established or a agencies. On-site analysis or evaluation is required on a variety
cominercial laboratory where the facility is equipped to handle of media including, water, soil, graphite, concrete, asbestos,
a vast array of sample media, the decommissioning laboratory is insulation, oils, urine, and miscellaneous substances and debris.
usually equipped with the bare essentials required for analytical The activity levels of these sainples range from those with
procedures. While the equipment is limited, the variety of significant contact dose levels to those which must meet a Lower
sample media and requests for quantitative results are not. Since Limit of Detection (LLD) for unconditional release. Gamma
analytical results often guide the sampling and work plan, sample analysis can be done directly, while analysis of H-3 and other
turnaround time must be kept to a minimum. A liquid pure beta emitters often presents a greater challenge.
scintillation counter with spectral capabilities can be a versatile Additionally, the unique matrices and time constraints of the
element in the laboratory. project often complicate the requirements. Unique approaches

must often be developed to address individual situations.
This paper examines the successes and lessons learned using a
standard liquid scintillation counting system for selected PROJECT ANALYSIS
analyses. The analytical methods discussed include: tritium in
concrete, graphite, smears, nonaqueous liquids and bioassay The project requires numerous analytical services.
samples; the effects of quench on sensitivities and meeting Characterization of the site and materials defines the scope for
unconditional release criteria; the use of liquid scintillation project management. Preliminary evaluations are made to
counting for beta spectroscopy to identify and quantify pure beta determine which materials will become radwaste and which can
emitters in graphite, water and other media. be disposed of as clean trash. Waste materials are analyzed to

determine classification for shipping and disposal. Accurate
INTRODUCTION initial characterization is critical to the proper funding of the

project.
SEG, Inc. is a member of the Westinghouse Team tasked

with the decominissioning of the Ft. St. Vrain High Temperature Many of the samples taken during the characterization and
Gas-cooled Reactor (HTGR) owned by Public Service Company decommissioning phases are analyzed on-site prior to being
of Colorado. The project involves the removal of core shipped to outside vendors for hazardous materials (HAZMAT)
components and graphite reflector blocks, cutting away portions and 10CFR Part 61 analysis. The information derived from
of the concrete reactor vessel and disposal of certain these analyses: provides a guide to the types of analyses
contaminated plant system components. Materials are segregated required from the vendor laboratory, allows the results to be
according to release criteria for disposal as radioactive or clean used for planning while awaiting confirmatory results from the
waste. Envirorlmental samples are analyzed to ensure that the vendor laboratory, provides a rudimentary QC check on the
site can be released for future non-radiological uses. The site outside laboratory, and satisfies shipping regulations by
will be converted to a natural gas generating station at the characterizing the activity for labelling purposes.
completion of the decommissioning.
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The analytical results of materials for unconditional release water in 10 nil of cocktail. "H#" is used when quench is to be
and for "abandonment in place" must meet established LLD's. determined. An H# of 95 to 103 is considered to have an
Sample throughput and work loads are factors in determining efficiency comparable to the prepared aqueous standard. The
which of these samples are analyzed on-site and which are sent Beckman system uses a logarithmic spectral output. The
to vendor laboratories. standard tritium window from channel to 400 is used for

tritium. Channels 400 to 1000 are monitored for contamination
The on-site laboratories must also support standard project from other beta emitters.

requirements including ivitro bioassay and support of radiation
protection and ALARA operations. Tritiurn bioassay is Surface Contamination
performed routinely at the Ft. St. Vrain (FSV) site due to the
abundance of tritium in the work environment. Quench and Tritium as surface contamination is determined by the use
chernilurninescence play an important role in the urine analysis. of smears. Before establishing a procedure, a number of
Air samples, smears, water, concrete, sludge, oil and other methods were investigated. Initially a wetted styrofoam smear
materials require analysis for tritium. The labs must also was used. This type of smear could be dissolved directly in the
provide analysis to established LLD's for off-site release of air liquid scintillation cocktail and counted with a minimum of
and liquid effluents. preparation. However, this method was not deemed satisfactory

since dirt was often carried with the smear. The coloration
The laboratory facilities existing at the site have limited caused high quench in some samples. Other non-gamma

resources. The equipment is geared to handling only general emitters, such as Fe-55, were present in some samples and
types of analyses. created interferences. Figure I illustrates the spectral

interference of Fe-55 to H-3. To overcome these problems a
At the FSV project the empty reactor vessel is being filled method of placing the styrofoarn smear into 100 nil of water to

with water to reduce dose to the workers. Fission and activation leach the tritium and then distilling the water to remove
nuclides have leached from the activated and contaniinated contaminants was tested. However, the smears floated to the top
graphite blocks, concrete and the carbon steel liner. The water and the removal of the tritium to the water phase was suspect.
is treated with Calgon LCS-20 a sodium nitrite compound In addition, tests done between Battelle Pantex and Canberra
(anionic), to minimize corrosion of the liner. This water is then Packard indicated that, even wet, the styrofoarn smears did not
demineralized through sodium form cation resins and a cesium effectively absorb H-3 from the surface.
specific zeolite material to minimize the activity in the shield
water, Anion resin has not been added to the circulating 2

demineralizers since this would also remove the water treatment
ch em icals . 180 . ..... ..................... ........ ............. .. .. ....................................... ..

160 - .................. ... ...... . ...... . ........................... ... .. ... ........

Chlorine 36 (Cl-36) is the only anionic nuclide that is 140-
12 0 . ........ .................. ............................ ........ ...... .......................present. Since CI-36 is not removed by the regular treatment

Z 100 - ... ........ ... ...... .system, the concentrations in the water continue to increase. An Z>0
anion bed m ay be used in the system once the corrosion inhibitor 10 . ..... .... .. ......... ........... ........................................... ............................
is no longer needed. Until then, the only anion resin in the 60. ... .... ...... .. ....... ... ...... ...... ....... .. ..
system is a m ixed bed on the final waste effluent. It is necessary 40- .. .. ................ .... .... .. ..... .. ............................ .. .. .....................

to monitor the water for CI-36 in both the shield water system 20 . ... ................. . ...... .......... ............ ................... . ... . ...

and the effluent. 6b 1 & 20 350 450 550 650 7W 050 960

100 200 300 400 SW 800 700 eC 9M

TRITIUM ANALYSIS CHANNEL NUMBER

Figure I - Fe-55 Contribution to the H-3 Region of Interest.
The preparation technique for each type of sample is

critical. Aqueous samples are easily distilled to eliminate quench Various wetted cloth, glass fiber and paper smears were
and interferences. These, however, represent only about half of tested. These were placed directly into the scintillation vial in
the samples. The major obstacles to overcome in the preparation 5 ml of deionized water, agitated and then cocktail was added.
of non-aqueous matrices are quench, chemilumineseence, Conversations with Packard concerning experiments they had
interfering nuclides, release of the bound tritium and meeting an conducted indicated that the glass fiber filters released the tritium
LLD with small volumes and high background. Methods of to the water more effectively. However, glass fiber filters were
resolving these items are unique to each type of sample. not as efficient in removing tritium from the surface. The

normal paper smear appeared to be the best compromise for
All tritium methods discussed in this section use Packard tritium removal from the surface and tritium release to the water.

Ultima Gold as a cocktail. Samples are prepared in Wheaton
low-background 20 ml glass vials and counted on a Beckman
LS3801 liquid scintillation counter. The Beckman produces a
background of approximately 22 pm for ml of deionized
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The direct method is only deemed useful for smears which
exhibited little or no other beta activity and only a small aount 30-

of residual material removed from the surface. These samples
are allowed to stand 24-hours to reduce any chem ilun2inescence 25- ....... ......... ...... ...... . ................... ................. I... ...........

from the foreign material. The coloration appears to be the only
contribution to the change from the water quench. Experiments 20- .......... ... ........... ....... ................ ....

at FSV determined that the presence of a clean smear did not
affect the efficiency determination. The H# remained at 98 to . ...... ... .. .... . ..... 11 -- ------
100. A special quench curve was established for the quench
from the coloration. This curve exhibited efficiencies .. . .... ...... .... .......
approximately 5% higher than those of the chemical quench
curve used for other samples. Since most smears taken at FSV ....... . ... .....I ...... ..... .. ...... ..........
have either residual material or interfering nuclides this method
is not widely used. However, this method has been used at other 4:0 Eb 7�, 9b 11�0 165 1&6 i 1 25

decommissioning projects with a high degree of success. H# (u.-h 1�do.to,)

Figure 2 - Effect of Quench on H-3 Background Counts.
Ultimately, a method in which a normal paper smear is

wetted prior to sampling, and placed in 100 ml of water and A satisfactory solution applicable to all samples has not
distilled was selected as the standard procedure at FSV. While been found as yet. Some samples will be sent to outside
this diluted the sample, it avoided other problems and met the laboratories for analysis.
required MDA. Because of the dark-adaption required for the
direct samples this method normally allows a faster turnaround Bulk Concrete
time for samples.

The decommissioning project requires the cutting and
Offs and Other Non-Aqueous Samples removal of bulk concrete and rubble. This material and the

slurry generated during concrete cutting must be analyzed to
Achieving the required unconditional release Lower Limit unconditional release limits. To determine tritium in solid

of Detection (LLD), 7AE-02 Bq gri I (2E-06 pCi/gm), for some concrete, small pieces are chipped off and ground to a powder
oils and non-aqueous liquids has become difficult in certain in a ball mill. A sample of the powder or the concrete from the
samples. The LLD is easily met if the volume of the sample is slurry is boiled and the leachate is then distilled prior to liquid
at least 0 I grain. However, some of these materials are scintillation counting. Studies using serial leaching and
extremely dirty. The dark color quench caused H#s far beyond distillation have indicated that approximately 90 % percent of the
the curve at volumes as small as 0 I gram. Distillation of these unbound tritium is recovered in the first leaching. Samples of
samples is not practical and an oxidizer is not currently two types of concrete were sent to Packard for experimental use
available. Attempts to decolorize have not been successftil. with their oxidizer. One sample contained concrete contaminated

through contact with tritiated water and the other was tritiated
H#s; significantly above 200 indicate that the efficiency of from direct activation and possible difftision of HT through the

the count is less than 10%. Samples which indicate less than liner. Oxidization of the samples consistently produced recovery
MDA with H#s above 200 are usually prepared with less volume factors of 2 above those reported using the serial leaching.
to reduce the quench. With small sample volumes (0.01 grams) Combined with the leaching factor, an overall recovery factor of
the required count time is often unreasonable. 45% is produced. LLD can be met with a reasonable sample

size and counting time.
The quench produced by the dirty oil also affects the

background counts. The background counts are reduced as the Occasionally the concrete slurry physically carries over into
efficiency is reduced. A separate curve is used to predict the the crossover tube during the distillation. This frequently occurs
background to be subtracted from the oil samples. Figure 2 when the material is ground extremely fine. If necessary, the
illustrates the change in background versus quench. samples can be cold-leached for 24 hours and the leachate

distilled. Results and recoveries appear to be comparable.

Originally, a method of adding concrete directly to the
cocktail was suggested. This method was determined to be
unacceptable because of the presence of other beta eitters and
the small volume that could be analyzed. This method may be
acceptable for samples which contain only tritium at activity
levels significantly above background.
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Tritium in Graphite Direct liquid scintillation of urine can be difficult both due
to color and chemical quench and chemiluminescence A -d

It is necessary to determine the quantity of tritium in the sample, 3 drops of acetic acid and 10 ml of cocktail are counted
graphite blocks from the reactor for both waste disposal and to after dark adapting overnight. The results are corrected for
estimate the expected amount of tritium which will leach into the quench. Conversations with Dr. Y. Kobayashi, a consultant for
fill water. Initial attempts were made to determine the tritium by Packard, indicate that a solution of strong brewed tea makes an
the same method as concrete. Significant amounts of tritium ideal color quench for preparation of urine quench curves.
continued to leach from graphite powder during successive
sampling over a period of a month, rendering this method OTHER PURE BETA EMITTERS
impractical. A sample sent off-site for analysis by a total
dissolution method returned a tritium result three orders of Pure beta emitters, other than tritium, are also of particular
magnitude above that determined by the leaching method. concern during the shield water phase of the decommissioning at

FSV. In an operating facility there is often some consistency of
Analysis of a small quantity of powdered graphite produced concentrations of these nuclides. The consistency allows less

the most comparable analysis. These results were far from frequent analysis for these nuclides. The 'feed-and-bleed' system
satisfactory because of the interfering nuclides. The high activity and the anticipated changes in leach rate require more tely
of the sample also increased the background of the entire liquid analysis. Screening procedures are being developed to more
scintillation counter. The surface tension of the graphite restricts efficiently process samples. Since mixed waste has become a
the leaching of H-3, requiring total dissolution or oxidization. concern, many of the classical laboratory techniques which
Consequently, prospects of performing this analysis on-site were utilized organics and other hazardous substances have been
abandoned. eliminated. The spectral capabilities of the LSC unit have

enhanced our abilities to meet these analytical requirements
Leaching studies on solid plugs of graphite are being under field conditions.

conducted to estimate the leaching rate directly. Analysis is also
performed on the leachate for other nuclides. This method At FSV the Beckman has a 1000 channel Multichannel
provided a better characterization of what was actually seen in Analyzer (MCA). The energy is recorded on a log scale. Any
the shield water over time. alphas present in the sample are recorded at 10% of their

energy. Analytical capabilities can be greatly enhanced by the
Tritium in Air use of state-of-the-art instruments, such as the Packard 2550

TR/AB in use at another of SEG's decommissioning projects.
Airborne tritium is present as a consequence of concrete This instalment has alpha/beta discrimination capabilities and 2

cutting and reactor vessel venting. Tritium air sampling is full spectrum MCAs.
performed by the use of a bubbler. The air is passed through a
filter to remove particulates then bubbled through a volume of Strontium 90 in Effluent Water
deionized water and the water is analyzed for tritium. A value
of 90% is accepted as the H-3 collection efficiency of this Strontium 90 is a fission product known to be plated-out on
process. This process is used.for both abient air and effluent the graphite. 'While FSV had never detected Sr-90 in any
sampling. Since the deionized water can be counted directly effluents during or following operations, the Sr-90 has leached
without further processing, this method was deemed more into the vessel shield water. The cation demineralizers are
efficient than absorption of the H-3 on silica gel. removing a portion of the Sr-90. However, the potential to the

waste stream necessitates analysis of the effluents. A screening
The required volume of the air flow is determined by the method using the 22 MeV beta of Y90 in the raw water is

desired sensitivity. A breathing zone (BZA) sampler pump is being developed. Since the reactor has been shutdown for
used to provide air flow for the bubbler. This provides 4 Ipm greater than 3 years, Sr-89 is not a consideration. Alphas would
flow. not interfere in this region since no 20 MeV alphas are expected.

Tritium Bioassay The peak for Y90 is found above channel 800 in the
spectrum. Because of the high energy, shifting of the spectrum

Since tritium is found in many forms in the work by quench is less. The change in the efficiency as determined by
environment there is a potential for personnel exposure. A the H# is shown in Figure 3 It is not expected that the H of
tritium bioassay program has been designed in accordance with the raw water will exceed 200. The change in efficiency, caused
Regulatory Guide 832. This program monitors the workers' by loss of counts in the region of interest, varies less than 10%
urine for tritium. Spot samples are taken to screen for tritium. in the H# range below 200. However, since the concentrations
Twenty-four hour samples would only be necessary if significant of materials in the raw water will change during the phases of
uptakes were suspected. the fill, this will be monitored closely to determine its

applicability to current conditions.
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performed spectral analysis to estimate the C14 content.
Review of the spectrum indicated the presence of Sr-90 in the

0.55- graphite. Results from the outside laboratory were within a
0.5 .... ... ... ........ . ...... .. ... .... ... . . ... .. ... ........ factor of 100 of the results achieved with simple peak ratios and

0.45- - ........ . without the subtraction of the contribution of 2.9136 Bq gm=1
0.4 . .............. ... ............... ......................... I................................. (78 /AC i gm -') of C o60 .

2 0.35 . ....... ... .... ........ .
C-14 Characterization

0 .3 . ......... ... .................... ........... ......

0.25- -- .. ....... . .... ....... .... . ...... ........ . .... .. .. .. ... ...... FSV expects that the majority of C14 in the effluent will

0.2 . .................. ... .......... ........................ ........ ........ . ...... . ....... . ...... . ..... be in the form of particulate from the graphite blocks and be
0.15 . ............................... ...... ... ...... . ...... ........ ... .... ............................. ...... collected on the filters before being released. H ow ever, any

carbon which dissolves will not be collected on the cation resin.
0.1 96 165 1�5 2�55 260 2-;5 360 3�5

H# (Q.onch ncato,) The analysis of C14 in the presence of H-3 is well

Figure 3 - Effect of Quench on Y90 Spectrum. established. However, when other nuclides are added many of
their energies overlap into the region of interest of the 57 keV

There is a small contribution to the spectrum in that area if betam. of C14. Figure illustrates the contribution of the
significant aounts of Co-60 are present in the aliquot. The nuclides of major concern to the spectrum. This overlap makes
ratio of this peak to the activity of Co-60 determined by gamma it impractical to directly characterize C14 in raw waters and
analysis is used to subtract out that contribution. Figure 4 other media. The spectrum is ftirther complicated by the
shows a typical Beckman LSC spectrum of a blank containing energies of the isotopes of europium. Luckily, the europium
Co-60. The contribution is approximately 017 epm in the energies do not interfere with the Sr-90 analysis.
80 - 1000 ROI per dpm of Co-60 in the sample.

200

180 . .... ... . .. ................ . ....

1 60 . .......... ................. ......

60 140- .. .. ... ...... . . ..

60 . . . .... ........ 120 . .... .................... .... .................. ........ ........... .. ........ ... ..

D 100 . .... . ....
40 . .. ...... .. ........ ...... . .... ........ . . ......... 0

80 - ...... . ... ....... . ............ ..

Z ... .......30- .. . ....... . .... - .. ......... . 60 -

L) 40 . ......... ... ... ..... ... ... ....... ............. ..
C' 20 - ........ .......... . .... . ............ ........ ....

20 - - ................ . .......

10- 0-- . . . - -! . --
50 150 250 a60 450 550 563 750 060 9�O

100 200 3W 400 SOO 6M 700 e 900
0 CHANNrLNUMBER
700 750 ew ew 9W 950 10(0 I I

CHANNEL NUMBER Figure - Spectral Contribution of Co-60, Cs-137 and C14.

Figure 4 - Co-60 Contribution to the Y90 Region of Interest. C-14 is currently not being analyzed on-site. Gross beta
analysis is performed on all effluents using a gas flow

This method should allow samples to be quickly screened proportional counter. It is recognized that the C14 efficiency is
to determine if they need to be analyzed to quantify the strontium less than that of the Tc-99 used for the efficiency determination,
activity. This quantitative analysis is currently being done using but C14 contribution to the total activity is considered to be
a gas flow proportional counter for gross beta. The contribution minimal. Part 61 analysis of graphite and concrete indicate C14
of Sr-90 to the gross pure beta activity is approximately 10%. levels to be a factor of 1000 below the Co-60 activity. The

trend of the beta activity in the effluent will continue to be
Before either the raw water screening or quantification monitored by other methods, and if necessary, separation

method is adopted it must be determined that Sr-90 and Y90 are techniques will be established.
leaching from the graphite at the same rate, since both methods
assume equilibrium. CI-36 in Effluent Water

This method was originally designed to screen Sr-90 in raw CI-36 is of particular concern because of the type of
effluent water. It is also being adapted for graphite, smears and demineralizer system to be used. C-36 has been found to be
other media. A sample of finely powdered graphite was approximately 80% of the gross pure beta activity. As discussed
analyzed before being shipped to an outside laboratory for in the introduction, if the anion portion of the final mixed beds
Part 61 analysis. Originally there was no intention to request is depleted by the anions in the water treatment chemicals, C-36
Sr-90 analysis for the sample. Prior to shipment the lab removal is impaired.
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The CI-36 709 keV beta. peak is grouped with the spectrum will be reviewed for contribution ratios. Figures 1, 5
majority of many of the beta emitters found in the raw water as and 6 show that once H-3 is elintinated a window between 0
seen in Figure 6 It would be impossible to discriminate the and 200 could be reasonably predictable.
CI-36 peak from the others using the 1000 channel spectrum.
Therefore, preliminary separations are required to properly The sample will be taken to dryness with nitric acid and
quantify C-36. hydrogen peroxide to eliminate the spectral contributions of H-3

and the quenching which may be caused by organics. If the
redissolved sample does not produce excessive quench this
window should remain effective. Any contributions from other

200- nuclides could be ratioed if quench is stable.
leo ................... I........ ........ .......... ............. ......... ........ . ......................

160 ........................ ....... ............ ... .. ...... .. . ..... ................... .. No atomic absorption equipment is available to the
140 ...... ..... .... . .... radiochernistry lab to determine the original Fe content or Fe
12 0 ........ ................ .......... ............. ... .......... ............ ...... I... .......... .... recovery. A high Fe content in the water is suspected because

Z 100 . . .... .... .. ....... ....... .....Z) of the carbon steel liner. If necessary, chemical methods will be
8 80 ........ .. .... ."I'll, ........... ........ I........ . .... used to determine the original Fe content and to calculate the

60- _... -... - ...... .... .. radiochernical yield if Fe scavenging or chemical extraction is
40 . ...... ......... ... used. We are attempting to find a method which will eliminate

20' the use of ether extraction or other organics in the aalysis.
0

50 160 250 350 450 560 650 760 550 950
100 200 " 400 SW 8M 700 8M 9M Experimental work is being performed on blanks with H-3

CHANNEL NUMBER and Co-60 added and on actual liquid waste samples using

Figure 6 - Contribution of Sr-90, Y90, and C-36 to ��e internal standardization techniques.
Spectrum.

The following analytical method is currently being used
with a high degree of success. The sample is filtered through a CONCLUSIONS
nifflipore filter to eliminate a suspended particles, especially the
europium isotopes. The filtrate is then acid distilled, with With limited resources and the goal of limiting the
carrier, as HCI, and the chloride is precipitated from the analytical technique required, the use of the standard spectral
distillate in the form of AgC1. The AgCl is collected on a glass LSC equipment will be most effective for H-3, Fe-55, Sr-90 and
fiber filter which can be counted directly in 10 ml of cocktail. CI-36 at FSV. While the spectral capabilities at the FSV site are
Prior to liquid scintillation counting, the filter is gamma counted limited, these applications have made significant contribution to
to check for carry-over contamination by gamma emitters. The our abilities to maximize the effectiveness of our limited
benefit of using a LSC rather than a gas flow, is the resources. The use of a linear MCk with alpha beta
confirmation of the C-36 eergy. With gas flow one would discrimination and an oxidizer would enhance the analytical
only assume that nothing had carried over. The glass fiber filter abilities even further.
and AgCl do not produce any variability in quench.

REFERENCES
Blanks containing Fe-55, H-3, C14, Cs-137, Sr-90 and

Co-60 have shown no carryover of activity using this method. I "U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10,
The overall radiochemical recovery has been approximately Part 61, Licensing Requirements for Land
40%. This provides sufficient lower limits of detection for the Disposal of Radioactive Waste", 1993
purposes of this analysis.

2. "U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
A recovery procedure for the silver has been added to the Regulatory Guide 832, Criteria for Establishing

procedure to eliminate any mixed waste concerns at the FSV a Tritium Bioassay Program", July, 1988
site.

Fe-55 Analysis

Fe-55 may become a concern at some time in the FSV
project. A means of identifying the presence of Fe-55 in a
variety of materials for final site survey is being nvestigated in
the event that the use of the Co-60 standard scaling factors are
no longer considered applicable.

If it becomes necessary to screen for the presence of Fe-55,
a narrow window will be used and the other areas of the
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ABSTRACT ingested by the general population in food and
drinking water are strictly regulated by the NCRP

To seek for a rapid and accurate method for National Council on Radiation Protection 2.
determining radiostrontiums residing in the en-
vironmental or bioassay samples is more evident During atmospheric test of the nuclear weapon or
after Chernobyl nuclear reactor accident. Among accidental discharge from the peaceful nuclear op-
the radiostrontiums, 89Sr and Sr are more im- eration, a great amount of radiostrontiums are ex-
portant isotopes due to high fission yields and long pelled into the troposphere and stratosphere. To
half-lives. Because the chemical behaviors between choose proper measures to avoid contamination
89Sr and ')OSr are the same, it is not easily causing from radiostrontiums, it is necessary to
separated by the traditional chemical methods. To recognize the concentrations of radiostrontiums as
deal with this problem, the proportional counting early as possible.
technique has been widely developed for
radiostrontiums measurement. Nevertheless, this 89Sr and Sr are both pure beta emitters and their
counting technique is tedious because it usually maximum beta energies are 146 and 054 MeV
takes about two weeks to wait 9Sr/90Y reaching respectively. 89 Sr decays the stable 89Y and Sr
secular equilibrium. Recently, determining 89Sr decays 9Y 9Y sucessively decays the stable Zr
and 9 Sr immediately has become possible by through emitting a beta particle with a maximum
means of beta energy spectrum analysis concept energy of 228 MeV. The half-life of 9Y is 64.1
connecting with the liquid scintillation counting hrs and hence Sr and 9Y will reach the secular
system, which is so-called liquid scintillation equilibrium about 2 weeks later. Because these
analyzer. Applying triple label counting method radionuclides do not emit any appreciable gamma
connecting with a liquid scintillation analyzer and photons during the beta decay process,
setting the optimum regions in the spectrum for radiochemical determination of tese
'9Sr, 9Sr and 9Y, it will become simple to deter- radionuclides is always performed by beta counting
mine the activities of 89 Sr and Sr in the bioassay, techniques. And because the energy spectrum
radwaste as well as environmental samples es- resulting from beta particles is continuous, the
pecially for emergent accidents. quantitation for the specific radionuclides is easily

interfered by the contaminated radionuclides resid-
INTRODUCTION ing in the samples Therefore, it is inevitable to

89 make a complicated chemical separation and purif i-
Sr(tl/2=50.5d) and 9Sr(tl/2=28.1y) are the pre- cation to determine the quantities of the specific

dominant radionuclides in nuclear fallout since radionuclides.
they are the main products generated in the pocess
of the nuclear fission. In addition, strontium is the Proportional counter is a popular tool to measure
alkaline earth element and its chemical behaviors the activities of the beta-emitting nuclides 3.

are similar to those of calcium. Once it enters the Although it affords a low background ad high ef-
blood stream through the digestive trackit will eas- ficiency conditions for beta measurement, it can
ily be concentrated in the bone tissue and retains not distinguish a specific radionuclide from others.
there for a long time'. Therefore, the maximum To measure the activities of 89 Sr and Sr
permissible concentrations of 89Sr and Sr simutaneously by proportional counting is nearly
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impossible. Generally, it spents two weeks to wait
90Y ingrowth to equilibrium and then measures the Where
activity of 90Y instead of 9Sr. On this account, w, medium and high energy region in
proportional counting technique is always tedious A, B, C = lo
for routine work and unsuitable for emergent analy- the spectrum, respectively 9
sis. L low energy radionuclide; Sr 89M medium energy radionuclide; Sr

Cerenkove counting by the liquid scintillation coun- H high energy radionuclide; 90Y
ter is another method suggested by some CPM = the counting rate in the specific region
literatures4 to determine the activities of 89Sr and DPM = the activity of the specific radionuclide
9OSr; however, this technique has been proven inef- E = the efficiency of the specific radionuclide in

f icient. the specific region

Triple label method connecting with a liquid scin- To simplify the mathematical calculation, the
tillation analyzer with a spectrum analysis equations can be changed into a matrix as follows.
software is proposed in this paper. By choosing op-
timum region settings in the spectrum, the activi- IC P M (A)) LA EMA EHA -rl'ML]B ] DPM, (4)CPM(B) rEL B E E Dties of 8 9 Sr and 9 0 Sr together can be determined t M B Hinstantly. In addition, it is also a simple and time CPM(C)j E E E DPMH- I LC M C HC

saving means for routine work. Therefore, the activities of 89Sr, 'OSr and 90Y in

EXPERIMENT the samples can be evaluated by the following
equation.

Standard

The standards of 89Sr and 9OSr were purchased PM CPM(A) E
from Analytics and North American Scientific, L CPM(B) LA EMA EHA

M ELB MB EHB (5)
inc.. 90Y was separated from the equilibrium MH CPM(C) ELC EM CEHC
mixure of 9OSr and 90Y by precipitating yittrium
hydroxide. One mL 89Sr, 9(Sr and 90Y standard RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
solutions respectively , about 5000 dpm, are added
in a counting vial containing 10 mL scintillator and Two things shall be done before determining the ac-
then uniformly shake the mixtures to prepare the tivities of radiostrontiums in environmental and
calibration standards. bioassay samples in this experiment. First of all,

the samples are preconcentrated and purified for
Instrumentation radiostrontiums to eliminate any interfering

radionuclides. Secondly, the relationship between
The Tri-Carb 2250 CA liquid scintillation analyzer, the quenching level and the counting efficiencies
manufactured by the Packard Corp.,U.S.A., is used of the specific radionuclides shall also be estab-
to detect the activities of 89Sr, 9OSr and 90Y in the lished. Utilizing the efficiency curve, which is a
experiment. The optimum region settings of 89Sr, function of quenching level, the real efficiencies
9OSr and 90Y are determined experimentally by the of the specific radionuclides in the samples can be
spectra deriving from the calibration standards at evaluated. Actually, the counting efficiencies of
desired quench level. the specific radionuclides in environmental and

Calculation bioassay samples are nearly fixed because the
purified sample solution is always detected in the

The counting rate in each region can be expressed similar conditions.

in the following equations. For the sake of determining the activities of 89Sr,

CPM(A) DPM 9OSr and 90Y simultaneously, the standard
L * ELA + DPMM * EMA + DPMH solutions of those radionuclides are prepared at a

EHA (1) desired quenching level to perform the efficiency

CPM(13) DPML *ELB+DPM *E calibration. Figure l(a),(b),(c) show the individual
M M B + DPMH spectra of 89Sr, 9OSr and 90Y measured by the

EHB (2) liquid scintillation analyzer. In fact, a composite

CPM(C) DPML *ELC+DPM *E + DPM spectrum will be acquired in the real samples and
M M C H hence the appropriate region settings for the

EHC (3) specific radionuclides should be decided before the
sample being detected. Although lessening the
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width of the region will reduce the ef f iciencies of accidents.
the specific radionuclides, the contamination deriv- (3).For 1 litre urine sample, the MDA( minimum de-
ing from the other radionuclides will also be lim- tectable activity of Sr is about 016 Bq/L and
ited to the minimum. The curves describing the re- it is lower than the regulatory limit, which is
lationship between the efficiencies for 90sr V.S. required by ICRP No. 54,0.4 Bq/L.
89Sr and 89Sr v.s 9Y are shown in Figure 2(a)
and 2(b). These figures reveal that the efficiency REFERENCE
of the lower energy radionuclide will get saturating
from the knee of the curve. It means the efficiency 1. A. S. Goldin, R. J. Velten, and G. W. Frisborn,
of the lower energy radionuclide will not Determination of radioactive strontium, Anal.
effectively increase beyond the knee but the con- Chem. 31, 1490-1492 1959).
tamination coming from the higher energy radio- 2. National Committee on Radiation Protection,
nuclide is getting more serious. In other words, the Natl. Bur., Standards Handbook 52 1953)
region settings at the knee of the curves are the op- 3. " Standard Methods for the Examination of
timum ones for 89Sr, 9Sr and 9Y. The optimum Water and Wastewater ", p.649, 16 th Edition,
region setting for 9Sr, 89Sr and 9Y at the desired American Public Health Association,
quenching level determined in this experiment are Washington, 1985.

- 200, 200 400 and 400 2000 KeV. 4. L. Salonen, " Determination of Strontium-90 and
Strontium-89 in Environmental Samples by

The accuracy checked by the spike sample is proven Liquid Scintillation Counting ", Liquid Scintil-
good enough. The relative errors of Sr and 89Sr lation Counting, vol. 5, Heyden and Son Press,
are + 0.5% and - 20% when the activity ratio of 1978.
9OSr/ 89Sr in the sample is 1. While the activity
ratio of 9Sr/ 89Sr is 10, the relative errors of Sr
and 9Sr rise to 66% and 14.5%. The reason
why it gets the larger deviation results from the low
and medium regions, which are appropriate for 90
Sr and 89Sr, contaminated seriously by the higher
energy radionuclide 9Y In this situation, the
sample purified by the chemical process should be
measured immediately after 9Y being separated
by yittrium trioxide precipitation. Similarlywhen
the activity ratio of 90ST/ 89Sr is sall, the devi-
ation of accuracy for Sr will certainly be affec-
ted by 89Sr. At this moment, the activity of Sr
had better take the evaluated activity of 9Y than
that of Sr because the contribution in the specific
region for 9Y is hardly interfered by 89Sr. The
relative erors of Sr and 89Sr are - 7% and - 04
% when the activity ratio of 9Sr/ 89Sr is 0.1.

At 95% confidence level, suppose that I liter urine
sample is analyzed with 62% chemical yield and
detected by the liquid scintillation analyzer with
98 efficiency for 9Sr, the minimum detectable
activity of Sr will be 016 Bq/L.

CONCLUSION

(1).The activities of 89Sr and Sr can be deter-
mined simutaneously by triple label method
connecting with a liquid scintillation analyzer
and the analytical accuracy is proven good
enough.

(2).The direct method for radiochernical
determining 89Sr and Sr recommended in this
paper can afford an immediately and simple
measurement for environmental bioassay and
radwaste samples especially for emergent
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I. ABSTRACT Internal dosimetry includes direct (m vivo) bioassay,
indirect Cin yftM) bioassay, and dose assessment.

Measurement of radiation dose is an essential element of Bioassay program consists of planned monitoring and
radiation protection programs at nuclear facilities. To special monitoring. Planned bioassay monitoring includes
protect workers and demonstrate compliance with baseline measurement, periodic measurement, and
regulatory requirements, dosimetry programs must be termination measurement. Special bioassay monitoring is
established based on sound technical basis. Historically, performed when an intake is suspected for any reason.
external exposure was controlled by occupational dose Whenever an intake is verified, internal dose should be
limits. Internal exposure to radionuclides was limited by assessed.
maximum permissible body burden and maximum
permissible concentration.' With the issuance of ICRP Depending on the operations of the facility, workers
26,2 ICRP 30 3 DOE Order 5480. 1 l,' DOE/EH-0256T,' may be exposed to a variety of radioactive materials. The
and the new 10 CFR 20,' it has become a requirement internal dosimetry program should be established to
that internal dose be assessed and the sum of internal and effectively detect intakes of these radionuclides. Technical
external doses be maintained below regulatory limits. basis of internal dosimetry monitoring must be developed

and documented.'
Nuclear facilities are required to have internal dose
evaluation programs adequate to demonstrate compliance 111. RADIATION SOURCES
with radiation protection standards (RPSs). The Waste
Isolation Pilot Plant is a DOE facility designed to All of the waste to be initially received, and by far
demonstrate safe disposal of transuranic (TRU) wastes in the majority of TRU waste to ever be received at WIPP,
an ancient salt bed 2 0 feet underground. Internal dose is categorized as contact-handled (CH) TRU. This
measurement is required to support waste handling category of waste has minimal gamma radiation levels and
activities. This paper describes the technical basis for the is handled directly. The CH TRU wastes will be
WIPP Internal Dosimetry Program. packaged in metal containers. The waste containers will

not be opened and complete containment is expected
II. REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS during normal operations. The function of the CH waste

handling system is to offload shipping containers from the
In the United States, each Nuclear Regulatory transporters, remove and inspect the waste containers

Commission licensee is required to monitor the there-in, and convey the waste containers to the
occupational intake of radioactive material by and assess underground disposal area.
the committed effective dose equivalent (CEDE) to adults
likely to receive, in year, an intake in excess of 10% of Eventually, a small volume of TRU waste will be
an annual limit of intake.' Personnel at U.S. Department received that will emit significant gamma radiation. This
of Energy facilities who are likely to receive annual waste is referred to as remote-handled (RH) TRU waste.
intakes resulting in a CEDE of I nSv or more shall RH waste will be contained in a carbon steel cylinder
participate in an internal dosimetry program.',' approximately 2 feet in diameter and 10-feet long.

Appropriate shielding will be used with these containers to
protect personnel from external exposure to the gamma

The WIPP site is operated for the U.S. Department of
Energy by Westinghouse Electric Corporation under DOE
Contract No. DE-AC04-86AL31950.
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radiation. Complete containment of the radionuclides in conversion factors. 'Me relative stochastic dose potential
these containers under normal operations is also expected. for each radionuclide is listed in Table as the percentage

of the total stochastic dose potential for each type of
Table shows the average radionuclide content and waste. More than 99.7% of the stochastic dose potential

the levels of radioactivity expected for CH waste received for the CH waste will be from plutonium and americium
in drums .7 More than 90% of the radioactivity in these isotopes.
wastes is expected to be from plutonium isotopes, with
"Am accounting for almost all of the remainder of the Table 2 shows the radionuclide content and levels of
activity. Also listed in the table are the CEDE conversion radioactivity expected for RH waste. More than 70 of
factors for each radionuclide for both inhalation and the radioactivity in the-se wastes expected to be from
ingestion exposures. These conversion factors are taken plutonium isotopes, with most of the rest of the activity
from Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Federal being from "Am, 'Sr, and "Cs. The table also shows
Guidance Report No. 11 and are numerically identical, in that more than 98.5% of the inhalation stochastic dose
most cases, to those that can be derived from ICRP 30.',' potential for these wastes is from plutonium and
The exceptions include values for plutonium and related americium isotopes. Strontium and cesium only have a
elements, which are based upon the more recent data marginally significant dose potential when ingestion doses
presented in ICRP 48.' Since the chemical form of the are considered. Inhalation is considered the most likely
radionuclide cannot be predicted, the compound class that pathway for exposure at WIPP due to the nature of waste
gives the highest dose potential was used in the table. handling operations to be conducted at the site.

Therefore, americium and plutonium isotopes are by far
The stochastic dose potential can be calculated from the isotopes of greatest internal dosimetric concern for

the product of the expected activity and these dose both CH and RH wastes.

Table 1. Representative Radionuclide Content of CH TRU Waste (Drum)

Nuclide Activity Activity Inhalation I In2estion
BqlDrurn Dose Potential Dose Potentia

Eqv Dose Eqv. Dose
jv/�q I (%) I MSV/Bg (%) I

O'Th 2.4E+04 <0.01 4.43E+02 <0.01 7.38E-O! <0.01

233u 6.3E+08 0.08 3.66E+01 0.04 7.81E-02 0.01

WU 3.3E+04 <0.01 3.32E+01 <0.01 7.19E-02 <0.01

238U 1.3E+05 <0.01 3.20E+01 <0.01 6,88E-02 <0.01

2"No 8.IE+05 <0.01 1.46E+02 <0.01 1.20E+00 <0.01

MP, 4.1E+11 53.41 1.06E+02 77.25 8.65E-01 77.19

219N 3.1E+10 4.13 1. 16E+02 6.58 9.56E-01 6.60

24OpU 7.OE+09 0.92 1. 16E+02 1.47 9.56E-01 1.46

241pu 2.5E+11 33.02 2.23E+00 1.02 1.85E-02 1.01

242p, LIE+06 <0.01 1.11E+02 <0.01 9.08E-01 <0.01

241A, 6.3E+10 8.25 1.20E+02 13.47 9.84E-01 13.57

241CM 1.3E+09 0.17 6.70E+01 0.15 5.45E-01 0.15

1 232 Cf 2.OE+08 0.03 4.24 +01 0.02 2.93E-01 0.01

T.t.1 7.6E+11 100.00 100.00 100.00

IV. WORKPLACE MONITORING dosimetry consists of air monitoring, workplace surface
contamination monitoring, and personnel surface (skin and

The workplace monitoring program provides clothing) containment monitoring. Generally, the results
verification of the integrity of radioactive materials of the workplace monitoring program should not be used
containment and provides detection of inadvertent releases to assign the dose equipment to workers.
of such materials in the workplace. The internal
dosimetry program relies on the workplace monitoring Air monitoring is the primary method of monitoring
program to identify a workplace condition that is likely to potential inhalation of radioactive materials in the
result in an intake of radioactive materials by workers. workplace. Nasal smear and contamination surveys are
Workplace monitoring programs related to internal used to complement the air monitoring program. At
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WIPP, air monitoring equipment includes portable and A person exposed continuously to a concentration of
fixed air sampling equipment and continuous air monitors radioactivity in air of I DAC for I work week would
(CAMs). 'Me performance objective for CAMs is to be generally receive a CEDE of approximately I mSv.
capable of measuring I Derived Air Concentration (DAC) Therefore, when this performance objective is met,
when averaged over hours (8 DAC-h) under laboratory workers should be aerted to unexpected increases in
conditions and when alarm setpoints are set accordingly.3.1 airborne radioactivity levels before they receive a CEDE

of MSv.

Table 2 Representative Radionuclide Content of RH TRU Waste

Inhalation Ingestion
Nuclide Activity Activity

Bq/Can Dose Potential Dose Potential
Eqv. Dose Eqv. Dose

msv/Bq mSv/Bq

"co 6.313+09 0.46 5.9113-02 <0.01 7.28E-03 0.01

'OSr 1.913+11 13.66 3.5113-01 0.10 3.8513-02 1.37

116 Ru 1.312+09 0.09 1.2913-01 <0.01 7.4013-03 <0.01

12'Sb 4.113+07 <0.01 3.3013-03 <0.01 7.5913-04 <0.01

137c, 1.613+11 11.60 8.6313-03 <0.01 1.3513-02 0.41

144c, 1.313+10 0.91 1.0113-01 <0.01 5.6813-03 0.01

155E, 6.313+07 <0.01 1.1212-02 <0.01 4.13E-04 <0.01

Mu 2.013+08 0.01 3.6613+01 0.01 7.8113-02 <0.01

zSU 1.113+08 0.01 3.3213+01 0.01 7.1913-02 <0.01

238u 5.613+07 <0.01 3.2013+01 <0.01 6.8813-02 <0.01

2UP, 2.113+11 15.27 1.06E+02 34.95 8.6513-01 34.40

239p, 2.513+11 18.21 1.1612+02 45.84 9.5613-01 45.40

24OpU 8.113+10 5.89 1.1613+02 14.83 9.5613-01 14.52

241pu 4.413+11 32.14 2.23E+00 1.56 1.8513-02 1.54

242pu 1.412+07 <0.01 1.1111+02 <0.01 9.0813-01 <0.01

241Am 7.813+09 0.56 1.20E+02 1.45 9.8412-01 1.44

244cm 5.913+09 0.43 6.70E+01 0.63 5.4511-01 0.61

21ICf 1.013+10 0.75 4.24E+01 0.70 2.9313-01 0.5

L� T�Olal 1.4E+12 100.00 100.00 100.

V. BIOASSAY MONITORING A. Baseline/Termination Bioassay Monitoring

'Me objectives of personnel bioassay monitoring are Baseline bioassay measurement is to determine
to confirm a suspected intake of radioactive material and radioactivity levels in workers at the start of employment,
to provide data for assessing compliance with the while termination bioassay measurement is to record the
applicable RPSs. The personnel monitoring program levels present upon termination of employment.
includes (A) baseline/termination bioassay monitoring, (B) Baseline/termination measurements may also indicate
periodic bioassay monitoring, and (C) special bioassay intakes from medically administered radionuclides. At
monitoring. WIPP, baseline/termination measurements are performed
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on all workers whose job assignments involve working At WIPP, periodic bioassay measurement is
with radioactive material likely to result in a CEDE performed for workers who are likely to have annual
greater than I rnSv. Baseline measurement is conducted intakes which will result in a CEDE of rnSv.
before workers begin work that may subject them to Measurement frequency is pre-determined based on the
internal radiation exposure. Termination measurements worker's job assignment. Periodic measurement is also
will be performed after the worker leaves the exposure provided to selected individuals from the non-radiation
area for the last time and before termination of worker group to verify that unexpected exposure does not
employment. 0 occur. 'Me selection of monitoring frequencies for the

periodic bioassay monitoring is based on maintaining
The performance objective of the maximum missed doses as low as reasonably achievable

baseline/termination bioassay monitoring program is to because workplace monitoring is the primary method of
detect radioactivity present in the workers with the same detecting breaches of containment or inadvertent releases.
sensitivity as is required for the periodic bioassay In addition to the frequency of bioassay monitoring
monitoring program described below. The monitoring individuals, the frequency of work group sampling can be
type and analyses performed will also be the same as used to determine the maximum missed dose that will go
those required for the periodic bioassay monitoring undetected by the bioassay monitoring program. This
program. assumption allows individuals to serve as indicators for

their work group. Table 3 shows the WIPP periodic
B. Periodic Bioassay Monitoring bioassay monitoring schedule."

TABLE 3 WPP PERIODIC BIOASSAY MONITORING SCHEDULE

Exposure Portion of Frequency of Direct Bioassay Frequency of Uranalysisb
Groupa Group

Sampled Individual Group Individual

Radiological Worker 11 AU Annual Monthly Quarterly Weekly

Radiological Worker I AU Annual Weekly Annual Weekly

Non-Radiation-Worker AQLc Annual Weekly Annual Weekly

'Radiological Worker groups are defined in DOE/EH-0256T.'
bUrinalysis includes plutonium isotopic and "Am analyses. Gamma emitter and 'Sr analyses may also be included when
RH waste is received on site.

1AQL = Sample size at a 4 acceptable quality level."

The performance objective of the periodic and to facilitate decisions for medical intervention if
bioassay monitoring program is to detect intakes of appropriate.
radioactive materials that could result in a CEDE equal to
1 mSv, considering all radionuclides to which the Follow up bioassay monitoring is required when
individual may be exposed during a year in the workplace. periodic bioassay results indicate an intake which will
However, tho performance objective cannot always be result in a CEDE of I mSv or more.5 Special bioassay
achieved for every radionuclide because of shortfalls in monitoring is also required when any of the following
available measurement technology and practicability/cost occurs:
effectiveness of resulting required monitoring frequencies.
In this case, state-of-the-art measurement methods are 0 facial contamination is detected that indicates a
used and administrative controls are strengthened to help potential for internal contamination,
preclude intanal exposures.

0 nasal contamination is detected,
C. Special Bioassay Monitoring

0 surface/airborne radioactivity monitoring indicates the
When workers are inadvertently exposed to potential for intakes exceeding I mSv CEDE, or

radioactive materials, it is necessary to take appropriate
corrective action to ensure that control has been 0 an intake is suspected for any reason.
reestablished. A a early assessment of the probable
severity, preferably within the first few hours of the The objective of the special bioassay monitoring
intake, is ncessary to limit further occupational exposures program is to measure radioactive material in the body
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and in samples of excreta collected from workers with 3. INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON
known or suspected intakes so that dose assessment may RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION, Limits for Intakes of
be performed. Special bioassay monitoring also involves Radionuclides by Workers, ICRP Publication 30,
measurements to confirm an intake of radioactive material, Pergamon Press, Oxford 1979-1982).
to identify radionuclides, to quantify the magnitude of
confirmed intakes, and to verify or refine biokinetics 4. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, Radiatio
models used with bioassay data to estimate intakes." The Protection for Occupational Workers, DOE 5480. 1 1,
performance objective of the special bioassay monitoring Washington, D.C. 1988).
program is the same as that of the periodic bioassay
monitoring program. 5. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY, Radiological

Control Manual, DOE/EH-0256T, Washington, D.C.
VI. INTERNAL DOSE ASSESSMENT (1992).

Assessment of dose equivalent resulting from an 6. U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION,
intake of radionuclides begins with an assessment of the Standards for Protection Against Radiation, 10 CFR 20
amount of the radionuclide present in or excreted from the (1992).
body as a function of time. Radionuclide distribution,
retention, and excretion are dependent on the physical and 7. WASTE ISOLATION PILOT PLANT, Final 
chemical forms of the radionuclide, its radiological Analysis ftort, WP 02-9, New Mexico 1990).
properties, the physiological characteristics of the I
individual, the pathway of intake, and the amount of 8. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY,
intake. Assessment of internal doses are based of Limiting Values of Radionuclide Intake and Air
mathematical biokinetics models and bioassay results from Concentration and Dose Conversion Factors for
direct measurements or indirect measurements. Internal Inhalation, Submersion. and Ingestio EPA Federal
doses will be assessed from bioassay data using ICRP 30 Guidance Report No. 11 1988).
and ICRP 48 models. Flexible biokinetics models
obtained from fitting worker's bioassay data will be 9. INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION ON
applied to account for metabolic differences between the RADIOLOGICAL PROTECTION, The Metabolism of
individual and the default model expressed in reference Plutonium and Related Elements, ICRP Publication 48,
man. Pergamon Press, Oxford 1986).

Assessment and tracking of intakes will be initiated 10. C. F. WU, WPP Dosinietry Program Manual, WP
when there is a verified positive (statistically significant at 12-3, Rev. 4 New Mexico 1992).
the 95% confidence level) result from any bioassay
measurement. II. MIL-STI) 105D, Sampling Procedures and Tables for

Inspection by Attribut U.S. Government Printing Office
When bioassay measurements confirm the retention of (1961).

radionuclides in the body, the annual effective dose
equivalent resulting from all radionuclides retained in the
body will continue to be assessed for that worker for as
long as the annual effective dose equivalent is 0 I mSv or
greater.
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ABSTRACT sample analysis (to determine the isotopic content of
the located contamination). This characterization pro-

The very short range of alpha particles in air (typically cess can easily take 6 to 12 months, with the sample
2 to 3 cm) has severely limited the use of traditional analysis time often contributing more than 4 months.
alpha monitors for detecting and identifying small The long-range alpha detector (LRAD) is very suited

amounts of alpha-producing contamination in soil, to field screening. By combining it with either a mo-
water, and other materials. Monitors based on the bile radiation laboratory or a fieldable alpha spec-

traditional alpha detector technology are often hard trometer system that can provide sample analysis ca-

pressed to meet continually increasing sensitivity re- pability, we can reduce the turnaround time for this

quirements. The long-range alpha detector (LRAD) process to hours or days rather than months.

avoids the distance restriction by detecting the ions

produced by the interaction of alpha particles with air, Alpha contamination monitoring in the field has

rather than the alpha particles directly. The ions are traditionally been limited by

swept into an ion detector either by a moving air cur- . the short range of these particles in air and detec-
rent (generated by a fan) or a weak electric field. The

LRAD is limited by the distance the ions can travel in tor windows,

the -5-s ion lifetime (I to 100 in), rather than by the . the relative insensitivity of hand-held monitors,
several-centimeter range of the alpha particles. The and

LRAD can be used to perform sensitive (less than

10 disintegrations per minute per 100 cm 2) field scans . the difficulty of transferring laboratory instru-

of large surface areas (ranging from hundreds of ments into field operations.

square meters of concrete floor to thousands of square

meters of soil). Because the "active" element in a However, using an LRAD monitor for field

LRAD is a solid-metal ion collection plate, the detector screening can circumvent these limitations. For field

is relatively inexpensive, easy to service, and quite operations, the LRAD monitors have five major advan-

rugged. However, the LRAD cannot supply any spec- tages over traditional hand-held instrumentation:

troscopic information to help identify the contami-

nant. Semiconductor, ionization chamber, and other (1) LRAD monitors have sufficient sensitivity to

types of particle detector can generate clean spectra meet current U. S. Department of Energy

from small samples of material and can identify trace (DOE) and U. S. Environmental Protection

amounts of surface contamination. Furthermore, these Agency (EPA) regulations.

detectors are rugged enough to use routinely in a

mobile laboratory for isotope identification of "hot (2) Because the LRAD is sensitive to all ions, it can

spots" located by the LRAD system. The combination simultaneously monitor all contamination pre-

of the LRAD with either an alpha spectrometer or a sent on a large surface.

mobile laboratory with other particle detectors has (3) The LRAD system is totally automatic, eliminat-

applications for field beta-particle monitoring (such as ing personnel as a potential source of error in

would result from tritium contamination) as well as al- field monitoring.

pha particle detection.

(4) The LRAD is very rugged, with few sensitive or
INTRODUCTION fragile parts.

Traditional technologies used to characterize a (5) The LRAD can be maintained in te field with a

site or facility for alpha and beta contamination are minimum of "downtime," and such repair

hand-held survey instruments (to locate te major does not require extensive training.

concentrations of contamination) and laboratory
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All of these characteristics enhance the operation In a reactor or accelerator, "synthetic" elements
of portable, hand-held, or unattended monitoring sys- such as plutonium and americium can be pro-
tems. duced. Plutonium oxide can be used as a nuclear

fuel. The processing of plutonium over the last
The combination of LRAD field monitoring sys- 50 years has resulted in millions of gallons of

tems with either a mobile laboratory or field alpha liquid and sludge waste products.
spectrometer system can be used to quickly, effec-
tively, and inexpensively monitor large areas for alpha Finally, atmospheric testing of nuclear weapons
and beta contamination. has left measurable quantities of plutonium and

its daughter products in locations as remote as
Field alpha spectroscopy is useful for identifying Antarctica.

the isotopic concentrations of radioactive elements.
Accurate measurements of isotopic ratios can be used THE LONG-RANGE ALPHA DETECTOR
to differentiate naturally occurring elements from
"man-made" isotopes. Liquid scintillation and ion- Method of Operation
implanted silicon detectors are usable as alpha spec-
trometers in field conditions. All traditional alpha detectors are particle detec-

tors that detect the alpha particle directly. Thus, these
Mobile radiation laboratories, on the other hand, detectors are limited by the short range of alpha par-

can be fitted with many of the traditional fixed labora- ticles in air and by the inability of alpha particles to
tory resources, including gas proportional counters, penetrate thick windows in front of a detector. As
liquid scintillation counters, and solid-state alpha illustrated in Fig. 1, many alpha particles are lost in the
spectrometers. In addition, sample preparation, storage air or in the detector window prior to detection. This is
of standards, and computerized data acquisition are especially problematic when the detector window has
accommodated within the mobile laboratory. been reinforced to reduce failures in the field. In con-

trast, the LRAD system 12 detects the ionized
SOURCES OF ENVIRONMENTAL molecules created by the alpha particle's interaction
RADIOACTIVITY with the air. Because the LRAD uses ambient air as a

detection medium, no window is required. The LRAD
Most environmental radioactivity comes from is intrinsically limited by the distance that the charged

natural sources. In these instances, once an LRAD lo- ion can travel (I to 100 m), rather than the shorter
cates high levels of radioactivity, a field spectrometer range of the alpha particle (typically 2 to 3 cm).
or mobile laboratory can identify the type of radiation
and its possible source. Many of the common radia- There are two types of LRAD: airflow and fan-
tion sources (man-made as well as natural) that are less. In an airflow monitor 34 (see Fig. 2, alpha par-
detected by all of our systems are described below: ticles emitted from the surface of any object placed in

the monitor create a cloud of ions around the object.
• The natural concentrations of radium, thorium, These ions are transported into the ion detector by an

and uranium in rock and ground water sometimes air current created by several small fans. The ion
exceed current safety limits. Radon gas vented current (which is directly proportional to the total
into living spaces from soil or ground water has amount of alpha contamination on the surface of the
received considerable attention in recent years. object) is measured with a sensitive electrometer.
Piping that has been buried (for example, in oil
exploration and pumping systems) can also col- Alpha Particle Detector
lect a large amount of radium contamination. LRAD Ion

Detector
• A significant amount of environmental radioac-

tivity occurs when people disturb naturally oc-
curring deposits of radioactive material. Mining Ion Transport
and manufacturing may lead to releases of unsafe Alpha
quantities of radioactive material. Particl

• Uranium that is used in weapon (nuclear and Contamination
conventional) construction and reactor fuel poses
another, man-made problem. Planned and un- Figure - Comparison of a traditional alpha particle
planned releases from these sources contribute to detector (limited by the range of alpha particles in air),
environmental contamination in areas surround- and the LRAD ion detection method (limited by the
ing nuclear facilities and weapons activity areas. range of the ion charges in air).
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Particulate Filter The LRAD is called an alpha detector since it
Electrostatic Filter works best with alpha radiation. It is intrinsically an

Sample Enclosure ionizing radiation detector, but it is less sensitive to
any particles that do not deposit all of their energy

Fan Manifold within the sample enclosure. Thus, alpha particles with
a typical range of 13 cm will be detected fully in al-
most any chamber. Low-energy beta particles, such as
those created in tritium decay, will also be fully de-
tected in a small chamber, but with a lower overall sig-

Airflow nal than the alpha particles. High-energy beta parti-

cles, with a range of 0.5 to 1.0 in, require a much
larger sample chamber for full detection. Although
neutrons and gamma rays are partially detected in the
LRAD, their long range makes efficient collection im-
possible.

Operating Results

Although many LRAD results have been pub-
Figure 2 - Airflow LRAD system. lished elsewhere, 24,6 we have included several ex-

amples here to demonstrate the utilit y and sensitivity
In a fanless LRAD monitor 56 (see Fig. 3, the of the technique. Figures 4 and illustrate the re-

alpha particles eitted from a surface also form a sponse of an LRAD floor monitor (a fanless LRAD to
cloud of ions. However, in this case, the ions are trans- simulated contamination on a concrete floor. The
ported by an electric field, rather than an air current. simulated contamination is depicted theoretically in
This field is generated by a battery (typically 300 V) Fig. 4 and the reconstructed LRAD measurements are
connected between the signal plane and ground. shown in Fig. 5. The reconstruction proces 7 con-
Again, the ion current is measured with a sensitive sisted of measuring and subtracting the background
electrometer. The ions created by all of the surface contributions from other contaminants already present
contamination within the enclosure, are measured si- in the concrete. The measurements in Fig. are in
multaneously, generating a single measurement of all relatively good qualitative and quantitative agreement
of the contamination in the chamber. The guard plane with the predictions of Fig. 4 indicating the ability of
limits the leakage current flowing through the elec- this monitor to reliably detect contamination at the
trometer. 10-disintegrations per minute (dpm)/l00_Cm2 level in

field measurements. These LRAD monitors have a
In an airflow monitor, the contaminated object is detection limit (total alpha contamination) of

placed in the closed chamber for analysis. Whereas, in 5-10 picocuries per gram (pCi/g) in actual field
the fanless monitor, the contaminated surface forms measurements.

one side of the enclosed volume. The airflow geome- The sensitivity and linearity of an airflow LRAD
try is used when a three-dimensional object or the in- Nect monitor is illustrated in Fig. 6 A series of small
terior of an object is t be monitored, while the fanless 203Z sources were placed in the LRAD. The response
geometry is more appropriate for monitoring rela- to all sources, including the 100 dpm, can be distin-
tively flat surfaces such as soil or water. LRAD systems guished from the background.
are available commercially from Eberline.a

Enclosure
ard Plane
Signal Plane

0 Air Ions
0 0

Contaminated Surface

Figure 3 - Fanless LRAD system.
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23 Pu sources, ranging from I I 0- to I 00-dpm
(1 100, 1000, 820, 680, 590, 460, 370, 21 0, and

0 10 20 30 40 100 dpm). This measurement is described in detail in

I J-�777770M - Ref 2.

dpm/100 CM2 FIELDABLE ALPHA SPECTROMETERS

Figure 4 - Simulated radioactive contamination on a
concrete surface. The grid spacing represented by the The absorption of part of the decay energy in the
dots is 0.5 m in both directions. Small 239pu sources sample itself is a fundamental problem of direct alpha

were placed on grid intersections to simulate a spectroscopy on environmental samples. The calcu-
contaminated area. A computer program was used to lated maximum efficiency for a surface-mounted de-
interpolate between the discrete sources. tector counting in this mode is about 40%. And the

presence of any absorbing medium (such as soil, wa-

ter, or even air) can reduce this efficiency even fur-
ther.

Although liquid scintillation counting can be use-

ful for gross alpha and beta measurements, the tradi-
C�T� J

tional technique lacks adequate energy resolution for
isotope identification. The PERALS spectrometer and

concentration method make use of scintillation extrac-
tants and pulse-shape discrimination to derive some
energy information.8,9

For alpha-spectrometer construction, ion-im-
planted silicon is superior to both diffused junction

and surface-barrier semiconductor detectors for envi-

ronmental applications. The ion-implanted silicon de-

tectors can have thinner front windows and more

abrupt p-n junctions, resulting in lower reverse leakage

currents, better resolution, and higher operating effi-

ciency. Lithographic manufacture of the detector with

10 20 30 40 50 an oxide coating seals junction edges and improves
0 the stability and durability of the detector.10,11 Both
1 - - - Canberra and Quantradc offer this type of detector

dprrVl 00 =2 commercially. The relative merits of passivated ion
implanted silicon detectors are described in Refs. 12

Figure - Analyzed LRAD data taken at the same and 13.

locations as in Fig. 4 The grid spacing is again 0.5 m.
The contours were interpolated between the discrete Because these alpha spectrometers still require a

measurements using the same program as in Fig. 4 vacuum pump, power supply, and SigDal-conditioning
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electronics, incorporating these functions into an inte- cart be transported into a mobile laboratory for de-
grated device would improve their environmental tailed spectroscopic analysis. This combined system
monitoring capability. Hosticka and Zirnrner14 have eliminates'the time-consuming and costly laboratory
pointed out that semiconductor detector arrays, signal- analysis of numerous uncontaminated samples.
conditioning elements, and processing and display
could be built on a single semiconductor wafer.
Savings in cost, lower power usage, increased portabil-
ity, and improved reliability would improve the opera-
tion of such spectrometers in field conditions.

Measurements of alpha activity from aqueous M C)k
environmental samples are enhanced with the com-
mercialization of analyzers using in-situ deposition of UPSS UPSS
anions or cations onto the silicon detector face. The 5x7
Quantrad System 100 Liquid Analyzer is an example Nal(TI)
of this type of instrument. Well

THE LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY Counter
(LANQ MOBILE RADIATION LABORATORY

The LANL mobile radiation laboratory is shown Cryogenic
schematically in Fig. 7 This facility, housed in a Protean
trailer, can be used to make many analytical measure- Gas-Flow Cooling
ments in the field that previously required fixed labo- Proportional Unit
ratory instrumentation. Major analytical instruments Counting
used in this laboratory include the Protean Instrument System
Corp. gas proportional countered the Packard 2550
liquid scintillation counters and a 54% N-type HPGe I I
and cryogenic cooling unit, 5-in. x 7-in. Nal(TI).
Sample preparation facilities and data acquisition I 54% N-Type
electronics are included in the laboratory. HPGe

The mobile laboratory can achieve a sensitivity of w/Nomad
20 pCi/g using prepared soil samples; between 40 and Gamma
50 pCi/g sensitivity is possible with unprocessed soil Soil Spectroscopy
samples. Although this sensitivity is not good enough Moisture System
for primary scanning of unprepared samples, once a Analyzer
contaminated area is located (with an LRAD), sample
preparation and analysis are essential in identifying
the radioactive isotope. I Computer Support

CONCLUSIONS System

Field alpha monitoring is often not considered as
an evaluation technique, even when the potential for Packard
alpha contamination is present, because of difficulties Sample Liquid
associated with all alpha measurements, and field mea- Preparation Scintillation
surements in particular. The combination of an LRAD
screening device (which can be transported to the Hood Analyzer
potential contamination) with a particle spectrometer
located in a mobile laboratory (which can identify the
isotopic content of samples) solves many of the tradi-
tional problems with alpha detection. An LRAD sys-
tem can be used to make sensitive total alpha or beta Figure 7 - Schematic of Los Alamos Mobile
measurements in situ, thus eliminating all uncontami- Radiological Analysis Laboratory.
nated material. Samples from the contaminated areas
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ABSTRACT

If the alpha method is adopted, the main In order to estimate the yields of Pu

problem for determining airborne plutonium and RaA accumulated on the filter paper, we

particulates is the overlapping of the use the well-known air sampling formula,

alpha spectrum between Pu and RTP (radon

thoron progeny). The order of magnitude t

estimation establishes that RTP is more I = QCT[l exp(- -f) (1)

than 20 times higher than Pu. Therefore a where I is the number of pCi accumulated on

method of discriminating RTP is required. the filter paper in time t, Q is the pump

The primary methods of discrimination are flowrate in litres/minute, C is the

the aerosol size and the alpha spectrum concentration of the alpha emitter in air in

methods. If the alpha spectrum method is pCi, and T is the mean life of the alpha

adopted, the formation of the low energy emitter in minutes.

tail of RTP should be investigated. Pre-

liminary study indicates that the low For RaA, I QCT (2)
energy tail is related to the air gap and

dust loading. t >> T 44 minutes)

Both the alpha and thermal neutron- For Pu-239 I QCt (3)
induced fission activation methods can be

used to measure the plutonium (Pu) t < T (1.82 x 109 minutes)
particulates sampled on the filter paper.

If the alpha method is used, the primary Then the yield in dpm can be estimated in
background is originated from the over- Table 

lapping of the alpha energy spectra of Pu-

239 (E = .15 MeV) and the 6 MeV group Po- Table 

218 or RaA and Bi-212 or ThC) of RTP. The

overlapping can be well identified in the AlpM E.4w I DAC.h DAC I DAC.h R-ka

following alpha spectrum (Figure 1) taken P. 60 7.5 (2. 10-1 pC1/L)((1-.W 28 VW..)
at a uranium enrichment plantI. Ca ..)(h.;.( -wil-S)

T2WdpWpC�

'ISO- R.A 205 205 (1.5 pCI/L)(28 VW..)(.q-111b11-
fd-, So%)(JIM-d RA,

7,7 .� --ft 4.4W..)(2.22 dp.VPCI)

R.A (fl.1d) Ss Ss (C.2 pCVL)(28 V'-.)(4-4 W4
120 (2.22-/pC1)

90 E.Pect.d
5.2 m.V . 23 p For Pu, the Derived Air Concentration (DAC)

for Wclass aerosols is 2 x 10-3 pCi/L

60 (74 Bq/m3) and alarm should be enabled
ft when the Pu concentration is over 1 DAC

according to the United States Department

39 of Energy. The average radon concentration
,,,.V. in the United States is around 1.5 pCi/L

indoor and 02 pCi/L outdoor. The yield of
RaA either indoor or outdoor is a constant

0 2048 466 and is independent of the time of sampling
Cann=

Figure as long as the sampling time is much higher
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than 44 minutes. The yield of Pu is to show the nature of the low energy tail of

directly proportional to the sampling time.

Unfortunately, for alarm purpose, the

sampling time cannot be too long. For one
hour sampling, the dpin of RaA is more than
27 times higher than that of Pu. Assuming 40OC-

that 20% of the alpha spectrum of RaA will

overlap with the alpha spectrum of Pu,
alphas from RaA in the region of interest of
Pu are over times more than those from Pu. 3000 

Therefore a method of discriminating RaA is

necessary.

RaA can be discriminated by the
2000 -

waiting time ethod. That is, Pu can be

detected without any interference by 15 k.V '%I

waiting for the total decay of the 3 minutes
half life of RaA, or around 20 minutes

(7 half lives). The waiting time method is 1000 3 3

absolutely effective, no matter how high

the level of RaA is. 32X

There is another component, ThC of 0,
the 6 MeV group according to Figure 1. 0 so 00 ISO 200

CHAN FL NUMBEA (PULSE HEIVT)

Although the alpha spectra of RaA and ThC Fig. 14 Alph.-panici. SPWI.. of 21� -M'M. ith . g.ld-sd.con sudac. bade, detector

are indistinguishable, the amount of ThC (-f. 67)

can be estimated as alf of the yield of Po-

212 or ThC' according to their branching Figure 2

ratio. The waiting time method is in-
applicable for the discrimination of ThC

because it requires about 7 days for its the alpha spectrum. Figure 2 shows an alpha
decay. There are two methods commonly used spectrum for Am-241 using a thin

for the discrimination, the aerosols size electroplated source measured under

method and the alpha spectrum method. Both vacuum2. It can be seen that the alpha

methods are not absolute. That is, the spectrum is very close to symmetric and the

discriminating efficiency depends upon the low energy tail is nearly non-existing.

amount of RTP and dust loading in air. Figure 3 shows the alpha spectrum of U-234
particulates of size 1.0 pM collected on a

The aerosols size method was
initially reported by CEA (Commissariat
1'Energie Atornique) at the 1985 DOE
Workplace Workshop. The aerosols first 1.0

passed through a specially designed ------ Atmospheric
channel where the unattached RTP was Vacuum

trapped. The remaining aerosols were 0.8

sampled through a 3 pM pore size Nuclepore

membrane filter paper with cut-off 0

diameter of 1 pM particulates, where the 0.6
RTP attached to the 01 - 02 pM aerosols (D

could be effectively removed. Although
some of the currently available instruments E 04
adopt the aerosols size method, further

Z
improvement is still necessary.

0.2
The spectrum unfolding method is

commonly used in gartuna spectroscopy for the "V.

separation of two overlapping gamma peaks. 0.0

However, the unfolding technique for the 0 2 4 6 8 10

gamma spectrum is not directly applicable Alpha Energy, (MeV)
to the alpha spectrum because the latter
is characterized by the "low energy tail" Fig. 1. Spectra from 1.0-Am diameter uranium 21'U) acetate
which does not exist in the gamma spectrum. particles deposited on 1.2-ILLm pore size Millipore filters. Anal-

yses performed at atmospheric pressure and under vacuum.
An effective alpha spectrum method should Source-to-delector gap = 5.0 mm.
base upon an understanding of the low energy
tail. The following two figures will help Figure 33
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filter paper of 12 pM pore size. The peak Table 2 gives the estimation of the

energy of the 47 MeV alphas (under vacuum) deposition thickness in jjM for filter paper

after passaging through an air gap of mm. (detector) of different sizes. Since it

will be degraded to 42±0.2 MeV according only needs 4 M of the ordinary dust to

to the range energy curve. This explains degrade alphas of 6 MeV to 5.4 MeV

the shift of the peak value between the according to Figure 4 the critical angle
spectra measured in the atmosphere and can then be calculated, according to

under vacuum respectively in Figure 3 The Figure 5. Here 54 MeV is the upper limit

spread of the 02 MeV is estimated based

upon the intercept of the high energy side
of the spectrum on the energy-axis.

Assuming that the extension of the "low

energy tail" is due to the energy
degradation of the 40 MeV alphas (the

intercept of the low energy side is assumed E _ 54 MeV f.
to be symetric) after passaging along an
oblique direction rather than perpendi- deep -7-3,odA4

cular, the oblique distance corresponding

to 75' is 5 mm./cos 75' = 19 mm. Again,

according to the range energy curve, the
range of the 4 MeV alphas in air is 26 mm. Figure 

After passaging through an air gap of

19 mm., the 4 MeV alphas will be degraded
to -1 MeV which is consistent with the end- energy on the high energy side of the alpha

point of the alpha spectrum in the spectrum of Pu-239. According to Table 2,

atmosphere in Figure 3 The less extended
low energy tail of the alpha spectrum of Table 2

4.7 MeV alphas measured under vacuum can be

explained by the partial burial of the $I.. (- 10) A- gl-. Thlo� 1. JJM C411,81 gl.
(A"..1 �S/=1/2680 gj-1 0.

uranium particulates in the filter paper. .ko. a .�q (.,d1-y sffl� d.�q

77o.1 P . E.413.8 - 22 2.�/2680 80.
In analog to the formation of the low W(2.1)- 18 8.4113.8 061 0.6112660 - 23 55,

energy tail in air, the effect of dust 6.0 lf(2.8)2 24.6 .4/24.6 034 0.34/2680 1.3 71-

loading on the low energy tail can be 0.0 7TI3.8)- 4SA ..4145.4 . 019 D.191260 0.7 so,

approximately predicted by preparing a 10. 4 TrKS)' 63.6 L..4/63.6 . 013 0.1312660 0.5 03,

range energy curve based upon the well- '20.0 Trpx)l -301.7 0.4/301.7-0.028 0.028/2600- 0.1 ea,

established NASA SP-3013, Berkas & Berger,

"Table of Energy Losses and Range of Heavy
Charged Particles", 1964. Figure 4 is an

example of a range energy curve for both
ordinary soil of aluminum silicate discrimination of the alphas from RTP can
compound of polycarbonates (Curve I). either be performed by increasing the size

of the filter paper (detector) or by

8 limiting the incident angle by a
collimator. Instruments currently avail-

able using collimators were designed for
7 air gap correction only, they cannot be used

for dust loading. On the other hand, gas
6- proportional counters of large area ( to

20 cm ID) are available so that the size

method is favoured. If the size method is
".V adopted, the minimum size of the filter

paper (detector) is 47 cm ID. Experi-
4Z mental verification of the above can be

conducted using a radon box.

Finally, there are three remarks

which should be mentioned. Firstly, both
2- CAM (continuous air monitor) and the

sequential device can be available for the

alpha method. The sequential device uses

an open-face air sampler and a separately

located counter-scaler. CAM is essentially

1�1-1029k.XT 0 MSjd�� ;ZICES required when the lifetime of the nuclides

Figure 4 measured is shorter than the instrument
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integrating time, for instance, the mea- complete decay of RTP.

surement of short-lived RTP. However, for
the measurement of Pu alphas with longer Thirdly, as indicated at the beginning

lifetime, it is not entirely necessary. The of this work, the thermal neutron-induced
sequential device is more flexible in the fission method will not be interfered by the
choice of counters of different types and existence of RTP and can be adopted whenever
sizes, and in the choice of different the alpha method is inadequate.

discrimination methods. On the other hand,
both the choice of detectors and the dis- REFERENCES

crimination method are limited for CAM.

13.E. SAYERS et al, IEEE Trans. on Nucl.

Secondly, prompt on-site discrimina- Sci., 37 6 2165 1990).

tion against RTP is only required for the
alarm system. For area monitors which are 2j.L. BLANKENSHIP, IEEE Trans. on Nucl.

used for providing records of Pu levels and SCi., NS-7, 192 1960).
personal doses in the plutonium workplace,
prompt on-site discrimination is not 3M.E. MOORE et al, Health Phys., 65, 1 69

required because we can always wait for the (1993).
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ABSTRACT could yield near term benefits of shorter outage dura-
tions. The vendor will bring value-added to the utility

This paper describes an approach to reduce nuclear plant through implementation of industry lessons-learned,
outage duration and cost through partnership. Partnership personnel returnees and continuity of one team focus-
is defined as a long-term commitment between the utility ing on the outage.
and the vendor with the objective of achieving shared busi-
ness goals by maximizing the effectiveness of each party's Free-up utility people to do work that requires their
resources. The elements of an effective partnership are particular expertise and qualifications.
described. Specific examples are given as to how partner-
ship has worked in the effective performance of refueling Whatever the motivating factor might be, entering into a
outages. To gain the full benefits of a partnership, both partnership agreement between the utility and the vendor
parties must agree to share information, define the scope will combine the best technical resources of both compa-
early, communicate goals and expectations, and identify nies with one common goal - performing the refueling out-
boundaries for technical ownership. age as efficiently as possible.

1. INTRODUCTION Ill. PARTNERSHIP - A SHARED CULTURE

In the decade of the 90s, operating nuclear power plants Partnership can be defined as a long term commitment
are faced with major challenges to minimize operating and between two or more organizations with the objective of
maintenance (O&M) costs. One way to cut costs is to achieving shared business goals by maximizing the effec-
improve plant availability by minimizing refueling outage tiveness of each other's resources. The ultimate goal
downtime. This paper describes an approach successfully should include improvements in outage duration, cost, and
used to reduce refueling outage duration and cost through quality of work. The partnership approach adds a new
partnership. dimension to the way we do business. Lets examine the

traditional way of doing business and compare that to how
11. UTILITYNENDOR PARTNERSHIP BACKGROUND partnership works.

There are different reasons why a utility should consider THE TRADITIONAL WAY - Some examples of how
entering into a partnership with a vendor. Some of the fac- work has traditionally been done in the industry:
tors are:

* Utilities go through a tremendous amount of effort to
• Lack of resources, tools, procedures and/or technical process technical and commercial requests for pro-

expertise required to perform certain tasks or services posals (RFP), conduct pre-bid meetings, evaluate ven-
performed as part of a refueling outage. dor bids, meet with vendors, and finally select a ven-

dor. On the other hand, vendors spend considerable
• The need to improve refueling outages in the areas of manhours in responding to the RFP, Furthermore,

schedule, cost, safety, and exposure. By identifying this process occurs prior to each refueling outage.
and awarding the main portions of a refueling outage
to one vendor and working with that vendor for several - The utility calls a vendor to fix emergent plant prob-
outages, the utility will have the highest chance of lems. The vendor responds. The more problems the
optimizing its outage. utility has, the more money the vendor makes.

• Take immediate advantage of lower, multi-outage In both examples, there is limited communication
prices and establish a long-term relationship that between the utility and the vendor prior to the outage.
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Goals and expectations are generally not well understood V. EXAMPLES OF HOW PARTENRSHIP WORKS
and mutually agreed.
THE PARTNERSHIP WAY: Now let me give you specific examples to show how a

partnership could work in reducing outage duration and
The time-consuming, manhour intensive bidding cost. These examples are selected to illustrate the effec-
process is eliminated. Instead the process is greatly tive elements listed above:
simplified and more focused on defining the scope
and agreeing on pricing for a specific outage. A. EFFECTIVE USE OF RESOURCES FOR REACTOR

VESSEL HEAD WORK AND STEAM GENERATOR
Plant problems that require a fix by the vendor could MAINTENANCE
be cost-shared which translates to cost savings to the
utility. In addition, the partnership allows for quicker Outage planning with vendor involvement should begin
vendor mobilization for unplanned work without enter- at least 5 months before the outage begins. During this
ing into a new contract. Let me give you an example. time, utility personnel should share with the vendor the

scope, outage goals and expectations. For example, given
Because of the potential for loose parts and sludge utility budget cuts, can the vendor find ways to reduce cost

buildup in the secondary side of their steam generator given the same scope of work as in the previous outage?
(SG), a utility asked their vendor partner to provide assis- Early scope identification, continuous dialogue, open and
tance. The vendor responded immediately by providing honest communications, and understanding of each other's
specialized SG tube inspection equipment and a sludge needs and expectations will lead to vendor innovative solu-
sample retrieval tool at lower cost than traditionally offered tions to reduce costs. Examples of such innovative solu-
to their utility. The vendor was able to lower the deploy- tions to reduce costs are:
ment charge because he could spread the cost over future
outages where similar tooling might be required. 1. Cross-utilization of personnel between the reactor

vessel head and steam generator crews which
In summary, partnership defines a new relationship reduces the overall costs by eliminating the need for

where what used to be traditional organizational bound- bringing in entirely separate crews.
aries are now shared. The relationship is based on trust
and shared goals and commitments. 2. Effective use of resources from both companies will

be realized by sharing of tasks- resulting in reduced
IV. ELEMENTS OF EFFECTIVE PARTNERSHIP overall cost. For example, the utility may be better

suited to perform the opening and closing of the con-
The following are some key elements of an effective tainment equipment hatch, delivery of equipment in

partnership. and out of the containment, and performing the control
rod drive venting during system fill.

A. Early involvement in planning - allows better under-
standing of the scope and expectations. 3. Changing from a time and materials (T&M) to a fixed

price contractual arrangement could allow the ven-
B. Long term relationship - gives the vendor an opportu- dor's task and shift leaders, and coordinators to

nity to explore and implement ways to improve outage devote more time on their job and considerably less
performance and control cost. Multi-outage contracts time to administrative matters.
contribute to optimizing long term resource planning
and stabilizing the budgeting process. 4. The Utility could approve the venclor's access control

program to reduce badging time for vendor personnel.
C. Shared Goals and Commitments - gives the utility a

voice in how the vendor spends their R&D dollars; The point is -early involvement in the planning process
makes the vendor part of the utility design team and will allow the vendor to better understand and meet the util-
vice-versa. Allowing and giving the vendor technical ity's needs. The open and honest communications could
ownership brings responsibility. Ideas are shared - lead to a sharing of risks and benefits with resultant cost
neither party has a monopoly on good ideas. savings.

D. Open and honest communications built on trust and B. INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE FEEDBACK
continuous dialogue are essential for any partnership
arrangement and one that takes a lot of effort to main- In a long-term relationship, the vendor has an opportuni-
tain. ty to explore ways in more detail to improve the utility's out-

age performance. First, the vendor must understand the
E. Cost/Benefit - Sharing of risks and benefits could utilities' culture and technical status. Then, by utilizing

result in a win-win situation because both parties must experienced personnel, the vendor could assemble, com-
derive some benefit for the partnership to endure. pare and assess actual data from other nuclear plants to
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determine where improvements could be made at the utili- 2. Back off SG studs up to a full turn to prevent potential
ty's plant. Recommendations could then be identified in of stuck studs.
the areas of procedures, equipment and tooling, planning
and scheduling, and plant modifications. This type of study 3. Clean the stud holes with the manway cover in place
must be performed far enough in advance of the outage to to reduce dose.
allow implementation of the key recommendations.

The point is - the shared concept makes the vendor a
The point is - the long term relationship could bring part of the utility design team. This concept gives the ven-

value-added to the utility by utilizing the vendor's industry dor incentive to build equipment mockups such as for
experience. steam generator (SG) applications, to test new tools or

improve robotic equipment, and to confirm validity of proce-
C. DETAILED WALKDOWN CHECKLIST dure enhancements to improve productivity and reduce

dose.
The utility could extend the vendor's responsibilities to

include technical ownership for his tasks. This approach VI. CONCLUSION
provides an incentive to the vendor to critique each outage
and implement lessons-learned especially for repetitive - Partnership between the utility and the vendor is a way
tasks because the partnership expects productivity gains to reduce refueling outage durations and control cost.
and ALARA savings for the next outage. For example, to
ensure that all prerequisites, tools, utility support, etc. are * Partnership is important for our industry's future. There
available prior to the start of work, the vendor could gener- are other areas besides refueling outages in which
ate detailed walkdown checklists for repetitive tasks such partnerships could work. One area is in parts/invento-
as reactor vessel head removal and reassembly including ry management programs that would lower or elimi-
incore instrumentation. These checklists have been instru- nate the utility's stocking requirements.
mental in avoiding outage delays due to missing tools,
improper tools, unsafe conditions, incorrect rigging, lack of Finally, as in any partnership relationship, there are
spare parts, etc. These checklists should become a valu- roadblocks and hardships along the way. For the part-
able living document to the utility. nership to be effective,

The point is -the sharing of goals and commitments THE VENDOR MUST:
will lead to vendor technical ownership which brings shared
responsibility and provides incentive to perform better. 1. Commit to provide technical expertise, both people

and equipment, to deliver high quality services and
D. TOOLING AND PROCEDURE ENHANCEMENTS products to meet the outage goals on schedule, safe-

ty, ALARA, and quality.
A long term relationship will encourage a vendor to

develop new tools and procedure enhancements at no cost 2. Provide effective commmunication and continuous
or shared cost with the utility. The vendor will have more dialogue which could be essential to find solutions that
latitude to improve his productivity and/or lower his dose utilities can't solve themselves and to share experi-
because the vendor has more outages with this utility over ences.
which to recover his investment. Listed below are two
examples of unique tools that were provided by BWNT to 3. Commit to stay current or ahead of the state-of-the-art
one of our utility partners which have already resulted in concerning industry technology.
increased productivity and/or dose savings.

THE UTILITY MUST:
1. SG tube stabilizer installation tool

1. Treat the vendor as part of the team, not just a labor
2. Reactor vessel head O-ring holder broker. If the vendor gets in trouble, work as a team to

solve problems.
By the same token, procedure enhancements could be

accomplished resulting in reduced personnel errors, 2. Constantly communicate goals and objectives, and
reduced exposure, and improved productivity and.safety. expectations of the vendor.
These benefits could be significant since they will be real-
ized during each outage. Listed below are three examples 3. Define the vendor's scope early and award the con-
of procedure enhancements for Steam Generator manway tract early.
installation and removal.

4. Give the vendor technical ownership.
1. Use a calibrated instrument to verify stud loads to

avoid loose nuts after tensioning.
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ABSTRACT In recognition of the international efforts on this
field and tat several incidents had occurred in te past

From probabilistic safety assessments and root cause outage periods, the Institute of Nuclear Energy
analyses for incidents/accidents, the risk at refueling Research (INER) initiated a 3-year program to evaluate
outage has recently been recognized to be comparable shutdown risk of domestic NPPs. Te first plant
to (or even more significant than) te commonly chosen is a PWR plant, which is commonly recognized
evaluated isk at power in a Nuclear Power Plant to have higher risk than a BWR plant.
(NPP). This paper summarizes he major findings in This program began in early 1992 with a
the aspect of "organization and management," wich is qualitative assessment of outage performance, which
identified to have significant impacts on outage was further separated ito two stages for convenience of
performance in the qualitative assessment of a PWR manpower management. In the first stage, one
plant. In order to reduce the potential risk arisen from investigator who is familiar with plant operation was
those identified imperfections, the corresponding assigned to station on the plant during the sixth
suggestions are also proposed. refueling outage (End Of Cycle 6 EOC-6) for unit .

His responsibility was to interview key persons, to
observe all major activities, to attend all meetings

WIRODUCTION (including daily morning meeting), and to set up work
program for the second stage. Later on, six

In the early stage of commercial nuclear power investigators with different specialties were assigned to
development, the risk at refueling outage is considered take a close look at five concerned issues during unit 2
to be negligible when compared with the risk at power. EOC-6, which was scheduled months later after unit
It was not until 1980s that several US plants began to 1 EOC-6. These issues include: 1) in cidents/accidents
look into this issue, one of the studies carried out was occurred during EOC 1-5 for unit 1&2, 2)organization
a full scope shutdown Probabilistic Risk Assessment and management, 3 reduced inventory operation,
(PRA) [1], the others were limited only to the topic of 4)electric power system, 5)fire protection. In parallel,
loss of sutdown cooling 2,3]. In 1988, the USNRC one investigator was engaging in a thorough survey of
(Nuclear Regulatory Commission) issued Generic international operating experience to provide references
Letter 88-17 and pointed out hat in the worst condition for working directions and generic data for shutdown
the core may become uncovered in 15 minutes after PRA study that is currently undergoing.
loss of shutdown cooling in a PWR mid-loop The results of this two stage qualitative
operation 4 In 1990, the French PRA study for 900 assessments are summarized in reference 8. The major
and 1300 MWe PWRs also revealed that the estimated findings are: I)Lhe outage schedule should be further
core meltdown frequency at outage is about the same as improved in depth of details, 2)the focus during outage
that at power [5]. In response to this potential risk, should be redirected, 3)safety policies should be well
the USNRC has sponsored the Brookhaven and Sandia defined and executed, 4)therinohydraulic phenomena
National Laboratories to engage in full scope during outage phases should be further studied, 5)the
shutdown PRA studies for PWR (Surry plant) and aids provided for outage workers should be
BWR (Grand Gulf plant), respectively. The strengthened. Except for item 4 all other items are
preliminary analysis reports have been published in related to the issue of organization and management.
1991[6,71, and the final reports are expected to be The significant impacts of organization and
released at the end of 1993. management on outage performance are somewhat
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expected, since similar conclusions have been made One week before the scheduled outage, the OOCG
from studies performed by NRC and NUMARC in is organized with members mainly from a full
USA. The NRC study pointed out that the outage operating sift. At the studied plant, there are five
planning is a critical factor in affecting the'outage operating shifts in rotation during power operation.
risk 9]. Research done by NUMARC suggested hat Therefore, based on a 12-month cycle length, each
"the outage work scope and schedule should operating shift is assigned as the OOCG about every
realistically match resources to activities," and 30 month 5*12 divided by 2 units) to handle the less
"activities in the outage schedule should be sufficiently familiar outage activity. The OOCG consists of
detailed and organized to accurately convey the impact around 40 persons, in which 10 of them are licensed
on complex evolution, plant conditions and equipment operators and others are non-licensed equipment
availability" [10]. Therefore, a well-organized and operators. The Shift Engineer is assigned as the group
detailed planning before outage is as important as, if leader, the rest members are then classified into two
not more important than, a good management during subgroups: the progress document control subgroup
outage. In addition, a better planning can also increase and the operation control subgroup.
the manageability during outage. If both areas can be The progress document control subgroup
well practiced, risk reduction ad efficiency consists of all licensed operators and oe non-ficensed
enhancement for outage can then be expected. electric shift supervisor. Tis subgroup's major task

In the following sections, the current outage is, based on the outage work schedule and the actual
operations at the studied NPP will be briefly progress, to coordinate with maintenance groups to
introduced, te imperfections in the aspect of arrange subsystems'andcomponents'downtirne. With
organization and management then be discussed and their understandings of plant/system status and
finally the corresponding suggestions be proposed. operational experiences, the group members usually

have to make rather quick decisions in the early
morning to release work permissions. Before an

CURRENT OUTAGE OPERATION equipment/component can be maintained, its upstream
and downstream must be isolated. The isolation is

According to the "Outage Operating Procedure" of executed by the operation control subgroup, using the
the studied plant, the outage operation begins wen all "red tag," which is a red card to be hung on the isolated
maintenance groups (e.g., mechanical, electrical, equipment and prohibits it from any unauthorized
instrument groups, etc.) propose work requests six operation. When a maintenance work is done, the
months before scheduled outage, and ends when all isolation will be lifted and the whole process is then
groups finish the outage experience report within tree completed.
months after plant returns to power operation.
Depending on the electricity demand and fuel burnup,
the averaged cycle length for each unit is about 12 to EVALUATION OF CURRENT OPERATION
15 months; and the refueling outage usually lasts for
45-60 days. As mentioned in the previous sections, activities

There are two key groups closely related to outage related to outage work include not only those during
operations: the "Outage Group" tat is in charge of all outage period but also te operations before outage.
operations before refueling outage, and the "Outage The latter one usually is considered to be more critical.
Operation Control Group (OOCG)" that takes care of The current operation at the studied plant is observed to
activities during refueling outage. The Outage Group be somewhat off-balance, tat is, most resources are
currently is a "permanent" task force that consists of distributed to outage period. Due to te complexity of
one licensed senior reactor operator and two non- outage work and time pressure, the current policy that
licensed assistants. The group's primary tasks are to uses most manpower to handle all detailed planning
review all proposed work requests (some of them may during outage period may not be as efficient as
be rejected or merged) and to format the outage work expected. The following sections provide evaluations
schedule. Due to the limitation of manpower and other of operations before and during outage period
reasons, the formatted outage work schedule only respectively and of the interactions between them.
roughly indicates the downtime of the system at train
levels, For example, the Engineered Safety Feature Opgxations Before Outage
(ESF) system usually is separated into train A and ,
and each train is scheduled to a total downtime of 15-20 The major task in this period is to define the
days. Te detailed maintenance schedule for each ESF outage work scope and schedule, which starts six
subsystem train (e.g., service water train A) is not months before outage and ends wen outage begins.
shown on te schedule and therefore must be decided by From observations of most activities and discussions
OOCG during refueling outage. with key persons, improvements may be necessary in
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the following aspects: 1depth of details of outage work Operations During Outa"
schedule, 2)content and timing of training, 3)function
of computer system. From observation of ativities conducted during

There are several organizational and managerial outage and discussion with key persons, improvements
reasons why the depth of details and accuracy of outage may be necessary in the following aspects: )work
schedule has not been improved much with totally 12 focus of the OOCG, 2)control of plant status, 3)quality
outage experiences, and all of them are related to the of coordination among groups.
status of the Outage Groiip. Limited by manpower, The major task of the OOCG (Outage Operation
the two non-licensed members have to spend all their Control Group) is to decide when a subsystem or a
time in aIministrating the work requests proposed by component can be maintained, primarily based on'the

maintenance groups (the total work requests are around outage work schedule (formatted by the Outage Group
1000 items for each outage). The formatting of outage before shutdown) and the status of corresponding
work schedule is then done solely by the licensed systems. The group leader of the OOCG first decides
member whose time is shared by other work loads. when a system train (e.g., service water system train
Therefore, it is not surprising to have the outage work A) can be maintained, while the detailed arrangements
schedule with details only down to the major system for each component within this train are done by the
train levels. With only one licensed member in this progress control subgroup. Although subgroup
group, one can easily observe another drawback that the members generally have the concept that maintenance

work schedule is not adequately and independently time for a component must be closely matched with
reviewed to reduce possible errors. As a so called the status of the system it belongs to; but owing to the
11 permanent task force," the authorized power the group high work loads and unfamiliarity, several conflicting
leader (the licensed member) has is not as high as situations did occur [8]. Besides the incomplete and
designed. Hence it appears that difficulties exist when inconsistent data exist in the MMCS, that less
this group tries to push the maintenance group to meet attention is paid to the system status may also be
dead lines, and this may greatly affect die levels of responsible for occurrences of tese conflicting
details and accuracy of work schedule. The accuracy of situations.
work schedule is further deteriorated by the incorrect Without continuous racking and monitoring of
estimation of te duration of ach task, which is system status, some other drawbacks are also observed.

provided by maintenance groups and is usually First, the performances of different OOCGs are not as

overestimated. stable as wanted. In other words, the performance of
The quality of training can greatly affect outage outage work is strongly dependent on which shift is

performance. Training related to outage operation, assigned as the OOCG, Second, as a natural
especially those with safety concerns, is scheduled as consequence, the timing for maintenance of a specific
part of routine on-job training for all operating shifts. component may vary greatly in any two outages, even
But no training specifically related to outage activities with exactly the same work schedules and progresses.
is provided for members of the operation shift before Therefore, the maintenance groups always have to
they are assigned to the OOCG. As mentioned in the adjust themselves to different OOCGs and to suffer the
previous section, each operating shift is assigned to difficulties in managing the available manpower.
this duty in a cycle of 30 months and is expected to be Third, the recovery time for each system train under

unfamiliar with outage activities. Therefore, the work maintenance is not well controlled. At most time of

focus and style vary from shift to shift, so does the an outage, each safety system usually has one train

performance. maintained and therefore loses its redundancy. When
In order to save manpower and to improve the operable/operating train for any reason loses its

efficiency, a computer system has been introduced since function, the time needed to recover the other train may
unit 2 EOC-6 to establish standardized operations. The be critical for operators in responding to the adverse
MMCS (Maintenance Management Computerization situation. Without detailed monitoring and
System) stores all information related to outage understanding of the status of the maintained train, this
activities. It provides standardized isolation for each recovery Lime could be incorrectly judged and situation

component to be maintained, check lists for control and may further be deteriorated.
tracking purposes, printouts of red tags, etc. But since Since each maintenance task is scheduled by the

its data base has not been thoroughly reviewed, some OOCG and executed by one or more maintenance
inconsistencies exist and te OOCG members groups, the integrated performance then strongly
seemingly do not have much confidence in it. Besides, depends on the quality of coordination among these
the system currently is not capable of accommodating groups. The consequences of inadequate or inefficient

experience feedback, which is important in improving coordination usually are die delays of work progress,

the outage efficiency and safety. but may also be problems of safety concern. There
were several incidents observed during this evaluated
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EOC and judged to be related to poor coordination [8). Outage work Schedule
The major causes responsible for hese incidents are:
I)insufficient communication channels exist in te In order to iprove the roughness of the current
current outage organization, 2)responsibilities for schedule and te imbalance of work load distribution,
persons who should initiate COMMUDications are not the structure and status of the Outage Group are

well defined. suggested to be modified in the following ways. First,

at least 2 to 3 more licensed operators should be added
to this group. With increased manpower, the group's

SUGGESTIONS work scope should be expanded to include the revision

of the MMCS data base, the formatting of schedule
After thoroughly evaluating the current outage down to (at least) the subsystem train levels, and the

operations at the studied plant, it is found that documentation of experience feedback from maintainers
imperfections are not caused by lack of resources, rather and operators. Second, the status of the outage group
by inadequate distribution of work loads and available should be elevated to have the authority to demand
manpower. Therefore, by reasonably redistributing the maintenance groups to punctually propose te work

work loads and manpower, the whole operations can be request and to accurately estimate the duration for each
better planned before an outage begins where less time task. Third, at least one licensed senior operator should
pressure exists. The other advantage of executing most be assigned to review the outage work schedule. This
planning works before outage is that resources spent i person must not be the one responsible for formatting
repeated tasks can be saved. Since items of the schedule, and should execute his reviewing process
components needed to be maintained are about he same as independent as possible.
for each outage, it is not necessary to redo all detailed

planning for each EOC (which is the case for current Control of System/Plant Std=
operations). Therefore, the plant only has to establish

a sound and detailed work schedule once for an outage. After portions of the responsibility of arranging
For outage afterwards, modification to accommodate maintenance timing have been transferred to the Outage
experience feedback and changes of maintenance items Group, the OOCG can then concentrate more on the
can then be done with little efforts. control of system availability and plant status. This

According to the principle of resource task can be more efficiently done with improvement of
redistribution, suggestions corresponding to changes of MMCS functions. With slight modifications, te
current organizational structures and work focus are currently available printouts of MMCS can provide
proposed. These suggestions include: detailed lists of status for each component in a system.

safety policies be thoroughly revised To keep he lists updated, 3 to persons in the OOCG
details of outage work schedule be improved should be assigned to station in each main building and
control of system availability and plant status closely watch the maintenance progress. They should

be enhanced make daily reports to the persons who keep tracking of
-_ coordination among work groups be thelists. BesidesthistasktheOOCGshould alsobe

strengthened responsible for evaluating the recovery time for each
training be iproved maintained system train to have immediate response
experience feedback be standardized should hypothesized incidents occur.

SafeLy Policies. Coordination Among Group-s

At the studied plant, currently only the principle Several incidents occurred during the observed

declarations of safety policies are listed in the related EOC are judged to be related to poor coordination
procedures. We suggest that safety policies be among work groups. The "building coordinators"

carefully reviewed and described in detail for operators' mentioned in the previous section should somewhat
ease to follow. Well-documented safety policies for improve these situations, but their status may not be
different occasions (e.g., should off-site power be all high enough to resolve conflicts at group levels. A
available when the plant is operated at reduced fully authorized group leader (e.g., the Outage Group
inventory?) should also be provided for persons who are leader or the head of operation division) should play an
responsible for formatting outage work schedule. active role in coordinating conflicts that may exist at
These safety policies can then be thoroughly considered group level. The other possible way to solve this

and practically reflected in the work schedule. problem is that the leader of the group which is

responsible for ajority of a collaborated task be

assigned as the task coordinator.
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Training 5. Brisbois, Jacques, et al., "Insights Gained from
PSAs of French 900 and 1300 MWe Units," Nuclear

We suggest that the weights of courses related to Engineering International, pp4O-41 1991).
outage risk issues be increased in on-job training for all 6. Chu T-L, et al., "PWR Low Power and Shutdown
operating shifts. For the shift assigned as the OOCG, Accident Sequence Frequencies Program, Phase 1A-
special training should also be provided to iprove the Coarse Screening Analysis," Rough Draft Letter
familiarity with outage operations. If possible, Report, Brookhaven National Laboratory 1991).
training related to system dependence sould also be 7. SNL, "BWR Low Power and Shutdown Accident
provided for all maintainers, and contractors. Sequence Frequencies Project, Phase 1- Coarse

Screening Analysis," Draft Letter Report, Sandia
Exp�dence Feedbac: National Laboratory 1991).

8. Y. Huang, et al., "Refueling Outage Safety
Standardization of experience feedback is Evaluation and Recommendation for a PVrR," INER-

important in preventing same mistakes from occurring 1184 (in Cinese), Institute of Nuclear Energy
again. This can only be satisfactorily done by Research, Taiwan R.O.C. 1993).
encouraging employees to report what they have 9. USNRC, "Shutdown and Low-Power Operations at
experienced and by using the MMCS as the tool for Commercial Nuclear Power Plants in the United
ease of updating and inquiry. states," Draft, NUREG-1449, US Nuclear Regulatory

Commission 1992).
10. NUMARC, "Guidelines for Industry Actions to

CONCLUDING REMARK Assess Shutdown Management," NUMARC 91-06,
Nuclear Management and Resource Council 199 1).

The theme of improving the current organization
and management for outage operations is to redistribute
the work loads in a more reasonable way. To achieve
this goal, tasks needed detail planning and reviewing
should be executed before an outage begins. With less
time pressure ad more sandardized reviewing process,
mistakes can be reduced to an acceptable level.
Henceforth, the work focus during an outage can
therefore be directed to the control of system
availability ad plant status, which is critical should
hypothesized incidents occur. At the same time, the
OOCG should pay more attention to improve
coordination with maintenance groups.

The imperfections tat have been identified in die
aspect of organization and management are dependent to
each other, sometimes even is the case that one leads to
another. Therefore, the corresponding suggestions have
the same caracteristics and should be practiced in
parallel to avoid possible ibalances and side-effects.
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ABSTRACT would allow easy access to risk information. In Great Britain,
Nuclear Electric had developed a tool, called the Essential

Halliburton NUS Corporation (NUS) has developed a risk- Systems Status Monitor (ESSM) for its Heysham station.
based configuration management software tool for use at ESSM is a computer-based tool that enables pant operators to
Southern California Edison's San Onofre Nuclear Generating directly determine the risk status of the plant based upon
Station. The software, called the Safety Monitor, calculates an current equipment operability conditions. At Heysham, ESSM
estimate of current plant core damage risk based upon the operation is an integral part of the plant's Technical
plant's current operating configuration (e.g., equipment Specifications and serves as the basis for acceptable plant
operability, system operating alignments). All data is entered operations. For example, if ESSM indicates that current plant
and displayed in a format easily understood by plant personnel. risk is acceptable for the plant's current maintenance/

operability state, then operations can continue in that state
The plant hopes to use this tool to ensure that risk is indefinitely.
minimized during plant operations and to identify situations in
which current Technical Specifications can be optimized. SCE wished to develop a tool similar to ESSM for
Plant configuration data and out-of-service time data is also SONGS. However, whereas ESSM is a minicomputer-based
automatically collected. application, SCE wished its tool (to be called the Safety

Monitor) to be a personal computer-based application that
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND would support multiple users on its Local Area Network. SCE

also wished to make use of the Microsoft Windows'
Southern California Edison (SCE) has been actively using graphical user interface to make the tool easy to use by plant

its Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) models to support personnel.
operations and maintenance issues for many years at the San
Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS), Units 2 and 3 A particular concern was the method by which the risk
This support generally involves the evaluation of specific plant model solution would be obtained. In the past, PC-based risk
operating conditions and strategies using various sensitivity tools would use the solution from the master PRA model (i.e.,
studies. In many cases, the risk significance of various the cutset equation) and would requantify this pre-solved
Technical Specifications and their Limiting Conditions for equation by changing the numerical values assumed in the
Operation (LCOs) and Allowable Outage Times AOTs) were equation. This method facilitates rapid calculation, but might
evaluated to address specific plant concerns. These Technical not always give the correct results if unusual plant conditions
Specification studies indicated that some LCOs and ATs make normally non-risk-significant equipment failures become
might be too restrictive or did not consider that different plant important. In order to obtain a practical solution to a risk
operating conditions might alter the risk significance of each model, it is necessary to discard many non-risk-significant
Technical Specification. equipment failure combinations during the model solution

process. A given risk model might indicate that billions of
The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has failure combinations are possible; however, only the several

been conducting research into the risk implications of thousand that are most probable are retained in the final utset
Technical Specifications and sought to create an industry equation. If this cutset equation is used to evaluate current
working group to study these issues further. SCE agreed to plant conditions and normally unimportant equipment become
join this working group in 1989, along with several other risk dominant, the cutset equation could underestimate the
utilities. This group met periodically to discuss the various importance of this equipment since its failure contributions
technical issues and to share the results of each organization's might have been discarded from the model.
research into Technical Specification issues.

To reduce the likelihood of such model truncation errors,
SCE recognized that it would be most useful to develop other plants that have used the cutset equation technique have

an on-line tool for operations and maintenance personnel that either developed very extensive cutset equations or have
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developed libraries of cutset equations for each of the various of the Software Design Document (SDD) for the actual code.
plant operating states that might be experienced. While these Later, during software development, the prototype was used by
approaches help to reduce the effects of truncation eors, the the code designers to better understand what the completed
maintenance of these equation libraries can be very time software should do.
consuming. If a change is needed to the risk model,
significant labor effort could be required to regenerate the The development of the SDD was the next step in the
equation libraries since many calculation runs might need to be software design process. The SDD forms the link between the
performed. functional specification developed at the beginning of the

project and the final developed software. The SDD describes
The last several years have seen the development of in text form the complete software design. Included are

several ultra-fast fault tree solution algorithms. SCE desired descriptions of each software module, module-to-module
that the SONGS Safety Monitor make use of these fast program flow, the detailed functions each module is to
algorithms to allow the Safety Monitor to solve the entire risk perform, descriptions of each data base and data file used by
model based upon unique plant conditions, rather than use pre- or created by the program, and example designs of each
solved equations. Such an approach would not be possible display screen (in this case, from the prototype code). The
without an extremely fast algorithm, since model re-solution complete SDD describes over 80 software functions and 25
typically takes many hours to perform using typical solution data bases and data files to support the program.
approaches. The use of a model re-solution approach,
however, would ensure that the correct solution is obtained for The SDD was reviewed by NUS personnel and SCE
each plant configuration. Maintenance of the model would personnel to ensure it satisfied all requirements of the
also be simplified, since logic changes could be made directly functional specification, and that the proposed code was
to the model itself without the need to do numerous feasible from a software design perspective. Various
calculations. comments were received and incorporated into the SDD before

actual software development began.
SCE selected NUS to assist it in the development of the

Safety Monitor code. NUS personnel had actively supported The software itself was developed using Borland C+ and
the PRA model development and its application to plant various C+ toolkits. Data bases use the Raima Data
operating issues. Its personnel had also developed many of the Manager, a SQL-based multi-user Microsoft Windows-
computer codes used to maintain and quantify the SONGS compatible data base system. The completed code consists of
models. NUS also had access to several of the modem ultra- over 50,000 lines of code, plus hundreds of software objects to
fast solution algorithms that would need to be investigated for define various data structures, screen displays, and reports.
suitability of use in the Safety Monitor.

The heart of the program is the fault tree solution engine.
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT In order to comply with the five minute solution requirement,

a state of the art engine must be coupled with a very efficient,
SCE desired that the code be developed as Quality optimized fault tree model structure. NUS investigated several

Affecting software using state of the art code development and alternative solution engines and determined that the RELMCS
Verification and Validation V&V) standards. As a starting algorithm would be best suited for this application. RELMCS
point, SCE and NUS defined a functional specification for the is a product of RELCON AB of Sweden and is a proven high
code. The specification considered such issues as expected speed algorithm capable of solving very large fault tree
users, display requirements, software constraints, and security models. The other options considered either lacked the ultra-
requirements. Among the key functional requirements was the fast solution speed or were largely unproved and contained
display of PRA information in a format that is readily known errors that would need to be corrected before the Safety
understandable to non-PRA-familiar personnel and the ability Monitor could be considered operational.
to calculate an estimate of current plant risk using a complete
Level I PRA plant fault tree within five minutes. The RELMCS algorithm computes a solution of the Level

1 core damage model in less than minutes on a 486DX2-66
Based upon the completed functional specification, NUS personal computer using a x 10-9 truncation level for cutsets.

developed a functional prototype of the code, using the The use of an Intel Pentium"-based computer reduces the
Microsoft Visual Basic" software development system. solution time to about two minutes. For comparison purposes,
Visual Basic was selected for this purpose since it allowed for solution of the same model using a conventional code (e.g.,
rapid development of highly functional software under FTAP, SETS, etc.) requires a computation time of at least one
Microsoft Windows. The prototype illustrated each of the hour!
main display screens and simulated the operation o each
primary function through the use of sample data. Using the SDD, the completed code was V&V'd for both

stand-alone and multi-user network operation. The functional
The prototype was reviewed with plant personnel to requirements list of the SDD served as a convenient basis for

obtain comments regarding functionality, ease of use, and conducting the V&V and demonstrating that the code fulfilled
display format. A number of changes were made based upon all of its requirements.
the prototype's operation. Once comments were incorporated
into the prototype, it was used as the basis for the development
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RISK MODEL DEVELOPMENT support these alignments. At San Onofre, several key systems
have "swing trains" and other alternate configurations. In the

The development of the logic model used in the Safety base Level I PRA, not all of these configurations are
Monitor involved three steps: the development of a fault tree considered since they may be all logically equivalent. Six
top logic to represent the plant accident sequences; the system models were identified for logic expansion to account
development of consolidated fault tree models for each key for the various operating alignments.
system; the expansion of the fault tree models to include all
plant operating configurations, and the mapping of pant The last step of the process is the correlation of the
components to the events in the logic model. The completion various plant components to the Safety Monitor model. One
of this process resulted in a logically efficient model that is of the functional requirements of the software is that it must
correlated to all plant components and captures all of the logic allow the plant operator to access any component in the plant,
structure of the complete Level PRA. even if that component does not affect the safety model. As a

result, over 55,000 components were loaded into the data bases
The Safety Monitor model is developed as a single fault for the Unit 2 Safety Monitor. Each of the basic events in the

tree whose top event is "core damage occurs due to an model were then reviewed to determine which components
accident or transient". Each of the fifteen initiating events pertain to each basic event. This process was complicated by
from the PRA are included in the model, as are all 92 core the fact that the equipment numbering scheme used by the
damage sequences from the event trees. However, in operations and maintenance personnel differs somewhat from
developing the Safety Monitor model, sequences can be that used in the design drawings and system descriptions that
combined and non-minimal sequences can be subsumed into were used to develop the Level I PRA models. As a result of
other sequences. For example, a small LOCA sequence this correlation effort, several thousand plant components were
involving high pressure safety injection failure, RCS shown to directly affect the model's events. It is expected that
depressurization and low pressure safety injection success, and several thousand additional components will be added to the
failure of auxiliary feedwater (AFW) can be subsumed into a correlation listings as the data bases are expanded to include
sequence involving only failure of AFW, since the success of various manual isolation and drain valves and other
core cooling is irrelevant in terms of preventing core damage. components not typically addressed in traditional PRAs.
Also, some sequences might involve early failures of a system,
while other sequences involve late failures of the sme system. SOFTWARE OPERATION
These sequences might be able to be combined into a single
sequence if both early and late system failures can be Figure I illustrates the main display screen of the Safety
incorporated into the system fault trees. Using these methods, Monitor. Safety status is shown on the "gauge" display, along
the 92 original sequences were reduced to about 45 sequences with a plot showing the risk level over the last seven days. A
for evaluation in the Safety Monitor. The final step of the risk-based recommended AOT is provided to indicate how
process involves grouping of similar sequences across initiating long the plant can remain in this configuration before SCE
events wherever possible. For example, failure of AFW may administrative risk limits are exceeded. From this main screen,
lead to core damage for several initiating events. If the the user can request the various functions of the monitor. The
success criteria for AFW for these initiating events are similar, .'administration" menu provides access to various
then the events can be analyzed as a group. administrative and PRA-specific functions that would not

normally be accessed by plant operations personnel.
Following the development of the top fault tree logic,

each of the system fault trees is examined to determine if it S.IctyMonkr-ladmi- L"ItRI
Ell. M.1. QPti- II.FP

can be logically simplified. This process involves the RISK LEVEL

elimination of duplicative logic gates, consolidation of events High Ibis onfilm'.. W .011.

into "super" basic events (where possible), and restructuring of Warwtv B. E-.40 Q�

the fault tree to move support system fault tree linkages to as Low -F4..kIC..p .... t S.1u.

close to the top of the fault tree as possible. These actions I V� S1u.
help to reduce the number of logic gates and events in the RISK PROFILE

model and reduce the number of inter-system linkages, while
retaining the same cutset results as the original model. Using r p-tiq MA..

this approach, a system model that requires 20 pages of CUMAIVIMPOMMtrampah."t I

modeling in the original PRA can be reduced to 4 or pages C..p...t&.1 .. U.

in the Safety Monitor model. It should be noted that this
optimized model yields the same numerical results as the vp"c'Mom MOW
original model and that the information concerning basic V�- md.104 (01-4 WW PW* MR-ds hat W WM QU-MAR �WoW.16.

events consolidated into "super" basic events is retained in the
Safety Monitor data files so that full model fidelity is Figure - Main Display Screen
maintained.

Because the Safety Monitor will have to evaluate all of Figure 2 shows the display of current plant status. The
the possible system alignment states that can be used during display shows the plant equipment currently out of service and
power operation, the model had to be revised to properly the presence of environmental factors that might affect risk.
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Examples of these factors might be severe weather or the Figure 4 illustrates the display of currently important
performance of surveillance testing that might cause a plant equipment. This display shows what currently operable
scram. The "plant configuration" button is used to view the equipment in the plant has the greatest risk significance given
operating alignments of various plant systems that affect plant the plant's current operating configuration. Standby equipment
safety. that might be benefited by some form of functional testing is

also indicated. The "testing advice" button provides an

Plant Status -121 estimate of how much risk improvement might be realized if
ICurrent[ warning key equipment was operability tested at this time.

fwAronmentelfresting Factors In Effect

Factu i DaleMme FF0Tonk Effect

Plant Protection Testing !JZWS:I 507:45 cu.,e ntly Important Euipment -21

Rod MovernefilTestIng 7129193 15!07.45 lcunenif warnlro I

Componem IImportance ITeallnglAdWeel Component eaMpIlm

ff=tuotig J.5ZrE-UI N ]ZbWC STATION BTTERY ZD1

Currentlyinopemble Component 2 ZBBEB007 3,45SE-01 N 12WO SATION BATTERY 201

Syste component Reason for Mop Datc1TI;_nc ol [nap ;22420MG00Z 2.94YE-01 y NEIL EMERGENCY DIESEL GENEF

1204 S21204MP015 Floutine Maint. 7113193 0:37z,15 4 ;ZI305MP604 2.63 SE-111. N NEIL AUX FEEDWATER PUMP [MO

1204 :2HV81 52 Aoutine Maint4lunc. Testing 7129193 107:45 -5 806EBODO 1.979E-01. N 125VDC STATION BATTERY 202

1204 ZHV9333 Routine Mal.t4lunc. Testing 7129193 5:07:45 513ME336 8.66BE-02 N AUX BUILDING EMERGENCY CHI

Dint

Figure 2 - View Status Screen

Figure 3 illustrates how the user removes equipment from Figure 4 - Currently Important Equipment Screen
service. The user selects the system and train to display, then
clicks on each component to remove from service. The user
can also remove pre-selected groups of equipment from service Figure illustrates the advice provided to the user
simultaneously via the "select components via BAG (boundary regarding what inoperable equipment should be restored. The
area grouping) ID". BAGS are defined by San Onofre display indicates the type of inoperability (equipment failure,
maintenance planning personnel for typical maintenance tag routine maintenance, out of service for functional testing), as
out boundaries for major pieces of equipment. well as an estimate of how plant risk would be improved if

each piece of equipment was restored. The user can also
Changes in plant operating alignments, the presence (or determine the effects of restoring a group of equipment

absence) of environmental factors or special testing conditions, simultaneously.
or the operability/inoperability status of plant equipment may
be investigated using either "real" status changes or
"hypothetical" status changes. "Real" status changes perform
updates to the risk level display and record the changes to risk -1 Component Restoration Avic - 21

history and configuration history files. "Hypothetical" JCunenIl Wa�n5

calculations allow the user to determine the effects of proposed System Component Reason or nop Risk Level If A.staicdlRisk Rcdu,

actions in a "what if' fashion to investigate various 12114 I$ZI 2qIAPQ 5 1Routine MaInL Warning

maintenance strategies for the current plant operating 1204 2HVe152 it.utinc Waint4Funm Testing Warning

configuration. 1204 ZHV9333 :houtine WaInl4l'unc. Tcsting Warning

CGMEonentsT.RtrnwzF..!a�

ffi2_0 011 ... I G.-M., Syk.

I.In: Erint concern s

I S.Iem Conipe.enit Via 911)

Ay.Habl. S2 2MF938 WYESTRAINERFORG00316CYLD
Cornp..C.J.: S22'420MG0031 NEIL EMERGENCY DIESEL GENE

S12121IMP411 DIESEL GENERATOR FUEL PIMINGS22.20MP4" .1E.ft.I!.ERATORFUELPRIM1NG

Figure - Restoration Advice Screen
t R..weF.m9.M-J

C..p .. ds IS22420MGDDZ- NEILEMERGENCYDIESELGENERATO
S.I.ded T. Be INTEGRATION INTO PLANT OPERATIONS
Inap-bl. I

. ... ... The Safety Monitor began use in an "off-line" capacity in
December, 1993. Over a several month period, actual data

Figure 3 - Remove Equipment From Service Screen from control room logs will be input to the code to check
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software operation, to ensure that the Safety Model gives minimize risk. These models will also allow plant personnel
reasonable risk results over a variety of plant operating to compare the risk impacts of performing various maintenance
conditions, and to help establish appropriate administrative actions at power versus performing them during shutdown
limits for the "green", "yellow", and "red" operating ranges. conditions (or during different shutdown modes).
Following tis pilot phase, operation of the Monitor will be
introduced to the operations and maintenance staffs. In
addition to its use by pant operations and maintenance
planning personnel, it is expected that PRA personnel and
plant management will use the Monitor to periodically assess
plant performance. Several of the key data collection features
of the Monitor may also be used to support compliance with
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's Maintenance Rule.

SCE hopes the information provided from the Monitor
will be used to help establish a more risk-based approach to
Technical Specification determination and compliance. For
example, allowed outage times might be varied based upon the
particular plant configuration that exists e.g. a component
might have a longer AOT if no other safety-affecting
components are out of service, and a lesser AOT if other key
equipment is already out of service). The Monitor might also
be used as a basis for deferring routine Technical Specification
required testing if the conduct of the test at a particular time
might unduly increase the risk to the plant. Such tests would
be rescheduled for performance during lower risk periods.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The development of the Safety Monitor signals the
beginning of a new phase of PRA applications activities that
will directly benefit plant operations and maintenance
personnel. The Safety Monitor provides a tool for operations
personnel that allows them to easily acess the insights of the
plants PRA model. The Monitor will offer operating advice to
plant staff in a real-time capacity while collecting valuable
configuration history data that will support PRA and
Maintenance Rule activities.

The use of a tool such as the Safety Monitor makes it
possible to develop risk-based Technical Specifications that
would account for unique plant operating conditions and
various environmental conditions that might influence the risk
of a serious accident or transient. SCE believes that a more
risk-based approach to Technical Specifications will allow
greater flexibility to perform maintenance while the plant is
operating while helping to ensure that overall operating risk is
minimized.

The Safety Monitor may also be expanded in the future to
adAress other aspects of plant operation. The Level 2 PRA
model may be included to assess the impacts of various
maintenance and operational activities upon the likelihood of a
radioactive release following an accident. The consideration of
such effects will allow evaluation of components such as
containment isolation valves, containment pressure control
systems and containment radioactivity cleanup systems.

Another area for future development is the incorporation
of risk models to address shutdown conditions. The addition
of this capability will allow operators and aintenance
personnel to plan outage activities in a manner that will
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ABSTRACT (iii) outage planning alternatives (such as feasibility/effective-
ness of safety/nonsafety-grade systems for use in recovering

A PC-based thermal-hydraulic tooIkit for use in support of from an outage upset or realizing a planned objective).
outage optimization, management and risk assessment has been
developed. This mechanistic toolkit incorporates simple models Currently developed elements of the ORAM thermal-
of key thermal-hydraulic processes wch occur during an hydraulics toolkit are summarized in Table 1. These are grouped
outage, such as recovery from or mitigation of outage upsets; this in two types: those dealing with plant response (Type I) as well
includes heat-up of water pools following loss of shutdown as others of a database nature (Type 11). Also included in the
cooling, inadvertent drain down of the RCS, boiloff of coolant table are plant configuration options for each toolkit element as
inventory, heatup of the uncovered core, and reflux cooling. appropriate for (U.S.) vendor designs. The current emphasis in

toolkit development is decay heat removal as related to inventory
This paper provides a list of key toolkit elements, briefly management and as may be impacted by inadvertent leakage.
describes the technical basis and presents illustrative results for
RCS transient behavior during reflux cooling, peak clad Brief descriptions of toolkit models and/or methods of solu-
temperatures for an uncovered core and RCS response to loss of tion are given in the next section. This is followed by discussion
shutdown cooling. of illustrative results for representative case studies including

reflux cooling (#6), peak clad temperature (), and RCS
1.0 INTRODUCTION response to loss of shutdown cooling (#9). The paper then closes

with a bief summary of ongoing and proposed future work.
EPRI is developing outage risk assessment and management

(ORAM) tools I to assist utility personnel in performing safety 2.0 TOOLKIT MODELS
assessments of outage plans, in assessing risk impacts of
proposed sheduling changes for outages in progress, and in Since a given physical model (such as heatup of a water
evaluating risk levels incurred by contingency actions for pool) may be present in more than one tooIkit element, this
recovery from or mitigation of outage upsets. Overall, these section addresses the distinct models utilized. For brevity,
tools can be used to help ensure that plant safety perspectives are attention is given to key features of the technical basis.
being addressed in concert with efficient conduct of the outage.

2.1 Heatup of Water Pools
In support of EPRI's ORAM program, SAIC is developing a

deterministic thermal-hydraulics toolkit for use in quantifying Heatup of water pools via decay heat generation is simulated
reactor safety margin during outage activities and in predicting by means of simple thermal mixing models. When water level is
plant response to contingency procedures. These and other higher than the tops of fuel bundles, a two-mass natural
applications results are intended to provide input to optimization circulation model is applied wherein thermal equilibrium
of outage schedules, to generate insights/technical bases for between water and immersed structure is assumed for both fuel-
developmentlassessment of contingency procedures, to augment bearing and above-fuel regions. Loop natural circulation rates
the basis for outage planning and control, and to support outage are extracted from a balance between buoyant head (proportional
risk assessment and risk management to the density difference of "hot'T'coId" water zones) and the

hydraulic resistance of presumed equi-area pathways for
Toolkit elements are being assembled in a PC-based thermal- upwards/downwards flow. Both form and friction drag are

hydraulics package, with capability for menu-driven input considered; when flow branching is present (e.g., the upper
parameters and graphical display of output results. Formulated vessel in parallel with hot leg/pressurizer/steam generator
models and results generation algorithms are designed to provide portions of a PWR), network theory is applied to extract an
applications information in much less than real time. The tooWt effective loss coefficient.
application results can be used to enhance: (j) outage
optimization information (such as system response time When water level is below the upper bundle ends, a single
constants for use by outage planners in sortening outage time, well-mixed control volume is utilized with (of course) decay heat
reducing manpower requirements, and establishing the best way generation being partitioned between covered and uncovered
to achieve an outage objective), (ii) contingency procedures portions of the fuel. (As described below, the assumption of
technical basis (including time available for diagnosis of and perfect mixing in a given region extends to cases in wich inflow
recovery from an outage upset, rates/integral requirements for of injected water is present.)
achieving a success criterion, and input to development of
procedures for protecting/ensuring a safety function), and
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2.2 Convective Cooling of Immersed Fuel unidirectional flow of free convection air, bundle heatup is
analyzed as described above for peak clad temperature. Here,

For cases in which throughput of injected water results in however, the inlet temperature to the lowermost "node" is that of
partial, or complete, decay heat removal (e.g., via gravity drain ambient air. (For PWR bundles, this approach may be overly
cooling), the exiting flow is assumed to be in thermal conservative since transverse flow of entrained air is expected
equilibrium with resident fuel/water (100% effective heat along the bundle axis; this provides more effective heat removal
exchanger). Although this approach is not "conservative," hand and lower peak temperatures.)
calculations show that the resultant overprediction of cooling
rates is not consequential. 2.7 Reflux Cooling

2.3 Leak/Drain Rates Following loss of RHR a contingency strategy for decay
heat removal is use of the steam generators in the reflux cooling

For loss of coolant inventory via leaks or scheduled openings mode. This can be effective if the RCS is intact such that
in the coolant pressure boundary, simple hydraulic network pressure can increase, resulting in flow of steam-air mixture
theory is applied, assuming that inertial forces are negligible. through the hot logs and into the steam generator tubes. The
Since the RCS may be closed and partially pressurized, the steam component of the ixture then condenses along the entry
driving force for flow is taken to be the sum of the liquid-side portion of the tube walls, air in the system being gradually
barometric head and overall pressure difference. In general, the displaced into the downstream ends of the tubes. For U-tube
flow resistance head is the integral contribution of form/friction designs, condensate drains back into the core via the hot legs and
losses. upper plenum; while, for once-through designs, drainage occurs

via the cold legs.
For the special case of gravity drain cooling via the RWST,

variable trottling of the drainage flow, subject to core exit The present model for reflux cooling consists of three
temperature levels being less than saturation, is simulated; this is coupled control volumes:
done to reflect the likelihood that operators will optimize coolant
utilization. Additionally, flow splits, as incurred by a leakage (1) The RCS gas volume external to the steam generator
pathway, are included; tis may be due either to an inadvertent tubes, neglecting [any] residual volume on the cold-Ieg
leak or from a scheduled opening of the RCS pressure boundary. side of the steam generators.

2.4 Boiloff of Coolant Inventory (2) The RCS gas volume contained within the steam
generator tubes and [any] residual gas volume on the

Under saturation conditions, boiloff of coolant inventory cold-leg side.
occurs. The boiloff rate is equal to the net heat addition rate
divided by the latent heat of vaporization, where net heat rate is (3) The liquid volume on the steam generator secondary
the difference between decay power generation and heat removal sides.
rates owing to convective cooling andtor heat transfer to colder
surroundings. (For RCS configurations which are closed, For the first control volume, boiloff steam ixes with
pressurization of the RCS gas space occurs, with attendant resident steam-air mixture, inducing flow of steam and air to the
increases in saturation temperature levels; the associated effects steam generators. The composition of the flowing ndxture is
of sensible energy storage and reduced latent heat magnitudes specified parametrically via an entrainment "law"; one limit is
are also included in the modeling.) the cup-mixed composition. (As will be shown below, the air-

displacement phase is relatively fast; thus precise treatment of
2.5 Peak Clad Temperature entrainnient is not important.)

For circumstances in which makeup is insufficient to balance Within the second control volume, the effects of
boiloff from a fully covered core, the upper portion of the core is noncondensable air on film condensation are accounted for by
uncovered. For such a case, clad temperatures maximize at means of bigh-rate mass transfer theory correcting both heat and
values for which convective cooling by bolloff steam from the mass transfer coefficients for boundary layer suction.3 owing to
covered portion of the core is sufficient to balance decay heat non-linearities in driving forces, the condensation zone is
generation. A complication is the spatial variability in decay subdivided into a sequence of discrete analysis "nodes," where
power peaking factors, wich may result in temperature peaking inflow of steam-rich mixture and outflow of air-rich mixture for
below the top of the core. each node is dictated by steam removal at the wall, wich also

governs condensate film mechanics.
Employing a discrete approach, the uncovered portion of the

core is subdivided into an axial sequence of control volumes. In the third control volume, primary-to-secondary side heat
Starting at the lowermost control volume next to the water transfer results in heatup to saturation and initiation of
surface, steady state heat balances are sequentially applied in secondary-side boiling. Depending on the magnitude of decay
which nodal decay power is removed via convective heat heat removal requirements, pressure drop across the SG relief
transfer, the incoming steam temperature being that exiting from valves induces a slightly higher then ambient pressure level and
the control volume below. `fhe temperature difference between associated increase in steady-state temperature level.
clad and flowing steam is equal to the ratio of decay power per
unit elevation divided by the product of heat transfer coefficient For simplicity, ideal gas behavior is assumed throughout.
and wetted perimeter. Required transfer coefficients are Further, the temperature of accumulated air in the downstream
calculated via standard correlations for laminar, transition, and tube ends is taken equal to that on the secondary side and no-
turbulent floW.2 he effects of power peaking factors are credit is taken for heat sinking capacity of component walls.
incorporated via input from toolkit element 14. Finally, we assume water level remains at or below mid-loop

operation. (As discussed below, high water level would
2.6 Single Bundle Heatup in Air minimize the air entrainment time period.)

In the event that water cooling is lost during fuel transfer to
the spent fuel pool, bundle heatup in air may occur. Assuming
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3.0 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION V0, 4340
Pi.t P x 14.7 25 psia

Principal capabilities of the currently developed thermal- n,, Af LT 4xllx57.4
hydraulics toolkit for ORAM are illustrated here for elements 6
(reflux cooling), #8 (peak clad temperature), and 9 (RCS which is in close agreement with the asymptote in Figure la.
response to inventory loss/control). These have been selected to
illustrate key applications of the ORAM methodology such as The effects of to on the evolution of quasi-steady condensa-
contingency planning and outage management. Plant configura- tion and active condenser height are displayed in Figures lb and
tional and other physical parameters are provided as appropriate Ic. For the former, initial mass flow rates to the steam generator
to each application. are air-rich, which impairs condenser performance despite the

(initially) larger condenser areas (compare Figures lb and lc at
3.1 Reflux Cooling short times). Thereafter, approach to the pure steam limit in the

balance of the RCS gas volume (and to the interim pressure level
This toolkit member addresses requirements for and given in Figure la) inimizes the effects of air on condenser

effectiveness of reflux cooling including pressure level and performance, condensation rates becoming just equal to steam
active condenser height needed to sustain decay heat removal. generation rates (asymptotic values in Figure I b).
For results generation, the reference plants are a 4-loop
Westinghouse WR, with nominal core power Q equal to The ultimate (primary-side) pressure level required to sustain
3238 MWt and a 2-loop B&W PWR, with Q = 2772 MWt. reflux cooling depends on secondary-side response. For Tss =
Reflux cooing is assumed to initiate at Po = 14.7 psia assuming, 140 OF and assuming heatup to boiling at a relief-valve pressure
further, a saturated steam-air mixture in the gas space at Pr, = 24 psia, the time interval involved is given by Atss

temperature To = 140 IF. For convenience, the initial n,,, (Pf Cf Vf),, (TW -T. -
temperature on the SG secondary-side is taken equal to that on 0)/Qdk

the primary-side (Ts, = To = 140 OF). Taking pf = 63 Ibm/ft3, Cf = 1.0 BWAb,-OF, Vf = 1860 0, Tat

For given time to from reactor shutdown, the steam genera- (24 psia = 238 'F, Q = 3238 NlWt t = 3.6x105 s (100 hrs),

tion rate may be approximated by4 and T = 140 OF, At,, = 4390 s.

rii,,�n(lbm/s = Q&,/fi, = 90 Q./t0'26)/fi,, During this interval, the primary-side pressure response is a

complex ftinction of air-bubble thermal-mechanics including

where Q is in MWt t is in seconds, and fif, is latent heat of (1) thermal equilibration with the secondary side, 2) humidifica-
tion of the (drying) air, and 3) pressurization of the "bubble."

vaporization (Btu/lb.). Since, as shown in Figure 1c, the condenser height is small (and
must remain so), the above effects can, to good approximation,

Requirements for reflux cooling are presented for two time be represented by
periods. During the first period, sweep-out of air into the
downstream end of (active) steam generators occurs. During the T
second (longer-terin) period, sustained heating of secondary-side Pps �-" Pi.+11P.M)
water to boiling conditions takes place; it is assumed that the Tit

(go Q,/tO,26)
heat load is equal to decay heat generation 0 where il I is efficiency of the humidification process.

U-Tube Steam Generator Designs Taking, for example, il = 

For U-tube (Westinghouse) designs, the reference steam 238+ 460
generator contains 4578 Inconel U-tubes of average length LT = PPS,,a = � x 25 + 24 = 53 psia

57.4 ft, wetted perimeter P,,,, = 796 ft, and a flow cross-section Af 140+460
= I ft2. Assuming a secondary-side water level sufficient to Parametric calculations via the PC-based model are presented in

cover the U-bends, Vfs = 1860 W. Taking a mid-loop water Figure d, where small corrections for active condenser volume,
level on the primary side, the overall primary-side gas volume is based on film condensation of pure steam, are included.

about 5400 ft3 for 4 steam generators ative, giving an (initial)
air partial volume Once-Through Steam Generator Designs

Po -P,,(140 OF) 14.7 -2.89 3 For once-through (B&W) designs, the reference steam
V0r VPS � 5400 = 4340 ft generator contains 15,531 tubes of length LT = 52 ft and flow

Po 14.7 cross-section Af = 26.3 ft2. For comparison purposes, we take

Vps = 5400 ft3 (as for the Westinghouse case) and Vf,,s =

For this case, reflux cooling is quickly established (first time 3453 W. Shown in Figure Id are results for pressure response at
period). As illustrated in Figures la through Ic, the time to = 10 hours and n, = 2 Not surprisingly, the results are

required (which is inversely proportional to rh.tml i.e., directly similar to those for WAtinghouse (note the n,, = 2 versus ng = 4

proportional to t26) varies from -1 to 4 minutes as to varies scaling on control volume/surface considerations).
0

from 10 to 1000 hours. On the other hand, the (intermediate) 3.2 Peak Clad Temperature
pressure level required to stabilize reflux cooling only depends
on the initial air volume and steam generator alignment. For 4 This member of the toolkit calculates steady-state tempera-
steam generators active, ture distributions in a partially (or wholly) uncovered core. For

results generation, makeup to the core is assumed to just balance
boiloff for a specified water level, the temperature of the injec-
tion flow being a parameter. The reference plant is a 3238 MWt
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PWR; the core design consists of 177 fuel bundles, each bundle An appreciation for the effectiveness of thermal mixing is
containing l5xI5 lattice positions. The wetted perimeter, Pf, in illustrated in Figure 3c, where mass flow rates for thermal
the uncovered region is about 4470 ft with an axial flow area Af mixing, inventory leakage, and steam generation are compared

for the t = 10 hr case. (Thermal mixing is, of course, terminated
53.4 ft2, giving a hydraulic diameter D,, --' 0048 ft. when water level drops below the top of the core.) (As may be

surmised, the temperature offset between the core and above core
For the presumed unidirectional flow of generated steam in regions is predicted to be small, on the order of I F; thus, a

the uncovered portion of the core, cad temperature distribution homogeneous lumped capacitance model would appear
is dominated by the power peaking factor distribution, Pk(z), justified.) The estimated leakage rates (rii =- 18 - 100 lb/s or
which is taken here as the mean of beginning and end of life fuel
(see Figure 2a) tis is illustrated in Figures 2b through 2d. As about 1300 - 720 gpm) are similar in magnitude to other
may be seen, peak clad temperature occurs at positions estimates for drain down via the RHR drain path.5
intermediate between the water level (note dimensionless core 4.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS
heights zf = .5 and 075) and the core exit (z = 1) Ts is due
to the aforementioned Figure 2a power distribution, the effect Capabilities of a therinal-hydraulic toolkit for use in outage
being tempered by convective heat transfer to flowing steam risk assessment and management have been described. For
wherein maximum thermal driving forces obtain near the ex- representative members of the toolkit, PC-based solutions of the
treme in peak clad temperature distribution (see Figure 2b). As governing equations have been presented with emphasis on
required, peak clad temperature increases with decreasing water parameter variation of interest to outage planning and control. In
level (i.e., decreasing steam flow); as water level approaches the addition, simplified algebraic expressions, amenable to hand
core mid-place, values exceed the design-basis and approach calculations, have been formulated and comparisons for key
levels at which autocatalytic clad oxidation is of concern (Tclad results provided.

-4 2600 F - note the z = 5 case in Figure 2b). For the case of feflux cooling as an alternative strategy for

The effects of time from reactor shutdown (to) on peak clad decay heat removal, two distinctive time periods for stabilization
temperature are illustrated in Figures 2c and 2d taking, of the process are addressed. For the first (brief) period, noncon-
respectively, T -= 140 T and T. = T = 212 'F. As t,-> CO, densable air is swept to the downstream ends of steam generator

Inj Mi sat tubes; at the end of this period 1-4 minutes), transition to con-
the aforementioned dominance of axial power distribution is densation of pure steam is applied. Thereafter, gradual heatup of
overcome by convective heat transfer, clad temperature tending secondary-side water occurs in tandem with partial humidifica-
to track with the gas temperature distribution (compare for tion of accumulated air; depending on the extent of humidifica-
example, the *f = .5 cases in Figures 2b and 2c with, for the tion, tis period may control the magnitude of RCS pressure ise.
latter, to = 500 hr). This effect is also evident in Figure 2d where
injection of saturated water, which maximizes steaming rates, is In the event that partial uncovery of the core occurs, peak
seen to reduce peak clad temperatures and the associated impact clad temperatures are shown to be first-order dependent on axial
of nonuniform power distribution. power peaking factors. As water level approaches the core mid-

plane, maximum temperatures approach levels (TIad-42200 'F)
3.3 RCS Response to Loss of SDC and Coolant Leakage at which autocatalytic oxidation by steam is a concern. In addi-

tion to these (steady-state) results, transient results for heatup of
We close the presentation of illustrative results with a a (bottom-peaked) BWR core have been generated, assuming a

situation in wich shutdown cooling (SDQ is lost in tandem fully uncovered core. For times from reactor shutdown equal to
with loss of coolant inventory via an inadvertent leak. he ref- 10, 100, and 1000 hours, peak clad temperatures approach
erence product line is a BWR-6 with Q = 3833 MWt; for oxidation conditions at elapsed times t = 31.6, 57.5, and 104.6
completeness, partial makeup (corresponding to typical CRD minutes, respectively. Finally, for an uncovering core, capability
flows) is assumed at a fixed rate 1�ij = 100 gpni. 'Me leak (not shown) for tracking water level and thermal response of the
elevation is taken to be the RPV/RHR outlet line 15 ft above the uncovered fuel has been included as parts of toolkit element #9.
inside bottom of the vessel); in concert with presumed flood-up 5.0 REFERENCES

to the top of the steam dryers (zf* = 52 ft), tis gives a maximum
37 foot head difference for driving the (initial) leakage flow. 1. S. PAL KALRA, "Managing the Safety of Shutdown
Conservatively, heat sinking credit is taken only for the Plants:' ATOM, Vol. 424, pp. 26-28 1992).
contiguous core and above core regions giving, respectively, 2. D. K. EDWARDS et al., Transfer Processes: An
(9&)t,0t=l.09x105Btu/OFand(Mc)O =l.10xl05Btu/OFthe Introduction to Diffusion, Convection, and Radiation,

cold Hemisphere/McGraw Hill 1979).
latter decreasing as inventory levels drop. For simplicity, 3. W. M. KEYS, et al., Convective Heat and Mass Transfer,
representative loss coefficients in the leak line and within the McGraw-l-Ell Book Co., New York 1966).
RPV thermal mixing zone are taken, respectively, as 10 and 74,
the latter also decreasing as inventory levels drop. 4. "Severe Accident Management Guidance Technical Basis

Report," Appendix R, EPRI TR- 1 0 1 869 1992).
T`ypical results for thermal-hydraulics response to loss of 5. Personal Communication, J. Hewitt, Engineering Research,

SDC in concert with net leakage of RPV inventory are presented Inc. 1993).
in Figures 3a through 3c. As shown in Figure 3a, the potential
for onset of boiling (or entry into "hot" shutdown, i.e., OPCON
3) within the first half hour after loss of SDC is markedly
diminished for outage periods exceeding, say, 30 days, despite
the fact that water level drops below the top of the core (see
Figure 3b). This is due, in part, to the heat sinking capacity of
the makeup flow, which is assumed to enter the RPV at the
initial water temperature ('F = 140 OF).
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Table I Thermal-Hydraulic Toolkit for ORAM
- Plant Response Toolkit Elements ype I) -

Tool Kit Element Plant Configuration
I Time-to-boil of RCS/ -Vessel head on/off

refueling pool inventory -With/without participation of refueling pool
-With/without participation of steam generators
-With/without heat removal
-Head detension leakage and letdown flow
*Partial/full in-vessel fuel loadings

2 Time-to-boil of spent -Variable fuel loading
fuel pool -With/wIthout heat removal

* Makeup/letdown flows
-Variable initial inventory

Gravity drain cooling -Vessel head ontoff
via RSWT -RSWT drainage with1without trottling

Multiple leak/spill paths
-With/without by-pass of injected flow

4 Gravity-drain cooling -Vessel head off
via refueling pool *Multiple leak/spill paths

-Witb/without b�-bass of injected flow
Inadvertent drainage of *Vessel head ontoff
RCS/ refueling pool -Multiple leak paths

- With/without makeup
*Witb/without heat removal
*Partial/full in-vessel fuel loadings

6 Reflux cooling -UTSG, OTSG, and IC RCS pressure levels required to sus n
reflux cooling

-Variable number of participating steam generators
-With/without secondary-side makeup

With/without RCS venting
7 Boiloff of RCS inventory Vessel head on/off

With/without makeup, letdown and leaks
Witb/without heat removal
In-vessel/in-core level tracki�g

8 Peak clad temperature Transient heat up of uncovering core
Steady-state limit for lad temperatures
Makeup required to maintain in-core temperature/water levels

RCS response to Vessel ead n/off
inventory/pressure With/without makeup, letdown
control Participation of valves, manways and leak paths

With/without gas phase vent paths
10 Flow rates for RCS vent Ciastliquid ventfleak rates

paths Required flows for RCS pressure control
Containment mass/energy loadings

I Inadvertent drU5-5geof heat removal
spent pool With/without makeup

12 Single bundle heat up Transient heat-up of single bundle hanging in air
I -With/without air cooling

Plant Data Base Toolkit Elements (Type 11)

13 RCS thermal-hydraulic - Area/volume vs. elevation
parameters - Representative flow resistances

-Representative heat structure thermal masses
TT_ Decay power and stored *Decay power generation rates

energy -Stored thermal energy inventories
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ABSTRACT unit I on March 20, 1990 from a loss of both AC power and
the Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system during a mid-loop

A practical and versatile method was developed in the operation.' A French reactor of EdF suffered a loss of offsite
flow chart and checklist forms to show the defense-in- power during normal boron dilution toward criticality.'
depth for various key safety functions of a nuclear power
plant during shutdown. Using four different colors Based on these events, the US Nuclear Regulatory
(green, yellow, orange, and red) for indication of levels Commission (NRC) in late 1990, started a shutdown
of defense-in-depth is visually impressive, easy to inspection program including operating experience reviews,
understand, and was adopted by the outage management plant outage visits, and shutdown risk assessment. Based on
personnel as a convenient reference tool for maintenance the program findings, NRC is currently in the process of
activity planning before the outage, and schedule changes issuing either a generic letter or a draft ruling on shutdown
during the outage. This paper describes the method and safety by the end of 1994.' Nuclear Management and
its application at Washington Public Power Supply Resources Council NUMARC), an organization representing
System's Nuclear Project 2 (WNP-2). utilities as a focal point for interaction with the NRC, took a

proactive approach by issuing an extensive set of guidelines
INTRODUCTION for shutdown safety assessment, and recommended all US

utilities implement them by the end of 1992.'
Safety of the nuclear power plants during a refueling

outage can not be underestimated for the following The NUMARC guidelines were implemented at WNP-2
reasons: during the 1992 R-7 outage. A self assessment of the

implementation of the NUMARC guidelines identified a need
the availability of safety systems is greatly reduced for establishing an outage risk assessment methodology to
from power operation conditions due to maintenance provide a tool for use in outage planning and outage
requirements; assessment. This methodology should provide easy-to-

understand information of the key safety function status and
technical specification and plant procedures are in identify the period of reduced defense in depth of any key
general, not developed as sufficiently or safetyfunctionduringtheoutage. Themethodologyshouldbe
comprehensively as for power operations from an used not only for outage planning but schedule change during
intuitive mentality of "significant plant risks would the outage. WNP-2 developed this Outage Safety Review
only occur during power operations"; and Methodology and used it during the 1993 R-8 outage.

human error probability is mathematically higher OUTAGE SAFETY REVIEW METHODOLOGY
during shutdown than in the steady state power
operations due to complex nature of the outage One major concept in the NUMARC 91-06 is to develop
activities, and economic incentive for a shortest a capability for identifying the plant vulnerability in terms of
possible schedule. levels of "defense-in-depth" for key safety functions. The key

safety functions for a BWR are designated as:
Several shutdown related incidents have occurred in

recent years that have dramatically heightened the Decay Heat Removal
awareness of shutdown risk. Diablo Canyon, during its Coolant Inventory Control
outage on April 10, 1987, experienced a loss of decay Electric Power Availability
heat removal and eventually resulted in a Reactor Coolant Reactivity Control
System boiling! A heat-up event occurred in the Vogtle Containment Integrity
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Defense-in-depth is defined at WNP-2 as simply for color determination are based on three considerations: (i)
identifying risk potentials and providing back-up for key the RCS cavity flood-up condition; (ii) maintenance activities
safety functions using redundant, alternate, or diverse of the DHR system or its components that create a risk
methods. The level of safety for each safety function is potential for losing shutdown cooling function; and (iii) the
examined based on plant configurations and system availability of the number of DHR systems. For example, the
availability. A simple logical flow chart, similar to an color designation of defense-in-depth for DHR is summarized
event tree format in the Probabilistic Risk Assessment as follows:
(PRA) practice, is designed to check the availability of
protective systems. Plant configurations and the number I If RCS cavity is flooded:
of protective systems available at the time according to
the maintenance window will determine a unique flow GREEN Any 2 trains of DHR with no risk potential
chart path. The end of each flow chart path represents a (RP) or
plant state for the key safety function. Each key safety 2 trains RHR with RP
function is then assigned by a color to indicate its
defense-in-depth. YELLOW I train of DHR w/o RP or

I train of RHR and Alternate SDC w/ RP
Four different colors are used to show the levels of

defense-in-depth: ORANGE No trains available w/o RP or
1 train of DHR available w/ RP

GREEN Maximum defense-in-depth. No special
preventive measures or contingency plans RED No train of DHRs available w/ RP
required.

2. If RCS cavity is not flooded:
YELLOW Defense-in-depth is sufficient. Minimal

preventive measures and contingency GREEN At least 2 trains of DHR available w/o RP or
plans are prudent. All 3 DHR trains available w/ RP

ORANGE Defense-in-depth is marginal. Preventive YELLOW 1 RHR and the Alternate Method available w/o
measures and contingency plans required. RP or

2 RHR trains available w/ RP
RED The plant in a risk significant

configuration with inadequate defense-in- ORANGE Any I DHR available w/o RP or
depth. Immediate recovery of the plant I RHR and the Alternate Method available w/
configuration is required to ensure RP
adequate defense-in-depth.

RED No DHR trains available w/o RP or
The color designation for each key safety function is 1 DHR train available w/ RP

subjectively developed based on engineering
conservatism, industry data, NUMARC guidelines, and The flow chart of the decay heat removal
WNP-2 shutdown experience. safety function is presented in Figure .

The construction and logic of each key safety B. Coolant Inventory Control
function and its color designations are discussed in the
following sections: The coolant inventory has to be maintained to

ensure the fuel assemblies are covered all the time. The
A. Decay Heat Removal coolant inventory is dependent on the cavity water level, water

injection system availability, and the maintenance activities
The function of decay heat removal (DHR) is that contribute a risk potential for Reactor Pressure Vessel

designed to be performed by the Residual Heat Removal (RPV) draindown. Only ECCS water injections, i.e., High
(RHR) system. WNP-2 has two independent RHR trains Pressure Core Spray (HPCS), Low Pressure Core Spray
(A B) with their heat to be removed by the standby (LPCS), and Low Pressure Core Injection PCI) are
service water. From the standpoint of defense-in-depth, considered in the evaluation. The other water sources, i.e.,
there are two alternate methods which cah also be used Condensate Make-up, CRD, Standby Liquid Control (SLQ,
for DHR purpose: (i) combination of Reactor Water or Service Water (SW), are not considered because they are
Cleanup (RWCU) and Control Rod Drive (CRD) systems either low in capacity or not always readily available without
when decay heat level is reduced; (ii) Fuel Pool Cooling operator's action when required during shutdown. The flow
(FPQ when the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) cavity is chart for the coolant inventory control safety function is
flooded and the fuel pool gate is removed. The criteria presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 - Flow Chart for Coolant Inventory Control Safety Function

C. Electrical Power Availability
500 KV backfeed from main transformer TR-M to SM-7,

For the electrical power availability during the SM-8, and SM-4
outage, a total of three offsite power sources are available 230 KV startup transformer TR-S to SM-7, SM-8, and
for supplying all or part of the divisional critical buses SM-4
SM-7, SM-8, and SM-4: 115 KV backup transformer TR-B to SM-7 and SM-8
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in addition, the on-site power sources are: Collectively, thethreedivisioncritical buseshavea
total of eleven AC inputs, from which four supply SM-7, four

D/G (Diesel Generator) 1, supplying SM-7 supply SM-8, and three supply SM-4. The flow chart for the
D/G 2 supplying SM-8 electrical power availability safety function is presented in
D/G 3 HPCS), supplying SM-4 Figure 3.
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Figure 3 - Flow Chart for Electrical Power Availability Safety Function
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D. Reactivity Control E. Containment Integrity

The systems that can be used for reactivity The basic consideration of containment integrity is
control during shutdown are SLC and Alternate Boron to protect against an accident involving significant steam
Injection. Since the effectiveness of Alternate Boron production or a core melt. Both primary and secondary
Injection is much less significant than the SLC a decision containment are considered. Risk potential for radioactive
was made to not take credit for it. The major criteria for release due to fuel handling accident was not considered
plant state color determination is whether there is because WNP-2 Technical Specification does not allow core
maintenance activity that creates a potential for reactivity alteration without establishing the secondary containment
addition to the core. Those activities are fuel shuffle, integrity. The first step is to check whether the primary
control rod blade change-out, LPRM change-out, and containment (drywell and wetwell) is closed. The remaining
control rod friction testing. The flow chart for the steps are to check the secondary containment door opening,
reactivity control safety function is presented in Figure 4 maintenance window of Reactor Building HVAC, and Standby

Gas Treatment (SGT) systems availability. The flow chart
for the containment integrity safety function is presented in
Figure .

R)EL MVI
OR CONTRO �MR
CRIVE AC I GREEN

ONGOING AVAILABLE YELLOW
t GREEN

• RJB_ SHLFFLr

• CR BLADE CHANGEOUTS

• LPM CHANGEOLUS
• FRICTION TESTING

Et.- "BER Or GREEN
ORANGE

AVAILABLE
'�_C TRAINS RED

Figure 4 - Flow Chart for Reactivity Control Safety Function
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Figure - Flow Chart for Containment ntegrity Safety Function
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Each of the system availability box produced in the condition for two days was identified in the reactivity control
flow charts is supplemented by a set of separate safety function because only one SLC train was available
checklists. One example of the checklists for Low during the SM-8 bus outage window. A contingency plan for
Pressure Core Spray PCS) availability is presented in this ORANGE condition was establ ished. The summary of the
Figure 6 R-8 outage schedule review is presented i Figure 7.

Table I WNP-2 R-8 Outage Milestones

LPCS AVAILA13LE Outage Activities Scheduled Actual

- SM-7 (OR LPCS-P-1, SW-P-1A) Turbine/Generator Offline May I May 
Reactor in Mode 4 May 2 May 2

- MC-7A (OR SW-V-2A, 12A) Reactor in Mode May 4 May 3
MSL Plugs Installed May May 

- MC-78-A (FOR LPCS-V-5) F1 Reactor Cavity Flooded May 6 May 6
CRD Blade Replacement May 18 May I 

DP-SI-IF (FOR LPCS-P-1, SW-P-1A) LPRM Replacement May 19 May 19
Core Verification May 20 May 23

- DP-SI-IA (FOR SW-P-1A) Jet Pump Cleanup May 28 May 31
Reactor Cavity Drained May 31 June 2

- SW TRAIN A 0 Reactor in Mode 2 June 14 June 8
Reactor Critical June 15 June 19

Figure 6 - LPCS Availability Check List Turbine Generator On-line June 17 June 21
Reactor at 100% Power June 23 June 28

The user of the safety review plan will first check
the boxes on the right side of the checklist for the support About ten days into the outage, on May 10, 1993, a loss
system availability based on plant configurations. If all of offsite 500 KV power occurred. Because of no automatic
the boxes are checked, then the "LPCS available" box can transfer feature for loss of 500 KV backfeed at WNP-2, the
be checked. This information will then be used for the loss of 500 KV power resulted in load shedding from the
determination of "number of independent inventory make critical buses SM-4 and SM-8. As a result of power loss to
up sources" in Figure 2 RPS a Group Isolation was initiated. RHR shutdown

Cooling was lost for about thirty minutes. The loss of 500
Before the outage starts, both the flow chart and KV power was caused by the failure of the load break

checklists are used to examine the number of available disconnect (LBD) at the Bonneville Power Administration's
protective systems for defense-in-depth for each key (BPA) Ashe Substation when BPA was conducting its own
safety function. During the outage, these checklists are maintenance activities at Ashe Substation. The maintenance
used for controlling the unplanned activities, e.g., work at Ashe Substation was not previously considered to be
emerging issues or schedule changes. If an ORANGE or of concern during the outage planning. However, the loss of
RED color is anticipated to occur, the outage manager has 500 KV backfeed raised a question that the safety assessment
two options: (1) reschedule the unplanned activity to of the original outage schedule might not be adequate.
avoid the expected vulnerability; or 2) prepare necessary
contingency guidelines for a compensatory measure if the In light of the vulnerability of 500 KV backfeed during
plant evolutions demand. the maintenance work at the Ashe Substation, the schedule for

the transformer outages for TR-S and TR-B was immediately
OSRM APPLICATION DURING R-8 OUTAGE re-evaluated. Two conditions were assumed in the re-

evaluation: First, the 500 KV backfeed was conservatively
The R-8 outage was scheduled for 45 days. The considered to be unavailable since its reliability was reduced.

critical path items included loading 128 new fuel Second, no changes were made to the schedule for the TR-S
assemblies, replacing 15 control rod blades, replacing 6 and TR-B transformer outages. It became apparent that the
LPRMs, and cleaning jet pumps. Table I presents a defense-in-depthconditionin theelectricpowersafety function
comparison of scheduled and actual milestones of the R-8 would drop to RED if TR-S and TR-B outages were to occur
outage. during the period when BPA was also conducting its

maintenance activities on the 500 KV line.
The Outage Safety Review Methodology was used to

assess safety condition for the R-8 outage schedule. he To avoid this undesirable condition, the TR-S and TR-B
assessment concluded that a GREEN or YELLOW outage windows were delayed to allow BPA to complete its
defense-in-depth condition was planned for all key safety maintenance activities so that the reliability of 500 KV
functions during most of the outage. One ORANGE backfeed was restored.
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CONCLUSIONS
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Due to the ighly complex nature of outage Residual Heat Removal System During Mid-Loop
management and economic incentive for minimizing the Operations at Vogtle Unit I on March 20, 1990", June
outage duration, a safety review plan is highly desirable. 1990
It should be simple, versatile, and easy to apply. The
methodology described here not only addressed the 3. NUREG/CR-5819, "Probability and Consequences of
defense-in-depth concept of NUMARC 91-06 guidelines, Rapid Boron Dilution in a PWR A Scoping Study",
but was received by the plant outage planning staff as a March 1992
practical and highly visible tool for the outage safety
enhancement. 4. NRC Publication SECY 93-190, "Regulatory Approach

to Shutdownand Low-Power Operations", July 12, 1993
REFERENCES

5. NUMARC 91-06, "Guidelines for Industry Actions to
1 . NRC Generic Letter 88-17, "Loss of Decay Heat Assess Shutdown Management", December 1991

Removal", October 17, 1988.
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ABSTRACT the "small event tree-large fault tree"
approach. Performing the shutdown risk

The San Onofre Nuclear Generating assessment for the Unit 3 Cycle 7
Station (SONGS) Individual Plant outage involved six tasks: 
Examination (IPE) was converted to a partitioning the planned refueling
full scope Level Shutdown Risk outage into discrete configurations for
Model in less than four man-months. individual evaluation, 2 developing
The result was a detailed model which event trees for each configuration, 3)
served as an efficient and effective conversion of IPE fault tree models,
shutdown risk management tool. 4) refining failure data, 

quantifying the model, and 6)
INTRODUCTION identifying cost-effective strategies

for reducing risk. The Shutdown Risk
It is now well recognized that Model was developed, modified, and

conditions occurring during plant quantified using the REBECA' PRA
shutdown can result in relatively computer code.
high levels of risk. Southern
California Edison (SCE) has for Partitioning the Outage Into
several years sought to manage risks Discrete Configurations
during refueling outages by
performing probabilistic evaluations The outage schedule was
of outage plans using "risk-based partitioned into eight discrete
failure modes and effects analyses" configurations based on equipment
to determine the likelihood of both availability, system alignments, modes
fuel damage and inventory heatup of operation, and decay heat. These
events'. configurations are roughly described as

1) shutdown cooling operation at low
RCS inventory with high decay heat, 2)

In an effort to assess its fuel off-loading with the refueling'
shutdown risks in as much detail as cavity filled, 3 normal spent fuel
was done in its recently submitted pool cooling with a full core offload,
IPE 2 SCE performed a wholesale 4) spent fuel pool cooling using a
conversion of its IPE into a Level 1 cross tie to the shutdown cooling
shutdown probabilistic risk system, 5) spent fuel pool cooling
assessment (PRA). This effort using the cross tie during refueling,
resulted in a powerful shutdown risk 6) shutdown cooling using the cross tie
model which can be employed to assess during refueling, 7 shutdown cooling
plans for refueling outages, forced at mid-loop, and 8) shutdown cooling at
outages, and emergent outage changes. low inventory with low decay heat.

Each configuration was further
MODEL DEVELOPMENT characterized by operating equipment,

standby equipment, and concurrent
The San Onofre Shutdown Risk construction or maintenance activities.

Model was based on the San Onofre IPE
which consisted of about 2000 basic
events and which was developed using
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Modeling was slightly conservative in total number of shutdown years from
that no credit was taken for any 1981 to 1990 was calculated as 249
equipment scheduled to be out of shutdown years, using Nuclear Power
service for the bulk of the Experiences data. The 32 events in 249
configuration's duration. It is years resulted in an initiating event
anticipated that in future outage frequency of 3.6E-4/day. The recovery
assessments the outage plan will be probabilities were estimated using
divided into a larger number of industry data9.
discrete configurations as faster
algorithms and more efficient
computational methods are The frequency of loss (and
implemented. Nevertheless, in no subsequent recovery) of offsite power
case did these conservative due to onsite disturbances (e.g.
assumptions impact the results. transformer failure, damage to high

voltage lines) was based on industry
Developing Event Trees shutdown experienced to account for the

added risk due to shutdown construction
Potential initiating events were and maintenance activities.

identified. Ultimately four
initiating event classes were
evaluated for each of the eight The loss of offsite power grid
configurations; loss of heat removal, frequency was determined using plant
loss of inventory, loss of offsite specific data'. Because of the high
power due to onsite disturbances, and seismicity of the area, this frequency
loss of the offsite power grid. included seismic as well as non- seismic
Event trees were developed which events. The probability of recovery
evaluated plant response out to three from a grid related LOP was determined
end states: "safe", "inventory using Figure A.6 of NUREG-103211. The
boiling", and "fuel damage". Because curve was modified to include seismic
the Shutdown Risk Model event trees events as shown in Figure 1. The
were substantially different, little possibility of recovery was not assumed
could be borrowed from those for a seismic loss of grid.
developed for the IPE. Nevertheless,
the Shutdown Risk Model event trees,
being much less complicated in both FIGURE I
scope and phenomenology, were easily GRID-RELATED LOSS OF OFFSITE POWER
developed.

4 -

The initiating event frequency
(and recovery) for the loss of heat 3-

removal was initially estimated using
tal,1,1,7 >industry da However, it was W

Wlater determined that this method was 2-
too generic to be useful and, in
fact, actually masked plant specific
vulnerabilities. Ultimately it was
decided that rather than begin the SMIC LOSS OF GRID

event tree with a point estimate for
loss of heat removal, to insert the 0-0.1 I 10
entire fault tree for heat removal DURATION (HOURS)
into the event tree. This more
accurately reflected mutual
dependence on support systems, plant
specific component failure data, and Conversion of Fault Trees
the likelihood of recovery.

While development of fault trees
is generally the most time-consuming

Loss of inventory likelihood was effort of any PRA, it was the least
calculated using industry data4,5,6,7 A onerous aspect of developing the San
total of 32 loss of inventory events Onofre Shutdown Risk Model. Only two
during shutdown operation between new fault trees were required to be
1981 and 1990 were identified. The developed; the Spent Fuel Pool Cooling
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System and Spent Fuel Pool inventory each event tree. As with any PRA,
makeup. All other fault trees were generating results was an iterative
taken from the IPE with only minor process involving evaluation of the
modifications to reflect differences cutsets, refinement of the input data
in system alignments and operating or model, requantification, and re-
procedures at shutdown. Simplifying evaluation of the cutsets.
the fault tree conversion process was
the "flag" feature of the REBECA code
which allowed portions of the fault Once the Shutdown Risk Model was
trees to be turned on and off to developed, the impact of schedule
reflect system, train, or component changes on a given conf iguration could
outages. The completed Shutdown Risk be performed in a matter of hours. A
Model contained approximately 1800 complete re-quantification of the
basic events. Shutdown Risk Model required roughly 24

man-hours. Future changes in the
Refining Failure Data software are anticipated to permit re-

quantification in less time.
Failure data used in the IPE

required scrutiny to ensure its RESULTS
validity. Component unavailabilities
due to maintenance or testing which Once running, the Shutdown Risk
were included in the IPE often did Model became more a "living" risk
not apply during shutdown conditions. management tool than a fixed study.

Not only did the results provide
insights into possible plant

Typically in PRAs moderate vulnerabilities, the model was easily
amounts of conservatism in failure re-run to calculate result
rates are acceptable as long as the sensitivities to initiating event
results are insensitive to those frequencies, equipment failure rates,
data. However, while these and hypothetical or actual changes in
conservatisms were acceptable for the outage plan.
IPEs where multiple trains were
available, they became grossly over- For example:
conservative in shutdown conditions
where only one train was available. 1) During core off loading, failure of

the only operable saltwater
cooling pump was identif ied as the

Therefore, for the Shutdown Risk dominant contributor to the risk
Model, it was necessary to review the of inventory boiling. A
failure data, before and after model sensitivity analysis concluded
quantification to ensure that that using an abnormal alignment
important basic events were assigned of the spent fuel pool cooling
best estimate values. system as a backup core cooling

system would significantly reduce
plant risk. The outage schedule

The most significant differences was altered to ensure the
in failure data between the IPE and availability of equipment required
the Shutdown Risk Model were in the for the backup system.
area of human reliability.
Post-initiator operator actions were 2) During the period of full core
found to have periods of available offload, several risk reduction
time ranging from 10 minutes to 80 measures were identified and
hours. The longer periods were implemented to minimize the
orders of magnitude more than those probability and mitigate the
considered in the IPE and beyond the consequences of a catastrophic
scope of standard human reliability failure of the fuel transfer pool
quantification methods. Judgment was weir gate seal.
often the only recourse.

3) During core reloading, failure of
Quantifying the Model one saltwater cooling pump was

again determined to be the
Detailed cutsets were generated dominant risk contributor.

for each damage state associated with However, access to the backup
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cooling alignment was not CONCLUSION
possible. Schedular changes
were implemented to accelerate U.S. nuclear utilities brought
return to service of a redundant considerable resources to bear in
saltwater cooling pump. developing their IPEs. With only

minimal additional effort, the IPE
models can be converted into shutdown

As a result of the shutdown risk risk models which can be powerful tools
assessment performed for the Unit 3 in cost-effectively managing outage
Cycle 7 outage plan (Revision B) a risks.
total of fifteen cost-effective risk
reduction measures were implemented. REFERENCES
As a result, the probabilities of
inventory boiling and fuel damage in 1. Roger J. Lee, "Managing Outage
the reactor vessel and in the spent Risk." Nuclear News, ANS, June
fuel pool were significantly 1992, Vol. 35, No. 8, Page 45.
decreased. Figure 2 shows the
probabilities of boiling and fuel 2. Individual Plant Examination
damage for the base model, with no Report for San Onofre Nuclear
risk reduction measures (Case A), and Generating Station Units 2 and 3
Case with all measures implemented. in response to Generic Letter 88-

20, April 1993.

FIGURE 2
EFFECTIVENESS OF THE REFUELING OUTAGE
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Moving from these tools to real-time "risk-based", or as

INTRODUCTION defined in this paper, "dynamic" Technical Specifications
is, technically, a small step. Risk limits would have to be

The wide deployment of plant specific probabilistic established; the displays would have, to be chosen to reflect

risk assessments for nuclear power plants has the regulatory purpose of the Technical Specification; and

provided the means to effect a fresh risk management the calculational "engines" would need to undergo a

perspective and a &ash, risk based, regulatory verification and validation process. 'Me largest hurdle is

outlook on nuclear power. There has been a great not technical. It is, rather, in the area of human acceptance

deal of conversation on risk based regulation within and the regulatory basis for a new way of doing business

the U. S. nuclear power industry but, curiously, very and a new way ofjudging safety.
little on effective risk mnagement. This paper

proposes a means to link the two subjects through the BACKGROUND
plant Technical Specifications. A revised concept for
Technical Specifications is suggested which is based The philosophy of linking risk mnagement with risk-based

on deterministic analyses and probabilistic risk regulation, via plant Technical Specifications (TS) is based

assessments for each plant. The revised Technical on existing TS not always reflecting safest action. Risk-

Specifications would consider, on a real-time basis, based regulation can be viewed as using PRA insights to

the exact state of the plant in terms of the status of focus utility and regulatory attention on design and

key components and systems. It would depict current operational issues relative to their impact on risk to the
plant risk levels and compare those levels to the public. As uncertainties associated with the techniques and
desired and limiting (alert/action) levels. It would data bases have decreased and their credibility increased,

advise the plant operator on the risk impact of the use of PRA information to address regulatory issues has
proposed actions through a simple query system and increased. Safety concerns derived from qualitative risk

illustrate the impact of such actions on plant status insights have been primarily the bases for most rules since

relative to designated risk values. they were derived prior to the availability of PRA

techniques.

The basis for the proposed approach lies in realistic In as early as February 1987, the Commission's Policy

deterministic plant analyses and probabilistic risk Statement on Technical Specification Improvements for

assessment (PRA) deployment tools being developed, Nuclear Power Reactors, recommended further development
in parallel, by a number of parties in the U.S. today. of risk and reliability techniques in defining the
These PRAs are based primarily on the existing plant requirements of the Technical Specifications.

responses to Generic Letter 88-20, 'Individual Plant
Examinations" (IPEs). Each of these tools sows the Risk is currently reflected in the regulations by either

plant operator to input, on a real-time basis, the prescriptive or performance requirements based either on

status of key equipment and systems. The tools then quantitative or qualitative risk estimates. For example, the
provide explicit illustrations of dependency effects; ATWS rule is prescriptive and is based on quantitative risk

updated, 'real-time' risk status indications such as insights (10 CFR 50.62). The ECCS rule is performance

core damage frequency; and, in some cases, allow related and is based on qualitative risk insights. As a

the operator to assess the risk impact of removing result, quantitative risk, such as core damage frequency
from service selected components for maintenance or (CDF) can be reflected in some regulatory requirements,

testing. These systems generally operate on personal and furthermore are appropriate to be addressed in dynamic
computers and provide nearly instantaneous responses TS. In addition, to ensure safety is not unduly

to plant queries. compromised, TS that are based on prescriptive regulations
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must be understood prior to allowance to be more concerns. As may be allowed by some plant Technical
risk-based. Specifications, some multiple component outages could

occur that, in turn, could significantly increase plant risk,
The NRC has discussed (Reference 1) that it will yet not even violate an LCO. In some other cases, plant
consider regulatory changes sought by the industry shutdowns may be required by Technical Specifications, yet
when they are technically justified and do not the increase in plant risk due to the, configuration may be
adversely affect existing plant safety. They will also negligible. Some LCOs and ATs are too restrictive or do
grant exemptions when appropriate plant-specific not consider tat different plant operating conditions might
requests are submitted. Hence, it is expected that after the risk significance of each TS requirement.
dynamic TS do ave a place in future risk-based
regulation. 1n addition, ongoing programs, such as Dynamic TS would not only enhance Technical
the new standard Technical Specification Specification compliance and optimization, but minimize
Improvement Program will be examined for future unnecessary plant shutdowns, improve plant safety, and
risk-based changes. enhance testing, maintenance planning and inspection

programs. Furthermore, dynamic TS would provide a
DYNAMIC TS VS. CURRENT TS major step towards development of a comprehensive plant

risk management program.
The purpose of dynamic TS is to take advantage of
optimization possibilities of Allowed Outage Times Dynamic TS can enhance or replace existing requirements,
(AOTs), Surveillance Test Intervals (STIs), and while improving plant safety. A dynamic TS system has
Limiting Conditions of Operation (LCO). Of the the potential to improve both plant safety and availability,
remaining Technical Specification sections hence, the potential for increased capacity factor. As a
(definitions, safety limits, limiting safety system result, a positive outlook will be placed on the continued
settings, design features, administrative controls, and use of PRAs.
bases), only LCOs, ATs and surveillance
requirements are potential sections able to be One potential advantage of dynamic TS is to allow on-line
influenced by PRA techniques. maintenance to reduce replacement power costs when the

maintenance is performed wle the reactor is shut down.
The state-of-the-art for PRA needs to be
commensurate with the desired safety goals. 'Me The scope of dynamic TS may encompass differing levels
availability of pertinent data, the adequacy of of risk important to plant equipment such as found in
modelling, the accident progression understanding, custom TS, Standard TS, or Improved TS. Furthermore,
and accident phenomena are key areas for for each type of TS and plant specifies, each TS may be
uncertainties and limitations affecting the PRA based on qualitative risk or may not be modelled in the
accuracy. Accordingly, dynamic TS with absolute plant PRA.
numerical values for acceptable CDF and resultant
AOTs and SIs, for example, may not be practical In Geat Britain, Nuclear Electric has developed a system
from a licensing and enforcement perspective. called Essential Systems Status Monitor (ESSM) for its
Rather, ranges of acceptable values for change in Heysham Nuclear Power Station. This is a system that
CDF (relative risk choices) and resultant ATs and allows operators to determine plant risk based on current
STIs may be more appropriate. Based on equipment equipment operability status. This system is an integral part
configurations and uavailabilities, these ranges of the plants Technical Specifications and provides the
would provide levels for acceptable plant operation, principal basis for acceptable plant operations.
levels for increased risk awareness and compensatory
measures, and ranges for ations requiring plant PROGRAM DESCRIPTION AND DEVELOPMENT
shutdown.

Research and development has been conducted on prototype
In dynamic TS, the ATs and STIs for components real-time risk monitor programs for evolution into dynamic
and systems are based on the importance of the TS. These programs are based on actual PRAs and real-
component or system to the actual plant's core time risk management systems and associated data bases
damage frequency. and inputs.

Existing TS do not always provide the safest fallback A real-time plant operating risk monitor, Global Risk
action. Multiple events or outages are not Management System, GloRiMan), has been developed by
consistently addressed by most Technical Commonwealth Edison Company. This system utilizes a
Specifications, but dynamic TS can address these library of cutset equations for each of the various plant
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operating states that are likely to be experienced. dynamic TS. LCO and STI optimization are also important
This approach reduces the likelihood of model and may be possible via dynamic TS in certain conditions.
truncation effors. Changes to the risk model are
accomplished by the regeneration of the equation Quantitative risk is important, but change in risk is most
libraries. important. Regulatory issues to be addressed will include

the licensing of the dynamic TS process. This may include
Another real-time plant operating risk monitor (Safety licensing of the model, the computer software, the change
Monitor) has been developed by the Southern process, the computer hardware, and all associated
California Edison Company. Tis software program documentation. A backup computer, a methodology to
is based on a Level I PRA. It provides Level I core perform hand alculations, and/or a license document with
damage re-suits in less than 2 minutes by utilizing prescriptive AOT and STI values may also be required for
optimized PRA modelling and a 486DX2-66 personal licensing of the process.
computer. It has been verified and validated and the
Safety Monitor yields the same numerical results as Approximately 30% of current Standard TS are addressed
the original model. The program will be manually in an average plant IPE. A consistent risk perspective will
and periodically updated/accessed based on plant be provided via the dynamic TS. Items modelled in PRAs,
configuration changes. The program utilizes unique but not in the current TS also need to be addressed for
plant operating conditions, as well as various potential inclusion it the dynamic TS.
environmental and testing conditions in the
assessment of plant risk (CDF). The program is The use of risk insights to improve TS, such as STIs,
designed to Quality Affecting standards and AOTs, LCOs (identification of risk significant systems,
Verification and Validation has been performed. structures and components), and in assuring a consistent

application of risk perspectives are TS areas that can benefit
The design requirements of both the GoRiMan and from the application of dynamic TS. Overly restrictive TS
Safety Monitor systems include the use of key PRA will also be identified.
information to be displayed in a format readily In dynamic TS the ATs are not fixed as in the case of
understandable to non-PRA trained personnel and the current TS. The ATs for different components and
ability to calculate an estimate of current plant risk systems are based on the importance of the component or
using a complete Level PRA fault tree within a system to plant risk. This risk is a function of current plant
few minutes. Risk model development, software configuration and will increase or decrease depending on
operation, and plans for plant usage of the Safety what other components or systems are made available or
Monitor are discussed in Reference 2 Both systems unavailable at the same time.
have directly applicable attributes for use in a
dynamic TS system. A risk based criteria set for ATs will have to be

developed for dynamic TS.
Dynamic TS model would be based on a plant Dynamic TS ATs would be based on the plant's dominant
specific PRA. It would have to be capable of being accident sequence core damage frequency. A relationship
quantified rapidly based on the real-time plant of the change in risk due to component unavailability to the
configurations. An operator would use the program resulting AOT will be required to be developed.
interactively and the program will not be static. The
program operator would not be required to have Use of dynamic TS may help to allow such occurrences as
detailed RA knowledge beyond a brief introduction redundant trains of the same system to be simultaneously
to its overall use. The program model would be unavailable for a period of time, provided backup systems
more detailed than the normal PRA. This detail serving the same safety function are available. LCO
would provide assurance that significant component identified systems, structures and components (SSCs) may
outage combinations are captured even though they be reduced in number and importance via dynamic TS
may not have been important to the average core results.
damage frequency.

Surveillance Test Intervals (STIs) for dynamic TS would be
OVERALL REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS based on industry data for known average failure rates of
FOR ACCEPTANCE components. In addition, dynamic TS would need to

consider the affect of demand stress (vs. only standby
Risk management, risk optimization, and balancing of stress), since some equipment such as diesel generators
risk of shutdown vs. staying at power by AOT have their unavailabilities dominated by demand stress
optimization and its relationship to defense in depth failures. Factoring this into dynamic TS would ensure
is the overall theme for regulatory acceptance of plant-specific accuracy.
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IPE COMPATIBILITY WITH DNANUC TS All possible system alignment states during power operation
must be modelled, such as 'swing trains/components" even

Current Tchnical Specifications are component- though not normally modelled in the Level I PRA (due to
based, therefore the PRA level of detail must be being logically equivalent). Dynamic TS PRA models need
compatible. Some components may not be modelled to be reviewed to determine which components pertain to
in the plant PRA, therefore this level of detail must each basic event.
be compatible. In addition, plant configuration
control must be provided and records or computer Dynamic TS will allow the var*g of ATs based upon
data bases maintained to ensure accurate and timely specific plant onfigurations, e.g., a component may have
inputs to the dynamic TS. an extended AOT, provided certain other risk contributing

components are not simultaneously unavailable, and a
Some TS may not be addressed by the PRA. Since shorter AOT if these risk contributing components are
TS are component based and PRAs are event based, unavailable.
the PRAs must be related to the TS. Assumptions in
the PRAs and TS must be compared and uncertainties Current IPE models do not have sufficient details especially
resolved before dynamic TS can be licensed. in the areas of instrumentation and control, such as reactor

protection system (RPS) and engineered safety features
Changes to procedures, design, data or assumptions actuation system (ESFAS). In most PRAs the RPS and the
modelled in the PRA may require a change to the ESFAS istrumentation and control logic are not modelled.
dynamic TS, therefore, potentially requiring Since a high percentage of current Technical Specifications
regulatory acceptance prior to the change of the address this instrumentation, this instrumentation should be
dynamic TS system. modelled into the dynamic TS. Also support systems such

as equipment cooling are reflected in TS, but overly
Some systems not Level I PRA modelled include: conservatively analyzed in PRAs.
containment isolation valves, containment pressure
control systems, and containment radioactivity For dynamic TS to be accepted as regulatory basis for
cleanup systems. These systems can be addressed on operation, many issues must be addressed, such as in the
a quantitative risk-basis if Level 2 PRA models are enhancement of deterministic based specifications. How
included in the dynamic TS. defense in depth and single failure criterion are

supplemented by risk-based approaches, is one of many
Other Technical Specification requirements not able issues. Other issues include the adequacy of analytical
to be addressed by PRA techniques include: shutdown tools, the availability of decision criteria and methods, and
margins and control rod response times. Parameter policy issues such as how license amendments are approved
indications such as pressure, temperature, flux and and the use of 10 CFR 50.59 reviews.
power distribution limits, and special test exceptions
may also not be addressed in PRAs unless addressed PROGRAM WIPLEMENTATION
as operator actions. These requirements must be
assessed via other risk-based and qualitative Should the plant PA be in poor condition, dynamic TS
approaches such as direct risk impact (component risk results will be inaccurate and not licensable. Real-time
importance), indirect risk impact (test-induced risk), systems may be best serving if an automated input is
reliability (dominant failure cause), licensee burden received from a plant configuration control system. This
(labor intense factor/risk importance), and system would receive all real-time actual and planned
engineering judgement. equipment outage data resulting from all maintenance and

testing activities, and equipment rotation data.
Shutdown systems are also not included in Level I
PRAs, hence, inclusion of shutdown risk assessments Plant modifications and dynamic TS model configuration
would also provide quantitative risk information for control must be maintained for a properly operating
dynamic TS for the-se systems. dynamic TS. Living PRA (real-time or periodic) data

collection and input techniques must be determined. Fast
Low ranked components in PRA may require review response time software, a detailed plant risk model that is
for inclusion also in the dynamic TS. TS items not component based or compatible with its related TS, and a
addressed by current PRAs, must be addressed in plant configuration system are required to operate a
some risk-related manner to provide consistency for dynamic TS system.
the overall dynamic TS model. Additional risk-based
(quantitative/qualitative) approaches to non-PRA The plant configuration control system will tck the
modelled TS can be developed. availability or unavailability of all plant components based
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on all plant activities affecting the components such screen would enhance the speed and mental processing of
as testing or maintenance. Plant operators, displayed risk profile results.
maintenance schedulers, and outage planners would
access the system for actual and hypothetical risk Dynamic TS results can be utilized in justifying on-line
profiles based on component availability information. (Mode 1) maintenance while minimizing overall operating
The operating staff would maintain inputting of the risk. In addition, the prioritization of both on-line and off-
real-time actual component availability data based on line maintenance will be enhanced with dynamic TS.
plant operating status, or this task may be automated
via outputs generated by the plant process computer. Inclusion of Level 2 PRA models, for those IPEs which did

not address Level 2 PRAs, for dynamic TS will apture
those containment related TS systems for risk-based

It is expected that once an IPE is completed there regulatory management.
would not be many changes at the plant to warrant
model changes in IPE, however, a full PRA Shutdown system odels included in dynamic TS would
rebasefine each 10 years may be appropriate. IPE allow the quantitative comparison of risk impacts of
changes may be required for cases where plant performing maintenance while at power versus while
modifications are involved. However, there may be shutdown (or any other non-power plant mode). Generic
some minor model changes resulting from procedure plant outage schedules or preplanned. outage schedules could
changes or from Emergency Operating Procedure also be evaluated for risk significance by the grouped (by
changes. A basic PRA update may be necessary out-of-service time) input of system/component outages into
about every 18 months to each 4 years due to the dynamic TS.
modifications performed during plant outages.

CONCLUSION
Against some common thoughts that equipment
failure rates vary significantly from year to year, the Dynamic TS has several advantages over the currently used
equipment failure rates do not, and should not, vary deterministicTechnicalSpecifications: comprehensiveplant
significantly on an annual basis. This is true for the risk models (PRAs) can be utilized which provide greater
failure model that is used in current IPE studies. insights due to individual and multiple component outages,
One of the basic assumptions which is made in beyond design basis accidents and severe accidents can be
evaluation of failure data calculation is that failure addressed, and plant and regulatory safety goals can be
rate is constant with respect to time. If a significant achieved.
variation in equipment failure data is detected, this
essentially indicates that the current EPE based A demonstration program utilizing IPEs that address the
dynamic TS failure model is not adequate to properly implementation concerns identified in this paper, and
represent the existing plant condition. This may facilitated possibly under the auspices of NUMARC, should
warrant using a more complex failure model such as be initiated at a few volunteering nuclear power stations to
a time dependent failure model, if the variation in provide assurance to both the utility and the regulatory
failure data is mainly driven by equipment aging agencies that dynamic TS are feasible and can be used to
problems. minimize plant risk and maximize plant availability. The

demonstration program should provide a real-time
FUTURE USES AND ENHANCEMENTS comparison between the dynamic TS and the current

deterministic Technical Specifications utilized at the station.
Several data collection features and resultant 'Me comparison results will identify any implementation
availability information utilized in a dynamic TS concerns and verify the usefulness of the dynamic TS.
system may also support compliance with other Upon completion of the demonstration program the
performance based requirements such the NRC nuclear industry will be able to assess its needs for adoption
Maintenance Rule (10 CFR 50.65), e.g., of a or selected aspects of dynamic TS.
identification of SSCs, and the setting of equipment
and system availability goals. Much of the same REFERENCES
plant configuration data collected would be utilized in
the plant living PRA program. I 'Risk-Based Regulation', NRC Memorandum,

James M. Taylor to NRC Commissioners,
A system piping and instrumentation diagram (P&ID) February 22, 1993.
drawing may be utilized in dynamic TS as the
primary input screen for determination/input of 2. 'Development and Application of the San Onofre
unavailable equipment. s hunian-factored entry Safety Monitor', Thomas G. Hook, Roger J. I=,
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ABSTRACT through the lower plenum wall was investigated and
interpreted in a series of experiments and papers.4,5

Severe accident research is being conducted world wide The likelihood of maintaining the integrity of the lower
by industry organizations, utilities, and regulatory RPV head during external flooding following relocation
agencies. As this research is disseminated, it is being of core debris depends upon the survivability of the
applied by utilities when they perform their Individual penetrations in the lower plenum wall. EPRI has
Plant Examinations (IPEs) and consider the preparation sponsored research6 to investigate the response of
of Accident Management programs. The research is lower head penetrations (instrument tubes) during such
associated with phenomenological assessments of events. As shown in Figure 1, the response of lower
containment challenges and associated uncertainties, head penetrations was investigated such that the
severe accident codes and analysis tools, systematic importance of the internal heat sink due to the water
evaluation processes, and accident management filled annulus was experimentally investigated. Further
planning. The continued advancement of this research consideration of accident management strategies and
and its applications will significantly contribute to the the potential protection of the RPV lower head by
enhanced safety and operation of nuclear power plants. external cooling lead to consideration of reactor

configurations that employ RPV support skirts. A
INTRODUCTION presence of a support skirt can influence the ability to

continually remove steam generated during ex-vessel
Following the TMI accident, a new emphasis and cooling (see Figure 2 Experiments were conducted in

significant resources have been focused on severe support of the Commonwealth Edison Company IPE/AM
accident research. The research has resulted in program to investigate the impact of support skirts with
experimental, analytical, and methods development and without local venting. Such experimental
activities. Severe accident research has been conducted investigations for a spectrum of reactor coolant system
by industry organizations, utilities, regulatory agencies, and containment challenges provide a technical basis
and has been studied internationally. As the body of and direct experimental data to assist in their evaluation
knowledge continues its significant growth, it is being and quantification. This is true of all the on-going
interpreted and applied by utilities performing Individual research being conducted internationally and by
Plant Examinations (IPEs) and by the regulatory agencies regulatory agencies. Direct participation in several
reviewing those submittals. experimental activities provides a strong basis for

assuring appropriate interpretation and application of the
Fauske & Associates, Inc. (FAI) and its sponsors entire spectrum of severe accident research and

(EPRI and Commonwealth Edison Company) have been analyses to plant specific assessments as conducted as
actively involved with a series of severe accident :part of individual plant examinations (IPEs).
experiments. These experiments began with an
evaluation of the Mark I liner-meltthrough issue PHENOMENOLOGICAL EVALUATION SUMMARIES
associated with BWR containments.1,2 These
experiments were followed by an assessment of the Phenomenological evaluations summaries have
.importance of internal containment structures to the been produced as second tier documentation for several
potential for high pressure melt ejections causing direct IPE submittals in the United States. Phenomenological
containment heating. 3 Additional tests were conducted evaluation summaries are structured to evaluate the
following the recognition of the possibility of plant specific challenge of each postulated containment
consequential external flooding of reactor pressure failure mechanism associated with severe accidents.
vessels during primary system inventory losses. The Several direct applications of severe accident research
ability to remove the fraction of decay heat transmitted for IPEs have been employed in these evaluations.
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These evaluation summaries assess potential application of the simplified methodology. Future
containment challenges from the entire set of severe experimental results can also be used to assess potential
accident phenomena as identified in U.S. NRC Generic reductions in key uncertainties. Thus, the upgrading of
Letter 88-208 and other documents.9 Summaries have an IPE can be facilitated by this structured approach as
been prepared for topics that address both BWR and more severe accident experimental research becomes
PWR design currently in operation around the world. available.
Additionally, summaries have been prepared for the
AP600 design. Table lists the set of topics considered DECOMPOSITION EVENT TREE QUANTIFICATION
by preparing phenomenological evaluation summaries.
Phenomenological evaluation summaries incorporate a An additional direct application of severe accident
description of the severe accident phenomena including research involves the generation and quantification of
the associated physical processes, the relationship to decomposition event trees. Decomposition event trees
potential containment failure mechanisms and modes, identify the sub-phenomena and their chronological
and their relationship to environmental source terms. relationship associated with each selected severe

accident phenomenon or containment failure mode.
Results from severe accident experiments and analyses

Table - List of Phenomenological Evaluation Summary provide perspective for selecting and ordering the key
Topics sub-phenomena and uncertainties. Decomposition event

trees have been used in IPE's for light water reactor
Phenomenological Evaluation Summary Topics: plants, in certification documentation for advanced light

water reactor plants, and in regulatory assessments of
- containment bypass/failure to isolate, selected containment failure modes such as the Mark I
- core-concrete interactions, containment liner melt-through and direct containment
- vessel blowdown/thrust loads, heating issues. These two topics have been treated by
- high pressure melt ejection/direct containment application of the risk-oriented accident analysis

heating, methodology - ROAAM10 which provides alternate
- steam explosions, probabilistic framework for representing major
- hydrogen deflagration/detonation, uncertainties in core melt progression. Severe accident
- containment overpressurization, research results have been applied to set ranges in key
- thermal attack of penetrations, parameters assessed in the related sensitivity and
- ex-vessel cooling, uncertainty studies.
- fission product retention,
- liner attack and melt-through. SEVERE ACCIDENT TOOLS

Several indirect applications of severe accident
Evaluation summaries identify and discuss related severe research in IPEs have also been formulated. The
accident experiments and analyses. A simplified development of severe accident tools (including
,methodology for assessing the potential containment computer codes) and their benchmarking is a principal
challenge associated with each selected severe accident indirect application of such research. The MAAP and
phenomena is described and applied to the specific MELCOR codes are examples of tools being used for
plant's [PE. Uncertainties in phenomena and IPE's. Severe accident research, particularly in the areas
methodologies are identified and discussed. Lastly, of core melt progression, hydrogen generation, fission
accident management implications of such an evaluation product release rates, aerosol behavior, high pressure
are identified and discussed for each severe accident melt ejection and direct containment heating, debris
phenomena. Figure 3 provides a topical outline of the coolability (in-vessel and ex-vessel), and containment
content of an evaluation summary. Such a structured mixing are examples of the topics direct assessed by
assessment has proved to be a useful means of severe accident research. The results of this research is
synthesizing current research results and applying them used to define and describe models for incorporation in
to a given plant's IPE. Furthermore, the structure of severe accident computer codes and for benchmarking
such an evaluation summary provides a direct the behavior of such models once they have been
mechanism for incorporating additional severe accident implemented.
results as they become available. This is a useful
feature when addressing "living' PRAs and the Benchmarking can also be conducted by
maintenance of each utility's IPE. On-going severe comparing the relative performance of different severe
accident research will likely provide additional accident tools. This approach further extends the
experimental data that can be used to assess and application of both the experimental and analytical
confirm the simplified methodology included in such research and enhances the understanding of the current
evaluation summaries. Plant modifications and state-of-the-art. For example, the comparison of the
enhanced credit for the plant's total capability as two different solution techniques employed by the
exploited by recovery actions and accident management NAUAHYGROS and MAAP4 codes to solve the integro-
strategies can be reflected in the plant specific differential equation for aerosol behavior in a closed
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PHENOMENOLOGICAL EVALUATION SUMMARY
(General Outline)

1. ABSTRACT
Summary of evaluation of potential containment challenge or failure mechanism.

II. PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
Statement of summary's objectives and related regulatory requirements or positions.

Ill. PHENOMENA
111.1 DESCRIPTION: Description of phenomena and its physical processes, its relationship to containment

failure mechanisms and modes, and its relationship to the source term.
111.2 EXPERIMENTS: Listing, summary, and assessment of applicability of regulatory, international, and

industry severe accident experiments for given phenomena.
111.3 ANALYSES: Listing, summary, and assessment of applicability of regulatory, international, and industry

severe accident analyses for given phenomena and plant configuration.

IV. METHODOLOGY
Description of simplified or bounding estimate methodology for assessing potential for containment challenge
or fission product release.

V. APPLICATION OF METHODOLOGY
A plant specific application of the methodology described in Section [V is performed and documented.

VI. ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS
Accident management activities (strategies, training, tools, information needs, organization enhancements) are
identified and highlighted for the assessed phenomena.

VII. UNCERTAINTIES
Key phenomenological uncertainties are identified and assessed.

Vill. SUMMARY
Summaries phenomenological evaluation and key observations or insights.

IX. REFERENCES
Serves as a bibliography of severe accident research included in the phenomenological evaluation.

Figure 3 - Topical Outline for Phenomenological Evaluation Summary

container has been performed." This comparison in developing details regarding potential plant
demonstrated the degree of agreement obtained from vulnerabilities,plantdesignstrengthsandgoodfeatures,
solutions based on a sectional approach and ' an and plant capabilities that can be exploited as part of
approach that used a non-dimensional correlation based accident management strategies. Cost effective
on similarity arguments. This is useful as it expands the implementations of selected insights can significantly
technical basis and confidence in using these codes to increase a plant's ability to prevent and mitigate a
assess the effectiveness of passive aerosol removal severe accident.
mechanisms and their impact of fission product release
fractions. On-going tool development and benchmarking ACCIDENT MANAGEMENT PLANNING
via international standard problems is another important
aspect of severe accident research that impacts IPEs. Several continuing applications for the on-going

and past severe accident research apply to accident
SYSTEMATIC EVALUATION OF IPE RESULTS. management planning. These include the identification

and preparation of technical bases for accident
The systematic evaluation of 1PE results during or management strategies. In the United Statesthe several

after their generation is an important feature of reactor vendor Owner's Group are developing generic
developin an accident management program. accident management programs that address the five
Research?2,13 has been performed to develop review elements associated with accident management
processes for developing insights regarding the selected -planning, i.e., strategies, training, tools, information
plant's behavior. Such systematic evaluations are useful needs, or organization. Furthermore, the development
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of specialized and sophisticated accident management 5. R.E. HENRY and H.K. FAUSKE, "External Cooling
tools to assist utilities and regulators in the diagnosis of a Reactor Vessel Under Severe Accident Conditions",
and response to severe accidents is an active research Nuclear Enaineering and Design, Vol. 139, 1993.
area. Instrumentation behavior and requirements during
severe accident events and their subsequent mitigation 6. R.J. HAMMERSLEY, M. MERILO, and R.E. HENRY,
and termination is another area of severe accident "Experiment to Address Lower Plenum Response Under
research whose application is continuing to evolve. The Severe Accident Conditions", Proceedings of
survivability, continued validity, and interpretation of Probabilistic Safety Assessment International Topical
readings under severe accident conditions is of key Meeting (PSA 93), Clearwater Beach, FL, Vol. 1, 1993.
interest.

7. R.J. HAMMERSLEY, et al., "Cooling of Core
CONCLUSION Debris Within a Reactor Vessel Lower Head With

Integral Support Skirt", Proceedings of ANS 1993
The examples provided and discussed in this paper Winter Meeting, San Francisco, CA, 1993.

provide an overview of the techniques currently being
employed to effectively include the severe accident 8. NRC, Generic Letter 88-20, "Individual Plant
research results in Individual Plant Examinations. These Examination for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities -
applications will also evolve accident management plans 1 OCFR50.54(f)", U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
and capabilities. It is important to strive to continue 1988.
international exchanges of experimental and analytical
-results and their applications to maximize the global 9. NRC, Individual Plant Examination: Submittal
.safety of nuclear power plants. Guidance, NUREG-1335, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, 1989.
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Considerable effort has been expended by easy-to-understand form for personnel not
nuclear power plants in the preparation of their familiar with risk methodology. Additionally,
Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE) programs.
The result of these projects is the generation of pipe and instrumentation drawings can be
very useful information concerning plant retrieved by the user and displayed as a
operations, states, availability and risk. The reference tool.
potential application of this information is often
unrealized due to the unwieldy form of the data 1.0 INTRODUCTION

as reported in the IPE. Plant personnel would
benefit greatly from quick access to risk Considerable effort has been expended by the
information as a means of supporting day-to- nuclear power plants in the preparation of their
day decisions, but the information exists only Independent Plant Evaluation (IPE) programs.
in a difficult to understand and inaccessible The result of these projects is the generation of
form. There is a need to translate the costs very useful information concerning plant
invested in Probabilistic Risk Assessment operations, states, availability, and risk. The
(PRA) projects into a useable tool for plant potential application of this information is often
personnel. unrealized due to the unwieldy form of the data

as reported in the IPE. Plant personnel would
This paper describes a software tool developed benefit greatly from quick access to risk
by ARD Corporation to be used by plants to information as a means of supporting day-to-
assist in determining the operational risks and day decisions, but the information exists only
benefits associated with modifying the plant in a dficult to understand and inaccessible
state during normal and off-normal operations form. There is a need to translate the costs
for performing maintenance. This tool invested in Probablistic Risk Assessment
integrates a relational database with an easy-to- (PRA) projects into a useable tool for plant
use graphical user interface and several unique personnel.
software features. The result is a responsive,
easy-to-understand tool that integrates an This paper introduces a tool to be used by the
organization's PRA/IPE into the operational plant to assist in determining the operational
and maintenance needs of the station. risks and benefits associated with modifying

the plant state during normal and off-normal
The Global Risk Management System is operations for performing maintenance. This
designed to allow the user to evaluate the risk tool integrates a relational database with an
associated with current and proposed plant easy-to-use graphical user interface and several
states. The impact of changes in plant unique software features. The result is a
configuration, operational modes and responsive, easy to understand tool that
equipment availability are assessed from a risk integrates an organization's PRA/IPE into the
management perspective, but displayed in an operational and maintenance needs of the

station.
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2.0 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION specific displays provided to the user are noted
in Figure .

The Global Risk Management System
(GloRiMan) is designed to allow theoperator 3.0 SUMMARY OF MAJOR PROGRAM
to evaluate-the isk associated with current and FEATURE
proposed plant states. The impact of changes
in plant configuration, operational modes and The Global Risk Management system is
equipment availability are assessed from a risk designed for stand-alone or Novell Network
management perspective, but displayed in an operations. The user is not required to type
easy to understand form for personnel not but, instead, communicates through a point and
familiar with risk methodology. Additionally, click interface. P & Ds are provided as a
Piping and Instrumentation Drawings (P&IDs) reference tool for use by the operator.
can be retrieved by the user and displayed as a Additionally, on-line technical specifications
reference tool. can be integrated into the database.

The system is a practical and useable tool Specific performance features include the
which assists in establishing maintenance ability to prioritize preventative maintenance
prioritization, helps the plant conform to tasks based on CDF or FSR Risk. Corrective
technical specifications, and identifies dominant Maintenance priorities can also be established
risk initiators and components. The system based on CDF or FSR risk. Finally, the
runs on several different computers. system identifies both dominant risk initiators

and risk components.
A system diagram is shown in Figure 1. There
are three main components: the PRA Analysis 4.0 USER INTERFACE
Code, the Database Module and the Graphical
User Interface and Module Manager. The PRA 'Me user interface consists of five screens: the
analysis code is used to calculate the risk main menu, dominant risk failures, dominant
associated with a given plant state. Calculating risk initiators, return to service (in progress)
the risk however, for every plant state would maintenance, and proposed maintenance tasks.
require extensive computer time. A more Each screen is summarized below.
practical method was needed in order to make
available a limited number of "most likely" MAIN MENU - The main menu has the
plant conditions. As a consequence, a list of following major features:
these plant states was generated and risk values
were precalculated. These calculations reflect - Allows the user to select equipment a�
various combinations of available or available, unavailable, or for preventive
unavailable component or system states, such maintenance (PM)
as a specific pump taken out of service. These - Allows the user to view simplified P&IDs
precalculations form the foundation of the for selected equipment
database, the second major component of the - Allows access to other screens used in
system. One of the potential drawbacks of this Global Risk Management
approach is that the user may want to know the - Displays the nominal risk associated with
risk associated with a state that has not been the plant (also called 'average annual risle)
precalculated. However, the advantages of - Displays the risk values for the selected
providing immediate, rapid response to a broad unavailable equipment
range of likely plant states far outweighed the - Allows for printing of the main screen
cost of a longer delay in deriving a unique plant - Provides access for on-line help
state risk value. The third major component,
the graphical user interface, coordinates the When Global Risk Management is first started,
presentation of P&II)s (Piping and the user is presented with the main screen. The
Instrumentation Drawings), provides access to user designates equipment as available,
various Help features and a system dependency unavailable, or for proposed maintenance. The
matrix which will be discussed below. The user makes these selections by clicking on the
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FiGURE 1. Global Risk Management System Configuration

system/component name and selecting the system is unavailable, the user must decide if
appropriate choice from the pop-up menu. All the entire system is unavailable from a PRA
systems/components are initially selected as standpoint. The drawings aid the user in this
available. As items are selected as unavailable decision. The on-line help feature provides
or for preventive maintenance, the item name additional information if needed.
appears in the main screen. In addition, a red
'U' appears next to the items selected as The color scheme for each display is important.
unavailable and a red appears next to the As equipment is selected as unavailable, Global
those items selected for proposed maintenance. Risk Management quickly searches to see if
A red appears next to those items that are that particular run is located in the database. If
dependent failures (Global Risk Management not, 'Not in Database' is displayed. If the run
calculates which failures are dependent). is available in the database, the risk values are
Torernove the item from the list, the user must shown, both in absolute terms and as
merely choose 'Available' from the menu that referenced to nominal isk. The color of the
appears when clicking on the item name. boxes indicate the relative risk associated with
Finally, P&IDs are available by selecting the equipment selected as unavailable. Green
'P&ID'from the pop-up menu. These displays indicates acceptable risk, white indicates
show the user, who may not be very familiar moderate risk, yellow indicates high risk, and
with the PRA/IPE process, what equipment is red indicates unacceptable risk. This color
grouped in the system. For example, a scheme corresponds to the color-coding used at
charging train includes several motor-operated Zion Nuclear Generating Station and can be
valves (MOVs), the charging pump, and tailored to any plant.
numerous lengths of pipe. If any part(s) of the
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DOMINANT RISK CN321BUTOR DISPLAY items were initially selected as unavailable, then
the two items would be compared. The item

The don-driant risk contributor display has the providing the largest reduction in risk when
following major features: repaired is displayed first, followed by the item

providing the next largest reduction in risk.
• Allows the user to view risk dominant This risk hierarchy continues for all items

initiators and risk dominant components selected as unavailable on the main screen. The
• Allows access to other screens used in resulting list informs the user which item

Global Risk Management should be corrected first to minimize risk. The
• Displays the nominal risk associated with user must take into account the time required to

the plant fix items. This information is not included in
• Displays the risk values for the selected Global Risk Management and is left for the

Iunavailable'equipment user to consider. This prioritization is
• Allows for printing of the current screen performed for both CDF and SRF.
• Provides access for on-line help

PROPOSED MAwmNANCE DISPLAY
This display provides the risk dominant
initiators and risk dominant components for the The following are the major features of the
selected equipment. The user can view either proposed maintenance display:
risk dominant initiators or risk dominant
components by using a pop-up menu. Global - Allows the user to prioritize proposed
Risk Management displays the top 15 or down maintenance based on risk
to 1% of occurrence. The name, risk, - Allows access to other screens used in
Total,' and'% Nominal' are provided for each Global Risk Management
component. The risk number is the frequency - Displays the nominal risk associated with
of occurrence for that initiator. For instance, the plant
the risk of core damage occurring in this - Displays the risk values for the selected
example may be 74 E-6 per year by a dual loss Iunavailable'equipment
of off-site power. Since this number may be - Allows for printing of the current screen
meaningless to an operator, the Total' is . Provides access for on-line help
also provided. Sin-dlar information is displayed
if the user wishes to view 'Risk Dominant This proposed maintenance display analyzes
Components.' the risk associated with performing proposed

maintenance on the items typed I"' on the main
RETURN To SERVICE MAINTENANCE screen. The resulting risk value assumes the
DisPLAY item list for proposed maintenance is

unavailable in addition to those items selected
The major features are as follows: as unavailable on the main screen. The result is

a listing of items by the least increase in risk to
• Allows the user to prioritize return to the largest increase in risk. If taking an item

service maintenance based on risk out for maintenance results in a high or
• Allows access to other screens used in unacceptable risk, the user is notified either by

Global Risk Management a separate dialog box or by highlighting the
• Displays the nominal risk associated with case in the appropriate color code.

the plant
• Displays the risk values for the selected 5.0 FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

unavailable equipment
• Allows for printing of the current screen The Global Risk Management system in its
• Provides access for on-line help current configuration is an outstanding tool for

nuclear power plants in light of the forth-
The return to service maintenance display coming regulations. However, two additional
provides the user with a prioritized list of return features are planned which will make the tool
to service maintenance actions. If two or more invaluable for power plants.
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First, the ability exists in many power plants to
gather information directly from the plant
computers. When an expert recognition system
is added, Global Risk Management can
determine the availability of each super-
component modeled in the PRA. This
automatic determination of availability will
enable Global Risk Management to maintain a
log of the plant's risk history over long periods
of time and determine which components are
having a significantly adverse affect on risk.
This historical trending of risk will be
displayed in a separate window, where the user
can view, modify, and store historical plant
risk configurations.

Also, since the possibility exists that a risk
calculation is not stored in the database, Global
Risk Management is being integrated with an
analysis code that can automatically perform
risk scenarios that are requested by the user but
not stored in the database. Once the
calculations are performed, the results are
stored in the database. Since most risk
calculations take anywhere from several
minutes to an hour to perform, this feature will
ensure that requested analyses are added to the
extensive database.
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ABSTRACT GENERIC INSIGHTS

In response to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's An effort to ollect IPE accident management insights was
Generic Letter 88-20, each utility in the U.S.A. has conducted during the development of the Westinghouse
undertaken a probabilistic severe accident study of each Owners Group (WOG) Severe Accident Management
plant. This paper provides a high level summary of the Guidance (SAMG). The collection was carried out by:
generic PWR accident management insights that have been
obtained from the IPE reports. More importantly, the paper 1) collecting insights from the IPE studies which were
details some of the limitations of the IPE studies with respect obtained from the WOG member utilities,
to accident management. The IPE studies and the 2) documenting insights from the published NRC
methodology used was designed to provide a best estimate of research activities, and
the potential for a severe accident and/or for severe 3) collecting insights from severe accident guidance
consequences from a core damage accident. The accepted activities in Europe.
methodology employs a number of assumptions to make the
objective attainable with a reasonable expenditure of For the Westinghouse PWR plants, the evaluation of the
resources. However, some of the assumptions represent results of the IPE studies and of the insights derived from
limitations with respect to developing an accident these studies provide the overall conclusions:
management program based solely on the IPE and its results.

A. The availability of the equipment which makes up
the "front-line" systems (i.e., emergency core

INTRODUCTION cooling, auxiliary feedwater, containment fan coolers
and containment spray) does not dominate severe

In response to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's accident risks. The failure of equipment that is part
Generic Letter 88-20, each utility operator of a nuclear of "front line" systems generally only contributes to
power station in the U.S.A. has undertaken a detailed severe risk when support systems (i.e., a.c. power, service
accident study of each plant. 'Me studies, commonly water, etc.) are degraded or failed or when operator
referred to as an Individual Plant Examination or IPE, actions are required to maintain the long term
provide significant information on accident management effectiveness of the "front-line systems".
enhancements to the stations that would permit the station
emergency response organization to more effectively respond The primary reason that the failure of equipment in
to the accident and minimize its consequences. Some of front line systems does not contribute to risk is two
these enhancements, also called insights, are very specific to fold: the use of realistic system success criteria
features of a particular plant while others are more broadly means that multiple failures must occur, and b)
applicable to a wide range of specific plant designs. This consideration of the plant EPs provides a
paper provides a summary of the broadly applicable, or mechanism for modelling a number of alternate ways
generic, insights that have been identified in the PE studies. to accomplish a function if complete failure of a
In addition to enhancements, insights also refer to findings front line system occurs. Failures in support
from the IPE analyses which are "good features" of the systems are the most probable way to fail the
plants that directly impact the capability to prevent an primary and alternate ways of accomplishing a
accident from progressing to core damage or to mitigate the function required to prevent core damage and/or
consequences of an accident. 'Me paper also discusses the large fission product releases.
limitations of the PE studies, in terms of the impact of the
limitations on the feasibility of the identified enhancements.
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Failures of operator actions to maintain the to provide more explicit guidance on the diagnosis of
effectiveness of front line systems has been a degraded performance and the realignment of
contributor to risk in a number of IPE analyses. support systems to provide a minimal function.
Two specific failures tend to repeat themselves
amongst the IPEs: failures to transfer to ECCS E. The containment structure for PWRs has been found
recirculation, and failures to refill the refueling to be an extremely robust barrier which prevents the
water storage tank (RWST) or condensate storage release of significant fission products to the
tank (CST). These are discussed further under item environment. Severe aident phenomena (e.g.,
C below. direct containment heating, steam explosions, etc.)

which have been postulated to result in a
B. The capability to prevent core damage and/or catastrophic failure of containment, when assessed

significant fission product releases is highly on a realistic level which includes consideration of
dependent on the availability of support systems. the plant EPs, have been found to be highly
Support system failures (e.g. electrical power, improbable or physically impossible failure modes.
service water, component cooling water, HV&AC, 'Me most likely cause of significant fission product
etc.) are significant contributors to risk in a number releases is either a failure to properly isolate the
of IPE studies. A number of root causes have been containment or the failure of containment heat
identified from the IPE results, including common removal systems.
cause failures and unclear procedures for recovery.
Insights regarding procedure enhancements are Containment isolatinii i automatically provided for
described in item D below. a large number of me� which penetrate the

containment. HoA Minber of critical safety
C. The Westinghouse Owners Group Emergency systems (e.g., EC� ow � intainment spray) are not

Response Guidelines, which are the basis for plant automatically isolated due to their safety
specific Emergency Operating Procedures, reduce significance. However, in the event of a severe
accident risks by providing the plant operators with accident one or more of these safety systems may be
a systematic approach to prevent core damage for failed or otherwise not operating. Enhancements to
Westinghouse PWRs. the EPs have been identified to provide manual

isolation of safety systems that are not operating
One particularly important feature of the plant EPs during a severe accident.
is that they generally define all of the alternate
systems that can be used to fulfill a function if the The failure of containment heat removal systems is
primary system is inoperable. For example, in the generally linked to the failure of support systems as
event of a loss of auxiliary feedwater, the operators identified in item D above. No further insights
are instructed to attempt to use the feedwater pumps, were identified in this area.
startup feedwater pumps, condensate booster pumps
and any other plant specific source such as service F. For some PWR plants, it is extremely difficult to
water. deliver water to the area underneath the reactor

vessel until the reactor vessel is failed. While there
Enhancements to the existing EPs that have been is considerable uncertainty in severe accident
identified deal primarily with plant specific phenomena, the IPE results taken as a whole,
instruction steps transfer to ECCS recirculation and indicate that these "dry cavity" plants have a greater
refilling the RWST and CST. In the case of ECCS potential for risks, due to large fission product
recirculation, procedure enhancements have been releases, compared to "wet cavity" plants. Insights
identified to provide better diagnosis of failures and have been identified for these plants to flood the
more rapid transfer back to the injection mode with containment to the level required to fill the reactor
refill of the RWST. In the case of RWST refill, cavity with water.
procedure enhancements have been identified to
throttle the ECCS flow to prevent using the RWST G. One insight stands alone from the PRA results: the
inventory at excessive rates and to specify all of the negative risk impact of the automatic actuation of the
ways that RWST refill can be accomplished. containment spray system on high containment

pressure. The automatic actuation of the
D. The emergency response actions for degraded or containment spray system is included in the plant

unavailable support systems are generally contained design to address licensing criteria related to
in Abnormal Operating Procedures AOPs). These containment design pressure, equipment qualification
are separate from the ERGs / EPs and are not limits and offsite doses. A realistic analysis of
detailed to the same degree as the EPs. accident scenarios shows that automatic actuation of
Enhancements in the APs have been recommended the containment spray system does not improve
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safety and has the serious negative impact of rapidly apparent insight from this limitation is to
depleting the RWST which is also the water source proceduralize every possible operator action under
for core cooling. Realistic assessments show that all credible plant conditions. This is obviously not
containment and equipment integrity is not improved the optimal "real" solution.
by automatic actuation of spray and the containment
spray is finished before significant fission products D. The IPE analyses do not model actions that might be
would be released to the containment. An taken after core damage has occurred. Therefore,
enhancement to delete the automatic spray actuation the impact of those actions on the progression and
would, overall, slightly decrease the likelihood of consequences of the accident are not considered.
core damage since: a) ECCS injection could be For example, the IPE results for PWR large dry
continued for a longer period of time thus reducing containments might lead to the belief that hydrogen
stress levels at transfer to recirculation, and b) if burning is not a credible containment failure mode.
transfer to ECCS recirculation fails, there would still However, if additional hydrogen generation during
be a significant water inventory in the RWST for recovery of a badly degraded core is considered, the
continuation of ECCS injection. However, under conclusion may be much less robust.
the present regulatory criteria this enhancement
cannot be implemented. E. The IPE analyses do not model the onsite

Emergency Plan functions which are in-place at
LIMITATIONS every plant. Most significant fission product

releases are predicted to occur tens of hours after the
Review and evaluation of the insights described above initiation of the event. The existing Emergency
revealed a significant factor that must be considered in Planning function would be very effective in
identifying "generic" PWR insights: The insights obtained identifying and implementing non-standard accident
from any severe accident assessment are directly impacted by management measures in this time frame.
the details of the methodology used to perform the
assessment. The ?Es were performed to meet a regulatory F. The IPE models are, in some cases, not realistic.
requirement to search for severe accident vulnerabilities. Instead bounding models are used for expediency of
While there are broad guidelines for performing an IPE or completing the study if such models do not lead to
any severe accident assessment, significant modelling unacceptable results.
differences can be used in the application of those broad
guidelines. It has been expedient to perform the IPE using For example, the IPE for plant "A" modelled steam
"conservative (i.e., non-realistic or bounding) assumptions generator heat removal capability by only
and parameters for some parts of the model. When insights considering the availability of the auxiliary feedwater
are extracted from these PEs, caution must be exercised to system while a nearly identical plant "B" modelled
ensure that the model is not producing the insight. The the detailed station Emergency Operating Procedures
more important limitations of the IPE models and their (EOPs) and included auxiliary feedwater, main
impact on accident management are: feedwater, startup feedwater, condensate pumps and

service water (as well as operator actions to
A. The IPE analyses generally do not model the implement the alternate water injection methods).

recovery of failed equipment. This tends to focus One of the insights obtained from the plant "A" IPE
accident management toward investigations of was that the addition of an independent diesel driven
alternative methods of performing the function of the auxiliary feedwater pump would have a quantifiable
failed equipment. Root cause analyses for some WE impact on the core damage frequency. However, on
results conclude that most of the failures are plant "B" an insight was documented that the
repairable recoverable. Recovery must be a capability to reset the main generator relays from the
primary accident management strategy. control room (as opposed to locally in the turbine

building) would significantly improve the capability
B. 'Me IPE analyses generally assume that all failures to establish alternate injection to the steam

occur at the beginning of the accident in order to generators. Since both plants are nearly identical,
limit the scope of the investigations to a reasonable including EPs, the more conservative modelling
scope. As a result, the apparent time available for used in the plant "A" evaluation has resulted in the
accident management predicted by IPE studies is positive benefits of the plant "A" insight being
sometimes very short and may lead to less than significantly overstated.
optimal accident management decisions if the IPE
results are applied directly. CONCLUSIONS:

C. The IPE analyses only model operator actions which The IPE results have not significantly increased our overall
are clearly prescribed by existing procedures. The knowledge of accident management. While some plant
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specific vulnerabilities have been identified and corrected, releases, remains of utmost importance. The realistic benefit
the IPEs have generally confirmed our previous generic of severe accident management guidance with respect to
accident management observations. For those IPEs which fission product releases is to ensure that actions after core
are based on a realistic assessment of the plant, the IPE damage are only taken after an accounting of the
results provide a risk profile that can be used to prioritize consequences is undertaken. Except for the very early stages
accident management enhancements. The insights identified of core damage before a technical staff can be organized,
from the IPE can be very useful in identifying equipment this purpose could be served with nearly equal effectiveness
alignments and capabilities that can be effective in accident on an ad hoc basis.
management.

In general, core damage is dominated by events in which no
significant accident management actions are possible due to
the unavailability of equipment or the short time frame
between the accident initiation and the onset of core damage.
In this case, accident management enhancements are difficult
to identify due to the unavailability of equipment or the short
time frame available to implement actions in addition to
those already specific in the E1's.

Another set of core damage scenarios that sometimes
dominate risk are those in which a significant number of
operator actions are required to prevent core damage (e.g.,
steam generator tube rupture). In this case, the question of
the conservatism in the IPE human reliability models can be
easily made. However, from an accident management
perspective, core damage cannot be easily prevented by
adding additional operator actions when the root cause of the
core damage is an operator action failure. Thus, accident
management insights suggesting additional recovery actions
are not particularly meaningful.

The accident scenarios in which there is time for accident
management generally do not result in core damage, when
realistically modelled. This validates the value of the
symptom based EPs that are in-place at operating
Westinghouse PWRs in the U.S.A. With a few exceptions,
no significant reductions in risk are likely to be created by
changing the existing EPs. The exceptions deal with
enhancements to existing procedures for RWST refill and
transfer to ECCS recirculation.

The general robust strength of PWR containment structures
has been validated by the IPE studies. Initiating and
maintaining containment isolation is the key to mitigating
fission product releases for severe accident scenarios. With
the tens of hours available for accident management activities
to prevent containment failures, it is quite likely that ad hoc
activities would be successful. Proposed severe accident
management guidance only formalizes this process.

Through the subsequent process of developing severe
accident management guidance for the Westinghouse Owners
Group, the value of written guidance for severe accident
management was refined. The realistic value of severe
accident management guidance is to bring the plant to
controlled stable state wherein the emergency condition can
be de-escalated. However the stated purpose of severe
accident management, to prevent significant fission product
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ABSTRACT formed. Emergency Operating Procedure EOPs)

would obviously be in effect well in advance of

Accident management is the composite of such conditions and would have been used to

those actions that would prevent, stop and/or prevent or stop the accident well in advance of

mitigate a severe accident in a nuclear power this stage. However, for reasons such as equip-

plant. Since they act to prevent core damage, ment is unavailable, or human error, the EPs

the Emergency Operating Procedures EPs) are an may not have been sufficiently effective to

integral part of accident management. Each of prevent core damage. Equipment availability and

the Owners Groups have developed EPs that are human error issues have been addressed in the

well thought out for instructing the operator to plant specific Individual Plant Examinations

respond to accident conditions which could (IPEs) performed in response to NRC Generic

threaten the core. However, for those very low Letter 88-20 (NRC, 1988).

probability events in which the core could be

uncovered and damaged, accident management If core damage has occurred, the actions to

actions arise from a logical evaluation of be taken can be even more focused than those

possible actions (strategies) for recovering considered in the EPs. In particular, the

from the accident state and protecting the actions are to stop the accident by cooling the

public health and safety. debris while maintaining the integrity of the

containment boundary to protect public health

To understand the character of accident and safety. This paper discusses accident

management it is first necessary to define: management from a top level point of view using

the following questions.

1. What is threatened as a result of the acci-

dent? 1. What is threatened as a result of the acci-

dent?

2. Fundamentally, what needs to be protected?

2. Fundamentally, what needs to be protected?

3. What is known during an accident?

3. What is known during an accident?

4. What have we learned from the TI-2 acci-

dent? 4. What have we learned from the TMI-2 acci-

dent?

5. What have we learned from the plant specific

IPEs? 5. What have we learned from the plant specific

IPEs?

Once these subjects are reviewed on a utility

specific and plant specific basis, accident WHAT IS THREATENED BY A SEVERE ACCIDENT?

management actions become relatively

straightforward and likely can be effectively Radioactive fission products are released

addressed using the total capability available from substantially overheated reactor fuel and,

in a given design. This paper discusses these as was the case in the TMI-2 accident, some of

five questions in a global manner with the aim these are released into the containment atmos-

being to aid plant specific implementation. phere.

INTRODUCTION Public health and safety can be threatened

if significant quantities of these fission

For this paper, accident management is products could be released from the containment.

defined to be those actions that would be taken Hence, one of the focal points for accident

once the reactor core has been substantially management is to maintain containment integrity

overheated and a significant fraction of the and prevent any significant fission product

cladding has oxidized, i.e. hydrogen has been release. A second threat is posed by the
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elevated temperatures of the core debris, the 80
energy generation by decay heat and oxidation of INITIAL CONDITIONS
the cladding and other metals. Elevated tem- 70 FANS OFF
peratures could potentially attack the reactor HOT TANK
pressure vessel (RPV) and the reactor coolant (>383K/229.40F)
system piping as well as the containment struc- 60 PAIR 83 kPa/ 204 psia-
tures should the RPV fail. Thermal attack of

EXPONENTIAL
the concrete structures would release gases to z CURVE -Z
the containment atmosphere which could even- W 50

(9 QUATION S.3-7-tually overpressurize the containment. Lastly, 0
since combustible gases would be produced during cr 40 NO BURN
a severe accident, the possibility of burning
these gases in containment is another potential
threat for overpressurizing the containment and 30 0
causing a release of fission products to the BURN
environment.

20

What Needs to be Protected? 0

10
Given a severe accident state, containment 0 0

isolation is certainly a very important con-
sideration. Taking actions to check, and 0

assure, that containment isolation is complete 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
are of obvious importance. The experience in
the TMI-2 accident is that the operators had to % STEAM
unisolate the containment to "let down" from the
reactor coolant system (RCS). An important
lesson is that the containment isolation func-
tion should be examined for both its operation 80 111111i111111111111 I I I I I I I
and if the core has been damaged, should it be INITITAL CONDITIONS
necessary to open the containment, this should 70 FANS OPERATIONAL
be done with complete knowledge that radioactive HOT TANK
materials may be transferred outside of contain- (>383K/229.40F)
ment. If this is the case, where the fission 60 0 PAIR 83 kPa/12.04 sid
products will be circulated and/or stored must
be considered. This requires a plant specific - EXPONENTIAL
fission evaluation of dominant accident se- z 50 0 0 CURVEW EQUATION
quences (from the plant specific IPEs) combined (D S.3-7
with top level considerations of the preferred 0M 40 NO BURN
heat removal systems for a damaged core over the a 0
extended time interval that would be necessary,
as was the case in the TMI-2 accident. �R 30

BURN
Another major focus is the spectrum of

means available to stop or limit the accident 20 00 0
progression by quenching or cooling the core 0 0 0
debris. This a may be done by (1) injecting 10 0 0
water into the RCS to quench the debris within
the reactor system, 2 providing sufficient
water to externally cool the RPV to assure that 0
the vessel integrity could be maintained even in 0 10 20 30 40 50 60
the presence of high temperature debris, (3) by % STEAM
providing water in containment to quench debris
should it be discharged from the reactor vessel LEGEND
or 4 all of the above. Debris must be cooled
to prevent the attack of important structures 0 BURN
within the RCS and containment. MARGINAL BURN

Lastly, the potential for burning of NO BURN
hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the containment
(for those containments which are not inerted by
design) must also be assessed. (For Accident
management assessments, it is sufficient to Figure Hydrogen:air:steam flammability data
approximate the carbon monoxide behavior as with fans on and off shown with the exponential
additional moles of hydrogen.) A key element of curve fit (Marshall, 1986).
this evaluation may be the assessment of remov-
ing steam from the containment atmosphere by the Marshall 1986), steam can inert the containment
containment heat removal process. As il- atmosphere with a concentration of - .53. if
lustrated in Figure 1, which is taken from such a concentration exists, the accident
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management approach could be to maintain this within containment would be known as would the
steam partial pressure to guard against hydrogen representations of the power level for the
combustion. If the containment sprays were reactor core as depicted by the source range
actuated, typical design basis systems could monitor, the intermediate power range monitor
remove the steam from the atmosphere in a matter and the power range monitor. Some of these
of minutes. Furthermore, large scale experi- instruments may be interpreted in ways that are
ments (Thompson, 1988) have shown that not appropriate given the accident state. For
containment sprays could increase the turbulence example, consider the source range monitor
within the containment atmosphere and make during the TMI-2 event which indicated an in-
conditions which are barely combustible burn creasing signal (NSAC, 1980) which was
essentially adiabatically. Figure 2 taken from understandably interpreted as the system return-

ing to power. In reality, the signal was
2.5 responding to the primary system voiding caused

Top Ignition by the loss of coolant. This was further com-
with Sprays plicated by water chemistry (boron) measurements

which showed a decreasing boron concentration.
Bottom Ignition

CO) Ae without Sprays As became evident with further study, this was a
2.0 consequence of the RCS geometry and the sample

location. Hence, this measurement was not
Ca ItI representative of the coolant in the core and

7 vo1% H2 heightened the confusion. Voiding of the RCS
30 vol% H20 was further evidenced by the flow meters in the

hot legs of the TMI-2 design which were inter-
1.5 

W preted by the reactimeter as a decreasing loop
flow rate (in millions of pounds per hour).
However, this interpretation of the flow meter

0-
response assumes that the circulating fluid is
water, not a two-phase mixture. Consequently,

1.0. the increased voiding of the reactor coolant
0 40 80 120 160 system was interpreted by the reactimeter as a

Time (s) decreasing flow rate through the two coolant
loops. Actually, the volumetric flow rate

Figure 2 Effects of turbulence and ignition remained almost constant while the mixture
location (Thompson, 1984). density was decreasing due to continued loss of

water inventory. Consequently, it is important
Thompson (1988), illustrates a set of hydrogen that accident management evaluations consider
burning experiments in which a substantial that the plant instrumentation measurements may
pressure increase occurs when the mixture is be affected by the accident conditions.
ignited at the bottom but is barely combustible Therefore, the major focus should be on pres-
conditions with an igniter at the top of the sures, temperatures and water levels within the
containment vessel without the sprays operating. RCS and containment. Of particular note are any
Conversely with sprays actuated and the igniter temperatures which are representative of the
at the top the burn creates a larger pressure core condition, such as the core exit tempera-
increase than when ignited at the bottom with tures that are available in PWR designs. If
sprays. these detect a temperature above saturation, it

is indicative of the core beginning to overheat
Another element related to the hydrogen and of the onset of a potentially dangerous

combustion is the hydrogen mass that could be situation in which the core could be damaged.
produced by the in-vessel melt progression. Hot leg temperature measurements may also detect
External cooling of the reactor vessel would significant steam superheat indicative of an
prevent RPV failure thereby eliminating core- uncovered core. This is demonstrated by the hot
concrete attack in the containment and also the leg temperature measurements recorded during the
possibility of additional hydrogen and carbon TMI-2 accident.
monoxide being created. Hence, the extent of
combustible gases created as a result of the What Have We Learned From the TMI-2 Accident?
core damage would be limited.

The accident in March of 1979 has been
What is Known During an Accident? studied numerous times from several different

points of view (Kemeny, 1979 and Rogovin, 1980).
Accident management evaluations are only as However, this accident has never been thoroughly

intelligent as the key parameters used in the analyzed for the lessons relating to accident
assessments. Typically, the available informa- management. As tempting as it may be to state
tion is comprised of the standard parameters of that the fundamental causes of the accident have
RCS pressure and temperature, perhaps water been fixed (by EOPs) or that the accident was
level in the RCS, the pressure and temperature related to a specific design and accident se-
in containment and the water levels of the RWST quence, the plant specific IPEs clearly show
and steam generators (PWRs only), and the status that similar accidents could happen but with a
of individual systems, such as ECCS, containment relatively low likelihood of occurrence. Hence,
heat removal, etc. Certainly, radiation levels the accident management lessons from TMI-2
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should be reviewed thoroughly since they repre- response of containment drain lines should be
sent the composite of the focal points mentioned investigated for all dominant accident se-
above, i.e. isolation, debris cooling and quences. Also, accident management, the
hydrogen combustion. possible needs to unisolate the containment,

such as for RCS letdown, or to establish con-
Considerations of containment isolation and tainment heat removal. If the containment is to

hydrogen burning have already been briefly be unisolated, particular attention should be
discussed. Cooling of the overheated core given to the possible transport of radioactive
material was clearly accomplished by adding gas and/or water should be considered carefully
water to the RPV. This was done in two stages, as should the means of reisolating the contain-
the first by starting the 2B reactor coolant ment.
pump about 30 minutes after core damage had
begun and the second followed about 10 minutes Evaluations of the dominant accident se-
later when injection was initiated with the High quences for the Zion IPE (CECo, 1992) revealed
Pressure Injection (HPI). Water addition using that the RPV lower head and most of the vessel
the 2B pump caused the RCS to pressurize about cylinder would be submerged for those sequences
800 psi (5.5 MPa) and the HPI injection filled in which the RWST water had been added to the
the RPV thereby assuring the reactor core was containment. Furthermore, significant scale
submerged. Approximately on-half hour later, experiments (Henry, et al., 1993) demonstrated
about 20 tonnes of molten core debris drained that the RPV could be effectively cooled exter-
into the lower plenum. While most of this nally, even when reactor grade insulation is
debris was particulated in sizes of a few mil- present. In addition, experiments on the lower
limeters to a few centimeters, both of hich head penetrations, using a high temperature melt
would cool quickly, a small fraction of the to represent the fuel, showed that the penetra-
material did not particulate and caused the RPV tions would not fail due to rapid thermal attack
wall to overheat. Post-accident inspection of of the melt (Hammersley, et al., 1993).
the RPV lower head shows that the carbon steel
reached a temperature of about 2000'F (1100'C) Other experiments for a Mark I configura-
with the RCS at a pressure of 1500 to 2000 psi tion (Malinovic, et al., 1989) and analyses
(10 to 14 Pa). If these conditions where to sponsored by the NRC (Theofanous, et al., 1993)
exist for a long time the RPV steel would be have shown that water in a Mark I containment
expected to experience sufficient material creep would be sufficient to protect the containment
to fail. Obviously the vessel did not fail, shell from attack by molten debris if the RPV
hence, the wall was evidently quenched before were to fail. Protecting the containment in-
significant creep could occur. However, the tegrity and cooling the core debris are the
accident management lesson is that molten core primary goals of accident management.
material can relocate even after it is submerged Therefore, if this cannot be accomplished by
and this may ause the vessel wall to overheat. cooling the debris in the vessel or by cooling

the vessel externally, then water should be
Prevention of RV failure is a major goal added to the containment to accomplish both

of accident management since it eliminates tasks.
considerations of core-concrete attack, ex-
vessel debris coolability, etc. How could the Summary
RPV overheating experienced in TMI, which would
not be sensed by any of the temperature measure- Accident management has two goals:
ments, be addressed by accident management
actions? External cooling of the RPV by sub- 1. cool (quench) the overheated core debris and
merging the lower head, or by spraying this 2. protect the containment integrity.
region, would keep a sufficient thickness of the
vessel wall at temperature where it could sup- Of these, the second is generally a consequence
port full RGS pressure. This would remove any of the first but also includes the very impor-
uncertainties associated with in-vessel debris tant issues of isolation/unisolating the
cooling. containment and the accumulation of combustible

gases. With respect to the latter, if the
What Have We Learned From the Plant Specific containment atmosphere is inerted by steam as a
IPEs? result of the accident sequence, removing the

steam should be done slowly with continual
As expected, these studies have shown that monitoring of combustible gases.

reactor systems, because of their substantial
design basis, have a low likelihood of a core Cooling of the debris should be done
damage accident. Also, the design basis re- primarily by injecting water to the RCS.
quirement results in containment buildings which However, the TMI-2 experience has shown that
are very tolerant of severe accident conditions this may not be sufficient. It would also be
and as a result provide substantial protection advisable to cool the exterior of the RPV lower
for the public health and safety. head. If neither of these can be accomplished,

water should be added to the containment floor.
Isolation is a major part of the contain-

ment function. Plant specific IPEs have shown
that containment isolation, including �he
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INTRODUCTION: something happen and how bad will it be? Likelihood
can be viewed as a frequency or a probability and has

A review of the last decade and a half reveals that the implicit and explicit units such as events per unit time
nuclear power industry, world wide, has devoted or per demand. Hazard, by contrast, consists of all the
increased attention to the concepts of reactor risk, bad things that can happen such as fatalities per event,
probabilistic risk assessment (PRA), and cost benefit dollars worth of corn contaminated, or populace
analyses. Millions of dollars have been spent by the anxiety generated. We immediately sense the
industry and by regulatory agencies on studies of problem. Hazard has no explicit, common dimension
specific plants, research into severe accident behavior, or unit of measure. In fact, many of the hazards
and the development of national risk goals. appear to have largely subjective aspects. If we are to

have a global representation of risk we need to
In the United States, there is a major effort underway address both of these issues, we need a common unit
to evaluate each operating nuclear plant using PRA of measure and a way to deal with the subjective or
and the latest information on severe accident behavior. perceived risk elements.
This effort constitutes a search for "outliers" or
vulnerabilities which may be profitably addressed by Global risk, for our purposes will not include
changes to plant design or operation. The question, secondary economic effects, utility economic impacts,
then, immediately arises: "How much is it reasonable or diffuse costs resulting from regulatory reactions to
to spend on this particular "outlier?" The answer to events. These risk components are real, of some
this question, in each case, calls for some systematic importance, and may be included in later model
vehicle for evaluating the worth of risk reduction. In developments. For the time being, however, we
turn, this calls for some means to look at all aspects of restrict ourselves to:
risk using a common yardstick or unit of measure.

1. the risk to the public of a variety of health
A review of past practices in such evaluations leads effects
one directly to the classical cost benefit analyses which
rarely use any guideline more comprehensive than the 2. the risk to the public of direct economic loss
old $1000 per person-rem. The real costs of the TMI such as land interdiction, crop loss,
accident point to a need for a more realistic treatment. decontamination costs
The BoPhal accident, the Chernobyl accident, and the
Exxon Valdez accident highlight risk aspects 3. the perceptual, not physically manifest, risks
previously not explored in detail and further support which most often make themselves felt
the postulate that a better method is mandated by through litigation.
history.

Risk, consisting of the two basic parts, likelihood and
hazard, may be defined in a number of ways. There

DEFINITION OF RISK: are those who prefer to define risk as the combination
of hazard and likelihood without providing a

It is widely accepted that societal risk, as a quantity, is mathematical relationship to define the combination
composed of two separate components. These are process. We believe that our society actually treats
likelihood and hazard. In other words; how often will risk as the multiplicative combination of the two parts
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- the product of likelihood and hazard. As a accidents.
consequence, that definition will be employed in this
work. The last element is property loss. Again, we treat the

real and the perceived aspects. The real loss value is
estimated from the U. S. industry's IDCOR work and

EXAMINATION OF RISK ELEMENTS: the perceived aspect is, at this time, only a rough
estimate covering what might happen in the courts

The first element to be considered is likelihood (or relative to such damages.
probability or frequency). For almost all of this work,
the relevant numerical values will be available from
PRA models of specific plants. Thus, the frequency of DEVELOPMENT OF THE RISK EQUATION:
a given hazard element in a given context should be
available from previous work. We can now turn to the development of a risk

equation which will combine all of the elements cited
The second element to be considered is one of the above, in both real and perceived aspects, and which
hazards, public health effects. These can be broken will relate them all in terms of our common unit of
down along historical lines into: early fatalities, acute measure.
injuries, and latent effects. Each of these needs to be
considered in turn. Moreover, for the first time, we Recall that risk is defined as the product of hazard
will identify the common denominator for hazard and likelihood. We can write this as R = P x H where
elements to be employed in this work. We will use R is risk, P is probability (likelihood) and H is hazard.
the U. S. dollar. Recall that we will derive the P term directly from a

plant's PRA work. We can then concentrate of
We propose to set the worth of one fatality at the formulating an algorithm for H.
value of the life insurance carried by an average
individual. This is a real risk component in that the
"aggregate individual" has made a quantitative Define:
statement about the worth of a life. However, our
definition of risk and treatment of risk would not be H = global hazard
complete without dealing with the perceived risk r person-rem
element as well. Shortly after the BoPhal event, the air d number of fatalities
was full of lawyers flying to India to help the local c real worth of a fatality
population arrive at a de-facto quantification of the q perceived worth of a fatality
perceived worth of a life. The perceived worth of an x probability that c is the correct value
early fatality is defined as a value representative of m = probability that q is the correct value
what the courts might hand out in settlement over and I number of acute injuries
above any insurance payments. We treat these two e the worth of an injury
sub-elements as being directly additive. y probability that e is the correct value

f perceived health costs
The next element, acute injuries, is usually associated w probability that f is the correct value
with substantive trauma. As such, it is viewed as k real property loss
having only a real component with quantitative values h perceived property loss
assigned by the level of health insurance carried. We z probability that h is the corrct value
acknowledge the "grief and anguish" aspects of this
issue and assign these to the next element, latent We note that k, real property loss, is actually a
effects. (It usually takes a while for the victim to distribution with a magnitude and probability
realize just how grief stricken or anguish ridden he or component derived directly from the plant PRA We
she is and how much the comforting will cost.) also note that each of the other terms really represents

a distribution with conditional probabilities associated
Latent effects cover a host of items including: real with each value. Our equation for H may, however,
effects such as latent carcinoma and perceived effects be written, on a mean value basis, as:

such as that noted above. This element is treated by H - 10W* + d*(c*x+q*m) + *e*y + f*w + k + hz
using the traditional $1000 per person rem for the real
component and by treating the perceived part using a
distribution of values centered around the values of This is our definition of global hazard. It represents a
legal settlements obtained after TMI and other conditional hazard since it is a function of the specific
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accident being considered and the probability of that come from PRA work directly. If it does not,
accident. The next step in this process is to a general model may be developed from
summarize the derivation of the data employed with sources such as the IDCOR program work.
this equation. The IDCOR work was used to derive a

composite PWR curve, for example, as shown
in figure 3.

INITIAL DATA DEVELOPMENT:

The data needed to quantitatively address each term SAMPLE APPLICATION-
in the equation above were initially developed as
described below. It is expected that these efforts will Let us perform a simple calculation using only mean
be subject to significant refinement as time goes on. or central estimate values for a U. S. plant, a 4 loop

PWR. The accident sequence selected is a station
1. r, Person-rem; The distribution for person-rem blackout with a total loss of auxiliary feedwater. The

will be derived directly from the PRA work probability (P) of this event occurring at this plant is
for each plant. 2E-7 per year from a previous PRA. Using the

distributions derived earlier, we can set the mean
2. d, Fatalities; The distribution for the number values for each variable as follows:

of fatalities will come directly from the PRA
for each plant. r 2E6 person-rem with a conditional probability

of 0.01 from the PRA
3. cx, Real worth of a fatality; The pertinent d 0 fatalities with a conditional probability of 1.0

information was derived from the 1985 Life from the PRA
Insurance Fact Book Update pt out by the c, q, x, and m are immaterial
American Council of Life Insurance. Figure 1 70 injuries with a conditional probability of
shows that data. We have shifted the data to 0.01 from the PRA
account for trends to 1990 and get a mean e 4E5 dollars
value of $60,000. y 8E-2

f 60 million dollars
4. qm, Perceived worth of a fatality; The rule of W 0.35

thumb employed is that the settlement is k 2E7 dollars
expected to roughly correspond to the likely h 2E8 dollars
future income of the deceased had death not z 0.35
occurred. The values derived stem from
census data on income histories as a function The resulting value of H is 1138 dollars per event at
of age and from actuarial tables. This allows this plant. Recall that the risk equation is R = P x H
the development of a distribution of future and that the sequence probability was noted earlier.
income with a mean of 627,000. Therefore,

5. 1, Number of acute injuries; The distribution R = 2E-7)-(lE8)
will come from the PRA work on a given
plant. R = 20 per year, as the worth of the risk from

this event.
6. ey, Worth of an injury; Census and health

insurance data going back to 1980 are used to Clearly, we will not justify great plant changes aimed
derive a distribution having a mean of at coping with this accident sequence. One can
$400,900 in maximum benefits. Figure 2 "differentiate" the curves, or the distributions, to get
shows the actual data distribution. some feel for how much change would be needed to

impact these conclusions. Doing so leads to the
7. fw, Perceived health costs; The estimates of conclusion that it will be difficult to find many

alleged judicial and out-of-court settlements sequences warranting significant expenditures for
paid out in the wake of the TMI accident are enhancements. This conclusion has been substantiated
used to estimate a distribution. The central by the recently completed PRA for this plant.
estimate of this distribution is 60 million.

8. k, Real property loss; This distribution may
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CONCLUSIONS:
PROBABILITY

A new concept for examining societal risk has been 0.2
developed. It affords great flexibility in reviewing
decisions and in assessing options for the nuclear
industry. The model encompasses both the real and
perceived risk components of risk and provides a
common basis for assessing all of the disparate
elements of risk. The potential for expansion to areas
other than nuclear power exists. It is expected that the
distributions, and even the sources of data, will change
as time goes on and as the model is expanded to cover
different geographic areas.
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ABSTRACT overall concept for ORAM products is explained in, and a
brief description of PSSA approach and plant

The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRD has applications are provided in Figure .
undertaken an aggressive program, called ORAM (Outage
Risk Assessment and Management), to provide utilities PSSAs employ the techniques commonly used in the
with tools and technology to assist managing risk during probabilistic safety assessment of plants at power to
the planning and conduct of outages.1 The ORAM assess the frequency of incidents and accidents, and to
program consists of the following 6 steps: i) Perform provide insights into areas of vulnerability, while the plant
utility surveys and visits on shutdown risk management is shut down. Extensive use of industry operating
needs. ii) Perform probabilistic shutdown safety experience, the modeling of multiple plant states during
assessments SSAs) to identify generic insights that can shutdown, and equipment train modeling approaches are
be incorporated into risk management guidelines and employed. Multiple end states have been analyzed,
identify selected areas for the development of contingency including: reactor and fuel pool boiling; core damage and
actions. iii) Develop isk management guidelines (RMG's) radiological releases; and overpressurization.4
that provide a systematic approach to the planning and
conduct of outages from a safety perspective. Incorporate The initial PSSA application review for a BWR was
insights from the shutdown safety assessments and other performed on a BWR6(Grand Gulf refueling outages 4 and
operating experience into the RMG's- iv) Develop selected 5). In addition, the PSSA application results for refueling
contingency actions including a thermalhydraulic tool kit to outage were compared to an Independent Safety
address higher risk time periods and activities identified in Evaluation Group USEG) review of the outage, to
the shutdown safety assessments. v) Develop computer benchmark the assessment method. Major results from
software that integrates a of the above capability into an these studies include the following:
easy to use tool for effective shutdown operation
management for utilities. vi) Provide assistance in the The calculated probability of core boiling during
transfer of this technology and the application of these refueling outage 4 compared favorably to industry
tools. operating experience. This provided an overall

benchmark for the usefulness of these results.
This paper briefly describes the technical approach and
tools developed under EPRI's ORAM program and its The contributors to the risk of boiling varied
applications for improving outage safety and economics. considerably over te course of refueling outage 4.

Early in the outage, the chance of boiling was
SHUTDOWN SAFETY ASSESSMENT dominated by loss of shutdown cooling and isolation

events. Residual heat removal (RHR) or service water
EPRI performed a comprehensive survey and visited pump failures dominated boiling risk during the bulk of

various utilities to assess the needs of various users.2,3 the outage, particularly when plant (non-safety) service
These utility interviews were conducted with outage water was unavailable. Later in the outage, isolation
management, operations, safety and probabilistic risk events don-dnated the risk of boiling.
assessment (PRA) personnel. Probabilistic Shutdown
Safety Assessments (PSSAs) employ the basic principles 0 Activities tat affect the availability of the suppression
of probabilistic risk assessments to quantify the frequency pool as a water source were found to be a major factor
of endstates such as core boiling and core damage for influencing the probability of core damage.
various initiating events. Results include a imeline of
endstate frequencies using an actual or representative 0 The PSSA results for refueling outage,5 were
outage. The information is supported by deterministic complementary with the ISEG review results, but the
thermalhydraulic calculations, which calculates for perspectives were sometimes different. For example,
example the tme to core boiling and core uncovery. The the PSSA approach identified evolution's involving
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suppression pool availability and main steam line plug RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
installation, which were not identified in the ISEG
review. In contrast, the ISEG review identified a Risk Management Guidelines (RMG) provide a
Division III diesel generator outage as a contributor to framework for systematic and consistent reviews of
risk, whereas the PSSA approach did not highlight this outages from a safety perspective.7,8,9,10 Each outage is
evolution because of its calculated small impact. divided into discrete plant states and assessed relative to

the amount of defense-in-depth for each key safety
PSSA applications for PWRs included selected Zion function. Based on this assessment, one of four color

and Diablo Canyon outages.,5,6 Some of the results from codes are assigned. Risk management guidelines exist for
these applications included the following: each combination of plant state and safety ftmction.

Guidelines exist that provide important information to be
• Risk of core boiling and core damage is generally considered for the conditions under review. This process

concentrated in a ew vulnerable time periods, with is shown and briefly described in Figure 2:
loss of RHR the dominant risk contributor. Inadvertent
draindowns (loss of coolant accidents, o'LOCAs') are The logical Shutdown Safety Function Assessment
important contributors to loss of RHR scenarios. Trees (SSFATs) were developed to analyze defense-in-

depth for each plant state and the following safety
• There are vulnerable periods, other than when the functions:

water inventory is low, when the time-to-boiling margin 0 Reactivity Control and Morllt2nin
is relatively short. # Shutdown Cooling (Fuel in Ve ell

• Containment sump water availability is important * Inventory Control (Fuel in Vessel)
because draining of the reactor water storage tank * Fuel Pool Cooling (Fuel in Pool)
(RWST) was a contributor to core uncovery. 0 Electrical Power Control (AC and DC)

0 Vital Support System Control
• The risk of cold pressurization appears small 9 Containment Integrity and Cooling

compared to the risk of boiling, and is a negligible
contributor to core damage. Each plant state is reviewed relative to the seven key

safety functions. The relative reliability of each safety
Many insights were defined from these applications function is determined by a decision logic contained in a

that will be factored into the development of BWR and SSFAT. A "color" is assigned to the safety function
PWR shutdown risk management guidelines from the indicating the relative degree of defense-in-depth to which
perspectives of core damage, radiological release, and core the safety function is supported. "Green" indicates that
boiling. the function is fully supported to the full design and

operational capability of the plant. "Red" indicates that
Utilities are also implementing new, inovative uses of the function is minimally supported. "Yellow" and

the PSSA methodology. Currently they are using the "Orange" represent intermediate levels of support.
methodology to help respond to increase outage related
regulatory requirements being proposed by the Nuclear For the combinations of plant state and available
Regulatory Commission (SECY 93-190). It is expected that systems, guidance is being developed for each safety
this analysis will help refute the need for these new function in order to make risk based decisions for
requirements and thus diminish any impact they would conducting safe and efficient outages. This guidance in the
have on utility outage costs. form of recommendations should help identify possible
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rescheduling options (if desired), and identify mitigating

and contingency actions that can either preclude events or The key accident scenarios that pose a risk to the
prevent them from reaching undesirable end states. Again, safety functions are included as part of the insights for

the insights from the safety assessments are an important utility use. Scenarios include initiating events and
input to the guidance, along with industry operational potential subsequent failures which have been observed in
experiences and utility specific guidance. industry experience or were found to be significant in the

Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessments. Scenarios
Risk Management Guidlines (RMG) documents eist for leading to several undesirable endstates are considered

each combination of "color", safety function, and plant including bulk boiling, core damage, fuel bundle uncovery,

state. The Risk Management Guidelines document a fuel pool boiling or draindown, and cold
compendium of risk significance information for the overpressurization of the vessel.
condition under review. This general approach is

presented in Figure 2 The guidelines also contain a bulletined list of cautions,

concerns, recommendations and considerations pertinent
The guidelines are being developed for use by utility to the conditions under review. Each item is supported by

personnel who are responsible for the following aspects of a description of the technical basis or other reason for the
outages: guideline element. Guidelines include insights on potential

initiating events, on improving safety fnction reliability
• Outage planners can use the guidelines to identify and availability, on detection of adverse conditions, and

vulnerable time periods from a safety function on appropriate response actions. In addition, guidelines
perspective prior to the outage. will include consideration related to the safety function

under review that might adversely affect other safety

• Operations and Outage Management personnel can use functions.

the guidelines to identify and track vulnerable time
periods from a safety function perspective during the ORAM SFTWARE AND RESULTS
outage.

EPRI has generated a software package to implement
Operations and Outage Management personnel can use the various tools (shown in Figure 1) that EPRI has created
the guidelines to help assess the effects of changes to to address outage management need for risk
the schedule during the outage. managements This ORAM software contains various

modules and is PC based. These tools consist of
Personnel responsible for performing safety reviews of Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessments, Risk

the outage can use the guidelines to ensure adequate Management Guidelines, Effectiveness Monitoring, and

mitigating and contingency actions are implemented Contingency Planning. In addition an enhancement to link
prior to the outage. procedure compliance, outage effectiveness monitoring,

etc., with component level details using Dial CAFTA is in
Outage Management personnel can use the guidelines progress. These tools use information obtained from
during post-outage critiques to identify areas for potentially automatic links to the outage scheduling
improvement in future outages from a safety function software, the plant's IPE model, and the plants tagging
perspective. program.
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The various modules of the ORAM software and their development and iprovement of these tools, EPRI's effort
output are shown below in Figure 3 is now directed towards iplementation and transferring

this technology to utilities.
ORAM APPLICATIONS AND BENEFITS

A number of both BWR and PVVR plants are currently
PSSA results have been obtained from 4 outages at 3 using ORAM technology, this has resulted in enhanced

BWRs and 6 outages at 4 WRs. Additional SSAs are safety (factor 4 to 10) and improved economics e.g.
currently being perfon-ned. Actions taken after reviewing estimated -- $I OOM benefits for BWR and PWR plants).
the SSA have resulted in reductions in the risk of core
damage and boiling, therefore, acheiving significant REFERENCES
enhancement in the plants' safety. Reduction in the &M.
costs and the duration of the outages have resulted in 1 S P KALRA, V. K. CHEXAL, "Assessing and
significant econon-dc benefits. 12, 1FThermalhydraulic Managing Plant Risk During Shutdown Plant
calculations have also been performed to support risk Conditions", Nuclear Safety Journal, Vol. 32, No. 3 pp
management. 325-331, 1991).

RMG results have been obtained for both BWR and 2. Survey of WR Plant Personnel on Shutdown Safety
PWR outages and additional applications are being Practices and Risk Management Needs, Electric Power
performed. Use of the RMGs has improved the Research Institute, NSAC-173, (March 1992).
consistency in the safety review analysis of outages and in
addressing the safety of emergent work activities. ORAM 3 Survey of PWR Plant Personnel on Shutdown Safety
has reduced the effort required to perform the safety Practices and Risk Management Needs, Electric Power
reviews. It serves as a warehouse to store and recall Research Institute, NSAC-174 (March 1992).
lessons learned from past experience. The ORAM
applications have also resulted in significant &M cost 4. Safety Assessment of WR Risks During Shutdown
reductions. Table I below summarizes the ORAM Operations, Electric Power Research Institute,
application at various plants. These applications have NSAC-175L, (August 1992).
resulted in significant enhancement to safety (by factors of
4 to 1 0) and economic savings of $3M to $6M per plant 5- Safety Assessment of PWR Risks During Shutdown
per outage. One utility has estimated that the ORAM Operations, Electric Power Research Institute,
project will save an estimated 72 million over the life of NSAC-176L, (August 1992).
the plant.14,15 6. Safety Assessment of Diablo Canyon Risks During

CONCLUSIONS Shutdown Operations, Electric Power Research
Institute, NSAC-195L, (June 1993).

EPRI has developed the ORAM tools for utility use
during the planning, conduct, and post-outage critiquing of 7. Generic Outage Risk anagement Guidelines for B VVRs,
outages. These tools have already resulted in measurable Electric Power Research Institute, TR-102971,
improvement in outages from both a safety and an (November 1993).
economic perspective. In addition to continued
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Tabel - Examples of ORAM Application

ORAM
Safety Risk Contingency Software

Plant Assessment Management Planning APOication

Grand Gulf Completed Completed Completed Completed
(BWR-6)

Peach Bottom Completed Competed NIA Completed
(BWR-4)
Limerick Completed Completed N/A Completed
(BWR-4)

Zion (W) Completed Completed N/A N/A

ANO-1 (B&W) Completed Completed In-progess Completed

ANO-2 (CE) In-progress In-PTOSTCSS In-progress In-progress

Diablo Canyon Completed Completed Completed Completed
(W)

Seabrook N/A N/A NIA In-progress

Waterford In-progress In-progress N/A In-PTOgMSS

(CE)

Calwrt Cliffs In-PTOgICSS Completed NIA Completed
(CE)

STP-I W) Planned Planned NIA Planned

Nim Ale Planned In-progress Planned In-progress
(BWR 2&5)

8. Generic Risk Management Guidelines for PWRs, Electric
Power Research Institute, TR-102970, (November
1993).

9. Contingency Strategies for Diablo Canyon During
Potential Shutdown Operations Events, Electric Power
Research Institute, R-102969, (November 1993).

10. Generic Contingency Strategies for B VVRs During
Potential Shutdown Operation Events, Electric Power
Research InstituteIR-102973, (December 1993).

11. ORAM Software Package, Electric Power Research
Institute, AP-102921, (November 1993).

12. ORAM Enables Entergy to Improve Safety and Reduce
Cost During Outages, Electric Power Research
Institute, Innovator IN-1 01 195, (October 1992).

13. Outage Management Enhancement by Using IPE Study
- Application of Dial-CAFTAlBrowser Software,
Electric Power Research Institute, Innovator
IN-101194, (October 1992).

14. ORAM Technology Enables PG&E to Shorten Outages,
Improve Safety, Electric Power Research Institute,
Innovator IN-102251, (August 1993).

15. ORAM-TIP Helps PECo Reduce Outage Costs,
Duration, and Outage Risk, Electric Power Research
Institute, Innovator IN-102674 (August 1993).
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ABSTRACT including initiating event data, equipment reliability data,
common cause data, maintenance histories, system design and

The individual plant examination (IPE) for Commonwealth operation, dependency information, plant abnormal and
Edison's Braidwood Station is being developed from the emergency operating procedures, and selection of operator
IPE of its sister station Byron using techniques similar to actions for analysis. Integral to performing the comparison
those which will be employed in a living probabilistic risk process for the Braidwood IPE, and for living PRA is
assessment (PRA) effort at a single plant. The methods determination of the impacts on the IPE models of the
used for the Braidwood IPE for the plant comparison and identified differences. Thus, a preliminary assessment of
assessment process, determining the significance of identified differences for the impact on the Byron IPE model,
differences and the impact on the IPE, and documenting with respect to Braidwood applicability, is also included in the
the disposition of differences are expected to be applicable first phase of the Braidwood project.
to a living PRA program. A key tool is the process to
track differences or changes from identification through The second phase of the Braidwood IPE consists of the
resolution, to help ensure thorough, traceable reviews. detailed assessment of identified differences. The specific
The centerpiece of the assessment tracking process is the impact on the Byron IPE model, with respect to Braidwood
assessment data base, which is used to document and track applicability, will be identified for each of the key areas,
all phases of the information review, assessment, and including identification and quantification of initiating events,
model modification process. plant response trees, dependency matrix and support state

model, support system event trees, system fault trees and
I INTRODUCTION success criteria, human reliability analysis, flooding analysis,

containment performance, and quantification. The final phases
Braidwood Station is a two-unit facility consisting of include the modification and evaluation of the Byron IPE

Westinghouse four-loop pressurized water reactors, with model for Braidwood applicability, and development of the
large dry containments, arid Westinghouse turbine- Braidwood IPE documentation package.
generators. Each unit is rated at 1175 MWe. Braidwood
Unit I began corrimercial operation in July, 1988 and Unit The primary objective of the first phase is collection,
2 in October, 1988. The Braidwood units are sister plants comparison, and interpretation of plant information from
to the Commonwealth Edison Byron units; the primary Braidwood and Byron stations. The comparison process is in
differences are in the circulating water systems and sufficient detail to ensure all significant information regarding
ultimate heat sinks. Much of the Braidwood units were plant differences is clearly identified, and that
built using drawings common to both Braidwood and recommendations for steps required to complete the
Byron Stations, with the original equipment purchased Braidwood IPE can be developed. A second objective is to
from the same vendors on a common order. The IPE for develop guidelines for the Comrnonwealth Edison living PRA
Byron Station is well underway, while that for Braidwood program based on the comparison and evaluation techniques
Station was recently begun. Because the plants are similar, used in the Braidwood IPE.
the Braidwood IPE is being based on the Byron IPE.

For each phase of the Braidwood IPE methods have been
11. BACKGROUND developed to provide guidance on specific plant aspects to

consider for the comparison and assessment process, criteria
The first phase of the Braidwood IPE consists of the for determining the significance of identified differences,

collection of plant information and comparison to Byron interfaces with other IPE tasks, guidelines for determining the
for identification of potentially-significant differences. The impact on the IPE, and to provide a means to document the
comparison process encompasses all key information, identification and resolution of differences. Many of these
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methods are expected to be directly applicable to a living 0 System Design: safety functions, layout, interfaces,
PRA program. unit cross-ties and shared systems, normal alignments,

potential accident management configurations.
It is worth noting at this point that many types of

living PRA programs may be considered. These range 0 Major Components: component type, size/capacity,
from full PRA revisions once every fuel cycle, to revision motive force, control power, component cooling,
only when it is judged worthwhile. A middle ground instrument air, room cooling, instrumentation and
involves the incorporation of changes judged potentially- control signals, location, other support.
significant every ftiel cycle or every other ftiel cycle, with
full PRA revision on a longer-term basis, such as every 0 Technical Specifications: limiting conditions for
to 10 years. The program selected for a given plant may operation and action statements, surveillance
vary over the lifetime of the plant and can readily be requirements.
shifted to a different type. The ipact of various
approaches to living PRA is discussed in Section V. 0 Operating Modes: system line-ups, operator actions

required, applicable initiating events, success criteria,
III. DATA COLLECTION AND COMPARISON impact on other systems.

The information collected and reviewed for the 0 Operating History: plant trips and shutdowns,
baseline Braidwood IPE is much the same as the exposure hours, safety system and equipment
information used for a "typical" PRA approach, and is also challenges, equipment failures, failure modes, common
the same type of information that must be evaluated over cause failures, industry data.
the course of maintaining a living PRA. This includes
information documenting: 0 Test Procedures: procedures, frequency, duration,

affected components and number of challenges,
• plant design (system descriptions, Updated Final realigned components.

Safety Analysis Report, piping and instrumentation
diagrams, electrical schematics, logic diagrams), 0 Maintenance History: maintenance unavailability

(frequency and duration), component and train basis.
• operation (Technical Specifications, abnormal,

emergency, and operating procedures, surveillance 0 Special Initiators: impact of system malfunction or
test and maintenance procedures), and failure on other systems and plant.

• operating history (operating and trip reports, 0 Model Aspects: ground-rules, assumptions, boundary
deviation reports, maintenance records, out of conditions, mission times, modules, level of detail.
service logs, industry data).

IV. BRAIDWOOD IPE ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Among the important guidelines developed for the

Braidwood/Byron comparison process, that are also For each difference identified in the above areas of
transferrable to a living PRA process, are criteria for comparison, preliminary assessment is made as to the expected
determining the significance of the identified differences impact on the IPE models and results. Again detailed
with respect to the IPE, and guidelines for determining the screening questions are utilized in making a preliminary
impact on the IPE models. assessment of the impact. It is not possible, however, to

quantitatively estimate the risk-significance of a difference in
With respect to the comparison of Braidwood plant the preliminary assessment process, as no model revisions or

information to the Byron IPE, significant differences are requantification are performed at this stage. But even those
defined as any difference that may impact the identification differences that impact the IPE model, but are qualitatively
or frequency of initiating events, the modeling of the plant perceived to have little risk-significance, are retained for
and/or operator response to an initiating event, the detailed assessment and ultimate model revision in order to
modeling of the physical plant systems and success criteria, develop a Braidwood IPE model that accurately reflects the
equipment reliability and availability, and the determination plant. (For living PRA, such differences would be retained
of human error probabilities. This same definition may and considered to ensure the PRA model remains current.)
also be applied to the review of information collected for
living PRA. In order to determine if a difference does Because the preliminary assessments are only an initial
impact any of these aspects of the PRA, detailed screening step in revising the Byron IPE for Braidwood applicability
questions are used. Detailed screening questions have been (and similarly for maintaining a living PRA) a process has
successfully implemented in other, similar applications.' been developed to track identified differences from
The specific areas of comparison for the Braidwood IPE identification through resolution. The assessment tracking
(as well as living PRA) include: process developed helps ensure thorough, traceable reviews.
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As shown in Figure 1, the centerpiece of the assessment (insights, lessons learned, etc.). This will require
tracking process is the assessment data base, which is used education of the plant staff in PRA and its
to document and track all phases of the information applications.
review, assessment, and model modification process.
Advantages of the assessment process shown include: Commonwealth Edison is considering the attributes of

periodic versus continuous updates of a I iving PRA, as well as
• The steps of the assessment process can be investigating the possibility of some type of screening process

performed in phases and/or by different personnel. for updates. A periodic process would involve updating the
PRA at set intervals (e.g., ftiel cycle); at that time gathering

• The assessment data base allows query by system all information on plant revisions similar to the data collection
so each analyst can obtain a complete package of effort for the baseline PRA), modifying all models as needed,
identified differences for the system of interest. updating all data, and requantifying the entire PRA. This will

reduce the day-to-day level of effort for living PRA, but the
• Impacts to all aspects of the IPE model can be PRA will be outdated during the interim periods and thus may

tracked, including MAAP (success criteria) runs, be of limited use in some applications.
human reliability analysis, flooding analysis.

A continuous living PRA process would involve updating
Typical information included in the assessment data the PRA as relevant plant changes occur; for each pertinent

base, based on a procedural difference between Braidwood plant change identified, only the impacted portions of the PRA
and Byron, is shown in Figure 2 Some of the types of would be updated, This will require a comprehensive (and
differences documented include mechanical, electrical, potentially labor-intensive) process to capture, review for PRA
operational, dependency, data, etc. The preliminary impact, and document plant changes and current operating and
assessment will typically describe the anticipated impact the equipment data, but the PRA models will always be current to
identified difference/change will have on the IPE model. support a wide variety of applications.
The detailed assessment will describe the specific impacts
on the 1PE model, in detail sufficient to support A hybrid of the periodic and continuous update processes
incorporation of the necessary changes (e.g., which event might include continuous changes made to the PRA as plant
tree nodes, fault tree gates, or basic events to modify). changes are identified, with only partial requantification
Potential IPE model impacts include changes to initiating performed, and with plant operating data collected and
events, plant response or support state event trees, success incorporated by total requantification on an annual basis. A
criteria, fault trees, data, common cause failures, human screening approach to living PRA might evaluate pant
reliability, etc. changes and their impact on the PRA based, for example, on

importance rankings from the baseline PRA and on sensitivity
V . LIVING PRA PROCESS studies performed on the dominant sequences and cut sets.

Maintaining a living PRA once the IPE process is Another approach being developed by Commonwealth
complete can rest on the foundation of data collection, Edison involves re-casting the PRA into a matrix format using
comparison, and assessment process described above for the top 100 sequences. This will permit very rapid screening
the Braidwood IPE in order to trace and document the calculations for changes that potentially rnpact system-level
following: results. This would also be a less labor intensive approach,

but because plant changes that have no significant impact on
0 Update of logic models based on plant changes the PRA results are screened out, the PRA must be

(system or component hardware modifications, rebaselined periodically (e.g., to 10 years) to capture the
procedure revisions, improved training practices, cumulative affect of all the minor plant changes. In the mean
etc.). This can require a procedure or guideline to time, the PRA will not exactly reflect the configuration of the
tie into the existing plant modification process. plant. While this should not preclude normal uses, there will

be a need for care in PRA applications.
Update of initiating event, and component
reliability and availability data based on recent Regardless of the approach chosen to maintain the living
plant-specific operating and maintenance PRA, the assessment process and data base can be used to
experience. This can be based on a data collection track the plant changes identified and their disposition,
process similar to that for the baseline IPE, or a whether resulting in a model change or being screened out.
more sophisticated data trending program.

VI. OTHER ASPECTS OF LIVING PRA
• Screening of recent industry experience applicable

to the plant. For the various processes presented above for updating the
living PRA, certain elements have varying importance to the

• Incorporation of feedback from plant staff successful application of the PRAI:
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• Good understanding of the PRA methodology, 0 Structured access to the qualitative information used in
assumptions, and results by both the utility PRA maintaining the living PRA must be organized so the
staff and the plant staff. This element becomes interface between the technical information and the
more important for a screening approach to living PRA is recognizable. (This can be supported by the
PRA, as the screening concentrates only on the assessment data base described previously.) A
dominant results and the utility must understand the comprehensive process for the configuration control of
potential limitations of the product developed. the multiple PRA model and data files is also key.

• A formalized living program implemented through 0 Limitations inherent in the PRA model may not allow
procedures and technical guidelines. This is most full support for some applications (e.g., a PRA for
important for any approach that involves some power operation can not determine the full impact of a
continuous update of the PRA. The living program modification intended to improve plant response during
may take advantage of pant engineering and other shutdown).
staff in addition to the PRA staff to capture and
perform preliminary assessments of pant changes. VIT. SUMMARY
Use of plant staff will require training on the PRA,
and possible representation of the PRA in a format The IPE for Commonwealth Edison's Braidwood Station is
that more clearly shows the interface between the being developed from the IPE of its sister station Byron using
plant technical information and the PRA models. techniques similar to those which will be employed in a living

PRA effort at a single plant. An assessment and tracking
Management and staff commitment to the proper process utilizing an assessment data base, documents all phases
application of PRA results. Education of of the information review, assessment, and model modification
management and plant staff in the PRA process and process.
benefits is necessary for plant buy-in.

Regardless of the approach chosen to maintain the living
• Day-to-day use of the PRA with frequent PRA, the assessment process and data base can be used to

interaction between plant and PRA staff, and plant track the plant anges identified and their disposition,
staff feedback into the living PRA process. whether resulting in a model change or being screened out.
Commonwealth Edison is in the process of
identifying potential PRA applications which will VIII. REFERENCES
provide direct benefit to plant operation, based in
part on surveying the needs of plant staff. 1 M. VAN DER BORST, EPZ, J. A. JULIUS and D.

M. JONES, Halliburton NUS, "Application of the
• Regular update of the PRA to correctly represent KCB PSA In A Living Program", PSA 93 -

plant changes and operating experience. The ProbabilisticSafetyAssessmentlnternationaI Topical
advantages and disadvantages of several approaches Meeting (January 1993).
to PRA update are discussed previously.

2. Y. H. IN, NUS, "Living IPE Program - Overview for
• Incorporation of new advances in PRA James A. Fitzpatrick Nuclear Power Plant" (May

methodology and technology (e.g., treatment of 1993).
common cause failures and human interactions,
software advances, etc.). 3 J. SANDSTEDT and U. BERG, RELCON, Living-

PSA Applications for a Swedish BWR With the Aid of
Industry experience with living PRA' 3 4confirms the Risk Spectrum", 3rd Workshop On Living-PSA

above elements and other issues that are important with Application, Hamburg, Germany (May 1992).
respect to living PRA and its applications, including:

4. H. -P. BALFUNZ, TOV Norddeutschland, and H. P.
• Completeness and realism of the model and data BERG, Bundesaint ffir Strahlenschutz, "The German

may be more important than for a baseline PRA, Living PSA Tool - SAIS", Nuclear Plant Journal
from which an "average" core damage frequency is (May-June 1993).
calculated.

• The PRA software is very important for
performing the calculations involved in various
applications. It must allow modifications of the
models and data to reflect changes in the plant, and
be sufficiently powerful to allow quantification
within a reasonable time frame.
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ASSESSMENT FORM

Asses. No.: Assess. Engineer: Assess. Date:

BW-93-0012 J. Doe 6/23/93

System: EPN/EID: 1AF004A, IAF004B
1AF013A through 1AF013H

Auxiliary Feedwater (AF)

Difference Type(s): Iprocedure

Difference:

When performing the monthly flow test on the A pumps, valves on the discharge side of the pumps are closed and the
pump discharge pressure and flow is measured while the pumps are on full recirculation flow. At Braidwood, pump
discharge valves 1AF004A and IAF004B are closed for this test; while at Byron isolation valves IAF013A through
1AF013H are closed.

Preliminary Assessment:

The above difference in test procedures will require the following changes in the Byron A fault trees to accurately
reflect the operation at Braidwood:

1. Failure to open of valves IAF004A and 1AF004B on demand during a test must be added to the fault trees. The
failure may be caused by random AOV failure, or failure of the automatic and manual actuation signals. A
human error for failure to manually actuate the valves may also need to be developed.

2. Failure to open of valves 1AF013A through IAF013H during a test must be removed from the fault trees.

If plant-specific data is used for A MOV failure to open, there will be additional valve challenges to take into account
for 1AF004A and 1AF004B.

References:

BwVS 7.1.2.1.a-1 Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Ptunp Monthly Surveillance Rev. 
BwVS 7.1.2.l.a-2 Diesel-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Monthly Surveillance Rev. 
BVS 7.1.2.l.a-I Motor-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Monthly Surveillance Rev. 
BVS 71.2. La-2 Diesel-Driven Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Monthly Surveillance Rev. 

IPE Impact(s): FT HRA Idata

Significant Impact On CDF?: no On Release Severity?: no

Figure 2
Braidwood IPE Preliminary Assessment Example
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ABSTRACT basin. The normal operating alignment for the
Essential Service Water system (ESW), of which the

A time-dependent model of the Byron Nuclear UHS is the final heat exchanger, is to have two of the
Generation Station safety-related cooling towers has four available pumps taking suction from the basins,
been developed for use with the Byron PRA (IPE). The circulating flow throughout the various heat
model can either be run in a stand-alone program with exchangers of both units, and returning the heated
externally supplied heat loads, or can be directly water to the spray headers of the cooling towers.
coupled into MAAP (Modular Accident Analysis
Program). The primary feature of the model is a The three fundamental parameters governing
careful tracking of the basin temperature through the overall UHS performance are basin temperature, flow
progression of different severe accidents. Heat rates through the plant heat exchangers, and system
removal rates from containment, both from inventory. Basin temperature is dependent upon the
containment fan-coolers and the residual heat removal heat loads, ambient weather conditions, tower heat
system, are determined by the feed-back of this time- removal characteristics, and, although not normally
varying return temperature. Also, the inventory of the considered, the total water system inventory.
basin is tracked in time, and this is controlled by Operability of the four ESW pumps and ability to
make-up, evaporative losses due to the heat load cross-tie the units are the main factors controlling the
supplied to the towers, and the possibility of cooling water supply rates to the units' heat
unsecured blowdown. exchangers and cooling towers under normal and

accident conditions. Inventory is controlled by a
The model has been used to determine the balance between evaporation rates, the number of

overall capabilities and vulnerabilities of the Byron operating fans, whether or not blowdown has been
Ultimate Heat Sink (UHS). It was determined that the secured, and basin make-up.
UHS is very reliable with respect to maintaining
acceptably low basin temperatures, requiring only at The time-dependent cooling tower model was
most two of eight operating cooling tower fans. developed to allow for an assessment of the overall
Further, when the two units have their Essential performance of the Byron UHS. For sequences of
Service Water (ESW) systems cross-tied, one of four events in which one or more ESW pumps are
ESW operating pumps is sufficient to handle the loads operating, the model determines the temperal
from the accident unit with the other unit proceeding response of both basin temperature and inventory to
to an orderly shutdown. The major vulnerability of the the highly transient containment heat loads that occur
Byron UHS is shown to be the ability to maintain under accident conditions. The LIHS model has been
inventory, although the time-scales for basin dry-out coupled directly with the MAAP code. This assures
are relatively long, being eight to twenty-one hours, that the containment and UHS responses to an
depending upon when blowdown is secured. accident are fully integrated: time-dependent

containment heat loads are provided as input to the
INTRODUCTION UHS model, while the UHS model provides feedback,

via time-dependent ESW temperature predictions, to
The ultimate heat sinks (UHS) for the dual unit heat rates from containment.

CECo Byron nuclear station are two sets of
mechanical forced-draft cooling towers. Each tower
consists of four cells containing fans, supply and
bypass lines, make-up capability and a large water
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UITIMATE HEAT SINK DESCRIPTION from a large LOCA is highly transient in nature,
peaking shortly after accident initiation and gradually

The Byron UHS is shared by both station units decreasing over tens of hours with decay heat. This
and is comprised of two mechanical draft counterflow fact led to development of a model which could
cooling towers. Each tower contains four identical account for time-varying basin temperatures and
cells, four fans, four sets of riser piping and valves, evaporation rates throughout the progress of a severe
and two bypass valves. A schematic of the principle accident. In turn, incorporating this model with other
components and flow paths showing how the UHS plant systems allowed for a realistic appraisal of
interfaces with the rest of the ESW system is given in integrated tower performance. By modifying the
Figure 1. standard representation of cooling tower performance,

as shown in Figure 2 the model is derived from a
Each of the eight cells have identical fill straightforward heat balance on the SX water

dimensions of 41 x 41 feet wide and feet deep. Air inventory.
is drawn into each cell on both sides, with end walls
preventing air entry at the end of each tower. Figure 2 displays the heat removal
Although the cold water basins are connected by an characteristics of a single cell in the conventional
overflow weir 64 fedt above the basin bottom, the manner, appropriate for evaluating steady state
towers can operate independently. Depending upon operation. For a given water flow-rate, the cold water
the required heat load and ambient weather temperature , is given as a function of the wet-bulb
conditions, the number of operating cells, i.e., the temperature, Tb, with the range R as an independent
number of open risers and running fans, varies parameter. For a time-varying heat load, the more
between zero and eight. The basins have separate appropriate independent parameter is the returning hot
discharge tunnels leading to the ESW pumps located water temperature, 7 given by the sum of the
in the Auxiliary Building basement, a run of piping supply, (i.e., basin), temperature, and the rise across

approximately one-quarter mile long. Under normal the heat load. This data is transformed to Figure 3,

operating conditions one ESW pump takes suction where now Th is the explicit independent variable, and

from Tower A and supplies Unit 1, and conversely, the remaining two parameters, flow and wet-bulb

another pump draws from the opposite tower to temperature, are fixed at appropriate values. A brief

supply Unit 2 (e.g., pumps A and 213). Cross-ties in discussion of the main principles and development of

both the cold water discharge and hot water return the model will now be given.

lines, however, permit operating any combination of

the pumps to supply the two units. Consider a basin of total mass M. at

temperature 7B with a mass flow rate of th circulating

The totar inventory of the UHS/ESW system is through the system. Because the cooled water enters

approximately 12 million gallons under normal the basin at T., performing a heat balance on this

conditions, with the basin containing 740 thousand mass yields the following first order differential

gallons, and the remainder distributed throughout the equation for the time rate of change of the basin

various piping and heat exchanger systems. Even temperature:

when no fans are operating this volume of water

represents a significant heat sink. With two pumps in dT8 fX T - TB)

operation the total volummetric flow rate is typically dt (1)
50,000 gallons per minute. The system inventory MB

then, is turned over once every 24 minutes. This time

delay, coupled with the large passive thermal capacity, The cold water temperature is equal to 7 minus the

results in a significant lag in the response of the temperature drop across the tower, shown in Figure 3,

towers to a rapidly varying accident heat load. and represented by

An extensive test program was undertaken to T, T� (2)
determine tower performance. Conducted over

several weeks, water and air flow rates, equivalent

heat loads and weather conditions, were allowed to The hot water temperature is then given by the sum of

vary over considerable ranges. Typical performance T, and the temperature rise across the heat load,

curves are shown in Figure 2, giving the cold water

temperature as a function of wet-bulb temperature Th = T,I9 + (3)
1hcunder different heat loads, for a given water flow rate.

These results are used in the development of the

transient UHS model discussed below. where C is the specific heat of water. For the case

where aland A � are approximated by piecewise

TIME-DEPENDENT COOLING TOWER MODEL linear functions, and A-f,, is treated as a constant, the

above equation has an analytical solution.

The heat load supplied to the SX cooling towers
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Figure 4 shows an example of evaporation, ., nearby Rock River. As well, non-safety-related make-
as a function, again, of the hot water temperature, up is also continuously in service to maintain a
given that the water flow rate and t are fixed. The constant inventory against blowdown and evaporative
basin inventory is then described by the following: losses. Securing of blowdown and the initiation of

dM8 alternate make-up sources are controlled by operations
= lhm. OM - 1h., (4) personnel or automatic actions. The model allows for

dt these actions to take place at any time over the
course of an accident.

where Ih,, and l,, are the make-up and blowdown
rates, respectively. The above four relations can now RESULTS
be solved by normal numerical integration methods,
for non-linear functions 4 r� and heat loads, yielding The UHS transient model has been used
r,9 and M. as a function of time. The preceding extensively in the Byron Station IPE project, and

describes the conceptual framework for assessing examples of the results will now be addressed.
integrated cooling tower reliability and performance in Interfacing with the MAAP program, the combined
a lumped parameter model. Extensions accounting for system was used in evaluations covering both core
geometrical and physical plant characteristics, varying damage accidents and the containment structural
flows dependent upon line-up, timing of make-up and response to such events, (Level I and 11 evaluations).
blowdown, and individual tower responses, will now Success criteria runs determined the number of
be discussed. operating ESW pumps and tower fans, as well as the

mission times of the make-up pumps, required to
The values of ESW flows to and from the basins avoid core damage. In post-core-damage with vessel

are given by a bench-marked flow-series model. Test rupture sequences, the UHS model provides
data used to calibrate this representation of the temperature feedback to heat removal systems which
ESW1UHS system included pump curve data, flows impacts the time-scales for containment failure. The
and differential pressures under different combinations focus here, however, is mainly on the Level I results,
of operating pumps, heat exchangers, and varying as follows.
numbers of open riser valves of both cooling towers.
Downstream of the pumps the coolant is directed to Figure shows the time history of the averaged
several heat exchangers of both units, including the basin temperature for a large LOCA sequence. With
most significant ones of the accident unit. The heat one ESW pump supplying a total of 35,000 gpm to
load absorbed in these heat exchangers is then the two units, and both trains of containment fan
dependent upon both the magnitude and the supply coolers removing the attendant mass/energy release, a
temperature of these flows. single operating cell of four receiving wter, is shown

sufficient to maintain the basin temperature below the
The heat loads delivered from containment to acceptance value of 1200F. In this run make-up is

the ESW system via the heat exchangers traverse a assumed operable thereby maintaining a constant LIHS
substantial length of pipe before reaching the cooling inventory. This result, that a single fan satisfies
tower spray headers. Time delays due to these pipe containment heat removal requirements, is due in large
lengths are determined for the individual pipe volumes part to the transient treatment of the cooling tower
and volumetric flow rates. The time delays are performance; steady state analysis would have
accounted for by tracking temperature profiles within predicted a higher unacceptable value closer to
the various pipe segments. 1500F.

The towers are modeled as separate entities An eample of loss of inventory is shown in
with specific performance dependent upon the flow Figure 6 where one of the basins dries out at
rate per cell and the return temperature, i.e., curves approximately 21 hours after initiation of a large LOCA
such as shown in Figures 4 and are tailored for each sequence. The system configuration for this case is
tower dependent upon details of the chosen accident that of two operating ESW pumps, two tower fans,
scenario. Also, because in degraded conditions there maximum heat load with all containment fan coolers
may be between zero and four fans in operation on a operating, blowdown secured for the accident
given tower, allowance is made for non-operating cells duration, and no make-up available. It should be
in which limited heat removal would be observed. For noted that this is a conservative estimate of the time
the basins, separate temperatures and inventories are required for declaring loss of inventory, as no credit
evaluated at each time step. Further, because they was taken for the volume of water in the suction
are connected by a weir approximately 64 feet above piping. In excess of 1 00,000 gallons, this additional
the bottom, overflow between the basins is also inventory is available because the pumps are located
accounted for. Inventory is considered lost whenever 70 feet below the basin, i.e., no pump net suction
one of the basins is completely empty. Under normal head problems would arise for an additional hours.
operating conditions blowdown is always in service to Hence, it is clear, that a rather long period of time is
prevent silt build-up because its source of water is the available for accident management intervention.
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The last example shows the decrease in basin
level subject to the combined effects of blowdown,
evaporation and make-up, Figure 7 The sequence is a Basin A r A Tower Basin 

dual-unit loss of offsite power, with core damage
reventually occurring due to an RCP seal LOCA after

loss of UHS inventory. One pump and one tower fan
Make-Up

are operating to remove the decay heat derived from Ila 10

all fan coolers and the RHR system being in service. B

Additionally, a significant operator error is assumed,

that of failing to secure blowdown, although this is a 2A IA la E

procedurally directed action. With blowdown at 560 1 1 1 1

gpm, and evaporative losses at approximately 300

gpm, basin dry out could be expected at hours

without any make-up source. An automatic start of

the emergency diesel-driven make-up pumps occurs,

however, at a level reached two hours into the event.

Assuming that only one of the two pumps starts, and

runs for a mission time of six hours at the rated flow Figure Schematic of ESW/UHS System

of 1 500 gpm, basin dry out is delayed to 1 8 hours,

Core damage is then predicted by the MAAP program

at 26 hours.
WATER FLOW RATE 0333 GPM

CONCLUSIONS III I I till limit II

11 H ill

The Byron Station ultimate heat sink has been [II little[ 40

evaluated as an integral part of the IPE/PRA project. It- 30

One of the primary tools employed was a recently

developed model of the cooling towers, which

realistically accounted for the impact of time-varying

heat loads on basin temperature and inventory. This
till

model was coupled to the MAAP program, thereby

allowing inherent temperature feedback effects on

containment heat removal rates to be assessed.

Primarily though, it was used to assess the

vulnerabilities and success requirements of the UHS
cooling tower system. The results of this so to es to Fs

investigation showed that the Byron LIHS is a robust WETBULB TEMPERATURE n

system, which functions satisfactorily even under Figure 2 Byron Cooling Tower Performance Curve

highly degraded conditions during severe accidents.

Further, the time-scales for deleterious effects on the

plant due to ultimate system failure, are relatively

long. Accident Management schemes to restore

inventory make-up, the most significant potential

system weakness, should therefore have a high VU

probability of success.
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Figure 3 UHS Cooling Tower Performance Curve
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ABSTRACT duration of a particular configuration can be effectively
managed to reduce the overall risk impact. These are

The development and implementation of an effective risk achieved with minimal interactive reliance upon risk models
management program requires basic risk or safety knowledge but with clear, well founded analytical bases.
and the conversion of such information into effective
management tools. ERIN Engineering and Research, Inc., This methodology is being expanded to address both
under contract to the Electric Power Research Istitute, has forced outage and at-power configurations. The result will
developed an effective program, Outage Risk Assessment and provide a consistent framework which relies upon appropriate
Management (ORAM), to provide plant and management models for each configuration but presents consistent
personnel with understandable results of shutdown risk studies. understandable information to management and decision
With this tool, the impact of plans and decision options can be makers. The use of such tools clearly represents an
readily determined and displayed for the decision maker. 'Ibis opportunity to improve the decision making process and
paper describes these methods and their application to the enhance overall operational effectiveness. his paper includes
Limerick Nuclear Station of Philadelphia Electric Company. examples of shutdown, at-power, and forced outage situations
It also sets forth a broader application of these methods to and presents management guidance appropriate for such cases.
include support of management decisions at-power and Several analytical methods currently being used are presented.
following forced outages. The result is an integrated risk
management framework which can allow management and BACKGROUND
technical personnel to utilize readily available and
understandable risk insights to optimize each activity. The Outage Risk Assessment and Management (ORAW

program was developed by the Electric Power Research
This paper addresses the resolution of several key issues in Institute (EPRI) based on technical methods developed by

detail: ERIN Engineering and Research, Inc. (ERIN). It is a
comprehensive program to assess the relative risk and safety

• How was the ORAM risk management method employed for A evolutions throughout an outage. Thus far the
to represent the existing plant shutdown procedures and technology has been applied effectively to refueling outages.
policies? The program is being further extended to encompass forced

outages and power operations.
• How did the ORAM risk management method enhance

the decision-making ability of the outage management The ORAM program grew from shutdown safety studies
staff'.) originating in early 1991. EPRI recognized a need for

heightened awareness in the area of shutdown risk as a result
• How was the ORAM software efficiently integrated with of various events and initiatives. 'Me US Nuclear Regulatory

the outage scheduling software? Commission (NRC) announced a multi-faceted assessment to
determine the need for additional regulations and controls at

• How is quantitative risk information generated and used shutdown. Also, the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations
for outage planning and control? (INPO) began a compilation of industry events at shutdown

and commenced outage review visits. In addition, the US
The ORAM risk management philosophy utilizes a series Nuclear Management and Resource Council (NUMARC)

of colors to depict various risk configurations. Each such formed a working group on shutdown issues and issued a
configuration has associated with it clear guidance. By generic industry response in NUMARC 91-06, "Guidelines for
modifying the conditions existing in the plant it is possible to Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown Management".
impact the type of risk being encountered as well as the
guidance which-is appropriate for that period. In addition, the
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There are two main features of the ORAM program: (1 a following represents typical initiating events employed in
Probabilistic Shutdown Safety Assessment (PSSA) and 2) PSSA models:
Risk Management Guidelines (RMGs). Both features can be
used to achieve different objectives. They can be developed 0 DHR Pump Failure
separately, but ultimately the two elements can be used most 0 Loss of Offsite Power
effectively to complement each other. e Loss of AC Power Bus

0 RPV/SDC Isolation

PROBABILISTIC SHUTDOWN SAFETY ASSESSMENT * LOCAs
a RPV Draindown Events

The PSSA employs the basic principles of a Probabilistic
Safety Assessment (PSA) to quantify endstate frequencies for In the PSSA, time-dependent analytical expressions rather
various initiating events considering thermal hydraulic aspects, than point estimates are used to model the initiating events.
failed human actions, equipment unavailabilities, and safety The use of analytical expressions allows more effective
function equipment failures. Endstates include not only core consideration of the unique plant states, thermal hydraulic
damage, but also bulk core boiling, fuel pool boiling, and considerations, human performance and hardware reliability.
others. Equipment unavailabilities; ard failure probabilities are
quantified. Results include a timeline of endstate frequencies RISK MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES
during an actual outage.

'Me Risk Management Guideline (RMG) framework of the
These safety assessments have several purposes, including ORAM program forms the basis for complete and consistent

(1) identifying insights for inclusion in the plant-specific risk safety reviews of outages and activities at-power during the
management guidelines, 2) identifying insights of generic planning phase, the actual outage or plant evolution, and for
value for use by other utilities in their application of the risk post outage/evolution critiques. The RMG module provides a
management guideline's process, 3) identifying issues methodology to improve the technical basis for safety
regarding shutdown risk that require further investigation, and management decisions. It focuses on two important inputs:
(4) providing a plant model for evaluation of future outages. (i a measure of defense in depth, given plant conditions, and

(ii) safety enhancement actions commensurate with the degree
The basic elements of PSSA include the following: of defense in depth. This methodology further provides

discipline to the decision process and attempts to remove
• The outage is represented as a series of plant states. subjectivity from the process. The result is an approach to

safety management which produces traceable and repeatable
• Plant thermal hydraulic considerations are included in the decisions.

model.
Using RMGs for outage evaluation, each outage is divided

• System dependencies are captured in Fault Trees. into a series of discrete plant states defined by plant mode,
availability of RCS inventory, and RCS configuration. Each

• Initiating events for each end state are developed. plant state is reviewed relative to several key safety functions.
The following reflect typical safety functions monitored which

During an outage, the thermal hydraulic analysis is a key mimic those delineated in NUMARC 91-06:
input to the endstates, under consideration. Decay he-at is a
function of time after shutdown. As decay heat decreases, it
takes more time to progress from a initiating event to RCS
boiling to excess fuel temperature. 'Me thermal hydraulic
analysis also provides insights such as the applicability of
certain backup systems to remove decay heat. Add

An outage (or power evolution) is broken up into a Plant D.t. 02-FFB93 Ti-: H- E] Mi� 11.d.

States Database (PSDB). 'Me PSDB contains plant C..... t 1PERFORM WRK ON FHR LOOP St.t.

configurations and maintenance activities which are important MM RPUPRS SUPLEU FULXFR

to risk and safety. A common PSDB is employed in both the MATE MSPLUG FPCDIIR RWCUDH

PSSA and RMG modules of ORAM. Figure I shows an 021BUS 01 D22HUS On D23BUS fO D24HUS El DI UIUS 91 1112BUS ff) _9SU 91
1)21-DG On D22-DG F21 D23-DG On D24-DG 01 DII-DG On M-DO E) -20SU Fft]

example PSDB record representing a snapshot in time during DM= On MUM F21 DIU3DC El DIU4DC 91 UIDIDC On tliD2DC F1 TECW FAI

the last Limerick Generating Station Unit 2 outage. -1RHRA El RHRB 01 RHRC FX RHRD Fol RHMS11A F91 MRSUR F01 R14CU 91

RHRSWC 91 RHRS14D [5) ES14C R ESWD On ES11A [j] ESWR fl PRI CON [fl
CSA n CSB El CSC nX CSD ff] SJBCXA El SBGTB Fl SECCON 91

System dependencies are captured within fault trees in a FPCA FXI FPCB El CRD 51 FPCC El CRFASA On CRFIASB 51 SECRFL FT
SLCA 9 SLCB F91 SLCC El RCRCPA 9 RCRCKA FAI RCFtCPB g] RCFICMB FI

similar but less complicated manner as those employed for full RECUA FA1 REC14B El TCAD13 In TCAD24 91 I A 5] SW R] SI)CCOM 5]

power PRA models. The initiating events considered in the OPME) C-IS02) LS-CON FE], Rk�EX� FNI SDCISO'91 FP6S� n �,`ARI 0;�

PSSA reflect challenges to safety functions in the shutdown
configurations. Decay heat removal and inventory control are
the primary safety functions challenged which could result in
the RCS Boiling and/or Core Damage end states. The Figure I - LGS Plant States Editor Screen
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• Decay Heat Removal configuration changes was downloaded directly to the ORAM
• Inventory Control program. Reevaluation of the PSSA and RMG models then
• Electric Power Control yielded changes in risk and safety directly resulting from the
• Reactivity Control updated schedule. This enabled plant personnel to obtain a
• Containment Control rapid assessment from a safety perspective and helped

strean-dine the decision process regarding additional changes to
The relative reliability of each safety function is the outage schedule.

determined by decision logic contained in shutdown safety
function assessment trees. A "color" is assigned to the safety Limerick outage management also manually changed
function indicating the relative degree to which the safety system status within the ORAM model for those cases when
function is supported. Colors range from green through equipment became unavailable and the outage scheduling
yellow, orange, and red. The color determines the defense in software was not updated accordingly. This increased the
depth for a selected safety function in a given plant state, and effectiveness of the ORAM tool to evaluate defense in depth
how well the plant is managed in that condition determines the and relative risk based on actual plant conditions in addition to
risk. Risk management guideline documents will exist for those that are planned.
each color, for each safety function, and for each plant state.
'Be risk management guidelines are a compendium of A risk profile graph for the RCS Boiling endstate for the
information of risk significance for the condition under LGS outage is shown in Figure 2. The units are per hour
review. rather than per year. At the start of the outage, the risk is

highest with lower water level and decay heat at its highest.
Within the ORAM software, plant personnel are given the Here the risk of boiling roughly follows the decay heat curve.

opportunity to respond to each RMG with explanation for the Upon floodup, the risk of boiling drops significantly. The
particular action taken. Thus, permanent records of actions small dip in risk around day 7 represents the time when the
and justifications before, during and after an outage or power Fuel Pool gates were removed just prior to the Fuel Pool
evolution can be kept. Cooling System being removed for maintenance. Therefore,

for a short period, the Fuel Pool Cooling System also acted as
AUTOMATING THE PROCESS a decay heat removal mechanism. The elevated plateau from

day 10 to day 15 represents RHR Train A and C out of
Both the PSSA and the RMGs can be automated by direct service. After approximately 15 days, the risk of boiling

linkage of the common Plant States Database with outage bottoms out. This is the point where thermal hydraulic
scheduling programs, automated plant tagging systems, or analysis indicated that the time to boiling exceeded 24 hours in
potentially Safety Parameter Display Systems (SPDS). 'Me the flooded up configuration. The risk analysis assumed that
advantage of this interface is the ability to rapidly assess a external measures would be employed to prevent RCS boiling
change or numerous changes to a schedule or equipment within a 24 hour period. Therefore, the only contribution to
availability. The ORAM code requires a generic interface file boiling after 15 days is from LOCA or draindown events.
which can be generated from a number of sources including Around day 38, the water level was lowered for RPV
those listed above. The ORAM models were automated with reassembly. However, Division 4 DC power was also
remarkable success during the last Limerick Generating Station unavailable for a couple days at this time yielding a more
(LGS) Unit 2 refueling outage. Other applications for forced elevated risk to boil. Finally, the last risk profile is the
outages and at-power evolutions are also being considered by combination of the RPV hydro followed by a common RHR
Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo) management. Shutdown Cooling outage.

APPLICATIONS DURING A REFUELING OUTAGE The core damage risk profile for the LGS Unit 2 outage is
given in Figure 3. Again the risk is highest at the start of the

The ORAM program was used effectively during the LGS outage when the vessel head is removed and the cavity is not
Unit 2 refueling outage which ended in March 1993. In fact, flooded. After floodup, risk of core damage drops
the use of ORAM played an important factor in enabling plant significantly as would be expected. LOCA and draindown
management to achieve a record outage of 53 days which was events dominate risk during the flooded up configuration. The
15 days ahead of the original plan. Daily use of ORAM elevated plateaus indicate periods when two of the four
helped give plant personnel confidence that they were not electrical divisions were removed from service in parallel.
overlooking safety as they accelerated the schedule. In This rendered two RHR LPCI trains and one loop of Core
addition, using the software to conduct "what-if' scenarios Spray unavailability for injection.
showed that they could do various activities in parallel with no
decrease in their defense in depth requirements and little or no Thus it can be seen that changes in the risk profiles for
affect on plant risk. both RCS boiling and core damage can be directly attributed

to ongoing outage activities or changes to outage
Daily use was facilitated during the Limerick outage by configurations. Furthermore, changes in the outage which

linking the ORAM model to the outage scheduling software, affected risk were shown on updated risk profiles through
PREMIS. Each day when the outage schedule was updated, a interface with the outage scheduling software.
file containing information on specific activities and
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The overall outage RMG evaluation is illustrated in Figure
4. Here, the 'green" indication in most safety functions
throughout the outage reflects a relative safe outage PSD.ta I SFAr�

philosophy. There are a number of 'yellow' conditions in
several safety functions which represent a change of defense in C-t D.t. D-t.

R.ECd M.d. El St.t. 5F-1 C.1- RHG#
depth status to a slightly lower state, but still acceptable risk. RPULEU RPUPRS FULXPR DECAYN

'Me "orange" conditions which exist are categorized by FPGATE ffR� PPHEAT RUCUDH

Limerick management as higher risk, in which case,
contingency plans should be in place prior to entering into an
orange" state.

The one "red" condition within Containment Control
resulted from an unplanned evolution. Figure shows the
Shutdown Safety Function Assessment Tree (SSFAT) flowpath
which processed that "red" state at that snapshot in time in the
outage. Some information is given in the top portion of the
SSFAT. In this case, the reactor was FUELED, the der-ay
heat is High, the RPV Level is HIGH (at the flange as Figure 5 - SSFAT Flow Path Reflecting LGS "Red" Condition
opposed to flooded up), and the Reactor Mode is which
indicates that the RPV head is removed. Therefore, this is
early in the outage when the inventory is low, decay heat is Both trains were planned to be available in this configuration,
high and the vessel has just been disassembled. but a damper failure rendered one train unavailable. This was

The first SSFAT decision box monitors if an activity a case where Limerick personnel manually updated the'ORAM
directly affecting the ontainment or a potential for draining database to reflect actual plant conditions. The code then
the vessel (PDV) is taking place. The presence of this reflected this state showing the need for added caution and
decision block gives plant personnel the ability to highlight contingency planning. Specific cautionary measures could
certain activities within the outage as having a detrimental then be assessed by selecting the Risk Management Guidelines
affect on a particular safety function. In this case, no such associated with this particular end condition. 

activity was taking place. Te next decision block checks for It should be noted that the structure of the SSFAT decision
the availability of secondary containment. In this case, logic is completely user-specified and can be established to
Secondary Containment was not available. Te next block suit each individual plants needs. In the above case, the
checks the number of Standby Gas Treatment (SBGT) trains resulting "red" condition did not reflect a Technical
available as a defense in depth mechanism. Here, one or less Specification requirement, but instead a requirement plant
trains were available so a "red' condition was processed. personnel administratively imposed to assure desired degrees
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of defense in depth. Alternately, SSFAT logic could be instrument in this case. This would result in increased
developed for Technical Specification considerations, as may availability for the plant.
be the case if using this approach to evaluate at-power
evolutions. Similar philosophy could be used for evaluating planned

maintenance windows with simultaneous out-of-service
Therefore, the use of colors to indicate level of defense in equipment at-power. Both the affect on plant risk and the

depth or adherence to other administrative requirements gives effect on plant requirements can be systematically evaluated.
plant personnel an overall view of where increased caution or The use of such tools clearly represents an opportunity to
contingencies are warranted throughout the outage. The improve the decision making process and enhance overall
ORAM code also provides traceability to allow personnel to operational effectiveness.
determine how and why the defense in depth changed and to
access applicable guidelines for the situation. Limerick plant
personnel used this tool extensively to not only follow changes
in defense in depth automatically through linkage with their
outage scheduling software, but also to conduct numerous
'.what-if" test cases. This helped streamline the outage by
indicating cases where activities could be conducted in parallel
with no affect on defense in depth.

APPLICATIONS FOR FORCED OUTAGES

This methodology is being expanded to address forced
outages and at-power evolutions. For forced outages, an
ORAM model similar to that for refueling outages could be
used to reflect considerations which are pertinent to the
situation. This would yield a uniform and systematic practice
for making decisions relative to plant safety and increased
plant availability. Used in conjunction with an "at-power"
model, decisions involving performing certain maintenance
within the outage or allowing it to be done at-power could be
weighed from a risk and safety perspective.

USE DURING AT-POWER EVOLUTIONS

Expanding this methodology to encompass at-power
conditions will serve to analyze maintenance and testing
activities from a total safety perspective no matter where it is
being performed. These techniques could be used to justify
performing additional activities at-power rather than within
forced or refueling outages. The at-power tool could interface
with power IPE models to create a real-time "risk indicator".
The relative risk of performing an activity during shutdown
could be compared to the affect on risk at-power. For
instance, if a maintenance activity results in a peak in the
outage risk, but has negligible affect on the power risk profile,
then the activity is a candidate for consideration at-power.

The Risk Management Guideline tools could be expanded
to encompass at-power considerations such as adherence to
plant Technical Specifications. The effect of equipment
unavailability could be weighed against requirements and
systematically compared with other requirements on redundant
or alternate systems for early warning of potential conflicts or
to exercise increased caution. For instance, an instrument
failure in itself may not be a problem with respect to plant
operations or Technical Specifications. However, the failure
of a related or backup instrument may put the plant in a LCO
forcing shutdown. Appropriate guidance could be referenced
which would direct personnel to increased caution and
awareness for protecting the availability of the other
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ABSTRACT Assessment Management) program. The objective was to
enhance shutdown safety at the Diablo Canyon Power

A formal risk reduction program was conducted at the Plant (DCPP). Its scope included a shutdown safety
Diablo Canyon Nuclear Generating plant as part of EPRI's assessment to identify and quantify vulnerabilities and
Outage Risk Assessment and Management Program. The development of recovery strategies for the reactor
program began with a probabilistic and deterministic operator to use in mitigating the consequences of
assessment of the frequency of core coolant boiling and shutdown events. The shutdown safety assessment was
core uncovery during shutdown operations. This step based on the 2134 (unit 2 4th refueing). The lessons were
identified important contributors to risk, periods of high implemented in the 1 R5 and 2135 outages.
vulnerability, and potential mechanisms for reducing risk.
Next, recovery strategies were evaluated and procedures, The insights and recommendations of the
training, and outage schedules modified. Twelve risk PG&E/EPRI/Westinghouse program were very valuable in
reduction enhancements were developed and assisting PG&E's planning of the fifth refueling outage for
implemented. These enhancements and their impact are unit 1135) in the fall of 1992 and in developing a
described in this paper. These enhancements reduced the comprehensive outage safety plan. PG&E credits this
calculated risk of core uncovery by about a factor of four work as being a major factor in:
for a refueling outage without lengthening the outage N Reducing the risk of boiling and core uncovery
schedule; increased the outage efficiency, contributing to during an outage (by about a factor of 25 for core
completing 1 1 days ahead of schedule; and helped to earn boiling and about a factor of 4 for core uncovery)2,
the highest achievable SALP rating from the NRC. without lengthening the outage schedule.

E Justifying alternate processes and scheduling that
reduced the outage schedule by a total of 4 Y2 days.

1 INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 0 Increasing the eff iciency of the outage, contributing
to completing the 1 R5 outage 31 2 days ahead of

1.1 BACKGROUND schedule (with no additional time included in the
schedule for risk reduction measures), and by 

In recent years, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) days for the 2135 refueling outage.
staff has expressed increasing interest in the safety related 0 Providing a tool for implementing the NUMARC 91 -
aspects of nuclear power plant shutdown operations. The 06 guidelines'. PG&E credits this ORAM effort
NRC has cited two factors that cause risk during with supporting nine of the eleven issue categories.
shutdown operation': 0 Helping to earn the highest achievable SALP rating

from the NRC4.

• non-routine activities and off-normal plant status,
with availability of less equipment, increase the
probability of complex events which challenge 1.2 TASK ORGANIZATION
operators in unfamiliar ways; and

The success of this activity is largely due to the makeup
• lack of rigorous consideration of ' accident of the task team doing the work. PG&E provided

sequences during shutdown operation has resulted participation by:
in potentially incomplete or inadequate
instrumentation, emergency response procedures, Ken Bych, Senior Nuclear Engineer in Nuclear
and mitigative equipment.' Safety Engineering, responsible for implementation

In order to address these concerns, PG&E (Pacific Gas and of NUMARC 91-06 guidelines and for self-
Electric Company) initiated a Tailored Collaboration project assessment of outage performance.
with EPRI/Westinghouse under the ORAM (Outage Risk
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Dave Dion, Nuclear operations Support 2. Maintained an SI pump available any time there was
Department, responsible for providing technical fuel in the reactor and the refueling cavity was not
support to Diablo Canyon Operations for response flooded.
procedures.

REASON: The SI pump provides a backup makeup source
Gene Newman, Diablo Canyon Shift Foreman, to the reactor as well as provides a cooling water source
assigned to the Outage Management Department, should RHR be lost.
responsible for outage scheduling with respect to
safety; The SI pump was available with delayed access.

We allowed electrical work on MVs associated
Bob Roos, Diablo Canyon Shift Foreman responsible with the SI pump but did not allow work on the SI
for writing and revising the shutdown contingency pump, motor or piping. Our criteria was that the Si
response procedures; pump needed to be able to supply water to the

reactor within one hour. Within one hour we would
Westinghouse personnel (Toby Burnett and Eric Frantz) be able to manually align any MVs that were
provided expertise on risk assessment, system transient unavailable electrically.
analysis, and PWR design.

1.3 OBJECTIVES TABLE I

The melding of experts from Pacific Gas and Electric RISK REDUCTION ENHANCEMENTS
Company and Westinghouse personnel made it possible to
improve the DCPP recovery procedures and outage 1 . Delay main transformer outage until cavity
schedule, dramatically reducing risk. Vulnerabilities and flooded
order-of-magnitude probabilities set the priorities for
recovery strategies. Insights from the recovery strategy
work were fed back into the safety assessment. Where 2. Maintain an Si pump available
additional design-basis analyses were identified, they were
performed outside the ORAM Program and the results fed 3. Maintain two SGs available when RCS is intact
into the recovery strategies. Insights and conclusions
from the safety assessment and from the recovery 4. Maintain two RHR trains available if internals
strategies were used to upgrade the Abnormal Operating installed
Procedures. (Procedure writing was performed in parallel
by the PG&E members of the team.) Alternates for 5. No RCS openings until vessel head fully
scheduling outageactivitieswere identifiedassessedand, detensioned
if beneficial, included in revisions to the outage schedule.

6. Close all RCS openings before both head and

2. PURPOSE AND IMPACT OF RISK REDUCTION SG manway tensioned

ENHANCEMENTS 7. Sample RCS boron before starting RCIPs

There were 12 enhancements to reduce risk that were
identified in the Shutdown Risk Assessment (See Table 1). 8. Be able to close containment before steaming
We implemented 1 1 of these 2 in the 1 R5 outage. These if RHIR lost
are described below, including the reason for the change
and how it was implemented. 9. Improved operator recovery procedures and

training

1. Delayed main transformer outage until the refueling 10. De-energize sump and spray valves unless RCS
cavity was flooded. drained

REASON: This is a high risk period due to high decay heat 1 1. Adjust RVRLIS alarm setpoint based on target
7 MWT decay heat) and removing reactor head requires level

lowering RCS water level below the vessel flange.
12. Provide sump covers that permit ECCS

We delayed the start of the transformer outage for recirculation
six days, and compensated by working two shifts
instead of the usual one shift.
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3. Maintained two SGs available when the RCS is intact. changed to require the loop cross-under piping to
be sampled for boron prior to starting an RCP for

REASON: The steam generators (SGs) will provide a the first time.
backup heat sink to support either natural circulation if the
RCS loops are filled, or reflux cooling if the loops are not 8. Maintained the ability to close containment before
filled. boiling if RHR were lost.

This included maintaining an Auxiliary Feedwater REASON: To prevent the release of radioactive steam to
pump and flow path available. We had to the environment should a loss of RHR occur.
coordinate SG draining and filling to support sludge
lancing while keeping two SGs filled. A Containment Closure Team was organized

consisting of Mechanical Maintenance to close the
4. Maintained two RHR trains OPERABLE any time the equipment hatch, Engineering to close any leak rate
upper internals are installed and the RCS loops were not testing valves, and Outage Planning Services to
filled. ensure that the remainder of the penetrations are

closed.
REASON: The upper internals provide some restriction that
could allow boiling to occur in the core at high decay heat Time to boil was calculated once per shift by OPS
levels. and was communicated to the closure team. Time

to boil was carried on the Plan Of The Day for
5. Did not allow any RCS openings until the vessel head general plant information.
was fully detensioned.

0 A containment penetration status board was
REASON: It is desirable to be able to use the steam maintained by OPS to track open penetrations.
generators as a heat sink should RHR be lost. The SGs will
not function as a heat sink unless the RCS can pressurize 0 Computer searches were developed to help track
to allow water or steam to reach the SG U-tubes. penetration status using the clearance and tagging

PIMS module.
This was the Maintenance organization's least
popular requirement. This reduced the time allowed 9. Improved operator recovery procedures and training.

for work on top of the pressurizer. Work on the
pressurizer saf ety valves and PORVs could not start REASON: There were several areas in which
until the head was detensioned. This delayed start improvements to our previous contingency response
of work for -two days. The RCPs (Reactor Coolant procedures were found to be needed in the Shutdown Risk
Pumps) could not be put on the back seat and the Assessment and Recovery Strategies portions of the
sea[ table could not be broken down until the head Diablo Canyon program. As a result, we were able to both
was fully detensioned, as above. This work was simplify and strengthen our procedures and training,
delayed approximately two days. particularly for decay heat removal alternates.

6. Closed all RCS openings before both the head and SG 1 0. De-energized containment recirc sump and RHR spray
manways were tensioned. valves.

REASON: Once again, this was done to allow the RCS to REASON: To prevent inadvertent loss of RCS inventory
pressurize to allow utilizing the SGs as a heat sink. and possible loss of RHR.

The following work was required to be complete 1 1. Adjust the RVRLIS Reactor Vessel Refueling Level
prior to tensioning the reactor head and closing the indicating System alarm set point. (Not fully implemented.)
SG primary manways: (a) Work on the pressurizer
safety valves, PORVs and block valves; (b) RCPs REAaQN: To give the operators an early warning in the
lifted off their back seats; (c) Seal table high event of loss of RCS inventory.
pressure seals installed.

12. Provide sump covers that permit ECCS recirculation.
All of these items were completed on time and did
not delay head tensioning. REASON: To prevent debris from entering the RHR suction

piping while still allowing use of the sump for emergency
7. Sampled the RCS loops boron prior to starting RCPs. recirculation cooling.

REASON: Prevent a rapid dilution accident that could occur We utilized Plexiglas FEMA covers over the RHR
if one of the loops were diluted. suction pipe openings. These covers were not

attached and could easily be dislodged by putting
The procedure for placing an RCP in service was flow back through the pipes. The covers would not

float so they would remain on the bottom of the
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sump after being blown from the opening. The equipment AVAILABILITY rather than what is not
RHR sump was covered with plastic to prevent available. The Outage Safety Schedule was posted daily
debris from entering the sump except for the area in the Control Room and in the Outage Control Center.
from the containment floor up to 18' on the This schedule was checked to ensure we scheduled the
screen. An effort was made during the outage to required equipment availability.
minimize the loose floatable material on the floor
level of the containment. 3. Outage Safety Checklists were developed from the

Outage Safety Equipment Availability Logic Diagrams.
(See sample for core cooling on Figure 1.) These

OTHER OUTAGE SAFETY INITIATIVES AT DIABLO checklists were performed at the end of the shift and used
CANYON as a shift turnover sheet for oncoming Control Room

operators and the Shift Foreman. These checklists were
While the own safety assessment was invaluable in also used to update the Outage Safety Schedule.
identifying vulnerabilities and providing a technicval basis
for action, the overall outage safety program at DCPP 4. Outage Safety Status Board. The Outage Safety
addressed a broad range of topics, including the following. Checklists were used to update an Outage Safety Status

Board in the Control Room. This status board was updated
1. An Outage Safety Plan was written to communicate at the end of each shift and any time status of safety
the plan to everyone in the plant. Training on the Outage equipment changed or plant conditions changed that could
Safety Plan was provided to most workers in the outage. change safety equipment requirements.

2. An Outage Safety Schedule was developed that was 5. A platform was built to allow closing the CETNAs
an integral part of the normal outage work schedule. (Conoseals for core exit thermocouple leads) as soon as
Certain outage activities which were related to the outage the reactor head was tensioned rather than waiting for the
safety equipment were given a special computer code so head insulation to be installed. In past outages, the reactor
they could be extracted from the daily outage schedule. head insulation was used as a platform, The platform
The Outage Safety Schedule is a schedule that shows allowed closing the CETNAs 12 hours earlier. Closing the

CETNAs was the last activity required to make the RCS
fully intact.
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6. A tagout was hung to control all dilution sources to reducing risk. We believe the values of probabilities cited;
minimize the change of an inadvertent dilution of the RCS. e.g., frequency of core uncovery, are adequate for that

purpose, and also to estimate the relative reduction in risk
achieved with various enhancements. However, we

3. QUANTIFICATION OF RISK REDUCTION caution against using the absolute value of the calculated
probabilities, and they should not be compared with core

Comparison analyses demonstrated the risk reduction damage frequenciesfound in PRAs of nuclear power plants
made by implementing the enhancements listed on Table during power operation or to the shutdown risks calculated
1. The base case for comparison is the 2114 refueling with other models. To illustrate the limitations of the
outage (Case A) as it would have occurred if steam model used: The residual core uncovery frequency during
generator maintenance had been delayed, requiring a post- midloop operation, after all enhancements were made, is
refueling midloop operation. That case is similar to the estimated as 1 E-7/hr. That value is dominated by the
current 1R5 outage (and future 2R5 outage). calculated frequency of loss of level during midloop (2.5E-

5/hr, based on a single event during four calendar years of
Some of the twelve enhancements had been identified U.S. PWR operation, under conditions not relevant to core
early enough to be incorporated into the 2R4 outage. uncovery and of questionable applicability to Diablo
Further, some aspects of the 2134 outage schedule had low Canyon) and the screening estimate of a 3E-3 chance that
risk (such as keeping water in the shell side of the steam the operators will fail to properly diagnose and correct the
generators when the RCS was intact), but occurred by condition in the four hours available. Both those values
happenstance rather than because of any scheduling rules could be endlessly debated.
to control risk. Therefore, two new cases were added,
one based on the highest risk schedule that might have Figures 2 and 3 show a comparison of the boiling and core
occurred under previous DCPP practices (Case B), and one uncovery profile for Cases A, B, and C. Discussion of
incorporating all twelve enhancements (Case C). Thus, these results follows.
the three cases are: Frequency of Core Boiling

A: 2134 outage with post-refueling midloop operation
Case A

1.0 - Pr"RAM
B: As 2134 with midloop might have been scheduled

(with different maintenance requirements and
previous DCPP practice) 0

Case A
C: As 2114 with midloop would be scheduled with all Caw C Pre-ORM

0.5 With OF"enhancements A

Case 
All three of these schedules have the same outage -Case 

duration, reflecting PG&E's experience that these risk
enhancements have not lengthened the outage schedule. 0 0

0 lo 26 �D 40
For an outage similar to 1 135, with post-refueling midloop Days Into Outage

operation, our summary results are:
FIGURE 2

Incorporating these enhancements into DCPP
outage practices reduces the RCS boiling risk by
about a factor of 25, and the core uncovery risk
by a factor of about 4 compared to the actual Frequency of Core Uncovery

schedule and practices followed for the 2134 1.5-

outage;
Caw A
Pr"RAM

On the other hand, with none of these practices, a
refueling outage with midloop and the same basic
schedule as 2134 could be worse (than 2114 b Ca A

about 33% for boiling risk and about a factor of PF"RM

for core uncovery risk.
Caw a. [Z --

I0.5 
In the following discussion, frequency values should be
used only for comparisons, and NOT for judgements M. H I..,
regarding their absolute value. In our studies, we used Case C
probabilistic methods to identify and evaluate the 0 WIth DRAM caw

important contributors to risk during shutdown operation. - I I0 10 20 30 40
This knowledge was then used to aid decision making in Days Into Outage

FIGURE 3
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The period after detensioning the head and before lifting it the period of time while in state D4 (from 25 to 33 days).
(from 25 to 4 days after shutdown) still dominates the For Case C as a result of procedures upgrades
chance of boiling, due largely to the short thermal margin (enhancement 9 the operator is expected to recover
(time to boiling from loss of RHR). However, the charging faster and maintain it at a rate sufficient to
frequency of core boiling per hour is reduced by about a suppress boiling. Therefore, the boiling frequency prior to
factor of two by the various enhancements (from 1 1 E-6/hr midloop is very low (less than 0.2E-6/hr), and much of the
for Case A to 5.8E-6/hr for Case Q, primarily by the peak during midloop is due to loss of level 0.075E-6/hr or
combination of improved procedures (enhancement 9 and 58% of the total 1.3E-6/hr). For Case C the peak core
maintaining one SI pump available (enhancement 2). This damage risk occurs during the midloop period, however,
improvement is shown graphically on Figure 2 Delaying this is may be attributed largely to the simplified screening
maintenance on the main transformer (enhancement 1) model for human reliability. The core damage risk prior to
causes an even larger relative reduction in the contribution refueling when the steam generators are not effective is
from loss of offsite power (from 1.5E-6/hr to 031 E-61hr). noted to be comparable to the core damage risk during
The chance of boiling in this state is further reduced (by midloop.
about 33%) by delaying the time for creating large
openings in the RCS until the vessel head is fully
detensioned (enhancement 5); i.e., the time interval for the 4. OVERALL EFFECT ON THE OUTAGE
large RCS vent state when decay heat is high is reduced
from 37 to 24 hours. We observed the following overall effects on the outage:

The reduction in the risk of core uncovery during the 1. mroved eneral plant and especially ooerator
period just before lifting the vessel head (from 25 until 4 awareness of outage safety: We prioritized work on
days after shutdown) is quite dramatic -- more than a safety-related equipment. We obtained buy-in from the
decade reduction from Case A to Case C. The same maintenance department to work these items on a
improvements that lowered the boiling risk also lower the two-shift basis. The Shift Foreman and Control Room
core uncovery risk. The time available to core uncovery operators were more comfortable with the outage. They
(longer than to core boiling) permits the enhancements to knew what was required at all times in the outage, thus,
be more effective than they were for boiling risk reduction. were more willing to allow maintenance on equipment as
In addition, the improved availability of ECCS recirculation scheduled.
(enhancement 2 has a substantial effect. In contrast to
Case C, failure to de-energize the sump and containment
spray valves (enhancement 1 0), could have caused the
core uncovery risk to be as high as 1 .1 E-6/hr (Case B). REFUELING OUTAGE COMPARISON

BEGIN FUEL LOAD TO PARALLEL TO GRID
Early in the outage, Case has comparatively high boiling 100
and core damage frequencies due to early draining of the
secondary side of the steam generators as soon as cold 89
shutdown was reached, and inadvertent opening of the
sump and spray valves (large LOCAs). Improvements 3
and 10 (for Cases A and C) are largely responsible for 80 75
reducing the large Case frequencies during these first
several days of the outage.

Improvements for Case C are also evident for the post- D 60
refueling period. However, they tend to be less A 49
pronounced than prior to refueling when the decay heat is Y
high. Improved operator training and procedures
(enhancement 9, for example, is the major reason for the S 40 6
reduction in the boiling frequency while operating at 32 32 28
midloop. 23

For Case B, the maximum post-refueling boiling frequency 20
is about 6.3E-6/hr, of which about 16E-6/hr (or 25% is
due to loss of level. For Case A, this peak is reduced
slightly to 5.3E-6/hr, with 1.4E-6/hr (or 26%) due to loss
of level. Other loss of RHR cooling events therefore 0
contribute significantly to the boiling frequency, primarily 1R1 2R1 1R 22 1R3 2R3 IR4 2R4 R5
events where the operator relies on bleed and feed
recovery initiated at rates sufficient to match boil-off (but OUTAGE
not suppress boiling). A high bleed and feed contribution
also accounts for the relatively high boiling frequencies for FIGLW 4
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2. Focused attention on areas that were reviously not 5. REFERENCES
recognized as higher risk:

1. 'Staff Plan for Evaluating Safety Risks During
3. Reduction in outage risk,. Shutdown and Low Power Operation', Letter from James

M. Taylor to the NRC Commissioners, U.S. NRC, Oct 22,
4. mroved outage efficiency: Outage safety supports 1990.
getting the RCS intact and the RCS loops filled as soon as
possible so the SGs can be used as a backup heat sink. 2. 'Safety Assessment of Diablo Canyon Risks During
RCS fill and vent is in the critical path for most refueling Shutdown Operations', Toby Burnett, et al, prepared by
outages. Westinghouse for EPRI as part of the EPRI ORAM program,

RP3114-68, December 1992.
The unit 1 5th refueling outage was the most challenging
outage for Diablo Canyon to date. The following were the 3. 'Guidelines for Industry Actions to Assess Shutdown
major jobs accomplished during this outage: Management', NUMARC 91-06, December, 1991.

Ten year vessel inspection. 4. 'Systematic Assessment of Licensee Performance
Shot peening on all SG HL tubes. (SALP) Report Nos. 50-275/92-34 and 50-323/92-34',
Replacement of one vital station battery. letter from U.S. NRC to PG&E, Feb 12, 1993.
Replacement of all five containment fan cooler
backdraft dampers and discharge ducting.

0 Replacement of all four SG feedwater feed nozzle
(added scope).

0 58 separate hydro activities.

The original schedule for IR5 was 63 days. IR5 was
completed in 59 days 1 1 hours. While not the shortest
outage at Diablo Canyon, there were areas that a
reduction in outage duration was achieved.

The major areas of improvement were:

1. The time between reactor shutdown and putting the
reactor head in the stand.

2. The duration between core reload and parallel to the
grid. RCS fill and vent was critical path during part of that
time (see Figure 4.

The message that we would like to leave with you today
is that outage safety is very compatible with outage
efficiency. Implementation of an effective outage safety
program can improve overall outage performance while
reducing the risk of an event that could result in core
damage or, even more likely, regulatory action.
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Referring to Figure 1, the apparent decay ratio (APDR) for
ABSTRACT the signal autocorrelation function is determined by:

On August 15, 1992, Unit 2 a GE BWR5 operated by P - V1) 2
the Washington Public Power Supply System (Supply APDR
System), developed a global limit cycle during the pump (Pi 1
upshift maneuver which required the reactor operators to too-
scram the reactor. The instability occurred at an operating
state point below the 80% rod line that had previously Pi
been considered to be a stable operating point on the
power flow map. This paper presents the results of neu-
tron noise analyses of the reactor signals during the pump PZ
upshift maneuver as well as stability calculations per- 0 0.00-formed with the Siemens Power Corporation Nuclear Divi- 9
sion (SPC-ND) frequency domain stability code, STAIR

NEUTRON NOISE ANALYSIS VI
The SPC-ND's Advanced Neutron Noise Analysis

(ANNATm) stability monitoring y�tem has been installed at 2 IME 4 IS
Unit 2 since 1989. The ANNA'm system performs on-line T (seconds)
monitoring and analysis of core and regional stability in Figure - Signal Autocorrelation
BWRs. ANNATm determines the decay ratios and frequen-
cy of oscillation, peak-to-peak signal amplitudes, and au- Finally, the asymptotic decay ratio is determined from
tocorrelations of the instrument signal noise based on in- the autoregression modeling of the instrument noise. Due
put from the Average Power Range Monitors (APRMs) to the more resource intensive nature of the autoregres-
and Local Power Range Monitors (LPRMs). The ANNATM sion analysis and the increased accuracy of the apparent
system installed at Unit 2 includes numerical models and decay ratio at high system decay ratios, determination of
solution methods that have been reviewed and approved the asymptotic decay ratio is not performed when the ap-
by the United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission parent decay ratio is greater than 075. The use of the
(USNRC). autoregression technique for determining the asymptotic

decay ratios is well published (Ref. 1 2 3 and 4.
The ANNATm system uses three techniques to provide "I N 44 hI .,N 4 '14 "It 'IN 44 ̀41 I

N, "I IN , I It IN It I IN, Illith 11, N th, indications of reactor stability: 1) peak to peak noise level, I IN III, 41 II, 14" hN "It 14N, ',4 I, 1, thi ",,I2) apparent decay ratio, and 3) asymptotic decay ratio. k"'111,14kht, III, '14, hN I, I ,, I IN, , t hN IN,III IN IN'thi IhN NNI hh th, INN'Ilt , th, 4IN 11,t'IN, 4 IN 4",7 0 IN" 11,44 IN, hit '11, NIh "'NIN't h4k k 41 4 thith, 11,I 14 III 41 INN, IN III I th hi, ht1hPeak to peak noise provides an indication of the ampli- 00 I Ski skil Is N Nt N N N 4, 1tude; however, it does not provide a direct indication of the - I '44, '141 11, NN hN IN,
(L Nit IN, 1111''Nit 41, It ' 4I4I 41 4 "I ]t 4 IN "I 11IN'll N 4`4 " ̀ NINII Iactual decay ratio. 60 .0 , I'll, 'IN th, 'It ikill", I, th 1%, hi, 1 "It 11, N,
0 IN N"I"N'NNIN, th"NNIN 't"N'tEL 4 th h4i 11, NN IIN hill 114I "III N, 1 4 th '14 Ni IN It k1Ith, 11; "'It Nit 114I "INNI, 111, 41h h ' th IN 4h IN IN, 1,

The apparent decay ratio provides a prompt indication 50 V"t,"411"NIIIINNOIN 1, '11, '11, '4I_F5 A� 14,4 IN, 44NI 411 1N, hill, , 11,of a reduction in the stability margin at high decay ratios. E
The apparent decay ratio is determined from the ratio of 40
the second peak to the first peak of the autocorrelation of -C
the instrument signal. The autocorrelation of the signal is
calculated as: " 30

0
C = I N 20

N �' Xtk) Ati, -) 20 30 40 50 60
where: k=1 Core Flow Rated

y (tk) = the signal value at the h time sampling Figure 2 - Redefined Region C on the Power and
N = the number of samples Flow Map
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The ANNAT"' system was used at the Supply System EVENT ANALYSIS
for noise surveillance and decay ratio measurements with-
in the region of detect and suppress on the power to flow The STAIF computer program was used for analysis of
map. Figure 2 illustrates the Unit 2 power to flow map and the Unit 2 event to help identify the root causes as well as
the designated detect and suppress regions in place at assess the effectiveness of the candidate corrective ac-
the time of the August 15, 1992 instability. This figure tions. It has also provided support for all reactor startup
identifies two regions on the power to flow map. Opera- and shutdown maneuvers since that time.
tion in Region A is not allowed and operation in Region C
is allowed only with monitoring. On August 15, the The STAIF computer program used for these calcula-
WNP-2 reactor was below Region C such that use of the tions reflects the latest evolution of the frequency domain
ANNATm system was not required. Subsequent to the code that has been used by Siemens KWU for several
event, the ANNATm system was used to analyze data that years (Ref. 5 and 6 The major modifications to the code
had been recorded by the Plant Process Computer Re- include coupling to the SPC-ND steady state simulator,
placement System (PPCRS). Data recorded by the inclusion of axial variations of fuel geometry, inclusion of
PPCRS for LPRM 32-7-C for the two minute 45 second the capability to directly calculate decay ratios for the re-
period prior to the manual reactor scram are plotted in Fig- gional mode and evaluation of the system decay ratios
ure 3 using a shifted Nyquist analysis algorithm.

30 The stability analysis of the reactor event conditions
have consistently identified that the primary cause of the
instability was the highly skewed power distribution that
had been established in the reactor at the time of the

25- pump upshift maneuver (Ref 7.

The skewed power distribution was established as a
balance to accommodate an expeditious increase in reac-N

0) 20- tor power (without preconditioning restrictions) following
2 the pump upshift to minimize the amount of time that the0:
IL recirculation pumps would have to operate at throttled flow

and high vibration levels. The rod pattern at the time of
15- the instability is presented in Figure .

Power: 33.67%
Flow: 26.75%

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58D 30 1� 56 120 W 15D
02:5&DD 02M-3D 02:59.00 02.59,30 03,.DO,.00 03.DO:W 03.101:00 59 0 __ 0 59

55 0 0 0 0 0 55
TIME (seconds) 51 51

47 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 47

Figure 3 - LPRM 32-7-C for August 15, 1992 Event 43 43
39 -- 16 0 0 28 0 0 16 -- 39
35 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 35

The apparent decay ratios determined from the instru- 31 -- 0 0 28 0 28 0 0 -- 31

ment signal for LPRM 32-7-C are shown in Figure 4 The 27 -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0 27

apparent decay ratio analysis shows that the oscillations 23 -- 16 0 0 28 0 0 16 -- 23

reached a maximum decay ratio of approximately 107 19 19
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15

when the recirculation flow control valve was closed and 11 11
rapidly approached a limit cycle condition (decay ratio 7 0 0 0 0 0 7
1.0) prior to the manual reactor scram. In addition, the 3 0-_ 0 -_ 3
reactor was operating at an unusually high decay ratio of 2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58

approximately 0.85 prior to the pump maneuver. Thus, if
the ANNATm system had been operating, corrective ac- ControlRodDensity: 26.67 

tions would have been taken prior to the valve closure and Maximum Radial Peaking Factor: 1.923

the event avoided. Figure - August 15, 1992 Event Conditions

IV
The power distribution was peaked in the center of the

core (maximum radial peaking = 192) due to the high rod
inventory on the core periphery. In addition, Figure 
shows that there were no shallow rods inserted to control

F or shape the axial power peaking and hence the power4 distribution, as shown in Figure 6 was skewed towards
the core bottom 1.84 core average peaking at 60 cm from

LI Q7D- the entrance). The combination of the high radial peaking
with the bottom peaked axial distribution resulted in drasti-
cally reduced core and channel stability margins
compared to those normally anticipated for the reactor
power/flow condition.

a 16 96 W
02ZM 0255X DZZM 91WOV W" 03,W-w 030M

TME (conds)

Figure 4 - Apparent Decay Ratios for LPRM 32-7-C
for August 15, 1992 Event
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25

21

17
17

13
13

5

.0 1.0 210
0 1.0 2-0 Core Average Axial Peaking Factor
CoreAverageAxialPeakingFactor

Figure 6 - August 15, 1992 Figure - September 1, 1992
Computed Power Distribution Computed Power Distribution

The STAIF calculation for the event conditions resulted Comparison of these calculations with the August 5
in a global decay ratio Of 104 and a regional decay ratio startup results in approximately a 07 improvement in the
of 086. This agrees favorably with the observed global core decay ratio for the same core loading and cycle ex-
oscillation with a maximum decay ratio of 107 determined posure. This improvement is due to the selected operating
from the APRM and LPRM signals. The significantly lower procedures. It is also interesting to note that the calcu-
regional decay ratio was largely a result of the high central lated decay ratio for the regional mode was higher than
peaking of the radial power distribution which resulted in a the global for the September 1 st reactor conditions due to
relatively large eigenvalue separation of $ 1.1 0. the flatter radial power distribution $0.83 eigenvalue sep-

The impact of reactor power distribution was clearly aration).
demonstrated during the restart of the reactor on Septem- In October 1992, systematic analysis of alternate rod
ber 1, 1992. For this startup several corrective actions patterns to be used if the WNP-2 reactor needed to be
were included in the plant procedures. The most signifi- shutdown identified that the use of the "shaper" rods to
cant of these was the inclusion of limits on the reactor raise the boiling boundary in the core was a key contribu-
peaking. The rod pattern and power distribution used for tor to lowering the system decay ratio. The Supply Sys-
the reactor restart are shown in Figures 7 and 8. tem staff adopted the philosophy of inserting shaper rods

Power: 30.33 to control the boiling boundary for the remainder of the
Flow: 26.30 % pump maneuvers in cycle and continues to apply it in

cycle 9 Monitoring the pump maneuvers with the
2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 ANNATm system confirmed the consistent benefit ob-

59 59 tained from this philosophy with all observed decay ratios
55 8-- 0 -- 8 -- -- 55 in the 03 range.
51 -- -- 18 -- 38 -- 38 -- 18 -- -- 51

47 __ 6-- 0-- 0 -- 0 -- 6 -- 47 CONTRIBUTING FACTORS
43 18 -- 42 -- 16 -- 16 -- 42 -- 18 43

39 8 -- 0-- 0-- 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 8 39
35 -- 38 -- 16 -- 38 -- 38 -- 16 -- 38 -- 35 To identify secondary factors that may have contributed
31 0 -- 0-- 0-- 4 -- 0 -- 0 -- 0 31 to the instability, SPC-ND investigated the mixed core
27 -- 38 -- 16 -- 38 -- 38 -- 16 -- 38 -- 27 loading that existed for cycle B. The cycle fuel loading
23 8 -- 0-- 0-- 0 -- 0 -- 0 -- 8 23 was the second reload of SPC-ND 9x9 fuel in what was
19 -- 18 -- 42 -- 16 -- 16 -- 42 -- 19 -- 19 essentially an SPC-ND 8x8 reactor core. As such
15 6-- 0-- 0 -- 0 -- 6 -- -- 15 a roximately 25% of the fuel was 9x9 fuel loaded in a
11 -- 18 -- 38 -- 38 -- 18 -- -- 11 S'p Rod Sequence (SRS) fuel management strategy.
7 8 0 8 7 ingle
3 3 The 9x9 fuel has different neutronic and hydraulic charac-

2 6 10 14 18 22 26 30 34 38 42 46 50 54 58 teristics than the co-resident 8x8 fuel design and conse-
quently the impact of these difference on the observed

ControlRodDensity: 26.17 % decay ratio needed to be addressed and placed in per-
Maximum Radial Peaking Factor: 1.614 spective with respect to the power distribution.

Figure 7 - September 1, 1992 Startup To assess the impact of the mixed core configuration,
Rod Pattern (Shaper Rods Shown in Bold) a variety of alternate fuel designs were selected and de-

signed to be nearly identical neutronically with the 9xg re-
Most notably, the peripheral control rods were withdrawn load design. These bundles were then loaded in cycle 7,

and there was a large inventory of partially inserted "shap- depleted to end of cycle and shuffled to cycle to produce
er"rods. The resultant decay ratios calculated by STAIF as close as possible the same operating history for the
for the pump shift maneuver 0.28 global and 036 region- reactor at the event conditions on August 15, 1992. The
al) and the ANNA system measurements during the pump results of these alternate fuel loadings on the core stability
shift indicated that the core decay ratio dramatically im- margin are presented in Table 1. Table clearly shows
proved. that the mixed core configuration had an impact on the

core stability in the range of 002 to 014. While an alter-
nate mixed core configuration may have averted the insta-
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bility, the reactor would have been only marginally stable. of the first cycle assemblies were just approaching peak
Thus, the selection of an alternate reload fuel has a sec- reactivity.
ondary impact when compared to the power distribution.

At the time of the instability event, the reactor was at
Mixed Core Hot Channel Decay Ratio approximately 500 MWd/MTU cycle exposure and the first

cycle fuel was near peak reactivity in the bottom 60 to 90
Design Relative Flow Improvement centimeters of the bundles with the top sections of the
Base 0.90 --- fuel still well before the reactivity peak. The result was a

Configuration more bottom peaked reactivity curve for once burnt fuel
than had been previously experienced by the operators.

9x9 Design 0.91 -0.02 When the shaper rods were pulled from the reactor and
Alternate #1 the power concentrated in the center of the reactor, this

axial reactivity distribution resulted in a more severely bot-
9x9 Design 0.98 -0.10 tom peaked power distribution than usual. This gadolinia
Alternate 2 carryover from the short previous cycle is estimated to
9x9 Design 0.92 -0.08 have caused a 0. 1 to 02 reduction in the core stability
Alternate 3 margin for the event conditions which is equivalent or

greater than the mixed core contribution.
8x8 Design 0.92 -0.06
Alternate 1 SUMMARY

8x8 Design 0.96 0.14 More than any other instability event, the Unit 2 insta-
Alternate 2 bility has focused industry and regulatory attention on the

I I impact of core power distribution on reactor stability.
Table Mixed Core Design Assessment Clearly, licensing analyses to define the regions O SUS-

Another factor that influenced the reactor stability at the ceptibility have implied assumptions of the reactor power
time of the event was the operating history of the reactor. distribution. These assumptions coupled with the cycle-
This was identified when SPC-ND performed scoping sta- to-cycle variations due to the operating history or fuel
bility calculations for cycle 9 These calculations indicated loading identify the need for cycle specific confirmation of
thatitwasextremel difficulttoestablishtheboftom the boundaries as well as on-line evaluations of current
peaked power distribution observed in cycle 8. To ex- state conditions.
amine the reactor power distribution, the axial offset for
the reactor was calculated at a cycle exposure of 500 On-line analyses could estimate reactor stability direct-
MWd/MTU with all control rods withdrawn from the reactor. ly (through noise analysis or stability calculations). Opera-
The axial offset is defined as the power generated in the tors then could be alerted to any impending need for addi-
top half of the reactor minus the power generated in the tional power distribution controls. The nuclear industry in
bottom half normalized to the total reactor power. Figure 9 the United States has responded to this event by develop-

ing interim corrective actions that specifically address thepresents the computed axial offsets for cycles 4 through 9.
It is evident that cycle was considerably more bottom issue of power distribution control when operating near
peaked than the other cycles. The cause of this shift in the detect and suppress domain.
the axial power offset for cycle was due to the fact that
cycle 7 operation was much shorter than originally de- REFERENCES
signed and resulted in gadolinia carryover to cycle 8. 1 . J. March-Leuba, "Dynamic Behavior of Boiling Water
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Figure 9 - Axial Power Offset at 500
MWd/MTU Cycle Exposure, All Rods Out 5. Zerressen, Kreuter, D. "Postcalculation of Core Insta-

bilities Measured in the German BWRs," ANS Topical
Normally, when the reactor is operated to end of cycle, Meeting, April 12-15, Atlanta, Georgia, 1987.

the fuel near the bottom of assembly is burned well be-
ond the lattice peak reactivity and the top of the assem- 6. Kraemer, Zerressen, Kreuter, D., "Stability Analysis of

gly is near or slightly beyond peak reactivity. Evaluated at the Boiling Water Reactor Plants KRB-B and C Re-
a constant void fraction this would result in a lower reac- garding the Impact of 9x9 Fuel Assemblies (in Ger-
tivity in the bottom of the bundle than in the top. Cycle 7 man)." Jahrestagung Kerntechnik, Karlsruhe, 1987.
was initially designed to operate to a cycle exposure of
741 GWd. In actuality, fuel reloading to cycle was per- 7. Transcript, USNRC Advisory Committee on Reactor
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nia carryover and more importantly, the fuel at the bottom 17, 1992.
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ABSTRACT changes from forced circulation to natural circulation. With
the reduced flow, a significant amount of negative reactivity

The scenario following an ATWS is characterized by the is introduced as a result of void production.
necessity to reduce the power in the reactor as fast as
possible. The only means to insert a significant amount of The scenario following an ATWS is characterized by
negative reactivity in a BWR during an ATWS are the the necessity to reduce the reactor power as fast as
natural reactor negative void coefficient, and the injection possible. The only available means to insert a significant
of highly enriched boron through the SILCS. The ATWS amount of reactivity in a BWR are the natural reactor
management strategy suggested by BWR owner's group negative void coeff icient and the injection of highly enriched
contemplates an initial rapid decrease in power as a result boron through the Standby Liquid Control System (SLCS).
of the recirculation pump trip. This is followed by lowering There is an important limit which has to be met the Heat
of vessel water level and the injection of borated water into Capacity Temperature Limit (HCTL) which requires that the
the lower plenum. A recent paper of Dias, et al. reports that Suppression Pool (SP) temperature cannot exceed 93.3 C
reducing core power and lowering water level causes a (200 F). When this limit is reached, the depressurization
reduction in boron mixing efficiency and the net effect is a of the RPV is required with possibility of power-flow
longer time to shut down and an increase in Suppression oscillations occurring.

Pool (SP) temperature. The ATWS management strategy suggested by the

In the present paper, a series of analyses are made to BWR owner's group contemplates an initial rapid decrease
address this issue. The preliminary results for the water in power as a result of the recirculation pump trip. This is
level positions at TAF, TAF+11.5 m (TAF+5') and TAF+3 m followed by lowering of vessel water level and the injection
(TAF+10') support the similar findings of Dias, et al. of borated water into the lower plenum which is then

carried toward the core by natural circulation. In an ideal
1. INTRODUCTION situation, a fast and complete boron diffusion takes place

throughout the core and shutdown is achieved without RPV
Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS), while of depressurization. Reducing reactor power and lowering

low probability, has received considerable attention water level is reported to reduce boron mixing efficiency,
because of its potentially serious consequences. One of and the net effect is a longer time to shutdown and an
the most serious ATWS events for the Boiling Water increase in SP temperature. Thus, the BWR owner's group
Reactor (BWR) is the postulated failure to scram following procedures require restoring water level to normal
a transient event that has caused closure of all main steam operation range once a boron quantity adequate for hot
isolation valves (MSIVs). The Reactor Pressure Vessel shutdown has been injected.

(RPV) is progressively isolated during the period of MSIV Some simplified calculations to assess the impact of
closure. Since the reactor is at power, the pressure rapidly the boron injection were made by Dias, et al.' They
increases. The pressure increase causes the collapse of concluded that the water level should be in the range of
some of the voids in the core, inserting a positive reactivity 1.5-3 m (6-110') above the top of active fuel (TAF). In the
and increasing reactor power, which in turn causes present paper, a detailed thermal-hydraulics code, TRAC-
increased steam generation and further increases pressure. BF1, is used. TRAC-BF1 uses a donor-cell finite volume
When the reactor pressure reaches the Safety Relief Valve technique for boron transport, and contains no special
(SRV) setpoints, SRVs open to reduce the rate of pressure boron mixing model. Although TRAC-13171 introduces more
increase. The recirculation pumps are automatically tripped numerical diffusion of the boron than the methods
because of the high reactor pressure. With the tripping of employed by Dias, et al., it has a more accurate
the recirculation pumps, the core flow reduces as flow
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representation of neutron kinetics. As a result we expect A CHAN component which consists of 24 neutronic
this study to yield a better insight and more accurate cells and an inlet cell representing 624 fuel bundles is
results that can confirm and/or expand the conclusions utilized as the reactor core. Previously generated cross
given by the above mentioned authors. section polynomials did not include the boron coefficient.

These polynomials were modified by adding the coeff icient
2. MODEL DESCRIPTION for the variation of the thermal and fast absorption cross

sections due to the existence of boron. The boron
TRAC-BF1/MOD1 is the latest code release stemming coefficients are generated for each of 24 neutronic cells

3
from the TRAC-BWR code development ? rogram of Idaho utilizing the data from the study of Jensen, et al. In this
National Engineering Laboratory (INEL). The advantage study, the authors performed several sensitivity runs with
of TRAC-BF1 is that it uses a full two-fluid nonequilibrium, CASM04 for a series of exposure levels and void fractions.
nonhomogeneous thermal-hydraulic model of two phase Boron was added uniformly to both moderator and coolant
flow in all parts of the BWR system including a three- and values for the cross section corrections due to the
dimensional treatment of the BWR pressure vessel. In boron were obtained for void fractions equal to 0.0 04 and
addition it has the capability of one-dimensional neutron 0.7, and the results were tabulated. From this information,
kinetics which allows a more realistic way of representing and the void fraction distribution obtained for the channel
the spatial power variation during BWR transients. in the steady state run, an interpolation was made and a

set of 24 coefficients for each group was generated.
The TRAC-BF1 model used in this study consists of

14 components including a two-dimensional VESSEL The RPV consists of 6 axial levels and two radial
component along with 6 junctions. Only the RPV and main rings. Ring I models the core region while the downcomer
components are modeled. Velocity boundary conditions is modeled by ring 2 The reactor core extends from the
(FILL components) are used at the feedwater and the bottom of level 2 to the top of level 3 A perfect separator
SLCS lines, while pressure boundary conditions (BREAK which simulates the separator-dryer by setting axial friction
components) are utilized at the MSIVs and SRVs. Figure factors for the liquid phase and radial friction factor for the
shows the nodalization of the model. vapor phase to very large numbers in the separator region

of the vessel is located in levels 4 and 5. The MSIVs and
SRVs are connected to the vessel top. The SRVs consist
of several valve banks. The first bank has setpoint

MSIV BREAK sRV OREM pressures of 772 MPa for opening and 752 MPa for
I I J13 closing.

MSfV VALVE SRV Owk

10 I The SP temperature calculation is based on the mass

flow rate and the enthalpy of the steam flow through the
SRVs. The water mass is assumed constant in the SP

LEVEL 5 throughout the transient. This is a conservative assumption
since it does not account for the water mass going into the

LEVEL SP. The SP cooling by Residual Heat Removal (RHR)

.110 ill oedftlerf:ILL system is neglected. The SP data is given in Table 

LEV 4 VESSEL FeedWater PIPE
20

Table I - Suppression Pool Data
JETPUMP

LEVEL3 . 6 , Pressure 1 atm
Temperature 35 C 3

Water Volume 3,896 rn
CHANNEL RECIRCULAMN 06 kg

61 PUMP Water Mass 3.87xl

LEVEL 2 A J2

SUCTION PPE

I In order to control the vessel water level, a water level
LEVEL I BORON W 2 BORON RL control system based on the pressure difference between

kg 23

J23 vessel levels 3 and was constructed. The calculation of
the SP temperature is also achieved by using the control

fit R2 ZERO VEL FILL system.
24

Figure I - TRAC-13F1 model nodalization
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3. TRANSIENT DESCRIPTION Table III - Sequence of Events

The transient starts at 50 seconds with the closure of
the IVISIVs. The recirculation pump trip and SRV opening Event Time (seconds)
occur at 772 MPa. With the recirculation pump trip, a new MSIV starts closing 50
water level selpoint for the level control system becomes Recirculation Pump Trip 53.3
active and the control system starts to decrease the SRVs open 53.3
feedwater flow to reach the new level. It is assumed that 43.3 C (I 0 F) SP temperature 148.6
the amount of feedwater flow required by the control Boron injection begins 178.6
system is aailable. The boron injection starts 30 seconds SP temp. increase stops 270
after the SP temperature reaches 43.3 C (1 1 0 F). 23,800
ppm boron concentration 13% of Sodium Pentaborate in
Solution) is injected at a 43 gpm flow rate. The It is assumed that during the transient, the operator
temperature of the solution is assumed to be 21.2 C 70.2 manually controls feedwater flow to keep the water level
F). constant. The control system gain is reduced to 14 of its

steady state operation to model the operator action.
4. CALCULATION PROCEDURE

Figure 2 depicts the reactor power response for all
A total of four cases were investigated. cases. The reactor power is constant until the MSIV closure

occurs. The power peak at nearly 50 seconds is due to the
- water level at TAF+1.5 m (TAF+5') without boron injection MSIV closure and subsequent collapse of the voids. The
- water level at TAF with boron injection power level of 88 MW (% of rated power) is reached after
- water level at TAF+1.5 m (TAF+5') with boron injection the shutdown due to boron injection. For the no boron
- water level at TAF+3 m (TAF+1 0') with boron injection injection case, the reactor power oscillates around 700

MW.
It should be noted that the water level is based on the

pressure difference between the reactor levels of 3 and For the TAF+3 m (TAF+10') case, some oscillations
(8.47 and 15.84 m respectively), and is higher than the occur due to the high feedwater flow variations driven by
collapsed water level. the control system. However, the remaining cases have

some power spikes starting at approximately 210 seconds
The initial conditions of the transient are given in when the downcomer level reaches the TAF 4.24 m). The

Table 11, In all cases, the one-dimensional neutron kinetics case without boron injection has higher power spikes when
model is used. compared to TAF and TAF+1.5 m (TAF+5') cases. For this

case the behavior persists until 300 seconds. However, the
length of this period is approximately 10 seconds for the

Table 11 - Initial Reactor Conditions TAF and TAF+1.5 m (TAF+5') with boron injection cases
indicating the effectiveness of boron injection.

Reactor Power 2894 MWth
Reactor Pressure 7.13 MPa The steam dome pressures are depicted in Figure 3.
Feedwater Flow 1575 kg/s The pressure behavior is mainly affected by the feedwater
Steam Flow 1575 kg/s inlet flow and the power level. For higher flow rates or
Core Flow 1.325X104 kg/s lower power levels, the steam generation becomes smaller
Water Level 14.51 m and the reactor pressure starts to decrease. The
Collapsed Water Level 14.23 m oscillations in the pressure are due to the SRV's opening

and closing. The broad pressure drops are due to the
feedwater flow injection by the control system. The

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION frequency of the pressure oscillations changes as the
reactor power reaches decay heat levels since only one

All cases are run in the transient mode for 500 valve bank having the lowest setpoints is actuated. For the
seconds. Each MSIV closure begins 50 seconds into the no boron injection case, the power level stays at
transients. The plots of the reactor power, steam dome approximately 700 MW and the oscillation frequency does
pressure, boron concentrations at channel inlet, SP not change. The second SRV bank is activated as well in
temperature, peak surface temperature and downcomer this case.
level are given for each case.

The boron concentrations at the core inlet are depicted
The sequence of events for TAF+11.5 m (TAF+5') with in Figure 4. As seen from the plot, the boron injection starts

boron injection case is given in Table Ill. at nearly 180 seconds. The boron concentration in the
TAF and TAF+1.5 m (TAF+5') cases are higher than the
TAF+3 m (TAF+ 1 0') case because the water has a larger
subcooling and density for the latter case. The small
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notches in the boron concentration for cases TAF+3 rn 4. M. Edenius, et al., "CASMO-2 A Fuel Assembly Burnup
(TAF+10') and TAF+1.5 rn (TAF+5') are due to the Program", STUDSVIKINR8113, Studsvik Energiteknek AB,
differences in feedwater flow for the two cases. (March 1981).

The SP temperature for the boron injection cases are
below the HCTL. However, the SP temperature for the
case without boron injection continues to increase with
time as expected. If a linear extrapolation is made, the
HCTL will be reached at about 1050 seconds. For the
boron injection cases, the SP temperature stays nearly
constant at 47 C. If we assume that the Residual Heat
Removal (RHR) system is capable of removing 3 of the
rated power from the SP, the temperature in the SP will no
longer increase for the boron injection cases, since the
power is at a decay heat level of less than 3. The SP
temperature responses are depicted in Figure .

The peak surface temperatures are given in Figure 6.
Except for the oscillations seen between 200 and 300
seconds for the case without boron injection, the behavior
is similar for all cases.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the clowncomer level.
The broad oscillations are due to the control system
feedback.

6. CONCULSIONS

Although all boron injection cases produced similar
results, the TAF+3 rn (TAF+10') case is superior to the
others. The predicted SP temperature is slightly higher in
the TAF+3 rn (TAF+10') case when compared to the TAF
and TAF+1.5 rn (TAF+5') with boron injection cases.
However, the core flow and reactor power response of
TAF+3 rn (TAF+10') case is smoother with no potentially
fuel damaging power spikes. It is also observed that there
is a possibility of large power oscillations when the
clowncomer level reaches the TAF as seen in all cases
except for the TAF+3 m (TAF+1 0') case.

These preliminary results support the similar findings
of Dias, et al. However, it is important to emphasize that
the results and conclusions apply to this transient only.
Other ATWS scenarios may behave differently.
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Abstract wave oscillation at higher powers. Fukuda and obori
The stability of a natural circulation boiling loop is of [4] conducted experiments on two-phase flow instability
great importance and interests for both academic re- in parallel channels under forced and natural circulation
searches and many industrial applications, such as next conditions. "Type-I" oscillations were indentified at low
generation boiling water reactors. The present study powers and lower exit quality. The existence of this type
investigated the thermal-hydraulic oscillation behavior of instability could be predicted by usin linear stabili-
in a low pressure two-phase natural circulation loop at ty analysis [5]. Recently, Lee and Ishii f6] investigated
low powers and high inlet subcoolings. The experiments the oscillatory flow behaviors in a two-phase natural cir-
were conducted at atmospheric pressure with heating culation Freon loop, which was to simulate the hot-leg
power ranging from 4 to kW and inlet subcooling rang- U-bend natural circulaltion flow in a PWR. More re-
ing from 27 to 75 'C Significant oscillations in loop cently, Aritorni et al.[7,8] studied the thermal-hydraulic
mass flow rate, pressure drop in each section, and heat- instabilies of a double-channel natural circulation loop,
ed wall and fluid temperatures are present for all the which is to simalate thermal-hydraulic phenomena dur-
cases studied here. The oscillation is typically quasi - ijntstart-up in a natural circulation BWR. They report-
periodic and with flow reversal with magnitudes smaller hree different kinds of instabilities at different power
than forward flows. The magnitude of wall temperature levels, namely, geysering induced by condensation, nat-
oscillation could be as high as 60'C, which will be of ural circulation instability induced by hydrostatic header, fluctuation in steam separates and density wave instabi-s ious concern for practical applications. It is found ity.
that the first fundamental oscillation (large magnitude
oscillation) frequency increases with increase in heated The objective of this study is to investigate the ther-
power and with decrease in inlet subcooling. mal hydraulic oscillation behavior in a low pressure two-
1. Introduction phase natural circulation loop at low powers and high

inlet subcoolings. Oscillatory characteristics of loop flow
rate, pressure drop in each section and wall temperature

The stability of a natural circulation boiling loop is were studied and reported.
of great importance and interest for both academic re-
searches and many industrial applications, such as next
generation boiling water reactors. The natural circula- 2. Experimental Apparatus and Procedure
tion has been proposed as the major heat transfer mode 2.1 Apparatus
for the next generation boiling water reactor under both
normal and abnormal conditions. A rectangular two-phase natural circulation loop, as

Several earlier experimental studies had explored the shown in Fig.1, was built to study the oscillation behav-
stability characteristics of a two-phase natural circulal- ior. The loop includes annular heated section, riser, up-
tion loop. Wissler et al.[1] studied periodic oscillations per horizontal section, cooling section, downcomer and
of the flow rate and fluid temperature in a two-phase bottom horizontal section.
natural circulation loop. Jain et al.[2] studied the self- The annular heated section consisted of an electric
sustained hydrodynamic oscillations in a high pressure heater, imbedded in a SUS-316 stainless steel tube with
natural circulation boiling water loop. Effects of sever- an outer diameter of 10.6mm, and an outer transparent
al important parameter, such as system pressure, inlet PYREX glass tube with an inner diameter of 20.2mm.
subcooling, geometric aspects of riser and heater, on the The thickness of the glass tube is 26 mm. The length
ma5nitude and frequency of oscillations were thoroughly of the heater tube is 11 in and only the lower 1.0m part
stu ied. However, their studies emphasized the density is uniformly heated.
wave oscillations at relatively high pressures and power-
s. Chexal and Bergles 3 investigated the instability in The riser is made of transparent PYREX tube with
a low pressure two-phase natural circulation loop sim- inner diameter of 20.2 mm, which is about 21 times
ilar to a reboiler.They reported several different types of the equivalent diameter of te heated section, and
of instability at low powers in addition to the density thickness of 26 mm. The length of the riser is 35 in.
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loop mass flow rate. A pressure regulation tank was in-
stalled at the bottom horizontal sections, to regulate the
loop pressure to a desired value. The heated power was
provided by a DC power supply. It's maximum power
output was 30 kW.

The whole loop, except the heated region and a very
small part of the riser region, was insulated to minimize
heat loss. The heat loss due to natural air convection
from uninsulated. heated section was estimated to be less
than 2 of the heated power.

2.2 Instrumentation and Data Acquisition System

Q Q The layout of instrumentations is shown in Fig.2 In
CMDENSER the heated region, the wall and coolant temperatures

were measured every 10 cm with K-type thermocouples.
R(SER The coolant temperature near the top of the riser, at

the inlet and outlet of condenser, and near the inlet of
heated section were all measured with the same type
thermocouples, The pressure drop through each sec-
tions were measured by differential pressure transducer-
s, which were set to zero by static liquid in the channel

Q before experiments. The orifice flow meter, that was
used to measure the loop mass flow rate, was calibrated
for both forward and reversed flows. The coolant mass
flow rate, inlet and outlet temperatures of the secondary

-\I U \Z U coolant were measured by turbine flow meter and K-type
MKOXR thermocouples, respectively.

MIR T126 P231 T166

R \U G� Q

T165

T142 P242

-D

T412 TI 12 P212
T431 T) I I
T410 TI 10
T409 T109
T408 T108
T407 T107
T406 T106 P206

Fig.l. Schematic of the natural circulation loop T405 T105
T404 T104 P245
T403 T103
T402 T102The component in the cooling section is con nser, T401 T101 P201

which is 1.8 m height and is a shell-tube design. The
cooling water, from the water tank on the roof of Nuclear
Engineerin* Building, flows through the horizontal tube
bank carrying heat from the shell side of the working Fig.2. Layout of instrumentations
fluid. The outlet temperature of primary side workin� The output of thermocouples, flow meter and pres-
fluid could be controlled by the flow rate of th( sure transducers, were recorded and processed by a data
ycooling water to within ± 0.2C. This outlet tempera- acquisition system. It included a YOKOGAWA HR-
ture is considered as the inlet temperature of the heated 2500 recorder, a personal computer IBM-PC/AT com-
section. patible and a printer. he recorder and the PC were

The downcomer, upper and lower horizontal sections linked by an interface card, GPIB (IEEE-488).
are made of stainless steel with inner diameter of 19.8
mm. The downcomer provides the gravity head to drive
the loop flow. A control valve was installed in the down- 2.3 Experimental Procedure
comer region so that the flow resistance in the single
phase region might be controlled. For the present s- Experimental procedures, including preparation, s-
tudy, it was fully open. An orifice flow meter was in- tart up, operation and shut off procedures had been es-
stalled in the lower horizontal section to measure the tablished to assure feasibility, reliability and safety of
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each experiment. Detailed procedures were given in re- about 50 sec. Experiments under lower powers and/or
f.[91. rhe working fluid, distilled water, was first heated higher inlet subcoolings indicate that the oscillations be-
at a desired power inside the loop with the top relief come chaotic.
valve being open to boil off the noncondensible gases.
Subsequently, the relief valve was closed and the loop The flow oscillations result in the oscillations of heat-
becomes closed. The cooling water flow rate in the ed wall temperature at various locations as shown in
secondary side was subsequently adjusted so that the Fig.4. It can be seen that the wall temperature rises af-
exit working fluid temperature in the primary side of ter a short while of flow reduction or reversal. The tem-
the condenser was at the desired value. This temper- perature rise is clearly due to reduction in heat transfer
ature was treated as the inlet fluid temperature in the and the time lag is caused by the delay from the loca-
present study. The system pressure was regulated by tion of flow meter and points of wall temperature mea-
nitro en gas pressurizer such that the pressure at the surements. The variations of wall temperature are very
loop tottom was at 1.5pmO.1 atm. Data were recorded significant. At the entrance point, in which single phase

flow prevails, the temperature variation is as high as 0
for about 120 minutes after the initial transient had died C. At the point near the boiling boundary, the temper-
out and quasi-steady state appeared. The sampling rate ature variation is the highest and reaches about 60'C .
was 0.511z. The wall temperature variation at the exit point is qual-

The experimental conditions are: itatively different from those at the entrance point and
Heated Power (Heat Flux) 4 kW - kW the point near the boiling boundary. This is because

(127 - 254 kW/m') boiling at this point lasts longer than the point near
Inlet subcooling 270C - 75"C the boiling boundary. Heat transfer coefficient during

boiling eriod is usually not very sensitive to the flow
3. REsults and Discussions rate any flow direction; Therefore, temperature varia-

It was found that the cases studied here were all tions during boiling period is relatively small.
unstable. Significant oscillations in loop mass flow rate,
pressure drop in each section, and heated wall tempera-
tures are present. Figure 3 shows the temporal evolution 101) 00
of the mass flow rate at the bottom horizontal section
of the loop for the case of Q = kW and Tin = 43.5
'C. The starting time of data recording was arbitrarily
selected after the system had reached the quasi-steady 8 co

state; therefore, the flow rate at t = being negative
was possible. From Fig.3 it can be seen that the flow
rate oscillates quasi-periodically between 160 kg/hr and 60 0

500 kg/hr i.e., the inlet velocity oscillates between 13.8
cm/s and 43.4 cm/s. The appearance of flow reversal
was typical for the present study. However, the magni- a
tude of the forward flows was typically 3 to 4 times the 40 0
reversed flows. This was because during the instant of 110 00
flow reversal, the gravity head in the downcomer region P
must be overruled and the fluid in the heated region C)
was heated at the same time. Thus, the buoyancy force 90 00

enerated aTainst the flow direction and the reversed
was re uced. From Fig.3, it can also be seen that

the oscillation is a type of quasi-periodic one with four
fundamental frequencies. Three oscillations with small- 0) 70 0

er magnitudes follows an oscillation with larger magni- E-

tudes. The period of large magnitude oscillation was
600 00 : b

L. at- 50 00 . . . . . . . . . . . . .P_ 530- kW
r-43 'C

0 co

11)( 00

200 0

co

o 0

200 C
61) 01)

0 00 Too 200 00 30 0(

_'00 co Time sec
0 0 100 00 20 0 300 00 Fig.4. Temporal evolution of heated wall temperatures (a)

Time see at the entrance point; (b) at the point near the boiling
Fig.3. Temporalevolutionofmassflowrate. boundary ; (c) at the exit Q = 6KW, Ti, = 43.5"C
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The thermal hydraulic oscillation for this particu- bubbles have transported to the cooling section than
lar case may be well explained as follows. Comparin those stay in the heated and riser section. Moreover
Fig. 3 and Fig.4 it is clear that, during the langtg since there are not many vapor bubbles left in te ris-amplitude oscillation, when the flow rate rises, magni- large amplitude forwarder and heated section after the
tude, heat transfer becomes very good; the wall temper- flow, such a larger amplitude flow is not possible until
ature is decreased and boiling is suppressed. As boiling three smaller amplitude flow oscillations have appeared
is suppressed, the driving buoyancy force and thus the for this particular case.
flow rate becomes smaller; all temperatures are thus i-
creased and boiling is reestablished and vapors ae gen- Significant oscillations in coolant temperature pre-
erated in the heated region and the flow is increased vail in the loop. Fig.5 shows the temporal evolution of
again. Void fraction measurements indicate that the fluid temperature at the entrance and exit of the heated
loop flow rate increases following the increase in void section and at a point near the exit of the riser. It can be
fraction in the riser and upper heated region[IO]. This seen that for inlet temperature isolated peaks above the
process repeats itself. However, the flow rise may not base value appear due to flow reversals. This is the rea-
be strong enough to suppress boiling in the upper part son why the fluid temperature at the exit of condensers
of the heated region as suggested by Fig.4b. This kind which is much more stable due to large condenser design
of small amplitude oscillathons persist for three cycles. and insignificant effect of flow reversal on this point, is
Thus, many vapor bubbles will be accumulated in the referred to as the inlet fluid temperature in the present
upper part of heated section and riser. This results in a study. The fluid temperature at the exit of the heated
very large driving force and an increase in loop flow rate section is quite similar to that of wall temperature at
of large amplitude is resulted. This large amplitude flow the same elevation. on the other hand, due to time lag
sweeps most of the vapor bubbles in the heated section and mixing effect in the riser the fluid temperature os-
and riser and the flow reversal is resulted if more vapor cillation at the riser exit is quit different from that at

the exit of the heated region.

50 00- a The oscillation in flow rate and vapor void may cause
the oscillation in pressure drops in each sections. Figure
6 shows the temporal evolution of pressuure drops for
the lower and upper half part of the heated section, ris-
er(including an elbow and a small portion of the upper

46 �,O- horizontal section), upper horizontal section including
an elbow and a small portion in the entrance region of
the cooling section. It can be seen that the pressure

A V, drop in the upper horizontal section, which is mainly
due to friction and an elbow form loss, is much smaller

I io 00 less than land heated section. This suggests that fric-

100 00 tional pressure drop and elbow form loss are very small.
P This is to be expected for relatively low flow rates in the
0) present study. The negative pressure drops in the upper

90 00 horizontal section are due to reversed flows. Since the
frictional pressure drop and elbow form loss are negligi-

4--)
M bly small, the pressure drop shown in Fig.6c is mainly
" 80 00
W due to gravitational pressure drop and the oscillation in

pressure drop is mainly caused by the variation in void
70 00

E-- fraction. Figure 6(a) and 6(b) show that due to the pres-
60 00 ence of void oscillation the oscillation of pressure dropsin the upper half portion of the heated section is more

105 00 violent than the lower half portion.
C Experiments under other conditions of power and in-

let fluid temperatures had also been conducted. Figure
7 the sumarizes effects of power level and inlet fluid tem-

95 00 perature on the average mass flow rate. It can be seen
that the average mass flow rate increases with increased
power level and/or inlet fluid temperatures. Tis re-
sults from that, in average, more vapors are generated

85 00 under the conditions of high power levels and/or inlet
fluid temperatures.

Figure 8 shows the effect of heated power and inlet
fluid subcooling on the first fundamental frequency

75 00 0 00 100 00 300 the frequency of the largest amplitude oscillation ) It
Fan be seen that the frequency increases with increase

Time see in heated power and with decrease in inlet subcooling.
Fig 5. Temporal evolution of fluid temperature (a) at the Similar trends have been reported by Aritoini et al. [7) for
entrance of the heated section;(b) at the exit of the heat- geysering in a natural circulation loop. They found that
ed section; (c) at the point near the exit of the riser.Q For low inlet subcoolings the period of geysering could
6KWTi, = 43.50C be correlated with the time period required boiling of

subcooled liquid flowing into a heated chennel.
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Fig-8. Effects of heated power and inlet fluid subcooling on
the first fundamental frequency

00

-5 00 4. Conclusions

d The present study investigated experimentally the
15 0 I thermal hydraulic oscillation behavior in a low pessure

00 100 00 20000 two phase natural circulation loop at low powers and
Time see high inlet subcoolings. The following conclusions may

be drawn from the study.

Fig.6. Temporal evaluation of pressure drops (a) in the low-
er half portion of the heated section (b)in the upper half 1. Quasi-periodic oscillations with flow reversals ap-
portion of the heated section; (c)in the riser;(d) upper hori- pear in the present low pressure atural circula-
zontal section Q = 6K W, T = 43.5'C tion loop at relatively low powers and high inlet

subcoolings. At even lower powers and/or higher
inlet subcoolings the oscillations become chaotic.
Physical explanations for such quasi- periodic os-
cillation were provided.

2. The magnitude of forward flow is typically 3 to 4
times of the reversed flow.
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3. Due to large magnitude flow oscillations and flow [91 C. Pan, S.B. Wang, H.R. Jeng and C.Y. Wu," A
reversal, significant heated wall temperature os- Study of Two-phase Natural Circulation Loop," N-
cillations were present in conjunction with other SC reportNsc 81-0401-EO07-18, Department of Nu-
hydrodynamic oscillations. For the current sys- clear Engineering, National Tsing Hua University,
tem the largest wall temperature variations occur 1992.(in Chinese)
at the point near the boiling boundary. The tem-
perature variation could be as high as 60'C, which [10] C.Y. Wu, S.B. Wang, and C. Pan," Void Fraction-
could cause significant cyclic thermal stress on the s in a Low-Pressure Two-Phase Natural Circula-
heating element and could be a concern for the tion Loop, Trans. American Nuclear Society Vol.
design of a heating element such as a fuel element. 69, p500,1993.

4. The average loop mass flow rate increases with in-
crease in heated power and inlet fluid temperature.

5. The first fundamental oscillation large magni-
tude oscillation frequency increases with increase
in heated power and with decrease in inlet fluid
subcooling. This implies that the period of this
large magnitude oscillation may be correlated with
the time period required for boiling of subcooled
liquid flowing into a heated region.
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ABSTRACT explain the mechanism from the higher harmonics viewpoint. Also, the

A quantitative study of a mechanism for BWR regional stability has index which can distinguish a regional oscillation mode from a core-

been carried out from the higher armonics viewpoint using a tree- wide oscillation mode and the method which can be applied for on-line

dimensional higher harmonics analysis code and is reported in this stability monitoring are proposed,

paper. The results show that the first azimuthal harmonics II. THREE-DIMENSIONAL HIGHER HARMONICS

subcriticality takes a relatively small value under the regionally SUBCRITICALITY ANALYSIS

unstable condition. The calculated patterns of the first azimuthal

harmonics agree quite well with the measured regional oscillation A. Three-Dimensional Higher Harmonics Mode Analysis Code
mode patterns. Comparing the subcriticality and he steady state power

distribution, it is shown that the distribution exists whose first For evaluating the higher harmonics sulicrificality with
azimuthal harmonics subcriticality takes a small value. This implies reasonable accuracy based on the operating plant conditions, a higher
that regionally unstable conditions can be, estimated from fundamental harmonics mode analysis code which can treat the actual BWR core
mode distributions. The decomposition method of he oscillated power geometry is indispensable. For this reason, a three-dimensional higher
responses into the harmonics modes is presented. The results show that harmonics mode analysis code was developed. With the code, the
core-wide oscillation power responses almost entirely consist of the higher harmonics mode is calculated by solving the following
fundamental mode and regional oscillation power responses almost eigenvalue problem based on a modified one-group diffusion teory:'
entirely consist of the first azimuthal harmonics mode. This indicates
that te regional oscillation is the phenomenon in which the first AOn � �,nOn

azimuthal harmonics mode oscillates on the basis of the fundamental where A is the diffusion operator, �n and k are the eigenfunction and
mode. the eigenvalue of the n-th harmonics, respectively. For the numerical

operation, the core is divided into the three-dimensional rectangular
I. INTRODUCTION nodes.

The regional oscillation in BWRs(boiling water reactors) is a The diffusion equation is solved with he Hote11ing ethod
which is widely used for eigenvalue problems.12 The fundamental

spatially dependent phenomenon With a neutron thermal-hydraulic mode, neutron flux , and eigenvalue X, are given by the hree-
coupled feedback effect. It is characterized by the out-of-phase power dimensional BWR core simulators The n-th mode is calculated by
oscillations in each half side of a core observed in several stability subtracting the lower less than n-Lh ) odes contribution from the
tests.1-5 The mechanism for BVy'R regional stability has been explained diffusion equation with the iterative procedure. T suberiticality of
as the phenorrienon in which the neutron higher harmonics ode is the n-th harmonics, p. is defined as follows:
excited by the thermal-hydraulic feedback effeCL6 Several studies have I I
been carried out using three-dimensional(3-D) transient codes to Pn = --- (2)
simulate the observed regional oscillation data and to investigate the X'1 XO
conditions in which regional oscillations Rely OCCUr.7.8 However, the The code validity was qualified by comparing the calculate
studies for the mechanism have been carried out mainly from the eigenvalues with the analytical eigenvalues for the homogeneous

cylindrical bare reactor which has the known theoretical solution. Te
qualitative viewpoint',10 because of the complexity of the phenomenon. base condition was created using the all control rods withdrawn
For that the reason, the quantitative study from the higher armonics condition of a typical BWR/5 core. The nuclear constants were
viewpoint has been carried out and is reported in this paper. adjusted to ake the base condition of which te fundamental

For the evaluations, a 3-D harmonics mode analysis code was eigenvalue was 1.0. T results are shown in TABLE 1. Te
developed and harmonics eigenvalues were calculated for he measured calculated eigenvalues are compared With die theoretical ones ranging
oscillated power conditions. Here, the harmonics subcrificality is from the first harmonics to the seventh harmonics. Tey are in fairly
defined as the eigenvalue separation between the, fundamental mode good agreement. The armonics related with the regional stability is
and the higher harmonics. The results are compared With he real ests the first azimuthal mode and it appears in relatively low order, for

data and the analytical results using a 3-D transient code in order to example, first or second, and therefore, it can be concluded that he
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code presented here is sufficiently accurate for application to BAIR mode is the first mode in the other four plants. Also, the second mode
regional stability evaluations. is the first azimuthal mode in the four plants. Such a result reflects the

TABLE I core sizes of the six plants. Namely, Caorso and Vermont Yankee are,
Comparison of eigenvalues for homogeneous cylindrical relatively small plants, the former is a 800 MW class plant and the

bare reactor between analytical value and calculated value latter is a 540 MW class plant, by contrast, the other four plants are
larger than 1000 MW class plants. In the two smaller plants, the

Harmonics Mode Analytical Calculated Error(%) geometrical buckling for the radial direction is large in comparison

1 Azimuthal 0.985445 0.985344 -0.0101 with the axial direction, and therefore, the axial mode appears prior to
the azimuthal mde. In Fig. , the solid line indicates the plant where

2 Azimuthal 0.985445 0.985344 -0.0101 the regional oscillation was observed and the broken line indicates the

3 Axial 0.981127 0.981188 0.0061 plant where the core-wide oscillation was observed. From this figure,
I it can be seen that the first harmonics subcriticalities of the three, plants

4 Azimuthal-axial 0.967111 0.966892 -0-0219 where the regional oscillation was observed take relatively small values

5 Azimuthal-axial 0.967111 0.966891 -0-0220 in comparison with those of the two plants where the core-wide
- oscillation was observed. The one exception is Caorso whose first

6 Azimuthal 10.966952 1 0.966873 -0.0079 harmonics mode is the first axial mode because of the small core size.

7 Azimuthal 0.966952 1 0.966391 I -0.00561 However, in comparison with Vermont Yankee, the subcriticality of
the second harmonics of Caorso is small. Although it is larger than the
subcriticality of the first harmonics of LaSalle-2, the thermal-hydraulic

B. Relationships between First Azimuthal Subcriticality stability was much worse in Caorso in comparison with LaSalle-2. For
and Oscillation Modes example, the estimated channel decay ratio of Caorso is about 03

larger than that of LaSalle-2 using the frequency stability method.

In several European BWR plants, regional oscillations were In Fig.2, the calculated first and second harmonics mode
observed in stability tests,'-' and therefore, the in-core process data patterns are compared with the measured oscillated mode patterns for
including APRMs and LPRMs were recorded. From those data, the the six operating plants. From the figure, it can be seen that for the

first azimuthal mode oscillation seems to account for most of the FirstMode SecondMode OscillatedMode
regional oscillation observed. This fact implies that the first azimuthal
mode takes the smallest subcriticality and/or a small subcriticality in a 160 170

regional oscillation. Caorso
The armonics mode subcriticalities of typical oscillation data Exial G

have been evaluated with the 3-D higher harmonics mode analysis
code. Selected oscillation data were, Caorsol KRB-13,1 KRB-C2 and
Leibstadt for the regional oscillation mode and VermontYankee 14 and 30 -120/---'\ 20-30

LaSalle-215 for the core-wide oscillation mode. KRB-B

The, calculated harmonics suberiticalities for the first mode to 0 U -
the fourth mode of the above six plants are shown in Fig. 1. In Caorso

4.5 I - - I -60 -150 -60

Caorso

4.0 KRB-B KRB-C
KRB-G

3.5 Leibstadt 0 0 0VY
E- 3.0 LaSalle-2

2.5
U*-4 4 Leibstadt -i8o ---- -180 ----

2.0 + +0
1.5

�D 1.0
Q0 Vermont

0.5
First Azimuthal Mode Yankee +

0.0j , Anal 0

0 1 2 3 4 5

HARMONICS MODE

Fig, 1 Subcriticalities of hannonics modes for LaSalle-2 -180 ----

operating BWR stability data (D 0
and Vermom-Yarikee, the first aZiMULhal mode is the second mode and Fig.2 Compariosonofealculatedlstand2nd
die first axial mode is te first mode. However, the first azimuthal harmonics patterns and measured oscillated modes
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plants where the regional oscillation was observed, the calculated first to 90% of rated and the range of flow is from 20% to 40% of rated,
azimuthal mode patterns agree quite well with the measured oscillated respectively. The subcriticality is distributed between 104$ and 132$
mode, patterns. This result implies that the regional oscillation mode in the above power/flow range. It can be seen he tendency that the
has strong correlation with the first azimuthal harmonics mode. In subcriticality increases with increasing power and decreases with
other words, the regional oscillation is a phenomenon where the first increasing flow. However, the subcriticality of the normal operating
azimuthal harmonics mode is excited by some feedback effects and 'is region, namely, the power on the flow control line is distributed in the
oscillating on the bases of the fundamental mode. Therefore, the very narrow range; it is from 1.05$ to 110$. This result means that the
subcriticality of the first azimuthal harmonics mode is an important thermal-hydraulic stability plays a dominant role for the regional
factor for the regional stability. The thermal-hydraulic stability, stability in operating conditions so long as the neutronics conditions,
especially, the hot channel stability, is thought to be a main feedback such as the, control rods pattern and the exposure, are kept constant.
effect for the harmonics excitation, and therefore, the hot channel Therefore, in the case where the first azimuthal mode subcriticality is
stability is another important factor. This is he reason why the given, the regional stability boundary in a power/flow map can be
regional oscillation was observed in Caorso in spite of the larger first roughly estimated with the thermal-hydraulic stability boundary.
azimuthal harmonics subcriticality than that of LaSalle-2. The hot
channel region was unstable enough to overcome he large threshold of 111. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN POWER DISTRIBUTION
the first azimuthal harmonics subcriticality in the case of Caorso6. AND SUBCRITICALITIES
Therefore, the combined evaluation between the harmonics
subcriticality, namely, the neutronic evaluation and the hot channel The analyses with 3-D stability code have shown the existence
stability, namely, the thermal-hydraulic evaluation is necessary for the of the power distribution by which the regional oscillations are likely
regional stability evaluation. However, the evaluation of the first sustained." The experimental knowledge, is that he power distribution
azimuthal mode is very useful for the regional stability analysis. The resembles the first azimuthal mode distribution is such distribution. It
power distribution with which he regional oscillation likely sustains can be estimated that there are some relationships between the first
can be investigated from this point and it is expected to apply for the azimuthal mode subcriticality and the power distribution by which the
design and/or the core management to avoid the regional oscillation. regional oscillations are likely sustained. In order to distinguish the

possibility of core-wide oscillations, the index called R-value was
C. Relationships between Subcriticality and Operation Point introduced. The index means the average of the square radial power,

defined as follows:

The relationships between the higher harmonics suberiticality R NP(n)2
and the operation point, reactor power and core coolant flow rate in this I (3)
case, are interested from the regional stability boundary viewpoint. For N n=l
example, such evaluations using a simple correlation and a linear where P(n) is the radial power normalized as follows:
stability code are shown in Ref.9. Here, the higher harmonics N
subcriticality evaluations using the 3-D harmonics code, in a Y P(n = N (4)
power/flow map are presented. n=1

In Fig.3, it is sown the, first azimuthal mode subcriticality where N is the total number of fuel bundles in the core.
distribution in the power/flow map based on the LaSalle-2 instability The index for regional oscillations called RL-value as been
case whose first azimuthal mode has been estimated to be the first introduced. It is the distance weighted R-value, defined as follows:
harmonics mode as shown in Fig.2. The range of power is from 30% N N

-- -------- RL = YP(n)2L(n) YL(n) (5)
90 1.35 n=l n=l

%R

where L(n) is the distance between the center of the core and the fuel. . . 1.30
80 - bundle whose normalized radial power is P(n).

- The R-value represents the nonuniformity of the radial power

70 - 1.25 distribution and the larger the R-value is, he larger is the expected void
reactivity. Therefore, the core condition is more unstable. The RL-

1.20 value is weighted with distance from the center of the core; when the
60 high power fuel bundles are located in the peripheral region of the core,

0 1.15 it takes a large value. Such power distribution is typically that in
0� which regional oscillation has been observed in operating BYv1R. The

50 RL-value is a good approximate value for te first azimuthal mode
1.10 �D

distribution. Therefore, the difference of the above, two indexes, R -
40 RL represents the difference between the fundamental ode

7 1.05 distribution and the first azimuthal mode distribution. In Fig.4, the R

30 1 1 1 RL values of the former mentioned plant data are shown. The R -

20 25 30 35 0LA 1.00 RL value can distinguish the two types of oscillation ode quite well,

FLOW except for Caorso. However, it is proportional to the first azimuthal
mode subcriticality with a good approximation.

Fig.3 First azimuthal mode subcriticality The results mentioned here mean that the indexes calculated

on power/flow map using the steady state power distribution can be used for a relative
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FIRST AZIMUTHAL SUBCRITICALITY ($) 0 Hot

Fig.4 ( R-RL value of observed oscillation data Hot

estimation of the first azimuthal mode suberiticality and regional Peripheral
stability. For example, if a comparison of the two different conditions D Average
indicates that the thermal-hydraulic conditions are approximately the
same, it can be estimated that the regional oscillation likely appears in Peripheral
the condition with a smaller ( R - RL value. This can be qualified Fig.5 Thermal-hydraulics group division
with 3-D stability simulation. The base condition was created for the
LaSalle-2 case named Case-A, and another condition with a smaller used for simulation
subcriticality was created from the base case by moving the, withdrawal As mentioned in Ref.6, the gain of neutron dynamic can be, correlated
positions of several conLrol rods, named Case-B.The first azimuthal to the void-to-power gain calculated using a 3-D stability code.17 The
subcriticality, R-value, RL-value and ( R-RL ) value for the two cases results indicated that the power sensitivity to the flow variation is
are listed in TABLE II. The suberiticality is reduced by about 0.2 $ smaller in a regional oscillation than in a core-wide oscillation. The

and also the ( R - RL ) TABLEII responses of the, void-to-power gain of the two simulation results are
value is reduced by Subcriticality, R-value and RL-value compared in Fig.8. The gain of the regional oscillation is smaller than
about 0.055, which are for two simulation cases that of the core-wide oscillation in he all frequency range in Fig.8.

indicated in Fig.4 with --- The gain difference at the resonant frequency of 0.45Hz is about 5.5dB.
an asterisk. The Case-A Case-B Investigating the subcriticafity, p, which causes he gain decrease of

simulation as been Subcrificafity($) 1.083 0.886

carried out with a 3-D R-value 1.132 1.132
stability analysis code

TOSDYN-4, whose RL-value 0.989 1.035

thermal-hydraulics (R-RL) 0.143 0.088
model consists of 1.25
axially one-dimensional parallel channels. The thermal-hydraulics
channel group division used includes nine channel groups as shown in 1.00
Fig.5. Namely, two hot channels, two hot peripheral channels, two
average channels, two core peripheral channels and one buffer channel,

;4 0.75
which is a typical channel group division used for regional stability
analyses. The thermal-hydraulic conditions of the hot channel are

0 0.50almost the same in both cases. Te simulation was initiated with two
recirculation pump trip ( 2RPT ) for both cases. The power responses
of two hot channels are shown in Fio,.6 for Case-A and in Fig.7 for

0 0.25
Case-B; the smaller subcriticality case. Figure 6 shows that the hot < I
channels oscillate in-phase with each other, finely, the oscillation 0.00
mode is core-wide in Case-A. On the contrary, Fig.7 shows that the 0 25 50 75 100 125
power of the hot channels oscillate out-of-phase with each other, TIME (S)

namely, the oscillation mode is regional in Case-B. The main Fig.6 Response of channel power( Case-A
distinction of the two cases is the relative relation between the
fundamental mode and the first azimuthal mode. T relation can be
qualified using the neutron dynamics with a harmonics subcriticality.
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As described so far, the first azimuthal mode has an important
role for a regional oscillation. Namely, it can be explained that the first
azimuthal mode is excited and oscillating on the basis of the
fundamental mode in a regional oscillation. On the contrary, in the

1.25 case of the base distribution, the fundamental mode is oscillating in a
core-wide oscillation. To verify the above-mentioned rlationships, he

1.00 mode decomposition of oscillated power responses into each higher
harmonic mode is an effective method. Solving Eq.(l), the higher
harmonic ode �. is given. Higher harmonic modes orthogonalize

0.75 each other and are normalized, satisfying the following equation:

0
0.50 Lholecore �modv = 8m, (6)

0.25 where 8., represents Kronecker's delta. This is a very convenient

characteristic.

U 0.00 Assuming the neutron flux in the core consists of the

0 25 so 75 100 125 fundamental mode and all higher harmonic modes in the transient state,

TIME (S) namely:

Fig.7 Xesponse of channel power Case-B 0(t = Y-AnWOn (7)
n=O

50 Gain of where A,(t) represents he magnitude response of n-th mode. Using

Ne ltronies the relation among the higher harmonic modes, Eq.(6), the amplitude
An(t) can be given as follows:

ubcriticality. : 0 $
ai 45 -------------------------

Uain ecrease
Z Aii(j) 0(t,0,dv (8).5.dB due to Lholecore

40 whplftajity... Using the above defined amplitude response of harmonics, it is

40 expected that the fundamental mode amplitude response is

35 35 comparatively large in a core-wide oscillation and the first azimuthal

10 2 lo-' 10 0 1 mode amplitude response is comparatively large in a regional10
30 FREOUENCY(Hz) oscillation. This method has been demonstrated for the simulated

ase-A results with the 3-D transient code,18 where the relation shown as

25 Eq.(6) is sictly assured because of the, consistency in h neutronics

model and noding.

20- The ethod has been applied to the BWR operating plant

ase-B stability test data where Eq.(6) is not generally assured, and the
15 I-------------------- following correlation is assured instead.

:5.5dB 1, ifM=D
107

5 Lholecore Om�ndv (9)

J C, ifM#n(F<<l)

1 2 lo 1 loo lol Therefore, Eq.(8) is not strictly assured for the plant data.

FREQUENCY (Hz) However, using Eq.(9), the n-th harmonics distribution can be used as a
filter which ephasizes the n-th ode response.

Fig.8 Comparison of void-to-power gain between
core-wide oscillation and regional oscillation Lholecore 0(00ndv = An(0+ Y-Am(l) AO) (10)

m#n

5.5dB in a neutron dynamics for this simulation, the value is given as To demonstrate the validity, the method has been applied to the

about 0.88$. It agrees quite well with the first azimuthal mode operating plant stability tests data; both for the core-wide oscillation

subcriticality of Case-B 0886$. Therefore, the mechanism for a gain mode and he regional oscillation mode. The number of LPRM signals

decrease in flow-to-power response of a regional oscillation comparing is 77 and the number of neutronics nodes is 8832, then of Eq.(9 is

with that of a core-wide oscillation can be explained by a gain decrease about 002 in the former case. Therefore, Eq.(10) is secured

in nutron dynamics caused by the first azimuthal mode subcriticality. sufficiently. In the latter case, is about 012, where the number of

LPRM signals is 80; fairly few as compared with te number of

IV. MODE DECOMPOSITION OF OSCII-LATED POWER neutronics nodes, 18816. However, as h APRM response is quite

RESPONSE small in comparison to h LPRM response in a regional oscillation

mode, Eq.(] is expected to be sll valid for monitoring.
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5 - - - - - - -
where h, is an impulse response. The decay ratio is calculated using

4 the impulse response as follows:

3 ' = E[((P.,lP.)/(P��-P i)),1 (13)

2 where E[-] indicates an expected value and P., P., P�_, are successive

1st Azimu hal peak values Of he impulse response as shown in Fig.10.

0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 V) P
TIME (S) Z0 Pn+1

Fig.9a Core-wide oscillation 0.
2.5

Fundamental W
2.0 I st AziML thal

Pn

Z
1. 7

0.5 TWE

0. Fig. IO Definition of decay ratio
0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500 The estimated decay ratios are shown in Fig. IL Comparing

TIME (S) with Fig.9b, there is no significant difference between the agnitude
Fig.9b Regional oscillation responses before 500 seconds, but, there appears to be a significant

difference between the decay ratios in h time region. After 500
Fig.9 Comparison of magnitude responses for seconds, the, decay ratio of the first azimuthal mode magnitude leaps

fundamental mode and first azimuthal mode above 0.8 and reaches almost 1.0 after 700 seconds when he regional
In Fig.9, the comparisons are shown between the responses of oscillation is fully developed. On the contrary, he decay ratio of the

the magnitude for the two modes, the fundamental mode and the first fundamental agnitude is less than 06 Trefore, if he decay ratio
azimuthal ode, which are, related to the core-wide oscillation mode in for the instability criterion i Set at 0.8, the decay ratio calculated from
Fig.9a and the regional oscillation mode in Fig.9b, respectively. In the the APRM response would b insufficient for detecting the onset of
core-wide oscillation case, te magnitude of the fundamental mode is regional instability. However, he first azimuthal ode distribution as
much larger than that of the first azimuthal ode. Namely, the functions so as to filter out he other harmonics ode's contribution
fundamental mode mainly oscillates in he core-wide oscillation. On and emphasize the regional oscillation ode. This characteristic is
the contrary, for the regional oscillation case, were the out-of-phase convenient for the detection of a regional oscillation wich is hrdly
oscillations have been observed in the LPRM responses after about 700 detectable only by the averaged signal, APRM, which cancels out or
seconds, the magnitude of the first azimuthal mode takes a larger value dilutes the responses of the out-of-phase oscillation.
after about 550 seconds. However, te difference of the agnitudes
between two modes is small in comparison with the core-wide, case Fundamental . . . . . . . . . .
because of the smaller ratio of the number of LPRM signals to that of 1st Azimuthal
the neutronics nodes. Hence, the decay ratio is another index for 1.C -
stability monitoring. Decay ratios have been calculated from the
magnitude responses of the two modes for the regional oscillation case 0.8 7------------------ ...................
using the maximum entropy method.19 In the maximum entropy Stability Criterion
method, the prediction error filter ak is estimated as an autoregression 94 0.4
process for the time series data x, as follows:

x,I M 0.4 �41

Y-akXt-k = et ( 1)
k=I cl

where e, is he estimated error. The prediction error filter is calculated 0.2
by Burg's algorithm bsed on he maximum information entropy. The
filter order m is estimated using Akaike's information criterion (AIC). 0 
The impulse response of the time series data x, is calculated with the 0 250 500 750 1000 1250 1500
prediction error filter a. as follows: TWE (S)

hj = .0- 7-akhj-k (12) Fig. I Comparison of decay ratios for fundamental mode
k=I and first azimuthal mode with te regional oscillation data
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ABSTRACT mitigation actions in response to ATWS, and 3)
the validation of analytical models used to

This paper summarizes the results of a predict the core behavior with power
training simulator study to evaluate emergency oscillations. After the successful validation of
procedure guideline (EPG) revisions proposed by analytical methods against reactor and
the Boiling Water Reactors Owners' Group experimental data for oscillations of intermediate
(BWROG) to mitigate the consequences of magnitude (up to 300% local power), analyses
unstable power oscillations during anticipated were performed to reevaluate the consequences
transients without scram (ATWS). The main of selected ATWS transients.1-3 it was
purpose of -these ATWS simulations was to concluded that the turbine trip without bypass
evaluate the performance of the modified EPGs. posed the greatest challenge to core and
The main conclusions derived from this containment integrity because of its sensitivity
evaluation are that the proposed EPG to large power oscillations, and that core
modifications are necessary to avoid the coolability and containment integrity can be
likelihood of instabilities during ATWS events, maintained even though some fuel and cladding
and that the modifications can be implemented melting cannot be precluded by analysis. An
and carried out by operators during ATWS example of a transient response for a turbine trip
events within the time constraints assumed in that results in unstable power oscillations is
detailed analyses using the TRAGG and shown in Figure 1. The results in Figure 
EPA/HIPA codes. correspond to Case of Reference 3 and they

show unstable oscillation amplitudes as large as
BACKGROUND 1500%. The sensitivities of power oscillations

to reactor operating parameters were also
Following the LaSalle Unit 2 instability event determined and factored into studies of operator

of March 988, the United States Nuclear actions that could minimize the increase in risk
Regulatory Commission (NRC) and the BWROG due to power oscillations in conjunction with an
initiated a study to evaluate the validity of the ATWS event. Because of the large predicted
assumptions and analytical results supporting amplitude of the unstable oscillations under
the ATWS Rule. The major issues were: (1) the some ATWS scenarios, the BWROG has
impact of large power oscillations on fuel proposed revisions to the EPGs to incorporate
coolable geometry and containment integrity, 2 oscillation mitigation actions.
the effectiveness of automatic and manual
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Figure - Unstable power oscillations after turbine trip without bypass with failure to scram:

Left - Power/pressure; right - suppression pool flow/temperature.

REVIEW OBJECTIVES original reactor coolant system (RCS) thermo-
hydraulic and heat transfer models, the reactor

The NRC review of the proposed EPG core physics models, and the containment
changes was based primarily on an evaluation of models were replaced with new models from 3
whether the new EPGs satisfy the following Technologies. These models were the Real Time
objectives: Advanced Core and Thermo-Hydraulic Code

(RETACT), Space-Time Kinetics (STK), and
(1) Minimize the time interval when the reactor Multi-Node Containment (MNQ codes. This
is vulnerable to very large power spikes during code suite is fully integrated and runs in
an ATWS event. concurrence with the rest of the Black Fox

models: Balance of Plant Thermal Hydraulic and
(2) Avoid an EPG strategy which has a high Heat-Transfer models (BOP), Control Systems
probability of leading to reactor pressure vessel Models, Electrical Distribution System Models,
(RPV) depressurization. etc.

(3) Assure that the reactor vessel water level The RETACT thermo-hydraulic model is a
control and boron mixing strategy inherent in two-phase non-equilibrium five-equation model
the EPGs provide high confidence of acceptable with drift flux. The code integrates the mass
heat load to the containment during a reactor conservation equations for each of five
shutdown by soluble poison. constituents which are tracked in space and time

(vapor, water, boron, non-condensible gas, and
SIMULATOR DESCRIPTION radioactivity). Two energy conservation

equations are integrated in space and time two-
The Black Fox simulator was originally phase mixture and gaseous mixture). The two-

manufactured by Singer-Link (now S3 phase mixture momentum conservation equation
Technologies) for the Black Fox Power Station is integrated in space and time. These eight
which was canceled. The simulator was partial differential equations describing
delivered in 1980. The computer technology conservation of mass, energy, and momentum
available in the late 1970s and early 19 '80s are supplemented with the drift flux model
imposed design constraints that lead to which provides the method that computes the
limitations in the simulator capabilities. For this relative velocity between the gas and liquid
reason, the simulator was updated with more phases, including phase separation and counter-
advanced models in 1992 and 1993. The current flow limitations. Phase change due to
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thermal non-equilibrium is modeled, and to solve the one-group, 3-D eigenvalue problem
subcooled boiling is addressed. The main in space and time. The reactivity effects of
coolant pumps are modeled for eight operational xenon, samarium, fuel temperature (Doppler),
regimes in single-phase and two-phase flow, in moderator temperature, boron, void, burnup� and
steady state, and during transients. The control rods are explicitly calculated.
movement of all froth or liquid levels is tracked Calculations of the pellet temperatures are
everywhere in the system. Both steam and non- coupled to the neutronics through the Doppler
condensible gases are tracked. The Black Fox reactivity. Decay heat is calculated with 
simulator is modeled with 39 nodes. groups. The Black Fox core is modeled with

177 nodes in three dimensions.
Instantaneous cladding surface, mean fuel

pellet, and five local fuel temperatures are TEST ASSUMPTIONS
computed for six axial zones in the fuel pellet
heat slab using the lumped parameter The Black Fox simulator cannot generate
formulation. The heat transfer regimes at the power oscillations in its present form. For this
surface of each heat slab consider (1) reason, the oscillations were assumed to occur
convection to liquid, 2) subcooled and saturated on the time scale indicated by TRACG
boiling, 3) critical heat flux (CHF), 4) post-CHF calculations results provided in References and
heat transfer (transition and film boiling), (5) 2 and from results documented in Reference 3
convection to vapor/gas, 6) condensation (typically 2 minutes into the transient). The
(including effects of non-condensible gas). The operators were verbally notified when 25%
effects of Zircaloy metal-water reaction on oscillations were present. In a real ATWS case
cladding surface temperature and hydrogen with oscillations, some additional time may be
generation are accounted for. The effects of required for the operator to recognize the
thermal expansion on gap conductance are also presence of the 25% peak-to-peak oscillations.
calculated. Based on the results from References and 2,

large oscillations were assumed to have
The STK 3-D reactor core neutronics and 3-D developed minute after initiation, unless the

adiabatic space-time kinetics code uses physics water level was reduced to below the feedwater
and fuel engineering design data for input (13- spargers. If large oscillations developed, fuel
constants, cross-sections, physics data, fission failures were assumed, and main steam isolation
product yields, delayed neutron group data, etc.) valve WSIV) closure was required. In Black

Table 1. Simulations performed

Run Description Comment

I MSIV closure from 100% rod line Allowing operator freedom

2A MSIV closure from 100% rod line Following 'old' procedures exactly

2 MSIV closure from 1 00% rod line Repeat of run A

3 MSIV closure from MEOD line

4 Turbine trip with 5% bypass from MEOD line Following 'old' procedures

5A Turbine trip with 35% bypass from 100% rod line Following 'now" procedures

5 Turbine trip with 35% bypass from 100% rod line Repeat of run A

Turbine trip with 35% bypass from 100% rod line with Operator allowed to insert some rods manually following
partial rod insertion failure to scram

7 Turbine trip with 35% bypass from 100% rod line with Repeat of run 6
partial rod insertion
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Table 2 Main simulation results

Run Max. supp. RPv Level Below RPV Level Emergency Comments
Pool Temp. MSCWL? Below BAR Depressurization

I I I Requiced? I

1 79'CO 74F) y -5 min) N Y HPCS was used and level never reached
BAF

2 71'C(1591F) Y (-23 min) Y (10 min) y With strict procedures, reached lower pool
temp, but uncovered core for 10 min

3 74TOWIF) y -7 min) Y -3 min)

4 801C(1761F) Y (- 16 min) Y (-11 min) Y

5 351C (95'F) N N N Level successfully maintained below
spargers, MSIV isolation avoided

6 NIA N N N Partial rod insertion terminated event, but
level remained high, -1.52m 60"),
because of failure to turn off HPCS

7 NIA N N N Operator controlled level below the
spargers, but lost it minutes into
transient, causing MSIV isolation

Fox, the target level to control below the '.new" procedure guidelines would significantly
spargers is at an elevation of -3.05m (-1 20"). improve the consequences of an ATWS. For
Level-1 IVISIV isolation occurs if the level example, when the same transient was run with
reaches -3.76m 148"), unless the isolation is the 'new" procedures (Run #5), the
defeated. It was assumed that at least 1 0 consequences were minimal.
minutes would be needed to send an operator
into the plant to defeat MSIV closures. The new procedures require a reduction of

the RPV water level to below the feedwater
RESULTS spargers. In the Black Fox simulator, this

corresponds to a level of - 3.05m (-1 20"). The
A total of nine cases were simulated, ranging Level-1 automatic IVISIV isolation occurs at -

from complete IVISIV isolation from the 3.76m (-1 48"); this leaves only 071 m 28" of
maximum extended operating domain (MEOD) margin to avoid the isolation. Operator
line to turbine trip with 35% bypass with partial experience showed that it was very difficult to
rod insertion. Table lists the simulations maintain the level between -3.76m 148") and
performed, and Table 2 summarizes the main -3-05m (-1 20") because of safety relief valve
results. As observed in Table 2 the turbine trip (SRV) cycling and power changes. Essentially, it
with 35% bypass from the MEOD line (Run 4) required a full-time, well-trained operator to
was the worst event, which resulted in even maintain this level. When the operator was
higher suppression pool temperature and longer distracted (for instance to attempt to insert
core uncovery time than the IVISIV closure case control rods), the level was lost and IVISIV
(Run 3). This is caused in part by the non- isolation occurred as in Run V. Plants that can
deterministic nature of operator actions and bypass the automatic MSIV isolation from the
plant responses, and also by the fact that by the control room, are not susceptible to this
time the IVISIVs close (because of fuel failures problem, but the bypass operation may require
caused by the large oscillations), the suppression up to 30 minutes in other plants.
pool is already hot because the 35% bypass
cannot handle all the heat produced in the core. All simulated transients for which MSIV
For this reason, the team concluded that the isolation occurred required emergency RPV
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depressurization because the water level could procedures, where oscillations were allowed to
not be maintained above the minimum steam grow, produce fuel damage, and require an
cooling water level (MSCWL) in the Black Fox MSIV isolation. The final suppression pool
simulator. Maintaining level in this type of plant temperature for this case was the highest of all
is impossible under these conditions, because cases run, 800C (1 76'F). The containment
there is not sufficient injection capacity using design temperature limit is 850C (1850F).
only the EPG allowable systems. Use of the
high-pressure core spray (HPCS) was attempted The water level reduction required in the
by the operator in Case at his discretion, but proposed EPGs is likely to result in containment
the on-off control was inadequate to prevent isolation in plants that have no control-room key-
core uncovery. The operator was instructed to lock bypass of the MSIV isolation function on
stick to the written procedures for the remaining low water level. In some plants, the MSIV
cases. RPV depressurization always occurred isolation water level is above the spargers so
with MSIV closures using allowable EPG water that isolation will always occur. Even if the
sources for Black Fox, but the energy release to spargers are above the MSIV isolation water
containment is minimized by using only this level, maintaining this level accurately requires a
allowable water sources. full-time, well-trained operator because of the

concurrent changes in pressure and power. As
The RPV depressurization initiation occurred soon as the operator's attention is diverted from

at least to 2 minutes after the operator the level control, MSIV isolations are likely. In
realized that maintaining the level above MSCWL the Black Fox control room, the feedwater
was not possible. By that time, the water level control station is physically located next to the
was significantly below MSCWL. In all of these control rod station, so that the same operator is
cases, complete core uncovery (i.e., level likely to attempt to insert control rods and
somewhere in the lower plenum) resulted when control water level at the same time. This
external vessel injection was terminated by arrangement increases the likelihood of MSIV
procedure during the RPV depressurization. This isolations caused by water level swings.
time delay indicates a reluctance on the part of
the operators to initiate emergency RPV Boron injection is very slow and earlier
depressurization promptly because it is injection does not appear to affect the outcomes
considered a "last resort" measure. of the transients significantly. In all the

simulations not involving power oscillations, the
Following the RPV depressurization, operators initiated boron injection before they

feedwater injection is once more available using were required to do so by procedure. In the
low-pressure startup pumps. Even then, the cases where oscillations greater than 25% peak-
operators took to 1 0 minutes to cover the core to-peak were assumed early into the transient 2
for some simulations. This slow level increase is minutes from event initiation), boron injection
recommended in the EPG procedures and is was requested immediately and accomplished
reinforced by operator training to avoid within less than 30 seconds following the "new"
producing further fuel damage and/or dispersal procedures.
due to cold thermal shock and/or the possibility
of a power excursion. This resulted in the RPV Emergency RPV depressurization early into
level being below the MSCWL for as much as 23 the transient has raised some questions about
minutes in Run 2. the possibility of having unstable power

oscillations at lower pressure during or after
OBSERVATIONS completion of the RPV depressurization. The

accuracy of the simulator is not clear during this
The water level reduction to below the event, but the study predicted powers as high as

feedwater spargers proposed as a modification 10% with pressures as low as 276 MPa
to the existing EPGs is necessary to avoid power (400 psi) and very low core flow for as long as 2
oscillations which are likely to result in fuel to 3 minutes. This is sufficient time to allow
damage and require MSIV isolation. Of the nine large power oscillations to develop if the
cases simulated, the worst (in terms of possible operating condition was unstable.
fuel damage and containment response) was a
turbine trip with 35% bypass following the "old"
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A significant fraction of the operator's time and water level control band available) to
was devoted to "fighting" automatic systems identify problem areas in avoidance of IVISIV
such as the HPCS. Failure to control water level isolation and RPV depressurization. Appropriate
to prevent MSIV isolation in the turbine trip with EPG revisions and plant-specific modifications
bypass cases was caused by HPCS automatic (e.g., installation of IVISIV key-lock bypass) are
initiation with failure of the operator to turn it off being considered.
on time.
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Without a key-lock bypass, the operator must 2. GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY, Mitigation
concentrate on narrow-range level control for 10 of WR Core Thermal-Hydraulic Instabilities in
to 20 minutes to avoid reaching Level-1 IVISIV ATWS, NEDO-32164, December 1992.
isolation until it can be bypassed in the plant.

3. W. WULFF et al., BWR Stability Analysis
EPGs do not direct or require the operator to with the BNL Engineering Plant Analyzer,

maintain level above the Level-1 -3.76m 148") NUREG/CR-5816, BNL-NUREG-52312,
to avoid MSIV isolation. Maintaining the level November 1991.
above Level-1 is a key action to avoid the
isolation and possible emergency RPV
depressurization.

CONCLUSIONS

The main conclusion derived from this
evaluation is that the proposed EPG
modifications can be implemented and can be
carried out by operators during ATWS events
within the time constraints assumed in the
detailed TRACG analyses. Operator experience
at the Technical Training Center in Chattanooga,
Tennessee, shows that the new procedures can
be followed by an average operator and are
consistent with the existing procedures and
training. The main concern with respect to the
new procedures is the increased probability of
MSIV isolations caused by the level reduction; in
plants where the spargers and the MSIV
isolation level are close, maintaining the level
within this close range places a significant
demand on the operator. While controlling level
to avoid an IVISIV isolation, the operator cannot
perform other critical functions, such as inserting
control rods.

The results of the simulation have prompted
the BWROG and NRC to examine plant design
features by reactor type (e.g., high-pressure
coolant injection sources and boron injection
location) and by plant-specific characteristics
(e.g., key-lock bypass capability for MSIV,
availability of motor-driven feedwater pumps,
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ABSTRACT model which allows films on different surfaces

Predictions of critical power by COBRAG within a subchannel to have their own set of
based on a two-fluid, multi-field model were conservation equations proves to be crucial in
compared against the data collected at the ATLAS predicting dryouts which occur on rods next to
test facility at GE Nuclear Energy. Results of the unheated surfaces(e.g. channel wall and water rod).
comparisons are good with a relative percentage The conservation equations are then coupled with
error generally less than 5%. The predicted trends other physical models such as inter-subchannel
in critical power versus some important physical mixing, void dift, entraimnent, deposition, shear
parameters are also found to be in close agreement andheattransfermodelsforclosure. Criticalpower
with experiments. is controlled by the film dryout phenomenon which

is modeled as a balance between evaporation,

INTRODUCTION entrainment and deposition processes leading to a
critical film thickness in an annular flow

Bundle critical power is one of the crucial environment.
parameters in optimizing the design of a BV*rR fuel
bundle. A number of empirical correlations for Qualification of COBRAG was performed in a
critical quality based on bundle critical power systematic manner. Models simulating physical
measurements ftom full scale mockup tests under processes crucial in predicting bundle critical
prototypical BWR operating conditions have been power such as entrainment and deposition, mixing
applied to BWR fuel bundle design and evaluation. and void drift, shear and heat transfer were first
However, these empirical correlations are restricted assessed by analyzing experiments designed to look
to the ranges of the experimental conditions and the at these processes separately. This was then
design of the test bundles from which they are followed by analysis of more complex tests with
derived and extensive testing is required for new rod bundles and grid spacers to evaluate the integral
bundle designs. An alternate approach to predict performance of the models. Predictions from
the bundle critical power is by using a detailed COBRAG were generally in close agreement with
subchannel analysis code. Such an approach has experimental data which demonstrates the
been adopted by several state-of-the art codes (e.g. adequacy of the models 5].

COBRA-TF [11, THERMIT 2], MULTI 3 and Critical power calculations were compared
FIDAS 4]) with different degrees of successes. against experimental data to evaluate the

COBRAG is a detailed subehannel analysis performance of COBRAG in predicting bundle
code developed at GE Nuclear Energy with the critical power. A large amount of critical power
main objective of predicting the critical power, the data have been collected at the ATLAS test facility
bundle pressure drop and the void distribution of at GE Nuclear Energy in San Jose where simulated
the BWR fuel bundles. The two-phase flow is BWR bundles of different designs have been tested
described by conservation equations. derived from at conditions within the range of normal BWR
a two-fluid (e.g. liquid and vapor), multi-field (e.g. operation. A selected set of data from different
continuous, dispersed and multi-film) model. This bundle designs was used for comparison between
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the measured and calculated critical powers. The conservation equations for each field are
Results of the comparisons are good with a relative given as follows:
percentage error for the majority of these
predictions less than 5%. The predicted trends in
critical power versus the bundle inlet mass flux and Mass Conservation Eauattffl
subcooling are also found to be in close agreement
with experiments. I (t,Q, = - - aL�v, +T
FORMULATION OF COBRAG + M, + D,

COBRAG extends the two-fluid model for
two-phase flow to compass multiple fields, where
which leads to a separate representation of the r, Mass source term due to evaporation or
continuous and dispersed flelds. In the annular flow condensation
regime, the liquid films, vapor and droplets are each Mk Mass source term due to turbulent mixing or
represented by a set of conservation equations. In
the bubbly flow regime, the sets of conservation film spreading
equations for the films and droplets degenerate into Dk Mass source term due to entrainnient or
one set to represent the continuous bulk liquid, and deposition
those for vapor to represent the bubbles.

The conventional flow centered subchannels Momentum Conservation Equation
(Figure 1) are adopted for COBRAG. In the aimular
flow regime, the different surfaces within a a (akL�7vo V (akc?�vj-k - akQj akVP
subchannel could have very different rates of heat at
generation and surface characteristics, and using a
single field to represent an average film is not f4 f.X + �o

appropriate. h overcome this disadvantage, each
film is modeled as a separate field. This also aows + 1`�V-k + , + Dk'Vk

for more than one film segment around a fuel rod.
A model simulating the wave spreading mechanism where
which tends to even out the film around the rod is -
included in COBRAG. However, differences in the fa Interfacial force acting on phase k
azimuthal film thickness and flow will contribute to Force on phase k by the wall
preferential dryout locations around the rod.

f,4 Force acting on phase k due to void drift

rkVk: Momentum source term due to evaporation

UOUID orcondensation
FILMS fik Momentum source term due to turbulent

. . . mixing or film spreading

DJ-k: Momentum source term due to entrainment

ordeposition

EneW Conservation 4uationDROPLUS M
VA"F1 CORE

COMENTION& (qkLp�:ho V (a�.g�Vkh�. - a p
SUSCHAMELS at lat

+ qij + qj,

Figure 1. Flow Centered Subchannels + r + E, + Dh' ,
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where I 4 Qs 4 B
qix Interfacial heat transfer from interface to Qe) C. Qe

phase k C. C.(C I �).
q,, Wall heat transfer from wl surface to phase V Te

k c. 1.393 - .015 In (Re)
rh;: Energy source nn due to evaporation or

condensation lnte&facial Shear and Heat TranVgr

Ek Energy source term due to turbulent mixing Models for interfacial shear and heat transfer
or film spreading are based on the extension of the two-fluid model

Dkhk: Energy source term due to entrainment or used in the BWR version of TRAC. The interfacial
deposition shear is formulated based on the equivalence of the

This set of equations together with the two-fluid and drift flux models at steady state, and
following physical models can be solved the drift flux correlations developed from the void
numerically for pressure, and the velocities, volume fraction data 8]. The model also includes a
fractions and enthalpies of each field. modification in subcooled boiling to account for the

aggregation of vapor near the wall. The interfacial
PHYSICAL MODELS AND CONSTITUTIVE heat transfer for bubbles or droplets is modeled as
CORRELATIONS heat transfer to a moving solid sphere, and for the

film as heat transfer over a free surface 9, 1 0. The
To provide closure for the two-phase flow interfacial area for bubbles and droplets is given by

model, constitutive correlations for the following sphere surface with radius determined from the
physical models were adopted for COBRAG. critical Weber number, and for the film by the wall

Flow Regime Yq2 surface.

The flow regimes of a BWR bundle under &posidon and Entrainment
typical BWR operating conditions ranges from Deposition is modeled as a mass transfer driven
bubbly flow near the inlet to annular dispersed flow by the droplet concentration in the vapor core. The
at the exit. The flow regime map incorporated into droplet deposition flux is given by:
COBRAG is summarized in Table 

Gd.p = k f (C)

Void Fraction Flow Regime where k is the deposition coefficient and f (C) is a
0.0 Single Phase Liquid function of droplet concentration. The deposition

0. < ag < 03 Bubbly Flow coefficient k which can be viewed as a lateral drift
0. < ag < at - 0. 1 Chum Flow velocity for the droplets [II], is correlated as:

at - 0. < ag < at Transition Regime Its
at< ag < 1.0 k = A f (X)

Dispersed Annular
Flow

1.0 Single Phase Vapor where A is an experimentally determined constant
and f (x) is a function of flow quality.

Table 1. COBRAG Regime Map Entrainment is modeled as liquid shearing off
'Me citerion for transition to dispersed annular

flow is based on the condition when the film or the the film when the interfacial force overcome the
droplets can be ifted by the vapor flow. The vapor surface tension. The droplet entrainment flux is
volume fraction at which the transition takes place con-elated as 12]:
is given by 67]:

G. = A f (SlIS2)
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where A is an experimentally determined constant inventory for each rod surface provides a means for
and f (S1,S2) is a function two dimensionless evaluating the dryout phenomenon directly.
parameters given by: Physically, the condition for dryout corresponds to

the situation where the heating surface is not

'U'6 completely covered by a liquid film. Since surface
S, � tension prevents an infinitely thin film, there exists

a critical film thickness below which the film will
S = break up to expose the heated surface. Models for

critical film thickness under adiabatic conditions
SI is results from balancing the interfacial force and can be derived by balancing surface tension against
the surface tension a, the film surface and S2 is a interfacial shear at the film surface, which yields:
dimensionless vapor velocity to account for the
effect of the vapor velocity. 3

Turbulent Mixing and Vold Dr f

Turbulent mixing is modeled as an equal However, disturbances from the core flow tend to
volume exchange of two-phase mixtures among destablize the film by inducing waves on the film
adjacent subchannels. The lateral mixing velocity surface and result in a larger critical film thickness.
is expressed as a product of a single phase mixing Refinements to critical film thickness have been
velocity and a two-phase multiplier: incorporated into COBRAG based on critical

power data and can be expressed as:

where the single phase mixing velocity is obtained f (G)
from the transverse mixing flow rate per unit length where f is an experimentally determined function of
con-elated by Rogers and Rosehart [ 1 3] as: mass flux.

Grid Space
W' = .005 D, G Re Modeling of the interactions between grid

and the two-phase multiplier by Rowe and Angle spacer and two-phase flow is important to the
141 as a function of mass flux and vapor volume performance of citical power prediction of a

fraction: subehannel code. Developing a spacer model from
first principles is difficult and may need more
detailed information of the two-phase flow in its

0_ = I + fl(ct) f2(G) immediate vicinity like droplet distribution and

In COBRAG, the formulation for the void drift velo.city profiles within the subchannel. A
phenomenon is based on the pressure gradient semi-empirical approach has been applied to
acting on the bubble resulting from a lateral velocity formulate the spacer grid model in COBRAG. The
gradient between subchannels: model analyzes the effects of the grid spacer on flow

distribution (Figure 2 by focusing on the following
mechanisms:

F, = f au - Upstream film thinningIr) - Downstream turbulence enhancement

where the lateral force is formulated as a function of - Collection and ranoff at spacer
the lateral velocity gradient.
Film Based DIyout The semi-empirical approach adopted by the spacer

model requires that some key input parameters for
The onset of the critical heat flux predicted by the spacer model be adjusted for different spacers.

COBRAG is not based on empirical correlations However, only a few data points are needed for the
but on the dryout of the of film instead. The adjustment and the adjusted input is then applied to
multi-field approach which tracks the liquid film all the other tests with the same spacer.
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physical parameters, several sets of critical power
tests which covers different lattices, grid spacers,. . . . . . . . .
axial power profiles, pressures and inlet conditions

Rum off were selected for comparison. Summary of the
mom
SPAC:A experimental conditions of the selected tests is
ELAM NT listed in Table 2.. . . . . . . . .

SPACER
uQu 
PiLm :77"T. Lattice Type 8x8 to l0xl0

SPACtR
. . . . . . . . . .

Grid Spacer Eggerate, Ferrule,
Unit Cell

MICHAUVAL.'.

PRO Axial Pwr Profile Cosine, Top and
rMINAN Bottom Peaked

Met Mass Flux 650-1850 kg/m2/s

Met Subcooling 6-35 K.. . . . . . . . .
Pressure 5-9 MPa

Figure 2 Spacer Interactions Table 2 Experimental Conditions of

the Selected Tests

Results are organized into groups and shown

CRITICAL POWER PREDICTION in Figures 38 to highlight the effect of each
parameter. Very good overall comparisons have

A large aount ofcritical powerdata have been been achieved with a relative percentage error less

collected at the ATLAS test facility at GE Nuclear than 5%. The accuracy of these predictions is

Energy at San Jose. Simulated BWR bundles of comparable to the experimental uncertainty.

various lattices and using different grid spacers Furthermore, the experimental trends in critical

have been tested at conditions within the range of power versus pressure, inlet mass flux and

normal BWR operation and transients. TO subcooling, and axial power profile are are also

demonstrate the capability of COBRAG in accurately captured by COBRAG as shown in

predicting critical power over a wide range of Figures 912.

10000 10500

00. W Lattice + * Top Peaked +5%
9x9 Lattice 0 Cosine

9C l0xl0 Lattice 9 * Bottom Peaked
% %

8000- SSW 
7000- 7500.

6000- 6500.

DATA (kw) ATA (kw)
5

6000 70DO 8000 9000 10( D 10500

Figure 3 Critical Power Comparison for Figure 4 Critical Power Comparison for
Different Lattices Different Axial Power Profiles
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10000 Eggcrate 10500 0 678 kg/m2/s

Ferrule 0 1119 k 2
9DO - Unit Cell 9500 * 1560 k 2,:

gl'M2 IA 1832 kg %

A
8000- 8500-

7000- 7500- 101J"l
6000 6500

(kw .) 5500
501n DO 6000 7000 8000 5�00 10000 5500 6500 7500 8500 9500 10500

Figure 5. Critical Power Comparison for Figure 6 Critical Power Comparison at
Different Spacers Different Inlet Mass Fluxes

10500 - 11500

+5% +5

9500- 10500-
a

8500- 9500-

7500- U 8500-

6500 7500-

DATA (kw) DATA (kw)

55%% 00 6500 75'00 85,00 go- O 10,500 65 7tO- g90-0 9�50 10;60 11'00

Figure 7 Critical Power Comparison at Figure S. Critical Power Comparison at
Different Subcoolings Different Pressures

* DATA: 1 19 kg/s 0 DATA: cosine
* COBRAG: 1 19 kgjs 0 COBRAG: cosine
* DATA: 1560 kgjs * DATA: top peaked
* COBRAG: 1560 kg/s A COBRAG: top peake��

U

U U

5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50
PRESSURE INLET MASS FLUX

Figure 9 Critical Power Trends in Pressure Figure 10. Critical Power Trends in Inlet Mass Flux
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0 DATA: 11 19 kgs e DATA: 1 19 kg/s
m COBRAG: 1119 kg1s m COBRAG: 11 19 kg/s
* DATA: 15 60 kg/s + DATA: 1560 kg/s
A COBRAG: 1560 kg/s A COBRAG: 1560 kg/s

Uwhites

o 20 40 60 TpPkd Cos BtmPkd
INLET SUBCOOLING K)

Figure I . Critical Power Trends in Inlet Subcooling Figure 12. Critical Power Trends in Axial Power Profile

CONCLUSIONS u Velocity

The capability of COBRAG in predicting the V, Velocity of phase k
critical power of the BWR type fuel bundle was x Flow quality
demonstrated by applying COBRAG to analyze the Gree
critical power data collected at the ATLAS test a, Volume fraction of phase k
facility at GE Nuclear Energy. Data from different 6 Film thickness
bundle designs and spacers under prototypical Viscosity of phase k
BWR operating was used for comparison.
Predictions were found to be in close agreement Q,, Density of phase k
with data. The maximum relative error is less than a Surface tension
5% and comparable to experimental uncertainty. Oa Two-phase multiplier
Critical power trends with respect to several major
physical parameters were also predicted accurately. Subscr�p
These results demonstrate that the models in f Liquid
COBRAG is adequately formulated for the g Vapor
capability in performing critical power calculation. sp Singlephase
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ABSTRACT following equations and the Katto correlation which was
proposed for CHF in annuli at relatively high pressures.

It was pointed out earlier that existing CHF correlations based
upon data for annuli at high pressures did not reproduce CHF A. Condition for the Exit Quality x,
very well at the atmospheric pressure. It appears to be
necessary to investigate CHF at intermediate pressures to From the heat balance in the heated section, we obtain:

interpret the apparent discrepancy between CHFs at high and A Ah
low pressures. In view of this an experiment was performed to q= A his + h i
obtain more information on CHF at intermediate pressures and H 19

the effect of pressure was discussed in the present study. It
was revealed from this study that the effect of pressure on the where x,:equilibrium quality at the exit, q:heat flux, hg atent
CHF in the range from 0.1 to MPa could be explained by heat of evaporation, G:mass velocity, Afflow area, A,:heated
the annular flow boundary and the critical quality. area, Ah,:inlet enthalpy subcooling. Thus the conditions for

saturation and complete evaporation at the exit are given by
INTRODUCTION putting x,=O and x,=1 in Equation (1), respectively.

Critical heat flux (CHF) in an internally heated annulus B. CHF Due to Flooding
has been investigated by many researchers in relation to the
core cooling of a light water reactor(LWR). Most of them were When the inlet flow rate is very small or zero, all the
interested in CHF at such conditions as encountered in a liquid entering the heated section from the bottom may be
LV*rR'-8, and some were in CHF at the atmospheric pressure'". evaporated before reaching the exit. Even so, the heated section
It was pointed out, however, that the CHF correlations based can be kept wet because some amount of liquid is allowed to
upon data for annuli at high pressures did not predict CHF fall down into the heated section from the top due to the
data very well at the atmospheric pressure',". Therefore, it is gravity force. Under such a condition, the flow above the
necessary to investigate CHF at intermediate pressures to heated section is counter-current one, and the liquid flow from
interpret the apparent discrepancy between CHFs at high and the top is limited by so-called flooding phenomenon. Thus the
low pressures. In the previous study", it was revealed that this dryout of the heated wall occurs when the flooding condition
apparent inconsistency was partly explained by the stability of is met above the heated section. It was revealed fom the
the flow and the observation that the CHF occurred near the previous study's that the CHF due to flooding determines the
boundary of annular flow. However, it appears that further minimum of CHF as a function of the mass velocity. If one
studies are needed to collect data of CHF at intermediate uses the Wallis equation" for flooding condition, CHF due to
pressures before we arrive at a definite conclusion. flooding can be given by the following equation",

In view of the above, an experimental study has been qF Ah 19 C2(A pgDp g)1/2

performed to investigate the effect of pressure on CHF in an
internally heated annulus at intermediate pressures ranging from Alff (2)

0.1 to 1.0 MPa. This paper presents some of the experimental 1+ Pi
results as well as discussion on the effect of pressure on CHF pg�
in collaboration with previous results.

where q,: CHF due to flooding, C:constant in Wallis equation,
EQUATIONS p,:density of the vapor, p,:density of the liquid, &p:difference

of the densities of two phases, g:acceleration of gravity, D:
Following the previous study, data are compared to the hydraulic diameter.
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C. Pool-Boiling CHF a jg

In a pool-boiling system, burnout occurs due to vapor- A pgD (8)
blanketing on the heated surface caused by excessively high coj+0.35
vapor generation. This mechanism is called eparture from pi
nucleate boiling (DNB)". Then CHF is given by'3,14

�1/4 where j:volumetric flux of two-phase mixture jg+j,, j,:
q� = 16 h, (CT A g P . (3) volumetric flux of the liquid, v,:kinematic viscosity of theg 9

liquid.

where q,:pool boiling CHF, or:surface tension. Athough the The boundary between slug and annular-mist flows is
above equation may not be directly applicable to the present given by the following equations",
system, DNB type CHF may possibly be observed when the
heat flux approaches or exceeds q,. PgCF 1/4 _0.2

ig > - N 1 (9)
2D. Annular-Flow Boundary Pg

The observation in the previous studies revealed that CHF
occurred when the flow regime changed from chum flow to
annular flow. The condition for the boundary between these NPI

Cytwo flow regimes is given by the following equations: �_ 112 (10)

f2 Pic
A gD p

ig = C 0 I 1) (4)
P9

and

where g:volumetric flux of the vapor, ct:void fraction. Equation jg
(4) can be rewritten in terms of heat flux and mass velocity as 1/2 U 1)
followso: q2- (Y9AP

Q 2
A 19 Ahi Pi

qC = - 1- G4___O.11�(,&pgDpg)1�2j (5)
Aly [ hig Co

where N., :viscosity number, i,:viscosity of the liquid.

where approximation a1/CO has been used, and q:heat flux The above criteria for flow regime transitions can be
at the boundary between chum and annular flows, C,: expressed in terms of q and G using Eq.(1) and the following
distribution parameter for the drift flux correlation. Ue second relations based on the mass and heat balance:

term on the right hand side expresses essentially the flooding G = p)g+p�j (12)
CHF since Equation 4 was derived from the assumption that
the chum-to-annular flow transition occurs due to flow
reversal in the liquid film. '17herefore, this equation can be and
rewritten by the following equation:

.A,& h (6) Xe P)g (13)
qCA = qcF+- AH 'G G

Thus we obtain the heat fluxes q, and q, to express the

where q. is given by Equation 2 boundaries for slug-annular flows and slug-annular-mist flows,
respectively. Finally, the heat flux qA, to give the boundary of

The boundary between slug and annular flows can be annular flow is expressed by:

given by solving the following equations simultaneouslyls: qAN = min[qSMrnax(qSAqCA)] (14)

- 71(CO-1)j+0.35 FAP -gD E. Critical Quality

1-0.813 � I PI (7)
A pgD & pgD' 1118 In the previous study, Mishima et a" observed that there

j+0.75 2 still remained some fraction of liquid film on the unheated wall
pi PIVI even when all the liquid on the heated wall dried out. Based

upon the observation, they obtained the critical quality x., i.e.

and exit quality at CHF, for an annulus taking account of the effect
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of unheated wall as follows: turbine fow meters installed in the upstream of the test
section. The pressure in the test section was controlled by

X� � Xs]? �H (15) adjusting the pressure in the pressurizer and throttling of the
inlet and outlet valves of the test section. Before adjusting the
pressure, the whole loop was heated up and all the non-

where Unheated perimeter, �:wetted perimeterand x is the condensable gas was blown off from the system. 'Me pressure

critical quality for a uniformly heated round tube which is in the test section ranged from AMPa to 1MPa.

derived from the Katto L-regirne correlations as follows: To reach a CHF, the power input to the test section was

( 00, 0043 (16) increased by a small step, keeping the inlet flow rate and the

XIR inlet water temperature constant. he occurrence of burnout
G'L was detected by a sudden increase of the wall surface

temperature. When any of the wall surface temperatures rose

where :eated length. It should be noted here that this beyond a set point, the power input to the test section was

equation assumes CHF occurs due to dryout of liquid film on shut down by the trip circuit. In the present experiment, the set

the heated surface. Therefore Equation 16) holds in the point was 300'C. CHF was calculated based upon the power

annular flow regime the boundary of which is given by input measured just before the sudden increase of the wall

Equation 14). surface temperature.

EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The experiment was conducted with a test loop as shown Figures 2 through 4 show the CHF as a function of mass

in Figure 1. Purified water was circulated in the loop through velocity for the pressure of 0.5MPa, and the inlet temperature

a water tank, a pump, turbine flow meters, a preheater, a test at 60, 80 and 100'C, respectively. The predictions with the

section and a cooler. A pressurizer equipped with a heater and above Equations (1) through 16) as well as the Katto

a cooling coil was connected to the loop. Te test section correlations are also shown there. It can be seen from the

consisted of an inner tube made of stainless steel and an outer figure that the CHF occurred near the condition for the critical

tube made of transparent Pyrex glass. The outer diameter of quality given by Equations (15) and 16) which is denoted by

the inner tube was 10 mm, and the inner diameter of the outer x,=x, in the figures. There appears to be some tendency that

tube was 15.6 mm. The heated length was 550 mm. Therefore the CHF falls along the line for slug to annular-mist flow

the hydraulic diameter D, heated equivalent diameter D, and transition and along the line for chum to annular flow

the LID, ratio were 5.6mm, 14.3mm and 38.4, respectively. transition. Similar tendencies were observed in the results for

The inner tube was directly Joule-heated by a stabilized the pressure of LMPa as shown in Figures and 6 for the

direct-current power supply. Twelve alumel-chromel inlet temperature 40 and 100'C, respectively. If one compares

thermocouples were mounted flush with the heater surface to the results between 0.5MPa and LMPa at the same inlet

measure the wall surface temperature, and were connected to conditions, it can be seen that the CHF increases as the

a burnout trip circuit which actuated the relay to shut down pressure increases.

the power supply at the occurrence of burnout in order to

protect the heater from physical burnout. Water flowed 1 0 4

upwardly in the test section. The flow rate was measured with

P=0.5MPa, Tln=60 C xe�i

V32 E Pool boiling

Cooling water
3 Katto's correlation

V31 V33 10
:HV21 V20 Slug-Annular mist

V50 V52 L Vil X
Cooler

NVII M Churn-Ani
a) 2

10
rt

Pressurizer V1 V4
Slug

Xe

V10 king Fluid Water
Pump re eater 1

10 1 �'_OL2 3
100 10

FM Flowmeter P Pressure gauge Mass velocity G [kg/m 2s]

Figure - Schematic diagram of the test loop. Figure 2 - CHF vs Mass Velocity at 0.5 MPa (T.=60T).
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Figure 7 shows an example of existing data taken by and
Kuroyanagi et a" for a near atmospheric pressure. In this
case, too, the CHF occurred near the critical quality condition
given by Equations (15) and 16). In this figure, the vertical (19)
and horizontal axes are expressed in terms of the following
non-dimensional CHF and mass velocity:

q As a summary of te discussion on CHF at pressures
q = - (17) ranging from 0.1 to LMPa, the CHF appears to take the

h19VTP7A maximum value among those which are predicted by the
flooding CHF, heat flux corresponding to chum-to-annular
flow boundary and the heat flux calculated by the critical

G quality, Equation (15). When the flow is unstable, however,
G = (18) there are some evidences that the CHF becomes lower and the

V) _P7P lower limit appears to be the annular-flow boundary".

4 104
10

P=0.5MPa, T P=1.OMPa, Tjn=40 C XQl
4 . .. .. .. .. .. .E Pool boiling CHF E Pool boiling CHF

'44 Katto's correlation
3 Katto's correlation 3

10 a10 Slug-Annular mst
Cr

Slug-Annular mistCr

X X
Chum-Annular

4.

4) 2 -Lhu�n- 21 0 1 0 Slug-Chu 7

Slug-

Q
ng Fluid Water rking Fluid Water

10 U'10 2 3 10 2
100 10 10 10 0 lo' 10 0

Mass velocity G [kg/M2Sj Mass velocity G [kg/M2S,

Figure 3- CHF vs Mass Velocity at 0.5MPa (T�,=80 -C). Figure -CHF vs Mass Velocity at LMPa (Tf�=40'4

10 4 104

P=0.51013a, Th,=100 'C Xemi P=1.OMPa, Tln=100 C Xs--,cr, C7_
E Pool boiling CHF E Pool bollIng CHF

103 Katto's correlatlo 103 Katto's car lation
Cr Slug-Annular mstCr Slug-Annular mist

X X
Churn-Annular

Churn-Ann lar
2 21 0 7 I 0 7Slug-Chur

.2 Slu

L)
g Fluid Water ing Fluid Water

XG=Xc
10 10 2 103

lop lo, 102 10 3 11D lo' 10

Mass velocity G [kg/m2s] Mass velocity G [kg/M2S]

Figure 4 - CHF vs Mass Velocity at .5MPa (T,=1000C). Figure 6 - CHF vs Mass Velocity at LMPa (T,=100T).
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Figure 1 - Existing Data of CHIT at 6.OMPa (Ah,1hj,=0.080).

example taken from the same source" In this case, the CHF

Working Fluid Water occurred outside of the annular flow region. Since the CHF is
as high as pool-boiling CHF, the mechanism of CHF may be

I 0 1 2 103 considered as DNB-type. Ile CHF in this case is reproduced
1 10 10 well by the Katto N-regime correlation 8.

Mass velocity G [k g/M2S]

SUMMARY

Figure 8 Predicted Annular-flow Boundary and Critical
Quality for the Present Test Section at 6.OMPa. From the present results, together with the previous results,

it was shown that the trend of CHF for internally heated annuli

As the pressure increases, the annular flow boundary given as a function of mass velocity was approximately reproduced
by Equation 14) moves toward higher quality region, and by the critical quality which was derived from the Katto L-
finally exceeds the critical quality condition given by Equations regime correlation taking account of the effect of unheated
(15) and 16). Figure shows an example of calculations at wall. At low mass velocities, the CHF fell along the annular
6.OMPa for the present test section. It may be interesting to flow boundary which approached the flooding CHF as the mass
note also that the annular flow boundary approaches to the velocity decreased. At high mass velocities and when the CHF
Katto correlation at such a high pressure. was so high as to exceed the pool-boiling CHF, the CHF

appeared to be reproduced by the Katto N-regime correlation.

An example of existing data" at 6.OMPa is shown in
Figure 9 'ne dimensions of the test section were as follows: As for the effect of pressure, the measured CHF increased
the hydraulic diameter =9mm, heated equivalent diameter as the pressure increased from 0.5 to LOMPa. As the pressure
=26.1mm, heated length =300mm, and the LID, ratio =11.5. increased, the annular flow boundary moved toward the higher
The data are plotted in terms of non-dimensional critical heat quality region and finally at a very high pressure, the CHIT
flux and mass velocity given by Equations 17) and (18), given by the critical quality became lower than the annular
respectively. In this case, the annular flow boundary and the flow boundary. Ibis means that the critical quality, Equation
Katto correlations are overlapping each other, and the data (15) does not hold at such a high pressure. In those cases, the

agree fairly well with both of those. Figure 10 shows another Katto correlation appears to be valid.
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ABSTRACT termined setpoint. Consequently, natural circulation will
result. During the cool-down phase, adequate removal of

This paper considers the problem of the film condensa- decay heat from the core by the primary coolant must
tion of a pure saturated vapor flowing upward in a ver- be provided at all times. Several mechanisms and modes
tical tube, for constant liquid and vapor properties, un- of natural circulation of primary core coolant can occur
der conditions for which the liquid flow remains lami- following a small-break LOCA. The reflux condensation
nar. The key parameters associated with this process, process is one of the heat transfer mechanisms which may
such as film Reynolds number, film thickness, complete occur in a vertical steam generator pipe. In that process,
condensation length, and overall heat transfer coefficient, steam generated in the reactor vessel would condense on
etc., are determined using general correlation proposed the steam generator tube walls and then run back to the
by Tien. The present work consists of two parts. In vessel in a countercurrent flow.
the first part, the effect on the reflux condensation heat
transfer characteristics are examined analytically via the Nusselt was the first who considered the problem of
data of the INER Integral System Test Facility (IIST). condensation on a vertical plate with both zero and con-
The second part concerns the actual physical phenomena stant shear stress at the interface. However, a number
of the postulated small break LOCA at the Maanshan of study results indicated that Nusseft classical solution
Nuclear Power Plant (a PWR unit) acquiring data from for film condensation does not explain the reflux con-
Serniscale Mod-2C Experiment S-LH-1. Different operat- densation phenomena satisfactorily. The many factors
ing conditions of interest (e.g., primary side temperature, that may affect this heat transfer process, such as interfa-
secondary side temperature, and heat transfer rate) are cial shear, waviness, subcooling and the presence of non-
studied and illustrated in look-up figures form to facili- condensable gases, should be taken into consideration'.
tate the engineering judgement. An entire investigation of these effects is complicated and

the selection of correlations which completely accounts

This paper also studied whether the heat transfer charac- for all the above effects is difficult.

teristics during reflux condensation process at IIST facil- In the present study, Tien's correlation is used to
ity can really represent the physical phenomena occurred study the heat transfer characteristics of laminar film
at Maanshan nuclear station. It is concluded that the
simulation result is not very satisfactory. However, the condensation inside a vertical tube. The analysis pre-
individual key parameter of interest such as liquid film sented are applied both in INER Integral System Test
thickness or heat transfer rate can be well simulated by (IIST) facility and Maanshan Nuclear Power Station. The
increasing the secondary side temperature. results can be used to predict the decay heat removal ca-

pability, local and overall heat transfer coefficient, liquid

1. INTRODUCTION film thickness, film Reynolds number, and the required
complete condensation length, etc.

In the safety analysis of PWR's, the small-break loss-

of-coolant accident is a problem of frequent concern. Such 11. REVIEW OF THE REFLUX CONDENSA-
an accident will require the reactor coolant pump to trip TION CORRELATION
when the primary system pressure is less than a prede-
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hf g = hf g (1 + 0.68e) (6)

g where is the heat capacity parameter given as

Y(V)
C.,(Ts - Tw Ihf (7)

X(U)
As described previously, the Nusselt classical solu-

dx UID VAPOR tion for film condensation cannot explain the reflux con-
T densation phenomena satisfactorily. Thus, in the reflux

condensation mode, both analytical and experimental stud-
TS ies in the published literatures' show that the effects

(X) of interfacial shear stress and waviness are important ind6
countercurrent annular-film condensation. In the absence

TVV2 of a countercurrent steam flow, interfacial waves tend to

enhance heat transfer. The interfacial shear stress, how-
ever, has the opposite effect when there is a countercur-
rent flow of vapor. This is due to the fact that the in-

d terfacial shear stress holds up the liquid film causing it
Fig. I The Nusselt's model of laminar film conden- to thicken. As the vapor velocities become higher, a lim-
sation iting phenomena known as countercurrent flow flooding

will occur. If the vapor flow rate is increased beyond
Fig. schematically illustrates the Nusselt's model the flooding limit, there will be an accumulation of liquid

of filmwise condensation along an isothermal vertical plate. column above the annular film flow region to which re-
The coordinates along and normal to the plate are de- flux condensation mode cannot sustain. Consequently, it
noted by (x, ) and their corresponding velocit cmPo- is necessary to predict the flooding limit, In the present
nents are (u, v). Outside the condensate layer, the vapor study, semi-empirical Tien-Chung correlation" is chosen
is pure, quiescent and saturated. In his pioneering work, to predict the flooding limit.
Nusselt made the following assumptions (i) the liquid
film is smooth and laminar; (ii) the fluid properties are 2 1/2Re, < D3/2 C ) U
constant; (iii) the fluid inertia (or acceleration) is negli (B"1/4 (Pt) (8)

gible, 1v) the energy convection (or subcooling) is small,

heat transfer is by conduction only ; (Y) the interfacial where D = D(g1v,2)"3, C, = 32 tanh (B�114 /2) and

shear due to vapor drag is nsignificant. the Bond number, B., is defined by B = D(p, /2

With these assumptions and equating gravity and g/cr)"

viscous forces, the following Nusselt's type parameters In addition, the general correlation proposed by Tien'

can easily be derived (when . < P)' for local and average heat transfer coefficients which ac-

1/4 count for waviness, interfacial shear stress and fully tur-

b (X) 4gt k (Ts - Tw ) x (1) bulent film, can be approximated by the relations:

9P 2hf 1/3 .3 C /2
Nu. = (0.3lRe- 1.32 Re' -4Pr'-" Pr' Rer"

gp, hf , el 1/4 (2) r 2.37 x 1014 771.6 1/2

h. = k = - Pr'.' 141tt x(T, - TW d Nu = [Re- 0.44 + Re' -'Prl.3 Re"s

r. hf gp2 hf ks 1/4 L 1.718 X 105 7.716 x 104 1 (10)

h = = .9,43 t (3) where the dimensionless group C is defined by
X(TS T ) �(s _� TW )

1/3 0.023 A 1.13 02
h_ (/2 (3 = t AV

- 2/3 0.333
NUN = ke g 4 (4) D2 P Pt

4r. (5) III. HEAT TRANSFER ACROSS STEAM GEN-

Rer = At ERATOR TUBE

where hf,, is an effective heat of vaporization proposed by The heat transfer at the steam generator secondary

Rohsenow. Considering the nonlinear temperature dis- side can be described by the nucleate boiling process. In

tribution through the film due to energy convection, h nucleate boiling process, the relation between the wall

yields surface and the saturated temperature can be estimated
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using Rohsenow's correlation for natural convection and CRRE _FL U X)

Thom's correlation for force convection, respectively.
Specify Increment

Note that Thom's correlation is valid for high pressure AX Ca'cu'a'e MON
From Eq.(111orEq.(12condition 5.2 MPa, to 13.8 MPa) and formulated in En- 4 L_

glish unit expression, while the Rolisenow's correlation, n a uess
in dimensionless form, is applicable if the mass flux is less Twi

than 270 kg/ml s. The wall temperature is given in terms a < T.

of the saturated temperature of the fluid by the equation:

Rohsenow:
1/3 urx,

Cp, MW - T2) 1/3 1 /2

hi, 0.0132 kthf,, (g(pe 7 P.) Pr F

R F (Rer)o + (Rer)N A >

Thom: < i 2

Tw = 2 0072 exp(-P11260)q' (12) a cuW

er:� F Euaae
According to the energy balance, we assume that the X,:

Li Xf

decay heat from the core is removed through the film layer

and the steam generator tube wall by conduction and

through the secondary side by convection, respectively. a

The following equations are valid for small length dx (as I aq, Fig. 2 The flow diagram of 'REFLUX" program

shown in Fig. for calculations of reflux condensation heat trans-
fer characteristics

q keli (T., _ Tw A, irDidx The reduced-height and reduced-pressure (RHRP)

6 integral system test facility constructed at the Institute
kAm 717

MW I TW 2, A. -(Di + D�) dx of Nuclear Energy Research (INER), is also referred to as

d 2 the INER Integral System Test (IIST) facility. This fa-

hl A. (Tw T2), A� 7rD,,dx (13) cility is designed for simulating the thermal-hydraulics of

the Maanshan Nuclear Power Plant, a three loop West-

Thus, neglecting the differences between Ai, A. and A., inghouse - type PWR, under the natural circulation and

the overall heat transfer coefficient, U, yields: the small break LOCA.

1/ ( 8 d 1 The main features of IIST facility (as illustrated in

U + (14) Fig. 3 include': (i) the scaling factors of length and

k, h� volume in the primary coolant system are 14 and 1400,

respectively; (ii) the operating pressure of the primary

The methodology used in the present work is illus- coolant system is 21 MPa; (iii) the maximum operating

trated in Fig. 2 and stated as follows: (i) Specify Ax from power is 450 KW, corresponding to approximately 1%

the inception of the film condensation and guess Twi and of full power 2775 MW at Maanshan PWR); (iv) the

Rer value; (ii) calculate Nu from Eq. (10) to obtain a, new primary coolant system consists of three identical loops;

liquid film Reynolds number (Rer)x; (iii) solve Rer in (v) the steam generator has 30 U-tubes, one shorter and

iterative process from Eq.(5), (10) and the left portion of one longer U-tube instrumented for analyzing the system

Eq.(3); (iv) check flooding limit criteria from Eq.(8) to behavior; and (vi) the IIST facility has fifty view ports for

assure reflux condensation being sustainable; (v) calcu- flow visualization of various two-phase flow phenomena.

late Nu., hi, Aq,,, Tw, from Eq.(9) and energy balance

equation; (vi) estimate the tube outer wall temperature The IIST natural circulation test consists of eleven

(TW 2,, from Eq.(11) or Eq.(12); (vii) adjust Tw I in iter- stable primary mass inventory periods with ten drains

ative process to approach the consistency of TW 2 between in between. The transition of natural circulation cooling

step (v) and step (vi); viii) calculate h2l U ad summa- from single-phase into two-phase and reflux condensation

rize local heat transfer rateE Aq.; (ix) repeat step (I) is observed through the view port of the primary cooling

to (viii) until the input heat flow rate is reached; (x) cal- system- The reflux condensation mode is initiated when

culate the required complete condensation length. the primary flow rate is near zeroand the steam flow

is condensed in the steam generator U-tube. A portion

IV. IIST AND SEMISCALE MOD-2C FACILITY of condensed liquid flow from the U-tube upflow side is

DESCRIPTION drained through the hot leg into the core as schematically
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PRE��SURE VESSEL Fig. 4 Schematic of reflux: condensation phenomena'

Fig. 3 Schematic of the IIST facility' They are entered into the developed program 'REFLUX"

shown in Fig. 4 The inception of the reflux condensation to simulate the reflux condensation heat transfer charac-
mode is observed at 65% primary inventory and 036 MPa teristics. Besides, different operating conditions of inter-
primary pressure. The secondary side pressure is main- est are also studied and will be depicted in the following
tained at 0.1 MPa with 100 C saturated temperature for section.

the purpose of easy design and operation. V. CALCULATED RESULTS AND DISCUS-

Reflux condensation mode is one of the IIST natural SIONS

circulation tests. Whether the heat transfer characteris- Following the flow diagram as shown in Fig. 2 the
tics of this process can really represent the phenomena oc- heat transfer characteristics during reflux condensation
curred at Maanshan nuclear station is of interest. In the can be calculated within the flooding limit criterion. The
present work, the scaling effects of the IIST facility are in- specified operating conditions (e.g., primary system pres-
vestigated in simulating the reflux condensation phenom- sure at about 036 and 7 MPa for IIST facility and Maan-
ena at Maanshan. Because of the difficulty in acquiring shan plant, respectively) in reflux condensation mode are
actual data during reflux mode from Maanshan nuclear obtained from experimental data as stated above. Figs.
station, the experimental data from Serniscale MOD-2C
experiment S-LH-1 is used instead 7. Experiment S-LH- 5 and 6 illustrate the liquid film Reynolds number Rer at
1 was performed at typical PWR system pressure and different condensation length, and the critical Rer from
temperature 15.6 MPa system pressure and 322 OC hot Eq. (8) are estimated to be about 750 and 5000 for IIST
leg fluid temperature). According to the experimental facility and Maanshan plant, respectively. The differ-
results, the reflux mode occured in the broken loop at ences are mainly affected by the (p. lp,)'I' value which
about 102 sec and in the intact loop at about 130 sec in is substantially governed by the system pressure. Thus,
experiment S-LH-1. In that instance, the system pres- as a result, the reach of the flooding limit criterion for the
sure reduced to about 7 MPa with 77 'C primary to lower system pressure (i.e., IIST facility) is much earlier
secondary differential temperature. than that for the higher system pressure (i.e., Maanshan

plant). In Figs. 7 and 8, the liquid film thickness tends
For Maanshan nuclear power plant, the system pres- to thicken in shorter condensation length for lower sec-

sure and hot leg fluid temperature are 15.5 MPa and ondary side temperature. The differences of actual Maan-
346 'C, respectively. Thus, the operating conditions are shan plant condition are more distinct from the IIST fa-
similar to the initial conditions of the Semiscale Mod-2C cility. Figs. and 10 depict the estimated tube wall
experiment. Therefore, the thermal hydraulic response temperature (including inner and outer wall) at different
data of Semiscale Mod-2C experiment S-LH-1 might be condensation length. Within the flooding limit, it is seen
applicable at Maanshan nuclear station during reflux con- that the tube inner wall temperature variation along the
densation process. condensation length is larger than the tube outer wall

temperature in both applied cases. In addition, the tem-
The comparison of the thermodynamic properties perature gradient between the tube inner and outer wall

during reflux condensation mode and geometric param- is much larger for lower secondary side temperature. This
eters of steam generator for IIST facility and Maanshan is due to the fact that the lower the secondary side tem-
plant are shown in Table and Table 2 respectively. perature the more and quicker is the heat removed. Con-
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Table I Thermodynamic Properties of IIST Fa- corresponding to the condensation length required can
cility and Maanshan Plant During Reflux Con- be easily obtained from the plots. In practical applica-
dengation Mode tion at Maanshan, for example, given T_ = 2800C and

Properties JIST Facility Maanshan Plant T2 = 2700C, the required complete condensation length
from Fig. 14 to remove 3 decay heat of 83.25 MW

Primary Side Pressure (MPa) 0.36 7.0 (for 3 x 5626 U-tubes) is about 27 m during reflux con-
T.., C) 139.87 295.9 densation process. If the complete condensation length
p. (kgl-') 1.958 36.54 is less than the height of the steam generator tubes, the
p, (kgl-') 926.3 740.0
h1g (kJlkg) 2145.1 1505.1 decay heat can be completely removed. Thus, these look-
kg kW/m - K) 6.86 10-' 5.66 x 10-1 up figures offer the feasibility for plant operators to pre-
p, (kglsec - m) 1.78 x 10-' 9.58 x 10-" dict the decay heat removal capability. In addition, the
Cpe (kJlkg - K) 4.3 5.4
a(Nlrn) 5.79 x 10-" 1.78 X 0-2 length of the flooding limit (Xf) is also estimated which
k. (kWIm - K) 0.0169 0.0151 indicates the reflux condensation mode beyond Xf being

unsustainable'. For the HST application under T., 
Secondary Side Pressure MPa) 0.1 6.22 1400C and T2 = 1000C condition, the calculated con-
T..( C) 100.0 278.2 densate flow rate at flooding point is .49 x lo 4 kg1sec

ITST fluid: Water, Tube material: 304 stainless steel and 102 x 10-'kg1sec for the present study and that of
Maanshan fluid: water, Tube material: Iconel. Wallis' correlation results (m = 1.0, C 07), respec-

tively, which indicates reasonable good agreement be-

Table 2 Stearn enerator Geometric Parameters tween them. Figure 13 shows the linear relations between
of IIST Facility and Maanshan Plant the heat transfer rate and the condensation length in five

Parameters JIST Facility Maanshan Plant different operating conditions of IIST facility. Note that
the higher the primary side saturated temperature, the

Tube flow area (rrO) 5.5 X O-3 1.10 shorter the length of the flooding limit in the same sec-

Tube ID (cm) 1.54 1.54 ondary side temperature. The same effects can also be

Tube OD c 1.75 1.75 seen in Fig. 14 for the Maanshan condition.

Tube length (-) 4.08 16.85

Number of tubes 30 5626 The simulation ability of the reflux condensation phe-

nomena at IIST facility in reflecting the scenarios at Maan-

sequently, the flooding limit criterion is reached at shorter shan plant was also studied in the present work. Given

condensation length due to this drastic heat transport the IIST secondary side temperature of 100 *C, there are

process. And this is also evidenced from the variations big differences between HST and Maanshan in either liq7

of the heat transfer coefficient as shown in Figs. 11 and uid film thickness or heat transfer rate as shown in Figs.

12. The heat transfer coefficient of the secondary side is 15 and 16. If the same primary-to-secondary differen-

evidently affected more by the secondary side tempera- tial temperature is specified, the calculated liquid film

ture than that of the liquid film layer. As the secondary thickness at IIST facility achieves good agreement with

side temperature becomes lower (i.e., larger heat trans- that of the Maanshan plant. In the meantime, the dif-

fer coefficient), there is less influence on the overall heat ference of heat transfer rate per tube as shown in Fig.

transfer coefficient. Besides, the overall heat transfer co- 16 is within 30% in the same operating conditions. In

efficient along the condensation length is almost constant the other case (for T, - T, = 0 C) also shown in

at selected secondary side temperature conditions. This Figs. 15 and 16, the calculated heat transfer rate can

is because the increase of the secondary side heat transfer be further improved and achieves good agreement with

coefficient will thicken the liquid film thickness and result that of Maanshan plant, but this change will result in

in the decrease of the heat transfer coefficient of the film some deviation with the calculated liquid film thickness.

layer. Thus they compensated each other. Further cal- This implies that the simulation of the reflux condensa-

culations show that the overall heat transfer coefficient is tion process at HST facility in reflecting the actual phe-

getting lower when the primary-to-secondary differential nomena at Maanshan plant can be largely improved by

temperature is less than 20 C for UST facility. However, increasing the secondary side temperature. However, due

such changes were not seen for Maanshan plant. to the effect of reduced pressure, the liquid film thickness

and the heat transfer rate cannot be matched very well

In the present paper, some look-up figures at dif- simultaneously. Such a discrepancy can be overcome in

ferent operating conditions of interest as illustrated in adjusting the secondary side temperature separately if

Figs. 13 and 14 are prepared to facilitate the engineer- the interested parameters are selected.

ing judgement. When the primary and secondary side

temperatures are given, the heat transfer rate per tube
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1.00 ............. . eration with residual heat removal system failure.

The simulation ability of the reflux condensation phe-
nomena at IIST facility in reflecting the scenarios at Maan-

U3
VI -Q) shan plant was also studied. It is found that the critical
9 0.60 Rer is much shorter for IIST facility. The difference is

mainly affected by the (p. lp,)'I' value which is substan-
I- 0.40 tially governed by the system pressure. As a result, flood-

ing will be much easier to occur in a low pressure system
IIST(T..t= 140.0.CT2 =I OO.O.C)
IIST(T_,=140.0 CT2=132.3.C) such as IIST facility. The range for reflux condensation is

0.20 1IST(T..t=140.0'CT2=130.0 C)
MaAnqhgn(T..,=285.9'CT2=278.2'C) therefore largely suppressed. It is also concluded that the

simulation of the reflux mode at IIST facility in reflect-
�i 0.08. ... ing the actual physical phenomena at Maanshan plant is

00 0.60 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 not very satisfactory. However, the individual key pa-
Condensation Length M)

Fig. 15 Comparison of the liquid film thickness for rameter of interest such as liquid film thickness or heat
IIST and Maanshan conditions transfer rate can be simulated well by increasing the sec-

ondary side temperature. Thus, this paper can be used
5 a ....... as a basis for extending the current researches to predict

IIST Tt=140.0:CT2=100.0:C) the effectiveness of reflux condensation, and to study the
11ST (T_,=140.0 CT2=132.3.C)
IIST (T_,=140.0'CT2=130.0 C significance of the key parameters during reflux condensa-

4.0 Maanshan (T.,t=285.9'CT2=278.2'C
tion process. They are both of interest to those involved

co in reactor safety studies.
3 
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ABSTRACT The predictor has been built firom CHIF experimental data

A rod bundle CHF predictor has been determined by using a taken from the EPRI compilation. Eight data banks, that
3D code (THYC) to compute local thermal-hydraulic include 570 data points, have been investigated, so that four

geometrical effects are accounted for: the heated length, the
conditions at the boiling crisis location. These local grid spacing, the axial heat flux profile and the presence of
parameters have been correlated to the critical heat flux by tube thimbles.
using an advanced statistical method based on spline
functions. The main characteristics of the predictor are
presented in conjunction with a detailed analysis of The paper is presented as follows. First, the thermal-
predictions (P/M ratio) in order to prove that the usual safety hydraulic code (THYQ and the statistical method (PCSM)
methodology can be applied with such a predictor. A are briefly described. Special attention is then focused on the
thermal-hydraulic design criterion is obtained (I. 13) and the characteristics of the predictor obtained. The ability of the
predictor is compared with the WRB- 1 correlation. predictor to determine the CHF is investigated in terms of a

P/M (predicted to measured) distribution analysis.
Moreover, it is shown that the predictor meets safety

INTRODUCTION analysis requirements in terms of trends and bias with
independent variables. A design criterion of 113 is then

Critical heat flux (CHF) is one of the most important established for this CHF predictor.
limits on nuclear power plant operation. Safety analysis
requires that no onset of CHF occurs under operating
conditions. Since no accurate theory of CHF exists,
prediction of the phenomenon is obtained by correlations I THE THERMAL-HYDRAULIC THYC CODE
compiled from experimental data.

THYC is a thermal-hydraulic code developed by
These CHF predictors are determined by a two-step tlectricit6 de France' (EDF) [1]. Its application scope is

approach for fuel assemblies. In a first step, local thermal- single or two-phase flow in rod bundles. It is especially
hydraulic conditions (e.g. quality, mass flow rate ..) are devoted to heat and mass transfer in the following nuclear
computed by subchannel analysis codes (e.g. COBRA, components: reactor cores, steam generators and
THINC) at the CHF location. Then, these local parameters condensers.
are correlated with the critical heat flux by statistical
regressions, so that a local predictor of the occurrence of 'Me code differs from subehannel analyses which assume
C1HF is obtained. a prevailing axial component of velocity and uniform

pressure at each elevation. Here, a fully three-dimensional
In this paper, the thermal-hydraulic approach and the representation of the flow is proposed in conjunction with a

statistical approach have both been revised. porous-body approach.

On the one hand, the standard subchannel analysis of The liquid-vapour flow is described by three equations
thermal-hydraulics has been substituted by a 3D porous that respect strict conservation of mass, momentum and
body analysis. The code used here is THYC (Thermal energy. An additional equation can be implemented into the
HYdraulics for Cores). On the other hand, an advanced model in order to allow thermodynamic non-equilibrium
statistical technique has been used to derive a CHF predictor between the vapour and the liquid phase (subcooled boiling
that is not based on a parametric least-square method. This or super-heated steam).
has been achieved by the pseudo-cubic spline method
(PCSM) a statistical technique based on spline functions. In this paper, conservation equations have only been

solved for the gas-liquid mixture.
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a Ep + div (eQ = (Mass Eq.) (1) Table I Closure relationshipsat
Closure Laws Corre"don

aeQ + div (e u 0 Q) + div (e p C (I - C) V, 0 V) Drift velocity Lellouch� Zolotar

at -C grad P + div (P- T�) + F p g - F_ K Q Two phase flow friction EPRI
Axial pressure drop Blasius(Momentum Eq.) (2)
Turbulent viscosity See next section

aeph + d1v ehQ) + div (epf, C (I - C) V,) Thermal dfffusivity Prt I

DP Vt 9f Vtbare where gf (grid factor) accounts for the
E - + e u grad P - div (ev) + co grids. A second possibility is to represent generation and

at decay of turbulence by a k-L model. In addition to that
(Energy Eq.) (3) model, oriented cross flows generated by mixing vanes can

be modelled by non-diagonal pressure drop tensors.
with:

In this paper, the first turbulent viscosity model is used,
F porosity so that grids are represented by a grid factor.
P mass density (kg/m3)
Q mass flow rate kg/s/rn2)
u average velocity (m/s) II THE PSEUDO-CUBIC SPLINE METHOD
C vapor quality (kg/kg) (PCSM)
Vr relative velocity (m/s)
P pressure (Pa) The PCSM is a smoothing technique, based on spline
Tv turbulent stress tensor (N/m2) functions, developed by the French Atomic Energy
g gravity (nx/s2) Commission (CEA 3 It is designed to analyse
K pressure tensor (0) experimental data points and, in particular, thermal-
h enthalpy (J/kg) hydraulic data. Detailed and theoretical information can be
;C latent heat (J/kg) found in 3,41. Attention is focused on the main features of

the method. It is also compared with usual correlation
T thermal heat flux (W/m2) techniques.

0 heat source W/m3) 11.1. Main assumptions

Equation (2) is solved for the three components of
velocity. No simplified equation is used for transverse flows Let us consider a vector containing all independent
even if the axial component is prevalent, so that the model is
really three-dimensional. In addition to boundary variables (e.g. (PGX) with P pressure, G mass flow
conditions, closure relationships are needed to determine rate and X quality). It is assumed that y the physical
primary variables (P : Pressure, G : mass flow rate, phenomenon (here CHF) is smooth enough to be expressed
H: enthalpy). as follows 

In the case of two-phase flow in CHF test sections (5 x 5 = N) + EV) (4)
rod experiments), the main closure laws are listed in table I
and references are in [II where f(i) is the most likely value at point and eT)

A key-parameter for the determination of mass flow rates is a random function of mean and standard deviation equal
in rod bundles is the turbulent viscosity vt. In particular, to and Or, respectively. r is termed the residual error.
mixing grids enhance turbulence in the bundle and have a Moreover, it will be assumed that e(T) is characterized by a
strong impact on vt.. The THYC software can represent this normal (gaussian) distribution in order to apply statistical
effect by three options 2] . First, it is assumed that mixing tests (Student, Fischer..).
grids increase the rate of turbulence in a uniform manner
throughout the flow, so that vt can be expressed as a II.2. Scope of the PCSM

function of turbulent viscosity in a bare bundle vtbare by The method provides:
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f an estimate of thef function, f is called a Table 2 CHF data banks

predictor or a 'thin-plate' 31, Databaye 156 157 158 160 161 162 163 164

ar, an estimate of the residual en-or crr, -Ru-ber 90 79 68 67 7 74 41 80
of data

ap the uncertainty on the predictor points
Heated 14 8 8 8 14 14 8 14

NF the number of used degrees of freedom where length
NF < N (N being the number of data points) (ft)

Grid 26 26 26 22 22 22 22 22
'Me function is determined by using multidimensional spacing

cubic spline functions and minimizing a certain energy E (in) I
Axial lunif Unif Unif Unif Unif Cos Unif Cos

[4] A smoothing parameter p of considerable importance is profile I I I I I I
used, so that can continuously vary from a multilinear Tube Yes No Yes No No Yes Nflo
regression (NF; 4 to a spline interpolation function thimble I I I I I .:��t:
through all data points (NF = N). An ideal compromise is These CHIP data are x 5 od bundle experiments with rod
reached by the so-called generalized cross validation diameter and pitch equal to 95 mm and 12.6 in,
technique 4]. respectively. As far as 95 mm rods are concerned, these

I1.3. Comparison with existing methods data banks are identical to those analyzed to develop the
VM-1 correlation 6], except that E163 has been added to

CBF correlations are usually determined by defining derive our own predictor.

beforehand a mathematical function with a certain number of Four geometrical effects can be investigated with the data
parameters that are optimized by least-square considerations. bases studied here 

For example, it is often assumed that the CHF () varies 0 heated length 14 to ft)

with quality (X) as follows: = A - BX. This kind of 0 grid spacing 22 or 26 in)
assumption is not required by the PCSM.

0 presence or absence of tube thimble
In addition to that asset, the PCSM yields significantly 0 axial profile (uniform or cosine)

lower residual errors (or), so that more accurate predictions
are obtained by the method. It is a very adaptive technique, These eight data bases include 570 data points, so that a
especially dedicated to non-linear physical phenomena that CHF predictor with a wide validity range (Table 3 can be
vary with independent variables (e.g. from bum-out to dry- obtained. Correlations do not only predict CHF from
out). Nevertheless, the PCSM requires more computational thermal-hydraulic conditions (PGX) but also include
power than usual correlations but this is not a strong geometrical parameters (e.g. grid spacing).
limitation with modem computers. For CHF calculations,
the computational time devoted to the DNBR prediction with In table 2 geometry-related characteristics can only take
the PCSM is significantly smaller than the time required to two values, so that they will be represented by binary
estimate local thermal-hydraulic conditions. variables if relevant for thermal-hydraulic analysis. An effect

is said to be significant if the residual error Or is
significantly increased when not accounted for. Non-

HI THE CHF PREDICTOR uniform axial profiles are treated by introducing the Tong
factor F, so that F.0 (with being the local critical heat

Experimental data analyzed with THYC and the PCSM flux) is correlated to independent variables 71
are presented. The main characteristics of the predictor are
given. This is followed by detailed analysis of P/M ratio in
order to check that the usual safety margin methodology can Table 3 thennal-hydraulic range
still be applied with such a predictor. Finally, a thermal-
hydraulic design criterion is determined and the predictor is Vaiable Minimum Maximum
compared with the WRB- 1 correlation. Pressure 105pa) 103 168

111.1. Data and geometrical effects Mass flow rate kg/m2/s) 1300 4850

Eight CHF data banks have been analyzed by the THYC Quality 1 -0.12 1 0.33
software in order to derive local thermal-hydraulic
parameters. These data [5] are listed in table 2.
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Table 4 Geometrical effects frequency

Effect Ratio of residual Value
errors

A (heated length) 1.39CFBCD OABCD

B (grid spacing) 1.40CFACD / CABCD

C (axial 1.04Profile) CFABD (YABCD

D (tube thimble) cr 1.0551ABC GABCD

Nevertheless, one can test if predictions are improved by
using a binary variable that represents the axial profile. In rl P/M
table 4 ratios of residual errors Y are listed for the four J
geometrical effects; subscripts denote binary effects.

Ln n Ln 0 Ln
rl.: R oc� 13i 0i Ci C�

111.2. Characteristics of the predictor 0 0 0 0 0 - - - ML

An excessive number of binary variables should not be figure 1: P/M distribution
included in the predictor. Consequently, only the heated (predicted to measured CHF)
length (A) and the grid spacing (B) effects are worth being
accounted for (table 5). test has been applied in order to determine whether a

normality assumption can be accepted. The test proceeds as
It can be observed that NF is lower than one sixth of N, follows. If the P/M population is split into Ntot divisions

so that the complexity of the predictor is reasonable. A low with Nk being the population of the k-th division and N the

cym/p value is given by the PCSM 6,5%), an indication of theoretical number of data points in division k for a normal
the good accuracy of the method to predict CBF over a wide t1- (N, - R '
thermal-hydraulic range. Information given in table is not distribution, then D 2 follows a 2
sufficient to determine whether the predictor can be applied N,-t-l
to safety analysis. Further information is required. k=1 Nkdistribution if normality can be assumed (with being the

111.3. Statistical analysis number of estimated parameters, here = 2 since the mean
and the standard deviation have been estimated)

DNB margins are determined by defining tolerance For Ntot = 12, it turns out that the probability of a false
intervals 95%) and confidence levels 95%), so that CHF is assertion by not accepting the normality assumption is
not observed. To do so, Owen's one sided tolerance interval greater than 15%. Therefore, a normal distribution
criterion is used [8]. At least, the two following assumption appears to be reasonable.
requirements have to be met:

a normal distribution of the P/M ratio, In figures 2-4), P/M ratios are plotted as a function of
the three main thermal-hydraulic variables (pressure, mass

bias and trends with independent variables should be flow rate and quality). It can be observed for the three plots
avoided, so that a unique safety criterion can be applied for that the mean of the P/M distribution does not vary from one
all thenrial-hydraulic regions. therrnal-hydraulic range to another. Therefore, the predictor

does not exhibit bias with independent variables. Moreover,
M

Table 5: CHF predictor characteristics dispersion around the mean value - = 1 does not

Number N. of used Residual M U ( PP/M U/P fluctuate. It follows that the two prerequisites for the
ofpoints degreesof errora P M M application of Owen's criterion are verified.

freedom MW/M2
N NF 111.4. Design criterion. Comparison with WRB-1

570 94 0.116 1 6,77 65 
Since the predictor does not exhibit bias and a non-

In figure 1, the P/M plot is presented. It appears that this uniform dispersion, a design criterion C can be computed
distribution fits a normal (bell-shaped) distribution but for safety analysis. In order to ensure that critical conditions
visual estimations are not sufficient. A Chi-square statistical
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are not attained with a probability of 95% with a 95%
confidence level, C is determined by

1,6
C M/P

1,4-k C/PP
1 2

with k being the Owen factor equal to 1755 for 570 data
points and the 95/95 criterion [8]. This yields C = 113. 1,0
This value is significantly lower than the WRB-1 design
criterion (1. 17) 6]. In figure 5, predicted (P) and measured(M ) values are plotted as w ell as the solid line given by 0,8 . ...... ....................... ........................ ........;.................... ........ ....................

equation P = C.M. Operating conditions have to be
represented on the lower part of the plot in order to verify 0,6
the 95/95 criterion. J PRESS RE b

0,41 d -
In table 6 comparison between the WRB-1 correlation 100 120 140 160 180

and our predictor is presented. Data given for the WRB- 1
are taken from 6] and thermal-hydraulic analysis has been 1,6 -
performed by the TIENC code. . M/P

1,4 -
Lower standard deviations are obtained for all data banks,

so that the overall predictor yields more accurate predictions 1,2
for the four geometrical effects investigated (heated length,
grid spacing..). i tAk

5
0,8

Table 6 Comparison between our predictor
and WRB- I 0,6 F� W RATE

Mean Standard dev. 0,4 ( /m2/s)
(YP/M M 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000

Data THYC THINC THYC THINC 1,6 -
base + + + + . M/P

PCSM WRB-1 PCSM WRB-1 1,4-

E157 1.00 1.01 4.84 8.48 1,2

AsW MIA: Ale
E158 0.997 1.030 7.73 10.48 1,0-

14 N T 9 A.
E160 1.00 1.050 5.11 10.20 0,8-

E161 0.973 0.996 5.20 6.55 0,6
LO L

E162 0.975 1.00 6.21 7.96 0,4- 4
-0.2 -0.1 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

E164 1.05 1.002 6.40 1 8.5.2 Figures 2-4: M/P (measured to predicted)
I I - versus thermal-hydraulic parameters
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flgure 5: Measured versus predicted CHF

CONCLUDING REMARKS

A CHF predictor determined over a wide thermal- [3 F de CRECY; Pseudo-Cubic Thin-Plate Type
hydraulic range has been computed. The design criterion is Spline Method for Analyzing Experimental Data; NURETH-
equal to 1 13 a value significantly lower than for most rod 6 Proceedings, Grenoble, France, Oct 5-8, 1993
bundle CHF correlations.

[4 E J WEGMAN and I. WRIGHT; Spline in
This predictor is compatible with the THYC code which Statistics; Journal of the American Statistical Association,

allows a D representation of the flow. The statistical Volume 78, Number 382, June 1983
method (PCSM) has turned out to be a flexible tool to derive
CHF predictors. [51 C. F. FIGHETn, D.G. REDDY; Parametric Study

of CHF data, Columbia University, NP2609, Research
In the future, on the one hand, more sophisticated Project, Final Report (September 1989)

thermal-hydraulic models will be investigated to derive more
accurate results. On the other hand, the predictor will be [6] F. E. MOTLEY; New Westinghouse Correlation
applied to core design calculations and compared with the WRB-1 for Predicting Critical Heat Flux in Rod Bundles
existing methodology. with Mixing Vane Grids, WCAP-8763 (Class 3, July 1976
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ABSTRACT loop to the steam generators where the steam needed in the

turbines and utilities is generated. Following a small break loss-

In a figure-of-eight configuration of the pimary heat transport of-coolant accident (LOCA) in the pmary loop, a long-time

loop of a nuclear power Vant, such as in the CANDU design, cooling mode, such as natural circulation, must be established in

experimental observations have shown that reflux. condensation the primary loop to remove decay heat. Under these conditions the

in the steam generator tubes may become the major natural steam generators become the major heat sink, and depending on

circulation mode for removing long-term decay heat under the details ofthe accident scenario, three r means have been
reduced water inventories following a LOCA. he resulting two- cooling2 73,4jo

found to be available for core . single-, and two-

phase flow in the reactor core may exhibit oscillatory modes in phase, natural circulation, and reflux. condensation reflux

which the steam flow to ach steam generator is oscillatory in boiling). The particular mode aailable at any stage of an accident

nature. The present study was aimed at investigating the transient transient is largely dependent on the system water inventory-

characteristics of the reflux condensation phenomenon under Reflux condensation in the riser tubes of the steam generator has

conditions in which the steam flow was oscillatory, especially been confirmed from tests to be the dominant cooling mode at low

with respect to its heat removal capability under such conditions. system water inventories2,3,4 generally from water inventories

Various frequencies of oscillations in the inlet steam flow were below 80%.

investigated over a range of average mass flow rates.

Experimental results showed that oscillations in the steam flow Recent investigations on the reflux condensation

destabilized the water column formation associated with flooding phenomenon have been largely concentrated on the parametric

in the tube and further suggest that the total heat removal dependence of its heat removal capability. Russe115 studied the

capability of reflux condensation would be much higher thari the condensation process in a long reflux tube (1/d ratio 250) inclined

values obtained from steady steam flow experiments. at 57' and observed that above a certain inlet steam flow rate,

total reflux condensation ensued, with a single-phase condensate

column above the condensing region. At higher flow rates a cyclic

INTRODUCTION carry-over mode of operation occurred. Calia and ffith6

studied the flow patterns in a 4-inverted U-tube array and

When vapor flows through a vertical pipe with a wall reported successive blockage of the tubes by single phase water

temperature maintained lower than the saturation temperature columns, which led to a cyclic fill-and-dump operation with a

corresponding to the pressure of the vapor, part or all of the high system pressure drop. Banedee et a.7, Girard and Chang8

vapor, depending on the prevalent flow conditions, will condense, conducted a detailed investigation of reflux condensation in a

producing a film of condensate flowing downward countercurrent single long vertical tube and reported that flooding at the tube

to the vapor flow. This is the basic process normally observed in inlet led to the formation of a liquid column above the two-phase

reflux condensation. condensing region, which in turn substantially increased the
system pressure drop and limited the aount of steam that could

Reflux condensation is of immense importance in the safety be condensed. Chang et a.9 studied complete reflux condensation

of nuclear power plants. Under normal operating conditions in a in our- and eleven-tube banks and reported cyclic fill-and-dump,

nuclear power plant, the heat generated in the reactor core is operation due to liquid-column blockage of the tubes.

transported by the pressurized water in the primary circulation In a figure-of-eight arangement of the pmary loop such as

in the CANDU design, it is expected that, because of the

f Present Address: Maya Heat Transfer Technologies Ltd, 4999 St. symmetrical and horizontal arrangement of the reactor core and

Catherine Street W., Suite 400, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. H3Z IT3. the primary heat transport loop, and aso because of flooding

Fax: 1514-369-5706 which leads to liquid-column blockage of the tubes, the steam
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flow to each of the two paths of the primary heat transport loop EXPERaffiNTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURE
will be intermittent, or oscillatory in nature'. Similar phenomena
may also occur in a PWR primary heat transport system. When
the primary tubes in one steam generator are blocked by single- The reflux condenser used in the study is shown in Fig I It
phase condensate columns formed as a result of flooding in the consisted of a long vertical U-tube test section connected to a
tubes, this path of the loop will be pressurized. Thus most of the large volume plenum at the entrance and another smaller plenum
steam generated in the core would rise to the other stem at the exit. The test section onsisted of sections of eight
generator because the pressure drop encountered would be much consecutive double-pipe heat exchangers connected in series, with
less, while the condensate in the first steam generator flows back spacers in between for instrumentation. The sections were made
to the core where it is reboiled. Subsequently the second steam of heat esistant Pyrex. glass, with an inner 1.735cm diameter tube
generator will be blocked and pressurized, and the most of steam (o.d 20 cm) enclosed within an outer cm diameter (o.d. 591
generated in the core would rise to the first steam generator, and -N Each of the first six sections was 30.5 cm long while the last
so on. In effect the steam flow to each leg of the loop would be iections were respectively 60.6 cm and 217 cm long, giving a

steam/noncondensibles gases
to auxifliary condenser �e'd

,Inum

V6

condensate to T13 T4 IP10measuring can
(S.

T15 T12, P9
ta (s.s) V4

4.86m

T" T9, P8
(..s)

KEITHLEY
SYSTEM 570
AM Board

T10 T7'P7
uavrn (S-S)

to/from valve control circuitry T8 T6 1 P6

(s.s) hot water line
line TS P,; water

MV
M P�
SI= 0 T4 4 d water line

Ma ne .... ... ...

S2 P2 Inlet __ T 3' P3
Plenum I

to drain

Figure 1: Schematic of the Test Loop

oscillatory in nature. total condenser length, with spacers, of 486 cm. In a normal

operation the inlet plenum was usually pressurized while the exit
In this study, reflux condensation of steam in a long vertical plenum was open to the atmosphere.

tube reflux condenser was extensively investigated under steady
inlet steam flow conditions and under conditions in which Mains steam (typically at 120 - 50 kPa. abs) was admitted
controlled, lOw-frequencY Oscillations were imposed on the inlet to the inlet plenum of the test section via the combined flow of
steam flow. Of particular interest was the effects of the modulated two parallel lines: a main line and a bypass line, as shown in Fig.
steam flow on the pressure drop and the heat removal capability 1. The main line itself also contained another bypass line as
of the phenomenon. shown, which was connected to the drain via a secondary multi-

tube condenser. Two computer-controlled solenoid valves (SI and
S2) were mounted on the main he and its bypass as shown.
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The steam flow through the bypass line was maintained representing the minimum steady component of the steam flow,
steady, and oscillatory steam flow to the condenser was and the time-averaged flow rate. Analysis of experimental results
accomplished by controlling the solenoid valves SI and S2, which showed that each of these components played a major role in the
were timed to open and close in opposition to each other and at resulting process occurring in the condenser.
specified intervals, such that the combined flow from the two lines
to the inlet plenum of the condenser was oscillatory about a set hilg/minl
level of flow bias (steady steam flow component). For steady inlet 180

steam flow experiments the on-line solenoid was held open for the 140 -average aplitude
duration of the experiment. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Depending on the particular experimental conditions, the 120
inlet plenum of the test section was normally charged with steam,
which then rose through the inner tube of the test section to the 100
exit. Any steam condensed in the test section may either flow back
(reflux) to the inlet plenum, or may be carried over to the exit 80 .... ....
plenum. Any steam and condensate mixture in the exit plenum
was separated by gravity, and the wet steam leaving the plenum 60 
was ondensed in a second auxiliary multi-tube heat exchanger. T IN I
The separated condensate from the plenum was piped to a 40 - average flow rate flow bias (steady component
measuring can.

Cooling water was admitted via a hot water line and a cold 20
water line, and the two flows were mixed in the mixing valve MV
in order to obtain the desired inlet temperature. The resulting flow 0 20 40 60 80
was then admitted into the annuli of the test section, starting from firne [s]
the first section at the lower end of the condenser towards the last
section at the top end, and then on to the drain. The cooling water
outlet from one section connected to the inlet of the next section Figure 2 A Typical Steam Flow Waveform Recorded During an
with a minimal length of plastic tubing in order to minimize heat Experiment
losses.

Five different modes of operation were observed in the
Local measurements of the pressure and temperature of both condenser, the prevalent mode depending on the nature and

steam and condensate, and the void fraction void fraction, were magnitude of the inlet steam flow and the cooling water inlet
taken all along the test section with the pressure transducers (Pl- temperature. Te overall pressure drops measured across the
P10), the thermocouples (TI-T16), and the void fraction meters condenser for the different frequencies of inlet stearn. flow
(VI V6) respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. Local measurements of modulation are shown in Fig. 2.
the cooling water temperature were also taken along the test
section. 'Me output from all sensors in the loop were connected It may be observed that the overall pressure drop for all
through a KEITHLEY SYSTEM 570 AD board to a computer, frequencies exhibit similar characteristics with respect to the
which was also used to control the solenoid valves I t S2- average inlet steam flow rate, which is idealized in the figure

shown on the inset.
A series of experiments were carried out at various

frequencies of inlet steam flow modulation: (steady flow), The region A-13 in the inset figure corresponded to the first
0.05Hz, 0. IHz, and 0.211z. The experiments covered an average mode of operation, before the onset of flooding, in which complete
steam flow rate range of 10-300 ghnin, an aplitude range of condensation of steam occurred without the formation of water
150 g/min, and flow bias range of 10-300 gmin. However to column. Flooding commenced in the condenser from point B, and
simplify the discussion, the results presented below were for cases the region B-C corresponded to the first carry-over mode of
of zero steam flow bias (pure pulse experiments) and a constant operation. In this mode of operation, a plug of single-phase water
inlet cooling water temperature of 30'C. column accumulated above the condensing region, as a result of

the net upward condensate flow from the condensing region
caused by flooding at the tube inlet. Under steady inlet flow, and

EXPERMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION in some of the higher-frequency 0.2Hz inlet flow experiments, this
water column region steadily grew in length, supported by a

A typical inlet steam flow rate signal recorded during an balance of its weight and the back pressure it exerted on the
experimental run is shown in Fig. 1. This figure shows the condensing region upstream. As may be observed from Fig. 3 a
important attributes of the steam flow waveform, which consists slight increase in the inlet mass flow rate in this mode of operation
of the fquency and amplitude of flow, the steam flow bias resulted in a huge rise in the operating pressure and pressure drop
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across the tbe, due to the plugging effect of the water column. mode, a rise in the inlet steam flow rate resulted in a drop in the
Finally, as the system pressure increased beyond the treshold operating pressure, as the instability of the phenomenon in this
required to support the water column, the later was carried over mode increased with the inlet steam flow rate.
the top of the tube. Subsequently, another water column was
immediately re-established and the carry-over cycle repeated Beyond the point D, the steam flow rate was high enough to
again. sustain steady imbing film flow operation in the tube.

140 40 expanding steam oscillating Wet steam flow
accelerates water

C colum u another water column is formed
entraining it. as the steam flow decreases,

when the -flu g co d to
F bridge., t

130 - 30 th

-P. A P
[kPal [kPal

120 
steady flow

IN 0.2 Hz

O.lHz 01
.05Hz

110 10 01

D

100 0 0 00 so 100 150 200 250 1
Average Flow Rate [g/min]

solid symbols = total reflux condensation
hollow symbols carry-over little refluxI condensate

Figure 3 Average System Pressure and Pressure Drop vs. steam
Figure 4 Schematic of the Phenomenon Observed in the Reflux

Average Stearn Flow Rate Condensation With Water Column Mode.

Under the lower fi-equency 0.05 and 0. Hz experiments, the Figure shows the calculated heat removal rates (taking
water column growth was destablized by the cyclic variations condensate subcoofing into account) as a function of the average
the steam flow rate. As the steam flow rate increased in a pressure drop across the condenser. ft may be observed that for a
modulation cycle, the steam accelerated the water column given system pressure and pressure drop, the heat removal rate
upwards while at the same time churning up and ixing with it, was increased, sometimes quite dramatically, by the oscillations
such that by the end of steam expansion, much or all of the
accumulated water column was dispersed in the steam. Ts in the steam flow. Three major causes of the increased heat
intermittent forruation and dispersion of water column th removal rate were evident from experimental observations and
resulted in much lower operating pressure compared to steady calculations of local wall heat fluxes .

inlet steam flow experiments, while at the same time maintaining In the first case, calculations of local heat removal rates
complete condensate reflux. The phenomena observed in this showed that the local overall primary-to-secondary side heat
mode of operation is shown schematically in Fig. 4 transfer coefficients were improved somewhat with oscillations in

The point C in Fig. 3 marked the transition to the second the steam flow, which is attributable to the increased turbulence
carry-over mode of operation. Beyond this point the water column in the condensate film arising from the sometimes highly chaotic
formed as a result of flooding was very unstable, oscillating up steam/condensate ixing obtained in oscillatory inlet flow
and down the tube with a high and irregular frequency, until it is experiments. For the same average inlet steam flow rates, this
carried over the top of the tube. The carry-over cycle was turbulent mixing action increased directly with the aplitude of
irregular and much shorter compared to the first carry-over mode the steam flow rate.

of operation. Further, following each carry-over ts mode the Secondly, as the steam expanded in each modulation cycle of
system underwent climbing film flow operation for a significant oscillatory inlet flow experiments, the condensing region length
amount of time before the next water column was established. increased, causing more area of the tube, on the average, to be
This pointed to an unstable operation governed by instability available for condensation.
rather than by gravitational equilibrium, as obtained in the first
carry-over mode 10. Also, as opposed to the first carry-over
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The third source of increased heat removal rates with steam complicated dynamics of tube-to-tube interactions in a multi-tube
oscillation was obtained in experiments with water column. system will affect the results. However, is reasonable to expect
Usually, this water column was considerably subcooled, and thus that the resulting phenomena will fie somewhere between the two-
direct contact heat transfer resulted as the expanding steam mixed extremes of steady flow to each steam generator and optimum
up with it. In fact for some experiments, the fast condensation frequency oscillatory seam flow to each steam generator. In such
transients associated with this phenomenon were so significant as an event, the results shown in Fig. indicate that the heat removal
to result in audible popping sounds, caused by rapid void capa6ty of each steam generator under reflux. condensation would
collapse, and the inner glass tube was broken in some be higher than steady inlet steam flow experiments would suggest.
experiments.
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1. INTRODUCTION
2. BELGATOM METHODOLOGY FOR PLANT

In the past, EVALUATION type codes have been LICENSING ON THE BASIS OF THE CODE

used exclusively by the NSSS suppliers for plant RELAP-5/MOD-2
licensing. This approach was dictated by the absence of
rigorous physical models to deal with complex plant 2.1. LICENSING BACKGROUND.
phenomena, and by the concern to provide a
conservative EVALUATION of the plant behaviour for a In BELGIUM a total of 7 nuclear power plants of the
particular phenomenon (e.g. DNB, LOCA PCT ). The PWR type (with a total capacity of 5450 MWe) are

drawback of these codes is that they concentrate on a installed, providing 60% of the total electricity

few critical phenomena and can hide the real process. production.

Following 2 decades of intense research in the area of Since several plants experience problems from corrosion

THERMAL-HYDRAULICS, the so called "BEST defects in the steam generators =SG's) I a program of

ESTIMATE' codes have been developed and are being SG replacement is scheduled for at least 3 power plants:

assessed on a wide variety of experimental data from DOEL3 1993), TIHANGE 1 1995) and DOEL4 1996).

both small scaled facilities. These codes are now

available for performing a realistic and physically based To recover the large costs from such major hardware

thermal-hydraulic analysis of the reactor systems change, uprating the power plant is an attractive

behaviour, and also for licensing. economic possibility.

Indeed, in 1988, the USNRC revised the emergency On the one hand, the feasibility to perform a plant

core cooling system (ECCS) licensing rule to allow best uprating depends on the hardware characteristics such

estimate computer codes for calculation of the ECCS as,

behaviour, provided an uncertainty quantification is

performed (Regulatory guide 1.157).This change in the 0 The power margin from the turbogenerator which for

regulatory practice opens the potential to use these all plants in BELGIUM is substantial.

advanced best estimate codes also for a large number of - Advanced fuel concepts which can offer improved

licensing calculations, provided an acceptable core performance,

methodology is developed and accepted by the safety

authorities for each application. - The improved heat transfer characteristics and

Chapter 2 presents the Belgium context and the performance of the replacement SG's.

fundamentds; of the BELGATOM methodology on the basis of * The design margins of the active safeguard systems.

which a practical application is applied and discussed in

chapter 3 On the other hand, from the licensing point of view, a
power uprating is determined by a I ed

thermal design procedures for the core - and advanced

best estimate system codes for evaluating the

performance of the active safeguard sstems and for

identifying the real safety margins o the plant for

various design basis accidents 3.
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These features enabled a power uprating of DOEL-3
NPP (a 900 MWe 3 loop plant) by 10 %. BELGATOM MY PARAI�MTER
performed NON-LOCA calculations by means of the
code RELAP-5/MOD-2 for wch an acceptable
methodology was elaborated at the request of the Belgian
Safety Authorities.

2.2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF THE BELGATOM -- Umangun-dt r
LICENSING METHODOLOGY. 1Acw&ngnwvn

The methodology seeks to provide a bounded analysis
of the expected plant behaviour under the postulated Ucensing cculadon
accident by means of beat estimate thermal-hydraulics
codes RELAP-5 and COBRA. The accidents covered by broad c( mde
this methodology exclude: unceftnties

• all reactivity accidents for which a point kinetics -- Rdemcecalculaftn
model i not acceptable such as a rod ections rod brqmd d advem
drop, steatite breaks, etc. plaM Iniflal and

boundmy conditions

• all LOCA's for which aquantification of the margins Best esUrnute coiculaWn
is requested if a best etimate code is used.

The methodology is based upon: (fig )

a .The use of the best estimate advanced thermal-
hydraulics code RELAP-5/MOD-2 3.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE ACCIDENT

b. he application of a detailed standard nodalisation PHENOMENA.
of the plant based on the code user guidelines and The feedwater line break is a lass 4 acident which
assessed on the basis of experimental evidence from constitutes one of the limiting accidents for sizing the
various small scale integral test facilities and full scale auxiliary feedwater system

plant transient recordings. The scenario for this accident, illustrated in the figures

c. The selection of an acceptable key licensing parameter 2 to 6, assumes the break to occur at t-30 a downstream
for each type of safety analysis, and t h e of the feedwater isolation valves in the main feedwater
quantification of is acceptable limit, based on the pipe. The plant loops are labelled respectively R, G and
legal licensing critefia. B, while the break occurs on the SG of loop B, which also

d. The application of a limit value approach by contains the pressuriser.

which all plant initial and boundary conditions as The double ended break precludes further water
well as the protection system tolerances are assumed addition to the intact SG's, while the affected SG loses
at there most adverse conditions for the selected key inventory through the break.
parameter.

e. The evaluation of a code bias for the selected key Due to depletion of the water inventory of the itact
parameter, resulting from known code weaknesses SG's, the water level drops, until the low-low SG level is
and code uncertainties. reached in the intact SG's, which tggers reactor trip and

turbine trip at 72.0 s.

3. APPLICATION: FEEDWATER LINE BREAK Steamline isolation occurs in all main steamlines 5 s after
ACCIDENT. reactor trip which effectively isolates the intact SG's from

the broken SG and stops any reverse blowdown from the
While the methodology is generic, the following plant intact SG's. While the intact SG pressure increases up to

specific results are presented for illustrative purposes the setpoint of the safety valves, the affected SG
only and are obtained for the DOEL-3 power plant depressurises completely down to atmospheric pressure
equipped with new SG's. at about 150 s.

The auxiliary feedwater pumps start feeding water to
the 3 SG's 60 a after reactor trip and begin delivering
40 t/hr to each intact SG at 132.0 s.

The long term figures to 2400 s) illustrate
respectively:

0 The loop average temperature (Fig. 2),
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• The void fraction in the core (Fig. 3, 3.3. RELAP-5/MOD-2 CODE ASSESSMENT BASIS

• The reactor coolant system (=RCS) subcooling (Fig. 4, AND APPLICABILITY.

• he reactor vessel collapsed water level (Fig. 5). Within the framework of ICAP (International Code

Figure illustrates that the large volumetric expansion Assessment Program) , numerous assessment studies
resulting from bulk boilin& causes an enhanced depletion were performed by the members from a large number of
rate of the RCS inventory via the relief valves, and core international organisations, of which 62 studies were
collapsed levels start to decreases until the total selected to identify recurrent code eficiencies 4 to be
auxiliary feedwater flow is realigned to the intact SG's, addressed in future code improvements.

30 minutes after reactor rip. Nine major code deficiencies (including various facets of

The main thermal-hydraulic henomena observed each deficiency) were identified.

during such accident and for Uch the code must be From the overall description of the important thermal-
assessed can be summarised as follows: hydraulic phenomena in chapter 31, one can identify 2

• Heat transfer degradation in the SG's, deficiencies which may have an adverse impact on the
key parameter:

• Break flow in a complex geometry, * hiterfacialhictLonmbubbly/slugflow-regLme,

• Residual heat removal by the intact SG's and
structural heat storage 9 Critical flow at the break.

• Primary system heat-up, pressurisation and voiding 3.4. PLANT PARAMETRIC AND SENSITIVITY
STUDIES.

• Two phase flow behaviour in the SG's and the RCS.

This accident when not properly controlled could lead 3.4.1. Determination of the REFERENCE calculation.

to a primary overpressurisation and/or a significant core The so alled reference calculation is based on the
heatup, due to core uncovery and possible risk of limit value approach, this means that any other initial
insufficient core cooling. and boundary conditions, taken within the defensible

3.2. ACCEPTANCE CRITERIA FOR A range of values, would result in an improved margin on
FEEDWATER LINE BREAK ACCIDENT. the key parameter with respect to the acceptance

criterion.

Vile the Standard Review Plan lists the specific Therefore, the first activity concerns the identification of
criteria to be used in evaluating. th!.consequences of the those plant parameters which may have an impact on the
feedwater line break, the more limiting criteria that will evolution of the feedwater line break accident.
be adopted for the purpose of evaluating the
consequences of such accident are as follows: Next, the sense of the deviation of each plant

1. The pressure in the reactor coolant and main system parameter leading to a negative impact on the key
should be maintained below 110 percent of the design parameter is determined by engineering judgement
pressure. and/or by performing calculations if required.

2. The liquid mass in the RCS will be sufficient to cover It must be emphasised that engineering judgement
the reactor core at all timer, thereby ensuring sufficient alone can be misleading if two counteracting processes or
core cooling. nonlinearities may be involved. Indeed, the variation of a

parameter( e.g. the break size) may also affect the timing
For the primary pressurisation criterion, this acident of the reactor protection systems (e.g. reactor trip) such

is normally less limiting than the accident resulting from a that the impact on the key parameter is a priori
sudden loss of load (e.g. closure of all MSIV's ) which is uncertain.
the design basis acident for sizing the pressurizer relief
and safety valves. 3.4.2. Sensitivity studies.

The most limiting criterion for a feedwater line break is The sensitivity studies are performed next by resetting
the verification that the core remains covered with water the conservative initial and boundary conditions of the
at all times during the accident Hence for the remainder reference calculation, to the best estimate value, one at a
of tis study the key licensing parameter is the reactor time.
vessel collapsed water level and the key criterion is:
99no core uncovery The objectives of these sensitivity studies are threefold:

to confirm that the options taken for the reference
calculation indeed combines the most adverse plant
conditions in term of the key parameter,
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• to identify the parameters for which a parametric and smaller remaining SG's inventory after tip for larger
study is required for each plant licensing study since break sizes, there is no monotone relation between the
the impact of plant specific systems can change the break size and the collapsed water level. Since these
direction of the conservatism, results depend on the feedwaterline geometry and the

protection setpoint, the full break spectrum must be
• to quantify the impact of each individual parameter analysed for each licensing calculation.

variation on the key parameter. The parameter change
which yields with the largest impact on the key 3.5.3. Impact of the uncertainty in the SG's heat
licensing parameter, constitutes the single failure transfer.
criterion.

Sensitivity studies for a feedwater line break were To account for the uncertainty in the heat transfer
performed for each parameter, of which some parameters correlation's 2 analyses were made with the boundary
of special importance for such accident were examined and initial conditions of the reference calculation but
such as: with varying the SG heat transfer area in all SG's from

-25% to 30%. 5
Impact of the initial SG water inventory, 3.5.4. Impact of the time step size.

Impact of the structural mass,
Sensitivity studies were performed for requested time

Impact of non perfect mixing in the reactor core inlet step sizes varying between 100 and 10 ins (the
and outlet, since this accident must be considered as a convective Courant limit for this nodalisation was 110
non-symmetric acident, MS)

Impact of the reactor coolant pump tp... While the number of repeated advances reduces for
T'he results of all the sensitivity studies are smaller requested time step size, the number of cycles

summarised in figur 6 increases almost linearly with the inverse of the step size
as well as the mass reduction due to truncation errors.

3.5. QUANTIFICATION OF THE CODE BIAS. Comparison of the SG mass error and the minimum
collapsed water level in the RCS for different requested

To evaluate the impact of the code weaknesses, time step sizes revealed a sirring correlation, indicating
several calculations are performed using the reference that the mass loss in the SG's by numerical truncation is
calculation as the starting point for each code parameter equivalent to reducing the effective axiliary feedwater to
study. The code bias (not in the statistical sense) the SG's. his observation was confirmed by a sensitivity
constitutes the summation of all adverse quantities study at the reference requested time step size (100 ms)
resulting from the various studies. Tis bias is added to but a reduced auxiliary feedwater flow equivalent to
the results of the reference calculation to arrive at the calculated SG mass reduction for a 10 ins requested time
calculated value for the key icensing parameter. step size.

From the identification of the important thermal From this studies it can be concluded that any
hydraulic phenomena that control tis accident evolution negative mass error in the SG's constitutes an inherent
and the code deficiencies as well as code uncertainties conservatism for the evaluation of the key parameter and
which may have an unpact on the criterion (chapter 33), that no additional bias should be added to account for
4 sensitivity studies, described in following paragraphs, the impact of the time step size.
are identified to quantify the code bias. 3.5.5. Determination of the maximum code bias.

3.5.1. Impact of the water entrainment during the SG
blowdown. Figure 6 iustrates also the impact of the different

parametric studies for the code uncertainties.
This effect is covered by selecting the no-slip optioni

the downcomer junctions in the affected SG such that The summation of all negative code biases only, results in
maximum water entrainment occurs during blowdown. a penalty, to be subtracted from the reference calculation
This option is used in the reference calculation and all which then gives the licensing value for the key
subsequent sensitivity calculations. parameter.

3.5.2. Impact of the critical flow uncertainty and 4. CONCLUSIONS.
break size The methodology, based on the use of a best estimate

In order to cover both the break size and the possible thermal-hydraulic code, applicable to most non-
non conservative code behaviour for the critical flowrate, LOCA accidents, presents a practical and licensable
four additional runs are made to evaluate the impact of approach to identify and quantify in a systematic
various break sizes respectively 1305ro, 75%, 50% and way the impact of-
25%. Due to compensating effects of earlier reactor trip a adverse plant iitial and boundary conditions,
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ABSTRACT analysis. To obtain the licensing approval of Taipower's
RETRAN-02 model from the ROCAEC (Atomic Energy

A simulation of the plant behavior for Kuosheng Council of Republic of China) for design basis application
BWR/6 load rejection transient using RETRAN-02 code and to assure work quality, a detail verification and
is presented. Key plant parameters such as reactor benchmarking process is performed for each plant model.
power, steam dome pressure, steam flow rate and This paper presents one of the benchmarking cases for
downcorner water level, etc. are compared with the Kuosheng plant. This case is the Full Load Rejection
measured data obtained by Taipower for the load Transient which was performed during the startup test

rejection transient initiated at full power condition, of initial cycle of unit I in 1981.
which is one of the start-up tests performed in the
initial cycle for Kuosheng plant. Reasonably good The plant was operated at a power level of 2894
agreement between the results predicted by RETRAN-02 MWt a core flow of 23478.13 Ibm/sec, and a dome
and the measured data indicates that the RETRAN-02 pressure of 1013.17 psia before the test was started.
code can simulate this transient satisfactorily.

The transient was initiated by manually tripping
the generator output breaker which caused the fast

INTRODUCTION closure of turbine control valve. The fast closure signal
of turbine control valve causes the following automatic

Taipower has six nuclear power plant units, actuation: (1) the turbine bypass valves open to mitigate
Chinshan Unit I 2 BWR/4 with rated thermal power the pressure increase, (2) recirculation pumps are
of 1775 MWt, Kuosheng Unit I 2 BWR/6 with rated tripped from high-frequency speed to low-frequency
thermal power of 2894 MWt and Maanshan Unit 2 speed, and 3 reactor scram. During the initial period
PWR with rated thermal power of 2775 MWt. of the transient, the increase of pressure causes void
RETRAN-02 has been applied by Taipower for the collapsed and liquid level decreased. The trubine bypass
safety analysis of th ose plants on plant operation valves open to mitigate the pressure increase and water
support, design change, Technical Specification amendments, level decrease. Eventually, the water level is maintained

unresolved safety issue and part of reload analysis at the normal range by the feed-water control system.
application. This transient was then simulated using Kuosheng

RETRAN-02 model and the related benchmarking of
Furthermore, in order to have full in-house reload the model is performed.

analysis capability, Taiwan power company and INER
(Institute of Nuclear Energy Research) have proceeded
a five-year cooperation program to develop a fully DESCRIPTION OF KUOSHENG RETRAN-02 MODEL
vendor-independent reload analysis methodology starting
from 1989. In this program RETRAN-02CIDwas used Kuosheng RETRAN-02 system model for thermal

to link the upstream reactor physics code SIMULATE-3 hydraulic calculation includes reactor vessel, internals and
C23 to perform the thermal hydraulic and transient core, main steam system, recirculation system and the
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related feedwater and pressure control systems. The correspond to the 12 fluid control volumes in the core
nodalization diagram for Kuosheng RETRAN-02 is and bypass regions, for the core heattransfercalculation.
shown in Figure 1. There are totally 29 control volumes, We assume that 98% of total core power is deposited in
43 fo1w junctions, 24 heat structures and two pumps. the active core region, including fission energy and direct

moderator heating energy. The remaining 2 of total
A. Reactor Vessel, Internals and Core core power is deposited in the core bypass region by

The fluid volumes includes lower plenum (1 volume), direct moderator heating. In addition RETRAN-02
active core region (12 volumes), core bypass 1-D Kinetic model is used for the power distribution
region (12 volumes), upper plenum (I volume), calculation. It obtains cross section data from the
stand pipe (I volume),separatorinterior(l volume), upstream SIMULATE-3 code through the linking code,

dryer (1 volume), steam dome (1 volume), separator SLICKC3�. The -D kinetics model generates more
exterior (1 volume) and downcomer 2 volumes). accurate power distribution than point kinetic model

does. The SLICK code is developed based on the
B. Recirculation System Algebraic Slip Model. Thus the Algebraic Slip Model

The two recirculation loops consist of recirculation was chosen in RETRAN-02 to maintain the consistency
pump suction lines (I volume for each recirculation of the two phase flow calculation between RETRAN-02
loop), recirculation pump discharge lines (I volume and SLICK.
for each recirculation loop), jet pumps (I volume

for each recirculation loop).
INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF

C. Main Steam System LOAD REIECTION TRANSIENT
This includes main steam lines (5 volumes), bypass
lines 2 volumes), turbine (1 volume), condenser The steady state model is established based on
(I volume). the initial operating conditions before the test was

performed. The plant initial operating conditions and
D. Valves values obtained from RETRAN-02 steady state initiali-

The valve junctions are used to model safety relief zation run are shown in Table 
valves, main steam line isolation valves, turbine
control valves and steam bypass valves. Also shown in the table are the design conditions

at rated reactor power for comparison.
For the reactor fuel, we use 12 conductors, which

Table I
Initial Conditions for Kuosheng Unit 

Load Rejection Test and Simulation

Parameters Design Test RETRAN

Reactor Power (MWt) 2894 2894 2894
Dome Pressure (psia) 1040 10 317 1013.17
Steam Flow Rate (lb/sec) 3459.166 332S.14 3430.19
FW* Flow Rate (lb/sec) 3459.166 3430.19 3430.19
NR** Water Level (ft) 4.3667 4.22503 4.22503

Reference to vol 9)

feed water narrow range
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ASSUMPTIONS valve fast closure.

a. The turbine control valve closes within 0194
seconds. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

b. The turbine bypass valve position is given as
boundary condition. The Load Rejection transient was simulated by

C. The feedwater flow is given as boundary condition. RETRAN-02 for fifteen seconds. The measured feedwater
d. Reactor scram is intiated by control valve fast flow rate as shown in Figure 2 was used as boundary

closure. condition. The measured and RETRAN-02 predicted
e. Recirculation pump trip is actuated by control sequence of event data are compared in Table 2.

Table 2
Sequence of Events for Kuosheng Unit I

Load Rejection Test and Simulation

Event Test Data (sec) RETRAN

T/B* CVs** start to close 5.0 5.0
Reactor scram 5.036 5.036

Recirc. pumps high speed trip 5.045 5.045
Bypass Valves fully open 5.129 5.129
T/B CV fully shut 5.194 5.194
Reactor pressure peaks high 9.30 9.45
Reactor level peaks low 12.45 10.50

* Turbine control valves

Figure 3 shows the comparision between measured Figure 5 shows the comparison between the
normalized neutron power and RETRAN-02 prediction predicted and the measured dome pressure. The increase
for the reactor power transient response. The neutron of the steam dome pressure was caused by the fast
power did not increase becausethereactorscramoccurred closure of the turbine control valves. The increase in
immediately following the fast closure signal of turbine dome pressure was reduced immediately after the
control valve. 1-D kinetic model was used in the opening of the bypass valves following the signal of the
RETRAN-02 for the neutron flux calculation. The turbine control valve fast closure. The pressure predicted
calculated power is higher than the measured normalized by RETRAN-02 is higher than the measured value but
neutron power after reactor scram because the measured is not high enough to activate the safety relief valves.

normalized neutron power did not include decay heat
(it represents only fission power through APRM reading), Figure 6 shows that the narrow range water levels
while the calculated power includes decay heat as well agree well between RETRAN-02 prediction and measured
as fission power. data. The water level dropped at the beginning of the

transient due to the void collapse effect, the water level
Figure 4 shows the comparison between RETRAN-02 does not rise until the feedwater flow begins to increase

prediction and the measured data for steam flow as shown in Figure 
transient response. The steam flow decreased suddenly
due to the fast closure of the control valves, then
bounced back immediately as the bypass valves opened. CONCLUSIONS
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Reasonably good agreements are obtained between Cl� RETRAN-02 Computer Code Manual, EPRI NP-
the predicted and the measured for the Load Rejection 1850-CCM-A, Volume 1 through Volume 
transient of Kuosheng unit I which confirm that Revision 4 1992.
RETRAN-02 can simulate this transient satisfactorily. C2) SIMULATE-3 Advanced Three-Dimensional Two
The agreement obtained is indicative of the suitability Group Reactor Analysis Code, Studsvik/SOA-89/
of RETRAN-02 as part of Taipower's Reload code 03, November 1989.
package for reactor thermal-hydraulic and transient [3) SLICK: SIMULATE-3 Linking for One-Dimensional
analyses. Kinetics Data for RETRAN-02, Studsvik/SOA-90/

04, September 1989.
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ABSTRACT tion event for pressurized water reactor and rod drop event
for boiling water reactor, the ARROTTA code is used to

This paper presents the qualification efforts performed predict the transient responses. ARROTTA (Advanced
by TPC and INER for the 3-D spatial kinetics code AR- Rapid Reactor Operational Transient Analyzer) is a three-
ROTTA for WR core transient analysis. TPC and INER dimensional (3-D) space-time kinetics code with thermal-
started a joint year project in 1989 to establish indepen- hydraulic feedback 2 The code was initiated by EPRI
dent capabilities to perform reload design and transient and developed by S. Levy Incorporated for solving light
analysis utilizing state-of-the-art computer programs. As water reactor (WR) transient problems in which spatial
part of the effort, the ARROTTA code was chosen to per- effects as well as thermal-hydraulic feedback mechanisms
form multi-dimensional kinetics calculations such as rod are important. ARROTTA also can analyze steady state
ejection for PWR and rod drop for BWR- To qualify AR- problems and xenon transients.
ROTTA for analysis of FSAR licensing basis core tran- ARROTTA neutronics are based on the analytic
sients, ARROTTA has been benchmarked for the static nodalization method as developed for the QUANDRY code
core analysis against plant masured data ad SIMULATE- [3,41, and the thermal-hydraulic model is mainly from the
3 predictions, and for the kinetic analysis against available BEAGL program [5]. Since around 1985, the ARROTTA
benchmark problems. The static calculations compared in- code has been subjected to extensive verification and vali-
clude critical boron concentration, core power distribution, dation efforts.
and control rod worth. The results indicated that AR-
ROTTA predictions match very well with plant measured
data and SIMULATE-3 predictions. The kinetic bench- SLIICK

mark problems validated include NEACRP rod ejection (8WR -1,)

problem, 3-D LMW WR rod withdrawal/insertion prob-
lem, and 3-D LRA BWR transient benchmark problem.
The results indicate that ARROTTA's accuracy and sta-
bility are excellent as compared to other space-time kinetics
codes. It is therefore concluded that ARROTTA provides
accurate predictions for multi-dimensional core transient
for WRs. P--

I. INTRODUCTION

Taiwan Power Company (TPC) and Institute of Nu-
dear Energy Research (INER) have started a joint year
project from mid-1989 to establish complete and indepen-
dent capabilities to perform reload design and transient
analysis utilizing state-of-the-art computer programs [1.
The scope of this project includes core management, core
thermal-hydraulic and transient analyses, and fuel ther-
mal mechanical analysis for both pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) and boiling water reactors (BWRs).

The executional scheme for the core thermal-hydraulic
cl�and transient analyses portion is illustrated in Figure .

For the multi-dimensional core transients such as rod ejec- Figure 1. Flow Scheme for Core Thermal-Hydraulic and Transient Analysis
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To qualify ARROTTA for the application to TPC's III. VALIDATION OF STATIC CORE ANALYSIS

licensing basis events, ARROTTA has been validated ex- The ARROTTA code has been validated for static core
tensively for both static core and kinetic core analyses as simulation for both normal operating and off-normal condi-
provided in the following sections. tions. For normal conditions, ARROTTA has been bench-

II. PREPARATION OF THE ARROTTA MODEL marked against masured data from Maanshan Units and
2 low power physics tests, and against results predicted by

A standard calculational sequence was developed to SIMULATE-3 which has been extensively qualified by TPC
generate the major portion of ARROTTA input such as the for PWR reactor physics analysis 12]. For off-normal con-
composition and cross section related data, kinetics param- ditions, the ARROTTA predictions are compared with the
eters, and assembly discontinuity factors. A flow chart of results from SIMULATE-3.
the sequence is shown in Figure 2 The CASMO-3 program A. Normal Conditions
[61 is used to calculate the fuel lattice data. NORGE-P
[71 formats the lattice data generated by CASMO-3 into a 1. Control Rod Worth
simpler form which contains only the data needed by the Control Rod Worths are measured at the beginning
ARROTTA model. For one particular fuel type, one data of cycle (BOC), hot zero power (HZP) conditions as part
file is generated. NTPREP [8] reformats all the data files of the low power physics test. Table presents the mea-
provided by NORGE-P into one binary library. This li- sured and ARROTTA calculated control rod worths and
brary contains the lattice physics data of all the fuel types the observed error. The SIMULATE-3 predicted results are
used in the analyzed cycle. also presented for comparison. As the results have demon-

Since ARROTTA does not have a fuel depletion model, strated, the mean difference is 06% with a standard de-
nodal fuel exposures must be obtained from a 3-D static viation of 42%, which are similar to the 227% (mean dif-
depletion code. The SIMULATE-3 code 910] is then ference) and 399% (standard deviation) values determined
used to provide the core fuel exposure distributions. The for SIMULATE-3 12].
geometric data of fuel loading and the history-averaged
moderator temperature distributions are also provided by Table I
SIMULATE-3. Since ARROTTA can accommodate only Comparison of Predicted ad Measured Bank Wortlis
a limited number of different fuel compositions, the corre- for Ma-anshan Units I 2
spondence between composition and nodal characters such
as fuel exposure and history-averaged moderator temper- Bank Worth (pcm)

ature, is specified by REBLEND [11] to determine the Condition MEAS. SIM-3 ERR(%) ARRO. ERR(%)

number of distinct compositions. In order to transform
msi Cylthe SIMULATE-3 output into a binary library which RE- Bank D in 3 541 0 6 9 -9.1

BLEND can read, a special processing program S3TRAN Bank C in 1139 1099 -3.5 1116 -2.0
Bank B in 1841 1799 -2.3 1786 -3.0

was written. REBLEND reads the binary libraries pro- Bank A in 1056 1 0 3 -0.3 102 -3.0

duced by NTPREP and S3TRAN, and then generates AR-
msi CY4

ROTTA inputs including the specification of composition Bank D in 431 432 0.2 429 -0 ''S

distribution, cross section ata, kinetics data, and assembly Bank C in 864- 94B 9.71 9 6 6 11.81

discontinuity factors. Bank B in 1943 1955 0.6 1957 - 0.7
Bank A in 842 852 1.2 785 6.8

Standard TPC msi CY5
CMS Model Bank D in 3781 4 13 9.31 3 9 6 4.7-

Bank C in 844- 902 6.9- 917 13.6�
Cross Section Bank B in 17 9 17 0.6. 1868 4.4.
Kinetics Data Bank A in 8301 8BO 6.0- 8 62 3.9�
A.D.F.

MS2 CY1
Bank D in 517 538 4.1 487 -5.8
Bank C in 1124 1100 -2.1 1117 -0.6
Bank B in 1841 1798 -2.3 1825 -0.9
Bank A in 1048 1047 -0.1 1029 -1.8

MS2 CY4
P Bank D in 400 446 11.5 424 6.0,JO E Bank C in 1101 1088 -1.2 1127 2.4

Core Geometry Bank B in 1 34 3 14 2 9 6.4 1432 6.6
Loading Pattern Bank A in 7 0 813 7.0 758 -0.3
Fuel History MS2 -CY5

Bank D in 330- 420 27.2- 391 18.51
Bank C in 809 832 2.8 840 3.8
Bank in 1809 1826 0.9 1859 2.8
Bank A in 762 804 5.5 772 1.3

data rejected for inconsistencies between
prediction and measurementconditions

Figure 2 Input Preparation Scheme for TPC's ARROTTA Model
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2. Boron Endpoint peaking factor, under normal operating conditions. Since

The boron endpoints are the critical boron concentra- there are no direct plant measured data of assembly power
distribution, SIMULATE-3 calculated data are used as the

tions with each successive bank inserted which are mea- reference for comparisons. Comparisons are performed for
sured during the low power physics test. ARROTTA pre- various cycle exposures for Unit Cycle 4 and Uit 2 Cycle
dicted and measured boron endpoint results are compared 5. Since only peaking factors greater than the core average
in Table 2 The mean difference is 1 ppm with a standard are of safety concern, the mean error and standard devia-
deviation of 14 ppm; thus, the agreement is quite good. tion are evaluated using the data whose SIMULATE-3 pre-

The ARROTTA predicted boron endpoints reported dicted values are larger than or equal to 1.0. The results of
in Table 2 are not directly obtained from the critical boron comparisons are summarized in Table 3 The overall pooled
search calculations. To obtain those results, further adjust- standard deviation of error is 1.558%. Thus, the agreement
ment to te code computed values is required to compen- between ARROTTA and SIMULATE-3 predictions is very
sate for the inadequate samarium model in ARROTTA. At good.
the start up condition of the reload cycles, the samarium Table 3
worth is peaked due to the buildup of samarium during the
period of shutdown. However, ARROTTA is not equipped Comparison of ARROTTA and SIMULATE-3 Predicted
with a samarium buildup model, and always calculates as- Assembly PoNvers
suming an equilibrium samarium condition. Therefore, the
code calculated boron concentration is further adjusted by BURNUP Numbers ABS. AVG. STD.

the worth difference between equilibrium samarium and (GWD/MTU) of Data ERR. ERR.

peaked samariurn calculated by SIMULATE-3.

3. Power Distribution MS1 CY4
1.147 104 .735 901

The main purpose of the comparisons is to verify the 2. 0 17 108 .8 3 3 1,043

capability of ARROTTA to accurately predict the assembly 4 .0 9 5 112 1.117 1. 3 0 6

5.204 112 1.389 1.656

Table 2 6.402 112 1.243 1 .4 81

Comparison of Predicted and Measured 6.541 112 1.531 1.767

]Wron Endpoints for Maanshan Units I & 2
MS2 CY5

3.379 104 1.095 1.600

condition critical Boron concentration (ppm) 4 .7 3 3 10 4 1. 2 9 0 1.7 86

MEAS. SIM-3 ERR ARRO. ERR 5.921 104 1.240 1.751
7.180 104 1.223 1.696

Msl cyl 1190 1166 -24 1173 -17 8.411 10 4 1.260 1.779
Bank D in 1148 1124 -24 1134 -14 9.501 104 1.156 1.628
Bank C in 1060 1039 -21 1046 -14 1 1 1
Bank B in 924 899 -25 903 -21
Ban', A in 870- 819 -51- 824 _46.

MS1 CY4 1496 1 5 0 5 9 1521 25 B. Off-Normal Conditions
Bank D in 1451 1460 9 1475 24
Bank C in IS56 1359 3 1370 14 The ARROTTA/SIMULATE-3 predictions are com-
Bank B in 1160 1153 -7 1163 3 pared for ejected rod and stuck rod configurations, which
Bank A in 1075 1064 -11 1082 7 represent the most severe off-normal conditions, for four

Msl CY5 1472* 1454 -18* 1459 -13* selected cycles Unit I Cycles 4/5, and Unit 2 Cycles 4/5.
Bank D in 1430- 1411 _19. 1419 _11*
Bank C in 1336* 1316 -20- 1323 -13*
Bank B in 1152- 1131 -21- 1129 -231 1. Ejected Rod
Bank A in 1068. 1041 -27- 1040 -28*

The rod ejection analysis is performed at hot full power
MS2 CY1 1189 1173 -16 1182 -7

Bank D in 1153 1131 -22 1142 -11 (IIFP), end-of-cycle (EOC). The reactor is initially critical
Bank C in 1068 1045 -23 1 0 53 -15 with bank D at 137 step (full power rod insertion limit),
Bank B in 929 905 -24 910 -19
Bank A in 846 82 6 -20 832 -14 and is kept at 100% rated power level following rod ejec-

14S 2 CY4 1320 1310 -10 1330 10 tion. Two cases are analyzed Case I with the ejection
Bank D in 1281 1264 -17 1286 5 of one bank-D rod (13-8), Case 2 with the ejection of two
Bank C in 1165 1153 -12 1169 4 bank-D rods (13-8 and H-14). Table 4 compares the AR-
Bank B in 1026 1008 -18 1021 -5
Bank-A in 9 6 0 92 6 -34 943 -17 ROTTA and SIMULATE-3 predicted ejected rod worths.

14S2 CYS 1521 1522 1 1535 14 The agreement is very good and the maximum difference
Bank D in 1476 1477 1 1492 16 is 7 pcm. Table 5 compares the maximum assembly power
Bank C in 1393 1389 -4 1403 10 after rod ejection. Again the agreement is quite good, and
Bank B in 1202 1197 -5 1205 3
Bank A in 1127 1114 -13 1128 1 the maximum difference is 2.5%. The rod ejection con-

I I I figuration at zero power is very similar to the stuck rod
data rejected for inconsistencies between
prediction and measurement conditions configuration analyzed in the following.
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Table 4 Table 6
Comparison of ARROTTA and SIMULATE-3 PredictedComparison of ARROTTA and SIMULATE-3 Predicted Stuck Rod Worths

Ejected Rod Worths

STUCK STUCK ROD WORTH (pcm)

EJECTED WORTH (pcm) ROD DIFF.

CYCLE DIFF. POSITION SIM-3 ARROTTA M

SIM-3 ARROTTA (PCM)
MS-1 CY-4

MS-1 CY-4 (10,12) 1477 1433 -3.0
(9:13) 1270 1272 0.2

CASE I 58 63 5 (13 9 921 940 2.1

CASE 2 117 117 0

MS-1 CY-5

MS-1 CY-5 (10,12) 1166 1132 -2.9

CASE 75 79 4 913) 1084 1099 1.4

CASE 2 148 155 7 (10,14) 853 869 1.9

MS-2 CY-4
MS-2 CY-4 (9:13) 1126 1154 2.5

CASE 78 77 -1 (10 8 ) 966 976 1.0

CASE 2 153 156 3 (13 9 757 818 8.1

MS-2 CY-5 MS-2 CY-5

CASE 1 72 71 -1 (10,12) 1216 1125 -7.5

CASE 2 140 139 -1 913) 1035 991 -4.3
(10 ) 759 722 -4.9

Table Table 7
Comparison of ARk0TTA and SIMULATE Comparison of ARROTTA ad SMULATE-3 Predicted

.3 Predicted Maximum Assembly Power for Single Rod Stucked at HZP, BOL
Maximum Assembly Power for Rod Ejection

STOCK MAX. EL. ASS. POWER

ROD DIFF.

MAXIMUM ASSEMBLY POWER POSITION SIM-3 ARROTTA

CYCLE DIFF.

SXM-3 ARROTTA M MS-1 CY-4
(10,12) 7.816 7.565 -3.2

913) 7.125 7.259 1.9
MS-1 CY-4 (13 9 6.740 6.866 1.9

CASE 1.357 1.363 0.4

CASE 2 1.347 1.360 1.0 MS-1 CY-5

(10,12) 6.420 6.602 2.8
MS-1 CY-5 913) 6.461 6.322 -2.3

CASE 1.413 1.449 2. 5 (10,14) 7.627 7 410 -2.8

CASE 2 1.391 1.424 2.4 MS-2 CY-4

( 9,13) 6.961 6.682 -4.0
MS-2 CY-4 I10 5.976 6.113 2.3

CASE 1.414 1.425 0.8 (13 9 5.439 .5.198 -4.4

CASE 2 1.392 1.401 0.6

MS-2 CY-5

HS-2 C-5 (10,12) 6.681 6.605 -1.1

CASE 1.390 1 4 6 1.2 913) 6.312 6 03 9 -4.3

CASE 2 1.370 1 3 9 2 1.6 (10 ) 4.791 4 969 3 7

2. Stuck Rod IV. VALIDATION OF KINETIC CORE

The stuck rod analysis is performed at hot zero power, ANALYSIS

beginning of cycle with all rods fully inserted except one The accuracy and stability of ARROTTA for transient

single rod stuck out of the core. Calculations are conducted simulation are validated by comparing against reference so-
for the four selected cycles to find the three most reactive lutions for three 3-D benchmark problems. All the prob-

rods in the southeast quadrant of the core. ARROTTA and lems benchmarked use defined sets of cross sections and
SIMULATE-3 predicted results for stuck rod worth and feedback parameters, therefore, the effect of differences in
maximum relative assembly power are compared in Tables cross section generation and thermal-hydraulic modeling on
6 and 7 'Since power tilt for the stuck rod case is much the results is minimized. All reference solutions adopted

more severe, the differences are slightly higher than those were presented in literatures and were generated by other
witnessed in the ejected rod case. However, the agreement space-time kinetic codes.

is still very good; the maximum difference for stuck rod A. The 3-D LMW LWR Transient Problem
worth is 75% and the maximum difference for maximum
assembly power is 43%. The 3-D LMW rod withdrawal/insertion problem was
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originally suggested by Langenbuch-Maurer-Werner 13]. 'rable 9

In that work it was analyzed utilizing CUBBOX and Comparison of'remporal Convergence or Tr2nsient Solutions

QUABOX. This problem simulates a very small WR core for te 3-D LMW LWR ransient Problem

with 77 fuel assemblies and two types of fuel. The fuel as- M-) d-i-i..

sembly pitch is 20 cm and the active fuel length is 160 cm
with 20 cm of radial and axial water reflectors. Withdrawal
of one control bank and insertion of another are made to 5.0 S 19

generate the transient. 0 IS

This problem was solved by ARROTTA with a radial -0 �.s
mesh size of 20 cm and an axial mesh size of 10 cm. Table -1 �13.53 -3 'I I.- -1.

20.0 i2S 21- 3 I .. Is 252.008 compares the simulation results using time step sizes of 2:1,:1 2: II. 1. -1.�I: 151-11 -:3
2, - I - -70 -125 ms and 250 ms. The reference solution adopted is the �soo 2�3'�l _2'6. 21.'Io -4� "3 .0 8 -3.84

most accurate CUBBOX solution with a 125 rns time step 30.0 M -- - 11 20-0"I 211-61 .11 211 1.01 211:'1 -1.11S.. ' 3 :i '� :1 :� IS I. Sas reported in Ref. 131. .2 2 0 . . - S
... 21SM .2.12 2�-O .1.1. 2.-6 -- I

S -- �21... i20.1I
Apparent discrepancies can be observed from the :SI 12,1-.: 11.1

0 .1 2 : S i2
comparison between ARROTTA and CUBBOX solutions. i- 133.1. .6.41 .1.10 .8:.l - 3

However, the overall agreement is reasonably good, and so.� 12S 77.07 7-1 75."211 77.:1 :1.�17 71:11 0.11 1::'1. 0:,,S.. 2. . �S

the maximum relative error is 386%. The tendency for i..-o .- 3 .5'.�

ARROTTA to underpredict the core power can be largely 60.� "S 50.14 -3. 57 7 2
211 :7 11.

attributed to the difference in the treatment of the control S. ::"7 1i'�I :0�'1360.76 .- I 62... .2.49 I.." i �O

rod cross sections for partially rodded node, which is known
as rod cusping effect. The methodology of ARROTTA re- B. The 3-13 LRA BWR Kinetic Problem
quires that all cross sections be spatially constant within This problem is a three-dimensional BWR Super-
a node, hence, volume-weighted average cross sections are prompt critical transient problem with two neutron energy
used for partially rodded nodes. CUBBOX, on the other groups and two delayed neutron precursor families 14].
hand, is not constrained to spatially constant cross sections The reactor has a two-zone core containing 312 fuel as-
and can explicitly model partially rodded nodes. semblies with a pitch of 15 cm. The core is reflected by

Comparisons of the temporal convergence of CUB- 30 cm of pure water both radially and axially, and the ac-
BOX, QUABOX, and ARROTTA solutions for tis prob- tive core height is 300 cm. Control rods are modelled as
lem are provided in Table 9 To eliminate any differences smeared absorbers in four adjacent fuel assemblies. The
in spatial approximations, te finest temporal mesh solu- transient is initiated by the ejection of a control rod. The
tion generated by each method is taken as the reference only feedback mechanism is an adiabatic fuel heatup with a
solution for the method. The results show that the tempo- Doppler feedback prescribed by the following two relations
ral convergence rate of ARROTTA is better than those of
CUBBOX and QABOX for this benchmark problem.

Table T (r, t = a (r, 0 h, (r, 0 + E4, (r, 0 o, (r, Ia 
Comparison ourransient CoreMeage Densit-, Predictions Ea i (r, t = a I (r, 0) (I R ( T(_r_,tJ -J-T. I

for he 3-D LNlW LWR Transient Problem

A� ... g. F.... ... ity M-)
Ti.. &

I) (..) CU-0. ou"ax "ROT- M

0.0 150.00 150.00 is 0 .0 0 Where T(r, t) is the fuel temperature, and a, and T,
1.0 i25 are known constants. In order to solve this problem,

250 1'� 1 2 5 the above feedback model was implemented into the AR-
2.0 125

250 115:_�"� 1511: 11: 11 515 -I'll-10 0 ROTTA code.
5.0 125 1:8.79 1:8.70 1:8.30 -0:29250 18.16 1 96 1 8 05 -d' The static analysis of the initial (rod-inserted) and the

10.0 121 Ill 11 210.1: 11 I -1.112.�.J8 i'S. 18 -ejected) conditions was first performed for both25 :.53 -1.1 final (rod
15.0 121 21 21:_11 211.,I: -,2.11 quarter-core (four symmetric control rods are ejected) and

25 .21 2 2 full-core cases, each with two different spatial meshes. The
20.0 121 210.11 211.10 -2.11

25o 1:� 'i ARROTTA predicted static results are essentially identical
25.0 125 24:.79 250:21 2":71 -�1:22

25, 24 .51 251 1S 2�1 ': - to the reference solutions generated by QUANDRY 4].
30.0 125 211.26 211: 2U. I.:'

212.61 2 I 1 The LRA transient problem for the quarter-core case25, 1 12 2.3.1. -3..6

40.D 125 125.4: 127.40 12 0 .7 9 -3:,1 was solved with a very coarse radial mesh and two dif-
250 127.0 29.50 12,.1 -3 a

SO.0 125 77-17 11-17 7::Il -2.11 ferent axial meshes 25 cm and 37.5 cm). ARROTTA
250 77.'6 7,.�4 ,4 -2.11 and QUANDRY solutions are compared in Table 10,

6D.0 121 60.30 57.72 -2.07
so1 '::2 60.611 57.89 -1.781 which shows a good agreement between ARROTTA and
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QUANDRY calculated results. The dose agreement be- Figure 3
tween the solutions which used 10 and 14 axial planes evi-
dences that the control rod cusping effect in the LRA tran- Comparison of Core Average Power Density Predictions
sient problem is small. Figure 3 presents ARROTTA pre- for 3-D Quarter-Core LRA Transient Problem
dicted transient core average power density response which (410 Time Steps, 10 Axial Planes)

follows the QUANDRY solution. lo'

The full-core LRA transient problem was solved with lo'
the same axial meshes as in the quarter-core case. A sepa-
rate case with a finer temporal mesh was also made. The
results of calculations are summarized in Table 11. An ex- lo'
cellent agreement with the QUANDRY solutions can be U)Zobserved. The control rod cusping effect is small, the same LU I

a

as in the quarter-core case. The temporal truncation effect cc
of ARROTTA, similar to that of QUANDRY, is significant lo'0

a_at the first peak and the first minimum. ARROTTA pre- LU

(5 lo'dicted transient core average power density response which < JARRO A�cc TT
follows the QUANDRY solution is given in Figure 4 W Q�". DR C 0

lo'
W

Table 10 EC
lo'

Comparison ofARROTTAandQUANDRYTransientResultsfor
the 3-D Quarter-Core-LRA BWR Problem

lo'

N..b.. j A.i.1 la.08 14 10

N..b- of Ti.. Step. 410 410 0 5 I i 2 5 �O

Code ARROTTA QUANDRY ARROTTA QUANDRY TIME (sec)

Ti.. to Fi-t Pk(.) 0.683 0.900 0.872 0.907

Po- at Fi-t P..k(W/.c) 5866. 6549. 5470. 5739. Figure 4
Ti.. to Pi-t Ki.i 0.970 0.980 0.961 0.98B

Comparison of Core Average Power Density Predictions
P.... a F-t Mi.i_.(W/CC) 93.5 9 3 .8 100.9 109.0 for 3-D Full-Core LRA Transient Problem
Ti. t Se.o.d P..k(e) 1.52 1.54 1.54 1.44 (820 Time Steps, 10 Axial Planes)
P.." t SeC.nd Peak(W/.c) 430. 408. 432. 412. lo'

P-" at t 30 8.o.(W/cc) 67.1 69.9 70.5 71.2
lo'

P..k/A�:rag. A..ebly P..e� 3.66 3.63 3.67 3.64
at 30 C.

Peak Nodal F..1 T..P-tU�. 3962. 4177. 404B. 4148.
at 30 Seo.('K)

Table 11 U)
Z

Comparison ofARROTTAand(VANDRYTransientResultsfor W i0
the 3-D Full-Core L. A BWR Problem 0

W

H-b- f Aipl P1.... 14 10 10 �: lo'

N..b.r f Ti.. Step. 410 410 820 uj
lo'

Code ARROTTA OVANDRY ARROTTA QUANDRY ARROTTA QUANDRY Cc JARR OTT A
W Q U A.D1 Y

Ti- to Fi.. Pak(.) 0.940 0.949 0.949 0.946 0.947 0.950 le
W

P- at Fi-t P..k(W/-) 1677. 1600. 1685. 1534. 1418. 1435. (1:
0

Ti. t Fi-t Mi.i-(.) 1.06 1.11 1.08 1.11 1.06 1.08 L) lo,
P ... � at Fir.t Hi-M..) 16.2 11.2 14.5 21.4 21.5 20.7

Ti. t .... d Pak(.) 1.68 1.54 1.78 1.52 1.60 1.57 lo'

P ... � t .C..d P..k(W/..) 122. 301. 114. 240. 118. 141.

P.... at t 30 21.1 21.3 21.5 22.1 21.6 22.6 0 5 10 Is 20 2� 3.

P..k/A� -q. A....bly P- 11.15 11.20 11.25 21.29 11.28 11.33 TIME (sec)
at 3.0 M.

Peak Hd 1 F.1 T..P ... t.- 3814. 4069. 3856. 3979. 3711. 3877.
at 3 0 :.. CY) (NEACRP, now merged into the NEANS C). The NEACRP

LWRCT benchmark was aimed at assessing the discrepan-
C. The 3-D NEACRP PWR Benchmark Problem cies between advanced space-time kinetics codes for tran-

This problem was one of the WR core transient sient calculations in commercial-size LWR cores. Solutions
(LWRCT) benchmark problems [15] proposed by the Re- generated by various kinetics codes were compared and dis-
actor Physics Committee of the Nuclear Energy Agency cussed in Ref. 16]. In view of the high spatial accuracy
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of advanced nodal methods, the reference solution adopted The NEACRP benchmark problem was solved by AR-
was a nodal solution generated by using finer spatial mesh ROTTA with one mesh per fuel assembly for both the HZP
(2x2 per assembly) and temporal resolution than in stan- and HFP cases. Some of the most important parameters
dard calculation 16]. The core contains 157 fuel assemblies of ARROTTA solutions and the reference values are com-
and radial reflector with a pitch of 21.606 cm. The active pared in Tables 12 and 13. Excellent agreements in ejected
fuel is axially divided into 16 layers with heights of 77, 11.0, rod worth, critical boron, power peaking, and transient
15.0, 30.0 (10 layers), 12.8 2 layers) and 8.0 cm (from bot- power level can be observed. ARROTTA calculated core
tom to top). Upper and lower axial reflectors have thickness averaged Doppler temperature at final time also agrees well
of 30.0 cm. with the reference value in the HZP case. Although devia-

The transient is initiated by the rapid ejection of a tion of Doppler temperature in the HFP case is as large as
control rod from a critical core. Two initial conditions, 211C, the good agreement in other parameters evidences
hot zero power and hot full power, with different control that the reactivity feedback effect is matched well during
rod insertion configurations, are considered. The time for the transient and the above assumption about the Doppler
ejection to the completely withdrawn position is 0.1 second temperature is acceptable. As compared in Table 14, the
irrespective of the initial insertion depth. deviations of ARROTTA predictions are well bounde by

those of other codes. Figure provides the deviations of ra-
There is a discrepancy between the calculational model dial power distributions at time of the maximum power for

specified for the NEACRP benchmark problem and that the 15 assemblies along the horizontal traverse in axial layer
of ARROTTA code. The Doppler temperature used in 13. The radial power distribution reported is normalized
cross section calculations should be a weighted average to the maximum value in this axial layer. The ARROTTA
of the fuel centerline and fuel surface temperatures; but predictions again agree well with the reference solution.
the Doppler temperature in ARROTTA is the fuel pellet Table 13

volume-averaged temperature. However, it was assumed Comparison -of ARROTTA and Reference Results for

that the difference of these two Doppler temperatures is the EACRP PWR Benchmark Problem (HFP Case)

small and will not induce large deviation in the results.

Table 12 Model ARROTTA REFERENCE DIFF. 0)

Comparison of ARROTI'A and Reference Results for Ejected Rod Worth (pcm) 80.4 78.1 3.2

the NEACRP PWR Benchmark Problem (HZP Case) initial critical Boron (Ppm) 1152 1161 -0.8

Model ARROTTA REFERENCE DXFF. M initial F., 1.188 1.197 -0.8

Ejected Rod Worth cm) 961.4 958.0 0.4 initial P. 2.204 2.221 -0.8

initial critical Boron (ppm) 1139 1135 0.4 Time of maximum ower sec) 0.098 0.100 -2 (ms)

initial F� 1.442 1.443 -0.1 maximum Power (P/277514W) 1.087 1.071 1.5

Initial F� 2.176 2.183 -0.3 Doppler Temperature at 566.4 546.5 3.6
Maximum Power (C)

Time of Maximunt Power (sec) 0.263 0.268 -5 (mg) Power at 5 sec (P/2775HW) 1.030 1.030 0.0

maximum Power (P/2775MW) 4.935 4.776 3.3 Doppler Temperature 574.6 553.5 3 

Doppler Temperature at 301.1 298.2 1.0 at sec (C)
maximum Power ('C) outlet Coolant Tmperature 324.5 324.5 0.0

Power at sec (P/2775MW) 0.147 0.145 1.4 lat 5 sec (C)

core Averaged Doppler 318.4 3 15 .8 0.8 Table 14
Temperature at sec (C)

Comparison of Various Solutions for the NEACRP PWR Benchmark Problem
Outlet Coolant 291.5 291.5 0.0

,Temperature at 5 sec (C)

H.d.1 ARROTTA QKXPI 0KAP1 - C.SAR COCCI- PANBOX CU..OX SMTKkN PANTHER
�--I- di.b.tic KELLE
.t.ti�

1.i1i.1 Citical .-- -P 0.4 -0.5 -0.5 NA 1.3 -4.3 -0.2 1.1 0.3 0.6
HFP -0.8 1.0 1.0 - -2.3 -2 6 0 2 0.3 0.2 0.7

1.i�i.l P..ki.� -1- HZP 0.3 0.05 0.05 NA 13.6 NA 0.05 9 N. -0 Is
HFP -0. 8 1.49 1.49 NA -1.85 NA -0.68 -0.50 NA - 27

�i.. f H�p -0.01 -0.03 -0.03 0.01 0.03 0.05 0 00 0.03 0.00 -0.01
(...) HFP 0 00 0.00 NA 0.11 0.00 -0.02 0.00 -0.01 0.00 0.00

.- i... P.- ZP 3.3 -36.2 30.1 164.0 -31.7 -41.4 -1.2 230.1 -7.7 17.6
K" 1. -0.7 NA -0. 1 1.4 -0.1 0.3 1.8 0.6 0.1

t 5 ... HZP 1 4 8 3 48.3 193.1 -12.4 2.1 3.4 4.8 6.9 2 8
.Fp 0.0 -0.5 NA 0 9 0.0 0.2 0 2 1.1 0.2 0 1

C... A- ... D.ppl- HZP 0.82 0.41 4.69 21.98 -0.41 0.25 0 7 NA 0.98 0.35
T-pe-t- �t 5 - HFP 3.81 -0.20 NA 3.67 7.37 0.45 1.10 NA 2.19 -0.04

C..I..t utl.t HZP 0.00 0.07 0.89 3.64 -0.21 -0.86 0.07 -0.03 0.07 0.34
T.�- t... - 5 ... HFP 0.00 0.00 NA 0. 15 -0.03 -4.25 0.15 0.06 -0.03 0.00
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ABSTRACT power, none of the active emergency core cooling safety
Station blackout transient (or TMLB' scenario) in a pressurized features will operate. If no corrective emergency operational
water reactor (PWR) was simulated using the INER Integral procedures EOPs) are taken, the continuing lost of coolant
System Test Facility (IIST) which is a 1400 volumetrically- inventory will result in uncovering of the core.
scaled reduce-height and reduce-pressure (RHRP) simulator of
a Westinghouse three-loop PWR. Long-term thennal-hydraulic The objectives of the present study are to improve the
responses including the secondary boil-off and the subsequent understanding of the system thermal-hydraulic response during
primary saturation, pressurization and core uncovery were station blackout transient and to use this as a means to assess
simulated based on the assumptions of no offsite and onsite the accuracy of system computer codes with the experimental
power, feedwater and operator actions. The results indicate that data. In this study, a series of significant events and physical
two-phase discharge is the major depletion mode since it covers phenomena during a PWR station blackout transient without
81.3 of the total amount of the coolant inventory loss. The operator intervention were experimentally simulated in the
primary coolant inventory has experienced significant re- Institute of Nuclear Energy Research (INER) Integral System
distribution during a station blackout transient. The decided Test Facility (IIST). The 11ST4 is a 1400 volurnetrically-scaled
parameter to avoid the core overheating is not the total amount model of a three-loop Westinghouse-type PWR. In view of the
of the coolant inventory remained in the primary core coolin IIST initial core power being lower than the normal operating

9 scaled value and the unscaled pump coastdown during initialsystem but only the part of coolant left in the pressure vessel.
'Me squence of significant events during transient for the IIST TMLB' transient would affect the system transient responses
were also compared with those of the ROSA-IV large-scale during the first few hundred seconds, this experiment was
test facility (LSTF), which is a 148 volumetrically-scaled full- designed to simulate the long-term system responses including
height and full-pressure (FHFP) simulator of a PArR. The the secondary boil-off and the subsequent primary saturation
comparison indicates that the sequence and timing of these and pressurization. The results of the primary and secondary
events during TMLB' transient studied in the RHRP IIST system responses are presented and discussed. The sequence
facility are generally consistent with those of the HFP LSTF. of significant events during transient for the IIST were also

compared with those of the ROSA-IV large-scale test facility5
(LSTF), which is a 148 volumetrically-scaled full-height and

1. INTRODUCTION full-pressure (FHFP) simulator of a PWR.

Plant-specific probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) on the
beyond-design-basis accidents have received increase attention
in recent years as a result of the Three Mile Island-2 accident. PRES E
Emphasis has been given to evaluations which would provide
information on both accident prevention and mitigation Thus, CM.UITOR

STE. EKR�TOR

the behavior of a light water reactor under these accident (S02)

conditions must be studied in order to assess the risk in reactor STE.. GE EMOR

operation and, to develop procedures which would mitigate the (SG')
consequences of such accidents. SIEA. A-ERMOR

(SG3) 1E.
PORT

The station blackout transient (or TMLB' scenario) is one �E PRT

of the postulated nuclear reactor accidents that is currently
K.IERbeing considered to be the dominant core degradation or even TERMIM

core meltdown accident scenario initiated by a total loss of
alternating current (AC) power and the associated reactor LOW3

scram causing unavailability of every active emergency safety P
system in the plant2.3. The transient responses of a
pressurized water reactor (PWR) during TMLB' are PI,
characterized by a slow boil-off of the steam generators (SGs) IE� PORT 0

�N PORT E. P

secondary coolant, while no make-up water from the auxiliary
feedwater system is available, this in turn will result to failure RE.CTOR CORE

of the decay heat removal capability of the SG secondary K. PORT

system. Followed by saturation, voiding and heating of the PRESSURE ASSEI

primary system, the pressure on the reactor primary side will
increase to open the pessurizer safety valves (PSVs), causing
the lost of primary coolant inventory. Without onsite and offsite Fig. I Schematic of INER Integral System Test Facility
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11. TEST FACILITY Ill. EXPERIMENTAL CONDITION AND PROCEDURE
The IIST4, as shown in Fig. 1, is a reduce-height and The experiment was initiated under the steady-state

reduce-pressure (RHRP) integral system test facility designed operating condition of the IIST for the primary pressure of 2.1
for simulating the thermal-hydraulics of a Westinghouse-type MPa and core power of 222 KW with hot and cold legs fluid
2775 MW Maanshan PWR under accident and abnormal temperatures of 471 K and 408 K, respectively. The secondary
operating conditions. The operating pressure is 21 Mpa and the pressure and water level for the three SGs were maintained at
scaling factors of volume and height in the pimary system are 0.28 Ma and 1.85 in, respectively, to limit the primary-to-
1/400 and 14, respectively. The core is simulated with 18 secondary heat transfer rate to the initial core power. This SG
electrically heated rods having n heated length. The maximum secondary level was lower than that for the reference PWR
core power is 450 KW, corresponding to 65% of the 1/400- rated operating conditions due to the lower initial core power
volumetrically scaled reference PWR. rated power. applied. During warmup period, the core power heat transport

and heat-up of various components in the primary system were
The IIST consists of 3 identical loops. Each loop contains a achieved by single-phase natural circulation. The primary and

coolant pump and an active SO which consists of 30 15.4 mm secondary pressures were maintained by adjusting the power of
i.d.) U-tubes having four different heights. The hot leg 10 KW immersion heater inserted at the bottom of pressurizer
transports the loop flow through the SG to remove the heat and by a pneumatic control valve installed at a common pipe of
generated from the core whereas the cold leg bings the cooled three steam discharged lines, respectively. The initial
flow back into the pressure vessel downcomer to cool the core. secondary coolant level was maintained by feeding the hot
'Me hot and cold legs 52.5 mm i.d.) were sized to conserve the water from a boiler as the level dropped to the preset value of
length-to-square root of diameter ratio /M) and the scaled 1.75 in. As the above-mentioned steady-state condition is
volume in order to simulate the two-phase flow regime reached, the station blackout transient experiment started out
transitions in the horizontal pipes. the simulation of the core power decay with time by regulating

The PSV which opened repeatedly during this experiment is the output of the DC power supply to the core heater rods.
connected to a loop seal located at the top of the pressurizer. For easy comparison, the core power curve used in this
The setpoints for the opening and closing of the valve were 2.21 study was scaled from the ROSA-IV new core power curve6
and 193 MPa, respectively. The flow through PSV was routed based on the power-to-volume scaling criteria. The scaling
into a heat exchanger before entering into a 40 cm inner factor is the volume ratio between IIST and LSTF. Thus the
diameter 4.5 in high collection tank. The water level increase core power decay curve for this test, as shown in Fig. 2 was
with time was measured by a Rosemount transducer to monitor developed by adding the system-overall heat loss 18.9 KW) to
the discharge flow rate through the PSV. The pressurizer surge
line 21.4 mm i.d.) is connected to the hot leg in loop at an
inclination angle of 45 degrees from the horizontal plane. Table Initial Steady-State Conditions of HST and LSTF

The U-tube primary-side fluid temperatures and plenum-to- in Station Blackout Transient
tube top differential pressures are measured for one of the four
longest tubes and for one of the nine shortest tubes per SG. The
loop flowrates are measured by venturi flowmeters located in Parameters ][[ST LSTF
the vertical section of the pump suction legs. Over 200 channels ' Core power 222 KW 10 MW
of inputs in the data acquisition system allow, access of
temperature, flowrate, pressure, level and power measuring ' Primary pressure 2.1 Na 15.6 Na
instrumentations in the IIST. The IIST facility also has fifty
view ports around the primary and secondary key positions for * Hot leg temperature 471 K 600 K
flow visualization which lead to significantly improved * Cold leg temperature 408 K 565 K
understanding of various two-phase flow phenomena. The
external surfaces of the test facility are thermally insulated " Pressurizer water level *HI 2.41 m / 2.93 rn 2.6 rn /4.2 rn
except for the pressure vessel upper head where power cables
penetrate. * SO secondary pressure 0.28 NlPa 7.3 Mpa

' SG secondary water level / *H2 1.85 rn / 2.95 rn 8.5 m / 17.7 TJ
*Hi Inner height of pressurizer, *H2: Inner height of SG secondary
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Fig. 4 Collapsed Liquid Levels of the Primary and the Fig. 5 Hot Leg and Cold Leg Fluid Temperatures
Secondary Systems

the above-mentioned scaled core power. The initial conditions of decaying of core power, secondary coolant level continued to
IIST and LSTF stadon olackout experiments are summarized in boil-off (Fig.4) and subsequently, the pressure (Fig.3) and
Table 1. water temperature ig.7) dropped accordingly. During the oil-

off period, the heat transfer across the tubes decreased as the
tube surface area in contact with the secondary liquid

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION decreased. When the heat removal rate across the tubes
dropped elow the core heat generating rate to the coolant, the

The thermal-hydraulic responses of the major transient primary coolant began to heat-up. This SG heat transfer
parameters during this experiment are shown in Figs. 39. The degradation occurred at 2850 s as the secondary collapse liquid
experimental results of the following key events, such as initial level became less than 0.5 in above the tubesheet.
transients, secondary boil-off, and primary side natural
circulation, pressurization, coolant inventory depletion, core Several thermocouples were installed along the centerline
uncovering and heatup will be discussed. Table 2 provides a of the SG secondary to monitor the variation of fluid
summary of the sequence and timing of significant events that temperatures at the different elevations. The typical one is
occurred in the station blackout transient for both the IIST and shown in Fig. 7 which was measured by a thermocouple located
the LSTF7. at 0.5 in above the top of SG tubesheet. After uncovering this

thermocouple, the temperature apparently increase with high

A. Initial Transients Phenomena oscillation, which was mainly attributed to the counterpart
between heat transfer from the pimary side and the droplet

As the experiment startup at t=O, the power to the condensation from the remainder boiled off. As soon as the
pressurizer heater was turned off and te valve to the secondary water inventory boiled dry completely at about 6350
secondary feedwater line was closed. After keeping the initial s, the secondary pressure declined to atmospheric. For the
core power 222 KW) for 3 minutes, the core power decay curve remainder of the transient, the secondary steam temperature
as shown in Fig. 2 was simulated by regulating the output of sharply increased (in highly superheated) and eventually
DC power supply to the core heater rods. Following the rapidly attained to a thermal equilibrium with the primary temperature.
decaying of core power during the initial transient period, the
liquid-filled primary system was shrunk, rendering both the C. Primary Side Natural Circulation
system pressure (Fig. 3 and pressurizer liquid level (Fig. 4 to
decrease sharply. At the same time, both the primary side During the TMLB' accident, single-phase natural circulation
natural circulation flowrate (Fig. 8) and the secondary coolant plays an important role in decay heat transport. The core flow
level (Fig. 4 started to decrease. Consequently, the gravity rate, shown in Fig. 8, is a summation of three loops flowrates.
head driving the saturated water from pressurizer through the Basically, the driving force of natural circulation in the primary
surge line 4.77 in long pipe) and then penetrated into the hot coolant is the temperature difference between the hot and the
leg-1, kept the level of liquid-filled pressure vessel unchanged cold legs, which is mainly attributed to the differences found in
(Fig. 4 During the aforementioned process, the rather cold both the density and elevation between the heat source (reactor
water held in the surge line firstly entered into the hot leg-l and core) and the heat sink (SGs). Following the decay of core
then mixed with the fluid in the pressure vessel, causing the power, both the source and sink are decreased accordingly,
primary fluid temperatures (Figs. 57) on the decrease. The resulting in a decrease of natural circulation flowrate. As the
initial high fluid temperature near the surge line inlet region secondary water inventory boiled-dry completely at about
(measured at 03 in above the hot leg-1), as shown in Fig. 7 is 6350s, the effective heat sink was eventually lost that ftirther
due to the heat transfer from hot leg fluid during the warinup decreased the flowrate.
period. Thus, as the fluid in the pressurizer was pushed to the As shown in Fig. 5. the hot leg saturation occurred at 6760
hot leg, the fluid temperature near the surge line ilet decreased s as a result of the loss of effective heat sink. Consequently, the
suddenly. steam bubbles may accumulate in the hot leg without being

condensed. Soon after the hot legs saturation occurred at 7200
B. SG Secondary Boil Off s, the onset of a stratified two-phase flow in that legs was

As mentioned, the SG secondary pressure during the observed simultaneously from the three view ports. This time
steady state warmup period was maintained at 028 a by a lag after the hot leg saturation is due to the existence of a
pneumatic control valve installed at a common pipe of three rather lower decay core power (about 125% of the normal
steam discharged lines. After the transient startup, the opening operating power) remained to slowdown the steam bubble
of this valve remained the same as before. Following the transportation, whereas the view port in the hot leg is more

closer to the SG side. The driving force for the primary side
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natural circulation would be lost as the cold'Ieg attained to temperatures distributed from inlet to outlet were in convex
saturation at about 8785 s. Almost at the same time, a shape with the highest value near the top of the U-bend.
stationary steam bubble formed at the top of each U-tube and Following the transient in this region, not only the wider of the
thus the natural circulation flow was terminated. The timing of convex shape but also the higher of the temperature were
this phenomenon had been confirmed from a distinct pressure observed. In this region, the secondary coolant uncovering in
drop at 8785 s observed from the plenum-to-U tube top most part of the tubes (Fig. 4 and the drastic variation of the
differential pressures. secondary fluid temperature along the U-tube (Fig. 7 caused

the primary side natural circulation flow unstable. This
Moreover, at any instant of transient, the measured phenomenon also can be seen from the fluctuations of the core

pressure drops in both the upflow and downflow sides of the flow rate in this region, as indicated from Fig. .
individual U-tube were found to be equal. One also observed
that the overall SG pressure drop measured between inlet and The third region was found from the completely lost of SO
outlet plenums was close to zero. AR these evidences indicated secondary liquid level to the natural circulation flow termination
that the fluid in the SG primary side is either single-phase (8785 s). At any instant of time in this region, the U-tube
natural circulation flow or equal liquid columns stalled in both primary side fluid temperatures at each position appeared
sides of U-tubes after flow termination. almost of the same value. Following the transient, these fluid

temperatures monotonously increased due to the SG secondary
Recently, the steady-state single-phase natural circulation were completely boiled-dry and the secondary temperature at

have been simulated in several integral system test facilities different elevations was eventually attained to a thermal
under the constant core power and normal level of SG equilibrium with the primary temperature. From te above
secondary fluid condition. The results indicated that a single- dicussion, it should be noted that after the SG heat transfer
phase natural circulation would occur a much higher pmary degradation, the characteristics of flow were significantly
inventory condition, such as from 100% to 85% for IIST15, different from those of the 'steady-state' single-phase natural
100% to 89% for LSTF9 and 100% to 87% for BETHSY10. it circulation studied previously8-10 under the constant core power
is generally observed that the occurrence of a reverse flow in and normal level of SG secondary fluid condition.
several tubes was indicated by the fact that the measured fluid
temperatures were close to the secondary side temperature, D. Primary Pressurization
while fluid temperature appeared in normal decay along the
other tubes. As the SG heat transfer started to degrade, the

temperatures of hot leg, cold leg, and pressure vessel started
In this study, the primary system was 100% liquid-filled increasing, whereas the primary pressure continued declining in

inventory during te single-phase natural circulation. Three a relatively slower rate. Due to the heating of liquid-filled
distinct ansient regions were clearly identified from the U-tube volume, the primary coolant volume expanded through the surge
primary side fluid temperatures profile before the single-phase line, causing the pressurizer water level to rise again. The
natural circulation termination. Fig. 9 presented a, typical primary pressure started increasing until SG secondary liquid
primary fluid temperatures profile along one of the SG U-tubes level was completely lost at about 6350 s.
from inlet to outlet plenums. 'Me first region was found from the
initiation of the TMLB' transient (t=O s) to the beginning of SG It is interesting to note from Figs. and 6 that oly a short
heat transfer degradation 2850 s). The common feature of this time after the secondary boiled-dry, the primary system
region is that almost all the U-tube primary side fluid (pressure vessel and hot leg) started to saturate at 6760 s,
temperatures were gradually decreased with time and both rendering both the system pressure (Fig. 3 and pressurizer
normal flow and reverse flow were observed in different U-tubes level (Fig. 4 to increase sharply. However, even when
and in different SGs. This non-uniform flow distribution pressurizer water level reached to the top at 6915 s, the PSV
phenomena occurred in the initial period of TMLB' transient is did not open immediately until the primary pressure rose up to
similar to those previously observed in IIST, LSTF and the PSV pressure setpoint at 8130 s. As the PSV opened
BETHSY as mentioned above. cyclically, the fluid in the hot leg through the surge line

penetrated into the pressurizer, resulting in a drastic lost of
The second region was found from the beginning of SG heat primary coolant inventory (Fig. 4 The above-mentioned

transfer degradation to the SG secondary boiled-dry 6350 s).. . sequence of events regarding pressurizer level reached to the
As observed from Fig. 9 the prominent feature of this region is top and then PSV started to open is somewhat different from
that all of the U-tube primary side fluid temperatures were those studied in ROSA-IV LSTF7.1 . In the LSTF, the
increased in a highly oscillatory manner. Sometimes, these pressurizer level reached to the top at 4300 s after the first PSV

60C Lpower Trip 900 600 .. .... ... ... T,.t (Primary)

Pressurizer (0.5 m from the bottom)
550 . ....... Tsat Soo 550 Pressurizer 20 rn from the bottom)

0 M Surgeline 0.3mfromhotleg-1)
4; 500 700 2 500

0. 450 .600 lu 450

E

400 -500 400

Pressure vessel 258 rn from vessel �.'�'�or
350 Pressure vessel 141 rn from vessel bottom) 400 350 SG-1 2nd. (0.5 m from tubesheet)

3 � Heater rod (1.32 rn from vessel bottom) 300 301 Power Trip -I
0 5 1 0 1 5 20 0 5 1 0 1 5 20

Time, x 103 sec. Time, 103 Sc.

Fig. 6 Pressure Vessel Fluids and Core Heater Rod Surface Fig. 7 Fluid Temperatures of Pressurizer, Surge Line, and SG
Temperatures Secondary
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opened at 4200 . This may be due to the different initial levels A: 2850 s SG heat transfer degradation
B: 6350 SG 2nd. coolant boiled-dry

in'pressurizer and the SG secondary pressure resulting in C: 8785 s Natural circulation termination
different thermal expansion characteristics and thus affecting 230
the timing for PSV opening. The other reason may be attributed 210

- 190
to a higher heat loss in surge line and in pressurizer during the E
initial period of single phase volume expansion process. This 17

foeventually affect the primary pressurization and thus delay the I

'sooccurrence of PSV opening. lo

Fig. 7 indicates the fluid temperature histories of
pressurizer (0.5 and 20 m above the bottom), surge line 0.3 n
above the hot leg-1), and SG secondary (0.5 in above the
tubesheet). The saturation temperatures in the primary and
secondary sides were also shown in the figure. It can be seen C,
that the fluid in the pressurizer, initially saturated, became

0
subcooled due to the hot leg fluid which was subcooled until
6760 s, expanded through surge line and then mixed into the
pressurizer. The exceptional lower surge line temperature
before 5000 s indicated that the heat loss was dominant in this
slow primary thermal expansion period. This can be observed Fig. 9 U-tube Primary Side Fluid Temperatures Profile before
from the fact that a big pressurizer fluid temperature drop near the Single-phase Natural Circulation Termination during

PWR Station Blackout Transient
the inlet (or bottom) of the pressurizer from 5000 s to 8600 s. [ Thermocouple Location I - Inlet plenum; 2 - 4 -Along
At 8600 s, the whole pressurizer fluid reached to saturation the U-tube upflow side; - U-tube top; 6 - - Along the
again. Fig. 4 also indicated that the pressurizer was full of liquid U-tube downflow side; 9 - Outlet plenum
up to the PSV between 6915 s and 8600 s. This occurred due to
the primary fluid volume expansion following the secondary
dryout. liquid levels in pressurizer dropped accordingly. From Fig. 

one observed that major depletion of the primary coolant

E. Primary Coolant Inventory Depletion inventory took place within a relatively short time period
between 8600 s and 10620 s. During this period, the liquid

Same as the LSTF study7' three typical modes of primary coolant inventory was lost by about 257.8 kg which was 54.4%
coolant inventory depletion in station blackout transient have of the initial primary inventory and the time-averaged discharge
been identified. They are: liquid volume expansion; two-phase rate was risen to 0128 kg1s.

discharge; and pure steam discharge. Primary coolant inventory Pure steam discharge occurred after the hot legs became
depletion due to liquid-filled volume expansion occurred from the completely empty of liquid. As observed from the view ports in
first opening of the PSV 8130 s) to the pressurizer fluid IIST, the hot legs became completely empty at about 10750 s.
saturation 8600 s). The use of fluid temperature start From the slope of water accumulation curve as shown in Fig. ,
Saturation in pressurizer instead of those in hot leg as in LSTF7 one also confirmed that after the uncovering of the surge line
is due to the time lag of PSV opening in this study mentioned inlet 10620 s), the flow through the PSV was primarily
earlier. From Fig. 8, the total loss of coolant inventory during steamed. During this period, the total loss of coolant inventory
this liquid volume expansion period was about 24.5 kg, which was 34.7 kg, which was about 73% of the initial primary
was about 52% of the initial primary inventory 473.8 kg), and inventory and the time-averaged leak rate was 0029 kg/s. It is
the time-averaged leak rate was 0052 kg/s. interesting to note that the time lag between the uncovering of

Two-phase discharge occurred from saturation of the surge line inlet and the hot legs becoming completely empty is
pressurizer fluid 8600 s) to the uncovering of the surge line only about 130 s in IIST and aout 300 s in LSTF.

inlet 10620 s) at the hot leg-1. The pressurizer level drop was Among three types of primary coolant inventory depletion
initiated at almost the same time as the surge line inlet during station blackout transient, one can find that two-phase
uncovered. During this period, the void formation in the pimary discharge is the major depletion mode since it covered 81.3 of
loop increased the flow into the pressurizer, resulting in a large the total amount of the coolant inventory loss 317 kg) in this
two-phase mixture flow through the PSV making the collapse study. Similar phenomenon in LSTF7 also was observed.

1.0 400 F. Core Uncovering And Heatup

After the pmary coolant inventory depletion, the vessel
water level dropped due to the continuing coolant boil-off

0.8 ..... ..... ... 300 through the PSV. Finally the core upper regions were uncovered
at 11770 s signed by the heater rod temperature excursions,

i, It while the core power was decayed to about 1 of the normal
0.6 operating power. As one of the peak cladding temperatures

'4 reached the preset power trip temperature of 873 K, the power
200 11� supply was tripped automatically. As shown in Fig. 6 the

OA power trip was triggered at 11960 s by an embedded
thermocouple located at the top of heated zone, an elevation of

-100 1323 mm from the bottom of the pressure vessel. One also
0.2 observed from Figs. 57 that steam superheating up to about 25

K was detected in pressure vessel, pressurizer surge line, and
PowerTnp the hot leg-1, but not found in the other two hot legs and in the

0___ 4 0 pressurizer where liquid still remained. Similar phenomena in
0 5 10 15 20 LSTF also were observed but with a much higher steam

Time, x 103 sec. superheat up to I 0 K in that full pressure system.

From the station blackout transient history, it is noticed
Fig. Core Flow Rate and Time-integrated Mass Flow Rate that the primary coolant inventory has experienced significant

Discharged through PSV re-distribution. At the core uncovery, the remained primary
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coolant inventory estimated fom the amount of water depletion was lost in a short period of time between 8600 and 10620
is about 33.1% of the initial value. However, the effective S.
coolant usable for core cooling was only about 13 of that The primary coolant inventory experienced significant re-
remained inventory. Thus, in view of the reactor safety, the distribution during a station blackout transient. In view of the
decided parameter in avoiding core overheating is not the reactor safety, the decided parameter in avoiding core
amount of the coolant inventory remained in the primary system
but only the part of coolant left in the pressure vessel which overheating is not the amount of coolant inventory remained

in the primary system but only the part of coolant left in the
effectively cool the core. pressure vessel which effectively cool the core.

After the power tripped, te steam generation was The sequence and timing of significant events during TMLB'
decreased. Thus, the system pressure and pressurizer collapse
liquid level declined further (Figs.3 and 4 However, the transient studied in the RHRP IIST facility were generally
process of the core liquid level was not recovered immediately consistent with those of the FHFP LSTF.
from the fall back of pressurizer inventory until 15230 s. The
core recovery initiated nearly one hour later than the power
tripped is due to the release of store beat from the metal
structure making the amount of steam generation declined REFERENCES
slowly. I. U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Reactor Risk

Reference Document," NUREG-1150, 1987).
2. F. KAPPLER, L. MOUGEY and R. SIMON, Primary-

Table 2 Comparison of the Key Events Occurrence between System Integrity of French Pressurized-Water Reactors
IIST and LSTF during Station Blackout Transient during Station Blackout," Nuclear Safety, 26,427 1985).

3. R. R. SCHULTZ, C. D. FLETCHER and T. R. CHARLTON,
"Station Blackout in U. S. Light-Water Nuclear Reactors,"

Key Events IIST LSTF Remarks Nuclear Safety, 25, 501 1984).
Initiation of the total loss of Start simulatin& of core doeOs power. Decreas 4. C. H. LEE, et al., "The Conceptual Design Report for M R
AC electric power accident S pressurizer and M 3&mye .
SG heat transfer - Started increasing primary P, Integral System Test Facility," INER-1098, Institute of
degradation 2850 s 2000 s and pressurizer levei Nuclear Energy Research, Taiwan, R.O.C. 1991).
SG 2nd. coolant boiled dry 6350 s 5000 s Loss of effective heat sink 5. ROSA-IV group, "ROSA-IV Large Scale Test Facility
Start of hot leg saturation 6760 s 7000 s First bubble appear in hot leg (LSTF) System Description," JAERI-M-84-237, Japan

• First opening of PSV 8130 s 4200 s Primary P over PSV setpoint Atomic Energy Research Institute 1985).
• Start of two-phase discharge 8600 s 7500 s Saturation of pressurizer fluid 6. ROSA-IV group, "Supplemental description of ROSA-IV
• Natural circulation LSTF with No. simulated fuel-rod assembly," JAERI-M-

termination 8785 s 7800 s Bubbles trapped in SG U-tubes 89-113, Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute 1989).
• Start of pure steam discharge 10620 s 9000 s Surge line inlet uncovering 7. Y. KUKITA, Y. ANODA, H. ASAKA and F. SERRE,

_;Wajor primary inventory 8600 s- 7000's- T o-phase discharge .de "Pressurized Water Reactor Station Blackout: Experimentaldepletion mode through PSV 10620 s 9000 , Simulation in the ROSA-IV LSTF," ASME Winter Annual

• Hot leg empty of liquid 10750 s 9300 s_ Pure swam discharge Meeting, Dallas, Tx. ASME FED-Vol. 104 71990).

• Uncovering core upper regio 11770 s 9700 s Startoffuelcladdingheat-up 8. C. H. LEE, Y. H. CHANG and Y. J. SU, "Investigation of
C____e heating-up 11960 s 11500 s Core power tripped off PWR Natural Circulation at INER Integral System Test
Core inventory recov 15230 s -I Pressurizer ter fall back Facility," NURETH-6, Grenoble, France 1993).

9. Y. KUKITA, H. NAKAMURA, K. TASAKA and C.
CHAULIAC, "Non-uniform Steam Generator U-tube Flow
Distribution during Natural Circulation Tests in ROSA-IV
Large Scale Test Facility," Nucl. Sci. and Engng., 99,

V. CONCLUSION 289(1988).

The PWR station blackout (TMLB') scenario was 10Y. BAZIN, P. CLEMENT and R. DERUAZ, "Natural
simulated in the INER Integral System Test Facility. The long- Circulation under Variable Primary Mass Inventories at
term thermal-hydraulic phenomena including the SO secondary BETHSY Facility," NURETH-4, Karlsruhe, FRG, 1989).
boil-off, primary side natural circulation, a subsequent primary I I.Y. KUKITA, Y. ANODA and K. TASAKA, "Summary of
system saturation and pressurization, primary coolant inventory ROSA-IV LSTF First-phase Test Program-Integral
depletion, and eventually core uncovering and heatup were Simulation of PWR Small-break LOCAs and Transients,"
studied in detailed. 'Me important results are summarized as Nucl. Engng. Des., 131, 101 1991).
follows:

eThe PWR station blackout transient was characterized by a
long-term (nearly 8785 single-phase natural circulation.
Three distinct transient flow regions were clearly identified
from the U-tube primary side fluid temperatures profile before
the termination of single-phase natural circulation. After the
SG heat transfer degradation, the characteristics of flow were
significantly different from those of the 'steady-state' single-
phase natural circulation studied previously8-10 under the
constant core power and normal level of SO secondary fluid
condition.

During station blackout transient, two-phase discharge is the
major depletion mode through the PSV since it covers 81.3%
of the total amount of coolant inventory loss. In this discharge
mode, approximately 54.4% of the primary coolant inventory
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ABSTRACT followed, before the RHR system could be restored.
A simulation of the loss of residual heat removal Though the event did not lead to any consequences of a

(RHR) system during midloop operations was performed serious nature, it did pose a threat of damage to the core.
using the RELAP5/MOD3 thermal hydraulic code. The An investigation of this event is presented in the Nuclear
experiment was conducted at the Rig of Safety Regulatory Commission report NUREG 1269 .
Assessment (ROSA)-IV/Large Scale Test Facility The transient responses following a loss of RHR
(LSTF). The experiment involved a % cold leg break condition are dependent on various factors. These include
along with the loss of the RHR system. The transient was the configuration of the reactor during the accident and
simulated for 3040 seconds. Core boiling and subsequent the time after shutdown at which the accident occurs. The
primary system pressurization occurred after the initiation loss of RHR at a reduced RCS water level, with air and
of the transient. There was good agreement between the openings in the loop piping is potentially more serious
measured and the calculated data till the loop sea] than the normal operation of the RHR with the RCS
clearing (LSQ. It was found that the steam condensation filled. This is because the reduced core inventory reduces
was underpredicted in the calculations. This caused the the time to core boiling and core uncovery. This is
calculated data after the LSC to differ from that of the especially so since higher decay heat levels are associated
measured data. The core rod surface temperature with short shutdown times. Since a certain amount of
excursion around the occurrence of the LSC was not time is required before the RHR system is vented, core
calculated. Overall, there was good qualitative agreement boiling can occur before the RHR is restored. The
between the measured and the calculated data. The technical specifications require only a single charging
calculations, performed on the CRAY-YMP pump under these conditions; this may be insufficient to
supercomputer took over 60 hours of cpu time for a prevent core boiling and subsequent core uncovery.
transient of 51 minutes. Moreover, technical specifications do not require any

operable steam generators under these conditions, which
L INTRODUCTION could provide an alternative heat sink. This could be an

important factor in preventing core uncovery. Geometry
The Residual Heat Removal (RHR) system, which of the reactor, namely, the total number of loops in the

is part of the Emergency Core Cooling System (ECCS) in system, presence of vents in the RCS and operation of
a nuclear reactor, is used to remove the core fission- loop isolation valves affect the severity of the accident.
product decay power during reactor core shutdown Boiling of water in the core causes pressurization of the
conditions. For inspection or maintenance of such RCS depending on whether there are any vents or
components as the steam generator U-tubes and reactor openings in the system. Under these conditions, the steam
coolant pump (RCP) seals of a pressurized water reactor generators can act as an effective heat removal
(PWR), the RHR system needs to be operated with the component provided they are under a wet layup
reactor inventory level reduced to the height of the condition. Heat removal is achieved by means of steam
primary loop. The upper part of the reactor coolant condensation in the U-tubes of the steam generator. This
system is then filled with air. This particular mode of process is, however, impeded by the presence of air in the
operation of the reactor is called as midloop operation. upper half of the RCS which degrades the condensation

There have been several incidents involving the heat transfer coefficient.
loss of RHR system during midloop operations. Some of Analysis of a loss of RHR transient was
these events have been caused by loss of power. performed at the Yankee Atomic Enerly Company using
Inadvertent closure of isolation valves could also result in the RETRAN thermal hydraulic code This event was
a loss of RHR accident. The level of the air/water analyzed for various cases. However, the presence of air
interface in the RCS loop piping may be close enough to was not considered and the steam generators were
the RHR suction line to induce vortexing and ingestion of excluded from the analysis. Thus, this study is only a
air, causing a failure of the system. This is more likely at conservative estimate of the actual phenomena. A study
high RHR flow rates. One such event occurred at Diablo
Canyon in April 1987 where the RHR flow was lost due
to air ingestion into the RHR pump. Boiling of the core
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of a loss of RHR transient was also performed on a Table I Experimental Initial Conditions
typical PWR at Texas A& M 3University using the Primary Secondary
RELAP5 thermal hydraulic code However, there were Pressure Atmospheric Atmospheric
no experimental data to compare with the calculated Liquid
results. A more detailed analysis of various PWR Temperature Hot Legs 334 K 317 K
configurations was performed at the Westinghouse Cold Legs 318 K
Electric Corporation using the TREAT-NC thermal Liquid Level Middle of Normal
hydraulic code4. horizontal legs operating

The objective of the present analysis is to simulate level
the loss of RHR during midloop operation experiment Core Power 0.6% (430 kW) 20 hours

after core power shutdown
conducted at the ROSA-IV/LSTF5,6,7 using the ECCS not available
RELAP5/MOD3 thermal hydraulic code. More Valves SG safety valves left
specifically, the role of the noncondensible gases in the opened, cold leg opening
steam condensation and their influence on the transient
was studied. The RELAP5/MOD38 thermal hydraulic Opening Cold leg, % break opening,
code is a best estimate transient analysis code developed wall flush, horizontally
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The oriented
presence of noncondensibles can be accounted for using
this code, making it suitable for this study. To initiate the transient, an opening equivalent to

a 5% cold leg break and horizontally oriented, was made
111. FACILITY DESCRIPTION in the cold leg in loop-B (the loop without the

The schematic of the Large Scale Test Facility pressurizer). All valves except the SG safety valves were
(LSTF) of the Rig of Safety Assessment program closed during the experiment.
(ROSA)-IV program is shown in Figure 1. This is a The core power was kept at 43OkW or 06% of the
volumetrically scaled 1/48) full height, two loop model core nominal power. This corresponds to the decay heat
of the Westinghouse four loop pressurized water reactor 20 hours after shutdown.
(PWR). The facility consists of a pressure vessel, two The transient was initiated by terminating the
symmetric primary loops, a pressurizer and a full ECCS RHR system. The valves between the RHR and the
system which includes the RHR system. The pressure primary system were then closed. The pressurizer valves
vessel contains a 1104-rod full length (3.66m) simulated and the SG safety valves were then closed. The break
rod bundle. Of these rods, 1008 are electrically heated valve and the SG relief valves were left opened.
and the remaining 96 are unheated. The heater power can
simulate core decay heat upto 14% of the nominal core b) RELAP5 PLANT MODEL
power. Each of the primary loops includes a steam The analysis of the midloop transient with the loss
generator (SG), hot and cold legs, a crossover leg and an of RHR was modeled with the RELAP5/MOD3 thermal
active coolant pump. hydraulic code. The noncondensible package included in

The LSTF has more than 2300 instruments the this code makes it suitable for the analysis of this
including gamma ray densimeters and video probes. transient.
These are used to measure two phase flow conditions The RELAP5 model of the LSTF is sown in
such as steam condensation in the SG U-tubes and liquid Figure 2 Te RELAP model has 145 volumes and 151
level in the horizontal legs. junctions9. The core is modeled by pipe component 124

111. DESCRIPTION OF THE PRESENT ANALYSIS with six volumes. The core fuel rods are modeled by heat

a) EPERIMENTAL INITIAL CONDITIONS
The experimental initial conditions are described

below. They are also summarized in Table 1. he primary
and the secondary were kept at atmospheric pressure. The
temperature in both the primary and the secondary
systems was room temperature. In order to simulate
midloop operations, the water level in the primary loop
was lowered almost to the centerline of the horizontal
legs. The crossover legs were filled with water at room
temperature to form a loop seal. The liquid level in the
SGs was 10 in above the tube sheet. The liquid
temperatures in the hot and the cold legs were maintained
at 334 K and 318K using the RHR system. he primary
coolant was led to the RHR system through the nozzles
at the bottom of the hot legs and pumped through a heat
exchanger. The coolant was then pumped back to the cold
legs through the ECCS injection nozzles to the cold legs. a- C_ u_

The core power was maintained at 43OkW throughout the
experiment. The above initial steady state was maintained
with the relief and the safety valves on both the
pressurizer and the SGs kept open to the atmosphere.

Fig. I General View of the ROSA-IVILSTF
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Fig.2 RELAP5 Nodalization of the ROSA-lV/LSTF for Midloop Operation

structures associated with this component producing a modeled by the pipe components, 220 and 420, for the
total power of 430 kW. The downcomer is also modeled broken and the intact loops respectively. The RHR flow
by a pipe component (108), with nine volumes. Branch inlets are modeled by time dependent volumes, 740 and
component 104 simulates the inlet to the downcomer. 780, for the broken and the intact loops respectively.
Another branch component (136) models the outlet from These are attached by time dependent junctions to the
the reactor vessel to the hot legs. The lower plenum is respective cold legs. The RHR outlets are simulated by
modeled by branch components 112 and 116. The upper the time dependent volumes, 730 and 770, for the broken
head region is modeled by branch components 140 and and the intact loops respectively. The break is modeled by
144. a check valve. The break valve discharges to a time

The nodalization scheme used by the authors is dependent volume.
more detailed in comparison with the one used by The secondary side of the steam generators are
Nakamura et al. 7,8 and environmental losses have been modeled by pipe components, 304 and 504. Other
modeled in the present analysis. components in the secondary side shown in the Fig. 2,

The primary loops are modeled by a combination include those which model the feedwater inlets,
of pipe and branch components. The reactor pumps do separators and the steam exits. The hatched areas in Fig.3
not play any role in the analysis and hence they are not indicate the water levels at the beginning of the transient.
modeled explicitly. The steam generator U-tubes are
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Fig.3 Schematic Showing Water Levels at the Beginning of the Transient
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because, the noncondensible model in RELAP5 is prone
0 STEADY STATE INITIALIZATION to give discontinuities and errors when large time steps

In order to model the loss of RHR phenomena are used. The important parameters were the time to
accurately, it was necessary to calculate the steady state boiling in the core, time to core uncovery, the influence
conditions. This was achieved using the boundary and of the noncondensibles in the condensation process. The
initial experimental conditions given in Table 1. In order calculation was performed on the CRAY-YMP
to achieve steady state, the level of water in the RCS was supercomputer. The cpu time for a transient run of 1
until the loop piping. The rest of the RCS was initialized minutes was around 60 hours.
as containing air at 334 K and saturated steam. The core
power level was set at 430 kW as prescribed in the e) TRANSIENT RESULTS
experiment. The RHR inlet temperature was 334 K and In this section the experimental and the calculated
the outlet temperature was 317 K. Corresponding to the results are compared and the discrepancies between them
core power of 43OkW and the inlet and the outlet are pointed out.
temperatures of the RHR a flow rate of 32 kg/s was Following the initiation of the transient, the liquid
calculated for each loop. The shell side of the steam temperature in the core began to rise. The top part of the
generators was filled with water at 317 K. The rest of the core started to boil around 600 seconds in the experiment.
steam generator space was filled with air. The pressure in This i borne out by the void fraction at the top of the
the shell side of the steam generator is atmospheric. This core. Figure 4 shows that the top of the core starts voiding
steady state was implemented by using the steady state in significant amounts around 600 seconds as observed in
option in RELAP5. the experiment. Figure shows the core liquid

temperature at the middle of the core. It is clear that the
d) TRANSIENT SIMULATION time to saturation is reached earlier in the calculation than

Once the steady state conditions were achieved, in the experiment. This is because of the
the transient was initiated by following the procedure set multidimensional natural circulation effects which were
in the experiment. The RHR outlet was closed. The RHR not captured in the calculations due to the one-
inlet flow was ramped to zero in 10 seconds. The dimensional nature of RELAP and the nature of
transient was simulated for 3040 seconds. The entire nodalization of the core. After this initial discrepancy,
problem was run in short steps of 250.0 seconds. Each however, the core fluid temperature reaches a value
succeeding calculation was restarted from the previous around 382 K in the calculations compared to 385 K in
run making changes in the time step if found necessary. the calculations. The bottom part of the core remained
Ile shortest time step used was 0.5 ms. The largest time subcooled throughout the experiment. The fluid
step used was ms. Such short timesteps were necessary temperatures in the hot and the cold legs (Figs. 6 7)
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The fluid temperatures measured in the hot legs
increased following the core coolant temperature increase and the SG inlet plena increased following the core

but with some delay. As seen in these figures, there is a boiling initiation. However, there was no significant

difference of 10 K between the experimental and the steam penetration into the SG-U-tubes. Though a small

calculated results till 800 seconds. This initial amount of steam condensation did take place in the SG-B

discrepancy directly follows from the improper prediction U-tubes, there was no significant steam condensation
of the time to core boiling as mentioned above. After this, prior to the first LSC (loop sea] clearing). The boiling in
the experimental and the calculated values agree with the core resulted in an expansion of the gas phase. This

each other. Following event initiation, the liquid level in combined with the loss of coolant from the break resulted

the hot legs and the upper plenum began increasing due to in a ontinuous drop in the core coolant inventory.
coolant expansion. After the initiation of boiling in the
core, the liquid level in the hot legs began to decrease drop in the core inventory continued until the first LSC

because of an expansion of the gas phase. The liquid level and resulted in a core temperature excursion. The rod

in the loop seal SG side also decreased concurrent with surface temperature (Fig. 13) at the top part of the core

the core liquid level drop. The core collapsed liquid level reached 600 K in the experiment. This increase in fuel

as calculated is shown in Fig.8. It is seen that the core surface temperature was not calculated because of the
liquid level starts falling following saturation. This is difficulty in predicting dryout under counter current flow

because of the expansion of the gas phase in the upper conditions. Once the core inventory recovered following
head which pushes the liquid level down. This is further the LSC, the predicted and the experimental values
accompanied by the boiling in the core and the loss of agreed with each other. The first LSC took place only in

primary inventory through the break. the loop at 2407 seconds. This LSC was predicted at

The pressures in the hot and the cold legs are around 2400 seconds in the calculation.
shown in Figs. 9 & 10 respectively. It is seen that the hot In the upper head (not shown), a steep increase in

leg pressure reaches a maximum of 0 14 MPa both in the temperature was observed at 19.2 min. following core
calculation and the experiment. However, the measured boiling. This was followed by a decrease in the primary

pressure falls to its initial level after the first LSC (loop pressurization rate indicating the influence of steam

seal clearing). This decrease was caused by the condensation in the upper head. This drop in primary
condensation in the U-tubes in the SG in the loop-B. This pressurization rate was not observed in the calculation
reduction is not calculated due to the reasons explained indicating an underprediction of the condensation effects.

below. The temperature of the upperhead remained at saturation
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uie first LSC . jNher this, the primary inventory did not
condition till the end of the experiment. Steam decrease much until the end of the experiment. However,
condensation in the U-tubes was limited by the presence due to absence of condensation in significant aounts in
of air in the tubes. Steam condensation in significant the calculation, the core inventory did not recover in the
amounts occurred only after the first LSC. This is borne code predictions.
out in the calculation by the fluid void fractions in the SG The LSC in the loop B, resulted in a direct path
U-tubes (Figs. II 12). These figures illustrate the fact for the gas to reach the crossover leg through the SG U-
that condensation in significant amounts takes place only tubes. The steam condensation limited the initial steam
after the first LSC. However, unlike in the experiment, penetration only to the foot of the U-tube up flow side.
this condensation was not sufficient to cause a decrease in In the SG in the loop-,B, the secondary side
the the primary pressure. This is due to the fact that the temperature increased following steam condensation in
heat transfer coefficients for condensation in the U-tubes the primary side (Fig. 15). The increase in secondary
were underpredicted. This underprediction of temperature in the SG in the loop is greater because of
condensation in the calculations affected the calculated the greater condensation in this SG. This is further
results for the rest of the duration of the transient. This evidenced by the void fractions in the SG U-tube inlets
indicated that the noncondensible model in RELAP5 (Figs. I I 12). The steam penetration into the U-tubes
needed modification. Further evidence of the increased following the increase in the secondary side
condensation in the U-tubes is obtained by looking at the temperature. When the SG secondary started boiling, the
flow regimes in the SG U-tubes (Fig. 14). These show steam eventually penetrated the exit side of the U-tubes.
that once condensation is initiated the flow regimes Figure 16 shows the SG U-tube inlet temperatures
gradually shift from mist flow (regime 7 to annular mist It is seen that the inlet plena temperature increase
flow (regime 6 Since there were severe fluctuations in following the LSC owing to increased steam penetration.
the calculations, a moving average method of After penetration of the steam into the downflow side, the
smoothening the curves was used. There are no condensate on the downflow side of the U-tube resulted
intermediate flow regimes between 6 and 7 in the model in the eventual reformation of the loop seal. This was not
as coded in RELAP. Thus this figure should only be observed in the calculations since the simulation was
taken as an indication that condensation has begun in the halted at 3040 seconds The liquid level in the core as
U-tubes. well as that in the loop seal in loop A started to drop. This

After the completion of the first LSC, the core set up the conditions for another LSC.
liquid level recovered and the rod surface temperatures When the steam condensed only on the upflow
dropped, while core boiling continued. Major loss of side of the SG U-tubes, the condensate fell back into the
primary invento was observed from the break prior to
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brings down the primary pressure to the initial steady
state values. However, in the calculations no significant

38 steam condensation was seen. Thus there was no
appreciable drop in the primary pressure. This was caused

370- RELAP54,oop B by the underprediction of the heat transfer coefficients in- - - - Data /Loop B
360- the presence of noncondensible gases in the U-tubes.

1350- This effect of the overprediction of the primarypressurization rate was also observed at 2000 seconds,
where the influence of steam condensation on the cooler

340- metal parts of the reactor vessel was underpredicted in the
E2! 330J calculations. The core uncovery started after it reached

320- saturation and continued till the LSC in both the
experiment and the calculations. In the experiment, the

310-F.... steam condensation in the U-tubes after the LSC caused
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 eventual recovery of the core. However, due to the small

Time (seconds) amount of steam condensation in the calculation, this core
Fig. 16 SG-B U-tube Inlet Temperatures inventory recovery was not calculated. Owing to the core

uncovery during the LSC the fuel surface temperature at
hot legs and eventually to the core. However, when the the top of the core reached a maximum of 600 K in the
steam started condensing in the downflow side also, the experiment. This phenomenon was not calculated because
condensate fell into the SG side of the crossover leg. This of the difficulty of calculating dryout under counter-
condensation resulted in the gradual relocation of the core current flow conditions present at the top of the core. This
coolant into the crossover leg in the experiment. This was also observed by Nakamura et al.
further decreased the core liquid level. The calculations indicate that the model for

The second core uncovery occurred at 182 calculating condensation heat transfer coefficients in the
minutes into the transient and continued for a long time. presence of noncondensibles is inadequate and needs
The maximum temperature reached 830 K at 263 min. modification.
Once again, this was not calculated since the calculation The RELAP calculations were computationally
was halted at 3040 seconds. At this time the ECCS was exhaustive and required extremely small time steps . The
actuated to terminate core heatup. calculations required over 60 hours of cpu time on the

Throughout the transient simulation, severe CRAY-YMP. Attempts were also made to perform the
oscillations were observed in the code calculations. calculations on a HP 720 workstation. These calculations
These oscillations affected the flow in cold legs and the took more than a month to complete.

downcomer, thus artificially increasing the heat transfer Thus, the RELAP5 calculations show some

rate associated with these components and the consequent differences when compared to the experimental data prior

temperature rise in the fluids associated with these to 600 seconds and after 2400 seconds. The trends
volumes. One of the reasons for such code behavior is the observed in the experiment are well predicted by the

way the pressure equation is solved. This type of code calculations. The RELAP5 calculations thus show a

behavior can also be caused by the presence of qualitative agreement with the experimental data.

noncondensible gases. Whenever noncondensible gases
enter a volume initially filled with pure vapor, ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
discontinuities arise leading to oscillations. This caused The authors wish to thank Mr. Nakamura from
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ABSTRACT inches (-0.9652 m from instrument zero). The HPCI

system is a preferred one since the system maintains
The High Pressure Core Injection (HPCI) system is relatively constant flow and can be throttled to
part of a BWR Emergence Core Cooling System provide optimum injection.
(ECCS). HPCI is actuated to insure the adequacy of
the water inventory in plant transient or accident Depending on the plant configuration, the HPCI flow
conditions. Different HPCI configurations are used in path can be different. In some plants, the HPCI is injected
BWR pant designs. One type is that the HPCI is throughthefeedwaterpipingandtherefore, injectedto
injected outside the core shroud, the other type is outside the care shroud. In other plants, the HPCI flow
that the HPCI is partly injected outside the core path is divided between the feedwater lines and core

sprayhries. Therefore, part of the flow is injected inside
shroud and partly into the core through the core the shroud and part of the flow is injected outside the
spray loop. shroud. The effect of flow injected to inside the shroud

This paper presents the results of using different is that the reactor power could be subjected to a sudden
HPCI flow paths during MSIV event at ATWS power surge and some safety parameters could be
condition, A typical WR-4 plant is modeled and the affected.

thermal hydraulic response is obtained. The This paper investigates the effect of using different
simulation is performed using the TRAC/BF1' code. HPCI paths for the MSIV closure event at ATWS
The results of using divided HPCI path are compared condition. A typical BWR-4 pressure vessel with
with those using normal HPCI path and those connected piping and components was modeled using the
injecting water directly into the core. TRAC/BF1 code. The neutron power, core fow rate,

1. INTRODUCTION steam dome pressure and water level at core and
downcomer ocations were predicted.

In a BWR, the postulated MS(V closure at ATWS II. MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
condition is considered to be the worst event from

the standpoint of peak vessel pressure, peak beat The pressure vessel is divided into eight axial levels
flux, and peak suppression pool temperature, The and three radial zones. The associated components such
reactor vessel integrity is still protected by -the lifting as the reactor core, jet pumps, recirculation piping,
of safety/relief valves, the tripping of recirculation recirculation pumps, feedwater lines, HPCI piping, steam
pumps and coasting down of feedwater pumps. The lines, MSIV's and SRV's are connected to the vessel
reactor does not cram but the power decreases due through the "junctions" The schematic diagram is shown
to the lower water level. Therefore, the criteria in Figure 1. TRAC/BF1 can be modeled in full three
established for protecting the public health are met. dimensional geometry in rO, z coordinates. In the present

As the water level drops further, a water makeup study, only two-dimensional geometry in rz direction is
system is required to maintain the water level above modeled.

the TAF (Top of Active Fuel). Otherwise, no coolant Point kinetics model is employed to calculate the
is provided to adequately remove the heat from the transient neutronic pwer, feedback coefficients including
fuel rods and fuel failure could occur. The water the void and Doppler effect are taken from a typical
makeup system can be obtained from the High reload cycle. The reactor care is divided into three regions
Pressure Core Injection (HPCI) system or the Reactor (radial zones) to represent the center, middle and outer
Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) system when the water fuel loadings. Major system parameters used in this study
drops to the preset water level, i.e., level 2 at 38 are shown in Table 
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Section A -A Table 2 Time Sequence of MSIV Closure Event

Event Time, seconds

1 .MSIV closure 0.0
2. Reactor fails to scram at high power 2.65
3. Recirculation pumps trip on high pressure 5.0

and Feedwater begins to coast
4. SRV's lift 9.0
5. HPCI starts at level 2 (-0.9652m) 105.0

Steam Oome C-=

SRV
Steam Drvers Main Steam

To obtain the solution of the above-mentioned
Feedwater Separators equations numerically, the conservation equations are
HPCI I I J PCI. . i__L_!l written in finite difference forms. A two-step semi-

Upper Plenum A implicit numerical scheme is used in TRAC-BF1 to
I solve the finite difference equations. The momentum

t equations are solved first, and mass and energy
I equations are then solved a second time to satisfy
I Core the conservation of mass and energy. Details of the

I et umps mathematical, physical and numerical models can be
found in reference and 2.

The TRAC/BF1 code used in this study is the one
Lower Plenum Recir Pump developed for the IBM RSIC work station.' Minor

changes were made on the IBM RSIC version in order
to run on the DEC 5000 work station. The physical
models are believed to be the same as those of the

Figureol. TRAC nodalization of a typical BWR-4 model original mainframe version.

IV.RESULTS

Table 1 Major System Parameters The time sequence of the MSIV closure event at
ATWS condition is shown in Table 2 The event

Power 3293 MW starts with MSIV closure at time zero, the reactor
Pressure 7.03 MPa (1 020 psia) fails to scram at high power at 265 seconds. The
Core flow 1.2626 x 104 kg/sec (100.0 Mb/hr) SRV's lift to release the steam; recirculation pumps
Feedwater 1.7878 x 103 kg/sec 14.16 Mlb/hr) trip and feedwater coasts down to reduce the reactor
HPCI flow 353.3 kg/sec 5600 gpm) power. The HPCI starts when the level 2 (-0.9652 m)

setpoint is reached. The results before the HPCI
injection are shown in section IV.A and after HPCI
injection are shown in section IV.13.

A. Predicted Core And Vessel Response Before
HPCI Injection

Ill. PHYSICAL AND COMPUTER MODELS The predicted core and power responses are
shown in Figure 2 The neutron power rises to about

A two-f luid model is employed in the TRAC-BF 1 code. 210% of rated power at 44 seconds due to void
The model includes the mixture and vapor mass reactivity feedback from the collapsing of the steam
conservation equations, vapor and liquid momentum bubbles in the core and then drops off to about 28%
conservation equations, and mixture and vapor energy due to reduced core flow. The core flow decreases to
conservation equations. Non-condensable gas and boron 20% after the recirculation pumps trip and f eedwater
mass equations can also be included but are not used in coasts down. The response of steam dome pressure
the present model. To close the conservation is shown in Figure 3 The pressure rises to SRV
equations, interfacial relations and heat transfer setpoint quickly and then oscillates around 775 MPa
models are also provided. due to the on-off actuation of these valves. The

downcorner water level response is shown in Figure
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4. The downcomer water level initially increases due to pronounced for case 2 due to the direct cold water
pressure surge and drops off to level 2 (-0.9652 m) with injection into the core. The downcomer water level is
the reduction of the core and feedwater flow. shown in Figure 9 As expected, the water level is the

lowest for case 2 and highest for case 3 with case in
B. Core And Vessel Response After HPCI Actuation the middle. The response of downcomer water level is

consistent with the HPCI flow paths shown in Table 3.
Three cases using different HPCI flow paths are

studied. The summary of these three cases is shown in V. CONCLUSION
Table 3 The HPCI flow is divided to inside and outside
of thecore shroudforcase 1. The HPCI flow is injected The TRAC/BF1 code is used for simulation of the
to inside of the core shroud for case 2 and outside of the MSIV event at ATWS condition. The core and vessel
core shroud for case 3 The transient is simulated for 45 response are obtained for three different HPCI flow paths.
seconds, the trend of core response is established within It showed that the most severe response is for the case
this time frame. which all the HPCI flow was injected into the core.

The response o core power for the three cases is For the other two cases which HPCI is either partially
shown in Figure 5. The core power for case 2 is predicted injected to the core or injected to outside the core
to be the highest. In this case the cold water is directly shroud, the response is less severe. It is concluded
injected to the core, therefore the feedback response is that the current BWR HPCI configuration of injecting
the greatest. The core flow response is shown in Figure water either partially to the core or outside the core
6. The magnitude of the flow oscillation is the highest for shroud is adequate.

case 2 beyond 20 seconds after HPCI actuation due to VI. REFERENCES
high core power oscillation. The steam dome pressure
response is shown in Figure 7. The steep decrease of 1. J. A. BORKOWSKI, N. L. WADE,"TRAC-
pressureforcase2 near3Osecondswascaused bythe BF1/MOD1 An Advanced Best-Estimate Computer
full opening of the safety/relief valves to relieve the Program for BWR Accident Analysis", NUREGICR-
pressure. The valves close again when the closure 0356, USNRC, Vol and 2 1992).
setpoint is reached. This on/off actuation continues. This
trend is also observed for case I and case 3 to a less 2. J. A. BORKOWSKI, N. L. WADE,"TRAC-
extent due to the partial opening of the valves. The BF1/MOD1 Models and correlations", NUREGICR-
predicted core water level is shown in Figure 8. The core 439 1, USNRC (1 992).
water level recovers fastest for case 3 after the HPCI
water reaches core at 5 seconds. After that boiling takes 3. Letter From J. STAUDENMEIER (Penn State) to J.
place in the core and water level drops for case 3. The LAI (PSE&G), "Transmittal of RS6000 version of
behavior of the core water level oscillation is the same as TRAC/BF1 ", (1 99 1).
those of the core power and flow described earlier in this
section for all three cases. The oscillation is more

Table 3 HPCI Flow Paths

Case number HPCI flow rate

1 227.1 kg/sec 3600 gpm) through feedwater loop
1 26.2 kg/sec 2000 gpm) through core spray

2 353.3 kg/sec 5600 gpm) through core spray
3 353.3 kg/sec (5600 gpm) through feedwater loop
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ABSTRACT 2. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
This paper presents a methodology of reload transient 2.1 RETRAN-02 Cinsban Model

analysis for Chinshan Nuclear Power Station (CSNPS), which General Description
includes a system transient RETRAN model and a core thermal The RETRAN model representing Chinshan BWR/4,
hydraulics COBRA model. The development of system originally developed by TPC and modified by INER[2], was
transient model and core thermal hydraulics model is based on as-built drawings and vendor specifications. The
introduced, Six plant startup tests, including three fluid volume nodalization scheme used to describe the system
overpressurization ransients, one recirculation system transient, was based on previous modeling techniques, sensitivity studies
and two feedwater system transients, were adopted in the and comparisons of model predictions to plant measurements.
benchmark analyses to demonstrate the qualification of the Figure I illustrates the nodalization of Chinshan RETRAN-
system model. The system model together with the whole 02 model which contains 44 volumes, 56 junctions and 26 heat
methodology were then applied in reload transient analyses for conductors. The system model includes a lower plenum, two
two former cycles designed by different fuel vendors, Cycle 11 parallel channels each with 12 volumes simulating active core
by the Seimens Power Company (SPQ and Cycle 13 by the and bypass region, upper plenum, stand pipe, separators,
General Electric Company (GE) of Uit 1. The results were dryers, upper and lower downcorners, and a steam dome
compared with those from the vendors. Good agreements were connected to the steam system. It also has seven nodes in series
obtained, showing that this methodology can be applied in the simulating four steam lines, and includes a steam bypass line
future reload cycles. and two large volumes for condenser and turbine. Two

1. INTRODUCTION recirculation loops are separately modeled, each with a volume
This paper is to describe the methodology of reload simulating 10 jet pumps. Algebraic slip in conjunction with

subcooled void model (profile fit model) is employed.
transient analysis developed by the Institute of Nuclear Energy Five sets of valves are modeled. The MSIVs, turbine stop
Research (INER) and Taiwan Power Company (TPC), and to valves(TSVs) and turbine control valves(TCVs) are normally
demonstrate the qualification and application of the method opened. urbine bypass valves(T]3Vs) and five safety/relief
for Chinshan Nuclear Power Station (CSNPS). The work is valves with different setpoints are normally closed. The closing
part of the project called "Core Management and Safety characteristic curves of the normally opened valves are based
Analysis Methodology Development"..The purpose of the on specific event assumptions. The openings of TCVs and
project is to establish an independent reload analysis capability TBVs are detern-dned by the pressure regulator control system
that can be applied to perform in-house core design and plant or specific event assumptions. The safety/relief valves are
transient analysis for TPC. modeled as junctions connecting the steam line to a large

The overall methodology includes three major parts, namely volume of suppression pool at atmospheric pressure. The
core physics, thermal hydraulics and fuel mechanics. The Moody chock flow was adopted for critical flow calculation.
basic stricture is similar to the general RASPIII code sequence The feedwater control and pressure regulator control are
developed by the U.S. Electric Power Research Institute. For modeled using the RETRAN control system model. The
core physics, the Studsvik of America, Inc.(SOA) developed feedwater flow is governed through controller by three system
code packages including CASMO-3G and SIMULATE-3 have parameters, namely, reactor water level, steam flow, and
been adopted. The RETRAN-02/MOD5 code is used in system feedwater flow, and compensated by the steam dome pressure.
transient analysis, and the INER modified COBRAIIIC/INER The function of the pressure regulator control is to maintain
code is for core thermal hydraulics calculation. The tools for the system pressure at a preset value through adjusting the
fuel mechanics analysis basically follow those in the EPRI openings of turbine control and bypass valves during reactor
package. fhe resultant software package is designated as Core operation. Controller settings and compensation element time
Design and Safety Analysis Package (CODSAP). constants are based on actual plant values. Sensor element time

The development of an independent reload transient constants, position loop characteristics, and other parameters
analysis capability for CSNPS had two steps. 'Me first step was are based on either plant or manufacturer's supplied data.
to establish a qualified Cinshan RETRAN-02 model based on Core Model
benchmark analyses against six plant startup tests data. The The deposition of core thermal power is divided into two
second step was to apply the model for typical reload cycles parts. A 98% of total power is deposited in the active core
and to compare against vendor's analysis Since the CODSAP including fission energy and direct moderator heating while
methodology is to be applied as a general tool for reload the other 2 is in the bypass region due to direct moderator
transient analysis, it should be capable for analyses of reload heating. In the RETRAN model, the power input is 98%
cores designed by different fuel vendors. Hence, this paper power, and the other 2 is modeled by 12 non-conducting
presents limiting transient analyses for two previous reload fuel heat exchangers connected to the bypass control volumes. The
cycles. One is Chinshan Unit I Cycle I which was completely calculation of this 2 of total power during transient is done
loaded with Siemens Power Company(SPQ fuel. The other is by control functions associated with the changing total power.
Chinshan Unit Cycle 13 which was a core with mixed In the active core region, the nuclear fuel is modeled by 12
GE8x8NB and SPC fuels. conductors each connected to a control volume to simulate the
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heat transfer to the reactor coolant. There is another set of 12 the CMs are prepared for transient ACPR calculations.
heat conductors connecting the active fluid volumes to the The ACPR calculation for a limiting transient is an iterating
bypass fluid volumes to simulate the heat loss across the shroud process. The nodal power distribution from SIMULATE-3
of fuel assemblies. and transient forcing functions (upper plenum pressure, core
Kineticq Models flow, core inlet enthalpy, core thermal heat flux) from

A consistent methodology using SIMULATE-3[31 and RETRAN are provided as boundary conditions for COBRA.
SLICK[4] codes was developed by SOA to generate necessary Both constant and variable axial power shapes can be used in a
inputs for RETRAN point or one-D kinetics calculation. This transient ACPR analysis. RETRAN can provide the time-
was adopted in the Chinshan RETRAN-02 model. The
SIMULATE-3 code, an advanced nodal code to predict three- dependent axial power distribution for COBRA. A steady state
D neutron response of the core to global perturbations, is analysis is firstly performed to determine the hot channel
capable of performing a spatial homogenization of the three-D location and flow. If the analysis is for a core with mixed fuel
data to one-D and core integral data required by RETRAN. designs, the hot channels for both fuel types will be identified.
SLICK (SIMULATE-3 Linking for Core Kinetics) is an The single channel analysis is then performed for the hot
interface code linking SIMULATE-3 to RETRAN. It produces channel to determine the minimum CPR, which is checked
feedback reactivity tables for point kinetics or polynomial against its safety limit MCPR(SLMCPR). If the calculated
coefficients as input of RETRAN multiple control state(MCS) MCPR is not the same as the SLMCPR, the process should be
model for one-D kinetics. repeated with a corrected radial peaking factor (hot channel

In the MCS model, the effects of changes in the thermal- power) until the SLMCPR is reached. An interface and
hydraulic state are represented by polynomial fits of the automatic processing program, SRCOB, was developed to
regional cross sections and kinetics parameters. The MCS perform the core thermal-hydraulic analysis using
model introduces the effect of control via different sets of these COBRAIIICANER. Based on this process, the ACPR can be
polynomial fits, one set for each control state. A two-control determined for a limiting transient.
state model, all rods in and all rods out, was considered
appropriate to simulate all other conditions. During a transient 3. MODEL QUALIFICATION
calculation, the cross sections and kinetics parameters for a In the work of qualifleation of the plant specific RETRAN
given state are evaluated by interpolation of the two control model, benchmark analyses included three categories of startup
state sets based on the region's current thermal-hydraulic tests for Chinshan Unit in 1978, namely 
conditions. . Overpressurization transients (100% power load rejection

A series of core follow calculations were conducted using test, 83% power turbine trip test, and 84% power MSIV
SIMULATE-3 for Chinshan Uits 12 from the first cycle to closure test),
different exposure states with certain operating conditions. A . Recirculation system transients 97% power recirculation
system transient analysis using RETRAN can be performed for pump trip test), and
a specific state based on the kinetics file generated by SLICK. . Feedwater system transients 83% power loss of feedwater
All neutronic input data needed for SLICK are produced by beating test and 98% power feedwater pump trip test).
SIMULATE-3 on a compact card image data file readily to be Load Rpjection and Turbine Trip Tests
transferred to the RETRAN input. Hence, the kinetics input in Benchmark analyses against these two tests are to qualify the
RETRAN is fuel cycle and operating state dependent. system model for overpressurization transients which are

The use of point or one-D kinetics for transient analysis usually the limiting transients in a reload safety analysis. Both
depends on the characteristics of the given event. tests were initiated by valves closure load rejection by TCVs
Pressurization transients such as turbine trip without and turbine trip by TSVs. Plant measured valve stroke curves
bypass(TTNB) should be analyzed using one-D kinetics due to were used. The reactor scram signals were TCVs fast closure
the dynamic response of the axial power shape. Transients and TSVs 90% opening, respectively. Plant measured scram
with milder power changes like inadvertent activation of HPCI speed was employed. The recirculation pumps trip signal was
can be analyzed with the point kinetics model. They are bypassed or delayed in these tests and the modeling did the
separately applied in the limiting transient analyses for same. 'Me TBVs opened and reset properly during the tests
Chinshan reload cores. Nevertheless, both models were and the measured characteristic curves were used in both
included in the benchmark analyses against six tests results. analyses. The first stage relief valve was lifted in the load

rejection test and analysis, but was not in the turbine tests. Note
2.2 COBRAIIIC/INER Chinshan Model that the initial power levels were different for the two tests.

The COBRAIIIC/INER code is a modified version based on Figures 2 to shows the comparison between the RETRAN
the COBRAIIIC/MIT2[51 a core thermal-hydraulic analysis one-D kinetics analysis and tests for neutron flux, steam dome
code for steady state and transient conditions. It employs the pressure, steam flow and narrow range water level. Good
subchannel analysis method to calculate local flow, enthalpy, agreements were found for these important system parameters
pressure drop, and critical heat flux distribution in the fuel (neutron flux, pressure, flow and level).
channels for both boiling and non-boiling conditions. The MSIV Closure Tes
COBRAIIIC/INER version has some of the advanced The MSIV closure event is considered as the maximum
correlations for void fraction, pressure drop, critical heat fux, overpressurization transient which should be analyzed against
and a BWR bypass flow model to improve the capabilities of the safety limit of system pressure. Hence, the major concern

of this benchmark analysis was to verify the conservatism of
ACPR calculations. Three vendor's CPR correlations are the RETRAN model on the prediction of system pressure.
incorporated into this version. Qualification of the code Plant measured MSIV closing curves and its 90% opening to
version is described in Ref. 5. trip the reactor were modeled. The plant measured scram

The Chinshan COBRA model includes a quarter core speed is used. In Figure 6 one may find that the calculated
model(QCM) and two fuel channel models(FCMs). Each fuel steam dome pressure agrees well with the test data, and a 0 psi
element in the QCM is simulated as a single channel. Different conservatism is obtained from the model.
cycles have different QCMs according to the reload core Recirculation-Pump Trip Tes
designs. For example, the QCM for Chinshan Unit Cycle II The action of recirculation pump trip provides significant
is a model with oly SPC fuels wile the QCM for Uit Cycle protection function in an overpressurization incident. The
13 is a mixed core model with SPC and GE fuels at their benchmark analysis of this test is to verify the model for its
designed locations. 'Me two single-channel models of specific power response wh decreasing recirculation and core flows.
fuel elements are for SPC and GE913 ftiels, respectively. In the In addition, one of the acceptance criteria of the test was that
core thermal-hydraulic analysis, the QCM is needed for a the reactor should not scram during the test. Hence, the system
steady state calculation to determine the hot channel flow, and pressure should be controlled well by the pressure regulator
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system. This was used to verify the model of pressure second delay, the recirculation pump trip delay time of 0.1
regulator control system. Figures 7 and illustrate the second and 1.01 times Tech. Spec. opening setpoints for
comparison between the test data and RETRAN results for Safety/Relief Valves. Figures 12 to 14 illustrate the comparison
power and pressure. They have good agreements. between the RETRAN results and those from the vendor,
Loss of Feedwater Heatin2 Test including transient response of power, heat flux, steam dome

The loss of feedwater heating event is one of the slow system pressure, steam and core flows. From Figure 12, one can find
transients, which may require analysis in a reload safety that RETRAN gives a igher peak power but a narrower width.
analysis. The transient response is similar to a HPCI event, the The difference is primarily caused by different kinetics
limiting transient of the Chinshan plant. The objective of this models. The combined effects of system transient parameters
benchmark analysis is to verify the power response, especially lead to a higher ACPR as listed in Table 11. Variable axial
at the final state. Both of the one-D and point kinetics models power shape is adopted in both analyses. The pressure and
were used in the analysis to qualify both models. Figure 9 steam flow responses agree quite well with each other,
shows the model-to-plant comparison for the power where both respectively. A sensitivity study was performed to see the
models give reasonable trending. The result from the point
model shows some conservatism on power prediction. effect of bypass flow under trbine trip. The ACPR was found
Feedwater Pump Trip Test to be 0186 a 0076 decrease from that of the reference case.

This test is one of the tests of the feedwater system with one This is useful to evaluate the results of FWCF analysis, which is
feedwater pump trip and the standby pump locked out. The a delayed turbine trip with bypass event.
reactor was not tripped during the transient. As the single Feedwater Controller Failur
feedwater pump tripped, the reactor water level responded with The analysis of FWCF was based on the same initial
large oscillation which activated the alarm of low reactor water conditions as the TTNB analysis. The assumptions included
level, I-4, leading to the recirculation pump runback to 45% the maximum feedwater flow rate increase from rated to 135%
rated speed to protect the pump from cavitation. The overall rated with the same ramp time as used by the vendor. The
runback of recirculation pumps resulted in decrease of core increase of feedwater flow leads to the increase in core inlet
flow which in turn led to power and pressure decrease. subcooling and downcomer water level. The reactor power
Because of power decrease, the void production decreased mildly increases until the level igh water level turbine trip is
which together with fuel temperature decrease led to a positive activated. A turbine trip event proceeds similar to the previous
reactivity insertion and a stabilized new plant condition. The one except the operable TBVs.
benchmark analysis is to verify the model in simulating these Figures 15 and 16 illustrate the results. The transient power
phenomena. Figure 10 shows the comparison between the response from RETRAN agrees well with that from the vendors
plant data and one-D and point kinetics model predictions. with a time lag. Te reason is that in the vendor's model, all the
The results are in good agreements. In addition, the reactor increased feedwater is attributed to the increase of downcomer
water level is one of the important parameters in a feedwater water level (see Figure 16), while in the RETRAN model part of
system limiting transient, i.e. feedwater controller the feedwater enters the separator through the core. It is
failure(FWCF). Figure 11 shows the measured water level reasonable that the connection between downcomer and the
response wich has been smoothed to illustrate the change of core can allow inventory transfer. Hence, the RETRAN result
the reactor water level during the test. One may find that the catches the phenomenon even better than that from the fuel
RETRAN analyses catch the trend well. vendor. The resulting ACPR is 0214 which is higher than the

4. MODEL APPLICATION vendor's 0112. Based on the previous sensitivity study for
Two former reload limiting transient analyses were TI'NB, the ACPR for the case with bypass is 0186 which is

presented in this paper for qualifying the application of the already higher than 0. 12 for the vendor's FWCF analysis. It is
Chinshan licensing model. Cinshan Unit cycle 11 was reasonable to have an increase of ACPR from 0186 to 0214
designed by SPC and te core was completely fueled with SPC since the initial power level to have the turbine trip with bypass
fuels. Chinshan Unit cycle 13 was designed by GE and the
core is loaded with ixed GE8x8NB and SPC fuels. Two event is higher. 'Me discrepancy between the ACPR results
limiting system transients were considered in Cycle 11 reload from CODSAP and SPC analyses needs further investigation,
analyses, namely, TTNB and FWCF. Two additional events but the qualification of FWCF analysis based on the CODSAP
were considered in Cycle 13, which were load rejection without still can be done by using the GE analysis.
bypass(LRNB) and Inadvertent HPCI actuation.

Different methodologies including design bases, computer 4.2 Analysis of Limiting Transients for Chinshan Cycle 13
Four analyses are presented in ts paper for Reload Cycle

codes and ACPR correlations were employed by the two fuel 13. he major differences of the analyses to those for Cycle
vendors. The major difference of the design bases was that the 11 are initial statepoint, scram speed, delay time for
approach of the most limiting condition was used by SPC wile recirculation pump trip and gap conductance, based on the
the statistic approach was adopted by GE for most of the methodologies of different fuel vendors. Fixed axial power
transients. The most limiting condition for the concerns of
thermal margin was the statepoint of 104.2% power and 100% shape was adopted in the ACPR calculation as used by the fuel
flow. In addition, the Tech. Spec. scram speed was used in the vendor.
SPC analyses. On the other hand, the nominal rated condition Turbine Trip Without Bypass
was used in GE's approach as the initial statepoint for Figures 17 to 19 show the results. One can find that the
pressurization transient analyses with plants averaged scram RETRAN results agree well with those from the fuel vendor.
speed. Event specific statistic adjustment factors and scram The resulting ACPRs for GE and SPC fuels are listed in Table
speed adjustment factor were then added to calculate the
operating limit MCPR. For HPCI event, the most limiting III. 'Me calculated ACPRs are lower than but very close to the
condition approach was used in GE's analysis though. Table I vendor's results.
lists a summary of the statepoint and scram assumptions for Load Rjection Without Bypass
each event and cycle. 'Me analysis of load rejection event is initiated by the

closure of TCVs: with the stroke time of 0.15 second. Reactor
4.1 Analysis of Limiting Transients for Chinshan I Cycle 11 scram is activated by the fast closure signal with a 003 second
Turbine Trip Without Bypass delay. A 0175 second delay is added to trip the recirculation

The Chinshan RETRAN-02 base model was modified pumps as used by the vendor. Figure 20 shows the power and
according to the initial conditions and assumptions used by the beat flux response. One may find that they have good
vendor. The major assumptions included the TSV stroke time agreements with the vendor's results. The resulting ACPRs for
of 0.1 second, reactor scram by 90% TSV opening with 026 two types of fuels have the same behavior as the previous case.
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-Vol. No. Description

001 lower plenum

008 upper plenum

009 stand pipe

E) 010 separator exteriorOil steam dome

012 downcomer

SUPRESSION 013 recirculation pump suction
POOL CONDENSER 014 recirculation pump

015 recirculation pump discharge
3 G 0 e 016 jet pump

(D 017,19-22 MSL 1-5E) 018 suppression

PKIPT 023 main steam header and piping

024 turbine

MSIV STE" 025 main steam header to bypass chest
HEADER TCV TURBINE 026 hot well

027 condenser

JET 028 recirculation pump suction

PUW 029 recirculation purnp,

030 recirculation pump discharge

031 jet Purnp
Z NONCONDUCTINGHFAT

EXCHANGER 032 separator

RECIRC. M., BEAT CONDUCT- 033 upper downcomer

(D PUMP (D VOLUME 034 virtual volume

-' juNcnoN 035 dryer

Figure 1 Chinshan RETRAN02JMOD005 Model
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Six plant startup tests were used in the benchmark analyses Table I Statepoints and Scram Assumptions for Reload Analysis

to present the model qualification. Both of the one-D and C 11 (SPC Cycle 13 G
point kinetics models were used in the analysis to qualify both E)Statepoint SC Statepoint ScramPo., 'am
models. Good agreements with the plant data were found for Events Signal Speed Power Signal Speed

the important system parameters including neutron flux, Flow
pressure, flow and level. 'Me developed models were then Turbine Trip 1 90% SV opening 100 100 90% TSV opening 

applied in the limiting transient analyses including TTNB, without Bypass 100 Tech. Spec. Plants averaged

LRNB, FWCF and HPCI events for two former reload cycles Load Rejection TCV fast closure

designed by different fuel vendors. The results of system Without Bypass I not a limiting transient 100 100 Plants averaged

transient response and ACPRS were compared with tose from Feedwater Flow 104.2 90% TSV opening 1001100 90% TSV opening 

the fuel vendors. Good agreements were obtained, showing Controller Failure 100 Tech. Spec. Plants averaged

that tis methodology can be used i te fture reload cycles. Inadvertent BPCI -
not a imiting transient 102 /100 No scram

actuation
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90 - ....... .... ......................... ... ............................ ....... ........ .... ......

Table II Comparison of RETRAN Results to Vendor's for Chinshan I Cycle I I TEST DATA

.. ..... .... .........
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Table III Comparison of RETRAN Results to Vendor's for Chinshan 1 Cycle 13 Figure 4 Benchmark analysis -load rejection and turbine trip test (Steam Flow)
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t statepoint 102% power I 00% flow at OC
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Time sc)

Figure 5 Benchmark analysis - load rejection and turbine trip test (Water Level)
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Figure 2 Benchmark analysis - load rejection and urbine trip test (Neutron Flux) Figure 6 Benchmark analysis -MSIV Closure (Pressure Change)

100 100
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........ . RETRAIN
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0 5 10 15 20 0 9 18 27 36 45
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Figure 3 Benchmark analysis -load rejection and turbine trip test (Pressure Change) Figure 7 enchmark analysis -RPT (Neutron Flux)
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Figure Bnchmark analysis -RPT (Pressure Change) Figure 12 Reload Transient Analysis -Cycle 1 1 TTNB (Neutron & Heat Flux)
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Figure 10 Benchmark analpls -FWPT (Neutron Flux) Figure 14 Reload Transient Analysis -Cycle I I TTNB (Core & Steam Flows)
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Figure 16 Reload Transleril Analysis -Cycle 1 1 FWCF (Water Level) Figure 20 Reload Transient Analysis -Cycle 13 LRNB (Neutron and Heat Flux)
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Figure 18 Reload Transient Analysis -Cycle 13 TTNB (Pressure Rise) Figure 2 Reload Transient Analysis -Cycle 13 FWCF (Water Level)
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ABSTRACT The LONF ATWS event of a PWR leads to a boiloff

The purpose of this study is to develop an improved of the secondary side of the steam generator. If tur-
modelling methodology for Maanshan PWR safety anal- bine were not tripped immediately, the secondary water
ysis of anticipated transient without scram (ATWS). inventory would decrease significantly before the auxil-
A Maanshan RETRAN model, which is generically ap- iary feedwater (AFW) actuation. The heat removal from
plicable to most PWR events, is used in this ATWS the primary side degrades as the top of the U-tubes
sensitivity study to define acceptable design criteria of in the steam generators are uncovered. The degraded
the hot full power (HFP) moderator temperature coef- heat transfer increases the primary coolant temperature
ficient (MTC). Conservative assumptions are applied to leading to a pressure rise and a subsequent increase of
the actuation timing of the ATWS Mitigation System the pressurizer water level. The energy removal through
Actuation Circuitry (AMSAC) and the relief capabili- the relief valves and to the auxiliary feedwater is not
ties of the associated valves. A moderator density coef- sufficient to fully cope with the primary heat source.
ficient (MDC) model taking into account the effects of The pressurizer eventually fills with water, and the RCS
coolant temperature as well as system pressure varia- pressure can rise substantially above the pressure re-
tion is implemented in the calculation model to demon- lief valves setpoint under water relief. The transient is
strate that an acceptable peak reactor coolant system turned around by the negative reactivity feedback of
(RCS) pressure is obtained. Sensitivity analysis on the the increased coolant temperature, and the RCS pres-
HFP moderator temperature coefficient is emphasized sure may then reach its peak value after the core power
in this study. Particular effort is given to the study on substantially reduced.
the steam generator secondary modeling. Part power For the turbine trip category, the most severe plant con-
analyses are also performed to verify that the AMSAC ditions is caused by the LO CV, since the main feedwater
setpoint is adequately set. turbine driven pumps with steam exhaust to the main

condenser will be tripped, this leads to a loss of feedwa-

1. INTRODUCTION ter condition immediately after the LOCV. Following

In 1982, the USNRC formed a Task Force and Steer- turbine trips at greater than 30% power (P-8 permis-
ing Group to determine the requirements for both the sive), the reactor normally trips directly from a signal

from closure of turbine stop valves. If the turbine con-
pressurized water reactor (PWR) and the boiling wa- denser were not available, steam would be dumped into
ter reactor (BWR) ATWS events. The assessment of the atmosphere through the steam generator PORVs
the Task Force documented in SECY-83-293 classified and safety valves. However, the energy removal through
all initiating events as either a turbine trip or a non- the steam generator valves is not sufficient to alleviate
turbine trip event and utilized two event trees to as- the increase in reactor coolant temperature and pres-
sess the ATWS risk associated with these events. Con- sure if the core power maintains above certain level.
sidering the peak RCS pressure reached, a loss of nor- The peak RCS pressure that can be reached during an
mal feedwater (LONF) and a loss of condenser vacuum LOCV ATWS also depends on the transient behaviors of
(LOCV) ATWS are identified by Westinghouse generic the steam generator inventory, primary coolant temper-
study [1,2] as limiting transients of the non-turbine trip ature, negative reactivity feedback and the core power,
and turbine trip events, respectively, for Westinghouse etc.
PWR plants.
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ATWS Mitigation System Actuation Circuit and 10% exposures can be relaxed to 4 pcm/'F with-

The ATWS issue was resolved by the USNRC with the out violating the RCS pressure limit of 3200 psig if an
amendment of the Code of Federal Regulations on July improved calculation model incorporating the Westing-
26, 1984 to include Section 10 CFR 50.62, "Require- house generic analysis methodology is used. To justify
ments for Reduction of Risk from Anticipated Tran- the change, analyses are required to demonstrate the
sients Without Scram (ATWS) Events for Light-Water- followings:
Cooled Nuclear Plant" (known as ATWS rules). For (1) ATWS results for peak RCS pressure are acceptable
Westinghouse PWR, the rule only requires equipment for power level greater than C20 permissive (currently
from sensor output to final actuation device, that is di- at 40% power).

verse from the reactor trip system, to automatically ini- (2) AMSAC is not needed for power level below C20
tiate the auxiliary feedwater system and initiate a tur- permissive.
bine trip under conditions indicative of an ATWS. These
alternative means are provided to the current plants by (3) AMSAC is not needed for a main feedwater flow
the installation of ATWS Mitigation System Actuation rate currently at 25% of nominal flow) corresponding
Circuit (AMSAC) for tripping the turbine and initiating to the feedwater control valve (FCV) setpoint position
auxiliary feedwater flow based on the conditions for the to generate an output signal to AMSAC.
loss of secondary heat sink. For Westinghouse plants,
an AMSAC signal could be actuated by (1) low steam 2. ANALYSIS METHOD
generator water level, or 2) low main feedwater flow, or RETRAN Model Description
(3) main feedwater pump trip or main feedwater valve RETRAN-02 3 is a thermal-hydraulic analysis code
closure. The Maanshan plant has selected and imple- developed to calculate the behavior of ight water reac-
mented an AMSAC design based on Logic 3 tors under postulated transient conditions. The input

to RETRAN for modeling a particular system consists
Analysis Scope of discrete fluid volumes connected by flow paths called
The Maanshan power plant operated by Taiwan Power junctions. The nodalization of the Maanshan RETRAN
Company (TPC) is a Westinghouse three-loop 2775 model for base case study consists of 123 volumes, 165
MWt PWR with Model F steam generators. Currently, junctions, and 39 heat conductors and is shown in Fig-
the HFP MTC of Maanshan is limited to a negative ure 1. The three-loop plant is represented by a three-
value according to its Tech. Spec. However, a more re- loop RETRAN model. The reactor pressure vessel is di-
strictive limitation on the HFP MTC is required to en- vided into a downcorner volume, a lower plenum, three
sure that the peak RCS pressure maintains within 3200 active core volumes, a core bypass volume, an outlet
psig defined by ASME Code Level C service limit cri- plenum, and an upper plenum. Three loops with asso-
terion. Based on a sensitivity study performed by TPC ciated cold-leg, hot-leg, reactor coolant pump (RCP),
in 1986 with RETRAN which assumes that MTC re- steam generator are symmetrically modeled. The pres-
mains constant throughout the whole transient, HFP surizer is represented by a nonequilibrium pressurizer
MTC design criteria of-7 and -8 pem/'F for and model option with surge line volume connected to the
10% cycle burnup, respectively, are imposed by te li- loop-2 hot-leg. Spray line volumes are simulated as well.
censing authorities. The HFP MTC criteria result in a Each steam generator is modeled by a downcorner vol-
restriction to the loading pattern design flexibility and ume, a six-node tube bundle 6 secondary volumes and
a small negative impact to the fuel cycle cost, since both 12 primary corresponding volumes) I a separator volume,
the U-235 enrichment and the amount of burnable ab- and a steam dome. Twelve heat conductors are used
sorber rods required to achieve a fixed cycle energy are for each steam generator to describe the primary-to-
increased with more negative MTC. Recently, TPC has secondary heat transfer. Reactivity feedback and core
planned to increase the fuel cycle length to 18 months power transients are calculated by the point kinetics
to facilitate the outage planning and avoid scheduled model available in RETRAN-02. Important plant pa-
shutdown during periods with peak electricity demand. rameters used in the RETRAN model are listed in Ta-
Based on the experience from Maanshan Unit 2 Cycle 6 ble 1. Relative values used in the Westinghouse generic
design, which is a 16-month cycle, the HFP MTC, F H analysis 2 are also listed in the table for comparison.

and , all reach the design limits. A further increase in Primary - to - Secondary Heat ransfer
cycle length is expected to render the loading pattern
design extremely difficult, if not impossible. Therefore, a In the PWR ATWS transients, the heat removal ca-
revision of the HFP MTC design criteria is deemed nec- pability of the steam generator plays a dominant role
essary for TPC to pursue an 18-month cycle design. It is in the determination of the primary system pressures
expected that the HFP MTC design criteria at both 1% and temperatures [4]. As the steam generator tube un-
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covery occurs, the heat transfer in the covered region previous cycles of the Maanshan plant. The second term
of the tubes is significantly larger than that in the un- accounts for fuel temperature changes because the mod-
covered region. However, the tube uncovery would af- erator temperature changes. The value of the coefficient
fect the heat transferred from all the heat conductors used in the ATWS analysis is 2 pem/'F. This feed-
simultaneously if the tube bundle region of the steam back is implemented in the RETRAN model according
generator secondary side is modeled in RETRAN by a to the input method of constant moderator temperature
single volume. Regarding this concern, a local condition coefficient.
heat transfer model is available in RETRAN which al-
lows for different heat transfer regimes to be employed Analysis Assumptions

for each heat conductor. It keeps track of the mixture The analysis assumptions used in this study are similar

level in the volume and calculates the local conditions to those used in the Westinghouse generic ATWS anal-
that each heat conductor experiences and uses them ysis, which credit AMSAC for tripping the turbine and
better than the average conditions for heat transfer cal- initiating auxiliary feedwater:
culations. The other way of obtaining the correct heat
transfer above and below the nixture level is to simu- (1) Initial normal full power operation is assumed for
late the tube bundle region in the RETRAN model in a base case analysis. LONF ATWS part power cases are
more detailed manner. In the base case analysis model also performed at various power levels above 40%.

of this study, the steam generator tube bundle region (2) Initiating events LONF and LOCV occur at 10 sec-
is equally divided into 6 volumes in the axial direction. onds in the calculation.

Twelve heat conductors 6 for upside and 6 for down- (3) Moderator density coefficient curves for 4, 7, and

side) in stack simulating the steam generator U-tubes -8 pm/'F HFP MTC shown in Figure 2 are used to
enable the calculation model to distinguish the thermal calculate the moderator feedback.

hydraulics heat transfer conditions above and below the (4) Main feedwater supply to all steam generators falls
mixture level. to zero in 4 seconds after the initiating event LONF or

Hot Full Power MTC LOCV.

In the RETRAN point kinetics model, the moderator (5) AMSAC signal is actuated based on the status of
reactivity feedback can be calculated according to three feedwater pump, control valves, and isolation valves. A
different methods: (1) constant MTC model, which as- variable time delay as function of power level for AM-
sumes that the MTC remains constant throughout the SAC initiation is shown in Figure 3 The maximum de-
transient; 2 moderator temperature coefficient model; lay time shown in this figure is used as calculation basis.

which assumes that moderator reactivity feedback varies (6) Steam dump to condenser with 32% steam flow ca-
with moderator temperature; and 3) moderator density pacity following turbine trip for LONF analysis.

coefficient (MDC) model, which assumes that modera- (7) Full auxiliary feedwater flow starts at 30 seconds
tor reactivity feedback varies with moderator density. after an AMSAC signal, even if auxiliary feedwater ac-
Among these methods, the MDC model is the most tuation by low-low steam generator narrow range water
suitable one for ATWS event analysis since it properly level could occur much earlier than by AMSAC for part
accounts for the effect of large temperature and pres- power cases.

sure variations. A technique for calculating reactivity (8) Both pressurizer safety valves and PORVs are as-
as a function of moderator density [51 is used to con- sumed to be operable. Water relief rate is calculated
vert moderator temperature coefficients of 4, 7, and using the Isoenthalpic Expansion Model based on a dis-
-8 pem/OF for sensitivity analysis in this study (see Fig- charge coefficient of 0975 and a 09 multiplier for water
ure 2 A beginning of life (BOL) delay neutron fraction relief rate. For safety valves, a 10% pressure accumu-
(0) of 00075 is used to convert the unit of moderator lation was assumed for water relief instead of the 3%
reactivity from Ak/k to dollar pressure accumulation for steam relief.

Doppler Feedback (9) No credit for automatic control rod insertion as re-

The model for Doppler feedback used in the Westing- actor coolant temperature rises.

house generic ATWS analysis contains two components. &RESULTS
The first of these is the fuel temperature change that oc-
curs because of power level changes. This part is called To demonstrate the acceptability of a HFP MTC of
doppler power defect and can be simulated by a control -4 pern/OF and determine the associated AMSAC set-
system in RETRAN. The total defect used in this study points for Maanshan plant, extensive RETRAN analy-
is 125% Ak/k which bounds the BOL values for all the ses with key assumptions and calculated RCS peak pres-
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sure summarized in Table 2 are performed. Detailed dis- Part Power Analysis Results
cussions on the calculation results are presented in the Part power sensitivity cases are performed at 85%, 80%,
following sections. 75%, 70%, 65%, 50%, and 40% rated power for LONF

Full Power Base Case Results ATWS with an MTC of 4 pem/'F. It can be seen
from Table 2 that calculated peak RCS pressures for all

The base case LONF and LOCV ATWS analyses are the power cases are well within the limit value of 3200
performed assuming plant at full power operation with psig. Transient responses for system pressure presented
an MTC of 4 pcm/oF. The sequence of events for both in Figure 10 indicate that the pressure peak occurs at a
analyses are listed in Table 3 In both cases, the AMSAC later time for lower power case, which permits a longer
actuation signals are generated following loss of normal time delay for AMSAC actuation to be used for a lower
feedwater, and the turbine is assumed to trip at 40 and power as shown in Figure 3.
10 seconds for LONF and LOCV, respectively. The RCS
pressure and temperature increase (see Figures 4 and 5) AMSAC Power Level Setpoint Validation
due to the decrease in primary-to-secondary heat trans- Although the generic analysis performed by Westing-
fer as the steam generator inventory decreases (Figure house indicates that AMSAC is not needed for overpres-
6). Continuous pressurizer insurge flow resulting from surization protection at power level below 70%, West-
thermal expansion of reactor coolant leads to pressur- inghouse recommended that AMSAC signal be provided
izer water solid at approximately 90 and 96 seconds at 40% power to prevent excessive RCS voiding since
for LONF and LOCV, respectively, as shown in Figure LOFTRAN[61 a system thermal hydraulics computer
7. The RCS pressure increases rapidly after pressurizer code used in the Westinghouse generic study, is not de-
water solid and reaches a peak value of 3046 psia for signed to analyze two phase conditions. The main reason
LONF, and 2975 psia for LOCV at the cold-leg RCP is that LOFTRAN is not equipped with two phase mod-
discharge. The moderator reactivity feedback eventu- els/correlations, thus the results could be inadequate
ally reduces the core power, shown in Figure 8, to the when significant voiding exists in the RCS. In contrast
point such that the RCS pressure begins to decrease, to the LOFTRAN model, the RETRAN model has been
and a steam space is again developed in the pressur- qualified and approved for the simulation of two phase
izer. Without operator intervention, the power level will transient conditions. Thus, the concern of model ade-
be reduced below 15% in five minutes by the negative quacy when high steam quality exists is not applicable
moderator reactivity insertion. Afterward, the auxiliary for RETRAN analyses.
feedwater systems have the capability in removing the
15% power through the steam generator PORVs and With an MTC of 4 pcml'F, sensitivity analyses are
safety valves. The hot-leg quality calculated with the performed for part power LONF ATWS events assum-
assumption of RCP available is below 35% throughout ing AMSAC signal is deactivated. The conservative as-
the whole transient, as shown in Figure . sumption of having no auxiliary feedwater without AM-

MTC Sensitivity Study Results SAC signal is used in the analysis although the auxil-
iary feedwater actuation will be generated by the steam

Sensitivity study with MTCs of -4, -7, and -8 pcm/-F generator low-low signal in the Maanshan plant. The
are performed for both LONF and LOCV ATWS events. results shown in Table 2 Case 14 to Case 17 indicate
The results listed in Table 2 from Case to Case 6 indi- that calculated peak RCS pressure is within the design
cate that a higher peak RCS pressure is calculated with limit for power level less than 70%. Therefore, AMSAC
a less negative MTC value. For an MTC of -8 pcm1OF, is not needed for overpressure protection at power level
the peak RCS pressures calculated by RETRAN are below 70%. The existing C20 permissive of Maanshan
2,775 and 2768 psia for the LONF and LOCV ATWS set at 40% power level is still valid with the proposed
events, respectively. These values are very close to the MTC change.
Westinghouse generic ATWS analysis values of 2750
and 2,786 psia for a 3-loop, reference plant with Model F AMSAC Actuation Setpoint Validation
steam generator 2]. It is noted that the peak RCS pres- Current Maanshan AMSAC is activated if the feedwa-
sure calculated for Maanshan plant should be I 'ower than ter FCV position is close to below setpoint position cor-
that of the reference plant in the Westinghouse generic responding to a 25% nominal feedwater flow. To ver-
study because of larger capacities of both the pressurizer ify the adequacy of the setpoint with a HFP MTC of
PORVs and the auxiliary feedwater flow for Maanshan -4 pcm/'F, analysis is performed for the full power
design (see Table 1). Therefore, it can be concluded from LONF ATWS case assuming the main feedwater flow
this comparison that the Maanshan RETRAN model is rate is immediately dropped to a constant value (15%,
reasonably conservative for ATWS event analysis. 20%, and 25% nominal feedwater flow rate) without
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AMSAC actuation. The calculated peak RCS pressures Sensitivity of Calculation Model for MTC

presented in Table 2 from Case 18 to Case 20 indi- A constant MTC model with an MTC of 7 pcm/OF
cate that the current 25% feedwater flow AMSAC ac- is analyzed to compare with the MDC model used in
tuation setpoint is still adequate with a HFP MTC of the base case analysis. The calculated peak RCS pres-
-4 pcm/0F. sure of 3653 psz'a for the constant MTC model (Case

Steam Generator Secondary Modeling 26 in Table 2 is significantly higher than 2834 psia for
the MDC model (Case 2 in Table 2 The difference is

A steam gererator model with one node tube bundle resulted from the core power responses shown in Fig-
shown in Figure 11 is used to demonstrate the impor- ure 14. It is seen that a higher power is calculated with
tance of primary-to-secondary heat tansfer for ATWS the constant MTC model because the moderator neg-
analysis. The calculated peak RCS pressures for LONF ative reactivity insertion is significantly underpredicted
ATWS event with an MTC of 4 pcm/OF are shown by the model (see Figure 15).
in Figure 12. It is seen that more than 500 psia pres-
sure reduction is calculated with a more detailed sim- 4. CONCLUSIONS

ulation in the steam generator tube bundle. With an The calculation results demonstrate that the Maanshan
MTC of -7 pcm/'F, significant effect of the steam gen- RETRAN model is appropriate and reasonably conser-
erator tube bundle modeling is also calculated as shown vative for ATWS event analysis. Extensive sensitivity
in Table 2 analyses performed by using this model draw the fol-

Auxiliary Feedwater Initiation Assumption lowing conclusions:
(1) With a hot full power MTC of -4 pcm/'F, the cal-

AMSAC is an alternative mean for tripping the turbine culated peak RCS pressures of the most limiting ATWS
and initiating auxiliary feedwater flow under loss of sec- events for Maanshan plant are acceptable without vio-
ondary heat sink condition. At Maanshan, the auxil- lating the limit of 3,200 psig.
iary feedwater flow can be also initiated by the steam
generator low-low signal which is expected to generate (2) The existing AMSAC and associated setpoints are
shortly after loss of main feedwater (see Table 3 The still adequate with the proposed hot full power MTC
above anal�ses without AMSAC conservatively assume design criteria change. Further relaxation if needed, on
that the auxiliary feedwater flow initiation is failed by the AMSAC actuation setpoint is possible.

the common mode failure, which is highly improbable (3) Significant effects on the calculated peak RCS pres-
for Maanshan design. A full power LONF ATWS event sure are identified with the MTC model and the steam
without AMSAC actuation is analyzed assuming that generator tube bundle modeling. It is suggested that a
full auxiliary feedwater flow starts at 32 seconds af- more detailed nodalization for steam generator and the
ter steam generator low-low signal. The calculated peak MDC model taking into account both the pressure and
RCS pressure can be significantly reduced from 3963 temperature variations are used for ATWS event anal-
psia (Case 14) to 3365 psia (Case 23) as listed in Table ysis.
2. The FCV setpoint position study with 15% feedwa-
ter flow case is also calculated with low-low signal ini-
tiated auxiliary feedwater assumption. The calculated REFERENCES
peak RCS pressure of 3022 psia indicates that the AM- [1] T.W.T. Burnett et al., "Westinghouse Anticipated
SAC activation can be further relaxed to a FCV position Transient Without Trip Analysis," WCAP-8330,
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the calculated, cold-leg subcooling can be maintained of Complex Fluid Flow Systems," NP-1850-CCM-
beyond the time of pressure peak, the RCP coastdown A, EPRI, November 1988.
has no effect on the peak RCS pressure. However, the
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ABSTRACT This paper included a description of the scenario of reactor
trips, a historical review of the root cause analysis performed by

Taipower Company, a description of a special test for root cause

Reactor trip due to Moisture Separator Reheater (MSR) high identification, an examination of possible mechanisms, an identi-

water level has been a long time issue for Maanshan nuclear power fication of key parameters, a presentation of major findings and

plant. The operating experience shows that there are five reactor an assessment of the applicability of RELAP5/MOD3(Ref.1) un-

trips due to MSR high water level. Four out of the five reactor der the given conditions. Key parameters are identified which

trips are generated when Combined Intermediate valve (CIV) 1 include modified Froude-number, pressure, steam and liquid su-

is closed during CIV closure test. The fifth reactor trip occurs perficial velocities, water evel to diameter ratio, and geometry.

when the reactor power is increasing from 99% to 100%. An It is also found that the power level is not a good indicator for

extensive root cause analysis has been performed by Taipower deciding whether the onset of water clearance in cross under leg

Company. It is concluded that the water accumulated in the will occur or not.

cross under leg between the exhaust of high pressure turbine and

the inlet of MSR was the water source contributing to the MSR 2. ROOT CAUSE IENTIFICATION BY TPC
high level trip. Although Maanshan does not have similar

trip after the root cause analysis, it is interested to evaluate the Extensive root cause analyses were initiated by TPC after

proposed root cause from thermal hydraulic point of view. It is the occurrence of the secondary trip. In the beginning, the iden-

also hoped that some useful guidelines can be established. tification of root cause was concentrated mainly on the drain side

This paper includes a description of the scenario of reactor of MSR A. Because all possible causes at the drain side have been

trips, a summary of the root cause analysis done by Taipower proven not to be the root cause of the trip, TPC staff started to

Company, an examination of possible mechanisms an idenfica- consider about the possibility of having a large amount of water

tion of key parameters and a presentation of major findings. In entering into MSR in a very short time. The upstream side of

addition, the applicability of RELAP5/MOD3 under this condi- MSR was therefore exaimed. The isometric diagram of the pipes

tion is discussed. connecting high pressure turbine, MSR, CIV and low pressure
turbine is shown in Fig. 1. From the elevation point of view, the

1. INTRODUCTION cross under leg between high pressure turbine and MSR could

be regarded as a U shaped pipe. If for some reasons, water was

Maanshan nuclear power plant, a three-looped PWR, has accumulated in the lower elevation portion of U shaped cross un-

been experienced a lot of reactor trips from turbine trips initiated der leg. The accumulated water could become the source of the

by Mositure Separator Reheater (MSR) high level signal. The high water level trip. During CIV test, the closure of CIV #1

operating experience showed that there were five reactor trips will result in a sudden increase of steam flow rate so that the

caused by MSR high level signals. One of them occurred in unit water existing in the cross under leg can be brought to MSR to

one and four of them occurred in unit two. Among them, there generate MSR high level singal. This hypothesis sounds reason-

were four trips occurred during the tests of the turbine Combined able and can be supported by the observation of the reduction

Intermediate Valve (CIV) right after refueling outage. According in reheat steam flow rate before the trip. If water was accu-

to the test procedure, CIV 1 was the valve to be firstly closed mulated in the cross under leg, part of the flow area was blocked

during the test. Immediately after the closure of CIV #1, the and the condensation potential of MSR would be reduced because

water level in the MSR A reached MSR High-High level trip. the steam supplied to the shell side was less. Consequently this

The same sequence of event repeated in all the four cases. The would result in a lower reheat steam flow rate in both first stage

fifth reactor trip occurred when the reactor power increased from and secondary stage. According to this hypothesis, the prob-

99% to 100%. lem was believed to be cosely related to the heatup rate at low

power evel after refueling. For nuclear fuel pretreatment con-

To resolve the problem, an extensive root cause analysis has sideration, vendor recommended a heatup rate of 3 per hour

been performed by Taipower Company. It was concluded that the during power ascension stage. In order to be on the conserva-

water accumulated in the cross under leg between the exhaust of tive side, TPC headquater required 1.5% per hour. Additional

high pressure turbine and the inlet of MSR being the cause of margine was added by Maanshan Nuclear Power Plant so that

MSR high level trip. the headquater requirement could always be met. The final out-

come was 1% per hour. This sow rate of power ascension was
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believed to be the major contributor to the problem. Therefore, annular mst or mist, the transition of flow regime meight bring
the lesson learned was that side effects of a conservative approach the water into MSR almost instanuously.

should be evaluated from every conceivable aspects. The Taitel/Dukler chart(Ref.2), being one of the most widely

used flow regime map, was first selected in this study. For round
3. A SPECIAL TEST FOR RECONFIRMATION OF pipe geometry with small, though finite, wave, the criterion for
WATER ACCUMULATED IN CROSS UNDER LEG instability proposed by Taitel and Dukler gives

On January 27, 199 1, the fifth reactor scram occurred due to U9 ) C2 [(p,-p,)gAg /(pgdA1/dh)1` (1)

MSR HI-HI level. The result of this trip seemed to support the Given the schematic of horizontally stratified flow in Fig. 4 the
hypothesis given in previous section because it took a long time following expressions can be established:
to reach full power and the reduction of reheat steam flow rate
was also observed. However, because this trip is different from C2 = 1-h/D = 12 (1-cos 0)
the previous four trips which occured during CIV test, a special
test was conducted to identify root cause. This test was intended dAr/dh = D 1-(2(h/D)-1)2)0.5 = DsinO

to reconstruct the startup conditions before the reactor scram. therefore equation (1) becomes

On January 29, 1991, the test was conducted and the se- U, ) 112[(pf-p,,)gcA1 (pDsin0)10-'(1-cc,s0 2)
quence of event was shown in Table 1. The long term and short
term MSR first stage reheat flow rates are shown in Fig. 2 and This equation is now used to predict the critical flow regime
Fig. 3 respectively. From Fig. 2 it is very clear that the first re- transition (water blowed out) velocity in the cross under leg. The
heat steam flow of MSR A started to decrease after the closure of designed operating pressures of cross under leg at 50% power and
the drain valve. This indicated that the steam flow rate at MSR 100% power are 075 MPa(109 psi) and 1.5 MPa(219.8 psi) re-
A is reduced (possibly by the accumulation of water in the ross spectively. These two power levels are picked to represent the
under leg). The reduced steam flow rate in MSR A was compen- low power and full power operating conditions. Given the cross
sated by the increase of steam flow rate in MSR and C as shown under pipe diameter of 1067 m, the critical velocity for these two
in Fig. 3 At 1:45 the drain valves were opened which resulted pressures are calculated as functions of h/D. This critical veloc-
in MSR A drain tank high level alarm at 20:17. At the same ity can be converted into superficial velocity and shown in Fig.
time of observing the high level alarm, the first stage reheat flow 5. The area above the critical superficial velocity curve repre-
rates of all MSRs became the same as shown in Fig. 3 Similiar sents the conditions that the steam superficial velocity is greater
behavior was also observed in the second stage reheat flow rate. than critical superficial velocity and the water can't accumulate
This test provided a very strong evidence that the MSR reheat in the cross under leg. On the other hand, the area below the
flow rates were very good and reliable indications for abnormal critical superificial velocity curve represents the conditions that
steam flow rate at the shell side of MSR. The variation of steam the water can stay in the cross under leg without being blowed
flow rate at the shell side can support the proposed mechanism away. According to TPC's estimation, if the water level in the
described in the previous section. cross under leg is higher than or equal to 9 inch, the amount

of water is large enough to result in a high level trip of MSR.
In this special test, the power was maintained at a constant Given this water level and a steam velocity of 25.3 m/s (average

level so that the total steam flow rate was also constant. Nev- steam superficial velocity of cross under leg at 50% power), the
ertheless, this didn't imply that the steam flow rate in each leg corresponding point 0.21, 25.3) will be located in the area below
was also constant. The drainage of the accumulated water in one the critical superficial velocity curve associated with 50% power.
leg may reduce the resistance of this particular leg and increase This implies that the water can stay in the cross under leg. As
the steam flow rate through it. As shown in Fig. 3 the steam power increases to 100% power, the steam superficialvelocity be-
flow rate to MSR A did increase after the opening of drain valve comes 26.9 m/s and the corresponding point 0.21, 26.9) will be
at 19:45. In other words, the trip occurred when the steam flow located in the area above the critical superficial velocity curve
rate was increasing and the mechanism of MSR high water level associated with 100% power. This implies that the water will be
in this test could be the same as the other five trips. The falling of blowed away. As shown in Fig. , it is found that the downward
liquid slug in the vertical pipe due to drain may also be a possible shifting of the critical superficial velocity curve is the main con-
mechanism. tributor to the onset of flow regime transition which results in

the cross under leg water blowed away. These analysis, although

4. EVALUATION OF POSSIBLE MECHANISMS rather crude, can be provided as one of the supporting informa-
tion for the hypothesis proposed by TPC. Please be noted that

Assuming water existed in the cross under leg, various pos- the above analysis should be regarded as a first approximation
sible mechanisirns including flow regime transition with wavy Sur- when the uncertainties of flow regime transition are considered.

face and onset of instability, counter current flow limitation, and The pipe size effects on flow regime transition have been
droplet entrainment are investigated one by one to identify the investigated by Tornisto and Kajanto (Ref.3). It was shown in
possible mechanism of MSR high level trip. The effects of com- Fig 7 that the pipe size effect could be neglected provided that
plex geometry and power level are also studied. the water blowed out criteria was expressed as modified Froude

number vs. h/D. Where modified Froude number for horizontal

4.1 Flow Regime Transition with Wavy Surface flow was defined as

and Onset of Instability F = pg jg11 (pf -p,) Dgj'/' 3)

Before water was blowed out from the cross under leg to The applicability of RELAP5/MOD3 to predict flow regime
the MSR, the flow regime of the water accumulated in the cross transition based on F�-oude number was next performed. In Haa-
under leg should be horizontally stratified flow. If the flow regime palehto and Barre's paper (Ref.4), the experimental data of the
changed into another flow regimes such as bubbly, slug, plug, IVO loop seal facility and the ECTHOR facility were used to s-
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sess the interfacial rag model used in the CATHARE code. The 4.3 Complex Geometry Effect
two-phase behavior and the geometry in the IVO loop seal and
ECTHOR facilities were very similar to those i the cross under The isometric diagram shown in Fig. indicated that the
leg. Therefore, the same experimental data of both the IVO and cross under leg isn't a simple nice U shaped pipe. Near the middle
ECTHOR facilities were also used to assess RELAP5/MOD3. of the cross under leg, there is an inclined pipe connecting to
Figure 7 and iustrates the comparisons between the calcu- two horizontal pipes at both ends. It is possible for the counter
lational results of RELAP5/MOD3 and the experimental data. current flow imitation to occur at the intersection of the lower
The calculational results of the RELAP5/MOD3 showed reason- horizontal pipe to the inclined pipe. To simulate the CCFL in
able agreements with the experimental data. It should be noted the hot legs of a PWR during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA),
that in RELAP5/MOD3, the right hand side of equation 3 is Ohnuki (Ref 6 studied the phenomena of a horizontal tube
designated as critical velocity, V,,it. If IV, - V I is greater than connected to inclined riser. An empirical correlation for modeled
V,,it, the flow is not stratified. If it is less, then a transition takes PWR hot legs was proposed:

place between 12 V,,it and V,it as shown in Fig. . The usage j9-1/2) + 0.75j,'1/2 = L,((H/D)(1/I))-0-061 + 0.8 6)
of IV, - V I instead of V, and the additional assumption of tran-
sition region will make te result of RELAP5/MOD3 somewhat This correlation has been used to assess the large scale test fa-
different from the Taitel and Dukler's criteria. cility (UPTF) data (Ref 7 This correlation overpredicts liquid

velocity at the given vapor velocity. However, reasonable agree-

4.2 Counter Current Flow Limitation in the Vertical Pipe ment has been obtained for i* = O.O.

When the steam velocity was small, the velocity of water in Because the geometry of the cross under leg (H'=2.438m,
the cross under leg was not enough to overcome the gravitation I=2.84m, D=1.067m) is very similar to the geometry of hot leg in
force to flow upword. As a result, the water in the horizontal pipe UPTF(H=7.1m, 1=1.4m, D=0.75m) and the operating pressure
was brought to its downstream vertical pipe and flowed up a small of cross under leg is also similar to that of UPTF(1.5 MPa), equa,
distance and then fell back to the horizontal pipe. The downward tion 10 is used. The j,,)1/2 is calculated to be 0894. Therefore,
water flow and the upward steam flow formed the counter current the critical vapor superficial velocities are 39.6m/s and 27ni/s for
flow. When the steam velocity increased, the counter current flow state conditions corresponding to 50% power and 100% power re-
limitation (CCFL) might be reached. The bridging and churn- spectively. This result can also be used to explain what occurred
ing of the liquid flow dring CCFL and the accompanying large in the fifth trip.
pressure rop could bring the water, which was accumulated in
the cross under leg, to MSR. 4.4 ENTRAINMENT

Two flooding correlations with zero downwards flow were The 'onset of entrainment was proposed by Wallis (Ref. 8)
checked against the conditions existing in cross under leg. The and given by the following correlation:
flooding criterion proposed by Pusbkina and Sorokin (Ref. 5) for j = 1.5X10-4(.0f/P�,)1/1(_/Y") (7)
large diameter pipes were expressed in terni of te Kutateladz -
number The threshold vapor velocity was calculated to be 6.71m/s and

K. = pg1111(g-(pf - p,))114) j = 32 .(4) 3.78in/s for state conditions corresponding to 50% power and
100% power respectively. The onset of entrainment vapor velocity

On the other hand, the wallis correlation is expressed as the well is too low to be considered as the mechanism for triggering the
known j parameter blowing away of the water accumulated in the cross under leg.

ji7-1/2 + Mj1-1/2 C (5) 4.5 EFFORTS ON ATTEMPTING TO ESTABLISH A

where 0.88 c USEFUL GUIDE

ik = p,:1gD(pf - p,,))Illjk One of the objectives of this study is to provide the answer to

Recalling the sequence of event in the fifth trip, it is be- the question: Can a useful guideline be established through the
lieved that the water was accumulated during the power ascen- understanding of the mechanism? From the discussion above, it
sion stage (from roughly 50% power to 100% power) untill it is found that the vapor velocity is the key parameter for causing
was blowed away at about 100% power. The average superfi- water blowed out of the cross under leg. It can also be found that
cial steam velocities are 25.3m/s and 26.9m/s for 50% power and there aren't much difference between the steam velocities of 50%
100% power conditions respectively. If CFL is the mechanism power and 100% power in spite of the fact that the mass flow rate
for water blowing out, we should expect the superficial steam ve- of the latter is twice as much as the former. The main reason for
locity for flooding criteria be greater than the average operational this is that there is a large variation of vapor density between
steam velocity for 50% power condition and the other way around these two state conditions. Because the difference between the
for 100% power condition. steam velocity at low power and that at high power is smaller than

the uncertainties associated with the correlations, it is concluded
Given it = 0.0 and two extreme C values of 0.88 and 1.0 that no useful guidelines can be established. Also, the validity

respectively, the critical superficial velocity of Wallis 'correlation of the possible mechanisms might well be questioned when the
in Eq.9 under the state conditions of 50% power and 100% power uncertainties ere included. However, since the magnitude of
respectively are shown in Table 2 Rom Table 2 it was found criticial velocity was close to the operational velocity, it is very
that the Wallis criteria with C = .88 can be used to explain likely that one or some of the mechanisms are real.
that occurred during the fifth trip.
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5. CONCLUSIONS a void fraction

Based on the above discussions, the following conclusions can A viscosity (kg/s
be made: p 'density (kg/m')01 surface tension (N/m)

(1) It was proposed that the MSR high level trip was caused Subscripts
by a sudden blow out of the water accumulated in the cross
under leg. 9 as phase

(2) The abnormalities observed in the first and second stage re- fl liquid phase
heat steam flow rates can be used as a reliable indicator for k g or I
the water accumulation in the cross under leg.

(3) A special test has been performed. The findings of this spe- Dimensionless groups
cial test supported conclusions I and 2 above. B� Bond number = D(g(pi-p /2

(4) The possible mechanisms for blowing water out of the cross Table 1. Sequence of event for the special test conducted
under leg in a sudden manner include: horizontal flow regime by TPC
transition, CCFL at the vertical pipe and CCFL near the
bend connecting the horizontal pipe with the inclined riser. 02:25 CLOSE CROSS UNDER LINE DRAIN VALVES (RX. 15%)

(5) Because the difference between the steam velocity at low 08:30 INCREASE POWER FROM 15%
power and the steam velocity at high power is so small, there 12:34 RX. REACH 50% POWER
is no useful guidelines can be established. 19:45 OPEN CROSS UNDER LINE DRAIN VALVES

(6) Key parameters involved in this problem include: Froude 19:45 GEN. POWER REDUCED 4 MWe
number, pressure, pipe geometry, steam velocity, water level 20:17 MSR DRAIN TANK A HIGH LEVEL ALARM RESET
in the cross under leg 20:18 MSR DRAIN TANK A DUMP VALVE V-304 OPEN 

(7) The side effects of a conservative approach should be evalu- CLOSE
ated from every conceivable aspects. 20:52 CLOSE CROSS UNDER LINE DRAIN VALVES

REFERENCE 20:53 GEN. POWER INCREASE 4 MWe
21:00 INCREASE POWER FROM 50%
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Nomenclature

A flow area (m2)
D pipe diameter n)
9 acceleration due to gravity 9.8lin/s

h liquid level height n) Fig. Schematic diagram of cross under leg
H length of horizontal tube (-)
I length of inclined riser (m)
j superficial velocity (m/s)

UV actual velocity /-)
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ABSTRACT fuel pins, and between fuel bundle and the subassembly duct
are the flow channels, through which the sodium coolant

The methodology and -analysis procedure to qualify the carries heat from the reactor to the intermediate heat
Mark-V and Mark-VA fuels for the Experimental Breeder exchanger (IHX) where heat is transferred to the secondary
Reactor II are summarized in this paper. Fuel performance steam system and to the turbine generator. The outside flat-
data and design safety criteria are essential for thermal- to-flat distance of the subassembly duct is 58.2 mm 229
hydraulic analyses and safety evaluations. Normal and off- in.) and the gap between subassemblies in the reactor is 071
normal operation duty cycles and transient classifications are mm 28 mils).
required for the safety assessment of the fuels. Design
safety criteria for steady-state normal and transient off- The EBR-11 is a part of Argonne National
normal operations were developed to ensure structural Laboratory's Integral Fast Reactor (11711) concept, which is
integrity of the fuel pin. The maximum allowable coolant a complete nuclear plant power generation system including
outlet temperatures and powers of subassemblies for steady- a reactor and a closed Fuel Cycle Facility (FCF). The
state normal operation conditions were first determined in a design codes and standard presented in the paper can be
row-by-row basis by a thermal-hydraulic and fuel damage used as guidelines in the safety assessment of future reactor
analysis, in which a trial-and-error approach was used to development.
predict the maximum subassembly coolant outlet
temperatures and powers that satisfy the design safety The basic safety requirement in nuclear reactor
criteria for steady-state normal operation conditions. The operation is to limit the radiation release from the reactor to
limiting steady-state temperature and power were then used the environments, such that the public can be protected. In
as the initial subassembly thermal conditions for the off- EBR-Il, like other reactors, there are three layers of
normal transient analysis to assess the safety performance of protection to separate the radioactive material from the
the fuel pin for anticipated, unlikely and extremely unlikely environs, and they are the fuel-cladding, the primary tank,
events. If the design safety criteria for the off-normal events and the reactor containment building. Since fuel-cladding is
are not satisfied, then the initial steady-state subassembly the first layer of protection, it is important to limit the
temperatures and/or powers are reduced and an iterative number of fuel-cladding failures to an acceptable value
procedure is employed until the design safety criteria for off- through the fuel operation life including normal and off-
normal conditions are satisfied, and the initial subassembly normal operations. 'Me fuel-cladding damage is primarily
outlet coolant temperature and power are the technical caused by the creep phenomenon, which is a function of the
specification limits for reactor operation. cladding temperature, time at temperature, and hoop stress

in the fuel-cladding caused by the plenum pressure in the
fuel pin. The plenum pressure is the result of fission gas

INTRODUCTION release, which is almost linearly proportional to the fuel
burnup. In reactor and fuel pin designs, the total reactor

The Experimental Breeder Reactor 11 (EBR-11) is a power, flow, and fuel target burnup. are design parameters,
sodium cooled liquid metal reactor MR) plant, and it has and preferred not to be changed in the reactor operation.
a thermal power of 62.5 MWt and a corresponding electric The limit on the fuel-cladding temperature is therefore
power of 20 MWe. The power of EBR-II is generated by required to ensure fuel pin integrity during reactor
uranium/plutonium metallic fuels, and they are contained in operation.
stainless steel tubes ftiel-cladding) to form the fuel pins.
The core of EBR-II is composed of up to seven rows of There are thousands of fuel pins in the reactor core,
driver subassemblies, and each subassembly is composed of detailed and cumbersome thermal-hydraulic analysis would
61 fuel pins contained in a hexagonal duct. Gaps between be required to predict the fuel pin temperatures for each
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reactor run if individual fuel pin temperatures were to be the power, flow, and Subassembly Outlet Temperature
used as the temperature limits for the fuel management. (SOT) rise trip functions are at 115, 88, and 115% of the
Such a procedure would be impractical in reactor operation. nominal values, respectively, while the power and SOT trip
An alternative is to regulate the subassembly coolant outlet alarms are set at 105%. In principle it is possible that the
temperature, which is the temperature average over all reactor could operate at 105% power without operator
coolant channel in a subassembly, and it is a direct indicator intervention. The 105% overpower is defined as the LCO
of the fuel-cladding temperature. The subassembly coolant in EBR-11. (Normal operation is confined to 2 overpower
outlet temperature can be obtained based on the power-to- by the operating practice.)
flow ratio by neglecting intersubassembly heat transfer, and
a correlation between the average and the peak subassembly B. Off-Normal Transients and Duty Cycles
coolant temperature can be established. The subassembly
outlet coolant temperature limits during reactor operation In the analyses of reactor operations, there are many
can then be regulated through a fuel management program. possible failure modes to be evaluated, and it is impractical
In the EBR-Il Technical Specifications (T.S.) the to analyze a of those off-normal events. However, the
subassembly temperature limit is addressed in terms of the possible faults can be divided into a few well known classes
peak coolant outlet temperature; however, in the reactor based upon the similarity of response of the core. In the
operation, the subassembly outlet coolant temperature is selection of transients for the safety analysis, we 1) list all
employed as the guideline. transients and their corresponding frequency of occurrence

based on Probabilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) and operation
Two new types of fuel pins, Mark-V and Mark-VA experience, 2 group events based on similarity (loss-of-flow

were designed for the EBR-11 core. Both fuels are made of (LOF), transient overpower (TOP), etc.) and frequency of
U-2OPu-IOZr and have an outside cladding diameter of occurrence, 3 select the "umbrella" transient in each group
5.842 mm 0.23 in.). Mark V has a fuel slug diameter of based on severity and 4 determine number of duty cycles in
4.27 mm (0 168 in.) and an HT-9 cladding wall thickness of each group. The off-normal events are caused by either
0.457 mm (18 mils) while the fel. diameter and stainless single or multiple equipment failure, and are classified into
steel cladding thickness of Mar"A are 439 mm (0 173 five categories; and they are normal, anticipated (upset),
in.) and 0381 mm (15 mils), respectively. Te design unlikely (emergency), extremely unlikely (fault), and beyond
target burnup of Mark-V/VA fuel pins is 10 at.%. These design basis events. The categorization is based on
ftiel types are manufactured remotely, using reprocessed frequency of occurrence, operation experience, tradition,
fuel, in the Fuel Cycle Facility at Argonne National and engineering judgement. The BR-11 off-normal
Laboratory. transients include four anticipated events (two LOF's and

two TOP's), six unlikely events (two LOF's and four
In the qualification of the Mark-V/VA fuel TOP's), and one LOF extremely unlikely event.

subassemblies, it is necessary to ensure that safety, control
and blanket subassemblies in the reactor meet the functional C. Neutronic Analysis
requirements in a Mark-V/VA core environment. In
addition, major components in EBRAI, such as the primary Neutronic calculations provide total powers and
tank, reactor vessel, IHX, superheater, and primary piping power distribution of subassemblies as well as reactivity
system have to be analyzed to ensure that their design safety feedbacks of the reactor. Reactivity feedbacks have
criteria are met with the new fuel forms and corresponding significant effect on the reactor temperature for unprotected
changes in the operating environment. loss-of-flow (LOF), transient overpower (TOP) and loss-of-

heat-sink (LOHS) events. Ile magnitude of the decay heat
also affects LOF transients.

INFORMATION SUPPORTING SAFETY ANALYSIS
D. Fuel Performance

The determination of T.S. limiting subassembly
outlet coolant temperature and power for reactor operation Collection of ftiel performance data requires
involve the safety analysis of fueled subassemblies, and an considerable efforts including in-pile and out-of-pile tests,
iterative procedure between steady-state and transient fuel data interpretations and analysis. In addition to thermal and
pin thermal-hydraulic and damage calculations. In the safety mechanical material properties that are required for thermal-
analysis the following information is required: hydraulic and structural analysis, information required for

fuel pin damage evaluation includes the threshold ftiel-
A. Normal Operation Conditions cladding eutectic, liquefaction temperature, eutectic

penetration rate, cladding wastage caused by fuel-cladding
Instead of the nominal 100% power and flow normal and sodium-cladding chemical interactions. The fuel-

operation conditions, the Limiting Condition of Operation cladding eutectic liquefaction temperature for Mark-V and-
(LCO) is considered as the normal operation in the safety VA fuels was chosen conservatively at a bounding value for
analysis. In EBR-II the limiting safety system settings for all burnup and fuel/clad combinations, while the cladding
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thinning parameters are a function of the fuel composition, design basis events are usually not addressed in the safety
temperature and time at temperature. It should be noted in analysis. In general, the design criteria are less stringent for
the fuel qualification and surveillance test plans that the the events with a lower frequency of occurrence.
measured data should correspond to the data required for
reactor operation as well as for the safety analysis. In the The safety criteria were established based on
safety analysis the calculation is performed based on the material safe/fail test data, analysis, operation experience
worst-case scenarios, and the safety evaluation is on the and equipment limitations. For instance, during fuel
hottest fuel pin including thermal-hydraulic, power and handling in EBR-II the subassembly is first stored in a
material uncertainties. In contrast in most of the in-pile test storage basket until decay heat decays to a manageable level.
irradiations, the focus was naturally on the average- The gap between the subassembly and the position hole in
temperature fuel pin performance. As a result, the high- the storage basket is 1016 mm 40 mils). The dilation of
temperature fuel pin performance data needed for the safety the subassembly duct due to swelling and creep is therefore
case are limited. The result of this relative lack of data is I imited to 1.0 16 mm 40 mils). 'Me design safety criteria of
the conservative estimation of key life-limiting fuel the fuel-cladding for steady-state normal operation include
behavioral phenomena (e.g., thr,�shold temperature). limits on the fuel-cladding temperature (the eutectic

liquefaction temperature is the limit), the cladding stress and
E. Uncertainty and Hot Channel Factors strain, the Cumulative Damage Function (CDF), the fuel

temperature (the solidus temperature is the limit) and the
In the standard thermal-hydraulic analysis of fuel sodium temperature (the boiling temperature is the limit).

pins and subassemblies, nominal calculations are usually The criteria for the off-normal transients, however, do not
performed based on best-estimated values of power, flow, include limits on the stress and temperature of the fuel-
geometry and material properties of the fuel pin and the cladding.
subassembly. In reality, true values of these parameters will
deviate from the ideal values. In the safety assessment of The safety design criteria for the Mark-VNA fel-
the fuel pin, uncertainty factors are required to bound the cladding were developed to limit the fuel-cladding damage
effects of this deviation in the analysis to ensure safe reactor and prevent a "significant" number of breaches through the
operations. The hot channel factor is the ratio of fuel (or life of the fuel. A "significant" number of breaches that is
fuel-cladding) temperature rises obtained from analyses with acceptable in EBR-11 operation is defined as that, with a
and without uncertainty factors. The uncertainty factors confidence level of 95%, no more than one in 3000 elements
considered in the Mark-V/VA safety analysis include the will fail. There are approximate 6000 fuel pins in a given
effects of 1) power level measurement 2 neutron and core loading.
gamma flux distributions, 3 subassembly flow rates, 4)
subassembly flow distribution, 5) manufacturing tolerance of
the fuel pin, 6 material thermal and mechanical properties, METHODOLOGY AND ANALYSIS
and 7 transient overpower. The overall uncertainty was
obtained through a direct and a statistical combination of In the determination of the T.S. limiting
individual uncertainty factors. 'Me hot channel factor and subassembly temperature through the safety analysis of fuel
uncertainty factors are the inputs for steady-steady and pins, separate steady-state and transient analyses were
transient thermal-hydraulic analyses, respectively. performed for the Mark-V and Mark-VA fuels, and to
Uncertainty factors of either 2 or 3ar level are generally ensure all design safety criteria are satisfied.
accepted for the safety analysis.

A parametric steady-state analysis of the fuel pin
F. Design Safety Criteria was performed to determine the maximum subassembly

outlet coolant or fuel pin temperature that satisfies the design
Although the design safety criteria are not input safety criteria for normal operation. In the evaluation of the

parameters for thermal-hydraulic and fuel pin damage Mark-V/VA steady-steady safety performance, the LIFE-
analysis, they are required for safety evaluation and provide METAL computer code was ued.' he current, state-of-art
guidelines for safety analyses. The development of design metallic fuel behavior was incorporated in the LIFE-METAL
safety criteria of fuel pins and subassemblies are essential code, which provides detailed thermal and mechanical
for safety evaluations, and all criteria must be satisfied in analysis including the fuel and cladding mechanical
order to meet functional requirements and performance interaction. In an EBR-11 core the power of the inner-row
objectives of the fuel pin in a safe and reliable manner. It subassembly is higher than that of the outer-row
would be desirable to have a single set of criteria for all subassembly, while the power/flow ratio of the outer-row
operation conditions; however, because of the widely subassembly is higher than that of the inner-row
different time scales, severity and frequency of occurrence subassembly. LIFE-METAL analysis indicates that for a
that are involved, the design criteria are usually separated EBR-II reference core, the fuel pins in the inner rows are
into those that are applicable to normal, anticipated, limited by the fuel temperature, which is a strong function
unlikely, and extremely unlikely operations. The beyond of power, while the outer-row fuel pins are limited by the
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fuel-cladding eutectic liquefaction temperature for the Mark- dilation of the HT-9 duct is considerably smaller than that of
V ftiel and by the CDF for the Mark-VA fuel. The fuel- the 316 SS duct for the temperature range considered, and
cladding temperature is a strong function of fuel pin the results indicate that all design criteria were satisfied for
power/flow ratio, but a weak function of fuel power. The the EBR-11 operation.
allowable subassembly outlet coolant temperatures and
power generations are therefore obtained in a row-by-row As pointed out in the introduction, the limits of the
basis. subassembly coolant outlet temperatures are used to

constrain reactor operation, while the safety analysis
The limiting subassembly outlet coolant temperature determines the limiting fuel pin conditions. In order to

and power obtained for the steady-state conditions are the relate these hot local coolant temperature to the average
initial subassembly thermal conditions for transient analysis, subassembly outlet coolant temperature required for core
which was performed to determine the thermal response and management, a peaking factor, the ratio of hot channel
the fuel-cladding damage of the ftiel pin for off-normal temperature to the subassembly outlet coolant temperature,
events including anticipated, unlikely and extremely unlikely is used. Theoretically, the peaking factor is different from
transients. A transient fuel-cladding damage analysis code subassembly to subassembly, but in practice only a single
DEFORM-5 2 part of the system thermal-hydraulic and conservative peaking factor was used in the fuel
neutronic ode SASSYSl was used to predict thermal management. his factor was determined by the results
behavior and damage of the fuel pin, and to determine obtained from the steady-steady whole core thermal analysis
whether the fuel pin that satisfies the steady-state design code SUPERENERGY-2.1
safety criteria also satisfies the design safety criteria for off-
normal transients. If the design safety criteria for off-
normal events are not satisfied, then the initial steady-state DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
I imiting subassembly outlet coolant temperature or power is
reduced, and the transient analysis is repeated until design The proposed T.S. subassembly outlet coolant
safety criteria for all transients are satisfied, and the initial temperature and power limits for the Mark-VNA fuels are
subassembly outlet coolant temperature and power used in specified on a row-by-row basis. These specifications are
the final transient analysis in the iterative process are the more complicated for fuel management than a single
T.S. limits for reactor operation. temperature limit that applies to driver subassemblies in all

rows, as required in the current EBR-11 T.S. for the Mark-
In the Mark-VIVA calculations, we found that the III/IlIA fuels. The row-by-row subassembly temperature

temperature limits of inner-row subassemblies are governed limits are necessary for the Mark-VNA core in order to
by the TOP transient event because of the design limit on meet the target fuel burnup and reactor power output
the fuel temperature, which requires that there should be no requirements and result from the need to consider three
fuel melting. The temperature limits of outer-row separate limiting phenomena: Bulk fuel melting, steady-state
subassemblies are governed by the design safety criteria for wastage and eutectic liquefaction.
the steady-state normal operation.

The safety analysis performed for the Mark-V/VA
Thernial-structural analysis of the subassembly duct fuels is conservative because 1) the hottest fuel pin was

is required to determine that the design criteria (ASME code chosen for the analysis, 2 the worst-case scenarios were
Section 111, NE Standard 179-7, etc.) and dilation limit of the considered for either material properties or operation
duct are satisfied for the target fuel burnup. Two types of conditions since some key phenomena are not completely
ducts were considered in the analysis, the HT-9 duct of the understood, and 3 uncertainty factors were applied in the
Mark-V fuel and the 316 SS duct for the Mark-VA fuel. calculation. Nevertheless, the imits imposed upon these
The THTB and ANSYS computer codes were used in Mark-V and Mark-VA fuel subassemblies do not constrain
thermal and structural analyses, respectively.'-' Thermal the current operation of EBR-II.
loadings during transient are a consequence of the
temperature gradient across the duct wall. The dilation of
the duct is primarily caused by thermal and irradiation REFERENCES
induced creep strains. The thermal creep strain is induced
by the hydraulic pressure applied on the duct, and it is a 1. M. C. BILLONE, et al., "Status of Fuel Element
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convergence, a total of 670 time steps were taken. Ile
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U.S.A. Suite 206
Tel: 1516-929-8300 Ext 3604 San Jose, CA 95129, U.S.A.
Fax: 1516-929-8223 Tel: 1408-446-4242

Fax: 1408-252-8542

Siemens AG 7272 Wisconsin Avenue
Siemens AG KYVU/BT51 Bethesda MD 20814, U. S. A.
Postfach 3220, 91050 Erlangen, FRG Fax: 301-654-0633
Fax: 49-9131-18-4927

TEPCO
Siemens Power Nuclear Power Plant Construction Dept.
Nuclear Division, Siemens Power TEPCO
Eng. & Manufacturing Facility 1-3 Uchisaiwai-cho 1-chome, Chiyoda-Ky
2101 Hom Rapids Road, P. 0. Box 130 Tokyo 100 JAPAN
Richland, WA 99352-0130, U.S.A. Tel: 81-3-3501-81 1
Tel: 1509-375-8563 Fax: 81-3-3596-8544
Fax: 1509-375-8402

Sierra Matrix Tetra Eng.
Sierra Matrix, Inc. Tetra Eng. Group, Inc.
48890 Milmont Drive. Suite 105D Six Harrford Road, P. 0. Box 5
Fremont, CA 94538 Weatogue, CT 06089-0055

U.S.A.
U.S.A. Tel: 1203-653-0236
Tel: 1415-623-3690 Fax: 1203-653-0401
Fax: 1415-770-8662

SNL Texas A&M
Advanced Nuclear Power Technology Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
SNL Department 6471, P. 0. Box 5800 Texas A&M University
Albuquerque, NM 87185-5800 College Station, TX 77843-3133

U.S.A.
U.S.A. Tel: 1409-845-7090
Tel: 1505-844-4018 Fax: 1409-845-6443
Fax: 1505-844-8734

TH U
Southwest RI NPP Simulation Training Center
Southwest Research Institute Inst. of Nuclear Energy Technology
6220 Culebra Road Tsinghua University
San Antonio, TX 78228-0510 Beijing, 100084 CHINA
U.S.A. Tel: 255-2451 Ext 3555
Tel: 1210-522-2218 Fax: 256-4177
Fax: 1210-684-4822

Tohoku U
Department of Nuclear Engineering
Tohoku University
Aramaki-Aza-Aoba, Sendai, 980
JAPAN
Tel: 81-22-222-1800 Ext 4672
Fax: 81-22-268-1539



CORPORATE ADDRESSES (Cont.)
(by affiliation abbreviation)

Tokyo 1. T. TRMC
Research Laboratory for Nuclear Reactors Taiwan Radiation Monitoring Center
Tokyo Institute of Technology 823 Cherng-Ching Rd.
2-12-1 0-okayama, Meguro-ku, Kaoshiung TAIWAN
Tokyo, 152 JAPAN Tel: 886-7-380-2326
Tel: 81-3-3726-1 1 11 Fax: 886-7-381-1660
Fax: 81-3-3729-1875

Tsukasa Sokken
Toshiba Tsukasa Sokken Corp.
Nuclear Engineering Section 1 19-4 Tamaduturni, Setagaya-ku
Nuclear Eng. Lab. Toshiba Corp. Tokyo, 158 JAPAN
Shin-sugita-cho 8 Isogo-ku Tel: 81-3-3703-4391
Yokohama-shi, 235 JAPAN Fax: 81-3-3705-0756
Tel: 81-45-770-2324
Fax: 81-45-770-2308 U Arizona

Toshiba Corp. Dept. of Nuclear & Energy Eng.
4-1, Ukishima-cho, Kawasaki-ku University of Arizona
Kawasaki-City, JAPAN 210 Tucson, AZ 85721
Tel: 81-44-288-8170 U.S.A.
Fax: 81-44-299-2853 Tel: 1602-621-8794

Fax: 1602-621-8096
Toshiba Corp.
1-1-6, Uchisaiwai-cho U HK
Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100 Dept. of Mechanical Eng.
JAPAN Univ. of Hong Kong
Tel: 81-33-597-2173 Pokfulam Road
Fax: 81-33-597-2678 HONG KONG

Tel: 852-859-2637
TPC Fax: 852-858-5415
Nuclear Engineering Dept.
Taiwan Power Company U Illinois
242, Sec. 3 Roosevelt Road Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
Taipei, TAIWAN University of Illinois
Fax: 886-2-367-1675 Urbana, IL. 61801, U.S.A.

Power Research Institute
84 Ta-An Rd. Shu-Lin, U Missouri
Taipei County, TAIWAN University of Missouri-Columbia
Fax: 886-2-682-2793 Nuclear Engineering Program

E2433 Engineering Building East
Radiation Laboratory Columbia, MO 6521 1, U.S.A.
P.O. Box 7 Shinmen Tel: 1314-882-3550
Taipei County 25303, TAIWAN Fax: 1314-884-4801
Fax: 886-2-638-2446

Nuclear Safety Dept. U Tsukuba
8F Annex Building, 242 Inst. of Eng. Mechanics
Roosevelt Rd. 3rd Sec. University of Tsukuba
Taipei, TAIWAN Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305 JAPAN
Fax: 886-2-367-7885 Tel: 81-298-53-5256

Fax: 81-298-53-5207
TRACTEBEL
Avenue Ariane 7
B 1200 Bruxelles, BELGIUM
Fax: 32-27-728900



CORPORATE ADDRESSES (Cont.)
(by affiliation abbreviation)

U Mass-Lowell Westinghouse
Dept. of Chemical & Nuclear Eng. Westinghouse Electric Corp.
University of Massachusetts-Lowell P. 0. Box 355
1 University Avenue Pittsburgh, PA 15230, U.S.A.
Lowell, MA 01854, U.S.A. Tel: 1412-374-5599
Tel: 1508-934-3166 Fax: 1412-374-5744
Fax: 1508-934-3918

WIPP
UCSB Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
Dept. of Nucl. & Chem. Eng. P. 0. Box 2078
University of California Carlsbad, NM 88221
Santa Barbara, CA 93106-5080 U.S.A.
U.S.A. Tel: 1505-887-5707
Fax: 805-893-4927 Fax: 1505-234-8298

UNESA Wolf Creek NO
C/Francisco Gervas 3 Wolf Creek Nuclear Operation Corp.
E-28020 Madrid, SPAIN 8200 East 32nd Street North
Fax: 34-15-70-5245 Wichita, KS 67226, U.S.A.

Tel: 316-636-6841
USNRC
Core Performance Section WPPSS
Reactor System Branch PE16, Washington PPSS
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission 3000 George Washington Way
Washington DC, 20555-0001, U.S.A. Richland, WA 99352
Tel: 1301-504-3232 U.S.A.
Fax: 1301-504-2259 Tel: 1509-377-4357

Fax: 1509-377-4220
UW-Milwaukee
Mechanical Engineering Dept. Yamagata U
Univ. of Wisconsin Dept. Mechanical Systems Eng.
Milwaukee, WI 53201, U.S.A. Faculty of Eng. Yarnagata Univ.
Tel: 1414-229-5191 4-3-16 Jonan, Yonezawa-shi
Fax: 1414-229-6958 Yamagata-ken, 992 JAPAN

Tel: 81-2-3822-5181 Ext 398
Vattenfall AB Fax: 81-2-3824-6445
Vattenfall AB, Safety Tech.
S 162, 87 Vallingby Yokohama Nat. U
SWEDEN Dept. of Mech. Eng. & Material Sciences
Tel: 46-8-739-5342 Yokohama National University
Fax: 46-8-87-7469 156 Tokiwatai, Hodogaya

Yokohama 240 JAPAN
Weidlinger Assoc. Tel: 81-45-335-1451 Ext 2653
Weidlinger Associates, Inc. Fax: 81-45-331-6593
4410 El Camino Real, Suite 1 10
Los Altos, CA 94022
U.S.A.
Tel: 1415-949-3010
Fax: 1415-949-5735





SPONSOR: NUCLEAR ENERGY SOCIETY, TAIPEI (NEST)


